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Locomotive Building, Labor In 211

Locomotives. Center of Gravity of 319*
Locomotives. The "Centipede" 105
Locomotives for China 100
Locomotives, Coal Consumption in . .nter 294
Locomotive Coal Tests, Big Four and
Purdue 46

Locomotive, Compressed Air Vauclain's.. 58*

Locomotive. Compressed Air 395*
TjOcomotives. (Compound 123
Locomotives. Compounds for Fast Trains 52*

Locomotives, Compound, N, P. Ry 149
Locomotives, Compound, Records of 89
Locomotive, Construction of a 23
Locomotive Crank Pins. P. R, R 179*
Locomotives. Cylinder Capacities 123.152
Locomotive Cylinders. P. R. R. Class H 6 178*
IjOcomotlve Design, (see Cole) 145
Locomotive Design. F. J. Cole 54*
Locomotive Design. F. J. Cole 54*, 69*

Locomotive Design. F. J. Cole 202*
Locomotive Design. F. J. Cole 376*
Locomotive Design. Side Rods, Cole 21*

Locomotive Design. Fiber Stresses 16
Locomotive Design, Variety In 22S
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Wheel Fits 61*
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Locomotive Driving Spring Rigging 48*
Tjocomotives. Economical Loading of 206*
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Locomotive Feed "W.ater Heaters 20*-27
Locomotive Feed Heaters in France .330*

Locomotive Fireboxes. Lagging for 300*
?TjOComotive Fireboxes. "U'ater Tubes In.. 78*
. Locomotive Fireboxes. Plea for "Wide 347
) Locomotive Fireboxes. Water Tubes In.. 223*
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Locomotives. Friction Losses of 25.8

Locomotive Front Ends 3o9

Locomotive Grates, Large or Small 124
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R. R 179'

Locomotives In Germany 2o3

Locomotive, Heaviest, Ever Built 315*

Locomotive, Heavy Passenger, C. & N.
W. Ry 224

Locomotives, High Speed, Ports, etc 210*

Locomotive Hoist, Hydraulic 166*

Locomotive Instruction In Technical
Schools 379, 391

Locomotives, Improvements In Valves—290*

Locomotives, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Heavy.
for 28

Locomotives, Lancashire & Yorkshire Ry. 144

Locomotives, Loading of, Henderson 206*

Locomotive, Midland of England, Sche-
nectady 226*

Locomotive, Modern. Construction of 211

Locomotives, New English and German.. 121

Locomotive Operation, Henderson 206*

Locomotive Parts. Cast Steel 73*

Locomotives, Pennsylvania, Classes H 5

and H 6 177*

Locomotive Pilot Coupler, N. P. Ry 252*

Locomotive Pistons, P. R. R. Class H 6..17ii*

Locomotive Piston Rods, P. R. B. Class
H 6 .• 178*

Locomotive, Player's Tandem Compound. 211*

Locomotives, Powerful 87

Locomotive Road Tests, N. & W. Ry 392*

Locomotive. Road vs. Stationary Tests... 326

Locomotive Runs, Long 261

Locomotive, Sand Handling Apparatus... 84*

Locomotive Side Rods, Cast Steel 115*

Locomotive Side Rods, Moments of Inertia 16

Locomotive Side Bods, F. J. Cole 54*

Locomotive Side Rods, F. J. Cole 21*

Locomotive Smokeboxes 396*

Locomotive Smoke Boxes, Short 14

Locomotives, Standard, L. & T. Ry 348*

Locomotives, Steam Pressures for Com-
pound 99

Locomotive Staybolts 58

Locomotive Staybolts 392*

Locomotive Study in Technical Schools.. 391

Locomotives, Table of Dimensions 316

Locomotive Tests. Simple vs. Compound. 250*

Locomotives. Third Man on 86*, 122

Locomotive Tonnage Rating 91*

Locomotive Truck, P. R. R. Class H 6.... 185*

Locomotive Tubes, Velocity of Gases in.. 311

Locomotive Valves, Separate Exhaust 88

Locomotive Valves and Port Openings— 330

Locomotive Valves, Piston 386*

Locomotive Valves, Piston. Whyte 199*

Locomotive Valves. Resistance of 116

Locomotive Valve Motion. P. R. R 185*

Locomotive Valves, Friction of, Aspinall. 94*

Locomotive, Vanderbilt's 279*

Locomotive Weighing Scales 127*

Locomotive, Work in Building a 159

London & South Western, Water Tube
Fh-eboxes 78*

London & So. Western, Tubes In Fire-
boxes 223*

Long Distance Non-Stopping Trains 307

Long Locomotive Runs 261
Long Runs Without Stops 307

Long Island R. R. Consolidation Locomo-
tive 92*

Long & Alstatter Co., Shears 131*

Lubricated Car Center Plates 96*

Machine Work in Building Locomotive— 23
Magnolia Metal Co. Wins Suit 90

Mail Service, 1S99 Schedules 46

Main or Connecting Rods, F. J. Cole 69*

Maine Central, Waterville Shops 72

Manganese in Car Wheel Irons 44, 50

Manhattan Elevated, Electricity on 284
Marshall, W. H.. Appointment of 232
Massachusetts Institute of Technology... 54

Master Car Builders' Assn. convention... 215
Master Car Builders' Convention 231

Master Car & Locomotive Painters' Assn. 281

Master Mechanics' Convention 218
Master Mechanics' Convention 231

M. C. B. Journal Box Lids Criticised 49
McCord Spring Dampener 97*

Mcintosh Blow-off Cock 324*

McLaughlin's Flexible Conduit 297*

Mechanical Stokers in Marine Service 26
Mellin's Double Ported Valve 290*

Mercantile Agencies, An Attack on 227
Metallic Packing. Phenix 135
Midland Rv. of England. Schenectady Lo-
comotives 226*

Modern Locomotive, Construction of 211

Modoc Liquid Soap for Cars 246
Modoc Soap for Cars 133
Mogul Locomotives, So. Pac. Ry 151*

Mon.irch Pneumatic Hammer 372*
Morgan. J. P.. New Yacht 59
Mortising Machine. Fay & Co 134*
Motor Car Trucks. Baldwin 3.57*

Motors. Electric, in Smith's Shop 334*
Muchnlck Locomotive Feed Heaters 331*

Naval Personnel Bill 122
Nels Semaphore Glass 173
New York Central Annual Report 335
New York Central. Heavy Train 324
New York Central. Vanderbilt's Firebox. .279*

New York Central. 10-wheel Locomotive.. 255*

New Y'ork Central, Pressed Steel Fire
Door 305*

New York Railroad Club Meeting 42
Niagara Rapids, Scheme to Utilize 126
Nickel Steel 221
Nickel Steel, Tests of 89
Nickel Steel in Locomotive Construction.. 245
Norfolk & Western Ry. Locomotive Tests. 392*
Norfolk & Western, Piston Valves 3W*
Norfolk & Western Ry. 100,000-lb. Cars.,.IS7*
Northern Pacific, Compound Locomotives 149

Northern Pacific Pilot Coupler 252*

Northern Pacitic Ry. Tender Bolsters 119*

Northern Pacific Ry. v^oupler Side Lug... 224*

Northern Paclllc Ry., Locomotive 388*

"Oceanic," White Star Liner 325
Oil Fuel Burning, High Pressure In 195
Oil Fuel for Forging Furnaces 230
Oil Burners, High Pressures in 195
Oil and Gas Engines for Pumping 51

O. R. & N. Ry. Consolidation Locomotive 14*

Otto Gas Engines, Erie R. R 350*

Otto Gasoline Engine, Test of 299
Outerbrldge, A. E., on Car-wheel Irons..44, SO
Overpass Valve, Richmond 290*

Packing, Metallic, Phenix 135
Paint for Iron and Steel 333
Paint Spraying, Progress In 370
Parallel, or Side, Rods, P. J. Cole 54"

Paris Exposition, Interest In 53
Paris Exposition Railroad Map 53
Paris Exposition Transportation Exhibits 222
Passenger Cars, Light and Heavy 112*

Passenger Compound.s for Fast Trains 52*

Passenger Locomotive, C. B. & Q. R. R..141*
Passenger Locomotive, C. & N. W. Ry....lS8*
Passenger Locomotive, D. & R. G. Ry...293*
Passenger Locomotive, Heavy, C. & N.
W. Ry 224

Passenger Locomotive, L. S. & M. S. Ry.343*
Passenger Locomotive, N. Y. Central S5*
Patent System, Improvement ot 332
Pearson Car Replacing Jack 171
Pearson King Bolt Clamp 228
Pennsylvania R. R. Grates and Ash Pans 40*

Pennsylvania R. R. Hydraulic Forging
Machine 77*

Pennsylvania R. R., Pensions on 295
Pennsylvania R. R. Report 128
P. R. R. Class H 5 and H 6 Locomotives.. 177*
Pension System, P. R. R 296
Phenix Metallic Packing 135
P. & R. Ry. Atlantic City Flyer 154*

Philadelphia & Reading Fireboxes 107*

Phosphor Bronze, by Smith 147*

Piecework, Intercolonial Ry 301
Pilot Coupler, N. P. Ry 252*

Pilot and Tender Coupler 333*
Plntsch Gas Lighting 324
Plntsch Gas Plant, Manhattan Ry 1*

Plntsch Gas, Progress In Lighting 227
Pipe Unions, Browne's 371*

Piston, Cast Steel, L. V. R. R 110*

Pistons, Class H 6, P. R. R 178*

Piston Pressures, Table of 79
Piston Rods, Class H 6. P. R. R 178*

Piston Rods, Extended 259
Piston Rod Ends, Stresses in 9*

Piston Rods Enlarged Ends 9*

Piston Rods, Extended 358, 360
Piston i.'od. Hollow, L. V. R. R 110*

Piston Valves, Advantages of 263
Piston Valves. Brooks Locomotive
Works 303*, 366*

Piston ^'alves for Locomotives. Whyte 199*

Piston Valves, Improvement In 303*
Piston Valves, L. V. R. B 250*
Piston Valves. Norfolk & Western 386*
Piston Valve Used 65 Years 62*
Platform. Gould's New Steel 170*
Platform. The Standard Caboose 271*
Pneumatic Blow-off Cock, Mcintosh 324*
Pneumatic Drill. Reversible 31*
Pneumatic Hammers for Riveting 28
Pneumatic Hammer, The Monarch 372*
Pneumatic Table for Repairing Air
Pumps 60*

Pneumatic Tool Litigation 403
Pomeroy Driving Spring Rigging 48*
Pony Truck. P. R. R. Class H 6 185*
Porter. H. K.. & Co.. Locomotive 395*

Port Openings for Valves. Henderson SO
Ports and Valve Gears. Notes on 210*
Powerful Passenger Locomotives 80
Pratt & Whitney Co., The 221
Pressed Steel Car Co.. Capacity of 198
Producers. Gas, for Engines 358
Profit Sharing on Railroads 346
Progress in Boiler Material 162
Prout on Electric vs. Steam Traction 255
Pullman's Buys Out TVagner Co 360
Pumoing Stations. Gas and OH Engines.. 51
Punch and Shear. Werner's 401*

Purdue cniversity 89
Pyrometer, Edward Brown's 172*

Quayle. R., Presidential Address 251

Ralls 60 Feet Long, Unsuccessful 314

Rail. The Manning, B. & O. R. R 99*

Ralls, Breakage Records in Track 312
Rails, Damages by Counterbalance 33
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Rail Washer Tests, C, B. & Q. R. R 380*

Railroad Earnings in 1898 H7
Railroad Mileage and Tonnage 171

Railroad Signal Lights 394

Railway Accidents in 1898 333

Railway Statistics 91

xiailway Construction in Formosa 249

Ramsdell's Air Brake Piston Packing 302*

Reducing Valve, Air Spring 298*

Reducing Valve, The Eclipse 135*

ixeed Recording Scale Attachment 371*

Regulator for Air Brakes, Oilman's 162*

Reynolds, O. H., on Car Trussing 318*

Reynolds, O. H., Light and Heavy Cars.. 112*

Richmond Locomotive Works, Improve-
ments in Valves 290*

Richmond Locomotive Works Locomo-
tive 304*

Richmond Overpass Valves 290*

Richmond Valve Improvements 290*

i.iVet Holes, Punching ot 314

Rivet Holes, Reamed 306

Riveted Seams, by F. J. Cole 361*

Riveter, Coskev's Hydro-Pneumatic 337*

Rocker Shaft, Cast Steel 57*

Rockwood, Cylinder Ratios lo

Rods, Side and Main, by F. J. Cole.... 54', 69*

Roofs for Box i^ars 356

Roofs of Box Cars 379

Safety Appliances, Progress in 388

Safety Appliances, Progress in 128

Safety Chains for Passenger Cars 131

Safety in Operation, Secret of 259

Safety Valves, Star Brass 171*

Sand Blast and Its Uses 84*

Sand Blast In Railroad Work 367*

Sand Drying and Elevating System 84*

Sanding Track and Train Resistance 380*

Sanderson, R. P. C, on Steel Cars 190

Santa Fe Pacific Locomotives 285*

Saw, Automatic Band, The Egan Co 66*

Scale for Weighing Locomotives 127*

Scale Recording Attachment, Reed's 371*

Schenectady Locomotive Works. Locomo-
tives, 26*, 42*. 150*, ISS*. 224, 226*, 247*. 255*,

368*, 388*, 398*.

Schoen i^teel Cars at Conventions 223

Schools, International Correspondence.. .265*

Scripture's Tests on Color Vision 260*, 263

Seley, C. A., on Car Framing 71*

Semaphore Glass, Nels 173

Shafts, Hollow and Solid
Shears, Large, Bloom 131*

Ship, Speed of Japanese Cruiser "Chitose" SS

Short Smoke Boxes 14

Shops, Goss, at Horwich 348*

Shops, Juniata, Hydraulic Forging Ma-
chine 77*

Shops, Topeka, A., T. & S. F. Jrcv 12

Shop Tools and Their Arrangement..;... 23

Shrunk and Force Fits 165

Side Rods, Cast Steel 115*

Side Rods, Moments of Inertia ot 16

Side Hods, Strength and Sec^.ons of 3b.'

Side or Parallel Rods, F. J. Cole 54*

Signals, Automatic, Reliability of 264

Signal Lights. Yellow .^3o

Signaling, Lights for 394

Signals, Yellow as a Color for 124

Simons Draft Rigging 253*

Simplex Body and Truck Bolsters 40*

Simplex Bolsters. L. S. & M. S. Ry 144*

Smart, R. A., Ports and Valve Gears 210*

Smart, R. A., Fast Compound Locomo-
tives 44, 52*

Smith, L. L., Phosphor Bronze 147*

Smoke Boxes, Short 14

Smoke Boxes, Short, for Locomotives 98

Smoke Consuming Device. A Successful.. 295

Smoke Stacks, Short, and Front Ends.... 396*

Smoke Stacks, History on U. P. Ry 160*

Smoke, Suppression of 229

Smoke Boxes, The Problems of 359

Smoke Boxes and Short Stacks 396*

Soda Ash in Locomotive Boilers 286
Southern Ry., Car Bolsters on 90*

Southern Pacific, Metal Draft Gear 332*

Southern Pacific Ry. Locomotive 26*

Southern Pacific Ry. Locomotives 150*

Speeds High. Ports and Valve Gears 210*

Spring Dampener, McCord's 97*

Spring Hangers and Equalizers, Cole 145*

Springs. Helical vs. Elliptic 97*

Spring Rigging Lighter 86

Spring Rigging, Underhung 48*

Standard Caboose Platform 271*

Standard Scale & Supply Co 371*
Star Brass Co., Pop Valves 171*
Statistics, Interstate Com. Commission.. 271
Statistics, Illusiveness of 346
Statistics of Railways 97
Staybolts, M. M. Committee on 68
Stay bolts. Best Method of Applying 278
Staybolt Chuck, Gabriel 370*
Staybolt Iron, Value ot Good 90
Staybolts, Progress in 392*

Steel, Abrasive 61
Steel, Boiler, Worked too Cold 257, 262
Steel Car Situation, The, by Sanderson.. 190
Steel Cars at Conventions 223
Steel, Heat Treatment of 53
Steel, Present Demand for 293
Steel and Iron, Development 135

Steel, Strength Increases Alter Finishing 54
Station, Boston Union 56
Station, Jersey City, P. R. R 99
S. S. "Oceanic," Launching of 64
Steam Heating, Vacuum System 289
Steam Heat Joint, Metallic 37U*
Steam, Leakage of, from Pipes 326
Steam Pressures, Compound Locomotives 99
Steam Pressure, High, and Dry Steam.. 327
Steam, Superheating, Advantages 171
Stereopticon for Education of Employees 305
Stokers, Mechanical, for Marine Work 26
Stupakoff on Wire Gages Iii5

Stupakoff's Oomparometer 169*

Stupakoff 's Comparometer 59

Strainer for Air Brake Pipes 61*

Sumner, Gas and Gasoline Engines 91*

Superheated Steam, Advantages of 312
Sweeney Air Compressor 287*

Switching Locomotive. A Large 399*

Switching Locomotives, C, M. & St. P.
Ry 69*

Table for Repairing Air Pumps 60*

Tank, 7,000 Gallon, Tender, L. V. R. R 11*

Taylor Gas Producers, Erie R. R 350*

Taylor Iron 95
Technical Schools and the Locomotive.379, 391
Telegraphy, Wireless 164
Telegraphy, Wireless 88
Telegraph. The Multiplex Printing 110

Telephones in Use 47

Ten-Wheel Compound, N. P. Ry 388*

Ten-wheel Passenger Locomotive, B., R.
& P. Ry .Mis*

Ten-wheel Passenger Locomotive, N. Y.
Central 255*

Ten-wheel Locomotive, D. & R. G 293*

Ten-wheel Freight Locomotives, U. P. Ry.2S2*
Ten-wheel Passenger Locomotive, L. S.

& M. S. Ry 343*

Ten-wheel Locomotive, C. G. W. Ry 321*

Tenders, Body Bolster for 119*

Tender, Coal Gate, N. Y., C. & St. L.
R. R 100*

Tender, Lehigh Valley Pushing Locomo-
tive 11'

Thermal Tests of Wheels, Henderson 4*

Thinking Straight 49
Third Man on Locomotives 86
'Thompson, Frank, Obituary 232

Tires, Flanged vs. "Bald" 300

Tires. Flanged, M. M. Assn. Report 276*

Tires, Flanged vs. Plain 220

Titles on Drawings 252'

Ton-Mile Basis in Locomotive Statistics.. 244
Tonnage Rating, Canadian Pacific 91

Topeka Shops, A., T. & S. F. Ry 12
Torpedo Boat "Farragut," Trial ot 53
Torpedo Boat Destroyers, Speed of 89
Track, English, by Prof. Goss '. .. 375

Track Sanding and Train Resistance 380*

Trains, Fast, on Vandalia 264, 295
Train. Heavy Passenger, N. Y. C 324
Train, Large Average, C. & O. Ry 284
Train Lighting Abroad 101

Trains Parting, M. C. B. Report 236
Trains. Punctuality, C. & N. W 264
Train Resistance and Track Sanding 3S0*

'Train Resistance Formulae 326

Train Robbery 9S

Train Staff, Paper on ,281

Trains. Stored Energy in 366
Traveling Engineers' Association 2S5
Triple Valves, M. C. B. Assn 216
Truck for 100,000-lb. Cars, N. & W. Ry...l87*

Trucks, 80,000-lb. Cars, D. & H. Co 162*

Truck, The Cloud Arch Bar 2bS*

Trucks tor Motor Cars, Baldwin 367

Truck. Consol. Locomotive, P. R. R I'S*

Trussing of Cars, Theory of 318

Truss Rods, Location of, for Cars 98

Truss Rods of Cars, Arrangement of 17

Tubes, Henrv's Tests on 2SJ

Tube Heating Surface, Cole's Table 292

Tubes in Locomotive Fireboxes 223

'lubes, Muntz Metal, Long xtecord of 264

Tubes, Boiler, U. S. Navy Requirements. 83

Twelve-wheel Locomotive, D., L. & ^^ • „..
Ry 364*

Twelve-wheel Locomotive, I. C. R. R— 315*

L'nions Made on Ends of Pipes 371*

Union Pacific Ry. Freight Locomotives.. liS2*

Union Pacific Ry. Smoke Stacks 160*

Union Pacific, Extension Fronts on 160

Vacation Work in Shops, for Students ^0

Vacuum Steam Heating 289

Valves, By-pass and Double Ported 290*

Valves, Friction of, Aspinall 94*

Valves, Friction of. More Tests Needed.. 86

Valve Motion, P. ri.. R. Class H 6 185*

Valves and Port Openings 330

Valves. (See Piston Valves.)
Valves, Piston, for Locomotive, Whyte..l99*
Valve, Piston, Used 65 Years 62*

Valves, Piston, L. V. R. R 250*

Valves, Piston, Brooks Works ^ ,
366*

Valve, xieducing. The Eclipse 136*

Valve Reducing, Air Spring Regulator. .298*

Valves, Resistance and Lagging of 116

Valves, Separate, for Exhaust __S8

Vanderbilt's Locomotive 279*

Vauclain Compounds, Lehigh Valley 250*

Vauclain's Compressed Air Locomotive.. 58*

Vauclain, Fast Passenger Locomotives... 52*

Vaughan, H. H., on Atlantic City Flyer.. 164*

Vaughan, H. H., Wide Fireboxes 107*

Voltaire's Riddle, "Time" 269

Waitt, A. M., Goes to N. Y. Central 164*

Waitt, A. M., Air Brakes on Heavy Cars 80

Waste Heat for Locomotive Boilers 76

Watch Inspection 50, 59

Waterville Shops, Maine Central R. K.... 72

Water, Feed Heaters for Locomotives.. 20*, 27

Water for Hot Bearings 338

Water on Hot Journals 121

Waaler Grates, B. & M. R. R 322*

Water Impurities 93

Water Impurities, Treatment 219

Waaler Pipes, Thawed by Electricity 105

Water, Purification of. M. M. Report 242*

Water Purifier, Electric 261

Water Stations. Gas and Oil Engines 51

Water Tanks, Steel vs. Wood 280

Water Treatment by Soda Ash 286

Water Tube Boilers, Babcock & Wilcox.. 346

Water Tubes in Locomotive Fireboxes— 78*

Wells Light, Used for Heating 338

Werner Portable Punch and Shear 401*

Westinghouse Brakes in Russia 266, 284

Westinghou.se E. & M. Co.. Smith Shop.. 334*

Wheels for 100,000-lb. Cars 130

Wheels and Axles for 100,000-lb. Cars 218

Wheels. Car, Design of, Grafstrom 196*

Wheels, Cast Iron vs. Steel Tired 243

Wheels, Cast Iron vs. Steel Tired 219

Wheels, Mileage of Iron. Chilled 191

Wheel and Track Gages, M. C. B 216

Wheels, Driving, Flanges on 220

Wheel Fits of Driving Axles, Enlarged 61*

Wheel Iron, Henderson 4*

Whitelaw Air Drill 31*

Whvte on Bolsters for Freight Cars 17

Whvte, F. M.. Piston Valves 199*

Wille on Heat Treatment oi Steel 63

Wire Gauges, Stupakoff 135
Wireless Telegraphy 164, 337
Wood, Fireproofing of 60

Wood Working Machinery, Fay 134*

Work in Building Locomotive 24

Wrecking Train Under Way in 7 Mmutes 88

Y'acht, New. for J. P. Morgan 59
Y'oung's Portable Horse Stall for Cars.. 47*
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PINTSCH GAS PLANT, MANHATTAN ELEVATED RAIL-
ROAD, NEW YORK.

During the fifteen years of its use in the United States, the
N^Pintsch system of car lighting has met with remarkable suc-

cess. This is due to the combination of efficiency In lighting
and the employment of a gas which may be compressed and
stored for transportation without material loss of illuminat-
ing power.

There are now about 85,000 railroad (jars and over 4,000
locomotives using the system, and it is also applied with
equal success in the lighting of buoys for marking channels in
harbors and rivers. The buoy lights burn continuously from
six to eight months, according to their size, without attention.
I'intsch gas is made from a high grade petroleum distillate,

and is a fixed gas, which when compressed has an illuminating
power six times as high as that of coal gas, known as "city
gas," in the same condition. While city gas loses nearly all

of its illuminating power by compression, Pintsch gas loses
only about 10 per cent., and its candle power is about «5 when
compressed to 14 atmospheres.
The process of manufacture liberates the gas from the

oil, and it removes Iho tar and impurities by condensation
and purification, after which the gas is compressed into
storage tanks, and from them it is admitted to the distribute
ing mains for charging the car reservoirs. In passing from
the car reservoirs at a pressure of 12 atmospheres or
less the gas goes thiough a regulator, which reduce.s
the pressure to about one-third of an ounce per square inch at
the burners, maintaining a steady, even flame, regardless of
the varying pressure of the reservoir. It Is a very ingenious
device, and is one of the importent parts of the system.
Forty Pintsch gas plants are now operated at the important

railroad centers in the United SUtes by the Pintsch Com-
pressing Company. One of the largest of these has 3(1 miles
of distributing mains, supplying 28 different railroads, and
altogether these plants supply 1,200 Pullman, 500 Wagner and
10,800 pasesnger coaches on 110 different railroads. The
plants are exceedingly compact and well arranged, the latest
and most interesUng being that installed 18 months ago at

lB9th St, New York City, for supplying dally 1,100 cars of
the Manhattan Elevated Railroad.

The gas is made in a two-story, 50 by 65 feet, brick build-
ing, and the whole plant, aside from the distributing system,
occupies a ground space of about CO by 130 feet. Besides
being the newest plant, this one is interesting because of Im-
provements in the retorts, which give a greater capacity with
two fires than was formerly had with thirty. It also permits
of better control of the quality of the gas. In general, the
plant consists of the oil storage tanks, holding the raw ma-
terial, a 50-gallon supply tank elevated inside the retort

house, the retorts, condenser, exhauster, washer, purifiers,

meter, gas holder, compressors, store holders for the com-
pressed gas, and, finally, the distribution system. Fig. 1 is

an exterior view of the plant; Fig. 2 is a diagram showing
the process from the beginning up to the compression; Fig. 3

is a plan of the first floor of the building; Fig. 4 is the oil

ends, and Fig. 5 the gas ends of the retorts; Fig. 6 shows the
condenser and purifiers in a room over the compressors; Fig. 7

is the exhauster; Fig. 8 the compressors, and Fig. 9 a view of

the valve gear of one of the compressors.

The oil supply tanks are underground outside of the build-
ing, and have a capacity for 25,000 gallons. A small pump in

the retort house raises the oil to the supply tank as it is re-

quired, and from there it is sent by gravity to the retorts

through graduated valves. The small tank iS used to keep
down the amount of oil in the retort house to the lowest terms
as a measure of safety.

Formerly the retorts for Pintsch gas were of iron, and the
improvement is in the substitution of clay. Clay retorts have
been used for the manufacture of coal gas, and also to some
extent for oil gas, but never before in this manner for making
the gas used for car lighting. Clay withstands heal better
than iron, and it lasts longer, but it requires continuous ser-

vice, and is adapted only to plants of large capacity. These
retorts may be made three times as large as iron for the
same expense, and are economical because of the possibility

of using fewer fires for the same work. Their use was to a
certain extent experimental in this case, and it is now an as-
sured success.

The retorts are of D section, 3 inches thick and 20 feel long,
with a mouthpiece and self-sealing lid on each end. They are
laid horizontally in two benches of six retorts each, and are
heated by two coke fires in regenerative furnaces 30 inches
wide by feet deep, so designed as to heat the retorts evenly
from end to end. The stoking door is at the floor level and
in the center of the brick work, the ash pits being below the
floor.

The hot gases from the fire reach the central portions of the
retorts first, where they are mixed with a supply of fresh,

heated air, inducing further combustion, which is completed
by further additions of air at the top of the combustion cham-
ber. The products of total combustion are led through flues to
the chimney, their heat being utilized to heat the secondary
air supply already referred to.

The oil is conducted from the supply tank to each retort by
a separate pipe, with special devices for controlling its flow.

Two of these connections are shown in Fig. 2, the others being
omitted for the sake of clearness. After entering the retort

the oil passes to the front through a 214-inch pipe laid along
the bottom of the retort. At the end farthest fioni the en-
trance this pipe has a retuni bend connection to a 4-inch pipe
leading along beside the 2%-inch pipe to a point near the
entering end, from which the gas is sent to the front again
through the open retort. These pipes in the retort are turned
up into a vertical plane in Fig. 2 in order to show them in

the engraving. In reality, they lie along the bottom of the
retort. These vaporizing pipes cause the oil to heat gradually,
and they are necessary in order to vaporize the oil before it

comes into contact with the clay. The adjustment of the flow
of oil to the temperature of the retorts is important and re-

quires careful attention in order to give a uniform product.
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Oitterenlial Gai^.

Gas Cutlet End. . Drain m Jarryell.

Fig. 2,-Showing Complete Gas Making Process.

(This Engraving Shows Process as far as the Washer. See opposite page.)

Fig. 1.-Exterior View of Plant.
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Fig. 4.-Oil End of Retorts. Fig. 5. -Gas End of Retorts. Fig. 6.-Condenser, Washer and Purifiers.

PINTSCH GAS PLANT-MANHATTAN ELEVATED RAILWAY, NEW YORK.
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Fig. 2.—Showing Complete Gas Making Process.

(Tliis KiiKniviiK; Shows Process from Waslior to Holder. See opposite page.)
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The gas leaves the front ends of the retort through G-inch

vertical cast-iron pipes, connecting each retort to the hydraulic

main overhead. The gas passes into the hydraulic main
through dip pipes, the ends of which are one inch below the

surface of the accumulated tar, and thus serve to prevent any
passage of gas back into an unused retort. The level of the

tar is uniform, the surplus above that needed for the sealing of

the pipes are being drained to a tank for storage. A safety

valve, blowing off at 12 inches pressure, is connected to the end

of the hydraulic main. A 10-inch pipe conducts the gas from

the hydraulic main to the condenser in the purifying room
located in the second story of the building. A running test

for richness of the gas is applied by holding white paper before

a jet from the standpipes leading from the retorts to the

hydraulic main, the color of the stains made by the gas

against the paper giving a measure of the quality of the gas.

In Fig. 2 the process of making gas may be followed. This

engraving shows the system of pressui'e gauges, whereby the

pressure at all points may be watched from the retorts.

The first step in the purification takes place in the condenser,

which resembles a vertical tubular boiler, the gas passing in-

side and cold water outside of the tubes. It is seen at the left

in Fig. 6. This removes all of the moisture and tai-, and, in

fact, everything that may be taken out of the gas by cooling.

The tai- and condensation drain off to the tar well. Fig. 6

shows the room in the second story of the building.

The use of clay retorts necessitates careful regulation of the

pressure of the gas within them, and at this point in the

process an ingenious and very effective exhauster is employed,

shown in Fig. 7. This is a rotai-y wing pump driven by a

steam engine, the throttle of which is controlled by a regu-

lator so sensitive that it will maintain a pressure of 1 inch of

water at all times in the retorts. The clay will not permit

more than this amount of pressure, which makes this machine
one of the essentials of the clay retort system. The machine
works admirably, being entirely automatic. The exhauster

passes the gas to the washer or scrubber, for removal of the

products requiring mechanical operation. Here the gas is

washed with water under a plate with ribs projecting down-
ward, which cause the gas to bubble along in the water, finally

passing through an outlet pipe to the purifiers. The washer
is seen in fi'ont of the condenser in Fig. 6, and the purifiers are

at the right, with the large covers, which may be lifted off by
the chain hoists. In the purifiers the gas passes through large

trays covered with lime or iron oxide for the removal of the

sulphur. The gas then passes through a meter having a capac-

ity of 8,000 cubic feet per hour, and goes to the gas holder out-

side of the building. It is then ready for compression, and at

this stage tests of its quality are made by Hemple's method of

absorption and by the photometer. The photometer room is

well fitted up for testing the lighting power, a gas flame with a

slit screen being used instead of standard candles.

The compressors, of which there are four, shown in Fig. 8,

are excellent machines, worthy of a more extended description

than the scope of this article permits. They were built by the

Pintsch Compressing Company and are the outcome of long

experience. The gi-eat care in the design and construction is

manifested in their operation. A unique feature in the method
of compressing at this plant is that it is done in two stages,

with separate engines for each operation. This is done for the

sake of economy in the number of machines and in the floor

space required, as well as economy in operation. All of the

compressors are compound, the steam cylinders being all alike,

with 6 and 12 by 18-inch cylinders. The gas cylinders are 7 by
18 and 14 by 18 inches. The steam is distributed by D valves

working on cylindrical surfaces and actuated by a single eccen-

tric, an extremely simple valve motion (Fig. 9). The gas cyl-

inders are water-cooled and have steel bushings. The inlet

and outlet valves are in bonnets on the cylinder heads, and are

accessible for inspection and renewal. The theoretical limit of

the first compression is the square root of the total pressure.

and the first stage in this case is about 3% atmospheres, the

pressure of the second stage being between 13 and 14 atmos-

pheres.

The compression and cooling from the second stage deposits

hydro-carbons, which are collected in pots outside of the build-

ing and under ground, from which they are sent to the small

elevated tank in the right-hand corner of the purifying room
by the pressure of the gas.

Steam is furnished by an 80 horse-power horizontal return

tubular boiler, with a 75 horse-power submerged tube vertical

boiler as a reserve.

After compression the gas is stored in five of the large

welded steel store-holders shown at the right of the retort

house in Fig. 1. The sixth of these holders is used as a reser-

voir or receiver between the low and high pressure com-
pressors. Each of the store-holders has a capacity of 265 cubic

feet per atmosphere.

The plant has a capacity of 150,000 cubic feet of gas per 24

hours, and is the largest of the kind ever installed. It is so

arranged so as to provide for a reserve capacity of 100 per cent,

for future extensions.

The piping system includes about 11 miles of extra strong 2-

inch mains, all under a pressure of about 14 atmospheres. The
mains have expansion bends, about a half mile apart, and are

conducted along the elevated structure. In spite of the pres-

sure and the extent of the line, there is a loss of less than 10

per cent.

The charging of the cars is done in five yards, and is per-

formed with great rapidity by means of special hose fittings

arranged for quick attachment and release. The chief charg-

ing stations are near the gas plant at 155th St., and at Second

Ave. and 129th St. A pipe leads to the yard at 145th St. on

Eighth and Sixth Aves., crossing over to Third Ave., where It

returns to the 129th St. station for the Third and Second Ave.

lines.

The cai- lamps with clusters of %-foot burners give about 40

candle power each.

CAST IRON IN RAILWAY PRACTICE.

By G. R. Henderson, Mechanical Engineer, and W. Walley

Davis, Chemist, Norfolk & Western Railway.

Cast iron is a much maligned metal, as far as engineering

structures are concerned, but it is withal a very important

one. Being one of the earliest forms in which iron was

produced, it was used in places where to-day no one would

think of suggesting it, until fatal accidents proclaimed it un-

suitable for certain parts of important works, but, neverthe-

less, it is still an almost indispensable material in the great

majority of engineering productions. Its utility being so

great, it is necessaiT to carefully study its properties and com-

position, if we are to use it intelligently and without being

considered reckless designers. A proper appreciation of the

difficulties to be overcome and the needs of each particular

casting will often enable us to make a very useful material out

of this much abused metal.

For many uses in railroad work, such as most car castings,

the cheaper gi-ades of iron will answer, as well as for the

thousand various pieces in which the shape is of more im-

portance than the strength or wearing qualities. Such cast-

ings may be made largely from scrap, and the silicon will be

low and the castings hard, but as they answer their purpose

and cost but three-fourths of a cent per pound, we have no

reason to complain.

In locomotives, a higher grade of iron is needed for cylin-

ders, valves, driving wheel centres, driving boxes, etc. At the

same time the metal must be such that it can be readily

worked in the machine shop. Several years ago the writer,

in endeavoring to provide a stronger metal than the ordinary

run of cast iron for the purposes just enumerated, after some
experimenting concluded that a metal produced by charging

20 per cent. No. 2 coke pig, 20 per cent, steel scrap (old
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sprinRS, sheet clippings, punchlngs, etc.) aBd 60 per cent of

cast Iron scrap was siiltablo and available. Test bars dem-
on.st rated that this metal wii.s about 20 per cent, stronger and

10 per cent, more flexible than the ordinary mixtures In use,

and at the same time presented a pood wearing surface

—

smooth and hard—without an undue amount of time spent In

machining.

.Mioiit the same time Mr. S. M. Vauclain. Superintendent of

the Baldwin T,ocomotivo W()rl<s. attacking the subject in a

different way. produced a metal with similar characteristics

and an almost identical analysis, as the following comparison

will show:

Klcmonts. Our metal. Vauclaln's metal.

OrnpliiticM'arhon 2.4S per cent. ,,.,
ronihincd carbon 0.B2 " 0.56
Silicon L.'il " 1.47
Miiniranose 0..^1 " 0.31
Phosphorus 0.6.5 " 0.65
.Sulphur 0.068 " 0.10

(For details of these mixtures, etc., see page 208, Proceed-

ings of Master Mechanics' Association for 1897.)

Perhaps the greatest care in selecting and grading the mix-

tures Is required in the manufacture of car-wheels. For many
years a guarantee of service was the only condition Imposed

upon the wheel-makers, btit later the drop test was substi-

tuted by some companies for the guarantee. More recently the

thermal test was introduced, thereby increasing the difficul-

ties of the wheel-founder. While this test is considered by

some as exceedingly severe, yet it is probably the nearest ap-

proach to service conditions that can be readily produced.

It will be seen from the above that there are three principal

features required of the wheels, namely—immunity from rapid

wear, strength to resist shocks, and ability to withstand ex-

pansive strains due to abnormal heatingof the rim. It has been

considered by many that those elements in a chilling iron

which tend to enhance the wearing qualities of a wheel are

antagonistic to those required In order to successfully pass

the drop and thermal tests. For example, it has been found

from a series of carefully conducted experiments that manga-
nese can be largely depended upon to give the wheel the

requisite qualities to pass the thermal and drop tests, but this

at the same time causes a reduction in the depth of the chill,

consequently reducing the wearing qualities of the wheel. This

will be explained more fully later on. being touched upon here

as an illustration of the foregoing statement.

Mr. S. P. Bush, before the M. C. B. Association, last sum-
mer, in discussing the thermal tests for car wheels, gave a

series of analyses to demonstrate the fact that the material

in the plates or gray iron might vary considerably, yet it was
possible to produce an almost Identical carbon structure In

the chilled portion.

This would tend to indicate that the form and not the

amount of carbon determines the hardness of a chilled metal.

What applies to the chill applies equally to the unchilled por-

tion, the form of the combined carbon undoubtedly having a

great bearing upon the character of the material.

In our examination of the subject there were upward of

seventy car-wheels tested and analyzed. These were se-

lected on account of failure to stand thermal or drop tests, or

to give a respectable service under cars, or by reason of the

fact that they had stood satisfactorily severe drop or thermal

tests or had given an extended road service. In each case the

chili was determined and a full analysis made of the metal In

the plate.

Table No. 1 gives the information derived from these exami-
nations.

In order to better study the problem, this Information was
reduced to a graphical representation Illustrated by the dia-

grams. Figs. 1, 2 and 3.

The ordinates show the chemical composition of the differ-

ent wheels, grouped according to their ability to stand test

of service. In each diagram the poor wheels are grouped in

the left hand column and the best wheels in right hand col-

umn. The variations in chemical composition are signifi-

cant. These diagrams are shown in the form of zones, the

lines for Individual wheels being too fine to reproduce.

Examining first the graphitic carbon. In all the diagrams,

the poor wheels are those low in this element, while the good
wheels contain a large proportion of it. The combined car-

bon, as a rule, follows an Inverse ratio. Silicon does not seem
to take a very prominent part in affecting the physical proper-

ties of the wheels examined. As far as the thermal and drop
tests are concerned, the amount of manganese is important;

the greater the quantity the better the wheel stands the test.

I^arge quantities of sulphur and phosphorus are, of course, ob-

jectionable, but within the limits in which they occur do not

seem to affect the wheels particularly.

We give below a tabulated statement of the limits of differ-

ent elements represented by the best wheels in each set of

tests:

TABLE No. 1.
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G. C
C. C
Si ...

Mn
S ....

P....

TABLE NO. 2.
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Analysis of Ferro-Manganese.

Manganese
Clarbon (combined)
Iron
Silicon

80.02 per cent.
6.21

1332
... ,

0.10

The resultant bars were then analyzed, with ihe following re-

sults :

Test of Wheel Iron with Ferro-Manganese.
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floor system. The end sills are 6 by 12 In. and white oak.

They are cut out at the center, not only for the coupler-

shank, but also for the ends of the draft timbers. All of the

bolts for the draft timbers are accessible from the outside of

the car.

The body bolsters are double, of % by 6-in. iron for the

upper plate, and 1 by 6-in. for the lower plate. The center

plate bearing is on a casting that spans the two trusses. The
noodle beams are V/2 by 9 in., of red oak, and there are four

bmly truss rods.

The side and end posts are not niorlised into the sills and

plates but are gained lightly into those timbers and secured

by horizontal bolts. The rotting of tenons and mortises is

avoided and repairs are made easier by this construction.

There are two white oak belt rails.

The end door is shown in the end view of the car. It is

-Mc/m orrr ffoof 9 11

Section and End Elevation.

in two parts, each hung on four heavy hinges, and the fasten-

ing is made by a 2 by 5 in. oak bar fitting into sockets on
the end posts. The clear end door opening is 6 ft. by 8 ft. 9 in.,

and to compensate for the large opening at the ends, the upper
corners are braced by % by 4 in. iron plates, welded twice, to

give the desired form, and these secure the end plate to the

corner posts. The side door openings are 7 ft. wide.

Barber, formerly Master Car Builder of the Northern Pacific,

They are substantially the same design as illustrated on page

210 of our issue of September, 1896, and the drawing pre-

sented at that time gives the dimensions for the present de-

sign. They have diamond frames, and the springs are seated

on plates above the bottom arch bars and between the column

guides. Caps are placed upon the tops of the springs, and

rollers are put between these caps and the ends of the bolsters.

The surfaces which bear against the rollers are concave,

causing a tendency to bring the bolster to its central posi-

tion, and the side movements of the bolster are limited to

2% in. by brackets secured to the top members where they

stop excessive movements by striking the arch bars. The

bolster has a nearly straight channel tor its upper member and

a % by 10-in. steel plate for the lower member; they are

riveted together at their ends. The height of the truck from

the rail top to the top of the upper arch bar at the center is

2 ft. % in.

The weight of the car body alone is 26,900 lbs., and with

the trucks it is 37,900. We are indebted to Mr. J. N. Barr,

Superintendent of Motive Power of the road, for the drawings.

PISTON ROD ENDS.

In his article on piston rods in our issue of November, 1898,

page 366, Mr. F. J. Cole presented diagrams illustrating some

of the faulty methods of constructing piston rods, and the use

of the form in which the end of the rod is turned down with

a shoulder to bear against the cross-head is in such common
use that it seems desirable that the improved practice should

be brought to notice again. Piston rod failures are not un-

•Tension due to wey

CanOT«5ion duetohf

y_j
Stresses Caused by Piston Rod Keys.

common, and the possible serious consequences of breakage

emphasizes the importance of good design in this detail.

The engraving shows three piston rods which have been in

use on the Chicago & Northwestern Railway for several years.

These show the fits at both ends of the rods, but it is to the

cross-head ends that special attention is drawn. These rods

have only two sizes of enlarged ends and, while the length

of the cross-head fit varies, two reamers are employed on all

of the engines on the road. The sketches indicate the effect

Tft/5 line repnttnti tact oi

_ r^ Crvss Head for 8 in column 3.

c-r- =,- ^

>6ffKfc

Tfj/i line rtpresenfi fact of
- r^ Ou5i Head far 8 in oolumn 3.
C--1 H

This line represents focf of
f' QoiS Head fur B in column J.

-r 3'' ,..• Croi^hfad' -. y ,_*
Taper i ml? ntamer iaper%ml?

Style I. Crossheoc) End Style I. Piston End.

-58-V - -•' ^Cwsihead
Taper i ml?" "fmir

Style ? CmsshMd End.

Ke/Hvy taper

Toper i mil

Style 3. Crossne<Ki End. Style 2 Piston i r^a

Forms of Piston Rod Ends Used on the Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

This car is 50 ft. 2 in. long over all, .Jid 49 ft. 6 in. long

inside. It is 9 ft. 5 in. wide outside, and 8 ft. 9 in. inside, the

inside height being 9 ft. 5% in. The height from the rail to

the top of the brake-staff is 13 ft. 11% in. The car body is

high, and yet the total height is kept within bounds by the

low trucks.

The trucks are of the Barber type, patented by Mr. J. C.

of the key upon the initial stresses in the cross-head fit, and

it is clear that the enlarged ends by bottoming in the fit have

the advantage of causing compression of the material at the

end of the rod, as contrasted with the other form with the

shoulder, in which the metal is stretched by the key in its

weakest spot. This tension invites fracture, and a bad feature

of the stress is that it cannot be measured or even estimated.
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Fox Pressed Steel Truck. End View of Truck.

TENDER FOR HEAVY PUSHING LOCOMOTIVE.-LEHIGH VALLEY RAILROAD.
Capacity of Tank, 7,00'J Gal'.ons.
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Longitudinal Section Through Boiler.

BOILER AND TENDER FOR HEAVY PUSHING LOCOMO-
TIVE, LEHIGH VALLEY RAILROAD.

Section and Elevation of Firebox.

The remarkable capacity of the mountain puslier locomotive

built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the Lehigh Val-

ley, illustrated in the "American Engineer" of December, 1898,

page 395, is shown by the engravings of the boiler and tender.

These are larger than any of which we have record. The

boiler carries 200 pounds pressure and its heating surface is

4,105.6 square feet, the grate area being 90 square feet. The

fact that the engine is a compound was commented upon last

month, and while it is too early to predict as to the perform-

ance of the engine, we feel warranted in commending the bold-

ness of the designers with reference to the immense heating

surface and the compounding. In this case it is important

from an operating point of view, as well as in economical

operation, to provide large enough water carrying capacity to

avoid stopping to fill the tank, and the features just men-

tioned ought to be very helpful in securing the desired result.

The design exhibits unusual care in its plan and execution.
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and it may have a marked influence on the heavy locomotive

of the future.

Through the courtesy of Mr. S. Higgins, Superintendent of

Motive Power of the road, we have drawings of the boiler and
tender. The former requires little explanation, but attention

is called to the large number of tubes, 511, and their length,

14 ft. 7% in. The firebox is of the Wootten type, for anthra-

cite coal, and is 120 by 115 inches in size, the form being in

compound curves struck from different centers. In this type
of wide firebox boiler it is customary to make the sides flat

with an arched crown, but in this design, which is like the Le-

high Valley standard, much enlarged, the firebox is made as

nearly as possible a part of a true circle. This is done to

Increase the life of the staybolts on account of avoiding sud-

den changes of curvature and also, for the same width of fire-

box, the maximum firebox heating surface is obtained. The
water spaces begin with a width of 3% inches at the mud ring,

except in front, where it is 4 inches, and they increase imme-
diately above the mud ring. The disposition of the tubes is

clearly shown. There are two firing doors 16 inches in diame-

ter. We give details of the longitudinal seams. These seams
are sextuple riveted and they have an efl5ciency of about 82 per

cent. The smoke arch is a %-inch plate, the body courses are

% inch, the outside firebox sheets are % inch and the inside

firebox sheets are V4 inch thick. The firebox sheets have two
seams each. The mud plug holes at the corners are pressed

outwardly to give good bearings for the piugs, this being a

feature of the Baldwin boilers. The dome is on the second

course, and has a pressed steel connection. There are 480 lYs

inch and 1,255 one inch screw stays in this boiler. The diam-

eter outside the first course is 80 inches.

The use of the auxiliai-y dome permits of attaching three

safety valves without cutting the cup of the main dome. The
short combustion chamber is found beneficial in prolonging the

life of the flues, because it protects them somewhat from the

air that may get through holes in the fire, and being short it

is not necessary to stay the sides. Furthermore this shape of

front firebox sheet is more flexible than the usual form and
is less troublesome from cracking, and yet a new tube sheet

may be easily, put in when necessary without disturbing the

rest of the firebox.

The heating surfaces insure good steaming and we are in-

formed that with fine buckwheat coal the engine steams very

freely.

The tender carries 7,000 gallons of water and, when empty,

weighs 45,250 pounds, the weight of the water alone being

nearly 60,000 pounds. This is carried on two Fox pressed

steel trucks with coil springs, 8 inches in diameter by 6 inches

high over the journals, and 26 inch elliptic springs under the

bolsters. The latter are double with 16 4 by 5-16 inch plates,

and are designed to carry 7,500 pounds at a height of 9 inches

over the bands. The wheels are chilled cast iron, 33 inches in

diameter.

This engine has been in use about two months, and has

given entire satisfaction. The object of the large capacity

and some of the special features of the design are given in a
letter from Mr. F. F. Gaines, Mechanical Engineer of the road,

which we give in his own words. They present a strong ar-

gviment for large tenders. Mr. Gaines says:

"I am aware of the fact that the use of large tenders has
become a very important issue upon many roads, because the

increased coal and water capacity often enable a train to save

several hours delay by getting to a point where they will be

out of the way of other trains; also in fast passenger service

between competitive points, a question of a few minutes
saved in running time is often of vital importance, and there

is no question but that increased tank capacity will often save

several minutes which would otherwise have been losi in

taking coal or water.

"This tender was designed for use behind pushing engines

on the grade between Coxton and Fairview (27 miles). The

trains on this grade are frequently handled by one leading

and two pushing engines, so the question of stopping to take

water is of great importance. The new tender was designed

after we had found from actual service what quantity of

water would be required by a pushing engine to make the

trip .without stopping for water.

"In designing the tender several points were considered.

All patterns and wearing parts were made Interchangeable

with the present standard tender. In designing the truck it

was necessary to depart from the standard to provide for the

gi-eater journal load. In doing this we adopted the M. C. B.

5x9 inch axle, journal bearing, and wedge, as the possibility

of their use in the near future under freight cars of large ca-

pacity is extremely probable.

"There ai'e some points about the tender which, though

standard on this road, may be of interest to others. The
feed pipe valve drains the tank entirely, and in cases where
every inch of water in the tank is needed, this construction

is desirable. The inlet of the valve is so located that a resi-

due is left for the accumulation of any dirt or ashes that may
get into the tank. This accumulation can be removed when-
ever the engine is washed out by taking out the washout
plug in the bottom of the valve chamber.

"The manhole is unusually large to allow free access of the

water crane, without making it necessary to stop exactly in

line with it. This design of manhole was adopted several

months previous to the publication of an article on the sub-

ject in the "Railroad Gazette" of August 19th, 1898.

"The use of steel plates on the outside of the front and
rear end sills saves many broken draft castings, and will

prolong the life of the sills themselves. There are no holes
in the fianges of the channels, except at the extreme ends, thus

preserving their entire available strength.

"With fine coal, such as will be used on pushing engines,

the tender apron saves its cost in a short time, by preventing

the coal from working off the tender, when the tender has a

full load."

TOPEKA SHOPS, ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE
RAILWAY.

Editorial Correspondence.

The chief buildings of the locomotive and car repair shops

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Topeka, are neither

impressive nor modern, but the plant is an exceedingly busy

one, and it is an excellent example of the good use of existing

facilities. A generous policy is followed with regard to labor-

saving conveniences. These appear very generally all over

the works, and one who has not visited them for a couple of

years will find much to be studied. When dies, formers and

jigs are found distributed about a plant of this kind it is evi-

dent that many minds are active in co-operative efforts to re-

duce the cost of work and replace the labor of men by the

use of machinery. This is exemplified by a very modest, but

exceedingly business-like, corner of one of the machine shops,

which is devoted to the production of labor-saving appliances.

Four lathes and several benches are kept busy here in this

way.

Several machine tools recently added to the plant are espe-

cially worth noting. The first is a double spindle Newton
lathe, which will swing work 26 and 44 inches in diameter by

7 feet in length. This is a convenient machine because of the

wide range of work it will take, and it is powerful enough for

heavy pieces on the upper centers, and yet is very handy for

lighter work. It is a good tool for terminal points, where it

is desirable to combine in a small shop a variety of capacities

in a single lathe. Another good machine is a Richards' open

side planer, by Pedrick & Ayer, having a bed 24 feet long.

A rotary shear in the boiler shop is found convenient in cut-

ting circular holes. It will cut plate % inch thick. A new set

of bending rolls, driven by an air engine, has been placed in
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a new building near th(> In !!,'< blacksmith shop. This ma-
chino will bend sheets 12 i and IVs inches thick. It

was furnished by Wiclses I; SaKinaw, Mich. A large

No. 5 double bulldozer by Williams, White & Co. has been

placed under the same roof with the bending rolls. The work

for this machine is heated in a large oil furnace near by, and

we found 150 truck arch bars of IV* by 4-inch Iron being bent

to shape in eight hours at the time of the visit. The waste

heat from this furnace on its way to the chimney flue passes

through an oven or box in which all of the cas" hardnning

work of the plant is done. Experiments are now being tried

in the use of "scintilla," a case hardening compound, furnished

by Messrs. Paul,. Martin & Co., of No. 101 Aldersgate St., Lon-

don, England. The claims made for it are uniformity and

rapidity of case hardening, and an experiment shows that

a depth of 1-32 inch of hardening has been obtained in about

five hours, while a depth of 3-32 inch has been secured in about

12 hours. By ordinary methods, it had not been customary to

get over 1-lG inch iu from 12 to 14 hours. If further results

are equally satisfactory it will be possible to do the case har-

dening during the regular working hours of the shop instead

of always requiring night work, which is the present practice.

We are informed that this material has been used successfully

on driving axles of the Great Western Railway of England,

where a depth of l-lfi inch is regularly obtained in 12 hours.

A new arrangement of oil furnace has been devised here, in

which the flame is carried entirely across the furnace and upon

its return it comes against the iron to be heated, the spray

being obtained by a blower blast. In one of the forge shop

furnaces the stock for forging car center pins is heated at the

rate of 100 pins per hour, the furnace taking nine at a time.

These are made in a forging machine, located at the furnace,

at the rate of a thousand per day. Oil furnaces are in general

use about the shops, and also in the outlying building, where

the brake work for cars and the bolt work is done. It has

been found advantageous to provide an oil supply at each fur-

nace in order to keep somewhat of a check upon the consump-

tion. This is done by means of an elevated tank near each

group of furnaces, and these are filled from the large supply

tanks by aid of air pressure and a system of underground

piping.

The substitution of crushed steel abrasive for emery for the

grinding in of valves and steam tight joints was found satis-

factory. Two sizes of the abrasive known as Nos. 170 and 120

are used, the former for brass and the latter for cast-iron.

This abrasive does not crush or pulverize, and besides cutting

quicker than emery, there is less waste. With a small rotary

air motor running at 170 revolutions per minute, a steam joint

is ground in 20 minutes. This material has replaced all but

flour emery; it is so economical that an amount that may be

held on a five-cent piece is sufficient for grinding a steam pipe

joint. The material is known as diamond crushed steel abra-

sive, and is furnished by the Pittsburg Crushed Steel Co., of

Pittsburg, Pa.

The new car repair shop, which is about 200 by 800 feet in

size, is an excellent investment, and the work that was for-

merly done out of doors is now done under this roof for pro-

tection of the men against the weather. The repair work goes

on steadily the year round, and it is believed that the building

more than pays for itself in a year. One track in this building

is devoted to new work. About 500 cars were built last year,

and about that number will be built this year. It is the policy

of this company to build a new car to replace every one de-

stroyed. This large building is well supplied with connections

for air piping, for various portable tools and for th2 air jacks

with which the cars are raised and lowered. Air connections

are provided at every alternate line of posts. Two men raise

and lower all cars, as well as remove and replace their trucks.

Two other men handle the pneumatic tools for boring holes.

The circular saws driven by compressed air in this shop are

very convenient; there are several small poi table saw tables

driven by 5-inch single cylinder air motors, and an emerj'

wheel for sharpening chisels and similar tool.s Ih driven In the

same way. A very Ingenious device is a circular saw combined
with a motor, mounted in a frame, for the purpose of cutting

off the ends of the roof boards in place. This is pushed along

the edge of the roof like a lawn mower, and it cuts very

rapidly. The shop is provided with cross tracks, and instead

of turn-tables a largo number of air jacks are provided, tne

plungers of which come up under the small push cars loaded

with material, and by taking a bearing on a casting under the

center of the car It may be raised so that the wheels will clear

the track, whereupon the jack becomes a turn-table.

A great deal of attention is now being paid to standardizing

the storehouse stock, with a view of reducing the amount of

material carried. A complete catalogue of all the material

used about locomotives and cars is being made, and the idea

is to reduce the number of sizes to the minimum. This applies

to all kinds of stock, and by distributing copies of the cata-

logue the ordering of odd and unusual sizes is to be prevented.

This is a large undertaking and is being carried out by Mr.

Hancock, with the assistance of an apprentice. In the store-

house the variety of malleable iron fittings for locomotives at

once attracted attention. A large number of parts usually

made in brass or wrought iron are found to be equally satis-

factory in malleable iron, and the smoothness and accuracy of

the castings is remarkable. Among these are handles for

globe and other valves, with the spindle holes cored so nicely

as to avoid all necessity for machine finishing. Oil cups, re-

verse lever latches, bralce wheels and other parts are very suc-

cessfully cast in malleable iron. The castings seen were made
by the Dayton Malleable Iron Co., and when such malleables

are available there is no reason for continuing the use or

brass.

. The use of pneumatic tools in these shops Is extending, and
'

the present capacity of the compressing plant, which is 1,200

cubic feet of free air per minute, is barely sufficient for the

requirements. The large Rand compressor furnishes 1,700

cubic feet, and a 14 by 42 inch cylinder, which was connected

in tandem arrangement to the machine shop engine in 1891,

furnishes about 400 cubic feet per minute. The air piping

system extends more than a mile from the compressors. At a

distance of a half mile away rails are cut and drilled by pneu-

matic power. In the shops a number of 300-pound steam ham-

mers are operated by air. It is said that they are quicker in

movement and there is no trouble from condensation. In the

boiler shop we found the last two of 12 new boilers built this

year, and the riveting has practically all been done by air. Lo-

comotive tanks, holding 5,000 gallons, are machine riveted

throughout, except the upper connection at the back of the

coal space. By the use of compressed air in the sand tower,

sand is elevated and delivered to locomotives by the "hostlers,"

saving about $3.75 per day. In one 'of the shops we found a

frame for heading %-inch rivets by means of pneumatic ham-

mers. The frame has a gap of 10 feet, and is made of two

5-16-inch plates, braced with angle irons. Sand blast appar-

atus is used in cleaning paint from tanks, and a 4,000 gallon

tank is cleaned all over in four hours. The sand blast outfit

is mounted on a two-wheeled hand wagon. The receptacle

for sand is a large auxiliary reservoir, which is filled with sand

twice for a tank. The weight of the apparatus empty is 443

pounds, and the weight of the sand is 330 pounds. Air at from

80 to 90 pounds pressure is used.

While it is probably true that some of the operations effected

by pneumatic power at these shops might be more economi-

cally performed in most places by some other power, it is also

true that the convenience and ease of distribution of com-
pressed air are advantageous, and while small air motors may
not be theoretically efficient, their extensive use is justified by

the cheapness in cost of production of the power, coal only

being used under the boilers at night and the major portion of

the supply being obtained from burning refuse lumber irom

the car department.
We are indebted to the courtesy of Mr. John Player, Super-

intendent of Machinery, and Mr. George A. Hancock. Assistant

Superintendent of Machinery, for an instructive and enjoyauie

visit to these shops.
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COnnUNICATIONS.

SHORT SMOKE BOXES FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

Editor "American Engineer":

I notice the illustrated article upon "Short Smoke Boxes for

Locomotives" appearing in "The American Engineer" for De-

cember. It is an interesting subject to any one who has had

the experience of changes in various forms of smoke boxes

which from time to time have appeared and had their day, and

the remarks introducing the article, with its reference to the

Master Mechanics' Association Report for 1.S9S, page 112, with

extract therefrom, I consider fairly states the smoke-box situa-

tion as it exists to-day.

You refer particularly to Mr. J, Snowden Bell as deservmg

of credit for persistent presentation of his design and its suc-

cessful use in a number of instances. My agreement with this

\'iew of the matter is the occasion of this letter, as I happened

to be well informed as to his efforts in the past and aware of

the success reached by his design of smoke box and front-end

appliances used therein. He has pressed this plan for consid-

eration from a time when the current set strongly in favor of

long smokes boxes and their internal fixtures. The writer was

not carried away with the first extension smoke box by J. H.

Congdon (the original Jacob of this design). Superintendent of

Machinery of the Great Western Railway—not enough, In fact,

to try it—but he did profit by the hint given, and extended the

smoke box in some engines then being built by several inches—

I believe, four inches—from the very short boxes then used.

Mr. Congdon did not obtain entirely satisfactory results with

his design, and abandoned its use when leaving the Great West-

ern to become Superintendent of Motive Power of the Union

Pacific, and the long front, with here and there a spasmodic

attempt by others, for quite a time made no great headway.

Smoke boxes generally, however, were made somewhat larger as

a result of his experiment.

Later on the extension front, as It was called, again made ap-

pearance in connection with the straight open stacks, and in

some instances also with improved internal appliances of smoke

box, coupled with improved furnace arches resting upon water

tube supports, and with arch brick perforated with holes for the

consumption of gases. The success due largely to these helped

the introduction of long smoke boxes and open stacks generally.

In his contention for short boxes Mr. Bell has not antagonized

any of these where they are in use, but persisted in the short-

ening up of the long boxes and the use therein of his design

or arrangement of nettings, plates, lifting pipes, height of ex-

haust nozzle, etc., for success.

The plan shown in Fig 4, on page 393 of your December, 1S9S.

issue, of the Baltimore & Ohio design, has met very nearly

my idea of what this arrangement ought to be. I notice, how-

ever, in the experience had with Fig. 6 plan, Wisconsin Central

Railway, there is complete success in free steaming, and, even

when observed at niglit from the locomotive, a freedom from

spark emission of dangerous nature.

When coal is fed to the furnace in proper quantity at a time,

and of a proper size, good results will usually follow the use

of ordinary devices in the prevention of smoke and spark emis-

sion. I was at one time so impressed with this—when in charge

of locomotives of a Western railroad—that I appointed one of

the best firemen as foreman fireman and instructed him In his

duties, and the engineers and firemen were to observe his in-

struction to them. In addition, Sinclair's book on "Combustion

of Coal" was supplied to them, and. altogether, it was found to

be a satisfactory experiment. Ordinarily, however, the calm-

ness or indifference of fuel users must be guarded against, and
it is my opinion, based upon experience, and wide observation

that the Bell design of short smoke box, taken complete in its

details, will come as near doing this as is desired, with the

straight open stack.
Tou have drawn upon the experience of Mr. J. H. McConnell,

Superintendent of Motive Power of the Union Pacific Railway,
as related to the 1898 Convention of Master Mechanics' Asso-
ciation, to illustrate your position as stated, and there is no
doubt of correctness in this Instance. It would, however, be
interesting if Mr. McConnell should make a good service test

of the Bell design of smoke box in connection with the diamond
stack which he is now using on engines, with the view of elim-

inating all sparks in the use of the Wyoming lignite coal.
GEO. W. GUSHING.

308 Western Union Bldg., Chicago, 111., Dec. 12, 1898.

BROOKS CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE.

Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company.

In November of last year the Brooks Locomotive Works

built three consolidation Icoomotives for the Oregon Railroad

& Navigation Company.

These engines weigh 130,200 lbs. on drivers and the weight of

the engine in working order is 154,000 lbs., the total of engine

and tender being 252,000 lbs. They have 19 and 30 inch cylin-

ders, 10 inch piston valves and the Player patent Belpaire boil-

er, with supplemental steam dome. The boiler is 64 inches iu

diameter and has a total heating surface of 2,162 square feet

with a firebox 114 by 42 inches, giving 32.4 square feet of grate

area. The firebox is above the frames.

There are several features in the design of the details that

are unusual and some are new. The frames are narrowed

down at the cylinders, where they take the form of slabs. The

spring rigging is "over-hung," with the equalizers between the

upper and lower bars of the frames, and links are used be-

tween the ends of the springs and the equalizers. The first

pair of driving wheels are equalized across the en-

gine by a spring with 6 by V2 inch leaves, and by

this spring they are equalized with the pony truck.

The crosshead is "H" form, and very light for an

engine of this weight. The piston rods, also the valve

stems, are extended. The driving wheels have cast steel cen-

ters and all of the tires are flanged. The link lifters are com-

bined in a single arm of cast steel placed at the center of the

width of the engine, and each link has a suspension bar from

the lifter arm. This arm projects through the guide yoke and

is seen in the photograph. The reach rod is also a departure

from common practice, being a 2 inch extra strong pipe with

ends welded in. The cab is of sheet metal and its floor is

flush with the deck and the running boards. Among the de-

tails of the running gear we notice that the main crank pins

are enlarged in the wheel fits. They have a diameter of 7

inches at the inside rod bearing and 7% inches in the wheel.

This is commendable, and it might he well applied to all the

pins. With the exception of the main pins the crank pins are

hollow. The following table gives the chief dimensions of the

engine:

Gauge ..4 ft. 81/2 In

Kind of fuel to be used ^'*"™',",?'iS5nS?.^'
Weiglit on drivers '^X'sS P.'^-• '• truck 17.800

total, engine 154,()OU
;;

of tender, loaded o.„k}r ..
" engine and tender, loaded Zo2,0U0

General Dimensions.

Wheel base, total, of engine 23 ft. 2 in.

" driving 1^ ''• ° ]"
" total, engine and tender

il^/,.'' i^.^ i"'
Length over all, engine • 38 It. 1% in.

" total, engine and tender °^''-„™ln.
Height, center of boiler above rails 8 ft. 11 in.

of stack above rails 14 ft. lOVs In.

Heating surface, firebox and arch pipes 204 sq.ft.
*' '* fiihp=; • l.yoo

" lofS' .:::::::::::;..: 2^2 ;;

Grate area ''*

Wheels and Journals.

Drivers, diameter 'A' ' T^^t '^i" material of centers '-ast steel

Truck wheels, diameter • • • • ••'" ?}•

Journals, driving axle, main ••.••
lil S5^ H l"'" " front, back and intermediate 8'/4 by U In.

truck oy2bylflin.

Main crank pin, size ^V* by 6 in.

Cylinders. ,„ ^ „„ .

Cylinders ^^^^V,^
Piston rod, diameter lo? !„
Main rod. length center to center

^"' IJJ'

Steam ports, length " }"
" width ^2 in.

Exhaust ports, least area -M in.

Bridge, width d/fein.

Valves.

Valves, kind of • ^7^'?"
greatest travel H/
steam lap (Inside) •\ /f !

'

exhaust clearance (outside) %.ln.

lead in full gear 1-16 in. negative

Boiler.

Boiler, type of P'^^er, Belpaire

working steam pressure 2001bs.

thickness of material In barrel % In,

.. " "tube sheet % In.

" diameter of barrel 64 In.
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Crown sheet stayed with Direct stays
Dome, diameter 30 In.

Firebox.
Firebox, lengt h 114 In.

width 42 In.
dipt h, front 75 In.

back 69ln.
"

thlckiu'.s.s of sheets % In. and % In.
" mud ring, width Front, 4 In.; back, S'A In.: sides. 3',4 In.

Grates, kind of Cast Iron, rocking
Tubes, n um be r of 2Sii

material Charcoal Iron
" outside diameter 2 In.

length over tube sheets 13 ft. 214 In.

Smoke Box.
Smoke box, diameter outside G7 In.

" " length from Hue sheet fiO In.

the shops, the Intention being to begin at the mill where steel
plates come out of the rolls and put out the finished cars at the
other end. All the shop machinery will be run by electricity,
and It Is needless to say that every known device to economize
at every point will be adopted. Rolled shapes will be used, as
these have proved stiffer than the pressed shapes employed In
steel cars. It Is stated that the Carnegie Steel Company,
Limited, can roll shapes on the niilLs as redesigned as cheap as
the straight plates. The capacity of the plant will be 40 cars per
day. The enterprise Is In no wise antagonistic to the Schoen
Pressed Steel Company; on the contrary, the two concerns will
work In harmony. It is believed that no one concern can pos-
sibly meet the coming demand for steel cars and it Is regarded
as doubtful whether the two plants can do so. We understand
that it la the policy to concentrate the steel car business in
Pittsburgh, if possible."

Brooks Consolidation Locomolive-Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company.

Other Parts.
Exhaust nozzle, single or double Single

" variable or permanent Permanent
diameter 5 in.. 5 3-16 in., 5% In.

" " distance of tip above center of boiler 1 in.
Netting, wire or plate Wire

size of mesh or perforation 214x114 and 2%x2i,4
Stack Steel taper

" least diameter 15% In.
" greatest " 18% in.
" height above smoke box 38 In.

Tender.
Type Elsht-wheel
Tank capacity for water 4,500 gals.." " " coal Ill tons
Type of under frame Steel channel

" " springs Double elliptical
Diameter of wheels .!3 In." and length of journals 4% in. x 8 In.
Distance between centers of journals 6 ft. 3 In.
Diameter of wheel lit on axle 5% In." " center of axle .4% In.
Length of tender over bumper beams 22 ft. 1% In.

" tank 19 ft. 6 In.
Width " •• 9 ft. 10 In.
Height " " not including collar 46 In.
Type of draw gear Standard M. C. B.

Special Equipment.
Sight feed lubricators Nathan No. 9
Safety valves Kunkle
Injectors Monitor Simple No. 8 and No. 9
Springs French

DR. C. B. DUDLEY AT PURDUE.

THE CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY TO BUILD CARS.

There are good reasons for believing that the Carnegie Steel

Company will undertake the building of steel cars and that a
large plant will be erected near Homestead, Pittsburgh, for this

purpose. The "Iron jVge" says:

"After testing the experimental cars for about two years the
management have become so thoroughly satisfied of their su-
perorlty over wooden cars that it was resolved to erect very
large steel car building shops, Including a new plate mill, wheel
foundry and axle plant, so that every part of the car can be
finished by continuous progress out of the raw material pro-
duced by the Carnegie Steel Company. The property just pur-
chased is 4,000 feet long and at least 1,500 feet will be used for

The first lecture of the Purdue Railway Course for the sea-

son of 1898-9 was given on Nov. 29 by Dr. Charles B. Dudley,

Chief Chemist of the Pennsylvania Railroad. Dr. Dudley's sub-

ject was "The Relation of Chemistry to the Railroad." The

speaker first gave some interesting figures on the amounts of

money spent by the railroads for various materials, which

very forcibly illustrated the immense importance of the de-

partments of chemical and physical testing and inspection. He
said that the purchasing agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad

spends from $17,000,000 to $20,000,000 a year, and of that amount

about $5,000 goes for rubber bands, $7,000 for lead pencils, $1,000

for pins, $5,000 for ink, $2,000 for toilet soap, $1,000,000 for lum-

ber, $60,000 for hose, and called attention to the very inter-

esting fact that It costs nearly as much for stationery with

which to carry on the business of the road as it does for iron.

The duties and responsibilities of the inspector were then de-

scribed and his work illustrated by reference to numerous ac-

tual cases.

Dr. Dudley took up the subject of specifications, and showed

how^ they are built up and the methods of obtaining the infor-

mation from which they are compiled. As an illustration he

gave in detail the Pennsylvania Railroad specification for car

axles. These specifications contain not only information for

the guidance of the manufacturer, but for the purchasing

agent, inspector and tester as well.

He showed that it was the duty of the chemist not only to

write specifications and test materials, but to investigate

special problems on a great variety of subjects, and related

many instances from his own broad experience which showed

the wide range of information and ingenious application of

new methods which have been called into play in the solu-

tion of these various problems which have arisen from time

vo time. The personality of the speaker and his wide experi-

ence combined to make the address one of unusual interest

and profit.
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experience and opportunities for studying the effects of edu-

cation, are commended to tlie consideration of young men con-

templating engineering worls, and of those who have to do

with their guidance. The necessity for preparation for educa-

tion appears to merit thought, and also the importance of the

place, in the order of time, given to practical experience.
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In his article on the design of parallel or "side" rods in this

issue, Mr. F. J. Cole gives a valuable table of moments of in-

ertia of different sections of rods varying from 3 to 6 in. deep.

These are original with Mr. Cole and were worked out specially

for this article. We desire to direct special attention to Mr.

Cole's tables and diagrams presented in earlier articles. They

afford means for saving a great deal of labor by designers and

others who are examining or improving their practice. The

operating officers of the future will demand locomotives that

will not break down. Failures of locomotives on the road are

now generally followed up closely and a great deal of attention

is given to the details of design in order to make each part

strong enough. Those who are following up these matters, as

well as the designers of new equipment, find Mr. Cole's articles

helpful and suggestive.

Not the least important principle that Mr. Cole brings out

is the necessity for sizes of parts that will keep the fiber

stresses within safe limits. It has been said that time spent

upon designing details of locomotives was wasted, because if

the bearing areas are sufficient to prevent heating the

strength is sure to be ample. This has been true in the

past, and it may even now apply to light engines, but it does

not hold good in the heavy engines of present practice. It

is evident that locomotives are continually becoming more

difficult to design as the requirements become more and more

exacting, and the thorough methods of most foreign locomo-

tive men in looking after details may well be copied here.

This suggestion is supported by the table of fiber stresses in

crank pins and driving axles, derived from foreign locomotives

given by Mr. Pomeroy in this issue. It is clear that compara-

tively low-fiber stresses in these parts are more general in

the engines given in this record than will be found in those

of this country. The relative number of failures representing

the different conditions is not known, and while it may be said

that locomotive parts are subjected to so many stresses that

are not subject to measurement or calculation as to upset all

computation, there is every reason for providing for all of the

known factors and leaving good judgment to attend to the

unknown.

The substantial recognition which this paper is receiving in

this and foreign countries is extremely gratifying to the man-

agement and staff. A large number of prominent men have

been added to our subscription lists during the past year, and

many commendatory letters have been received from old sub-

scribers, indorsing our efforts to publish a journal that meets

their approval. Our purpose is to make each issue better than

the previous one.

The significance of the placing of orders for 20 locomotives

for the Midland Railway in the United States is not yet clear,

but the promise of very early delivery probably has some in-

fluence. These will be built in lots of 10 each, by the Baldwin
and the Schenectady works. The explanation offered for order-

ing here is that the English works are crowded.

The views of Sir W. H. White on engineering education,

printed elsewhere in this issue, supported, as they are, by rare

The present tendency is to relieve enginemen of all care

of the machinery, and soon they will do little except to run the

engines. Formerly they were required to attend to many ad-

justments and were held responsible for "their own engines"

as regards many minor repairs; they were also required to

report defects that they could not fix, and this they were much
better able to do before the days of pooling. If engines are to

be kept in condition for their best service something will

need to be done to enable enginemen to report intelligently

upon necessary repairs and adjustments. When they did

more work upon the engines they knew better when that work
was necessary. On one extensive road this tendency is offset

by the traveling engineers, who spend a great deal of time in

instructing the younger men as to the proper working of the

engine, as well as in reporting defects, and the results are
gratifying. Every improvement that will reduce the amount
of running repairs, and especially those that will prevent
breakdowns, mean cheaper operation for the same reason that

pooling does. Moreover, a locomotive large enough to cost

$15,000 must be kept at work or it represents no saving over
lighter and less costly ones.
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That there is something to bo gained from heating feed

water by steam after it has done its woric in tlie cylinder is

generally admitted, and it is easy to see that much of the heat

ordinarily thrown away in llie exhaust may be saved by pass-

ing it into the feed water. It is generally considered that the

saving may be easily calculated and that it is represented by

the heat units actually gained by the feed water. This differ-

ence of temperature is only a part of the gain, because by heat-

ing the feed water the entire contents of the boiler are in a more

favorable condition as to it.s heat-absorbing ability. A boiler

seems to work more economically when it is not required to

heat as well as evaporate water. Feed water heating is as

old as the steam engine and was used by Watt. It has always

been considered desirable and is more properly appreciated

now than ever before. Two articles in this issue furnish rea-

sons for looking into the subject carefully.

An idea which has much to recommend it is being worked

out on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in holding the division

superintendents responsible for the conduct of business on

their divisions or districts. They are required to follow up the

work of other departments in their territory and are practically

general managers of the portions of the road under their

charge. An excellent result of this plan is that all subordinate

officers are brought to see the relations of one department to

another in a way which is likely to broaden their ideas and en-

able them to contribute their part of the operation of the road

intelligently with a view of the important ultimate object of

increasing net earnings. This has a tendency to prevent any

one department from considering that it has any interests of

its own aside from the general good of the whole. It may be

said that division superintendents cannot be expected to un-

deretand the use of fuel and other similar details and that

they should not be held responsible for them. Here is the nub

of the whole idea. The best use of fuel can be obtained only

through the co-operation of the operating officers. The same
principle applies in other matters, and if this theory is carried

out the division superintendent will be a very important offi-

cer and not merely a good train master or dispatcher.

The difference between the operation of the Diesel motor and

the Otto gas engine does not appear to be generally under-

stood, if we are to judge by remarks recently heard in a con-

versation on internal combustion engines. The first stroke of

the Otto gas engine draws a mixture of air and gas into the

cylinder, the second stroke compresses it, at the beginning of

the third stroke it is exploded, and during the third stroke the

piston is driven forward as a result of the explosion, while

the fourth stroke expels the burned gases from the cylinder.

The operation of the Diesel motor is entirely different. The
first stroke draws air into the cylinder, the second compresses
it to about GOO lbs. per square inch, at the commencement of

the third stroke oil is forced into the cylinder against the high
pressure by means of a small auxiliary pump driven by the en-

gine and is immediately exploded by the heat generated by
the compression, the piston is driven through the third stroke
by the force caused by the burning oil, and the product of
combustion is expelled during the fourth stroke. The air com-
pressed by the pump referred to is also used in starting the
engine, and this gives the Diesel motor an advantage over
others by being always ready to start. The advantages of this

motor have been summed up as follows: Simplicity, specially
us regards regulation, automatic ignition of the gas without
requiring any mechanism for this purpose, regularity of oper-
ation under varying loads, good design of oil injecting device,
whereby the oil is completely consumed, extreme cleanliness,
and the ability to start instantly at any time. The consump-
tion of petroleum, according to Pi-ofessor Schroter, given in a
paper last year before the Institution of Civil Engineers (Eng-
land), is 0.52-1 pound per brake horse-power and 0.39G pound
per indicated horse-power per hour.

The superiority of steam boiler construction in England,

when compared with that of this country, is commented upon

by the "Mechanical Engineer" of Manchester. England, in con-

nection with the proposed standard specifications of the Amer-

ican Boiler Manufacturers' Association, the prevalence of

punched holes or rivets being one of the features of our

practice that is surprising. This critic is rather severe, but it

must be admitted that there is justice in such remarks as the

following: "Any engineer, however familiar with good English

boiler work and methods of construction, must feel, on perus-

ing the standard set forth by American makers, that it per-

mits, and in a measure officially recognizes, methods and prac-

tices which no first-rate maker on this side would care to de-

fend." Notable exceptions may be quoted, but the association Is

on record as to what must be considered common practice in

this country. The type of boiler has much to do with the degree

of care required to make it tight and safe, and the rather

general use of large and thick shells in England demands

more careful work than our smaller and thinner ones, but

this is merely a defense and not a justification. Greater care

in boiler making will pay for the additional cost, and If sta-

tionary practice is brought up to the high standard of loco-

motive work in this country our contemporary will have rea-

son to commend rather than criticise. Well-supported opin-

ions of this kind cannot but improve our boiler making.

NECESSARY IMPROVEMENTS IN CAR CONSTRUCTION.

In an admirable paper recently read before the Western

Railway Club, Mr. F. M. Whyte, Mechanical Engineer, Chi-

cago & Northwestern Railway, showed a number of possible

improvements in the under-framing of car bodies which should

have the attention of car builders. Mr. Whyte assumes that

the bolsters should bo stiff enough to carry the whole load on

the center plates without deflecting enough to bring the side

bearings together. He remarks upon the efforts, some of which

have failed, to get sufficient strength without exceeding proper

limits of weight, and makes the following proposition: That

the present general practice of framing cars may be changed

so as to distribute the load to the bolsters, and particularly

to the body bolsters, in a way that will be more favorable to

the bolsters.

The difficulties presented by the truck bolster ave not as

great as with the bcnly bolster, because the former is not re-

stricted within such narrow limits of depth as the latter, and it

is also much shorter. The two must ba considered together,

however, and the author of the paper remarks upon the prac-

tice of using substantial truck bolsters under very weak body

bolsters, and says that cars at present are generally weakest

at the body bolsters. There would be no difficulty it the load

could l)e transmitted to the bolsters directly over the center

plates, and the author shows how the usual arrangement of

sills, needle beams and tniss rods may be changed to transmit

the loads more favorably.

The stresses from the side sills arc most unfavorable, and

those from the center sills are most favorable, therefore the

center sills should he made to transmit as much and the side

sills as little as possible. The intermediate sills are a pait of

the floor, and their location does not affect the proportion di-

vided between the side and the center sills, which Is the im-

portant factor. The location of the truss rods does affect this,

however, and he suggests placing them upon each side of and

close to the intermediate sills. It is obvious without calcula-

tion that this arrangement will bring the heavy stresses

nearer the center plate than the usual plan with two of the

truss rods at the inside faces of the side sills. Mr. Whyte then

suggests that if the center sills rest upon the needle beams it

is possible that some of the load that ought to ba carried by
the center sills directly to the center of the bolster may be

transmitted through the needle b?ams to the truss rods and
to the bolster at a considerable distance from the center.
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whicli is, of course, objectionable. If the center sills are not

allowed to touch the needle beams, and if the latter members

receive the loads from the side and intermediate sills only, the

bolsters must be more favorably loaded, especially if the out-

side truss rods are brought inside of the intermediate sills.

Another and better method is to "locate a truss rod either

inside or just outside of each center sill and another truss

rod at the inside of each intermediate sill, or even closer to

the center of the bolster." This necessitates stiffening the

needle beams to prevent them from bending between the side

sills and the outer truss rods.

That the form of the upper framing has to do with the

failure of bolsters has not escaped notice in the paper, and it

is shown that the diagonal bracing of the ends of the car

should be inclined at such an angle that it will carry the

thrust to the center sills instead of to the side sill. If the

braces are used in the customary way, tension rods may be

put in parallel to the braces, and they will transmit some of

the load from the side sills to the end plates, and through the

end posts to the center and intermediate sills.

The desirability of always carrying the load upon the center

plate instead of purposely allowing the side bearings to run

in contact and provide friction reducing side bearings is de-

batable, but Mr. Whyte has contributed very valuable and

logical suggestions that should be considered, whether s:de

bearings are purposely allowed to come into contact or not.

A stiff bolster, carrying the load upon the center plate, seems

to have the greatest number of advantages, and Mr. Whyte's

plan will be useful to get the strength without too great

weight. We have shown the importance of improved side bear-

ings, and it is evident that they must often come into contact.

This and the increasing weight of the cars, are reasons why

some friction reducing form should be used.

It seems necessary to remark that center plates are now

very heavily loaded, and that they must be made larger or

relieved in some way from the heavy pressures now used. This

has had very little attention, and it is more important with

every increase in the capacity of cars.

An 8-inch Catling one-piece cast steel gun was tested at

Sandy Hook Dec. 15, and the results are reported to be satis-

factory. Dr. Gatling expects this gun to be made at about one-

half the cost, and in much less time than the built up guns

now used. The steel is given a whirling motion in pouring, for

the purpose of carrying impurities toward the center, from

which they may be afterward removed by boring. The casting is

made with a large sink head to give a compression to the ma-

terial, and the inside is cooled first in order to give an initial

tension to the outside poi-tions. The reports of the trial

show that the gun withstood a pressure of 37,000 pounds per

square inch.

NOTES.

Signaling systems on railroads in which the colors of lights

permit of mistaking crossing gate or other lights for fixed

signals are not uncommon, in spite of the fact that the dangers

are known. The expense and bother of changing a system of

lights is sufficient excuse for continuing their use until some

accident occurs. Green has been selected as the safest signal

for "all clear" indications, and yet many roads stick to white

lights. The Whittenton Junction accident on the New York,

New Haven & Hartford, which resulted from an engineer's

mistake in taking a white gate light for a clear signal from a

semaphore, has led to a decision to change to green for "all

clear" on that road.

The plans for the four new monitors for the U. S. Navy have

been changed, and as adopted by the Board of Construction

they will have single turrets, each containing two 12-inch guns,

but the length of the ships is to be increased 27 feet, which

allows 200 tons more coal to be carried. The sum of $103,145

has been agreed upon by the contractors as compensation for

the additional requirements above the prices already estab-

lished.

A convenient valve for pneumatic track sanders, devised by

Mr. Theo. H. Curtis, of the Nickel Plate, is described in a re-

cent issue of the "Railway Master Mechanic." It is mounted

upon the top of the Westinghouse engineer's brake valve and

the advantage it offers is that of convenience in application of

the sand, either simultaneously with or independent of the air

brake. The pneumatic sander has two valves, one for ordinary

use and the other for emergency applications of the brakes.

The preparation of waste for lubricating the journal boxes

of freight cars has received careful attention by many master

car builders. Mr. J. J. Hennessey, of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, has fitted up an old box car body at West Milwaukee

with oil tanks and soaking racks, using no free oil in the journal

boxes. The waste is soaked in a tank of oil for 36 hours. The

surplus oil is then drained out upon sloping racks for four or

five hours and the oil is used over again for more waste. The

waste becomes thoroughly soaked in the oil and the result is

better lubrication, fewer hot boxes and a great saving of oil.

The amount of oil used for cars that are repaired and those

built at these shops in one-fifth of that formerly required

when the oil was poured into the journal boxes. The old car

is heated by steam to a temperature of 70 degrees.

The shells used by the United States Navy, the guns for

firing them and the powder charges for each are given in the

following table, for which we are indebted to "Engineering

News":
Total

, Shells » Guns. .cost of

Diam. Wt. Lgr'th. Chge. Wt. Lgth. Chge. firing

Designation- Inches. Lbs. Inches. Lbs. Tons. Feet. Lbs. once

1-pdr 1% 1 36/8 200* 100 lbs. 5 - Jl-l'i

th :;:::: t ii U I l^T^i 33.00

tsr- ::::::: t iS it rf' ^ITnlll u S
10- n 10 500 30 20 28 tons 31 240

riln 12 850 36 40 45 tons 37 425
-

JnS;;.:::::;;;:::; 13 1,100 42 50 eotons 40 550 295.00

No^e—For 13-in. armor piercing- projectiles the total cost of firing

is $588.00.

Comparative costs of the three principal systems of street

car operation are given by the "Railroad Gazette" from the

report of the Metropolitan Street Railway of New York for

the year ending June 30, 1898. The car miles were: Cable,

11,991,000; electric, 7,110,000; horse 15,995,000.

Cable. Electric. Horse.

Maintenance of way 53.54 $0.33 $0.72

Maintenance of equipment 0.94 u.sd u.aj

Power t')^t g',5 g\i)
Transportation '•'° ;•„, ,'c.q

General expenses f^ ^ _
Totals »l«-35 JIO-SS 517.87

If the cable car miles had been run at the cost of the electric

working, the saving would have been $745,840 in the year, or 4

per cent', on $18,646,000. If the horse-car miles had been run

by electricity at the cost as given in the table, the saving

would have been $1,220,000, or 4 per cent on $30,500,000. Th.s

is the best commentary we have seen upon the advantages of

electric traction.

Since the discussion of the subject of broken stay bolts

before the Master Mechanics' Association in 1897, the stay

bolts of locomotive boilers have come in for more attention

than formerly. It will be remembered that Mr. T. A. Lawes

at that time showed conclusively that partially broken bolts

could not be detected by the hammer test; in one case where

three inspectors in turn examined a firebox and found four

broken stay bolts the drilling test disclosed 46 others par-

tially broken. The best practice now is to drill the ends of all

stay bolts or use hollow stays, but too much reliance should
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not be placed upon this means for automatically detecting

broken bolts; these holes must be cleaned at frequent inter-

vals or they are useless. Our attention was called to this

fact a few days ago by a Siipcrinlendcnt of Motive Power, who
had found in tutting out a firebox l)etween 150 and 200 stay

bolts wholly and partially broken, and, although these had

telltale holes in the ends, none had shown any signs of leak-

age.
—"Railroad Gazette."

FIBER STRESS. DRIVING AXLES AND CRANK
FORKIGN PRACTICE.

PINS,

By L. R. Pomeroy.

A careful study and analysis of American practice as re-

gards the dimensions of crank pins and driving axles, from

the standpoint of fiber stress, has led the writer to examine

foreign practice, with a view of ascertaining how their meth-

ods compare with ours. Research in both cases has been con-

fined to designs where the power of the piston is delivered on

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL. ENGINEERS.
NINETEENTH ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of this society was opened In New York
Nov. 29, President C. W. Hunt in the chair, the first ses-

sion being devoted to the address of the President. This was a

tribute to the engineer, and gave a broad view of his duties, re-

.sponsibilitles and pleasures. At the next session the routine

business was disposed of. The committee to confer with the

Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Associations on the

subject of standard pipe unions, had been obliged to ask for

more time. The council had consirlered a change in the require-

ments tor admission of members on account of the existing rule

which gives the veto power to a small and diminishing propor-

tion of the membership. It had also appointed a committee to

report on the standardization of methods of testing steam en-

gines. The fireproofing tests had been discontinued by the

committee having it in hand, because of lack of funds.

A communication was read from ttie Institution of Civil lOn-

gineers, E-igland, otTering the courtesif sof tie house of the In.stitu-

tion to the members of the American Society who may visit the

FIBER STBES8K8, DRIVING AXLKS AND CRANK PINS, PORKION PRACTICE.

R. R.

1 Grfat Nortljcrn, Enprliind \

2 N. S. Wales (Hcyer. Peacock & Co.)

3 Mexican Ry. (Ncilsoii & Co.>

4
•• '

5 Mcrcv H. }{. (Kitsoii & Co.)

I! Norlli Loiutoii (J C. Park)
7 Sou. of Iliilv iNcilson *: t'o.)

8 IliKhlaml Hy. (Sliarp, Stewart & Co.)

9 Indian Slate Uy. (Ncilsun & Co.) ....

10 Ut. Northern (!'. Stirling)

11 Soudan Mil. lly. tNcil.son & Co.)

12 CapetJov. Ry ll)ill>l)s & Co.)

13 Grand Central iHolfjiuni)

11 Norlboru (France)

15 Prussian Slatc(Compound) \
16 Jura Simplon iSwiss)
17 "

18 Central " ...

1«
" '

20 Union "

21 " "

22 " (Compound, Swiss)
23St. Gothard ••

24
•' "

25 Imperial Japanese

26 Finland Slate Richmond Comp'ndt
27 Ka,stern iFiancei
28 Norlliern **

Typ
Loconio-

tivo.

.\tlantic
4-coui)led
8-coupled
6
8
6
6 •
B

pr. IIrivers
8-couplcd
6

Cyl.

INS

l!lx21

2lx2U
18K'X23
18x26
l!)K-x26
17XL'4

.'0;>,x26

20x26
20x2d
18x28
17x23
lTx2fi

18.9x23.6
11). 5x23.fi
18.n X
26.8/23.6
Hi 14x24.1
17.7x25.59
19 6«24.8
17.7x23.6
17. 7x25. .59

1.68x21.26
7.7 i. X

25.19/25.59
20.47x24
20 4x24
13x18

m\ X
•is /20,',

18. .5x25. 98
20. 86x25,i9

Boiler
Pres-
sure.

175

160
175
Ui5

150
160
117

170
180
160
IBO
160
1(2
142
180

150
150
150
150
150
150

170
180
149
140

170
170
142

r-vmM
I TTTh

t
:'^ "!/

Oi-

6.69

6^

D L d 1 Fiber Stress. A B

4.75
1

5 3 4

6.10 6
6 69
6.49
5.<)0

5.90

5.9(ll5

6 29j5.

6.295.
4

5
6..it

1

6

6 S9|G.

3.34
3.74
4.30
3.30
3.74
3.93

4.88

4 88
1.68

4«

lA
5 43
4 21

4.25
5 1

3.9 4.1

3.93 4,32
4.50 5 28
4 72 6 4S

4.74 4.32
4.30 4.21

I

4.70 5.90
5 10 4.30

5.90 3.90

5.70 4.9
5.78 5 5

12,900
17,900
19,IH)0

15,800
18.700
20,00 I

16,.300

17,000

22,000
20 000

13,700
9,700

19.000
15,800

13,300
16.700

20,000
19,800

15,600
18,000

17.800

14,500
11.800

6.69
7.08

6.14
8 89
6.69
6 41

6.89
5.90

7 32
7.08
7.08

5M

9
10^
9
9

tow
8

7

10

9.45
9 44

9 44

6.49
9.84
9.80
984
9.84
7.87

10.24
9 44
9.44

6H

0.98

0.78

9 05
9.80 1 4

D K F G

INS.

9mm
9
8
8 61
a
9

9K
iZ
.5

.48

INS.

m
8m
7H
7 48
8

8M
HH
7

C 69
6.69
7.08

»14

7.48

9!4

7.08 6.49
8.0717.48
7.877.87

7.0«

S. 0717.48
6.49|6.49

8, 071". 48

8 26:7.87
8.26 7.87

BH 5J4

64S oil SM
8.66 7.67

8 19 7.87 7 67 9.84

Distance
from
Cento'
Line

Throu(?li
Cyl. to

Center of
ournal.

INS.
\m
im
mi
18».i
\i%
r.!4

19
18
2n,'„

13?4

16H
17

18.9
16.3
18.1

15.19
18 1

18.9
18.5
18.1
16.29

19.50
18.22

\Wi

16SJ
20.5
20.0

Fiber
.Stress

at K
(lbs.)

15,200
21,301
19,000
14..ifK)

22.001
IS.OIXI

2.5,800

21,0(X)

22,000
6.530
19,700
20.700
27,700
18,31

20,0('0

20,000
18,000
19.560
20,900
18,000
29,000

21,000
24,000
20,600
2<i,900

27,000
23,500
21.80U

the outside bearing of the pin, as is the case with moguls, 10-

wheelers and the so-called Atlantic types of locomotives. In

this case the question governing the design is one of fiber

stress, and not the bearing surface. Because, if the dimensions

are large enough to bring the fiber stress down to a safe min-

imum, the bearings will be plenty large enough from the

bearing standpoint, other things being equal.

Such a comparison of foreign locomotives, however, is rather

hard to get, for the reason that there are so few types of

engines used abroad with outside cylinders, where the con-

ditions are fairly comparable, and by dint of careful search-

ing among the proceedings of foreign technical societies and
the foreign technical press the writer succeeded in finding 28

cases, which are represented in the annexed table. This table

is also interesting from the fact that it shows incidentally

the form of pins and driving axles. The conventional drawing
of the driving axle illustrates the prevailing practice abroad of

increasing the size of the wheel fit, and also the form of collar

used inside of the driving box. It is also quite common to

introduce a collar on the opposite side of the box, which is

fitted into a counterbore in the wheel fit. The method of

calculating the fibre stress is according to the plan illustrated

on page 211 of the June, 1898, issue of the "American Engi-

neer."

Paris Exposition in 1900. The finances of the society were

shown to be in a satisfactory condition, the total receipts for the

year being $32,406.87, the disbursements $31,755.82, and the

amount due tlie society $3,364.67. The first committee report

was that on the testing of materials, and Mr. Kenning stated

that the society was now represented by membership in the In-

ternational Association.

The professional reports and papers are too long to be pre-

sented in our pages, even in abstract, and as they may be had

in printed form from the secretary for a small expense, we shall

refer to them but briefly.

Revision of the Code for Boiler Trials.—This is a very vo-

luminous report, and the additions to the previous work consist

in including the use of recent forms of calorimeters, and cov-

ering the analysis of flue gases and stating the efficiency of the

boiler. The report will be acted upon at the next meeting of the

society.

Strength of Wheel Rims.—Mr. A. K. Mansfield showed in

this paper that instead of adding strength to a wheel the ribs

that are often put along the edges of the rims are a source of

weakness. A deep rib at the center of the wheel was preferred.

Bursting of Small Cast Iron Flywheels, by C. H. Benjamin.

—This paper recorded tests by the author on 17 small model

wheels. Rim joints between the arms were considered serious

defects and flywheels with solid rims, with the usual numljer of

arms and proportions commonly used by engine builders were
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considered safe at a rim speed of 100 feet per second, providing

good iron was used and cooling stresses avoided. The best of

the discussion was by Mr. John Fritz, who stated that there was

no defense for a burst flywheel. He referred very modestly to

his experience, in which he had designed a large number of fly-

whels and none of them had failed. He preferred a hollow rim

and hollow arms, and did not believe in using metal where it

added weight without giving additional strength. The rim

joints were made half way between the spokes and were held by

links, the slots for which were compensated for by adding ma-

terial to take the place of that displaced for the links. True

running was important, and a wabbling wheel was a dangerous

one.

Improvements in Steam Boilers and Their Settings, by W.

B. Le Van.—This was a description of a horizontal fire tube

boiler, especial care being taken to secure the proper admission

of air and to utilize as much of the shell as possible in the form

of heating surface. The discussion was almost savage, taking

the ground that the ideas were old. One member thought that

the author was courageous to champion the fire tube boiler at

this late day. The author replied that because a thing was not

new it was not necessarily bad.

Use of Steam by Anthracite Mining Companies in Penn-

sylvania, by R. V. Norris.—This is a record of wastefulness of

steam that is remarkable and instructive. The author describes,

by aid of indicator diagrams, the condition of the engines at

these two mines, and relates that by such work as repairing the

fOutlermi/srtKPkKeeno clear miland ir/jee/^

that the coals lost about one-half of 1 per cent, of their calo-

rific power in that time by weathering.

Mechanical Plant of a Modern Office Building, by W. H. Bryan.

—This is an interesting record of the design of the entire

mechanical plant of a large retail store, and gives the au-

thor's figures and specifications for the work. It is a valuable

record for those who have work of this character to do, and

brought out considerable discussion. A great deal of data are

given and the author's methods are outlined. The variety of

subjects arising in this problem is striking.

Flow of Steam in Pipes, by R. C. Carpenter and E. C. Sickles.

—This paper describes experiments carried out at Cornell Uni-

versity, and from them formulas are worked out to fit several

sizes of pipe. The discussion took the form of criticism of the

work because the tests were too few to justify such formulas.

The meeting was successful, and while the papers were, as a

rule, not remarkable, the discussions were valuable. The next

meeting will be held in May, 1899, at Washington, D. C.

HEATING FEED WATER FOR baCOMOTIVES.

At a recent meeting of the Western Railway Club, Mr. B. M.

Herr, formerly Superintendent of Motive Power of the North-

ern Pacific, gave some interesting and valuable information

in regard to the heating of feed water for locomotives by use

of the exhaust steam from the air-brake pump. We show the

construction of the tank heater referred to, and reproduce Mr.

Herr's statement, which is of special interest in connection

with another article upon the general subject of feed-water

heating in this issue. In the accompanying engraving the

simplicity of the device is made clear. The only special fit-

tings used being indicated at "A" and "B." The former is

Feed Water Heater-Northern Pacific Railway.

steam piping and setting valves he was enabled to save enough

steam to permit of shutting down twenty boilere at one o£ the

plants and six boilers at the other.

Valve Gear of the Willans Engine, by John Svenson.—This

is a complete and valuable description of the Willans engine.

Including the central valve gear. The discussion brought out

the fact that although the rotative speed of these engines is

high, being from 300 to 500 revolutions per minute, the short

stroke keeps the piston speed down to about 500 feet.

Cooling Tower and Condenser Installation, by J. H. Vail.—

This is a description of a cooling tower added by the author to

an electric lighting plant in order to increase its capacity with-

out adding to the boiler powder. The plant had 27 boilers, 48

inches in diameter, and 20 feet long, and by the .addition of the

condenser and cooling tower the power was increased by 1,000

horse-power, and there was now steam to spare.

Methods of Testing Indicators, by D. S. Jacobus.—The author

directs attention to faulty methods of testing indicatoa- springs,

among which is the comi>anson with the mercury column. He
illustrates apparatus for testing that will give the same lines

in ascending as in descending pressures when the instrument is

in proper condition.

Variations of Belt Tensions with the Power, by W. S. Ald-

rioh.—The paper is a study of the experiments made some time

ago by Messrs. Wm. Sellers & Co., and presented in a paper

to the society by Mr. Wilfred L.ewis. The results of the ex-

periments are plotted in curves and a formula is devised to ac-

cord with them.

Calorific Pow"er of Weathered Coals, by R. S. Hale and H. J.

Williams.—This is a record of comparisons between samples of

coals that had been exposed to the weather for eleven months

and samples of the same coals that had been sealed up during

that time. The tests by the Williams bomb calorimeter showed

a % by IVa-inch clamp, and the latter is a flanged coupling.

Mr. Herr's remarks were as follows:

"The last eighteen engines that we built for the Northern

Pacific under my jurisdiction had pipes leading from the ex-

haust side of the air pump through the tank, and in order to

get rid of any possibility of oil giving trouble in the tank, the

pipe did not deliver the steam into the tank; the water of

condensation dropped upon the roadbed after passing through

the coil of pipe in the tank. The arrangement of this pipe

was as follows: It w.as brought up on the right-hand side,

right next to the tank valve and vertically to the top of the

inside of the tank. From this point it extended toward the

back and downward in a gradual slope, and zigzag across the

tank the width of one water leg until it finally passed through

the tank near the back. As the water in the Unk got lowei-,

the heating surface exposed to it was continually reduced, and

the amount of heat going into the water was correspondingly

less; consequently, there was less liability that the water be

heated to too high temperature. When the tank was full, of

course the water came in contact with more heating surface

and more heat was absorbed by it. If the engineer ever did get

caught with water so hot he could not work the injector, it

always occurred with the right-hand injector first, because the

pipe went into the right side, entering near the feed valve

opening. In such a case he could always readily start the

left-hand injector, because in the left leg of the tank there

is no heating pipe, and there is a considerable reservoir of cold

water which could be used in an emergency, and would supply

cold water enough to be used by the left injector until the

next water station was reached. I was surprised tu find that
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there was very little difficulty of this kind on these pas-
senger engines; there were sixteen of them hauling through
passenger trains, doing pretty heavy servico, and the engineers
ran their exhaust in the tank continuously, very seldom hav-
ing to divert it on account of the water getting too hot: that
happening only in very hot weather. In the Fall and Spring.
and, of course, throughout the Winter, there would be no
occasion for them to change the exhaust from the tank. This
Is a very important factor in saving of fuel, as can be very
clearly seen when one considers that, as I believe the authori-
ties estimate for every 11° rise In the temperature of feed
water there is a saving of about 1 per cent, of coal used in the
generating of steam. This Is a theoretical consideration, but
I thought wo could notice In the fuel consumption and in the
steaming of the engine in l>ad weather a very undoubted and
practical advantage. In practice the temperature was rarely
raised above 90», and 90° is about the limit at which an ordi-
nary injector will handle water. I did a great deal of experi-
menting with different makes of injectors to find out which
would handle the liottest water. If, as seems to be the case,

one can effect a saving of 1 per cent, of coal lor each 11° in-

crease in temperature of feed water by rea.<!on of using the
exhaust steam, we certainly should get that injector wnlch
will handle feed water at the highest temperature possible,
and obtain this economy. By experimenting, I found one In-

jector that would handle feed water at a temperature of 124°."

LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN—THE WORKING STRENGTH OF
M.\TERIALS.

By P. J. Cole, Mechanical Engineer Rogers Locomotive
Works.

PARALLEL OR SIDE RODS.
The consideration of what design is the most suitable for a

part or member of a machine is often of as much importance
as the material from which it is made. A notable instance of
this may be cited in the case of the parallel or side rods coup-
ling together the different pairs of driving wheels.

Fifteen or twenty years ago rods of rectangular form were
in general use; some were of uniform section and others
deeper and thinner in the middle, tapering down to the normal
size at the ends next the crank plus. The long rods of this
st.vle used on eight-wheel engines having two pairs of driving

1*

i
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

wheels and a four-wheel truck—commonly known as the
"American type"—were continually breaking, the position of
the fracture generally lying in the central portion of the rod.
Imagine the rod divided into three equal parts, then the ma-
jority of fractures would occur somewhere in the central part,
towards the ends. Increasing the size of the rods decreased
slightly the number of breakages. Making the center deeper
and thinner was a much greater improvement, but was only
a step in the right direction.

The general opinion was that fractures were liable to occur
whenever the pedestal wedges were improperly adjusted or
when, from other causes, the engine got "out of tram," as it
is commonly called; that is, increasing or decreasing the dis-
tance between the centers of the driving wheels until they
measured or "trammed" more or less than the length between
the centers of the crank pins. This would throw a great strain
on the frames, rods and crank pins, as the engine passed
over the centers, and might, under extreme conditions, run
up the stress far beyond that produced by the steam pressure.

Indeed, so general was the belief that the rods might break
at any time, that it was customary to protect the engineman
in the cab by lining the under side of the running board or
floor with heavy iron plates, % inch or more in thickness, to
"armor plate" It, so to speak, to resist the blows which the
ends of the broken rod would shower upon it if the accident
occurred when the engine was running at a high rate of speed.
It was no unusual sight to see engines which wore not so pro-
tected with one side of the cab badly wrecked from a broken
rod. The idea that It was possible to calculate accurately the
strains to which a parallel ro<l was subjected was received at
first with incredulity by the older class of railroad mechanical
men.

Even with the best form of rectangular section; that Is, one
deep and thin in the center of, say, 1% by G inches. Fig. 1, the
sectional area would be 9 square inches, with a weight of 30.G

bd'
pounds per foot, and a section modulus of = 9. An I-

6
section, 6 inches deep and 2% inches wide. Fig. 2, would have a
sectional area of 6..5 square inches, a weight of 22.1 pounds per
foot and a section modulus = 10.73. The advantage then of the
I-sectlon Is apparent at a glance. Not longer than 10 or 11 years
ago* the fact gained wide acceptance that the centrifugal
force caused by far the greatest stresses which the rod had to
bear. After this the use of I-section rods, which had been
slowly coming into use, increased very rapidly, and at the
present time nearly all fast running engines requiring long
rods, or those over 5 or fi feet in length, are designed of I-sec-
tion, having a minimum weight and a high section modulus.
Rods of this description, suitably designed and made of good
material, rarely break in service. The forces which produce
stresses in the rods under discussion are: (a) The push and
pull of the piston; (b) Any variation In the length of the
rod from that of the distance between centers of the driving
axles and the inequality of the crank pin angles; (c) The
unequal adhesion of the driving wheels upon the rails, and
(d) The centrifugal force, tending to bend the rod transverse-
ly in the vertical plane of oscillation. The last, (d), causes,
in certain types of engines by far the greatest stresses which
the rods have to withstand, producing alternately tension and
compression in the outer fibers of the metal, as the rod, sup-
ported only at either end, is thrown upward and downward,
reversing the stresses for every revolution of the wheel.
Two general divisions of these forces may also be made

—

the stresses which may and those which cannot be calcu-
lated. Those which may be calculated are the thrust of the
piston and the centrifugal force, and those which cannot are
the non-parallelism of the rods and the unequal adhesion of
the driving wheels upon the rails. The stresses caused by the
piston are compression and tension acting ir line. lengthwise
of the rod and parallel, or coinciding, with its axis x x. Fig. 3.

In an eight-wheel engine of the American type half the
piston thrust Is normally transmitted to the rear wheel

D-" .7854 P
through the parallel rod. The fiber stress will = ,

2 A
In which:

D = the diameter of the cylinder.

P = the boiler pressure.

A = the sectional area of the rod.
In a mogul and ten-wheel engine the fiber stress will =

D= .7854 P

3 A

And in a consolidation
D= .7854 P

4 A
The centrifugal force gives rise to transverse stresses acting

in a vertical plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of
the rod, in a similar manner to a beam supported at both ends

Sept.WAm"
"' ''"' Loco'n'Xive Side Bar, J. B.'j^nson, li. I{. Gazette,
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and uniformly loaded along its entire length, as shown in

Fig. 3.

It is a well established fact that if the known stresses are

properly provided for and a suitable factor of safety intro-

duced, that the increase caused by the unknown will not re-

quire much attention in the design. The adjustment, however,

should be carefully attended to in service. A few moments
reflection will make this clear. The amount of metal required

to provide a suitable section to resist the centrifugal force

and the tension and compressive stresses will give a sectional

area so large, comparatively, that the unknown and non-com-

putable forces, which act directly along its length, divided by

this area, will be so small, compared to those acting in a di-

rection perpendicular to its length (whose maximum strain is

only on the outer fiber) that its addition will not materially

affect the problem. It is also probable that the springing of

the crank pins and driving axles will, to a great extent, re-

lieve the strain before the danger line is reached. This is

more particularly true when the parallel rod is outside the

main rod.
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gine under consideration; (20 in. cylinders and 165 lbs. steam

pressure), the force transmitted through the rod is 25,900 lbs.

The stress per square inch in tension will equal

F
— , in which:
A
F=the force transmitted.

TABLE I.

Modulus of section =
bh2

Moment of inertia =
bd3

12
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of the foreman in charge of the shop in which this equipment

is placed, and, considered from this standpoint, the general

character of the supervision, its intelligence and discrimina-

tion in favor of the most modern methods, will have an im-

portant bearing on the economy of whatever equipment may

be adopted.

The great improvements which have been made in modern

tools and machinery have, to a very large extent, made un-

necessary the employment in the operation of this machinery

of what are known as "first-class, all-around mechanics," en-

couraging the use instead of what may be termed a "special-

ist" class of operatives, who become skillful in connection

with the one machine which they operate. This class of men

are frequently those who have had no opportunity to learn

a trade, but possess sufficient mechanical ability to adapt

themselves to one general condition. The earnings which

they can make are largely in excess of what they could realize

in any other way, and are generally more than satisfactory,

although less than the amount which would be required if the

machinery were operated by a skilled mechanic. It has been

found advisable to consider the skilled mechanic's usefulness

as being confined entirely to that class of work which includes

the manufacture of small tools and equipment required in a

plant of this kind, and the general maintenance of the large

amount of machinery operated by specialists, and the return

for the amount paid the skilled mechanic in this kind of

work, generally speaking, is very much more than would be

the case if he were employed in connection with actual

production and operation of the various machines throughoui;

the plant.

In previous articles we have laid special stress on the im-

portance of having all of the operations on various parts re-

quired in the completed locomotive carried on in such man-

ner as to be steadily progressive, with a view of obviating any

retrograde movement, which would mean lost time and addi-

tional expense, and we cannot too strongly emphasize the

careful consideration of this question in connection with the

arrangement of tools and machinery, or the buildings them-

selves, in a new plant.

The available amount of ground will in many cases neces-

sitate arrangements which, considered from this standpoint,

are not perfectly satisfactory, and we can conceive of con-

ditions in which it would be cheaper to purchase the amount

of additional ground required for a better arrangement at

even a high figure than to provide an expensive installation

which, owing to lack of proper arrangement, is a constant

expense which, per year, will be found to represent an interest

on an investment very much larger than the additional amount

required would have cost.

Careful calculations made to determine the total amount

of various kinds of finish required on one locomotive, and,

considering a locomotive of the consolidation type of about 90

tons weight, with solid forged frames, finished on top and

sides and at such other points where parts are bolted on, and

in other respects no more finish than is absolutely essential

consistent with safety and general economy of maintenance,

develops the amounts of machine work given below. For

general convenience, we have divided the kinds of work into

five distinct parts: First, all of the work which is done in

the machine shop; Second, the amount of machine work

which is done in the blacksmith shop; Third, the amount o£

forging done in the blacksmith shop; Fourth, the amount of

machine work on boilers in the boiler shop; and, Fifth, the

amount of work done in the brass room.

It will be noted that we have only covered the largest op-

erations in these calculations, considering it advisable to avoid

as much detail as possible, the object being to furnish a gen-

eral suggestion rather than an exact detail, and in this respect

have not included the tank work, foundry work or wood work.

We have also omitted, and, compared with the total average

of other work, this is very small, the pipe work and ordinary

sheet iron work, a very large amount of this work being

purely labor without an introduction of machines to any very

large extent:

Total Amount of Work in Machine Shop.

Cold- Drill- Tap-
Boring. Milling. Slotting, sawing. ing. ^ping,

Turn-Plan-
ing, ing. iioring. iviiiiiiig. oiuiLiiif;. otivTuiB.

Square Square Square Square Square Square
inches, inches, inches, inches. inches. inches

77,089 83,419 9,915 13,995 20,116 595

Linear Linear
inches, inches.

6,852 612

Total Amount of Work in Bolt Department—Blacksmith Shop.

Turning. Threading bolts and studs Threading nuts

Linear inches.

a.363!4

Linear inches.

11,421!^

Linear inches.

2,833)4

Total Amount of Forging in Blacksmith Shop.

Total amount of forging in blacksmith shop, including forg-

ings of bolt departme jt 61,819 pounds.

Tapping.
Linear inches.

Total Amount of Work in Boiler Shop.

Planing edges of plates. Shearing Punching.
Square inches. Square inches. Holes.

2.253 2,653 10,915 733

The different divisions of work required in finishing the

amount of brass work required for one engine are so small,

comparatively, and the large variety of automatic machinery

available for this purpose is so large, that we have omitted

making any special figures representing the various processes

through which this work would go, considering in the light of

general information, which it is necessary to have for the

larger amount of installation, that this detail would be un-

necessary.

Of the various divisions of machine work performed in ma-

chine shops 46.3 per cent, of the planing is represented by the

work done on frames, cylinders, foot plates, guide yokes, truck

plates, frame braces, steam chests, bumper castings and

pedestal braces; 64.2 per cent, of the turning is represented by

wheel centers, tire, axles, lift shafts, rockers, cylinder heads,

pistons and rings, boiler rings, front and extension rings,

steam chests, occentiics and straps; 70 per cent, of the slottmg

is represented by work required on frames and braces, cross-

heads, foot plates, bumper castings, guide yokes and driving

boxes; 87 per cent, of the milling is represented by guide yokes,

crossheads, rods and braces, mud rings, guides, main axles,

links and hangers, guide yoke knees; 89 per cent, of the boring

is represented by cylinders, crossheads, rocker boxes, lift

shaft bearings, lift shafts and rockers; 68.7 per cent, of the

drilling is represented by that required for rods, crossheads,

holes for pedestal bolts, and cylinders; 65 per cent, of the

tapping is represented by that required in connection with

cylinders, pistons and the larger parts which are tapped in

the machine in which they are drilled.

The difference between the percentages specified, including

certain specified kinds of work, and the total of such work in-

cludes all of the smaller parts which are capable of being

grouped on special machines according to the character of

facilities provided; 70 per cent, of the turning on bolts

and studs in the bolt department of the blacksmith shop is

represented by bolts and studs from 5-16 in. to 1 in., and the

balance from 1 in. up; 74 per cent, of the threading is repre-

sented by bolts and studs from 5-16 in. to 1 in., and the bal-

ance from 1 in. up; 39 per cent, of the tapping required in nuts

is represented by nuts from 5-16 in. to 1 in., and the balance

from 1 in. up.

The division of the total forging in the blacksmith shop will

be about as follows: 58.9 per cent, represents frames, braces,

guide yokes, guides, rods, truck plates, pistons, and that class

of work which will require hammers of not less than 6,000 to

8,000 lbs. capacity; 20 per cent, repi-esents mud rings, front end

extension rings, spring rigging, smoke box braces, piston rods,

valve yoke and rods, brake rigging, link and valve motion,

crossheads, lift shafts, rockers, and that class of forgings which

should not be done on a hammer of less than 3,000 lbs. ca-

pacity; 6 per cent, is represented by bolts and forgings of that

nature made in the bolt department. The balance includes the

smaller classes of forgings, for which, owing to great variety

of designs and engines, it is not desirable to construct special
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tools or dies, and whifh arc most frequently made over the

anvil.

Wp have Implii'd tin- use of steam hammers to a large extent

in Sf'tliuK out this work, although it is our conviction that a

very larRe amount, if not (ho entire amount, of the smaller

class of forfiinss, which aie comprised under the general head-

ings of crosshoads, piston contprs. link and valve motion,

spring rigging, brake rigging, as well as boiler braces, can be

more advantageously made in special dies, and these dies used

in a forging press of sufficient capacity. The great advantage

of doing the work in this way lies largely In the fact that the

dies can he made exceedingly accurate, finely finished, and,

owing to the treatment which they receive in the press, will

last a long lime, the small amount of finish which can be left

on this press in many cases making necessary only a process

of grinding to complete it. It is a well recognized fact that

metal, under a steady pressure, can be caused to assume

distorted shapes which any amount of blows in a steam ham-

mer would never produce. It is also true that, even if the at-

tempt were made to use dies for this purpose, in a steam ham-
mer, the life of the dies would be so ridiculously short as to

make that kind of a performance an exceedingly extravagant

one to perpetuate. A forging machine will almost entirely do

away with the necessity of trimming or finishing up work over

anvils, as well as greatly reduce the amount of time required

to get out the parts required in the blacksmith shop and the

time consumed in machining the parts as at present con-

structed in the machine shop. Tt is true that in an operation

of this kind two sets of dies will be required, one for roughing

and the other for finishing, the roughing die roughing the

work possibly within % in. to 3-16 in. of size, and the finishing

die completing it to within 1-32 in. of size. A machine of this

type will render the installation of a large number of steam

hammers unnecessary. These are always more or less ex-

travagant in consumption of steam and expensive to operate,

and we believe that the steam consumed by the pump in pro-

viding the necessary amount of hydraulic pressure for operat-

ing hydraulic machines will amount to considerably less than

that consumed by a sufficient number of steam hammers to

get out the same amount of work.

The necessity for sub-division of the different kinds of work
performed in the boiler shop by machinery does not exist to

the same degree as Is the case with the machine shop. In the

case of planing, a plate planer which will plane lM,-in. plate

will answer for all others of less thickness. A shear which is

capable of shearing 1%-in. plate will likewise shear plate of

less thickness. It is also true in connection with punching

that a punch which will take care of plate of this thickness

and of holes that do not exceed 1% in. will answer for lighter

work. In the case of tapping, as most of this is comprised in

the tapping of staybolt holes, the necessity of sub-division for

the purpose of providing tools of different capacity for this

work does not exist.

Therefore, in considering the tool equipment for a shop of

this kind, the points which would naturally be considered

would be the depth of throat of machines for punching and
shearing and their power capacity, with reference to the ar-

rangements for doing the work or carrying the work through

the shop, the greatest depth of throat generally being required

in a machine used for punching holes in flue sheets. This

need not in any case be more than from 40 to 45 in. In most
cases one double side plate planer capable of taking care of

plate up to 1^4 in. will be found more than ample to keep up a

reasonable capacity.

Obviously, the number of rivets to be driven will be ap-

proximately equal to about one-half the number of holes which
are to be punched, and the adaptability of riveters to the work
which they have to do is proportionate to the length of reach

and size of rivet, the largest sizes including one sufficient for

firebox work, and a size sufficient to take in the whole length

of the boiler, including the front and extension, it being ad-

visable to drive all the rivets by machinery if possible

In a general sense, all of the tools and equipment can be

divided Into two classes: That class of tools which in their

operation have a reciprocating motion, and spend about one-

half of their total time of operation in recovering for the next

movement, in which would be included planers, slotters,

shapers, steam hammers, bolt machines, punches, shears and

riveters, and that class of machinery whose operation is con-

tinuous, in which can be included milling machines, drill

presses, boring, tapping and threading machinery and lathes.

In figuring capacity of tools, an allowance must be made in

each of these cases which will represent the lost time of the

tool itself, as in the case of planers, representing nearly one-

half plus the time required to set and handle the work. Gen-

erally speaking. It will be found that about one-half of the

time reciuired to turn out a given amount of work is consumed

by getting ready, added to the lost time In the machine itself

and general handling of parts. Proper facilities in the way
of jigs, fixtures, method of handling, as well as a careful ad-

justment of prices, will go a long way toward reducing this

difference, and. with proper supervision of detail, this fact will

never be lost sight of, and the greater proportion of time con-

sumed in doing a given amount of work will be that performed

by the machine.

We have observed that the output was produced at the low-

est possible cost In every case where the time performed by

the machine in actually removing material was greater than

the time required to prepare the work for this operation.

The adoption of special equipment along similar lines to

those adopted by manufacturers of such equipment made in

large quantities and on an interchangeable basis will, we be-

lieve, In time, almost entirely do away with the necessity for

laying off work, and the large amount of rehandling incident

to the production of almost every one of the parts of a modern

locomotive.

We cannot ignore the fact that the capacity of even the

most modern kind of equipment is very largely. If not in some

cases entirely, controlled by the operator. His Interest is only

to get out as much work as he is paid for, and if the adjust-

ment of price is not In the interests of economy or greater out-

put from that particular tool. Its output will be represented by

exactly what the operator determines it shall be. For this

reason the question of deciding as to the number of tools which

will he required to do In one day or one month any proportion

of the work on one locomotive as we have specified It, becomes

a difficult one. and is largely governed by the maximum price

per day that it is decided labor shall earn. The personal ele-

ment, as we choose to term it, in connection with the opera-

tion of modern machinery, cannot be eliminated as long as

>this machinery requires an operator, but we believe that It is

a mistake to determine the price to be paid for a given amount

of work by the individual skill of the operator who is to do it,

and that the capacity of the machine should be considered

first, and an operator selected who can get out that capacity.

We have indicated the amount of work of various kinds re-

quired for one engine. With any known capacity this will

become a multiple of the whole, and the amount of work to be

turned out In one day will be proportionate. The number and

kind of tools required to turn out this amount of work will

be decided by a knowledge of the character and kind of tools

available, whose output will be equal to the maximum amount

of this with the minimum amount of expense for labor. This

will also be governed, to a large extent, by the system of

handling and doing the work which it shall be decided to

adopt.

The amount of floor space required for a given amount of

equipment and for a given amount of work will vary with the

character of the work. Obviously, more floor space with a

given amount of investment in the tools contained will be re-

quired in the boiler shop than would be the case In the machine

shop. This would likewise be true in connection with the

blacksmith shop.

It is, of course, understood that the investment represented
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by each individual tool must earn its proportion of the expense
of operating the plant, and that in this expense will be in-

cluded its own repairs. In addition to this, it must earn on Its

output its particular proportion of the profit. We know of

no fixed rule which can be applied to determine the amount
of floor space required for a given amount of equipment. In
the case of the machine shop, it will be found that for each
machine the floor space required for operator, proper handling
of work, etc., at that particular machine, will be very closely

equal to twice the area occupied by the machine itself, the
dimensions for determining the area occupied by the machine
being equal to the product of its two extreme dimensions, and
that the amount of floor space required in aisle room and
general passageway will be approximately equal to 25 per cent,

more than the space occupied by the machine. These figures

do not allow for extensions or additional machines, but are
intended only to include the original installation, placed as

closely together as will be consistent with safety to the op-
erator and handling of material.

In the case of the boiler shop these figures will not hold

MASTODON COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES, SOUTHERN PA-

CIFIC RAILWAY.

The heaviest two-cylinder compound locomotive of which

we have record up to this time is the mastodon or 12-wheeI

type built by the Schenectady Locomotive Works for the

Northern Pacific and illustrated in our issue of March, 1897,

page 97. The same builders have completed ten of the same

type, but larger and more powerful, for the Southern Pacific,

one of which is illustrated by the accompanying engraving.

Comparison of the dimensions and weights shows that the

Southern Pacific design is 12,000 pounds heavier in weight in

working order and 5,000 pounds heavier on drivers. The

cylinder power is greater, the cylinders of the Northern Pacific

being 23 and 34 by 30 inches and of the Southern Pacific 23 and

35 by 32 inches. The low pressure cylinder is one inch larger

/

Schenectady Mastodon Compound.—Southern Pacific Railway.

good to the same extent, owing to the fact that the material
handled at machines is frequently from three to four times the
area of the space occupied by the machine itself, and it is

also true that in this shop fully 75 per cent, of the floor space
must be left free for the general handling of material and
erecting.

In the blacksmith shop the conditions are in very many re-

spects similar to those in the boiler shops, excepting in the
matter of waste floor space. There being no erecting in this

shop, the greatest amount of space is required around the tools
where work is being done, and we would suggest an allowance
of floor space for general handling of material equal to 50 per
cent, in excess of the space occupied by the tools and that
required for handling the parts in process of manufacture at
these tools.

MECHANICAL STOKERS FOR MARINE BOILERS.

The mechanical stoker, in stationary practice, has been
brought to a point justifying reference to it as an econom-
ical and efiicient device. While there appear to be good rea-

,
sons tor experimenting with it in the field of marine en-
gineering, we think that the first application of this kind to
be made is that of the "American Stoker" In connection with
Babcock & Wilcox boilers on a ship of the Zenith Transit
Line, running between Cleveland and Duluth, on the Great
Lakes. This form of stoker employs a screw conveyor, driven
by a small motor, and the coal that is placed in a hopper at
the furnace front is canned into the furnace and to the top
of the fire along the length of the furnace. The coal slides
down and spreads upon the grates, and as it passes up into
the furnace it is heated and, giving off gas. It becomes coke
before reaching the grates. The gases are burned as they are
given off, and this, the coking and the agitation of the fuel
in its delivery combine to give satisfactory combustion. If

successful, this experiment may lead to further use of stokers
in this service. The conditions which obtain in the fire rooms
of ships need the improvement that automatic stokers can
give, providing they can do the work without breaking down
or requiring too much attentioa and outlay for repairs.

and the stroke is two inches longer. These, by the way, are

the cylinder proportions of the Baldwin two cylinder con-

solidation compound of the Norfolk & Western, illustrated

in June, 1898, page 181. The heating surface of the Southern

Pacific engine is 3025.85 square feet, which is somewhat larger

than the other, while the grate area is the same. The follow-

ing table gives the principal dimensions of the new engine:

General Dimensions.
Gauge 4 f t. 8'/4 in.

Fuel Bituminous coal
Weight in working- order 192,000 lbs.

on drivers 156,0(X) lbs.

Wheel base, driving 15 ft. 6 in.
rigid 15ft.6in.
total 26ft.51n.

cylinders.

Diameter of cylinders 23 and 35 In.
Stroke of piston 32 In.

Horizontal thickness of piston 5% and 4% in.

Diameter of piston rod 3% In.

Kind o£ piston packing Cast iron rings
Size of steam ports H. P., 20 by 2'/8 in- L. P., 23 by 2>,4 in.
" "exhaust " H. P., 20 by 3 in. L. P., 23 by 3 in.
" " bridges 1% in.

Valves.

Lead of slide valves Allen balanced
Greatest travel of slide valves 6% In.

Outside lap of slide valves H. P., 1>4 in. D. P., Ihk In.

Inside lap of slide valves Clearance, H. P., % in. L. P., %in.
Wheels, etc.

Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 55 in.

Material of driving wheels centers Cast steel
Driving box material. .Main, cast steel. Intermediate, F. & B. steelm

cast iron
Diam. and length of driving iournals 9 in, dia. on main onlv

SVz in. dia. by 10 in,
" main crank pin journals main side, 7 by sy^ in

6»,4 in. dia. by G in.
" " " " side rod crank pin journals

Inter.. 5V4 by 5 in. Front and back. 5 in. dia. by :;% in.

Engine truck, kind 4-wheel swing holster
" " Journals 6 in. dia. by 10 in.

Diametr-r of engine truck wheels 28 in.

Kind of engine truck wheels Krupp. cast iron spoke center

Boiler.

Style Extended wagon top
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Outside diameter of first ring ..72 In.

Working pressure ZOO Uis.

Material of barrel and out.sldi> of Are box t'arne^e steel

Thickness of plates In barrel and outside of fire box
11-16, i;)-lC, 1.4., 9-lG and % In.

Fire box, length 12) 3-16 In.
• width 42 in.
" depth F., 77 In. B., T3VS In.
'• material Carnegie steel

* " plates, thiekness. Sides, 6-16 In.; back, 16 In.; crown, %ln.;
tube sheet, Vj In.

" " water space Front, 4'^ln.; sides. 3',4 h> -I In.;

back. 3',:: by i':^ In.
" crown staying Radial stays 1'^ in. dlam.
•' stay bolts 1 In. dlam.

Tubes, number of :'3i

" diameter 2% In,

length over tube sheets 14 ft. 6 in.

Fire brick, supporloil on Studs
Heating surface, tubes 2S19.34 sn. ft.

fire box 206.31 sq. ft.

total .'itlZ.i.STi sq fi.

Grate surface 35 sq. n.
Ash pan style Hopper, dampers front and back
Exhaust pipes Single

" nozzles BVi. oH. a% in. dla.
Smoke stack, Inslilo diameter 1(1 In. near bottom, at top is In.

top above rail 14 ft. 11 In
Boiler supplied by Two Injectors—Ohio No. 10 and Monitor No. la

Tender.
Weight, empty 39,650 lbs.
Wheels, diameter 33 in.

Journals, diameter and length 5 in. dla. by 9 in.

Wheel base 15 ft.' '4 In.
Tender frame channel Iron
Water capacity 1.500 gals.
Coal capacity 10 tons
Total wheel base ol' engine and tender 53 ft. <jV' In.
Engine equipped with \Veslinghouse-American brake on all driv-

ers operated by .air; Wc-stlngbouse air brake on ti'nder and for train.
9V^-ln. air pump. Franklin Monarch magnesia sectional lagging.
Sweeney brake arrangement on low pressure cylinder. Le Chattier
water brake on low pressure cylinder.

FEED WATER HEATERS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

True economy in the operation of locomotives lies, to a cer-
tain e.xtent. in economical use of fuel, but it is much more
important that the maximum number of tons shouUl be hauled
over the road at the proper speed and this means that great
power is a primary requisite. The limit of power of the loco-
motive lies in the boiler, and the most desirable improvements

It was the practice, for about 25 years, to wash out the boilers
at each end of a run of 137 miles or the engines could not make
a return trip. The flues would not last over a year and much
trouble was had with leaky fireboxes. The use of a simple
feed water heater made it possible to run one of these engines
five months, making a mileage of 20,000 without washing and
without foaming, liberal use being made of blow oft cocks.
Feed water heaters are in general use In stationary practice
where their value as purifiers is recognized, and it is generally
accepted that scale l-lO-inch thick means about 12 per cent,

additional fuel. Besides this, boilers would be relieved of

many destructive strains if fed with hot water, this would
probably show in the life of stay bolts and fireboxes.

Simple calculations show the theoretical gains to be expect-
ed from heating the feed from 50 degrees F. to 200 degrees for

a boiler pressure of 200 lbs. per square inch, to be between 12

and 13 per cent. From data taken in a large number of tests

on fuel economizers in England and on the Continent of
Europe it has been shown that a saving of from 1.2 to 1.4 per
cent, may be expected for each 10 degrees that the feed water
is heated. Tests showing as much as 22 per cent, gain have
been reported, but only half of this is enough to warrant
earnest efforts in investigating this subject. We believe that

from 7 to 10 per cent, may be counted upon with safety.

The theoretical gain in per cent is:

100 (Q-q)

H-q
Where H=total heat In one pound of steam at boiler pres-

sure, reckoned from freezing.

Q=heat of the liquid at final temperature of feed.

q=heat of the liquid at initial temperature of the feed.

It is interesting to observe that the results of practice are
generally better than the theoretical calculations promise,
which tends to show that investigation in this field has not
been exhausted. Feed water heaters have been decried on
account of the comparatively small number of heat units that

they put into the water, but it is important to note that the
heat units furnished in this way are most valuable ones. The
gain appears in three ways: As heat recovered that would
otherwise have gone to waste, in increased evaporation per
pound of fuel on account of a decrease in the rate of combus-
tion per square foot of grate area and in better circulation in

TEST OF FEED WATER HEATER, WABASH RY.

From
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'^on of the Barnes ^i^d^^I^i^^^STwas printed. This and HEAVIER LOC(B«ynVES FOR THE LAKE SHORE.

^^^'^^Is^ZKS'^ ^hllV.Tn'^si^epX The policy oC the Lai^e Shore & Michigan S^uthe.nojspend^

tried On some roads it has for a long time been customary i„g a great deal of money m securing favoiable S'^-des ana

to provide means for blowing back the exhaust of the air
^^^.^^ ^.^^^^ locomotives is of long standing, but a distinct de-

brake pump, and years ago ^^tUclnnents were made to the
p^^^^ _^^^,^ .^ ^^^ ^^^^ .^ ^ ^^.^^,. j^,^, 45 ,ocomotlves that, com-

%'treMnder7ank' xTe^'e^wifh ITrong s'h\'"te?. applied%ren" pared with all except the monsters recently built for special

e nes on the Ch^calo I Ilton Railroad several years ago, service, must be considered heavy ones. This order was placed

Ind those applied by Mr. B. M. Herr on the Northern Pacific ^.^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ Locomotive Works, of Dunkirk, N. Y., and

which are referred to elsewhere, constitute t^e most important
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ particulars of the design in the following

work that
^^\^^f„'i^,f,^°^ti°/''''

direction, but mo.e is likely ^^^b^
^^_^^ ,^^.^_^^^ ^^^ divisions into 1.5 six-wheel switchers.

*Vh\1lieat6r'wWcruses"the exhaust steam from the air brake 15 consolidation and 15 ten-wheel engines:

pump to warm the whole of the feed water in the tender tank
Switchers. Consolidation. „ Ten Wheel,

is undoubtedly the simplest and easiest to apply and to use. .^^j „t „„ drivers 12S.000 lbs. 133.0O0 lbs. 118,000 bs.

It has been objected to on account of
'^"f

«-i"?,t^,-.^"'^:^'i;
^f^,;-'^*^' ]fify% f„. LTby'^f-in. l^vLTy'so^in.

nish, but other finish may be used ; the only valid e. iticisms on tymders .
. .^^.

.

. 1^
By

^^ .-^ 52 i

this plan are that there is loss of heat through the large sur- {^,r,v
-Straight. Wagon top. Wagon top.

ace of the tank, and owing to tJie variable amount of water r -ensure lbs so lbs |0
lbs.

^ .^

he temperature also will vary considerably. The tank may be f;^>-ebox. . .
..«4^by^80 ,n. 42^y m^ .

lagged if it is found to be worth while to do so, and as long as ^^^^^^p ^ 5 tons. S tons. 8 tons.

the temperature is below the point at which injectors reiuse
^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^ Westinghouse air brakes, steel

l^oZl^L^r ^ft S:i%Zr-^tZ^e^l orSe'pow! axles, Heginbottom bell ringers. National ^<^^^^^
er and Machinery, inventor of the tank heater referred to, garment brake shoes, Gould couplers, Monitor injectois,

has kindly furnished a report from which the accompanying
^^^^^^.^ sanding device, Nathan lubriactors, A. French Co. s

table was prepared, showing the results obtained by using the
Latrobe tires and cast steel driving wheel centers.

heater on five trips on engine No. 480 of that road in April, springs, i>atroDe

1897 Five trips were made with the heater in use and five =
without it. the percentages of saving being indicated in the

^^^ ^^^^ RAILROAD CI.UB.

!l^(^en1er^MT?h'erra5pTar'/io^'e%^oa^^^^^^^ pT'fefheaT Mr. Angus Sinclair read a paper before this club at the De^

n^by stearto relying upon the h of the smoke box. ,e,„„er meeting. In which he briefly sketched the transition

If a closed heater cL be made small enough to he carried ^^.^^ ^^e primitive methods of transportation m European

conveniently on the engine or tender without adding to the
^^^^^^-i^^ to present practice, and compared current European

troubles of the enginemen and yet large enough to efficiently
.^^^j^^ ^^^ j^at in this country. The methods of smokeless

heat the water, it will undoubtedly pay to try it 1° servi<'f
f° combustion of coals In, Great Britain formed an important

heat the water to or near the boiling point ^nl °rc^^t into
^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^.^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^.^^ „f

the boiler by a steam pump. The exhaust of the ^" O'^^^J^J^J ^^^^ a development of the omnibus, while in-

^nre-^^Le^ouTd^^a^s ^e SerfnealiS^prpose'?' Th^ "e^ tTAm'Ln cars in many ways, was explained on a score

heater should be also a water purifier and should be arranged „£ Hghtness. The author commended the treatment of em-

to be easily cleaned from the sediment that now becomes scale pjoyges on the Continent, which, while strict in discipline, al-

and bakes on to the boiler heating surfaces. It would not ad-
^^^^^ holidays without loss of pay, and also there was con-

here so closely to the heater surfaces and would "^ash off^ it
.^j^j^ freedom with regard to passes for the men and their

should be cheap to build and to maintain. The heater must

he accessible, and it must be arranged so as to be instantly families.
^

cut ont of the circuit it it fails in any way, and must not then

interfere with the ordinary method of handling the feed water.
ROOMS OP "LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING"

These conditions are severe, but if they can be met we believe EDITORIAL ^""^^^ ^^^^
that feed water heaters will come into general use. They are destroy Ji^u ai r

worthy of more attention than they have ever received at the
. ^ ^ , „ „,,,. „,

Cds of locomotive people. .
^ , ^^

The havoc wrought by a fire which destroys even a part of

A feed water heater adds something to the equipment of the
^^^ papers and records of a periodical publication is not ap-

locomotive, it weighs something of itself and it may require a
p,.g^.iated by those who have not experienced it, and our sym-

little attention but the compensating advantages are: in-
.^^ ^^^ extended to "Locomotive Engineering" for the irre-

creased boiler power per
5°""^/^f^*^ ^ol work for t^e fi?e Parable loss by the burning out of the editorial rooms and

tl r'and'c:nse%.e°ntly theVe's^esTwLtefuTforcr^g'of th" everything In them. The energy of Mr. Sinclair and his asso-

fire The besfofS points is the increase in the pow^r of dates, who now occupy offices at 95 Liberty street, New York,

the locomotive Exhaust steam from the air pump, of which ^j,, doubtless be equal to the emergency, and the January

there is about one-tenth of a pound per stroke, may be used j^^^g ^^^^ aippear as if nothing unusual had occurred. We join

and even live steam may be taken for this purpose, with the
^^ expressing appreciation of the difficulties and praise of the

promise of equally good results as are found in stationary
^^^^^^^^^^

^''some^'troubles have been experienced in feeding hot water ^ ^ ^^
with Injectors, but these have been overcome up to tempera- PERSONALS.
tures of about 125 degrees. Mr. E. M. Herr recently made a I'tiK..;:^^! ^
statement in speaking about his form of tank heater before the

Western Railway Club, which will be found on another page o.
^^ ^ ^ Grover has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

this issue. . K-o„cn=: ritv Pittsbure & Gulf with headquarters at Wichita,
If on reading these paragraphs some one is led to sug- Kansas City. ritiSDurg at uuu w

gest a study of the application of feed heaters to locomotives Kan., to succeed Mr. C. A. De Haven, promoted.

the oblect for which they were written will be attained. „ . , , ,0.
^ ^ Mr George L. Bradley, the present Vice-President and Gen-======

eral Manager of the Lake Erie & Western Railroad, will, it is

PNEUMATIC HAMMERS FOR RIVETING. reported, succeed to the Presidency of that road, made vacant

by the death of Calvin S. Brice.

On page 406 of our December, 1898, Issue, we stated that the

pneumatio tools used by the Chicago Ship Building Company
^ promoted from the position of Gen-

and described in Mr. Babcock's interesting paper on pneumatic Mr. Oscar Autz nas o'^^"

^ denartment at Cleve.and
riveting in ship building were furnished by the Chicago Pneu- eral Foreman of the Lake Shore car depaitment at uieve.ana

matic Tool Company. Information has since been received , ^^^^^ succeeded by Mr. W. Snodgrass. Mr. Autz has

showing that at the end of September, 1898. which was prob- having formerly been con-
ablv about the date that the paper was written, 17 hammers, been with the roaa aooui, uvc j-co., o

now known as the "Q. & C." and controlled by the Q. & C. nected with the Pennsylvania. He has been a regular con-

Company, were in use Ijy that firm. This shows that our pre-
._i^,,t„r to this journal and Is an authority on car subjects,

vious statement was an error.
tiiuui.
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PERSONALS.

Mr. Gilnnell Burt has again been elected President of the

I^high & Hudson. Tliis is his lOlh term.

Mr. W. R. McKeen, Jr., has been appointed Master Mechanic

of the Union Pacific at North Platte, Neb.

Mr. W. B. Bates has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

St. Ixjuis, Iron Mountain & Southern, at Memphis, Tenn.

Mr. James Gray has been appointed Foreman of the shops

of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern at Mer Rouge, l.a.

Mr. C. A. Coffee has been appointed Master Mechanic anil

Car Builder of the Oconee & Western, to succeed Mr. A. J.

Mentor.

George F. Gardner, formerly Master Mechanic of the Colum-

bus, Sandusky & Hodiing, died Dec. 9 at Eldorado Springs,

Mo., at the age of 58 years.

Mr. E. D. Jameson has been appointed Assistant Master

Mechanic of the Western Division of the Grand Trunin, with

office at Battle Creek, Mich.

Mr. W. H. Patton has been appointed Signal Engineer of the

Grand Trunk, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont., to succeed

Mr. P. F. Hodgson, resigned.

Mr. L. ly. Dawson, Master Mechanic of the Illinois Central at

Memphis, Tenn., has been transferred to McComb City, Miss.,

to succeed W. B. Baldwin, deceased.

Mr. William Murdock has been appointed Assistant Engineer

of Maintenance of Way of the Toledo Division of the Pennsyl-

vania Company, with headquarters at Toledo, O.

Mr. Edward H. Lee has been appointed Engineer and Gen-

eral Roadmaster for the Chicago & Western Indiana and the

Belt Railway of Chicago, vice F. C. Doran, deceased.

Mr. F. M. Gilbert has been appointed Engineer of Tests of

the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn. He
will also have charge of the electrical work of the road.

William T. Moore, formerly for many years Master Mechanic
of the Pittsburg Division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, died

at his home in Sewickley, Pa., Dec. 1, at the age of 74 years.

Mr. James H. Manning, the energetic and efficient Master
Mechanic of the Union Pacific, at Omaha, has been trans-

ferred to Cheyenne, and will have entire charge of the shops
there.

Mr. C. L. Mayne, General Superintendent of the Fitchburg
Railroad, has resigned. He has been connected with this roau
for six years and was formerly Suporinfondent of the Chicago
& Atlantic.

Mr. N. E. Clucas, who for several years has been foreman
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Pueblo, Colo., has been
appointed master mechanic at La Junta, Colo., to succeed Mr.
John Forster.

Mr. D. H. Nichols, Superintendent of the Pecos Valley &
Northeastern, has been appointed General Manager to suc-
ceed Mr. E. O. Faulkner, resigned. His headquartei-s are at

Eddy, New Mexico.

Mr. O. O. Winter, who for the past year has been Trainmaster

of the Norfolk & Western, has been appointed General Man-

ager of the Brainerd & Northern Minnesota, with headquar-

ters at Brainerd, Minn.

Mr. E. Richards has resigned as trainmaster of the St. Louis

Southwestern, at Pine Bluff, Ark., to accept the position of

General Manager of the Louisiana & Arkansas, with head-

quarters at Stamps, Ark.

Mr. S. I). Hutchins, who has had charge of the Instruction

car of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, has been ap-

pointed to succeed the late J. W. Shannon as representative

of the company at Buffalo, N. Y.

Mr. J. T. Stafford, heretofore General Foreman of locomotive

repairs of the St. I^uis, Iron Mountain & Southern, at Baring

Cross, Ark., has been appointed Assistant Master Mechanic,

with headquarters at the same place.

Mr. Walter G. Berg has been appointed Engineer of Main-

tenance of Way of the Lehigh Valley, with office at South

Bethlehem. He was formerly Assistant Engineer at Jersey

City, and succeeds Mr. Richard Caffrey.

Mr. P. J. Harrigan, Genera! Foreman of the Baltimore &
Ohio shops at Connellsville, Pa., has been appointed Master

Ohio shops of the middle division of that road, with head-

quarters at Cumberland, Md., to succeed Mr. D. C. Courtney,

resigned.

Mr. H. Tandy has resigned as Assistant Superintendent of

tlie Brooks Locomotive Works to become Superintendent of

the Canadian Locomotive Works at Kingston, Ontario. Mr.

Tandy's experience qualifies him to fill his new position ad-

mirably.

Mr. J. C. Gleason has been appointed Superintendent of the'

Cincinnati, Portsmouth & Virginia, and the heads of the me-

chanical and road departments are to report to him. He was
formerly Superintendent of Transportation, a position that

has been abolished.

Mr. C. J. Smith has resigned as General Manager of the

Pacific Coast Company, operating the Columbia & Puget Sound,

Pacific Coast, Seattle & North,ern and Port Townsend Southern

Railroads and the Pacific Coast Steamship Company. He has

been General Manager of the Pacific Coast Company since 1890.

Mr. A. L. Whipple, railroad representative of the Boston

Woven Hose and Rubber Company, has resigned to accept the

position of Sales Agent for the E. T. Burrowes Company of

Portland, Me. Mr. Whipple is widely and very favorably

known among prominent railroad men, and the Burrowes
Company has done well to secure his services.

Mr. E. E. Loomis. Superintendent of the Tioga division of

the Erie Railroad, has been appointed General Superintendent

of the New York, Susquehanna & Western and Wilkesb;irre &
Eastern, to succeed Mr. C. D. McKelvey, resigned. Mr. Loomis
has been with the Erie since April, 1884, and has been Super-

intendent of the Tioga division since November, 1894.

John E. Wootten, the inventor of the firebox that bears his

name, died in Philadelphia December Ifi, after a brief illness,

at the age of 76 years. He was a native of Philadelphia and
l)egan railroad work as Mechanical Engineer of the Phil-
adelphia & Reading in 184.5. He was rapidly promoted and
became General Manager, a position which he held until bis

retirement from railroad service in 1886.
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Calvin S. Brice, ex-Senator and railroad financier, died at

his home in New York Dec. 15. At the time of his death he

was President of the Lake Erie & Western, President of the

Cleveland, Akron & Columbus, and First Vice-President of

the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic. He was born in 1845 and

began railroad work in 1870, and his earlier positions were in

charge of the legal departments of several roads successively.

Mr. Brice's last and largest plan was to build a railroad sys-

tem in China.

J. Taylor Cause, President of the ship and car building firm,

the Harlan & Hollingsworth Company of Wilmington, Dela-

ware, died at his home in that city December 1. He was born

in 1823, in Pennsylvania, and begun as an office boy in these

works. He advanced steadily, until he became President in

1883. He held that position until his retirement, in 1896, and

resumed the office after the resignation of Mr. Henry G. Morse

a few months ago. He began his career as a shipbuilder about

twenty-five years before the era of iron ships.

Mr. Willard A. Smith, President of the "Railway and En-

gineering Review," who was Chief of the Transportation De-

partment of the Columbian Exposition in 1893, has been ap-

pointed by the United States government to take charge of

the Department of Transportation and Civil Engineering of

the American Exhibits of the Paris Exposition. His efficient

organization of the transportation exhibits at Chicago will be

remembered as an important part of the success of that ex-

position, and a more satisfactory appointment in connection

with the Paris exposition couid not be made.

R. B. F. Peirce, General Manager of the Indiana, Decatur

& Western, and until recently receiver of the Toledo, St. Ix)uis

& Kansas City, died suddenly at his home in Indianapolis. Ind.,

Dec. 5, of heart disease. His health had been poor for

months, and he was preparing to enjoy a much-needed rest

in California. Mr. Peirce was born in 1843 and was admitted

to the bar in 1867. • He began railroad service as General Coun-

sel of the Liogansport, Crawfordsville & Southwestern in 1873,

and has been connected wtih several roads in important posi-

tions since that time. In 1895 he succeeded Mr. S. R. Callaway

as Receiver of the Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas City Railway.

OUR DIRECTORY
OF OFFICIAL CHANGES IN DECEMBER.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—Mr. N. E. Clucas has been
appointed Master Mechanic at La Junta, Colo., to succeed Mr.
John Forater.

Baltimore & Ohio.—Mr. P. J. Harrigan has been appointed
Master Mechanic of the middle division of this road, with head-
quarters at Cumberland, Md., in place of Mr. D. C. Courtney,
resigned.

Chicago Great Western.—Mr. C. E. Slayton, recently appointed
Division Master Mechanic, has had his jurisdiction extended
to cover the Eastern Division from Oelwein to Chicago.

Cumberland & Pennsylvania.—Mr. L. M. Hamilton's title of

General Superintendent has been changed to that of General
Manager, and the title of Mr. H. T. Bruck, Master of Machin-
ery, has been changed to that of Superintendent of Motive
Power.

Dayton & Union.—Mr. Charles Treble, Roundhouse Foreman
of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Wabash,
Ind., has been appointed Superintendent of the Locomotive and
Car Department, with headquarters at Dayton, O.

Fitchburg.—Mr. F. O. Melcher has been appointed Superin-
tendent, with office at Boston, Mass., and Mr. A. S. Cheever has
been appointed Chief Engineer, with office at Fitchburg, Mass.,
in place of Mr. Melcher.

Fitchburg.—Mr. C. L. Mayne, General Superintendent, has
tendered his resignation, to take effect Jan. 1, 1899.

Genesee & Wyoming Valley.—Mr. D. Hyman has been ap-
pointed Receiver, with headquarters at Retsof, N. Y.

Georgia & Alabama.—Mr. C. P. Hammond has resigned as
Chief Engineer of this road.

Georgia Pine.—Mr. R. G. Stone has been appointed General

Manager, vice Mr. R. B. Coleman.

Grand Trunk.—Mr. E. D. Jameson has been appointed Assist-

ant Master Mechanic of the Western Division, with office at

Battle Creek, Mich.

Great Northern.—Mr. R. H. Bowron, heretofore Division Su-

perintendent at Willmar, Minn., has been appointed Superin-

tendent of the Cascade Division, with headquarters at Everett,

Wash. Frank Shesgreen, heretofore Division Superintendent
at Everett, Wash., has been appointed Superintendent of the

Willmar Division, with headquarters at Willmar, Minn.

Illinois Central.—Mr. L. L. Dawson, Master Mechanic, has
been transferred to McComb City, Miss., to succeed Mr. W. B.
Baldwin, deceased.

Kansas City, Pittsburg & Gulf.—Mr. J. R. Groves has been ap-
pointed Master Mechanic of the Kansas Midland Division, with
headquarters at Wichita, Kan. He succeeds Mr. C. A. De-
Haven, promoted.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.—Mr. J. R. Reniff has re-

signed as Master Car Builder at Norwalk, O., and the position
has been abolished. Mr. Oscar Antz has been promoted and
Mr. W. Snodgrass succeeds him as General Foreman of the
shops at Cleveland.

Lehigh Valley.—Mr. Charles E. Webster, Chief Engineer, has
resigned, to take effect Jan. 1, 1899. Mr. Walter G. Berg has
been transferred to South Bethelem and promoted to succeed
Richard CafErey as Engineer of Maintenance of Way.

Louisiana & Arkansas.—Mr. Elmer Richards has been ap-
pointed General Manager, with headquarters at Stamps, Ark.
He was formerly Trainmaster of the St. Louis Southwestern.

Louisville & Nashville.—Mr. Wm. Robb, Master Mechanic at
Decatur, Ala., is dead.

Lowell & Hastings.—Mr. C. A. Gordon has been appointed
Chief Engineer, with headquarters at Grand Rapids, Mich.

Manitoba & Northwestern Ry. of Canada.—Mr. E. B. Osier has
been elected President, with office at Toronto, Ont., and
Wm. Hendrie, Vice-President, with office at Hamilton, Ont.

New York, Susquehanna & Western.—Mr. E. E. Loomis has
been appointed General Superintendent, to succeed Mr. C. D.
McKelvey, resigned. Mr. Loomis was formerly Superintendent of
the Erie.

Northern Paciflc.—Mr. F. M. Gilbert has been appointed En-
gineer of Tests, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.

Oconee & Western.—Mr. C. A. Coffee has been appointed Mas-
ter Mechanic and Car Builder, vice A. J. Mentor.

Pacific Coast.—Mr. C. J. Smith has resigned as General Man-
ager of this company, operating the Columbia & Puget Sound,
Pacific Coast, Seattle & Northern and Port Townsend Southern.

Pecos Valley & Northeastern.—Mr. D. H. Nichols has been
appointed General Manager. He was formerly Superintendent
of this road. His headquarters are at Eddy, N. M.

Pennsylvania.—Mr. Wm. Murdock has been appointed Assist-
ant Engineer Maintenance of Way of the Toledo Division, with
headquarters in Toledo, O.

Richmond & Petersburg.—At the annual meeting of the stock-
holders, held In Richmond, Va., November 21, Mr. Alexander
Hamilton was elected President, succeeding the late Frederick
R. Soott.

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.—Mr. J. T. Stafford has
been appointed Assistant Master Mechanic, with headquarters
at Baring Cross, Ark. He was formerly General Foreman of
Locomotive Repairs. Mr. W. B. Bates has been appointed Mas-
ter Mechanic at Memphis, Tenn.

Southern.—Mr. A. E. Bouldridge has been appointed Master
Mechanic at Louisville, Ky., succeeding Mr. J. B. Gannon. Mr.
Bouldridge was heretofore General Foreman of the Mechanical
Department at Atlanta.

Southern California.—Mr. W. G. Nevlns, General Manager at
Los Angeles, Cal., will have his authority extended over the
San Francisco & San Joaquin Valley line, which was recently
purchased by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. His head-
quarters will remain at Los Angeles.

Stuttgart & Arkansas River.—Mr. A. V. Stafford has been ap-
pointed Manager for the Receiver, with headquarters at Stutt-
gart, Ark., vice Mr. J. B. Hackley, deceased.

Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas City.—Mr. Samuel Hunt has been
appointed Receiver, succeeding Mr. B. F. Pierce, resigned, on
account of ill health.

Union Pacific.—Mr. J. H. Manning, Master Mechanic at
Omaha, Neb., has been transferred to Cheyenne, succeeding Mr.
T. A. Davles, transferred. Mr. M. K. Barnum, of North Plattei
Neb., succeeds Mr. Manning at Omaha, Neb. Mr. Davies will
have charge of the Mechanical Department at Ogden. Utah.
Mr. W. R. McKeen, Jr., has been appointed Master Mechanic at
North Platte.

Wabash.—Mr. Geo. W. Mudd has been appointed Master Me-
chanic at Moberly, Mo. He was formerly Master Mechanic at
Springfield, III. Mr. Geo. S. McKee has been transferred to
Fort Wayne, Ind., to succeed Mr. C. H. Doebler, who Is made
Master Mechanic at Springfield.
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THE WHITELAW REVERSIBLE AIR DRILL, BY THE CHI-

CAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.

This drill has recently been perfected and Is making an Im-

portant place for Itself in shop equipment. The machine Is

in the form of a light motor and is adapted to many kinds

of work requiring rotary motion, and especially for drilling.

Fig. 1.

It is being introduced by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
in two sizes. Fig. 1 shows the No. 7 machine with a newly
Improved flue cutter atttached, and Fig. 2 shows a No. 8 ma-
chine arranged for drilling. Both of the machines are re-

versible, and are regulated and governed by a throttle oper-

ated by a handle that is conveniently located. They have

back gears and two speeds, and are surprisingly powerful con-

sidering their weight and compact size. The No. 7 drill com-

plete weighs but 19 pounds and the No. 8 weighs 30 pounds.

Fig. 13.

The former is specially adapted to locomotive work, and the
latter is exceedingly powerful and is intended for heavy boiler

and shipyard work. It will drill holes as arge as 2 inches
in diameter in iron or steel, it will also r . flues that are

4 inches in diameter, and is especially well adapted for heavy
tapping where a reversible motor Is needed. The machines
are fitted with screw feeding attachments tor drilling, which

are replaced by breast plates when used in rolling flues. The
throttle reversing and change gear devices are so arranged

as to be very easily manipulated by the operator, and the

whole plan of the machine is such as to permit of a large

saving of time, labor and expense. It embodies the prin-

ciple of "taking the machine to the work" instead of taking

the work to the machine, and through the large amount of

power provided the principle may be carried out to an extent

not before attempted.

The machines will find their most extensive use In drilling

and In rolling and cutting flues. In some experiments recently

carried out at the "Nickel Plate" shops in Chicago it was
demonstrated that with a No. 7 machine the cost of cutting

out old flues and rolling in new ones may be reduced to 8 1-10

cents each, and when it is considered that a single boiler has
from 200 to 350 flues it is clear that a large saving may be

Fig. 2.

effected. In rolling flues the No. 7 machine completed 10 in

2 minutes 37 seconds, in each case the roller being with-
drawn by reversing the motion of the machine. After rolling

a Boyer hammer, also made by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Company, which had been in regular service in the shop for

over three years (and not having required any repairs during
the time), was used for beading the flues, at the rate of six

in two minutes. Fig. 3 shows a tube sheet of a locomotive,
which was fitted up for the experiment, and exhibits the ma-
chine while rolling short ends of flues about 8 inches long
with copper ferrules, which were used for the experiment.
After the tubes were fixed in this plate the cutter was at-

tached to the machine and they were cut off. The cutter
shown in Fig. 1 cuts the flues off within 1V4 inches from the
face of the tube plate, which makes it possible to use a tube
2 inches long for welding out the ends instead of a 6-inch
length. This means a saving of 4 cents on each tube cut
by the machine. The roller and cutter are fed automatically
by the motion of the drill, the feed being obtained by means
of a taper pin, which expands the cutting and rolling tools,

which are withdrawn again by the reverse motion of the
machine. A good account of the work done comes from the
road mentioned, in the statement that it is found to con-
tribute 10,000 miles to the life of each set of flues rolled by
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the machine, and the uniformity of the work has resulted

in an entire absence of trouble from leaky tubes. We are told

that the men who operated the tools In these tests were un-

acquainted with them, and still better records may be ex-

pected. The machines, while light, are very strong and well

made, and it is not to be understood that their usefulness

is confined to the processes mentioned, for motors of this kind

are adapted to a great many services in building and repair-

ing machinery. A great many people have been looking for a

satisfactory light motor, driven by air, and we believe this

to be the best yet offered.

The principal offices for the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-

pany are Monadnock Building, Chicago, and 122 Liberty street.

New York.

The consolidation of the Union and the National Switch and

Signal companies was announced some time ago. At a meet-

ing held in Pittsburgh Dec. 13 an issue of $500,000 in 5 per cent,

bonds was authorized, the number of directors was increased

from five to seven, Messrs. Oakleigh Thorne and Robert Pit-

cairn being elected as additional members of the board. In the

future there will be two vice-presidents, Mr. Thorne being the

first and Mr. E. H. Goodman the second.

EftUIPMENT AND MANUFACTURING NOTES.

The Moirse Twist Drill & Machine Company of New Bedford

has bought out the T. & B. Company of Danbuiry, Conn., man-

ufacturers of twist drills.

The Louisville & Nashville has fulfilled the provisional prom-

ise made some time ago to raise wages from the cut of 1S93 to

the former rates, the change taking place January 1.

The "Security Lock Bracket" furnished by the Chicago Grain

Door Company is to be applied to 1,000 box cars for the Wis-

consin Central, to be built by the Michigan Peninsular Car Com-

pany.

The Schoen Pressed Steel Company has recently received

orders for steel cars of 100,000 pounds capacity from the Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie, 500 cars; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,

500 cars, and Baltimore & Ohio, 1,000 cars.

The syndicate headed by Joseph Leiter of Chicago has not

only bought the Rhode Island Locomotive Works, but also the

foreign rights in the Hoadley-Knight compressed air patents,

and it is i-eported that the works will be entirely refitted.

Mr. Charles Hansel, Vice-President and General Manager of

the National Switch and Signal Company, is to address the

New York Railroad Club on the subject of Railroad Signaling

at the regular meeting, January 19. A co.mprehensive and in-

teresting presentation of the subject may be expected.

Contracts have been let for the extension of the plant of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. at East Pittsburg.

The extension includes the erection of shops and an office struc-

ture to cover four acres of ground. The proposed improvement

involves the outlay of over $200,000. The Carnegie Steel Go. will

furnish all of the steel.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have received an order for

10 locomotives from the Midland Railway of England. It is

noted elsewhere that the Schenectady Locomotive Works have

an order for a like number from the same road. These engines

will have IS by 24 in. cylinders, 62 in. driving wheels and will

weigh, in working order, about 62,000 lbs.

An effort to secure uniformity in car sills will be made in

connection with a committee report at the next Master Car

Builders' convention. The circular issued by the committee re-

quests information with regard to sills used for oars of 50,000

pounds capacity and over. There are good reasons for attempt-

ing to secure uniformity in this detail and, we believe, no ob-

jections.

Mr. M. J. Martinez, member of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, has received the appointment of resi-

dent agent at Havana, Cuba, for the Snow Steam Pump
Works. He will be prepared to furnish pumps of the most

modern designs made by the Snow Steam Pump Works, es-

pecially adapted for the requirements of the sugar industry in

Cuba and Porto Rico. Mr. Martinez will conduct the business

in his own name as consulting and contracting engineer.

The Babcock cfe Wilcox Company report the sale of 600 horse

power of boilers to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company for

supplying steam for power, heating and electric lighting for

new shops at Brainard, Minn. They also report the sale of 500

horse-power Babcock & Wilcox boilers to the Boston & Maine
Railroad, to be used in the electric power plant of the Ports-

mouth & Dover Railroad Company, which will be operated in

connection with the Boston & Maine Railroad, using electric

DOwer.

Nearly all of the new freight equipment ordered by Re-

ceivers Cowen and Murray of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

during the past few months, will be delivered by Jan. 15. The
orders consisted of 3,000 standard box cars, from the Michigan
Peninsular Car Company; 1,000 box and 1,000 gondolas from the

Pullman Company; 2,000 box cars from the Missouri Car and
Foundry Company; 1,000 steel coal cars of 100,000 pounds ca-

pacity from the Schoen Company, and five 50-foot modern mail

cars from the Pullman Company. These cars are equipped with

the Westinghouse air brake and M. C. B. automatic couplers.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company sends us a quotation

from Mr. Wm. Hooper, of Ticonderoga, N. Y., called forth by
the notice that has recently been given to the old sign in pos-
session of the Western Society of Engineers at Chicago. The
words "Harper's Ferry," painted in black, stand out as boldly

as when they were first formed by the artist's brush, while the

wood around the letters, which was painted with white paint,

has worn away about one-sixteenth of an inch. Mr. Hooper
says in part: "I have seen signs that have been painted with
Ijlack paint directly on the clapboard of the building. The' let-

tering was good after the paint on the balance of the building
has disappeared, and after this the whole building was painted
over, lettering and all, and the lettering obliterated; yet within
ten years afterwards the old black lettering appeared again
quite freshly to view. I suppose the paint for the lettering was
made of linseed oil and lampblack. I believe, however, that
finely ground graphite mixed with pure linseed oil, will last

as long, or longer, than any other paint ever known of or used.

I had a large iron casting which laid in my mill yard for over
thirty years. It was painted with only one coat. The old cast-

ing was broken up and sold for old iron last month, and I no-

ticed that the paint on the pieces of casting, even after being

broken up, looked quite fresh. If the surface to be painted is

perfectly dry when the finely ground graphite is applied, the

paint will prove the most lasting paint known, because if time

eliminates all of the oil, the graphite seems to adhere to the

surface painted just the same as a piece of paper or wood will

appear after it has been rubbed with a lead pencil or a piece

of graphite. No other pigment known to me will remain on the

surface painted after the oil has been thoroughly destroyed."

The Pall Mall Gazette says that the Midland Railway Com-
pany has been compelled to order the construction of twenty

freight locomotives in the United States, owing to the large

number of advance orders held by the English locomotive works,

and a dispatch from Schenectady states that the Schenectady

Locomotive Works have an order for ten mogul engines, with

18 by 24 in. cylinders, for that road.

Mr. J. W. Dumtley, President of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Company, sailed for Europe since the appearance of our pre-

vious number, and will give his attention to the interests of

the concern in Great Britain and on the Continent. The trip

Is made necessary by increasing foreign business, and we have
reports showing that the demand for pneumatic tools in this

country is larger than ever before. The facilities for manu-
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facturlng are employed to their full capacity to keep up with
the increased demand on account of the present activity ot the

ship and navy yards, and the railroad orders are also greater

than ever before.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

American electric railroad equipment has received a sub-

stantial recognition for Its good design and reliability in the

form of an order for eight electric locomotives for the operation

of the tunnel of the Paris-Orleans Railway, In Paris. This
contract was secured in the face of the strongest European
and British competition, the negotiations having covered two
years. The transmission system will use three-phase genera-

tore and rotary converters, changing the alternating to a 500-

volt direct current. The reason for the American success is

stated to be superior experience and satisfactory examples of

succe.ssfLil practice, the question of cost being virtually elim-

inated.

The Newport News Ship Building and Dry Dock Company is

constructing a timber dry dock with concrete entrance. The
clear length will be S06 ft., the breadth at the bottom 80 ft.

and breadth at the top 162 ft. The depth over the sill is 30

ft. at mean high water, tlie range of the tide being 3 ft.

The bottom will be of concrete, upon piling, and the Interior

ot timber. The caisson will be of steel, with trimming tanks
so arranged that it will not be necessary to pump out the
water ballast. There will be two centrifugal pumps, driven by
upright compound engines, that will pump out 200,000 gals,

per minute and empty the dock in two hours. There is also

a drainage pump, with 18-in. suction and discharge. The dock
will accommodate the largest ocean liners or two first-class

battleships. _

The Manufacturers' Advertising Bureau, 126 Liberty street,

New York City, turns the second decade of its existence with
the close of the year 189S. Mr. Benj. R. Western, the original

and present proprietor, established this unique business in 1879,

and his success in the particular work he undertakes for his

clients Is widely recognized and taken advantage of by many
of the representative manufacturers of the country. The bureau
is a recognized authority on trade journal advertising, and
handles the newspaper work and advertising of manufacturers
using such publications so as to Insure good results from the
expenditure for such purposes. Its system furnishes a prac-
tical relief to Its clients, and has brought the highest praise

and commendation of conservative business men. The twenty
years past have established the Manufacturers' Advertising
Bureau as one of the solid Institutions of the country, and
copies of Its booklet, "Advertising for Profit," may be had for

the asking, by inclosing a business card.

The Railway Educational Association has been Incorporated
under the laws of New Tork with a capital of $50,000, and Its

headquarters are at No. 1 Madison avenue. New Tork. The
association was organized to conduct "The Railway Corre-
spondence School" that was established In May, 1897, by Mr.
George H. Baker, Its purpose being the instruction of railway
employees In the best methods for performing their duties. In-
struction is given by means of printed lesson books, Issued
weekly by mall. These also contain examination questions
which, when answered, are read by Instructors of the school
and used as means for further instruction. As directors the
school has the indorsement of the following prominent railroad
men: Mr. Paul Morton, Second Vice-President of the Atchison;
Mr. Edwin Hawley, Assistant General Traffic Manager of the
Southern Pacific, and President of the Minneapolis & St. Louis;
Mr. George R. Brown, General Superintendent of the Fall Brook,
and Mr. George H. Baker. Since Its establishment the school
has given two courses of instruction, one course for engineers
to make them expert and economical In the performance of
their work, and fit them for promotion to official positions In
the mechanical department, and one course for firemen to like-
wise benefit them and fit them for promotion to the post of
engineer. There are now on the railways In the United States
about 74,000 engineers and firemen. Over 1 per cent, of this
number, or 840, have Joined "The Railway Correspondence
School." The price of scholarship in the courses for enginemen
was $18 in 1897, but is now $20, payable In four monthly Install-
ments of $5 each. The value of the instruction appeals to the
men. and Is appreciated by the officers, who find direct advan-
tages from the Improvement of their subordinates.

Differential and Integral Culculus tor Technical Schools and
Colleges. By P. A. Lambert, M. A., Assistant Professor ot
Mathematics Lehigh University. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 66 Fifth avenue, 1898, price $1.50.

This la a book for students In technical schools and colleges,
and according to the author's preface, its object Is threefold.

By a logical presentation of principles to Inspire confidence in

the methods of infinitesimal analysis, by numerous problems to

aid in acquiring facility in applying these methods, and by ap-
plications to problems in physics, engineering and other
branches of mathematics, to show the practical value of the
calculus. The work is divided according to classes of functions,
and the practical applications are Introduced at the start with
the object of at once engaging the interest of the student. Dif-
ferentiation and Integration are treated simultaneously and
economy in time and effort Is secured by the use of trigono-
metric substitution in simplifying Integration. The idea of the
author to show the connection between the calculus and practi-
cal Work Is an admirable one, which is well carried out as far
as areas and volumes and radius of curvature are concerned,
and he has attempted to depart from the too generally accepted
idea among professors of mathematics that the subject should
be taught for its own sake alone. This attempt is commend-
able, and should be encouraged, but we think it is not carried

quite far enough.

Compressed Air Production, or the Theory and Practice of Air
Compression. W. L. Saunders. Illustrated, 58 pages. Pub-
lished by "Compressed Air," Havemeyer Building, New York,
1S98, price $1.00.

This is a compact work which admirably fulfils its title. Mr.

Saunders Is authority on air compression, and this concise

treatment of the engineering principles of the subject willl be

welcomed by the many users of compressed air. A prominent

feature of the book is the record of tests made by various au-

thorities. A large number of different forms of air compressors

are illustrated a;.d the book contains a great deal of informa-

tion that will be useful to those who use or contemplate using

compressed air. The mattechas appeared in the pages of "Com-
pressed Air," but this form Is a convenient one that will be

appreciated. Moreover, we are Informed that many of the num-
bers containing the original articles are now out of print, which
makes the book more valuable. The treatment is complete, and
not too technical for readers who are not well qualified to con-

sider mathematical discussions.

"Catalogue of the Hopkins Railway Library." By Frederick J.

Teggart, B. A., Librarian, Leland Stanford Junior University,
Palo Alto, Cal. 231 pp. Price, $1.50.

This catalogue undoubtedly gives the most complete list ot

books upon the subject of railways in existence. It is not a

new publication, and has been reviewed in these pages before:

occasion arises, however, for calling attention to It again. The
Hopkins Railway Library, which Is now a part of the library ot

the Stanford University, was built upon a collection of books
upon the subject of railways started by Mr. Timothy Hopkins,

of San Francisco, while treasurer of the Southern Pacific Com-
pany. In 1892 the collection, then numbering 2,000 volumes and
pamphlets, was presented to the university, and provision made
for its maintenance and increase. The collection has grown
remarkably in the past few years, and It is now the most exten-

sive and valuable collection on this Important subject In the

country. The publication of the catalogue makes the collection

useful to those Interested In the subject, and serves to direct

attention to the value of a railway library, of which very few
are available.

The classification of the catalogue Includes bibliography, a
list of periodicals and transactions, dictionaries relating to

transportation subjects, fiction and verse, general books

on railways, history and biography. The books on the rail-

ways of various countries and those on economics and law are

next recorded, and the closing divisions of the subject are ar-

ranged as follows: Construction, equipment and operation, fol-

lowed by a division devoted to local railways. At the end of

the book Is an Index of the personal names which appear In the

titles or notes throughout the catalogue.

On examining thia book one is impressed with the variety of

subjects covered and their Importance. We are glad to direct

attention to the extensive literature of railways and be-
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lieve that interest should be stimulated in its collection and
preservation.

Railway Engineering-, Mechanical and Electrical. By J. W. C.

Haldane, Civil and Mechanical Consulting Engineer. Illus-

trated with plates and engravings. 562 pages. New York,
Spon & Chamberlain, 12 Cortlandt St. 1897. Price, $6.00.

This book is very attractively bound and is well printed, with

the important exception of many of the engravings. Its exte-

rior appearance pi'omises so much that the reader is disap-

pointed upon the first glance at the pages. The subject is too

large for a single volume, and yet the author finds space enough

to present illustrated descriptions of a large number of machine

tools, and we even find a large plate of a highway traction en-

gine and another of a horizontal band sawing machine. These

bear a certain distant relationship to railroad matters, but

their appearance in a work by an engineer on "railway engineer-

ing" is hardly justified. The plain truth about the book, as

we see It, is that a consldera^ble amount of advertising matter

has been included under a title which is somewhat misleading.

The faults o( the book are so manifest as to obscure the

view of its good points. Readers may obtain information in

regard to railroad shop practice, but at the cost of spending a
lot of time on descriptions of machines for which they will not

w'ant to consult such a work.

The Metric System, of Weights and Measures. Issued by the
Hartford Steami Bodler Inspection and Insurance Co. Hart-
ford. Conn., 1S98. 196 pp., 31/2 by 5% inches; sheepskin. Price.
$1.25.

This convenient little book contains an elaborate set of tables

for converting metric into English units and vice versa. Its

object Is thus stated in the preface: "The metric system of

weights and measures is used so universally In foreign books
and periodicals that much time is consumed and no little annoy-
ance incurred by the American reader in translating these units

into their English and American equivalents, by the aid of any
of the reduction tables that have yet been published. It there-

fore occuiTed to the undersigned that a handy pocket volume
for -facilitating comparisons of this kind might be acoeptlable

to engineers and scientific workers generally." In addition to

tables of linear and surface measures, it includes weights,

liquid measures, volumes, power and heat units. The tables

Include several that are not often used, and if these were
omitted In order to lengthen the scope of the others, It would
be an ideal collection.

A. D. Lectra's "Short Cut Calculation," Containing the Most
Practical Methods of Calculation. Published by A. D. Lectra.
West Superior, Wis. 140 pp. Cloth. Price, $1.25.

The author's experience of many years as an expert account-
ant has given him a large number of short-cut methods of cal-

culations, and checking accounts and process of figuring. Many
of the methods will be found valuable even to those -who do
comparatively little calculating. The author gives many rules
for the assistance of those who figure up freight charges and
work of similar character. He does very well until he gives
the "Average proportions of the various parts of locomotives,"
and informs the reader that the crank-pin should be one-fourth
the diameter of the cylinder, valve stems should be one-tenth
the diameter of the cylinder and that "wrrought iron tires wear
about one-twelfth of an Inch per annum."
Annual Report of the Board of Regents Smithsonian Institu-

tion, showing Operations, Expenditures and Condition of the
Institution to July, 1S96. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, 189S.

The Purdue Exponent. Electrical Number.
The November, 1S9S, number of this wide awake college pub-

lication contains several articles that indicate the chai-'actfer
of work done at this school. It begins with "Physics in Elec-
trical Engineering," illustratitig the facilities in electrical en-
gineering, followed by a description of the dynamo lalxira-
tory. Other suljjects are "The Uses of the Storage Battery in
Railway Work," "Electrical Transportation," "The Commer-
cial Aspects of Eilectrical Engineering," "The Training of An
Eilectrical Engineer," "Wireless Telegraphy" and "Long-Dis-
tance Transmission of Power." This is the first of a series of
special numbers on the departments of Purdue University.
Colonel Roosevelt's account of "The Rough Riders," which

begins in the January Scribner's, although prepared in the
heat of the campai-gm for the Governorship, shows no signs
of hurry or fatigue. It is filled with humorous characteriza-

tions of the strangely assorted company of all types of Ameri-
cans that went into the making of that unique regiment. The
clear-cut idea which Colonel Roosevelt had in mind in getting
up tlie regiment is revealed in this article and accounts in

great measure for the successes achieved.
Baldwin Locomotive Works Record of Recent Construction, No.

9. December, 189S.

This pamphlet of 32 pages is uniform with Its predecessors,
and contains illustrations and the chief dimensions and char-
acteristics of locomotives recently built by this concern. Fif-
teen designs of locomotives are shown, ail but three of which
are hea-vy, and three are of the Vauclain compound type. Our
readers are advised to secure these pamphlets as they appear,
because they constitute a valua.ble record of American and
foreign pi'aJctlce, as shown in the product of these extensive
works.

The Watson-Stillman Company, of New York, has just Is-

sued a unique catalogue. It Is at the same time a catalogue of
the hydraulic tools and miscellaneous machinery manufactured
by the firm, giving a small picture of each machine or tool, and
an index to the complete catalogues that must be consulted for
details and explanations. Mr. Stillman gives a great deal of at-
tention to his catalogues, and his system is one of the best.
This index presents the large variety of tools in condensed
form and each engraving represents from one to about 20 sizes
of tools, a complete illustrated description of each being given
on a loose sheet, which may be called for by Its number, and
the sheet number is printed below the engraving in the index
catalogue. These sheets are grouped in various combinations to

suit the convenience of correspondents, and are neatly bound
for the detail catalogues In the various lines or groups of ma-
chines or tools. This is necessary because of the Immense
variety of the product of the works, and the large number of
Interests to which the tools are necessary. It is Impracticable
to put the whole into a single volume. The continual produc-
tion of new and Improved appliances is another reason for us-
ing the loose plates. Those using hydraulic machinei-y of any
kind will find this index useful as a guide to further coi-respond-
ence. The engra-yings on these sheets are nearly all wood cuts,
and are examples of clearness not often found in catalogues of
any kind. They are the best that the engraver's art affords.
Pneumatic Tools, The Q. & C. Company. The valveless pneu-

matic tools formerly manufactured by the RIdgley & Johnson
Tool Co., of Springfield. 111., are illustrated and described in an
admirable catalogue issued by the Q. & Co. Company, who now
control and manufacture them. These tools are used chiefly for
riveting, chipping, caulking, beading flues, cutting stay bolts,
chipping iron and steel castings, stone cutting and stone carv-
ing. The chief claim for these tools is simplicity. They are
valveless, the working piston being its own valve, and they
have but few parts. AH tools of each size are made on
the interchangeable plan, so that a part of one tool will fit

all of the same size. The catalogue not only explains the tools
themselves by aid of sectional drawings, but It gives the capaci-
ties of each size, and shows the character of work that they will
do. The company announces its readiness to submit estimates
upon complete pneumatic plants, including compressors. The
catalogue gives information in regard to the selection of tools
for different kinds of work, and -will be found interesting and
profltable reading by those who are using pneumatic tools for
riveting, caulking or chipping. The catalogue contains a num-
ber of letters reproduced from the originals, giving the opin-
ions of prominent railroad, ship-building and manufacturing of-
flcers upon the value of the tools, and it closes with illus-

trated descriptions of some of the shop tools manufactured by
this company. We desire to compliment the Q. & C. Company
for the excellent catalogue, its clear, concise statements, and
unusually good engravings l>eing specially worthy of mention.

LICENSES

To be sold in each district for Patent Safety Apparatus for Gauge
Glasses adaptable for any kind of steam boiler. United States
Patent No. 409,280. Greatest success in Europe under Govern-
ment control and legalized introduction. First-class technical
firms only are invited to correspond with HERREN: Lbymanns &
Keim, Aix La Chapelle, Germany.
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THE DISCIPLINE AND EDUCATION OF RAILWAY
EMPLOYEES.

By George R. Browu,

General Supciintendent tall biook Railway.

Originator of llie Brown System of Discipline.

An appeal to a man's better nature, to his self-respect, to

his personal interests, to his loyalty to the interests of the

company he serves—to make a practical application of the

Golden Rule that would regulate the conduct of more than a

million men—these constitute the spirit of the system of main-
taining the discipline of I'aiiway employees Known as "Disci-

pline by Record and Without Suspension." This has in the

last few years been adopted ou fifty-three American railways,

constituting ovur a third of the railway mileage in North
America, and displaced the old system of maintaining disci-

pline by suspending employees from service for considerable

lengths of time, consigning them to enforced idleness and de-

priving them of the opportunity to earn the usual means for

the support of tliemseives or families.

It must always be a source of great gratification to railway

men that this appeal has been most satisfactorily responded to

by the employees on every road and in every condition of ser-

vice whei'e it was inaugurated, equally so on large and small

roud£, and in the higher and lower grades of service.

Fear was eiiteirtained by many officers that the men sub-

jected to the operations of the new and more humane system

would consider the simple entry of an adverse record agaiiust

them in a book as a very light matter compared with the se-

vere and immediate punishment of a suspension, to which they

wei-e accustomed.

These fears proved groundless, and in evei-y case it was

quickly demonstrated that the employees were alive to the

gravity of a standing adverse record against them, and they

invariably tried harder to avoid such records than they had

previously tried to avoid suspension. Each man realizing the

fact that his daily service was making his record, good or bad,

felt a greater i-esponsibility in the proper perfoi-mance of hJs

duties, and in the performance of the duties of others who
might by carelessness involve him in difficulty or subject him

to censure. The result was an immediate and considerable im-

provement in the general efficiency and safety of the train ser-

vice, resulting on many roads in a noticeable annual decrease

of 25 or more per cent, in the cost of accidents, and a larger

comparative decrease in acts of negligence. A general superin-

tendent reports that one effect of the i-ecord system is to rap-

lUly weed out the incompetent and degenerates of all kinds,

and it tends to retain the superior and thrifty men, who will

ue careful of their own lives and the lives and proi)erly en-

trusted to their care.

As a sequence of the employees who work under this sys-

tem striving to make good records, it is noticed that the num-

ber of annual dismissals is leduced, on some roads to the ex-

tent of 34 per cent.; and that the frequency of the necessity of

administering discipline is likewise greatly i-educed. This all

speoKs for a more confident, contented and elricient working

force, which on any road of considerable tratilc must accom-

plish BUbsiantial economies in the costs of operation to keep

pace with low rates and competition, if tor no other purpose.

The record of an employee should not be a one-sided affair;

tiie giving of judicious ciedits for specially meritorious ser-

vice, and lor long terms of perfectly satisfactory service, which

^nail balance possible demerit entries, is only just and wisely

prudent, it is a commendable policy that encourages the buud-

lug up ol a good record, and encourages the attentive and care-

lUx performance of the daiiy duues which in me aggregate

uicKC laige economies or large wastes.

it nas come to be generally understood that the underlying

PiUxCipiC 01 the system of discipline uy lecord ana bulletin is

cuUiatiou—the kintl of education mat turns the occasional ex-

perience of individual employees to good account for the Im-

pro-.emenic of tne wnoie service, by making such experiences

object lessons for the proper and effective instruction of all

employees, as well as those directly concernea. Thus, if any

employee fails in some duty, and delay to traltlc, damage to

piopeiiy or other loss to the company results, uirecuy or In-

mrectiy, publication of the facts by bulletin serves to instruct

ail otlier employees on the road of the consequence ot such

laiiure, and enectively cautions them against similar lapses.

Used in this manner the bulletin board has proved to be a

very valuable educator. Its lessons are simple and directly to

the point, and partake of the impressiveness of generally cost-

ly and sometimes disastrous experience. In the course of the

natural evolution of the education of railway employees it is

quite probable that the bulletin board will become an auxiliary

instead of a chief factor in the work. It is better to teach how

not to err than to teach the consequences of erring. But when

errors occur, even with the best system of instruction, their

lessons must be pointed out, learned and heeded by all con-

cerned, in no other kind of employment embracing large

numbers of men does intelligence and education count for so

much as in the railway service, and in no other kind of em-

ployment can the employees inflict greater losses to the inter-

ests they serve than a lack of intelligence and a thorough

knowledge of their respective duties.

Large economical advantages will result when all railway

managements arrive at a realizing sense ot the great extent

to which their employees affect the costs of operation, by the

intelligence or ignorance and the carefulness or carelessness

with which they perform their duties, while keeping within

the letter of the rules.

Through the courtesy of the Secretary ot the Interstate

Commerce Commission 1 have lieen favored with advance data

from the forthcoming report of the Commission tor 1897, and

am therefore able to submit statistics of railway operating

expenses tor the year ending June 30, 1897, herewith first

published. These statistics show that approximately the sum

of $108,000,000 is annually expended tor maintenance ot track

on the railways in the United States:

Cost of Maintenance of Track on Railways in the United States, 1597.

R.Iiairs of roadway *in'7ftV'W
Renewals ot rails 2?'24tia
Rinewals ot ties '^'-'^^""

Total
|107.C39.n3«
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Kducation, stiniuiated Oy awai'ds ot premiums, iias jjioveu

capable ol ettecung laige savings in inis worii. Proper in-

su'ucuon m ilie uesi aua mosi economical metiioos ol tracK
mainienauce, Uie propei- use and care ol tools, me preserva-
tion 01 materials, etc., can save railway companies a coasid-

eraUie percentage ol: Uie present outlay tor maintenance of

tracJi, besides assuring greater safety to trains and reduced
cost ol repaus to tlie rolling equipment, m recent years intel-

ligently directed ellorts to economize in locomotive supplies

liave acliieved, mostly tiirougli reduced consumption ol coal,

sucn gratifying results as annual savings of $lii!,uuu on one
road, $;iou,ouu on anotner, and $auu,uuo on anotlier.

These sums indicate tlie value to railway companies ol; the

proper instruction of engineers and hremen. it has been
proven that an engineer can on an average easily save or

waste a ton or a ton and a half of coal a day in tne operation

of hia engine. Firemen can also save or waste large 'iuauu-

ties of coal. It would be greatly to the benefit of ranvvay in-

terests If ail locomotive men comd be thoroughly educated in

the scientihc principles underlying their work, and be thus

brought to practice and to unueistand the advantages of tne

best methods. Consider the pitiable conditions attending the

operation of a locomotive whereon the hreman, either through
his own or his engineer's ignorance and carelessness, unneces-

sarily shovels into the firebox forty tons of coal a month, use-

lessly consuming valuable fuel and uselessly performing as

much unpaid-for worK as he would do in hring his engine hve
or SIX luu-miie trips. Many operating and mechanical officers

can pick out instances of such work on their own roads, en-

gines in the same service and in equally good condition burn-

ing au or 4u tons of coal per month more than others.

fauch instances are sometimes noticed, and the more ex-

travagant engineer is called to the omce and warned that he

must reduce the coal consumption of his engine to approxi-

mate that of the more economical engines. No inquiry may
be made of him or his hreman to iearu whether they under-

stand and practiice the best and most economical methods of

hring, boiler-feeding and the use of steam; and yet upon such

knowledge and practice must depend the quantity ol coal their

engine burns in hauling trains. Criticism or punishment ad-

ministered by the wise looking otticial in charge without ex-

plaining how to produce better results is not what such men
need. Their malady is ignorance, and its only effective and

permanent cure is education. Both engineers and firemen

should know, as thoroughly as they do the road they run over,

every natural operation performed and influence brought into

play during the process of generating heat by the combustion

of coal and the conversion of its energy into the useful work

of hauling trains through the medium of steam and their loco-

motives. The cycle of these operations can be clearly compre-

hended by any youth with suflicient intelligence to justify his

employment as a locomotive fireman, and the liberal wages

generally paid to engineers (average $1,150 yearly) and fire-

men (average $644 yearly) surely justify some reasonable re-

quirements concerning intelligence, ability and economy of the

most expensive operating supply, locomotive fuel. By the

proper care or abuse of boilers, the proper or improper use of

lubricating oils and the careless or careful handling of the

air brake, locomotive engineers also further and largely affect

the costs of operation and of the maintenance of both cars

and locomotives.

The statistics before referred to show that the following

amounts were expended in 1897 for the mainetnance and op-

eration of locomotives:

Costs of Maintenance and Operation of Locomotives in the United
States, 1897.

Fuel for locomotives *^'2lo7iV
Water supply ,'M,-5i
Oil, tallow and waste fiXJ'Sci
Other supplies ^y\ ;: oH?2',?i
Repairs and renewals of locomotives 6il,^li,ioi>

Total .$112,644,744

Each of these large items of expense is capable of being re-

duced by such education of enginemen as has been outlined.

xiic annual aggregate of sucn reductions wouid sureiy reacn
lar into the millions of uollai's.

it IS coming to be recognized uy some omcers that the educa-
tion of railway employees should to some extent precede em-
ployment, and that it should be the sen. education of tne ap-
plicant for a position in the railway service, in other woros,
an applicant for a railway position should ue au.e to sausfy
the employing ofhcer of his fitness to assume tne duues he
desires to perform, by his possession ot knowledge oi tne fun-
damental principles governing those duties, the present prac-
tice on most roads permits a green trainman to uegin remun-
erative employment while practically ignorant of the rules
and of nearly every duty he should intelligently perform,
trusting that he will study the rules after being employed, and
that practical experience and that gained from the older train-

men Will teach him the proper performance ot his duties.

Also green firemen are permuted to enter the cab and be paid
for actually burning up the money of the company througn
their unnecessary consumption ot coal consequent on their to-

tal ignorance of the fundamental principles of combustion and
of proper methods of firing. Considerable knowledge could

easily be acquired by applicants for such positions regarding

the duties of the same, that would enable them to more intel-

ligently and quickly learn the proper practical performance of

their work. After employment, neither the disposition or op-

portunity is so favorable to study as before.

The more careful education of train service employees is

capable of improving their services in many ways, enhancing

the safety and facilitating the movement of trains, inducing

the more careful handling of cars, preservation of tools and use

of supplies; inducing also the more considerate treatment of

patrons, and the more intelligent use and care of air brake,

heating, ventilating and illuminating appliances.

The same authority before quoted gives the following sta-

tistics:

Cost of Maintenance of Cars on Railways in Ihe United States, 1897.

Repairs and renewals of passenger cars $15,tiS3,740

Repairs and renewals of freight cars 44,15d,US7

Repairs and renewals of work cars 971,618

Total $60,810,445

Proper charges for superintendence, repaii's and renewals of

shop machinery and tools, and other necessary expenses in-

crease this amount to about $70,000,000. Those who are prac-

tically familiar with the work of train service employees can-

not doubt that a very considerable portion of this large outlay

could be saved to railway companies by education that would

enable and induce these men to exercise greater care and in-

telligence in the performance of their duties.

These illustrations are suflicient to show that the better edu-

catioii. .^f railway employees promises substantial economies

in the many items of expense that go to make up the costs of

railway maintenance and operation. Every legitimate means

to this end should receive practical encouragement from all

who have the best interests of our railways at heart, and every

effort of every employee toward self-education and the im-

provement of his services should be encouraged and rewarded.

As in the case of discipline by record it is found that the in-

terests of railway companies and their employees are mutually

benefited by the improved system, so likewise must it be with

the better education of employees that will improve their

minds and enhaiice the value of their services. While the com-

panies which employ them will profit by the savings effected,

the employees will grow in intelligence, advance in position

and in the esteem of their officers, and surely better the condi-

tion of their employment and of their surroundings at home.

Ordinary steam pumps are proverbially wasteful, Ijut the

consumption of 700 pounds of steam per horse-power per hour

by two pulsometers at the Lykens breaker, reported by Mr.

R. Van A. Norris in a paper recently read before the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, is the highest attainment of

which we have record.
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BUILDING 15 FREIGHT CARS PER DAY.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.

J. N. Barr. SiiperiiUomli iit Motive Fosver.

J. .1. Hciiiu'sspy, Master Car iiuiliier.

The chief Interest in the plant of the car department of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway at West Milwaukee is

that, while originally built for a repair shop, with a rearrange-

ment of the machinery, a very few additions to the machinery

and the building of an extension to the erecting shop, it is en-

abled to turn out 15 box cars of GO.OOn lbs. capacity per day.

The plan of a portion of the plant devoted to car work is re-

produced in one of the engravings, showing the relative loca-

tions of the different buildings and the lumber yard. An out-

put of 15 cars for each working day from the middle of

January, 1898, until the 6th of June, then 10 each day until Sept.

1, and 15 again from Sept. 1 to Nov. 8. without a break in the

record, is a most creditable performance, especially when ii

is considered that the usual repairs to passenger and freight

recesses in the elevated platform, which Is 3 feet 6 Inches high,

and occupies the left hand half of the building. The light

material is handled at this end of the shop, while the heavier

stuff goes to the machines at the other end, where the floor is

level with the tracks. All material goes across this shop and

out at the other side, where it is loaded upon larger push cars,

some of which are double-decked and are l>rought in on the

longitudinal track. There are 15 men in this s^op. and It is

a busy place, where no material is allowed to be piled on the

floor.

The large wood-working shop is 401 by 8.3 feet, with the ma-

chinery arranged as shown in the engraving. Tho idra upon

which this mill is operated will be seen by following the course

of large timbers, such as sills and plates, through it. These

timbers come into the building upon track No. 1 at the upper

right hand corner, they pass through the large sill dresser,

indicated by "A," and the leading end of the timber is cut

off square by saw No. 2, after which that end is tenoned by

No. 3. The timber then passes in a direct line to the shop

gage, where it stops at the right place to bring the rear end

Demted to hteir Can.

Small Wood Working Shop.

equipment have been carried on at the same time, together

with an occasional order for special equipment, such as new
cabooses. During the year 1898 3,800 freight cars were built

here and placed in service. Of this number 500 were 50-foot

carriage cars, illustrated on page 8 of our January issue, and

25 were refrigerator cars 36 feet long. The shops are now
turning out 15 box cars per day, in accordance with the plan

described below.

The underlying idea in the entire plan is to make every

movement of material count in the construction of the cars,

and to that end machinery and facilities have bf>en arranged

to avoid all unnecessary handling of material.

The small wood-working shop is used for manufacturing
sheathing, flooring, siding and material for roofs and doors.

The building is 109 feet by 72 feet. The material is brought
in on four transverse tracks for push cars, entering the build-

ing from the side toward thi lumber yard. Two of them ex-

tend entirely across the building, while the others run into Plan Showing Arrangement of Buildings.
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to saw No. 2, where it is squared to the proper length. The

tenons on that end are then cut on No. 3 and the timber ,s

ready to be laid out by templets for further work, for which

it is skidded to horses near the shop gage. The remaining

worii is done by the four-spindle boring machine. No. 4, t..e

radial borer No. 6 for angie boring, the hollow chisel mor-

tiser No. 7 and the gaining machine No. 8. The timber is

then rolled upon a car on the outgoing track, No. 4, and taken

to me erecting shop. The heavy timbers are passed from one

machine to the next upon rollers by the machine hands, and

no laboring gang is required for this work. The largest part

of the product of this shop is in smaller pieces, but they are

handled in such a way as to prevent laying them on the floor.

The machines are kept busy and the material kept moving.

This building handles all the car framing, and while it is an

old shop, the machinery was so well placed as to render it

necessary to add only three tools .n order to increase the out-

. put from 10 to 15 cars per day. These machines were a gainer,

of Motive Power, is responsible for the car department, and

Mr. J. J. Hennessey, Master Car Builder, is in direct charge

of the work, and the latter has spent a great deal of time in

working out the details of the organization and deserves the

credit for the system whereby the road can build ca:s cheaper

than they can be bought.

JJ
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tracks In the shop were occupied as follows: Track No. 2 held

15 cars In the condition shown in Fig. 3—that Is. ready for the

carpenter or car builders. Track No. 3 was filled with trucks

and the parts of cars distributed as shown in the foreground of

Figs. 1 and 2—that is. read.v for the "bottom builders." Track

No. 4 held cars that were completed and awaited the stencil-

ing before l)elng pulled out: while on track No, .'> th'^ painters

were ready to give the cars the second coat of paint. It

will he seen that by using four tracks of sufllcient length one

of them can be cleared eveiT working day. and the material

for 15 more cars is immediately distributed.

There are five gangs of four men each for putting the frames

together, and they are called "bottom builders." Figs. 1 and 2

show the material distril)uted and before they have begun

their work. These men usually finish the car body, as shown
in Fig. .1. in 2 hours, two working at each end of the car.

but on this occasion one of the cars was finished to this point

In 65 minutes, including the separation of the trucks the

placing of the bolsters, the draft timbers, couplers, sub-sills,

needle beams, the placing of the truss rods, the intermediate

sills, the side and end sills, the hanging of the air-brake

Fig. 5.

cylinder and reservoir and the tightening of the bolts. After

the sill work is completed the intermediate posts are put in

place. The bottom builders usually complete their construc-

tion work before noon and employ the afternoon in putting up

brake beams and connecting rods on the cars that have passed

the next stage toward completion, after which they distribute

material and prepare for the work of the next day. The draft

timbers are fitted up by two men. who also distribute the

air-brake cylinders and couplers.

The car builders beg:in with the conditions shown in Fig. 3.

There are 15 gangs of five men each, and Fig. 4 represents

less than two hours' work, with one gang consisting most of

the time of only three men. In the usual course of the work,

starting at 7.00 in the morning, the following is the condition

after a half hour. The posts, braces, plates car-lines, purlins s

and bell rails are in place, with the tension rods tightened,

and two men have started on the floor, while the siding has

been commenced at the posts and under the doors. This is

about the condition indicated by Fig, 4. except as to the sid-

ing. When the framing is completed one man begins to nail

the roof, while two are laying the floor and one nailing the

floor, while the fifth nails the belt rails and puts in the bevel

strips. Thiee men then start the siding, which is finished in

about an hour, and as soon as the siding is nailed a painter

follows up the carpenter, so that it may be said tha' the paint-

ing and carpenter work is finished at practically the same
time. The roofs of the 15 cars, which were the "Chicago,"

were all on at 2.30 P. M. and were nearly all nailed the lin-

ing was begun at 11.30 and at 3.00 all except the lightest

of the work was done, and the cars were fitted with doors and
brake beams, the truss rods were tightened and everything

left ready for the painters to put on the second coat. Many

Interesting details of the distribution of the men might be

given, but for lack of space they must be omitted.

The painting is done by 12 men. Including the stenflllng

This latter work requires nine men less than two aours. and

the new cars are pulled out of the shop at about 9.00 A. M,,

leaving that track vacant for the distribution of the material

for the next day by the bottom builders. Tin- second coat of

paint Is put on by six men, who have one track of cars to

themselves for the entire day. No pneumatic painting ma-

chines and no piecework are used here.

It Is evident that to provide all this material required a

large amount of planning, which Is the more difficult on ac-

count of the repair work that must be earned on at the same

time. The body and truss bolsters are all made In the shops,

and also the brake beams, which are of the Barr patent.

This applies also to the wheels, and the only material bought

is the iron, lumber, paint and M. C. B. couplers. The operation

of the machine and blacksmith shops are worthy of special

mention and more attention than we can give them here. In

the former multiple drills are used extensively, as well as such

short cuts as drilling and countersinking rivet holes at the

same time. The transom and bolster channels are all drilled

by jigs, with no measuring, and in the blacksmith shop excel-

lent use is made of the bulldozer and bending machines, as well

as special machines for fitting up the brake beams.

The cost of building these cars is kept in separate accounts

for each department, and the foremen are held responsible for

the cost of their respective parts of the work. The thorough

organization under Mr. Henrtessey appears in the personal in-

terest taken by each foreman in keeping down the cost of the

work, which is not less than that of their superiors.

Bright, unskilled laborers are taken for body builders, and

they soon become expert. The ambitious ones may become car

builders, and there seems to be quite a little emulation among
the men. The 15 cars are required to be finished every day.

The men understand it and work steadily, as well, in fact, as

piece workers. In order to succeed with such a plan it is

necessary to know just how much each man ouglit to do. and

the sub.iect is understood in this case. We desire to commend
the idea of keeping the machinery and shop facilities in con-

stant use, and that of keeping the more expensive men supplied

with material by the cheaper ones.

BICTCLES AS BAGGAGE.

There has been a test case in the English courts on a ques-

tion which Is agitating cyclists all around the world, more or

less. It was Ui-ought In the Queen's Bench Division against the

Great Northern Railway Company "nn behalf of one Britten."

seeking "to recover sixpence paid for the conveyance of a bicycle

from King's Cross to East Finrhley." And after hearing and
argument the court decided that the plaintiff could not recover

for the reason that "a bicycle cannot be ordinary luggage with-

in the definition."

The special interest attaching to this case, says the "Boston

Post." is found In the fact that the attorney for the plaintiff

made his argument on the very lines on which similar claims
are based in this countrj-. He claimed that a bicycle came
clearly within the definitlin of "personal luggage" for the rea-

son that it was ran-ried by the traveler for his own personal
convenience and use In connenctlon with his journey, and was
an article such as was ordinarily carrried for that purpose.

But his I.,ordshIp. in rendering his decision, brushed away all

such considerations by declaring that "the idea of luggage"
must control: and as luggage Implies something that is

"packed." not taken "loose, like a bicycle," the wheelman lost

his case.

Keely motor mvstery is being somewhat unraveled by
ling investigations Instituted by the "Philidelphia Press"

The
searching invesligat
and conducted at Keely's work.-shop in Philadelphia by scien-

tific experts. The apparatus belnnglng to the stockholders had
all been removed, but sundry trap doors In the floors of th"

rooms, pieces of small tubes, at first thnug-ht to he wires, and
a steei storage sphere, found in the cellar, all point to fluid

pressure, probably compressed air. as the source of power.

Keely kept his secrets well, and for the benefit of future gen-

erations to guard them against repetitions of his scheme, the

entire outfit ought to be preserved and placed permanently on

exhibition.
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Grates for Bituminous Coal. -Class L Locomotives-

Section A-B. Rear End.
Front End.

ARRANGEMENT OF GRATES AND ASH PAN FOR BITUMINOUS COAL-PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

GRATES, ASH PANS AND DAMPERS FOR ANTHRACITE
AND BITUMINOUS COAL LOCOMOTIVES.

Pennsylvania Railroad Practice.

In the efforts of many railroad officers to improve in the use

of locomotive fuel the very important factor of proper regula-

tion of the admission of air through the grates is neglected,

and the design of ash pans and dampers needs more thought

than it usually receives. This becomes apparent on examining
the usual crude and loose-fitting dampers with their attach-

ments for regulating the amount of air admitted. It is difficult

to make a hinged sheet iron damper tight even when new, and
it is not easy to obtain a fine adjustment of the area of open-

ing with a device that opens like a hinged door. A sliding

cover of substantial and close-fitting construction seems ad-

vantageous, and If such dampers are arranged to be easily

worked and regulated It seems reasonable to expect that they

will be carefully used by englnemen who try to save coal.

It is also Important to prevent air from getting Into the

firebox around the edges of the grates, and through the cour-

tesy of the officers of the mechanical department of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, we present several engravings showing care-

fully considered practice as applied to grates on a type of

standard locomotives on that road for both anthracite and

bituminous coal. The grates, their supports and rocking

mechanism, the arrangement of the ash pans and the damper

attachments are illustrated. They are those of the "Class L"

engines, an extended description of which was printed In our

Issue of August, 1896, page 166.
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are divided into three sections, the fingers of the individual

bars being 10% inches long and % inch wide, with spaces

1 1/16 inches wide.

The grate bars are carried by bearing castings, formed into

flanges at their bottom edges for the attachment of the ash pans.

These castings are held to the side of the firebox by studs, and

are also held by lugs bolted to the bottom of the mud ring.

Special efforts are made to close up all openings around the

sides of the firebox, to exclude cold air from coming into con-

tact with the firebox sheets, and also to keep the flame away
from them. The access of air to the firebox close to the sheets

causes high local heating, that resembles blow-pipe action

and shortens the life of the sheets. These grate bearers are

grooved to receive a rope of asbestos packing between the

castings and the firebox sheets, making a tight joint around
the edges of the grates.

The ash pans are of plate, with angle frames, and they are

bolted to the flanges of the grate bearer frame. Additional

safety brackets, bolted to the under faces of the engine frames,

are used to prevent the ash pan from falling in case of

breakage of the grate bar frame, and the weight of the grate,

coal and ash pan is not carried exclusively by the studs that

secure the grate supports to the firebox sheets. The damper
openings are large, permitting of easily cleaning out the ashes.

In this design the dampers slide vertically. They are of cast

iron and fit closely in grooves. Their weight is balanced, in

order to render them easy of operation. While the arrange-

ment of dampers at the front and rear ends of the ash pan
works very well for bituminous coal, it does not give entire

satisfaction with anthracite, and the drawing of the latter

arrangement shows the dampers in the front of the front half

and also in the. front of the rear half of the pan, the rear por-

tion being extended downward below the level of the front por-

tion. The same damper rigging and cast iron sliding dampers
are used in both cases. This mechanism, while rather elaborate,

has been found satisfactory, and it does not get out of order.

Its chief feature, aside from tightness when closed, is the ease

of adjustment by means -of the notched rods extending
through the deck of the cab. The rods are held by latches

that are encased in the housings which guide the rods, and coal

is prevented from clogging the latches. To lower a rod, the
man places his foot on the opposite end of the bell crank
that forms the latch, releasing it.

The shaking levers for operating the grates are permanently
attached to the shaking shafts, and when raised to a horizontal
position the slot in the head engages with the crank on the
top of the shaft, hut when out of use the lever hangs vertically,

and before putting it into this position the grates must be
returned to their normal position. This is to protect the tips

of the grate bars from being burned by careless firemen. The
design throughout is substantial, and is worthy of being con-
sidered permanent construction, which is too much to say of

common practice in this regard.

COMPOUND CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVES, NORTHERN
PACIFIC RAILWAY.

NEW YORK RAILROAD CLUB.

Mr. Charles Hansel. M. Am. Soc. C. E., General Manager of
the combined National and Union Switch and Signal compa-
nies, read an able and comprehensive paper on railway signal-
ing at the January meeting of the New York Railroad Club,
illustrated by stereopticon. The paper combined technical sig-
nal engineei-ing with elementary explanation of the mechanical
interlocking and presentation of the principles involved in the
use of the electric train staff. The author gave operating men
a great deal to think about, particularly in connection with
the definitions of the home block and advance block signals es-
tablished by the American Railway Association, and suggested
the use of a distinctive semaphore signal for the block signal
where the home signal is also used. This signal has two arms
on the game spindle, the front one having a square end and
the other a notched end. The paper was suggestive, and copies
should be secured by those who have to do with signaling and
train operation.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works have just built 14 two-

cylinder compound consolidation engines for the Northern
Pacific Railway, the design of which is interesting in com-
parison with the powerful compounds of the mastodon type

by the same builders, illustrated in our issue of March, 1897,

page 97. This road has considered the compound locomotive
with special care, and its past and future experience with a
large number of engines of this type may be studied with
profit.

Through the courtesy of Mr. William Forsyth, Superintend-
ent of Motive Power of the road, we have received a photo-
graph and particulars of the new type that is known as Class Y,
We understand that the same boiler is used, with 2.923 square
feet of heating surface. The total weight of the Class Y is

3,200 pounds more than that of Class X. the mastadons, and
the weight on the drivers of Class Y is more by 19,000 pounds.

The weight per driving wheel of Class Y is 21,12.5 pounds,

which is 2,37.5 pounds greater per wheel than that of Class

X. These weights render the new design suitable for pushing
on heavy grades and also for road work. The cylinders of

both types have the same diameter, 23 and 34 inches, but the

stroke of Class Y is 34 inches, an increase of 4 inches over

Class X, while the driving wheels are of the same diameter in

both. We are informed that the new engines are expected to

develop a drawbar pull of 40,000 pounds at a speed of 10 miles

per hour. The working steam pressure will probably be about

?10 pounds per square inch, although the boilers are built to

carry 225 pounds. The small diagram of the engine gives the

chief dimensions and the photograph shows the engine to be

remarkably symmetrical for a large one. The tires of the

second and third pairs of driving wheels are plain, the flanges

of the forward tires being set % inch narrow in gauge in order

to throw more of the work of guiding the engine upon the

truck wheels. It will be noticed that the sand boxes used in

backing are hung under the ninning boards.

General Dimensions.
Gauge 4 ft. 8% in.

Ftiei Bituminous coal

Weight in working order 189,200 lbs.

on drivers 169.000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 14 ft. 8 in.

rigid 14 ft. 8 m.
total 23 ft. 3 In.

Cylinders

Diam. of cylinders H.P. 23 in. L. P. 34 in.

Stroke of piston 34 in.

Horizontal thickness of piston 4% and 5% m.
Diam. of piston rod 3% in.

Kind " " packing C:\st iron

Size of steam ports H. P. IS in. x 1% in. L. P. 23 in. x 2% in.
• " exhaust- H. P. IS in. x 3 in. L.P. 23 in. x

" bridges 1% in.

Valves.

Greatest travel of slide valves ; 6 In.

Outside lap " " " H.P. H4 in. LP. 1 in.

Inside ' " ^4 in.

Lead of valves in full gear Vs in. blind

Wheels, Etc.

Diam. of driving wheels outside of tire 55 in.

Metal " " " centers Cast steel
Tire held by Shrinkage
Driving box material Main, cast steel:

1st. 2d and 4th, steeled cast iron,

Diam. and length of driving iournals Main, 9 in. diam
1st, 2d and 4th, SH in. dia. x 10 in.

" " " " side rod crank pin journals.. 2d, 3^. in. x 5 in.:

1st and 4th. 5 in. dIa. s S% in.
" " " " main crank pin journals—Main, side, TM:

in. X 5Vi in.; 6% in. diam. x G in.

Engine truck, kind 2 wheel swing bolster
" " journals 6 in. diam. x 11 in.

Diam. of engine truck wheels 30 in.

Boiler.

Style Extended wagon top
Outside diam. of first ring 72 in.

Working pressure 225 lbs.

Fire box, length 120 3-10 in.
" width 12 in.
" depth F., 77 in.: B., 73V2 in.
" plates, thickness—sides, 5-16 in.: back. 5-16 in.: crown,

% in.; tube sheet, */^ in.
" water space—front, 4% in.; sides SV^ to 4 in.; back. 3y>

to 4% in.
" " crown staying Radial stays. 1% in.

stay bolts Ulster special iron, 1 in. diam.
Tubes, number of 330

diam 14 ft.
" length over tube sheets 144 in.
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Compound Consolidation Locomotive, Class Y.—Northern Pacific Railway.

CTre brick, supported on 2 water tubes
Heating surface, tubes 2,705.2 sq,__ft,

" " arch lubes l=-3

fire box 202.9

total 2,923.4

Grate surface : 35

Exhaust, nozzles 5',4 In., B'/i 1.-.. and 5% in. diam.
Smoke stack, Inside diara 18V4 In. at top, 16 in. near bottom

" " top above rail 15 ft.

Tender.

Weigrht, empty 44,850 lbs.

Wheels, number of S

diam. of 33 In.

Journals, diam. and length 6 In. diam. x 9 In.

Wheel base 15 ft. 8 In.

present cost of electric power to be from 3% to 7% cents per

horse-power hour, depending upon the quantity used. The

cost of fuel for a steam engine on a basis of 6 pounds of coal

per horse-power is the equivalent of 1 1-5 cents per horse-

power hour, but this economy cannot be obtained in small

engines that are in most common use. Mr. Whitney estimates

the average consumption of small engines at about 10 pounds

of coal per horse-power hour when actually at work, and the

cost of the power at 2 cents for the same unit against 1 1-5

cents for the gas engine. This Is considered as the beginning

Compound Consolidation Locomotive—Northern Pacific Railway.

WtLLiAM ^'oRSYTH, Superintendent Motive Power. Schenectady Locomotive Works, Builder.

Tender frame 10 in. steel channel
" trucks—Center bearing, double I-beam bolster, with side

bearings on back truck.
Water capacity 5,500 gals.
Coal •• 8 tons
Total wheel base of engine and tender 51 ft. 9% in.

Kngine equipped with Mcintosh blow-off cock, Detroit cylinder
lubricator, American outside equalized brake on all drivers,
operated by air; Westinghouse air brake on tender and for
train. Magnesia sectional lagging on boiler and cylinders,
Gollmar bell ringer and Ashcroft steam gauge.

CHEAPER GAS AND THE FUTURE OF THE GAS
ENGINE.

Cheaper gas may l>e expected to induce a general increase

in the use of gas engines, and a movement now on foot in

Boston may exert a marked influence in this direction. The
"Engineering Record" states that Mr. Henry M. Whitney,

I^resident of the Brookline Gas Light Company, who also con-

trols large coal resources in Nova Scotia, has asked the city

authorities of Boston for the privilege of supplying coal gas

of 18 candle power containing less than 10 per cent, of car-

bonic oxide, at a rate of 75 cents per thousand cubic feet

when used in gas engines for power pmposes. The price is to

be 1 1-5 cents per horse-power hour in gas engines up to 100

horse-power, 1 1-10 cents in engines from 100 to 200 horse-

power.lind in engines of more than 200 horse power the cost

will be 1 cent per horse-power hour. Mr. Whitney states the

of a movement in the direction of cheap gas that is likely to

spread, and if so, its influence on the future of the gas engine

will be powerful. At these rates power may be had for manu-

facturing purposes at an advantage over steam or electricity

when produced by steam.

The estimated cost of the electric railway up the Jungfrau

is $2,000,000, about one-half of which ia to be expended in

tunneling. The forecast of traffic receipts give an annual in-

come of about $150,000, at the rate of about $7 per passenger

for the round trip to the summit. The line will be about eight

miles long, so that the rate per mile will be about 45 cents.

Considering the nature of the route, however, says the

"Mechanical World," the charge is not excessive. The last

240 feet of the ascent is to be made by a vertical lift. Elec-

tric elevators of American make will here convey the passen-

gers to the surface at the very summit of the mountain. The

tunnels along the route will be 14 feet in diameter, and will be

lighted by electric lamps, supplied by wires with a current sep-

arate from that of the railway. Storage batteries will be

placed at each station for lighting purposes, and to provide for

emergencies. The electric equipment of the entire line will

be mo3t complete, and the railway will be the most remark-

able piece of railway construction thus far attempted.
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COnnUNICATIONS.

POWERFUL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES FOR FAST
TRAIN'S.

Editor American Engineer:

I have been much Interested in reading your article in the

present issue on "Powerful Passenger Locomotives for Fast

Trains," proof of which was kindly sent me. I believe that

your analysis of the results obtained by Mr. Vauclaln and

myself is correct.

This matter is, in my opinion, one of much importance to de-

signers of high-speed locomotives, inasmuch as it points to the

fact that by giving attention to the details of the valve motion,

valves and ports, much more power can be gotten out of the

cylinders of our locomotives at high speed than has heretofore

been available. The conclusions by Professor Goss a year or

two since were that there was a rapid falling off in the power
after reaching a speed of from 180 to 200 revoluitions per min-
ute, due to the defective distribution of steam, which, in turn,

resulted from the wire drawing caused by insufficient port areas

and defective valve motion. These conditions were, I believe,

true for locomotives built a few years ago, and are perhaps
true for a great many engines now running. The later results,

obtained with the Vauclaln system of compounding, show very
clearly what can be done and what is being done to correct

these evils by more careful design and construction of valve

motion, and better arrangement of valves and ports.

All this is, it seems to me, quite apart from the question of

boiler power. The failure of our locomotives at high speed has
generally been a failure to get sufficient work out of the cylin-

ders. If, as has been shown, it is possible to obtain more
power with a given size of cylinder, then it is necessary to fur-

nish a boiler "which will supply sufficient steam to meet the de-
mand. This is, perhaps, the simpler end of the problem.
To gxiard against a possible misapprehension of the results

set forth in my paper, I desire to call attention to the fact that
the diagram. Fig. 1, which apparently shows the power curve
to be a straight line passing through the origin, is, though cor-

rect, likely to be misinterpreted. It will be noticed that the
scales of the ordinates and abscissae do not begin at zero. If

the diagram be continued to include the origin, It will be seen
that the power curves do not pass through the latter, but
above it. The diagram shows, then, that the increase of power
with speed is at a eon.<?tant ratio, but that this ratio is less

than 1.

Tours very truly,

R. A. SMART,
Associate Professor of Experimental Engineering.

Purdue University, January 18, 1899.

CAST IRON IN RAILWAY PRACTICE.

Editor "American Engineer":
The interesting paper in your current issue on "Cast Iron

in Railway Practice," referring to the remarkable effect of
adding ferro-manganese to car wheel iron in the ladle, recalls
to my recollection an extended investigation made 15 years
ago upon this subject. I inclose herewith, thinking it may
be interesting, the first record in print of these experiments
contained in an abstract of a lecture given at the Franklin
Institute in March, 1888:

Manganese is commonly supposed to exert a hardening ten-
dency upon pig iron, but experience has taught me to regard
this is as another mistaken notion, it undoubtedly produces a
marked effect upon the character of the white crystalline
structure. Tou may readily recognize "a manganese chill"
by Its coarse lamellar or foliated filaments and by the tendency
which it produces to form white iron or "hard spots" in isolated
places throughout the gray portion of a casting. Manganifer-
ous pig iron has been used to produce chilled castings, but it
does not make a durable wearing surface; the chilled tread of
a car wheel, for example, produced by this method, presents
to the eye, when broken through the section, a handsome ap-
pearance, but the white metal is comparatively soft; it may
be easily bored, and, what is more serious, it crumbles readily
under the Impact of rapid shocks on the rail.
A remarkable effect is produced upon the character of hard

iron by adding to the molten metal, a moment before pouring
It into a mold, a very small quantity of powdered ferro-man-
ganese, say 1 lb. of ferro-manganese in 600 lbs. of Iron and

thoroughly diffusing it through the molten mass by stirring
with an iron rod. The result of several hundred carefully
conducted experiments which I have made enables me to say
that the transverse strength of the metal is increased from 30
to 40 per cent., the shrinkage is decreased from 20 to 30 per
cent, and the depth of the chill is decreased about 25 per cent.,
while nearly one-half of the combined carbon is changed into
free carbon; the percentage of manganese in the iron is not
sensibly increased by this dose, the small proportion of man-
ganese which was added being found in the form of oxide in
the scoria. The philosophical explanation of this extraordinary
effect is, in my opinion, to be found in the fact that the ferro-
manganese acts simply as a deoxidizing agent, the manganese
seizing any oxygen which has combined with the iron, forming
manganic-oxide, which, being lighter than the molten metal,
rises to the surface and floats off with the scoria. When a
casting which has been artificially softened by this novel treat-
ment is re-melted, the effect of the ferro-manganese disappears
and hard iron results as a consequence.

The late Wm. Wilmington brought some powdered ferro-

manganese to the late Geo. Whitney, of Philadelphia, about
1883, and requested permission "to pour a handful into the. head
box of a car wheel mold, when the mold was partly filled."

This he did, and the wheel was broken up for examination.

The effect of the ferro-manganese on the gray metal of the

plate was plainly visible as far as it penetrated, and the matter
was placed in my hands for investigation and report.

Mr. Wilmington, unfortunately, did not understand the ra-

Showing "Too High Chilling."

tionale of his process at all, and, I believe, failed to reap any
advantage from his original discovery; he patented a process

—as noted in the lecture—which was never practiced, and the

modification of adding ferro-manganese in the ladle, proposed
and adopted by me, was strenuously opposed by him. Gradu-
ally knowledge of the process spread abroad, and in time it

came into almost universal use in car wheel establishments.

The table on page 8 of your magazine, giving "tests of wheel
iron with ferro-manganese," shows that a little over one-half

of the combined carbon is changed into graphitic carbon by
the use of the largest percentage of ferro-manganese (see

No. 6). This agrees pretty well with the results published in

1888, using a smaller percentage of ferro-manganese, viz.:

"Nearly one-half of the combined carbon is changed into free

carbon."

The half-tone illustration shows a section of a car wheel
made from a re-melt of old wheels, in which the metal was
entirely too high-chilling, and even mottled, until softened by
the addition of about 1 lb. of ferro-manganese in a ladle hold-

ing about 600 lbs. of iron.

A. E. OUTERBRIDGE, JR.
Philadelphia, January 4, 1899.

THE M. C. B. COUPLER ABROAD.

Editor American Engineer.

While our master car builders are wrestling with the prob-

lem of strengthening and standardizing the vertical plane

coupler, it may be in order to review the situation abroad and
see what our fellow craftsmen in foreign lands are doing in

regard to the car coupler question. As is well known, Ameri-
can freight cars are of so much greater capacity than those

of other countries that the phase of the problem at present

confronting us is of no immediate concern to our friends

abroad, with their 10 to 20 ton equipment, but sooner or later

they will profit by the experience we have so dearly Iwught.

and it is safe to predict that when the automatic car coupler

makes its appearance on the monthly shop requisitions of Eu-
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ropean railroads It will be the latest and most Improved type

of the M. C. B. coupler. That the time Is not far oft present

indications show.
Our consuls abroad take care to report that American cheese

does not sell as well In England as the Canadian, and that

American linseed oil is making- good headway in France, and
that last year's apple crop in Uemiany tell below the average.
The bicycle market is given Its share of consular attention, and
American tool and machine makers receive an occasional hint.

But the railway supply trade, which has grown to such vast
proportions In this country, is seldom touched upon in these
reports, because the consuls are not i-ailroad men and do not
come In contact with railroad men as they do with merchants
and oommercial men, and It is not to be expected that they
can give intelligent information about matters with which
they are unfamiliar. The large manufacturers of railroad sup-
plies having their own representatives abroad, permanently
located or on periodical trips, are able to take care of their
own interests, but those who have not yet developed a foreign
trade are at a great disadvantage in any attempt to do so with-
out reliable advice how and where to meet the wants of the
railroads abroad. The principal source of information in that
line for our manufacturers of railroad supplies in general is

the English press, the English engineering and trade jour-
nals, in occasional reports and notes dealing with the needs
of the railroads of their own counti-y. It is a conspicuous fact,
however, that the Rnglish railroads are the most conservative
on earth, and these press reports do not therefore always re-
flect the true situation on the Continent.
A short time ago the papers reported that on account of the

alarming number of injuries to employees on the English rail-
roads, as compared with American, legislative action would
probably be taken for the purpose of compelling the use of au-
tomatic couplers, but adding that the railroads were expected
to enter a vigorous protest because of the cost. In Germany,
however, the subject Is considered from another point of view.
The question there is not whether automatic couplers shall be
introduced, but when and how. The German railroad officials
have been watching our M. C. B. coupler committees as eagerly
as the coupler manufacturers have been watching each other.
The European type of car coupling at present In use would not
materially interfere with the application of automatic couplers,
where a suitable draft rigging for the latter can be applied
below the present draft gear, which would remain undisturbed
in order to connect with cars equipped for its use only.
In Sweden the Government is preparing to build a number

of refrigerator cars, for the purpose of meeting the altered
demands of the kingdom's large beef export trade. Until re-
cently cattle have been shipped to England alive, but on ac-
count of a hoof disease prevailing in Europe this is now pro-
hibited; hence the need of refrigerator cars to retain their trade.
These cars will probably be as large as the American, and the
understanding is that they will be equipped with automatic
couplers In order to facilitate a rapid handling of the cars.
In Italy the freight cars are of the American type to a large

extent, and the vertical plane couplers could be applied to them
without difficulty, but as the railroads there do not pay ex-
penses, there is no money in sight to spend for improvements.
Progressive little Japan has taken still one step nearer. More

than one coupler manufacturer in this country has received
blue prints of its freight cars, with request to submit figure.s
for the cost of his coupler and a draft rigging for the same,
suitable for the construction of these cars.
Such signs of the times indicate that before long the auto-

matic coupler will Ije an established fact in every country
where railroading is carried on to any extent. In the light of
the experience here, it is not probable that any but vertical
plane couplers of the M. C. B. type will be considered abroad
and aa almost every possible variation of this class has been
conceived and tried in this country It is scarcely possible that
any new foiins can be brought out.
Few, if any, of the M. C. B. couplers are patented, and in

most cases the time set for applying for such patents has ex-
pired. The coupler manufacturer who desires to market his
product in foreign countries may, therefore, have to go into
open competition with native enterprises. It is not to be hoped
that the railroads abroad are willing or able to pay higher
prices, commensurate with the freight and import duties than
our own railroads can afford, so that the manufacturer would
either have to be satisfied with less profit or establish foreign

branch factories to supply this trade, as the Westlnghouse Air
Brake Company and some other firms have done for their

specialties.

The Paris Exposition next year uill provide our coupler man-
ufacturers with the needed opportunity at the right time to

feel their way for prospective European trade, but it is un-
necessary to say that only those that are thoroughly protected
by European patents, or that In lieu of such protection can
command sufficient capital to fight competition, need to enter
the field with hope of financial returns.

EDW. GRAFSTROiM.
Columbus, Ohio, January 19, 1899.

TRUSSED BODY BOLSTER AND SPRING STIRRUPS FOR
FREIGHT CARS.

C. & N. W. Ry.

The accompanying engraving illustrates an arrangement of

body bolsters and truck bolster spring supports devised by
Mr. C. A. Schroyer, Superintendent of the Car Department,
Chicago & Northwestern Railway, and used in construction

of standard cars of various capacities. The object of the

trussed body bolster is primarily to secure additional strength
without adding materially to the weight, and at the same time
to preserve dimensions that are in general use on the cars

of the road.

The body bolster is reinforced by two truss rods having a
rectangular section % by 4 inches at the center where they
pass over the center sills, the bodies being round, 1% inches in

diameter, and passing through malleable iron castings, which
also form the body side bearings. These castings also form
a seat for the nuts at the ends of the truss rods. They

Trussed Body Bolster and Spring Stirrups.
C. & N. W. Ry.

Mr. C. a. Schroyek. Siipt. Car Dciiarlment.

were designed with a view of resisting the pull on the

truss rods and the side bearing castings are of very sub-

stantial construction, having a flange at each side which
abuts against the outer face of the intermediate sill to take

the thrust from the rods, a part of which is also resisted by

shearing action on the side bearing bolts. The form of the

side bearing is such that it may be slipped in place without

interfering with the construction of the bolster, and it adds

very little to the cost. It is said that the outer ends of the

bolster may be easily raised by tightening the nuts on these

rods. Mr. Schroyer is to be congratulated on his easy and

cheap solution of the limber bolster question, with its attendant

problem of keeping side bearings apart. This trussing ought to

have wide application in stiffening weak bolsters, even beyond

the capacity for which they were made and under which they

may have failed. It certainly may be made the means of saving

light bolsters now running, to an extended period of usefulness,

and it is equally certain that there is no cheaper or better plan

so far evolved that will answer the purpose of giving a new
life to the plate bolster. There are thousands of them in service

that would have been thrown out long ago but for the immense

cost involved.

Mr. Schroyer has substituted short stirrups for the usual

spring plank in this truck, and finds that it saves unneces-

sary weight.
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LOCOMOTIVE COAL TESTS.

C, C, C. & St. L. Ry. and Purdue University.

Satisfactory fuel tests on locomotives are very rare, but the

use of a locomotive bailer as a coal calorimeter is unique.

Mr. Wm. Garstang, Superintendent of Motive Power, C, C. C.

& St. L. Ry., read a paper before the Western Railway Club

in December which embodied both of these and included a

report by Prof. Goss, based on a combinative test made for

that road, of five coals, on the Purdue laboratory locomotive,

the results of which were afterward checked with locomotives

on the road. From these data it was possible to select the

fuel that is cheapest to use. It happens in this case that

the coal that is best in steaming and evaporative qualities

and in respect to ashes, clinkers and cost of handling, is not

the cheapest, after all. Of all the coals tested, that which

was cheapest in price had the disadvantages of poor steam-

ing qualities, the lowest general efficiency, evaporated the

least amount of water, and was high in ash and clinker, and

the poorest coal was the cheapest fuel per ton of freight hauled

because of its low price. The monthly consummation u2 the

poorest coal would be 8,616 tons more than that of the best
• to do the same work, and assuming that the cost is |2 a ton,

this represents $17,632 per month, which is enough to say

of the value of the figures obtained by the tests.

It is clear that elaborate trials offered the only possible

method for intelligent comparisons of fuel in this case, and we
commend the care, and especially the checking, of the work
by the double tests. A 20 by 26 inch consolidation engine

was used on the road, and the comparative figures of evap-

oration are given below. The order of values of the coals

from this Standpoint is the same in both tests, this fact

being a source of saiisfaction and confidence in the results.

Monthly con-
Evaporation In lbs. Coal per 1,000 sumption of

per pound ton miles Road Coal in tons
coal. Tests. per 14,000.000

Coal. Laboratory. Road. car milesE 6.61 6.84 116.800 lbs. 25345.6A 6.13 • 6.41 118.075 " 25622.1
B 5.87 6.10 ;126.350 " 27417.6D 5.40 6.36 148.725 " 32273.5
C 5.37 4.98 157.425 " 34161.4

The evaporative tests were carried out at two rates, first,

when the evaporation per square foot of heating surface was
5 lbs., and, second, when it was 10 lbs. of water. The results

with the five coals were as follows:

_ , Water per lb. coal.
"??'• Rate 5. Rate 10.E 8.61 lbs. 6.61

^ 8.00 " 6.13B 7.49 • 5.S7

^ 6.81 " 5.40C 6.60 " 5.37

While the tests were made only to compare the fuels and not
to test the boiler, the decreased efficiencies at the higher rate
of evaporation is noteworthy as an incident to the tests.

The data indicate that it is possible for 264 pounds of
coal per ton of one of the coals to be wasted from the stack
in the form of sparks. Those tests show this result when
forcing the boiler to evaporate 10 pounds of water per square
foot of heating surface per hour. This will no doubt be
a revelation on fuel loss that will strike a hard blow at small
heating surfaces when coupled with heavy demands for steam.
This has a special significance when compared with a loss of
only 75 pounds per ton of fuel from the same causes when
the rate of evaporation in the same boiler is but 5 pounds
of water per square foot per hour.

The difference in intensity of draft measured in inches
of water required for the two rates of evaporation, given
above, conveys some idea of the work going on in the fire-

box between the higher and lower evaporations, the aver-
age for the rate of 5 pounds (reduced to ounces), being 1.25
ounces, and that for the rate of 10 pounds being 3.41 ounces,
or 2.16 and 5.92 inches of water respectively.

These tests direct attention to the fact that the character
of the exhaust action does not materially influence the evap-
orative efficiency of the boiler, the efficiency being a function

of the rate of evaporation, and it does not appear to make any

difference how the draft is made, whether by slow, hard blasts

or lighter and more rapid ones; if the same draft is produced

by both the evaporative efficiency will be the same, and Prof.

Goss says: "It implies that tests of fuel for use in locomotives

can be made in a fixed boiler as well as in one which is in-

fluenced by the motion of the engine. Draft can be produced

by a steady flowing steam-jet as effectively as by the pulsating

action of the exhaust, so that there seems to be no reason why
the whole problem cannot be approached by means of a sta-

tionary boiler arranged to give draft conditions comparable

with those found in locomotive practice."

The paper presents for the first time the relations between

the evaporating efficiency and the draft which must prevail

under locomotive conditions for individual coals in order to

sustaiti definite rates of evaporation.

We regret that we cannot print this paper in full, with the

diagrams. It should be read by every mechanical and operat-

ing railroad officer because of its suggestiveness. Its value

as a test is confined to the "Big Four" road, but it suggests

the importance of knowing the relative values of available

coal on every road.

1899 MAIL. SERVICE.

Transcontinental mails have been carried from New York to

the Pacific coast in four days since the inauguration of the
new mail service, January 1. The first train on the new sched-
ule left New York at 9.15 p. m., January 1, and the mail ar-
rived in San Francisco in 97 hours 55 miniutes, an average speed
of 34 miles per hour from start to finish. This train was 69

minutes late at Buffalo, 16 minutes late at Cleveland, and ar-
rived in Chicago two minutes ahead of time. It was five min-
utes ahead at Omaha, 30 minutes late at Ogden, two hours late
at Palisade, one hour late at Wadsworth, and arrived on time
in San Francisco. The time on the more northerly route to
Portland, Oregon, has also been shortened, and the first train
reached Portland 95 hours and 55 mlnu'tes after leaving New
York, which is 15 hours less than by the former schedule.
Some very fast runs are recorded on the section between Chd-

cago and Omaha, which is the fastest part of the runs to the
coast. The scliednles from New York are as follows:

Miles
Miles. Time. per

h. m. hour.
To San Francisco 3,332 98 34

Ogden 2,448 66 30 37.51
Council Bluffs 1,464 35 40 41.05

Chicago 964 24 15 39.75

These rates of speed include all stops and transfers. The
speed on the Burlington is 48 miles per hour; on the Union
Pacific, 1,034 miles, 34.2 miles per hour, and on the Southern
Pacific, 834 miles, 27 miles per hour. The schedule time for
the runs to San Francisco and Portland is as follows:
Leave New York (N. Y. C). first day 9.15 p. m.
Arrive Buffalo, second day 8.10 a. m.
Lv. Buffalo (Lake Shore), second day 7.15 a. m.
Arr. Chicago, second day 8.30 p. m.
Lv. Chicago (Burlington), second day 9.30 p.m.
Arr. Council Bluffs, third day 7.55 a.m.
Lv. Council Bluffs (U. P.), third day 8.30 a. m.
Arr. Cheyenne (U. P.), third day 10.25 p. m.
Lv. Cheyenne (U. P.), third day 10.45 p. m.
Arr. Ogden, fourth day 1.45 p. m.
Lv. Ogden (Southern Pacific), fourth day 1.10 p.m.
Arr. Reno, Nevada, fifth day 9.05 a.m.
Arr. Sacramento, fifth day 4.00 p. m.
Arr. San Francisco, fifth day 8.15 p. m.

To Green River (Oregon Short Line), fourth day 8.30 a. m.
Arr. Portland (O.. R. & N.), fifth day 5.15 p.m.
The changes of time must be kept In mind in reading this

sche(iule.

COMPRESSED AIR MOTOR TRUCKS IN NEW YORK.

A contract for building 250 trucks, having compressed air as
a motive power, to be used on the streets of New York City,
indicates the extent of an experiment to be tried by the In-
ternational Air Power Company. These trucks will be built
under the Hoadley & Knight patents, and will be designed
for heavy and light service. Three charging stations will prob-
ably be put in at different points in the southern end of the
city, for the purpo.se of avoiding long journeys for replenishing
the power supply. The trucks %yill be- arranged to pull other
trucks, or to be pulled by others, but the details of the de-
signs are not yet known. With the plant of the Rhode Island
Locomotive Works equipped for the purpose, a large capacity
for the productioi of this type of motor carriages will be avail-
able.
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RAILROAD PORTABLE HORSE STALL. HOMOGENEITY IN BEARING METALS.

The New York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad has fitted

up several baggage cars with portal)! o stalls for the transporta-

tion of horses, in accordance with a plan devised and patented

by Mr. J. P. Young, of New Haven, and applied under the direc-

tion of Mr. W. P. Appleyard. Master Car Builder. The system

as shown in our Illustration has the merit of simplicity, which

implies facility of application and removal, two points making
it specially valuable to railroad companies that have to take

care of intermittent transportation of valuable horses. The de-

tails of this device are capable of any amount of expansion or

contraction. A 60-foot baggage car will take 16 complete

stalls and leave room to pass through the car, leaving room
also between the side doors. Thirteen stalls may be built in a

60-foot baggage car, and an ordinary box car may also be fitted

with them, but of course they will have a reduced capacity for

horses.

The time required to fit up a 60-foot baggage car is only thir-

teen minutes for two men, and the work is done without any

In discussing the subject of journal bearings before the

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club in November, 1898,

Mr. W. E. Symons, Superintendent of Motive Power of the

Plant System, referred to the necessity for careful manufacture

of bearings by calling attention to the article on "The Micro-

structure of Bearing Metals," by Mr. G. H. Clamer, printed in

our September, 1898, issue, as follows:

"It Is my opinion that if railway companies could secure and
use altogether a journal bearing metal as shown in Figures 7,

8, 9 and 10 (See American Engineer, September, 1898, page

315), no matter by what company the same may be made, that

our troubles would about all cease that are attributable to the

quality of the brass."

The metals referred to by Mr. Symons are as follows: Figure
7—Copper, tin, lead and phosphorus; a phosphor bronze, first

melting. Figure 8—Copper, tin, lead and phosphorus; a phos-

phor bronze, remelted repeatedly. Figure 9—Copper, tin and
lead; first melting. Figure 10—Copper, tin and lead after re-

peated meltings. The last mentioned alloy is made by the Ajax
Metal Company's process, which assures the homogeneous dis-

tribution of the lead. The peculiar action of lead in alloys re-

Young's Portable Horse Stall for Baggage Cars.

tools whatever, all fastenings being an integral part of the stall

equipment. The posts D are spaced about 6 feet apart between
centers longitudinally of the car, and the width is divided up
into three stalls. The bottom of the posts D are dropped into

pockets let into the floor, and rest on springs under the

pockets. The partition bar A is shown with its extensible part

at the left. A larger sized detail of the end of this bar and also

of the pocket and spring for post D are shown in the illustra-

tion, giving a better idea of the construction than is possible

from the general elevation. The method for securing the posts

D at the top, as shown, makes it clear why the fittings can be
so quickly applied where necessary to use a car for stock trans-

portation. Those at the Master Mechanics and Master Car
Builders' Convention at Saratoga in 1898 will remember the
favorable comments made on the baggage car fitted up with
this equipment, which was exhibited there. On the New
York, New Haven & Hartford the stalls and cushions are
stored at terminals from which horses are likely to be shipped,

and an ordinary baggage car is made ready for them at very
short notice. The advantages of such a plan are apparent.

quiries most careful manipulation, because it does not combine

with copper and tin, and on account of its high specific gravity

and low melting point it tends to go to that part of the casting

which solidifies last and to distribute itself unevenly through-

out the mass. The success attained in this process is clearly

shown by the appearance of the prints from etched sections in

the article referred to. The smoothness and evenness of dis-

tribution in Figure 10 is remarkable, and the service records of

the metal support the expectation that evenness of bearing

action will result. Mr. Symons' testimony in this connection is

suggestive.

The number of telephones in use in all countries, as com-

piled by the Swedish government and reported by Consul-

General Edward D. Winslow from Stockholm, is 1,288,163, and

the total distance covered is 1,504,499 miles, or more than a

mile for each instrument. At the time of the record the

United States had 772,627 instruments, Germany 151,101, and

Great Britain 69,645.
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UNDERHUNG DRIVING SPRING RIGGING.

By L. R. Pomeroy.

It is not long since all driving spring rigging was placed

above the frames, but the increasing demands on motive power

have forced designers to employ the largest boilers which they

could crowd into the limits to which they are restricted. A
substantial improvement has been made by placing the lire

box on top of the frames, which made the width between the

wheels the limiting one, instead of between the frames, where-

Fig. 1.

by nearly if not quite 8 inches are gained in width. Designers
were then forced to employ underhung spring rigging, and so

far as such designs have followed the general principles in-

volved in the best arrangements of overhung springs, there
has been no more trouble with the underhung than with over-

hung rigging. The popular and successful type of overhung
spring rigging has been the result of a long process of evolu-

tion and experience, and it would seem to be good practice to

utilize this experience so far as the new conditions permit,

and the only arrangements of springs that have been unsatis-

factory have been those in which a departure has been made

from long established and successful precedents. The difficulty
is two-fold

:

First.—Where driving springs have been so connected as to
provide sliding (and chafing) contact at their ends. Hangers
or swinging links are provided almost universally as a means
of spring suspension in foreign practice, and this principle is

commonly employed in engine trucks in preference to per-
mitting the springs to bear at their ends. Recent experience
with springs having sliding contacts goes to show that the de-
struction of the spring is very rapid, and the use of links has
demonstrated in a practical way that springs fitted with them

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the effects of these faults, it

being sufficient to call attention to the fact that good design-

ing demands the relief of heavy loaded springs of this type,

from sliding friction at their ends, and they should also be

relieved of the stresses imposed by hangers which pull out of

the vertical to an unnecessary extent. There is little or no

excuse for the failures that have recently been made, when
these principles have been neglected, because this ground has

all been gone over thoroughly by others, whose experience

""^axk

Fig. 3,

do not receive the punishment to which the others are sub-
jected.

Second.—Such an arrangement of springs and equalizers,
with reference to their points of suspension as will cause the
hangers, connecting the equalizers with springs, to pull away
from the vertical plane. Such arrangements cause rapid wear
and unsatisfactory movements, because strains are produced
for which no provision has been made.

Fig. 4.

has been available to all. For example. Fig. 1 is submitted as a

successful example which was made from an engine built over

ten years ago. Figs. 2, 3 and 4 illustrate examples where sus-

pension from the spring band is combined with rubbing or

chafing at the ends of the springs. Fig. 5 is a conventional dia-

gram to illustrate how the point of suspension influences the

path of the hangers.

In Fig. 5 the arc x x, is the path of the suspension point at

Fig. 5

the end of the equalizer. Assuming the spring to be hung from
the top of band or buckle, as at A, then the path of the suspen-

sion point at the end of the spring is an arc represented by

Z, Z,, struck from the center A. The path of the hanger is

determined by these ai'cs, and they are so located as to tend to

change the angle between the hanger and the vertical line

very rapidly. In a word, the only time the hanger remains

Fig. 6.

vertical is when the engine is at rest; Just as soon as any move-
ment occurs the spring and equalizer tend to pull apart.

When the spring rests in a stirrup the center of movement
is around or about point "B," and the arc of movement of the

suspension point at the end of the spring is located at y, y,.

The radius is slightly increased; this and the lower-

ing of the center of rotation causes the arc y, y, to inter-
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r%is
Fig. 7.-Arrangement of Equalizers and Springs.

sect the arc x x,, instead of being nearly tangent to it as be-

fore, and the movement of the hanger is so changed as to keep
it in a nearly vertical position. Various dimensions may be

given for the parts shown in this diagram, but such an ar-

rangement of centers of rotation, or such a combination be-

tween length of spring and equalizers, should be selected as

will tend to keep the hanger as nearly vertical as possible.

When the spring rests on a stirrup, as at B, Fig. 5, it has a

bearing on the bottom, and more nearly approximates the con-

ditions existing with the beat forms of overhung springs;

again, such a bearing tends to produce a more even and
deliberate movement of the spring, whereas, when hung from
the top of the band at A, the spring is then suspended from a

point, which tends to promote a more rapid vibratory move-
ment.

Fig. 6 is added to show a modification ot Fig. 2 and Fig. 7 to

show an example of good practice.

JOURNAL BOX LIDS.

There appears to be some quiet investigation of the question

of dust exclusion by the M. C. B. journal box lid by Messrs. Mc-
Carty, Petri and Butler, a committee of the Central Railway

Club, whose findings were embodied in a report at the Novem-
ber meeting of the club. Some of their conclusions are given

below:

The form of the M. C. B. journal box lid was wrong in prin-

ciple, and consequently under the usual methods employed in

making and fitting freight car boxes and lids it was difficult,

if not impossible, to secure a close fitting lid, as the face of the

lid and box were irregular in form. In the opinion of the com-

mittee a careful consideration of the question would result in

the conclusion that the most economical form of journal box

would be one having a perfectly flat surface for the lid to rest

upon, and where the action of the spring would be most ef-

fective. These features were all embodied in the Fletcher lid.

It was well understood that the moment a train stirs up much
dust and dirt that beats against the forward side of the box

the lid exposed to this action would be affected to a greater

or less extent. This had been overcome by hanging the

Fletcher lid at the top and forming a ledge or rib on each side

of the box, which effectually resists the action of the dust and

dirt, as with this construction there were no exposed joints at

the sides of the box.

By a comparative trial on passenger cars, extending over a

period of one and a half years, it was shown that boxes with

close fitting lids required 50 per cent, less oil and packing than

boxes with the M. C. B. form of lid. One form of lid in this

comparative test was a cast iron sliding lid, fitting ledges on
each side of the box, which, as well as the lid, were machine
fitted by an economical process. This lid gave better results

than the Fletcher. This sliding lid was not a new form, hav-
ing been in use for at least 30 years on a railroad where the

conditions were most severe in regard to sand and dust. During
this long period this lid had shown a saving of over 50 per
cent, in the amount of care required in oiling and packing the
boxes, as well as an equal saving in the quantity of oil and

packing used, as compared with the M. C. B. lid In the same
service.

This test also showed a great saving in wear of the journal,

both in diameter and end wear, being a reduction of wear

on the parts referred to of 50 per cent, and in many cases more
than that, as compared with the M. C. B. lid. The committee

did not consider the M. 0. B. lid as meeting the requirements

for the complete exclusion of dust and dirt.

This report is likely to reopen the box lid question, with the

ultimate result of a change in form of what is now the M. C.

B. standard, for the reason that the reported oil saving will be

a powerful incentive to produce such action. We shall take oc-

casion in this connection to again call attention to the need

of a dust excluding device at the rear of a journal box. Pro-

tection is required at that point, and the question as to how
much that 50 per cent, saving might be increased by the use

of an efficient dust guard is a pertinent one, for it is well un-

derstood that dust guards are now allowed to run with an area

of opening not less, and often greater, than that in the poorest

fitting box lid.

The Hon. Chauncey M. Depew, Chairman of the Execu-

tive Board of the New York Central & Hudson River Rail-

road, has been elected United States Senator for New York
State. This election of a lifelong railroad man to the council

halls of the nation marks a new departure in the politics of

this country. The Republican Club, of which Mr. Depew Is

President, gave the Senator-elect a dinner in honor of his elec-

tion. Among other speakers on this occasion was Mr. George

H. Daniels, General Passenger Agent of the New York Cen-

tral, who gave in his customary happy manner some of the

reasons why the choice of Mr. Depew to represent the people

of New York in the Senate was a wise one. Mr. Daniels having

been identified with transportation interests from his boyhood,

is well qualified to speak of this change in sentiment with re-

gard to railroad men, and among other good things he said:

"It is to my mind peculiarly fitting that just at this time, when
transportation is occupying so large a place in the public mind,

not only in this country, but in every country on the globe,

the Empire State of the Union should select as its representa-

tive in the most important legislative body in the world a

man whose whole life has been spent in the closest association

with the transportation interests of the country, and that, not-

withstanding the prejudice which has so long existed in the

minds of many otherwise fair-minded men against railroad

officials as such, the representatives of his party have paid a

railroad man the unprecedented compliment of a unanimous

vote for the most important position within their gift."

"To think straight and not let one's self be led Into tortuous

ways by inessential details is, I think, the most difficult thing

in affairs mechanical." This paragraph is quoted from the

correspondence of a young mechanical engineer, and while it is

nothing more or less than "common sense," how uncommon
it is to find men who keep this idea in mind in their work. A
man who puts such a sentiment into private correspondence

may be expected to be successful, and he is successful.
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Mr. G. R. Brown, General Superintendent of the Fall Brook
Railway, sends us the most important contribution on the sub-

ject of discipline that has ever been published. It is printed in

this issue and the words of the founder of "Discipline Without
Suspension," after years of experience with the system, are

impressive. In his annual report of 1898 to his superiors Mr.
Brown said: "Better men, better discipline mean better re-

sults." One of the results is the record of the Fall Brook Rail-

way for not in its history having killed or even seriously in-

jured a single passenger.

The communication from Mr. A. E. Outerbridge on another
page of this issue on "Cast Iron in Railway Practice," called
forth by the article by Messrs. Henderson and Davis in our
January number, is of special interest because of the impor-
tance of the cast iron car wheel, than which nothing but the
Improvements in steel rail making has contributed more to the
extraordinary development of American railroads. Mr. Outer-
bridge is entitled to the credit of the introduction of the use

of ferro-manganese, and the publication of the paper read by

him before the Franklin Institute in March, 1888, brought in-

quiries from car wheel manufacturers all over the country

leading to the improvement of the wheels. We have been in-

trusted with the records of the original investigations by Mr.

Outerbridge, which were undertaken in 1883, and it was a most
elaborate, painstaking and thorough research. It shows how
the ground was covered, and indicates the amount of time,

thought and money expended in putting a crude sugges-

tion into practicable form. The cast iron wheel with chilled

face, as made by the best manufacturers to-day, is a product to

be proud of. It is not the result of accident, but of scientific

study of the highest character.

There appears to be a renewal of attention to the inspec-

tion of watches used in railroad service. While watch inspec-

tion and regulation has been practiced on many roads for some
years past, and has been found to be most satisfactory in re-

sults, it appears that there is a lack of proper appreciation of

this safeguard in train management. Watches in the hands

of some men are regarded in the same light as any other piece

of machinery, and if there is an inherent disposition to let such

mechanism take care of itself there is but one result to be ex-

pected. For that reason, if no other, compulsory inspection and

regulation is an absolute necessity on railroads. The in-

terests at stake are too great to permit of taking chances that

are sure to bring disaster to life and property by way of a

defective watch, and we are glad to note this revival of in-

terest. We have noted a resentful disposition in some cases to

what is termed the paternal tendencies of railroads, but it has

been shown only by those who were in chronic opposition to

every improvement in the service.

AIR BRAKES ON CARS OF LARGE CAPACITY.

It is not unnatural that the question of the adequacy of pres-

ent brake power upon freight cars of moderate weight, de-

signed to carry heavy loads to meet the practical requirements

of service, should receive some discussion. If the present tend-

ency to increase the capacity of cars should continue, it is

possible that the conditions may become such as will warrant

increased braking capacity for freight cars. It is, neverthe-

less, the fact that, so far as the study of the subject of provid-

ing different braking powers for light and loaded cars has pro-

gressed a considerably more complicated apparatus to attain

this end seems Inevitable. To add complications to the air

brake apparatus already in use upon freight cars seems at the

pi-esent time to be not only unwarranted, but also extremely

undesirable. We find that a number of cases have been

brought to the attention of the Westinghouse Air Brake Com-
pany in which it was complained that serious diflBculty and
even danger attended the handling of heavy trains upon heavy
grades, and in each such instance careful investigation on the

part of the brake company brought out the fact that either the

brake gear was not suitably applied to the cars, or that the

brake apparatus was not properly cared for or maintained in

operative condition. The latter has been found to be the chief

cause of trouble. In most instances the trouble has been
found to be due to neglect of the apparatus. In all of these

cases, however, careful Investigation, provided convincing evi-

dence to the railroads that with proper application and care of

the air brake apparatus now in use, it is fully capable of meet-
ing all the requirements of service, even under extreme condi-

tions.

The difficulty of applying suitable brake gear is frequently

found to be one of the obstacles to securing efficient operation

of the airbrake on freight cars. Freight trucks are often so

designed that it is almost impossible to hang the brake beams
in a manner to secure uniform and efficient service of the ap-

paratus. It has been demonstrated that if freight trucks were
designed with sufficient wheel base and in a manner to permit
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the use of proper brake hangings, the otflclency of the brakes

might be much increased. As freight trucks are now con-

structed, it is almost Impossible to hang the brakes so as to se-

cure anything like a proper efficiency.

Investigation of the condition of brake equipment of cars on

many roads indicates that the use of a suitable slack adjuster

to maintain the proper piston travel would go far toward reme-

dying that species of neglect which results in tlie extreme move-

ment of the brake cylinder piston and the consequent ineffi-

ciency of the brakes. A satisfactory device of this kind is

available and its application is strongly urged.

The inspection and cleaning of brake cylinders and triple

valves is, no doubt, receiving far more attention than it has

in the past; but it is nevertheless true that there is room for

great improvement In this direction. Until the time shall come
when the railroad companies are fully alive to the necessity of

properly maintaining and caring for the apparatus which they

now have upon their freight cars, it is manifest that a further

complication of the apparatus to secure a variable braking

power, in accordance with the variations of load, would not
only be wholly undesirable, but would probably prove to be a

source of danger to the safe movement of trains, on acccount

of the much greater proportion of defective brakes that would
have to be cut out of service. At any rate, it would seem to be

a wise course on the part of the railroads to first demonstrate
that with proper application and suitable care of the apparatus
they now have, the conditions of service are not safely and sat-

isfactorily met.

GASOLINE AND OIL ENGINES FOR PUMPING STATIONS.

Gasoline engines are specially well adapted to the pumping
of water at railroad water stations, and their use is sure to
become much more general as the advantages they offer are
brought to notice. They are economical in cost of fuel and
also in maintenance, when good designs are selected, but
their greatest advantages are economy in attention required
and the freedom from wastefulness when not running. When
the engine is stopped all expense stops, while the cost of fuel

required to keep up steam in even a small boiler is not by any
means negligible. In passing, it should be noted that a gas en-
gine may also serve to furnish other power, such as the opera-
tion of coal chute hoists and the driving of electric-light gen-
erators.

The Chicago & Northwestern Railway has a 34-horse power
gasoline engine at La Fox, 111., that is fitted up to run a pump
furnishing 2,300 gallons of water per hour to a tank elevated
46 feet above the ground level, and also a 12^ kilowatt gen-
erator furnishing light for the yards and buildings in the
vicinity. The engine uses two gallons of oil per hour while
running both the pump and' the generator at their full capaci-
ties, and the oil costs five cents per gallon, the cost of fuel
being stated to be one-half cent per horse power per hour.
There are 55 16-candle power incandescent and five arc lights
arranged on separate circuits. The attendance required is

stated to be one-half hour per day, but considering the atten-
tion that lights require this is probably an underestimate.
It is sufficient to say that the engine does not usually require
any attention except to start, stop and lubricate it, and this

may be done by a man who is engaged In other duties for
the greater part of his time.

These engines have been very successful in municipal water-
works for handling small additional supplies of water or for

use in relieving previously installed steam plants. Several
applications of this kind are mentioned by Mr. F. C. Coffin in

a paper read a short time ago before the New England Water-
Works Association. The first of three plants described was
put In to pump an additional supply from driven wells for the
Cohasset, Mass., Water Company, and conditions required that
the supply was to be obtained at the minimum cost. The
engine was guaranteed to develop 13 horse power i.t the rate

of one pound of oil per horse power per hour, the oil to be

l.'JO degrees test. The test showed a consumption of 1.3

pounds of oil per horse power per hour. Including the friction

of the pump, and the engine alone developed 15 horse power

by a consumption of 0.926 pounds of oil per horse power per

hour. This plant lifted water about ISO feet, and it worked

115 days with no attention except to oil It and start it in the

morning and stop it at night. During the day the building

containing the plant was locked up. Mr. Coffin installed a

20-liorse power oil engine with a pump capacity for pumping
350 gallons per minute against a head of 142 feet in the high

pressure water system of Winchester, Mass. In a test it

showed 11,516,518 foot pounds of work on a consumption of

a gallon of oil, and this whole plant, exclusive of building and

foundation, cost about $2,900.

Mr. Coffin's experience indicates that a well designed oil

engine plant will pump a million gallons of water one foot

high for each gallon of oil consumed. This is at the rate of

one pound of oil per horse power per hour and allows a loss of

.35 per cent, in the pump. Gasoline engines do a little better

than this, both oil and gasoline being cheaper than gas in the

following proportion: For pumping one million gallons water

one foot high the cost will be:

Oil at 9 cents Gasoline at 9 cents Gas at $1.00

per gallon. per gallon. per 1,000 ft.

9 cents. 8.1 cents. 13 cents.

In comparing the cost of installation, attendance, supplies,

repairs and fuel for steam and internal combustion engines

it was found that for the same work done the annual cost of

supplies and repairs was a little more for the compound steam

engine, the cost of attendance was at 3 to 8 In favor of the

internal combustion engine, and in cost of interest and de-

preciation the internal combustion engine had an advantage

over steam represented by the ratio of 7.5 to 10. These fig-

ures were made on a basis that was not intended to favor

either type of engine. This outline of the possibilities of the

gasoline and oil engine appears to justify the conclusion that

railroads can afford to discard many of their present steam

pumping plants in favor of the internal combustion engines,

but caution should be observed in getting an engine of this

type large enough for its work, because if overloaded they will

slow down and stop working.

FREIGHT CAR CENTER PLATES.

In considering increased train resistance on curves, the

causes therefor, and the resulting sharp wheel flanges, stress

has been laid upon the weakness of some bolsters, which al-

lowed contact of side bearings, as the principal factor in the

waste of the power of the locomotive, by reason of the friction

due to such contact, but it appears that little attention has been

given to the same cause for complaint in regard to center

plates. That such friction is present, and of such magnitude

as to demand a remedy, is well known, and taken in connection

with weak bolsters with their accompanying friction of side

bearings, we find a condition that must be improved If curve

resistance and flange wear are to be reduced. This resistance

should be made as low as possible by reducing the friction of

these parts, no matter whether they are viewed separately or

together, and the question of whether a bolster should be al-

lowed to deflect, and thus have the advantage of light and

therefore cheaper construction with its attendant deformation

of the superstructure, or whether it should be made stiff

enough to carry the load free from the side bearings, and thus

make it possible to provide for the friction of the center plates

only, does not alter the proposition that the time is come for

improving center plates.

In a review of the side-bearing question in our issue of

September, 1898, page 306, we suggested that the man who

had a good frictlonless side-bearing should bring it forward,

and at the same time intimated that it is "worth while to
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consider whether an anti-friction center plate bearing is not

equally important." No other confirmation is necessary than

the examination of the center plates under heavy freight cars,

which will show but little increase of bearing area over the

practice long used on lighter cars. When such inadequate

bearing surfaces and the load on them are taken into account,

with the surfaces not only dry, but of the roughest char-

acter, and also working on an abrasive of grit, it is plain

that resistances are at work at the truck that call for a

greater expenditure of power at the engine than would exist

if this friction could be eliminated, or at least reduced.

Any improvement in the condition of the bearing parts

would make center plates vastly superior to those now re-

garded as good enough, and there is no doubt that such

improvement, if carried to the extent of machining the sur-

faces, would pay. There is one course open to all by which an

improvement may be effected even with the center plates as

they stand with their imperfections, namely, to lubricate

them.

The Lake Erie and Western has made a practical test of

lubricating rough cast iron center plates, with a resulting total

absence of flange wear, but the plates were designed to ex-

clude dust and grit. The Northern Pacific has also recently be-

gun the use of lubricated center plates of cast steel, the upper

plate is cast so as to retain the oil placed therein, and rests

on a loose liner interposed between the two plates. Provision

is made for oiling in both these cases by means of an oil duct

cast at the side. These two instances of improved center plates

indicate the beginning of a better understanding of a detail

that has been badly neglected, and the report of ball-bearing

center plates in use on the Sea Board Air Line is still further

evidence of the same kind.

The idea sometimes entertained that a freight car must be

built in the roughest manner because of its service, is a fal-

lacious one, as has been found in connection with details other

than those discussed here. Unnecessary refinement is not ad-

vocated for freight car work, but we would like to impress the

need of mechanical work on details like center plates. To illus-

trate the different estimates of the relative value of like work on

a locomotive and car, it is a fact that the center bearing of a

locomotive is almost invariably machined for the purpose of

giving freedom of motion to the truck, and thus preventing any
tendency to cut flanges or cause derailment through failure to

follow the track properly. While on the other hand, the

freight car which should be made to give the same results and
by the same means, is left to work out its own salvation with
center plates in a condition not considered fit to run on a loco-

motive. It is not easy to account for this inconsistency on
any other ground than failure to attack the problem from a
mechanical standpoint.

POWERFUL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES FOR FAST
TRAINS.

Several roads are getting out designs for locomotives to haul
heavy and fast passenger trains, for which unusual power long
sustained is required. Among the features from which most
is expected are large boilers, large and direct steam passages,

easily moving valves, large driving wheels and better methods
of getting work out of the steam.
The last of these is the most difficult, and the most note-

worthy information that has appeared in this connection re-

cently was given in Prof. Smart's paper before the St. Louis
Railway Club in February, 1898, giving results of laboratory
tests of a model Vauclain four-cylinder compound locomotive
at Purdue University. (See American Engineer, May, 1898,

page 163.) The results obtained by Prof. Smart were cor-

roborated before the same club at the November meeting by
Mr. S. M. Vauclain, and the two papers should be read by all

who are working on this problem. While both of these gentle-

men present figures of more favorable steam consumption for

the compound, interest centers in the fact that up to the

highest limits of speed attained, the power of this type of

locomotive increases in constant ratio with the speed. The dia-

gram. Fig. 1, on page 163 of our May, 1898, issue, shows the horse

power lines of the Purdue model locomotive to be straight. Prof.

Smart found that instead of a rapid falling off in power, that

accompanies increase of speed in ordinary simple engines, the

change in the steam distribution in this four-cylinder com-

100 go 00 70 eo so 40 iO zo
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becomes a straight line similar to those secured by Prof.
Smart. They indicate that the horse power increased in a
direct proportion to the speed until 1,450 horse power at 70
miles per hour was reached, and the power line was straight at
that point. This does not accord with the theory of critical
speed by Prof. Goss, and while the increase of power in direct
ratio with the increase of speed is difficult to comprehend,
these records appear to establish this as a fact. It

Is noteworthy that the increase of power with the in-
crease of speed was greater in the case of the road
engine than in the Purdue model. Fig. 2 compares the
power of the Atlantic City engine with the Purdue simple
engine known as "Schenectady No. 1," and Fig. 3, reproduced

so so
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Fig. 3.

from Pig. 18 of Mr. Vauclain's discussion, compares the At-
lantic City engine, No. 1027, with "a single expansion engine."
and the straight line for this engine was plotted from the
actual results, the curved line having been laid down through
conservatism and lack of confidence In several of the card.s.

The divergence of these two straight lines, according to Mr.
Vauclain, represents the advantage from compounding. He
further states that properly designed valve motion will enable
a simple engine to show an increase of horse power in the
form of a straight line, and that the line will be straight up to
the limit of the endurance of the engine.

Accepting the statements concerning the model and the At-
lantic City engine as careful and accurate, to what do they
point?

Mr. Vauclain attributes the whole to the compounding,
we may say to this particular type of compounding, and chiefly
to the superior action of the valve motion. He does not go
into details, and after stating a strong case for the compound
he does not state why the simple engine cannot be made to
equal this performance. It is to be presumed that the simple
engine selected for comparison with the compound was com-
parable with it, but the great importance of the conclusions
merits further elaboration. In the case of the laboratory
model at Purdue the steam was taken from stationary boilers,
which to a certain extent deprives Prof. Smart's results of the
advantage of direct comparison with road practice.

Dividing the work up into four cylinders probably has a
great deal of influence on the power at high speeds. It per-
mits of using the valve motion more favorably, because of de-
ferring the cut off, and the amount of steam to pass through
any one pair of ports is less than with two cylinder engines.
A 14 and 20 by 24-inch Vauclain compound cutting off at half
stroke will use about 1,800 cubic inches of steam per stroke
of one high-pressure cylinder, whereas a simple engine
of the same tractive power will use about 2,300 cubic inches
to do the same work. This statement is approximate only,
but it is sufficient to indicate that less steam passes through
the ports of this type than through those of a simple engine
to do the same work.
The influence of the boiler power is, however, a vital one in

comparing locomotives, and the Atlantic City engine certainly
has an advantage in this respect over most passenger engines.

This engine can haul a train weighing 606,500 pounds SSVo
miles in 47',i minutes, in regular service, an average speed of
70.08 miles per hour, and the boiler furnishes steam enough to
keep the pressure within 3 pounds of 205 pounds per square
inch for the entire run. The grate area is over 75 square
feet, and the driving wheels are 84V, inches in diameter, both
of which are also favorable to sustained power at high speed.

It i.s clear that this discussion touches the most important
questions of design of heavy and fast passenger locomotives,
but they are not solved until the proportion or effect of other
features than the cylinders in these excellent results is known.

NOTES.

The torpedo boat "Farragut" in her recent official trial is

reported to have made the record of 30.6 knots per hour with
426 revolutions per minute.

Great interest is taken in the Universal Exposition to be
held in Paris in 1900 by American manufacturers. Commis-
sioner General Ferdinand W. Peck states that our manufac-
tm-ers alone have applied for ten times as much space as is

available.

"When I visited America in 1884," said Mr. W. H. Preece, of

London, in a recent address, "there was only one experimental
electric railway line at work, in Cleveland, Ohio. Now there
are more miles of line so worked in Cleveland alone than in

the whole of the United Kingdom."

Serious damage to rails on the Wabash Railway by hauling
a disconnected engine at a speed of about 40 miles per hour
is reported in "The Railway and Engineering Review." Ten
rails were broken and 772 were so badly surface-bent as to

require their removal. The rail weighed 63 lbs. per yard and
the driving wheels of the engine were 56 in. in diameter. The
road has a rule limiting the speed of disconnected engines to

20 miles per hour.

The subject of hot boxes was accorded interesting disoission

at the last two sessions of the Chicago Car Foremen's Asso-

ciation, says the "Railway Master Mechanic." There are vari-

ous causes for hot boxes, but the trouble is that these causes

are not always accurately determined. Mr. J. N. Barr, in ad-

dressing the Association at the last meeting, made the excel-

lent suggestion that the better way to adopt in studying the

causes of hot boxes would be to systematically examine boxes

that are just a little hot, and not wait until everything was so

hot and in such a shape as to conceal the initial cause of the

trouble.

One of the most interesting features of the Paris Exposition

to the railroad man will be the monster relief map of the rail-

ways of the United States, showing every railroad, telegraph,

telephone and express line, besides the Great Lake steam-

ship lines and transatlantic steamship ports. The gigantic

proportions of this map may be imagined when it is stated

that more than one-halt the world's railroad mileage is in

this country. This map is to be made on a scale of one inch to

the mile, and to make the proposed exhibit properly at this

scale, the map will be 140 feet high and 230 feet long—a sur-

face of 32,200 square feet. The estimated cost of this under-

taking is 1100,000.

The importance of the heat treatment of steel was empha-
sized by Mr. H. V. Wille before the Franklin Institute last

month. He had tested a sample which, when judged by the

tensile strength, reduction of area, elongation and chemical

analysis, would be regarded as the highest grade of material,

and, in fact, it passed two inspections on such tests. Not-

withstanding the results of these tests, the plate cracked in

numerous places between holes when an effort was made to

roll it to a 60-inch ring. A test was now cut from the plate,

and failed, in an ordinary cold bend; but a second test cut
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from the same portion of the plate, when heated to dull cherry

and quenched in water, bent flat without signs of distress,

proving that a good plate of steel was injured by finishing

at an improper temperature. Its tensile strength was 59,200

pounds per square inch, elongation 28 per cent, in 8 inches

and reduction of areas 50.2 per cent. The carbon was 0.24;

manganese, 0.39; phosphorus, 0.012; sulphur, 0.020, and silicon,

0.02.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology received over

$968,000 during the year 1898, and, according to the President's

annual report, $400,000 more is expected. The cost of in-

structing each student, including the expense of the labora-

tories and shops, is $330 per year, and the tuition fee is $200.

The deficiency is made up by State and individual gifts. The

number of instructors is unusual, the proportion being one to

every eight or nine students, and this is not counting the

lecturers, who are not permanently connected with the school.

The school is comparatively young, and is probably only be-

ginning to receive the support of alumni that forms a large

part of the financial assistance of most colleges.

The 8-inch Gatling, one-piece, cast steel gun, the prelim-

inary trial of which at Sandy Hook was noted last month,
burst on the firing of the fifteenth charge at a pressure of

36,500 pounds per square inch. This pressure was not far

from the maximum recorded for the first five proof shots, the

highest being 37.000 pounds from a charge of 142 pounds of

Dupont brown prismatic powder. An appropriation of $40,000
was made by Congress for the construction of this gun, and
it was expected to prove that guns may be made in one piece
of cast steel at an immense saving over present methods. Dr.
Gatling attributes, the failure to the over-annealing of the
breech of the gun during its manufacture. On page 18 of our
January issue we mentioned the process of pouring.

The new White Star liner "Oceanic," the largest ship in the
world, was launched Jan. 14 at Belfast, Ireland. In our issue
of July, 1847, page 232, the chief features of the ship were
described. She has the following dimensions: Length, 705
feet; beam, 68 feet; draft, 27 feet; gross registered tonnage,
17,040; horse power, 28,000; speed, 21 knots. Comfort and regu-
larity are considered as more important than speed and the
arrivals of the ship are expected to be as regular as those of
the best railroad trains. It is interesting to know that all of
the White Star liners have been built by Messrs. Harland &
Wolff, of Belfast, and, including the "Oceanic," they have all
been built upon honor and without a contract between the own-
ers and the builders. This tribute to the integrity of the firm
deserves thoughtful consideration.

That steel increases in strength a few days after the com-
pletion of manufacture was shown by a report of a series of
tests by Mr. A. A. Stevenson, of the Standard Steel Company,
Burnham Pa. offered in discussion before the Franklin In-
stitute. (See Journal, Franklin Institute, January 1899 ) MrStevenson, in testing specimens from locomotive tires

'

foundthe following results from specimens tested at the same speed:
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LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN—THE WORKING STRENGTH OF
MATERIALS.

By F. J. Cole, Mechanical Engineer Rogers Locomotive Works.

PARAIiLEL OR SIDE RODS.

(Concluded from Page 23.)

For resistance to bending the rod should be considered as a

column with flat ends. It has hinged or pin-bearing ends,

however, against bending in a vertical plane, or in the direc-

tion of its depth or greatest side, but when resisting bending

horizontally or in the direction of its least width the end bear-

ings are flat.* The strength of a long column depends more

upon its resistance to bending than to the crushing strength

of the material, and is a function of its elastic rigidity or

modulus of elasticity E, the ratio of the length L in inches,

the least radius of gyration r, the rigidity function of its cross

section, expressed the shape of the end bearings, round,

flat or hinged, and the eccentricity of the load. For a straight

column, systematically loaded, supported at its gravity axis,

L
so as to be perfectly free to bend, and for a ratio of — sufiici-

r

ciently large, Euler's formula will give the strength. This

formula is:

7f2 E
P= /I

(r)"
where P =: the ultimate strength of the column in lbs. per

square inch.

B = modulus of elasticity in lbs. per square inch.

L = length of column between the pivot bearings, in

inches.

r = least radius of gyration of the cross section of the

column, in inches.

This is only correct for very long, perfect columns centrally

L
loaded, where — exceeds 200 and for pivoted ends. For flat or

r

hinged ends a suitable coeflicient should be introduced. The
formulae for these conditions may be assumed as follows:

25 E
For iJat ends P =

For hinged ends P =

ay
16 E

(-)
The parabolic column formulae for ordinary lengths, say, of

1

less than a ratio of • 200, given by Prof. J. B. Johnson
r

in "Materials of Construction," appear to fit the tests of col-

umns better, and are more suitable for our purpose than any
others. The two which will be considered are:

Ultimate strength in pounds per square inch

—

For wrought-iron columns, flat ends.

For wrought iron columns, flat ends

P - 34,000 — .43

(t)'

(7
<210

For mild steel columns, flat ends I — <; 190

= 43,000 — .63 ( —

)

(f

Fig. 6 shows a diagram of the curves derived from these

formulae, also the curve for the Euler formula, adapted to col-

* See Johnson's Materials of Construction and Modern Framed Struc-
tures.
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limns with flat ends. This shows graphically why the Euler

formula should not be used for columns of ordinary length,

which has sometimes been attempted upon the idea that it

was applicable to all lengths of columns. Kor the rod under

1 100

consideration — = = 167. The ultimate destructive pres-

r .598

sure per square inch = P = 43,000 — .62 f— J = 24,710pounds.

The force transmitted through the rod is 25,900, and the sec-

tional area 6.56. The ultimate strength to resist pressure Is

24710 X 6.56 = 162,097 pounds.

It is safe to assume that the maximum stress due to the

parallel rods of hammered wrought-iron. Fig. 8, section in

center 1% by 5 inches, the rods frequently break.

The maxinuim fiber stress due to the centrifugal force alone

at 70 miles per hour (a speed which these engines frequently

attain) is:

Revolutions per second, 5.68.

Velocity in feet per second = 5.68 X 6.28 = 35.67.

Weight of rod per foot = 31.25 (ham. iron).

Weight of rod (except ends) = 31.25 x 100 = 260 lbs.

12

F =
260 X 35.67=

10337
32

ao.000

lopoo

10 ZO 30 40 50 70 lOO IZO 150 /70 ZOO ZZO

Ultimate Strength of Columns l^ith Flat Ends.
Fig. 6.

250 ZIO 3>00

thrust of the piston, either in tension or compression (the lat-

ter force tending to bend or buclcle the rod in the direction of

its least width), will not occur in combination with the max-

imum stress due to the centrifugal force. The latter is at

zero for bending in a vertical plane, when the piston is at

either end of the stroke, gradually increasing until the crank

has moved 90 degrees, then decreasing until it becomes zero

again at the other end of the cylinder, where it is a force act-

ing directly in line with the axis of the rod.

The indicator diagram. Fig. 7, shows approximately the

steam distribution of a locomotive running at 60 or 70 miles

per hour, with a 68 to 72-inch diameter driving wheel.

For convenience, the path of the crank is also shown. The

6" 9" I?" 15" 18" E.I" t4"

10337 X 100
S = = 16,540 lbs.

8 X 7.81

The ultimate strength as a column to resist buckling is

as follows: Area 9.38, moment of inertia 2.746 (least side),

1

least radius of gyration .541, ratio — = 185.

r

The ultimate strength = 34,000 — .43

(-i) - 19,275 X

9.38 = 180,800 lbs. The force transmitted by the rod =
19= .7854 X 150

= 21,225 lbs.

2

The I-section rod shown in Fig. 9 has been used for a num-
ber of years without any known fractures for high speei 8-

-« /a H-

steam pressure, it will be observed, only approaches the max-
imum at the beginning of the stroke, and at half stroke less

than 50 per cent, of the boiler pressure. It is practically im-
possible for the maximum piston thrust to be prolonged until

half stroke, when running at high speeds.

With the following conditions: 19x24 inch cylinders, 69

inch diameter driving wheels, American 8-wheel type, 100-

inch centers between wheels, 150 pounds boiler pressure and

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

wheel American type passenger engines having cylinders 20x
24 inches, material steel, with a tensile strength of from 70.000
to 80,000 lbs., drivers 78-inch diameter, steam pressure 160
lbs., length between centers 90 inches, moment of inertia (axis

perpendicular to web) 10.728, section modulus =
O.oh

5.364, weight of section per foot 17 lbs., weight of rod except
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ends 17 X 7.5 = 127 lbs. Eighty miles per hour = 5.747 revo-

lutions per second, the velocity per second = 5.747 X 6.28 =
36.09, F = 5,162 lbs., S = 10,830 lbs. fiber stress due to cen-

trifugal force. The normal force transmitted through the rod

20=X.7854X160

to the rear wheel due to the piston thrust is:
—

2

= 25,120 lbs.

Its ultimate strength as a column with flat ends to resist

bucliling is:

Least radius of gyration = .563. Area of section = 5. P =

42^000 — .63
(—

") — 26,130 X 5 = 130,650 lbs. Ratio of force

130,650

transmitted to ultimate strength in compression, =
25,120

5,025 stress per square inch,

75,000

5.2. And for tension.

25.120

ratio of tensile stress to ultimate ~ = 14.9. This sec-

5,025

tion is lighter than usual, representing probably the minimum

weight and highest stress which should be used for this pur-

pose. As a matter of fact, later engines of this type were built

with rods of heavier section, not, however, because they had

broken or cracked in service, but owing to their being much

lighter and smaller in section than other rods on engines of

this size in general use it was feared that they might break,

especially as the engines were hauling some of the fastest

trains in this country.

Two examples of freight engines with plain rectangular

rods of hammered iron are given below. There is nothing

peculiar about them; no breakages in the bodies have occurred

in seven or eight years; they merely represent average and

ordinary conditions. The speed in both cases is taken at 45

miles per hour as a maximum. The conditions for the first

are: Consolidation type cylinders, 21x26 in.; steam pressure,

165 lbs.; drivers, 50 in. diameter; piston thrust, 57,090 lbs.;

57,090

force transmitted by back section of rod = = 14,270

4

lbs.; sectional area, l%x 4 in. plain rectangular; weight per

foot, 23.8 lbs.; weight of rod (exclusive of ends) =
• 23.8 X 61.5

= 122 lbs.

12

area 7 square in.; modulus of section, 4.67; length in in.,

1

61i; least radius of gyration, .505; ratio — = 122; ultimate
r

strength to resist bucking

:

1 -

34,000 — .43 {—) = 27,500 lbs. X 7 = 192,.500.

Stress due to centrifugal force:

Velocity in feet per sec. = 34.3

34.3^ X 122

F= = 4,136 lbs.

1.083 X 32

4136 X 61.5

: 6,808 lbs.

8 X 4.67

The conditions for the second type are: Ten-wheeler; cylin-

ders, 19x26 in.; steam pressure, 165 lbs.; piston thrust, 46,-

695; force transmitted through the back section of rod, 15,565

lbs.; section, l%x4 in., plain rectangular area, 7 square in.;

1

length, 75 in.; drivers, 50 in. diameter; ratio, — = 148; ulti-

r

mate strength to resist bucking

:

34,000 — .43 (—) = 24,582 X 7 = 172,074 lbs.

Stress due to centrifugal force:

Velocity in feet per sec. = 34.3

34.3= X 149

F = = 5,478 lbs.

32

5,478 X 75
S= = 10,990 lbs.

8 X 4.67

CONCLUSIONS.

The conclusions are briefly summarized as follows:

The extreme fiber stress in long rods caused by centrifugal

force can be safely taken at 11,000 lbs. for steel and 9,000 lbs.

for wrought iron per square inch.

The stress due to the direct push and pull of the piston

should not exceed 5,000 lbs. per square inch for steel and 4,000

lbs. for wrought iron. This refers more particularly to I sec-

tions, as the plain rectangular sections have areas so much

larger that the stresses due to the centrifugal force and buck-

ling as a column become the limiting factors.

The ultimate resistance to buckling should not be less than

five times the normal working load transmitted through the rod,

that is, if the force conveyed by the rod is 30,000 lbs. it should

be so proportioned that it would not tail by bending or buck-

ling at less than 150,000 lbs.

THE SOUTH UNION STATION, BOSTON.

In our February, 1S97, issue, we gave an account of a project-

ed terminal station for roads entering Boston on the south

side, together with a perspective view of the structure, and a

general plan of the track and loop scheme as they would appear

when completed. After the lapse of nearly two years this

handsome terminal is now ready and open for business. It

was opened on the first of January to the Old Colony and the

New England trains only, as the Boston & Providence and the

Boston & Albany have not yet made the necessary track con-

nections-.

This terminal station, the largest in the world, is bounded

on three sides by Cove street. Federal street, Sumner street and

Dorchester avenue. It is on ground once occupied by the New
England station. Opposite the end of Federal street is situated

the main entrance. The building extends from this entrance

south 792 feet, and east on Sumner street 672 feet. As seen

from Federal street, the central part of the building is a five-

story structure, the first story of which is devoted to station

purposes, and the remainder to office uses. In the central

curved part, 22S feet long, two stories high, there are three

grand entrance arches, the upper stories forming a colonnade,

the columns of which are 52 inches in diameter and 42 feet high.

Above the colonnade the entablature and parapet, broken by

the small projecting pediment, carry the facade to a height of

105 feet from the sidewalk. Above all, and at the center, is the

clock, with a dial of 12 feet in diameter, which is surmounted

by an eagle. All of the curved portion of the front is built of

Stony Creek granite, and nearly all of the remaining portion

is of the same stone, but on each side of the colonnade the stone

work is relieved by large, dark-buff mottled bricks.

The total length of the five-story front is 875 feet; that of

the two-story portion, along Atlantic avenue, 356 feet; of the

two-story part on Sumner street, 234 feet. On Dorchester ave-

nue the building continues 725 feet, two stories high. The total

frontage on three streets is 2,190 feet. Entering at the main

entrance, there are no steps to surmount, but a clear passage

way, with an easy rise of about 3 feet in 100, leading into the

great midway, lying across the ends of the stub tracks. Near

the center of the midway are stairways leading to the lower

floors, and at convenient locations are the newspaper and fruit

booths. Opening from the midway at the right is the parcel

room. At the left are the lavatories, telegraph and telephone of-

fices, and a ticket office with 11 sales windows toward the mid-

way, besides 16 openings into the waiting room.

The waiting room has a width of 65 feet, length of 225 feet, and

height of 3314 feet. The women's room is located off from a cor-

ner of the waiting room, and is 34x44 feet, elegantly furnished

with rockers, easy chairs and lounges. At the corner of the

lunch room is the stairs and elevator to the dining room, on

the second floor. The floors above the first story are used for

offices and employees. Conductors and trainmen have quarters

on the Dorchester avenue side, and the remainder of the second

story is devoted to the use of the Boston Terminal Company.

The entire third story is occupied by the offices of the Boston &
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Albany, and the fourth and fifth stories are assigned to the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.

The power plant contains 10 large boilers, two economizers

and 1,500 horsp-i)ower of Westlnghouse compound engines, driv-

ing four Westlnghouse multipolar dynamos, which are direct

connected, while the total horse-power Is about 2,000, with am-
ple provision in space for a possible Increase of alxjut 50 per

cent. The description of the station plans, previously referred

to, give further details of this magnificent piece of work.

CAST STEEL ROCKER SHAFT.

By the courtesy of Mr. E. E. Davis, Assistant Superintendent

of Motive Power of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway, we
illustrate one of the patterns of cast steel rock shafts now used

on that road. In this shaft, which was designed by Mr. H. H.

Vaughn while mechanical engineer of the road, an attempt has

been made to distribute the metal so as to effect the greatest

possible economy in material, an object of importance when
it costs 4 cents per pound, and also to avoid any variation in

the thickness of the casting likely to introduce local weakness.

Lightness and strength are evident in the coring of the body
and form of the arms which are of I-3eetion.

The cast steel shaft requires very little labor in the machine
shop, the only finish on it being at the ends of the bearing, at

*^ Bolt Reamer
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Cast Steel Rockers.
Philadelphia & Reading Ry.

the pin holes and the faces of the pin bases. Owing to Its

lightness, the cost of material is even less than for a wrought
iron shaft for the same duty. The costs per pair being as
follows:

Cast steel shafts:
Material, at 4.5c 17 46
Machine shop, labor .3.25

Total $10.72

These figures are based on actual casts, not estimated in any
particular, and so far the test of service has shown the steel

shaft to be perfectly satisfactory.

SIR "W. H. WHITE ON ENGINEERING EDUCATION.

A meeting of the institution of Junior Engineers, held in Lon-
don in October, was addressed by the President-elect, Sir W. H.
White, Assistant Controller of the Navy and Director of Naval
Construction, on the subject of an engineering education.
Among other things, he said the past century had witnessed
a wonderful growth and development of civil engineering. Sci-
entific method was becoming more and more established in en-
gineering practice and in experimental research. There was no
exclusion of engineers from the ranks of scientific men. And
there were numerous instances of men distinguished no less
as men of science than as engineers.
Having enforced the importance of "communion and fellow-

ship" between all branches of engineering, he desired to record

his equally strong conviction that for the "average man" an
early specialization o£ practice was advantageous and generally
led to greater succe.s6. Probably for many of the members of
the institution there had been no alternative, and It had been
necessary to undertake work in some department of engineering
at an early period. Provided the preliminary education had
been satisfactory there was not, In his judgment, any reason for

regret if that necessity had arisen. It had been his fortune to

be constantly asked what course of training he would recom-
mend for youths Intended to become engineers. His advice had
always been the same, and it was based on personal experience
and extensive observation. Practical training in the workshop,
factory, ship yard or other engineering establishment was, he
considered best begun when a lad was fresh from school.
"Roughing it" then came easy, observation was Quick, while
the facility for acquiring handicrafts and manual dexterity was
greatest. Familiarity with the habits and modes of thought of
workmen was readily gained also, and was a valuable acquisi-
tion. During the period of practical training It was most de-
sirable that scholastic knowledge should be maintained or ex-
tended. Unfortunately, this was often neglected, and the loss
was serious. In many cases arrangements could be made by
which boys need not be subjected to such extreme physical ex-
ertion as would prevent evening study, and in all great In-

dustrial centres suitable evening classes were now established
in which instruction could be obtained. If this programme were
carried out, a young man finished his practical course without
loss of educational knowledge, and if he had the means and
capacity he was well prepared for entry Into a technical college
at an age which permitted him to obtain the full benefit of
theoretical training and laboratory work. With ability and en-
ergy commensurate to the task a student thus prepared, and
bringing with him considerable practical experience, ought to

reap the greatest advantage from the higher course of study,
and to be ready for actual work when it was completed. His
observation and experience as student and professor convinced
him that many youths entered technical colleges who, from
want of preliminary education or of ability, could never hope
to benefit much. If at all. It would be a kindness in such cases
if entry were guarded by such preliminary tests and inquiries

as would prevent waste of time and permit other and more suit-
able training to be undergone. Perhaps the ideal system of
training was that which permitted an engineering pupil to con-
tinue his scholastic training side by side with the preliminary
practical experience, as the medical student attached to a hos-
pital did. Selected men, having proved their capacity, could
then proceed to a course of higher technical training without
losing all contact with practical work. The latter condition
could be met by arranging suitable intervals when students
would suspend their studies of theory and go out to the scenes
of engineering operations, where they could compare the lessons
learned in the study and laboratory with actual procedure in

carrying on work. Opinions differed widely respecting the sys-
tem of "premium apprentices." He had his own opinion, but
would not express it. On one point there would probably be
general agreement. It would be a distinct advantage if young
men of that class, who as a rule had the necessary preliminary
education and possessed the means, could combine theoretical

training with their period of employment in the office, workshop
or ship yard. This would apear to be quite feasible and un-
objectionable. While he was convinced of the desirability for

most men to decide early on the kind of engineering work they
desired to do, and thoroughly to qualify for its performance on
both the scientific and practical sides, he was aware that many
authorities took a different view. Nor did he suppose that there

were not exceptions to the rule he suggested. It was Intended

for the average man, and not for the genius, who was outside

all rules. Most of them could lay no claim to genius; and be-

fore long they learned to recognize their limitations. They
could, however, all display that form of genius which consisted
in the capacity for taking pains and doing their best. Educa-
tional facilities were fortunately more ample than they had
ever been, as well as more within the reach of modest means
No one could now complain of lack of opportunity for perfect-

ing his equipment as an engineer. The existence of that institu-

tion was an evidence of the changed conditions under w-hlch en-

gineering work had to be done. Its educational influence was
doubtless considerable. Let them hope that it might long con-

tinue to flourish and be increasingly useful to junior engineers.
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VAUCLAIN'S COMPRESSED AIR LOCOMOTIVES WITH
HEATER.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, In June, 1897, built a com-

pound four-coupled compressed-air locomotive, of the mining

type, for the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Company for

use in their Alaska Colliery, and its success led to the order-

every kind and stage of manipulation, from the rough bar to

the finished bolt and its manner of application, together with
the way in which the holes are prepared to receive the bolts.

With special reference to fit alone there are two clauses in

this circular that it i.s hoped will have the attention their im-
portance demands. First, "Do you consider a lead screw at-

tacliment to a staybolt screw-cutting machine essential In

producing good staybolts?" The object of this question is evl-

Vauclain's Compressed Air Locomotive.

ing of three more of the same kind. This firm is prepared to

build compressed-air locomotives, either single expansion or

compound, to suit any requirement of service for which com-

pressed air is suitable, and a recent improvement in design in

the form of a heater has been developed and patented by Mr.

S. M. Vauclain, although this has not yet been applied to an

actual locomotive.

This is shown in the engravings as applied to a locomotive

having its storage tanks in the form of tubes. These tubes

Showing Heater Piping.

are connected by pipes at the back end and to an auxiliary

reservoir B by the pipe A. The air for the cylinders is taken

from the front end of the reservoir B. The reservoir is sur-

rounded by a hot-water drum D, which is filled through the

pipe G. The pipe D connects with a nozzle H to inject a spray

of hot water into the reservoir B to assist in heating the air

and to lubricate the cylinders. A reducing valve C is placed

in the pipe connection between the storage reservoir and the

auxiliary reservoir B.

THE MASTER MECHANICS' STAYBOLT COMMITTEE.

dently to determine the relative value of this refinement in

screw cutting as practiced on staybolts, over the old and more
crude output of the ordinary dies. We believe there cannot

be two opinions in this matter, since a true and constant pitch

of thread is an imperative requirement in avoiding initial stress

on bolts or sheets. Having a direct bearing on this phase of the

subject is another which reads: "Have you any special kind

of taps for tapping staybolt holes?" What are the advantages
of such taps as compared with the usual form of tap?

A very close relation (that should, but does not often, exist)

between a staybolt tap and the finished bolt is one of the things

too often taken for granted, with the result of producing a

stress on the bolt before performing its office. This is brought

about by variation in pitch of the thread, and a bolt when ap-

plied under these circumstances must be made small and thus

sacrifice the fit, in order to pass through both sheets. The im-

portance of attention to the accuracy of pitch is as vital to

success in one case as the other, and harmony in this par-

ticular between staybolts and their taps, we think is one of the

essentials to good staybolt work. The error in pitch of threads

cut by the Jones & Lamson system is reduced to working limits

and is practically constant, while that existing in taps comes
from two sources, one from lead screw error on the lathe cut-

ting the thread, and the other from shrinkage due to hardening.

If the former error is plus, it will tend to neutralize the lat-

ter, buit if minus then they become cumulative and the tap is

unfit to use. These errors of pitch are not as well recognized

as they should be, and we believe on this account the staybolt

question would be simplified greatly by an earnest effort look-

ing to their elimination in all railroad shops, as we know it

to be done in tlie shrinkage of the tap, and thus have it of cor-

rect pitch as in the Northern Pacific shops at Brainard, Minn.

In this case, all errors of lead screw are overcome by means of

an auxiliary device on the lathe threading a tap, by which the

carriage and with it the thread tool are retarded or accelerated

uniformly over the threaded portion, and by its use the thread

may therefore be cut so as to be sufficiently short to overcome

the shrinkage of the tap and thus have the pitch more nearly

correct after hardening.

It the committee, comprising Messrs. Lawes, Vauclain and

Wilson, on tlie best method of applying staybolts in locomo-

tive boilers receives answers to their circular of inquiry as

painstaking and thorough in their scope as are the questions

formulated, they will have information that will furnish the

groundwork for one of the most valuable documents ever pres-

ented to the association. They have covered the staybolt mat-
ter most completely in a series of 18 questions, which embrace

Ship draftsmen are wanted for a numbei- of government posi-

tions at various places and civil service examinations will be

held February 7, 8, 9 and 10. Examinations will be held in

every city where the civil service commission has a Board of

liixaminers. Applicants must write or telegraph the Commis-

sion at Washington, D. C, in time for shipment of examination

papers. Applicants must be 20 years of age or over.
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NEW SWITCHING LOCOMOTrVES.

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.

The accorapanyiriK engravtnB Illustrates the desiKii of new

KwitchiiiK loeomotlves recently built by the Chicago. Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway. These engines are known as Class

I'"'. They weigh UlS.nilO pounds on drivers and the total weight

in workini; order Is 1.''iS.000 pounds, the weight of the tender

being nn.OOO pounds. The firebox Is on top of the frames

.ind the boiler is high, giving the enginemen the advantage cf

INSPBXmON OP WATCHES.

It seems to have been the practice for einployies of the Illi-

nois Central to have their watches regulated by others than
the inspectoi-8 employed by the company for thai service, a

procedure likely to lead to complications if permitted to con-

tinue, and this hint brought (jut a circular from Genei"al Super-

intendent Sullivan in which he said: "As any standard watch
purchased from an authorized inspector, which fails to run
within a variation of thirty seconds a weel«, will be redeemed
by the Inspector, also by the manufacturer, without expense to

the owner, there Is no object to be gained in attempting to evade

New Switching Locomotive—C, M. & St. P. Ry.

elevated positions for watching their work. The following are

the chief dimensions of the engines;

IJoiler pressure ISO pounds
matcriiil 9-10 in' h steel

Firebox " '/j-inch steel
leuRlh (>( fi feet 6 inches
width of 3 fcot 5 inche.s

" depth of ii feet 2';h inches
Staying radial
Flues 2-inch, 12 feet 10 inches Iohk; number. 17s

Heating surface, flues 1,180 square feet
" " firebox 132 square feet

total 1,312 square feet
Grate area 22 square feet
Steam ports 17'/3 by H4 inches
Kxh.iust " ITH by 2'i. inches
Hrid^e 1 V_. inches
Value travel 5'A Inches

outside lap •% inch
" inside " 1-32 inch

Valve, mid-gear travel 2 7-16 inches
cut-olT, full gear 22 inches

Link radius 2 feet 10% inches
Cylinders, size of IS x 24 inches
Driving journals 7V4 by 1H4 inches
Crank pin. front 4 by ?,'i; inches

" " main .t by 4% inches
" " reur 4 by 3'4 inches

Crnsshead pin 3 by 3 inches
Capacity of tank for water 2,900 g-allons

•' tender for coal 4 tons

STUPAKOFF'S COMTAROMETER.

This is an instrument for the comparison and determination

of standard dimensions. numl>ers of standard gauges, and va-
rious correlative properties of objects depending on their dimen-
sions. It is made of tool steel, with the working edges hard-
ened and ground, and contains a micronreter caliper, of English
and metric divisions, with various current gauges for wire, plate

drills, etc., and gives the weights for round and sheet metals,

the number of threads per inch for standard machine screws.

and suitable tap drills therefor, besides furnishing the means
for comparing any or all of these data with the least possible

liability of error.

The mechanical principle involved in the instrument is that
of a plajie spiral base, combined with a radius vector, movable
around its pole. Any movement of this radius vector causes
some fixed point on it to recede from or advance toward the
spiral. The rate of such recession or advancement is in direct

proportion to the arc traversed, and this holds for regular Arch-
imidean spirals of any pitch. The metric circle gives direct

readings from zero to 12.7 millimeters, in hundredths of a milli-

meter, and divisions on the Inside of the smallest circle gives
relative values in sixty-fourths of an inch.

The comparometer is intended as a time saver in the trans-
position of values from a given base, its scope being plainly
conveyed in the name. "Ne<w TTniversaJ Gauge and Spirametric
Micrometer." The pamphlet d'escribing its uses is issued by the
Vulcan Manufacturing Company. Limited. Pittsburg. Pa.

the Inspection requirements. Any employee having a watch

whose performance is inferior to the standard required, and

who attempts by unauthorized regulation to impose upon the

inspectors, practices a deception upon the management of the

road; it is, therefore, required that hereafter conductors and

other trainmen, engineers and firemen shall not attempt to

regulate their watches themselves, nor permit them to l>e regu-

lated by any other person than the authorized inspectors. Fail-

ure to comply with these requirements will be considered cause

for dismissal from the service."

The Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe have just taken up a

new system of watch inspection, and placed a rule in effect

January 1 which provides for a weekly record of all watches

within the jurisdiction of the watch Inspector. A quarterly in-

spection has been substituted for the monthly inspection, and

trainmen will still be rc-quired to sign the daily register. Cards

for watch records bearing the name, occupation and address of

the owner of the watch, and the name of the movement and

the number, have been issued to those interested. On these

cards the number of seconds fast or slow, showing the rate at

which the watch runs, is recorded, and when the watch is set

or regulated by the inspector an entry to that effect is made by

him. Once a week a local inspector notes the condition of the

watch with reference to accuracy. The cards are sent to the

trainmaster on the first of each month.

J. PIERPONT MORGAN'S NEW YACHT.

The "Corsair." Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan's new steam yacht

and the third of that name to be built for him, was successfully

launched at Nowl>urg. New York, December 12. This vessel

replaces the "Gloucester" that gave such a good account of

himself before Santiago. She was sold to the Government and

refitted as an auxiliary during the war with Spain.

The "Corsair" is built entirely of steel, with plates worked

in flush above the water line. Her interior arrangements con-

sist of ten staterooms, a library, six bathrooms and a dining

saloon on the lower deck. On the main deck, arrangements have

been made for a deck saloon, galley, chartroom and deck state-

room with officers' and crew's quarters forward, wliile the boxes,

storerooms, &c., are arranged in the forward hold. Her prin-

cipal dimensions as designed l>y Webb are: 302 feet over all.

252 feet on the water line, 33 feet 3 inches extreme beam. 20

feet 6 inches depth of hold, and 14 feet 6 inches draught. She

will be equipped with two triple expansion engines, and steam

will be furnished by two double-end Scotch boilers. The craft

will also have a complete electric plant in duplicate for light-

ing and other purposes. She will carry three launches, one life-

boat, one gig and one cutter on davits. The Fletchers of Ho-

boken will build the machinery. Her deckhouses are of gal-

vanized iron and will be covered inside and out with mahogany
trimmings, and waterways and rails of teak.
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AIR PUMP REPAIR TABLE WITH PNEUMATIC LIFT. THE FIRBPROOFING OF WOOD.

The weight of an air brake pump is such as to render it an

awkward piece of work to handle in the shop by one man, and

the novel device shown in this engraving was designed and

built by Mr. H. S. Bryan, Master Mechanic of the Duluth &
Iron Range Railroad, for the purpose of saving expense and

labor in refitting and repairing. The pump is bolted to a flat

east-iron table, 19x26 inches in size, by means of two SVs^d-

inch slots cored through it. The table is held on trunnions, on

which it may be tipped to any desired angle, and held there by

the set screw. The trunnions are carried on a fork, which Is

forged on thf top end of a piston rod, 3 3-16-inches diameter

by 24 inches long, fitting in a pneumatic cylinder that forms

That everytliing on board ship that is not necessarily com-

bustible can be made fireproof, is the opinion of C. J. Hexamer,

Ph. D., expressed in an interesting paper read before the Frank-

lin Institute, Nov. 16. The author had given the subject

a great deal of study since 1882, and he now recommended a

process, using water glass, and said: "I might state that for

ordinary purposes a block of wood can be made Are resisting

by repeatedly soaking it in a water glass solution, and, when
dry, coating it with a mixture of the liquid and cement."

The fireprooting process was to use only well seasoned, thor-

oughly kiln dried lumber, and to impregnate, if possible, only

the finished articles. The wood is placed in a strong metal

chamber, closed hermetically, and jacketed with steam, but no

steam should be allowed inside the chamber. The moisture is

driven out by long continued heating at a little above the boil-

ing point of water. The next step is to exhaust the air, and

when the air has been removed from the wood a solution of

water glass is sprayed upon the wood. Then a pressure of

about 10 atmospheres is applied and kept up for 3 hours, to drive

the water glass into the wood. Success depends largely upon

the thoroughness of removal of the moisture, sap and air from

the wood before impregnation.

Insoluble silica is then precipitated In the wood from^ the water

glass by a solution of ammonium chloride, a very cheap sub-

stance, which gave excellent resuMs. It produces in the very

fibers of the wood "a gelatinous precipitate of silica; salt, which

is readily removed from parts near the surface by soaking

in water, tending to preserve the wood in the interior; and

ammonia gas. which goes oft of itself."

By using strong solutions the process gave specimens of petri-

faction. The author says:

"It will probably be urged that my process is expensive: but

in a case like this expense is not a factor. We cannot afford

to take the risk of not having everything possible about a

man-of-war—or, for that matter, of any ship—fire-proof, when
upon that fact may depend a victory or a defeat of our navy.

Nor is the expense as great as it at first appears; for the Gov-

ernment should attend to this work itself, and not leave it to

contractors. In point of fact, I believe it will be found that the

only considerable outlay necessary would be the first cost of the

large air-tight receptacles."

Byran'siAir PumDi.ReDair.Table.''

the support of the table. The cylinder has four legs, whereby

it is bolted to the shop floor, and its lower end projects about

10 inches below the floor, where it is covered by a 4-inch pipe

cap, through which the air pipe communicates. The piston

packing is of leather, with a steel ring expander, as shown in

the detail view at the left. The air pressure is controlled by

two globe valves, and when the table with the pump upon it

is raised to the required height, it may be clamped in position

by means of the set screw, shown at the right. Safety ports are

drilled near the top of the cylinder to prevent raising the pis-

ton too high. The table may be tipped into a vertical position,

because of the offset of the trunnions below the level of the

table. We are indebted to Mr. Bryan for the drawing:, and

he states that the device is not patented.

ECONOMICAL, FORGING FURNAOES.

A report to the Master Blacksmith's Association by a com-

mittee of which Mr. D. Uren was chairman, contains recom-

mendations for constructing reverberatory furnaces, with a

view of economical use of fuel, and the recommendation with

regard to complete combustion and the admission of air over

the fire Is applicable to many other kinds of furnaces, partic-

ularly the fireboxes of locomotives. The recommendations, in

part, follow:

"We recommeod a furnace for general use of sufficient capac-

ity to receive 10 or 12 160-pound or 200-pound piles of scrap iron

with two doors properly swung for convenience in opening; furnace

hearth to be 4 feet wide, 7 feet 6 inches long, inclined from the

bridge wall to the entrance of the flue 4 inches, for the purpose

of giving easy fiow of the slag to the slag outlet; bridge wall

about 14 Inches high from the hearth; 25 Inches between hearth

and roof; combustion chamber 4x3 feet; grate bars about 10

inches below the hearth. This gives an area of 1,728 square

inches. The furnace is operated with a forced blast under the

grate bars. For the purpose of producing more perfect com-

bustion an auxiliary blast pipe is placed across the front end

of the furnace. From this pipe branch pipes 1 inch in diameter

leading into the combustion chamber, so as to permit the air to

pass in half way between the bridge wall and roof, are distrib-

uted the full length of the cross-section of the furnace.

"The main pipe is provided with valves, and. if judiciously

operated, will greatly assist In producing more perfect com-

bustion. Particularly when the furnace is charged with new

coal it requires more oxygen to produce perfect combustion than

after the gases have been partially liberated from the coal,

consequently this blast should be partly closed after most of the

smoke has been consumed,

"The furnace above described is sufilcient for all requirement's

in the ordinary railroad shop.
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"This furnace will not be economical regarding fuel for small
work, but these are coirlltlons that rannot bo avoided. In

many cases the heat of the furnaces can be utilized for form-

Ins small work after the day's work of forging or scrapping

Is done. By this means It can be made economical for small

work. Tn furnaces that are constructed for special purposes, euch

as axle-making or he.itlng for the rolling mill, the proportions

as described above should be carried out regarding the hearth

and combustion chamber, grate area, etc."

ENLARGED WHEEL FITS FOR DRIVING AXLES.

We have had occasion in recent Issues to notice improve-

ments in the design of locomotive details, and prominent

among these were crank pins and axles, two parts that invite

trouble when made too light for their work. The practice in

this country until very recently has been to follow ao closely

the proportion of these parts as used in lighter engines that at-

tention to the present requirements of heavy ones in this di-

rection i3 a gratifying evidence of an awakening to the needs

of the situation. That average American practice in the mat-

ter of strength of these details Is not equal to that of foreign

roads was shown on page 19 of our January Issue in the table

compiled by Mr. L. R. Pomeroy.

By courtesy of Mr. J. E. Sague. Mechanical Engineer of the

Schenectady Locomotive Works, we show in Figure 1 the Im-

proved method of fitting driving axles to wheels. This axle has

an enlarged wheel fit and a collar V4 inch in length and % inch

larger in diameter than the wheel fit, the collar having a fillet

of % inch radius on the wheel fit side. This collar is found

advantageous in preventing any tendency of the wheel to move

Fig. 1.

Enlarged Wheel Fits for Driving Axles:

on the axle when entering sharp curves, a tendency which is

caused on plain axles by the centrifugal force due to high

speeds, in spite of the common pressures used in forcing

a wheel to place. Figure 2 is another axle having the

reinforcement Idea well shown. This axle represents the prac-

tice on the Chicago & Northwestern Railway. In both of these

examples it is seen that the enlarged wheel fit practically elim-

inates the danger of fracture at the hub. a danger ever present

with the reduced wheel fit, and specially aggravated by the

removal of stock at the shoulder to form the key seat. The
latter trouble has, however, been partially overcome by taper-

ing the key way so as to run easily into the shoulder, which is

found to 1)6 satisfactory in the case of the shoudered axle, and
should be particularly so with those having enlarged ends.

Tne amount of enlargement of the wheel fit is % inch, which
is considered sufficient in view of the fact that the journals
will be kept in service until they are worn down about % inch
smaller in diameter than they were originally, and therefore
the difference in diameter is increased by wear.

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE BALTIMORE & OHIO.

The chronology of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is interest-

ing at this time, as it will not be many months before It will

cease to be operated under the original charter. The first gen-
eral meeting of citizens, contemplating the building of a

railroad to the Ohio River, was held In Baltimore on February
12, 1827. The other important events occurred as follows:

Act of incorporation granted by Maryland. February 28, 1827.

Act of incorporation confirmed by Virginia, March 8, 1827.

Requisite amount of stock for organization subscribed by
Aphil 1. 1827.

Company organized; directors elected, April 23, 1827.

Preliminary surveys begun, July 2, 1827.

Actual surveys begun, November 20, 1827.

Charter confirmed by the State of Pennsylvania, February
22. 1828.

Maryland became a stockholder, March 6, 1828.

Cornerstone laid, July 4, 1828.

Railroad opened to Bllicott's Mills, 14 miles (horse-power).

May 22, 1830.

Trial of the first steam locomotive on the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad, August 25, 1830.

Railroad opened to:

Ellicott's Mills, 14 miles (steam power), August 30. 1830.

Frederick, 61 miles, December 1, 1831.

Point of Rocks, 69 miles, April 1, 1832.

Harper's Ferry, 81 miles, December 1, 1832.

Hancock. 123 miles, June 1, 1842.

Cumberland, 170 miles, November 5, 1842.

Piedmont, 206 miles, July 21, 1851.

Fairmont, 392 miles, June 22, 1852.

Last spike driven; finished, Baltimore to Wheeling. 379 miles.

December 24, 1852.

First train reached Wheeling from Baltimore, January 1, 1853.

Railroad opened, Baltimore to Wheeling, 379 miles, January
10. 1853.

AIR BRAKE DRAIN CUP AND STRAINKR.

Our illustration shows a drain cup and strainer gotten up
by Mr. Thos. B. Hunt, of Chicago, 111. The object of this

strainer is to do away with the difficulties in cleaning, as en-

Air Brake Drain Cup and Strainer.

countered in some other types, and to provide a simple and

durable device that will be reliable at all times. This is ac-

complished by connecting with the main air brake pipe a

drain cup connected to a vertical branch pipe or T-coupling.

The cup is provided with a removable screwed cup or plug at

its lower end, and the strainer being removably mounted In

the drain cup and held in place by the cap, by simply unscrew-

ing the cap. the drain cup itself may be cleaned and the

strainer also may be slipped out of the cup. and quickly

cleaned and replaced.

CRUSHED STEEL ABRASIVE.

Diamond Steel Emery is an abrasive used in place of emery.

The results obtained with it in the Topeka shops of the Atch-

ison road were mentioned on page 13 of our January issue, in

which it was stated that this material does not crush or pul-

verize, and, i>esides cutting more rapidly than emery, there is

less waste. A steam pipe joint is ground very quickly with an

amount of this abrasive that may be held on a five-cent piece.

We have just received a set of samples of the "steel emery."

designated by number, and from its sharpness and uniformity

the reason for the rapidity of cutting is clear. Samples may
l>e obtained from the Pittsburg Crushed Steel Company. Lim-

ited, Plttsburtr, '..
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SAFETY DEVICES FOR CAR DOORS.

The facility with which entrance may he effected to the or-

dinary car loaded with merchandise, leaving the seal intact,

without outward evidence of molestation, has led to careful

design of safety appliances to cover such cases. Among the

best of the most recent efforts to this end are those of the

Chicago Grain Door Company, which makes a specialty of the

most approved devices for car doors. Their side door bracket,

the "Security," is possessed of a vital and interesting feature

that is believed will resist the efforts of the most expert crook.

The bracket is secured to the sill by a lag screw in addition to

the usual bolt through the flange. The lag screw has a total

length greater than the width of the bracket from sill to lug, and

it can only he introduced by entering the flange diagonally

in starting, and this is made possible by coring the hole with

a flare on the inner face of the bracket. When the screw is in

place, the head is covered by the door, and therefore cannot

be reached for removal. This company has also perfected its

grain door attachments, and brought them to a simple form.

The improvement is in the means of connecting the doors to

the vertical rods, and consists of a bracket on the inner face of

the door, having an eye-bolt engaging with the rod and free to

swivel in the bracket. The advantage of this attachment

is in greater freedom from binding when lifting the door

—

under any reasonable lack of alignment.

excellence about the cars that will make them specially pop-

ular with the traveling public, among which is a very large

ladies' room provided with a dresser and toilet conveniences

heretofore found only in the best appointed homes. The cans

are 78 ft. long over platforms, and of course have all modern

accessories, such as wide vestibules, safety steam heat, Pintsch

light, etc. The finish inside is of vermilion wood from the

East Indies, with handsome inlaid marquetry. The seats are

upholstered in Persian design with green border and center
pattern in bright colors, which was specially imported for

these cars. The head lining ornamentation is the other interior

finish, the scheme of which is to give the car an Arabesque ef-

fect, and the general air of elegance is heightened by the soft

cushion like effect of the heavy rich velvet carpets.

A PISTON VALVE USED 65 YEARS.

The accompanying engraving is reproduced from an illus-

trated description of an interesting old engine by C. E. Wolff,

in the "Mechanical Engineer." This engine is used on the Mid-

land Railway, at Swannington, England, for drawing trucks

lip an incline on a colliery branch.

The engine, which, was set to work in 1833, is still used once

a week, and is chiefly remarkable for being fitted with a piston

valve, of which we give an illustration. As will be seen, the

valve is of an ordinary type, each end being fitted with two

gun-metal rings, kept up to their work by a steel spring. Dur-

ing the 65 years the valve has been at work it has only twice

An Old and Successful Piston Valve.

been removed for examination. On both occasions it wae

found to be in perfectly good condition, and was replaced

without being touched, and is still working with the original

rings.

The shaft consists of a square forging left rough, except for

the journals, the fly-wheel being fixed on the square. There la

no reversing gear, as the trucks run down the incline by

gravity, drawing back the rope. We are not told how often

the engine was used during its early life, and we do not know
the steam pressure or the amount of work done. The engine

is in good condition, and that fact, together with the life of the

packing rings, is interesting. The valve Is also light in weight

and the construction may be suggestive.

The Morgan Engineering Co. of Alliance, Ohio, have found

it to be to the advantage of themselves' and their customers

to sell the product of their works direct, and have terminated

the arrangement with the Niles Tool Works Co. Correspond-

ence should be addressed to the home ofllce. Alliance, O., where
an able corps of representatives are ready to give immediate
attention to all communications.

The tendency to luxui'y in ornamentation anl fittings of sleep-

ing cars has reached a climax in the new cars of the Lehigh

VaJJiS^ in the train service between New York and Chicago.

These cars are the latest and finest production of the Pullman
shops, and said by that company to be superior to anything
yet turned out at those shops. There are several points of

CHANGES ON THE BURLINGTON.
Mr. G. W. Rhodes, for many years Superintendent of Motive

Power of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has been appointed

Assistant General Superintendent of the Burlington & Missouri

River, with headquarters at Omaha. Mr. F. A. Delano, Superin

tendeut of Freight Terminals at Chicago, succeeds Mr. Rhodes as

Superintendent of Motive Power, Mr H. J. Hetzler, Roadmaster
at Chicago, succeeds Mr. Delano.

PERSONALS.
Mr. D. C. Courtney has resigned as Master Mechanic of the

Middle Division of the Baltimore & Ohio at Cumberland, Md.

Mr. O. 0. Winter has been appointed General Manager of

the Brainerd & Northern Minnesota, vice Mr. E. H. Hoar.

Mr. Patrick Stack has been appointed Foreman of the Union

Pacific shops at Laramie, Wyo.

Mr. E. Pennington, Superintendent of the Minneapolis, St.

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, has been appointed General Manager.

Douglas Stewart has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Rio Grande, Sierra Madre & Pacific, with oflice at El Paso,

Tex., to succeed Mr. H. P. Olcott.

Mr. W. B. Bates has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

shops of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern at Memphis,

Tenn.

Mr. S. J. Dillon, heretofore Foreman of the erecting shops

of the Pennsylvania at Jersey City, has been appointed Gen-

eral Foreman of passenger car repairs at that point.

Mr. Ethelbert E. Jenks has been appointed Foreman of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe shops at Pueblo, Colo., vice

Mr. H. E. Clucas.

Mr. A. F. Seltzer has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Michoacan & Pacific, with headquarters at Zitacuaro, Max.,

in place of Mr. E. W. Knapp, resigned.

Mr. G. E. Mulfell has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Grand Trunk at Fort Gratiot, Mich., in plcae of Mr. R. Pat-

terson, transferred.

Mr. A. E. Bouldridge has been appointed Master Mechanic

of the Southern Railway at Louisville, Ky., vice Mr. J. B.

Gannon. Mr. Bouldridge was General Foreman at Atlanta.

Mr. W. M. Paul has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Wabash shops at Tilton, 111., to succeed Mr. G. J. De Vilbiss,

transferred to Peru, Ind.

Mr. A. Carroll, of the Canadian Pacific, has been appointed

Master Mechanic of the Crow's Nest Pass Line of the above

system.

Mr. Benjamin Johnson, for several years in the employ of

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, has been appointed

Master Mechanic of the Santa Fe shops at Topeka.

Mr. J. T. Stafford, heretofore General Foreman of locomotive

repairs of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern at Baring

Cross, Ark., has been appointed Assistant Master Mechanic of

the road, with headquarters at that point.
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Mr. P. J. Harrigan, General Foreman of the Baltimore &
Ohio shops at Connellsville, Pa., has been appointml Maatpr
Mechanic of the MldiUo Division of that road, with heiiilqiKir-

tcrs at ('iinihcilaiul, Md., vice Mr. D. C. Coiirtnoy. resigned

William T. Moore, formerly for many years Master Me-
cliiiiiic of the I'itsljuig Division of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

died at Ills home in Scwicl<l(\v, Pa., Dec. 1, at the age of 74

years.

Mr. .1. R. Groves has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Kansas Midland Division of the Kansas City, Pittsburg &
(Jiilf. with headquarters at Wichita, Kan., vice Mr. C. A. De-

Haven, promoted.

Mr. J. E. MulfeiUl, Master Mechanic of the Grand Trunk al

St. Thomas. Ont., has received the appointment of Master

Mechanic of tlic Western Division, with headquarters at Battle

Creek. Mich.

Mr. R. Patterson, Master Mechanic of the Grand Trunk at

Fort Gratiot, Mich., has been appointed Master Mechanic of

the same road at Stratford, Ont.. to succeed Mr. J. D. Barnett,

resigned.

Mr. P J. Milan. Master Mechanic of the Central of Georgia,

at Augusta. Ga., h.i,s been transferred to Savannah, Ga., as

Master Mechanic to succeed Mr. T. B. Irvin. Mr. Irvin goes to

Augusta to take Mr. Milan's place. "

E. F. Brooks has been appoinied General Superintendent of

the Philadelphia. Wilmington & Baltimore Railroad, vice Mr..

H. F. Kenney. resigned to accept executive duties in connec-

tion with lines in this company's system.

Mr. Charles A. Beach, formerly Superintendent of the Buf-

falo Division of the Lehigh Valley, has been appointed Super-

intendent of Terminals of the Central of New Jersey at .Tersey

City. N. J.

Mr. .1. H. Goodyear. Chief Clerk to Mr. Tracy Lyon, Master

Mechanic of the Chicago Great Western at St. Paul, Minn., has

been appointed Assistant Genera! Superintendent of the Buf-

falo & SusquehannE, to take effect .Jan. 7.

Mr. T. H. Yorke. heretofore Foreman of the Chicago Great

Western machine shops at South Park. Minn., has been ap-

pointed Division Master Mechanic of the Southwest Division of

that road, with lieadquarters at De^ Moines, la.

Mr. William Fitch. General Manager of the Duluth, South

Shore & Atlantic, will succeed Mr. F. D. Underwood, who re-

cently resigned to become General Manager of the Baltimore

& Ohio.

Mr. David Van Alstine, Master Mechanic of the Louisville,

Henderson & St. Louis, at Cloverport. Ky.. has received the

appointment of Assistant Master Mechanic of the Chicago
Great Western, with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn.

Mr. Charles Treble. Round House Foreman of the "Big Four "

at Wabash. Ind., has been appointed Superintendent of the

locomotive and car department of the Dayton & Union, at Day-
ton. O.

Mr. R. R. Hammond, who has been Division Superintendent
of the Kansas City. Fort Scott & Memphis, at Springfield Mo.,
since July. 1895. has been appointed General Snix-rintendent of

that system, including the Kansas City. Memphis i^ Birming-
ham, with office at Kansas Citv. Mo.

Mr. V. A. Riton, at one time Superintendent of the Cascade
Division of the Great Northern, and who recently went to the
Norfolk & Western, has been appointed Superintendent of the

Scioto Valley Division of that road, with headquarters at Ke-
nova, W. Va.. succeeding Mr. J. Robinson, resigned.

Mr. W. J. Fransioli has resigned as General Manager of the
Manhattan Railway Company of New York, and will become
identified with the Auto-Truck Company of New York. Mr.
Skitt, who was recently the Manager of the lighterage sys-

tem of the New York Central, and later elected Second Vice-
President of the Manhattan Company, succeeds Mr. Fransioli

as Manager.

Mr. J. D. Barnett has resigned as Master Mechanic of the

Grand Trunk Railway, in whose service he has Ijeen since 1866,

his occupancy of the office of Assistant Mechanical SupeTia-
tendent and Master Mechanic at Stratford, Ont., dating from
1875. Mr. Barnett is one of the oldest members of the Mas-
ter Mechanics' Association.

Mr. W. M. Greene has resigne<l as General Manager of the
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern. He will, however, continue
as Vice-President and Director of the company, and will rep-

resent President Bacon and the interests of the Reorganization
Committee and security holders, with headquarters at New
York.

Mr. George W. Mudd, Master Mechanic of the Wal)ash at

Springfield, 111., has been appointed Master Mechanic at Mo-
berly, Mo., in place of Mr. George S. McKee, who is trans-

ferred to Fort Wayne, Ind., to succeed Mr. C. H. Doebler, who
has been transferred to Springfield. Mr. McKee will also have

supervision of the Buffalo Division.

Mr. Mord Roljerts. Master Mechanic of the Arkansas Divi-

sion of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern at Little

Rock, Ark., has had his jurisdiction extended over the Mis-

souri Division, with headquarters at De Soto. Mo., on account

of the resignation of Mr. W. H. Harris, heretofore Mast-er

Mechanic of the latter division.

Ranald T. McDonald. President of the Foi t Wayne Elec-

tric Corporation of F'ort Wayne. Ind.. died nf pneumonia in

Dallas. Texas, Dec. 24, while on a business trip. Mr. McDon-

ald was the founder of the electric manufacturing industry

of Fort Wayne, and by his business ability, sagacity and

great energy contributed very largely to the success of the

organization of which he was President.

Mr. H. B. Gregg has been appointed Engineer of Tests of the

Santa l<"e Pacific in the office of Mr. G. W. Smith, Superin-

tendent of Machinery. Mr. Gregg is a graduate in mechanical

engineering. University cf Wisconsin, and has had a number
of years of experience in railroad signaling. He was also con-

nected with the C. & N. W. Ry.. and assisted in the Master

Mechanics' Association investigation of exhaust pipes and

smokestacks. After leaving that road he was engaged at the

timber treating plant of the Atchison, at Bellemont, Arizona.

Mr. A. E. Mitchell. Superintendent of Motive Power of the

Erie, informs us of the following official changes in his de-

partment: Mr. W. Lavery, .\ssistant Superintendent of Motive

Powe". is transferred from the Ohio Division at Cleveland to

the Erie Division at New York; Mr. George Donohue, Master

Mechanic at Meadville. Pa., is appointed Assistant Superin-

tendent of Motive Power, and succeeds Mr. Lavery at Cleve-

land: Mr. Willard Kells. Master Mechanic at Huntington, is

transferred to Meadville. and Mr. .Tohn G. McLaren is ap-

pointed Master Mechanic at Huntington, the changes taking

effect Feb. 1.
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Mr. J. S. Turner, Superintendent of Motive Power of the

Colorado & Southern Railway, announces the appointments

of Mr. J. J. Cavenaugh, Division Master Mechanic at Den

ver, Mr. D. Leonard at Como and Mr. T. M. Gibbs at Trini-

dad.

EaUIPMENT AND MANUFACTURING NOTES.

Mr. T. W. Snow, whose long connection with the U. S. Wind
Engine & Pump Company has given him a wide acquaintance

with the needs of railroad water service, is now also in charge

of the Chicago branch of the Otto Ga3 Engine Company, whose

railway interests, and also those o£ the U. S. Wind Engine &
Pump Company, will be jointly taken care of. No better choice

could be made for these responsible duties, for the reason

that Mr. Snow has devoted as much attention to water service

details as any man in this country. His work in the di-

rection of increasing the efficiency of water stations, for the

purpose of reducing the time lost at tanks, has left its impress

on many of the important lines, and established for him a well-

earned reputation.

Mr. Clement F. Street, Member American Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers, has resigned the position of Manager of the

Railway and Engineering Review of Chicago to accept that

of Manager of the Railway Department of the Dayton Mal-

leable Iron Company at Dayton, O. Mr. Street was formerly

chief draughtsman of the Motive Power Department of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, and has been connected

with the "Railway and Engineering Review" for the past seven

years, one year of which he devoted to a trip around the

world in the interests of the Field Columbian Museum. Mr.

Street has an exceedingly wide acquaintance and is very pop-

ular. He is a keen observer, and, being well informed on en-

gineering subjects, he possesses qualifications which promise
marked success in his new field.

Mr. Frederick D. Underwood has been called to the man-
agement of the Baltimore & Ohio system, with full jurisdiction

over the traffic of the road. He was born in Wisconsin in 1849

and his experience has been gained in the West. He has risen

through the grades of baggageman,' conductor and superintend-

ent on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, reaching the po-
sition of General Manager of the Minneapolis & Pacific in 1886

and becoming General Manager o£ the lines forming the "Soo"
system in 1888, directing the affairs of the latter road profit-

ably up to the present time. This appointment is the outcome
of new blood in the controlling factors of the Baltimore &
Ohio property, among which are Mr. James J. Hill, President
of the Great Northern, whose gifts as an organizer will assist

to place the B. & O. among the prominent paying railroad

properties.

W. Dewees Wood, one of the best known steel manufacturers
of Pittsburgh, died at his home in that city January 2, at the
age of 73 years, after a brief illness. Mr. Wood's family has
been closely identified with the iron business of Pittsburgh,
and at different times established several important iron
manufacturing plants. Mr. Wood's greatest success was in
the production of patent planished sheet iron, which now
has a reputation for superiority all over the world, and has, in
fact, almost entirely driven Russia iron out of the American
market. The original works for this product were built in
1851, and have grown rapidly until they constitute one of
the largest in their district, the annual capacity being 35,000
tons of planished and other grades of sheet iron per year ; the
works employ about 1,000 mt n, and over a million dollars is in-

vested in the plant. The firm of W. Dewees Wood Company was
incorporated in 1888, with Mr.Wood as President ; Mr. Richard G.
Wood, Vice-President and General Manager; Mr. Alan W.
Wood, Secretary and Treasurer. During the past few years
Mr. Wood has not been actively connected with the concern.
This is the only firm of manufacturers of planished
sheet iron in this country, and is a splendid memorial of its

founder.

The Pintsch light was applied to 1,724> passenger cars during
1898, and the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company also

equipped 902 passenger cars with their steam heating system
during the same time.

The J. A. Fay & Egan Company have sold their Chicago
branch store to the firm uf Manning, Maxwell & Moore of New
York City, the sale dating from November 1st, 1898. The latter

firm are now exclusive sales agents for Chicago territory for

all the wood working machinery of both J. A. Fay & Co. and
the Egan Company departments.

The Fox Solid Pressed Steel Company and the Schoen Pressed
Steel Company have combined. It is believed that no radical

change of manufacture is contemplated, and that the interests

of the two concerns is merely consolidated.

The Wagner Company has closed a 25-year contract to operate
its parlor and sleeping cars on the Fitchburg Railroad. New
equipments will be built for this purpose.

The Union Pacific is remodeling a number of refrigerator cars

using the Wickes system of refrigeration and ventilation, as a
result of comparative tests extending over a number of years.

The Northern Pacific made a similar change some time ago.

The Q & C Company has removed its offices from 100 Broad-
way, New York, to the corner of Liberty and Church streets,

combining offices and salesrooms on the ground flooir, where
they,will carry a stock of machinery and tools of their own
manufacture.

Chicago rabbeted grain doors were included In the specifi-

cations for 2,000 box cars for the C, C, C. & St. L. Ry., 1,000

for the Chesapeake & Ohio recently contracted for with the

Pullman Company, and for 500 box cars for the Denver & Rio

Grande to be built by the Ohio Falls Car Company.

The Q. & C. Company now employs about 200 men in the

works near Chicago. The plant is equipped for manufacturing

a large variety of specialties, and now includes machines for

stamping steel. Power is furnished by two engines, one of 200

and the other 150-horse-power, the boilers being fed by the Q.

& C. Scott boiler feeder, illustrated in our issue of February,

189S, page 49.

The Long and Alstatter Company, Hamilton, O., are just oo'm^

pleting the largest bloom shear ever constructed in this coun-

try. It is for the Lcraine Steel Company, and will cut 100

square inches of metal at each stroke. Its total weight is 240,-

000 lbs., of which over 35,000 lbs. are steel castings, and the

main, shaft, which is of forged steel, weighs 10,000 lbs. A
direct connected engine furnishes the power to drive it.

The Leach Locomotive Sander has made remarkable progress

during the year 1898. We have received a statement, showing

that it has been applied at the rate of about 182 sets per month,

the total being 2,188 sets for the year. The automatic sander

is now an absolute necessity, in order to secure the necessary

adhesion of locomotives, with the tendency to increase cylinder

power.

Passed Assistant Engineer Walter M. McFarland, who has

been attached to the Bureau of Steam Engineering as assistant

to the Engineer-in-Chief, leaves the naval service to enter that

of the Westinghouse Electi'ic and Manufacturing Company as

Assistant General Manager. This is in line with the policy of the

Westinghouse interests, to take the best engineering talent to

be found.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company has

the contract for changing the motive power of the Third Ave-

nue Railway Company to electricity. From five to six million

dollars are involved in this contract, which contemplates a

power plant at 216th street, with a capacity of 64,000 horse-

power, which will be in excess of anything thus far built.
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The Chicacro Grain Door Co. have Just received the order tor

rabbeted yraln doors Tor 700 Chicago Great Western box cars

recently let to the Mlchlg-an Peninsular Car Co.

Mr. C. F. Quincy, President of the Q and C Company, has

won a handsome cup bearing a striking likeness of himself,

probably from a photograph, taken while playing golf. We
do not mean that he won the cup by playing golf. He may
lie able to do so, but this cup is a token of esteem presented by

his business associates and the local agents of the concern.

It is a beautiful testimonial of the high regard in which he

is held.

The lease of the Cambria Iron Company's worlts by the Cam-
bria Steel Company has brought about the consolidation ot the

New York oflices, formerly at 100 Broadway and 33 Wall street,

at the new Empire Building, No. 71 Broadway, in rooms 1705

and 1706. Mr. H. Lt Waterman is general sales agent for New
York City and vicinity, and will give special attention to the
sale of stinictural steel, steel blooms, billets and slabs. Mr. W.
A. Washburne will handle negotiations for steel rails and rail-

way track fiistenings, and Mr. L. K. Pomeroy still gives atten-

tion to steel axles and other forging specialties.

Mr. II. J. Martinez, Member American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, has been appointed Resident Agent at Havana,
Cuba, for the Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co. of Mansfield,

Ohio, manufacturers of the "Cahall" vertical and the "Cahall"

horizontal water tube boilers. The business will be conducted
under the name of Mr. H. J. Martinez, Consulting and Con-
tracting Engineer. He will be prepared to submit estimates

on the products of this company, the vertical type of boiler being

claimed by them to be especially well adapted to the con-

ditions and requirements of the sugar industry in Cuba and
Porto Ilico.

Tlie passenger department of the Southern Pacific is taking

the proper course to let the public know about their new four-

teen-hour train between San Francisco and Los Angeles. This

train, known as the "Owl," comprises, at this time, the regular

equipment of the road, made up of a day coach, composite car,

two high-class wide-vestibule Pullman drawing room sleeping

cars, and a dining car. Travel between these two cities hav-

ing lost its intermittent character, this train has been put on

to meet the demands of rapid growth. New equipment is now
being constructed for the "Owl," which will be a solid, wide-

vestibuled train from end to end. with every modern elegance

and convenience.

The Babcock & Wilcox Company have taken from Westing-
house, Church, Kerr & Company the largest stationary boiler

order that has ever been placed. The boilers are for the power
plant which the Westinghouse Electric Company have contracted

to build for the Third Avenue Railroad Company at 21Sth street

and Harlem River, New York, and which is to be constructed

by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company. The order covers

sixty Babcock & Wilcox forged steel boilers of 520 horse-power
each, or an aggregate of 31,200 horse-power. The boilers are to

be capable of carrying 200 lbs. steam pressure. They will supply
steam for compound condensing engines of 64.000 nominal
horse-power in the aggegate. Added to large steaming capac-

ity the Babcook & Wilcox boilers have a record for extremely
low cost of maintenance.

The Duff Manufacturing Company of Allegheny, Pa., have
Issued a pamphlet in which the Barrett patent compound lever

jack is described as combining all the qualities recommended by
the Committee on Track Jacks, appointed by the Roadmasters'
Association in convention in Indianapolis. Twenty different

styles of jacks are shown in the pamphlet, for every conceiv-

able requirement. The Barrett jacks are guaranteed to be
positive and quick in action, and they are simple and easy in

movement. The materials used in construction are of the
strongest and best. In a list of railroads using these jacks we
count 134 of the best, most important and most successful roads
in the United States.

The Long Island Railroad is rapidly transforming its locomo-

tives into anthracite burners, in compliance with the demands
of the New York Board of Health for elimination of the smoke
nuisance. Nine new anthracite burners have been ordered,

19 engines are undergoing the necessary alterations to burn the

smokeless fuel, and 16 engines are already using anthracite coal.

The New York Central is to erect a new building for the

Young Men's Christian Association, at a cost ot about $20,000.

It will be 40 by 99 foet, and located at Seventy-second street

freight yards. New York City, to take the place of the quarters

which they have outgrown.

The McCord journal box and lid is being applied to 50 cars

for the Brainard & Northern Minnesota, 5U0 flat cars for the

Northern l^acilic at the Harney & Smith Car Co., 1,450 cars for

the Delaware & Hudson, 700 box cars for the Chicago Great

Western at the Michigan Peninsular, and 200 cars for the Chi-

cago & West Michigan.

The Bangor and Aroostook has ordered three locomotives from
the Manchester Locomotive Works.

The Fitchburg Railroad is having ten locomotives built, two

by the Manchester Locomotive Works and eight by the Schen-

ectady Locomotive Works.

In the year just passed the Baldwin Locomotive Works com-
pleted 760 locomotives, representing every service in which a

locomotive is used. Much of the output was shipped to for-

eign countries, the larger part going to Japan and Russia. This

record does not. however, reach that of 1891, when 946 engines

were built, which very nearly reached the estimated capacity

of the vi'orks. Tlie present year opened with orders for 200 en-

gines, and they are still coming in. These orders are mostly

for rapid delivery, and the works are running day and night

in consequence.

The Chicago Great Western has ordered ten 10-wheel engines

fiom the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The order is tor March
delivery, and is equally divided between simple and com-
pounds, the former to be 20 by 28 inches and the latter of the

Vauclain type, 16 by 26 by 28 inches stroke. The driving wheels

are 63 inches diameter and will have an adhesive weight of 123.-

000 pounds, and the weight of the engine in working order is to

1^ 163,000 pounds. The fireboxes will be above the frames, with

a width of 42 inches and length of 112 inches. The tenders are

large capacity, holding 6,000 gallons of water and 10 tons of

coal.

The Rogers Locomotive Works have a contract with the

Great Northern for 35 engines, 25 of which will be 12-wheel,

for freight, and ten 10-wheel for passenger service. The latfer

engines will have cylinders IS by 26 inches, cast steel driving

wheels 73 inches diameter, with 97,000 pounds adhesive weight,

and a total weight of 197,000 pounds. The boilers are to be of

the Belpaire type, designed for a pressure of 210 pounds. Ca-
pacity of tender for water, 4,500 gallons. The freight engines

are to be 19 by 32, with 55-inch drivers of cast steel. Tlie

adhesive and total weights of these freight engines will be

l.")2,000 and 182,000 pounds respectively. The boilers will be Bel-

paire, with extended wagon tops, and also designed for 210

pounds pressure. Capacity of tender for water, 5,000 gallons.

The Erie has ordered four compound engines of the Atlantic

type from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The chief char-

acteristics are as follows: Weight on drivers, 82,000 pounds; total

weight. 142,000 pounds; cylinders, 13 and 22 by 26 inches; drivers.

76 inches diameter; Wootten boilers designed for 200 pounds

pressure; fire boxes, 96 by 96 inches; tender, 6,000 gallons of

water and 20.000 pounds coal. Orders have also been given for

twenty simple 10-wheelers, fifteen of which will be built at the

Richmond Locomotive Works and five at the Rogers Locomo-
tive Work,"?. Weight, 144,000 pounds, with 105 pounds on drivers;

cylinders. 20 by 26 inches; drivers. 63 inches diameter, and
boiler pressure 180 pounds; fire box, 40'/2 inches wide and 107%

inches long. Water capacity of tender, 6,000 gallons; coal ca-

pacity, 20,000 pounds.
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Since the publication of our article on short smoke boxes for

locomotives, on page 391 of our December issue, 1898, we have

received several communications on the subject, among which

is one stating that the Brooks Locomotive Works are putting

on Mr. J. Bnowden Bell's arrangement whenever they can do

so, and that they consider it the best form to use. It is being

applied to three consolidation engines with wide fire-boxes, 72-

inch boilers and 21 by 26 inch cylinders for the Long Island

Railroad' and on large 10-wheel passenger engines for the Buf-

falo, Rochesteu- & Pittsburg and others. These fronts have been

appplied to more than 100 heavy locomotives built at these

works, which is a good indication of progress in front end re-

form.

In accordance with the plans formulated two years ago by the

receivers to place the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in first-

class physical condition, considerable work is being done on the

Trans-Ohio divisions. The improvements are being made with

a view to using 70-ton locomotives on all portions of the line,

and since July 9, 290 tons of 75-poiund and 12,943 tons of 85-

pound steel rails have been laid on the Central Ohio, Lake Erie

and Chicago divisions. About 17 miles of new side tracks have

been constructed, five telegraph towers erected, a new freight

depot built at Mansfield, Ohio, an interlocking plant installed

at Plymouth, Ohio, and five water stations, to expedite freight

traffic, constructed. Further improvements of a more extensive

character are being planned, in order to materially increase the

train haul.

The Pennsylvania Car Whuel Company, of Pittsburgh, young

as it is, has made such strides forward that it has found it

necessary to add a new area of 10,000 square feet to its shops.

This company has just passed its first year of organization,

having been incorporated Jan. 4, 1898, and in April next it will

have passed its first year of production. Though new as the

Pennsylvania Car Wheel Company, the members of the corpo-

ration are by no means new in the business, Mr. C. V. Slocum,

secretary and treasurer, having been identified for years with

the New York Car Wheel Company, at Buffalo. The company
points with proper satisfaction to the fact that its wheels have

passed the exacting P. R. R. tests, made before the representa-

tives of Mr. F. D. Casanave, Superintendent of Motive Power at

Altoona, as well as those of the Schoen Pressed Steel Cimi>any,

both of which are users of the Pennsylvania wheels.

Six new sleeping cai's are being built at the Wagner Palace

Car Company's shops at East Buffalo for use in Wagner serv-

ice. The remarkable feature of these new cars consists of a

greater length than heretofore used in sleeping cars, the bodies

to be 74 feet in length, as against 70 feet for the longest of these

cars they have built. There are some private cars that may
exceed these in length, but they will be longest sleepers ever

built. One advantage in the increased length of these cars will

be a greater length of berth than can be had in the ordinary

sleeper, and the improvement will be one giving a passenger

a greater sense of freedom than is now enjoyed in ihe smaller

ones.

The capacity of the plant of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company at East Pittsburgh is to be doubled,

the contracts for the extensions having recently been closed,

which will make these works the largest in this country, if not

in the world. The new buildings will add about foiu- acres to

the floor space. The machine shop as it stands is 750 feet long;

this will be increased to 1,000 feet. A building six stories high

will be devoted to the uses of the officers, engineers, draftsmen

and clerks. The extension to the machine shop of the West-
inghouse Machine Company wiU be architecturally the same
as the old shop which it is to join, with walls of brick and
frame of steel. The largest contraxjt ever received by this con-

cern closed a few weeks since, and said to be the largest

ever awarded to any firm of engine builders, was that from the

Brooklyn Light and Power Company, for an installation in its

power house now in course of construction, of 18 engines, with

units of 5,000 horee power. The engines for the Metropolitan

Construction Company of London are now completed at these

works.

The business of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company for the

year just closed may be inferred to be good when it is under-

stood that tlie rate of increase was so rapid that the volume
of trade for the last month of 1898 was four times that of the

same month of the preceding year. The causes for this flat-

tering business situation are to be found not so much in the

new openings for compressed air as in extension of the use

of the ingenious pneumatic tools built by this company. The
United States Government has recently shown its appreciation

of their labor-saving devices by awai'ding contracts for the

equipment of the navy yards with them. The foreign trade is

reported to be keeping pace with the growing demand for their

specialties in this country, the tools having been adopted by-
prominent shipbuilders on the Clyde and in important manu-'
facturing establishments in England and on the Continent. The
increased use of these pneumatic tools is explained by the wide
range of work they are designed to cover, embracing, as they
do, almost everything in the manufacturing line from railroad

shops to navy yards.

G<as engines having come very much into vogue as the best
driver for pumping stations for railroads, the F. M. Watkins
Company of Cincinnati are urging their "Sumner" engines as
particularly well adapted for such use. The "Sumner" engine
is said to be the outgrowth of fifteen years' experience, and
many installations are to be seen where the requirements are

the same as in railroad pumping station work. The great ad-
vantages of gas engines for pumping station work are obvious.

The expense of keeping up steam continuously, whether power
is needed or not, is wholly eliminated, as well as the cost and
annoyance of handling coal and ashes. Then, too, no engineer

is required to operate a gas engine, little instruction being
needed to make any one competent to operate one. The gas
engine furnishes a motive power ever at command, easy to

start or instantly stop, safer from danger of fire than -steam,

and very much more economical. Moreover, there is no ex-

pense while the power is not being used. The Watkins Com-
pany ask a hearing with parties interested, and the class of

present customers named by them is an indorsement of their

claims.

It was reported that Pintsch gas exploded and caused a fire

that destroyed four cars of a wreck of an Atchison limited

train near Tl-inidad, Col., December 28, but after thorough

investigation the officers of the road say that the gas-lighting

equipment had nothing whatever to do with the fire. Such
accusations have been made before, and, as far as we know,
with the same result. Wide experience with this apparatus

shows that it does not explode, even when the cai-s are de-

stroyed by fire. The gas tanks may become heated, but before

a dangerous pressure can be produced the rubber gaskets or

the soldered joints will give way and provide escape for the

gas; and, we are told, it burns quietly. A mixture of air

and gas with a large proportion of air is necessary to produce

an explosion, and it is diflicult to comprehend how stich a con^

dition can occur. The smell of gas is noticeable when only a
fraction of 1 per cent, is present in the air, and that this Is

sufficient to scare people at a wreck who are already ex-

cited and lead them to believe themselves to be on the verge
of a horrible explosion is the only explanation we can think

of to account for the tendency to charge fires against Pintsch

gas. There are 85,000 ears using this system of lighting, and
we believe the record for safety to be perfect.

A NEW AUTOMATIC BAND RIP SAW.

Our illustration of the automatic band rip saw shows one of

the latest productions of The Egan Company, of Cincinnati,

0. The machine takes in 24 inches between the saw and the

adjustable fence, and 10 inches under the guide. It has three

teed speeds, in and out feeding rolls, and an improved straining

device which controls the upper wheel and the path of the. saw
blade on the face of the wheels. This device has an adjust-

ment in every direction in a horizontal plane, and is of the

most sensitive character, taking up the slack in the blade in-
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stantly under all service conditions. The wheels carrying the

saw l)ladc are 42 inches in diameter, of iron and steel, the up-

per one having spokes, and the lower one a solid web, the object

of which is to prevent the stirring up and circulation of du3t at

the floor. There are powerful feeds of 60, 90 and 130 feet per

A New Automatic Band Rip Saw,

minute, but faster feeds are furnished when desired. The ad-

vantage of the in-and-out feeding rolls lies in the fact thai very

short stock may be worked up with facility; these rolls are

capable of instant adjustment, up or down. The machine is

furnished with a blade of 2% inches by 20 feet, although blades

up to 3 inches wide may be used. This machine is the latest

result of expert effoi-t in tool improvement by the Egan Com-
pany.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Proceedings of the Sixth Annual Convention of the Traveling
Engineers Association, held at Buffalo, N. Y., September, 1898.

Edited by W. O. Thompson, Secretary, Elkhart, Indiana, 1898.

217 pages (standard size, 6 by 9 inches).

This pamphlet contains a complete report of the 1898 conven-
tion, the committee reports and discusions, a list of members
and the constitution and by-laws. The object of the associa-

tion, as stated in the constitution, is to "improve the locomotive
engine service of American railroad.^." This is admirably sup-

ported in the present volume, which is full of practical thoughts
concerning methods of improving the handling of locomotives
with economy and efficiency. It is a volume that may be read
with profit by the higher mechanical officers. The report is

well edited, and it shows the careful work of the secretary,

which is particularly apparent in the index. The attention

given the index is well worth while, and it will be appreciated
by those who have occasion to refer to the opinions expressed

in the reports.

Cuba: Its Resources and Opportunities. By Pulaski F. Hyatt,
United States Consul. Santiago, Cuba, and John T. Hyatt,
United States Vice-Consul. Santiago; 211 pages; illustrated.

New York, 1898, J. S. Ogilvie Publishing Co., .=i7 Rose street.

Price, $1.50.

The authors of this book, having spent nearly six yeai-s in

Cuba in the United States Consular Service, enjoyed exceptional

opportunities for observation concerning the natural resources

of the island, and they were naturally called upon to give in-

formation to many who flesired to learn about business oppor-

tunities there. The demand for information became so great

as to necessitate putting their knowledge and experience into

the form of a book. A large portion of the space Is devoted to

the natural resources of the Island, and Important suggestions

are made as to methods of utilizing the present facilities for

transportation. The political and geographical conditions and

the character of the people, the labor, commercial and climatic

conditions are also treated. Not the least valuable chapter is one

giving a business directory of the island, with the names and

addresses of tradesmen located In each of the provinces. The

book will be valuable to those who are seeking to form trade

relations with Cuba.

The Story of the Railroad. By Cy Warman. Published by D.

Appleton & Company, New York. Illustrated by B. West
Clinedinst. 1898. Price J1.50.

This is an intensely Interesting account of the inception and

early history of the railroads crossing the Western plains

and mountains to the Pacific coast. It presents not only the

story of the Western railroad, but tells us the character of those

most courageous and devoted men, the locating engineers, who

suffered and sacrificed more than any writer can tell. The story

exhibits the life that grew out of the peculiar roughness of the

new country, and the constant danger to person and property.

It is full of anecdote and accounts of times that were stir-

ring, when it was necessary to "flag with firearms" and when

every new city began with a graveyard. The discouragements

of the promoters, the hardships, privation and often death of

the "pathfinders," the difficulties of construction and the early

problems in operation are all told in an interesting, entertain-

ing way. The book gives such a broad and correct view of the

development of the Western country, and the Influence of the

railroad upon it, that everyone should read it for the sake of

knowing how all this was done. We find great satisfaction In

Mr. Warman's memorial to the locating engineer. All the way

from the Atlantic to the Pacific he has been forced to fight,

leaving along his new-made trail heaps of bleaching bones that

tell of his trials, and marvellous feats of engineering that speak

of his skill. Mr. Warman has written an interesting and In-

spiring book, that is not disappointing in any way.

Fowler's Mechanical Engineer Pocket Book. By Wm. H.

Fowler, editor of "The Mechanical Engineer"; 324 3%x6-inch

pages, with 22 illustrations. The Scientific Publishing Com-
pany, Manchester, England. Price one shilling sixpence.

To properly review a pocket book for engineers it is neces-

sary to use it, but we can say that this volume is a surprise

in the amount of matter put into such a small volume. It

costs only about 35 cents in our money, and this is accounted

for by a large number of advertisements which it Includes.

The book is divided into sections, and each of these was In-

trusted to an engineer who had made specialties of its subjects.

Steam boilers, transmission of power, general notes, tables

and arrangement are by the editior, who is an authority on

boiler work. Other subjects are treated by men as well quali-

fied to handle them. We note one on locomotives by C. E. Wolf,

of the staff of the Midland Ry. The book is not a treatise on

any subject, and the formulas are not worked out, it being

taken for granted that they are correct. A large amount of in-

formation is presented. It appears to be well planned, well

considered, well edited and it has a good index.

A gradtiatee' magazine—"The Technology Review"—has just

been issued by the recently organized Association of Class

Secretaries of the Massachusetts Institute oi Technology. It is

an octavo volume of 140 pages, attractive in appearance and

of the best workmanship. The cover, designed by Hapgood

and printed on Army brown paper, is very handsome. The first

number contains the announcement; a photograph, with bio-

graphical sketch, of President Crafts; articles on "The Ftinc-

tion of the Laboratory," by Professor Silas W. Holman, and on

the "Pierce Building," by Professor Eleazer B. Homer, the ar-

chitect; also reprints, in fac-simile, of early institute docu-

ments and letters. The latter half, seventy pages, is given to

news of the Institute of the undergraduate and graduate

classes. Plans are shown of the several floors of the new

Pierce Building, of the first floor of the Rogers Building, as

now- altered, and of the dynamo house. There are two half-

tone inserts and two line-drawings, one by Gelett Burgess. An

excellent review of Professor Holman's recent book on "Matter,

Energy, Force and Work," is given by Dr. Goodwin. This is

one of the most InteresOng of the "Tech." periodicals we have

seen, and is creditable from every point of view.
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Repairs of Railway Car Equipment, with Prices of Labor and
Material. A Reference Book for Railway Officials, with Aver-
age Shop Cost of Repairs to Passenger and Freight Cars. By
H. M. Perry, 172 pages, cloth. Published by the Railway Age,
Chicago, 1S99. Price, $2.00.

Mr. Perry has had 30 years' experience in railroad car work,

and presents the information in regard to cost of car building

and repairs that he has found desirable to have in connection

with his work. The book contains detail bills of materials for

cars, trucks, platforms, roofs, doors, etc., and tables of the

weights of iron and other material, also tables of board measure
and weights, and sizes of bolts, nuts, washers anci other minor
details. The pi'ices for both labor and material for freight cars

are based, as far as possible, on the prices in the code of rules

of the Master Car Builders' Association, governing the repairs

to cars and from these damaged car reports will be correct, un-
der the present rules, for all sections of the country. It is ap-
parent that if the rules change, the plan is somewhat upset, but
this may be provided for in future editions of the work. The
compilation of this information required a large amount of work,
and the minuteness of details is its greaitest recommendation.
The tables are divided into small units, and the prices and
weights of parts are grouped for convenience in taking off the
costs of the units as well as the totals, and in general the book is

admirably arranged. The costs of special equipment, such as
. ve-stibules, couplers, air brake and Pintsch light, are given in

groups and in detail, and the criticism applied to these is equally
applicable to all the prices, namely, they are subject to change,
and it would be well, unless a new edition appears every year to
provide blank columns for changes in the prices. The tables of
useful information in the closing pages include a great deal of
matter that has appeared in other publications, but it will be
found convenient to be able to turn to it in connection with the
items concerning cars. We believe that evei-y officer having to
do with cars, and especially those who handle bills for repairs,
will need and- will appreciate the book. It has great value aside
from the prices. We do not know where else to find so much
information on the subject of weights of parts. The book is well
printed and bound, and is a credit to the publishers.

Railway Economics. By H. T. Newcomb, LL.M., Chief of the
Section of Freight Rates in the Division of the Statistics of
the United States Departnient of Agriculture, and Instructor
i?^.,

^''^'"'^ '^"'^ Transportation in Columbian University.
Philadelphia: Railway Publishing Company, 1S98.

This has appeared in serial form in the "Railway World,"
and at the request of the railway officials it was compiled in
book form. The subjects include transportation, capitalization,
income and expenditure, the decline of charges, rates and prices,
causes of the decline of charges, competition, the law of in-
creasing returns, unjust discrimination, long and short haul
charges, poohng associations, taxation and construction. Many
statistics are presented, and the position and experience of the
author is a guarantee that they are correct. The chief object
of the book is to show the position of the railroad in the present
organization of industry in the United States. It is a concise
statement of the author's ideas of the necessities of the present
situation.

Indicator Diagrams and Engine and Boiler Testing. ByCharles Day, M. I. M. E. Second edition, 212 pages. Illus-trated. The Technical Publishing Company, Ltd^ 31 Whit-worth Street, Manchester, England. D. Van Nostrand Com-
sfxp^ence

"^"''""^ ^''"''' """^ ^'"'^- ^^^^ fourshiU°ngs

This book has two prime objects. First, to explain the con-
struction and use of the indicator; and, second, to discuss the
testing of engines and boilers. The part devoted to the In-
dicator gives a great deal of attention to defective indicator
diagrams, and uses them as instances of the modes of reason-
ing applicable to indicator diagrams generally. These dia-
grams are instructive and interesting, also as a study of valve
action. The part devoted to boiler testing includes a very
complete table of piston constants, compiled by Mr. W. H.
Fowler. It also includes discussion of coal and gas analysis!
The fact that the book has run through its first edition so soon
is evidence of its popularity.

Commercial Relations of the United States, 1896 and 1897 Vol
II., Europe. Department of State, Washington, D.C., 1898.

This is the companion volume to that noticed in these columns
in our December, 1S98, issue. It is issued by the Bureau of

Foreign Commerce of the State Department, and contains state-

ments with regard to the commerce of the United States with
all of the European countries.

The Customs Tariff of Japan. In effect Jan. 1, 1899. Published
by the Japan-American Commercial and Industrial Associa-
tion, Times Building, New York. Paper, 44 pages.

This pamphlet contains the tariff laws of Japan and tables of

the specifio and ad valorem duties on articles imported into

the country, also the conventional tariff between Japan and
Great Britain and the principal European countries. It is a
valuable publication for those who are engaged in trade with
Japan. Copies may be had from the association at the ad-
dress given above.

Proceedings of the Twenty-ninth Annual Convention of the
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the
United States and Canada, held at St. Paul, Minn,, September,
1898. Published for the association by the Railroad Car
Journal, New York. Standard size, 117 pages, illustrated.

This volume contains the name and addresses of the members
of the association, the constitution and by-laws and the pro-

ceedings of the 1898 convention, including the reports and the

discussions. This is a record of the progress of car and loco-

motive painting, and that of the opinions of the men who are

best informed.

The Railroad Officials' Diary, published by the Railroad Car
Journal, 132 Nassau street, New York. Price, $1.00.

This book is standard size, 6 by 9 inches, and has a blank
page of good quality of white paper for every day in the year.

It is bound handsomely in flexible leather, and is very con-
venient for records or appointments. It contains a list of the

railroad technical organizations, their officers amd dates of

meetings, and also railroad statistics from the report of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, arranged in convenient form,

and a list of leased railroads.

The Lehigh University, Origins and Destiny. An address de-

livered on Founders' Day, Oct. 13, 1898, by Langdon C. Steward-
son, Chaplain of the University. Paper, 26 pages. Published by
the University, South Bethlehem, Pa., 1898.

Bulletins of the United States Geological Survey, Nos. 151 to

156 inclusive. Department of the Interior, Governrc.ent Print-

ing Office, Washington, 1898.

Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
Vol. XIX.. 1898. Published by the society. New York, 1898.

This volume contains the usual list of officers, the rules ot

the society, the papers and discussions of the 36th and 37th

meetings. It is printed in the usual satisfactory style, and is ac-

companied by an excellent index.

Cassier's Magazine for January contains an admirable

article on the arrangement of railroad shops by Mr. William
Forsyth, Superintendent of Motive Power of the Northern Pa-
cific Railway. The author presents plans of 13 representative

shop plants and discusses the principles involved in the ideas of

the designers. It is the best general article on the subject that

we have seen.

Valentine & Company, the well known varnish manufacturers,

have issued a very attractive pamphlet of their numerous
awards at the expositions where their goods have been dis-

played. The reproductions of the engrossed work are in the

form of beautiful half-tones, and the medals are reproduced in

bronze, which gives a very clear idea of the originals. The cata-

logue is a work of art and worthy of preservation even by those

who are not interested in a commercial way in the industry

that is able to present such interesting evidences of appreciated
merit.

LICENSES

To be sold in each district for Patent Safety Apparatus for Gauge
Glasses adaptable for any kind of steam boiler. United States

Patent No. 409,280. Greatest success in Europe under Govern-
ment control and legalized introduction. First-class technical

firms only are invited to correspond with Herrbn: I<e;vmanns &
K.KIM, Aix I<a Chapelle, Germany.
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LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN.—THE WORKING STRENGTH OF
MATERIALS.

By F. J. Cole, Metrhanical Engineer, Rogers Ijocomotive Works.

Main or Connectinjg Rods.

The force which the main, connecting rod transmits to the

driving wheels is the piston effort, that is, its area multiplied

liy the initial steam pressure. This, with but a very .slight

reduction for friction in the cylinder and in the rod stuffing

box, is borne by the main rod, either as a tensile stress as the

piston is pulled into the cylinder, or as a compressive stress

tending to bend it in the direction of its least width as the

piston is thrust out. The centrifugal force caused by the back

end whirling around the crank and being thrown upward

and downward causes transverse stresses, reaching a maxi-

mum in the outer fibres, alternating from tension to compres-

sion and vice versa for each revolution.

The straps or solid front ends should be designed so that

the stress at the weakest part, usually at the key or bolt

holes, should be less than 8,000 pounds per square inch, the

working stress could then be taken as ranging from fi,OW) to

8,000 pounds. It one side only is reduced by reason of a hole

or keyway, the area for both sides should be taken as twice

the weakest side and not th« actual net area.

Unlike the parallel rods, the normal force transmitted

through the main rod is not increased to any material extent

by unequal adhesion, improper quartering, etc., therefore the

fiber stress may be taken at a much higher figure.

Viewing the rod as a column with flat ends its resistance

to bending or buckling may be found by means of Johnson's

paraljolic formulae described in detail in the preceding paper

on parallel rods. For convenience they are again given briefly

as follows:

Ultimate strength in pounds per square inch, wrought iron

columnis, flat ends, ratio less than 210

P = 34,000-.43^1")'

Mild steel columns, flat ends, ratio less than 190

P = 43,000 — .62(-)

Table 1 is calculated from these formulae. It will be found

convenient for rapidly determining the correct form of section

and the required area of the rod, forming a useful adjunct to

w-

ML

JTP-W-

Fig. 1

The sectional area required to resist the pull of the piston

is a simple matter of dividing the total piston effort by some
predetermined and allowable stress per square inch. The
weakest part of a main rod is usually the front end, either

the strap or the bolts, and where the rod is made of I section

it is the grooved part immediately back of the stub or solid

end. Often the front and back ends are made in proportion

to the diameter or size of the crank and wrist pins to which

they are connected—made to "look right." irrespective of the

force which has to be transmitted—and as a consequence the

crosshead wrist pin being comparatively small, the front end
connections are made to harmonize. Leaving out for the

present all questions relating to the strength of the rod to

resist bending or buckling when considered as a column or its

stiffness as a beam to resist the stress due to the centrifugal

force caused by the vertical motion of the rod, as it vibrates

up and dowu, following the motion of the crank pin; the fibre

stress per square inch of section should not exceed 8,000

pounds, that is for every 8,000 pounds of piston effort there

should be allowed one square inch of metal. This refers par-

ticularly to the front end of I section rods, the part just back

of the stub where the channelling commences shown at A-B,

Fig. 1. In rectangular sections there is usually an excess of

metal at this point, so that little attention need be paid to the

area, the weak places being in the straps or in the solid ends.

In I section rods with strap ends, when the metal is milled out

for the sake of lightness, as in Fig. 2, it is desiiable to leave

the area at C-D slightly in excess of that of the body just

back of the strap. This is based on the experience gained from

a number of broken rods made of a good quality of steel of

70,000 to 80,000 pounds tensile strength. The reason is doubt-

less due to the fact that the rod at this point is reinforced by

the strap and rigidly confined, concentrating the vibiations

and minute bendings at the bolt hole, the support outside the

hole not being suflicient to compensate for the reduction in

strength due to the hole.

l~f

h m
Fig. 2.

diagram No. 6, given in the preceding article. (Page 55, Feb-

ruary issue.)

Tabic 1.

I

rtimule Strength
Per Square Inch.

Utimate Strength
Per Square Inch.

-
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42,000

material. The maximum piston force which the rod has to

transmit is the area of the cylinder multiplied by the boiler

pressure. This divided by 8,000 for steel and 7,000 for ham-
mered iron will give the number of square inches required in

the smallest part. As most main rods for large engines are
lightened by grooving or channeling, a suitable I section hav-
ing the required sectional area should be selected; from this

an approximation to the depth of the section at the center of

the rod may be assumed. Find its area in square inches and
its least radius of gyration; also the ratio of the length divided
by the least radius of gyration. Then from the table take its

ultimate strength pe r square inch. This, multiplied by its

sectional area, will be the ultimate bending strength of the
rod. The product divided by the piston force will give the
factor of safety.

To investigate the action of centrifugal force upon the main
rod and to determine the maximum bending moment caused
by this force, the weight of the rod, the velocity in feet per
second and the radius of the path of the moving body must
be first ascertained. Inasmuch as the rod is moving in a
straight line at one end, while the other is revolving around
the crank pin, it is evident that the centrifugal force is at its

maximum at the crank end, gradually decreasing until It be-

comes zero at the front or crosshead end. In Fig. 3 the ellip-

tic path of a fixed point in the middle of the rod is shown.
As the maximum force to produce transverse bending is exert-

ed when the crank is at its highest or lowest position, the
velocity between the points A, B and C will be the same as the
crank circle, but the radius of the curved path will be much

wv"
greater. Therefore, as F = (see page 22, January issue),

dation locomotive with steam pressure 180 lbs. per square inch

and section in center, as in Fig. 4:

Moment of inertia = 3.417, axis perpendicular.

Area of section = 7.78.

Least radius of gyration = .662.

Length of rod between centers = 131% inches.

Thrust of piston, 20' X .7854 x 180 = 56,520 lbs.

Material—Steel of 70,000 to 80,000 lbs. tensile strength.

Ultimate strength to resist buckling or bending sideways,

axis perpendicular:

- (v)
17,700 per square inch.

17,700 X 7.78 = 137,706 lbs.

137,706
Factor of safety = 2.43.

56,520

The area of section at the front end (minimum section of rod),

r-e|'-
'4'.VV///X\

31 -lEzA-

-g^-1

fci ^ ^i fc il
Fig. 4. Fig. 5. Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

Fig. 5, = 6.07.

56,520

6.07

= 9,311 lbs. per square inch to resist

rg
the force will be less. The simplest way to calculate the bend-
ing moment is to make a diagram like Fig. 3, in which:

Fig. 3.

L = the length of the rod between centers.

I = the radius of the crank.

The ellipse in the center, of which A, B and C are a part, is

the path of the center of the rod. Then the radius of the curve
passing through the points ABC can be obtained. Assuming
the velocity between the points A and B to equal that of the
crank circle, the centrifugal force can easily be calculated by
substituting the radius thus found for the radius of the crank.
The centrifugal force for any portion of the rod can be found,
approximately, by the following formula:
Let F = centrifugal force at crank circle.

X = distance from center of front end to point where
the stress is calculated.

Y = centrifugal force at point.

L = length of rod between centers.

FxX
Then Y = .

L
As the transverse bending In the center of the rod due to the
centrifugal force will be only equal to half that due to the
velocity and radius of the crank pin, it will generally be found
that the modulus of section, taken at the center, for the usual
forms of rods, will be sufiaciently large, either of the rectangu-
lar or I sections, to provide an ample factor of safety. The
force expended in acceleration and the inertia of the recipro-
cating parts reduces the maximum amount transmitted to the
crank pin through the main rod. The minimum eflfect of these
modifying forces is at starting and slow speeds, increasing as
the square of the velocity.

The following example Is a main rod of a 20x24-inch consoll-

the direct push and pull of the piston, bending in last instance

not considered. A number of engines using these rods have

been in service for several years without any known break-

ages, although the stresses are somewhat higher than usual,

more especially regarding the front end.

Another example is that of a main rod of a 20x24 inch ten-

wheeler:

Steam pressure, 165 lbs. per square inch.

Section in center, as Fig. 6.

Moment of inertia = 2.49, axis perpendicular.

Area of section = 6.41.

Least radius of gyration = .623.

Length of rod between centers = 111% inches.

Trust of piston. 20= X .7854 x 165 = 51,800.

Material—Steel, of 70,000 to 80,000 lbs. tensile strength. Ulti-

mate strength to resist bending sideways, axis perpendicular:

42,000 — .62 I —
I
= 22,350 per square inch.

22,350 X 6.41 = 143,263 lbs.

143,263
Factor of safety = 2.76.

51,800

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

Area of section at front end (minimum section of rod), Kg. 7,

51,80a
= 5.94. = 8,720 lbs. per square inch to resist in direct

5.94

push and pull of the piston. No breakages of these rods have
occurred in five or six years.

Several breakages are recorded of main rods on eight-wheel
engines after a year or less in service. They broke through
the bolt holes on the line C—D, Fig. 2, with a stress of about
11,800 lbs. per square inch. The material was steel, with 70,000

to 80,000 lbs. tensile strength.
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A third example is tliat of a main rod of an 18x2G inch ten-

wheel engine:

Moment of inertia -- 2.36G.

Area of section = ti.19. Fig. 8.

I^east radius of gyration, .618.

length of rod between centers 108 inches.

Thrust of piston, 18' X .7854 x 180 =: 45,720 lbs.

Material—A number of the engines were built with rods of

lianimoi'ed iron and others with rods of steel, 75,000 to 85,000

ll)s. tensile strength.

lljliniate strength to resist buckling, per square inch of section.

:i3,230 steel, 20,830 hammered iron. Ultimate strength of steel

rod = 23,230 x 6.19 =; 143,790 lbs.

143,790

Factor of safety = = 3.14.

45,720

Ultimate strength of hammered iron rod = 20,830 x 6.19 =
128,930 lbs.

128,930

Factor of safety = = 2.8.

45,720

Area of section, at front emd = 5.81 square inches (minimum
45,720

section of rod). = 7,870 lbs. per square inch.

5.81

Stress at solid front end, see Fig. 1 (section through set

45,720
screw hole), = 6,410 lbs. per square inch.

7,125

For two or three years 50 or 60 engines using this main rod

have been in service without any breakages.

Straps for the Front End.—Fig. 9 shows a form of steel strap

u^ied on a number of engines for several years without any
breakages. The maximum stress is 8,175 lbs. per square inch

(minimum s^ection through the bolt holes). Two straps, made
of steel from the same specifications, as in the preceding case,

on different engines, broke after a few months' service through
the keyways or l)i)lt holes, at a nominal stress of 10,830 lbs.

per square inch.

Another case is recorded of a hammered iron strap, Fig. 10,

in which the nominal stress of the minimum section through

the bolt holes was 12,170 lbs. per square inch. This strap broke

through the corner where the stress was 7,000 lbs. per square

inch after running for three years and four months. Probably

this failure in the corner was caused by the improi>er design

of the end or by injury to the metal in forging.

CAR FRAMING.

By C. A. Seley.

The paper and discussion by Mr. F. M. Whyte, Mechanical
Engineer. C. & N. W. Ry., reported in the November proceed-

ings of the Western Railway Club under the above title, and the

editorial comment in the "American Engineer" (page 17. Jan-

uary, 1899), has doubtless interested those who have to do with
the car question. The necessity for strengthening cars to

carry increased loads due to the quite general desire to raise

capacities, and on account of the structural weakness of many
of the older designs, raises the question of how the increase of

strength may be provided in the cheapest and most effective

way. Doubtless this was the main object of the paper, although
the theories are believed to be applicable to new designs.

There is apparently a basis for the belief that a light bolster

can be favored by rearrangement of the truss rods and needle
beams, but careful reading shows that this is applicable to

special conditions that do not always obtain. To favor the
bolster otheT parts must be strengthened at perhaps equal
cost, and many will say: Put it where it belongs in the bol-

sters. All the stresses due to the lading, weight of the structure
and the shocks of uneven rail oome back to the bolsters, which
constitute the foundation. The lading may be even or very un-

even, and the design should provide for all such variations.

The framing must stan<l pulling and buffing strains, whether
loaded or empty. Strengthening of old cars must be con-

fined mainly to the bolsters, truss rods and needle beams, as a
rearrangement of sills is generally imi)ossible.

Wooden and steel car construction are two very different

propositions, and it is to the former that Mr. Whyle's theories

seem mainly applicable. The favorite idea in steel car design
.seems to be the strong back bone in the center, so arranged
that the weight of the outer lading can be transmitted to it by
suitable connections. This idea cannot be carried out in

wooden cars, it is impossible to put in the width or depth of

center sills that would make these members comparable with
the fishback or deep girder construction possible with steel.

We have therefore to resort to truss rods, and at once the

problem changes. Most modern cars for miscellaneous traffic

are from 36 to 40 feet long, and the distance from center to

center of trucks is therefore 25 to 30 feet. There are many
cars 45, 46, and in some extreme cases 50 feet long. The so-

called sills of these cars are not sills as a matter of fact.

Placed over supports the distance apart of their trucks they
will hardly carry their own weight, and not even this without
considerable deflection. No matter how many sills are put in

the deflection is considerable unless they are supported by truss

rods and cross sustaining timbers. These sills are then the

chord of a truss; they become compression members and are

only sills in sections as, for instance, between the needle beams
and between the needle beams and bolsters, and they act as a

cantilever or an end supported beam from the bolsters to the

ends.

Leaders in car design tell us that full carrying strength for

the loading should be provided in the lower frame, and that

the house or superstructure should not be depended upon to

carry any considerable part of the load, for with central side

doors the upper framing is an incomplete truss, like a bridge
truss with the center diagonals left out. This is undoubtedly
the correct view of the matter, although the side sills are great-

ly stiffened by suitable upper framing except between the door
posts, and therefore wooden cars of any considerable length

must be provided with truss rods of sufficient strength to carry

the load transmitted to the needle beams. The side sills have
to carry the weight of the superstructure as well as a portion

of the load, and are generally trussed, the rods transmitting

their loads to the ends of the bolsters. If the side sills are not
trussed the needle beams take the portion of the load trans-

mitted to them by the side sills and carry it to the nearest

truss rod, and thence the strain travels to the bolsters. This
load measured at the bearing or queen post may be consider-

able, increased as it is by the lever arm over which it is car-

ried. The spacing of the sills and the location of the truss rods
may be such that the load will be transmitted very differently

than is ordinarily supposed. This will be treated later on. Ac-
cording to the writer's observation most six-sill cars have the

side and intermediate sills trussed, leaving the center sills un-
trussed. They are secured to the bolsters, and the needle
beams take the same deflection as the other sills under the load,

but are more free to take their proper duty in receiving the
pulling and buffing strains. Some will say that more than
four truss rods are preferable, and for large, wide cars more
than six sills are needed. This, however, is a matter of opin-
ion, and the writer does not favor more than six sills in any
ordinary car, and would use a short sill over the needle beams
to help support the floor in the doorways of wide cars. He
would also prefer four heavy truss rods to a greater number of

lighter ones, taking cai-e to secure ample bearings for the end
washers on the end sills.

In order to analyze the strains due to lading let us take a
car 40 feet long inside, uniformly loaded, with the center of the

transom five feet from the end inside, or a 36-foot car with a
4-foot 6-inch overhang, in either case the overhang being one-

eighth of the total length. This one-eighth will balance the
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same amount on tlie other side of the bolster, making one-

quarter of the load to be transfeiTed direct to each body bol-

ster by the sills. This leaves one-half of the load to the needle

beams to be brought back to the bolsters by the truss rods.

The accompanying illustration, Fig. 1, shows the arrange-

ment of the sills and truss rods very commonly used, it being

that of a car 8 feet 6 inches wide inside. The disposition of the

load to the sills over the bolsters is shown as follows:

On each side sill 14%
intermediate sill 22%

" center 14%

50 X 2 = 100%

The disposition of the load on the truss rods is arranged on

the assumption that it is transmitted without deflection of the

needle beams, and a more exact arrangement would be that

given by calculating the concentrated load on each sill, and

thence to the supports in relation to the position of the sills

over the rods. The present arrangement will suffice, however,

for the present purpose. The distribution gives:

Truss rod No. 1 15%
' 2 35%

' 3 35%
" " " 4 15%

100%

Contrary to first thought, the outer rods are very lightly

loaded, carrying less than half of the load of the inner pair.

In actual practice, however, the weight of the superstructure,

deflection of the needle beams and other reasons probably less-

ens the discrepancy, but it is a fact based on observation of the

effects that ianeir truss rods give eividence of greater loading.

necessity for strengthenging the needle beams is vesry apparent

if for any reason it is necessary to put the load upon them in

that way. It seems, however, wiser to add to the strength of

the bolster if any change is made. A shallow bolster may
often be strengthened by well designed filling in place of pos-

sibly a few little thimbles. Mr. C. A. Schroyer, Superintendent

of the Car Department, Chicago & Northwestern Railway, has

recently designed a very effective strengthener for weak bol-

sters (see "American Engineer" February, 1899, page 45) by

using a siecondary truss on the center sills supporting the bol-

sters at the side bearings under the intermediate sills. Figs.

1 and 2 both show that this is a very desirable point to

strengthen, and that the center sill load can be most profitably

increased, being directly over the center plates. Even though

the secondary truss should have to pass over both intermedi-

ate and center sills in some constructions supporting the ends

of the bolsters, those of slight depth can be economically

strengthened. By closely locating the loads and stresses many
old cars can be greatly strengthened and the way opened for

solution of what has been quite a difficult problem.

WATERVILLE SHOPS—MAINE CENTRAL.

In 1887 the Maine Central erected a repair plant at Wajter-

ville. Me., to handle the rolling equipment of the road. These

shops embrace the machine and erecting shop, blacksmith shop,

boiler shop, passenger and freight erecting shop, mill and paint

shop, all of the buildings of brick and well designed and lo-

cated according to the requirements of the service at that time.

0/5po3/t/on ofr/ie load /offje 5i7/i o^vr tfjeSo/sfer_
vroildi>illK'ToMr.slir'i7octr.sJii.l^CKjlllM

Fig. 1.

Car Framing. By C. A. Seley.

Referring again to Fig. 1, we may drop the load on each sill

and rod to the bolster shown below (dividing each amount by

two in order to make the total 100 per cent.) and see that the

ends receive 14% per cent, and that 71 per cent, is carried with-

in 21 inches on each side of the center. Now remove the outer

truss rod to the intermediate sills, as shown in Fig. 2, using rod

positions Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6, thus giving these sills a double sup-

port, which is brought to the center line of the sill by suitable

arrangement of the queen posts. The needle beam load thus

being carried at two points symmetrically arranged divides

into two equal portions of 50 per cent. each. Dividing this by

two and bringing it down to the bolster, adding it to the load

on the intei-mediate sills over the bolsters, makes a total of 36

per cent, at the 21-inch point from the center, the load from

side and center sills remaining the same as in Fig. 1. If the

rods are moved still nearer the center by using the positions

shown by rods 1, 2, 3 and 4 and the combined queen post as

before, brings the truss load of 25 per cent, seven inches nearer

the center, leaving all sill loads the same as in Fig. 1.

Thus it is plainly demonstrated that the nearer the center the

more the bolster is favored. In the last named case half of the

lading of the car is carried at points 14 inches from the center

of the transom. It is done, however, at the expense of carrying

7 per cent, of the load, the amount transmitted to each end of

the needle beams over a lever arm of 38 inches from weight to

bearing. No ordinary needle beam could withstand the bend-

ing stress set up between the center sills by such a load. The

They are model shops now, notwithstanding the increase in

size of poiwer that has so recently entered as a disturbing ele-

ment in the provision of facilities for keeping a locomotive in

shape for economical road work. This they are doing with the

157 engines of all sorts and builds, besides taking care of their

4,400 cars, with an average force of 100 men in the motive

power department, and an average of 140 men in the car de-

partment.

There are no specially occult procesises of reaching results

by Mr. Amos Pilsbury, Superintendent of Motive Power, but

simply the old well known devices put to good uses and

fostering an esprit de corps among the men that cannot

help but influence the returns. The same spirit pervades

the transportation department under the General Superin-

tendent, Mr. Morris McDonald, one of the youngest officers

holding such a position. He believes in Brown's methods of

discipline, and says the right way to handle men is by the

golden precept
—"Be Fair."

Mr. "William Mcintosh, for many years Master Mechanic of

the Chicago & North-Western Railway, at Winona, Minn., has

been selected to succeed Mr. C. A. Thompson, who has just re-

signed as Superintendent of Motive Power of the" Central of

New Jersey. Mr. Mcintosh has earned the distinction of being

one of the best motive power officers of the Northwest, and his

appointment is fitting, as he will bring a very wide and suc-

cessful experience to his new position.
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SOME CAST STEEL LOCOMOTIVE DETAILS.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Mr. John Player, Superintendent of Machinery of the Atchi-

son, Topeka and Santa Fe, has gone extensively Into the merits

of cast steel, and finds it so satisfactory In construction and in

service that he Is using It liberally in the construction of new

engine as the dome, and comprise the frame and Jaws In one
piece, the swing hangers, and the radius bar. The frame alone

as shown In the engraving weighs 461 pounds, the hangers
weigh 24 pounds each, and the radius bar weighs 238 pounds,
all weights finished. Except the hangers, these details are not
easy to make In the smith shop, even when In detached parts,

as the frame Is made when forged. Again, there is an oppor-
tunity for correct distribution of material in the cast product,
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Fig. 1.-Steam Dome.
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Fig. 2.— Locomotive Truck Details. Cast Steel. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry.

Mr. John Plaver, Superintendent Moliec Power.

heavy engines. This material is to be used for the frames of

twenty-five locomotives now building by the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works for this road, and we are informed that those

already in service are entirely satisfactory. An experiment is

now being made with cast steel steam domes, the construction

of which is shown in Figure 1. This dome is used on a num-
ber of 21 by 28 inch consolidation engines, and it offers the

advantage of giving ready access to the throttle valve and
steam pipe. The dome is made in two parts, which are held

together by flanges, bolted with % inch bolts. The parting of

the two sections is a little lower than the middle of the height
and thus exposes the throttle so that it may be easily applied,

removed or repaired. The body of the dome is % inch thick,

while the tap is increased to 2% inches thick at the pop valve
holes. The weight of this dome is 1,372 pounds, of which the
upper section weighs 530 pounds.

The engine truck details, shown in Figure 2. are for the same

like ribbing, reinforcement and losses, which are impossible

to make in a forging as cheaply as in a casting. This is also

true of the guide yoke shown in Figure 3, which could not

be forged in the form given to the casting. We have no figures

for the weight of this part, but it shows a design apparently

as light as is consistent with strength.

These parts are representative of those that Mr. Player

makes in cast steel, but the drawings do not cover all of them,

and we shall return to the subject in a future issue. We be-

lieve that there are 2,000 freight trucks having cast steel bol-

sters on this road, and not a single one has failed. There seems

to be no hesitation on the part of the Atchison road to use

cast steel on a score of unreliability.

"^^^len the most conservative railroad running out of Boston
adopts brick arches and single exhaust nozzles It is time to

admit that something is settled and that the world moves."

—

F. W. Dean, before the New England Railroad Club.
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INSPECTION AND CARE OF AIR BRAKES.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway.

The air bralie has done so much to advance the interests

of railroads that the care necessary to insure the good order

of the equipment ought not to be given grudgingly, yet it is

not evident that all roads are giving enough attention to this

important part of maintenance. Through the courtesy of

Mr. A. M. Waitt, General Master Car Builder, and Mr. H. P.

Ball, General Car Inspector of the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern Railway, we are permitted to describe the practice of

that road in inspecting and repairing air brakes at Buffalo.

These efforts to increase efficiency of brakes are seen to pro-

duce immediate results, and are well worth what they cost, and

they deserve to become more general.

The work of Inspection, testing and repairing of the air

brake equipment on cars for movement over the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railway from Buffalo, is performed after

the cars are assembled into trains on the classification tracks.

Ordinarily, the work is done by two men, both being competent

air brake men, who are together able to inspect and care for

about 300 cars per day under usual conditions. When a train

is ready for inspection, connection is made at the front end

with the yard line and the train is charged with air at 80

pounds pressure.

To expedite the work, very good results have been obtained

by charging the train in sections of 10 or 15 cars, one man
going ahead to release hand brakes, couple up the hose, and to

properly set the handles of angle cocks, cut-out cocks, release

valves and pressure retaining valves; the other man following

to make examination for leaks and to repair them. When
all is ready for test a service application of about 20 pounds

reduction is made from the rear of the train, and the cars are

again examined to see that the brakes have applied properly

and that the piston travel is within the prescribed limits.

When the repair work in conjunction with this examination

is completed the brakes are released from the front end, and

the cars again examined to see that all brakes have released.

In order that detention to trains on account of air brake

work be kept down to a minimum, it is necessary that the

work of inspection, testing and repairing be done in a sys-

tematic way. Material for repairs should be in close proximity

to the different inspection tracks, the lighter material being

carried with the men, to avoid unnecessary trips from one end

of the train to the other. In all cases where cars require

such extensive repairs to air brake equipment as to seriously

delay the movement of the train through the yard, they are

marked out and sent to the regular repair track, where they

are taken care of by a separate repair force. It is the aim to allow

no air brake cars to leave the yard with the air brakes cut out

or Inoperative. In exceptional cases, where the freight Is of

a perishable character, and the repairs to the air brakes

would cause serious delay, cars are allowed to go forward bear-

ing defective air brake cards.

An air pressure of 80 pounds is used in the test, in order

to more readily discover weak and porous hose. A higher

pressure was used at one time, but was unsatisfactory owing
to the liability of cars leaving the yard with reservoirs charged
too high, resulting subsequently in the dragging of brakes.

The 80 pounds pressure is maintained uniformly by means of

a reducing valve located between the main reservoir, which
carries 100 pounds pressure, and the yard supply pipe.

From records at hand, a very marked reduction is shown
in the number of air brake hose burst in trains which had re-

ceived the yard test. Comparing the number of hose burst in

trains which received the yard test with an equal number
which did not receive the test, the ratio is about as 1 to 3.

To some extent the difference may be accounted for in the

greater efficiency of the men doing the air brake inspection;

their Inspection being more rigid than that of regular car

inspectors, who have to look for other car defects equally im-

portant, if not more so. The yard test develops the fact that

about 50 per cent, of the cars need attention in the way of

renewals of gaskets, tightening up of leaky Joints, renewals of

hose, repairs to angle cocks, and cleaning of cylinders and

triple valves, and oiling of cylinders. In some cases it is

necessary to give the whole air brake equipment on a car a

general overhauling, including the proper securing of the pipes

to the car body, instead of their being suspended loosely by

hangers that were never intended to keep them in one position.

It has also been found necessary in a number of instances to

thoroughly clean and repair the cylinders and triple valves of

cars that had just previously gone through the owners' shop
and had received general repairs, including repainting and
lettering. Apparently all the attention given the cylinders and
triple valves, while at the shop, was a new coat of paint.

Proper care is not at all times exercised by repair men
in making air brake repairs, due in some instances to lack of

proper tools. For example, in the application of gaskets to

hose couplings, the lower edge of the gasket is being cut off,

making a beveled edge, which permits the easy application of

the gasket, but in a short time it requires renewing on account

of leakage. By the use of a proper tool for removing the rust

from the gasket seat in the coupling, the gasket may be easily

applied, and will make an air-tight joint. In removing broken

angle-cock handles, and replacing them with new ones, the

angle cocks are oftentimes damaged, and left in leaky condi-

tion by the carelessness of repair men, or because of not having

proper facilities for doing the work. The same criticism ap-

plies to other parts of the air brake equipment.

The experience thus far obtained emphasizes the necessity

for similar plants at other large terminals, and is seen to be

necessary for each road to take care of its proper proportion

of the freight air brake equipment in use. By such distribu-

tion of the work each terminal will be able to maintain a

higher standard of efficiency than is possible under present

conditions. One of the most important items of repair work
is the periodical cleaning of cylinders and triples. To prop-

erly look after this work each year, on a road having a large

freight equipment, and to have it done with little delay to

loaded cars in transit, means that advantage must be taken
of each station where inspectors are located; to have such
points furnished with proper tools, and a specific number of

cars per month assigned to have cylinders and triples taken
care of. By so doing, this work will not be congested at the

large terminals and it will reduce detentions to loaded cars to

a minimum. This idea is being carried out gradually on the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway.

The men at all points were first given instructions in the

air brake instruction car. Later, tools were furnished them
from time to time for the proper performance of their work.
At small stations, where air supply for testing is not available,

hand pumps have been furnished. In this way the work at the

large terminals will not be so great as to materially affect the

prompt movement of loaded cars towards their destination.

It should be the practice of all roads not to allow an empty
air brake car to leave the shop or inspection station repair

track without testing the brake, and cleaning the cylinders and
triple valves, if they have not received attention in that respect

within the proper time.

Under the topic, "A Consideration of the Best Arrangement
of Air Testing Plants for Large Terminal Points," on page 72

of the proceedings of the Master Car Builders' Association for

1898, will be found a discussion by Mr. Ball, of the equipment
needed for such a plant as is referred to in this description, the
one described before the association being at Buffalo. This
equipment includes a steam air compressor, with 8 by 8 inch
steam and 14% by 8 and 9 by 8 inch air cylinders, a storage
tank of 100 cubic feet capacity, a 2 inch main pipe connecting
the storage reservoir to the 1% inch branch pipes extending
along the repair and inspection tracks. Four lines of 1% inch
pipes, with connections spaced 50 feet apart, complete the
equipment for 6 repair tracks. In the inspection yard, 7 IVi
inch lines serve 14 inspection tracks, and connections for hose
are furnished at 100-foot intervals.
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ANTHRACITE COAL BURNING, NEW YORK, ONTARIO &
WESTERN RAILWAY.

The location of the New York, Ontario & Western Railway

throUKh an anthracite coal region renders a large amount of

"culra" available for fuel, and through the courtesy of Mr. Oeo.

W. West we have received drawings showing the arrangements

of grates which liave bwn found successful with this fuel.

Culm is fine refuse which has accumulated for years around

the coal breakers, and it la very cheap. A great many experi-

ments have been made with this fuel in stationary practice,

and it has also been used to some extent in locomotives. The
results of Mr. West's experiments have been to reduce the cost

of fuel about one-half, and at the same time he has succeeded

In arranging the grates so as to make the locomotives steam

freely. We are informed that ten locomotives are now fitted to

burn culm, a number having been changed for this purpose by

the Cooke Locomotive & Machine Co.

A comparison made between an engine fitted to burn culm
and another of almost exactly the same size of the older ar-

rangement carried out for a period of two months showed the

following results:

No.
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HEAT INSULATION OF LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS.

The losses from a locomotive boiler by the radiation of heat

and the values of several different boiler coverings as insulat-

ing material have recently been investigated on the Chicago &
Northwestera under the direction of Mr. Robert Quayle, Sup?r-

intendent of Motive Power, and reported by him in a paper be-

fore the Western Railway Club. The tests, were under the

supervision of Mr. Waldo H. Marshall. Assistant Superintend-

ent of Motive Power, who was assisted by Mr. F. M. Whyte,

Mechanical Engineer of the company, while the manufacturers

of the boiler coverings were represented by Prof. William F.

M. Goss, of Purdue University, who formulated the results of

the tests. The scheme of the tests, briefly, was to test the

boiler of a standard eight-wheel engine with and without cov-

ering, and both running and standing, and base the efficiency

of the various coverings on the amount of condensation. The

boiler of the test engine was not fired up, but received steam

from an engine coupled at the rear, which furnished the power

and pushed the test engine over the road.

The test boiler had 0.61 of its total surface covered in the

experiments on the coverings. The total surface includes all

surface except that of the smoke box. The covering included

the dome, cylindrical part of the boiler and the wagon top as

far down as the top row of stay bolts, stopping at the cab.

the boiler head and the side of the firebox were not covered.

This amount of covering is .hat usually provided in common
practice. The quantity of moisture in the covering was found

to affect its eflBciency, as would be expected. It was also found

that cement coverings were very nearly equally as efficient as

the others when thoroughly dry. The thickness of covering

was found to have an important influence on its eflfiiciency; that

is, tLt., which showed 62 per cent, efficiency could be made to

give 64 or 65 per cent., or more, by increasing its thickness.

This 62 per cent, represents the proportion of saving of all

the heat radiated from the same boiler when uncovered, the

saving being due to the covering of 61 per cent, of the exterior

surface.

That the power Toss from radiation is a considerable one in

the unprotected boiler and worthy of consideration in the cov-
ered boiler is seen by the table giving results under both
conditions:

Power Lost by Radiation.

Horse-power equivalent
Bare boiler

—

to radiation losses.
Locomotive at rest 12.
Locomotive running 28.3 miles per hour 25.
Covered boiler

—

Locomotive ajt rest 4.6
Locomotive running 28.3 miles per hour 9.

It is gathered from these results that even when a boiler is

well covered the loss in power from radiation when standing is

at the rate of 4.5 horse power when the boiler pressure is 150
pounds, as during these experiments, the loss increasing as the
boiler pressure is increased, the temperature of the atmosphere
reduced or the engine is put in motion.
The following statement of the cost of this radiation will let

in some light that will be likely to attract attention to the de-
sirability of its prevention as far as possible:

Cost of Radiation—Uncovered Boiler.

Pouncis of coal per hour equivalent to radiation losses, assum-
ing evaporation from and a)t 212 deg. F. of 6 lbs. of water per
pound of coal-

When standing 60
When running 2S.3 miles per hour 126
Tons of coal per month, assuming boiler to be under steam
standing 200 hours, and running 28.3 miles per hour during 300
hours per month 25

Cost of radiation per year for boiler tested, assuming the con-
ditions of the preceding paragraph and assuming the price of
coal $2.00 per ton JOOO

These ngures of course, have application to a bare boiler only,
a condition approached, but never quite reached, by the poorest
wood lagging. The annual saving which would be realized by
the efficiency of 62.3 per cent, would, therefore, be $600 x 0.623 =
$383.80. It is shown that an increase in efficiency in covering
by 1 per cent, will give a saving of $6 a year; an Increase
of 2 per cent., $12, and 3 per cent.. $18, all as shown by the
engine tested and under the conditions of the test. The close
agreement in uniformity in the results obtained by the differ-
ent coverings is a matter that will occasion some comment, for
the reason that the contrary has been the general supposi-
tion; or, in other words, that there was a wide variation In

efficiency. There is one point, however, not brought out in

the tests, and necessarily impossible under the conditions;
namely, the effect on efficiency of a boiler covering by age or
long service.

The records of the various coverings is as follows:

Pounds of Steam Condensation per Minute.
Standing test A B C D, Da E F, Fj G
Rviniiingtest 6.78 2.63 3.42 2.91 2.80 3.52 3.0t 3.22 3.03
(Speed, 28.3 miles) 14.27 5.68 5.47 5.03 5.34 5.21 5.29 5.30 5 70

While the reference letters were not identified in the paper
or by the manufacturers in the discussion, the following is

believed to be a good guess at the various names:
A is the bare boiler, B the plastic cement covering, Sal-

Mountain asbestos, used by the Chicago & Northwestern, and
the others are believed to be: C, asbestos fire belt; Dj and D^,

the asbestos sponge felt lagging, these three being made by
the H. W. Johns Co. ; E, the lagging made by the Chicago Fire-
proof Covering Co.; F, and F, and G must be the product
of the Keasbey & Mattison Co., and the Franklin Manufactur-
ing Co. The first two are probably the Keasbey & Mattison
magnesia blocks, and G we believe to be magnesia blocks by
the Franklin Manufacturing Co.
The economy possible of attainment by means of a good

boiler covering, as shown in these tests, is certain to lead to
renewed efforts by all interested, and at the same time there
will no doubt be experiments made to determine the effect of
covering other exposed surfaces aside from those in the case
noted, say, for example, the cylinders and saddle. If insulation
is a good thing to prevent radiation of heat from a boiler, is it

not equally as good to prevent loss of heat from th© cylinders
and prevent condenser action therein? It is probably far more
expensive to lose heat in the cylinders and steam passages
than in the boiler because of the wastefulness of cylinder con-
densation in the use of steam. Here the loss is effective in re-

ducing the power of the cylinders.

HYDRAULIC FORGING MACHINE.

Juniata Shops, Pennsylvania Railroad.

The advantages of hydraulic forging presses over hammer
work in locomotive forgings were pointed out by Mr. T. R.

Browne in his article on the blacksmith shop, on page 188 of

our June, 1898, issue, and we now present engravings of a

press for small work, which has been in use in the Juniata

shops for some time, and is an example of th© compactness and
convenience of such a machine.

This machine, when working under hydraulic pressure of

1,500 lbs. per square inch, has a capacity of 30 tons, or about 5

tons per square inch of available die surface, this being suffi-

cient for compression of steel under favorable heats. It was
originally designed for making switch rod and brake jaws,

and with this object in view the dies, insteaxl of being the ordi-

nary 6 inch square blocks, are 6 by 6 by 9 inch pieces. It was
soon found that in addition to the class of work mentioned
nearly all of the varieties of special upsetting in connection

with bolts could be done, and also th© manufacture of track

anu shop wrenches from the straight bar.

The machine has a main ramming cylinder and a gripping

cylinder. The stroke of the main cylinder is limited by a screw

adjustment, and both cylinders have automatic pull-backs,

both of which are illustrated in the sectional views, that of the

main cylinder being enlarged to show its construction more
clearly. The operating valve shown in Fig. 1 is so constructed

that in starting up the machine the gripping cylinder operates

its ram first, gripping the work, and the main ram follows.

In th© reverse operation th© main ram retreats first and the

gripping ram afterward.

This machine has sufficient capacity tO' upset and form hand
rail columns complete, as well as a variety of similar work,

and it has been found particularly successful in certain intri-

cate shapes which it is desired to finish in a single heat, this

being chiefly due to the fact that th© speed of the ram is suffi-

ciently slow to permit the metal to flow. It has been found

that work in several difficult cases which could not b© done

with the usual speed of the ram was successfully formed when
th© speed was reduced, and this exi>erience seems to indicate

the necessity for being able to adjust the speed to the different

kinds of work.
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Figi 1.— Plan and Elevations of Machine.

M

dmsiffing-Fin.

Fig. 2.-Sections of Cylinders and Pull Backs, Hydraulic Forging Machine.-Juniata Shops, Pennsylvania Railroad,
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CYLINDER RATIOS FOR COMPOUND ENGINES.

Custom, and precedent in compound engine practice have

usually confined the cylinder ratios between comparatively nar-

row limits, whioli are about as follows: Ratios of 1 to 2.75 and

1 to 3.25 in European, stationary practice, 1 to 3 and 1 to 4 in

similar practice in America and England, while compound

locomotives are usually made between limits of 1 tO' 2.5 and 1

to 3. A common rule in stationary practice has been to make

the diameter of the low pressure cylinder 2 inches less than

twice the diameter of the high pressure cylinder.

The question of the correctness of these limits has been boldly

and consistently presented by Mr. George I. Rockwood, who ex-

pressed his views in our columns in 1891 in an article entitled

"How Many Cylinders Will It Pay to Introduce in the Multi-

Cylinder Engine?" That article was written before the author

had the support of experimental results for his views, and he

has recently advocated the unusual ratios of 1 to 8 in a paper

read before the Providence Association of Mechanical Engi-

neers, a complete report of which may be found in "The Engi-

neering Record" of January 7, 1899. Mr. Rockwood goes far-

ther than that, and believes that the intermediate cylinders of

triple expansion engines are better omitted. He says:

"For stationary power plant engines the most economical

engine at present practically possible, all things considered,

is, in my judgment, a cross compound engine, working with a

boiler pressure of 180 lbs., a vacuum of 131/2 lbs., a receiver

pressure of 8 lbs. and a cylinder ratio of 8 to 1."

He also says:

"I believe * * * that a pumping engine of largest size,

working with practically no clearance, with steam at a boiler

pressure of 180 lbs. and a cylinder ratio of 8 to 1 would give the

horse-power on a consumption of less than 11 lbs. of steam and

a coal consumption of 1 lb. per horse-power hour."

The explanation of the proportions selected for usual prac-

tice is that an engine so proportioned reduces the "drop" of

pressure from the end of expansion in the small cylinder to the

cut-off pressure in the large cylinder to the minimum, and at

the same time gives reasonable ratios of expansion in each.

In other words, the "drop" is considered a most serious loss,

and great pains are taken to avoid it. Mr. Rockwood, however,

shows- that there are two reaisons for "drop," and believes that

advantages accompany moderate use of it. He incidentally

points to the increase in steam pressures which have come into

use during the 30 years of efforts to reduce "drop," and says

that we know high ratios and high pressures are more economi-

cal than low ratios and low pressures. No foundation is found

for the supposed error in permitting "drop" in the receiver of

a compound engine, but while it is always wasteful, such waste

should not be a controlling factor in the determination of

ratios.

Clearancie is believed to be "the chief cause of preventable

waste," but intermediate receivers should not be associated in

the same category with clearance spaces.

The two causes for drop are: (1) "Intermediate expansion,"

i. e., when more steam by volume leaves the receiver than is

put into it per stroke (presupposing that no steam is either made
or condensed in the receiver itself), and (2) cylinder condensa-
tion and clearance in the low pressure cylinder. "Drop" may
be prevented by adjusting the cut-off. The cut-off may be

either a corrective or a cause of "drop," and if adjusted to pre-

vent it a great deal of cylinder condensation may result. On
the other hand, experiments on the Sibley College laboratoi-y

engine have shown that "drop" acts to improve the quality of

the steam and prevent initial condensation in the low pressure

cylinder. This shows a gain by "drop," considered thermally,

and there is another gain from the fact that the use of consid-

erable drop permits the use of wide variations in the cut-off

in the second cylinder without looking at the end of expansion
in that cylinder or materially reducing the receiver pressure.

Mr. Rockwood's position might be considered a radical one
were it not supported by practical experience in the form of

25,000 horse-power in eight large compound condensing en-

gines built with the ratios he recommends. These were sold

under a guarantee to work with an economy of 12i^ lbs. of dry
steam per horse-power per hour, and the guarantee was in all

cases surpassed. One of these engines is referred to by the

author of the paper in the following quotation:

"The vea-y best performance of any mill engine which has
been tested by recognized and competent experts is one of this

type running at the mills of the Grosvenordale Company and
tested by Mr. Barrus, who published his report in "The Engi-
neering Record" of November 20, 1897. The steam consump-
tion was 11.89 lbs. total per indicated horse-power hour, arwi

the coal consumption was I.IS lbs."

In tests comparing a triple expansion engine and a compound,
with Mr. Rockwood's ratio, at Sibley College, reported in the

"Transactions" of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers, Vol. XIX., it was shown that the compound did as well

as the triple on heavy loads and better on light ones.

Mr. Rockwood says that these experiments at all events make
it perfectly plain that cylinder condensation does not depend
directly and solely on the range in the temperature of the

steam, and that the extent of the surface exposed and the

amount of "drop" that is allowed has at least as much to do
with it.

WATER TUBES IN LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES.

London & South Western Railway.

If the water tube principle can be adapted to torpedo boat

boilers, which offer some of the very severe conditions which
exist in locomotive practice, there are grounds for hope that

the advantages offered by this type may be available to loco-

motive designers. Water tubes have been used some years for

supporting fire-brick arches in locomotive fireboxes, and the

superior value of the relatively small amount of this kind of

heating surface is everywhere admitted. An extension of the

same idea, carried out in practice on the London & South

Western Railway, from designs by Mr. D. Drummond, Loco-

motive Superintendent of that road, is shown by courtesy of

Mr. Drummond in the accompanying engraving. Attempts

have already been made in the United States to use water tube

boilers, but nothing, so far as we can recall, has been done

practically in the way of combining water tubes with the usual

features of locomotive boilers. Mr. Drummond uses two nests

of transverse tubes, in this case 2V2 inch, across the firebox,

the groups being inclined in opposite directions, as indicated.

These tubes add about 160 square feet of firebox heating sur-

face to this particular boiler, and the designer says that they

produce a rapid water circulation in the space between the

internal and external firebox sheets where the absence of

active circulation has hitherto been one of the outstanding

defects of the locomotive boiler. Access doors or man-holes

are provided at each side of the firebox opposite the ends of

the tubes for the purpose of examination and repairs. The

firebox shown in the drawing is 6 feet 5 inches long by 3 feet

7 inches wide inside and 6 feet 6 inches deep.

In the case of a firebox with outside dimensions 8 feet 4

inches by 4 feet 6% inches, the tubes add 215 square feet to

the heating surface, or 13 per cent, of the total heating sur-

face is in the form of water tubes, while 21 per cent, of the

total heating surface of a boiler of this size is in the firebox.

The boiler referred to in this paragraph is small when com-

pared with American practice, but it is interesting to note

that three nests of these tubes which might be placed in a

firebox of the size of the Great Northern lO-wheel passenger

engine illustrated in the "American Engineer" issue of October,

1898, page 328, would add about 350 square feet of firebox heat-

ing sairface in the form indicated in the sketch. The total

heating surface of the Great Northern boiler as it stands is

2,677 square feet, which might be raised to 3,025 square feet

by this arrangement, the additional weight of the tuljes being
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Adaptation of Water Tubes to Fireboxes-London & South Western Railway.

Mr. D. Dkummond, Locoviotive Sttperintendent,

but 1,G49 pounds, and the total increase of weight, not includ-

ing the water in the tul>es, probably about 2,500 pounds.

Mr. Drummond uses 24 tubes in the rear nest and 36 in the

forward one. Stay rods are carried across the firebox through

10 of the tubes of the rear nest and through 16 of the other

group. These are secured by adjustable right and left hand
threaded nuts screwed through the cover plates and over the

ro<l eads, while the plates are secured also by studs to the

cast steel union pieces. The tubes are straight and short.

They should be easy to clean, and with these lengths there

will probably be no trouble from e.xpansion. The stay rods

in view of the fact that passenger locomotives are now being
designed with tubes 16 feet long.

It would be easy to put in too many of these tubes for boilers

using bad waters owing to the difficulty of getting at the ends
of the main body of boiler tubes in order to keep them tight by
caulking, and there is also danger of putting in so many as to

bring the bottom rows so low with relation to the grates as to

quench the flames before combustion is completed, but it ap-
pears to be i>ossible to secure a material increase of heating
surface without going too far in either of these directions.

TABLE OF PISTON PRESSURES.

The following table was unintentionally omitted from one
of Mr. Cole's articles on "Working Stresses of Materials." The
table gives piston pressures on cylinders from 7 to 24 inches,

inclusive, at boiler pressures of 160, 180 and 200 pounds, and
will be found useful in computing stresses in piston rods,

crank pins, side and also main rods and driving axles, as far

as piston pressure is concerned in the strength of the two lat-

ter details. It is thus seen that the little table is of consider-

able scope in finding stresses in the parts subjected to forces

transmitted through the piston, and, while simple in itself,

will save time and calculation:

Piston Pressures.

Showing Possible Adaptation to an American Locomotive

are not exposed to the fire, and they are so disposed as to act

favorably in supporting the flat cover plates.

The unmistakable support of water tube boilers by Engineer
in Chief Melville of the United States Navy furnishes addi-
tional grounds for viewing this tn)e of boilers with favor
and with the substantial endorsement of Mr. Drummond's
adaptation the subject of water tulles seems worthy of more
than passing notice. We think it worthy of a trial, especially

Diameter of
Cylinder.
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COnnUNICATIONS.

POWERFUL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES FOR FAST
TRAINS.

Editor American Engineer:

Tour article on powerful passenger locomotives for fast trains

on page 52 of current issue is most interesting, but at the same
time, I do not think that it should cause much surprise among
those who have studied carefully the questions presented. When
you state that the especial points to be observed are "large

boilers, large and direct steam passages, easily moving valves,"

etc., etc., you hit the nail squarely on the head, as every one

of these points is a telling factor in the final result. I think

that this is well understood as a general proposition, but it is

possible that the exact reasons "why" may not be entirely clear.

It has often been stated that the old style of light valve gears

allowed so much spring in the parts, that at higft speeds, the

ports would barely open. The more solid construction of the

present day, in addition to the balancing of valves, has done

much to overcome this trouble, and we believe that the piston

type of valve is by long odds the most progressive and satis-

factory. Another advantage is the long ports obtained with a

nuoderate-sized valve. As an Instance, the original Purdue ex-

periments, when Prof. Goss found the "critical speed," or speed

of maximum power to be about 200 revolutions per minute, were
conducted with an engine having ports 16 inches long for a 17 by

24 inch cylinder, whereas in the recent tests of Prof. Smart the

ports were approximately 18 inches long for cylindei-s 9V4 and 16

inches by 18 inches long. The immense advantage of the latter

in ports alone will be seen at once.

In 1896, when a committee of the Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion (of which the writer was chairman), investigated the effect

of the Allen valve at the Purdue Laboratory, the value of long

ports was very readily seen, as will be apparent to any one who
will examine Plate 16 (opposite page, 186), in the Proceedings

for that year. These results frequently showed over 50 per cent,

increase in mean effective pressure for the Allen valve at high

speeds and short cut-offs. The following year, in reporting on
cylinder ratios, the question was still further investigated, and
diagram No. 3 on page 197 of the "American Engineer" for June,

1898, shows that at high speeds a great advantage is -gained in

having long ports.

Now, if these improved valves and ports admit more
steam into the cylinders, they will evidently need a
more plentiful supply of steam, hence the large boiler is a
necessary acco-mpaniment of the better valve. Where the curve

at a given cut-off falls, as in the Puirdue simple locomotive, it

signifies that the valves will not admit all the steam which the

boiler can deliver, but should this curve at some speed become
horizontal and remain so, it would indicate that the capacity of

the boiler, or steam pipes, had been reached. Where the curve
always rises, as tar as the experiments go, it shows that the

capacity of the boiler has not been reached. Now, a compound
locomotive, not using as much steam per I. H. P. will evidently

not reach the limit of boiler capacity as quickly. We think that

this, and the larger port openings, as illustrated by Fig. 1 (page
52, "American Engineer," February, 1899), considered in the light

of the above, will explain the point under discussion.

In one way the several diagrams given in your editorial are

misleading; the origin does not commence at zero as it should
to give a perfectly clear idea of the exact nature and relation

of the curves to each other. Prof. Smart speaks of this in his

letter of Jan. 18, 1899, and also of the valves of the simple engine
not admitting the full amount of steam. For instance. Fig. 3

at first sight gives the impression that the mean effective press-

ure for engine 1027 was constant at all speeds, but if the origin

were extended to zero, where it belongs, it would be found that
the locus curved downward to meet the origin. This sliows a
slightly falling mean effective pressure with increases in speed,
and is in accordance with the diagram above referred to in the
June number. Some diagrams prepared by the writer and pre-
sented on page 63 of the "Railroad Gazette" of Jan. 27 show the
same divergence in the power curves as In Fig. 3, and these were
prepared theoretically by assuming different lengths of ports.

Tangents to these curves at points of high speed would intersect
as in Fig. 3, but these should be really curves, as they must both
start from zero. Several isolated points shown near the lower
left hand portion confirm this assertion.

Following up our analogy, we therefore conclude that the di-

vergence in the curves shown in Fig. 3 is due to the different

relative proportions of ports and cylinders, and possibly to dif-

ferent sizes of drivers, as the speed is expressed in miles per

hour, instead of revolutions. Of course it Is assumed that in

neither case has the capacity of the boiler been approached, for

then under all circumstances, the curve of power must approxi-

mate to a horizontal line. The four-cylinder compound evidently

gives the advantage of long ports and moderate sized cylinders,

and we think this an advantage which should not be underesti-

mated, as intended to be shown by diagram No. 3, but in the

absence of specific details as to the proportions of the single

expansion engine, it is impossible to say just what Fig. 3 does

represent. With the units in which the co-ordinates are shown, a

great number of curves could be drawn, all giving different

angles, by simply varying the size of the cylinders.

G. R. HENDERSON,
Norfolk & Western Railway. Mechanical Engineer.

Roanoke, Va., Feb. 8, 1899.

AIR BRAKES ON HEAVY CARS.

The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway Co.
Car Department.

Cleveland, O., Feb. 9, 1899.

Editor "Americsan Engineer:"

I am interested in your editorial on page 50 of the February
number.

It is quite difficult to decide what is the best method of pro-

cedure with regard to air brakes in heavy capacity cars. There

is no question that a great deal of inefficiency in air brakes on
trains can be overcome, if the air brake apparatus was not

abused by being neglected, both as to adjustment and cleaning.

There is no doubt that it is desirable to have a car which weighs
36,000 lbs. an<i carries 110,000 lbs. of lading, with means for pro-

viding a greater braking power than 70 per cent, of the light

weight of the car.

I have thought that it would not introduce unnecessary and
impractical complications if the air brake people should devise a

means of throwing additional pressure Into the cylinder when
these heavy capacity cars are loaded up—such extra pressure

being restricted when the cars are running light. It Is not found
impractical on mountain roads to use the retaining valve—the

trainmen being held responsible for properly turning the valve

when the cars are going to run down long and heavy grades.

It would seem to my mind perfectly practical to have a valve
(which might be called a brake reinforcing valve), located on
heavy capacity cars, which should be so connected with the air

supply as to restrict the amount of pressure that should be ad-

mitted into the cylinder when the cars are rvmning light, and
should allow the full amount of pressure to go in when the cars

are running heavy. Such cars could be equipped with a cylinder

of large diameter, so that with a low pressure of air admitted
into the cylinder they would give the ordinary 70 per cent, of

braking power, and with the full 70 lb. pressure admitted they
would have a considerably increased braking power. Such a
valve would be something in the form of a reducing valve—the

handle when turned in one direction allowing the air to go
through the reducing valve and be reduced to a proper point,

and when the handle was turned in the other direction it would
allow a direct connection between the auxiliary reservoir and the

cylinder.

As to slack adjusters, doubtless they would from one point of

view be a desirable acquisition to a car. They add, however,
considerably to the expense if a road is buying 500 or 1,000 cars.

There is, I think, a serious objection to putting on too many
automatic devices on a railroad, whether it be in the form of

signals, self-locking switches, or automatic slack adjusters.

With all of these improvements there is a tendency for the per-

sonal factor to be lost sight of, and unless the men are held re-

sponsible for the proper working of mechanisms, and attention
called to the duties which they would be expected to perform if

the automatic devices were not in use, they are apt soon to neg-
lect these matters and consider that the automatic devices can
be depended on always to do the work that formerly they had to

do. When such a condition exists there is liable to be an unex-
pected accident at some time, in which case the newspapers have
occasion to make the statement that "the automatic device did
not work," whereas if the devices applied to the equipment had
been properly looked after by the men, and they had assumed
that they were to exercise the same vigilance as they would If

the special device had been absent, no aooident would have hap-
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pened. I think a conservative position in connection witli such
devices Is a wise one. Many of tile automatic devices in use are

blamed for faults that would not exist if it were not for the fact

that the companies using them allow their employees to depend
on the automatic features and neplect the proper Inspection and
care of the apparatus. This condition Is, perhai)s, most forcibly

illustrated by the conditions developing in the M. C. B. auto-
matic coupler, due to laclc of proper inspection and maintenance.
Returning to the subject of air brakes on cars of large ca-

pacity, I thlnli that a field Is now opened up which calls for in-

genuity, and the bringing out of some sim])Ie device which—with
the co-operation of the trainmen— will enable the roads to make
the braking power of loaded, heavy capacity care, more nearly

in line with what it is on the present light capacity cars.

A. M. WAITT,
General Master Car Builder,

Lake .Shore & Michigan Southern Ry.
Cleveland, Ohio.
February 9, 1899.

Editor "American Engineer:"
Tour editorial in the February number, page 50, entitled "Air

Brakes on Cars of Large Capacity," calls attention to a matter
which needs more general consideration than it has heretofore

received.

While the capacity of the new 80,000 and 100,000-pound cars is

an increase of from one-third to two-thirds above the 60,000-

pound cars, the light weight of the new cars has not been cor-

respondingly increased, and as the braking power is proportional

to the light weight, the result is that these cars, when loaded,

are brajked to a lower percentage than the 60,000-pound cars.

When trains are made up exclusively of these large capacity
cars, as is the custom on some of the principal coal and ore lines

on which they have been adopted, this reduction in the percent-

age of braked weight makes no difference in the handling of the

train, but when a few loaded 100,000-pound cars have to be run in

the same train as 60,000-pound cars, the conditions are not fa-

vorable for smooth handling of the train. If the 100,000-pound

cars are placed next to the engine, which seems to be the pre-

ferred practice of the trainmen, a burst air hose or broken
coupling behind the heavy cars will invariably cause the train

to separate sufficiently to come together with more or less de-

struction, unless there are a number of non-air brake cars at the

rear end, enough to overcome the braking power and cause the

rear section to maintain the same speed as the front section of

the train, so that the gap will be closed up as soon as steam Is

shut off on the engine. On the other hand, if the 100,000-pound

cars are placed behind the lighter air brake cars, the former will,

on account of their greater inertia, jerk the engine back when
starting, or when the slack runs out, perhaps with sufficient vio-

lence to break the train in two.

Tiiere is no real need of increasing the capacity of box and
stock cars above the 60,000-pound mark, and, these cai-s being

principally used for high class freight, whicli the present policy

Is to move on a faster schedule than required by the c<*al and
ore traffic, the natural tendency is to separate the heavy gon-

dolas from the rest of the freight car equipment. As long as

these conditions prevail, it seems, therefore, unnecessary to

make special provisions for handling 100,000-pound gondolas and
GO,000-pound ^ox cars together in the same ti"ain. If these gon-
dolas have to return empty, they are on the same level as other

empty cars as far as braking power is concerned, so that that

phase of the question need not be considered.

Tour suggestion, that proper application and suitable care of

the present braking arrangement would meet the conditions of

service, covers the subject as far as the requirements go of the
high capacity cars under the conditions above stated. In order
to keep up the efficiency of the brakes on these cars the in-

spectors must be made to give special attention to them, particu-

larly to the adjustment of piston travel on loaded cars. Slack
adjusters do certainly a great deal to keep up the braking power
to the intended percentage, but it must be borne in mind, that
on cars with the brakes suspended from the body, or with
trucks of the Schoen type, on which the point of siispension is

not constant with relation to the wheel, the slack adjuster must
be of the kind that also pays out slaak, so that when it has
adjusted itself for a loaded car, it will not give too short piston
travel and consequently too high braking power when the car is

empty. EDW. GRAPSTROM.
P., C, C. & St. L. Ry.
Columbus, Ohio.
Feb. 7, 1899.

Editor "American Engineer":
I read with interest your article on "Air Brakes for Cars of

Large Capacity," and believe you are not far wrong when you
say that trucks and cars have often been so designed as to ren-
der it Impracticable, If not almost Impossible, to put on a brake
that will remain efficient after the car has run for any length
of time in the u.sual service to which a freight car Is subjected.
A very much more serviceable brake can frequently be had if
the beams are hung outside of the wheels. Beams thus hung
have the advantage of greater clearance from the track and
consequent decrease in liability of being torn oft; considerably
greater ease of inspection; shoes are more readily applied; and,
in my opinion, based on observation, in cases of derailment the
ti-uck is less likely to turn out from beneath the car.
Those who favor inside hung brakes argue the brake shoe

remains always the same height on the wheel, which is true only
when the beams have no spring suspension, without which (as
all who have observed know) even the rivets will loosen from
constant Jar, and the life of the beam and its hangings will be
conelderabiy Shortened.

The idea of braking all freight cars with one length of levers
when the cars vary in light weight from 20,000-i>ound flat cars
to 45,000-pound refrigerators, is gradually going out of prac-
tice. The only reason such practice ever had for existence was
that the levers of all freight equipment were thus of one size
and that no car repairer could make a mistake. But such a re-
pair man, of whom the attempt Is made to steer clear, is not to
be thus easily circumvented, he now shuflles up to the cylinder
and truck levers and guesses which is which.

I like what you say regarding the benefit to be derived
from the use of the slack adjuster. It is evident that the
greater the braking power on the car the greater the wear
of the brake-shoes, and consequently the more frequently must
the slack be adjusted. Instead of its being a fortunate thing
that there is but one prominently known slack adjuster, I be-
lieve it haa worked to the disadvantage of both the manufac-
turer thereof and the railroads. Had the comi)etition l>een
grreater, the already moderate price might not have been af-
fected, but I believe there would be more adjusters in use to-
day. I do not see where $5, or less than 1 per cent, of the cost
of the car, can be placed to better advantage than in the appli-
cation of an efficient safety device, such as this certainly is.

It must seem to be a trifle peculiar that with a numerical ratio
of 30 or 40 box cars to one passenger car, that more slack
adjusters—ten times over—should be in use on passenger than
on freight cars, especially inasmuch as the former are placed
on repair tracks for cleaning and proper inspection and testing
of brakes on an average of once every 24 hours. Such inspection
cannot be given freight cars.

Inasmuch as you mention the necessity for greater attention
being paid to systematic cleaning and oiling of cylinders and
triple valves, the writer would like to submit the form of record
used by himself for the past three years, by which defective
work oan be traced to its proper source and the exact amount
of such work be ascertained at a glance. [These are clearly de-
scribed, and are not reproduced.—Editor.] You will note that
each page of the record book has 50 numbers, one side of the
leaf having the even numbers 00 to 98, while the opposite side
has the add numers, 01 to 99. The class of oars can be
stamped at the top of the page if desired. As all pages are
printed alike, the top of each page Is headed by writing the
figures above the tens space, then all the clerk has to do is to

enter the weekly reports (made on blank form herewith shown)
by stamping with a rubber stamp or writing in the proper
year column a letter corresponding to the telegraph call of the
point where the work was done and a figure indicating the
month. The last column in the weekly report serves as a check
on the record for previous work. Often work recently done at
some point has to be done over again very soon at other
places, it is an indication of carelessness or negligence, and in
no other way than by some such record as this does the writer
see how it is to be known that these men on a large railroad
system are doing their work well. They cannot be constantly
watched, and ample opportunity is had for slighting this work.
A monthly report shows the amount of work done at each

point, the number of foreign cars attended to, and the total
amount of work done, giving the percentage to the total equip-
ment of air braked cars. Since we have had this record we have
more nearly accomplished the desired end—attention to the
freight cars once a year—than we did before.

E. W. PRATT.
General Air Brake Inspector, C. & N. W. Ry.

Chicago, 111., Feb. 10, 1899.
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Editor American Engineer:

I have carefully gone over the editorial in your February issue

referring to air brakes on cars of large capacity, and fully coin-

cide with some of your views on the subject, but my opinion is

that you did not go far enough, as this is an almost inexhaust-

ible subject. We are practicing many ridiculous features to-

day in connection with air brakes on both freight and passenger

cars, and some, which it occurs to me, we have very little ex-

cuse for. Our 'brakes are entirely too heavy for the amount of

work they have to do, and some effort must be made in the

near future to reduce this weight. One of the greatest features

for ridicule in our freight car brakes is that we take a car

weighing 30,000 pounds and load it with 110,000 pounds of weight,

and yet have the same braking power with the 140,000 pound

load that we had with the 30,000-pound load. Surely there is

room for improvement in this. J. E. SIMONS,
Pittsburgh & Lake Brie R. R. Asst. Master Car Builder.

McKee's Rocks, Pa., February 21, 1899.

DISCIPLINE AND EDUCATION OF RAILWAY EM-
PLOYEES.

The able article by Mr. G. R. Brown on the subject of "Dis-

cipline and Education of Railway Employees," printed on page

35 of our February Issue, has brought a flood of letters ad-

dressed to the "American Engineer" by progressive officers high

in authority on the railways of the United States, showing

how deeply railroad managements are interested and how

keenly they are following up this most important subject. We
deem it advisable to reprint a few of them and regret that we

are not at liberty to publish the names of the writers in every

case.

Chicago, Rook Island & Pacific Ry.
Chicago, February 13, 1899.

I read Mr. Brown's article with care and was very much in-

terested in it. We have had his system in effect on the Rock
Island Road for about two years now, and while I cannot say

it has done all that M--. Brown claims for it, I do think It has
been of very great advantage to our company in many ways, and

we have no desire to return to the old method of disciplining

our men by suspension. Briefly, I think the effect of the sys-

tem is to improve the personnel of the men In our operating and
mechanical departments; this, first, by weeding out the poor
and inefficient men, and, second, by stimulating those remaining
in our employ to give the company the very best service they
are capable of. W. H. TRUESDALE,

First Vice-President and General Manager.

Boston & Maine Railroad.

Boston, February 3, 1899.

My attention has been called to the article in your issue of

February, entitled "The Discipline and Education of Railway
Employees," which I take pleasure in carefully reading.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
President.

Flint & Pere Marquette R. R.

Saginaw, February 4, 1899.

The Brown System of Discipline has been in use on the Flint

& Pere Marquette for some time past, and Is very satisfactory.

The matter has been so ably covered by Mr. Brown that any
comments from me seem unnecessary. I consider Mr. Brown's
article in your paper a very good one. W^. D. TRUMP,

General Superintendent.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Ste. Marie Ry.
Minneapolis, February 9, 1899.

My attention was attracted to the article written by Mr. G.
R. Brown on the "Discipline and Education of Railway Em-
ployees," under the Brown System of Discipline, in your Feb-
ruary number. As you are probably aware, this company is

using the Brown System and we find it in every way superior to
the former way of handling nhen, and I heartily concur with Mr.
Brown in the sentiments expressed therein.

E. PENNINGTON,
General Manager.

Long Island Railroad.

Long Island City, February 4, 1899.

I have followed closely the advancement and growth of what

is known as the "Brown System of Discipline," and know of

the favorable results obtained where the system is being fol-

lowed. I take pleasure in saying that our own experience has

been very successful and gratifying.

W. H. BALDWIN, JR.,

President.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry.
Chicago, February 13, 1899.

I have read with much interest the article by Mr. G. R. Brown
on "The Discipline and Education of Railway Employees,"

printed in your February issue. I consider this a very able

article, and I coincide fully with Mr. Brown in everything which
he has said, after having had an experience of nearly two and
one-half years under the operation of the Brown System of

Discipline. Our employees take kindly to it, and we believe we
have improved our service very m.aterially, which means in the

end a large reduction in the cost of operating the road. We
believe our em.ployees to-day would, to a man, vote against

going baok to the old system of discipline by suspension.

W. I. ALLEN,
Assistant General Manager.

Southern Pacific Co.

San Francisco, February 7, 1899.

I have read this article by Mr. G. R. Brown, General Superin-

tendent of the Fall Brook Railway, in your February number
with much interest. Our experience with the system of disci-

pline devised by him has been most satisfactory, both to the

management and to the men. J. KRUTTSCHNITT,
Fourth Vice-President and General Manager.

Chicago & West Michigan Ry.

Detroit, Grand Rapids & Western R. R,

Grand Rapids, February 14, 1899.

My especial attention has been called to the article by Mr. G.

R. Brow-n in the February issue of your paper, for which I am
grateful.

'

CHAS. M. HEALD,
President.

The Wabash Railroad.

St. Louis, February 4, 1899.

I find a very valuable article by Mr. Brown in your February
number. While I have read a great many of Mr. Brown's ar-

ticles, I take great pleasure in reading the one in your paper.

J. RAMSEY, .JR.

Vice-President and General Manager.

Plant System.
Savannah, February 3, 1899.

I notice in your February issue an article by Mr. G. R. Brown,
General Superintendent of the Fall Brook Railway, on the sub-

ject of discipline, and take pleasure in reading this article

as I have always done similar articles written by Mr. Browni
B. DUNliAM,

General Superintendent.

Railroad.

February 14, 1899.

I have been following Mr. Brown's career, in connection with
the question of discipline, for several years.

I regard the record system of discipline in a sense philan-

thropic and elevating. It must, it seems to me, nourish the

virtue of gratitude on the part of employers and employees
alike; the former because of the possible satisfactory results

without punishing the families of those who make mistakes, as

well as the Improved service which it seems to me must come
from a careful, conscientious, intelligent application of the sys-

tem; and the latter in recognition of the many advantages ac-

cruing from being allowed to continue to earn wages, notwith-

standing their errors which made it necessary to discipline

them in one way or another.

As to the matter of education, we must all on general prin-

ciples agree with Mr. Brown to a certain extent, and I re-

gard this feature as one requiring very delicate treatment. I
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believe the best results are to be attained by teaching men to

be hone.s{, self-reliant, and to have proper respect for authority,

coupled with such training as may be necessary to make them
efficient workmen in their spheres. Men of good common sense

thus equipped will render better service In the lower ranks,

as a rule, than those of higher education.

I realize that I am on the unpopular side of this question;

but, believing that there Is always a sufBcient number of the

better educated class of men, desirous and ciualified to become
good railroad men, to fill the positions of authority, by due
course of promotion, I am satisfied that the companies' inter-

ests are always safe-guarded In this respect.

Vice-President.

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Ily.

Cincinnati, February if). 1899.

Mr. Brown's ideas regarding the disciplining and education

of railway men agree with mine. Being personally acquainted

with Mr. Brown, I have gone over and discussed the subject

with him in detail, and have no hesitancy in saying that his

views and ideas are sound, and in accord with my own.

R. B. TURNER,
General Superintendent.

Columbus, Sandusky & Hocking R. R.

Columbus, February 7, 1899.

I came here last October and found nothing that correspond.s

to the Brown system of discipline. I am glad to see Mr. Brown's
article on this subject. There is no doubt but that the prin-

ciple underlying Mr. Brown's system is of great value and I

propose to adopt in substance his method of dealing with

my men. G. H. KIMBALL,
Superintendent and Chief Engineer.

R. R.

February 9, 1899.

I have read the article by Mr. G. R. Brown, General Super-

intendent of the Fall Brook Railway, and originator of the

Brown system of discipline, with a great deal of care. I have
also studied the system introduced by him and have prac-

ticed it, as our road had adopted this system of di.sciplining

employees. 1 was opposed to the system before it was inau-

gurated on our road, and I have had no occasion to regret

the stand I took at the time.

I feel that when a man has disregarded the rules of the com-
pany, or through his carelessness or indifference, has caused

loss of life and great damage to the company's property, for

which the company finds it necessary or expedient to suspend

him from the service for a certain period, after the suspension

has been lived out the man feels that he has, in part, paid

the company for the damage he has done, and he goes to

work with a clear mind and with no club hanging over him
and nothing to prevent him from exercising good judgment and
rendering acceptable service to his company. The most am-
bitious men that we have on the road are the men who are

more liable to commit slight offenses, for which demerit marks,
under the Brown system, are assessed. They soon amount up

to sixty marks, at which time we know that it is optional with

the company whether or not they will dispense with his serv-

ices. He is then working under a cloud; he is not in a frame
of mind where he would render the service he would if his

mind was clear; he has had placed upon his ambition a check,

and, in short, it places our men in a degree of bondage, that

is not. In my judgment, conducive to good service. I am very

much opposed to the dismissal of old employees; men who are

acquainted with the system, the officers and its rules, but I do

believe that the company gets better results, the employees are

happier and freer to act under the discipline by suspension

than under the Brown system.

I do not WTlte this article for publication, but if you desire

to record me as being opposed to the Brown system, I have no

objections.

Master Mechanic.

Columbus, Hocking Valley & Toledo Ry
Columbus, Februarj' S. 1899.

I have carefully perused Mr. Brown's article, which appears

In your February Issue, and take pleasure in saving that I

heartily Indorse all that he has said on the subject Our
experience with the Brown system of discipline is quite satis-

factory. We show a decrease in the number of ca.ses of disci-

pline of 28 per cent. In the year just closed, as compared with

the previous year, and one of 33 per cent. In the number of debit

days accorded. 1 feel that this system of discipline is by far

superior to the old, In fact results show this to be the case.

We feel to-day that our service Is as nearly perfect as it has

ever been, so far as discipline Is concerned, and we believe

that It is largely due to the interest that the men take In the

new system. M. S. CONNORS,
Superintendent.

Long Island Railroad.

Long Island City, February 4, 1899.

I have read with interest Mr. Brown's article In your Feb-

ruary Issue. I know Mr. Brown personally, and have had the

pleasure of spending some time on the Fall Brook Railroad.

I believe thoroughly In Mr. Brown's method of handling men
and know that the results obtained are most satisfactory. I

have followed the growth of this system with great pleasure

and gratification. W. F. POTTER,
General Superintendent.

REQUIREMENTS FOR BOILER TUBES, UNITED STATES
NA\T.

The Bureau of Steam Engineering of the United States Navy
Department has recently issued a code of rules covering the

requirement for material used In the construction of boilers

and machinery for use in naval vessels from which the follow-

ing in regard to boiler tubes Is taken:

Lap-welded Mild Steel and Lap-welded Charcoal Iron.

The naval inspector will select three tubes from each lot

of 100, and these will be subject to the following tests:

1. A piece 3 Inches long, cut from one tube, must stand

being flattened by hammering until the sides are brought par-

allel with the curve on the Inside at the ends not greater than

three times the thickness of the metal, without showing cracks

or flaws, the bend at one side being In the weld.

2. A piece IVi Inches long, cut from one tube, must stand

crushing in the direction of its axis, under a hammer, until

shortened to % Inch for stay tubes and to % Inch for or-

dinary tubes, without showing cracks or flaws.

3. The end of one tube, cold, must stand having a taper pin,

taper 1% inch to the foot, driven into It until the end of

the piece stretches to IVa times the original diameter, without

showing cracks or flaws.

The failure to pass any one of these tests will reject the

lot of 100.

Seamless and lap-welded mild steel tubes 3 inches In diam-

eter and larger, for steam and water pipes. These must pa.ss

requirement No. 1, but requirement No. 2 is altered to the fol-

lowing, and No. 3 Is omitted:

2. Two pieces, which have been cut from the ends of two test

tubes, shall, after annealing, stand flanging cold to a 1 inch

flange, when the diameter of the tube is from 3 Inches to

6 Inches, or to a V/2 inch flange when the diameter of the tube

is greater than 6 Inches.

The failure to pass these tests in a satisfactory manner will

reject the lot.

INFRINGEMENT OF JANISTET COUPLERS.

Judge Adams handed down at St. Louis, Feb. 14, an opinion

In the patent suit of the McConway & Torley Co. against the

Shickle, Harrison & Howard Iron Co. The plaintiffs alleged

that the St. Louis company infringed their patent on the

Janney freight car couplers, on which the complainants claim

a patent granted Feb. 21, 1882. Samples of this coupler were

introduced in court when the case was argued. The defense

was on three lines, unpatentability, anticipation and non-

infringement. Judge Adams ruled that the complainant had a

clear patent on this novelty, and that It has been infringed.

The opinion stated that a decree will be entered granting a

perpetual Injunction against any further infringement and re-

ferring the case to Judge James A. Seddon, for an accounting

of the damage sustained by the complainants from the In-

fringement.
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SAND DRYING AND ELEVATING APPARATUS.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad.

The best arrangement (or sand drying systems seems to be

still an open question among those most interested in the cheap

and efficient hauling ot sand for locomotive uses, and we there-

fore present by courtesy of Mr. G. W. Rhodes, formerly Super-

intendent of Motive Power of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

engravings of what is considered to be an excellent installation

at Chicagoi. The drying stoves, of which there are two, are

shown in Fig. 1. These stoves are located between two reser-

voirs, which are below the floor line, and receive the sand

after drying; the sand passing down through a valve in the top

of the reservoir. An enlarged view of this valve is shown in

section in Fig. 2, and its method of operation by cord and

lever is shown in Fig. 1. The sand is elevated to a storage

reservoir under which, the dryers are situated, by means of com-

to a depth of four feet, thinking we could store sand as well

below the ground level as above it. The upper portion of the

shed is divided into sections, with doors that open inward and
upward, so that a car can be run at any place alongside of the

shed and unloaded. The sand drjang room is a building

nineteen feet square, and is fitted with two large drying stores,

cone shaped, with the largest diameter down, the latter diam-
eter being 4 feet 9 inches. As the sand dries it is screened

into a reservoir holding about six cubic feet. The sifted sand
falls through an eight-inch opening, which is closed by a cover

cast with some lips that fit in a race, so that an eiglflh turn

draws it down and makes an air tight joint at the top, and after

closing the large opening air is admitted through a quarter-

inch pipe to the top of the sand, and in less than a minute the

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 4.

pressed air, as indicated by the piping, the arrangemenit and

formations of which need no explanation.

A pipe connection to the storage reservoir has a rotary valve

which controls the flow of sand to the sand box on the loco-

motive. This valve is shown in Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 shows the

valve coupled up to the hose leading to the sand box, and the

handle by which it is operated. Mr. R. D. Smith, Master Me-

chanic of the C, B. & Q. at Chicago, gave some information on

the working of the arrangement under consideration at a recent

Fig. 3.

meeeting of the Western Railway Chib, which we reproduce

because of its interest in this connection. He said:

"As we use at Chicago large quantities of sand for engines, a

description of our plant may not be out of place. I have been

looking up the amount of sand that we used last year, and
find that from Got. 1, 1897, to Oct. 1, 1898, we used in round
figures 200 cars of sand, or 3,916 cubic yards. We try to unload

all of our sand through the saimmer and fall months, closing up
our storage shed in the winter months, when sand is frozen

and expensive to handle. Our storage shed for holding the

sand is on a triangular piece of ground, with the drying room
in one corner. The storage shed, which is covered, is built the

same as most sheds used for that purpose, except that Instead

of unloading the sand at the top of the ground we excavated

siand in the reservoir is elevated through an ordinary two-inch

pipe extending from the bottom of the tank upward about 29

feet into a bin divided into two compartments. Each com-
partment is built like a hopper in a mill, having an opening at

the bottom that ends in four-inch pipe with a rotary valve.

There is a spout on the outside of the building that is pulled

down, and the rotary valve is turned to allow the sand to flow

to the locomotive sand box the same as water flows from a pipe

to an engine tank. We have used different methods of drying

and elevating sand, having tried steam dryers and different

air and mechanical elevators, but our present arrangement for

drying with the large stoves and elevating by putting the pres-

sure on top of the sand, has been the most satisfactory and
economical. We find it costs us to unload, dry and sift IIV^

cents per cubic yard. This cost includes taking the sand from
the car, drying, elevating and placing in a bin ready to be put

in the sand box of a locomotive."

It will be noted that there is a slight difference between
Mr. Smith's description of the valve in the reservoir and that

shown in Fig. 2, which may be accounted for by improvements
constantly going on in the service.

SAND BLAST FOR REMOVING PAINT FROM TENDER
TANKS.

The removal of old paint from iron surfaces has always been

tedious, expensive and unsatisfactory. Hand scrapers were

first used for this work, and while burners, both charcoal and

gas, of the Bunsen type, have been employed, and also chem-

icals, the task is a difficult one that always causes delay and

expense. Sand blast apparatus has been most successfully used

for similar work in bridge repairing and in ship yards, and

the simplicity of the appliances and rapidity of the action of

the sand have led to its use in cleaning paint from tanks.

A device of this kind, as used on the Atchison, Topeka and

Santa Fe Railway, is shown herewith by permission of Mr.

George A. Hancock, Assistant Superintendent of Machinery.
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Fiff. 1 shows the machine, perfectpd by Mr. Thomas Paxton,

Division Master Mechanic at Fort M.idison, Iowa. It consists

of a 12 by 33 inch air reservoir, mounted in a vertical position

on a pair of wheels, and filled with alx)ut 330 pounds of sand.

Suitable pipe and hose connections are made at the top of the

reservoir to admit air under a pressure of from 80 to 90 pounds,

while the sand pipe from the bottom of the reservoir extends

down to meet the air pipes.

An examination of the engraving will make clear the work-

i'mx. -
ISttUng

This machine has new fields of usefulness constantly present-

ing themselves, as shown in Fig. 3. where it Is seen cleaning old

car journal l>ra.s.ses which required new babbitt. Old brasses
were formerly cleaned by a bath of lye, but the sand blast does
the work faster and leaves the outer surface looking like new.
This device is profitably used in all places where it is neces-

sary to remove paint, as, for example, on dome and sand box
casings and driving wheel centers In case the paint is in such
a condition as to require a new surface, complete or in part.

The sand blast is also used to remove the scale from dry pipes,

where it is said to do the work better and more quickly than
it can be done in any other way. In view of this good record
in scale removal, there are many openings that will suggest
themselves in that line; crown bars and flues, for instance.

Old flies are also cleaned by the sanJ process and given a new
lease of life, it having been demonstrated that a short exposure
under the blast not only cleaned them, but considerably im-
proved their sharpness at the same time. This will remind our
older readers of the device in vogue years ago, which was used

Fig. I.-Sand Blast Machine and Nozzle.

ing of the device without a detailed description. This machine
cleans a 4,000 gallon tank completely in four hours, the reser-

voir requiring two fillings of sand for each tank. The weight

of the arrangement complete is 443 pounds empty and 773

pounds when filled with sand, as noted in our January issue.

Fig. 2 shows the machine in operation, where a tank is partly

cleaned, the rear half being finished. The special excellence of

the work done by the sand blast consists in its ability to take

everything off right down to the metal. If there are any pit-

ting where rust is progressing, the sand reaches and removes

every vestige of it. As a proof that it does its work well, it is

only necessary to say that a tank must be painted soon after

for the exclusive purpose of sharpening old files. Steam was

used instead of air to force the sand against the files as an

abrasive. These old machines are not used very extensively at
this time, but they may still be seen about old shops.
The sand blast machine is also used at Topeka for sanding

the ends of cars immediately after they are painted, as shown
in Fig. 4. This work is very rapid, and the sand is put on to
prevent injury of the paint of baggage and express cars that
are placed next the engine and exposed to the cutting of cin-
ders.

The Chicago & Northwestern Railway is also using the sand
blast, and a frame building has been erected for cleaning tanks
at the Chicago shops. The building is of such a size to con-
veniently take in one tank. Under the floor, which is of an

Fig. 2. Fig. 4.

Three Applications of Sand Blast Apparatus.

Fig. 3.

the cleaning operation or oxidation will immediately attack

the smooth, raw surface if left exposed to dampness.

About 10 cubic feet of sand is the amount used to completely

clean one 4.000 gallon tender, including the iron frame. The
labor cost is four hours, at 12.5 cents per hour, while the total

cost does not exceed 85 cents per tender. The figures show the

value of this method of cleaning as compared with the pro-

cess in which lime was used at a cost of five times that quoted

for the sand, and with results that were never as good.

open construction, is the sand supply, and this is elevated by
compressed air to a storage reservoir which is located on the

roof. Extending down from the reservoir is a %-inch pipe,

having on its lower end a T, one end of which is connected
to the compressed air supply pipe, and the other to the hose
that directs the blast against the tender. The construction of

the T is such that the entrance of the nozzle from the air sup-

ply passes by the opening of the pipe from the reservoir, anJ
thus has an ejector action on the sand after the latter reaches

the T by gravity. The arrangement Is said to work very

nicely.
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The paper on friction of locomotive slide valves read by J.

A. F. Aspinall before the British Institution of Civil En-

gineers, extracts from which we give in this issue. Is one of

the most valuable and interesting contributions to locomotive

literature, for the very good reason that the data from which

the coefficients were derived are the result of accurate and

painstaking work. Additional evidence is offered disproving

some old fallacies concerning the effect of port opening below

the valve, on the force required to move it, and there will be

less conjecture about the reactionary effect of steam under the

valve than formerly. The tabulated results showing the co-

efficients of friction for balanced and unbalanced valves, and

also the effect of lubrication, are worthy of preservation.

It has been known for some time that if the pressure within

the cavity of a valve was relieved the size of the hole did

not matter, but the real question concerning the balancing of

valves was not reached by Mr, Aspinall, viz., the amount
and distribution of the pressure exerted under the valve by

the film of steam that permeates between the surface of the

valve and that of the valve seat. This subject was investi-

gated partially by Professor Robinson a number of years

ago, but no data are available applying to present conditions.

Our attention was recently called to the fact that on com-

pound locomotives the amount of balance of the high-pressure

valve cannot be allowed to be as large as that of the low

pressure, and there is good reason to believe that a film of

steam, exerts an upward pressure for some distance from the

edges of the valve. In the case of the high-pressure valve this

effect is produced at the inside edges as well as the outside,

and what we need most to know is the law governing this

action. It has been suggested that the same experiment should

be undertaken with flat plates, one of which is drilled to the

atmosphere instead of using actual valves.

The New York Board of Railroad Commissioners have recom.

mended legislation requiring a third man to be employed upon

locomotives which are so designed, as in the case of tie Wootten
type, that the engineer and fireman are separated in such a

way as to endanger the train in case of accident to, or the

death of the engineer. The case arises as a result of several

accidents which, while not involving death or injury to pas-

sengers, have possibly been narrow escapes. The question, as

we see it, is whether a third man would really help the situa-

tion in the least. He would interfere with the engineer's du-

ties, if riding on the right hand side of the cab, and on the left

hand side he would not be likely to discover an accident to the

engineer before the fireman would have his attention drawn
to it by unusual speed or omission to give or answer signals.

There is good reason to believe that the fireman, who must of

necessity be on the alert for all changes in the manner of

working the engine, would be the first to know of an accident

to the runner, and it is difficult to see how anything better can

be done than to provide good methods of communication be-

tween the two men, and it can usually be made possible for the

fireman to see the runner without going forward. An extra

maa oc a locomotive, especially if not kept constantly em-
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ployed, Is a source of danger, and so far as we can learn, the

engineers themselves object to the proposed rule. A delega-

tion of about thirty of them recently waited upon Governor

Roosevelt, and protested against it on the ground that there

would be greater danger with two engineers than with one.

Human nature was human nature the world over, and it would

show itself In the cab of an engine as quickly as anywhere else.

The inclination to talk and visit would be given way to and

one of these little visits would some day cause a horrible acci-

dent.

The desirability of giving more attention to the mainte-

nance of brake equipment has been urged in these columns,

and if furi..er support is necessary, we have it in the record of

the system of the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway,

presented elsewhere in this issue. The results of systematic

inspection of this apparatus are convincing as to its value. We
desire to remark especially on the fact that this inspection

shows that cars from foreign roads that have just been given

general repairs, even to painting and stenciling, at their home

shops, are found with triples and cylinders in such bad condi-

tion as to need immediate overhauling and cleaning. This in-

dicates a tendency to consider that devices which are known as

automatic do not require careful attention. The Lake Shore

experience also supports our position in recommending more

care of present air brake equipment before advocating addi-

tional complications to take care of heavy cars.

POWERFUL LOCOMOTIVES.

Mr. Henderson's communication on fast passenger locomo-

tives, in this issue, emphasizes some of the factors that we have

been urging in the production of these engines, and his opinion

of piston valves, large port openings and boiler capacity is

worth pondering over. It is impossible to predict at this time

to what this discussion will lead. It involves the entire loco-

motive, boiler, cylinders and valve motion, and a free dis-

c\ussion of how to make locomotives more powerful per unit

of weight is worthy of the best thought and study. Greater ef-

forts than ever before put forth in this direction are now being

made by three trunk railroads of this country, which is an
indication of a disposition to secure the desired result. The
problem involves every type of locomotive, and from figures of

improvement in fuel economy which we have seen, but cannot

at this time make public, as a result of these efforts, it is made
clear that railroad managements will find it to their advantage

to so relieve motive power oSicers of the care of details which
ought to be attended to by subordinates that they can devote

their best attention to the locomotives and the fuel accounts.

The questions which are suggested by Professor Smart and Mr.

Vauclain, which were commented upon in our February issue,

are understood by very few men, as inquiries among and con-

versations with prominent motive power officers show.

If the discussion discloses nothing else, that which has al-

ready been said concerning the port openings of valves and the

provision of ample boilers is enough to keep designers busy
for some time. Incidentally an opinion on the valve question

may be worth mentioning. It is desirable to balance valves on
account of relieving the friction and lost work of operation, but
it is probably much more important to prevent the valves from
lagging in their movements, due to the resistance of the valves
on their seats, which causes the connections to spring and
yield, with the result that the intended port openings are not
obtained. It does not seem to be enough that steam ports be
enlarged, unices the balancing of the valves is also improved.
The piston valve is looked upon to obviate these difficulties,

but even with this type the lagging of the valves is not always
overcome, unless the packing rings ai^ made in such a way as
to avoid excessive friction against the casing. We shall proba-
bly print some observations on this question soon.

There is no indication of just what type the locomotive of th.^

tutur« is to b«, but we look for large boilers, free steam pas-

sages, large port openings, balanced valves which will give th<

intended openings and compounding as important factors. I

will not be surprising if four cylinders, separate steam and ex
haust passages and separate valves, and even crank axles, an
involTOd. If the axivanjtagee to be gained by their use are large

enough, all of these will be accepted. Some remarks on th(

success of four-cylinder compounds in France, which we shal
print in a future issue, are of interest in this connection.

THE M. C. B. COUPLER.

At the .nvitation of Mr. A. E. Welby, General Superinlendenl
of the Rio Grande Western, to Mr. .Tohn Rickey, General Mastei
Mechanic of the same road, to express himself with respect tc

the efficiency of the M. C. B. couplers, the latter gentleman tooh
occasion to criticise the weaknesses of that form of coupler in

his terse and emphatic style. There were few defective features
of the coupler to escape notice. The expense of maintenance
and application, as well as the uncertainty of security and the
disappointment in experience with it. were referred to, and the
lack of uniformity in the contour lines of the several makers,
and also the wear on the locking devices received attention.
Several years have passed since this form of coupler was

adopted by the M. C. B. Association and the weakness now so
well known existed in the first of them, which indicates a slow
if any movement toward improvement. The fact that there is a
standard contour for the knuckle does not seem to be recog-
nized by some makers, notwithstanding that there is room for
improvement badly needed in the contact faces, which are a
reproach as they stand. We are not of those who decry the M.
C. B. coupler, for it is a great stride in advance of the link and
pin, but it is far from perfect, and since it has become the
standard of the railroads, there seems to be but one rational
thing to be done with it—make it as near right as possible.
Mr. Rickey's letter should have just that effect, or at least

cause renewed efforts in that direction.

Such action will be forced on railroads as a measure of self-

protection and not by legislation, through the necessity for
something like uniformity in knuckles, and that simply means
a standard. This was well shown by Mr. P. H. Peck in his

paper on "The Adoption of a Standard Knuckle" before the
Western Railway Club, in October, 1898. Out of a total of 77
draw bars nine of the bars had tw^o and two bars had three
knuckles each, and in only two of these bars would the
knuckles interchange with each other. The effect of this con-
dition of things on the finances of a railroad company is given
by citing the requirements of one case for maintenance. There
must be in way cars or at interchange points one of each kind
of knuckle, averaging 48 pounds, or 4,464 pounds, which at 3%
cents would cost $156.24. To furnish one knuckle of each of

the above kinds at sixteen different points and on twenty way
cars puts the cost up to 15.624.64. This is a large price to pay
for a chaotic and discreditable state of things.

Changing the point of view from that of the pecuniary
advantages- to be derived by an improved knuckle to the
broader one of safety to life and limb, we find that, while there

is a most gratifying reduction in the loss of life and mutilation

of trainmen since the introduction of the automatic coupler, the

murderous work still goes on. In the annual report of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission the compilation of the casual-

ties to employees for the year ended June 30, 1897, made by the

statistician of the Commission, is referred to by the latter as
follows: "Since the enactment of the law, in 1893, there has
been a decreasing number of casualties. There were 1,034

fewer employes killed and 4,062 fewer injured during the year

ended Jan. 30, 1897, than during the year ended Jan. 30, 1893.

In the Spanish-American war 298 men were killed, 1,645 were
wounded. In 1897 there were 1,693 men killed and 27,667

injured from all causes in railway service. In coupling and un-

coupling cars alone 219 fewer men were killed and 4,994 fewer

men were injured in 1897 than in 1893. The number of such
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employees killed has been i-educed one-half, and the number

of injured also practically reduced one-half. The reduction in

the number of accidents from all causes largely exceeded in a

single year tie entire casualties during the late war."

The Commission has cause to congratulate itself on the fact

that it has been instrumental in causing the removal of

one cause of loss of life among trainmen, but there is reason

to believe, from their own showing, that the work is not yet

complete. Observation on the road and in the yard would con-

vince the most inexperienced that many automatic couplers re-

verse their functions and are automatic only in uncoupling,

which is certainly not the intent of their sponsors. There is

no doubt that the greater portion of the casualties in coupling

are due to the failure to couple and uncouple, and thus make

it necessary for trainmen to go between the cars or hang

to the hand holds, and thus risk their lives to perform man-

ually what the coupler is supposed to do automatically.

The Westera Railway Club has taken up a diflScuit but prom-

ising work by appointing a committee to investigate the coup-

ler question thoroughly, for the purpose of making recommen-

dations with a view of removing some of the greatest of the

present difficulties, and information is now being gathered.

The first thing to turn up is the great number of break-in-twos

of trains, for most of which the couplers are probably respon-

sible. One road of 2,500 miles has an average of 18 of these

per day. The trouble has many causes, and the first step to-

ward improvement is to obtain accurate and intelligent records

of how the breaks occur. Comparatively few roads keep these

records, and the committee urges the importance of the infor-

mation. The length of the guard arm is another branch of the

subject that needs atteniion. and this committee is trying to

point out other directions in which a general improvement

may be made both in form and in character of material to be

used. The best recommendations they can make will be a

series of specifications and tests not only of the material, but

the form and methods of locking the knuckles positively. This

will be very diflieult to arrange, and -yet the most discouraging

element in the whole situation is the tendency for railroads

to take the penny-wise view. Mr. John Mackenzie said before

one of the railroad clubs recently that if a railroad manage-

ment could buy a coupler for 50 cents less than the cost of

other couplers, that is the one they want without regard to

the lines or material employed. This attitude has had much

to do with the present chaotic condition, and if continued, it

will defeat every effort toward improvement. Even this, how-

ever, may be overcome by specifications and tests that are so

rigid as to weed out inferiority.

AUTOMATIC BRAKE SLACK ADJUSTMENT.

The niceties of airbrake operation are observed by the rail-

road man as one of the first things to attract his attention, and

the traveling public is also becoming so well informed on the

subject of what constitutes good use of brakes that one may
hear the character of stops discussed on any passenger train, by

men who do not know the first principles on which the brake

does its work, but are well informed as to what a good stop is.

The necessity for smooth operation on freight trains is not so

apparent from a physical point of view, but there are financial

considerations that demand it in either case, and an adjustment

of the parts to overcome wear is naturally the first thing to sug-

gest itself to keep the brake up to its best efliciency, that is, to

reduce wheel sliding by uniform distribution of braking power.

This is best accomplished by means of an automatic device,

which, it is obvious, Is preferable to hand adjustment because

of the accuracy of its results, and for the reason that it does

its work best while the train is in motion. On long runs, where

the wear of brake shoes make slack adjustment an absolute

necessity, the work cannot be done satisfactorily by hand for

want of time, as has been d€monstrart;ed too many times. A

peculiarity of an adjuster that really adjusts is that it will

wear out more brake shoes than one unable by functional weak-

ness to perform its duties.

This was seen on the New York, New Haven and Hartford,

when it was found necessary to reshoe an entire train each

day, whereas, prior to the application of the adjuster, the train

was reshod once a week. A three months' record of the same

adjuster, but on another road, gave the flattering report of no

flat wheels, but the opposite trains on the same run, which

were not equipped with the adjuster, had forty-two flat spots

reported against them in the same time. Here, evidently, the

adjuster was making each car and each wheel do its full share

of braking. On the transcontinental lines all the condition for

a fair and impartial test of the merits of a brake slack adjuster

are found, and where so tested the fittest is the only one to sur-

vive. It is the practice on the Great Northern to properly ad-

just the piston travel on all cars before leaving St. Paul. In

making the 1,700 miles between St. Paul and Seattle the piston

travel increases, in some cases, two inches. With the slack ad-

juster there is no adjustment needed on an-ival at Seattle, and

the trains return to St. Paul with the same piston travel they

had on leaving that terminal. This very fine performance,

as we happen to know, is an every day occurrence on that road

and has been going on for several years. Fairness prompts us

to say that the device we refer to is the McKee brake ad-

juster.

Opinions on the general subject of brake adjusters are ex-

pressed elsewhere in this issue in connection with the sub-

ject of airbrakes as applied to heavy cars. We do not believe

that they are less necessary on ordinary cars, and if in certain

cases they have failed to give satisfactory results it will prob-

ably be found that the relatively small amount of attention re-

quired by all such devices has not been given.

NOTES.

A wrecking train under way in seven minutes from the

sounding of the alarm is the record of the Wabash at Decatur,

111., January 25, 1899. Our informant states this was a real

record and made in the course of ordinary work, the occasion

being impossible for the officers or men to foresee.

Wireless telegraphy is to be tried by Signor Marconi at the

South Foreland Lighthouse and on board the South Goodwin
lightship, says "Engineering." If the experiment is successful

the system will be adopted as a means of communication be-

tween the South Foreland Lighthouse and the South Sands

Head lightship, a distance of about 3 miles.

An arrangement of separate exhaust valves of the piston

type has been designed by Mr. J. A. F. Aspinall of the Lanca-

shire & Yorkshire Railway, England. It is referred to by "The

Engineer" as very satisfactory in reducing the back pressure

but we should expect to find its greatest advantage to be in

separate exhaust ports whereby the use of the present steam

passages alternately for live and exhaust steam may be avoided.

A new speed record has been established for cruisers by the

newly completed Japanese cruiser "Chitose," built by the Union

Iron Works and given her oflicial trial February 12. Mr. Irving

M. Scott is quoted as saying that the average speed tor 2 hours

45 minutes was 22.87 knots, and this without an accident of any
description. The highest and lowest speeds were 23.76 and 22."

knots, respectively. The "Chitose" is a protected cruiser of

4,760 toes, 402 feet 2 inches in length, and drawing 17 V^ feet of

water. She has triple expansion engines, which are capable of

developing 15,500 horse-power. Her armament will consist of

two 8-inch and ten 4-inch rapid-fire guns, twelve 12-pounders,

six 2%-pounders and five torpedo tubes.
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Electric traction, for the Manhattan Elevated has been prom-

ised for a long lime, but it now seems to lie assure*!, liecause

of the issue of 118,000,000 in bonds, just authorized by the di-

rectors. The president, Mr. Gould, according to a published

ptatement, has investigated the cost of electricity on the promi-

nent lines using it, and ho believes that the change will effect

a reduction of 2% cents per car mile in the expense of opera-

tion. Oil the present schedule this will amount to more than

$1,0()(),UUO per annum.

London city refuse used as fuel for electric lighting has been

very successful at Shoreditch. The cost of disposing of the

street refuse was formerly ?30,000 per year, which included the

collection and dumping at sea. The cost of gas for street light-

ing was $20,000 per year. The new electric plant cost $60,000.

and the cost for the first year was $19,070 for labor, supplies,

insurance, etc. The interest, rent, depreciation, etc., cost $10,-

205, making a total of $29,275. The gross receipts for the sale

of power and light were $43,205, giving a net profit of $15,930.

Compound locomotives are making good records on the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, where figures showing the

relative coal consumption of simple and compound engines

have been carefully kept for a number of years. A number of

engines that are exactly alike, except as to the cylinders, gave

an average advantage of 14 per cent, in fuel per 100 tons one

mile, on the West La Crosse division, and of 16 per cent, on the

East La Crosse division, the record covering an entire year.

The death of a locomotive engineer while running his train

is reported to have occurred on the Lehigh Valley February 11.

The case is somewhat similar to one on the Erie some months
ago, when the runner is supposed to have met death by strik-

ing his head against an obstruction, and the accident was not

discovered by the fireman until the speed of the train increased

to an unusual extent. The engines are of the type in which
the cab is over the boiler and the men are separated by a con-

siderable distance.

A pleasing and profitable co-operation betweeen the people

and the railroads of Massachusetts is made evident in the 189S

annual report of the railroad commissioners of that State.

There were 36 independent companies operating railroads in

that State in 1872, and the number has now been ruduced to 11.

The report says: "The process of consolidation has been accom-
panied by the voluntary reduction, during the period named, of

the average passenger fare from 2.43 to 1.78 cents per mile, and
of the average freight rate from 2.81 to 1.22 cents per ton mile,

and there has been, moreover, in the meantime, a marked im-

provement in the quality of the railroad service rendered."

A speed of 35.2 knots per hour is reported to have been made
on a measured course of I8V2 miles by the new torpedo boat

destroyers built by Schichau, of Elbing, for the Imperial

Chinese Navy. "Engineering" records the results, and states

that a speed of 33.6 knots was made with 67 tons of coal on
board, the full bunker capacity. The air pressure was from 1.58

to 1.77 inches of water, and the stokers are said to have had
a comparatively easy time. The boats are 193% feet long, 21

feet beam and of 280 tons displacement. The contract speed

was 32 knots and the horse-power of the engines 6,000.

The success of the Boston subway is of special interest in

connection with the proposition to construct an underground
line in New York. It is often said that American people like to

travel above ground too well to patronize a tunnel, but the

experience in Boston shows that a good transportation scheme
is papular, even if somewhat novel. "Engineering News"
prints a comparison of traffic from Park Street, Boston, before

and after the use of the subway, and shows an increase of 300

per cent, since December. 1894, whereas the normal increase in

the surface traffic during that time would not have been more

than 40 or 50 per cent. During the first year of the operation
of the complete subway the number of passengers taking and
leaving the cars at Park Street Station is expected to be at
least as great as the number of passengers entering and leav-

ing Boeton by the steam railroad trains at the North Union
Station, or about 24,000,000, and also greater than the aggre-
gate number of pa.ssengers entering the city last year by all

the other steam roads which are soon to occupy the South
Union Station. An idea of the character of the traffic is given
by the statement that at Park Street Station it is necessary to

load cars for 27 different routes from five consecutive berths
on one track.

A magnificent increase in net earnings has accompanied the
change from steam to electric traction on the South Side Ele-
vated Railroad (The "Alley L") of Chicago, as shown in the
report for the year ending December 31, 1898. The figures for
net earnings for the last two months of the year are as follows:

November, 1897. steam siOfiM
1898, electric [][...[]:.[[: 39mDecember, 1897, steam ii'Sl
189S, electric :::::::::.":::: 45:355

The Sprague multiple unit system is in use, and these months
of each year include the figures for the rental of the "Loop."
The total trackage is 19.44 miles.

TESTS OF NICKEL STEEI>,

Effect of Varj'ing Proportions of Nickel.

Some Interesting, though fragmentary, data from tests
nickel steel are reported in "Engineering," the tests having
been made at the Charlottenberg Testing Institution near Berlin.
The chemical composition of the specimens used varied between
99.6 and 0.33 per cent, of iron, with 0.03 to 98.4 per cent. o( nickel,
the percentage of other ingredients, such as cobalt, copper, man-
ganese, aluminum and sulphur being very small. The percent-
age of cobalt varied from 0.01 to 1.03 per cent,, it increasing
with the percentage of nickel. The effect on the physical prop-
erties of vaiTing proportions of nickel is indicated in the table:

Limit of Tensile
Per cent. elasticity. strength. Elongation
or nickel. Lbs. per sq in. Lbs. per sq. In. Per cent

20,S30 46.472 30 '

S 62,496 79,520 lO
16 .... 58,240 1
30 .... 14.224 2
CO to 98.5 .... 53,760 to 42,560 36 to 17

Increasing the proportion of nickel from to 8 per cent.
steadily increased the elastic limit and tensile strength, the
greatest strength accompanying the largest amount of nickel.
Increasing the nickel caused irregrular results, as shown by the
table. Porous fractures were obtained with 0.5 per cent, of
nickel becoming close with 1 per cent. Three per cent, gave
fractures of fine grain and proportion increasing above this made
them coarser until needle-shaped crystals were finally obtained.
An exception was found with 60 per cent, of nickel which gave
normal strength and fine grain. The compression tests gave re-
sults similar to those in tension. Experiments in rolling showed
that the process could not be used with more than 4 per cen'
nickel and fractures occurred with higher percentages.

PURDUE UNIVERSITY.

Mr. Robert S. Miller has been appointed Assistant Professor
In charge of the Department of Machine Design, and Mr. L. V.
Ludy has been made Assistant in the Engineering Laboratory,
assuming the work which has hitherto been carried on by Mr.
Miller.

Mr. Miller is a graduate of the School of Electrical Engi-
neering, class of '95, and received the degree of Mechanical En-
.sjineer from the same institution in '97. Since graduating he

has been assistant in the Engineering Laboratory, and later

instructor in mechanical engineering. In addition to his routine

work at Purdue he had a leading part in the exhaustive series

of tests made two years ago at Purdue upon the balanced com-
pound locomotive, and last year was in immediate charge of the

fuel tests made at the University for the Big Four Road, and
still more recently assisted in the duty test of the 20,000,000

gallon Snow pumping engine at Indianapolis, the results o'

which have attracted general attention.
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SIMPLEX BODY AND TRUCK BOLSTERS.

Southern, Rullway.

The arrangement of simplex bolsters shown in our engraving

is an adaptation to the requirements of the 60,000-lb. capacity

gondola cars of the Southern Railway. They are designed to

supplant 6 by 16-inch oak body bolsters, with two li/i-inch

truss rods, and 12 by 12-inch oali truck bolster, having two

truss rods of 1-inch body and 114-inch ends. A contrast could

hardly have been made more striking than by the selection

of these two representatives of bolster practice—the one stand-

ing for advanced mechanical constniction, and the other an

example of a type doomed to be soon obsolete, but where
still seen it serves to emphajsize the fact that old standards

are kept long after their usefulness has departed, although

VALUE OF GOOD STAYBOLT IRON.

To illustrate the actual saving effected by buying the best of

boiler material we quote remarks by Mr. Higgins, Superintend-

ent of Motive Power of the Lehigh Valley, in a discussion before

the New York Railroad Club as follows: "We have had some

experience with staybolt iron of various qualities. Up to four

years ago the road I am with bought staybolt iron, or what was

called staybolt iron, at a certain price. We then commenced
ordering stay-bolt iron costing three times as much per pound

as what we had been using. Previous to the change we ordered

on an average twelve tons of staybolt iron per month. Since

the change we have ordered on an average five tons of iron

per month, and the longer we continue using the more expen-

sive iron, the less the amount ordered each month. Or, in other

words, some time had to elapse before we really commenced to

Body and Truck Bolsters—Southern Railway.

The Simplex Railway Appliance Co.

the heavy capacity equipment has practically driven the

wooden affairs out of com-mission.

A height of 8 inches is in this case allowable over the plates

of the body bolster at the center, which gives an ample truss-

ing effect in conjunction with the two % by 3% by 6-inch

angles, the long sides of which are placed vertically between
the two bolster plates and extend to the outside face of the

intermediate sills, being cut to fit at the lower edges. These
angles are riveted through their short flanges to the upper

plate of the bolster, while the long sides are in turn riveted

to 2% by 2%-inch angles that are riveted to the bottom bol-

ster plates, a construction that is very stiff, as will be seen in

the separate sectional detail.

The truck bolster consists simply of a 12-inch channel

compression member and a % by 10-inch plate tension mem-
ber, and is too well known to require a description, it having

appeared in our October, 1898, issue in connection with Its ap-

plication to the tenders of the Chesapeake & Ohio new class

G-6 consolidation engines. These bolsters are made by the

Simplex Railway Appliance Company, Chicago, and are mak-
ing rapid strides in both locomotive and car equipment in

which stiffness, lightness and durability are the prime

requisites.

reel the effect of having the better iron for staybolts in the

boiler. This reduction in the amount of staybolt iron ordered

has occurred, notwithstanding the fact that there has been

quite a large increase in the number of engines owned by the

road."

MAGNOLIA METAL COMPANY WINS PIRACY SUITS.

We learn with pleasure that the protracted law cases which
have been pursued in Eng-land by the Magnolia Anti-Friction

Metal Company, Limited, the London branch of the Magnolia
Metal Company here, in defense of their rig-hts to their cele-

brated brand, and their business, has beeen decided in their

favor against John Sugdon, W. E. Watson, A. G. Brown, the

Atlas Bronze Company, Limited, and the Atlas Metal Company,
Limited, and others who were enjoined respecting patents ana
trademarks, and from engaging in any anti-friction metal busi-

ness, with costs and damages. The text of the decision, as it

appears in the English papers at hand, is very severe and
sweeping. We congratulate the Magnolia Metal Company upon
this result; the cases have been prosecuted with great vigor,

and no doubt large expense, and it is of value to Americans reg-

istering under and appealing to English laws to know that they

do and will protect when properly appealed to.
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THE SUMNER GAS AND GASOLINE ENGINES.

Tho adaptability of gas and gasoline engines to the service

of railroads for pumping and raising coal received comment in

our February Issue, and an appreciation of tlie advantages

to be gained by their use will undoubtedly be followed by al-

most universal app'ication of these engines for such service.

The Sumner engine, made by the F. M. Watkins Co., of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, illustrated in the accompanying engraving, is the

result of experiments and improvements covering 1.5 years, and

it is now used in place of steam engines up to 2.') Iiorse power,

the one shown being the 4 horse power size. The parts of the

engine, particularly the bearing surfaces, are large, being de-

signed with reference to long wear. Cheapness of first cost is

not sought after at the expense of good, durable construction.

The bearings are of phosphor bronze, and all parts are made
on the interchangeable plan, which would not be possible with

babbitted bearings. The crank shiifts and connecting rods

ai'e forged from solid steel billets and the fly wheels, which

The Sumner Gas and Gasoline Engine,

are double for all but the 2 horse power engine, are very

heavy. The best grade of iron is used in the castings, the base

and cylinders being of very hard iron to Insure long life.

One of the features for which much is claimed by the build-

ers is the electric igniter, which makes use of a magneto ma-
chine, employed only In the Sumner engine. These are used

with the expectation that they will last as long as the engine

and effect a great saving over the batteries that are generally

employed for obtaining the sparks for ignition. The magneto
is advocated because of avoiding the cost of renewing and re-

placing batteries and tube igniters. It is clear that igniting

devices that may be depended upon not to fail at critical times

must be appreciated, and uncertainty in this regard has un-

doubtedly exerted an influence in retarding the introduction

of internal combustion engines. These builders guarantee the

igniting devices to work satisfactorily for two years, and some
are now running in good order after five years of continuous

service, and show no signs of deterioration. The magneto gen-

erator is very simple. Its commutators are in the form of

hardened steel rings .with self adjusting brushes of softer ma-
terial. The armature is incased in a brass box, which may be

seen between the spokes of the fly wheel in the engraving. The
armature is geared to the main shaft, and current for starting

the engine is generated by turning the fly wheel slowly by hand
for the flrst ignition. The spark is produced in a special ig-

nition cavity away from oil and where the gas is richest, to

insure regular and economical ignition. The spark is produced

by bringing the electrodes together slowly and suddenly sepa-

rating them in such a way as to avoid wearing and battering

the electrodes. The condition of the contact points may be

observed at any time while the engine is running, and they

may also be cleaned without stopping or interfering with the

operation of the engine. The makers claim simplicity, reliabil-

ity and durability for the igniter, and also that it lights every
charge, does not deteriorate or burn out and is permanent.

When using gasoline—ordinary stove gasoline is used—the

supply is pumped from a safety tank placed under ground and

outside of the building. It is so arranged that any surplus

raised by the pump and not needed in the cylinder returns

automatically to the tank. The supply pump has no stuffing

box, and as the valves are always sealed by gasoline, it does not

require priming. The gasoline Is supplied in the form of an
atomized spray, which is mixed thoroughly with the proper

amount of air so that the ignition is complete at the dead point.

The gas mixer balances the gas pressure in such a way as to

dispense with checlc valves. The gas and air valves are com-
bined in one, which is applicable to natural or artificial gas,

and the builders state that this mixer makes it possible to start

the engine with certainty on the second turn of the fly wheel.

The governor regulates the pressure in the cylinder in propor-

tion to the work to be done, and permits of obtaining an explo-

sion for each alternate revolution. The makers say that it

gives a regulation within 1 per cent., permitting of running

electric light generators direct from the driving pulley.

The ease of starting is a special claim for the Sumner en-

gine, and on large sizes automatic starting devices are usee

whereby the time for starting is reduced to 30 seconds.

TONNAGE RATING ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC.

An accurate rating by tons of the hauling capacity of loco-

motives has for some time been understood as one of the

most vital elements in the transportation problem, but it is

only very recently that systematic effort has been made to

reap the benefits of minimum loading. The apathy existing

in some quarters is perhaps explainable by the fact that undue
importance has been given to the supposed magnitude of the

undertaking of the establishment of a rational system to fit

individual conditions. Among the later roads to adopt a plan

of this kind is the Canadian Pacific, which has evolved a system

of its own, embi'acing a rating for each locomotive on the road,

and in each direction for a given district. This rating applies

to 673 engines and includes twelve classifications for freight

service.

The fundamental feature of this system is to give each class

of engine a rating equal to a given percentage of an established

standard. This percentage covers a range from 143 per cent,

down to 60 per cent. The trains are embraced under the two

heads of ordinary freights and fast freights, and with the

ordinary freights as a base, there is a deduction made for

ordinary and bad rail conditions, and also for temperature

from zero to 32 degrees plus, from zero to 20 degrees minus,

and for a temperature colder than 20 degi-ees minus. As show-

ing the elasticity of this scheme, the Superintendents may, in

special cases not provided for by the rules, authorize a special

rating, and in addition to this the hauling rating of locomotives

in wind or snow storms will be governed at the time according

to conditions.

Tabulated values of the tonnage capacity of each class of

engine simplifies the system for the use of those making up

the trains, and reduces the work of assigning tonnage down
to a few calculations in order to find the proper load. There

has always been considerable diversity of opinion as to what

should be the allowable weight for empties of all kinds. Five

tons is allowed in this tonnage system for each empty freight

car, in addition to the tare of the car. An exception to this

is noted in case of long palace horse cars and refrigerator cars.

A similar reduction is made in the capacity of an engine moving

with the tender ahead, and also with double-head or push-

ing engines. To remove all doubt as to what allowance to

make for equipment on which the tare weight is unknown,

a table of estimated weights is furnished, which includes every

type of car on the road, which is an evidence of care to leave

no element of doubt or any chance for misconstruction. In

fact, the whole system appears to be framed with the one pur-

pose in view of having it plain enough to be understood and

used. It is in operation on the Ontario and Quebec division

under the supervision of General Manager Thomas Tait, with

results of the most satisfactory character.
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The New Consolidation Locomotive, Long Island Railroad.

CONSOLIDATION FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE.

Long Island Railroad.

The engravings of the 21 by 2S-lnch consolidation engine

represent a lot recently built for the Long Island Railroad

by the Brooks Locomotive Works. Locomotives of this size

and type are new on the Long Island Railroad, and may be

accounted for on the ground that the management is preparing

to move a larger tonnage than heretofore. These engines

have the Wootten firebox and are thus designed to burn either

anthracite or soft coal. The boiler, owing to the style of

firebox, stands high in the air, the center being 104 inches

above the rail.

In order to secure proper longitudinal stability, there is a

Mr. S. F, Pbinoe, Jr., Supt, Motive Power.
Wide Firebox Consolidation Locomotive, Long Island Railroad.

Brooks Locomotive Works, Builders.
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double brace at the smokebox, having a central foot common
lo both braces, this foot being riveted to the smokebox just

above the junction of the latter with the cylinder saddle. These
braces extend front and back, the former going forward to the

front of frame and the latter back to the guide yoke. This con-

struction presents an odd appearance at this time because we
have gradually outgrown the idea of the necessity for front end

braces in the last few years, but there is no question of the

value of these braces in lelieving the saddle bolts of a consid-

erable tendency to shearing.

An example of the certain passing ot the extension front is to

be noted on these engines; the fronts are fitted with the Im-

proved Bell spark arrester, and are only long enough to take in

the cinder hopper, while the length is sufficient to admit the

headlight i'l front of the stack, the lampboard being flush with
the door ring. The construction of the reverse shaft is with

one central lifting arm for the two link hangers. It is peculiar

to the Brooks Works and a good plan. A safe stowage place

for the main air reservoir is seen to be between the frames at

the rear of the main drivers; the reservoir is slung by two
stirrups that are secured to a casting resting on the frames.

The use of the Wootten firebox on the Long Island is the result

of the policy of the company to reduce the smoke nuisance as

far as possible, and to that end locomotives recently overhauled

have been fitted with this firebox. These engines have fire-

boxes 7 by 10 feet, and a total heating surface of 1,952 square

feet. Our engravings show the general appearance and many
of the detail dimensions of the engines.

On a dry rail they will exert a draw bar effort of 35,000

pounds. They are cylindered up to their adhesive weight, or, in

other words, they do not carry any superfluous load on their

drivers with the expectation of some day meeting with a slip-

pery rail. This will be seen by the coefficient of adhesion of

0.261. It is notable, by the way, that the latest designs ot

heavy locomotives show a tendency toward a high coefficient,

it being understood that the sanding devices can take care of

an occasional adverse condition of rail. A description of these

engines will be found below;

General Description.

Kind of fuel to be used AnthTaclte and soft coal
Weight on drivers 135.000 pounds

• " trucks 20.01^ pounds
" total 155,000 pounds

tender, loaded 86,000 pounds
Dimensions.

Wheel base, total, of engine 32 feet 9 inches
" " driving 14 feet 6 inches
" " total, engine and tender 49 feet 6 inches

Length over all, engine 35 feet
" •• " total, engine and tender 60 feet % inch

Height, center of boiler above rails 8 feet 8 inches
" of stack alx)ve rails 14 feet ZM inches

Heating surface, firebox 179 square feet
" •' tubes 1,773 square feet
" " total 1,953 square feet

Grate area 69 square feet

Wheels and Journals.
Drivers, diameter 51 inches" material of centers Cast steel
Truck wheels, diameter 30 inches
Journals, driving axle 8 by 10 inches

truck aii; by 10 inches
Main crank pin, size 6V4 by 6 inches

Cylinders.
Cylinders, diameter 21 by 28 inches
Piston rod, diameter 4 inches
Main rod, length center to center 120 inches
Steam ports, length 18 inches

width 1% inches
Exhaust " length 18 inches
^ ,,' '\ ^width 3 inches
Bridge, width li^ Inches

Valves.
Valves, kind Richardson balanc ed

greatest travel 6>4 inches
outside lap 51 Inch
inside " NoneLead in full gear None

Boiler.
Boiler, type Straight topworkmg steam pressure ISii pounds

thickness of material m barrel II-IU inch'
, " " tube sheet li inch
diameter of barrel 72 inches

Crown sheet, stayed with •...•.Radiil stay!Dome, diameter 30 inches
Firebox.

Firebox, tyje 1 Wootten over wheels
'ength 120 Inches

Firebox width 84 Inches
depth, front 64 Inches

" •• back 58 Inches
material Steel

" thickness of sheets

—

Tube, >/2 inch; sides, top and back % inch
" Brick arch None
" mud ring, width-

Back, 3'/4 inches; sides, 3% Inches; front, 4 Inches
Grates . > Cast-iron shaking
Tubes, number 294

material Charcoal iron
" oui.slde diameter 2 inches

thickness No. 11 B. W. G.
lenKlh over tube sheets 11 feet 7.3-16 Inches

Smokebox.
Smokebox, diameter, outside 75 Inches

length frrim flue sheet 63 Inches
Other Parts.

Exhaust nozzle Single
diamieter 5 Inches; B 3-16 Inches; 5% Inches
distance of Up above center of boiler 1 Inch

Netting, wire or plate Wire" size of mesh or perforation

—

214 by 2% inches, and 214 by Hi inches
Stack, straight or taper Steel taper

least diameter 15% Inches
greatest " 18% inches
height above smokebox 30 inches

Tender.
Type 8-wheel, steel frame
lank capacity for water 4,000 gallons

." .". ,

' coal 8 tons
material steel

" thickness of sheets 3-16 Inch and 14 Inch
Type of underframe steel channel

•• • springs Half elliptic
Diameter of wheels 33 inches

and length ot journals 414 by g Inches
Distance between centers of journals 5 feet 4 Inches
Diameter of wheel fit on axle 5% Inches" • center of axle 4^ Inches
Length of tender over bumper beams 23 feet 6 Inches

Wi,^'.>,
'*. *-^7!^ 20 feet

„„lv, .. ..
•;•;•••,•.•,

;; 8 feet 7 inchesHeight not Including collar 52 Inches
Special Equipment.

Brakes..American for drivers; Westinghouse for tender and train
service.

Pump o,/ |n„hi>a
Sight feed lubricators DetroitSafety valves ...;:; Prince
fe'-« .......::;:;:;:;se7rershpnngs FrenchSpark arresters Bell's Improved

STREET CAR BRAKES.

What would appear to be an excellent opening for the exer-
cise of the inventive faculty is to be found in the want of a
satisfactory braking system on street cars. The old crude de-
vices used on horse cars is doing duty on electric cars, and
while they were never good, they are now simply a reproach to
those responsible for their use at this day, when a good brake
is as much of a necessity in crowded street traffic as on a
steam road. The numerous cripplings and deaths resulting
from the failure to provide a suitable brake have aroused the
New York State Railroad Commission to action in the matter,
and they have invited all those interested in power brakes to
assist at a test of such brakes in New York city on the tracks of
the Metropolitan Street Railway Company. The excuse for the
continuance of the old hand-brake, namely, that no satisfactory
power brake had ever been devised, will not satisfy the present
inquiry, and we may now expect to see some improvement
Brake shoes should come in for a share of attention in this
test, as they are exceedingly important in influencing the quick-
ness of stops.

WATER IMPURITIES.

The Master Mechanics' Association Committee on "Best
Method of Preventing Trouble in Boilers from Water Impuri-
ties" is seeking information on the above subject for presen-
tation before the convention next June. The information asked
for in the circular of inquiry is confined strictly to the troubles
that occur from impure water; what has been done to over-
come such trouble; the cost per thousand miles for purifica-
tion; the cost for same mileage for boiler washing; how the
cost of washing has been affected by the use of purifiers, and
to what extent; the average life of flues and fireboxes, and
instructions to engineers and roundhouse men in connection
with the use of water-purifying methods. The committee is
composed of Messrs. A. E. Manchester of the Milwaukee, J. H.
Manning of the Union Pacific. S. P. Bush of the Pan Handle.
Henry Bartlett of the Boston & Albany, and R. M. Galbraith of
the St. Louis Southwestern, representing experience covering
all parts of the country and presumably every kind of water
used in the United States. It will be noted that the informa-
tion desired does not have to do with the chemistry of the sub-
ject, but is purely mechanical.
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FRICTION OF LOCOMOTIVE SLIDE VALVES.

Experiments upon the friction of locomotive slide valves con-

ducted upon a locomotive on the Great Southern & Western

Railway were described in a paper by Mr. J. A. P. Aspinall

before the Institution of Civil Engineers (England) in 1889,

and the information then given has been recently supple-

mented by another paper by him before the same organization.

The experiments were tried with valves resting against a verti-

cal face, on an inside-cylinder engine, the steam chest being

between the cylinders. The author considered it possible that

the friction of slide valves when resting upon a horizontal

face might be somewhat different from that of valves resting

upon a vertical face, and he also desired to test the ad-

vantages to be obtained from partial balancing. The follow-

ing experiments were therefore carried out upon a Lancashire

& Yorkshire Railway engine at Horwich, the engine being

fitted with the Joy valve gear. Fig. 1. The recording apparatus

was similar to that used in the experiments of 1889. Every

cient of friction being 0.0878, and six diagrams were taken of

the cast-iron Richardson valve, the average coefficient of fric-

tion being 0.0919. In the partially balanced valve, the balance

area was taken as being that portion which is enclosed be-

tween the strips, excluding the area of the strips themselves.

The good results obtained with the Richardson valves have

caused the author to modify the views he previously ex-

pressed as to the advantages to be obtained from balancing.

The experiments show that the friction of slide valves is some-

what greater against a horizontal than against a vertical face;

the coefficient of friction found in the 1889 experiments for

valves on a vertical face was 0.068, while in the experiments

m̂2S*ia_

I

I © I
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recorded in the first part of the paper. With this arrange-

ment, Fig. 2. it was found that a force of 2,195.9 pounds was
required to move the valve with a pressure of IGO pounds per

square inch in the steam chest. The plate was then talcen

out, and the two-inch hole was enlarged to four inches, and
five one-inch holes were drilled over each of the steam ports.

Fig. 3. The dynamometer recorded exactly the same force of

TABLE OF RESULTS.

p
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CAR CENTER PLATES— LUBRICATED.

In the article on "Freight Car Center Plates" in our Feb-

ruary issue reference was made to the advantages of lubricat-

ing them in reducing curve resistances. We now present the

practice of the Lake Erie & Western, by courtesy of Mr. P.

Rellly, Superintendent of Equipment, who recounts his ex-

perience with the plates he devised and patented for his freight

equipment and shown in Fig. 1, as follows: "I have had these

plates in service now for several years, and by observation I

find that the cars fitted with them show very little or no flange

wear. There is also a very noticeable decrease in the end wear

of brasses, which is a sure indication that the cars curve easily

The value of the device being judged by the measure of success

achieved, there is certainly little room for argument against

lubricating center plates. Fig. 2 shows the cast steel center

plate recently put in service on the Northern Pacific and also

referred to in the article noted above. This plate, as will be

seen, has a loose liner interposed between the upper and lower

sections, the upper one of which forms a reservoir to contain

the lubricant and has a perforated bottom face to allow the oil

free access to the liner and lower plate. There is no informa-

tion available of the performance of this center plate, which

was devised for the heavy capacity cars, but it is fair to assume

that it will reduce curve resistance as far as rough center

plates are responsible for it.

^
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Fig. 2.-Lubricated Center Plates, Northern Pacific Railway.

and consequently the hauling capacity of the engine is in-

creased. I equipped one special car with these plates over a

year ago and did not see the car again until after it had run

over the year. On examination the plates were found to con-

tain enough of the original oil to run another year, and the

wheels showed no wear on the flanges nor did the journal bear-

ings show any end wear worth mention.

"Center plates for cars of 60,000 pounds capacity should be

about 12 inches in diameter on the bearing surface. Tlie oil

reservoir will hold one pint, which will ordinarily run a car

two years without attention from the Inspectors or repairers.

It is not the intention that these plates should be oiled every

now and then, the same as car journals, for we all know they

Figt 1.—Lubricated Center Plates.

Lake Erie $e Western Railway.

would not be looked after by car inspectors, but the construc-

tion is such that the oil is retained in the reservoir in the

upper plate and cannot leak out. It is used as needed, but does

not get away. It is readily seen that a small quantity of oil

will last a long time. The lubricating idea is a very simple

one; it relieves the friction of the center bearings and does it

in an inexpensive way, and does not require any attention ex-

cept when the car is in the shop for general repairs, or about

once In two years."

This would appear to be a good indorsement of the lubricat-

ing of parts that have heretofore had no attention whatever.

Twelve new war vessels are recommended by the Naval Ap-

propriation bill, reported to the House of Representatives Feb-

ruary 8. Secretary Long, in his annual report, asked for 15

ships—three 13,000-ton battleships, three 12,500-toin armored

cruisers, three 6,500-ton protected cruisers and six 2,500-ton

cruisers. The bill, as reported, included all except the three

6,500-tO'n protected cruisers. The battleships will be seagoing,

and will be sheathed and coppered; they will have the heaviest

armor and armament of ships of their class, and the cost will be

about $3,600,000, exclusive of armor and gune. The armored

cruisers will have three screws each, which is probably due

to the opinion of Eingineeir-in-Chief Melville. They will also

be sheathed and coppered, and will cost about $4,000,000 each,

not including armor and armament. The six small cruisers

are to be built for high speed, without sacrificing features of

cruising and long radius of action, and they will cost about

$1,142,000 each.

PAT 10 CENTS TO SEE DR. DEPEW.

One of the privileges of being famous is to attract attention
and it is sometimes profitable to recognize celebrated people. A
good story is told of Chauncey M. Depew and President Calla-
way of the New York Central, who were "doing" the Omaha
Exposition together, and happened to go into a "midway" booth.

It was a tame entertainment and there was only a meagre
attendance when Mr. Depew and Mr. Callaway entered. Their
stay would have been very brief except for the fact that they
had scarcely taken their seats before there began a steady in-

pouring of people, which continued until the small auditorium
was crowded.
Taking this extraordinary increase of spectators as an indi-

cation that somothlng of an interesting nature was about to

be disclosed the two New Yorkers concluded to sit it out. Half
an hour's waiting failed to reward their patient expectancy,
however, and Mr. Callaway suggested that they move on.

Just then ex-Secretary of Agriculture J. Sterling Morton
pushed his way through the crowd, and extending his hand to

Mr. Depew, exclaimed:
"Well, Doctor Depew, so you are really here! I thought that

'barker' was lying."
"What do you mean?" inquired Mr. Depew.
"Why, the 'barker' for this show is standing outside and

inviting the crowd to 'step up lively* and pay ten cents for

the privilege of seeing the 'great and only Chauncey M. De-
pew.' "
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McCOUD SPRING DAMPKNER.

The McCord dampener for helical springs, as shown in our
illustration, is a device which apparently deprives that type

of spring of its objectionable snappy vibrations and makes it

possible to use helical springs with comfort and safety in

places heretofore impossible by reason of their too great sen-

sitiveness, such as, for example, tenders and passenger cars.

The Importance of this cannot be overestimated, for the reason
that the question of economy also comes in for consideration,

and the relative cost of helical and elliptic springs is such
that if by a mechanical device the former can be made to do
the work of the latter, there will be no doubt as to which
spring to use.

These features of the question were thought out about eight
years ago by Mr. Geo. Glbbs, at that time Mechanical Engineer

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, and now Consulting Engi-
neer of the Baklwin-Westing-
house combination. Mr. Gibbs
was the pioneer in the attempt to

dampen [the vibrations of coil

springs and change their motion
to the soft movement of the ellip-

tic spring, by a device entirely

distinct, and apart from the

springs tuemselves. The McCord
dampener, however, is a part of

the spring mounting, consisting

of two sleeves that form the upper
and lower seats for the spring.

The lower of these sleeves is

split so as to form two pieces

where it enters the upper sleeve,

which is a continuous piece. The
fianged base of the lower, or .split,

sleeve is of spherical form, and
the spring rests on the outer edge

of the flanges. Here is the me-
chanical principle on which de-

pends the success of the device as

a dampener. When the load comes
on the spring, the halves of the

lower sleeve become a pair of bent

Fig. 1.—The McCord Spring levers, owing to the spherical
Dampener. contour of the base, and the

upper ends are thus forced out against the continuous sleeve

with an Intensity proportional to the lever arms and the load,

giving a frictional resistance between the sleeves that, under

shocks, causes a slow movement and brings the spring to rest

with but one vibration. This will be readily understood by

reference to the illustration. Fig. 1.

A comparison of the vibrations of helical and elliptic springs

is nicely shown graphically in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, by means of

FiH. 2. T&st ^kxl. Witnouf Dampener.
Lood ZOOO Its

Fjg.3. Test No-I. with Oomoener.
uai 1000 Its.

Fig.4. Test o( Elliptic Spring.

Loud 7I»0 ita

Tests of Spiral and Elliptic Springs.

diagrams obtained by the attachment of a revolving drum
to a testing machine. The horizontal right lines were made
on the diagram by causing the drum to travel under the pen-

cil; the upper of these lines being made while the beam was
in its normal position with no load, and the lower ones by
depressing the beams until the spring came to a solid bear-

ing, and then allowing the beam to vibrate with freedom.

The resultant of these movements of the drum and beam Is

the sinuous line shown In each figure. Fig. 2 represents a
coil spring without a dampener, and therefore very active.

Fig. ."? shows the effect of the dampener on the same spring,

and Fig. 4 shows the normal action of a 36-lnch, 5-leaf ellip-

tic spring. These show plainly the effect of, and while highly

gratified by these lines as bearing out their theory that the

action of the helical spring is made equal in all re-pects,

as shown in the diagram, to that of an elliptic spring, the

owners of the device have found facts in practice to sustain

all claims made for it. It has been in use on a tender for a
long period, and the results are exactly what were expected.

McCord & Company, of New York and Chicago, are the manu-
facturers and are prepared to furnish the device for service.

RAILWAY STATISTICS.

The statistician of the Interstate Commerce Commission has
prepared summaries from the tenth statistical report for the
year ending June 30, 1897, from which we make some extracts
of interest. Of railways we find that of the total of 184,428.47

miles, there were 128 roads in the hands of receivers. These
roads operated 18,861.68 miles, the mileage owned by them be-
ing 14,894.57 miles. These figures, as compared with those for

1896, show a net decrease of 11,613.71 miles operated, and 8,622.89

miles owned by roads in charge of receivers. During the year
ending June 30, 1897, 51 roads were removed from the control

of receivers, and 28 roads were placed under their management.
An Inspection of the roads operated under receiverships on
June 30, 1897, shows that 22 operated a mileage in excess of 300

miles; 20 between 100 and 300 miles, and 70 a mileage less than

100 miles.

Equipment figures give the total number of locomotives in

service on June 30, 1897, as 35,986, an increase in number over

the prevous year of 36. Of the total number of locomotives

reported, 10,017 were classed as passenger locomotives, 20,398 as

freight locomotives, and 5,012 as switching locomotives. The
number of locomotives without classification was 469. The
total number of cars of all classes reported in service on the

date named was 1,297,480. The corresponding number for the

previous year was 169 greater. Of the total cars reported,

33,626, or 623 more than for 1896, were assigned to passenger

service; 1,221,730 were assigned to freight service, indicating

a decrease of 157 during the year; and 42,124 were assigned

to the special service of the railway companies. This record

does not include cars owned by private companies and Indi-

viduals that are used by railways in transportation service.

Taking the United States as a whole, it appears that 48,861

pa.ssengers were carried, and 1.223,614 passenger miles accom-

plished per passenger locomotive, and correspondingly there

w-ere 36,362 tons carried and 4,664,135 ton-miles accomplished per

freight locomotive. All of these items show a decrease as

compared with those of the preceding year. The number of

passenger cars per 1,000,000 passengers carried during the year

under consideration was 69, and the number of freight cars per

1,000,000 tons of freight carried was 1,647. It should be under-

stood, however, that this average does not include such cars,

mainly in the freight service, as are owned by private par-

ties, for the use of which the railways paid during the year

approximately $11,000,000. Including in the term "equipment"

both locomotives and cars, it is found that the total equipment

of railways on June 30, 1897, was 1,333,466. These figures are

133 less than on June 30, 1896. Of this total number 525,286

were fitted with train brakes, the increase being 76,432, and

678.725 were fitted with automatic couplers, the Increase in this

case being 133,142. These increases are somewhat smaller than

the corresponding increases for 1896.

Further equipment details on June 30, 1897, show that the

number of passenger locomotives fitted with train brakes was

9,899, or 83 more than the preceding year. The number of

freight locomotives so fitted was 18,796, or 875 more than the

preceding year. The number of switching locomotives fitted

with train brakes was 3,666. The number of passenger lo-

comotives fitted with automatic couplers was 4,687, the increase

with respect to 1896 being 184. The number of freight locomo-

tives fitted with automatic couplers was 4,192. the increase be-

ing 819. The number of switching locomotives fitted with such

couplers was 741, or 147 more than for 1896. The number of

passenger cars fitted with train brakes on June 30, 1897, was
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33,078, and the number fitted with automatic couplers was 32,661,

the increase being 665 and 815 respectively. The number of cars

in freight service fitted with train brakes was 453,688, or 74,630

more than in preceding year. The number fitted with auto-

matic couplers was 629,399, indicating an increase of 129,166. Of

the total cars in service 492,559 on June 30, 1897, were fitted

with train brakes, and 668,937 were fitted with automatic coup-

lers, the increase for the year in the former case being 75,237,

and in the latter 131,989.

The number of men employed by the railways of the United

States on June 30, 1897, was 823,476. These figures, assigned

on the mileage basis, show 449 men per 100 miles of line. The

corresponding figures for the preceding year were slightly

larger. The employees of railways are divided into 18 classes.

The number of station agents was 30,049; other station men,

74,569; enginemen, 35,667; firemen, 36,735; conductors, 25,332;

other train men, 63,763; switchmen, flagmen and watchmen, 43,-

768, and telegraph operators and dispatchers, 21,452. A distri-

bution of employees corresponding to the four principal di-

visions of the classifications of operating expenses shows that

general administration required the service of 31,871 employees,

or 17 per 100 miles of line; maintenance of way and structures,

244,873, or 134 per 100 miles of line; maintenance of equipment,

160,667, or 88 per 100 miles of line, and conducting transporta-

tion, 378,361, or 206 per 100 miles of line. This statement disre-

gards a small number of unclassified employees amounting to

7,704. For the year ending June 30, 1897, it appears that the

aggregate amount of wages and salaries paid was $465,601,581.

This amount represents 61.87 per cent, of the total operating

expenses of railways, or $2,540 per mile of line. The total com-

pensation for 1896 was $3,222,950 greater.

DRIVING AXLE KEY-WAYS.—ERIE RAILROAD.

COnnUNICATIONS.

To the end of securing immunity from fracture of driving

axles at the hub, more attention is given to construction detail

at that point than formerly, in which not only the wheel fit, but

the key-way are important factors. The practice of the Erie in

this regard is shown herewith by courtesy of Mr. A. E. Mitchell,

Superintendent of Motive Power. The wheel fit is of the same

diameter as the journal. The method of key-way construction

is new, and is no doubt a great improvement, for the reason

that there is no starting point for fracture, as that portion of

the key-way cut in the axle ends two inches from the inner

face of the wheel, and has the most advantageous form for pre-

Me'hod of Cutting Key Ways in Driving Axles-Erie Railroad.

serving the strength of the axle by its curvature of large radius.

This, of course, is as beneficial to the wheel hub as to the axle

in preventing the starting of an incipient crack. In our issue

of May, 1898, the method of key fitting on the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy wais shown, in which the inner end of the key-

way is curved to a radius of 2 11-16 inches, hut it extends 1

inch past the shoulder of the wheel fit into the journal. These

are good examples of needed improvement in key-way cutting.

A novelty in train robbery is reported from France. A pas-

senger was riding from Bordeaux to Paris alonei in a compart-

ment, and was beginning to doze, when he perceived a strange

odor, which awoke him just as a man tried to open the door.

On pulling the alarm bell cord the man disappeared, and it was

found that a tube had been passed from the next compartment

through a hole in the partition and chloroform was passed

through the tube. We cannot forbear remarking that for-

eigners often pay well for their exclusiveness in traveling.

SHORT SMOKE BOXES FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

Editor American Engineer:
I have been expectantly waiting for the advocates of long

smoke boxes to defend their position in reply to the descriptive

article on short smoke boxes in your December paper of last

year, but apparently they are now all in the business of chang-

ing to short fronts because of their silence, I have always held

the opinion that the smaller the smoke box the better the in-

fluence of the draft upon the fire and that this is because the

exhaust from the nozzle causes a dilation of the gases in the

smoke box due to the vacuum produced by the blast. Now it

is this vacuum that causes the draft through the tubes from

the firebox and these gases rush into the smokebox to fill the

spaces that were occupied by the gases driven out by the blast.

The degree of dilation of the gases in the smoke box will be

greater as the smoke box volume is made smaller and in conse-

quence of this the smaller smoke boxes will produce better

draft on the fire, the action of the exhaust being the same.

To put this in a brief and clear way I should say that for any

given condition of exhaust action the smaller the cavity in the

smoke box the stronger the vacuum will be in it and the more
energetic the effect upon the fire. This means that larger

nozzles may be used with short front ends and this is very

desirable. I would like to know if I am wrong in regard to

this idea of the vacuum. S. M. P.

Feb. 14, 1899.

[We think this view is correct and would like to hear from

any one who has data to confirm the opinion. We have no such

data, but we know of 19 by 24 inch moguls with the Bell front

end that are running with 4%-inch nozzles while similar en-

gines with extension fronts are running in the same service

with 4%-inch nozzles. The division master mechanic in charge

of the engines informs us that the short fronts are saving

fuel, but no comparative tests have thus far been made. It

seems unnecessary to argue the question of fuel saving in this

case, because if the nozzles are opened a half inch and the en-

gines do the same work as before, there must be a saving of

fuel.—Editor.]

CAR CONSTRUCTION.

Editor "American Engineer:"
In j'our January i.ssue I note some editorial comments on a

paper read by Mr. F. M. Whyte at the recent meeting of the

Western Railway Club, and desire to say that a sense of

gratification was the dominant one before finishing the article

for the reason that the views therein expressed are sound from

a mechanical standpoint. The important lesson conveyed in

the paper is that the rule of guess work in car design is

nearing its end, and this is the more convincing because there

are no propositions made that will not bear investigation. The
assumption that a bolster should be made stiff enough to carry

the load clear of the side bearings has often been made, but

as far as my knowledge of the subject goes, I have never be-

fore been told how to design it so as to keep the bending mo-
ments where they could do the least harm, and therefore leave

the bolster in the best condition to resist the stresses brought

to bear on it.

The analyses of the stresses at work to produce deflection of

the bolster are interesting, and while fairly well understood

by the advanced car man, should be considered as a valuable

part of the general contribution to the light thrown on the

subject. This applies also to the location of the truss rods and

their influence on the strength of the bolster, yet there will

doubtless be cars constructed in the future with the outer

truss rods as near to the outside sill as they can be placed,

notwithstanding the evil effect of such location is plainly pointed

out, so slow is the process of evolution. The recommendations

of the paper in this regard are worthy of more than passing

note, since they make it plain that the nearer the center the

car the rods are placed, the shorter becomes the lever arm of

the load on these rods, and the less the bending moment at

center of bolster.

The suggestions as to needle beam bearings on the sills,

and their office in transmitting a part of the load that properly

belongs to the center sills, to the truss rods and through them
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to a point remote from the center of bolster, hint at the

possibility of getting Into complications from a quarter not

hitherto touched upon. There Is ample excuse for giving some
thiiught to these suggestions from the fact that accurate in-

li I Illation on the points iioleii Is scarce; as a matter of fact,

thi'y are so new as to require some little study before their

full import will be plain to all what they are intended for.

The |)aper referred to Is one of the best, for the reason that

It puts one in touch with the weightier mechanical engineering
aspects of car construction, and therefore Instructs. Permit me
to say that It is the kind of car literature the readers of the

"American Engineer" like to have. RONALD HAYDEN.
Feb. 16, 1899.

THE MANNING RAIL.

SHOULD COMPOUNDS SHOW ADVANTAGES
SliVIPLE ENGINES AT LOW PRESSURES.

ovn:u

lOditor American Engineer:

I like your editorial on "The Present Status of the Com-
pound Locomotive," on page 405 of your issue of December,
1898, but one thing must be kept in mind, the compound must
be designed to show economy with the same pressures as are
used with simple engines. Even if we start with a boiler de-

signed for 200 lbs. in a few years tiie pressure will need to be
reduced, and this limit will be shorter with 200 than with 180

lbs. All compounds should bo so designed that they may have
the steam pressure reduced to 140 lbs. and yet show a relative

gain. C.

Chicago, Jan. 30, 1899.

[We are surprised that it is necessary to direct attention to

the fact that a boiler pressure of 140 lbs. is not economical for

any locomotive. When a boiler that is built for 200 lbs. pressure
is unsafe to run with about 160 lbs., it is unsafe to run at any
pressure, and should be discarded. By designing locomotives so

that different engines can use the same sized boilers, one that

is originally used on a compound at 200 lbs. may afterward
serve at a somewhat reduced pressure on a simple engine in

less exacting service, but there is a limit to this plan. In reply

to our correspondent's last sentence we ask whether marine
engineers insist that multiple expansion engines should show
superior efficiency to single cylinder engines working with

steam at 30 lbs. pressure. This appears to be a parallel case.

—

Editor.]

BALDWIN COMPOUNDS.—LEHIGH VALLEY RAILROAD.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered nine heavy mountain loco-

motives similar to the one illustrated on page 395 of our De-
cember issue. This Is taken to indicate satisfaction with the
firet one which, while guaranteed to haul 1,000 tons from Cox-
ton to Fairview, has actually hauled 1,082 tons over this section

w\ithout apparently reaching the limit of power. This distance
is about 27 miles, and the grade is over 1 per cent. This engine
Is one of the heaviest ever built, and it had 4,105 square feet of

heating surface. It has a Wootten firebox, the details of which
and the boiler were Illustrated in our JanuaiT issue, page 11.

In addition to the enormous boiler, this engine is interesting

because it is a compound. It was remarked in describing the
engine that its performance would be watched with interest.

and this will not be dloilnished by the new order, which may
he accepted as an expression of confidence.

CHEAPER SLEEPERS ON THE BALTIMORE & OHIO.

An innovation in sleeping car practice was put into effect

Feb. 13, on the Baltimore & Ohio, by running two classes
of sleeping cars—one of the usual sumptuous character, and one
of an "ordinary" kind. In the former, the luxuriously inclined
traveler may continue to pay high prices with his wonted prod-
igality, and in the more common car the rates are reduced one-
half. The B. & O. is the first i-oad to cut on the exorbitant
price of a night's rest, and the way taken to accomplish the
end is quite worthy of more than passing thought. We have
not sampled the quality of the accommodations furnished, but
if they are equal to the ordinai-y senMce on some roads, sen-
sible travelers will not hesitate to forego the splendor of the
higher priced berth for the plainer one.

The Chief Engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio, Mr. W. T.

Manning, takes the ground that initial wear on a rail head is

the only wear to be considered in main line track, or, in other

words, that rails turned after the limit of wear is reached on

one side are unsafe. In order to increase the life of a rail

a greater amount of material is placed In the head on the

r vi---+--^'
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Manning's Improved Rail.

85 Lbs. Per Yard.

wearing side, and this can be done, it is said, so as to reduce

tlie cost 37 per cent, a ton per year. This improved rail is

to have its merits demonstrated on the Baltimore & Ohio, and

on the Pittsburgh & Western. The Carnegie Company has

received orders for 1,000 tons for the first named road and 500

tons for the latter, the design being shown in the accom-

panying engraving.

JERSEY CITY STATION OF THE PENNSYLVANIA
RAILROAD.

On the night of March 21, 1898, the Pennsylvania station at

Jersey City caught tire, which destroyed the waiting room, din-

ing room and restaurant, and seriou.sly threatened the whole

structure. Including the offices and train shed. The rebuilding

preparations have been carried forward on a scale that will

make this terminal one of the best. The train shed will be

the longest in this country—777 feet, with twelve track.s—ex-

ceeding in width that of any of the Chicago stations, and
will be 15 feet longer than the Grand Central Station in this

city, but will have but half the width. The new portion built

to replace the burned part will be framed of steel and iron,

while the exterior will he of bronzed metal.

The new waiting room and restaurant is now in a well ad-

vanced .=tate, having been pushed rather more than the other

parts of the work. A part of the waiting room is now open

to the public; the interior finish is in panels of plaster and

the columns are cast after artistic designs, in harmony with

the general pleasing effect of the decorations which are of white

staff. The size of the room now opened for use is only one-

half of its finished dimensions, which are to be 60 by 80 feet.

The restaurant is to be SO by 80 feet, and a part of it

will be used as a waiting room until the latter is fully com-

pleted. The lobby will be 550 feet long and 60 feet wide, and will

be finished in staff in the same tasteful way as the waiting

room. The increased size of the train slied will enable the com-

pany to dispatch about 25 per cent, more trains than formerly

and in a more satisfactory manner than ever before. To provide

this length of 777 feet in the train shed, it will be nece.ssary

to move the entire eastern end of the old shed 125 feet toward

the river, which will give that amount of room to be utilized

in the total length. This, it will be seen, involves a nice bit

of engineering. The whole station will, it is estimated, cover

when completed, about six acres.
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METAL COAL GATE FOR TENDERS.

New York, Chicago & St. Louis R. R.

The coal gate for locomotive tenders whicli is illustrated here

was designed with a view of using a permainent construction to

save the continual expense and annoyance of keeping wooden

gates in repair. These metal gates are supported by neat and

strong hinges amd brackets, which may l>e made of malleable

compartment contains a large water rheostat controlling the

large motors on the driving axles.

Current is furnished by two main storage batteries of 96

cells each carried on the tender. The nonnal strength of cur-

rent in regular operation is 700 amperes, being equivalent to 300

horse power at a speed of 500 revolutions, equivalent to lO'J

kilometers per hour. Under these conditions, the difference of

potential at the brushes is 360 volts. The capacity of the eight-

een cells carried on the locomotive proper is 1,500 ampere hours.

The plates of a cell represent a weight of 140 kilograms. The
total weight of the locomotive is 44,500 kilograms, 12,500 of which
rest on the first leading wheels, and 16,000 kilograms on each

of the two main drivers. The total weight of the tender is

45,800 kilograms. The storage batteries number 192 and are able

to deliver 1,000 ampere hours at the rate of 500 amperes. The
armatures are built on the Brown system, the conductors be-

ing enclosed in the iron of the armature. Their diameter Is

0.690 and their length 0.540 ni.

Its first trip was made on Nov. 26, 1897, between Paris

and ViUe-neuve-St. Georges, with only 48 storage cells

in the tender. Since then it has made a number of trips be-

tween Paris and Brunoy with 48 cells; then between Paris and

Melun first with 100 cells, and finally with its complete equip-

ment of 192 cells. The maximum load hauled between Paris

and Melun was 147 tons, including the tender on the locomo-

tive at the speed of 45 kilometres per hour. In lower-

ing the load hauled to 100 tons the speed of 62 miles per hour

was reached, corresponding to an effective power of 611 horse

power.

Metal Coal Gate for Tenders.

N. Y., C. 8c St. L. Ry.

iron, and they are held against the thrust of a load of coal by

three substantial cross bars of % by 1% inch iron fitting into

suitable sockets. We are indebteid for the drawing to Mr. John

Mackenzie, Superintendent Motive Power of the New York,

Chicago & St. Louis R. R., who is now using this plan with

very satisfactory results.

STORAGE BATTERY LOCOMOTIVE IN PRANCE—PARIS,
LYONS & MEDITERRANEAN RAILWAY.

Our readers are familiar with the Heilmann locomotive, and

will be interested to know of a new electric locomotive, re-

cently described in "La Nature." This one makes use of stor-

age batteries, and was built under the direction of M. Baudry,

Chief Engineer of the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean, for use

on that line.

The locomotive was built in the latter part of 1897, and has

been used experimentally on the line between Paris and Melun.

It has three axles, two of which are drivers, and has about

one-half the power of the ordinary express locomotives on that

road; but it would suffice to double the number of driving axles

to give it the normal power of the ordinary locomotive. This

locomotive is followed by a tender carrying storage batteries,

the hauling of which absorbs a considerable part of its power

on account of their great weight, and this would be unnecessary

if the third rail or overhead trolley were employed. The driv-

ing and carrying wheels are 1.1 meters in diameter. The front

compartment of the locomotive is depressed so as not to in-

terfere with the view from the engineer's cab. The cab con-

tains an air compressor operated by a small electric motor of

five horse power which furnishes compressed air for the West-

inghouse brakes, for the whistle and for the regulating ap-

paratus. The three other compartments, two situated at the

right and one at the left, are one meter high and contain each

nine cells of storage battery. These are connected in series

and serve to excite the fields of the compressor motor and fur-

nish the current necessary for the air compressors and for the

electric lighting of the cab, etc. The cells may also be em-

ployed to run the locomotive itself at low speed. The middle

GASOLINE ENGINES FOR RAILROAD USE.

The Boston & Maine has reduced the cost of pumping water

at Barrie Plains, Mass., to % cent per 1,000 gallons by the use

of a gasoline engrlne, the best record of steam for the same
oondltions of lift having been 7 cents for the same unit.

The New York Central has installed a gasoline engine for

hoisting ice, and the Illinois Central Is using a gasoline engine

combined in one bed with an air compressor ajt the bridge over

the Salt River at West Point, Kentucky, we understand, for

pneumatic riveting.

A combined air compressor and gasoline engine is now being

fitted up in a box car at the South Union station in Boston for

use in operating a sand blast and a paint spraying machine

for use along the line of the New York, New Haven & Hartfordv

CHINESE ORDER FOR 81 LOCOMOTIVES.

A dispatch says the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia,

have just closed a contract for the building of 81 locomoitves,

one of the largest single orders ever received by that company.

The locomotives are for use on new railroads now under con-

struction in China. The contract was under consideration about

a year ago, but the breaking out of the war with Spain caused

doubt regarding the safe delivery of the engines, and the mat-

ter was dropped for the time. Over $800,000 is involved in

the work, and the Baldwin Company will rapidly push con-

struction. ^^^
M. C. B. AND M. M. CONVENTIONS.

The Master Car Builders" Association will hold its 33d annual

convention at Old Point Comfort, Va., at the Hotel Chamberlain,

beginning June 14, 1899. The Master Mechanics' Association will

open its 32d annual convention at the same place on Monday,

June 19. The Chamberlain and the Hygea hotels have joined in

making rates for attendants at the conventions.

A very large gas engine plant which "Engineering" says is

probably the largest in existence, is to be installed at the Lots'

road pumping station of the London County Council. The plant

will include 8 double cylinder horizontal Crossley gas engines,

four of them rated at 260 I. H. P. each, and che other four at

'lO I H P Four 5 H. P. gas engines combined with air com-

pressors' complete the engine plant. The engines will use coal

gas.

"Wait a While," a railroad station In New South Wales, has

just won a fight to retain its name, which the railroad com-

pany wished to change.—"Scientific American."
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DISHONEST SHIPPEIRS.

A curious case of swindling on the part of a shipper has re-

cently bt'cn unearthed by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, whKh exempli lies the ease with which competition may be

overcome when leverage of this kind Is applied. The particu-

lars are as follows:

Complaint had been informally made to the Commission that

some concerns engaged in selling turpentine In the South were

making a lower price on their product than other dealers in the

same line. An Inquiry developed the fact that a large com-
pany engaged in the turpentine and petroleum trade had built

a large number of tan'k cars adapted for the transportation

of oils, and had certified to the railways that the fuii capacity

of the tank cars was 6,000 gallons, and this was the capacity

entered in the tank-car gage book issued by the Central Traffic

Association.

The rate schedules filed by the Commission under Seotion 6

of the statute provide that oils carried In tank cars shall be

charged for transportation according to the full capacity of

the tanks, irrespective of the quantity of oil actually shipped.

Investigation brought out the fact that the true capacity of

these tank oars was G.SOO gallons, and not 6.000 gallons, as the

oiwTier and shipper had certified to the railroads. Turpentine
being rated at seven pounds per gallon, the shipper had the

advantage of 3,500 pounds free haulage for each car. The ship-

ments were from Savannah, Ga., and Pensacola, Fla., to Chi-
cago, Cleveland, Detroit and St. Louis, and. since these cars

were returned South, laden with petroleum, competition was
made to languish until the scheme was nipped in the bud by
the Commission. It would be intere.sting to know to just what
extent the culprits were amenable to the law, and. If account-
able, what has been done about It.

TRAIN LIGHTING ABROAD.

In certain portions of Europe train lighting is just now at-

tracting the attention of those governments which regulate
such matters paternally. Russia, for example, has formulated
a ukase that passenger trains must be lighted from electric ac-
cumulators. First class carriages must have a lamp of 100

candle power, second class carriages 80 candle power, and third

class carriages 50 candle power. Besides these provisions, the

lamps must be supplemented in compartments by candles, for

use In case the electricity fails to work. France is making
regulations for train lighting In tunnels. An old rule was
operative only where a tunnel was 1,300 ft. long or over. The
new Minister of Public Works thinks the time taken to pass

through a tunnel should be the governing factor, and not the

distance, and that functionary has handed down an opinion

that a new rule should be promulgated by which a passenger

could not be forced to remain in darkness more than 30 seconds

at one time. Public opinion and competition regulates the light

question in this country, but, of course, such little things are

powerless over there. It would seem as though that ought to

be a good field for the application of car lighting apparatus.

PERSONALS.

Mr. S. F. McLeod has been appointed Purchasing Agent of

the Duluth, Missabe & Northern, with office at Duluth.

Mr. G. M. Beach has resigned as Assistant General Manager
of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie, on account of poor health.

Mr. Joseph Geimer has been appointed Master Mechanic of

the Maricopa, Phoenix & Salt River Valley RR. at Phoenix,

Arizona.

Mr. J. S. Thunnan has resigned as Mechanical Engineer of

the Missouri Pacific, to give his attention to his pneumatic in-

ventions.

Mr. Samuel Sloan was elected for the 35th time as President

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, at the recent an-

nual meeting.

Mr. P. D. Plank has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis Railway, vice Mr. D. Van-

alstine, resigned.

Mr. Charles Parsons has resigned the presidency of the Og-

densburg & I>ake Champlain, and is to be succeeded by Mr.

Percival W. Clement.

Mr. S. Phipp, formerly Road Foreman on the Canadian Pa-

cific, has received the appointment of Assistant Master Me-

chanic, with headquarters at Winnipeg.

Mr. G. H. Goodell has been appointed Mechanical Engineer

of the Northern Pacific, leaving a like position on the Erie,

where he is succeeded by Mr. Howard Williams.

Mr. J. S. Chambers, formerly Superintendent of Motive

Power of the West Virginia Central & Pittsburg, is appointed

Master Mechanic of the Buffalo Division of the Lehigh Valley,

at Buffalo.

Mr. .John Lundie has received the appointment of Consult-

ing Engineer tor the Boston Elevated Railway Company. Mr.

Lundie was formerly connected with the Chicago suburban

lines of the Illinois Central.

Mr. C. Skinner has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas City at Frankfort, Ind., succeeding

Mr. F. J. Pease, resigned. Mr. Skinner was formerly Master

Mechanic of the Alabama Great Southern.

Mr. John J. Ellis, for several years at the head of the ma-

chinery department of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha, with the title of Master Mechanic, has been made Su-

perintendent of Motive Power and Machinery.

Mr. M. S. Curley, Master Mechanic of the Illinois Central at

Water Valley, Miss., has been transferred to Paducah, Ky., in

charge of mechanical matters on the Louisville Division and the

Fulton district of the Memphis Division. He succeeds Mr. W.

Hassman, resigned.

Mr. Arthur Leonard, for a number of years private secretary

to Mr. H. Walter Webb while Vice-President of the New York

Central, and later identified with the motive power depart-

ment of the New York Central, has been appointed assistant

to President Spoor of the Chicago Terminal.

Mr. W. H. Welch, Supervisor of the Elmira & Canandaigua

Division of the Pennsylvania, has refused an offer of the posi-

tion of Inspector of Railroads, under the New York Board of

Railroad Commissioners at a salary of $3,000, although this is

much more than his present salary on the Pennsylvania.

Mr. W. P. Coburn, formerly Assistant Master Mechanic of

the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, has been promoted to

the position of Master Mechanic, made vacant by the resigna-

tion of Mr. Henry Watkeys. Mr. Charles Coller, formerly

Master Car Builder of this road, has received the appointment

of Assistant Master Mechanic in charge of ear work.

Professor J. B. Johnson, of Washington University, St. Louis,

has resigned, to become Dean of the College of Mechanics and

Engineering of the University of Wisconsin. He has earned

a world-wide reputation by his original investigations, par-

ticularly in the subject of the strength of timbers and by his

writings on the subject of the strength of materials.

Mr. W. H. Truesdale, First . ice-President and General Man-

ager of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has resigned, to

succeed Mr. Sloan in the Presidency of the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western, March 1st, with office in New York. Mr.

Truesdale is one of the best and most favorably known rail-

road men in the West, and his place in the management of

the Rock Island will be very difficult to fill.
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W. S. Calhoun, who represented the American Steel Foundry
Company as General Eastern Agent, died suddenly of pneu-

monia at Macon, Ga., Tuesday, Feb. 14, and was buried in

Cl.icago. Mr. Calhoun at different times represented several

very prominent railroad supply firms and he obtained a large

part of his extensive acquaintance while connected with the

Chicago Tire & Spring Company. He lost his health several

years ago and spent some time in traveling, after which he

took a position with the Brussels Tapestry Company. He was
very successful, particularly in connection with the business

of the American Steel Foundry Company, and he will be

missed, especially by railroad and supply men, among whom
he had a great many friends.

Mr. J. D. Layng, who has been Vice-President and General

Manager of the West Shore Railroad since 18S4, has tendered

his resignation, which will be effective August 1, and he will

retire with well-earned laurels. Mr. Layng has been in rail-

road service since 1849, beginning as a rodman on the Ohio &
Pennsylvania. He was Superintendent of the Eastern Division

of the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago Railroad from 1865

to 1871, and General Manager of the Pennsylvania lines from

1874 to 1881. His connection with the West Shore dates from

the time of its royal battle for existence against the New York

Central, where he has remained to manage its operation since.

August 1 will complete fifty years of active railroad life.

After April 1 the West Shore management will be consoli-

dated with that of the New York Central.

Mr. William E. Baker, who has just left the Metropolitan

Elevated of Chicago, to become General Superintendent and

Chief Electricial Engineer of the Manhattan Railway of New
York, has been closely identified with the development of elec-

tric railroads, and especially with this power as employed upon
elevated roads. He designed and installed the Intramural elec-

tric railroad at the World's Fair in Chicago, and afterward

designed and installed the electric equipment of the Metro-

politan and became General Superintendent of that road at its

opening. He is 42 years of age, and received his education in

Lafayette College. After spending a number of years in the

engineering departments of several of the most important of

the railroads in the Northwest, he entered the employ of the

Thompson-Houston Co., for whom he installed the electric

equipment of the West End Street Railway of Boston. Upon
its completion he took charge of the Intramural in Chicago.

Mr. Baker's appointment in New York is believed to be an in-

dication of the policy of the Manhattan to immediately take

up the change from steam to electric traction.

Mr. Godfrey W. Rhodes, whose change from the head of the

mechanical department of the C, B. & Q. to accept the position

of Assistant General Superintendent of the Burlington & Mis-

souri River we noted last month, has earned the distinction of

being one of the leading motive power officers of the time. It

will not seem at all natural to think of him as in any other

position than that which he has filled so ably and so long, and

the American Engineer desires to protest if this change means
that he will take a less active part in mechanical matters in

which his opinions have such weight. The Master Mechanics'

and the Master Car Builders' Associations never had more
faithful and conscientious support, assistance, wise counsel and
intelligent advice than that given always modestly, always

fearlessly, disinterestedly and sincerely by Mr. Rhodes, and
always for the good of the associations and for the railroads of

this country. Being a successful motive power superintendent

and possessing, as he does, excellent organizing ability, he will

bring unusual experience to bear on transportation questions

and intimate knowledge of motive power matters, notwith-

standing their importance, is not too common among trans-

portation officers.

& Quincy, was briefly noted last month. Mr. Delano is but 35

years of age, and has been connected with the Burlington for

about 14 years. He entered the shops of the mechanical de-

partment at Aurora, and after serving apprenticeship, took

charge of the Bureau of Rail Inspection and Tests, where he

did very important work, which is reflected at the present time

in the good condition of the tracks of the road. He was after-

ward made Assistant to the Second Vice-President, and in July,

1890, he was appointed Superintendent of Freight Terminals in

Chicago, the position which he has just left to take charge of

the motive power department. Mr. Delano is a graduate of

Harvard University and combines education and a varied, yet

concentrated, experience with good business and executive

ability. He has the advantage over many motive power
men in having a thorough knowledge of road and transporta-

tion, as well as motive power subjects. It is becoming unusual

for a superintendent of motive power to be succeeded by a man
on his own road which is an additional reason for congratulat-

ing the Burlington and Mr. Delano.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN GERMANY.

Consul W. K. Anderson writes that up to the end of the year

1891 the number of cities in the German Empire enjoying the

advantages of electric street railways was three; up to the end
of 1892, five; 1893, eleven; 1894, nineteen; 1895, thirty-two; 1896,

forty-four; 1897, sixty-one; and on the 1st of September, 1898,

no less than sixty-eight. In thirty-five other cities or districts,

railways are in the course of construction or finally determined
upon. The entire length of electric lines in operation in Ger-

many on Sept. 1, 1898, was 888 miles, and the total tiack-

age was 1,205 miles. The number of motor cars was 3,190,

and the number of trailers 2,128. The length of the new lines

in course of construction or about to be begun at that date

was 677 miles, and their total trackage 830 miles.

Most of the large industrial cities in Westphalia and the

Rhine Province are connected by a network of electric roads,

which serve not only for passengers, but for freight traflSc.

The electric street railway of Hanover was built under the

supervision and direction of an American from Philadelphia,

and was opened for business on May 1, 1892. It was one of

the first electric lines inaugurated in Germany, and is now
one of the best systems in existence. The cars are modeled

after our American ones, and the tracks are of heavy steel, laid

on a substantial foundation of concrete. The fare for a course

of, say, 2 miles within the city limdts is 10 pfennigs, or less

than 2% cents of our money. Universal transfers are granted.

The speed is about 8 miles per hour, and the cars run smoothly

and with but little noise. Within the mile circuit and upon

some of the principal streets extending to the city limits, the

cars are run on the accumulator system; but when the out-

skirts are reached, the accumulators are released from service

and the cars are run l>y overhead trolley. The lines extend, on

almost every road, miles into the surrounding country. The

trackage of the Hanover Electric Railway now amounts to

over 105 miles. The equipment consists of 41 overhead trolley

cars, 161 accumulator and trolley cars combined, 167 trailers, 20

locomotives, 4 sprinklers, and 24 freight cars. There are six

power stations, four of which furnish, in addition to power

for the cars, electric light for streets and roads. The motor

cars are from 17 to 34 horse power, and the locomotives 50 horse

power.

EaUIPMENT AND MANtTFACTUMNG NOTES.

The Jackson & Sharp Company of Wilmington, Del., have an

order for 16 coaches and 4 combination cars for the Philadelphia

& Reading.

The Pennsylvania Steel Co. made the lowest bid on the New
Orleans dry dock, their proposal being $810,000, which is $40,000

below the maximum price decided upon by the government.

Mr. F. A. Delano's appointment to succeed Mr. G. W. Rhodes
as Superintendent of Motive Power of the Chicago, Burlington

The Union Pacific has ordered 40 10-wheel and 8 12-wheel

simple locomotives from the Brooks Locomotive Works. The

10-wheeIers will weigh 165,000 pounds, and will have 20 by 28-

inch cylinders, and the 12-wheelers will weigh about 200,000

pounds in working oi-der, and the cylinders will be 21 by 30

inches.
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The Baldwin Locomotive Works are now setting up a new
steam motor car for the Pennsylvania. It will have a
speed of 40 miles an hour, and carry sufficient coal to run 50

milea It Is designed to meet the competition of electric roads.

The Pressed Steel Car Co., which is a consolidation of the

Schoen and Fox interests, has received an order for 1,000 steel

cars from the Union Pacific. The cars will be of the hopper

and gondola type, and of 80,000 pounds capacity.

Mr. Henry L. Leach, North Cambridge, Mass., sold 318 sets

of the I-*aoh locomotive sander during the month of Januao".
which number Is 63 larger than the best previous record. The
list Includes orders from all of the prominent locomotive build-

ers and many of the most Important railroads.

An unprecedented rush of business is being enjoyed by the

Brooks Locomotive Works, and requires the employment of 1,640

men in the different departments, which is 300 in excess of the

number engaged at this time last year. The works are being

run night and day. The Important additions that are being

made to the shops will probably be finished early In March.

The American Impulse Wheel Company of New York reports

some very large electric transmission work in hand and most
valuable results from all their inst.TlIations. The company is

increasing an already large home and export trade.

The Egyptian Government is reported as contemplating a steel

car equipment for service on the Soudan Railroad, which is to

ultimately connect Alexandria with Cape Colony, but Khar-
toum is to be the present terminus. From Cape Colony a road

is now under construction toward the Zambesi country: this

road is to embra ;e Rhodesia; it will cross the Zambesi River,

and from there proceed to Khartoum. The Schoen Pressed Steel

Company has, we understand, had an opportunity to furnish the

steel equipment required for this road in the Dark Continent.

A recent Issue of "Indian Engineering" referring to a pro-

spective purchase of locomotives, says: "There Is a probability

of a new departure being taken by the Government of India in

the matter of providing railway locomotives. An order for

several engines is likely to be placed with American firms, as

the makers in England are so busy that they cannot undertake
to complete Indian orders within a reasonable time. The Cen-
tral Bengal Railw.iy Company has already tried American loco-

motives, which have given every satisfaction."

The recent order of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad for five

thousand steel coal cars, to be built by the Pressed Steel

Company brings the total purchases of the receivers of the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad up to 30.394 since March 1, 1896. The
locomotive purchases during that time have been 216, of which
about 20 are still to be delivered. The company has also pur-

chased five postal cars, ten express cars, ten combination cars

and six dining cars.

Mr. E. P. Mooney, for the pa,ot seven years connected with

the Lehigh Valley Railroad as Traveling Engineer and Master
Mechanic, and prior to that time for twenty-four years with

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railroad as Locomotive and
Traveling Engineer, has severed his railroad connections to take
charge of the Buffalo office of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany. Mr. Mooney has a wide acquaintance among railroad

men, and with his well-known energy, will assuredly make a

success in his new position, and Increase the sales of the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Company In his territory.

A brace for locomotive frames has been patented by Mr.
D. A. WIghtman. Superintendent of the Pittsburg Locomotive
Works. This brace is one adjunct of an engine that gives a
most satisfactory return for the investment. As a frame stif-

fener it must perform its functions perfectly, because it fills

the space between frames, and extends from the cylinder saddle
to the bumper beam. It is of cast iron, ribbed for lightness,

and is securely bolted at the front and two sides. It Is hardly
necessary to say that the object of the brace Is to relieve the
saddle castings of the enormous strains brought upon them
when the frames are unsupported at the front. Extended use
of the device has been found to prevent breakage of saddles
and to bear out the claims Mr. WIghtman makes for his Im-
provement.

The Carnegie Steel Co. has verified the story to the effect

that It will abandon the proposition to manufacture steel cars,

Inasmuch as they have contracted with the Pressed Steel Co.

to supply that firm with all the shapes and plates needed.

The contract with the Pressed Steel Co. will involve almost

$5,000,000 per year. The Pressed Steel Co. will have a capacity

of 75 cars per day. These cars contain about 12 tons of steel.

This will make a tonnage of 900 per day. With 312 working

days, about 280,800 tons of steel will be consumed annually,

which at a price of J18 per ton would make $5,050,000 per year.

The Pressed Steel Co. now has contracts booked amounting to

about $8,000,000 which, together with the contracts turned over

to them by the Carnegie Steel Co. will amount to an aggregate

of $10,000,000. The Pressed Steel Co. has abandoned the plan

of building a steel mill.

The rehabilitation of the Baltimore and Ohio South Western

Railway will begin as soon as the frost is out of the ground in

the Spring. Just before the line went Into the hands of Re-

ceivers Harmon and Robinson a large quantity of material

was purchased. This will be immediately delivered and used to

the best advantage. Forty thousand tons of 85 pound steel

rail have been purchased, and enough will be on hand on

March 1 to enable the receivers to begin laying It at five dif-

ferent points on the line. Each mile of track will be carefully

reballasted and placed In first class condition. It will take

101,000 pairs of continuous rail joints for the forty thousand

tons of rail. The two thousand standard box cars and five hun-

dred steel coal cars recently ordered will be delivered in March.

Additional motive power, in the shape of forty compound

freight engines, weighing 156,000 pounds, and five ten wheel

compound passenger engines, weighing 135,000 pounds. Is now

being built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. It Is expected

that by the time the property is reorganized and becomes the

southwestern division of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad it will

be in a physical condition fully equal to the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad.

The remarkable progress made by tools operated with com-

pressed air is well shown by the immense calls made for the

product of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. Complete

plants have now been supplied to the following countries: Eng-

land, Belgium, FVance, Germany, Holland, Italy, Sweden, Rus-

sia, Egypt, Australia, India, Japan and South America, and the

universal use of these tools in this countrj- is to be added to the

above. At a trial of the Boyer tools at Glasgow recently be-

fore a number of shipbuilders the results were of such a favor-

able character that all the ship yards on the Clyde are now

said to be equipped with them. The economical use of air in

the rotary devices constitutes one of their strongest points, and

is chiefiy responsible for their rapid Introduction whenever given

a trial, and this when coupled with the fact that the machines

are constructed on mechanical principles by mechanics makes

good their claim for superiority in workmanship as well as re-

sults. These tools have shown such a very marked gain in

quantity of work turned out over the older methods that they

displace that their use is now an actual necessity in order

to meet competition in manufacturing, and explains the wide

use of them in industrial works. The workmanship in these

tools surprises foreigners and freedom from vibration is one

of the strongest claims made for them. After taking one of

the Boyer tools apart, a representative of "Engineering"—see is-

sue of that journal, Jan, 6, 1899 — said: "The examina-

tlon thus made showed this work to be, all things consid-

ered, one of the best examples of mechanical engineering we

have ever met with." The Clyde shipbuilders and English

boiler makers and locomotive builders are surprised at the

power and efficiency of these tools, especially the hammers,

riveters, drills and chain hoists.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Tlie Locomotive Up to Date. By Chas. MoShane; 711 pages.

Illustrated. Published by Griffin & Winters, New Yonk Life

Building, Chicago, 111. Price, $2.50.

This book Is by the author of "1,000 Pointers for Machinists

and Engineers,- ana in many respects the style of the former

work has been followed In the present one. Both books are

written with a view of meeting the requirements of engineers
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and machinists, and in the one before us a large amount of in-

formation concerning- locomotives and their details is given. The

treatment of slide valves, valve setting and the compound loco-

motive are most complete, while a great deal of attention is

given to breakdowns, running repairs, combustion and machine

shop methods. All of the imiportant parts of the locomotive are

considered and a great many devices that have been reported to

be giving satisfaction are described and illustrated, nearly all of

these, however, have appeared in the technical periodicals, but

this does not take from, the value of the book because of the

convenience in having them collected and indexed. For example,

here are more than tweuty locomotive valves, each illustrated and

described. We are glad to have this record, even of some valves

that are not in general use and this feature of the book will be

valuable to those who contemplate taking out patents for im-

provements in locomotives. They may save themselves trou-

ble by consulting this book. The work is written in a plain

style, well adapted to those who will consult it. The compound
locomotives of all the prominent American types are fully illus-

trated and descriptions of each have been prepared by the

builders themselves. Chapters on special subjects are from
authorities on those subjects, as, for instance, the one on water
impurities by Mr. F. W. Hornish, the inventor of the Hornish
boiler cleaner, and on air brakes by Mr. Clinton B. Conger.
The engravings and press work are fair.

Electric Railroad List of the "World. Published Quarterly by
the "Ilailroad Gazette," 32 Park Place, New York, January,
1899. Volume 1. No. 1.

According to the editor's announcement, this publication is

designed to furnish quarterly a list of the companies operating

the electric, cable and horse railroads throughout the world,

together with the names and addresses of the more important
officers. In short, it d'oes the sa.me for street railways that is

done by the well-known "Pocket List of Railroad Officials" for

the steam roads, and for convenience the size and general ar-

rangeiTient Oif the steam railroad list have been followed. The
information has been obtained from official sources, and is be-

lieved to be reliable, as far as this is possible in the initial pub-
lication on such a complicated subject. The foreign list is

naturally not complete, but omissions in the first issue are ex-
pected under the circum.stant'es. This list will be invaluable to

those who have occasion to use the names and addresses of
these officials, and, as a matter of convenience, information is

given covering the mileage, cihara.cter of motive power and
equipment of each road. As the list will be used most by those
who have to do with supplies, the officials in charge of the pur-
chasing department are plainly indicated for each road. In ad-
dition to the railway list, this publication gives the bibliography
of the subject of data concerning street railways, an alphabet-
ical list of advertisements, a list of representatives of supply
companies, one of the associations of officers, an alphabetical
finding list of officers of all the roads included in the book, pro-
posed standard operating rules and proposed standard classifi-
cation of accounts. The letterpress is good and the book is

attractive and convenient.

Association of Railway Superintendents of Bridges and Build-
ings, Eighth Annual Convention, October, 1S98.

This pamphlet has been received from Mr. S. F. P:itterson,

Secretary of the Association, and copies may be obtained by ad-

dressing him at Concord, N. H. It contains the usual records

of the proceedings of the association, and also a very valuable
series of tables of the strengths and deflections of wooden
beams and columns, showing the safe loads and deflections
which are based upon recommendations of a committee of the
association appointed In 1895 to report on the subject. The
tables are the work of Mr. Edgar Kidwell and Mr. C. F. Moore.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. List of Officers,
Members and Rules. Jan. 1, 1899.

This society issues two semi-annual catalogues or lists, one
standard size (6 by 9 inches) and the other vest pocket size (2%
by 5 inches). We have received a copy of the former, which is

an improvement upon all society catalogues that we have seen,
in that the entire membership is given in a single list, with the
grade of each member indicated. It has also a territorial li.'it.

but in other respects does not differ from previous catalogues
of the society. The new vest pocket list will be specially valua-
ble to members traveling, because it will include a geographici^l
arrangement of the names.

Report of the Surgeon-General, U. S. Navy, Chief of Bureau of

Medicine and Surgery to the Secretary of the Navy, 1S98. Gov-
ernment Printing Office.

Catalogue and Price Lists of Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing
Co., Providence, R. I., 1899.

The catalogues of this celebrated firm are always sought after
not only by those W'ho desire information concerning the product

described, but by those who find the information in machinery

lines valuable in their business. The volume before us contains

45 pages, and besides presenting the well-known products of the

works that are too well known to require comment, includes a

number ofnew features or additions, enumeratedas follows; Angu-
lar cutters with side ground concave, automatic gear cutting ma-
chines, automatic threading machines, corner rounding cutters

double angle cutters, face milling cutters with inserted teeth and

with threaded holes, improved stocking cutters, index wheels

and worms, internal gear cutting attachments for automatic

gear cutting machines, interlocking side milling cutters, me-
tric involute gear cutters, milling cutters, milling cutters with

nicked teeth, plain grinding machines Nos. 11 and 16, plain mill-

ing machines, No. 3 with screw feed; shell end mills, straight

and spiral and arbors for same, spiral end mills, universal mill-

ing machine No. 1%. The catalogue will be sent upon appli-

cation to any address without charge, and it is a good one to

have on the desk.

Acme Machinery Company's Catalogue.—One of the neatest,

most comprehensive and useful catalogues coming to us this

year is that of the Acme Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

The first feature to commend it is the standard size, 6x9 inches;

the next to attract attention is the wood cuts and half tone en-

gravings, illustrating their products, and last and most im-

portant of all, the excellent press work. This catalogue will

repay consultation by anybody interested in bolt cutters and nut

tappers, or bolt heading and forging machines, for the reason

that it gives concisely the information the inquirer wants. The
lead screw attachment for accurate or coarse pitch screws is

illustrated and its purposes explained, and some good advice on
making and reoutting dies is formulated with cuts to illustrate

the text. There are also some useful tables specially valuable

to the bolt maker, such as the amount of stock required to make
square and hexagon bolt heads; the Acme standard upsets show-
ing length and diameter of upset for stock from % to 3 inches

diameter; diameters, areas, weight per lineal inch and per
lineal foot of round iron; number of boiler rivets to 100 pounds,
etc. This latter information is prepared in pocket form, which
will be sent free to any one asking for it. This company no
longer publishes a list of users of their machines, as a proper
presentation of their output requires all the available space in
their catalogue, which now comprises 116 pages. The guarantee
made in a few lines is thought to be of greater significance
than a reference to the long list of patrons.

The "Book of the Royal Blue" for February, published by
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, contains a very instructive

article on "The Regular Army of the United States,'" by Major
H. O. Heistand, Assistant Adjutant General. Major Heistand

gives facts and figures concerning the military department since

its organization, during the War of the Revolution. Some of

his statistics are very interesting. During the Revolution the

number of individuals actually in military service did not ex-

ceed 250.000; in the war of 1812 there were 471,622, of which

62,674 were regulars; in the war with Mexico there were 116,321,

of which 42.545 were regulars; in the War of the Rebellion there
were 2,359,168 United States troops, of whom 178,975 were col-

ored and 67,000 regulars, the total being 2,326,168; in the war
with Spain there were 219,035 volunteers (10,189 being colored)

and 55,682 regulars, a total of 274,717. Major Heistand also gives
the number killed, wounded and lost, and the deaths from dis-

ease in each war, including the Indian wars, and other impor-
tant facts.

The Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Company have issued a new
catalogue numbered 41, showing their product in every con-

ceivable application to land and submarine work. It is illus-

trated by means of clean cut half-tone engravings, which are

reproduced from actual practice, in which these machines have

played so prominent a part. The automatic feed and variable
stroke features are fully explained for the benefit of those in-

terested in the mechanics of the machines. The paper and
presswork of the 104 pages is of the best. A comprehensive
and well arranged index, and its standard size of 6 x 9 inches
will make this work a valuable addition to any catalogue file.

The address of the Ingersoll-Sergeant Co. is 26 Cortlandt street.

New York.

We have just received a handsome colored poster from J. A.

Fay & Company, the well known manufacturers of wood work-

ing machinery, of Cincinnati, Ohio. This poster is printed in

red and green on fine white paper. It is about 25 x 38 inches in

size, and shows in perspective over 100 of their latest designed
wood working tools, the product of a special corps of experts in

this line, whose only instructions are to make these tools the

best of their kind. They will send one of these posters free to

any one interested in wood working machinery.
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THE LOCOMOTIVE "CENTIPEDE."

By M. N. Forney.

The following dosoription of a "monster locomotive" is from

an old paper, of whicli the date was not obtainable, but in all

probability it was about the year 1855.

•'.\ Jliinst.!- Locomotive—A locomotive engine for the Bal-

timore and Ohio Railroad has just been constructed in Balti-

more, which is said to be the largest in the United States

or in the world. Its size and iieeuliarities of construction are

as follows: It has 12 wheels 44 inches in diameter, 22 inch

strokH, 11 feet fire box, and weighs 33 tons. This engine has

been built as an experimental one, to test the practicability of

drawing a train of six passenger cars up the heavy grades on

the road (of which some are 117 feet to the mile) at the rate

of 25 miles per hour. This engine presents a singular appear-

ance from those now in use; one striking feature is that the

engineer stands in front."

This description undoubtedly refers to a locomotive designed

by Mr. Thomas Winans, which was built in the shops of his

father, Ross Winans, in Baltimore, and was called the "Centi-

pede." At that time the writer was employed there, and re-

members the engine very distinctly, as it was a novelty, and

interested all of us chaps who were then young.

The drawings of the locomotive were made by Mr. Frederick

B. Miles, now of the firm of Bement, Miles & Co., of Phila-

delphia. The general design was similar to that of the Camel
engines, then built in the Winans shops. They had four pairs

of driving-wheels, all located between the fire-box and smoke-
box. The fire-box was of the form so long used by Winans, and
had a flat top, which sloped downward and backward from the

barrel of the boiler, and was stayed to the crown-sheet by stay-

bolts. The grate, as stated in the above description, was about

11 feet long, and the outside of the flre-box was made of as

great a width as it was possible to get between the wheels.

Besides this it had a combustion chamber in front. This form
of engine was lengthened out in front sufficiently to get a four-

wheeled truck under the smoke-box, the wheels of which were
spread 66 inches. The weight of the overhanging fire-box be-

hind was partially balanced by placing the cab in front over a

foot-board ahead of the smoke-box. The fireman occupied a

platform on the tender in firing.

Besides the location of the cab, there were a number of

other peculiarities in the design and construction of this ma-
chine. It had what was probably the first example of a lateral

motion truck used under a locomotive. The smoke-box was of

the old-fashioned rectangular form, made of plate iron. Below
its bottom plate was a casting with an elongated cup-shaped

cavity, which was underneath. The truck itself had a similar

casting with the cup on top. A cast-iron roller was placed in

the cavity thus formed, between the two castings, a section of

which arrangement was somewhat like this: 'S As the

smoke-box was not confined on the truck laterally, excepting

by the roller and cups, it is plain that it could move sideways
on a curve, and that when it did so, the roller would roll up the

inclined surfaces, and would therefore have a tendency to re-

sume its central position on a straight line.

Another peculiarity in the truck was that the journal bear-

ings extended the whole length of the axles between the hubs
of the wheels. Wrought-iron plates were bent into the form
of an inverted letter j^, and were placed astride of the axles.

A number of brass-bearings were placed on top of the axles, be •

tween them and the fl shaped plates, and as stated, accupied thn

whole length of the axles between the hubs. On the lower

portion of the fi shaped plates, flanges were turned outward.

To these the springs were bolted. They were of somewhat

greater length than the distances between the centers of the

wheels, so that they could be bolted to each of the flanges on

the lower edges of the plates. There were six or eight of these

springs which formed the truck frame, and the center plate,

containing the cup-shaped cavity, was attached to the top of

these springs. Hook-head bolts were arranged so as to pre-

vent the top casting from raising more than a limited distance

above the lower one.

The valve-gear consisted of double valves on each cylinder.

The lower or main valve was worked by two eccentrics, whose

rods were attached and detached from the rockers by old-

fashioned hooks. The cut-off valve was worked by a link.

These valves were very large, and considerable difficulty was

encountered from their cutting, and some kind of a balancing

arrangement was applied to them after the engine had been

running a short time.

Short stroke pumps were used, which were driven by a link,

so that the stroke of the pump could be adjusted. The pumps

were located between the frames and below the boiler. The

upper ends of the links were pivotally connected to brackets

riveted to the boiler, and an eccentric rod was connected to the

lower end of each of them. A sliding block was arranged in

the link in the usual way. Radius rods were connected to the

blocks, and to the pump plungers. When the blocks were at

the lower ends of the links the full throw, or somewhat more,

than that of the eccentrics was imparted to the plungers.

When the block was raised to the top of the links the throw

was reduced to nothing. This arrangement always seemed to

the writer to be a very good one, as it permitted the amount of

feed to be adjusted to the consumption of water by the boiler,

which is impos.sible with a pump having an unvarying stroke

or with an injector.

This engine was placed on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

and was run experimentally for some time between Baltimore

and Washington, and the writer remembers going from Balti-

more to Washington and back several times on this machine.

It was finally laid up in Winans shop, but during the Civil War
he had a number of completed camel locomotives, which the

Baltimore & Ohio Company needed very badly. They made
an offer for the engines, to which Winans responded that they

could have them at a price agreed upon, if they would take

the "Centipede" with the others at the same price, which they

were compelled to do. It was then sent up to Piedmont and

was used there for some time, but finally went to the bourn,

which is ultimately reached by all locomotives—the scrap

heap.

The cold weather of this winter has resulted in devising a

method for thawing frozen water pipes that will revolutionize

and make comparatively easy what has been a most exasperat-

ing problem. The discovery of the value of electricity as the

agent for thawing was made and applied by an instructor of

electrical engineering at the University of Wisconsin. Some
particulars of the electric energy required are gathered from

information furnished inquirers by Prof. C. K. Adams,

as follows: "The source of electric power which Is required in

thawing pipes should be capable of producing 300 amperes of

electric current, with a pressure of from 50 to 60 volts. This

power may bo obtained by means of an alternating current

transformer connected with electric light lines or any other

similar source. Whenever several pipes in a city are frozen we
advise that the water works and electric light companies be

asked to join in the effort to facilitate the work of thawing.

Although up to the present time experience has been chiefly

confined to service pipes, the method is applicable to street

mains in case sufficient power is obtainable. It has been com-

puted that 75 horse-power is required to thaw out within 30

minutes a frozen main 6 inches in diameter for a distance of

100 feet. For a longer distance corresponding power would be

required. It is ordinarily found that the time needed for thaw-

ing any length of pipe less than 200 feet does not exceed half an

hour after the electricity Is applied."
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Wide Firebox, Wootten Type, Enirine No. 582.
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TESTS ON WIDE AND NARROW FIREBOXES.

Philadelphia & Reading Railway.

By H. H. Vaughn.*

It recently became necessary on the Philadelphia & Read-

ing Railway to ascertain the relative efficiency of locomotives

with the ordinary types of narrow (iiebox and those with fire-

boxes of the wide or Wootten type when burning l)ltuminous

coal. Experiments to determine the best proportion of grate

that should be blocked off for efononiioal reasons from a fire-

box 8 feet by 9 feet 6 inches had shown that there was a slight

gain In evaporative efficiency by using the full grate area, and

that In addition a larger nozzle could then be used with a

diminution in the amount of sparks thrown, and this led to the

belief that the wide firebox would prove as economical as the

narrow for soft coal, with the advantage that it could be used

for burning small anthracite if required. Through the court-

esy of Mr. E. E. Davis, Assistant Superintendent of Motive

Power of the road this account of the tests has been prepared

tor the "American Engineer."

There being no available data for locomotives with this type

of firebox, a test was decided on, and for this purpose two en-

gines were selected, identically alike with the exception that

one. No. 933, was built with a straight top boiler with its fire-

box above the frames, and the other. No. 582, had been rebuilt

from the same class with a Wootten firebox.

I'he leading dimensions were as follows:

No. 933. No 582.

Cylinders 20 by 24 in.

DriviTS 50Hin.
Hoiler liiamotcr 60 in.

Firebox 42% by 123!^ in. 96bylUin.
Heating surface, tubes 1,617 sq. ft. I,420sq.ft.

" '• Hrobox 157sq.ft. 199sq.ft.
"

total l,774sq.ft. 1619sq.ft.
Gratearea 36.3sq.ft. 7G eq ft.

Hoiler pressure Molbs.
Weight on drivers llCOOOIbs. 103,000 lbs.

Both engines were fitted with rocker grates with %-inch

spaces and %-inch bars in No. 933, and with %-inch spacers

and %-inch bars in No. 582. No. 933 had the Master Me-

chanics' Association arrangement of front end, No. 582 had a

low exhaust with hopper netting, probably a slightly more ef-

ficient arrangement. The difference in heating surface Is

caused chiefly by the loss of tube length due to the Wootten

combustion chamber, and the heavier weight of No. 933, partly

on account of that firebox being stayed by crown bars. No. 582

being direct stayed. The test was continued for about six

weeks, the engines running in coal service between Palo Alto

and Richmond, a distance of about 94 miles, and pulling trains

of about 50 loaded cars down and 60 empties up, the grade

averaging about 6 feet per mile. The trains were kept as uni-

form in weight as possible, and in most cases were pulled

through without setting out or picking up cars. The coal used

throughout was known as Beech Creek, and although instruc-

tions were given at the coal docks to keep the quality uniform,

no doubt it varied to a certain extent.

The fires were not brought to the same height when finish-

ing a run as at starting because this was not strictly an evapo-

rative test, but was made to determine the amount of coal re-

quired In service. Since the ton mile Vould be liable to give

widely varying figures on account of delays, difference on train

resistance, etc., the water evaporated was taken as the measure
of the work done, but the fires were kept as low as possible on
leaving the round house and brought in at the end of the run
with enough coal to enable them to be cleaned, just as in regu-

lar running. The same fireman was employed throughout the

entire test and every endeavor made to do this as uniformly as

possible. The coal used to bank fires after cleaning Is thus un-
accounted for, but the extent to which this is burned would
vary with the length of time in the house and would not af-

fect the results appreciably on so long a run.

• Mechanica 1 Engineer. Q. & C. Co. Formerly Mechanical Engineer
Philadelphia & Heading Railway.

'

The water was measured by two gauge glasses, one on each

side of the tank, placed on a line passing through the center of

gravity of the surface of the water and the same tank was used

for both engines. The tank was calibrated by filling It with

water to a point near the top of the gauge glasses, weighing it,

and draining the water off from three to six inches at a time,

and taking the weight at each point. The weight per inch

thus obtained can be relied on within 50 lbs. on the entire tank

full of water. In running, the tank was never filled entirely

since this method has been found to introduce considerable

error, but water always showed in the glass so that the Inchei

of water used could be accurately measured. Since from 20 to

30 inches were usually taken at a time and the height may b«

read accurately to %-inch, this method is exceedingly aceu-

rate. To bring the water to rest quickly three rows of wash

boards were fitted across the tank which permitted of measur-

ing the level within a minute or so after stopping.

The weight of coal used was obtained by filling the tender

on leaving the round house and taking the height of the water,

cutting off the tender and weighing it on track scales. At the

end of the run the tank was filled to about the same height,

cut off and weighed; the allowance for the variation in the

water is then small and unlikely to cause error. The track

scalco used were in good condition and accurate within 25 or

50 lbs. No material was allowed to be placed on the tank be-

tween the beginning and end of a run unless weighed. The
water used in wetting down the coal before starting was de-

ducted from the quantity in the tank; on the run the coal was

wetted while water was being taken. This precaution is rather

fine but it has the effect of preventing 200 lbs. or more water

being weighed as coal. An allowance was made for the num-

ber of times the injector was used. The boiler pressure was takeu

every five minutes and time popping, delayed and switching,

and minutes blower was used, were all noted, as much to keep

the inspector busy as for any other reason. The inspector,

who took all measurements, etc., was a bright young fireman,

and he looked after everything connected with the test, his

practical knowledge enabling him to keep all conditions as uni-

form as possible.

Two engineers were employed owing to the necessity for one

of them to take an enforced vacation. The fifth up and fourth

down trips of engine No. 933 and all the succeeding trips were

made by the second man who was not by any means as good a

runner as the first.

While the evaporative figures are from Palo Alto to Rich-

mond, on account of shipping conditions, serious delays were
met with between Richmond and West Falls, a distance of

about six miles. The ton mile figures are therefore made
from Falls to Palo Alto by noting the water used for that dis-

tance, and assuming that the coal is in the same proportion.

The ton mile figures are from actual weights of car and lading.

The accompanying diagram represents graphically the results

of the tests showing such runs of No. 582 as were reliable and

a corresponding number for No. 933. The diagram shows for

each run the pounds of water and coal used, the water evapo-

rated per pound of coal, the actual running time. Including one-

half the time switching, the ton miles, and the coal per 100-ton

miles. These are all the figures of importance. An inspection

of the diagram will show that on the whole the results are

fairly uniform, and such variations as occur can be safely said

to be inherent in a road test. The boiler pressure was through-

out close to the maximum, the average varying from 128 to 141

tor No. 933, and 132 to 141 for No. 582, both engines steaming

freely. The total time on the road is not plotted but has no ef-

fect on either the evaporation or ton mile figures that is com-
parable to the amount of variation. Both ton mile and evapora-

tion figures have been plotted with running time and total time

on road as abscissas without showing any relation to these fac

tors, and the figures for coal per ton mile have been plotted

with ton miles per trip as abscissae with the same result. The
variation in the figures for evaporation is probably not In ex-
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cess of what must always be expected, and simply shows the

danger of basing conclusions on Isolated tests. By making a

large number of trips, and plotting the results the general run

of the work can ue judged, and the effect of extraordinary trips

either good or bad allowed for. On the whole it is seen that

the Wootten boiler gives slightly better figures for evapora-

tion, uut hardly enough to say that it is actually superior. It

may however be safely concluded that it is certainly equal to

the narrow type. On the ton mile basis No. 933 shows the

lesser consumption, but this can hardly be considered as ac-

curate a measure of the boiler efficiency as the water evapor-

ated, since there is a possibility of the engine affecting the

results.

On the whole, the test is interesting as showing at least that

there is no loss in economy in using a larger grate under the

conditions of this test, and there would also appear to be no

reason for the economy of the wide firebox falling off if the

work done once increased since the rate of combustion would

then approach more closely that of the narrow firebox, while

under an increased duty the latter would probably show a de-

crease in efficiency, due to the greater spark loss which at the

rate of combustion in this test, was small. If this premise be

granted, it would open an interesting question as to whether

an engine with a wide firebox is not worth considering as a

soft coal burner. The boiler under test, designed exclusively

for anthracite, and with a height of only 40 inches from the

grate to the crown sheet Is, of course, too low for satisfactory

results, but the center of the boiler is only 7 feet 6 inches from

the rail and would thus leave room for a deeper box if de-

sired. With the crown sheet so near the fire, not only must
the combustion be interfered with, but on account of the in-

tense heat near the door, the crown sheet seams give trouble

from leaking.

A curious point about these engines when burning soft coal

is the intense heat in the front end, this occurring even in en-

gines that were steaming poorly and without any accumulation

of cinders, and generally showing near the flue sheet. It could

hardly be due to flame continuing through the flues, although

only 10 feet 7 inches long since in that case there should have
been ample steam, and occurring in engines fitted with the

Master Mechanics' Association front end, and a large stack it

was possibly due to combustion of the unburned gases by air

admitted by the stack, an unwelcome application of the Schlicht

system. Still with proper front end arrangements the wide fire-

box engine may ue depended on never to give trouble for want of

steam, with any kind of coal, and will burn fine coal in hard
service without its being pulled through the flues to anything
like the extent occurring in a narrow firebox engine. Free
steaming is a strong point in a freight pulling machine, and
while it is not an attribute of the Wootten boiler alone, it cer-

tainly is one of its strong points, and if not sufficient to

recommend its use for engines burning bituminous coal exclu-

sively, it justifies its application where there is any chance of

burning anthracite.

66-FOOT CAR FOR STEEL RAILS.

LAKE TERMINAL RAILROAD.

The largest hydraulic press in the world has been recently

completed at the i'arkbend Forge, England. According to the

"American Machinist" this machine is capable of exerting a

pressure of 12,000 tons and is to be used in making armor
plate. It is built of nickel steel and the cylinder is 6 feet in

diameter weighing 42 tons complete. The foundation for the

press is composed of 1,300 tons of bricks and a bed of concrete

weighing 330 tons. The power is supplied by four sets of

coupled compound condensing engines with cylinders 21 and
43 inches and 18 feet stroke. The steam pressure actuates 68

pumping rams each 1 11-16 inches in diameter which deliver

the water to the main cylinder of the press. To lift the press

face, crosshead and ram, two return cylinders are used work-
ing at a pressure of 1,300 lbs. per square inch.

The Lake Terminal Railroad, of the Lorain Steel Company,

is having some long gondola cars built for the transportation of

62-foot steel rails, and we are enabled to illustrate them by

the courtesy of Mr. F. H. Stark, Master Car Builder of the

Cleveland, Lorain and Wheeling, who designed the cars. The
cars are to carry 80,000 pounds, either with long or short ma-

terial, and if the latter, the load must be equally distributed

for a distance of 18 feet from each end, and instructions to that

effect will be stenciled on the sides. The length over sills

is 66 feet 4 inches and width over sides and sills 8 feet 11

inches, while the distance between centers of bolsters is 53 feet

8 inches, dimensions that convey the idea of immense pro-

portions for freight service. There are eight sills of the fol-

lowing dimensions: Outside, 5 by 14 inches; four intermediate,

4 by 8 inches, and center sills, 4% by 8 inches, all of Georgia

pine. The end and side planks are 4 by 12 inches, and also of

Georgia pine.

The length of the car necessitates four crosstie timbers, 5 by

12 inches, of oak, and the end sills are of the same material,

10 by 12% inches and faced on the outside with % by 10-inch

wrought iron plates, for the purpose of resisting the pull of the

truss rods, of which there are eight, passing through the end

sills, and two seating against the gondola sides at each side,

making twelve truss rods in all to sustain the car and load

between the bolsters. The truss rods are 1% inches in

diameter with ends upset to 1% inches in diameter, and hav-

ing special forged open turn buckles tapped for 1%-inch ends.

Since the truss rods occupy such an important place in a

car of this length, every provision is made to render them
as effective as possible. To this end the four outside rods

are carried in a wrought iron stirrup, which in turn rests in a

malleable iron saddle on top of the side planks, directly over

the body bolster, the bearing having such an area as will safely

distribute the crushing component of the truss rod pull, while

the compression due to same cause at the side planks is taken

care of by seating washers of liberal area.

Four of the longitudinal truss rods, after crossing the first

pair of crosstie timbers, transmit their load to the second,

or outer pair of crosstie timbers, and pass from there to the

end sills. These rods take care of the load at the center

of the car, while the remaining eight rods transmit the load

to the bolsters. To obviate the danger of buckling at the

center, due to compressive shocks, there are four counter truss

rods, 1% in diameter with 1%-inch ends, which are supported

at the center of the car in a stirrup and saddle similar to that

for the longitudinal rods, the ends passing down near the

outer crosstie timbers, against which a block abuts, which re-

ceives the pull of the rods.

The longitudinal sills rest in malleable iron pockets, that are

secured to the inner face of the end sills by % by 3-lnch lag

screws. There is a permanent fioor bolster, 6 by 8 inches in

section located over the body bolster, which will support the

rails at the ends and allow the car to be trussed with about 4

inches of camber at the center, and then leave the load ap-

proximately level. In order that there shall be no resistance

to camber from the side planks, they will be cut on the lower

edge to a height of three inches at the center of the car, and
running out by a true curve to the body bolsters, leaving the

side planks the full depth of 12 inches from bolsters to the end

of the car.

A special form of the Bettendorf I beam body bolster has

been furnished for these cars by the Cloud Steel Truck Com-
pany, of Chicago.

A draft gear of exceptional strength is provided for these

cars. There are two double coil draft springs placed side by
side between the center sills, the springs having a diameter of

1 3-16 inches for the outer coil and 11-16 inch for the inner,

with a diameter over the coil of 6 inches and a length of 8
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Half Side Elevation, Showing Trussing.
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inches. This axrangement doubles the capacity of the draft

springs and is a much needed improvement over the so-called

standard. The 1%-inch followers are much stronger thaJi if

used with the single central spring. As a safeguard against

undue strain on the vertical draft bolts, a 2% by % strap

is provided, with the end bent to fit into a mortise in the draft

timber, while the body, 1% inches in diameter, is made to ex-

tend back and through the bolster with a nut and cotter on

the end. A centering device, consisting of two springs of

CONSOLIDATION FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES.

Lehigh Valley Railroad.

The general dimensions of the heavy mountain pushing lo-

comotive recently built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works
for the Lehigh Valley were given in our issue of December,

1898, page 395, and on page 11 of the January, 1899, issue the

boiler and tender were illustrated. We now present an ele-

W—^Mi"—4.—tsj

55' diom.
„ ; Wheels

60- -».

Compound Consolidation Mountain Pushing Locomotive— Lehigh Valley R. R.

[For description see " American Engineer," December, 1898, page 345, and January, 1899, page 11.

9-32 inch bar, 1%-inch diameter, which are held in a malle-

able Iron pocket on the inner face of the draft timbers, centers

the drawhead and permits of a lateral movement of about 1%
inches each side of the center. This draft gear is a sub-

stantial one and ought to give the best of service.

The truck bolster is the "Common Sense" type, with an

upper and lower steel plate, % by 12 inches, and a flanged fill-

ing piece riveted to both plates. The trussing depth at the

center is 11% inches and the weight, 625 pounds, which is not

an excessive weight when the capacity of the car is considered.

Our illustration shows the common sense truck bolster and

body bolster in order to make clear the construction of both.

The body bolster, however, is not used in this car, which has

the Bettendorf bolster as stated above. The truck is of the

arch bar pattern, and designed for the load. Aside from these

features the drawings need no explanation.

MULTIPLEX PRINTING TELEGRAPH.

A system, of printing telegraphy, known as "Prof. Rowland's

Multiplex," was recently tested between Philadelphia and

Jersey City with highly satisfactory results. As its name im-

plies, a message is sent and received in legible and easily read

type, transmitted from keyboards similar to those of a type-

writer, the characters Including simply the ordinary alpha-

bet and numerals. The device on trial was made at the Johns

Hopkins University in order to demonstrate what merits it

possessed and also its weakness, if any, and it is arranged for

eight messages, four in each direction, and duplexed in the
usual way. The messages are printed on either a tape or a
page, and a speed of sixty words a minute has been obtained
in some of the experiments, but the limit of speed or the
number of messages was not reached. There is no other
multiplex printing system sending from a keyboard and re-

ceived on a page, and this one is only a part of that invented
by Professor Rowland. The whole invention contemplates a re-

lay method, by which any amount of territory may be covered,
and comprises a system by which eight people in one city can
be in communication with eight others in another place over
one wire and with absolute secrecy. Among the advantages
claimed for the multiplex system is that of less liability of
error, since there is only one person engaged, and he the
sender; while, by the Morse system, there is an opportunity
for mistakes at each end of the line.

vation drawing of this engine which we believe to be the most

powerful locomotive ever built, and it is next to the heaviest.

The satisfactory performance of this engine has led to the

ordering of nine more from the same drawings. The chief

object in presenting the drawing at this time is to show the

comparison between the heavy pushing engines and a new
design of the consolidation type for road service on the di-

vision between Buffalo and Sayre, which is also illustrated.

In the engravings the smaller engine is made to a larger

scale because more details are shown, but tne dimensions

show the difference at once.

The lighter engines, of which two are now building at the

Balawin Locomotive Works, are intended for service on the

Buffalo division, where there are some long grades. One
grade is 21 fet per mile and 37 miles long, and another is 18

feet and 30 miles long. They are to pull 2,000 tons, exclusive

of the weight of tae engine and tender, and each is to do the

work of two of the locomotives in present use in this district.

One of the engines is a Vauclain compound, with cylinders 17

and 28 by 30 inches, while the other is a simple engine with

21 by 30 inch cylinders, all features except the cylinders being
alike in the two designs, which were prepared by Mr. S. Hig-
gius. Superintendent of Motive Power of the road, to whom
we are indebted for the drawings. In the arrangement of the

cylinders of the compound, it will be noticed that the center

lines of the cylinders are not in the same vertical plane the

low pressure cylinders having been drawn inward to reduce
the width of the engines. The location of the reverse lever

renders a reach rod unnecessary, and the drawing shows a
number of Interesting features, such as inverted rockers and
continuous equalizing in the spring rigging throughout the

length of the engine. The valve gear uses two sets of rockers,

as Indicated in the drawing. The driving wheels are all pro-

vided with flanges, which is not usual in the consolidation

type, and especially with such a long wheel base. In fact, this

is believed to be the longest wheel base for this type that has
ever been used. We are informed by Mr. F. F. Gaines, Me-
chanical Engineer of the road, that 3-16-inch lateral motion Is

allowed on each side, between the driving boxes and wheel hubs,

making % inch in all. The main and Intermediate driving
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wheel tires are set at 53% inches, while the front and rear

ones have Vi inch less. The piston rods are of nlcltel steel

and hollow, with a three-inch hole. The cast steel piston for

tlic simple engine and the hollow nickel steel piston rod are

illustrated. The piston is six Inches thick, and very light and

strong for such a large diameter.

The driving wheels of these road engines are unusually

large, and will attract the attention of motive power men for

the reason that small wheels have always been associated with

large hauling capacity, and as tliat is supposed to be the

prime object of building engines of the consolidation type, a

inches, while the compoiinda have cylinders 17 by 28 by 30

inches stroke. The simple engines will exert a starting power

of 38,400 poun<ls, and have a co-elflcient of adhesion of 0.25,

while the draw-bar pull of the compounds will be 47,000

pounds, with an adhesion coefficient of 0.30. In each case

there is seen to be a close approach to that Ideal condition in

design where utility is of first consideration, and nowhere,

probably, can this be better illustrated than in the ratio of

adhesive weight to tractive power as given above, which is

plainly the present tendency In advanced locomotive prac-

tice.

Consolidation Compound Road Locomotive—Lehigh Valley R. R<

With 62-inch Driving Wheels.

,i -i VJ

Piston and Hollow Piston Rod-Lehigh Valley R. R.

large wheel appears incongruous at first sight. The character

of the service these engines are intended for, however, fur-

nishes good reasons for the increased wheel diameter. For

heavy fast freight service they should be able to make a good

record on account of reduced piston speed, while the advan-

tage of having such an engine on the line for emergency pas-

senger haulage in case of break down of the regular engine in

that service, will be of no small moment on account of the

apparent ability of these engines to haul heavy loads at high

speed.

The simple engines are similar to the compounds in all re-

spects except in cylinder proportions, which are 21 by 30

Comparing these compounds with the heavy compounds for

mountain pushing service, it is seen that the adhesion coeffi-

cient of 0.298 of the latter bears a striking resemblance to that

of the new road compound, the significance of which is, that

both classes of engines will be able to exert their maximum
tractive effort only on a dry or sanded rail, or in other words,

they are cylindered up to the critical point of adhesion, and

therefore carry no unavailable dead weight. A further com-

parison of the heavy pushers referred to above, with the

Pittsburg 23 by 32 simple consolidation engine illustrated in

the November, 1898, issue of the "American Engineer," shows

the attention to the relation of weight on drivers to power de-

veloped at the rail, in the coefficient of 0.27, but hardly reach-

ing the mark set by the Lehigh Valley. The tractive effort of

the Pittsburg engine is 56,400 pounds, and the adhesive weight

is 208,000 pounds, while the draw-bar pull of the Lehigh Val-

ley pusher is 60,300 pounds, with 202,000 pounds of adhesive

weight. The Pittsburg engine is the heaviest engine in the

world, but must yield the palm of power to the lighter Lehigh

engine.

Some of the leading dimensions are given as follows:

Cylinders, Compound 17 and 28 by 30 in.

" simple 21 bySOin.
Driving wheels, overtires ., o'"'
Rigid wheel base i?J: i

!°'

Xolal " " 25ft.5in.

Height from rail to top of stack • ; ,^'^ '*

Weight on driving wheels JS'JJix Jk
"

Total weight of engine 1 '

».!JJ'
{™-

Boiler pressure "«:?„
Boiler diameter ,-,;-' I!? rl
Heating surface, flrebo^c

•-".••••..".jlS.e sq.' ft.

total...'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.
2987.38q.ft.

Firebox, length
.'.'.' lj*j°-

width aoin.

Tubes, 358, two inch, length. . 15 " 1 !"•

Piston rods hollow, diameter iiih^n in
Driving journals 8H By " "•

All drivers flanged Visin'
Engine truck wheels... i'«in»aiB
Water capacity of tender *,9Wgai8.
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LIGHT AND HEAVY CARS.

By O. H. Reynolds.

The writer has had occasion many times to notice the ex-

cessively high ratio of dead weight to paying load that is so

prominent a characteristic of wooden cars, in both freight and

passenger service, and has been impressed with the belief that

builders of heavy cars were not serving the best interests of

their employers when measuring the requirements of construc-

tion simply from the standpoint of strength, with the object

of keeping the cost of maintenance at a low figure. This pro-

cedure has its analogue in the now nearly obsolete practice of

allowing a locomotive to rest, with a view to prolonging its

life and both are accomplished at the expense of earning capaci-

ties. The objection to a reduction of car weights on the gi'ound

of the light percentage of braking power, available when such

a car is loaded, is the only one of real moment, and one that

will doubtless be handled in due time in the way that all new
conditions are provided for. The objection is of secondary con-

sideration when placed against the increased capacity of the

light car. There is already a strong desire for the reduction

of weights of passenger trains, and there seems to be no good

way to accomplish it except in the construction of the cars.

The necessity for this is more forcibly brought to our attention

when we consider that the load is a fluctuating one in all

branches of railway service, with a possible exception in the

coal and ore trade, and this serves to emphasize the contention

that cars must be of light weight relative to load capacity, in

order to he most productive in transportation. There are good
reasons for this view, among which are the increased

cost of the heavier car, and an increased fuel expense

for haulage, a two-edged sword which cuts deeply into

the earnings, and for which no mathematical demonstration is

necessary, since it is plain that the same quantity of

fuel per square foot of grate must be consumed to haul one
pound of dead weight as to haul one pound of paying load, a

fact of the greatest significance now that we are approaching a

limit to the size of locomotives.

Freight Cars.

The loading of locomotives on a tonnage basis is largely re-

sponsible for the renewed attention to the non-paying side of

the transportation question, with the result that the constantly

recurring query why cars of the same nominal capacity are

built so as to require different stencils for light weight, is not

an easy one to answer by those that have gathered their design
inspirations from the school of strength as the prime con-

sideration. This fault is a glaring one in the wooden car, and
is more in evidence perhaps in those of 40,000 pound capacity
than in the later cars of greater capacity, but the fact remains
that cars may he reduced in weight without impairing their

usefulness as carriers, with a corresponding increase in net
earnings.

Proof of this is seen in the 60,000 pound capacity box cars
of the Chesapealie & Ohio, of which the light weight is only
25,000 pounds; a weight actually less than in average
40,000 pound cars. This was a 34-foot sample car of which
Mechanical Engineer Hoopes, of the office of Mr. W. S. Morris.
Superintendent of Motive Power, says in a letter:

"This car was built to see how light a car could be made, to

carry a load of thirty tons. It is fitted with air brakes and
M. C. B. couplers, was built about five years ago and placed in

freight service. This car has been shopped several times for
examination, and has always been found in good condition,
requiring no repairs. We have another class of cars, of which
we have 100, which we built with a view to having the car as
light as possible. This is a stock car with feeding and water-
ing arrangements. The car is 36 feet long inside and of
30 tons capacity, weighing 27,300 pounds. The sizes of sills

are: Outside, 4x8 inches; intermediate, SV.xS inches, and cen-
ter, 4x8 inches. This car has eight sills, The posts and braces

being made as light as consistent with the required strength.

The flooring, side slats, etc., are grooved. This manner of mak-

ing the flooring we find to be a great benefit to the car aside

from reducing the weight, as it allows a circulation of air be-

tween the tops of the sills and the flooring, and it causes the

moisture to dry out much sooner than it would otherwise. We
believe that there is entirely too much timber put in most
freight cars, and not enough attention given to the truss rods.

This latter car has four rods, with a truss 20 inches deep

below the sills. All castings of the car body and truck are of

malleable iron. The feeding and watering troughs are of

pressed steel. These cars were built about four years ago, and

have proved to be good substantial cars of their kind, not hav-

ing sagged or given way at any part of the framing. They
weigh between 5,000 and 6,000 pounds less than most cars of

the type, size and capacity, and are just as serviceable."

This is a practical application of Mr. Morris' policy of in-

creasing net earnings by hauling a pound of paying freight,

for every pound of reduction in weight of car, and this was
done before the tonnage question had become a live issue. The
framing of Mr. Morris' stock car is shown in Fig. 1. It is also

very light.

A reference was just made to malleable iron castings as one

of the factors in reducing weight, and they always play an im-

portant part in the scheme of lowering the light weight of

cars. The value of malleable iron in this special field is well

told by Mr. Eugene Chamberlain, in his paper on "Malleable

Iron in Car Construction," read before the Central Railway
Club, in which he said:

"Now as to the question of dead weights: With a reduction

of from 1,300 to 1,500 pounds per car of 60,000 pounds capacity,

as compared with gray iron castings, we readily see that an
extra car might be easily added to each train of 15 cars without

placing any additional tax upon the motive power. Or, assum-
ing that a railroad company is deriving a revenue for carrying

20,000 pounds of gray iron castings, could not this revenue
in all fairness be credited to the original cast of malleable iron

castings as the producing cause? This does not occur once a
year or once a month only, but is in evidence every trip of the

train, thus adding strength to the argument we seek to ad-

vance, and creating a revenue for the company from an ap-

parently undiscovered source. If we take what statistics

show it costs a railroad company per ton per mile to haul
freight, and a car will average say twenty miles a day for a
year, and there is a reduction in dead weight of 1,300 to 1,500

pounds per car on account of using malleable castings, a sim-

ple calculation with the foregoing figures as a basis, will

readily demonstrate that the company is deriving a yearly

revenue equal to one-half the original cost of the malleable

castings used on the car. Add to this a reduction in the

stock of castings necessary for a company to carry on account
of less breakage of malleable iron as against grey iron castings,

and we secure a sum total that would seem to recommend
malleable iron castings for general use in car and locomotive

construction and repairs."

The ratio of paying load to dead load in the case of the light

wooden box car of the Chesapeake & Ohio is 2.4. This is prob-

ably as high as wooden construction will permit for box
cars, but a slightly higher ratio (2.53) is found in the 80,000

pound wooden gondola cars of the Illinois Central, which is no
doubt the limiting figure for wood. These cars weigh 31,500

pounds empty. Steel, however, presents means of raising the

ratio of load capacity to dead weight, and we find such propor-

tion on some 100,000 pound steel cars to be 3.8. These cars are

for ore service, and are only 26 feet long, they therefore vague-

ly indicate what may be done in the design of the all steel box
car which is yet to come. There are, however, sufficient data

to be gathered from the steel cars already built to show the

advantages of that construction, in reducing the number of

cars to the train, and therefore the resistance on curves, as

well as increasing the tonnage per car, all of which results
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Fig. 1.— Light Stock Car-Chesapeai<e & Ohio Ry.

Fig. 2.—Light Passenger Car-Boston & Albany R. R.

'~'li'md>, it'Cndi

Fitr. 3.-Li<rht Passenger Car-N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.
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are desirable to attain when considering economy in transpor-

tation. That these advantages are not chimerical is now well

known, that they are not obtained at a prohibitive cost may
be seen by a comparison of the cost per ton of capacity for

the wooden 60,000 pound car and the steel 100,000 pound car.

The cost of the former will be not far from $500, and of the

latter about $800. Assuming these prices to be correct, the

cost per ton of capacity will be practically $16 for each car, and

here is to be found the reason for the recent large orders for

large capacity steel cars.

The interest awakened in the large car in this country has

led to some investigation of its status if pitted against foreign

cars in the same service, which resulted in a comparison of

two coal trains—one English and one American, by Vice-Presi-

dent Joseph Price, of the Grand Trunk. The English train

was made up of 57 coal cars, having a total weight of S52 tons,

and the American train had 24 gondolas, the loaded weight of

which was 919 tons. The paying load per cent of the English

train was 51.71, and of the American, 61.11. The English

train had 130 axles and the American 109. This comparison

shows the large capacity of the American cars to be advan-

tageous, but occasion was taken to explain that the conditions

in England were such as preclude the possibility of following

American practice, owing to certain restrictions in tunnel di-

mensions and turntables.

Passenger Cars.

It is worthy of comment, that while there is such a well

defined recognition at this time of the necessity of a high per-

centage of capacity to light weight in a freight car, the propor-

tion of weight hauled per unit of paying load in a passenger

car is neglected, as the rivalry of competing lines is a

constant incentive to furnish better and roomier accom-

modations, with retiring rooms, vestibules and other luxuries

unknown in the older equipment. Some first-class coaches of

to-day will average 65,000 pounds in weight, and seat 60 people,

which means a dead weight of 1,000 pounds to be hauled for

each passenger when the car is filled. The coach of only a

few years ago weighed 38,000 pounds and seated the same num-
ber of passengers as above, with 630 pounds of car per pas-

senger. The initial cost of these later cars also helps to swell

the loss sid6 of the account, for they cost from $6,000 to $8,000

as against $3,500 to $4,500 for the car with the fewer palatial

bUls for patronage.

The acme of extravagance is reserved, however, for the

sleeping car service, where the gap between first cost and seat-

ing capacity widens to an unbusinesslike degree. The cost for

the least magnificent of these is from $15,000 to $20,000, and
runs into a higher figure for the more pretentious creations.

The average weight of these cars is about 95,000 pounds, and
the seating capacity is 24 people for a twelve section car. The
load necessary to carry one passenger is about 4,000

pounds in this case, but a worse situation presents itself when
it is stated that some of these cars are seldom loaded to their

full capacity.

In direct harmony with these heavy American cars is the

English sleeping car with a seating capacity of 16 passengers

and a weight of 50,000 pounds, which gives a ratio of dead
weight to passenger a little lower than that of our sleeping

ear, the cost, however, is quite different, averaging $6,000 to

$7,000, or the price of our first-class coach. These figures It

must be understood refer to the English design of sleeper, and
not to the American, which is in service on some foreign

lines. The English composite car, carrying first, second and
third-class passengers, of which we have no counterpart in

this country, weighs about 42,000 pounds, and seats 33 people.

The cost of this car is $4,000; the dead weight per passenger

is 1,200 pounds, somewhat more than ours, for a service no
better than is furnished by our best modern coaches.

Since about 1870 the weight of passenger cars has steadily

Increased, while the seating capacity has to an appreciable ex-

tent become less rather than greater, against the protests of

the officers responsible for their design. Vestibules and end

corridors, the latter separated by bulkheads from the seating

room of the coach, together with heavier framing, all con-

tributed to greater weight without any returns in capacity.

A letter from Mr. F. D. Adams, the veteran Master Car Builder

of the Boston & Albany, on this subject of passenger car con-

struction, contains some interesting points. Mr. Adams
writes:

"I used to feel much interested in this matter (light con-

struction), as I believe that railway companies haul much
more dead weight in their passenger equipment than is neces-

sary to the passengers carried. The tendency of late years

has been to have in mind the strengthening of cars, and to

do this large amounts of iron and heavier timbers have

been used instead of trying to get strength with

least weight. One car in particular was built at

Allston shops about twenty years ago, and is now in

service, in good condition. It weighed when placed in ser-

vice, only 36,000 pounds, and seated 76 passengers. This car

has been in continuous service ever since, and looks in as good

shape as cars that weigh 20,000 pounds more. The material

was cut down everywhere possible. The sills were 4x7 inches;

the window posts only %x3i4 inches; fioor was double %-inch

thick, and lining under; roof boards were % inch thick; panel-

ling outside and inside only % inch thick, but was thoroughly

glued with strong glue with canvas all over inside; carlins %
inch thick strengthened with iron every 6 feet. The furring

between window posts was cross-braced, locked together and
only % inch thick, but all was carefully fitted and glued, the

workmanship carefully done, and the result shows for itself.

This car has done as much service as any other, being run in

regular trains without favor, and is still good for many years

yet. I supported my cars differently from any one else, by
using an arch under the window rail, stepped into the sill on

each side or rather both sides of the window posts, with rods

from the arch down througlh the sill, and putting a saddle at

top of the arch for the rod to pass through between them. The
outside one was carefully fitted into the post and glued and
screwed. The arches were %x5 inches, and the inside one

glued and screwed to the post also, and the inside lining was
fitted snug to it. This arch took the place of the heavy truss

plank usually used, and did not weigh more than one-eighth

as much, while sustaining more weight. There is one thing I

will admit in connection with light cars, they cannot be made
to ride as easy as heavier cars."

This is a valuable contribution to the literature of light

cars from an eminent authority, and it carries an important

moral in the fact that passenger coaches may be built with
a dead weight of 470 pounds per passenger, and still stand

up under the ravages of 20 years' service.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Thomas B. Purves, Jr., Super-

intendent of Rolling Stock of the Boston & Albany, we illus-

trate in Fig. 2 the framing of their standard coach. Referring

to the light car built by Mr. Adams, and his present standard,

Mr. Purves says: "Coach 44 (the car described by Mr. Adams)
was built in 1897, and is the lightest car we have. The weight
of the body of the car is 23,970 pounds, and trucks 12,020

pounds; making a total weight of 35,990 pounds. This car has
a seating capacity of 76 passengers. I regret very much
that we have no blue prints or drawings of this car. I send
you blue prints of our standard passenger car; the weight of

body of this car is 34,100 pounds, and weight of trucks 19,380

pounds, a total weight of 53,480 pounds."

This car has a seating capacity of 78 passengers, which
means the respectable ratio of 685 pounds of car to one pas-

senger, and while somewhat heavier than car No. 44, it makes
a showing decidedly favorable to its designers at a period
when the tendency is to increase weight. The framing carries

its own lesson without comment.
A strictly modern car embracing every known expedient to

reduce weight, and at the same time retain all of the outward

.
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points of the standard car of the road, Is seen In Fig. 3, which

illu.strates the framing of the light car built by the New York,

New Haven £ Hartford. It shows one of the latest revivals of

interest In light cars, and without doubt exemplifies

very nearly the limit at which framing can be cut in dimen-

sions with our present construction. This car is 56 feet 5

inches long and 9 feet G inches wide over sills. It has vesti-

Iniles and is fitted with all equipments familiar to the best

practice, but weighs only 51,750 pounds, which is nearly 8,000

pounds less than the other cars of the same size on the road,

and gives 690 pounds of car per passenger. Attention is

directed to the details of this car; they will be found interest-

ing enough to dwell upon. The roofing Is % Inch thick; all

carlins are % Inch thick; side posts are %x3% Inches; belt

rail l'"! inches thick; sheathing % inch; flooring % inch for

lower course, and •J', inch for upper; sills, center and out-

side, 4V'ix7% inches, two intermediate, 3x7% inches.

The overhang is supported by a truss passing over the

braces and under the belt rail, with the ends passing through

the sills at each side of the body bolster, the lifting effect being

produced by the turnbuckle shown. This car was built in the

fall of 1896. It was designed by Mr. E. B. Pratt, one of our

veteran Master Car Builders, but who is now Superintendent of

Buildings of the above road, and built by Mr. Appleyard, Mas-

ter Car Builder of the N. Y., N. H. & H. at the New Haven
shops, l./r. Pratt, while at the head of the New England car

department, was for years an ardent advocate of light con-

struction, and does not think that a car must necessarily be

heavy in order to ride smoothly, as the following extracts

from his letter referring to the light car of the New Haven
road will show; in this connection he writes:

"This car is running now in the five-hour trains between

New York and Boston, via the Air Line Route, and has been In

that service ever since it was built. As that is one of the

most important trains and largely patronized, it would seem
that it has given entire satisfaction or it would not have been

kept in that service. I believe that it is feasible to

have light weight cars, and that they can be made as com-

fortable riding as any car in existence. The car can be light-

ened up a good deal, as the effort in that case was entirely con-

fined to the body of the car. Twelve years ago I built a light

weight car and constructed the trucks on the light principle.

The trucks when complete weighed 16,000 pounds, while the

trucks under this car (the New Haven) were of the standard

pattern of trucks, which we put under the parlor cars of this

road, and weigh something like 21,000 pounds. The 16,000

pound trucks have now been in service twelve years, and are

still in fine condition, while the repairs on them have been

very light in comparison with the trucks of ordinary build."

The Manhattan Elevated cars of about 1880 furnish another

example of light construction that must not be passed un-

noticed. These cars were constructed for a service where light

weight was of prime consideration. The length inside is 38

feet 6 inches, and the weight about 30,000 pounds, while the

seating capacity is 48 passengers. The ratio of dead load to

passenger is about 625 pounds for the rated capacity of the car.

which is more than doubled during the rush hours.

If further confirmation were necessary to show that the net

revenue of railways was made to languish by the heavy car

fad, it will we believe, be forthcoming In the not very remote
future, when the rapidly closing avenues for retrenchment in

operating expenses will force a reduction of weight to a rea-

sonable and paying ratio of load hauled.

CAST STEEL SIDE RODS.

Philadelphia & Reading Railway.

The use of electro magnets is proposed for the recovery of a
large number of steel rails which were sunk in the Ohio River.

The "Electrical World" states that a crane boat will be equip-

ped with waterproof magnets capable of lifting 4,000 pounds
each. The work will be done by the Langton Electric Com-
pany, Pittsburg, Pa.

The illustration of side rods herewith, represents the prac-

tice of the Philadelphia & Reading, as applied to consolida-

tion engines, and Is printed by courtesy of Mr. E. E. Davis,

Assistant Superintendent of Motive Power and Rolling Equip-
ment. Evidence of careful thought Is seen in this design, par-

ticularly in the ribbing over the ends, a place where a com-
bination of strength and lightness is required as much as in

any part of the rod, for the reason that a very light section

may be made here, and one that will successfully resist all

piston stresses, but at the same time the bushing may get

loose. The rib should prevent this action while still preserv-

ing a proper degree of lightness at the end. There are now

fi'-tti-

Cast Steel Side Rods.

Philadelphia & Reading By.

50 sets of these rods in service, and they are so satisfactory

that all consolidation locomotives on the road are to be fitted

with them.

A comparison of the cost of these with wrought iron rods

for the same class of engine shows the steel rods to be some-
wuat higher than wrought iron by the figures furnished by
Mr. Davis.

Cast Steel.

Full set of cast steel rods, finished, weight, 820 pounds.
Cost of labor, finishing rods $12.30

Total cost of rods without brasses 80.30

Wrought Iron.

Full set of wrought iron rods, finished, 810 pounds.
Cost of labor, finishing rods |19.58

Total cost of rods without brasses 72.31

The cost of labor for the steel is less, and the difference in

the total cost is therefore to be ascribed to the present high
price of the steel, which was due in part to rigid specifications.

The specifications for this material called for tensile strengto

between 60,000 and 75,000 lbs. per square inch; and the elon-

gation 30 percent, for 60,000 lbs. tensile strength and 24 per

cent, for 75,000 lbs.

We have no record of the tests on the heats used by the

Sargent Company for the rods which they have furnished to

this road, but the following table of limits represents the

chemical constituents of the metal regularly produced

general steel castings:

Per cent. Per cent.
Silicon 0.30 to 0.40 Sulphur 0.03 to 0.04
Carbon 0.25 to 0.30 Phosphorus 0.025 to 0.035
Manganese 0.70 to 0.90

for
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The metal furnished the Philadelphia and Reading is the

same as that furnished to the Chicago and Northwestern, the

test record of which Is as follows:

Steel Castings for the C. & N. W. Ry.
Tensile

—Original.— —After fracture.— strength
Date. Dimension. Area. Dimension. Area, per sq. in.

Jan. 5, 1899 1.0000 .7854 .740 .430 69 300

Feb. 4, 1899 9850 .7620 .756 .4477 62,508

Feb 14 1899 1.0000 .7854 .710 .3959 62,906

Feb. 22, 1899 1.0000 .7854 .761 .4548 66,068

Elongation. Reduction of I
Elongation. Reduction of

In 8 in. Per Cent. Area%. In 8 in. Per Cent. Area %.
1 94 24.25 45.22 2.28 28.50 49.39

2.05 25.62 42.33 1 2.02 25.26 42.09

In this connection the record of seven tests on material fur-

nished to the United States Government, the last two of which

were made at St. Paul by the Government Inspector, are in-

teresting:

Steel Castings for the United States Government.
Shoulders 3 inches.

Tensile Elongation
Strength Per Cent. Reduction of

Date. Per Sq. In. in 2 inches. Area %.
Feb. 15, '99 62,750 32. 50.0

Feb. 16, '99 66,500 31. 48.5

Feb. 17. '99 68,900 31. 39.3

Feb. 22, '99 67,650 30. 45.75

Feb. 28. '99 70,000 29. 42.4

Feb. 3, '99 70,260 35. 46.

Feb. 6, '99 69,850 32.5 46.

With a reduction of the price of the castings, the steel rods

will be cheaper than those of iron. There appears to be no

good reason why the cast steel rods should not be used when

experience in casting permits of reducing the cost to that of

producing other similar steel castings. This case may be

considered as experimental. It is too early to express opin-

ions as to the practice beyond a statement of the satisfaction

which has led to their adoption in this case. It seems advisable,

however, that caution should be exercised in the reduction of

machine work on steel castings of such importance, because of

the possibility of defects in the castings, which are to be found

only by machining, and it is proper to raise the question

whether the amount of machining may safely be reduced until

such time as steel makers are more sure of their product.

At the March meeting of the Central Railroad Club a com-

mittee on car roofs, consisting of Messrs. Waitt, Macbeth and

Mackenzie, presented a report that reviewed everything in

the semblance of a roof cover, from the single and double

board to and through the various types of composite

metal and wood rociifs. AfDer stating the prerecjui-

sites of a perfect roof, the committee gave it as their opinion

that the best type of car roof, that is, the one most fully

meeting the qualifications named, is one having a complete

metal protective roof for excluding moisture, cinders and

dust. This metal roof, being composed of short sheets of gal-

vanized iron, extending from plate to ridge pole, and so ap-

plied that they can be removed without having to remove the

outer roof boards. This metal to have laid over it, with an

air space between, a single course of matched boards. The
whole to be thoroughly secured together and to the car by

bolts and long wood screws. In addition to this, it was rec-

ommended that a course of sheathing be laid on the under

side of the ceiling lengthwise of the car as a protection

against punctures of the metal sheets when loading and un-

loading freight. The cost of such sheathing would amount
to not over $8 per car and would save many times that

aanount in repairs and claims for damages to freight.

There are 55 war vessels contracted for or now building for

the United States Navy, according to the report of Admiral
Hichborn, Chief Naval Constructor. The following are the

proportions completed:
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between the frames. The feed water passed through the cylin-

der from one end to the other, and came Into contact with a

number of tubes through which steam from the exhaust pipe

was led and was afterward returned to the front end and

directed up the stack. This hoatir was used for some time,

and I do not know why it was abandoned, but probably be-

cause, with the comparatively small demands made on the

boilers of that day, the need of feed heating was not felt,

and It was diffleult to measure the advantage of such devices

at that time.

I agree with Mr. Francis W. Dean in the opinion he expressed

in his excellent paper on boilers, read in December before the

New England Railroad Club. Mr. Dean said that the great

possibility of heating the teed water by the exhaust steam
from the locomotive frequently occurs to engineers, and, al-

though it is not received with much patience, it ought to be

studied out to success. "It takes only about one-sixth of the

steam from the exhaust to raise the temperature of the feed

water from fifty degrees to two hundred degrees, and this would
save about fifteen per cent, of the fuel. As the locomotives in

this country use about one-third of the coal mined, or over

fifty millions of tons per year, this means an enormous saving
In money. I am glad to see that one of the railroad clubs has
been discussing the best use of the exhaust of the air pump.
This might be used for heating the feed. If the feed can be
heated it will necessitate the use of pumps Instead of Injec-

tors, and, moreover, pumps driven by the main engine, instead
of steam pumps, for the use of the latter gives more exhaust
to deal with." A. E.

DISCIPLINE AND EDUCATION OF RAILWAY EM-
PLOYEES.

Editor "American Engineer:"

Thus far the discussion in your pages on the question of dis-

cipline has brought out only one adverse opinion, that signed
"Master Mechanic" on page S3 of the Mai-ch number, and I

would like to know the opinions of some of the real good
raili-oad men who are opposed to the plan. There are many
such, and they have some excellent reasons for objecting to the
system which, I hope, will be brought forward now.

I think well of the idea of the system inaugurated by Mr.
Brown, but think that the opinions expressed in your paper
are entirely too favorable. In order to use the system satis-
factorily, the greatest care must be used in its administration
and It cannot be allowed to take care of itself as I be-
lieve many think it will do. It requires even more of the per-
sonal attention of the officers than the old plan of suspen-
sion. I do not believe I am wrong in thinking that the im-
portance of this is not generally realized.

The debit and credit system, when looked at in one way, ap-
pears to be the fairest method of dealing with the faults and
merits of men, but is it not very unfair to the younger men.
The old and seasoned engineers, for example, very seldom get
Into trouble, and this is not entirely due to their reliability,
but rather to a large extent to the fact that they have the best
runs, where they are associated with the best crews and the
most favorable conditions for satisfactory service. Not so with
the younger men who are given the vastly more difficult work
of handling the extras and way freights. It is easy to handle
passenger trains and fast through freight, where the entire
crews are selected for their good records as compared with
the extra running and the handling of the trains that are not
taken care of by the dispatchers and officers. A young man
running extra has to put up with the worst of the crews and
in my opinion he does not find the system so satisfactory.
Also the young men who are ininning "extra" do not find the
suspension so burdensome because they expect to "lay off"
once in a while anyway, because of the fluctuations In busi-
ness. Now, I submit that it is better for these men to be
able to "clear up" their records by suspension, after getting
into trouble, than to hold the record against them as long as
they are on the road. While they may be judged to be to
blame, it is true that their surroundings are often contributary
and I think with "Master Mechanic," that the new plan dis-
courages them and prevents them from doing their best work
to put themselves on their feet agraln.

Another fault with the Brown system, and it Is a serious

one, is that when a crew desires to be relieved from associa-

tion with a certain member, say a conductor or engineer, they
can avail themselves of the opportunity to "snuff him out"

after he has received nearly enough demerit marks to cause
his dismissal. If a man has, say, 50 out of the 60 marks
that would cause his discharge, the rest of the crew can easily

report enough little things to secure the other 10 marks and
get rid of the man without his being able to defend himself,

and when he Is not to blame.

There are other objections, and perhaps some that are more
Important than these, and, in fairness, they ought to be brought
out and removed if possible because there is a great deal

that is good in the system^ SUPT.

THE M. C. B. COUPLER ABROAD.

Editor "American Engineer:"

Since writing the communication on "The M. C. B. Coupler
Abroad," printed in your February number (page 44), I have
frequently heard the question asked, whether or not the ver-

tical plane coupler. In its present form, as used in this coun-
try, is applicable to the European type of freight cars. As a
matter of information, I would like to state that the Nessel-

dorf Car Manufacturing Company, of the city of the same
name, has recently, in co-operation with a large American car
coupler company, brought out a draft rigging for that purpose,

which Is reported to be quite satisfactory. This is mentioned
because It is one of the first designs In that line, showing that

the idea Is practical, and it will no doubt be followed by others
suitable to the various makes and dimensions of cars.

The railroad men generally In Continental Europe have be-
come familiar with most types of M. C. B. couplers used
in this country, through visits here as well as through work-
ing models sent from here for that purpose. Information Is

also at hand to the effect that a test is at present being
made on the Stramberg-Wendorf line with American couplers,
and that a number of railroad men from Germany and other
European countries have visited Stramberg during the last

two or three months for the purpose of noting the perform-
ance of the couplers. EDW. GRAFSTROM,

P. C. C. & St. L. Hy.
Columbus, O., March 13, 1899.

RAILROAD EARNINGS IN 1898.

The preliminary report of the income account of railways in

the United States for the year ended June 30, 1898, reported to

the Interstate Commerce Commission, has been issued. The
report includes the returns of 720 lines, with an aggregate
mileage of 181,333 miles. The receipts of the year were: Pas-
senger service, $333,892,782; freight service, $874,865,487; other

earnings from operation, $30,765,111; gi-oss earnings, $1,238,523,-

380; operating expenses, $811,241,458; income from operation,

$427,281,922.

The increase of gross earnings over the previous year was
$165,161,583. Operating expenses increased $58,716,594, and in-

come, $57,716,913. Gross earnings per mile increased $708; oper-

ating expenses, $368; Income, $340. These are the largest figures

reported since 1892, and the income account shows an increase

of $410 a mile over the report for 1894.

The total income of the railroads for the year 1897-98 was
$466,790,116. Dividends were paid amounting to $65,995,515. Other
deductions (Interest on bonds, taxes, etc.), $358,189,202, leaves a
surplus from operations of the year of $42,604,999. The corre-

sponding item for the previous year showed a deficit from
operations of $1,412,399. Statistician Adams adds:

"The amount of dividends stated does not Include those de-

clared upon the stock of lines operated under lease. This report

is confined to operating roads. The amount of dividends de-

clared for operating roads exceeds the amount of dividends

declared for the previous year by $6,839,337. This fact, taken in

connection with the increased surplus, suggests in another way
the revival of prosperity for American railways."
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Ten-Wheel Passenger Locomotive

The Brooks Lccomot

BROOKS TEN-WHEEL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.

BufiEalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Railway.

The Brooks Locomotive Works have recently completed a

lot of five ten-wheel passenger locomotives for the B., R. &
P. Ry., which are represented by the accompanying illustra-

tion. These locomotives are of the simple type, with piston

valves 10 inches in diameter and cylinders 18x26 inches. The
valves are somewhat reduced in diameter from former sizes,

and the valve stems are fitted with knuckle joints; the latter

feature is an important return to old practice, for many still

believe the old flexible connection between the valve rod and

valve stem to be preferable in every respect to the later rigid

form of connection, even if there is an extra joint to keep

tight and free from lost motion.

The smokebox is Mr. J. Snowden Bell's patent short-form,

with his spark arrester, its use in this design being another

indication of the Increasing popularity of short smoke boxes.

The use of piston valves permits of a favorable location of the

links and a good link radius. The valve stems are in line with

the frames and directly over their centers, and it was noi

necessary to locate the rocker boxes with a view of getting

them into a narrow space between the wheels. In this case

the rocker boxes are placed below the upper bars of the frame

and inside of the forward driving wheels. Both top and bottom

rocker arms are inside of the frames and upon the Inside end
of the rocker shaft. The valve motion In this case is admirably
direct. The lower rocker arms are connected directly to the

link blocks, without the lever and hanger complications that

are often used when the rocker shaft must come out between
the driving wheels. This arrangement is as simple as that of

an eight-wheel engine.

There is evidence of some attention to strength in the crank-
pins, as calculation shows a fiber stress of 15,400 pounds per

square inch on the main pins at the hub, under a bending
moment due to boiler pressure, and assuming one pin to resist

the whole force. This is an exceedingly favorable fiber stress,

and the pins must be considered as safely designed, and they
will probably give a good account of themselves. A de-
parture in the arrangement of the front driving spring from
former practice of these builders will be noted. This spring now
passes under the frame directly to the top of the driving box,

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Ry.

ive Works, Builders,

dispensing entii-ely with the saddle. This effort to simplify de-

sign and reduce the number of pieces is commendable, but it

is open to question whether springs should have rubbing con-

tacts at their ends.

These engines will exert a starting effort of 22,000 pounds

under very unfavorable rail conditions and without sand, hav-

ing a weight of 108,000 pounds on drivers, which gives a ratio

of tractive power to adhesive weight of 0.2.

Among the other features of the design we note the Player.

Belpaire boiler, brakes on the truck wheels, the' location of

the driving brake cylinder under the boiler and immediately

back of the forward axle. The top of the cylinder may be seen

over the top of the forward driving wheel in the photograph.

The brake shoes are behind the driving wheels. At the cylin-

ders the frames widen into slabs 9% inches deep by 4 inches

wide. The leading dimensions of the design are given in the

following table:

Ten-Wheel Passenger Locomotive.
Gauge 4 ft. S% In.

Kind of fuel Bituminous coal
Weight on drivers 108.000 lbs.

" trucks 34,000 '•

total 142,000 "
tender loaded 98,000 "

General Dimensions.

Wheel base, total of engine 24 ft. 3 In.
•' driving 14 ft.

" " total, engine and tender 51 ft. 10% In.

Length over all, engine 37 ft. 2% in.
" " total, engine and tender 61ft. 5% in.

Height, center of boiler above rails 9 ft. 1 in.

of .stack above rails 14 ft. 11«,^ In.

Heating surface, firebox MG sq. ft.
" " tubes 1.862 "

total 2.028 ;|

Grate area 30.6

Wheels and Journals.
Drivers, diameter 69 in.

material of centers Cast steel

Truck wheels, diameter SOhi in.

Journals, driving axle 8V4 In. x 10 in.

truck SVi in. x 10 m.
Main crank pin, size 6 in. x 5V4 in.

Cylinders.
Cylinders, diameter i^

!"
Piston, stroke ™ !"•

Piston rod, diameter ^Jg ]"
Main rod, length center to center ^5? ,

Steam ports, length ^ !"
width ••• 2 Jn.

Exhaust ports, least area 50 sq. in.

Bridge, width ^M In.

Valves.
Valves, kind of Improved piston

" greatest travel ] '"
" steam lap (inside) 1% ]n.

" exhaust lap or clearance foutsidet
••J* Jn.

Lead In full gear (negative) 1-18 In.
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Boiler.
Boiler, type of Player improved Belpaire

working sleaiii pressure ajo lbs.
" thickness of malerlal in barrel % In." " " lubf sheet % In.
" diameter of barrel 62 in.

Crown sheet, stayed with Direct stays
Dome, diameter ,. .W In.

Flretiox.
Firebox, type I->ong, over frames

lenKth 108 In.

width 42 In.

depth, front 7,5 In.
" " back 60 in.

thickness of sheets Crown, % In.; tube, % in.; side
and back, % in.

" brick arch On studs
" mud ring width Back, 3Mi In.; sides, SMs in.; front, 4 in.
" water space at top Back, 4'/4 in.; sides, 6 in.; front, 4 in.

Tubes, number of 272
" outside diameter 3 in.

" length over tube sheets 13 ft. 2V4 In.

Smoke Box.
Smoke box, diameter, outside 65 in.

" " length from flue sheet 61 in.

Tender.
Tank, capacity for water 4,500 gals.

" " " coal 10 tons
Type of under frame Steel channel

" •' springs Double elliptic
Diameter of wheels 33'A In.

and k-nffth of journals 4V4 in. x S in.

Length of tender over bumper beams 22 ft. H4 in,
•• tank : li) ft. 6 In.

Width of tank 9 ft. 10 In.

Height of tank, not including collar 46 in.

BODY BOLSTERS FOR TENDERS.

Northern Pacific Railway.

The general substitution of metal for wood in bolster

construction is marked not only in new car work, but

also in the newer tender designs for either metal or wooden
frames. In the accompanying engravings a metal bolster

is shown adapted to a wooden frame of the type long rep-

resenting the practice of the Northern Pacific, but which were

equipped with wooden bolsters up to the time the subject of

the illustration was devised. II is of a very simple character,

made up of a 12-inch. 30-pounil steel channel for a lower mem-
ber and foundation for the center plate, and a % by 12-inch ten-

sion member of iron, which passes over the center sills and

joins the channels at the bottom of the outside sills.

On the top of the large channel, above the center plate, a

pair of 7-inch steel channels extend from sill to sill and form

a backing between the lower member of the bolster and the

center longitudinal timber of the tender frame, thus giving

sufficient rigidity at this point to overcome the reaction of the

center plates. The center plates are of cast iron fitting in be-

tween the flanges of the channel with a bearing length of 34

to take a bolt through the bracket supporting the outer rail

of the frame. The bolt also passes through the outer flange of

the side bearing, and a similar boll passes through the inner

flange and channel. One of the most Important features of

this bolster Is wide range of adaptlbility, as it is designed for

and can be used on tenders of all cUisses of engines with

wooden frames, old and new alike. We acknowledge the cour-

tesy of Mr. Wm. Forsyth, Superintendent of Motive Power, for

the drawing of this design.

THE AMERICAN CAR AND FOUNDRY CO.

The following is a statement of the car building concerns

which have united under the name of the American Car and

Foundry Co., and their officers, as received from Mr. W. K.

Bixby, President of the Company:

Michigan Peninsular Car Co., of Detroit.

Jackson & Woodin Mfg. Co., of Berwick, Pa.

Missouri Car and Foundry Co., of St. Ijouis, Mo.

Ohio Falls Car Co., of Jeffersonville, Ind.

Union Car Co., of Buffalo, N. Y.

St. Charles Car Co., of St. Charles, Mo.

Wells & French Co., Chicago, 111.

Terre Haute Car and Mfg. Co., of Terre Haute, Ind.

Pennock Brothers, Minerva, O.

The officers are: Mr. W. K. Bixby, President; Mr. Fred H.

Eaton, Vice-President and Acting Treasurer; Mr. W. J. Mc-

Bride, General Auditor. The Secretary has not yet been

elected.

Mr. Bixby's office is to be in New York, as are also the offices

of the Treasurer and Auditor. Mr. William McMillin is chair-

man of the Board of Directors, and the Directors are as fol-

lows:

Mr. W. K. Bixby, Missouri Car and Foundry Co.; Mr. George

Hargreaves, Michigan Peninsular Car Co.; Mr. J. L. Smyser,

Ohio Falls Car Co.; Mr. Fred H. Eaton, .lackson & Woodin

Mfg. Co.; J. J. Albright, Union Car Co.; Mr. Lewis J. Cox,

Terre Haute Car and Mfg. Co.; Mr. H. B. Denker, St. Charles

Car Co., and Mr. Charles T. Schoen, Pressed Steel Car Co.

The authorized stock of the American Car and Foundry Co.

is $30,000,000 of 7 per cent, non-cumulative preferred stock and

$30,000,000 of common stock, of which $2,400,000 of preferred

and the same amount of common stock are to be retained in

the treasury.

, 547/7 Bet^mer 5feel.

Body Bolster for Tenders.

Northern Pacific Railway.

inches, which also leads additional stiffness at the point where

it is required.

Attention is directed to the security of fastening of the mem-
bers at their junction at the ends. The upper piece after pass-

ing under the outside sills Is bent on itself so as to form a foot

which abuts agaioat the web of the channel and continues out

As Passenger Traffic Manager of the Southern Pacific, E. a
McCormlck, it is said, will receive the handsome salary of $17,

000 a year, with a five-year contract. This was not the origi-

nal offer made by the Southern Pacific people, but they kept
enlarging on that until the figures reached a point where It

was too tempting to refuse, especially as President Ingalls, of

the Big Four, advised its acceptance, the amount being greater
than he could ever give Mr. McCormlck. This is not Mr. Mc-
Cormick's first flattering offer, but exceeds all others in the
inducements offered.

Mr. John Player, who has been chief draftsman of the Brooks
Locomotive Works for a number of years, has been promoted to
the position of Mechanical Engineer.
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FAIRBANKS-MORSE DIRECT-CONNECTED
PRESSOR.

AIR COM-

Using Gas, Gasoline and Distillate.

This machine fills a long felt want, both as a portable or

field machine, and as a compact and simple stationary com
pressor. For ordinary shop work it has not been difiicult to

arrange either a steam or power driven air compressor to

furnish air for the various requirements about the shop and

factory, but when field work in general was considered the

obstacles encountered were prohibitory for using any of the

present forms of compressors.

This compressor is self contained; constructed with one bed

plate carrying the two cylinders placed opposite, one on each

side of the crank. The air piston is direct-connected to the

power piston by distance rods. The crank shaft of the engine

machines upon one side of the rails without interfering with

traffic while the bridge is being altered. This compressor has

also been mounted on trucks, making a complete, self con-

tained, portable combination, which is very useful in ship

yards, and one is now in use by the Cleveland Shipbuilding

Company, at Lorain, Ohio, for riveting, drilling, reaming, chip

ping and caulking. It may be drawn about irom place to place

while running if necessary. Another has just been ordered for

use in a large shipyard in Scotland.

This engine and compressor is useful for many purposes,

such as the testing of air brakes, and the pumping of water by
an "air lift." In case a terminal testing plant should be in-

stalled, the compressor, delivering air into a large receiver,

would supply the air for testing brakes in yards where a large

number of freight cars are daily handled, thus saving time and
expense as well as delay, which would be necessary if the

brakes were to be tested and charged by admitting air from the

Fairbanks-Morse Direct Connected Gasoline Engine and Air Compressor.

controls the length of stroke, and the speed of both the engine

and compressor. Through the medium of the crank and heavy
fly wheels, a positive and uniform speed is maintained. Large
and ample valve area is provided for the air cylinder; the

valves being made with removable seats easy of access, while
the engine used is the well known Fairbanks-Morse gasoline

engine. This combination permits of placing the engine in any
desired location, either upon the work being constructed or

near at hand. In bridge work It is customary to locate the
compressor near the end of the bridge, as work is conunenced,
and, by a pipe line, air is conveyed to the bridge, where It is used
for operating pneumatic riveters, drills and chipping tools. On
the Illinois Central R. R. compressors are located in the mid-
dle of the bridges and on the swing spans of draw-bridges, th's
piping being carried both ways from the compressor. In the
repairing or strengthening of old bridges, the compressor is

frequently located on the bridge which is being altered. Little
space is occupied, and it Is not difficult to place one of these

locomotive before the train was started. It could be used ef-

fectively in connection with a testing yard such as the one de-

scribed on page 74 of our March issue.

As the compressor is automatic in its action little attention is

required after starting. The expense for fuel for operating is

very small, as the governor admits either gas or gasoline in

exact proportion to the amount of work applied. Therefore, if

the amount of air used is small, the amount of fuel required

will also be small, and as in either of the above cases the work
is more or less intermittent, the saving would be large over any

other known power. These compressors are built in several

sizes, ranging from 70 to 360 cubic feet of free air per minute.

A number are already in use in railroad service. A represen-

tative of this journal recently inspected an installation at what
is known as the "B O" signal tower at the west end of the

Altoona yards of the Pennsylvania Railroad, where the com-
pressor will be used to supply power for operating electro-

pneumatic switch apparatus, besides furnishing air for charg-
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ing ami testing "dlr brakes In the yard. Its chief recommenda-

tions for such service, besides e<-onamy, are the absence of

fire and the small amount of attention required. As the

engines regulate themselves, very little attention is required

except to start and stop them and fill the lubricators.

A 12 horse power engine of this type is now in use on the

bridge work of the Erie track elevation in Jei-sey City. It is

mounted in a 1k)x car, and often runs four and five hours with-

out any attention, the car doors being closed and locked ex-

cept when the engine is started and stopped. On this work the

compressor furnishes power for riveters made by the Chicago

Pneumatic. TcmiI Company, and its u.se rendered it possible to

increase the amount of work from an average of 300 %-iTich

and %-inch rivets per day, by two men and two boys, to 1,200

%-inch or 1,000 %-inch rivets per day driven by one man and

three boys, the work being now more satisfactory. This com-

pressor furnishes 70 cubic feet of free air compressed to 80

pounds pressure per minute, at a cost of 12 cents per hour.

We are informed that on a single ship recently built by the

Detroit Dry Dock Company a saving of $2,700 was effected on

the riveting of three decks by the use of a compressor and

pneumatic riveters.

The Boston & Maine Railroad has installed a 12-horse power

engine and compressor in a box car for use in cleaning bridges

with the sand blast and also for painting them. The Canada

Atlantic has recently ordered one and an unusual amount of

interest is shown in them by railroad men. Lieut.-Col. Mil-

ton B. Adams, U. S. A., Engineer of the Eleventh Ijighthouse

District at Detroit, recently made a test of a 34 H. P. Fair-

banks-Morse gasoline air compressor at the Beloit Works of

the company and examined the machines for use in operating

fog sirens and whistles. The report was very favorable, and

the board was instructed to purchase two of them. The con-

stant expense of keeping up steam pressure in the present

equipment would be an important item in favor of gasoline

engines in this service.

Our representative recently inspected one of these compres-

sors in use at the new Appellate Court Building. Madison

Square, New York. Jos. Smith & Co., who have the contract

for the ornamental stone carving on the building, are using It

to furnish air for seventeen sculptors who are using pneu-

matic tools. The compressor is running in a shed on a rough

staging about 12 feet above the sidewalk. It has no founda-

tion except that of the staging that was built to hold the lad-

ders for the workmen, and it is working with only such atten-

tion as the man who puts up the stagings and assists the sculp-

tors can give it. This means that it is merely oiled and looked

at occasionally. This compressor furnishes air for seventeen

tools using 4 cubic feet of free air per minute and uses city

gas. At $1.10 per thousand it costs $1.60 per day to run these

tools, and while we could not learn the amount of saving

effected over hand work it is evident that the contractor Is

very happy to have the compressor, and this installation is a
good example of the adaptability of the machine for rough and
ready conditions. From these examinations of the machines,

it is made apparent that they are to be very successful, and
that a great many will be used.

We are informed that the Manhattan Elevated Railway, of

New York, has just ordered a 12 horse power gasoline engine
and compressor to oe usea on the elevated structure. Com-
pactness and portability are important in such service.

NEW ENGUSH AND GERMAN PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES

Resumption of work on the Hudson River tunnel seems to

be a reasonable possibility. The company is agitating the sub-

ject again, and a report is to be made upon It by Messrs. Sooy-

smith & Co. The East River tunnel of the New York & Long
Island Railway Co. is also discussed again. It was started

seven years ago and abandoned. The plan was to cross at

Forty-second street. It is stated that attempts to raise capital

are now being made.

In England and on the Continent locomotive designers are

making strong efforts to get away from the diminution lines

that have been the prevailing characteristics of their locomo-

tives, and are trying incidentally to increase the heating sur-

face consistent with more powerful machines. To one who is

abroad for the first time there are surprises in plenty when the

attempt is made to compare the heavy passenger power with

our own, for the reason that there is nothing over there di-

rectly comparable, and while this condition may continue for

some time owing to many restrictions that are uncontrollable

by the locomotive designer, improvements are under way that

will be sure to do away with the light engines now so common
on many lines.

One of the latest examples of the improvements for passenger

service is the engine designed by Mr. H. A. Ivatt, Locomotive

Superintendent of the Great Northern Railway of England.

These engines have some points strikingly similar to our "At-

lantic" type. They are four wheel connected with inside valve

chests and outside cylinders, and also have trailing wheels.

These engines have a 56-inch straight boiler with 140 square

feet of heating surface in the firebox and a total of 1,302 square

feet, with a grate area of 26.75 square feet. The cylinders are

19 by 24 inches, boiler pressure 175 pounds, and drivers 81 inches

diameter. The weight of the engine is 130,000 pounds, the total

of engine and tender is 220,000 pounds, and weight on driveri

69,440 pounds. These figures indicate the sentiment now stir-

ring the English roads to cope with the increased weight of

their passenger trains.

Some new engines built at Munich for the Westphalian lines,

very closely follow the above in general proportion, having

cylinders 19.25 by 22% inches, and drivers 78.25 inches diam-

eter. The total heating surface is 1,848 square feet, and grate

area 30.25 square feet. The diameter of the boiler is 57 inches,

designed for 191 pounds steam pressure. The weight is 128,970

pounds; weight on drivers 66,140 pounds, and weight of engine

and tender loaded is 216.000 pounds. This engine is also four

wheel connected and has a pair of trailing wheels, but has inside

cylinders. The German engine, like the English one, was de-

signed for having fast passenger service under the most trying

conditions of grade and curves, and rauKs in that respect as a

decided advance over the older types of locomotives. A com-

parison of the starting power of these engines shows the Eng-

lish design to be able to exert a pull of 16,800 pounds, while the

corresponding power of the German engine is 18,200 pounds, but

the former engine, owing to the adhesive weight, will be able,

even with 81-inch wheels, to force the train into speed quicker

that the latter under average conditions of rail.

HOT JOURNALS.

The effect of pouring cold water over hot journals has been

discussed a great deal and was one of the topics before the

Western Railway Club at its February meeting. It appears to

be uncertain just what the effect of the cold water is, but sev-

eral officers reported that they now insist on removing axles

from passenger service after they have been hot enough to

require artificial cooling. Several cases of broken cxles have

been traced to a previous excessive heating of the journals.

In answer to the question as to the causes for hot boxes, Mr.

J. N. Barr said:

"I believe it would be a great deal harder to answer the

question: 'Why don't we have more?" When you consider the

weight per square inch of bearing on every car running on our

roads, and look at our mechanical appliances and And that we

are carrying two or three times the weight per square inch it

is safe to run journals on, and that we are making an average

of 40,000 or 50,000 miles per car per hot journal, it seems to

me that it would be a great deal harder question to answer if

it were asked: 'Why don't we have more hot boxes than w
actually have?'

"
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Opinion on the Browa system of discipliae is now in this

country almost universally favorable. It seems to furnish

a measure of that vital influence of human interest which is

necessary for hai-monious co-operation among men who are

working together. The system is not by any means in uni-

versal use, but its adoption by over 50 railroads, and the all

but perfect unanimity of favorable opinion indicate its stand-

ing in railroad management. Opinions of foreign railroad pa-

pers as recently expressed to the effect that it does very well

for small roads, "such as the Fall Brook," and that it "smacks

too much of militarism and Pinkertonism," will probably un-

dergo revision when its real standing and importance are un-

derstood.

A third man on the engine or some satisfactory method of

communication between the engineers and firemen on engines

of the Wootten type was the recommendation of the New York

State Railroad Commission, as noted last month. A bill has

been prepared for the New York State Legislature which, if

passed, will go a long way beyond the intention of the com-

mission. The bill requires two regularly licensed engineers in

charge of each locomotive in passenger service without men-

tioning the Wootten type. The object of this proposition

would be attained by providing means for communication be-

tween the engineer and fireman. This done, we cannot see any

advantage in putting on a third man. It is probable that in

the case of a Wootten locomotive the third man would not

himself discover an accident to the engineer, but would re-

main in ignorance of it until informed by the fireman. The
idea seems "far fetched" and ill considered^ and the bill ought

not to pass. It probably will not become a law.

The controversy between the "line and staff" in the navy

has been settled by the passage of the "Navy Personnel bill,"

the principle feature of which is the amalgamation of the line

officers with the engineers. All officers will be line officers, and

those who choose may go into the engineering work, but they

will still be line officers in all respects. This does well as far

as patching up the recent difficulties is concerned, but it does

not settle the question permanently. It puts off the evil day

because it is probable that the engines will be intrusted to the

care of enlisted men who in time must have recognition. At
one time we anticipated a rather different result of this bill

and hoped to see the engineer predominate. The best captain

or admiral, under modern conditions, would be still better if he

came to his position through the engine room. But the bill is

passed, and it is hoped that symptoms of belittling the men
who are responsible for running the engines will not appear

again.

Uniformity in general dimensions of car details has been a

subject before the car builder for years without the remotest

prospect of a satisfactory result, and it is not an unreasonable

supposition that the work of the M. C. B. committee engaged

on the sill question for 1899 may be able to present some
propositions for the future. There is no doubt that the

heteregeneous features of this question are due entirely to want
of organized effort to straighten them out. In the case of sills,

for example, there is need of concerted action, if from no other

point of view than a mechanical one. It is certainly absurd

for one builder to put six sills of certain dimensions into a car,

and another eight sills in the same capacity of car, and differ-

ent sizes of sills at that. The absurdity is all the more appar-

ent when even tyros ought to know that a sill cannot of itself

carry any part of the load imposed on it. Uniformity is want-

ed in posts braces and plates as well as in the lower members,

and some means ought to be devised to bring this about. There

are no arguments against it, and there are many good ones

for it.
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The proposed organization of the junior members of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers tor the purpose of

holding regular meetings for presentation of papers should bo

encouraged and assisted to completion. The senior member-

ship will be Improved by it, both now and later, when the

present juniors become seniors. Many of the junior members

are qualified to prepare papers and discuss them well, they

need the benefits of contact with others who are worlcing out

engineering problems more even than do the seniors, and thi

value of such discussion is everywhere recognized. The char-

acter of the future papers and discussions before the seniors

will be affected in an important way by the success of this

movement, and it is hoped that the juniors will persevere and

carry out the plan. The national societies of England have

done wisely in encouraging the student membership in this

way. It is sti-ange that the idea was not started in this coun

try before.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.

An amusing example of roundabout "labor saving" methods,

where direct ones are better and easier, was mentioned by

Mr. J. N. Barr, in a discussion on the uses of compressed air,

before the Western Railway Club recently. An air hoist.

rigged from the smokestack of a locomotive and arranged to

lift the steam chests and steam chest covers, was illustrated

in the technical press as an improvement. On ascertaining the

relative weights of the air hoist and the articles to be lifted,

it was found to require less labor to put up the chests and

covers direct than than to lift the hoist for attachment to the

stack.

Air hoists have been built for loading wheels from the

ground into cars at shops where the wheels are mounted.

These appliances facilitate the work of loading and they

should be used where necessary. Before putting in such an

arrangement it would be well to examine the conditions with

reference to the possibility of using a depressed track, which

may be used for loading other articles and costs nothing for

operation and very little for maintenance. Air appliances

are so convenient that they are often used because they offer

the easiest solution of a difficulty or the cheapest means for

securing an improvement. The first cost is not the only cost,

however.

Compressed air has been used for producing a blast for

forges, and, while it has been believed to be extravagant in

the use of power, it remained for Mr. J. F. Deems to indicate

the degree of wastefulness. By a simple apparatus, consist-

ing of a small jet nozzle opening into a funnel and discharge

pipe, he produced a blast. When the conditions were exam-
ined by guages it was found that this blast cost twenty-five

times as much as one produced by a fan. The blast method
may, however, be used where it is impossible to employ a fan.

The desirability of attaching air compression cylinders to

shop engines in tandem arrangement was questioned by Mr.

Thomas Paxton in the discussion referred to. The nature of

the work done by the shop engine requires the load to be car-

ried at a constant speed, while the reverse of this is expected

from an air compressor. The compressor should maintain a

fixed pressure or load regardless of its speed. No doubt mas-

ter mechanics have sometimes been driven to use such a plan

because of the difficulties in securing the appropriation neces-

sary to purchasing a proper compressor. Mr. Paxton said:

"Good practice dictates that such machines shall give place to

the regulation compressor whenever it is possible. Gasoline

engines are now combined with air compressors, with the two
cylinders direct connected and mounted on the same bed plate.

We illustrate one of these in this issue, and with such machines
and the other improved compressors available, there should be

no extension of the tandem practice as applied to steam
engines.

As the compound locomotive is made the subject of careful

study, opinions which have been adverse from the start are

changing in favor of the type. It is beginning to appear that

objections have sometimes been raised to the type when they

really apply only to details of design and often to such details

as frames and other parts which were not prepared for the

stresses imposed upon tliem and should not be charged against

the type. The treatment of compounds before the Western

Railway Club last month was noteworthy because the type was

now generally accepted as a satisfactory machine as a result of

the elimination of weaknesses and a general improvement in

the design of the parts rendering them suitable for the peculia:'

conditions. This may be summed up in this way: The faults

of recent compounds are not often those of what may be termed

the features of compounding. For some time we have believed

that when so well designed that they will not break down on

the road, and when the proportions are so chosen that they are

satisfactory from an operating standpoint, compound locomo-

tives will come into general use wherever they are used intelli

gently with a view of adapting them to conditions of operation.

It is probable that they will give best results when worked con-

tinually up to their most favorable capacity, and a level divi-

sion where the conditions are very nearly constant will prob-

ably be found to be their best field in freight service. It has

also been shown that their reserve power obtained by working

live steam in both cylinders is exceedingly valuable at critical

points near the summits of heavy grades.

The adaptation of locomotives to the particular divisions to

which they are assigned is as important a factor in operation

as that of increasing their power, and until this fact was appre •

ciated the compound has labored under a serious disadvantage.

The adaptability of the compound to heavy high speed ser-

vice is forcing itself for attention, and opinions on their ad-

vantage for such service are likely to undergo revision very

soon. The conditions under which four cylinder compounds

are running in France are so different from ours as to prevent

comparisons in regard to fuel economy, but the reports of their

powers of acceleration, which are commented upon elsewhere

in this issue, are interesting as are also the opinions of that

type which are offered by the designer.

The general trend of opinion at this meeting was in marked

contrast to the tone of previous discussion, and indicated that

the compound has many strong advocates, some of whom have

only recently become such.

CYLINDER CAPACITIES OF RECENT HEAVY LOCOMO-
TIVES.

There is an apparently strong tendency among locomotive

designers to return to the early practice of giving to locomo-

tives cylinder power closely approaching the limit of adhesion

of the wheels to the rail, or, in other words, to give such a high

ratio of power, developed in the cylinders to the adhesive

weight, as to "over-cylinder" the engines. With the present

practice of building large boilers, high cylinder power has a

very different significance from that of the time when the

cylinders were the governing factor in rating the power of lo-

comotives and boiler capacity was entirely ignored. Then loco-

motives were crippled in two ways; namely, by a lack of heating

surface and steam capacity, and inability to haul a tonnage

commensurate with the size of cylinders and pressure, because

of an insufficient weight on the wheels to utilize the power in

the cylinders. While the newer designs show this slipping ten-

dency, ample provision is made for heating surface and steam

storage, and thus the means taken to correct the disadvantages

of the small boiler also furnish the weight to hold the mod-

ern engine to the rail, and there is little left now as a relic of

the old design, except the large cylinder capacities. That there

aie good reasons for these large cylinder proportions there
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can be no question, since an engine is required to exert a

maximum drawbar pull for short periods of time only, and this

may be done by the aid of sanding appliances, and locomotives

may, therefore, be built lighter for a given service, which is

an item of no small account to the department of maintenance

of way.

In another column of this issue will be found a comparison

of the tractive powers of the heaviest engines ever built, which

includes both the simple and four-cylinder compound types

having the same boiler pressure. The heaviest of these, a

simple engine, will develop 3,900 pounds less starting effort

than the Lehigh Valley Vauclain compound, although weigh-

ing 5,000 pounds more than the latter engine, which has a

ratio of tractive power to adhesive weight of practically 0.30,

as against 0.27 for the simple engine. It is evident that the

compound must start on sand under ordinary conditions when
exerting the full cylinder power, but when once in motion

there will be 5,000 pounds less weight to tax the cylinders than
in the case of the simple engine. This 5,000 pounds, at 8 cents

per pound, means $400 more for the simple engine than for the

compound of greater capacity, which, from a financial point

of view, might appear to be well worthy of consideration. If

the simple engine had cylinders 23.75 inches diameter instead

of 23 inches it would develop the same effort at the rail as

the compound, and at the same time be less liable to slip,

owing to the lower ratio of tractive power to adhesive weight.

A comparison of the two consolidations, with 62-inch

wheels, one simple and the other compound, described else-

where in this issue, shows that the cylinders of the simple en-
gine would require to be 23 inches Instead of 21 inches to de-
velop the same power as the other engine exactly similar ex-
cept in cylinder arrangement. Attention is called to these ex-

amples of heavy locomotives, for the reason that no claim has
been made that the compound is moi-e powerful than the sim-
ple engine it is built to replace, economy being the point in-

sisted on. The importance of heating surface in Its bearings on
the oases noted is not overlooked, but there appears to be an
opening more promising for compounds of the four-cylinder
type of any build than for either a simple engine or a two-
cylinder compound for heavy service, the cylinder size limit
being reached much sooner In the latter types than in the
former.

GRATES, LARGE VS. SMALL.

Bituminous coal burned successfully in locomotive fireboxes
of the Wootten type is a novelty which is full of interest on
account of its bearing on the question of large and small
grates. The tests on the Philadelphia & Reading, which were
recently carried out under the direction of Mr. B. E. Davis,
Assistant Superintendent Motive Power, and reported by Mr.
Vaughan in this issue, do not appear to prove that Wootten
fireboxes are superior to those of the narrow type for bitumin--
ous coal, but they do show the possibility of burning that coal
In very wide fireboxes without loss in economy. There sec ms
to be justification for the conclusion that if the wide firebox
had been deep enough to remove the crown sheet out of the
fire, the result would have been more favorable to the Wootten
boiler.

The tests by Prof. Goss on the effects of different rates of
combustion, the recent fuel tests on the "Big Pour" Railway
and other experiments have, apparently, not tended to confirm
D. K. Clark's conclusion in favor of small grate areas. We say
apparently, because it is possible that Clark's proposition has
not been fully understood. He said: "There may be too much
grate area for economical evaporation, but there cannot be too
little, so long as the required rate of combustion per square
foot does not exceed the limits imposed by physical con-
ditions."

If Clark thought of sparks when he spoke of "the limits Im-

posed by physical conditions," his often quoted maxim is more
favorable to wide fireboxes and large grates than interpreters

have been willing to admit. Clark used coke in his famous ex-

periments, and it is evident that the spark losses would be very

different between coke and bituminous coal.

Mr. Vaughan found that with good firing an advantage was

obtained by using the entire grate area of the Wootten boiler

while burning soft coal, and this experiment was the starting

point of the more elaborate tests. He found that he could use

a slightly larger exhaust nozzle, and that fewer sparks were

thrown from the stack when the entire grate was used. In the

road tests these observations were confirmed by the compari-

sons of two boilers, which were as nearly alike as a Wootten
and a narrow firebox boiler can be alike. The fuel was re-

ferred to the evaporation of water, and we believe the com-
parisons to be as fair as it is possible to obtain from road

tests. The tests extended through six weeks, and every pre-

caution was taken to secure data concerning the coal and
water, with a view of making comparisons.

Mr. Vaughan's comments upon the probable performance of

soft coal in the Wootten boiler when forced are suggestive.

The rate of combustion would increase but it could never reach

the high rates attained by narrow fireboxes, and as Mr.

Vaughan says the narrow firebox would show a decrease of ef-

ficiency under the forcing on account of the spark losses.

These tests did not probe the spark question completely, but

Prof. Goss has shown us what to expect in this direction.

For a complete understanding of this subject of grate areas,

several important factors besides the grate areas must be con-

sidered. The front end arrangements, the temperature of tho

smokebox, the effectiveness of the heating surfaces, the ad-

mission of air through the grates and through the fire door, the

methods of firing and the spark losses. Prof. Goss found the

spark losses in the tests reported in our issue of October, 1896,

(page 255), to equal in value all other losses occurring at the

grate. These tests give considerable support to those whose
tendency in firebox design is toward larger grates and firebox

volume that affords ample room for combustion.
_. . . I ; '

'.:..

YELLOW AS A COLOR FOR DISTANT SIGNALS.
N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.

For a number of years signal engineers in this country

have been seeking for a solution of the problem of satisfactory

colors for night signals. There are many arguments in favor

of changing present common practice of using red for "stop"

and white for "all clear," and it is not necessary to record

these further than to note that a white signal light may be

mistaken for a stray light that may be adjacent to but has

nothing to do with the railroad. Also where white is used

for a clear signal a broken glass in a stop signal casting may
give a misleading indication and cause a wreck.

The pi'oblem has been how to use red for "stop" and green

for "all clear" without inconsistency, confusion or uncertainty

in the indications of home and distant signals. There is no

trouble in using red and green for the indications of a home
signal, but a difficulty arises at once with the distant signai

owing to the fact that it is not a positive stop signal. Its indi-

cation when horizontal, therefore, must be different from that

of the home signal, lest we adopt the English prac-

tice. The solution has been sought by illuminating

the semaphore blade, doing away with the present

lights altogether, and this, while very desirable, has

not yet been brought to a working success. Efforts have also

been made to discover a third color that, while differing from

red and green, will be distinctive enough to avoid the danger

of being mistaken for a stray light, which will be adapted for

use in a distant signal when in the horizontal position.

It has been suggested that white and red should be ex-
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changed and white should be used as a stop sigrnal, which

would overrome the trouble with broken glasses, but the

proposition is too radical to find acceptance even if the cost

of changing all switch and train lights was not an obstacle.

What is Icnown as the Chicago & Northwestern plan, de-

veloped by Mr. E. C. Carter, principal a.ssistant engineer of

that road, employs red and green for the home signal and a

combination of red and green from one lamp with double

lights for the distant signal. In this system the semaphore

casting is arranged to give a green light for the "off"

position of the distant signal and a red and a green light

side by side (from the same lamp) for the horizontal posi-

tion. This plan has been adopted on the Chicago & North-

western and has worked very satisfactorily for a number of

years, but while it seems to work well this has not put an

end to the search for a third color.

Amber and yellow have been repeatedly suggested and

have been the subject of a number of experiments, but until

very lately they have never been adopted in regular practice,

so far as we know, on any road. Several years ago Mr. C. H.

Quereau, now Master Mechanic, Denver & Rio Grande R. R.,

made a series of experiments in this direction for the American

Railway Association, and the opinion of that organization was

expressed as follows:

"Amber, or yellow, is a combination of red and green. The

glasses of this color give a bright signal which can be seen as

plainly as either red or green at any distance; but when the

color is deep it might be easily taken for red, and when not so

deep it could not be definitely distinguished from a white

light."

Here the Association left the third color, probably because it

was too radical a change to be brought about through a recom-

mendation. The only objection raised to amber or yellow by

the association is one of its best recommendations^ because if

a distant signal using this color for the horizontal indication

should be mistaken for white it would indicate a broken glass,

which means stop, and if mistaken for red it also means stop.

Mr. Quereau found the amber lights that he used clearly dis-

tinguishable through long distances, the distinction being

stronger at from 1,000 to 1,200 feet than from greater dis-

tances. The earlier experiments using "amber or yellow" were
generally tried with a reddish yellow, and great difficulties

were encountered in securing correct and uniform colors of

glass.

Amber or reddish yellow has been discarded altogether, and
since 1895 very little has been heard of it. Recent experiments
on the New York, New Haven & Hartford have revived interest

in this subject, and we recently learned that the semaphore
castings for distant signals on that road were being refitted

with a view of using what is known as Nels yellow. The
change has now been made upon the ten divisions of the East-
ern District, and the distant signal arms are now painted
yellow, the lights at night being green for "all clear," and yel-

low for the horizontal position. The matter of lights was
thoroughly investigated as a result of the collision at Whit-
tenton Junction on this road Sept. 9 last. This accident was
caused by an engineer, who mistook a white lantern on a
street crossing gate for a clear signal.

The color of the glass has been carefully studied, and by ex-
periment a satisfactory shade has been found. It is a yellow,
not "amber," and not deep enough to be mistaken for a stop
signal. The investigation did not end with the color, how-
ever, but included the finish of the glass, with a view of giving
a distinctive character as well as color to the light. To this
end the surface of the glass was formed into irregular corru-
gations to diffuse the light and give the effect of a "disc in-

stead of a flood of light."

This system is a modification of the English and also a
modification of the usual practice in this country. It em-
ploys yellow where the English use red in the distant signal.
Differences of opinion are held as to the real function of the

distant signal, the view taken on this road being that it is

merely a repeater for the home signal, and that it gives no

rights of itself. The clear distant signal is green, and it

is held that no trouble can arise by an absence of distinction

between the home and distant signals when clear, and when
in the horizontal position the distant signal will give an indi-

cation that differs from all others, and one that indicates at

once that it is a distant signal and that a home signal in

stop position is not far off. The new color might be called

white, or it might be mistaken for white without danger be-

cause a white signal would indicate "stop," but even if mis-

taken for white at a distance a nearer approach would make
it clear.

With this system the indications will be as follows: Home
signal in horizontal position, red; home signal in "oft" posi-

tion, green; distant signal in horizontal position, yellow, and

distant signal in off position, green. The lights are said to be

very satisfactory to the engineers, and this is enough to say

of the success of the change.

Our opinion on the subject of a third color of the order of

yellow was expressed in the Proceedings of the Western Rail-

way Club, March, 1895, page 295.

Since these paragraphs were written we have received a

communication from Mr. C. Peter Clark, General Superintend-

ent, Eastern District, N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., from which the

following clear statement is taken:

"When the necessity for a distinctive distant signal color

was recognized there were only blue and yellow to consider.

The similarity of the blue to green, as well as the admitted

weakness of the blue light obtained from an oil flame, at once

reduced the problem to yellow. The first experiment was

made with one of the old-fashioned so-called amber lenses,

used on some roads years ago and gradually given up because

of the lack of character necessary to distinguish it from a

poor white light. The objection had not been removed by the

long rest. An assortment of all available commercial yellows

in the market was obtained and a series of tests made. While

sufficient encouragement to continue the experiments was ob-

tained, nothing satisfactory was found. Experiments cover-

ing several months continued. Three lots of glass were spe-

cially made, the last of which seems in every way to fill the

requirements of the case. The standard adopted is one-fourth

of an inch thick, tough, with smooth surface upon one side and

studied irregularity upon the other, which gives the light a

distinctive character as well as color. The spectacle glass is

made at the same time to appear yellow and luminous, instead

of simply transmitting a yellow light, which would more

nearly resemble a white light under fog and smoke condi-

tions. Until recently a persistent effort of the yellow or

orange colors to disclose a reddish suggestion at a distance

has been apparent. Although this is in no way objectionable,

being on the side of safety—and toward the English prac-

tice—a yellow that does not change its appearance is clearly

preferable. The spectroscope clearly shows in light passed

through the adopted standard yellow glass a mixture of red,

yellow and green rays, which, however, blend into a rich,

warm yellow for a distance of one-half to three-fourths of a

mile. Beyond this the feebler green rays have apparently been

exhausted, leaving the red out of proportion. By cutting a

smooth lens, 2Vi inches in diameter, in the centre of the disc

and rendering this part free from the prismatic effect of the

irregular surface which appears to be necessary to give the

light desirable character, a sufficient amount of the combina-

tion yellow is transmitted to a distance of two miles without

the objectionable suggestion of red; at the same time the in-

tensity and strength of the light as a signal is clearly in-

creased. While the chemical ingredients of the glass are not

disclosed, assurance is given by the manufacturer, Mr. John C.

Baird, of Boston, that they are of a metallic base, and free

from the objection formerly quoted against yellows because

of their vegetable coloring and tendency to fade under the

continued effect of the sun and heat from the lantern."
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NOTES.

The passage of the Navy Personnel Bill gives the rank of

rear admiral to George W. Mellville, M. T. Endlcott and Philip

Hichborn.

FOUR-CYLINDER COMPOUNDS IN FRANCE.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have received an order for

30 locomotives for the Great Northern of England. The fact

is causing a great deal of comment abroad. The original order

for 10 engines for the Midland has twice been duplicated, so that

this firm has 'ii) to build for that road.

The North Eastern Railway, England, is building a number

of ten-wheel passenger locomotives, the first of this type to be

used in England. The cylinders are to be 20 by 26 inches and

the drivers IZVz inches, and it is stated that the boilers and

fireboxes will be large.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Annual Report for 1898 shows a

gain of 5,239,340 tons of freight on lines east of Pittsburgh

and Erie over last year and a gain of 7,600,000 tons east o£

these points. The average rate per ton mile has fallen from

.0.536 cent in 1897 to 0.499 in 1898. The average expense o£

transportation per ton mile was 5.355 cent. The net earnings

for east and west decreased $676,914 from last year, while the

Western lines showed a net gain of $1,880,744.

"Compressed Air and Its Applications," the topic for discus-

sion at a recent meeting of the Franklin Institute, was opened

by Mr. W. L. Saunders in a paper giving a historical sketch

beginning at the time of Hero of Alexandria and including a

resume of present applications. In the discussion it was stat-

ed that 30,000 air compressors were now in use in this country

alone for air brakes, and the fact was developed that it was
a positive disadvantage to separate the moisture from air to be

reheated, as the greater specific heat of the particles of water

enables the air to be heated much more rapidly.

The large orders for locomotives booked at the present time

presage a season of unusual prosperity for American locomo-

tive builders. Recent orders from the Trans-Siberian call for

81 engines. Sweden orders 20. The French State Railways

10. Egypt ±0, and the Midland Railway of England 30. The ex-

ceptional equipment and facilities of the American locomotive

builder facilitates rapid work, and therefore early deliveries of

their product, which is one of the prime reasons why these

foreign orders come here. The steady growth of the export of

locomotives is shown by the following output: 1896, 312; 1897,

348; 1898, 580. At this rate of increase the foreign trade will

soon equal home orders.

Mr. John Birkinbine, member A. S. M. E. and president of

Franklin Institute, has formulated plans for taking 5 per
cent, of the volume of water rushing down through the gorge
at Niagara Falls and thus obtain 35,000 electrical horse power
from the unharnessed forces now going to waste at the rapids,

where there is a speed of about twenty-two miles an hour. It

is proposed to take the above volume of water throngh a
canal, along the foot of the gorge and realize on the 45 foot
head of water between the whirlpool and the bridge above.
This, according to the estimates, can be done at a cost of
about $2,000,000. The canal, when made, is to pass down
the gorge between the tracks of the gorge railroad and the
precipitous bank, while the power house will be placed at the
bend in the river, just opposite the whirlpool. The canal will
have a length of 5,300 feet and width of 100 feet, taking water
below the bridges and will receive the 10,500 cubic feet of
water per spcond through openings pierced in solid ma-
sonry at the head of the canal. This scheme is estimated to
cost less to develop than a plant of like power, installed so as
to use the direct head of the falls.

Some valuable records of the performance of French loco-

motives have been taken during the past year by Mr. Charles

Rous-Marten, a complete account of which is to be found in a

series of articles in "The Engineer" of London. The chief in-

terest centers in the data on speeds and acceleration taken on

trains hauled by the four-cylinder compounds, which have

made excellent records, particularly on the Chemin de fer du

Nord. While the trains, compared with ours, are light, this

road runs a remarkable number of fast ones. Of a list of 24

at speeds of from 50 miles per hour upward, and dis-

tances of 50 to 104 miles, seven run faster than 55 miles per

hour from start to finish of the trips, and there are many
trains averaging from 47 to 49 miles per hour. These figures

do not deduct time for stops. One train, between Paris and

St. Quentin, 95% miles, is scheduled in 102 minutes, or 56.3

miles per hour without a stop. This is the Paris-St. Peters-

burg express.

Mr. Rous-Marten describes a large number of different fast

trains, the speeds of which were taken by the aid of a dyna-

mometer car, and one of these is selected because of the re-

markable acceleration that was shown. The regulations limit

maximum speeds to 74.4 miles per hour in ordinary express

service and on special occasions this may be extended to 77.5

miles per hour, but no faster running is at any time per-

mitted. The train consisted of a corridor saloon, a

dining car, a baggage car, an ordinary car and the

dynamometer car. Including weights of passengers, esti-

mated, and baggage, the load, exclusive of the engine, was

128 tons of 2,000 pounds. Leaving out of this account a num-
ber of interesting features, we note that: "After a cautious

start, speed was so rapidly attained that in two miles we were

going 60 miles an hour, in three miles 70, and in four miles

71.3, at which pace we started the ascent of the long bank of

1 in 200, which extends continuously for 13 miles, with only

the slight breaks of the short level stretches through stations."

The speed was sustained for some distance up the grade, and

after dropping at one point to 65.4 miles, it recovered to 69,

and stood at 68 miles per hour, and was increasing when the

summit was reached. This, Mr. Rous-Marten points out, was
an average speed of 67 miles per hour up the grade and was
exactly the maximum average start to stop speed of any run

during the Aberdeen race, including up and down hill and
level running.

Another good record was made on a grade of 1 in 333, ten

miles long. The initial speed at the base was 40 miles per

hour and it rose uniformly until it reached 70 miles per hour

at the summit. The entire run of 95% miles, from start to

stop, was made in 91 minutes 52 seconds. Deducting 6 min-

utes 41 seconds for slowdowns, the running record was 67.4

miles per hour from start to stop. It will be remembered
that the Atlantic City Flyer of the Philadelphia and Reading
made 55% miles at an average speed of 70.8 miles per hour,

as recorded in our issue of October, 1898, page 341, but the

French engineers are limited in their maximum speeed to 77.5

miles per hour, which makes this a very fine showing for the

engines. The fastest mile in the Atlantic City run was made
at the rate of 84.21 miles per hour.

The engine making this run weighed 113,000 pounds in work-

ing order. The heating surface was 1,890 square feet; the

grate area 24 square feet. The high pressure cylinders are

outside and the low pressure cylinders inside the frames, the

high pressure being 13.4 inches, and the low pressure, 20.9-inch

by 25.2-inch stroke. The driving wheels are 83% in diameter,

and the engine is of the 8-wheel type. The outside cylinders

connect to the rear driving wheels, while the inside, or low

pressure, cylinders drive the forward pair by means of a

crank axle. The boiler pressure ia 214 pounds. On the Eastern

Railway this is exceeded, 227 pounds being used.

Mr. Rous-Marten acknowledges that the performances of
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the French engines surpass the best that he has seen In Eng-

land, and frankly admits that the French engines are more

powerful than any in England. We are not so much Interested

in this fact, as we are in the large number, between 300 and

400 four-cylinder compounds of the type under discussion,

built on the principle introduced by Mr. de Glehn ten years ago,

and now running in Continental Europe. The same prin-

ciples are embodied in the engines of the Nord Railway. In a

letter to Mr. Rons-Marten, published in "The Engineer," Mr.

de Glehn gives his reasons for designing this type, which may
be summarized as follows:

This type was selected chiefly because of the limit imposed

upon the weight. The compound type uses steam more eco-

SCALES FOR WEIGHING LOCOMOTIVES.
BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

Although rigid restrictions are placed upon the weights of

locomotives upon their driving wheels and the loads are cal-

culated sometimes, as far as to include the weight of rivet

heads in the boiler, these weights in the finished locomotive

are generally guessed at. At least the methods used for ob-

taining the weights are often not more accurate than guess-

ing, and one railroad in this country has weighed locomotives

for thirty years without a fixed rule as to the amount of

water in the boiler.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works' method of weighing is

A Locomotive Mounted on the Scales.

Scales for Weigliing Locomotives.

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

nomically and therefore weighs less, per horse-power devel-
oped, than a simple engine of the same capacity. This is

equivalent to saying that larger boiler power may be had
without increasing the weight of the boiler. Mr. de Glehn
believes that for a given total weight a four-cylinder com-
pound may be made 15 or 20 per cent, more powerful than a
simple engine. He finds that the work of the engine is
better distributed over the working parts and that with more
wearing surfaces there is less wear than with a two-cylinder
engine, notwithstanding the increased mechanical complica-
tion. He finds that the repairs are less than with simple en-
gines. The four-cylinder compounds are balanced, which has
an important bearing upon the cost of repairs, because the
engines do not shake themselves to pieces. That they have
remarkable accelerating power is illustrated in the figures
quoted from Mr. Rous-Marten's records.

shown in the acompanying engravings. The photograph il-

lustrates the method of obtaining tue distributed weight by
mounting the locomotive upon small portable scales carried

upon wheels, so that they may be moved under and support
the wheeels of the locomotive. The practice of these build-

ers is to weigh locomotives with full tank and three gages

of water in the boiler. The weights given for the one shown
are: Front truck, 11,850 pounds; first pair of drivers, 21,800;

second pair of drivers, 22,955; first pair of rear truck wheels,

10,000; second pair of rear truck wheels, 10,500; total weight
of engine, in working order, 77,105 pounds.
The weighing machines are very compact. They are about

7 feet 6 inches long by 2 feet 6 inches wide and have a ca-

pacity of 60,000 pounds each. They are carried on frames of

rolled steel shape and are so made as to avoid ail detachable

parts, and this applies even to the scale weights.
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STEEL BOILER TUBES.

The attention of railroad meclianical officers has long been

Docupied with the relative value of steel and iron for boiler

tubes, and the Question seems to be pressing with as much

vigor, and also is as far from settlement as at any time since

steel came to claim a share of consideration for this purpose.

One of the most serious drawbacks to the use of steel tubes

was the difficulty of welding when necessary to piece the ends

after removal from a boiler. This obstacle was removed by the

production of a material low in carbon, but there is still an

objectionable feature in steel tubes that may or may not be

eliminated by attention to its chemical composition, namely,

that of persistent leakage at the flue sheet after a short period

of service, and this fact no doubt had a strong bearing on the

report of the Master Mechanics' Committee on the best ma-
terial for tubes, which was submitted in 1895, although pitting

was given equal prominence as an objectionable quality of steel

at that time.

The importance of the failure of steel tubes to remain tight,

in its bearing on a choice of material, is plainly something to

be reckoned with by the maker of those tubes, as the subjoined

letter from Mr. William H. Lewis, Master Mechanic of the

Morris & Essex Division of the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

ern, gives evidence as follows:

"I have used steel tubes for locomotives on this division from

1885 to 1894 with the following results: They work all right for

a few months after being put in, after that time they give

trouble, losing the soft quality they had when new, and they

also toughen like rubber, so much so that when rolled again

they follow the tool around and do not tighten in the sheet

enough to make a good joint, consequently, they soon commence
to leak again. I have, therefore, discontinued their use.

There is no doubt in my mind that steel tubes are better adapt-

ed for use in marine boilers than in locomotives, because of

expansion and contraction. Fires in ocean steamers are

drawn perhaps twice a month on an average, whereas, in loco-

motives they have a chance to expand and contract about five

or six times a day."

The coefficient of expansion of steel and iron per degree Fah.,

per unit of length, are exactly the same, and the reason why
iron should remain tight under certain stresses due to alternate

cooling and heating, while steel will not, furnishes proof that

the elements of the latter material require revision to cover the

conditions. The serious problems are the prevention of pit-

ting and the trouble in securing tight joints under the severe

conditions of locomotive boiler service, which are entirely dif-

ferent from those of marine practice, one of the greatest dif-

ferences being in the water and its effect upon the metal.

operating bell ringers, flangers, blow-off cocks, and also the

control of the separate exhaust of one type of compound en-

gine. These drains on the pump were thought to be of not

much consequence, however, except in case of the sanding de-

vices and the bell ringer, ranking in importance in the order

named.

There was thought to be more leakage in the train pipe than

could be well supplied by the pump, without bur-

dening it with the extra work. Much complaint

arose from the leaks caused by the escape of

air past the coupling packing rings, also those at

pipe unions and at tne triple valves. In the case of a test

made upon a hose coupling by the committee, a leak which was

of apparently little account amounted to 133 cubic inches of air

per minute at a pressure of 45 pounds per square inch, and it

became 210 cubic inches at 70 pounds, and 294 cubic inches at

110 pounds. These figures give a good idea of the additional

work imposed on a pump through a leaky pipe system, even

when the leaks are thought to be insignificant. It was recom-

mended that large pumps be used for locomotives and also for

compressors at terminal testing plants for the reason that best

economy could be expected only by having an ample supply to

cover all possible conditions.

LEAKY AIR BRAKE TRAIN PIPES.

The efficiency of the air brake is no doubt due to the con-

stant vigilance of those directly interested in its performance,

by this is meant not those who use but those who maintain it.

This is shown by the interest in air brake matters taken by

railway club members, and their conscientious committee work.

Messrs. F. B. Farmer, G. R. Parker and J. Casey of the North-

west Railroad Club made a report at the January meeting on

the waste of air from freight train pipes due to leaks and im-

proper maintenance, with the resulting overworking of the air

pump to make the losses good with a consequent waste fuel in

compressing air to overcome piping defects.

The committee made it clear that the air brake was at its

best only when the proper pressure was maintained in the sys-

tem, and showed how the benefits of the brakes in safe move-
ments and expeditious handling of trains were sacrificed when
from any weakness in the system this pressure could not be

maintained. Considerable attention was given to the work re-

quired of air pumps other than supplying air to the brake sys-

tem. Among these was mentioned air for sanding the track

PROGRESS IN SAFETY APPLIANCES.

The progress made by the railroads in the application of

safety appliances to rolling equipment is shown In a recent

statement made by the Interstate Commerce Commission. An
extension of two years' time was allowed to 294 petitioning

carriers in which to equip their freight cars and locomotives

with safety appliances, and these report 1,217,636 freight cars

and 33,624 locomotives owned on Dec. 1, 1898. There are 117,176

freight cars reported equipped with automatic couplers and
254 reported equipped with train brakes during the six months
ending Dec. 1, 1898, which makes a total of 927,823, or 76 per

cent., of tlie freight cars equipped with automatic couplers

and 619,252, or 51 per cent., equipped train brakes, up to Dec.

1, 1898. Of the 33,624 locomotives owned on Dec. 1, 1898, there

are 30,812, or 92 per cent., which are equipped with driving-

wheel brakes. Out of a total of 1,217,636 freight cars there are

289,807, or 24 per cent., that are still not equipped with auto-

matic couplers, and 598,384, or 49 per cent., that are not equipped
with train brakes. Of the locomotives there are 2,812, or 8 per

cent., that were equipped with driving-wheel brakes on Dec.

1, 1898. There were 651 cars destroyed and 600 sold of the total

number reported equipped with automatic couplers. Of the

total number of cars equipped with train brakes since Jan.

1, 1898, there were 138 destroyed and 600 sold.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVES IN ENGLAND.

The Midland Railway of England is so well organized and
equipped as to cause controversy in that country concerning the

necessity for the recent ordlers for American locomotives, and
the chairman of the road furaished an explanation in a recent

speech, which was reported by English papers, in abstract, as

follows:

"It would be seen that the directors had ordered some loco-

motives in America, and, as this was a nelw departure, no doubt
some infonnationi on the subject would be of interest. He
would much prefer to order goddte of any kind that were of

home manufacture, and he might say that the question of cost

was not one that entered into the calculations of the directors

When asking for tenders from over the water. The increase in

their train mileage had been very large lately, being in 1S9S

considerably over 2,000,000 miles; and it was obvious, therefore,

that additional engines must be purchased. For years past
their locomotive superintenldlent (Mr. Johnson) had impressed
upon them that they worked their engines too hard. He be-
lieved the ideal position, according to Mr. Johnson, would be
that they should have 75 per cent. In steam; but 90 per cent,

had been much nearer their figure, so tliat there' was no mar-
gin. They had now on order in this country 170 engines. They
commenced ordering in December, 1897, and the first delivery
should have been made in July of that year, and they should
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have been receiving a numiber In each month, which would

have made up a delivery to the present time of 48 engines.

The comiuiny had not received one of these. The la«t order

given was in November of last year, for 20 engines, at an ex-

travagant price, and the makers did not even promise delivery

of one for 15 months, the order to he completed In May, 1900.

Liicomolives were a necessity to the company; they must have
them, and so the directors detenninwl to ask for tenders from
America. They asked for tenders for 10 engines each from two
firms—•the Baldwins and Sthenectadys—and they received offers

to deliver In the one case within 10 weeks from the date of the

receipt of all necessary Information for construction, and in

the other case shipment from America was promised for March
next. This offer was made in December, so that, while the

directors could not get an engine made in England and de-

livered in Derby in less than a year and a quarter, they couM'

get 20 from America in four months. The engines would be of

the American type, with certain alterations which Mr. John-

son considered desirable. They would be of the same power
as the Midland engines, and it would certainly be Interesting

to watch their performance, as Mr. Johnson—and he hoped" all

his staff—intended that they should have fair play In every

particular."

SAVING BY USB OF COMPRESSED AIR IN RAILROAD
SHOPS.

We have come to be very familiar with the diverse uses to

which oompi-essed air is applicable in shop operations, but the

comparative cost of this convenient agent with methods It dis-

places has not been available prior to the reading of a paper

having the above title before the Western Railway Club by Mr.

B. Haskell, Superintendent of Motive of the Chicago & West
Mkrhigan. In the case of loading wheels by an 8-inch air hoist,

a car is loaded at a labor cost of 15 cents, while the old manual
style of loading by means of a long incline to the floor level of

the car cost for labor $1.02, giving a saving of 87 cents per car.

The same hoist is also used for loading and unloading, reducing

the cost of handling material 50 per cent.

By the use of pneumatic hammers the cost of beading a set

of flues is reduced from $2.50 for hand work to 75 cents by air.

The cost of tapping staybolt holes and screwing in staybolts by
air motors has been reduced from $45.90 for hand work to $15.30

on a new firebox. A saving of $13.16 per firebox is effected by
drilling the ends of staybolts with the motor at a cost of $4.62,

while by the old way the cost would be $17.78. A set of tires

is removed for 50 cents and replaced for 87.5 cents, the figures

in this case, however, do not include labor. In the preparation
of a new locomotive for priming coat of paint the surface is

brought to condition by the air and sand blast instead of by
hand abrading, the latter process requiring about 35 man-hours
at a cost of $3.50, while the sand blast requires two man-hours
at 14 cents an hour and two man-hours at 10 cents an hour,
or 48 cents, a saving of $3.02 by the sand blast.

The sand blast is also used in frosting deck glass for passen-
gers cai-s, the cost per glass for labor and material being 12

cents, or a saving of 60 cents. The cleaning of coaches by air

is done at a cost of 87 cents per car, a wide, flat nozzle being
used. One man only is required to move cushions and seat
backs, blow all dust out of them and the interior of the car
and complete the cleaning of the car ready for the road in three
hours, while beating by the old way requii-ed ten hours. The
painting of cars by the paint spraying machine has reduced the
cost for labor approximately 92 per cent. The same spraying
machine Is used for whitewashing, which is done on plain sur-
faces at a cost of 1 cent a square yard for labor and material.
A saving of 67 cents per car in applying two coats to a 34-foot
box car is shown by the paint spraying machine over hand
work. The following statement gives the itemized cost for both
methods:

By Machine.
Labor, 40 minutes, 12.5 cts «n ns
Lettering. 3 hrs, 12.5 cts "^'^ -

Five gals, paint, 60 cts ^mTwo lbs. white lead, 6 cts y.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

12

By Hand. *^ ^'

Labor, 6 hrs.. 12.5 cts in 7=;

Lettering, 3 hrs., 12.5 ots S7 5
Five gals, paint, 60 cts VnrTwo lbs. white lead, 6 cts '.'.'.]'.[['.'.'.'.'.[[[[]]

12

$4.24

The savings effected by pneumatic tools have brought about

a revolution in many operations, for examjjle as noted in the

paper, all operations on flrebox work. With the pneumatic
hammer it costs 25 cents to caulk 100 flues; hand work
costs $1.05, or a saving of 80 cents per hundred flues for alrwork.

In the matter of staybolt holes, one man at 15 cents an hour will

tap out by hand from 75 to 80 holes In ten hours, whereas, with

the machine he can do 175 to 200 holes in the same time, and
putting in staybolts, one man at 15 cents an hour will put

in by hand from 175 to 200 bolts in ten hours, while for

a like period the air tool will put in from 300 to 400.

These brief abstracts will doubtless have more weight with
intending purchasers of air tools than would the claims of

builders of the tools. In any event, the figures are Interesting,

as showing how the cost of some shop work operations are
affected by the use of modern air appliances, and they carry
their own moral.

Some very rapid work in car erection was done not long

ago at the Water-Valley shops of the Illinois Central. Mas-
ter Mechanic Curley, having some 50,000 pound coal cars to

build, instructed his foreman, Mr. F. W. Taylor, to take six

men and put up one car, including air-brake equipment, and
note the time occupied on the work. The six men completed

it in exactly three hours and fifty minutes, including one coat

of paint. It should be understood that the trucks and as far

as possible all other work was ready for putting up and as-

sembling when the construction was begun. This work was
undertaken to vindicate Mr. Curley, who had put up two
40,000 pound cars in 1883 with the same force per car, in eight

hours, but without air brake, which story was always doubt-

ed. He is supported by a statement which we have received

from Mr. F. W. Brazier, Assistant Superintendent of Motive
Power of the road.

The following table of the boiling points of liquified gases

at ordinary atmospheric pressure, reprinted from "Engineer-

ing," may prove useful as a record:

Deg.
Cent.

Sulphur dioxide 10
Chlorine 33
Ammonia 38
Sulphuretted hydrogen 62
Carbon dioxide 78
Nitrous oxide 88
Ethylene 102
Nitric oxide 153
Marsh gas .'164

Oxygen 1S3
Argon 187
Carbon monoxide 190
Air Ifl2

Nitrogen 195
Hydrogen 23S

Mr. John S. McCrum died of apoplexy at his home in Kansas
City, Mo.. March 20, at the age of 61. Mr. McCrum was for

many years Superintendent of Motive Power and Machinery of

the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis. He began his rail-

road career as an apprentice to the machinists' trade on the

Pennsylvania Railroad in 1854. His railroad experience was a

varied one, embracing a service of four years as machinist and
engineer in Cuba, besides four and a half years with the Unitel

States military roads, and one and one-half years as an engi-

neer on the Kansas Pacific. His connection with the Kansas
City. Fort Scott & Memphis began in 18G9, and from 1870 to

1895 he was in charge of the machinery department of that

road.

The National Electric Car Lighting Company has received orders

for car lighting equipment for use on a car on one of the Russian
railroads, for an application to an officers car on the Illinois Central,

for the private car of Vice-President Crocker of the Central Pacific

and for eight postal cars on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa B'e. The
last mentioned equipment and the one in Russia have been applied

and are now running. The Atchison has a number of cars lighted

by this system as has been noted in these columns.
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CHILLED WHEELS FOR 100,000 POUND CAPACITY CARS.

It seems eminently fitting that the Carnegie Steel Company
should have been the first to experiment on a large scale with

steel cars having a carrying capacity of fifty tons, as no com-
pany was better qualified to draw up specifications for the

material entering into their construction. A glance at the

specifications on which bids were finally asked for the 100,000-

pound steel hopper cars built for the Pittsburg, Bessemer &
I^alte Erie Railroad, shows how thoroughly they entered into a

consideration of all the details, and it will be noted that the

bidder was left no opportunity to put in inferior material, the

maker from whom the various parts would be purchased being

definitely specified. The method employed for deciding on the

wheels to be used may be taken as an indication of the thor-

oughness with which the Carnegie Company went into the

whole subject, and as typical of the course followed for all

the parts entering into the construction of the steel car.

Letters were sent to the leading wheel manufacturers in

various parts of the country, stating clearly what was required,

and asking that a special design be submitted of the wheel that

would in their opinion be the best suited to meet the unusually

severe conditions, together with bids for furnishing the num-
ber required. The designs were then considered without any .

reference to the price quoted, but entirely on their merits, and
it was pre-eminently a case of "the survival of the fittest." It

was an open question whether any cast-iron wheel would stand

the repeated and severe heating due to the long continued

brake action necessitated in stopping so great a mass, and
whether the large proportion of cracked plates resulting would
not make the chilled wheel uneconomical, even if the strains

did not cause breakages in service.

The New York Car Wheel Works, of Buffalo, N. Y., were
among those invited to bid, and they submitted a design for a

33-inch wheel weighing only 50 pounds more than those used
under 60,000-pound cars, but made of special qualities of iron

from which they had obtained very greatly increased strength.

This company took the position that it was undesirable to in-

crease the weight proportionately to the increase in load, as

that tended to set up shrinkage strains in the plates, which
would only increase the likelihood of their cracking, but they
recommended obtaining the requisite strength by using good
qualities of iron and submitted tests that they had made and
records of service that had been obtained from their special

wheels under locomotives to prove that the increase in strength

was there. Briefly, this increase in strength may be best

shown by comparing the breaking strains of test bars made
from both mixtures one inch square and twelve inches be-

tween supports in transverse strength. With the best foundry
practice and ordinary mixtures, a bar of this dimension would
show a transverse strength of from 2,600 to 3,000 pounds, but
by the use of their special mixtures these manufacturers were
able to obtain from 3,500 to 3,800 pounds, an increase of about
33 per cent. The New York Car Wheel Works T. M. Special

wheel was specified under the first 600 100,000 pounds capacity

steel cars built for the Pittsburg, Bessemer & Lake Erie Rail-

road, and later under the additional 400.

It was further specified that the wheels should be "ma-
chined" on the tread, i. e., rotated between rapidly revolving
emery wheels touching the tread at two opposite points that
not only took off any slight irregularities, but left the wheel
truly round, and this was also in accordance with the wheel
company's recommendation, as the absolute roundness of the
wheel reduces the likelihood of "skidding" to a minimum.
Two things may have had a decided bearing on the decisions

to use this wheel, and these were the fact that the manufac-
turers had been making an especial study of the production of

wheels of high grade for particularly severe service, and the
other that owing to the system of comparative tests under
which their wheels are made, there was an absolute certainty

that no wheel could be shipped that fell below a certain

standard determined upon beforehand. By means of these

tests, the transverse strength of the metal and the depth and
hardness of the chill are accurately determined before the

wheel leaves the foundry.

The specifications under which the wheels were made called

for the Master Car Builder's test with a minimum of fifteen

blows, one wheel being selected at random by the inspector out
of each one hundred as representing this lot. Other tests that

were to be made at the discretion of the inspector were the

Pennsylvania Thermal test and the Austro-Hungarian test.

Below we give the actual results obtained, which are certified

to by the Carnegie inspector.

Chilled Wheels for 100,000 Lbs. Capacity.

Number of Blows of 110-Lbs Weigrht, Dropping from a Helg-ht of 12
Ft.. Required to Break 650 Lbs. Special Wheels Furnished

to the P., B. & L. E. R. R. for 100,000 Lbs. Capacity Cars.

Date
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MONSTER BLOOM SHEAR.

The Long & Allstatter Co.

The Lorain Steel Company, of Lorain, Ohio, have recently

received a very large shearing machine, built especially for

them by the Long & Alstatter Company, of Hamilton, Ohio.

The engraving shows the appearance of the machine and an

idea of its proportions is given by comparison with the height

of the man standing beside it.

The work to be done is in cutting steel blooms, and it will

cut these as large as 10 by 10 inches in section, or 100 square

Inches of metal at a single stroke. This shear is located be-

side another, which has been at work for several years, the

two being placed close together to permit of being attended by

one man.. The machine is 21 feet high, its total weight is

about 250,000 pounds, and each housing weighs more than

A Large Bloom Shear.

54.000 pounds. The steel castings used weigh about 35,000

pounds, while the cam shaft which operates the slide weighs

more than 10,000 pounds. These figures give an idea of the

size of the shear. The stroke is 10 Vi inches.

The cylinder is 14 by IS inches. Tilting of the bloom, while

being cut, is prevented by an automatic and adjustable attach-

ment for holding it down and a gage determines the length

for cutting. The shear and outboard housing are mounted
upon a heavy bed plate with octagonal ways, upon which they

may slide for convenience in making repairs, and these also

serve the purpose of keeping the parts of the machine in line.

We are indebted to the Long & Alstatter Company for the

photograph and particulars.

STREFT CAR BRAKES.

The announcement of the prospective tests of street car

brakes to be conducted under the direction of the New York
State Railroad Commission has awakened a greatl deal of in-

terest in this subject, and our attention is called to the merits

of a brake that has been in successful and apparently entirely

satisfactory use for the past four years on the lines of the Met-

ropolitan Street Railway in New York. We refer to the Ster-

ling Safety Brake and desire to do justice to it in view of the

sweeping statement printed on page 93 of our March issue.

The Sterling Supply & Manufacturing Co., 141 East Twenty-
fifth street, New York, the makers are prepared to show that

the record on the Metropolitan has not been surpassed any-

where.

The device is an improvement upon the old style of hand

brake. It is operated by hand and consists of a pinion, oper-

ated by the brake shaft or spindle, which meshes into a gear

and sprocket wheel cast in one. The sprocket wheel carries a

double chain connection—the object of the double chain being

that, in the event of one chain breaking, the other remains

operative. By the gear and pinion added power is obtained.

The ratio of gearing of the pinion to the gear is 2 to 5. These

parts are contained within a housing, which is placed directly

under the platform of the car and the entire mechanism takes

up a very small space.

The advantages urged in favor of this system are that it Is

controlled directly by the motor man and does not depend in an,

way upon automatic apparatus, it is designed to reduce wear to

the minimum by placing the chains around a sprocket wheel

that is large enough to distribute the load over a proper length

of chain. It is held to be better than brakes using auxiliary

power and is sufficiently rapid in action and much more certain

owing to the danger of failures with auxiliary power, especially

where stops must often be made quickly and frequently. The

cost of auxiliary power brakes is greater, and while no claim

is made that the Sterling brake is advantageous for high speed

suburban traffic it has satisfactory claims for attention for it3

sphere, city railroad work and for braking cars running singly.

SAFETY CHAINS FOR PASSENGER CARS.

A committee comprisiiif? Mr. J. M. Holt and Mr. C. F.

Thomas, of the Southern Railway, submitted a report on

safety chains to the Southern and Southwestern Railway Club

at the January meeting. The efforts of the committee were

directed to an Improvement of the design at present in use, so

as to prevent as far as possible the danger of trains parting

from weakness of the chain connection, it having been found

that the chain and hook adopted by the M. C. B. Association

in 1S90 could not be depended on to withstand a load of more

than 35,000 lbs. These chains were known to be too weak to

hold a train together in case of failure of the draw-bar, and

the committee devised a safety chain and attachments in-

tended to be reliable under all conditions of service. The

safety chain proposed will stand a load of 75,000 lbs. before

rupture—the test showed 77.000 lbs.—and after a service of

more than a year with the. most satisfactory results, they are

being applied to the entire passenger equipment of the road.

The improvement consist in designing the chain and hook-

one link and one hook—with the proper amount of metal in

the proper place, which after all is simply correct design.

There has long been need for improvement in the strength of

this detail, particularly In mountain districts and where re-

verse curves abound, and this fact seems to have been fully

recognized in the work of the committee, for the chain has

been designed with the view of either one taking the whole

load in the event of the failure of the draw-bars on curves.

MEETING OF THE A. S. M. E. JUNIORS.

A meeting of the junior members of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers was held at the society house on the

evening of March 7 for the purpose of effecting an organization

for the purpose of holding regular meetings for the presentation

of papers and discussions upon them. The Idea is an excellent

one which should be encouraged, and the younger members

should have all necessary assistance in perfecting their plans.

The first meeting was not a great success, as far as the pro-

posed organization is concerned, but many of the seniors were

attracted by the illustrated lectures by Chief Engineer Gardiner

C. Sims and Lieutenant W. S. Aldrich, describing the supply

ship "Vulcan," and the experiences of that ship off Santiago.

The raising and attempted towing of the Spanish ship "Maria

Theresa" to the United States were also described. These topics

were intensely interesting. The organization of the juniors ap-

pears to be promising, although comparatively little was donr

at the fii-st meeting.
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A Steam Driven Shop Air Compressor.
Curtis & Company IVIanufacturing; Company.

A STEAM DRIVEN, SHOP AIR COMPRESSOR.

Curtis & Co. Manufacturing Company.

These engravings illustrate an air compressor especially de-

signed for the constant maintenance of a wor'King supply of

compressed air in machine shops, boiler shops, foundries and
similar places, where it is a growing practice to employ tools

•and other appliances operated by compressed air. The compres-
sor is steam driven with a direct connected vertical engine.

The machine is designed to run continuously, and the

engine is controlled by a Gardener throttling governor, with a
heavy yoke throttle valve. The governor is ordinarily fitted

with a slow-down device, controlled by the air pressure, so
that the governor valve is nearly closed when the air pres-

sure in the reservoir reaches the desired point. When the
service is very intermittent, a Curtis relief governor is added,
so that the machine will not compress when running slowly,
thus practically consuming no power except when air is

needed.

The sectional engraving shows the front and side of a belt-

driven compressor, 13 and 8 by 12 inches; but, as far as the
compressor part is concerned, the construction Is the same as

that of a steam-driven machine, and the engraving shows the

machine, with a low-pressure cylinder, 16 inches diameter and

16 inches stroke, the high-pressure cylinder being 10 inches

diameter by 16 inches stroke; the cylinders and cylinder

heads are thoroughly water jacketed; the compression is in

two stages, with a sufficient intercooler between the cylinders,

with a large capacity when compared to size of the cylinders,

so that air is thoroughly cooled when passing from the high

to the low pressure cylinder. The intercooler is filled with

thin brass tubes, through which the water circulates. The
cooler is designed according to the best practice in marine
engine condensers. Both heads provide for expansion, and
the bolts which are exposed to the water are of bronze to pre-

vent corrosion. The intercooler is bolted directly to the cylin-

ders. Properly located partitions in the cylinder, water jack-

ets and intercooler compel a thorough circulation of the cool-

ing water. Drain cocks are provided to drain the intercooler

and water jackets.

The capacity of this machine, running at 120 revolutions, is

200 cubic feet of free air per minute. The compressor will

work easily against 110 pounds pressure.

The size of the steam cylinder is determined by the boiler

pressure and the desired air pressure. As will be seen, the

compressor is entirely inclosed, but the working parts are
easily accessible; by a hinged door at the side, the connecting

rods, cranks and main bearings are accessible, and all valves

are in the cylinder heads, each valve having its own cap ami
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A NEW VERTICAL HOLLOW CHISEL CAR MORTISING
MACHINE WITH AUXILIARY BORING ATTACHMENTS.

Builders and repairers of cars, and, in fact, those concerned

in any contruction where heavy mortising is required, will be

specially interested in the new No. 4 Vertical Hollow Chisel

Mortiser designed and built by J. A. Pay & Company, 516 to

536 North Front street, Cincinnati, O. This machine is the

most powerful and reliable of the kind ever offered to the wood-

worker, and is remarkable in containing the essential elements

of strength, simplicity, and efficiency, the possession of which

are so necessary to satisfactory results in any machine; results

that are attained, too, without requiring the work to be laid

out or the mortises cleaned. The frame is of the usual solid

type built by this company, with a distribution of material

looking to lightness and stability, requisite to rigidly support

A New Vertical Hollow Chisel Car Mortising Machine With
Auxiliary Boring Attachments.

the housing, the chisel ram, boring attachments and table. The

housing has provisions for taking up wear, and has a lateral

movement for properly locating the chisel over the work. The

chisel-ram carries the boring spindle, the latter running in a

long self-oiling bearing. There are stops by which the vertical

movement of the ram is regulated for the depth of mortise;

this movement is 16 inches, while the lateral action, with the

housing is 14 inches. The chisel-ram has a reciprocating mo-
tion due to reversing friction and gearing. The table on which

the work is supported is 4 feet 6 inches long, and also has

stops to control the movement for the length of mortise re-

quired. The table is operated by a hand wheel in connection

with a rack and pinion, and has an adjustable clamp for hold-

ing the work securely in place while operated on. The auxil-

iary boring attachments are located at each side of the ma-

chine sufficiently distant from the chisel to allow an adjust-

ment to an angle of 30 degrees In either direction, and they are

also provided with a vertical adjustment of 20 inches and a

lateral movement of 12 inches. This machine, which is the

product of a corps of experts constantly engaged in design of

wood working tools, represents the best thought yet put into

this form of machine for accurate and rapid work.

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

A geodetic observatory is a necessary part of the equipment

o£ an institution giving; instruction in geodetic methods of sur-

veying. The plans for the erection of such an obsei-vatory near

Boston have been under discussion ever since the adoption of

what is known as the geodetic option of the course in civil en-

gineering, but it was not until May of 1S9S that the observatory

becajne an established fact.

This observatory is intended primarily to be used in giving in-

struction in the most refined methods of determining Latitude

and Longitude, andi secondarily to be used in magnetic and
gravity observations. A hill in the southeastei-n part of Mid-
dlesex Fells was chosen for the site. Here was found a firm

foundation for the most delicate instruments, free from the

vibrations caused by railroad and highway traffic and not too

far from Boston. There is an unobstructed view of the heavens
and the horizon, with the two United States Coast Geodetic

Survey triangulation stations, at Blue Hill in Milton and Pros-

pect Hill in Waltham, in plain sight.

The Park Commissioners kindly granted permission to the

Institute for the erection of the building, with the provision that

it should be built of field rock and with pleasing proportions.

The exterior was designed by Professor Homer. The building

is of stone; it is fifteen feet square and contains the following

apparatus, namely: a transit instrument of two and one-half-

inch aperture, twenty-seven-inch focus, with a delicate level

and micrometer eye-piece for latitude observations; a sidereal

chronometer; a chronograph; a magnetometer; a dip circle; an
altazimuth instrument, and various other smaller appliances,

such as a heliotrope, a self-recording barometer, etc. During
the present year it will be further equipped with a one-half
seconds pendulum fo rdetermining the force of gravity.

Much work has been done at the observatory that could not
l>efore be performed at any of the Institute buildings. This is

especially true of the tests on delicate spirit levels and the de-
termination of constants depending on such observations. This
is due to its freedom from vibrations, while its distance from all

magnetic disturbances renders it especially favorable for ob-
servation with the magnetometer and dip circle.

The observatory, on account of its unique position, will be a
valuable magnetic station and its observations will probably be
incorporated in the general magnetic work of the United States
Government.

DRAW BAR YOKES.

The subject of draw bar yokes was among the matters up
for discussion at the January meeting of the Central Railway
Club, the special feature centering on the weakness that is

developing at the solid back end of the yoke, which breaks at
the corners of the junction of the back end with the top and
bottom. Mr. Waite mentioned a car coming under his observa-
tion where there was no doubt that red short iron was responsi-

ble for the failure. The importance of the radii of the bends
at the back end was referred to by Mr. McCarty, who also

pointed out the necessity for avoidance of square corners at

that point. The reduction of thickness of material at the cor-

ners of a one by four-inch yoke was shown by Mr. West to be

fully % inch, which was due to the drawing of the metal over

the form on which they were shaped. Many of the yokes he

found were reduced to even less than % inch thick at the cor-

ners. He understood that the Cleveland City Forge had devised
a means of upsetting these corners and were furnishing a
pocket which he was using. Mr. Waite thought that accounted
for the reason why he had no trouble on his road, as he used
the Cleveland City Forge Company's pockets. There Is no
doubt that reinforcing the corners is a good thing to prevent
breakage, and Mr. McCarty's proposal to increase the radius
of the ends will be found beneficial In all cases.
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"ECLIPSE" REDUCING VALVE.

For Locomotives and Marine Service.

This reducing valve is simple and Is making a name for It-

self on several railroads and steamships. Steam enters the

valve through the pipe shown at the right hand side of the en-

graving. The piston is loose for vertical movements, and in

the absence of steam pressure it drops to the bottom of the

casing and leaves the valve passage open. As the steam pres-

sure accumulates in the outlet connection, at the left, it acts

uj)on the piston, forcing it up into the cylinder on top of the

valve and the pressure of steam in the outlet side is governed

by the tension of the spring in the housing above its piston.

When screwed down this spring holds the piston open until

balanced by the steam pressure, whereupon the valve closes.

The "Eclipse" Reducing Valve.

It is stated that the outlet pressure is not affected by varia-

tions in the boiler pressure. One superintendent of motive

power has remarlted that it was so simple that he was almost

afraid to trust his men with it. There are but four working

parts, the valve, valve pin, spring and screw. This valve is

now in use on the Chicago Northwestern, the Cincinnati, Ham-
ilton & Dayton, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the "Big

Four" and several other roads, and also on ships of the Minne-

sota Steamship Company. It is manufactured by The John

Davis Co., 51 Michigan Street, Chicago.

STUPAKOPF ON WIRE GAUGES.

Mr. S. H. Stupakoff read a paper on wire gauges before the

German-American Engineers' Society at Pittsburg, Pa., on
March 22, 1S99, on which occasion every known gauge received

attention from the speaker, who did not fall to hold up as an
object lesson those familiar representations that are parodies

on the name of gauge. From the ordinary slot guage the

speaker touched upon the refinement of the art as exemplified

on the micrometer gauge, from which It was but a step to the

Instrument of the author's devising, called the comparometer.

a device Intended for comparing different standards, though
incidentally It serves to determine the standard dimensions,

numbers of standard gauges and various corelated properties

of objects dependent on their dimensions. The compar-
ometer, by the inventor's description, combines a mi-
crometer gauKe for wire, plate, drills, etc.; It gives the weight
for round and sheet metals, the number of threads per Inch

for standard machine screws and suitable tap-drills therefor,

and It furnishes the means for comparing any or all of these

data at a glance.

The mechanical principle Involved In the comparometer is

that of a plain spiral base combined with a radius vector, mov-
able around Its pole. A shifting of the radius vector causes
some fixed point on It to recede from or advance toward the

spiral. The rate of recession or advancement Is In direct pro-

portion to the arc traversed. This instrument replaces all

gauges which are marked on Its face, and as a micrometer cal-

iper it combines with one or all of these gauges an accurate

measuring Instrument with rivlslons of l,000ths of an Inch, 64ths

of an Inch and lOOths of a millimeter. There is no doubt that

this instrument is devised to fill a place never before occupied,

and it will also lead to a better understanding of the metric

system since readings in those values are directly comparable
with the inch and its divisions, and would therefore hasten a
familiarity with the system least understood, because trans-

position is not necessary.

PHEJNIX METALLIC PACKING.

The packing manufactured by the Phenix Metallic Packing
Company of Chicago is highly commended by those who use It

as possessing a great degree of efliciency in addition to its sim-

plicity. These qualities have been demonstrated by a number
of years of practical tests at the hands of engineers whose
opinions carry weight. It is a self adjusting metallic packing,

used in conjunction with a ruliber comljination which gives an

elasticity peculiar to a purely fibrous packing. An anti-friction

metal is used in the manufacture of this packing which makes
oiling unnecessary. Owing to its elastic features, It may be

used to replace any fibrous packing, and will require no

changes in the stuffing box arrangement to be used in place of

other packing.

The development of the iron and steel industries of the

United States is considered by the "London Statist" as per-

haps the most important economic question of our time. This

authority says that America has now so developed her iron

and steel industries that she must find fresh outlets for her

products. "Such outlets she is finding, as we believe with

profit, in foreign markets for certain products. For other

products, however, she will need to create a new shipbuilding

industry of her own, and what has been done or is being done
in that connection we must reserve for future examination.

No thoughtful man, acquainted with the American character,

who considers the situation can fail to perceive that the great-

est competition to be faced by British industry and enterprise

in the future is that of American shipbuilding. It may be de-

ferred a few years, but it is bound to come."

The delicacy of modern measuring instruments was strik-

ingly sho\vn in Professor Vernon Boy's determination of the

density of the earth. The force which he then measured was,

he has stated in a recent lecture, equivalent to a weight of

1

of a grain acting at the end of a lever 1 inch long.
13,000,000.— "Engineering."

PERSONALS.

Mr. A. C. Beckwith has been appointed Division Master Me-
chanic of the Illinois Central at East St. Louis, 111.

Mr. Richard English has been appointed Division Master

Mechanic on the RIo Grande Western, at Helper, Utah
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Edward S. Tabor, President and Treasurer of the Morse

Twist Drill & Machine Company, died in New Bedford, Mass.,

March 10.

Mr. A. C. Deverell has been appointed Superintendent of the

Car and Machine Shops of the Great Northern Railway, at St.

Paul, Minn.

Mr. G. J. Kelly has been appointed Division Master Mechanic

of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, with headquarters at River-

side, Baltimore.

Mr. G. De Vilbis, formerly of the Wabash Railroad, at Peru,

Ind., is now in charge of the mechanical department of the

Western Division of the Grand Trunk Railway.

The promotion is announced of Mr. E. T. White to the posi-

tion of Superintendent of Motive Power of the Baltimore &
Ohio to succeed Mr. I. N. Kalbaugh, transferred to the lines

west of the Ohio River.

Mr. I. N. Kalbaugh, Superintemdenit of Motive Power of the

Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore, has been appointed Superin^

tendent of Motive Power of the same road west of the Ohio

River, with headquarters at Newark, 0.

Mr. James Hocking has received the appointment of Master

Mechanic on the New York, New Haven & Hartford at New
Haven, succeeding Mr. J. W. Leary, who has taken the position

of Superintendent of the Aluminum Plate and Press Company,

at Plainfield, N. J.

John Kruesi, Chief Mechanical Engineer of the General Elec-

tric Company, at Schenectady, N. Y., died in that city February

22, t the age of fifty-six years. He was born in Switzerland,

and upon coming to this country in 1870, he entered the employ

of Mr. Thoma;S A. Edison, at Menlo Park.

Mr. Edwin G. Russell has accepted the position of superin-

tendent of the Morris and Essex division of the D. L. & W.
Railroad, succeeding Mr. A. Reasoner. Mr. Russell was asso-

ciated with President Truesdale on the Minneapolis & St. Louis,

where the latter gentleman was receiver of that road.

The appointment of Mr. J. W. Fitzgibbon as Superintendent

of Moiive Power of the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western, with

headquarters at Scranton, Pa., is a new move on that system

there having never been a supreme mechanical head on the

road. Formerly the several master mechanics on the line re-

ported directly to the General Manager.

Mr. W. L. Derr, who has been Superintendent of the Dela-

ware Division of the Erie R. R., has received the appointment
of Superintendent of the Susquehanna Division to succeed Mr.

J. T. Maguire, wlho is transferred to the New York Division,

where he succeeds Mr. W. W. Maguire, resigned. Mr. Derr's

headquarters will be at Elmira, N. Y.

Professor W. F. M. Goss, of Purdue University, has been
granted leave of absence, beginning April 1, for a trip abroad.
After twenty years of such active work at Purdue, Prof.

Goss merits this rest, and he will return with renewed energy
to continue his admirable work. Prof. R. A. Smart will have
charge of the department during the absence of Prof. Goss.

Mr. Michael D. Wild has been made Secretary of the Balti-

miore & Ohio Southwestern, succeeding Mr. Edward Bruce, and
Assistant Secretary of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, with
headquarters at No. 2 Wall Street, New York. For several

years Mr. Wild has held a very responsible position with the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, in Baltimore, and the change is a

promotion and recognition of his valuable services.

Mr. J. T. Harahan, Jr., has been selected to represent the

Charles Scott Spring Company, in association with Mr. William

V. Kelly, with headquarters in the Fisher Building, Chicago.

Mr. W. E. Symons, Superintendent of Motive Power of the

Plant System, is now also in charge of the car department by

an extension of his jurisdiction, whereby the Master Car

Builder reports to him.

Mr. H. A Parker, who has just been appointed Vice-Presi-

dent and General Manager of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, began bis railroad service as chainman in the con-

struction of the road in 1866, at the age of fifteen. He has

filled many important and responsible positions, such as Divi-

sion Engineer and Chief Engineer, and Assistant to the Presi-

dent. His recent activities have been in connection with the

extensive track elevation improvements in Chicago. The ap-

pointment may be considered in the light of a triumph of en-

gineering skill, combined with ability in management.

Mr. William H. Harrison, Superintendent of Motive Power at

Newark, Ohio, of the Trans-Ohio Division of the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad, has laid aside his railroad burdens, after

a period of forty-five years of service on the B. & O. Mr. Har-

rison's railroad work began with the Baltimore & Susque-

hanna Railroad, when he served his aprenticeship. In his

long term of active railroad life he has witnessed the transi-

tion of the motive power units from the primitive Eastwick

and Harrison engine and the "camel back" to the powerful

freight engine of the present. Mr. Harrison retires at the

age of 67 years, with an enviable record.

Mr. Alexander Kearney, Assistant Engineer of Motive Power

of the United Railroads of New Jersey, has been appointed

Assistant to Mr. F. D. Casanave, General Superintendent of

Motive Power of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters

at Altoona and the title of Assistant Engineer of Motive Power.

Mr. Kearney's railroad career began with his apprenticeship in

the Altoona shops, after which he was appointed Road Fore-

man of Engines of the Philadelphia Division, and following

that. Assistant Engineer of Motive Power of the Philadelphia,

Wilmington & Baltimore.

Sir Douglas Gallon is dead. He was born in Worcestershire,

England, in 1822, and was educated at the Royal Military

Academy, Woolwich, where he passed the highest examination

on record, and took first prize in every subject. He received a

commission in the Royal Engineers in 1840, and eventually be-

came Inspector of Railroads, and Secretary of the Railroad

Department of the Board of Trade, in which capacity he made
an official visit to the United States in 1856. In 1860 he was

appointed Assistant Inspector of Fortifications, and from 1862

to 1870 he was Under Assistant Secretary of State for War.

Later he became Director of Public Works and Buildings, and

in 1875 he retired. From 1870 to 1895 he was General Secretary

of the British Association, and from 1895 to 1896 he was Presi-

dent of that body. He was also a member of the council of

the Royal Society, and constructed the Herbert Hospital at

Woolwich. He was the author of "Healthy Dwellings" and

"Healthy Hospitals," and other works, and was one of the

greatest British authorities on questions of sanitation. The
work for which he is best known in the United States was that

in connection with the celebrated air brake tests which were

carried out by his joint work with Mr. Geo. Westinghouse in

England.

Mr. G. R. Henderson, member A. S. M. E., has resigned as

Mechanical Engineer of the Norfolk & Western Railway to join

the engineering staff of the Schenectady Locomotive Works.
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He Is widely known In this country and abroad by his valuable

contributions to the technical press and his excellent work in

the preparation of reports presented to the American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association. No more thorough reports

have been submitted to the association than those of the com-

mittees on tonnage rating last year, and on the proper ratio of

heating surface and grate area to cylinder volume presented in

1897, he being chairman of both committees. He has also

written many valuable articles for the "American Engineer."

Mr. Henderson began his railroad work by an apprenticeship

at the West I'hiladelphia shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad

In 1S78. In 1S81 he went to the drawing room at Altoona to

become assistant Chief Draftsman. He went to Roanoke, Va.,

in 1887 as Assistant Superintendent of the Roanoke Machine
Works, and since 1890 he has been Mechanical Engineer of the

Norfolk & Western. One of his notable locomotive designs

was illustrated in our .Tune, 1898, issue, page 181, and his work
In that position has given him the reputation of being one of

the foremost locomotive designers. His new title is Assistant

Mechanical Engineer and he will assist Mr. Pitkin and Mr.

Sague in designing new locomotives. His qualifications as an
engineer and his judgment from a wide experience render him
a most valuable officer in locomotive building works, but his

loss to the railroad service will be serious. Such men are

greatly needed, and railroad managers should ask themselves

the Question: "Why do these good men leave the railroads?"

F. C. Weir, President and General Manager of the Weir Frog.

Company, of Cincinnati, died March 1, and is succeeded by Mr.

L. C. Weir. Mr. Weir was a very able man in his line of busi-

ness, and his career was one of marked success. He was born

at Oxford, Conn., in 1832, and entered the New Haven railroad

shops at seventeen years of age, where he learned the machin-
ist trade. He then became locomotive engineer on that road,

and in a few years was made foreman of a depai-tment of the

shops. In 1855 he went to Russia and served under Ross
Winans as one of the engineers in building the Russian rail-

way, running from St. Petersbui-g to Moscow. He was General
Manager of the St. Petersburg Division, and after serving in

that capacity for several years he returned to this country in

18G3. In 1872 he became interested in the manufacture of rail-

road frogs. In 1883 he organized the Weir Frog Company at

Cincinnati, O.. and developed that business, giving it his per-

sonal ami entire attention for many years. Mr. Weir invented

a great many frogs, switches and crossings, and machines for

manufacturing them, and he thoroughly systematized the busi-

ness. He was a man of unusual ability in ail directions con-

"Picted with manufacturing. His personal characteristics were
very strong, and the attachment between him and his em-
ployees as continued through the latter years of his life was
very unusual. He seemed to live for the benefit of those around
bita, and entered into their joys and sorrows with a spirit

which only a great and benevolent man ean show. He was a
public-spirited man, and took the keenest interest in all the

economical questions of the day. He was a member of the

American Society of Civil Engineers since 1872; was also a

member of the Engineers' Club of Cincinnati; the Engineers'

Club of New York; Engineering Association of the South; the

Engineers and Architects' Club of Louisville.

Mr. William Ledyard Cathcart has been appointed adjunct

professor of mechanical engineering at Columbia University.

and will be Professor F. R. Hutton's principal co-operator in

the department. Mr. Cathcart is well known as a writer upon
engineering subjects, the chief of which have been in the line

of marine, mechanical and civil engineering. Owing to his

training and exi)erience in marine engineering, it is

natural to infer that Columbia is to give special atten-

tion to marine subjects, which is specially appropriate

because of its location in this important seaport. Mr. Cath-
cart's professional record in the United States Navy began with

his appointment as cadet engineer In October, 1873. His ser-

vice with the Academy ended in June, 1875, was followed by
assignments to the North Atlantic station on the "Canan-
daigua" and "Plymouth," 1875 and '76, and to the "Adams,"
'76 to '78. He was commissioned as assistant engineer during

this interval, in July, 1877. May, 1878 to '81, he was with the

flagship "Richmond," on the Asiatic Station. Returning to

America he was assigned in November, 1881, to inspection duty

at Philadelphia until January, 1884,.when again he had three

years' sea duty on the U. S. S. "Ossipee" at the Asiatic Sta-

tion, until 1887. Returning again to inspection duty at Phila-

delphia, from June, 1887 to April, 1889, he was then transferred

to the "Yorktown" until the summer of that year, when he was
assigned to duty at the League Island Navy Yard. He passed

his examination to the grade of Passed Assistant Engineer in

December, 1884, and after becoming interested in a particular

line of manufacture, resigned from the Navy to pursue the

work of his choice in January, '91. He received an appoint-

ment from Mr. William H. Webb, founder of Webb's Academy,
as Instructor in Marine Engineering, in the spring of 1897, but

on the breaking out of the war he volunteered and was appoint-

ed Chief Engineer Juno 10th, '98, with appointment to the

Bureau of Steam Engineering at Washington. He was honor-

ably discharged in October, '98, and received his appointment
at Columbia University in February, 1899. He will begin duty
in his new position in October next

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

"The Centrifugal Pump, Turbines and Water Motors, Including
the Theory and Practice of Hydraulics Specially Adapted for
Engineers." By Charles H. Innes, M. A., Lecturer on Engi-
neering at the Rutherford College, Newcastle on Tyne. Sec-
ond edition. The Technical Publishing Co., Ltd,, and D. Van
Nostrand Co., 23 Murray St., New York, 1898. Price, 3 shill-
ings 6 pence.

This book is divided into seven parts, of which the first treats

of general principles concerning motion of water, the second
with pressure engines producing rotary motion, the third with
turbines and the Pelton wheel. Theory and mathematical con-
siderations are given important places in the work. A chapter
from the pen of C. A. Parsons describes his form of steam
turbines. A chapter on water tui'bines shows the close agree-
ment between theory and experiment. Centnfugal pumps,
fans, the hydraulic works at Niagara and the hydraulic buffer
stop, each have chapters. Trigonometric and graphic methods
are freely used. The book might have been devoted entirely to
hydraulic pumps and motors to somewhat better advantage.
Steam turbines, fans and railroad buffers are all Interesting,
but a book entitled "Centrifugal Pumps and Turbines" does
not appear to be a promising one to aid in the search for lit-

erature on fans, buffers and steam engines. This criticism does
not, however, reflect discredit upon the other parts of the work.
The engravings are not all bad, but many are too wretched to
pass unnoticed.

"The Commercial Management of Engineering Works." By
Francis G. Burton. The Scientific Publishing Co., Manches-
ter, England, 1899. Price, 12 shillings 6 pence.

The author of this book was formerly secretary and general
manager of the Milford Haven Shipbuilding and Engineering
Co., and he has written for young engineers and foremen who
have not established systems of their own. No attempt has
been made to lay down rules, but rather to show difficulties

and offer suggestions. The book is arranged in logical order
and presents In considerable detail the author's idea of what a
complete system of shop and oflice management should be.

The details are, we think, much too complete in respect to very
little things and too little is said about others that are most
important. The vital importance of knowing costs of work
done as a basis for estimating and managing is considered,
but too much space is given to clerical and accounting matters
to permit an unobstructed view of the broad principles of com-
mercial management. The book is worth reading by those
who have already established systems, for it offers suggestions
that may tend to improvement. We should say that if the vast
amount of detail outlined in this book Is necessary to meet
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conditions in English "Engineering Works," these conditians

are much more complicated than ours. We do not need to be

told that all forms of which it is intended to take press copies

should be printed in copying ink, but we would like to know
how English manufacturers keep record of the cost of produc-

tion. The general subject of costs is treated, but its effective-

ness would be greater if more elaborate. The book is attractive

in appearance, the letterpress and binding being excellent. Mr.

Burton believes in advertising, for he says: "A saving of ad-

vertising expenses generally means a much greater reduction

in the amount of orders."

The Testing of Materials of Construction. By W. C. Unwin.
Second edition. Longman's Green & Co., New York, 1899.

Price, $6.00

In addition to the necessity for bringing this work up to

date, the second edition was needed because of the important

place assumed in modern engineering practice by experimental

investigation into the properties and qualities of the materials

used by engineers. The materials themselves have improved
and the appliances for testing are not backward In this respect.

The author's name Is a guarantee of thorough, scientific and
sensible treatment upon a careful plan. The plan is to handle

the subject scientifically and commercially. The former con-

tains the mathematical and exact treatment, while the latter

is a guide in the selection of material for engineering purposes.

The broad divisions of the work are, elasticity, deformations

and plasticity, hardness, the machinery and apparatus for test-

ing, and a wide range of results of tests upon the materials of

engineering that are in general use. It is a large book, and

would have been much larger if the author had fully treated

all that we would like to have him include. Iron and steel

very naturally occupy a large share of space, both in the sec-

tion given to records and the curves of behavior of specimens

and in the part given to the manipulation of testing. The
progress of 10 years since the first edition appeared has been

thoroughly brought up to date, except in regard to the im-

provements chemically, which are omitted. It is a valuable

work and will be obtained by every up-to-date engineer. It is

a scientific study of testing and a work of record which is likely

to stand a long time as an authority in practice. The printing

and binding are excellent, and most of the engravings are

good, while others are out of place in such an admirable

book. It has a good index.

List of Officers and Members of the American Society of Naval
Engineers, 1899.

This pamphlet, received from Chief Engineer A. B. Willits,

U. S. Navy, contains a list of officers, members and associate

members of the society and lists of the exchanges and sub-

scribers to the proceedings.

"The Tokio Imperial University Calendar, 1897-189S. Pub-
lished by the University, Tokio, Japan."

Opening with a calendar of the opening and closing months
of the college year, there is an interesting historical summary
of the life of the institutions forming the University, tracing

its development from its origin by the union of the late Tokio

Daigaku, Kobu Daigaku and Tokio Nornigakko.

"Twentieth Annual Report of the State Board of Agricul-
ture College, Including the Eleventh Annual Report of the
Agricultural Experiment Station, Ft. Collins, Colorado. 1898."

The report covers the aims and purposes of an agricultural

college ,and gives evidence of more than usual care in its prepa-
ration.

Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, Names of
Members, 1899.

This little pamphlet contains the names and addresses of the

members, the constitution and rules and a list of the papers
contained in the five volumes of the proceedings of the society.

This is one of the most important of the technical engineering
societies, and the record of subjects presented at the five an-
nual meetings shows the scope and character of the discussions.

The secretary is Mr. Francis T. Bowles, 12 31st street, New
York.

Prospectus of the Working Men's College, Melbourne, Aus-
tralia. Twelfth edition. 1899.

This college was founded to Improve the education of those

who work, and especially to facilitate the attainment of a
knowledge of handicrafts, arts, sciences and languages, by the
establishment of classes, workshops, laboratories, reading
rooms, libraries, museums, and by other means, as the coun-
cil may direct. The curricula embrace manual training, as
well as the higher courses, and both sexes are admitted.

Statistical Abstract of tlie United States, 1898. Twenty-first
Number. Population, Finance, Commerce, Agricultural and
Other Leading Products, Mining, Railroads and Telegraphs,
Immigration, Education, Public Lands, Pensions, Postal Ser-
vice, Prices, Tonnage, etc. Prepared by the Bureau of Stat-
istics, under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington. Government Printing Office, 1899.

Under the above comprehensive statement of the contents of

this work Is to be found information of interest to the banker,
the business man and the farmer, covering as it does every as-

pect of foreign and home trade.

"On the Organization of Engineering Courses, and on En-
trance Requirements for Professional Schools." By Dr. R.
H. Thurston, Director of Sibley College, Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y.

This is a pamphlet reprinted from a paper which has for its

object, as stated in the opening paragraph, a consideration

from a professional standpoint of the necessity of organization

of professional schools, and those of engineering particularly.

Consideration is also given to the proper method of organizing
such professional institutions and especially their curricula,

and the logical and best methods of discovering their essential,

and their desirable, though non-essential, entrance require-

ments, and, finally, of securing a proper and the best method
of relating their courses of instruction to those or the academic
schools, preparatoi'y and others. The arguments in consonance
with the objects named above, were clearly put in the usual

style of the distinguished author, but are too lengthy for even
a fragmentary review, although very interesting.

Register of the Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Pa.,

1898-1899. This register fully explains the founding of the uni-

versity and its incorporation in 1866 by the Legislature of Penn-
sylvania. The curriculum embraces civil, mechanical, mining
and electrical engineering, metallurgy, chemistry and all need-
ful collateral studies. A school of General Literature is also

established and thoroughly equipped, and the classical course,

the Latin-Scientific course, and the course in Science and Let-
ters.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Com-Dixcn's "Teachers' Note Book.'
pany, Jersey City, N. J.

This Is an interesting pamphlet and neatly gotten up. It is

devoted entirely to a description of the materials entering in,

and the manufacture of the Dixon American Graphite Pencils.

The Peerless Rubber Company has issued a little explanatory
folder of their Rainbow packing and gaskets andi the infoiTna-

tion is conveyed by means of plain language, without extrava-

gant claims'of superiority or attempts to belittle other products

in the same line. The little flyer is printed in brilliant colors, and
is sui-e to attract attention to the output of this well known
house.

A pamphlet from the B. F. Sturtevant Company, of Boston,

furnishes some interesting figures, resulting from obser-

vations made in fuel tests under mechanical draft, of the 1,000-

horse power plant of the United States Cotton Company, at

Central Falls, R. I. An annual saving of $6,500 was shown
by the use of a fan costing $550, by which an inferior mixture
of coal was made to replace the Cumberland coal used before.

The speedl of the fan engine is regulated automaticially

and accommodates Itsielf to the steam pressure. Notwithstand-
ing there is no economizer used with the mechanical draft, the

gases are said to have a temperature not higher than 400 de-

grees Fah.

The Detroit Graphite Manufacturing Company, Detroit,

Mich., have Issued an attractive pamphlet containing a large
number of excellent half-tone engravings illustrating a portion
of the important buildings, bridges, ships, railroad cars, gas-
ometers and other structures which have been painted with
"Superior Graphite Paint." It also contains statements of the
merits of this paint as a durable metal coating. The array of
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Important works upon which the paint has been used Is a

convincing argument, and added to this are reports of severe

tests imposed upon It, such as the exposure of pieces of Iron

coated with it when placed In boiling sulphuric acid. The acid

eats away the iron entirely, and a piece painted on one side is

completely decomposed, leaving only the film of paint unin-

jured. The pamphlet should be obtained and examined by all

who are concerned with the protection of metallic structures.

It Is very attractively printed, and the engravings are inter-

esting, aside from their exhibit of the protective properties of

the paint. "We think the best testimonial to the value of this

paint is the fact that the consumption for 1898 was double that

of the previous year. The company Is now constructing a

large five-story addition to the factory, In order to provide for

the Increasing demand.

Air Compressors, Air Hoists, Air Appliances.—The Curtis &
Co. Manufacturing Co., Engineers and Machinists, St. Louis,

Mo., have Issued a catalogue of the regular product of their

works which is well worth sending for. The chief of these

specialties are automatic air compressors driven by belts, steam

engines and gas or gasoline engines. The firm produces a line

of compressors which are unique for their simplicity, compact-

ness, and we should say also for eflflciency, as far as this may
be judged by examination of the Interesting designs. The de-

tails and methods of operation have been studied with care and
the result is a series of machines that are sure to interest those

who have occasion to use air compressors. The valves are sim-

ple and easily accessible, the principle of governing is to relieve

the machine from doing work when the desired pressure Is se-

cured, without stopping the machine, and the clearance of the

machines is kept down to about 1% per cent. The parts of the

machines are standardized, so that repairs may be promptly
made and the tests at the works are said to be so rigid as to

eliminate breakdowns. The gas engine conibined with the com-
pressor, is a very compact and convenient machine that is

adapted to many kinds of service where a steam boiler can-

not be used. The catalogue also includes a number of air hoists

and shows their applications to cranes and travelers. It also

Includes line drawings, showing the foundation plans of the

various sizes of compressors and concludes with some strong
testimonial letters from well known manufacturing concerns.

The Dayton MaJleable Iron Company, Dayton, Ohio, have
Issued a new series of circulars, illustrating their product in

malleable Iron for railroad vise. These are all standard size,

(6 by 9 inches), and we do not know of any better way to pre-

sent the advantages of these specialties. The engravings are

excellent and are clear enough to show the advantages of this

material with very little description. The one describing the

car door fastener is specially well done, both as to engravings

and arrangement, all of the parts being lettered for convenience
In ordering. This fastener is well known; it Is self contained

and does not require pins, hooks or chains, the locking being

effected by a gravity button, which Is loosely attached to the

door fastener. This fastener is recommended by 12 years of

satisfactory service. Among the circulars several others may
be mentioned. The Dayton brake wheel Is a needed improve-
ment over ordinary cast iron wheels and Is sold at a low price.

The Kelly bi-ake fork, which was illustrated on page 63 of our
February, 1898, issue, offers the advantages of strength, (they

have been tested to 40,000 pounds), combined with an absence
of welds, and there are no wolds in the rods to which they are

connected, as an examination of our description will show.
Gunn's roof saddle, or running board bracket, was Illustrated

on page 277 of our August issue last year, and it received strong
indorsement fnDm Mr. A. E. Mitchell, Superintendent of Motive
Power of the Erie R.R., which will be found on page 227 of the

proceedings Of the Master Car Builders' Association for 1S9S.

Mr. Mitchell stated that this bracket was Introduced on the

Erie in 1S94. and that It had been .applied to every car receiving

general repairs in the shops of that road since then. Drawings
illustrating the bracket and the manner of attachment are

printed on pages 22S and 229 of the volume of proceedings re-

ferred to. In wrenches for shop and track work these manu-
facturers are prepared to supply any size or form; also, ends
for track gages, ground switch latches, rail braces, coal picks,

fire shovels and drinking cups. These are all presented in the

circulars, together with shop and engine torches, all of malleable

Iron. The circulars are well printed and are attractive.

EaXTIPMENT AND HANUFACIUBINO NOTES.

The Swedish State Hallways have placed an order for 20

compound locomotives with the Richmond Locomotive Works.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Is aald to have in view the con-

struction of 123 new locomotives this year at their Altoona

shops.

The Magnolia Metal Company has changed the address of

the Chicago office to the Fisher Building, 281 Dearborn street.

They were formerly in the Trader's Building.

The satisfactory condition of business of the Q & C Co. and

the attitude of that concern toward its employees, Is shown by

a recent advance In wages of the manufacturing force of about

10 per cent.

The Howard Iron Works, Buffalo, N. T., large manufacturers

of vises, bolt cutters and other machinery, have had 25 years'

experience in this lir.e, and are prepared to furnish tools of this

kind that are thoroughly well known to be satisfactory and effi-

cient.

The Ohio Falls Car Works is now the property of the Amer-
ican Car and Foundry Company. According to the "New York
Commercial" the purchase price Is $2,500,000, which was turned

over to the old owners of the Jetfersonville plant March 21. It

was a cash transaction.

The McCord journal box Is to be applied to 1,000 cars build-

ing for the Lake Shore, on 2,000 for the St. L.ouis, Peoria &
Northern, 800 for the Minneapolis & St. Louis, 400 for the

Duluth. South Shore & Atlantic, and a number of other

smaller lots for which contracts have been recently closed.

The Philadelphia works of the Charles Scott Spring Co. were

destroyed by fire March 13. The company announces that prep-

arations have already been made to rebuild the plant, and in

the meantime temporary airangements have been made to

carry on the work on orders, so that there will be no delay

whatever in filling them.

The Automatic Rail Joint Spring Company, of Chicago, have re-

ceived orders for their springs from the Denver & Rio Grande. The.

springs have also been placed in service on the Chicago & North-

western, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. the Chicago, Rock Isl-

and & Pacific, the Illinois Central and the Wisconsin Central roads.

We are informed that it has given satisfactory results in every case.

The IngersoU-Sergeant Drill Company have Issued booklet

No. 153, which contains an index to their catalogue. No. 41. This

booklet contains some fine half-tones of their new drills and

compressors, in addition to their descriptive matter and testi-

monials from users of their machines. The index clearly refers

those interested directly to the designation numbers of the spe-

cial catalogues that will furnish the desired information.

Mr. George Place has been appointed Eastern agent of the

American Tool Works Company of Cincinnati, with office in

the Equitable Building. 120 Broadway, New York. Mr. Place

has an unusually wide and valuable acquaintance and is one of

the best known representatives in the machine tool business,

having been connected with Bement Miles & Co. for more than

16 years. He accepted the position after a most careful investi-

gation of the product of the American Tool Works Company, in

which he found their product equal to the best from any manu-

facturers, and with their ample facilities and his own abilities

the office will undoubtedly conduct a large amount of business.

Mr. Place is also agent for the J. A. Fay & Eagan Company,

the largest manufacturers o f woodworking machinery, and is

prepared to furnish complete machinery for car and locomotive

shops.

The Baltimore & Ohio has decided upon changing the system

of running a pay car to the modern one of paying by checks,

the distribution being done by the station agents. Where about
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a million dollars per month was disbursed by a pay car, re-

quiring three weeks for the circuit, the old system became
too burdensome and awkward.

Eastern business men when traveling- between Chicago and

St. Louis should go via the Chicago and Alton. The trains are

convenient and comfortable and they run on time. They will

iind the accommodations equal if not superior to those of the

best Eastern trains, because some of the best work of the Pull-

man Company has been put into the cars used on this road.

The Charlotte Machine Company, one of the largest mill

machinery and construction houses In the South, which has
equipped many of the leading mills, decided to go into volun-

tary liquidation March 22. Capt. H. S. Chadwick, the princi-

pal stockholder, committed suicide in Boston several weeks
ago. The North Carolina Car Company, car builders and
wheel manufacturers, of Raleigh, have been placed in the

hands of a receiver.

The Hornish Boiler Cleaner, which was illustrated and de-

scribed in our issue of December, 1898, page 413, is attracting at-

tention abroad as well as at home. We are informed that Mr.

C. E. Cardew, member I. C. E., Locomotive and Carriage Su-
perintendent of the Burma Railways of India has sent drawings
of two types. Classes F and O, of locomotive boilers of that

road, to Mr. Hornish in order to permit of designing the boiler

cleaner for use on the engines of that road'.

The Baltimore & Ohio track improvements are being con-
tinued. The next rectification of line to receive attention is at
the "Doe Gully" curves, where preparations have now been
going on for about three monthsi. The Chief Engineer says
that the improvement will do away with one of tlie most ob-
jectionable pieces of track on the second division since the
Seven Curves were eliminated, and will remove four reverse
curves. It will not only make a much better riding track for
fast trains, but materially assist the westbound freights in

climbing- this grade.

One of ihe results of the recent inspection trip of the Balti-
more .incl Ohio Railroad line's west of the Ohio River is an order
for a double track on the Central Ohio division from Bellalre to
Cambridge, Ohio, a distance of fifty-three miles. This portion
of the road is congested with freight at all times, and the pro-
posed improvement is in the nature of a necessity. It is esti-

mated that the second track will cost in the neighborhood of
one and a quarter million dollars. There are a number of heavy
grades between Bellalre and Cambridge which will be cut down,
and all of the bridges will be replaced with new double track
steel struciures. It will take at least a year to complete the
work.

The Pencoyd Iron Works have sent a gang of men to Africa
for the purpose of building a bridge across the Atbara River,
in the Soudan, near Khartum. The seven spans of the bridge,
with a total length of 1,110 feet, have already been shipped.
The order was placed with the Pencoyd Iron Works by the
British War Office less than six wH?eks ago, the company agreeing
to build the structure in seven weeks. The Pencoyd Company
was given preference over the English bridge builders because
the latter had stated that it would require seven months to
complete the structure. The British War Oflice was anxious
to have the bridge completed before Fall, in order to facilitate
the operations of Gen. Kitchener.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Company have issued a series
of three bulletins in pamphlet form (6x9 inches) that cannot but
be of great aid to those interested in the care and use of air
pumps. Bulletin No. 1 treats of the maintenance of pumps in
concisely worded suggestions. Bulletin No. 2 is devoted to the
testing of air gauges, pump governors and reducing valves,
explaining the mechanical operations involved in the work.
Bulletin No. 3 concerns the capacity and location of main res-
ervoirs in locomotives, giving reasons why certain locations of
the reservoir are objectionable, and why in some particular
cases a large reservoir capacity is not only desirable but neces-
sary to the best operation of the brake.

The Ajax Metal Company, encouraged by the success

of their well known bearing metal and Ajax tin have placed

on the market a metal under the trade name of "U. S. Tin''

for use in the manufacture of all castings in which tin is one of

the elements. An incentive to purchasers to use "U. S. Tin" is

furnished in the price, which is made so far below that of the

imported tin that there can be no douibt of the immediate suc-

cess of the new brand, more especially when it is known that It

will make a superior metal, castings sounder and more homo-
geneous, and a better wearing metal, much richer in color and

of greater tensile strength; besides, it can be used in the same
proportions as the imported tin. Small lots of "U. S. Tin" will

be sent on approval to responsible people in order to convince

all that it is superior to imported tins.

The order for ten high-speed passenger locomotives recently

placedi by the French State Railways with the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works is believed to be the first built outside of France
for French railways. The order was placed by a commis-
sion that represents the French Government and is now in this

country. The commission consists of MM. Boell, Assistant En-
gineer-in-Ohief of Motive Power; Charrier, Division Superinten-

dent of Traffic, and Thore, Inspector of Motive Power. The
prospective rush of travel during the Exposition is the reason

for these timely preparations by the Bui'opean roads. The
head o'f the comimission said, with reference to the respective

perfoiTnance of the American and French engines, that they

can tell only after exhaustive tests -whether the American en-

gines are superior to the French for their service, where con-

sumption of fuel is a matter of prime importance. His opin-

ion is that the American engine uses more fuel than the

French engine, but it remained for a trial to demonstrate that

point.

Walter A. Zelniciker, 202 North Third street, St. Louis, Mo.,

manufacturer and agent for railway, mill and factory supplies,

including boilers, engines and machinery, reports -a very satis-

factory condtion of business. He is prepared to furnish every-
thing used in the construction, operation and maintenance of

railways and shops. Among his well-known specialties are "Zel-

nicker" prepared roofing, which is strongly recommended for

car sheds, roundhouses and warehouses. Besides being durable,

it is low in cost and is claimed to be the cheapest and best for

these purposes. Mr. Zelnicker is agent for "Positive Lock Nut
Washers," the "Johnston" wrench, the Cyrus Roberts hand
and push cars, also for the product of the Trenton Iron Com-
pany and for track velocipedes, steel -n'heelbarrows, brake
chains, spikes and rail splices. He makes a specialty of the
"Zelnicker" second growth hickory maul handles, one of which
is guaranteed to be equal in dur'abillty to six ordinary handles.

This may be considered a small item, but it is an important one.

Trials of the Babcock & Wilcox boilers of the marine type
are noted in "The Mechanical Engineer." The torpedo gun-
boat Sheldrake, which was specially commissioned at Devon-
port on the 14th ult. for experimental purposes, has now been
ordered to carry out a series of trials, under service conditions,

of the Babcock & Wilcox boilers, with which she was equipped
during her refit last year. There -will be in all nine runs, each
of 1,000 miles continuous steaming, at various horse powers from
1,500 to 2,100, the speeds being from 12 to 17 knots approxi-
mately. During these runs only three of the four boilers with
which the ship is fitted will be used, the same three boilers for

all trials. The Sheldrake's four boilers are each capable of
developing 1,000-horse power, using natural draught. The ves-
sel has just completed the first of the series of trials. The run
of 1,000 miles was made betwen Plymouth and the Isle of Man
under favorable conditions, with three-fourths of the boiler

power of the ship. An average of 1,500.3 horse power was real-
ized. The boilers in use gave a grate surface of 189 sq. ft. and
a heating surface of 6,528 sq. ft. The coal consumption was
12.31 lbs. per square foot of grate surface, and 1.61 lbs. per in-

dicated horse power. The total amount of coal used during the
run of 1,000 miles -was 71 tons 14 cwt., which is regarded as
highly satisfactory. It Is believed that the coal consumption
will be further reduced during the trials, for the second of
which the vessel Is now being prepared.
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VAUCLAIN KAS r PASSENGER COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.

Atlantic Type.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad.

It has been liuown for some time that the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works were l)iiililinK new fast passenger locomotives for

the fast mail trains between Chicago and Omaha. We are now
enabled to print an engraving from a photograph and the chief

characteristics of the design.

The Baldwin compounds built for the exacting pas.senger

service on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, between Chicago

and Milwaukee (see "American Engineer," August, 1896, page

170), were considered exceedingly powerful engines, and it is

well known that they have made good records, but the new
liurlington engines are much more powerful and a great deal

more may be expected from them in service. This design is

especially interesting at this time because of the unusual at-

tention which has been attracted to the subject of powerful

eral of the 10-wheel type now used in' passenger service, but

is not by any engine with four driving wheels of which we
have record. The engine presents a very attractive appear-

ance and the performance will be watched with a great deal

of interest, especially because of the prominence given to this

type in recent discussions. The tender is carried on three

axles, ine chief dimensions are as follows:

Cylinders.
Ulumetor high pressure 13'/4 Inches

low "
23 Inches

Stroke 26 Inches
Valve Balanced piston

Boiler.

Diameter 62 Inches
Thickness of sheets 11/16 Inches
Working pressure 210 pounds
Fuel ." Soft coal

Firebox.
Material Steel
I.oncrth 120 inches
Width 10% Inches
iJipth Front, 74% Inches; back, 70'/.. Inches
'I'liickness of sheets, sides % Inch

" " back % Inch
' " " crown '/4 inch

" tube % Inch
Tubes.

Number 248
Diameter 2'4 Inches
Length 16 feet

Heating Surface.

Firebox 1x6 siiuare feet
Tubes 2. .324 square feet
Total 2,.'iin square feet
Grate area 33.6 square feet

Driving Wheels.
Diameter outside 84 Inches
Diameter of center 78 Inches
Joiirn.Tls 8^4 Inches by 12 Inches

Vauclain High Speed P

Chicago, Burlington

Baldwin Locomotivk Works, Biilldcr».

passenger locomotives by the records of the Atlantic City ser-

vice on the Philadelphia &. Heading, and the data from the

Purdue University model, 'i he heating surface of the C. M. &
St. P. engines, 2,244 square feet, is mentioned because, at the

time, it was considered specially large, but that of the new Bur-

lington design is 2.510 square feet, exceeding that of the C. M.

& St. P. engines by 266 square teet.

The grate area of the Burlington engines is 33.6 square feet,

and the firebox is 120 by 40 inches. It is 74 inches deep in front

an<l 70 inches deep at the back. The tubes are unusually long.

16 feet, and it is noteworthy that they are 2Vi'inches in diam-

eter and but 248 in number. The cylinders are 13% and 23 by
26 inches, which, we believe, are the largest that have been

built for fast passenger engines of this type. Those of the At-

lantic City engines of the Philadelphia & Reading, and also of

the C, M. & St. P. engines, are 13 and 22 by 26 inches. The Bur-

lington engines have 84%-inch driving wheels, which, with the

high steam pressure, large cylinders and large boiler, will make
a good combination, particularly in service where compara-
tively long runs are made between stops.

The weight of this engine, i 59,050, has been exceeded by sev-

assenger Locomotive.

& Quincy Railroad.

Mr. F. a. Dklano, Superintendent of Motive Fower.

Engine Truck Wheels.
Diameter 36 Inches
Journals 5% inches by 10 inches

Trailing Wheels.
Diameter WA inches
Journals 8% Inches by 12 inches

Wheel Base.

Driving 7 feet 6 Inches
Rigid 15 feet
Total engine 27 feet 1 Inch
Total Wheel Base of Knginc and Tender 51 ft. 5i in.

Weight.
On drivers, about 85,850 pounds
On truck, " 40.200 pounds
On trailing wheels 3.3.000 pounds
Total engine " 159,050 pounds

Tender.
Diameter of wheels 42^4 inches
Journals 6>4 inches by 10 Inches
Tank capacity 5.000 gallons

The Great Northern Railway elevator at West Superior,

Wis., is to be the largest in the world. It will be built of steel

at a cost of more than 12.000.000, and the first contracts have

already been let. The capacity is to ue 6.500,000 bushels, or an

increase of 2.500.000 more than ohe largest existing elevator.

The date of completion is placed at the first of next year.
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80,000-POUND, 35-FOOT, COAL CARS.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry.

Mr. A. M. Waitt, General Master Car Builder, Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railway, has kindly furnished drawings of

a new design for drop bottom coal cars of the gondola type for

a capacity of 80,000 lbs.

The design follows the general lines adopted last year for

cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity ("American Engineer," June, 1898,

page 184), and a comparison of the two gives evidence of a

systematic effort to secure the advantages of uniformity with-

out, however, sacrificing important features for that purpose.

The following are the general dimensions:

General Dimensions.
Length, over end sills 35 ft. In.
Length, Inside of box 33 ft. 6 In.
Width, over side sills 9 ft. 3 In.
Width, Inside of box 8 ft. 9 In.
Height, top of rail to top of box 8 ft. 6% In.
Height, over all 9 ft. 2% In.
Height to bottom of sills at ends 3 ft. 314 In.
Height of box, inside 4 ft. 5% In.
Door openings, length 2 ft. 10 In.
Door openings, width 2 ft. In.

The sills are 8 in number. The side sills are 414 by 12 In.,

the same section as those for the 60,000 lbs. cars, and of yellow
pine. The two center floor timbers, the two long intermediate

floor timbers and the eight short intermediate floor timbers, in-

cluding the short ones over the needle beams, are all i% by 8

in. in section and all of yellow pine. The end sills are 8 by 8 in.

of white oak and the two cross tie timbers are of the same ma-
terial, 5 by 12 in. section. The wooden buffer blocks are of 6

by 10% in. white oak, carrying malleable iron buffers. The
draft timbers are of 5 by 7% white oak abutting against 5 by 5

In. sub floor timbers forming a continuous system to sustain

the compressive stresses. The draft gear is similar to that of

the lighter cars in the arrangement for the pulling stresses.

which are carried from the outside drawbar lugs by means of

two rods to 5 by 5 inch white oak draft rod cross timbers, located

just outside of the drop doors, and these two timbers are con-
nected by means of two one inch rods with ends enlarged to 1%
in., lying between the center floor timbers, and therefore be-

tween the drop doors. The spacing of the floor timbers is

shown in the plan view of the car, whicu also illustrates the

construction of the drop door frames and the continuous draft

connections.

The body truss rods are six in number and are of l>4-in. iron

enlarged to IV2 in. at the ends and connected together at the
center by wrought iron turnbuckles made by the Cleveland City
Forge & Iron Co. The grouping of the rods is shown in the end
and sectional views of the car. It is evident that they must be
kept clear of the drop doors, which necessitated placing two of

them at each side of the car, near the ends of the cross-tie tim-

bers, while two others are placed at 5%-inch centers at the cen-

ter of the car and between the center sills. The outside truss

rods pass through the end sills over bracket castings supported
on the ends of the bolsters and then under malleable iron bear-

ings 14% inches deep below the bottom faces of the cross-tie

timbers, which makes the depth of the truss 34% inches below
the upper faces of the sills, and gives a good trussing effect for

the load to be handled, wtih a low fiber stress on the rods. The
inner truss rods are like the outer ones, except that at the ends,

where, after passing over the malleable iron brackets, which
rest on the top of the body bolster, they terminate in ends fiat-

tened to 1 by 2'/^-inch rectangular sections, 15 inches in length,

with lips on the extreme ends, and these terminals are an-
chored to the inside faces of the center sills by means of 4 %-
inch bolts to each rod. To make this anchorage more secure a
wrought iron plate by % by 2% by 11% inches with a lip %-
inch deep is placed under each end of each rod.

The Gould M. C. B. standard coupler is used with the M. C. B.

drawbar strap. The draft springs are double, the outside coil

being 5% inches outside diameter and 8 inches high of 1%-inch
bar, while the inner coil is 3% inches outside diameter and of

%-inch steel. The capacity of each double coil is about 16,000

pounds. The draft arms, also made by the Gould Coupler Co.,

80,000 Pound, 35 Foot Coal Cars.-Lake Shore & Miciiigan Southern Railway.
A. M.'Waitt, General Master Car Builder.
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planks, tongued and grooved, and made flush with the top of

the floor wlien closed. Two sides of each drop door opening

are formed with angle irons, as indicated in the drawings. The
unlocking and door closing devices are similar to those which

we have already lllu^^trated. The cars have 8 auxiliary stake

pockets on each side of the car and 2 stake pockets for each

stake. The brakes are Westinghouse. The sides of the car

body are tied to gether at the center by lV4-inch tie rod, pass-

ing through angle strut castings.

The body bolsters are located 5 feet from the outside ends of

the sills and are of the Simplex type, the form of which is in-

dicated in the engraving. The ends of the body bolsters are

provided with malleable bracket vastings bolted to the side sills

and having a shelf passing under and bolted to the lower faces

of these sills, the bracket castings also acting as saddles for

the body truss rods. This location of the two truss rods at the

outer ends of the bolster imposes severe stresses, which make a

stiff bolster absolutely necessary. The side bearings are of cast

Transverse Sections.

80,000-Pound, 35-Foot Coal Cars-L. S. & M. S. Rv-

Truck and Bolster Construction.

are of malleable iron with end caps. They are spaced to give a

pocket 12 inches wide for the follower plates and are flush with

the outside edges of the wooden buffer blocks. Extending from

the draft arm to the web of the bolster a TVi by 5-inch white

oak timber is fitted beneath each center s^il.

The flooring, of which there is an area of 231 square feet, is

of long leaf yellow pine, 2% inches thick, and from 6 to 10

inches in width. The drop doors are of double thickness of

iron with chilled faces and are bolted to the body bolsters. The

center plates are of pressed steel.

The trucks are of the diamond type with Simplex steel truck

bolsters and channel spring planks. The top arch bars are 4% by

IM inches, while the inverted bars are 4% by 1% inches, and

the tie-bar is 4% by % inches, the bending of the bars being

to large radii. The spring plank is a 13-inch channel with 4%-

inrh flanges, the flanges being upward. The bolster guide bars
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80.000-Pound Coal Cars L. S. & M. S. Railway.

Simplex Body and Truck Bolsters.

are malleable iron with palms at the bottoms to give room for

two bolts in the attachment to the spring plank. The journal

boxes are the M. C. B. standard for the same capacity and of

the McCord type with malleable iron lids and Harrison dust

guards. The boxes are packed with "Perfection Journal box
Packing."

The axles are the M. C. B. standard for 80,000-lb. cars. The
specifications required open hearth steel having not to exceed

0.04 per cent, of phosphorous, 0.04 per cent, of sulphur, not

more than 0.35 per cent, or less than 0.3 per cent, of carbon, and
not more than 0.6 per cent, of manganese. The axles are to be
tested under a drop of 1,640 lbs. with cast iron supports, having
6-inch bearing surfaces, spaced at 3 feet centers and must not
crack or break under 5 blows from a height of 40 fet.

The wheels are 33 inches in uiameter, weighing 650 lbs., and
the wheel base of the truck is 5 feet 2 inches. The Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern has ordered 500 of these cars and the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has ordered the same number.

A NEW AND INTERESTING ENGLISH LOCOMOTIVE.

Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway.

In a new design of fast passenger locomotive, by Mr. J. A. F.

Aspinall of the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway, illustrated in

"The Engineer," we find a number of interesting and novel im-
provements. This engine is noteworthy for the additional rea-

son of being built up to the present limitations in regard to

size; that is to say, no larger engine can be run on an Eng-
lish railroad. It is possible to extend the length, but not the

width or height. The engine may appear enormous, as com-
pared with others in England, out it looks small enough when
compared with the new Schenectady, fast mail engine on the

Chicago & Northwestern, and the corresponding Baldwin en-

gines for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

The Lancashire & Yorkshire engine is the Atlantic type in

regard to the wheels, but with inside cylinders 19 by 26 inches,

and steam jacketed, the jacket supply of steam being appar-

ently controlled from the cab. The Joy valve motion is used.

The driving wheels are 87 inches in diameter. The boiler is 64

inches in diameter and unusually long, the tubes being i5 feet

long. The heating surface is i,052 square feet and the grate

area 26 square feet. The smoke-box is extended and is un-

usually long, but the extension is to the rear, and the front tube

sheet is carried back into the barrel of the boiler, a peculiar ar-

rangement, probably used for the sake of appearance. The

firebox has direct stays. The total height over the stack is 13

feet 5% inches, and the total width is 8 feet 8 inches.

The back head of the boiler is flanged outwards instead of

inwards, and both ends of the rivets are exposed, which is

very convenient for machine riveting. We note, also, a nov-

elty in the driving spring rigging, the weight comes upon a

bell crank under each driving box, and while the horizontal

arms of these cranks transmit their loads to the spring, the

vertical arms on each side are connected by a tension rod,

which acts as an equalizer and is very much lighter in weight

than our forms of equalizers.

The purpose of this design is to secure sufficient power in one

engine to insure against the necessity for double-heading in

providing for increased demands imposed by heavier cars.
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LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN—THE WORKING STRENGTH OF
MATKHIALS.

By F. J. Cole, Mechanical Engineer, Rogers' Locomotive Works.

Spring Hangers and Equalizers.

If a record is kept of the breakages of locomotive parts,

where the number of engines in actual service on the railroad

is sufficiently large to includo all sorts, conditions and ages of

loconiotives, it will be found that the percentage of broken

s|)riii>; Iiangcrs and spring rigging is very large. No apology

seems necessary for the following suggestions, and perhaps in

some cases, elementary roniarks regarding the strength of

these parts, if thoy are the means of lessening, oven in a small

degree, the frequency of engine failures caused by the break-

ages of these parts.

cable to make all hangers straight, without some form of en-

largement, fork or other device at the lower end.

The straight form is shown In Fig. i, in which the strength

of the material is not impaired in any way, the gibs at the top

and bottom being free to move sideways, so that no side strain

is apt to be produced, as the gibs rock in slots and preserve a

center bearing. The form with a head on the lower end, shown

in Fig. 2, is used when the clearance below the equalizer is lim-

ited. It is a convenient and customary style on account of its

wide bearing on the lower end, not cutting into the equalizer

face, and it suitability for use when the space is limited. In

this style the iron may be injured in upsetting or the bearing

not being uniform on both sides, causes a bending stress to

occur, which is liable to start a crack at the shoulder. To strad-

dle the f'aine. the I onus >hown in Figs. 3 and 4 are com-

monly used. The upppcr part of the fork at A should be made

;
i

; ;
; m il
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wi
For center load or H 1 W

i

TABLK 2.—MODULUS OF SECTIONS, SOLID RECTANGULAR BEAMS, AXIS HORIZONTAL. W 1

For uniform load or !4 1 W
bd^

Depth.
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For a given stress, length, depth and breadth, to deterinino

the load W:
RS4W =

1

For a given stress, length, load and breadth to determine the

iloplh h:

y bS4
For a Kivpii stress. leiiRth and load to determine from Table

No. 2 the modulus of section "R" required:

Wl
R

S4"

From Table No. 2 may be found the modulus of section "R"

w

Fig. 11.

lii| a >f b

FiD-, 12. Fig. 13.

for any depth of beam from 1 to 10 inches, varying by % inches

and widths from % to 2 Inches, varying by Va inches. Maxi-

M
mum fiber stress per square inch = —„ • For different meth-

ods of supporting and loading, the value of "M" is given be-

low:

(1) For a single concentrated load, beam fixed at one end.

Fig. 10. M = Wl.

(2) For a single load concentrated at the center, beam sup-

W 1

ported at both ends. Fig. 8. M = -^

.

(S>
Fig. 14.

(3) For a distributed load, beam supported at both ends. Fig.

W 1

11. M= ^-
(4) For a single load concentrated at any point, beam sup-

Wab
ported at both ends, Fig 12. M :=

1
which may be sub-

stituted for Wl in the preceding formulae.

(5) For two symetrical loads at two points, beam supported

a both ends. Fig. 13. M = V2 Wa.
In addition to their being well designed and of sufiieiently

large sectional area to sustain the weight of the engine with-

out exceeding the suggested fibre stress, the parts under dis-

cussion should be made of only the best quality of material.

Wrought iron for this purpose should have a tensile strength

of not less than 48,000 pounds per square inch, with an elonga-

tion of not less than 25 per cent, in eight inches. So compara-

tively small is the amount of material required to make the

spring hangers for an engine that the additional cost of the

best iron for this purpose is but trifling.

Application blanks for employment have been sent out to

alumni of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for the

purpose of enabling the Secretary to facilitate communication

between graduates available for employment and persons de-

siring to employ them. While not all will use them, the plan

offers opportunities for those who desire to change their busi-

ness connections to do so. The blanks provide for statements

of experience. They are kept on file for one year and are used

by the Secretary in answering applications for young men.

Such a systematic way of carrying out the employment bureau

function of technical schools is heartily commended, especially

in view of the present extraordinary industrial activity.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE—A DESCRIPTION OF ITS CHARAC-
TERISTICS AND METHODS OF MANUFACTURE.

By L. L. Smith.

Phosphor bronze is an alloy consisting primarily of copper
and tin, to which phosphorus has been added as a deoxidizing
agent. The action of phosphorus in this capacity will pres-
ently be C9nsidered at length. Phosphor bronzes for bearing
purposes contain lead in addition to the copper, tin and phos-
phorus. Whether or not lead is introduced into the composi-
tion depends upon the character of service for which the alloy

is intended.

The classification of phosphor bronzes of commerce may be
made by dividing thoni into two general classes and designat-

ing them as high tensile bronzes and bearing bronzes. The
former class is made up of alloys suitable for tubes, wire,

springs, screws, etc., and for castings subjected to severe

stress. For these purposes high tensile strength, toughness

and resilience are required. The latter class includes al-

loys suitable for bearing parts of machinery, and may con-

tain from .5 per cent, to 10 per cent, of lead. The lead, while

greatly improving the bearing qualities, detracts materially

from the tensile strength and toughness of the alloys. These
latter qualities, however, are not of prime importance in the

ordinary bearing and may readily be sacrificed in order to ob-

tain a cool running, satisfactory bearing.

History of Manufacture.

The history of phosphor bronze manufacture extends back

over several decades, for the use of phophorus in

bronze is by no means a recent discovery. As

early as 1S58, it was observed that the addition

of a small quantity of phosphorus to copper and tin during

the melting exerted a very beneficial influence on the bronze,

by increasing its toughness and tensile strength, and by pro-

ducing greater homogeneity throughout the mass of the alloy.

The use of phosphorus in copper-tin alloys was continued to a

limited extent, but it was not until some ten years later that

phosphor bronze was exploited on a commercial scale by

Messrs. Montefiore and Kuenzel, of Liege. In the manufacture

of bronzes of high tensile strength, phosphorus as a deoxidiz-

ing and improving agent, became such a recognized success

that its use in a similar capacity for bearing bronzes soon fol-

lowed.

The use of phosphor bronze for locomotive bearings has

been so generally adopted that at the present time it may al-

most be regarded as the standard bearing alloy in American

railway practice. The results of investigations by Dr. C. B.

Dudley of bearing metals on the Pennsylvania Railroad have

undoubtedly had much to do with the general adoption of

phosphor bronze as a railway bearing alloy. Dr. Dudley's in-

vestigations, published in the .lournal of the Franklin Insti-

t\ite, Feb. and Mar., 1892, demonstrated by comparative trials

of various bearing alloys, the superior qualities of phosphor

bronze.

Composition and Specifications.

The composition of Pennsylvania Railroad Standard Phos-

phor Bronze, as published by Dr. Dudley, and which, with

slight variations, has been generally adopted by other rail-

roads, is as follows:

Copper, 79.7.

Tin. 10.0.

Lead, 9.5.

Phosphorus. .8.

The practice of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad

is represented by the following recent specification:

"1. Phosphor bronze must have the following composition

in borings taken from any ingot or casting in the lot:

Copper not less than 77% nor more than 81%.

Tin not less than 9% nor more than 11%.

T^ead not less than 9% nor more than 11%.

Phosphorus not less than 0.7 nor more than 1%.
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"2. Ingots must have a concave or shrunken surface on the

upper or open side.

"3. Castings must be free iroin blow holes and porosity;

their fracture must show an even appearance and must be

entirely free from oxides and dirt.

"4. Material failing these requirements will be rejected."

Action of Phosphorus in Bronze.

In order to understand the action of phosphorus in the

manufacture of bronzes, one must take into consideration the

characteristics of their principal component, copper. Copper

in its molten state exhibits a strong affinity for oxygen. If a

Fig. 1.

Fig- ?•

crucible of molten copper be exposed to the atmosphere without
having over its surface a layer of charcoal, glass or other pro-

tective covering, the metal will absorb oxygen from the air.

Also oxides of copper, if opportunity is afforded, are readily

taken into solution by the molten copper. Oxygen, when pres-

ent in an alloy of copper, is extremely prejudicial to satisfac-

tory results when a uniformly strong, tough structural bronze
or a homogeneous cool running bearing is desired. When the
alloy having absorbed oxygen is cast, the copper oxide segre-

gates near the upper surface of the ingot or the casting, in a
discolored mass, which, on account of its black, greenish or
reddish appearance, is visible in the fracture when the casting
Is broken. These spots will be a source of weakness if strength
Is desired, or will form hard spots of poor bearing qualities if

a good bearing is wanted. In the ordinary course of events, in

the manufacture of bronze it is almost impossible to prevent
copper from absorbing some oxygen; therefore, in order to

get rid of the oxygen, recourse is had to the use of some
flux or deoxidizing agent. This flux, uniting with such oxygen
as may be present, forms a constituent of a slag, which, sepa-

rating out and rising to the top. leaves the alloy free from
oxygen and renders possible the production of sound castings
of homogeneous structure. Various fluxes for bronzes have
been successfully used, among which are phosphorus, man-
ganese, silicon, zinc and aluminum, each having its especial
peculiarities, advantages and disadvantages. However inter-

esting these may be, our consideration will be confined to the

first mentioned of these; viz., phosphorus.

Phosphorus is a non-metallic substance, and is known to

commerce in two forms, red phosphorus and yellow phos-

phorus. These two forms, while identical chemically, are wide-

ly different in physical appearance and behavior. Yellow stick

phosphorus is the form chiefly employed for bronzes. Stick

phosphorus is translucent, yellowish white In color, and of a

waxy consistency; not unlike a tallow candle in weight and

general appearance. The sticks are cylindrical, about 9-16 inch

in diameter and 11 inches long. The material is received

from the manufacturers in seal-

ed tin cans, each containing

about fifty sticks immersed in

water. As ibo^e noted the func-

tion of the phosphorus in the

bronze is that of a cleansng agent

rai her than as a vital element in

its lundamental make-up. In fact

a large xcess of phosphorus over

tbp amount needed t deoxidize

tlie alloy is in most cases undesir-

able. The effec of excess phos-

phorus upon the physical qualities

of br nze is to increase (he h;'rd-

ness a< the expense of toughness

and m;illeabili y, furthermore it

lasers the melting point. Excel-

lent bronzes for c?rtain purposes

may contain only a trace of i)hos-

phorus. For parts requiring

strength or toughness, chemical

analysis should not show to ex-

ceed 0. i or 3 per cent., and for

bearing parts not to exceed 0.8 per

cent, to 1 per cent. The fracture

of a phosphor bronze casting in-

tended for bearing purpos. s should

Ijresput a close grai .ed, uniform, mouse-colored appearance,

Iree from segregation and discolored oxide spots.

Foundry Treatment of the Alloy.

To obtain proper results with phosphor bronze, care must be

taken with its manipulation in the foundry. Even with the

best materials in correct proportions, unless care and judgment
are exercised in the foundry treatment, the product will be

unsatisfactory, and perhaps even unfit for use. In this con-

nection it may be remarked that the proper heat of pouring

phosphor bronze is of the highest importance. Before pouring,

the alloy should be cooled down almost to the temperature at

which it begins to solidify. If poured too hot, a segregation of

components will result. If such a hot poured casting be

broken, the mottled appearance of the fracture will plainly

show the segregation which has taken place. In fact, with

bronzes in general the appearance of a freshly made fracture

furnishes an excellent medium for judging the qualities and
properties of the alloys.

Methods of Introducing Phosphorus.

The methods of introducing phosphorus Into a bronze are

quite numerous, but the following are three most commonly
used: 1st. By adding stick phosphorus direct into the crucible

of molten bronze. 2d. By adding to the other bronze consti-

tuents, phosphor-tin consisting of about 95 per cent, tin and 5

per cent, phosphorus. 3d. By adding phosphor-copper con-

sisting of from 5 per cent, to 7 per cent, phosphorus, the bal-

ance being copper.

Our attention will be confined chiefly to the last mentioned
method and to a detai led description of the preparation of the phos-

phor copper. Phosphor copper is frequently made containing 8 or

10 per cent, of tin, and in such cases the material is known to
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the trade as "hardener" or "hardening." The reason that tin

Is made a constituent of hardener is, that in the case a bronze
contains tin and copper, say, in the proportion of 1 to 8, the

hardener also containing tin and copper in the same proportion

may be added to the bronze in any desired quantity without

disturbing the relative proportions of the constituent ma-
terials.

The Manufacture of Hardener.

Fig. 1 shows the appliances necessary for the manufacture
of the hardener as follows: 1. An ordinary graphite cru-

cible such as is used in melting of brass and bronze. 2.

A cup-shaped graphite phosphorizer. 3. Same as 2, without
the iron handle. It is here photographed to show more clear-

ly its form. 4. A 3-galIon earthenware jar for holding copper sul-

phate solution. 5. A galvanized iron pan 6 inches deep. Sus-

pended across the pan near the top is a heavy wire netting

—

the pan is provided with a hinged lid shown closed in Pig. 2.

6. A respirator consisting of a soft rubber case, containing a

wet sponge—this respirator is worn over the mouth and nose

of the workman to protect his respiratory organs from the dis-

agreeable fumes of anhydrous phosphoric acid generated dur-

ing the pbosphorizing process. 7. An ingot mold into which
the hardener is poured into cal<es about 4 x 6 x -74 inches. Pig.

2 shows the materials required. 1. A can of stick phosphorus.

2. Ingot copper. 3. Block tin cut into pieces of convenient

siae. 4. A box of copper sulphate.

In preparing the hardener, 142 pounds of copper are melted
under charcoal in a crucible, and 17 pounds of tin are added.

The phosphorus sticks are broken in two and placed in a weak
solution of copper sulphate in the earthen jar. The phosphorus

reduces copper from the solution and a coating of metallic cop-

pcr is deposited on the surface of the stick phosphorus, pre-

venting its too ready ignition when exposed to the air. The

portion of the pan below the netting is partly filled with water

for the purpose of keeping the contents cool. Over the netting

Is spread a sheet of blotting paper on which the copper coated

sticks of phosphorus are allowed to dry. This being accom-

plished, the pot of metal is pulled out of the furnace, and one

workman stands with the phosphorizer somewhat in the man-

ner indicated in Pig. 3; a second workman with his hands pro-

tected by gloves grasps four sticks of phosphorus, and by a

dexterous movement throws them into the cup-shaped phos-

phorizer, which is immediately plunged into molten metal.

After a half minute or so the phosphorus is absorbed by the

molten metal, then another charge is delivered, and so on un-

til 11 pounds of phosphorus have been charged. The hardener

is then poured out into cakes as before described. During the

pbosphorizing process dense fumes of phosphoric acid are

given off, but the amount in weight of phosphorus so lost la

comparatively trifling.

The hardener thus produced, according to analysis, contains

6 per cent, of phosphorus. This large percentage of phosphorus

lowers the melting point of the material to such an extent that

it solidifies only on cooling to a very dark red or almost black

heat. A cake of hardener, when broken, presents a bright

metallic fracture of a steel gray color, notwithstanding copper

enters into its composition to the extent of 83 per cent.

Having the hardener at hand, the making of phosphor bronze

consists merely of charging into a crucible in proper propor-

tions copper, tin, hardener and lead (if required), melting and

pouring at a proper heat.

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES ON THE NORTHERN PA-
CIFIC RAILWAY.

A 100-horse power engine operated for about 60 cents per
day for fuel expenses, appears to be an extravagant promise.
This is the claim recently made for a gas engine, and producer
gas where fine anthracite coal is used. If not at present possi-
ble, it is worth working for.

The T^niversity of Illinois has established a course in Rail-
way Enirineering. to be opened in September of the current
year. TYip department will he under the charge of Prof. L. P.

Breckenridge.

The records of compound and simple locomotives on the

Northern Paciflc, made the subject of a paper by Mr. E. M.
Herr before the- Western Railway Club, are believed to offer

the most valuable information of this kind which has appeared.

They apparently establish the compound upon a satisfactory

basis, when the details of design and construction are prop-

erly carried out, and they support the opinion which has often

been expressed in these columns, that when a compound is

designed so that it will not break down on the road, and when
it is made powerful enough to do the required work, it will be

considered a satisfactory type, and it will be used on account

of the saving in fuel.

Mr. Herr's paper should have the most careful attention of

motive power and operating ofllcers for four reasons, the first

being the favorable showing made by compounds and the sec-

ond being the admirable treatment of the important subject

of distributing locomotives in accordance with their adapta-

bility to meet the special and peculiar conditions of particular

divisions. The third is the value of heavy and powerful en-

gines, while the fourth is the wastefulness of delayed trains.

The use of compounds on this road has been extensive and in-

telligent. The new designs were made with unusual care, and the

engines were not petted, but were put to hard work. That they

were not "babied" is seen in the fact that one of the passenger

engines ran more than 108,000 miles in twelve months, and

this without coming into the shops for repairs. The systems of

compounding represented were the Vauclain, the Richmond^

the Pittsburgh and Schenectady. The sizes and types ranged

from a mogul weighing 8.5,000 pounds on tne drivers, and with

19 and 27 by 24-inch cylinders, to a mountain mastodon engine

with 150,000 pounds on the drivers and with cylinders 23 and

34 by 30 inches. All of the records were kept in terms of 1,000-

ton miles, the cost of repairs being stated also in engine miles.

No particular compound gave results uat were universally

better than the others, but it was found thai one which was

never worked with live steam in the low-pressure cylinder

gave the highe.st average. This engine had tne great disad-

vantage of stalling and found little favor with the operating

department on this account. Herein is an important matter of

design, because no engine can be a success if unsatisfactory In

hauling capacity. A compound that is lacking in power when

run as a compound and yet can not be converted, on occasion,

into a simple engine, must be unpopular, although its coal

record per mile run may be relatively high.

The freight compounds gave the best results on the division

where they were fully loaded in both directions, averaging

28.4 per cent, over the simple engines of the same class car-

rying 180 pounds steam pressure and 35.7 per cent, over lighter

simple engines having 150 pounds steam pressure. These com-

pounds were capable of hauling heavy trains, and this is the

secret of their remarkable success in this case. The passen-

ger compound ran 273 miles continuously with trains weighing

about 500 tons, and sometimes 550 tons, and in only two

months out of 14 covered by the record, aid the compound fail

to show superior economy. In these cases it was found that

the compound was handicapped by delayed trains and mak-

ing up the time, combined with bad weather, accounted for the

failure to show good results in those two months. During

another month the conditions were reversed and the com-

pound was favored to an equal extent The average gain in econ-

omy from compounding in passenger service was 14.6 per cent.

This was unusually heavy service, however, which is favora-

ble to this type, and on the other hand the later records were

taken after the compound had made more than 100,000 miles

and the simple 90.000 miles.

The repairs to the compounds seem to be no more, and they

are certainly not less than those of the simples. This is a

favorable showing, but it is probable that with longer service
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the cost of repairs will increase rather faster lor the com-

pound than for the simple engine. In the case of these pas-

senger engines the conditions were severe enough for a thor-

ough test of ihe compound, because Doth engines were always

double and often triple crewed, the mileage of the compound

was greater than that of the simple, and yet the repairs were

practically the same.

The great importance of using the compounds where they

may work to the best advantage is seen in the record of the

Vauclain compound in the heavy mountain service, for which

the design was best adapted. This engine was a consolidation

Baldwin, simple, converted into a compound with cylinders

15 and 25 by 28 inches, and weighing 138,000 pounds on drivers

and having 180 pounds steam pressure. This engine, considering

the lighter train hauled, gave better steam economy than the

heavy mastodon compound of the two cylinder type with

cylinders 23 and 34 by 30 inches, weighing 150,000 pounds on

drivers and carrying 200 pounds steam pressure. The four-

CONSOLIDATION AND MOGUL LOCOMOTIVES.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY.

Compound Consolidation.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works have just delivered six

very heavy compound locomotives of the two-cylinder type to

the Southern Pacific Company for freight service on the heavy

grades of that road in California. These are the most power-

ful two-cylinder compounds of which we have record. The

cylinders are 23 and 35 inches in diameter and 34 inches stroke.

These may be compared with the mastodon Schenectady com-

pounds of the Northern Pacific, with cylinders 23 and 34 by 30

inches, with the Baldwin two-cylinder compounds for the Nor-

folk & Western, with cylinders 23 and 35 by 32 inches, wath

the Schenectady mastodon compounds for the Southern Pacific,

with cylinders 23 and 35 by 32 inches, and also with the North-

ern Pacific Class Y consolidation engines, with cylinders 23 and

Compound Consolidation Locontiotive—Southern Pacific Railway.

ScHKNEOTADY LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Huilders. H. J. Small, Superinten<1ent of Motive Power.

cylinder engine showed better economy than the two-cylinder

type in the mountain service and not in the road service, be-

cause when worked at nearly full stroke the ratio of expan-

sion in the two-cylinder is not sufflcent to use the steam as

economically as in the use of the four cylinder type. This fact

has an important bearing on the expansion ratio of mountain
pushing locomotives.

The Northern Pacific method of taking up the compound is

commendable. It is such as to develop the question thor-

oughly and ti.e results seem to be as follows: The compound
is more economical than the simple engine. If well designed,

it does not break down on the road and the running repairs

need not be more expensive than those of simple engines. The
compound features are not those which generally give the

most trouble, but other parts which are common to both sim-

ple and compound engines and require to be designed with
special care in the compound. The compound works most fa-

vorably a division where the work is nearly constant in both
directions. Pour-cylinder compounds work very favorably on
heavy mountain grades where engines of whatever type are

worked "full stroke." The speed of trains has a very impor-
tant effect upon the economy ot the compound.

It is believed that this excellent paper will exert a very im-

portant influence on the future of the compound locomotive.

The opinions are expressed with calmness and intelligence

and without prejudice. The period of observation was sufh

ciently long and the service was very exacting. The only ques-

tion remaining is what the records will be after five or ten

years of service.

34 by 34 inches. These hea\y engines are all working under
200 pounds steam pressure, except the design we are now de-

scribing, which is using 220 pounds. The boiler sheets are un-

usually thick, as will be seen by the table of dimensions. This

high pressure and the large heating surface, 3,027 square feet,

with the larger cylinder capacity, form a remarkably powerful

combination, and we are informed that the engines are giving

excellent results, both in fuel economy and in power devel-

oped.

The weight on driving wheels is 173,000 pounds, which is,

we believe, the greatest weight used in what are generally

termed "road engines." The power of this engine may be

profitably compared with the mastodon type shown on page
26 of our January, 1899, issue. The more advantageous ar-

rangement of carrying the weight in the consolidation design

is at once apparent. We shall not give space now to a discus-

sion of these interesting subjects, but we desire to note the

rapid advances that are being made in the power of freight lo-

comotives. The chief dimensions are as follows:

General Dimensions.
Gauge 4 feet SVi inches
Fuel Bituminous coal
Weigrht in working order 193,000 pounds

" on drivers 173,000 pounds
Wheel base, driving 15 feet S inches

rigid 15 feet 8 Inches
total 24 feet 4 Inches

Cylinders.

Diameter of cylinders 23 and 35 Inches
Stroke of piston 34 inches
Horizontal thickness of piston 5% and 4% inches
Diameter of piston rod Z% Inches
Kind " " packing Cast iron
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size of steam ports .H. P., 20 Inches z 1% Inches; L. P., 23 z 2H Inches
'• " ezhaust " ..H. P., 20 inches z 3 Inches; L. P., 23 z 3 Inches
" " bridges 1% Inches

Valves.

Kind of slide valves Allen-American
Greatest travel of slide valves 6 Inches
Outside lap " " " H. P., 1% Inches; L. P., 1 Inch
Inside •• " " " »4lnch
Lead of valves In full gear 1/16 Inch

Wheels, Etc.

Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 57 Inches
Materliil " " " centers Cast steel
Driving box material Cast steel
Diameter and length of driving Journals 9 Inches dla. x 12 Inches

" main crank pin Journals,
6V4 Inches dla. x 6 inches

Diameter and length of side rod crank pin Journals,
V. and B. 5 X 3% inches Inter. 5',4 Inches dla. x 4% Inches

Engine truck Journals 6 Inches dla. x 10 Inches
Diameter of engine truck wheels 30 Inches
Kind " " " " Krupp No. 3 steel tire

Boiler.

Style Extended wagon top
Outside diameter of first ring 72 inches
Working pressure 220 pounds

Simple Mogul Locomotives.

Tlie second engraving illustrates one of a lot ot 12 simple,

mogul engines furnished by the same builders, of which the

following table gives the chief cuaracteristics:

Gauge 4 feet 8V4 inches
Fuel Bituminous coal
Weight In working order 142.600 pounds

" on drivers 123,700 pounds
Wheel base, driving 15 feet 2 Inches

rigid 15 feet 2 Inches
•' total 23 feet 3 inches

" of engine and tender 46 feet 8% Inches

Cylinders.

Diameter of cylinders 20 Inches
Stroke of piston 28 Inches
Horizontal thickness of piston 5^4 Inches
Diameter ot piston rod 3V4 Inches
Kind of piston packing Cast Iron rings
Size of steam ports : 18 inches x 1% Inches

" exhaust " 18 Inches x 3 Inches
" " bridges 1% Inches

Valves.

Kind of slide valves Allen-American

Simple Mogul Locomotive—Souther Pacific Railway.

ScHENECTADV LocoMOTiVK WoKKS, Builders. H. J. Small, Superintendent of Motive Power.

Material of barrel and outside of fire-boz Carbon steel
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire-box,

13/16, %, 9/16, % inches
Fire-box, length 126 inches

width 40% inches
depth F. 77 B. 73% inches

" " material Carbon steel
plates, thickness, sides, 5/lB inch; back. 5/16 Inch;

crown, % inch; tube sheet, 9/16 Inch
Fire-box, water space, front, 4^4 inches; sides, 3^4 inches to

4 inches; back, 3% inches to 4iA inches
Fire-box, crown staying Radial IH Inches diameter

stay bolts 1 Inch diameter
Tubes, material Charcoal Iron No. 12

number of 332
diameter 2% inches

'• length over tube sheets 14 feet 6 Inches
Fire brick, supported on Studs
Heating surface, tubes 2817.30 square feet" fire-box 210.50 square feet

total 3027.80 square feet
Grate " 35.3 square feet

Style Rocking
Ash pan " Hopper, worked by air dampers front and back
Exhaust pipes Single

nozzles 514 Inches, 5% Inches and 5% Inches dla.
Smoke stack, inside diameter. .18 Inches at top, 16 inches near bottom

top above rail 14 feet 11% inches
Boiler supplied by two Injectors Monitor No. 10

Tender.
Weight, empty 38,200 pounds
Wheels, number of 8

diameter 33 Inches
Journals, diameter and length 4% Inches dla. x 8 inches
Wheel base 15 feet "4 Inches
Tender frame 10 inches steel channels

trucks, 2-4 whl. channel iron cen. bearing F. & B. side
bearings on back truck

Water capacity 4,000 United States gallons
Coal "

9 tons
Total wheel base of engine and tender 51 feet % Inch

These engines have the Westlnghouse air brake and also the

Sweeney brake arrangement on the left cylinder and Le Chat-
elier water brake on the low pressure cylinder.

Greatest travel of slide valves 6 Inches
Outside lap " " " 1 Inch
Inside " 1/32 inch
L,ead of valves in full gear Line and line

Wheels, Etc.
Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 63 Inches
Material " " " centers Cast steel
Tire held by Shrinkage
Driving box material Cast steel
Diameter and length of driving Journals 9 inches dia. x 12 inches

'* " " '* main crank pin journals,
6 inches dia. x 6 inches

" " " " side rod crank pin Journals, main
side 5^ inches x 6% inches, 5 inches dla. x 3% Inches

Engine truck, kind 2 wheel swing bolster
Journals 6 inches dla. x 10 Inches

Diameter of engine truck wheels 30 Inches
Kind " " " " Krupp steel tired

Boiler.

Style Extended wagon top
Outside diameter o£ first ring 62 Inches
Working pressure 190 pounds
Material of barrel and outside of firebox Carbon steel
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of firebox,

9/16, %, %, 11/16 Inches
Firebox, length 108)4 Inches

width 40V4 Inches
depth ; F., 73 Inches; B., 59>4 Inches
material Carbon steel

" plates, thickness,
sides, % Inches; back, % Inches; crown, ?4 Inches; tube
sheet, % Inch.

Firebox, water space.. front, 4 Inches; sides,
354 inches; back, 3V4 Inches

" crown staying Radial, 1 Inch diameter
stay bolts % Inches and 1 Inch diameter

Tubes, material Charcoal iron. No. 12 B. W. G.
• number of 312

diameter 2 Inches
" length over tube sheets 12 feet

Fire brick, supported on Studs
Heating surface, tubes 1946.7 square feet.

.

firebox 168.0 square feet
" • total 2,114.7 square feet

Qrate " 30.22 square feet
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Grate, style Rocking, with drop plates
Ash pan, " Hopper operated by air with dampers front and back
Exhaust pipes Single

nozzles 4?4-5 inches to 5V4 inches diameter
Smokestack, inside diameter, IB inches at top, 14 inches near bottom

top above rail 14 feet llVi inches
Boiler supplied by two injectors. Monitor No. a.

Tender.

Weight, empty 39,650 pounds
Wheels, number of S

diameter 33 inches
Journals " and length 5 inches diameter x S inches
Wheel base 15 feet
Tender frame lU-inch channel iron

trucks, 4-wheel channel iron, cen. bearing F. & B.
side bearings on back truck

Water capacity 4,500 U. S. gallons
Coal " 10 tons

connuNiCATiONS.
LEHIGH VALLEY FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES.

Editor "American Engineer":
I notice an article commencing on page 110 in your April

issue on the new consolidation freight locomotives for the Le-
high Valley RR., and it appears to me that there is a misap-
prehension regarding the arrangement of spring gear on the

lighter engine of the two illustrated on page 111. As I read the

drawing, the spring arrangement is not continuously equalized,

but the back end of the intermediate spring is secured to the

frame with a spring hanger and the leading end of the spring

between the drivers and intermediate wheels is also secured

to the frame below the rocker box. I shall be pleased to have
this cleared up. I am also desirous of learning how the nickel

steel piston rods are made hollow between the piston and
crosshead fits without the end being open.

Canadian Pacific Ry.
Montreal, April 5, 1899. R. ATKINSON,

Mechanical Superintendent.

[Mr. Atkinson directs our attention to an error in the de-

scription of the Lehigh Valley locomotives, which is explained

by the letter from Mr. F. F. Gaines, Mechanical Engineer of

the road, which is printed below.

As to the method of making the hollow piston rods, we are
informed by the Baldwin Locomotive ,Works, the builders of

the engines, that they were first forged solid, the hole then
bored out and the ends closed.—Editor.]

Editor "American Engineer":
The equalizing system of our new engines is not continuous,

although from its method of connection to the frame it might
possibly be so construed. We use an extra spring over the gen-
eral practice on consolidation engines, and in order to tie the

end of this spring at the brake and equalizer, and also clear

the motion work, it was necessary to carry up our hangers
from the top and bottom spring, and secure them by bolts to

the frame direct. The line of hangers being a continuous ver-

tical line, gives the impression that the equalization is con-

tinuous; it is not, however. F. F. GAINES,
Lehigh Valley RR. Mechanical Engineei-.

South Easton, Pa., April 10, 1899.

THE GILMAN BRAKE POWER REGULATOR.

Editor "American Engineer":

I have been much interested in articles appearing in the

columns of the "American Engineer" recently upon the subject

of an improvement in the brake mechanism for freight cars of

high carrying capacity to the end that a more uniform ratio

of brake power might be maintained between empty and loaded

cars. I fully agree with those who have said that an improve-
ment in this direction has become a necessity. Not only is

the fact apparent theoretically, but it is daily demonstrated
on lines where a very considerable proportion of modern high
capacity cars ai-e being handled. This is especially ti'ue on
lines operating over heavy grades.

Referring to Mr. Waitt's communication on page 80 of the
March issue, after treating the subject at some length, he
says that there are objections to the Installation of too many
automatic devices and appliances and he gives logical reasons
in support of this position and then calls attention to the fact

that it has been found practical to hold trainmen responsible

for the proper manipulation of retaining valves with which
most modern freight cars are now equipped. I fully agree

with him and think that there should be no question as to the

practicability of depending on trainmen for the proper handling

of any such simple device with which railway companies may
see fit to equip their cars. However, it would not be In har-

mony with common customs to introduce any new device or

innovation on any railway line without exciting more or less

criticism from the rank and file. Yet the men are not slow to

discover the merits of any beneficient change and may soon

defend the things they once viewed with distrust and sus-

picion.

Experience has established the custom of braking freight

cars at 70 per cent, of their light weight. This is as high as

is found prudent on account of the fact that when this limit is

exceeded the number of slid flat wheels multiplies, and even

when braking at 70 per cent, of light weight, the matter of

slid flat wheels and the expense incident thereto Is an item

of vast importance.

Considering that the range of variation between the light

and loaded weights of freight cars was constantly increasing,

the fact was fully appai'ent that our cars were fast outgrow-

ing their brakes. This induced me and my associates to study

the subject with the result that there Is in operation on the

Pacific division of the Northern Pacific Ry. a train equipped

with a brake power regulating device by which the car is

fl/off: Braking fb/tvr/s increased

6i %, or ffvm /6J64 " fo i

The Oilman Brake Power Regulator.

braking at but 60 per cent, when empty and 30 per cent, when
loaded, instead of at 70 and 18 per cent., as originally. This
proportion may be varied to suit the requirement of the ser-

vice. I send you a sketch showing the plan of operation. We
increase the brake power developed by changing the lever ful-

crums three Inches. I inclose also a copy of a report of a
service test made with the first car equipped some six months
ago. This car was braking at 70 per cent, when empty and
at 30 per cent, when loaded, since which time we have reduced
the ratio when empty and it would still further insure against
slid flat wheels to reduce to 50 or 55 per cent, when empty,
which is practical with our device. We can apply this prin-
ciple of brake power regulator on twin hoppers as well as box
or flat cars. You will note that we do not displace any of the
standard brake rigging, but simply slot the body levers and
add a few other pieces. The brake Is giving excellent satis-

faction in service. W. B. NORTON.
Tacoma, Wash., April 5. 1899.

[This device is known as the Oilman Brake Power Regulating
device, Mr. G. H. Oilman, General Foreman of the Car Depart-
ment of the Northern Pacific at Tacoma, having been one of
its originators. The service tests mentioned by Mr. Norton
show a material improvement In the distance required for

stopping, which was to be expected, from the nature of the de-
vice. Mr. Wm. Forsyth, Superintendent of Motive Power of

the road, writes that the device is now in use on 20 logging
cars in special service.—Editor.]

CYLINDER CAPACITIES OF HEAVY LOCOMOTIVES.

Editor "American Engineer":

I would like to ask a few questions about some things said

in your paper for April on the subjects of the Lehigh Valley
pusher locomotives and the new road engines; also in regard
to the cylinder capacities of plant heavy locomotives. Do you
think 3-16-in. lateral motion on each side, or %-in. total motion,
good practice? We always took an engine in for repairs when
the side play reached that point. They will soon enough get

3-16-in. if allowed 1-16-in. at start, and I don't think the Lehigh
Valley RR. has any curves that will necessitate any such side
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Ijlay, with Ihu distances between tires they also give; further-

more, they will rlUe very badly.

Do you think an engine with 62 Inch drivers and 'M inch

stroke will have less jjlston speed than one with 50 Inch drivers

and 24 Inch stroke? 1 do not tliink so; neither do 1 think it

Knod practice to use an engine of this class In passenger ser-

vice.

Do you think an engine ever reaches 25 or M per cent, of

weight on drivers lor available adhesion? 1 have never seen
one get more than 20 to 22 per cent, with best dry rail or with
sand. Do you think by increasing the cylinder capacity (as you
say concerning the Pittsburgh engine, 'Si to 22% Inches diameter)
there is less liability to slip? I do not, at least with the same
pressure, weight and size of wheel. There would be more lia-

bility to slip, and 1 don't think the palm of power should be
given the i^ehigh Valley engines, as in fact they are more
"over cyllndered" than the Pittsburgh engine.

The fact of the matter is that tlie engines of to-day are not

or do not show such a vast difference from those of years ago,

as the ratio between tractive power and available adliesion is

not so different. With the increase of weight also came the In-

crease of boiler pressure and diameter of cylinders (and in

some Instances a decrease in diameter of drivers) in good pro-

portion to the Increase of weight on drivers.

Waterlown, N. Y., April 4, 1899. F. W. NAGLE.

[Our conespondent seems to be laboring under some misap-
prehensions concerning the heavy locomotives illustrated in

our April issue. Keterring to the matter of lateral motion, we
do not care to criticise the practice, as there are no doubt good
reasons for the amount given. There are too many apparent
advantages in the all-llanged tires to be wholly offset by the

liberal lateral motion. As to these engines riding very badly,

it has not developed that such is the case.

lleplying to the question of piston speed, the example fur-

nished by Mr. Nagie does not cover the case contemplated in

our article, for the reason that we had in mind consolidation

engines of 2S inch stroke, while he works on the hypothesis

tliat such engines have 24 inch stroke, which, as a matter of

fact, does not hold on the heavy locomotives of that type, and
his hgures work out very nicely to show that there is no dif-

ference in piston speeds. There is, however, quite a difference

when a stroke of 2S inches is considered with a 50 inch wheel,

a combination that has been running for several years. With
the 50 inch wheels and 28 inch stroke, the piston speed at 30

miles per hour is 940 feet per minute, while with tlie 62 inch

wlieels and 30 inch stroke, the piston speed is 814 feet per min-
ute; conclusions are easily drawn from the figures, but there is

a matter of centrifugal force that enters here, and it is one so

easily affected by wheel diameter that it assumes great im-
portance.

Tile centrifugal force for the larger wheel at 30 miles an hour

W V -

equals = 11.3 pounds for each pound at a crank radius
g r

of 15 inches, and a like force for the 50 inch wheel is 16.3 lbs.

for each pound at the center of gravity of a 14 inch crank.

This shows the connection between. the large and small wheel

for fast heavy freight service, but a ride on an engine with

the 50 inch wheel at the speed noted is a more conclusive test,

and never fails to convince the doubter that the larger wheel

is preferable when conservation of permanent way and ma-
chinery is an object of importance.

As to the use of the consolidation engine in passenger ser-

vice, objection is raised, presumably on account of the two
wheel truck, which is thought by some to be an element of

danger. We do not advocate the use of consolidation engines

for hauling passenger trains cour statement on this point is

clear), but if the truck is the objectionable feature, the point

is not well taken for the reason that mogul engines have been,

and are now, used satisfactorily in regular passenger service.

With reference to the increase of cylinders from 23 to 23%
inches diameter, we certainly do not think that the tendency

of the engine to slip will be any less. It is well understood

that the tractive power exerted at the rail should not be less

than the adhesion, even if the latter is obtained by extraneous

aids, since it is perfectly plain that of two engines similar in

all respects, that which is the most powerful is the one that

has the greater earning capacity when loaded to the limit.

Adhesion is now increased by the use of perfected sanding

devices that place sand on the rail in quantities to suit re-

quirements, enabling an engine to hold the rail under con-
ditions that would be impossible without them. As intimated
above, the tractive power Is raised to a higher proportion of
the adhesion in the later design of engines than ever before.
Machines built on these lines must not be confounded with the
over-cylindered engines of the past, with their very small
boilers and inadequate heating surface. There is nothing In

common between them. Those of the article In question, hav-
ing a power closely approaching the adhesion, are well able to
exert their maximum effort over long distances by reason of
ample boiler capacity and heating surface, whereas the old en-
gines that had a power rating on cylinder size alone soon be-
came inert for want of steam capacity.
The proportion of adhesion to adhesive weight must neces-

sarily depend on the condition of the rail and wheel, when these
are considered alone, but experiments are not required now to
demonstrate what that ratio is when the rail is fairly dry and
sand is used. As a matter of fact, an adhesion equal to 25 per
cent, of the adhesive weight is obtained under average condi-
tions, and it Is not uncommon to reach 30 per cent, with sand
on a good rail. That is the reason why the ratio of tractive
power to adhesion is increasing.—Editor.]

LIGHT AND HEAVY CARS.

Editor "American Engineer":
In your April, 1899, issue, you printed an article, "Light and

Heavy Cars," that has greatly Interested me.
Before goir.g into the merits of the subject, the opinions of

two highly successful railroad men must be considered. Mr.
F. D. Adams, whom I have had occasion, during the last ten
years, to consult frequently upon this very subject, says, "Light
cars cannot be made to ride as well as heavier cars," and I

regret exceedingly to say that Mr. Adams is greatly mistaken.
Tlie weight carried is not a factor in the riding of any moving
vehicle, and so eminent an authority as Von Borrles, Director
General of the Prussian Stale Kailroads, hopelessly errs in a
paper he recently published on equalization and riding of loco-

motives, when he stated that the weight carried was the prime
factor in the riding.

When you mention the riding of cars and locomotives you
enter upon a unexplored field that the average railroad mail
has not the faintest conception of, and the leading railroad
man is afraid to discuss because he does not know. The man
who makes the springs is doing it under contract at a given
price per pound, entirely regardless of the ability of the springs
to absorb upward and downward thrusts.
Mr. E. E. Pratt, who is also a personal friend and with whom

I have discussed this subject, also very frankly declares that
he "does not think that a car must necessarily be heavy in
order to ride smoothly." The operating expenses would show
marked decrease if more of the men in charge of rolling stock
would give careful study to dead weight, and also to devices
that will cause this same rolling stock to ride with freedom
from jolts and jars, and not act as sledge hammers to pound
the permanent way to pieces.

In 1892, Mr. L. M. Butler, Superintendent of Motive Power
of the New York, Providence & Boston RK., equipped six four-
wheel buggy vans that were 16 feet over the sills and weighed
11,000 lbs., with our combination half leaf and spiral suspen-
sion. The marvelous change from the jiggle motion with the
old springs to a velvet smoothness with the leaf and spiral
was a revelation to Mr. Butler and the trainmen using the
vans. Tliese six vans are still in service, and ride as free from
teetering as the heaviest sleeper; further, it is impossible when
riding in one of these vans to count the rail joints, frogs and
switches, no matter what the speed.
This combination of leaf and spiral is in service on the

palatial private trains of the President of France, His Im-
perial Majesty the Czar of Russia, the Oriental express sleep-
ers and dining cars, the electric cars of Paris and Chalons-sur-
Mer, France, Alexandria, Egypt, and hundreds of electric cars
in the United States, and the Canadian Pacific Railway are
placing it under their locomotives with gratifying results.
The Metropolitan Street Ry. of New York are operating a

number of combination open and closed cars 28 feet over the
end sills, with two trucks, having eight wheels, driven by two
motors and weighing 14 tons and seating 45 passengers. Our
car is 24 feet over the end sills, has four wheels, one motor,
weighs 3% tons and seats 40 passengers, and the floor of this
car is only 26 inches from the ground. It rides free from jars
and jolts, either loaded or empty, and the motorman can stop
it easier and quicker with a full load than when empty, with-
out fear of sliding his wheels, although the leverage is 12 to 1.

J. HECTOR GRAHAM.
Boston, April 16, 1S99.
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THE ATLANTIC CITY FLYER—PHILADELPHIA & READ-
ING RAILWAY.

Speed Accleration and Power.

By H. H. Vaughan.

In view of the discussion recently developed by the experi-

ments on the model of the Baldwin compound locomotive at

Purdue University and the correspondence between those ex-

periments and the practical working of such engines demon-

strated by Mr. Vauclain, an analysis of the performance of one

of the engines of the Atlantic type on the fifty-minute run

from Camden to Atlantic City may be of interest, although not

of any definite scientific value. When Mr. G. M. Basford, edi-

tor of the "American Engineer," last summer timed this train

so successfully (see issue of October, 1898, page 341), the added

times by each mile corresponding with the total time of the run

within a second, the writer made the attempt, based on such an

accurate record, to deduce some relation between the power of

the locomotive and the speed of the train that should eliminate

the effect of the grades. The method used is illustrated in the

accompanying diagrams, Figs. 1 and 2.

In Fig. 1 the abscissae are minutes, and the ordinates are

for the space, velocity and acceleration curves, miles, miles per

hour and pounds per ton respectively. The space curve is ob-

tained by plotting points, corresponding to the record, and the

curve through such points represents the distance of the train

from the starting point at each minute of time. If this curve

were to a sufficiently large scale its tangents would give the

speed, but this method is inconvenient and not sufliciently ac-

curate. The curve is however, useful, as by it the distance of

the train from the starting point at any time, or, conversely,

the time at which any point is passed, can be graphically ob-

tained. A series of ordinates are therefore drawn, as shown in

the upper part of the diagram, each of which corresponds to

the time at which a mile post was passed. The horizontal lines

between these ordinates represent the average speed for the

mile which was passed in the time enclosd between them. Now,
since this diagram is plotted with respect to time, the area en-

closed between any two ordinates and the speed curve must
equal the area enclosed between such ordinates and the hori-

zontal line representing the mean speed for that time. This Is

shown in an approximate way by the curve which is roughly

sketched in, which should show equal areas above and below
the horizontal line. There is, however, no requirement as to

regularity in the speed curve, apart from this question of areas,

the only conditions are that it must be continuous and must
not become vertical. A slight consideration will show that

while the speed must change gradually, the rate of change of

speed (shown by the slope of the speed line) may and probably

does change practically instantaneously, or at any rate In a

train length. For instance, suppose a train to be running at

70 miles per hour on the level, the engine exerting sufficient

power to maintain that speed on arriving at a descending

grade, within a train length acceleration will have taken place.

The Atlantic City Flyer—Philadelphia & Reading Railway.

Diagram of Speeds and Acceleration.- Flo's- 1 and 2,
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so that it is probable tliat tlie speed curve is In reality a series

of curves and straiglit linos meeting at various angles. In fact,

if both resistance and engine pc^'er are lineal functions of the

speed, such must bo the case.

On this acount it appears impossible to definitely determine

the speed line, and in consequence the acceleration or retarda-

tion in each mile. The only way is to obtain an approximation

and for this purpo.se the speed on passing each mile post was

taken as the mean of the speed in the preceedlng and succeeding

miles.

The acceleration thus assumed can be measured from the

mean speeds in miles per hour, and by constructing a suitable

scale it can be plotted as feet per second or as the force neces-

sary to cause such acceleration in pounds per ton of train.

This force is shown by the heavy horizontal lines above and

below the base line in the center of the diagram, the measure-

ments above the base line being accelerations and those below

retardations. The effect of the grades is plotted to the same
base line and scale by obtaining the time at which each change

of grade occurred from the distance of that point from the

start, and the time at which the train passed it as shown by

the space curve. Each grade will exert an accelerating or re-

tarding force on the train, dependent upon its rate, and these

forces are shown by the distance of the light horizontal lines

from the base line, the light vertical lines marking the time at

which each change of grade occurs. The height of a rectangle

enclosing an area between the base line and two adjacent mile

lines that is equal to the algebraic sum of the rectangles

formed by the lines represanting the grade accelerations and

the base line between the same mile lines then represents the

mean accelerating force due to grade during the time in which

each mile was travelled, and this is shown by the horizontal

dotted lines. The difference between this and the actual accel-

eration, either positive or negative, is evidently that due to the

engine.

These results are plotted in Fig. 2, in which the abscissae are

speeds in miles per hour, the dots representing the engine ac-

celerations in pounds per ton. There are evidently great varia-

tions, partly no doubt due to the method employed, but on the

whole the line drawn is not a bad representation of the result

and it is clearly apparent that the engine is capable of main-

taining a speed with this train of nearly 80 miles per hour on

the level, or GO miles per hour on a grade of five-tenths per

cent., a very fine performance.

It is to a certain extent unfortunate that on the day the train

was timed the engine was not worked up to its capacity, as the

run has been made in considerably less time, and the fact that

48 minutes had to be consumed in making the trip is no doubt

to a certain extent the cause of the variation in power shown
at the same speed, although the impossibility of obtaining the

exact accelerations is responsible for the greater part of it.

The petty and foolish opposition that early railroad builders

were made to encounter seems ridiculous nowadays, and one

of the strangest efforts in that line perhaps was that made
against the construction of the first road in Germany, between
Furth and Nuremberg, in 1836, when the Bavarian Medical Col-

lege came out in a pronunciamento as follows: "Conveyance

by means of a carriage propelled by steam ought to be prohib-

ited in the interest of the public health, for the rapid motion
cannot fail to create a disease of the brain among the passen-

gers, which may be classed as a species of deliriuai furiosum.

Even if travellers are prepared to run the risk, the onlookers

ought by all means to be protected. The mere sight of a pass-

ing train suffices to create the same central disorder. 1 ^is has

been found out by experience and by actual observation.

Wherefore, the authorities should insist on having a palisad-

ing of boards or of some similar material, at least 5 feet high,

placed on each side of the permanent way."

BRASS LINED ECCENTRIC STRAP.

Chicago & Northwestern and Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha Railways.

Many different methods have been tried In order to prevent

trouble with heated eccentrics. The eccentric straps have been
bored out and the bearing surface lined with babbitt metal,

and, in some cases, the entire straps have been made of brass.

In the accompanying engraving a brass lined eccentric strap la

shown. It has all of the advantages of the all brass strap as

to the quality of the bearing surface and is less expensive.

With the brass liner carefully secured against revolving, this

plan appears to be as good In every way as the more expen-

sive one.

The drawing shows the form of the eccentric strap as made
In cast steel. The liner is cast In a single piece and Is cut to

allow space for two %-inch filing pieces, which are placed be-

tween the lugs. These serve to hold the liner from turning

Brass-Lined Eccentric Strap.

and also provide for taking up wear of the liner. The section

of the liner and strap show the flange or rib on the outside of

the liner, through which pins are passed near the lugs for the

purpose of holding the liner in place when the strap is re-

moved from the engine.

The experience of the Chicago & Northwestern shows that

this arrangement reduces friction and the breaking and heat-

ing of eccentric straps is prevented. It is used on all new
passenger locomotives for the Chicago and Northwestern. The

credit for the design belongs to Mr. J. J. Ellis, Superintendent

of Motive Power of the Chicago, St. Paul & Minneapolis &
Omaha.
Mr. Ellis informs us that the first set of these straps were ap-

plied to a 19 by 24-inch ten-wheel locomotive running in fast

passenger service and that they ran three years before they

needed to be closed. The amount taken out at that time being

but 1-16-inch. The straps are of cast steel and the liners of

Ajax metal. Mr. Ellis says: "Most of our passenger engines

are equipped with these cast steel eccentric straps and Ajax

metal liners and are giving excellent service."

Great difficulty is reported by railroad men In- getting rooms
for the convention at Old Point Comfort.

Electric motor carriages have received a severe blow in Lon-

don through the removal of the electric cabs from service. Ac-

cording to published accounts, this was due to the expense of

maintaining the storage batteries that were used there. The

trouble arose from excessive expense of maintenance and a mis-

understanding of the terms of the guarantee which resulted in

this expense falling upon the cab company.
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BURNISHED FINISH FOR JOURNALS AND PLAIN SUR-
FACES.

While the use of rollers for producing burnished surfaces

of journals and piston rods is now generally considered a

great improvement upon other finish, it has met opposition

from individuals, one of whom said only last year that he pre-

ferred to finish such surfaces with files and emery, because of

the alleged poor condition of the surface given by the rollers.

It may be said that where the roller has failed, the blame

should not be placed on the method, but on its application.

fJS-^ K-— Jg-

Fig. 1

The rolled finish olfers two advantages: First, in producing

a smooth surface, and, second, in making the surface denser,

and therefore harder. In producing these results all minute

seams are closed and the surface is placed in a "broken in"

condition at the start, which accounts for the remarkable ab-

sence of trouble from hot boxes when journals are finished in

this way. It is necessary that the roller should have a working

face free from scratches or grooves, or, in other words, it must

be made as smooth as possible, and it must also be hardened

before the final polish. Such a tool will produce a surface fully

equal to that of cold rolled shafting, which on account of being

smooth, dense and true, was thought a few years ago to be

well adapted for piston rods, and was trie-^ for that purpose;

but it was found to be a poor substitute for the good iron then

*in use, for the reason that after the rolled surface had been

worn through and a turning was necessary, the seamy surface

exposed showed the cold rolled iron to be unfit for such use

after the first wear, but it demonstrated that a cold rolled sur-

face was satisfactory for piston rods.

No way has yet been devised by which steel can be finished

sufficiently smooth direct from the tool to make an ideal bear-

ing surface, and the barbaric file and emery are called into re-

quisition to supply what the tool has failed to furnish. The
tool leaves the work comparatively true, but not smooth
enough, and the file reverses the conditions by leaving it

smooth enough and compartively untrue. The province of the

roller is to retain the truth of the turned surface and at the

same time put it in the best possible condition to resist abra-

sion; this it does with varying degrees of excellence, according

to the condiiion of the tool and the way it is used. In any
event, the work when well done is better and cheaper than by
any other process, a fact that is attested by our best machinery
department managers, although there is some difference of

opinion in the matter of width of roller-face and amount of

curvative of the edge, as will be seen by the examples we il-

lustrate. They all, however, produce a mirror-like surface.

Fig. 1 shows the practice of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford. The corners of the wheel are seen to be rounded oft

to a radius of %-inch, corresponding to the fillets on the jour-

nal. This tool had a record of several thousand axles when

we saw it and was still in first-class condition. A bush will be

noticed in the roller, the purpose of which is to permit of tak-

ing up lost motion due to the thrust of the roller against the

journal.

The Chesapeake & Ohio people use the roller on all axles,

crank pins and piston rods. The roller for driving axle jour-

nals is shown in Fig. 2. the holder being a flat piece which is

held by the tool bolts, and is reversible to adapt it for use in

either direction, owing to the peculiarity of the service re-

quired of it. The roller for the other work named is quite

similar to Fig. 1. This road gives the roller a very extended

use, and file finishing is not permitted.

The practice of the Canadian Pacific, as shown In Fig. 3, fur-

nishes an idea in ori.ginal constructive detail in the bearing of

the hardened steel roller in the tool steel shank. The roller

is journaled and rests in the forked bearings. The pressure of

the roller against the work holds it in place, and the incline of

the bearings prevents displacement of the roller when not In

use. Mr. R. Atkinson, Mechanical Superintendent of the Can-

adian Pacific, writes of his roller, as follows:

"T send vou herewith n sketch of the roller which we tise on

lonrnals and piston rods. You will notice that the roller has a

flat face about %-inch wide, which is amply sufficient to pre-

vent corrugation or cording of the surface if it is earefiilly set,

and I think It Is better than to have the roller wider or larger

in diameter, as has been suggested, and T understand is being

used in some places. A roller of double the width requires

twice the pressure against the lathe centers to produce the

same surface effect and is therefore liable to spring the work

or throw it out of the lathe. One-nuarter-inch feed is easily

covered and is ample to do fast work. It takes 45 minutes to

burnish the largest niston rod we have with an extension tail

rod for compound engines, namely. 6 feet 11% Inches long

over all, 3 11-16 inches diameter of rod, and 2% inches diam-

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

eter for the extension tail I'od. A similar piston rod without a

tail rod can be burnished in thirty minutes, main crank pins

in fifteen minutes, leading or trailing crank pins In seven or

eight minutes, and I am sure no exception can be taken to the

finish produced, as I have not yet seen any better anywhere.

The speed for piston rods is about 120 feet per minute, and for

crank pins and axle journals 90 feet."

The roller shown in Fig. 4 has some novel and original

points, giving evidence of adaptability of the tool to a wider

range of worK than any one roller so far devised. The roller

it will be seen is placed at one side of the shank or holder and

can therefore be used with equal facility on straight work

wthout shoulders, and driving axles or engine truck axles

where the roller must be moved up to the wheel hub; this it is

enabled to do, because it is reversible and may be turned to

work to a shoulder in either direction. Its construction is well

explained by the illustration. Mr. J. H. McCorinell, Superiu-
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tenrient of Motive Power of the Union PacHc, tlirougu whose
rovirtesy we show this roller, writes of It as follows:

"We make use of this tool for the following purposes: Bur-
• Ishing piston rods, valve stems, cranK pins, driving axles, en-

:
Ino truck and tender axles and passenger and freight car

xlc-. In adilition, we use it to burni-h iheweiliie face of steel

iprmgor^ ytaj

Fig. 5.

and cast iron driving boxes, also the driving box wedges and

shoes. It is of great advantage to run this tool over the wedge

faces of the east steel driving boxes and shoes, as it condenses

the surface of the metal and gives a smooth surface equal to

that obtained by long wear in service. We find by this method

that steel driving boxes run without cutting. An examination

of a set after one year of service showed a surface like glass

without a scratch. I believe it reduces the number of hot driv-

three rollers three inches in diameter by 1'^ surface, journaled
in a frame which is secured to the lathe bed permanently, as
seen by the bolt holes In the plan. The frame is curved so
as to pass over and clear the work operated on, and it has two
supporting wheels in the rear while the single wheel at the
front is adjustable to the work by means of the hand wheel
and screw as shown. The device Is certainly a novel one. In

that it furnishes support for the work operated on. and effect-

ually prevents spring from the strain of the adjustable roller

and it relieves the lathe centers from additional stress.

An arrangement devised by Mr. W. H. Owens. Master Me-
chanic of the Southern Railway, is shown in Fig. 6. This em-
ploys two rollers as a support for the piece, while the tool rest

also carries a third roller, the device being arranged in this

way with special reference to burnishing piston rods and valve
stems which are so light as to bend under the pressure of a
single roller. For rods of larger diameter, and for axles and
crank pins a single roller, three inches in diameter, with a face

two inches wide, is used.

The statement made by Mr. Atkinson relative to the In-

creased pressure required with the wide faced roller is a timely

one and in strict accord with the facts for single rollers. It

should have the effect of reducing the w.dth of the roller to

the narrowest possible dimension consistent with smooth work.

This, of course, will depend entirely on the rate of feed used.

The hint is a valuable one, inasmuch as It will relieve the lathe

and work of unnecessary stresses when the roller is properly

designed. Mr. McConnell has shown the increased possibilities

for the roller In his adaptation of it to the burnishing of plane

surfaces. This Is a unique and decidedly original use of tue

tool, and one as productive of good results as In any work it

may be devoted to. not excepting that for which it was first de-

signed. Its action is exactly similar wherever used, that is,

making the surface denser and smoother: and there is no place

on a locomotive where that condition is more desirable than on

the faces of wedges and shoes and the corresponding surfaces

on driving boxes. It appears to oe specially adaptable to cast

steel surfaces.

The rollers devised by Mr. Barr and Mr. Owens have been de-

signed to overcome the springing of work referred to by Mr. At-
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The best iron, without regard to the price, Is recommended

by Mr. Francis Cole elsewhere in this issue, for making lo-

comotive spring hangers and equalizers. His reason is made

plain when he shows that iron having a tensile strength of

about 48,000 pounds per square inch and an elongation of 25 per

cent, in S inches, can not be safely used in these positions with

fiber stresses greater than about 3,500 or 4,500 pounds per

square inch for spring hangers, about 4,000 or 4,500 pounds for

equalizer fulcrums and from 10,000 to 12,000 pounds for equal-

izers. These are very low limits, but they have been deter-

mined by experience, and they furnish a strong argument for

the use of the best iron that money can buy. There is very

little of this iron needed about a locomotive and the additional

cost will hardly be noticed, whereas the return in the cost of

repairs and the ability of the engines to keep the road may be

expected to be very great.

Freedom among manufacturers in imparting information

with regard to methods of manufacturing has had much to do

with the remarkable progress of the United States during re-

cent years. The technical associations have accelerated pro-

gress in this way and free criticism concerning methods has

brought many improvements. Progress depends so much upon

this free information idea that it may be said that the secret

process plan is confined to small establishments and it is

very seldom heard of in connection with the stable articles of

manufacture. It is those lines in which the doors are wide

open in which the world startling developments have been

made. The man who leads is always ahead and is spurred on

by being in the lead while he who follows without originating

is always behind. In the open door plan, traditions have no

place and improvement is the rule. Those who are unwilling

to share their information are usually unwilling to learn and

are followers being even behind those who follow intelligently.

We have in mind business organizations having bright men at

the heads of departments, who are not only discouraged from
appearing in technical societies but are positively instructed

not to take part in their discussions because nothing is to be

gained by "giving away" information in this way. Is this a

business-like way of looking at this important matter?

The size of driving axle journals of locomotives, as seen in

a number of recent designs, seems to be one of the details that

is considered comparatively unimportant, because of the va-

riety of practice that is found. Our attention is directed to this

matter by the practice of one of the locomotive building firms,

which is illustrated by two locomotives of very different types

and weights, both of the designs being shown by engravings
in this issue. One of these locomotives is of the consolidation

type, weighing 173,000 pounds on the driving wheels, and the
other is a mogul weighing but 123,700 pounds on its drivers.

These two designs have exactly the same sized driving jour-

nals, namely 9 by 12 inches. As we understand it, this means
that these builders believe in using the largest journals that

they are able to provide for in the structure of the engines,

for these are but two examples of practice that they have fol-

lowed for some time. It may be said that the load carried by
a driving axle does not vary very much in powerful engines of
whatever type, because of the desire to load the wheels as
heavily as track conditions permit. In the cases cited the load
on each journal of the mogul is only 1,000 pounds less than
that on each journal of the very heavy consolidation engine,

but as the lighter engine will probably run in very much faster

service than the other, the maximum fibre stresses may not
be very different. It appears to be a good plan, especially as
the fiber stresses are not to be measured, that the journals
should be made as large as structural conditions will permit.
Surface velocity will be troublesome after a certain diameter
is reached, and the weight will prevent the dimensions from
going to extremes, probably the direction that future axle de-
sign will take will be in the use of stronger material.
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Valve gears are usually designed with considerable care and
they are intended to distribute steam to the cylinders favor-

ably, especially when the valves are balanced, but it Is well

known that the intended distribution is not always attained.

Interesting examples of the variable amount of work obtained

from the same engine without altering the cut-off speed or

steam pressure described by Prof. Smart In an article to appear

next month. This may be considered as an additional argument
in favor of piston valves. Prof. Smart also directs attention to

the bad effect of even slightly increasing the clearance in loco-

motive cylinders. This must be kept in mind when designing

piston valves We know of simple locomotives In which a

change from flat to piston valves has brought about an im-

provement in economy equal to that generally expected from
compounding. This leads to the conclusion that compounds
with piston valves ought to be very economical and this view

is supported by service records.

AMOUNT AND DISTRIBUTION OF WORK IN BUILDING
A LOCOMOTIVE.

Planning and estimating the requirements and cost of new
shops is a difficult problem that occasionally confronts mo-

tive power men. Except notes that individuals have col-

lected in the course of their experience, there are no data

from which to estimate the number of tools of each kind that

will be required to build or repair a given number of locomo-

tives per year, and yet this is the first information that is re-

quired. We have been repeatedly asked for Information of this

kind and we appreciate the need for a complete analysis of

the detail work on a locomotive. It would be valuable as a

starting point In many Important matters of shop management
in which knowledge of costs Is required and accurate knowl-

edge of costs Is the foundation of businesslike management.
Details taken in building locomotives are available from

the painstaking and laborious Investigations of Mr. T. R.

Browne, who has analyzed the construction of a modern con-

solidation locomotive, and the results were printed in his ar-

ticle in our January (1899) issue, page 23, under the caption,

"General Summary of Tools and Their Arrangement." The
information contained in this article is an excellent beginning
for the general analysis that ought to be made, and we desire

to direct attention to it again, because such figures have never
before been published.

Calculations were made to embrace the important opera-
tions on a locomotive of the consolidation type, the purpose
being to avoid minor details, such as tank work, foundry
work, and wood work, a consideration of which would surround
the subject with unnecessary complications. The results are
stated concisely In the following table under the general di-

visions and subdivisions:

TOTAL AMOUNT OF WORK IN MACHINE SHOP.
Plan- Turn- Cold- Drill-

'

Tap-
ing Ing. Boring, Milling. Slotting, sawing. ing. pingSquare Square Square Square Square Square Linear Lin^r

Inches, inches, inches, inches. Inches, inches. Inches Inches
77,089 83.419 9,915 13,995 20,116 595 S,ffi2 SI

TOTAL AMOUNT OF WORK IN BOLT DEPARTMENT.
Blacksmith shop:

—

Turning. Threading bolts and studs. Threading nuts
^'"^"'"Jhes. Linear Inches. Linear inches.'

3.36314 11.421U 253314
TOTAL AMOUNT OF FORGING IN BLACKSMITH SHOP.

Total amount of forging In blacksmith shop. Including
forglngs of bolt department 5I 519 n,,

TOTAL AMOUNT OF WORK IN BOILER SHOP.
Planing edges of plates. Shearing, Punching. Tannine

®<l"'^rt-',"<=*»'^«- Square Inches. Holes. Llneafinchw.
2,253 2,6o3 10,915 733

The operations In the several shops are given In terms of
square and lineal inches of cutting, which Is a novel and ra-
tional way to put the results, since they afford a means of
arriving at the cost of such work at once. Brass work Is not
Included In the table, for the reason that the amount of such
work for one engine bears a small ratio to the iron work, and
the means now used in finishing brass are of such an
improved character that it was believed to be unnecessary.

It is shown that 46.3 per cent, of all planing is done on frames,

cylinders, footplates, guide yokes, truck plates, frame braces,

steam chests, bumper castings and pedestal braces. In all

turning operations 64.2 per cent, is covered by wheel centers,

tires, axles, lift shafts, rockers, cylinder heads, pistons and
rings, boiler rings, front ends and extension rings, steam
chests, eccentrics and straps. Of slotting, 70 per cent, is re-

quired on frames and braces, crossheads, foot plates, bumper
castings, guide yokes and driving boxes. Of the milling, 87

per cent. Is required by guide yokes, crossheads, rods and
braces, mud rings, guides, main axles, links, link hangers and
guide yoke knees; 89 per cent, of the boring Is done on cylin-

ders, crossheads, rocker boxes, lift shaft bearings, lift shafts

and rockers; 68. 7 per cent, of the drilling Is required on rods,

crossheads, holes for pedestal bolts and cylinders. Of the

work of tapping holes, 6 per cent, is called for on cylinders,

pistons and other large details, and these are tapped in the

machine where they are drilled.

The gaps In these figures are filled by smaller parts by a sys-

tem of grouping at special tools. Seventy per cent, of bolt and
stud turning in the bolt department of the blacksmith de-

partment shop comprises bolts and studs from 5/16 to 1 inch,

and the remainder from 1 inch and above. Of the thread
work, 74 per cent. Includes bolts and studs from 5/16 to 1

Inch, and the balance from 1 Inch up. In the tapping of nuts,

39 per cent, are comprised In nuts from 5/16 to 1 Inch, and
the remainder from 1 inch up.

A continuation of the information in percentages shows
the total of forging to come within the following range: 58.9

per cent, takes in frames, braces, guide yokes, rods, truck
plates, pistons, and that variety of heavy work done on ham-
mers of from 6,000 to 8,000 pounds capacity; 20 per cent, is in

mud rings, front end extension rings, spring rigging, link

and valve motion, crossheads, link shafts, rockers, and also

those forglngs reaching the capacity of a 3,000-pound ham-
mer. Bolts and work done in the bolt department absorb 6

per cent., and all of the smaller classes of forglngs for which
it is not desirable to make by special tools and which are
usually done on the anvil, constitute the balance of the smith-

shop work.

Although the steam hammer Is referred to as a prominent
adjunct In a larger part of the blacksmith shop work, equal

prominence is given to production of forglngs by means of

dies, the analysis being specially valuable In directing atten-

tion to possibilities for reducing the machine work and per-

forming the work in such ways as will permit of saving the

time of the machines. One of the advantages of die work in

forging is to be found In the small amount of stock necessary

to be left for removal in finishing. In many cases grinding suf-

ficing for the purpose, which is one of the results of dies

properly made and used. Another argument in favor of the

dies is the fact that intricate shapes can be more expedi-

tiously turned out by them than is possible by any other

method of forging. The dies are used with pressure and not

Impact, for it is well understood that a blow will not cause

a flow of metal and will not reach the interior of metal so

readily and satisfactorily as pressure. A forging machine
will reduce the cost of blacksmlthing, and will also materially

reduce the time consumed In removing stock In the machine
shop, a saving of labor In both operations. The steam ham-
mer, owing to extravagant consumption of steam, it is

thought, may be replaced by the forging machine at a less

cost for steam to get the pressure for the hydraulic machine,
for equal capacity of tools.

An important result of this examination was to show that

about one-half of the time of the shop tools is taken up in the
fixing of work and in the recovery of the tools for the nest
cut. About one-third of the time of reciprocating tools while
running Is taken up in the recovery of the tool for the next
operation. One-half of the time of a steam hammer Is spent
with the hammer head in the air, and the same may be said of

ordinary punches. About one-half of a man's time is spent
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in waiting for the machine to do its work, and if the time

of both men and machines could be economized, the costs

might be reduced considerably. There is an oportunity to

make great improvements in this direction by the use of fix-

tures in the machines whereby the work may be dropped in

place and fastened without the necessity for special care In

placing it. By the use of such devices an ordinary man may
be used to take the place of the expert mechanic required by

the usual methods, and the work may be, at least, as well

done. This, by the way, is a strong argument for the adop-

tion of uniform sizes of parts.

That portion of the article under discussion which refers

to the "personal equation" of the individual operator and its

application to the percentages given is one of greatest

importance in its bearing on the results, for the reason that

the wage question and ability of the worker will enter as fac-

tors to vitiate or sustain the figures given in the tables indi-

cating the amount of work required for one engine. The rec-

ommendations and suggestions made are of the greatest im-
portance to the progressive head of the railroad shop, and we
cannot do better than to recommend all who are interested in

cheapening the cost of shop production to familiarize them-
selves with the whole of the article. It cannot but be of in-

terest in any case, and will be found invaluable in many.

A CHAPTER IN LOCOMOTIVE STACKS.

A strong argument in favor of cleaning locomotives at fre-

quent intervals, offered in a recent discussion, was that of
safety. By the examination incident to the wiping of engines
a great many defects and incipient break downs are discovered
before they become serious enough to cause failures on the
road, and many that are discovered in this way would escape
an inspector.

The stereopticon is used very successfully by Mr. W. J. Mur-
phy, Superintendent of the Cincinnati Southern, in the instruc-
tion and examination of employees of that road. It has many
advantages over other methods, because, by the use of slides,

the candidate may, in effect, be taken to any part of the road
and brought Into contact with the conditions as if he were
actually on the ground. This is particularly valuable in the
case of questions in regard to signaling, and the plan will ap-
peal to those who have tried to explain the use of signals by di-
agrams

, or, in fact, by r.ny method other than by the
signals themselves. Mr. Murphy, however, is able to place
various examples of signaling before the men in a way that is

both quicker and better than the use of the objects them-
selves. The plan is a good one that should bring out a great
many imitators.

The deepest sounding on record, says the "Army and Navy
Journal," has been obtained by the officers of the surveying
ship Penguin (Captain Field), which recently returned to Syd-
ney from her work in the vicinity of the Tonga Islands. Be-
tween Tonga and Auckland a sounding was obtained at the
depth of 4,762 fathoms, the patent sounding machine supplied
to all shiijs of war being used for the purpose. The tempera-
ture at tWs depth was 3.5.5 degrees, as compared with 82 de-
grees at 4^e surface of the water. A depth of 4,655 fathoms
had been found previously off the coast of Japan by Comman-
der Blake, U. S. N.; 4,561 fathoms off Porto Rico, by Lieut.

Comdr. Brownson, U. S. N. This depth of 4,655 has been ques-
tioned because the wire broke and no specimens were brought
up, but there was a record on deck the moment the wire ceased
running out. The previous day the wire broke at 4,411 fath-
oms. Specimens were obtained two days before at depths of

4,360 and 4,356 fathoms. These soundings were made by the
U. S. S. Tuscarora in June, 1873, between Yokohama, Japan,
and Tanaga Islands, Aleutian Group. There was also a sound-
ing of 4,643 fathoms when the wire broke before reaching bot-

tom.

Union Pacific Ry.

It is well known that the Union Pacific practice in the mat-

ter of front end arrangements includes the diamond stack.

This form is not now in general use on other roads, but it

was decided upon by Mr. J. H. McConnell, Superintendent of

Motive Power, as being the best arrangement for securing

free-steaming qualities and preventing the serious losses from

fires which were set in large numbers by the peculiar action of

lignite fuel in combination with open stacks. Mr. McCon-
nell is always ready to defend his present practice with the

strong argument that good results are given by it, particularly

in regard to free steaming and elimination of spark throwing.

He has had the kindness to prepare for us a series of draw-

ings showing the variety of designs of stacks covering the ex-

perience of that road from 1864 to the present time, and, con-

trary to the opinion of many, the road has certainly given a

great deal of attention to the straight stack, as this record

shows, and before deciding upon the present standard a num-
ber of designs of straight stacks were used.

The Congdou smoke-box plan, patented by Mr. J. H. Congdon

Fig. 1. Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

in 1864, and applied by him when Superintendent of Motive
Power of this road, in 1867, is shown in Fig. 1. This arrange-

ment had a horizontal netting near the top of the high nozzles

which were double, and one in front of the other. No di-

mensions are given in this drawing, but it is evident that the

extension front was a long one. "This was used on a number
of engines for several years, when it gave place, in 1870, to the

Jarett diamond stack. Fig. 2. This was followed by the Foun-

tain stack, also of the diamond pattern, in 1875, Fig. 3. In

1878 another form of the Congdon stack. Fig. 4, was used,

and a return was made in 1885 to the straight stack shown in

Fig. 5.

In 1885 eight different arrangements of this straight stack

were tried, the general plan being as shown in Figs. 5 and 6,

the difference being in the location of the deflection plates, of

which some used one and others two and even three. In 1888

the "Barnes" extension front end. Fig. 7, was employed. The

plate A shows the fender as first arranged, and B shows its

position afterward. An arrangement of additional nettings, as

in Fig. 8, was applied in 1889, and later in the same year a

modification of the "Barnes" plan was used, as indicated in

Fig. 9. Figs. 10 and 11 were used simultaneously, and in 1890,

which we believe was the date of Mr. McConnell's appointment,

a return to the diamond stack, as in Figs. 12 and 13, was made.

It will be noticed that the form shown in Fig. 13 has a short

extension. The straight stack, Fig. 14, was used to some ex-
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fig. 5. Fig. 6.
Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

-^
Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

Fig. 11. F\<'.'A2.

4ii

Fig. 13. Fig. 15.

tent at this time, but Fig. 15 indicated the return to the dia-
mond pattern, now the standard form of the road. The pres-
ent standard, including the low nozzles, petticoat pipe, stack
extension and very short smoke-box. is presented in Fig. 16.

In order to understand Mr. McConnell's position in the mat-
ter of stacks it is necessary to consider the character of the
coal used on that road. A great deal of it is lignite, which
burns very much like wood, and the spark throwing is a seri-
ous matter. The appearance of the usual straight stack while
burning this coal resembles that of the stream of sparks from
the tail of a rocket, which renders the prospects of extensive

Fig. 16.

September. 1898.

prairie fires exceedingly promising. There is no reason to ob-

ject to a return to former practice when the results justify it,

and where diamond stacks work better than open ones, they

should be used.
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TRUCKS FOR SO.OOO-POUND CARS. IMPROVEMENTS IN BOILER MATERIAL.

Cast Steel Truck and Body Bolsters.

Delaware & Hudson Canal Company.

Through the courtesy of Mr. R. C. Blackall, Superintendent

of Machinery of the Delaware & Hudson Canal Company, we
are enabled to illustrate the design of trucks with cast steel

truck and body bolsters, useu under a number of gondola cars

of 80,000 pounds capacity.

This truck is of the arch bar type, with the column guides

and spring seats combined in steel castings. The spring plank

is in the form of a 12 by 20-inch channel. The whole arrange-

ment was designed with a view of reducing the number of

separate pieces to the minimum and at the same time to pro-

duce a structure that would be sufficiently strong to permit of

carrying the load entirely upon the center plates. The bol-

sters and other steel castings were designed and furnished by
the American Steel Foundry Company of Granite City, Illinois,

and these parts are guaranteed to outlive the cars without ex-

cepting wrecks. They are giving satisfaction to the officers of

'-IZ'Cfiannel. 20/ii. 6'8i'long.

Cast Steel Truck and Body Bolsters.

Delaware & Hudson Canal Company.

the road, which is manifested by orders for large quantities.
In describing similar trucks by these manufacturers for the
Seaboard Air Line in our issue of September, 1S9S, we quoted
from a letter received from Mr. W. T. Reed, Superintendent of
Motive Power of that road, as follows:
"The idea of applying such bolsters to freight cars is to dis-

pense with the many parts which require additional labor on
trucks used previously of the same pattern as far as the arch
bars were concerned, with flitch plate bolsters. . . . The
time has now arrived when mechanics can readily see the ad-
vantages to be gained in the minimum number of pieces in any
part of a truck or other machinery, and it is to this end that
I find it most advantageous. What we need is a truck that
will stand all abuses possible after derailments, so that the
trucks may be replaced on the tracks and continue their jour-
ney, while others must be taken apart."

Improvements in steam engine practice in the direction of

higher steam pressures have caused equally marked advances
in boiler construction, and particularly in the quality of the

materials, without which higher pressures would be danger-

ous and entirely impracticable. About 20 years ago pressures

rose from 50 to 100 pounds, and since that time the water-tube
boiler has brought about the use of 250 pounds, reduced to 200

pounds at the engines. This development and the improve-
ments in materials which rendered it possible, are discussed in

a valuable paper printed in the "Journal of the American
Society of Naval Engineers."

The general reliability and uniformity of mild steel has been
an important factor in this progress. This is due chiefly to

the fact that purchasers of boiler material have insisted that

it must meet severe requirements, and the thorough inspection

and tests of the Bureau of Steam Engineering of the Navy
Department has exerted powerful influences in this direction.

Nickel steel commands a great deal of attention for braces

and rivets may be made with a tensile strength of 75,000 pounds
and an elastic limit of 40,000 pounds. This means that smaller

rivets may be used and the strength of joints increased by rea-

son of cutting away less material for the rivet holes. The
strength, toughness and uniformity renders nickel steel par-

ticularly desirable for braces and rods. An example illus-

trated in the paper is spoken of as being as tough as steel can
be made. It is very uniform and exceedingly reliable. When
subjected to a drop test it tears a grain at a time, holding to-

gether during many blows after fracture. In several cases
where bars 4 inches in diameter, of this composition (carbon

0.23, sulphur 0.017, manganese 0.61, nickel 3.22 and phosphorus
0.021, with average tensile strength over 80,000 pounds, and
elastic limit over 55,000 pounds, and an elongation of more than
23 per cent, in 8 inches) have been tested under a 1,640-pound
weight, dropping 44 feet, the bars being supported at the ends
and turned over after every blow, it required 40 blows to cause
the first fracture and 40 more to complete the break.

Comparisons between the requirements of the material by
the Bureau of Steam Engineering in the boilers of the "Maine,"
built in 1888, and those for torpedo boats, monitors and battle-

ships commenced in 1898. give an excellent idea of the progress
that has been made. Ten years ago shell plates were required

to have tensile strength between 58,000 and 67,000 pounds, an
elastic limit of 32,000 pounds and elongation of 22 per cent.

To-day the requirements are: Tensile strength, 74,000 to

82,000 pounds; elastic limit, 40,000 pounds; and elongation, 21

per cent. In 1888 rivets and stays were required to have a
tensile strength of 50,000 to 58,000 pounds, and now they must
have 75,000 to 85,000, and other properties in proportion.

The increased steam pressures require corresponding in-

crease in the care and watchfulness, steel having been im-
proved sufliciently to be generally used. The pipe in present

use is nearly all steel, and lap welded. It is made so well that

flanges can be turned cold without causing cracks or flaws.

Seamless drawn pipe is also used, and flanges are welded to

their ends, the most recent development in this direction be-

ing the upsetting of the ends of the tubes and forming the ends
themselves into flanges that are integral parts of the tubes.

Wrought steel pipe fittings are also available for steam pipes,

and it is clear that the boiler, through the increase of steam
pressure, is recognized as the vital factor in the cheapening

of the cost of power.

The reason why English locomotive builders have not cap-
tured and held the locomotive business for South America, Af-
rica and other fields, against American competition, is stated
by "The Engineer" to be that the builders "insisted on supply-
ing, so to speak, chronometers, when a 'Waterbury' was the
thing wanted." In other words the English locomotive is too
good a machine to be run on ordinary railroads.

Selected timber to the extent of 950,000 feet, board measure,

was shipped to the German Government from San Fran-

cisco recently for use in the new war vessels. The pieces were
from 24 to 54 feet long and 4 by 4 feet in section. They were
absolutely free from knots and blemishes and cost 4.66 cents

per foot, as compared with 2.75 cents per foot in the same mar-
ket for ordinary lumber.
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THE RESIGNATION OF WM. BUCHANAN, SUPERINTEND-
ENT OF ROLLING STOCK OF THE NEW YORK

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Rumor has been busy for some months past with reference to

the retirement of Mr. Buchanan from the position on the New
York Central Railroad, which he has so long and honorably

filled. The rumor was not credited by those who knew him

well, but on April 22 it was announced that his resignation

had been sent in and accepted by the Board of Directors. At

that time probably only a very few of those most nearly asso-

ciated with him knew of his intention to retire from active

work.

He was born in Scotland on March 6, 1830, and is there-

fore in his seventieth year. His service with the New York

Central Railroad began in September, 1849, and he has been in

the employ of the company ever since, so that in a few months
more he would have completed fifty years of continuous ser-

vice.

His father was a blacksmith by trade, and after coming to

this country was employed in tlie Burden Iron Works in Troy.

His son William obtained work in the same establishment,

where ho was first employed in punching the old-fashioned

railroad chair plates. Later he worked with his father in the

blacksmith trade. Being ambitious to learn the machine busi-

ness, the son left the Burden Works and obtained employment
on the old Albany & Schenectady Railroad, now a part of the

New York Central line. He remained there about two years

and a half, when, as he said, he concluded that no career

was open to him there, and he determined to try his for-

tune in New York. After drawing his pay and paying his

debts and his fare to New Yorlc, he had $1.25 left, with

which he arrived in this city, which presumably was not as

wicked then as it is now, or his capital of fl.25 would not have

gone as far as it did. He at once applied for employment at

the shops of the Hudson River Railroad at the foot of West
Thirtieth Street. These shops w'ere then under the charge of

Walter McQueen, who afterward became the head of the me-
chanical department of the Schenectady Locomotive Works.
When Mr. McQueen learned where young Buchanan had been
employed he asked him whether he could set the valves of a
locomotive. "Our man," Mr. McQueen said, "has been trying

for four days to set them on one of our locomotives, and they
are not set yet." Buchanan said he had done that kind of

work on the Albany & Schenectady road and thought he could

do it in New York. He was then placed In charge of the work
and in about three or four hours had the valves properly set.

It must be remembered that in those days "setting valves" was
considered a great mystery. His success in doing this work
was his first start on the Hudson River—now part of the New
York Central—Railroad, and, as before stated, he has remained
in the employ of the same company or its successors ever

since. Soon afterward he was made shop foreman.

When Mr. McQueen left the Hudson River Railroad to take

charge of the Schenectady Locomotive Works he was succeeded
by Mr. Waterman. A disagreement between him and Mr. Bu-
chanan led the latter to ask for employment running a loco-

motive. He was engaged in that occupation long enough to

become thoroughly familiar with the practical part of the man-
agement of locomotives, and this experience was of very great
value to him all through his career.

Waterman being of an inventive turn of mind, and like many
other inventors often more sanguine about the success of his

inventions than his employers were, dissatisfaction on the part
of the latter resulted and his resignation followed, and in 1853
Mr. Buchanan was asked to take charge of the Thirtieth Street
shops as Master Mechanic. The scope of his authority was ex-
tended from time to time, and in 1881 he became Superintend-
ent of Motive Power of the entire New York Central system.
Subsequently the title of the position was changed to Superin-
tendent of Motive Power and Rolling Stock, and some time af-

terward the West Shore line was leased by th« New York Cen-

tral, the machinery department of the leased line was also

placed under Mr. Buchanan's jurisdiction.

In the departments over which he had direct supervision be-

tween 7,500 and 8,000 men are regularly employed. It is doubt-

ful whether any railroad man in the country, having authority

over an equal number of men, has commanded their respect,

confidence and feeling of personal allegiance to the same extent

that Mr. Buchanan has, and the news of his resignation has

been learned by them with profound feelings of regret.

Besides an intimate practical knowledge with all the details

of construction and operation of railroad machinery, during all

his career he has shown a remarkable clear and unerring dis-

cernment of the merits of mechanical appliances. His name

became known the world over from the celebrated locomotive.

No. 999, exhibited at the Chicago World's Fair, and which he

designed and had built in the shops of the New York Central

Railroad at West Albany. In his early days on the Albany &
Schenectady road he did more or less work on the old pioneer

locomotive, De Witt Clinton. Aided by some old drawings, he

had a duplicate of this machine and three of the old cars used

on that road built, which were also exhibited in Chicago, and

attracted a great deal of attention.

A marked characteristic of his mind is conservatism, and he

always seemed to have an unerring judgment in deciding

whether any mechanical appliance was entirely practicable or

not, and in the administration of the affairs, in the department

over which he has had control, he showed a remarkable amount

of skill and ability in producing maximum results with a mini-

mum of expenditure. The system of management of the ma-

chinery department of the New York Central line and that of

the Pennsylvania road are in many respects totally different.

If some competent person should acquaint himself thor-

oughly with each of the two systems and make an analysis and

comparison of their respective merits and demerits, it would

be a work of the utmost value to the railroad companies of the

country.

Mr. Buchanan has earned a rest, but those who have been

favored with his acquaintance and friendship may perhaps now
experience the same feeling of perplexity that American people

generally feel about our ex-Presldents—that of finding a

worthy occupation for him during the remainder of his life,

Mr. Buchanan, though somewhat overworked, is still vigorous,

and it is quite certain that in the years that remain for him

—

and may they be many—he will realize the truth of Joubert's

remark, that "the residue of human wisdom purified by old age

is, perhaps, the best thing we possess." M. N. FORNEY.

LARGE DREUOE FOR RUSSIAN CANALS.

A very large dredge, built by the Socl€t4 John CockerlU, at

Seraing, Bel^um, for the Russian government, at a cost of

•$559,700, is described by Consul Alfred A. Winslow, writing from
Liege, as follows;

The dredge is ccistructed on the principle o£ the dredge

Beta, in use in the Mississippi, but Is very much larger, being

able to remove 4,000 cubic yards of sand, gravel, clay, or similar

material per hour to a distance of 700 feet. The earth Is cut up
and mixed with water by revolving trepans, until it is of a con-

sistency that can readily be forced up by two powerful steam
pumps of 1,428 horse power each.

The dredge is 214 feet 6 inches long, 61 feet 6 Inches wide, and
when ready for work, draws 4 feet 6 Inches of water. It can ex-

cavate a channel nearly SO feet wide and 14 feet deep at one

cut'ing. The fuel used is naphtha, and when the dredge is in

full bl.ist, it consumes about 1,200 gallons per hour. Tanks are

provided that hold sufticient fuel to run the dredge at full pres-

sure for twenty-four hours. When in full operation, It will give

employment to 36 men, as follows: Stewards, 6; engineers, 12;

and laborers. IS.

The dredge will be given a trial on the River Scheldt, near

Antwerp, Belgium. From there it will be towed to the vicinity

of St. Petersburg, whfre It will begin its work.
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AKTHUK M. WAITT. WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

The appo.ntment of Mr. Arthur M. Waitt to the position of

Superintenilem of Motive Power of the New YorkCei tral & Hud-
son River Railroad takes liira from a leading position in charge

of thecavde.jartment of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern to

the first position in the motive power department of the Vander-

derbilt lines He is in the prime of life, and has prepared for this

important office by education, experience and most careful study

of the problems of transportation which are constantly ehang.

ing with the tim< s.

He was barn in Boston in 18.58, and, after taking a degree in

mechanical engineering at the Alassachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology in 1879, he entered the

service of the Chicago, Burl-

ington & Quincy Railroad in

the office of Mr Thonias Pot-

ter at Burlington, and later

served as draftsman in

the car and locomotive de-

partments until he entered

the service of the Eastern

Railroad at Boston in a simi-

lar capacity in 1882. In 1884

he became c'nef draftsman of

the Eastern Railroad, and in

1887 was general foreman of

the car department, and was

soon appoiuted Assistant

Master Car Builder of the

Boston & Mains. In 1889 he

was appomted Assistant Man-

ager of the Pullman Works
but being broad and liberal-

minded he could not confine

himself long within the limits

of a private car building es-

tablishment and left at the

request of John Newell lo re-

turn to railroad service as

Assistant General Master Oar

Builder of the Lake Shore at

Cleveland. lu October, 1892,

he was made General Master

Car Builder, the position he

now leaves.

Mr. Waitt combines a tech-

nical engineering education

with marked ability and ex-

perience. He is a clear-head-

ed business man and has been

clo-ely identified with the best Imcrovements in car con-

struotion. His chief work has been in connection with

cars and by keeping constantly in toucli with all motive

power subjects he is well prepare d for th problems now before

hira.

In 1898 he was elected Third Vice President of the Master

Mechanics Association, and for years has taken a prominent

part in the discussions before the Master Car Builder..' Associa-

tion. Before the technical railroad associations and in the tech-

nical press his opinions have been frequently expressed and

while often bold, they have also been properly conservative.

He is a member of the American Society of Mi chanical Engi-

net rs.

He is a very clear thinker, a thorough organizer, a reliable

mechanical officer, with opinions and reasons for them, and is an

honest straight forward man, who gives a great deal of atten-

tion to the moral influences surrounding those for whose work
he is responsibl'^. He is a staunch supporter of the Railrrad

Branch of the Young Men's Christian Association, which has

had such a powerful influence for good among the railroad em-

ployees of this country.

ARTHUR M,

Superintendent of

New York Central & Hu

At a recent meeting- of the Institution of Civil Engineers held

in London Sig-nor Marconi read a paper on "Wireless Teleg-

raphy," which has attracted unusual attention.

The lecturer began by describing the apparatus employed. In

the course of his description he said that a properly made
coherer, though the conti-ary had sometimes been stated, was
as reliable as any other electrical instrument. He emphasized

the great importance of the vertical conductor used in his sys-

tem, and attributed the success he had obtained to its employ-

ment. He had found that the distance to which signals

could be sent varied according to the squar? of the

length of this conductor. Thus a conductor 80 feet high

could be used for signalling over a distance of 18 miles,

and he was confident that

one 114 feet high would be

sufficient to enable commu-
nication to be established be-

tween Folkestone and Bou-
logne, 33 miles apart. When
such a vertical wire was em-
ployed no hindrance to the

signalling was caused by hills

and other obstacles or by the

curvature of the earth.

As to the possibility of pre-

venting messages sent by one

station from being read by
stations other than the one
for which they were intended.

Signer Marconi said that some-
thing could be done by the aid

of syncronizing devices, two
instruments not responding to

each other unless properly

tuned. By means of reflec-

tors, too, an almost straight

beam of electric rays could be

directed in any desired direc-

tion, and he had found by ex-

periment that at a distance of

1% mile a receiving instrument
failed to act it it was more
than 50 feet to the right or left

of the supposed center line of

the beam. This fact might,

he suggested, be applied to

the guidance of ships in thick

weather. With reflectors he

had not sent signals more
than two miles, most of his

attention having been given

to the vertical wire system;

but he was of opinion that it

was possible to go much fur-

ther in this way, and has .since confirmed this.

He then proceeded to describe some of the installations of

wireless telegraphy that had been successfully worked. Be-

tween Alum Bay and Bournemouth and later between Poole and

Bournemouth—distances of 14 and 18 miles respectively—signals

had been regularly exchanged, and the experience of 14 months

showed that there was no kind of weather in England that

could stop the working of the apparatus. Improvements in the

construction of the instruments had enabled him to reduce the

height of the vertical conductor to 70 feet for the distance be-

tween Poole and Bournemouth, and he expected to be able to

make still further reductions. After referring to the instal-

lation set up between Ballycastle and Rathlin Island, and to

the feat of reportit^g the progress of Kingstown regatta from

a steamer accompanying the competing yachts, he went on to

speak of the installation fitted up last autumn between the

Royal Yacht Osborne and Osborne House during the Prince of

Wales's illness. This gave an opportunity of studying the effect

of intervening hills, and as the yacht moved about in various

portions of the waters round the Isle of Wight doubts were

set at rest as to the possibility of telegraphing across long

stretches of land. Communication between lightships and the

shore was a matter of great importance. The wireless system

WAITT,

Motive Power,

dson River Railroad.
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iKid bLun Iti sullsfactory operation since December uetween the

South Koii-land Lighthouse and the Kast Goodwin lightship—

a distance of 12 miles—and had woiUed all through the recent

storms without Interruption, thus showing Itself even more
trustworthy than the land wires. As to wireless communication
jicrosH the (,'hannel, Signor Marconi said It would have been
established long ago if the promised offlclal consent of the

French Government had been received, but Information that

this permission had been granted only reached him during the

reading of his paper. [Since the paper was read the system has
been successfully PUt into opi-ratlon across the Channel between
Foiltestone and Lioulogne.]

SHRINK AND FORCE FITS.

The maximum tangential effort of 17,000 pounds obtained

in the tests, would, with a coefflcient of friction of 0.2, give a

normal pressure of 85,000 pounds, or 27,070 pounds per square

inch; a pressure well within the crushing strength of the

metals employed. With greater difference between the

diameter of spindle and hole, it might be necessary to force

the spindle into a heated disk. It seems evident from
these experiments that the shrink fit is tne better of the two,

but in practical work it is not always the best way, but the

good enough" way that is sought. If, therefore, the force fits

are good enough and can be made more cheaply than shrink
fits, they will be used in every case.

CAST STEEL

f-i>«-

The relative merits of shrmK and force fits have been con-

sidered uncertain and the difficulties of settling the question

experimentally have rendered it a matter of experience and

opinion upon which very little has been positively known.

The 'American Machinist" of Feb. 16, contains an interest-

ing article by Prpf. J. J. Wilmore, of the Alabama Polytechnic

Institute, on some experimental work of two Senior Class stu-

dents in mechanical engineering, Messrs. Haralson and Wood.
The experiments wtiich formed the basis for their thesis, were
made by forcing and shrinking steel spindles of nominally one-

inch diameter, into cast iron disks, and noting the foi'ce re-

quired to pull some of uiem out,

and to twist others in the holes.

The holes were reamed to one-

inch diameter, with an error be-

lieved not to exceed 0.00025 inch,

while the spindles were gi-ound

to a diameter of 1.001, 1.0015, 1.002,

1.0025 and 1.003 inches. Below is

given an abstract from the con-

clusions.

The following table shows the

numerical results. It should be

remembered that all the holes

were one inch in diameter and one

and one-fourth inches long, the

variation in diameter being made
in the spindle. It will be noted

that the shrink fits are quite uni-

formly about three times as strong

as the force fits of corresponding

size, both in tension and torsion.

The force fits were made with-

out lubrication other than the

small amount of machine oil adhering to the spindle on ac-

count of having been wipeu with oily waste, after grinding, to

prevent rusting. The spindles and holes were found to be

smooth and in good condition after the tests. The maximum'
force was required to start the spindles. After movement had

once occurred between the two surfaces, a much smaller force

was required to start it a second time. No. 19 test piece was
tried in torsion up to the limit of the scales without movement.

TA.BLB OF RESULTS.

EQUALIZERS FOR
TRUCKS.

PASSENGER CAR

The use of cast steel instead of wrought iron for passen-
ger truck equalizers has been carried beyond the experimental
stage by Mr. John Player, Superintendent of Machinery of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, the design used on that

road being shown in the accompanying engraving, which was
made from a drawing furnished by Mr. Player of an equalizer

for a six-wheel truck. The design was made to insure ample
strength and with a view of obtaining satisfactory work In

cast steel.

Number
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Hydraulic Locomotive Lift—Boston & IVIaine Railroad.

fyrought /ron.

w-e"^
/ pipf tap

Cylinders and Pistons.

7977/77 Pump

LConnection to
Discharge Pipe.

Operating Valve.

Connection to Cy/.

HYDRAULIC LOCOMOTIVE LIFT.

Boston & Maine Railroad.

A compact and inexpensive hydraulic lift for use in removing

and replacing the driving wheels of locomotives recently built

and installed at the Boston shops of the Boston & Maine Rail-

road is illustrated in the accompanying engravings. The object

was to provide a hoist that would occupy the minimum floor

space in an already over-crowded shop. The four hydraulic

cylinders are mounted on a steel framework having six posts,

the two cylinders at the rear end of the engine are fixed in

position and are carried on transverse 12-inch I beams, while

those for the front end are mounted on 15-inch cross beams

and are arranged to move laterally on these beams by means of

a chain wheel and screw shaft, while the cylinder bearers may

be moved longitudinally along the short panel of the frame for

adjustment to the length of the engines. A iy2-inch steel wire

rope is used as a sling under the smoke box extension, each

end being coupled to a link suspended from the piston rod of

one of the cylinders. The rear end is lifted by means of a

plate girder 10 feet 8 Inches long, made of a 2 by 12-inch

wrought iron plate, to which 5 by 3% by Va-inch angles are riv-

eted on one side only. This plate is 12 inches deep for a length of

50 inches at the center, and tapers to a depth of 8 inches at the
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ends. The cylinders are of cast Iron 1% Inches thick, 18 inches

inside diameter and fi foet long. They are shown in section

In the engraving, which also illustrates the consiriiction of the

cylinder heads and pistons. The piston rods hang from the

pistons and are connected directly to the slings. The hydraulic

connections to the forward cylinders are made by flexible pip-

ing with joints made like those illustrated in the "American
Engineer" of November, 1SH8, page 37G. Power is supplied by

a duplex steam pump formerly used in a locomotive water sta-

tion and capable of giving a pressure of 12!') pounds per square

inch in the lifting cylinders. With this pressure the hoist will

'.aise weights of 50 tons and it is obvious that the capacity

may be increased uy using higher pressure. The controlling

alve is a very simple arrangement of four small slide valves,

one for each cylinder. The valve spindles are provided with

stuffing boxes, not shown in the engraving. We are indebted

to Mr. Henry liartiett, Superintendent of Motive Power, for the

drawings.

PERSONALS.

Mr. Herbert Roberts has been appointed Superintendent of

Motive Power of the Norfolk & Southern R. R.

Mr. J. M. Robertson has been appointed Assistant Master

Mechanic of the Wabash R. R. at Ashley, Ind.

Mr. S. Phipps has been appointed Assistant Master Mechanic
of the Canadian Pacific at Winnipeg, Man. He was formerly

Road Foreman.

Mr. .John Vougt has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Mahanoy & Hazleton division, I^ehlgh Valley R. R., at Hazle-

ton. Pa., succeeding Mr. I'\ Roth, resigned.

Mr. John Milliken, Assistant Engineer of Motive Power of

the Philadelphia. Wilmington & Baltimore, has been appointed

to a similar position on the United Railroads of New Jersey.

Mr. J. Ij. Mohun has been appointed to the position of Assist-

ant Master Mechanic of the Juniata shops of the Pennsylva-

nia Railroad at Altoona.

Mr. William Forsyth. Superintendent of Motive Power of the

Northern Pacific, has resigned and wii. take a vacation for tne

benefit of his health.

Mr. R. W. Bayley, heretofore Assistant Secretary of the

Westinghouse Air Brake Company, at Pittsburg, will succeed

Mr. John W. Cloud as Western Representative in Chicago.

Mr. J. E. Button, Division Master Mechanic of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, at Ottumwa, Iowa, died March 13.

Mr. G. W. Dixon, heretofore Roadmaster of the Pittsburg,

Lisbon & Western, has been appointed iiiaster Mechanic of

that road, with office at New Galiloe, Pa., in place of Mr. Rich-
ard Beeson, resigned.

Mr. J. H. Pennington has been appointed Superintendent of

Motive Power of the Delaware. Susquehanna & Schuylkill, with
headquarters at Drifton, Pa,, to succeed the late John R. Wag-
ner.

Mr. Ij. F. Purtill. who for several years has been Mr. Par-
ke's assistant as Eastern Representative of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company, will succeed Mr, Parke in charge of the
Now York office.

Mr. O. H. Crittendon, Assistant Engineer of Maintenance of
Way of the Kansas City. Pittsburg & Gulf, has been appointed
Chief Engineer of that system, with headquarters at Texar-
kana, Tex.

Mr. R. A. Parke, who for a number of years has been Eastern
Representative of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company in

New York, has been appointed Assistant Secretary, which will

call him to Pittsburgh, He will be missed In New York.

Mr. O. J. Kelly has been appointed Divisi-jn Master Mechanic
of the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Valley divisions of the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, with office at Riverside, Baltimore,
Md.

Mr. Theodore UabcrUorn. heretofore connected with the Motive
Power Department of tlic Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago at
Fort Wayne. Ind, has been appc.inted Master Meclianic of the
Kenova shops of the Norfolk & Western.

Mr. S. M. lloberts has been appointed Acting Master Me-
chanic of the Brunswick & Western R. R. at Brunswick. Ga.
He was formerly General Foreman of the Plant system at

Waycross, Ga. He succeeds Mr. W. H. Dyer, transferred.

Mr. D. C. Moon, Superintendent of the Dunkirk Allegheny
Valley & Pittsburg, has been appointed Superintendent of the

Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg, with headquarters at Water-
town. N. Y., in place of Mr, E. G. Russell, resigned.

Mr. W. H. Stocks has been appointed Master Mechanic of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Chicago, to succeed Mr.

A. L. Studer, promoted. Mr. Stocks will be succeeded as Mas-
ter Mechanic at Rock Island by Mr. R. D. Fiddler.

Mr. S. F. Forbes, S\iperintendent of the St, Paul shops of

the Great Northern, has been appointed Purchasing Agent,
with office at St. Paul. Minn., in place of Mr. J. W. Blabon,

promoted.

Mr. A. L. Studer, formerly Master Mechanic of the Illinois

division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Chicago, has

been appointed Assistant Superintendent of Motive Power, to

succeed Mr. J. W. Fltzgibbon. His office is at Horton, Kan-

sas.

Mr. L. T. Canfield, formerly Master Car Builder of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Chicago, has been appointed

Master Car Builder of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,

with headquarters at Scranton, Pa. He has had a wide expe-

rience and is well equipped for the position.

Mr, William Hutchinson, Master Mechanic of the Chicago &
Northwestern, at Eagle (Jrove, Iowa, has been appointed Mas-

ter Mechanic at Winona, Minn., to succeed Mr. William Mcin-

tosh, and is succeeded as Master Mechanic at Eagle Grove by

Mr, J. F. Fleisher. Foreman of the shops at Winona.

Mr. Robert McKenna, who has been Master Car l^uilder of the

Delaware. Lackawantia & Western since June, '.H70. has re-

signed. He is 73 years of age and has been in railway service

since March. 1863. H was for 17 years foreman of the car shop^

of the Hudson River Railroad before going to the D. L. & W.

Mr. Joseph Elder has resigned as Master Mechanic of the Rock
I.sland & Peoria at Peoria. HI. He has been in charge of the

mnchinery and rolling stock of the road since 1»77. and from

1871 to 1877 was Master Mechanic of the old Rockford. Rock

I-sland & St. Louis, now a part of the Chicago. Burlington &
Quincy.

Oliver H. Do Young. Master Mechanic of the Galveston, Har-

risburg & San Antonio Railroad, died recently at El Paso.

Texas. Mr. De Young entered the railroad service In 1875 with

the Texas & New Orleans.

Mr. W. N. Cox has been appointed Acting Master Mechanic

of the Alabama Great Southern Railroad, succeeding C. Skin-

ner of Birmingham, Ala., resigned.
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Mr. G. W. Dixon has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Pittsburg, Lisbon & Western, with headquarters at New Gali-

lee, Pa. He succeeds Mr. Richard Beeson, resigned.

Mr. E. H. Harriman, Chairman of the Executive Committee

of the Union Pacific, and a member of the Board of Directors of

the Illinois Central, has been elected President of the Chicago

& Alton, to succeed Mr. T. B. Blackstone.

Mr. C. A. Seley has been appointed Mechanical Engineer of

the Norfolk & Western Railway, to succeed Mr. G. R. Hender-

son. Mr. Seley has been connected with the mechanical de-

partment of the Chicago Great Western Railway for several

years.

Mr. John Forster has been selected to succeed Mr. J. S. Tur-

ner as Superintendent of the Union Pacific, Denver & Gulf Rail-

way at Denver. Mr. Forster was formerly Master Mechanic of

the Atcliison, Topeka & Santa Fe at La Junta, Col

Mr. H. W. Kimball, of the Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co.,

died March 9, at the age of 54 years, in Cleveland, Ohio. He
was President of the Chapman Jack Co. and held an interest

in the Butler Drawbar Attachment Co. He was a very success-

ful business man, a great part of which was due to his unusual

mechanical ability and far-sightedness. His friendships were
numerous and strong.

Mr. George W. Bartlett, Division Engineer, New York Cen-
tral & Hudson River Railroad, has .been appointed Superintend-

ent of the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburg, a part of the

New York Central system, with office at Dunkirk, N. Y., to suc-

ceed Mr. D. C. Moon, who has been promoted. Mr. Bartlett's

experience in the operating department has been wide and he
is well equipped for the position.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has announced the

appointment of the following engineers and assistants: Alex.

Kearney, Assistant Engineer of Motive Power; D. N. Ferine,

Assistant Engineer of Motive Power of the Philadelphia and
Erie and Northern Central; Jos. T. Wallis, Assistant Master
Mechanic of the Meadows shops; L. T. Ford, Assistant Engci-

neerof the Elmira-Canandaigua division on the Northern Cen-
tral; S. Shober, Jr., Assistant Engineer of the Tyrone Division.

Mr. J. S. Turner, whose appointment as Superintendent of

Motive Power of the Union Pacific, Denver & Gulf Railway,
now known as the Colorado Southern, at Denver, was noted in

our December issue of last year, has resigned that posi-

tion to become Superintendent of Motive Power of the Fitch-

burg Railroad, with headquarters in Boston. His jurisdiction

will extend over all matters pertaining to the locomotive de-

partment. Mr. Turner was formerly Superintendent of Motive
Power of the West Virginia Central & Pittsburg, and began his

railroad service on the Pennsylvania at Altoona. He is well
fitted both in ability and experience for his new position, and
the appointment is heartily commended.

Mr. John W. Cloud's resignation as Western Representative
of the Westinghouse Air Brake Co.. at Chicago, was announced
after we had gone to press last month. He goes to London in

the interests of the Westinghouse brake and we understand
that he will be permanently located there. We can not think

of any one who will be more generally missed than Mr. Cloud.

For ten years he has been Secretary of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association, and for four years of the Master Mechanics'
Association also. His place in these organizations can not be
as well filled by any one else. From a somewhat selfish point
of view it is to be regretted that his abilities take him else-
where.

Mr. T. B. Blackstone has retired from the Presidency of the

Chicago & Alton on account of the rule of the road. He was
elected President of the road in 1864 and has held the posi-
tion continuously. His railroad work began in 1847, on the
New York & New Haven road, as a rodman. Prom October,
1848, to December, 1849, he was Assistant Engineer on the
survey and construction of the Slockbridge & Pittsfield, and
from the latter date to April, 1851, Assistant Engineer of the
Vermont Valley. He then came west and accepted the posi-
tion of Division Engineer of the Illinois Central, which he held
until December, 1855. He was made Chief Engineer of the
Joliet & Chicago in 1856, and had charge of the construction
of that road and its maintenance after completion, being cho-
sen President in January, 1861. This road was absorbed by
the Chicago & Alton, and Mr. Blackstone was chosen President
of the latter in April, 1864.

Mr. Walter Katte who has been Chief Engineer of the New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad for the past thirteen

years, has resigned and will serve as Consulting Engineer. He
was born in London in 1830 and prepared for the engineering

profession in an engineer's office in England. Since 1850 he

has been in railroad and allied service and has made an envia-

ble record. Among the roads that he has been connected with

are the Pennsylvania, the Central of New Jersey, the West
Shore, the New York, Ontario & Western, and the New York
Elevated, as well as the New York Central. In addition to his

railroad work he has had charge of the western business of

the Keystone Bridge Company for ten years ending in 1875,

and he superintended the construction of the Eads Bridge at

St. Louis. For six years he was Chief Engineer of the West
Shore, including the period of its construction. Mr. Katte is

widely known and has had a remarkable career in connection

with very large engineering undertakings.

Mr. W. J. Wilgus has been appointed to succeed Mr. Walter

Katte as Chief Engineer of the New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad. He is thirty-three years of age and though a

young man he is fitted by a wide and varied experience for

this important position. He was born in Buffalo, New York,

In 1865, and after securing a school education he spent two

years in the study of engineering. In 1895 he entered the ser-

vice of the Minnesota & Northwestern as rodman, and after

five years he went to Kansas City, in charge of important work

tn connection with the terminals at that point. In 1891 he

went to Chicago in the capacity of Resident Engineer of the

Chicago Union Transfer Railroad, and in 1893 he entered the

service of the New York Central as Assistant Engineer, Main-

tenance of Way of the Rome, 'atertown & Ogdensburg. Since

that time he has held imp"vtajit positions in the engineering

department, under Mr. Katte, and is now, as Chief Engineer,

placed in charge of construction and maintenance of way of a.V

the New York Central lines.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers will hold its

39th meeting at Washington, D. C, May 9th to 12th, at the Ar-

lington Hotel Assembly Room. The list of papers is as fol-

lows; "Standards for Direct Connected Generating Sets," by

J. B. Stanwood; "Boiler and Furnace Efficiencies," by R. S.

Hale; "Test of a Steam Separator," by F. L. Emory; "Investi-

gations of Boiler Explosions," by G. C. Hennlng; "Equipment

of Tall Office Buildings," by R. P. Bolton; "Heating Plant of

University of Wisconsin," by Storm Bull; "Power Plant of a

University," by E. A. Darling; "Plunger Elevators," by G. I.

Alden; "Elevators," by C. R. Pratt; "Allen Valves for Locomo-

tives," by C. H. Quereau; "Rolling Mill Fly Wheels." by .Tohn

Fritz; "Valves for Steam Engines," by F. W. Gordon; "Manu-
facture of Car Wheels," by G. R. Henderson; "Belt Tensions,"

by F. L. Emory; "Tests of Fire Hydrants," by C. L. Newcomb;
"Deep Well Pump Rods," by G. W. Bissell; "Pipe Flanges and

Bolts," by A. F. Nagle.
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STUPAKOFF'S COMPAROMETER.

A brio? clfsi ription of an iiiKoiiious raoasuiing instrument de

vised Ijy Mr. S. H. Stupakolf, Superintendent of the Union
Switch *. Signal Co., Swissvale, Pa., linown as Stupakoff's

I'oniparomoter, was given in our issue of April, 1898. We are

now enal)led to illustrate and describe it more fully.

The comparometer combines a micrometer caliper, of English

and metric division, with various current gauges for wire, plate,

drills, etc.; it gives the weights for round and sheet metals, the

niinilicr of threads per inch for standard machine screws and
suitiilde tap-drills therefor, and furnishes the means for com-

paring any or all of these data at a glance. The mechanical

princli)Ie Involved In the comparometer is that of a plane spiral

base combined with a radius vector, movable around its pole.

A shifting of the radius vector causes some fixed point on it to

recede from or to advance toward the spiral. The rate of reces-

sion or advancement is in direct proportion to the arc tra-

versed.

The pitch of the spiral In this instrument is one-half Inch,

and the space between the circumference of the base and tht

Stupakoff's Comparometer,

adjusting screw of the radius vector or indicator arm gives an
equivalent range of measurement. The readings corresponding
to the absolute measurements of the comparometer caliper art

tabulated on the base, and they are found, in each instance, in

a radial line with the micrometer screw along the beveled edge
of the Indicator arm. The latter bears the descriptions for the

divisions on tht base and a vernier for the inch scale. The in-

dicator arm Is equipped with an adjusting screw in the same
plane with the spiral edge of the base, and at right angles to its

tangent.

The divisions on the base are described on the indicator;

they represent in all cases a limit between and % inch foi

the whole revolution. All numbers relating to the divisions on
the base are marked above their respective division lines,

which facilitates their reading without shifting the indicator.

The Brown & Sharpe wire gauge circle is provided with

double divisions. The divisions on the outside of the circle

are in direct proportion to the inch and the metric circle. The
divisions on the inside, however, are tenfold enlargements of

the former; they add, therefore, another decimal to the Inch
and metric scales, when compared therewith.

The steel music wire gauge, representing numbers from 8-0

to 30, and ranging in size from .0083 to .080 inch, is located on
the fourth smallest circle. Its readings on the first portion of

the circle, which are connected by a bracket, may be directly

compared with any of the other gauges or scales on the dial.

The reading on the inch circle, compared therewith, will give,

therefore, dimensions in three decimal places, the fourth one
being found with the aid of the vernier.

The Stubbs steel wire and the twist drill gauges, being nearly

alike, are marked on one common circle, the one outside and
the other inside of the same. The gauge lines and numbers of

the American standard screw gauge are placed on the outside

of the smallest circle; their corresponding dimensions or diam-

eters are found radially in line therewith on either one of the

scale circles; the number of threads to the Inch and number of

tap drills occupy the space on both sides of the next to the

smallest circle. The notations on the inside of the smallest

circle give the relative values of the above dimensions in 64ths

of an inch. Those outside of the outside circle give the weight

of 1,000 feet of copper wire in pounds; while those on the in-

side of the same circle give the weight in ounces for each

square foot of sheet iron. Its use may be illustrated by the

following example:

Assuming that a piece of copper wire is specified to measure

0.508 mm. The straight edge of the indicator is brought in

alignment with this value, whereupon all the corresponding

values are found along the radial line, which Is indicated by

the straight edge on the base. These are as follows:

.508 mm.
= .020 inches.
= No. 25 B. W. G.
= No. 24 f-.OOOl in.) Brown & Sharpe Wire Gauge.
=: 75 Stubbs steel wire and twist drill gauge.
= No. 5 (-.0002 In.) Steel music wire gauge.
= 1.24 lb per 1,000ft. (copper wire).

Assuming that we have a piece of copper wire concerning

which all possible data Is required. It measures No. 4 B. & S.

wire gauge and the simultaneous readings are:

13-64 inch.

No. 11 standard machine screw.

24, 28 or 30 threads per Inch.

No. 21, 20 or 19 tap drill.

No. 26 twist drill gauge.
No. 5 Stubb's steel wire gauge.
No. 6 B. W. G.
0.2043 inch.

5.19 millimeters.

126% lbs. per 1,000 feet (copper wire).

A statement of fuel costs on the Lake vessels, owned by the

Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company and used for transportating

iron ore, is published by the Cleveland "Marine Review," and

serves as some Index to the low cost of transporting freight

on the Great Lakes. These steamers are of moderate size and

have not all the improvements introduced in the great freight-

ers built during the past year, but the fuel cost on them seems

extremely low. Thus, on one vessel, which made 26 round

trips—32, S66 miles in all, at an average speed of 10.05 miles an

hour—the fuel cost was only 11.16 cents a mile. On another,

which made 33 trips—41,009 miles in all—the cost was 11.86

cents a mile run. In this case the speed was a little higher,

the average being 12.12 miles an hour. The average cost of

fuel per ton-mile on these ships was 0.00279 cent and 0.002965

cent respectively. In both cases the fuel cost less than three

one-thousandths of a cent per ton-mile. We do not believe

that any such fuel costs can be shown anywhere else in the

world, and yet on the Lakes they are called rather high. We
may add that the average cost of coal on board was $1.S9 a

ton. We are assured that on the new boats carrying 7,000 to

8.000 tons, and furnished with quadruple expansion engines,

much better results can be secured, and will be shown during

the coming season.—"Engineering and Mining Journal."
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The Could Steel Platform for all Cars in Passenger Service.

THE GOULD STEEL PLATFORM.

The Gould Steel Platform—Top View.

The Could Steel Platform—Bottom View.

A new steel platform recently perfected by

the Gould Coupler Co. and adapted for use on

cars with wide or narrow vestibules or with-

out vestibules and also to baggage and ex-

press cars,' is shown in these engravings.

Instead of I beams, Z beams are used in this

construction, this selection having been made
with a view of securing the greatest lateral

stifl:ness. The upper flanges are turned to-

ward the outside and the wide flanges offer

good opportunities for fastenings. There are

two central Z beams, outside of which are

two shorter ones. These are well tied to-

gether by three steel plates, which are riv-

eted to the lower flanges of the central Z

beams and to the top faces of the lower

flanges of the outside pair. The top flanges

of the longitudinal members are tied together

by their attachment to the platform and car

sills. The draft gear is arranged to be re-

movable without taking out any of the

through bolts. The whole arrangement of

the draft gear is such as to relieve the bolts

from improper stresses. The bolts for the

drawbar guides pass through the draft cast-

ings and also through the lower flanges of

the central Z beams. The drawbar castings

are of malleable iron and the flanges of the

Z beams are protected by them from the

wear of the followers.

The drawbar carry iron is held laterally

by abutting against the lower flanges of the

outside Z beams, which relieves the bolts

from shearing stress. The steel beams are

securely bolted to the end sills and also to

the longitudinal sills. The buffing stresses

are taken by a malleable iron buffing casting

bolted to the top flanges of the center beams

and fitted between the platform end sill and

the end sill of the car. This forms a solid

abutment to receive the compressive stresses

and provides for them in a direct line where

the resistance is greatest. This feature re-

lieves the bolts and should have a marked

influence on the life of the structure.

The platform is simple and easy of access,

the parts likely to need removal being de-

signed with this in view and also for easy

inspection. It is adapted for use with the
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Gould oontinuous buffer antl coiiplpr without changes and
where these devices are now used with wooden phittorras,

Itiese parts remain .standanl and are interchangeable with

parts used with the steel platform. We are informed that

this platform is no heavier than the corres|)onding parts of

the (Jould standard wooden platform. It is an imi)ortant im-
provement especially considering its adaptability to so many
different types of cars.

THE PEARSON CAR REPLACING JACK.

LOCOMOTIVE POP SAFETY VALVICS.

Pop valves designed and made specially for locomotive
use by the Star Brass Manufacturing Co., of Boston, are illus-

trated by the accompanying engravings, which sliow an ex-

terior and a sectional view.

The section <lrawing gives a clear view of ttie construction

of the valve, which is strong and heavy to withstand high
pressures. The material, we are told, is of the best obtainable.

The springs are made of tlie best grade of .lesson's steel, im-

Locomotive Pop Valves

ported from ShetfieUl. England, specially for this purpose. They
are made and tempered separately and are ground separately

with a view of securing perfect work at the ends. They are

thoroughly tested under high pressures before being placed in

the casings, in order that any possible permanent set may be

discovered before they are placed in service. The springs are

fitted between pivoted spring discs, to prevent the valve from
cocking or tilting. The spring is enclosed in a chamber and
perfectly isolated from the escaping steam, which has a ten-

dency to rust the spring and spoil its temper. The muffler is

slotted, which is a novelty used in these valves only, and a

feature that is considered by these manufacturers as the most
perfect muffler to be found, and much better than the form in

which the passages are round. A very large power of relief is

also claimed as an important attribute of this design, to which
the possibility of close adjustment of the range of "pop" while

securing full relief of the boiler are added.

These valves are made in sizes from 2 to 3% inches inclusive.

Its adoption upon some of the most important railway systems
is good evidence of merit. The address of the btar Brass Manu-
facturing Co. is 108 East Dedham St., Boston Mass.

The Wootten Boiler, Its Origin, Construction and Advan-
tages, was the subject of a very interesting and instructive il-

lustrated lecture by Mr. S. M. Vauclain, at the April meeting
of the New York Railroad Club. The general use of this type
of boiler was predicted, chiefly on account of its adaptabiiity
to the use of low grades of fuel. The large grate area was
advantageous and increased the boiler power to a remarkable
extent. The type was advocated in its improved forms.

This simple Implement consists of two sockets swiveled to

a pair of elongated sleeves which form nuts to receive a spin-

dle having right and left hand threads and fitted with a ratchet

which is operated by a lever. The success of the device is due
to its efficiency and convenience. The jacks are very com-
pact and very light in weight for the duty they perform. With
them a car may be lifted and moved bodily, by placing them at

an angle so that as they lift the car they also tend to push it

in the desired direction; they are also used for replacing loco-

motives.

The introduction of these jacks was started in Boston, in

November, 1897, on 32 railroads, and in one year the list grew
to 125 roads, including the strongest and most progressive in

the country. It has also been found necessary to establish a

factory to make them in Canada, at Montreal. They are also

in use in England, (ierniany, ilussia, .lapan, Australia, New
Zealand, Mexico and the South American Republics. We have

seen a number of letters from railroad men who have used

them for locomotives and cars, which make it evident that they

offer great advantages over the ordinary jacks for replacing

nilling stock on the rails.

SUPERHEATING OP STEAM.

At a recent meeting if the .Nuitliern Society of Engiuci-rs, Mr.

I'. III! Schou traceU llie liisl"iy of sup' rheatcd steam from the

beginning and giive its lait-r Ucvelopment, in an ii terestiiig

pupir, ot wliicli tiie following is an ixtract;

Two serious losses follow the use of saturated steam, one of

which is a limited range of temperature and the other is cylin-

der condensation. To reduce these los-ses two remedies are

used; one of these is the steam Jacket on the eyllndfr to raise

its temperature, and the other to expand the steam in two or

more cylinders, thereby reducing as much as possible the dif-

ference in temperature l>etween the admission and exhaust
steam. A third method may he used; namely, to superheat the

steam so that (a) the ratio of sensible heat to total heat may
be increased, and (b) considerable reduction of temperature
may occur in the cylinder before reaching the point where con-

densation begins. Heat is transmitted from steam to water
with such a rapidity that the late Mr. P. W. WUlans was dis-

posed to attribute the phenomenon of initial condensation
almost entirely to the presence of water. Whether this theory
is correct or not, the fact remains that the adoption of a high
degree of superheat practically eliminates initial condensation.
The exposed surfaces of iron remain and the steam is there as
usual, but tliere is no water, for the simple reason that the
walls of the cylinder are maintained hotter than the satura-
tion temperature of the steam in contact with them. The prac-
tical effect of a and b taken together as follows:

A triple expansion engine;, working with 180 poimds steam
pressure, may, under favorable conditions, produce one horse

power with 12% pounds of steam. "Rie same steam, super-

heated 150 degrees Cent, will, in a compound engine, produce
one horse power with 8% pounds of steam. The initial saving

in heat units is 22Vi per cent., and it would lie possible to get

the same efficiency in a compound engine working with 11 at-

mospheres, pressure as in a quadruple expansion working with

25 atmospheres pressure. Superheated steam has another
great advantage, in that its specific volume is greater than
saturated steam of the same pressure. If there are, therefore,

two cylinders of exactly the same size, both working with the

same degree of expansion, the weight of steam will be less In

the cylinder working the superheated steam. The volume in-

creases in proportion to the superheat. The more the super-

heat, the less steam is used per horse power.

The total railroad mileage of the United States is said by Mr.
Mulhall. an eminent English statistician, to be nearly half that
of the entire world, there being 182,776 miles of railroad exclu-
sive of side tracks in the United States, as against 436,240 miles
as the world's total. The freight tonnage carried by our rail-
roads is more than one-half that carried by the railroads of
the world. The United States in 1892 carried 845,000,000 tons of
freight 100 miles, as against 1,348,000.000 tons carried by the
world the same distance, or 503,000,000 tons carried by the bal-
ance of the world.
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THE BROWN PYROMETER.

Mr. Edward Brown, of Philadelphia, Pa., has devoted his at-

tention for about 30 years to the manufacture of pyrometers

and has sent us a brief review of the history of the use of these

instruments, from which the following paragraphs are taken:

The original stationary pyrometer, having an appearance

identical with those in common use to-day, was patented about

1850 in England. The stem was of metal, brass and iron. This

style was made and sold in the United States, and though

much overrated as to its suitability for high temperatures, it

had considerable sale for bake ovens, and if inserted always to

the same depth, was fairly accurate up to 600 degrees. It held

its place as the only available instrument up to 1870. About
this time the blast from iron stoves was much raised in tern-

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

perature, occasionally rimning up to l.OuO degrees, and the de-

mand was great for an indicator for tnis temperature. In 1870

Mr. Brown brought out his graphite stem pyrometer, which

was still further improved in 1872 by making the inside rod of

the stem above the graphite of the same metal as the stem, so

that the stem could be inserted to varying depths and still in-

dicate nearly accurately. This form of pyrometer soon became

the only one in general use. With the advent of brick stoves

producing a temperature up to 1,500 degrees, the most available

instrument for many years was Crown's portable pyrometer, in

which a mixture of hot and cold air imringed upon the expan-

sion bar. An earlier instrument, Hobson's, on the same prin-

ciple, in which the diluted blast was thrown aganist a ther-

mometer, was generally used in England and the Southern

States. Also Siemens' water pyrometer has been used to a con-

siderable extent for temperatures up to 1,800 degrees.

Mr. Brown's water current pyrometer came in 1895. It Is

easy to see from Pig. 2 how naturally one invention developed

or evolved into the other. It only required the heavy solid

frame K of the annealing oven pyrometer to be kept from melt-

ing off, and a stationary pyrometer to 3,000 degrees was ac-

complished. This was done by running a stream of water
through it. This pyrometer must not be confounded with wa-
ter current pyrometers, in which a pipe carrying a current of

water is led through a furnace and the temperature of the wa-
ter indicated by a thermometer. A prominent defect in all

pyrometers based on the latter principle and usually over-

looked is this: A current of heated gas or air at 2,000 degrees

passing over a water pipe at a given draft of velocity, will heat

it much hotter if passing at twice the velocity. Theoretically

this must be the same with air curculating in place of water,

though the error must be far less tnan with a liquid. This is

provided for by Mr. Brown in the rod which passes from the

expansion strip to the pointer. This roa takes its temperature

from the water current, and serves to neutralize any error due

to a rise or fall in the temperature of the frame D. The en-

trance for the water is at A. It flows through the bend B, up to

D, and leaves the instrument at C. The indication needle is

connected by a rod to the platinum expansion bar. This in-

strument is also made recording.

In 1896 Mr. Brown made his stationary hot blast pyrometer

recording by means of special mechanism and clockwork. A
pyrometer is subject to frequent handling, and it is important

that the head, containing the recording chart, should be small

and at the same time the degrees be large enough to indicate the

fluctuations plainly. The indicating mechanism must also be

so connected to the stem that the powerful expansion and con-

traction will not damage the uelicate mechanism of the head.

The accompanying chart shows how well this is carried out,

only the degrees from 700 to 1,500 degrees are marked on the

chart, this being the extreme of the range likely to be of ser-

vice in blast furnace practice. These instruments are also use-

ful for blast furnace downcomer pipe, and for recording the

temperature of the escaping gas from steam boilers.

The value of recording devices is every year more appreci-

ated. Instruments for this purpose have been for many years in

extensive use, chiefly for steam pressures and low temperatures.

We have only to go back perhaps 8 or 10 years to find the time

when no recording chart was to be had of a temperature of

1.400 degrees. Fig. 3 shows a portion of a chart taken from a

furnace probably without admixture of cold blast. The ex-

tremes of temperature are well defined. These charts indicate

the exact time of changes of the furnace conditions. Their

value in boiler tests is obvious.

Mr. Brown's pyrometers are all marKed by great simplicity

of construction, a very important feature when they are to be

placed in the hands of ordinary workmen and laborers. The
Franklin Institute of Philadelphia in 1897 awarded to Mr.

Brown the John Scott Legacy Medal and Premium "for im-

provements in pyrometers." His address is 311 Walnut St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE GRAHAM BRAKE EQUALIZER.

This device was designed to provide supports for the brake

shoes of car truclis, In such a way as to carry the thrusts upon

the journai bo.xes, instead of transmitting them to tlie trucl<

frames, by means of hangers. The object was to prevent the

tilting of the trucks and the sliding of the wheels. The brake

hangers are attached to the ends of bent levers, which are ful-

crumed in slotted lugs ca.st on the inside edges of the spring

caps, and are provided with bearings on the inside edges of

'b,~ *op faces of the axle boxes. The end of one of these levers

of the Schuylkill and within easy access of the City Hall In

Philadelphia. The object Is to afford means tor promoting In-

ternational commerce and by exhibits of products and pro-

cesses of manufacture to aid manufacturers and purchasers

to come together for the discussion of topics of interest in In-

ternational trade. The buildings provide more than eight : cres

of exhibition space. I.,lght and power may be obtained from a
power plant which is included. The exhibits will embrace
foreign as well as home products, and the important subject of

the proper method of packing and marking goods for foreign

shipments is to be Illustrated by aid of models. This is a more
important matter than appears at first thought, because of

Truck Equipped with Graham Brake Equalizer.

is shown in the engraving of a four-wheel passenger truck

fitted with this equipment. This suspension relieves the truck

frames from the stresses tending to till them, and the brake

shoes therefore are maintained at a constant height with refer-

ence to the center of the wheel. There is a further advantage

in this method in that the orake thrusts do not add to the loads

on the forward springs of the trucks upon the application of

the brakes.

A severe service trial of this equipment was made recently

under the direction of Mr. W. F. Stark, Superintendent and
Joint Representative of the "Big Four," P., C. C. & St. L., Erie

and Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton roads at Dayton, Ohio. We
are informed that the device was applied for the purpose c£

preventing Hat wheels, and tnat it was entirely successful.

The trial took place on the Dayton & Union division of the

"Big Four," between Dayton and Union City, a distance of 47

miles. There are 21 regular stops, and the time is 1 hour, 44

minutes for the trip. A round trip was made over this divis-

ion with a baggage car and two coaches, fully equipped with

the equalizers. The trip one way required 21 stops, of which
one was a sharp one at a water tank, and in returning 25 stops

were made. There were no cases of wheels sliding and not

the least suggestion of a tilting movement of the trucks in

the most severe stop. It is stated to be the intention of the
road to continue and extend the use of the equipment. Four
more cars are now in the stops to receive it.

Mr. J. Hector Graham, Ceneral Manager of the Safety Ap-
pliance Company, controlliug the equalizer, states that in a
test made on a baggage car when in a blinding snow storm,
last March, it was shown to be impossible to slide the wheels,
and he quotes from a letter from Mr. Stark concerning the de-
vice, as follows:
"So far it is giving satisfaction in preventing the dipping

of the trucks, backlash of the train and sliding of the wheels."

the simple methods used in this country. When dealing with
European and Asiatic countries, however, the customs require-

ments as well as the transportation facilities are very impor-
tant. The success of the plan is promising, when the names of

the following are found in the list of officers and directors: P. A.

B. Widener, W. W. Foulkrod, John Blrkinbine, W. P. Wilson,
Edwin S. Cramp, Theo. N. Ely and Samuel Disston.

NELS' SEMAPHORE GLASSES.

THE PHILADELPHIA EXPOSITION.

The Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the Franklin In-

stitute have planned an industrial exposition to be held in a
new and appropri.ato buildirg to bo erwipd on the west bank

The adoption of the Nels yellow glass for semaphore signal

purposes by the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

has had the effect of directing attention to necessary improve-

ments in signal glass as to strength, durability and uniform-

ity of color. It is very important that signal lights should

have most careful attention because of their responsibility in

giving indications to the runners of fast trains, and yet it is

common practice to purchase commercial glass, either red or

green with no specification as to shade and usually samples

are not even submitted. The glass is required to be "double

thickness," but when cut from large sheets which are not uni-

form in thickness, the strength and the color varying consider-

ably in discs that are cut from the same sheet. Good glass

costs more than poor and when the cost of renewals and the

insurance against accidents are considered it will certainly pay

to use the best, especially in view of the increasing speeds of

trains.

We have just received a set of standard colors from Messrs.

Keaaing, Baird & Co., of Boston, the manufacturers of the

yellow glass we noted last month, and find them admirable in

every way, so far as inspection can show their qualities. The
glass is '/i-in. thick and exceedingly strong. The studied ir-

regularity of the surface is like that of the yellow and the

reasons for this and also for the small lens surface cut in the

center of each disc were fully stated on page 125 of our April

issue.

The red disc is most interesting because instead of being

coated on one side only with red. this glass has the red incor-

porated throughout the disc and it cannot peel or flake off.

This feature is important in any system of colors but is most

important on roads using white for an all-clear signal.
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THE AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING AND MAIN-
TENANCE OF WAT ASSOCIATION.

This association, which, by the way, has too long a name,

was formed at Buffalo March 30, and the following officers were

elected: President, Mr. John F. Wallace, Illinois Central; Vice-

Presidents, Mr. P. A. Peterson, Canadian Pacific; W. G. Curtis,

Southern Pacific; Treasurer, Mr. W. S. Dawley, Chicago & East-

ern Illinois; Secretary, L,. C. Fitch, Baltimore & Ohio South

Western. The directors are prominent engineers and mainten-

ance of way officers. It is an organization of officers engaged

in the location, construction and maintenance of railways. The

objects are to treat maintenance of way subjects by papers and

discussions and to maintain a library. It is stated that

a large amount of committee work will be done and that im-

portant subjects are to be placed in the hands of standing com-

mittees. The headquarters will be in Chicago and the annual

meetings will be held in any city that shall be decided upon by

vote. The association will probably be a most useful one. Its

field is very important and its affairs are in the hands of

very able men.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Machine Design. By Forrest R. Jones, Professor of Machine
Design, University of Wisconsin. Part I., Kinematics of Ma-
chinery. Price $1.50. Part II., Form Strength and Propor-
tions of Parts. Price $3.00. John Wiley & Sons, New York,
1899.

Part I. has 165 pages, Svo.. and treats of the principles of me-

chanical motions, clearly and concisely. This is a good book

for the use of students in taking- up the fundamental motions

of machine design. It is free from useless forms and seems to

be very well written. It might have been put into the form of

a preliminary part of the second volume with good effect.

Part II. is an exceedingly useful book. It differs fi-om all

other books on the subject in the large amount of very valua-

ble data from large engineering firms, such as Fraser & Chalm-

ers, The Baldwin Locomotive Works, E. P. Allis & Co., Lane &
Bodley, and other equally well-known concerns. The design

of important parts of engineering structures is presented in the

abstract by examples and in mathematics. In addition to

this the practice of these experienced firms is quoted where

it is possible. It is one thing to be told how to design collar

thrust bearings and quite another to be able to obtain a table

showing the practice of the Newport News Shipbuilding Co.,

and to have the practice of the Marine Iron Works Co., of

Chicago, in smaller work. The design of engine fly-wheels is

made clear and comprehensive by abstract treatment, followed

by such an example as the 25-ft. fly-wheel, weighing 160,000 tbs.,

made for the power station of the West Chicago Street Rail-

way Co. by Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, and a number of other

important examples. No amount of discussion of the princi-

ples of the design of locomotive boiler seams could be as effect-

ive as the practice of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, illus-

trated in large, clear engravings. The book is admirable and
the author shows that he appreciates the troubles of machine

designers and he has probably learned, from experience, the

value of good precedent as a support to calculations and theo-

retical designing. For example, one who has occasion to pro-

vide for forced fits will be very thankful to have several pages

of data from the practice of successful machinery builders.

The work is very well done, but it is not complete. The author

should include other subjects, and probably will do so in future

editions. If he does he will not only flnd a ready sale for the

book, but will earn the thanks of many engineers and drafts-

men. It can not be fairly compared with Unwin, but those

who have the book under review will probably use Unwin less

than before, and they will have the benefit of a great deal of

information that has not been published, and this is of a char-

acter that has been guarded with scrupulous care by the manu-
facturers of machinery. The subjects considered are as fol-

lows; bearings and lubrication; spur and friction gears; belts

and ropes for power transmission; screws for power transmis-

sion; screw gearing; screw fastenings; machine keys, pins,

forced and shrinkage fits; axles, shafting and couplings; fric-

tion couplings and brakes; fly-wheels and pulleys; cylinders.

tubing, pipes and pipe couplings; riveted joints; frames of

punching, shearing and riveting machines, and selection of ma-
terials.

Boilers and Furnaces Considered In their Relation to Steam
Engineering. By William M. Barr, Member A. S. M. E.; 405

pages. Illustrated. Philadelphia: 1899. J. B. Lipplncott Co.

Price $3.00.

This is a good book on stationary boiler design. It contains

a great many examples of safe practice, and while it does not

abound in startling, new ideas, it is full of carefully considei-ed

and well studied matter that boiler designers and users will

find needful. It is not all original, as the author has reprinted

extracts of papers and discussions and has included the con-

clusions derived from several reports that have been printed

previously, but nothing has been copied that is available to the

general reader who does not have access to the originals. As
an illustration, comparatively few have the reports of the work
done on the government testing machine at the Watertown
Arsenal, and yet these contain probably the most valuable

records of tests on riveted joints that have ever been printed.

The author presents these and several extracts from the pro-

ceedings of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers; for

example, Mr. Cole's paper giving the results of his very elab-

orate tests on stay bolts, and Whitham's conclusions on the

subject of retarders in the tubes of steam boilers. The book
was written because of the necessity for revising the author's

previous work on "High Pressure Steam Boilers," which ap-

peared 20 years ago. It is a book of consti-uction detail, show-

ing by a large number of engravings the latest and best prac-

tice in design. It includes more reliable and valuable data on
riveted joints than we have seen anywhere, and for this alone

the book will have a large sale. Its greatest value will be to

the younger men in the profession, and especially to students.

The book is thorough and it does not atempt to cover the entire

subject of boilers. Marine and locomotive practice are to be

treated in separate volumes, to appear later. It is thoughtfully

and carefully written. The letter press and binding are ex-

cellent and the engravings are good. The book is the first of

a steam engineering series by this author, each volume of which
will be complete in itself.

Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian
Institution. Government Printing ufflce, Washington, 1898.

This volume contains the usual reports of the progress made
by the institution and its condition at the end of June, 1897.

Following this 564 pages are given to appendixes which are

unusually interesting in this report. They nearly all relate

to scientific progress during 1897. Among them are: "Story of

Experiments in Mechanical Flight," by S. P. Langley. The
"Discovery of New Elements Within the Past 25 Years," by
Clemens Winkler; "Letters from the Andree Party," "Life

History Studies of Animals," by L. C. Miall; "Recent Research

in Egypt," and the "Building of the Congressional Library in

Washington."

Intercontinental Railway Commission Report.

This is a monumental public document which for complete-

ness of plan and execution is admirable. It is a record, in

seven large octavo volumes, including maps, of the work of

this commission in their labors in surveying and exploring for

the suggested Intercontinental Railway through Central and

South America. This idea had its origin in 1821, when Simon
Bolivar proposed a close connection between the Spanish col-

onies of Central and South Amei-ica. After a number of con-

gresses were held to consider the subject, a bill was proposed

in the Congress of the United States in 1880 for the purpose of

encouraging closer commercial relations between the United

States, Mexico, the States of Central and South America. A
law was passed in 1884 authorizing a traveling commission.

Afterward delegates from 18 governments met and recom-

mended the construction of an intercontinental railway, which

resulted in the appointment of this commission, whose report

we now have before us. Lieutenant R. M. G. Brown, U. S. N.,

was appointed executive officer, and Captain B. Z, Steever, U.

S. A., secretary. Three corps of engineers were put into the

field, one under the command of Capt. Steever, another under

Mr. M'illiam F. Shunk, and the third under Mr. J. Imbrie Miller.
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The results of their labors are recorded In the volumes pub-
lished by the oxpense of the Government. Volume I. contains
the report of Corps No. 1, relating to Guatemala, Salvador,
Honduras, Nicaragua and part of Costa Rica; in Volume II.

that of Corps No. 2, relating to Costa Rica, Colombia and part
of Ecuador; Volume III., CoriJS No. 3, referring to Ecuador and
Peru. Each report is supplc^nicntcd by a separate volume of

maps. The entire work is well planned and executed in every
particular and engineers who are fortunate enough to secure
copies of the report will lind it a most instructive and valuable
record which Is a credit to the United States Government. The
oflice of the Secretary, Captain E. Z. Steever, Is 1317 F. street,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Annual Report of the
President and Treasurer, 1898.

This report shows this school to be in a most satisfactory

condition In every way.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Annual Catalogue,
189S-1899.

This catalogue gives the usu.al statements of courses of in-

struction and a register of the alumni.

"No. 25,000" is the title of a pamphlet received from the In-

gersolI-Sergeant Drill Company, announcing the fact that the

serial numbers given to the rock drills made by them have
reached this large number. The pamphlet gives an Idea, in

graphic terms, of what this large output means. The firm is

now able to turn out 1,800 of these machines per year.

Compound Locomotives.—The latest pamphlet. No. 11, of the

series on locomotives regularly issued by the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works, contains a reprint of the proceedings of the St.

Louis Railway Club, including the paper read by Prof. R. H.
Smart, giving a record of the data taken by him from the

Vauclain compound model locomotive at Purdue University.

It also contains Mr. Vauclain's discussion of the paper before

the same organization. Together, they constitute a valuable

addition to the liteniture of the compound locomotive, with
particular reference to high speeds, and many railroad officers

will be glad to be able to preserve it In this convenient form.

The W. Dewees Wood Company, manufacturers of the well

known patent planished sheet iron, smooth black sheet Iron,

and patent planished locomotive jacket Iron, are soon to is-

sue a handsome pamphlet illustrating and describing, with con-
siderable attention to detail, their works and methods of manu-
facture. From the initial process of cutting wood for charcoal-

pits to the final delivery of the finished product in the ware-
houses of the company, the various processes will be illustrated

and described In sequence. The Chasmar-Winchell Press, of

New York, are to print it, and their instructions are to spare
no effort to turn out as handsome a work as is possible.

Shaw Electric Traveling Cranes is the title of a handsome
book In boards recently issued by Messrs. Manning, Maxwell
& Moore, 85 Liberty street, New Tork, in response to many re-

quests for catalogues of cranes. The book Illustrates thirty-

five electric cranes built by the Shaw Electric Crane Co., Mus-
kegon, Michigan, as Installed in the largest and best known
manufacturing establishments In the United States, as well as
the Government gun and navy yard shops. The selection of

subjects was made with reference to showing different princi-

ples of construction and operation and, incidentally, the book
constitutes a study of modern improved shop arrangements in

which It is made prominent that these large and successful
m.anufacturing concerns consider It very important to provide
the best facilities for handling heavy loads quickly, cheaply
and conveniently. The catalogue contains Instructions for or-

dering, a list of types and capacities, a diagram stating the In-

formation desired by the manufacturers in making estimates.
TTnder the caption "General Remarks," an excellent discussion
of the construction and operating mechanism of electric cranes
is given. The book is one that should be in the library of
every engineer and works manager, for it is the best book on
modern cranes that we have seen. It should be consulted by
the mechanical railroad oflicers. whether they are contemplat-
ing new shops or Improvements In old ones. The engravings
are good and the binding excellent.

"Four Track Series" No. 22. The New York Central & Hud-
son River Railroad, Mr. Geo. l-I. Daniels, General Passenger
Agent, has issued a very atractive illustrated folder entitled
"Saratoga, the Beautiful," which is numbered 22 in the "Four
Track Series." It is a fitting addition to the fine collection of
books gotten up by Mr. Daniels to give information concerning
this railroad and is well worth sending for. Copies may be
obtained by sending two 2-cent stamps to Mr. Daniels, Grand
Central Station, New York. One of the features of the book is

the description and Illustration of the new train to De placed
in service early this season by the New York Central, to be
styled the "Saratoga Limited" which. It is said, will make as
fast time as the "Empire State Express," reducing the time
between New York and Saratoga from five hours to three and
a half hours.

The Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co., 26 Cortlandt street. New
York, have issued a little pamphlet containing a small engrav-
ing of each of Its many types of air compressors, accompanied
by brief descrfptions of each. The many manufacturing In-
terests with which compressed air is connected is presented In'

a striking way by a glance at this pamphlet.

EftUIPMENT AND MANXTFACTUBING NOTES.

The J. S. Toppan Co. have moved from the Temple Court
Building Chicago, to the Great Northern Building In that city.

The headquarters of the National Electric Car Lighting Com-
pany in New York have been removed from 30 Broad street to
71 Broadway.

The Babcock & Wilcox Co. have received orders during the
first three months of this year for as many boilers as they
sold during the entire year 1895, and nearly as many as were
sold during 1896.

The Leach locomotive sander was specified for attachment
to the Schenectady compound consolidation, and also the mo-
gul locomotives for the Southern Pacific, which are Illustrated

elsewhere in this issue.

The Chicago Grain Door has been ordered for the 500 cars
which are now building by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul at its West Milwaukee shops, and also for 1,000 cars for

the Chesapeake & Ohio, to be built at Pullman.

The Chinese Eastern Railway, which is a continuation of the
Trans-Siberian line, has ordered 80,UU0 tons of steel rails of the
Maryland Steel 'Works. The order is to be executed at Spar-
rows Point. It is expected that the first installment will be
shipped early in May and that monthly shipments will follow.

A dozen or more of the 45 consolidation compound freight

locomotives, recently ordered for use on the southwestern di-

vision of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, are in service, and
are giving entire satisfaction. On the Mississippi division, they
have Increased the train haul 40% over the old line. When the
grade reductions are completed the improvement will be even
more noticeable. The compound ten-wheel passenger engines
have developed unexpected pulling power and unusual speed.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. reports for the month of

March the largest amount of business ever done in a similar

time in its history. These orders are from many different con-

cerns, including railroads, ship builders, manufacturing con-

cerns and foundries. In foundry work they find extensive use

in chipping castings and in drilling. The record for March,
1S99 is considerably more than double that of the corresponding

month of last year and the business for A-iril Is more than
for March. April 11 orders were received for 158 pneumatic
tools. Including compressors, drills, hammers, riveters and
other tools. They are going to people who are extending the

use of compressed air and this Increase in tra^i is a fair index

of the condition of the business of the country.
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The "Simplex" bolsters, which are illustrated in this issue as

applied to the new cars for the Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railways, are making
rapid progress. Over 30,000 have been placed in service since

the beginning of the current year. They have been specified

recently for 200 box cars for the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

2,000 coal cars of 80,000 pounds capacity for the Hocking Val-

ley, 800 coal cars of like capacity for the Chesapeake & Ohio,

and for the 500 coal cars for the Lake Shore.

Some time ago the Pullman Company, as an experimental
measure, introduced "Ordinary" sleeping car service on the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad between Baltimore and Newark,
and Pittsburg and Chicago. The results to the railroad com-
pany were very gratifying, but subsequently it was ascertained

that the Pullman Company was not in position to furnish this

class of equipment to all roads operating Pullman cars east of

Chicago and St. Louis, and to allay any friction that might re-

sult fi-om this inequality of service, the Pullman Company re-

quested the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad to resume the standard
cars previously in service, which has been done commencing
April 10.

-An Otto gas engine, operated by gasoline and furnishing
about 20 horse-power, has been installed on the Hackensack
drawbridge of the Brie Railroad. The change was made with
a view of replacing the old steam engine with a more economi-
cal power which would avoid the inconvenience of handling
coal and ashes on the busy main line bridge. The gasoline en-
gine is started about a half minute before it is necessary to
open the draw, and as it is stopped again immediately after
closing the bridge, the fuel cost is very low, and there are no
"stand by" losses. A steam engine, however, requires full

working steam pressure the year around, and 24 hours every
day. Drawbridge operation is almost an ideal field for the
internal combustion engine. This plant was installed by the
Otto Gas Engine "Works of Philadelphia.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company announces valuable
acquisitions to their working force in securing the services of
Messrs. J. W. Pressinger and J. M. Towle. ' Mr. Pressinger is

well known to users of compressed air through his long con-
nection with the Clayton Compressor Works, and he now
leaves them to become connected with the New York office.

Mr. Towle, who will open an office for this company in Bos-
ton, has been for the past ten or twelve years engaged in the
manufacture and sale of pneumatic tools, and is an expert in
that line, and is well known throughout the East, where his
work had principally been done. With this arrangement the
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company will have offices in Chicago,
Buffalo, New York, Boston, Pittsburg, St. Louis and San
Francisco.

A pertinent point bearing on the "first cost" idea of jackets
for locomotives is the fact that there is no locomotive builder
in this country who does not, in the absence of instructions to
the contrary, place Wood's patent planished iron on every loco-
motive built. It has never been demonstrated to the satisfac-
tion of any real student that the first cost of painted jackets,
leaving aside the question of constant renewal and the matter
o? appearance, is lower than that of patent planished iron.
One would hardly lack temerity, were he to assert that loco-
rr'jtive builders are inferior to any railroad men as figurers on
the question of relative cost. And the fact that there seems
to be no question in the minds of locomotive builders carries
its own conclusions.

The best method of protecting metal and wood surfaces by
paints is a problem which is occupying a great deal of atten-
tion. The best means for determining the value of protective
coverings is to examine the records obtained in service, and
we have just received a communication from the Shearer-
Peters Paint Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, which contains so many
favorable repoi-ts that we have reproduced it in part, as fol-
lows:

Mr. W. H. Lewis, Superintendent of Motive Power of the
Norfolk & Westein Ry., says: "Up to the time of testing your
paint the most durable covering we had tried on our locomo-

tive front ends lasted only one week, really only about five

days. At this time those painted with your paint have been
run for five weeks, and are still all right. This result warrants
us in placing an order for a considerable quantity of your
goods." Later, Mr. Lewis writes: "The Shearer-Peters paint
is the best we have ever used. We have adopted it as our
standard for locomotive front ends, etc."

The Collins Park & Belt Railway of Atlanta, Ga., used this

paint on the roof of their power house over two years ago.
The roof was In an awful condition and it was thought neces-
sary to put a new roof on at once. Mr. M. B. Carlton, General
Manager of the road, writes under date of Jan. 20, 1S99: "1

had no idea Mr. Shearer could do the roof any good, but he
certainly did, and during all this time the roof has not leaked."

"After thoroughly testing the Shearer-Peters paint on ser-

vice pipe, retorts, holders, boiler fronts, etc., I am convinced
that it is just the thing gas men have long sought for. It is

far superior to any other paint I have ever used, and I be-

lieve it will sustain every claim the Shearer-Peters Company
make for it. Respectfully, H. H. White, Supt. Portsmouth,
Va., Gas Co."

Wm. H. Wood, of Media, Pa., hydraulic engineer and builder

of special machinery, reports a large number of equipments
which he has completed. He has very recently put in a com-
plete hydraulic riveting plant for Thomas Kingsford, Oswego,
N. Y., consisting of a 9 foot gap riveter to put a pressure on the

rivets up to 75 tons; a 15 ton overhead crane, 10 inch by 12 foot

accumulator, with hydraulic pump, complete. He has also

furnished the Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co., of Mansfield,

O., with his new patent cylinders for their hydraulic riveting

machines. He has put in a hydraulic riveting plant for the

Mcllvain & Speigel Boiler & Tank Co., of Cincinnati, O., consist-

ing of 9 foot riveter, 8 inch by 10 foot accumulator, and 8 ton

crane, with hydraulic pump, complete. He has furnished this

same company a 15 ton hand traveling crane having a span
of 46 feet 9 inches, which can be operated by one man con-

troling the full load; a similar plant for Borger Bros. & Co.,

of Columbus, O., and one for the Enterprise Boiler Co., of

Youngstown, O. ; also a 600 ton hydraulic press for the Pox
Pressed Steel Equipment Co., of Joilet, 111., and a 1,100 lbs. sin-

gle standard steam hammer. He has also furnished the Du
Bois Iron Works, of Du Bois, Pa., a hydraulic upsetting and
foi'ming machine; also hydraulic pump, accumulator, etc., all

complete, as well as a hydraulic punch for punching 17 holes

at one time, the outside holes to be punched 10 feet apart.

He has supplied the same works with a 1,100 lbs. single stand-

ard steam hammer, and a SOO lbs. steam hammer of the same
type for the Washington Navy Yard, Puget Sound, Washing-
ton. One complete hydraulic riveting plant for Orr & Sem-
bower, of Reading, Pa., 9 feet 1 inch gap riveter, 8 ton crane, 8

inch by 10 foot accumulator and pump complete. Also a hydrau-
lic pump for the Richmond Locomotive Works, of Richmond,
Va., besides overhauling the entire hydraulic plant. He has
furnished a 5 ton and a 10 ton hand traveling crane, 25 feet

6 inch span, for the Burlee Dry Dock Company, of Staten
Island. He has shipped a 10 inch by 6 feet accumulator to the

Buffalo City Gas Light Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., and two hydraulic

riveting plants to Honolulu, the first of this class of machinery
that has gone to the Hawaiian Islands, corsisting of a 9 foot

hydraulic riveting plant and a 6 foot hydraulic riveting plant,

with overhead cranes, pumps and accumulators complete; also

an air compressing and caulking plant. He has shipped an air

compressing and caulking plant to the Kilby Manufacturing
Co., of Cleveland, O., and a hydraulic flanging press to the

Riverside Boiler Works, of Cambridgeport. Mass., besides other

machinery and pumps to other parties, and is about to ship a
complete hydraulic riveting plant to Canada, upon which a
heavy tariff duty will have to be paid. This entire list speaks
well for Mr. Wood's reputation for building satisfactory ma-
chinery.

POSITION WANTED.
An Al upholsterer wants permanent employment. Knows

every detail of car upholstery; 12 years' experience; parlor,

sleeping, dining car and day coaches; 37 years of age; tem-
perate; best of reference. Address "Steady." care "American
Engineer."
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STANDARD CONSOLIDATION FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

Classes H5 and H6.

WITH AN INSET.

No locomotives ever built in tliis country or abroad have

been designed with more care and intelligence or with the

benefit of wider experience than the heavy freight engines,

Classes H5 and H6, of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

These two consolidation designs are for entirely different

purposes. H5 is a special pushing engine for mountain ser-

vice at Altoona, where maximum power is required for a short

distance only. Fifteen of these are in service, and, as far as

possible, the same details were used in H6, which is a road

engine, and was not required to be as powerful. The differ-

ences are seen in the drawings and dimensions, Figs. 2 and 3

of the inset accompanying this issue. The boilers are the same
except at the back ends, and the details shown in the draw-
ings apply generally to both. The differences in appearance
between the two designs are not marlted, even when they are

seen standing together. The general plan of each design is

shown and the details presented in the drawings are nearly

all of H6, and are practically the same for both.

The locomotives of both classes now in service have been
built at the Juniata shops and an order for 25 of the H6 is now
in hand at the Baldwin Locomotive Worljs. The preliminary

work was so thoroughly and well done that road experience

with both designs has not developed a defect or shown a single

desirable change to be embodied in the ones now building.

There are few locomotives built under present conditions of

which this may be said. Fig. 1 is from a photograph of engine
No. 1.431, one of the H5 class, which shows the general ap-

pearance of both. For such large engines they are remarka-
bly handsome.

Of Class Ho we give the following general dimensions:

Cylinders 23%x28 In.
Cy liniiors, spread 90 In.
Tubes, number 306
Tubes, outside liiameter 2 in.
Tubes, lensth between sheets 14 ft
Firebox, inside 10 ft. X 40 In.
Heating surface tubes 2,720 sq. ft
Heating surface firebox 197 sq. ft.
Heating surfacf^ total 2.917 sq. ft.
Steam pressure' ]S5 lbs
Weisrht. working order 198.000 lbs
Weisjhl on first drivers 43.000 lbs.
Weight on second drivers 43.S00 lbs.

Weight on third drivers 45.900 lbs.

Weight on fourth drivers -la.**"" 'bs

Weight on truck 21,aU0 lbs.

Weleht ot tender, loaded 104,600 lbs.

Water capacity 6,000 gal.

Coal capacity 'iiMMS lbs.

Least Internal diameter of boiler ^i !"'

Drivers, diameter 56 In.

Driving journals S^tU in.

Engine wheel base 26 ft. UV4 In.

The wi ights of these engines are not given as absolutely ac-

<urate, but they are very nearly correct. The following fig-

ures were taken from HG engine No. 321:

Weight:
Truck wheels 20,131 lbs
Front driving wheels H.OW lbs.

Intermediate driving wheels 10.200 lbs.

.Main driving wheels 41,450 lbs.

Rear driving wheels 40,900 lbs.

Tola 1 lS6,(iSl lbs.

These weights were taken with an average fire and about 2yz

gauges of water in the boiler.

Boiler.

The boilers are of the Belpaire type, with curved crown and

roof, and with the firebox above the frames, and with two cyl-

indrical courses in front of the firebox. Cutting off the back

head of H6 at an angle, besides lightening the back end and

throwing the center of gravity farther forward, offers a more

favorable arrangement of the firebox heating surface by remov-

ing the dead spaces at the upper back corners, and there is less

radiation at long range while none of the available surface of

the crown sheet is sacrificed. The space thus gained is used

for an admirable arrangement of cab fittings. The sides of the

boiler in the cab are flattened inwardly to further increase the

room.

The sectional view of the boiler, Fig. 4, shows the water

spaces to be 4 inches wide all around at the mud ring, and

much wider above, where the necessity for long staybolts is

greater. A free entrance for water is had at the throat through

a space 5'/4 inches wide. Though there are 369 2-inch tubes,

these are not placed near enough to the shell to interfere with

free circulation, and a clear water space is left below them.

The length of the tubes is 13 feet 1^2 inches, and the diameter

of the shell is 76 inches, the firebox is 10 feet long by 4 feet

wide, the grate area being 33.3 square feet, and the heating

surface 2,812 square feet.

The crown bolts are fitted with cup nuts, except the three

bolts in each corner of the crown sheet, which are fitted with

expansion joints. All of the stay bolts in the firebox, which

are shown in Fig. 4 in the form of circles, are of the Nixon

patent, illustrated in our issue of September, 1897, page 320.

The following details of the boiler are interesting:

Fire area through tubes 6.39 sq. ft.

Grate area 33.33 sq. ft.

Heating surface tubes (external) 2,632 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 180 sq. f t.

Heating surface, total 2,812 sq. ft.

Steam pressure 185 lbs.

Weight of boiler without flues 31,563 lbs.

Weight of flues 11,320 lbs.

Weight of boiler, total 42,883 lbs.

The outside sheets of the firebox are only %-inch thick. This

is unusual and is but half the thickness of the barrel sheets.

The object was to favor the staybolts as much as possible and

relieve them of the effects of the stiffness of thicker sheets.

The presence of the stay bolts renders it possible to reduce the

thickne.^s, which in this type of firebox does not need to be

greater than that of the inside sheets. This, the form of the

firebox, the Nixon stays and the best staybolt material may
be expected to give good results as regards staybolt breakages.

The crown sheet is %-inch and the flue sheets are %-inch

thick.

The mud ring corners are turned with 7-inch radii, which

should help to prolong the life of the firebox. At the back end

the sides of the firebox are straight and vertical, to give more

room in the cab. Wash-out plugs are distributed as follows:

4 over the crown sheet, 2 in the top of the boiler, 2 (6-inch)

under the boiler, 3 in the back head opening over the crown

sheet and one at each corner of the legs of the firebox. The

boiler has a dome, with a pressed steel top. using a straight

sheet for the dome and cutting the flanged dome joint piece
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also straight on top, as shown in the boiler drawing. The fire

door is oval, which was the nearest possible approach to a rec-

tagular hole, and at the same time avoiding the troublesome

flanging of corners. The construction of these boilers merits

an entire article. They are so carefully laid out and the work

is so accurate as to be interchangeable. A back head was re-

cently sent out from Altoona to be put into an H4 boiler at an-

other shop, and, the work being done on formers and to tem-

plates, it was so accurate that it fitted in the boiler built some

time previously.

Cylinders.

The cylinders are cast separate from the saddle, which at

first sight may appear to be retrogressing, but there are sev-

eral very good reasons why this is a good plan. It is not new
except in application. The reasons are: (1) With this con-

struction the shrinkage stresses, due to the form of the cast-

ing, which are so dangerous to the life of ordinary cylinders

cast with the half saddle, are avoided. (2) The material for

the saddle and the cylinders may be selected with reference to

the work each has to do. A tough, strong iron, with compara-

tively low shrinkage, may be used for the saddle, and hard,

close iron (which necessarily has high shrinkage) is used for

. the cylinders. There appears to be no difficulty to guard

against the shrinkage when the castings are separated. (3)

Separation simplifies the foundry problem, because it avoids

the necessity for the chilling cores which were found necessary

to spread the shrinkage and to prevent the formation of

porous, spongy spots. (4) There Is an advantage in re-

pairs, because one cylinder may be taken down with-

out removing the other cylinder or the saddle. (5) A two-bar

frame is a necessary accompaniment of the cylinder and half

saddle plan and with such an arrangement it is impossible to

secure a frame connection as strong as the one before us. These

reasons are probably responsible for the selection of this form
of construction, and it is likely to be used in future designs

in both freight and passenger locomotives on the Pennsyl-

vania.

This arrangement of cylinders necessitates rigidity in the

frame, the frame splice and the attachment of the cylinders

and the saddles. The keying has been attended to with great

care. The frames at the cylinders take the form of slabs 2 by
31 inches in section and vertical flanges on the inside and out-

side of each frame form contacts for the cylinders and saddle.

The flanges at front and back are vertical and the wedges only

are planed at an angle. The wedges are cut on the planer, to-

gether and by reversing pairs they must fit correctly. It would
be inipcssible to secure a rigid fastening by attempting to

plane the frames at an angle. This plan relieves the bolts

from shear. They are in tension only. The saddle casting,

which would otherwise have a tendency to rock in the frames,

has four bearing surfaces at each frame, the center of the por-

tion which meets the flange of the frame being cut away so as

to clear the flange and remove the possibility of the saddle

i-ocking in case the fit should be tighest at or near the center.

This is one of the relatively small details that contribute to

make this design so interesting and worthy of study. The
strong ribbing of the cylinder connection plate is seen in Fig.

5. In the exhaust passage care has been taken to aid the steam
in the direction of the nozzle by removing the corner or pocket
usually found just below the exhaust port. This is shown in

Fig. 6. The saddle is also very strongly ribbed and the steam
and exhaust passages are separated with air spaces between
them. Drainage of water from the two steam cavities at the

ends of the cylinder casting is provided by means of a pipe

leading to an independent cock under the center of the cylin-

der and operated by the cylinder cock lever. A further move-
ment of the lever, after the cylinder cocks are open, opens this

center cock to drain the steam cavities and the cylinder cocks

close after this drainage cock is closed. With a leaking throt-

tle this valve will do good service.

Frames.

Wilb a maximum thrust of about 68,400 pounds from each

cylinder, alternating as to direction, first on one side and then

on the other, the frame iiroblem is a difiicult one and those

who are having trouble with broken and loose cylinders will

find these drawings valuable, because, so far, there has been

no trouble of this kind. The front sections of the frames are

cast steel and every precaution was taken to give rigidity and

strength to the fastenings. The holding power is largely due

to correctness of fit and arrangement of parts, which make this

possible. The frames for both types are very nearly alike, Pig.

7. Aside from the transverse bracing afforded by the cylin-

ders there is a cast iron bumper at the front ends of the

frames, a cast steel plate across the frames at the frame splices

and a sti'ong connection brace at the back ends of the frames.

The bracing against twisting stresses and those which come in

taking curves on the road are provided back of the cylinders,

where the tendency to wiggling actually takes place, because

the designer believes that these sti'esses cannot be resisted by

any amount of bracing placed in front of the cylinders. This

is particularly applicable to the case of thin frames. The great

vertical strength of this form, or slab frame, at the cylinders

is also noteworthy.

The frame splice is interesting in that the keys are in com-

pression and are relieved entirely from shearing stresses. This

form has been used, as shown in the sketch, Fig. S, which was

adopted in 1892 for Class M engines. This is a very simple and

important improvement. It is so easy to see its advantages,

in avoiding shear and in the possibilities of securing a good fit,

that one wonders that it has not been used always. The splice

of Class H6 is an improvement upon the earlier form in the

number of bolts used.

The expansion pads and frame clamps are shown in Fig. 9,

the rear clamps and pads being similar to the front ones, which

are illustrated. The parts are arranged to relieve the studs of

the usual tearing stresses. The firebox tends to push against

the studs, as will be easily seen in the engraving. No wear is

permitted on the mud ring or the frames. The supports for

the frames and also the spring seats are provided in the steel

castings fitted between the upper and lower bars of the frames.

Running Gear.

Pistons.—The pistons. Fig. 10, are made with a steel centre

in the form of a dished single plate to which is bolted a T
shaped ring of cast iron with two packing rings. The thick-

ness of the piston for a distance determined by an angle of 60

degrees from each side of the center at the bottom is 5 inches,

for the purpose of increasing the bearing surface, while for

the remaining 240 degrees the thickness is reduced to 3%
inches. This increases the wearing surface where it is needed,

without unduly increasing the weight of the reciprocating

parts. The cylinder heads provide for the thickening of the

pistons without increasing the steam clearance space. The
entire surfaces of the pistons are dressed.

Piston Rods.—There is nothing unusual about the piston end
of the piston rod. It is drawn up to a shoulder by a nut, but

the crosshead end is exceedingly interesting, because there

has been no piston rod breakage with these engines and with

this design it is safe to say that there will be none unless due

to bad fitting. The piston rod is shown in Fig. 11, and the

cross head in Fig. 12. The rod bottoms in the cavity in the

crosshead and the key does not stretch the rod (see "American
Engineer," January, 1899, p. 9), but this is not all. The taper

is increased to prevent too hard driving and the taper portion

of the rod is cut away at the central part of its length, leaving

bearing surfaces 2 3/16 inches long at each end. This is the

idea followed on the cylinder and saddle joints and in the

bearings of the rocker shafts. In the case of the crosshead

fits it prevents the rocking of this connection, which results

from swelling the piston rod by cutting the key way. A great

aid in good fitting is provided in the slope of the key way in

the piston rod and crosshead boss, as shown in the piston rod
drawing. Pig. 11, the key slot being at right angles with one of

the sides of the tapered end of the rod. The bearing against
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UiP crosshpad boss is squaip. The end of the rod is, of course,

mlaiged.

Guides and Crossheads.—The guides, Fig. 13, are of the two-

har type and of -steel and (j inches wide, with raised wearing

surfaces on the sides in order that when truing up it shall not

be necessary to also plane off the guide lugs. The crossheads,

Fig. 12, are cast steel with block tin wearing surfaces 1/16 inch

thick and with 2-inch wearing surfaces on the edges of the

guides. The guide shoos an; secured to the crossheads by

lock nutted bolts. This is a very light crosshcad for such a

heavy engine.

Driving lioxes.—The driving boxes, Fig. 17, are not symmet-
rical with reference to the journal bearing. The total length

of the bearing is 13 inches, and the center of load is 1 inch out-

side of the center of the box. The object of this is to throw
less weight upon the inner edge of the box, where the greatest

wear generally occurs. Tlie driving boxes are still more inter-

esting in their methods of lubrication. The bearings are phos-

phor bronze and they have no openings at the top of the jour-

nal, but grooves % inch wide, located 1 Vi inches above the

center of the axle and extending across the box, front and
back, to within V^ inch of the ends of the bearing. The reason
for this method of introducing the oil will be found in our
March, 1898, issue, page 91. The oil is fed from a cavity in the

top of the driving box and the best thing about this idea is

that it is successful and the journals very rarely heat. The hubs
of the wheels are lubricated by grooves and the oil for this

purpose is held in a separate cavity in the top of the box. The
large cavity is for the journal. The wedges and shoes are

oiled by four grooves at each side, receiving oil from other
cavities at the front and back sides of the top of the box.

Crank Pins.- The enlarged wheel fits and ample fillets of the

crank pins appear in Fig. 14.

Driving Axles.—The main axle. Fig. KJ, shows the princi-

ples of constru<-tion of all the driving axles, which are of steel.

The journals are large and the wheel fits are one inch larger

than the journals in diameter. We desire to direct special at-

tention to the form of the key ways in these axles. They are

made with cutters, having a radius of 2% inches. Also, the

enlarged ends of the axles where they enter the wheels are

worth imitating. A very slight shoulder is left against which

to bring the wheel hubs in pressing them on.
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Fig. 18a-—Sections Through Valve Motion.

Fig. 18.—Valve Motion
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Fig. 22.—Rocker Box.

Driving Wheels.—Cast steel was used for the driving wheels,

not altogether because of the .saving in weight, but because the

wheels are thin, being but 7 inches over the hubs, and it was
decided that no chances of.brealiage should be talien. The
front and rear driving wheels only are flanged.

Valve Motion.

The rocker box is between the first and second pairs of driv-

ing wheels, which makes it necessary for the valve gear to pass

the second axle. This is done by means of a closed loop, shown
in Fig. 18. From the joint at the axle the loop is integral with

a H4 by 4-inch rod connecting to the lower rocker arm, while

the connection from this joint to the link is double and is best

seen in the plan views of Fig. 18. The weight of the back end

of this connection is carried by double links supported on a

cross piece between the frames. Fig. 18a. The attacliments to

the link block and to the link hangers are double and such as to

transmit a straight line pull on this connecting piece, to the

relief of the links and eccentrics from a twisting tendency. The
drawings show the construction of this interesting detail.

This valve motion is the most direct and rigid that we have
seen, particularly for one which spans the driving axle. The
motion is easily disconnected and by use of reamed bolt holes

there is no possibility of making changes. Careful arrange-

ments have been made for oiling. The link is strong and is

reinforced by additional material at the center portion. The
radius of the link is 43 inches, but the distance between cen-

ters is made 44 inches, for the purpose of reducing the lead at

short cut-offs. The angle of the lifter spring arm is so taken

as to decrease the lever arm as the spring compresses, which
gives nearly uniform resistance.

The rocker boxes. Fig. 22, for Classes H4, H5 and H6,

are alike. They are below the frames and to their lower faces

filling pieces are fitted which bear on and are secured to the

lower bars and form pivots for the brake hangers. The idea

of preventing rocking of a bearing by the possibility of its be-

ing tightest in the middle of its length is carried out here by
turning down the central portion of the rocker shaft and caus-

ing it to bear in the rocker box only for a length of 6 inches

at the ends. These bearing surfaces are of phosphor bronze in

the form of sleeves, 14 inch thick, cast upon the shafts, as

shown in Fig 15. The valve stems and yokes are shown in

Fig. 19, in which the knuckle joint and the phosphor bronze
sleeve cast on the back end of the valve stem are shown. This
sleeve has a bearing that is bolted to the guide yoke and over

it are cinder shields of cast iron.

Engine Truck.

The truck is the result of wide experience, which has shown
methods by which repairs may be reduced. It is illustrated

in Fig. 21. The truck boxes are bolted on each end, to a
straight backbone, with a palm on each end, causing the

boxes to wear uniformly. The backbone carries no load and

does not cause the boxes to tilt relative to the Journals. The
weight is carried by initial stability links, which have
obvious advantages over the common form of swinging
links, and the load is transmitted to them by two springs with
15 3^,4 by 7/16 inch leaves. A spring keeper, under the axle,

will catch the springs in case of failure of the hangers and pre-

vent them from falling on the track. A 2V2 by 10-inch brace

extending across the engine at the frame splices and with
broad flanges at the ends bolted between the frames carries the

pivot for the radius bar. This brace has six bolts at each end
and serves also to stiffen the frames laterally. The radius bar

is low and its center is l'/4 inches below the center of the axle.

It has a forked attachment to the truck and the stresses and
shocks are provided for in such a way as to relieve the braces

from a large part of the usual shearing effects. The equalizer

passes below instead of through the saddle. The boxes are ac-

cessible and the pedestal caps are not removed in order to get

at the sponge boxes. These are held in place by wedges that

are easily taken out A heavy cast iron spring guard at the

center of the axle is used for the purpose of catching a broken

spring. This is the old Pennsylvania truck simplified and de-

signed to make use of castings instead of expensive forgings.

Lesser Details.

The smoke box is short, the extension proper being but 16

Inches long and the whole smoke box being 66% inches long.

The stack is of cast iron, extended inside the smoke box 28%
Inches with a bell at the bottom of the extension and the tip

of the nozzle, which is single and 5% inches in diameter, is 20

inches below the bell. The stack and base are in one casting.

The blower is in the form of a ring and the air pump exhaust

is brought into the main exhaust passage in the saddle casting.

The air brake cylinders of Class H6, Fig. 3, are secured to

the frame brace immediately back of the cylinders and the

brake shoes are back of the wheels. One object of this was,

like the sloping of the back boiler head, to throw the center of

gravity ahead. There are other advantages in the horizontal

pull of the air brake piston and in the relief of the driving

springs from the downward thrust of the brake shoes.

The cab fittings as shown in Fig 20 have received a great

deal of attention. Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show the stop valve in the

cab supply pipe just in front of the cab. This, when closed,

permits of disconnecting any steamfltting in the cab, with the

exception of the steam gauge. The arrangement of the cab is

admirable. Even the whistle is a piece of excellent design-

ing. It is mounted on a connecting piece, which attaches to

the dome, and in it is a stop valve. The whistle operating

valve is back of the whistle and cannot drop into the steam

pipe when disconnected for regrinding. The lever is double

with the spring between the two parts. Mr. Vogfs throttle

with double fulcrum lever is fitted to these engines.

It is impossible to examine these locomotives without admir-

ing the excellent and thorough engineering of which they are

the result. They are conservatively bold. The conservatism

lies in the careful investigation of the merits of each feature

before it is used and the boldness is in the use of new ideas

without hesitation when they are found to be satisfactory. The

workmanship is in every way equal to the planning and it is

altogether a privilege and a pleasure to illustrate and describe

these engines.

The fast mail trains on the Burlington have been making a

number of fast runs. April 23 train No. 15, west bound, ran

from Chicago to Burlington, 205.8 miles, in 199 minutes, or at

at the average rate, including stops, of 62 miles per hour. The

portion of the run from Clyde to Burlington, 197.3 miles, was

done in 184 minutes, or at the rate of 64.33 miles per hour, in-

cluding stops. These are not record breaking runs, but they

are very fast for regular service conditions. The east bound

mail train on this road has been late but once since the begin-

ning of this year, and the west bound schedule, which is four

hours shorter, has been accomplished every day but four.
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Truck for 100,000 Pound Cars.—Norfolk & Western Railway

100,000-POUND, STEEL FRAME, HOPPER CARS.

Norfolk & Western Railway.

On another page of this issue Mr. R. P. 0. Sanderson, in de

loads are transmitted by
steel bolsters to trucks of

the arch bar type, the

wheel base of which is 5

feel G Inches and the con-
struction being standard in

other equipment of this

road. The truck bolsters

are 10-lnch 35-pound I-

beams with iron space
blocks. The spring plank
is a 12-inch 30-pound chan-
nel with a long bearing on
the columns. The arch
bars are l'/4 by 4% inches.

The wheels are of cast iron
33 inches in diameter,
weighing 650 pounds. The
axles are 5% inches in

diameter at the center with
5Vi by 9-tnch Journals.
Most of the castings in the
trucks are of malleable
iron and the center plates
are of cast steel. The M.
C. B. standards for 5 by 9-

inch journals are used in
the journal box, the jour-
nal bearing and wedge ex-
cept as to the diameter of
the journal. The cars are
not to be used In Inter-

change service and in

view of the fact that no
standard has been estab-
lished for 100,000-pound
axles and journals, the de-
signers felt free to use such
proportions in the axles
and journals as appeared
to be justified by experi-
ence.

The wooden hoppers have
drop bottoms of the type
used by this road in other
equipment, except that in

this case three doors are
employed, the construction
of which is clearly indi-

cated in the drawings. The
chains for handling the
doors have been kept upon
the outside of the car for

the purpose of avoiding
damage while unloading
the cars. They are ar-
ranged to be operated from
either side and the chain
sheaves are mounted on
heavy shafts extending
across the car, these being
protected by 2l^-inch pipe,

which also serves to tie the
The ties at the bottom are in

the doors are attached.

scribing the present status of the steel car, alludes to a new
design by the mechanical department of the Norfolk & West-
ern Railway which, through the courtesy of Mr. W. H. Lewis,
Superintendent of Motive Power of the road, we are permitted
to illustrate and describe. In connection with the description
and engravings, Mr. Sanderson's arguments favoring this form
of construction should be considered, and it will also be inter-
esting to make comparisons between this design and that of
the Northern Pacific Railway, illustrated in our issue of Octo-
ber, 1898, page 334.

Like the Northern Pacific cars, the Norfolk & Western design
has wooden hoppers. The underframing of the car consists
of four 15-inch 33-pound channels connected with plate tran-
soms and end sills. Except the crossties belonging to the con-
struction of the hoppers, there are no cross braces, the center
sills are rigidly secured together with iron space blocks, which
serve also for suporting the train pipes and brake rods. The
construction of the connections and the bracing of the frames
is clearly indicated in the drawings and requires no extended
explanation. The draft gear brings its stresses directly upon
the center sills through tandem springs, both of which are in
action, whether the car is being pulled or pushed. The under-
frame is entirely of steel, the hoppers being of wood and the

sides of the hoppers together
the form of cross pieces, to which
Four one-inch rods serve as top ties and these are provided
with thrust timbers protected by angle irons. The side and
end boards of the hoppers are 2% inches thick, experience
having demonstrated the necessity for this precaution. The
bottoms of the hoppers are of 1%-inch oak. The sides ere
secured by stakes carefully proportioned to prevent bulging
and thoroughly secured to the sills and sides of the hoppers.
The design has been very carefully studied and a thorough

examination of it conveys the impression of simple strong con-
struction intended for continuous severe service under exact-
ing traffic conditions. The specially noteworthy feature aside
from the form and arrangement of the underframe is the em-
ployment of commercial shapes of structural steel and the
absence of special or unusual sizes of material, the purpose
being to facilitate repairs from stocks that are ordinarily avail-
able.

The weight of the car empty will be about 38,000 pounds, but
the exact weight is not yet known. A recent test with a sam-
ple car loaded with coal showed a deflection of less than %
inch on all four of the sills, which indicates that the fibre

stresses in these members have been kept below the calcu-
lated amount, which was 12,000 pounds per square inch. Orders
have been placed for material for building 1,000 of these cars,

the work to be done at the Roanoke shops of the road.

Mr. Sanderson's article will be found on page 190.
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Fast Mail Locomotives—Chicago & Northwestern Railway.
ROBKRT QuAYLE, Superintendent Motive Power. W. H. Marshall, Assistant Superintendent Motive Power.

Longitudinal Section of Boiler.

POWERFUL 8-WHBEL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

The Most Complete Description Published.
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The increase in the power of fast passenger locomotives since

the appearance of the New York Central No. 999 in 1893 has

been very marked. Our previous issue contained on page 141

a description of the heaviest engine built for this service. The
tendency has been toward the Atlantic and ten-wheel types for
the heaviest engines, and the two recent designs by the Chi-
cago & Noithwestern, built by the Schenectady Locomotive
AVorks, are of unusual interest because of the great power
which has been obtained with the eight-wheel type. The ques-
tion of type is exceedingly important and the Northwestern lo-

comotives are remarkable in that they very nearly approach
the maximum capacity in passenger service without resorting

to additional wheels. They are the result of efforts to secure
the best advantages to be obtained with 8 wheels, and the ef-

forts are apparently successful to a remarkable degree. They
represent the best designing we have seen for simple eight-

wheel locomotives. To attract attention to these engines it

is enough to say that 2,514 square feet of heating surface is

carried on 8 wheels. This has never been done before and
this heating surface has not been exceeded by that of any pas-

senger locomotives. This heating surface is obtained without
excessive length of tubes, and in this connection it is interest-

ing to note that the Burlington engines have tubes 16 feet long,

which make the heating surface 2,510 square feet.

The two C. & N. W. designs are for the fast mail and for

heavy passenger service. The fast mail engines have 19 by 26-
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Fast Mall Locomotives-Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

End Elevations and Sections.

inch cylinders, 80-inch driving wheels, 62-inch boilers, 2,364

square feet of heating surface and weigh 133,800 lbs., of which

85,700 Ibs; are on the driving wheels (within 50 lbs. of the

corresponding weight of the Burlington, Atlantic type en-

gines). The heavy passenger engines have 19% by 26-inch

cylindors. (i4-inih boilers, 2,514 square feet of heating surface

juid 75-inch driving wheels.

These engines have no novel features. They represent the

best of present practice and the chief interest in the details lies

in the ample bearing surfaces and in the elimination of unnec-
essary weight in order to favor the boilers to the utmost.

Driving journals 9 by 11 V4 inches, and truck journals 6 by 12

inches, represent the strength and area of the bearings, and an
examination of the driving wheels indicates how the weights
have been kept down. The smoke box has a pressed steel
front and door, the rocker boxes are cored out, the cab brack-
ets are of Vi-inch stpel plate. The cast steel parts are as fol-
lows: Driving whe Is. driving boxes, eccentric straps, foot
plates, expansion plates and brackets, rockers, cross-heads,
front bumper knees, couplers and tender draft castings. The
lire door is of pressed steel and this saves about 200 lbs. in
material. The plate cab brackets save about 300 lbs.

To the information given in the table the following may be
added. These engines have the high speed brake, brakes on
the truck wheels. Leach's improved sanders. Linstrom's sy-
phons on the tank and no tank valve. Axles are the "Coffin
Process," the eccentric straps have Ajax bronze liners, as
shown in our May issue (page 155), the smoke box is short, the
guides are of the four-bar type and the design makes use of
many of the details of the Class A engines illustrated on page
4 of our issue of .January. 1896. The weight on drivers of the
fast mail engine differed hut 200 Ibs. from the calculated
weight, and the total weight was only 1.200 lbs. from that
given by ?he designer.

Fast Mail Locomotives.

C. & N. W. Ry.

General Dimensions.
Fuel Bituminous coal.

Wright in working order 1?''§9? !?*
W.'lj,'lit on drivers 85,700 lbs.

^Vl1et•l base, driving » It. 6 In.

Wluel base, rigid 8 ft. 6 In.

Wluel base, total 24 ft. 8 In.

Cylinders.

Diiim. of cylinders ^ ]"•

Stroke of piston ;?? ,
"

Horizontal Ihickness of piston
5J4

[n.

Diam. of piston rod ^.3>4 In.

Kind of piston packing .....Dunbar.
Size of steam ports ,1";'"'5 I"'
Size of exhaust 18 In.X3 In.

Size of bridges 1?4 In.

Valves.

Greatest travel of slide valves ;,?!"•
Outsiile lap of slide valves •• VA in.

Inside lap of slide valves Clearance % In.

Lead of valves ,', ' lead at 6" cut off.

Wheels, Etc.

Diam. of driving wheels outside of tire X"',"'? '"i'
Material of driving wheel centers S^ ,

steel.

Driving box material A";'"' jY^® ,,^, f
Diam. and length of driving journals 9 in. dla.xll% in.

Diam. and length of Main crank pin journals 6 In. dIa.xB in.

Diam. and length of side rod crank pin journals..4% In. dla.x4 in.

Engine truck journals 6 In. ala.xl2 In.

Diam. of engine truck wheels •• •••• JB in-

Kind of engine truck wheels Krupp steel tired.

Boiler.

Style Extended wagon top.

Outside diam. of first ring
I'oiPih^'Working pressure ^^^^^^l:
''*.'""•

Material of barrel and outside of flre box Carbon steel.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of flre box ..\i in.; -^ in.

% m., A in., 14 in.

Fire box, length l*)?^.'"'
Fire box. width i----;-™;-;-"^ •• v ffi IS'
Fire box, depth front 78% In. back 64% In.

Fire box material ...Carbon steel.

Fire box plates, thickness, sides A 'n.. back A In., crown % in.

tube sheet V6 m.
Fire box, water space front 4% In., sides 4 In., back 4 In.

Fire box, crown staying Radial stays. 1 In. diam.
Fire box. stay bolts % In. and 1 In. diam.
Tubes, material Charcoal Iron.

Tubes, number of of
Tubes, diam iiiin ir,'
Tubes. length over tube sheets .........13 ft- « in-

Firebrick, supported on % in. Allison special Iron tubes 18 In. tmcK.
Heating surface, tubes ^^iJ^ ^2' «
Heating surface, water tubes il,»o 2' ir
Heating surface, firebox iir?S 52' Jt'
Heating surface, total 2353.39 sq. ft.

Grate surface
;i/' i.;"

'

"c lA IS' in'
Fxhaust nozzles ^ ii" ° *"•• "^ *"•

Smoke stack. Inside diameter....16% In. at top, 14 In. near bottom.

Smoke stack, top above rail i>--il^, ...Sm";
Boiler supplied by two Injectors, Monitor 1888.

Tender.

Weight, empty 46.800 lbs.

Wheels, number of
'-'c'l"

Wj-jpfl^ diam
.Tonrna"^l's. diam. and length 6 In. dla.x9 In.

Wheel base ini„ „V,;„„Jt='
Tender frame iJ,VT%'^'l*J?M.^^'Water capacity 5200 U. S. gallons.

Coal capacity - v ; •
• ; -V '«' iii"^^'

Total wheel base of engine and tender 51 ft. 11% In.

[We shall print a list of the dimensions of the heavy pas-

senger locomotives In our next Issue.—Editor.]
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THE STEEL CAR SITUATION.

By R. P. C. Sanderson

Master Mechanic Norfolk & Western Railway.

A review of the difficulties experienced, now and in the past,

in promoting the introduction of the Master Car Builders'

standards, shows plainly that many of them were adopted too

late and after individual companies, for lack of good stand-

ards to use, had put thousands of such parts in use, of an en-

tirely different design, which they could not afterward afford

to change.

Some of the old standards, which were abolished a few years

ago, concerned old, light equipment, and were not suitable for

modern heavier cars, and some of them were practically out

of date by the time they were adopted. Those who have had

moat to do with the design of railroad equipment know that

very few cases occur where an original design, no matter how
carefully considered, is found to be just right, and the ruth-

less test of service soon shows that it must be strengthened

here and changed there. A standard, if adopted in advance of

experience with it, would, in all probability, be found to be

defective and require changing in its details. There is a

standing committee for the revision of the M. C. B. stand-

ards to correct errors, strengthen weak spots and practically

keep the standards up to date; thus controlling the modifica-

tion of the standards by the association instead of leaving each

individual to alter them according to his own judgment.

The writer was one of those who, recognizing the above men-
tioned difficulties, and believing that the steel car frame was
near at hand 4 or 5 years ago, hoped that by making a sufficient

effort along proper lines, the M. C. B. Association could at

least adopt some general standards, which would prevent the

worst evils and annoyances that were bound to follow if each

railroad company began to build steel car frames according to

individual ideas. This would be of little consequence for

special cars such as coal and ore hopper cars, as they must be

designed to meet special conditions and- seldom go off their

own roads, or at least make the majority of their mileage on
the home roads. It would be, however, of the greatest im-

portance to have at least standard sections and lengths for

the principal members of the steel frames for regular inter-

change cars, box, stock, long gondolas and flats. It would also

enable the manufacturers to carry stock ahead, feeling certain

of a sale for the same, and would avoid delays with the loss

of service of valuable cars for weeks, while awaiting the manu-
facture and forwarding of some special shape.

After some preliminaries the Master Car Builders' Asso-
ciation appointed a committee to work on the subject, who,
after a thorough canvass of all the roads and considering the

recommendations of the traffic associations, etc., recommended
certain leading dimensions for interchange cars, these now ap-

pearing in the published recommended practice to-day, and it

is believed are about right for general conditions. It would
be interesting to know if those who are building new inter-

change cars are paying the least attention to these recommen-
dations, and if not, why not?

When the first committee on steel car framing reported to

the convention It was evident that that body was not ready
to commit itself to any one design, not having given the mat-
ter sufficient consideration, and the patent steel car interests

were using what influence they properly could to prevent the
adoption of a standard which would interfere with their mar-
ket, and they were right from their standpoint. To dispose

of the matter and to make some progress a fresh committee
was appointed to submit individual designs, to meet the re-

quirements. At the next convention those designs were sub-
mitted, and again the same condition of affairs was brought
about, the convention was not prepared to act, had not pre-
pared itself and could not decide such a matter oft hand.
Something had to be done, so a third committee was appointed

to review these designs and make a final recommendation to

the following convention. This committee recommended that

the whole matter be dropped for four years, as they felt they

lacked experience and knowledge to enable them to decide on
any standard form of construction. They were perhaps right and

felt that to get up standards for steel car framing might be too

Utopian an idea, and also perhaps too much of an interference

with manufacturers of patented designs of cars. This was
the death blow struck in the struggle to get any M. C. B. stand-

ards for steel car framing in advance, or at least contempo-

rary with the demand. The results are already plain, and just

what was anticipated. Some of the great railroads have placed

orders for large numbers of steel framed cars of special de-

signs, manufactured mostly of pressed steel shapes, and this

even before a standard axle has been adopted for 100-000-pound

cars, so that should the association adopt such a standard it

will result in trouble. Some of the cars built may have such

an axle under them, the others will not, and the roads con-

cerned are not going to be too anxious to change them to con-

form to a subsequently adopted standard.

There are many different designs of 100,000-pounds cars and
of details for these cars already In use, and more will follow.

Each road will alter and improve their details and design,

patented or otherwise, along their own lines, as experience di-

rects, so that instead of the practice convergmg to uniformity

it is diverging, and every year that passes makes the matter
worse.

As regards the various designs and their merits, one could

indulge in a good deal of speculation concerning the good and
bad points of each, but as every design is patented, criticism

might be considered as "offensive partisanship." Had the as-

sociation seen its way to adopt one of the designs submitted

there would at least have been a design left open for indepen-

dent use, which is not now available. Any one can substi-

tute steel eye beams or channels for wooden sills and call it a

steel framed car, but that is not good design nor is it taking

full advantage of the opportunities. Steel requires entirely

different treatment in design from wood.

There are the Harvey patents covering steel sills with truss

rods and bolsters of his design with multitudinous combina-
tions of this and that, the Pennock patents covering the pecul-

iar features of his designs, the Schoen and Pox patents, which
are numerous, covering the use of pressed steel in almost every

conceivable combination, and since the association did not
want it and finally declined the design with thanks, the center

girder design prepared by the writer and Mr. C. C. Wentworth,
which was first freely offered to the association, has also been
covered by patents for protection.

As the matter stands it would be exceedingly difficult to de-

sign a steel car frame now that would be worth the name
which would not infringe somebody's patents. So that the
steel car frame business is practically in the hands of the man-
ufacturet-s. Naturally enough, the writer believes that the

center girder and rib, spine and rib. keel and rib, design of

frame originally suggested by him and illustrated in the M. C.

B. proceedings. Is the only correct principle for the design of
flat bottomed cars, box, stock, flats, long gondolas, etc., espec-

ially for cars of large capacity, and others who have given the
question deep thought, and who are not Interested either way,
directly or indirectly, have strongly approved the design. A
number of such cars have been built to put the design to the
proof and have shown up well so far. This is so because:

(1.) The greatest strength is in the center line of the car,

furnishing ample material, disposed in the most effective way,
to withstand any service shocks, and probably any reasonable
collision shocks without injury.

(2.) There is no banjo work in the way of truss rods to re-

quire tightening; to be in unequal tension, to be bent or dam-
aged in accidents.

(3.) There is nothing about the design but ordinary rolled

merchantable shapes, purchasable in the open market, with
the simplest kind of shop work.
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(4.) The frames may be ordered In lots from any good

bridge shop and shipped by the carload to the car shops or

railroad shops to be unloaded oft the cars by a hoist, dropped

directly on to the trucks and run into the ear shops to have the

Buper.stnicture, brakes, etc., added.

(5.) There is the greatest possible strength for the mini-

mum of weight (less weight than a weaker timber frame).

When we come to ore and coal hoppers, however, the prob-

lem is entirely different. There the sides must, perforce, be

very strong to retain the load and to resist the lateral pres-

sure of the load. The material, whether wood or steel, has to

be there for this purpose anyway, and we should take advan-

tage of the vertical strength lying dormant in this unavoidal)le

material to help carry the load. We should add a little to the

strength of the bolsters to transmit the load back to the center

plate, making the center sills heavy enough to take the pulling

strains and service shocks only; they need not carry any of the

load beyond that small portion which lies directly over them
where they pass through tlio hopper.

The question of whether in cars of this class the hopper bot-

toms and sides should be made of steel or of wood is one upon
which there is a great difference of opinion, which it will take

a good many years of experience to finally settle one way or the

other. At the rate that cars of 100.000-pound capacity are now
being put into service with steel hoppers and wooden hoppers,

five or six years will give us a pretty positive answer to this

question, if the railroads using them will keep record of the

performance of these cars, the cost of repairs and the kind of

repairs, which they are pretty sure to do.

[Before this article was written Mr. Sanderson expected to

describe the steel frame cars to which he refers, but thff draw-

ings were not completed in time. They were received later,

and an illustrated description of the designis given on page 187

in this issue.—Editor.]

MILEAGE OF CHILLED CAST WHEELS IN FREIGHT AND
PASSENGER SERVICE.

For several years we have been favored by Mr. J. N. Barr.

Superintendent of Motive Power of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway, with the mileage records of chilled cast iron

wheels in passenger and freight service. He has sent us the

records for 1898 to bring these up to date.

In presenting this record in previous years we have directed

Chicago. Milwaukee & .St. Paui, Railway Company. \
Office Scpkuintendent Motive Power. /

Statement Showing Service of Freight Car Wheels.
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THE DESIGN OP CAST IRON CAR WHEELS.

With the exception of improving the metal and increasing

the weight of cast iron car wheels, little or nothing has been
done to improve their strength and ability to withstand the
increased stresses brought upon them by the greater severity

of shocks in present service, which are due to the use of cars
of large capacity. An analysis of the stresses produced in

cast iron wheels by the loading, brake shoe pressures and
other forces is presented in this issue by Mr. Grafstrom, whose
painstaking work in this direction suggests the importance of

the examination of present practice in the design of wheels of
this type with a view of improving them structurally. The
motive power oflScers of roads operating over long mountain
grades are exceedingly anxious about their wheels, owing to

the combined effect of heavy loads and the heating of the
brake shoes.

Notwithstanding the importance of this subject, very little

has been done experimentally to show the effects of varying

the design of wheels and the admirable report made to the

Master Car Builders' Association in 1892 by Mr. H. J. Small of

the Southern Pacific Company is very valuable in this connec-

tion, and his conclusions are more important now than when
they were drawn, notwithstanding the improvements which

have been secured by the introduction of the thermal test.

In the experiments referred to it was found that the crack-

ing of the wheels was mainly due to the difference of tem-

perature in the rim and hub. The cracks almost invariably

started in the outer plate and within the Junction of the inner

plate. With the usual pattern of wheels the rim is expanded

by the brakes and a force acts outwardly about in the plane of

the middle of the single plate. On the outside of this plate

there is not always enough metal to resist the expansion of

the rim. while on the other side the rim is bound to the hub
by the brackets, and these being exposed on three sides to the

air, which is in rapid circulation, are more favorably situated

for remaining at a lower temperature than corresponding

parts of the single plate. The cool ribs seem to resist the ex-

pansion of the rim of the wheel on one side of the single plate

and, there being no resistance on the other, the effect ap-

peared to be to prevent the diameter of the tread of the wheel

next to the flange from increasing as much as the outside of

the tread. A contributing cause of cracking at the Junction

of the plates was the inferiority of the metal at that point on
account of the porosity that resulted from the method of

pouring.

Mr. Small suggested the use of less metal in the ribs, either

by decreasing their number or their size, the use of the S
bracket, which reguires less force for extension of its length

than the curved brackets and the extension of the single

plate nearer the outside rim of the wheel. The results of tests

showed conclusively that the design of wheels embodying
these suggestions improved the ability to resist the effects of

heating and when a large number of these were placed in ser-

vice further support was obtained.

Mr. Grafstrom's analysis may be applied to the design of

wheels and At combined with as careful experiments as those
referred to it is probable that even better results may be had.

The cast iron wheel has contributed in a very important way
to the development of American railroads, and it seems wise
that it should be improved to keep up with the increased se-

verity of the demands imposed upon it.

A RESEARCH LABORATORY.

By M. N. Forney.

When the trees put on their summer attire and strawberries

come to market, many of the readers of the American Engi-
neer begin to think of the annual conventions of the two as-

sociations which assemble in June. This year they will meet
at Fortress Munroe, where they have been held several times
before.

Referring now to the Master Mechanics' Association, the list

of subjects to be reported on are as follows: 1. A Research
Laboratory Under the Control of the Association. 2. Boilers

and Water Impurities. 3. Cast Iron and Steel-tired Wheels.
4. The Ton-mile Basis for Motive Power Statistics. 5. Stay-

bolts. 6. Flanged Tires for Locomotives. 7. Best Form for

Fireboxes, and 8, Nickel Steel.

The first subject is an old one, which was up for considera-

tion twenty-six years ago. Inasmuch as there are now only

a very few members who know what was done then, before

the merits of the measure will be discussed, a brief resume
will be given of the action—or rather non-action—at that time.

In 1873, at the meeting held in Baltimore, a report was made
on Water Purification, by a committee of which Mr. H. A.

Towne was chairman. The report indicated that he had in-

curred some expense in preparing it, and Mr. Glass therefore

moved "that Mr. Towne be reimbursed for the amount ex-

pended by him." No action apparently was taken on this mo-
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tion. Afterwards another was made by Mr. Howard Fry, to

the elTect "that the committee be requested to appoint one of

its members to receive from any member of the Association

such specimens of water as he may require to he analyzed, to

have it tested by some competent chemist, and return the

auaylsis to the Master Mechanic sending it, the test to be made
at the expense of the company with which the Master Me-

chanic is connected."

In discussing this motion Mr. Wilson Eddy observed, satiri-

cally, that "it would doubtless be a great satisfaction to our

men in iioston to know that they can send water for analysis

out to Omaha, or Chicago, or somewhere else. Possibly,

though, they might think there were chemists nearer home
who could do the job just as well. I think the railroads should

select their own chemist to analyze their water, at their own
expense."

Notwithstanding Mr. Eddy's opposition, the motion was car-

ried, but afterwards Mr. Setchel moved "that no expense shall

be incurred by committees except by the unanimous consent

of the General Supervisory Committee, given in writing to the

chairman of said committee, stating the amount to be ex-

pended." This also was carried. Later in the session, in dis-

cussing the need of a dynamometer, Mr. W. A. Robinson ob-

served that "the time has come for the establishment of some-
thing of the kind to enable the members of the Association to

make such practical experiments as they may deem neces-

sary," and he then moved "that a Committee on Mechanical
Laboratory be appointed by the President, and that this ques-

tion be referred to that Committee." This motion also was
carried, and later Mr. Robinson, Mr. Reuben Wells and Mr. J.

M. Boone were appointed such a committee, which was after-

wards Increased by the addition of N. E. Chapman and H. M.
Britton. At the meeting of the Association, in Chi-

cago the following year—1874—this committee made an
elaborate report. Accompanying the report was a com-
munication from Professor Thurston, who was then con-
nected with the Stevens Institute of Technology, in

Hoboken, and one from the trustees of the Institute, in

which it was proposed to establish a "Laboratory for Techni-

cal Research" In connection with that institution. It was
proposed by the trustees to give the required space for such a

laboratory, either within the present buildings or upon their

grounds, and grant the use of all facilities for Investigation

possessed by the Institute. They also agreed to assist in the

organization of the scheme, and, under proper restrictions, to

assume the responsibility of its government and safekeeping.

The committee very modestly estimated the cost of the appara-

tus at about five thousand dollars, "more or less," and appar-

ently foundered on the rock of how even this modest sum
could be raised.

A second paper by Professor Thurston on "The Necessity

for a Laboratory for Technical Research" was appended to

the committee's report. It contained among others the follow-

ing wholesome observations: "The formation of a plan of

operations requires a very definite knowledge of the character

of the problem and an accurate understanding of the relative

importance and probable bearing of the anticipated results."

He also said—what seems hardly to have been realized by the

advocates of the measure—that "The investigator must first

know definitely what phenomenon It is proposed to investi-

gate."

The trustees of the Stevens Institute reiterated their offer,

and agreed to appropriate to the use of such a laboratory a

strip of land adjacent to the Institute, having a value of about

$20,000. on which the requisite buildings could be erected. Lib-

eral offers of aid in organizing and conducting it were also

made. The report with its appended communication excited

a long and animated discussion. Mr. Eddy wanted to know
how the money was to be raised, and said that "Many of us

are liable to belong to the association only a year or two." and
that the member.ship was constantly changing. Continuing, he
added: "If we ask our respective companies to contribute to

us, so that we can control apparatus for these various purposes,

will not they tell us that they had rather we would use our

education to determine a more economical way of hauling

I'reight, or something of that kind, rather than to be spending

our time and their money for something in the direction pro-

posed."

The strongest argument was made by Mr. Coleman Sellers,

who coincided with Mr. Eddy in thinking that "the society Is

a very evanescent one; it is one dependent upon people holding

certain positions, and they remain active members so long as it

is to their advantage to be mechanical engineers connected

with railroads, but it they should leave that position, in all

probability their interest would be diverted from It The
association exists totally different from such a society,

as we may say, the Franklin Institute, which is a society

having a location and building, and its members, of course,

die off, and others are added to it, but its vocation remains

fixed. Such an institution can very well collect about Itself

a laboratory and apply it to the use of its members. But there

seems to me a great many diflicultles in the way of attaching a

laboratory to an institution that Is merely formed with men
who come together because they are in a particular trade, and

that Is the position held by this Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion. . . . Properly fitted up laboratories exist all over the

country, and to them these matters can be referred."

Mr. Jackman expressed the opinion that "unless we should

do something more than superhuman, we could not accomplish

very much more than what is accomplished from year to year

by those who do examine these subjects, and publish the re-

sults of their examinations, so that the whole world can have

the benefit of these results. . . . Inasmuch as there are

many chemists employed all the time, and as they are publish-

ing from time to time the results of the experiments they make,

is it possible, or if possible, is it probable that we should get

any better results than what we get through these chemists,

who are all the time engaged in this business, and give us their

tabulated statements, and who give us the results of all the

experiments they make?"
Repeating, Mr. Sellers added,"The very fleeting nature of our

association, the constant change of membership, and their

wide separation, involves difficulties that it is very hard to

overcome."

When the discussion was ended a motion was made to refer

the subject back to the committee to report at the next annual

meeting, which was carried. At the succeeding meeting, held

in 1875, in New York, the committee reported that "After a

careful reconsideration, they deem it the wisest course at

the present time to recommend that this subject be postponed,

indefinitely or until surer prospects exist of its being

successfully carried out," and the project was then dead, to be

resuscitated twenty-four years afterwards. The scheme then

received careful and candid consideration, and most of those

who advocated it. and the writer was one of them, were then

convinced that it was impracticable. If it was so at that time,

is it probable that it is less so now?
The weakness of the enterprise was pointed out by Mr.

Sellers, and was then, and it is thought still, is due to the

"fleeting and evanescent" tenure of membership in the As-

sociation, and the consequent lack of re.sponsibility of those

who might be called upon to take charge of its direction. Per-

sons competent to successfully conduct experimental research

are rare individuals, and to secure the services of such per-

sons would require the most intelligent and disinterested dis-

crimination and discernment. If a director of research was

to be selected, what probability is there that the best or even

a good man would be chosen? The world produces very few

men competent to make original experimental researches, and

the ability to recognize such capacity is almost equally rare.

Now there are three ways by which a person could he selected

for such a position by the Association. One would be to have

him elected by the members—that is. by the counting of noses;

or by appointment either by the executive or some special com-
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mittee. In any one o£ these methods it is very far from prob-

able that the persons whose votes would select the director of

research would be entirely competent judges of the qualifica-

tions which such a person should have. The chances are that

some one would be chosen for the position because he is a

good fellow, or is a master mechanic out of a job, or some one

who is the exponent of some interest, which could be served

by the researches to be made.

The original scheme proposed by Prof. Thurston contem-

plated that "the personnel of the laboratory should consist of

a director, with able assistants, good mechanics to talie charge

of tools and some unskilled labor." The employment of such

a corps and their work would have involved the expenditure of

a good deal of money, and this necessarily would have incurred

a grave responsibility on the part of the Association. This

was clearly recognized when the measure was fully and im-

partially considered twenty-five years ago, and as a conse-

quence the association then declined to incur the responsi-

bility, and the whole matter was "indefinitely postponed," or,

as the committee said in their final report, "until surer pros-

pects exist of its being successfully carried out." Since then

the scheme slumbered until the meeting of 1897, when a mo-

tion was made and carried that a committee should be ap-

pointed to report at the next annual meeting on a "Research

Laboratory Under Control of American Railway Master Me-

chanics' Association." Notwithstanding this action, this sub-

ject was not included in the list of those "for the 1898 conven-

tion" published in the first pages of the 1897 report. It is,

however, the first in the list of subjects for the 1899 meeting,

which is printed at the beginning of the 1898 report. Why this

hiatus occurred in the appointment of the committee is not

apparent At any rate, the report to be read at the meeting

this year will probably recommend substantially what the old

committee proposed in 1874, with this important difference, that

the estimated cost of the project has increased from $5,000 to

$40,000 or $50,000, and the annual expense of operating or con-

ducting it would be about $25,000 per year. It is also pro-

posed that there shall be a manager in charge who is to be the

Director of Research, assisted by a chief physicist or engineer

in charge of physical tests; a chief chemist in charge of chemi-

cal tests. Under these men should be an ample corps of able

and capable assistants. It is to be feared that with such a

corps the annual expenses suggested would be quickly melted

away in salaries.

That the end contemplated is a very desirable one is of

course conceded. If an organization could be formed to which

the doubtful and perplexing questions and problems which

arise in the operation of railroads could be referred, and solu-

tions obtained, it certainly would be a very desirable accom-

plishment. It is because it seems so very doubtful whether

such an organization as is proposed will, or can, accomplish

the ends aimed at that this article is written.

It may be suggested that the Executive Committee of the

Association should have charge of the work of the Committee

of Research. Now, the former committee, as Mr. Sellers said

years ago, is an ephemeral one, its personnel and character is

changed each year, and those composing it are not always se-

lected because of their scientific sagacity, but much oftener

merely as a compliment to members, because they are good fel-

lows—which they generally are—and hold some official posi-

tion on a railroad.

It would take too much time and space to describe fully here

the qualifications which a competent Director of Research

should have. To do anything which is worth doing he must

be a real genius. "When a person is recognized as a master of

research, he at once becomes distinguished, and it is not then

easy to hire the services of such a person. Let us suppose that

it is decided to establish such a laboratory, and that in order

to secure the services of the most competent person, the Ex-

ecutive Committee should determine to make their wants

known and should undertake to formulate an advertisement

for such a director. It can be imagined that it might read

somewhat as follows:

WANTED.—A person to fill the position of Director of Re-
search in the laboratory of the American Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association. He must have the following qualifica-

tions: A thorough technical education, and be able to write

English clearly and lucidly (which most technically educated

people cannot do), and know French and German. He must
have had ample practical experience in a machine shop, and
have a sufficient amount of inventive ability to be able, at all

times, to "make a scientific use of his imagination" in the in-

vestigation of abstruse problems. Besides being in in-

ventor, he must have the judicial and logical faculties

sufficiently developed to be able to reason correctly and
draw sound and unerring deductions from large num-
bers of phenomena and facts under his observation and
ken. An important characteristic of his mind should be

"dead-sureness," but allied with it there should be great alert-

ness of body and mind for the apprehension of all kinds of

phenomena, and their relation and effects. He must be able

to take an enthusiastic interest in any subject presented to him
for consideration and "research," and have unlimited perti-

nacity in the pursuit of the truth. Besides these qualifications,

he must be amiable and civil, and capable of being all things

to all men, and expect to be an unresisting target for the re-

marks of all sorts of ill-natured people who envy him his posi-

tion. Added to these traits, he must be invulnerable to gifts

and bribes and morally invisible, so that he cannot be "seen."

These are only some of the qualifications which a Director

of Research should have. What chance is there of securing

the services of such a man, at a salary of a few thousand dol-

lars a year? Men of that kind may exist, but it is difficult to

hire them; and yet the scheme is likely to fail unless it is in

charge of some such person.

What has been said is not intended to imply a disbelief in

the value of experimental research, but only to the method
proposed for conducting it. As a matter of fact the British

Institution of Mechanical Engineers has, for years past, con-

ducted very successfully a series of the most valuable re-

searches on various subjects. The method is simply this

—

some subject is selected on which research is desirable and
more information is needed. A Research Committee is then

appointed on that subject which is charged with the duty of

conducting experimental investigation with reference thereto.

Appropriations to meet expenses are made by the council, as

seems to them judicious, and the committees employ such as-

sistance as they require, of course with the sanction of the

council. Committees of Research have been appointed on the

following subjects: Boiler Seams and Riveting Friction; Ma-

rine Engine Trials; Steam Jackets; Alloys; and Gas Engines.

Elaborate and very valuable reports have been made on each

of these subjects.

Now, under this method of conducting research, the Insti-

tution is following the recommendation of Prof. Thurston, to

wit: that "the investigator must first know definitely what
phenomenon it is proposed to investigate." It would, it is be-

lieved, be much wiser and more practicable for the Master Me-

chanics' Association to act in accordance with this advice, and

the practice of its sister organization, than to embark in an

extravagant scheme which will lead to results which no one

can foresee, and which would be liable to abuses which might

bring discredit to the Association and its members.

The plan of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers is very

simple, and could very easily be adopted and tried, and, if suc-

cessful, could be extended, or if it failed would not incur any

disastrous consequences. Such a plan was proposed in these

pages a year ago. in an article on Competitive Tests of Loco-

motives. It was then suggested that a series of such tests

should be made under the auspices and direction of a commit-

tee to be appointed for that purpose—the committee to formu-

late a plan for making the tests, and have charge of them, and
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direct how they should be made. As such tests would occupy
weeks or months, the coinniittee would not be able to give the
time required to personally conduct the series of experiments,
and therefore it was susji.sted that they be authorized to em-
ploy some competent person or persons to take charge of
them, of course under the direction of the committee. In the
article referred to it was .-^aid further that "probably no com-
petent person could be found to take charge of such work who
would be willing to give the time to them which would be re-
quired without compensation, and therefore the mechanical
expert and his assistants would have to be paid. This would
imply that some money must be provided for such, and some
few other expenses. The committee should therefore be au-
thorized to raise and expend money for the purpose contem-
plated, with the usual powers and responsibilities of an audit-
ing committee."

In his annual address last year, President Leeds made a simi-
lar recommendation, but it was not acted upon. It is urged
here that such a measure would inaugurate the system of Ex-
perimental Research, so successfully adopted and practiced by
the British Institution of Mechanical Engineers, that it could
be done with very litle cost or risk of disaster, and, if suc-
cessful, the method of investigation could be extended to other
subjects; and, if the appliances of a mechanical or chemical
laboratory were at any time needed, those already in existence
could be resorted to; and there can be little doubt that the ser-
vices and assistance of the persons in charge of them could in
most cases be obtained. It may very well be that in the prose-
cution of such research that some special apparatus or appli-
ances not to be found in any of the laboratories might be re-
quired. If that should be the case, it will then be early enough
to consider the ways and means of getting what is needed.
The purpose of this article is to suggest that the committee

making the report this year should accept Prof. Thurston's
recommendation and formulate "definitely what phenomena it
is proposed to investigate," and then have a special committee
or committees of research appointed to investigate such phe-
nomena, utilizing as far as possible existing laboratories,
without contemplating any expenditure for experimental ap-
pliances, excepting for such kinds as are not now in existence
and may be needed in the future.

A good subject to begin on would be "Competitive Tests of
Locomotives," which was proposed last year.
So much room has been occupied in the discussion of the

first subject for consideration at the Master Mechanics' con-
vention that it is impracticable to consider the others, which
will be reported on, and which it was at first intended' to dis-
cuss in this article.

THE IMPORTANCE OF HIGH PRESSURE IN FUEL OIL
BURNING.

Almost any morning outside of a certain large manufacturing
plant in Philadelphia in a side street may be seen a heap of
black refuse, which has just been dug out of some 50 or more
oil furnaces used in the works in forging, etc. Ordinary pass-
ers-by would be shocked to learn that this represents a value
in fuel, that has to be paid for. of over |60 at a very moderate
estimate. This waste is, the carbon which forms in such fur-
naces where the combustion is incomplete. The fires in this
case are smoky and the furnaces are soaked with oil that is
spattered about, indicating at once that something is wrong
with the method of burning the oil, although we are told that
this is most excellent in efficiency and "entirely satisfactory "
Contrasted with the above the writer inspected some oil fur-

naces m a little country place, where few persons would seethem without a special pilgrimage. It was a small plant with
only five or six furnaces. There was no smoke, no smell and the
fires were at a white heat, turning out evidently at least three
times the amount of work per hour that could be done in the
ones first described. On rubbing a white handkerchief around
the glazed walls inside of one of the furnaces, which happened

to be out of use and cool, no spot or soil could be found on the
handkerchief, and this indicated complete combustion.

This system, like the first, is an evolution, but an evolu-
tion from a different root It could not have come from
the low pressure system, for all its principles of action are
unique. It is rather the outgrowth of the experiments insti-
tuted in the 5 or 6 years just past, when compressed air was
discovered to be possessed of the properties required for burn-
ing oil properly. These experiments have all in turn been re-
warded by quick responses, and a new set of progressive data
obtained from them, all in the direction of increased economy.
It may prove instructive to consider the two best types of low
pressure and high pressure systems of oil burning.
The low pressure system is operated by blower blast, and as

the pressure is only about 6 to 8 ounces, only a very ineffectual
breaking up of the oil can be attempted. Much of the fuel there-
fore is blown in to the furnace in solid drops, from which low
heat efllciency is obtained. The finer portions of the spray,
mixed with the air in the blast, may burn to produce a tem-
perature as high as 2,500 degrees, but rarely so much as that,
and this will mean about 4,000 heat units per pound of oil
burned. The drops make carbonic acid. If this carbon could
all be burned the temperature of the furnace would rise to over
4,000 degrees and the heat units would be 12,000 per pound; this
is a difference of 8,000 units which are lost. These are sufficient
to heat 16 pounds of iron to a welding heat, or in one furnace
it would add 4,800 pounds to the output of work per day. This
is a pretty large loss, unless the carbon can be sold at what it
costs to make.

In the second case mentioned, which may be very properly
regarded as the highest development of the compressed air sys-
tems, the first remarkable feature seemed to be the fine atoml-
zation, under an unusually high pressure, 25 to 30 pounds, the
oil being delivered at just enough pressure to insure a solid
supply at the burners, about 5 or 6 pounds. The jet formed was
driven through the atmosphere from about 5 inches away from
the funnel entrance to the furnace, inducing free air in a ratio
due to the velocity of the jet, and it was lighted with a torch.
The combustion seemed to be absolutely perfect from the start
and the temperature picked up very rapidly to a high degree,
constantly increasing until the furnace was white hot. As there
was no smoke and no carbonic oxide formed, there must have
been, according to the laws governing carbon combustion, a
temperature making carbonic acid, and as there is 84 per cent
of carbon per pound of oil, this would mean 84 per cent of the
heat units belonging to the pound of carbon under perfect com-
bustion, or 84 per cent of 14,500, which means 12,180 heat units
secured.

There is also 14 per cent, of hydrogen liberated from a pound
of oil and it is fair to expect that by the extra induction of air
at the right point this combustion could also be and probably
was secured, which gives 14 per cent, of the 62,000 heat units
belonging to the pound of hydrogen, or 8,680 units. Then 12,180
(the carbon heat units), plus 8,680 (the hydrogen units), gives
a total of 20,860, or all there is to be gained from the fuel (the
2 per cent of nitrogen in the pound of oil being valueless.
This seems to be an ideal method, and although probably no

furnace can be constructed to utilize all this heat, yet there
seems to be encouragement to expect that at last something
like finished results are in sight from the use of oil fuel. A de-
scripUon of the high pressure method whereby 30 pounds of
Iron were heated (to a welding heat), per pound of oil, at the
Juniata shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona is given
on page 42 of our issue of February, 1897. It is perfectly safe
to say in this connection that very few people who are using oil
know the ratio between the amount of iron heated and the
quantity of oil burned. It is also safe to say that in ordinary
low pressure systems not more than 15 pounds of iron are
heated by each pound of oil.

The well-known firm of H K. Porter & Co. has been succeeded by
H. K. Porter Co , with Mr. H. K. Porter President.
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CAR WHEEL CONSTRUCTION.

By Edward Grafstrom.

A great deal of progress has been made in recent years in the

manufacture of cast iron car wheels. With the growing de-

mands of traffic the railroads have from time to time tightened

up their specifications and insisted on more stringent tests.

New requirements have generally been met by changes in the

metallurgy of the wheel, while its mechanical construction and

its form has practically remained the same as the original

Washburn or Atwood pattern, which, since the drop test drove

the single-plate wheel off the market, has become the generally

accepted standard for ordinary service.

The Introduction of contracting chills did not bring about

any change in the form of the wheel, nor did the adoption of

the thermal test. The broad tread wheel with its 6i/i-inch rim

has passed, and the Master Car Builders' Association has de-

fined the contour of flange and tread. The length and bore of

the hub are determined by the axle, and weight limits have

been decided upon. Otherwise there is no general agreement

between the railroads and the manufacturers as to the form of

the wheel, yet there seems to exist a tacit understanding that

the.Washburn type with ring core and curved brackets is the

proper wheel of the present day. The size and shape of the

ring core may vary, as well as the number and curvature of

the brackets, and the thickness of the plate, but the general

design remains the same. With the introduction of 80,000 and

100,000 pounds cars stronger wneels were needed. The old pat-

terns were re-enforced a little all around, the plate was made

heavier and perhaps a couple of brackets were added.

The writer has recently been asked the question more than

once where added metal will do the most good on a car wheel.

The scrap yard gives the reply in a way, but to get the best dis-

tribution of the iron requires a careful analysis of the stresses

which may be produced in the wheel, as far as they can be de-

termined. Those caused by external forces are more or less

known, but the internal strains are apocryphal; to what extent

they are reduced in the annealing pit is uncertain, but it is

here suggested that if, by suitable manipulations of the metal

while cooling, tnese stresses can be brought under control as to

magnitude and direction, they may, instead of being detri-

mental to the structure, add strength to it by counteracting the

effects of the external forces, in the same manner as the initial

strain produced by the camber assists the car-sill. For the

present, however, these stresses must necessarily be left out

of consideration.

The writer has never yet seen In print any calculations for a

car wheel; the following analytical method is therefore of-

fered, the value of which depends wholly upon the accuracy

of the data available. For the purpose of representing ex-

treme conditions surrounding a car wheel in actual service

under a 30-ton car, a box car is assumed weighing 32,000 lbs.

and carrying the maximum loau of 66,000 pounds, making a to-

tal of 98,000 pounds. The car-body weighs 21,000 pounds, and

its center of gravity, as recently determined by i.ir. A. S. Vogt,

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, lies 5 feet 6 inches above the top

of the rail. The two trucks weigh together 11,000 pounds, and

their center of gravity is, according to the same authority, lo-

cated 19Vi inches high. For the lading the corresponding

distance is assumed to be 6 feet. The center of gravity of the

total weight of 98,000 pounds will thus be found to be 5 feet

4.82 7"ches high, as shown in Fig. 1.

Going at a rate of 60 miles per hour around a curve of 1,000

eoooo ZB.
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feet radius, the centrifugal force C of this car would be equal

to 23,570 pounds, and the resultant of tuis force and the weight

W would make a total of 100,800 pounds. If this is divided into

two components, one through each rail-head, the pressure P on
the outside rail would 1)0 S2,0.')4 pounds, acting at an angle of 22

degrees, 50 minutes and 30 seconds with the vertical. The reac-

tion on each wheel, also marked P in l-ig. 2, is then equal to

20,514 pounds. The component P, acting on the inside rail, be-

ing only 6,463 pounds per wheel, will not be further considered.

1 he force P is transmitted to the axle partly by the metal lo-

cated between the rail and the wheel-fit, which Is thus under

compression, and partly through the rim to the diametrically

opposite portion of the wheel, whereby a tension is caused in

the plate between the rim and the hub, in the same manner as

the spokes of a bicycle wlieel are put in tension by the load at

the center. The portion of the wheel under compression will be

considered first. This portion does not include the whole lower

half of the wheel, but only a section of it within a limited dis-

tance from the center line of strain, which connects the point

of contact between wheel and rail with the center of the axle.

The form of this section may be called a cycloidal sinoid, the

absciss equation of the curve corresponding to the cycloid,

while the ordinate equation is that of a sinoid, acording to

Reuleaux. The outline of this form, as shown in Fig. 2, is de-

scribed by Redtenbacher's formula:

- = - fare, sin ^ I^
\ n\ h h

where it should be observed that the diameter of the wheel-fit

must conform to y, in order to enclose all parts of the wheel

under compression.

This cycloidal sinoid can now be considered as a column,

secured at the upper end. and its strength is expressed by Gor-

don's modification of Hodgkinson's formula:

F.S
K

1^ h^j-

1 + 1.
1«. F

in which P represents the area of cross section, J the moment
of inertia, 1 the length, S the stress per square inch, and "a" a

constant relating to flexure, which, according to Wm. Kent's

new hand book, may be assumed as one sixty-four hundredth

for cast iron.

In order to find the value of K four cross sections of the col-

umn have been selected at different places, as marked in the

sectional view of Fig. 2. These cross sections are also shown
In plan in Fig. 3. It will be noticed that the number of ribs

falling within the cycloidal sinoid varies in the first three sec-

tions, and that section No. 4 is taken through the double plate.

The type of wheel illustrated in Fig. 2 is the Pennsylvania

Railroad 1895 model, which is the standard for 60,000 pound

cars on a number of roads. The curvature of the brackets on

this wheel is very marked for section iso. 1, a tangent drawn
through the section-plane making an angle of 42 deg. with the

vertical. The bracket makes up 79 per cent, of the cross section

area, and for this section K must therfore be substituted with
0.21K X 0.79K sec. 42 deg.

It will also be observed that if another cycloidal sinoid is de-

scribed for the brake shoe pressure, it will overlap the one for

the rail-reaction, as indicated by the shaded surface in Pig. 2.

The inclination of the section-lines also shows the resultant

direction of the rail-reaction and the brake shoe pressure com-
bined, and this resultant must be considered in connection with
section No. 4. The brake shoe pressure marked B in Fig. 2,

being 70 per cent, ol the light weigui, is equal to 8.j75 pounds,
and its direction is assumed to be 80 deg. from the vertical. The
coefficient of friction at 60 miles per hour, is not more than
16 per cent, (report of M. C, B, committee on laboratory test),

which makes the frictional resistance F =: 1,372 pounds. This
and the brake shoe pressure result ,n a force of 8,684 pounds,
deflecting 9 deg,, 20 min. from the latter, or 49 deg., 20 min. from
a line drawn from the center of the wheel to the point V, where
the two curves intersect in Fig. 2. The cosine of this force for

49 deg., 20 min. added to the cosine of K for a 40 deg. angle,

will therefore take the place of K In Gordon's formula for sec-

tion No. 4.

As the column is not loaded squarely, however, but at the

angle of 22 deg., 5ii min. an,. 30 sec, the formula must be fur-

ther modified in order to cover the direct compression as well

as the bending strain. If the load of the column is called L. K
becomes equal to L cos. 22 deg., 50 min., 30 sec. which repre-

sents the compression, while L sin 2^ deg., 50 min., 30 sec.

tands for the bending component. Let v signify the angle, and

the formula will appear thus:

For section No. 1:

, X SJ[
L(0.21 + 0.79 sec. 42 dee.l=: f^ , o.l* F. , F,

s.v(l + t.8a'l?',+|l,

For sections Nos. 2 and 3:

L
S .F

cos. V / 1 -(- 1,8 a__ ) -I- ^ 1 sin. v.

For section No. 4:

( L. cos. V. cos. 40 deg -f- 8684 cos. 49 deg. 20 min.
J
fi ^

1.8aLf)^'' L sin. V = S. F.

It should be stated here, that as v signifies the angle which
the direction of the force forms with the neutral plane at each
section, and as at sections Nos. 2 and 3 the neutral plane re-

cedes from the vertical, its angle of deflection must be deducted
from V, For section No. 2: v—18 deg.. 30 min.. and for section
No. 3; v—21 deg., 4.5 min., will therefore be used in place of v
alone. The neutral plane is shown in the sectional view of Fig.

2 as a dotted curve extending from point O on the center line

to the point of rail-contact.

The length 1 is measured perpendicularly to each section

plane from the point of rail-contact. By inserting the values of

F, J and Z for each separate section in the formula applying to

the same, L can now be obtained for each of the sections. It

will be found that its lowest value is for section No. 1, where
L = 0.7842.... S.

As before stated, S represents the stress per square inch, and,

if J and Z have been calculated for the portion of the column
located to the left of the neutral plane in Fig. 2, this stress de-

notes the compression wholly. According to tests made a few
years ago by Prof. Thurston, the ultimate resistance to com-
pression is as high as 127,300 pounds per square inch for Salis-

bury car wheel iron; but for me purpose of this calculation it

is assumed to be 120,000 pounds. If the force is applied sud-

denly, 28 per cent, of this, or 33.600 pounds, is, acording to Ny-
strom, all that can be counted on. Allowing now a factor of

safety of 4, the safe compression stress in the wheel would be

8,400 pounds per square inch. If this value is inserted for S in

the above expression, L becomes equal to 6,o88 pounds, or in

other worus, the cycloidal sinoid of cie wheel can safely stand

a suddenly applied force of that magnituae. acting at an angle

of 22 deg., 50 min., 30 sec. from the vertical.

Another force Q (see Fig. 4), at a certain angle w, may be

substituted for L. as long as the sum of the horizontal and ver-

tical components of each is the same, or: L sin. v + L cos. v

:= Q sin. w -(- Q COS. w. If w is chosen sufficiently large to

make Q sin. w coincide with the rail-reaction's horizontal com-

ponent P sin. V, the latter can be substituted for the former in

the above equation, from which then the value of Q cos. w =
131 pounds can be obtained. Subtract this from P cos. v or

18,615 pounds, and the remaining 18,484 pounds are the part of

the rail-reaction which, being transmitted through the rim to

the upper half of the wheel, causes a tension in the plate.

Before proceeding further the ability of the rim to transmit

this stress will be ascertained. For this purpose the following

empirical formula is used:

M = 6.600,000. b (^ — '^^'

In which b, t and r represent the dimensions Indicated In Fig.
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5; c is a constant which Nystrom gives as % for cast iron; and

M is the ultimate sustaining strength against collapse of one-

half of the rim. By solving the equation M is found to be 544,-

500 pounds, which is more than sufficient for the purpose.

Returning, therefore, to the tension in the upper portion of

the wheel, attention is now called to the generated forces which

augment the stress caused by the rail-reaction. These are the

centrifugal force of the wheel, and the strain caused by the ex-

pansion of the rim due to the heat produced by the brake shoe

friction. Still another strain, induced by pressing the wheel

on the axle, must also be considered. The latter strain, to-

gether with that due to the centrifugal force, tend to burst the

wheel along its diameter, while the tension caused by the rail-

reaction, the expansion by heat and the centrifugal force aim

to produce rupture along the semi-circular section indicated

by the dotted line C D E in Fig 2, where the plate is weakest.

The total centrifugal force of a 595 lbs. wheel at a speed of 60

miles per hour is equal to 80,474 pounds, if the square of the ra-

dius of gyration is 0.6 of the square of the radius of the wheel,

as stated by Mr. R. A. Parke (N. Y. R. R. Club Proc, Nov.,

1897). The bursting strain caused by pressing the wheel on

the axle with a force of 30 tons, would, with a coeflScient of

friction of 0.2, come close to 300,000 pounds, according to recent

experiments at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute by Prof. Wil-

more, although earlier tests by Lucien Arbel put it considera-

bly lower. The sum of this bursting strain and the centrifu-

gal force, divided by n, represents a force of 121,220 pounds,

which tends to burst the wheel in two along its diameter. The
cross section area along this line is found, according to Gul-

din's law, to be 64.88 square inches for a 595 pounds wheel, if

the specific gravity of the iron is 7%. The strain per square

inch of section is thus equal to 1,868 pounds.

Considering now the stresses which tend to rupture the plate

of the wheel along the line CDE in Fig. 2, there is first the ten-

sion of 18,484 pounds due to the load. As before stated, this may
be of the nature of a suddenly applied force, and the fiber

strain caused by it is therefore from 1.6 to 2 times greater

(Nystrom). Selecting the latter figure, we have then a tension

of 36,968 pounds, which will cause a radial stress of four times
as much or 147,872 pounds (Rankine). Next mere is the centri-

fugal force of the metal lying outside the line CDE. Assuming
this line to be at a distance of 13^4 inches from the center, the

centrifugal force of the mass will be 24,693 pounds. Finally we
have the strain due to the sudden expansion of the rim on ac-

count of the generated heat. Assuming an extreme difference of

300 degrees Fahr. in the temperature of the rim and of the
plate inside section CDE, a modulus of elasticity of 17,000,000

a co-efficient of expansion of 0.0000062, and inserting these
values in the following equation:

H = A. X 0.0500062. X 300 X 17,000,000,

in which A represents the cross section of the rim, we get H ^
347,160 pounds. Referring now to Fig. 6, and considering the

rim as a polygon composed of a number of surfaces one inch
in length, each one of these would increase to 1.0000062 for each
degree of temperature, causing a radial strain T in the plate

The size of T is found thus:

H : T = 1,0000062 : Vl.0000062 « — 1,

which gives T = 0,00346H for each inch of the circumference,
or 25,500 pounds for the whole distance CDE.
Adding now the tension from the load. 147.872 pounds, the

centrifugal force, 24,693 pounds, and the expansion strain, 25,-

500 pounds, we get 208,065 pounds as the total radial strain
which tends to produce a rupture along the line CDE. The
transverse area at this distance from the center is 44.26 square
inches. The stress per square inch is therefore equal to 4,927

pounds, or about 2% times as much as in the diametrical sec-

tion calculated before. As the sectional area through the line

CDE also cuts through the brackets, which at that plane in-

cline 42 deg., the stress per square inch of metal in the brack-
ets is proportional to the secant of the angle, thus bringing it

up to 6,631 pounds. If the tensile strength of the iron is 22,000

pounds, we have therefore a factor of safety of oily Z\ In the

brackets. In order to get the same safety in tension as in com-

pression, iron with a tensile strength of 26,524 pounds would be

required. As that is more than can be expected from the com-

mon grades of car wheel iron, the brackets in the wheel are

the weakest places and will fail oftener than other parts.

Fig. 7 shows me standard Union Pacific wheel. It will be

noticed that the tangent to a bracket at the dangerous section

forms here an angle of only 26 deg. with the radius, which

makes the secant of the tension in the bracket considerably

less than in the previous example, bringing it down to 5,474

pounds, a factor of safety of 4. This points to the advisability

of avoiding unnecessary curvature of lue brackets.

It is interesting to note that if the method used in the above

calculations for finding the stress due to the expansion of the

rim by heating be applied to the thermal test of the wheel, it

will be found that a difference of 2,448 deg. Fahr., between the

temperature of the rim and that of the adjoining plate, is nec-

essary to produce the same stress of 4,927 lbs per square inch

as that caused by the assumed conditions of service used in

these calculations. The average melting point for gray iron

is, according to Greenwood, 3182 deg. Fahr., which leaves a

margin of 734 deg. for the temperature of the plate, and also

for the difference in temperature between the molten metal and

the rim itself.

On many roads it is the custom to allow wheels with cracked

brackets to remain in service. The analysis shows that this is

not a safe policy, unless temporary limits are established for

the load and the speed. If the brakes are cut out on a car, one-

eighth of the possible maximum tension is eliminated, and a

proportionate number of cracked orackets will not therefore

impair the safety of the wheel, unless they are bunched.

By observing the ratio in which the various stresses in the

wheel affect its strength, the most economical wheel section

for a 100,000 pounds car may be developed, and it will also be

seen how a wheel might be proportioned for the special pur-

pose of withstanding the thermal test, regardless of ser-

vice conditions.

In conclusion it should be said, that nothing new is claimed

in this method of analyzing the stresses in a wheel; it merely

represents a consecutive application of well known formulas,

as in designing other mechanical constructions.

INCREASED CAPACITY OF THE PRESSED STEEL CAR
COMPANY'S WORKS.

A recent Associated Press dispatch from Chicago stated that

a new steel car plant was to be established in or near that

city. This probably originated from the fact that the Pressed

Steel Car Company is to greatly enlarge its plant at Joilet,

111. A large tract of land has been purchased at Joilet, and
the old Fox plant, now the western plant of the Pressed Steel

Car Company, is to be enlarged to at least three times its

present capacity. Ground has already been broken at Joilet,

and the work will be pushed with the vigor characteristic of

the company. When completed, the enlarged plant will have

a capacity of 30 pressed-steel cars a day, in addition to a pro-

portionate increase in the capacity for trucks, bolsters and
other pressed steel parts. The total investment will aggre-

gate ?500,000, and about 1,600 skilled workmen will be added to

the force. With the Joilet plant complete, the capacity of the

various works of the company will be In excess of 100 pressed-

steel cars per day.

The rapid growth of the company is of considerable interest
as well as importance. Within two years in Pittsburgh alone,
the company has added 4,000 men to its force, and, as may be
well understood, its pay roll has increased many thousands of
dollars weekly. The new plant at McKee's Rocks, Pittsburgh,
which alone will double the capacity of the Pittsburgh plants,
called for an investment of over one million dollars. This
plant will be in operation in July and will have a capacity of

40 pressed-steel cars, in addition to a large bolster and truck
capacity. The Joilet plant was designed to take care of a
share of the Western demand, which has increased so rapidly
that the company has found extreme difficulty in caring for

it. Since the first pressed-steel car was built, orders filled and
unfilled aggregate about 15,000 cars.
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PISTON VALVES FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

By F. M. Whyte,

Mechanical Engineer Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

It was early apprecia.ted that the main valves of locomo-

tives ought to be so constructed as to be operative with as lit-

the strain as possible on the valve motion, and while it would

appear that the use of what is termed the balancing on the

usual form of the D slide valve has been more generally

adopted In America, nevertheless, the importance of having a

thoroughly balanced valve was understood in England and

Europe years ago and efforts were made toward developing

such valves. The faaiiliar saying that "History repeats Itself"

is true when applied to locomotive engineering, and it is fre-

quently reinarlied by old railroad men, that: "I saw something

just like that when I was serving my apprenticeship," when
their attention is called to something which is considered new
at the present time. So it is with piston valves; it is extreme-

ly interesting to study the history of piston valves, and other

designs made with the intention of decreasing valve friction,

and to note that engineers of the present are learning some
things about valves which were learned by the engineers of

fifty or sixty years ago, and, while conceit may lead to the be-

lief that much of the chaff has been discarded. It is quite pos-

sible that the engineers of a few years hence may find much
that is now being overloolted. This, however, need not reflect

on the present engineers, because development of other parts

of the locomotive may make designs desirable which are not

now suitable.

Among the early attempts to reduce the friction of valves

may be mentioned that of Mr. John Hick; Hick placed rollers

under the valves, the valves being carried on journals which

were reduced below the diameter of the body of the rollers,

the body of the rollers bearing directly on the valve seat. In

1859 Mr. Thos. Felton patented in England, and, in 1863, Capt.

R. C. Bristol, of Chicago, patented in the United States, the

idea of interposing the rollers immediately between the valve

face and the valve seat, instead of carrying the valve on the

journals of the rollers. Valves so supported were used in loco-

motive and marine service, and technical papers of that time
report that valves so arranged gave much satisfaction, no diflft-

culty being experienced in keeping the valves tight. There is

nothing to indicate whether such reports emanated from dis-

interested or from interested persons, but the average railroad

man of the present, guided by present demands and experience,

would conclude that the reports were made by the former.

Later, in 1868 and 1869, the Messrs. Sault, of New Haven, used

rollers under valves, the rollers varying in diameter from 4 to

12 ins., depending on the size of the valves, and the use of such

design in locomtive service was favorably reported.

The advantages which possibly may be obtained by the use

of piston valves were early appreciated, and also the same
difficulties which are experienced now with some designs of

piston valves were met years ago and efforts were made to

surmount them. These valves were called "equilibrium

valves," and in some cases the very expressive adjective "per-

fect" immediately preceded the word "equilibrium." It Is quite

probable, however, that the fact, which is sometimes over-
looked at present, the equilibrium of a piston valve may be
very seriously affected by the use of packing rings, was un-
derstood, because means were provided for taking up wear;
this might possibly indicate that the valve was made to fit

closely in the casing, and this conclusion is strengthened by
the direct statement made in literature of 1866 to 1869 to the
effect that much difficulty was experienced by the unequal ex-

pansion of the piston valves and the cylinders in which they
were placed. Apparently appreciating this difficulty, Mr. Thos.
S. Davis, of Jersey City, designed in 1866, or immediately pre-
vious to that date, the valve and valve chest shown in Fig. 1;

the valve casing, or cylinder in which the valve worked, was
almost entirely surrounded with steam and the piston valve

could be adjusted to compensate for the wear. The valve was
made long so that the passages between the steam chest and
cylinder would be as short as possible. This was one of the

early designs of valves which were claimed to be "perfect equi-

librium valves," and it is believed that in this valve there were
embodied the essential features of a successful "perfect equi-

librium piston valve;" certainly there were in the mind of

the designer those features which are now considered requi-

sites, and his efforts were directed toward fulfilling them,
whether he succeeded or not. The valve had no packing rings,

but could be adjusted to compensate for wear; the valve cas-

ing, or cage, was so arranged that most of its outside surface

was subjected to the temperature of the steam at boiler pres-

sure; and the valve was of such length as to give the shortest

ports possible.

This may be an appropriate place to declare the belief that

a piston valve which is to fulfill the strongest claim made for

such valves, that they are perfectly balanced, can not have the

ordinary, nor many of the extraordinary, spring packing rings

for making the valve tight, and an effort will be made later in

this article to show what effect such rings, in some of the pres-

ent designs of piston valves, have on the balancing feature.

If this declaration is well founded, and it is demonstrated that

the valve must be solid and without rings, then it follows that

the valve must be a neat fit in the valve cage and the cage

must expand and contract with the valve; this will require

that the cage be subjected to about the same temperature as

the valve, and that provision be made to allow free expansion

and contraction of the cage.

In Fig. 2 another "equilibrium valve" is shown, which closely

Fig. 1. £

Fig. 2.

resembles an adaptation of the present common balancing

plate and strips. The valve was designed by Mr. W. G. Beat-

tie in 1867, or a short time previous, and was used on a loco-

motive on the London & Southwestern in 1868. Then, as now,

experiments were made at as low cost as possible by flrsti

adapting new ideas to old equipment, and the illustration shows

the valve as applied to a cylinder casting which was not de-

signed specially for the valve. The valve was placed on a lo-

comotive in January, 1868, and ran 16 montlis, making 61,147

miles, and showed so little wear that it was in condition to

be placed directly in service again.

Apparently the adaptation of the piston valve to locomotives

was neglected for a number of years, and the cause for such

neglect is not apparent. It may have been considered that

the benefits to be obtained were not commensurate with the

inconvenience in changing designs of other parts, and of course

this would be a more serious question at the present time.

However, perhaps enough of history has been given to show

that we are "threshing old straw," and it will be more to the

point to show the results of the present threshing.

Until very recently it has been the general practice to use

spring rings to make steam tight joints between the piston

valve and its cage, or containing cylinder, and that such rings

may fulfill the purpose for which they are intended it is neces-

sary that they fit loosely between the metal forming the two

sides of the grooves in which they are placed and the wearing

action between the rubbing .'-.urfaces accompanied by the in-

tended springing of the rings outward to compensate for the

wear, soon leaves spaces back of the rings, even though the
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rings, when new, may bottom in the groove. On account of

the space required at the sides of the rings and behind them,
it is very certain that the rings are pressed outward by the

pressure of the steam in the steam chest, as well as by the
springing action of the rings, and, indeed, this is very essen-

tial, because if this pressure bacli of the rings were not availa-

ble, it would be necessary to make the rings sufficiently stiff

to insure them against collapse while passing over the ports

and when subjected, on their outer surfaces, to the live, or ex-

NoJ6Copper-\

retain the rings, and the distance from one end of the valve
to the edge of the ring at that end could not be less than %
inch with the very narrow ring, so that after the ring begins
to uncover the port the steam must be wire drawn around
the end of the valve and between the valve and its casing for a
distance of % inch. This condition is most serious when the
valve is working at a short travel. It was considered neces-
sary to make the edge of the ring correspond with the end
of the valve, and the result was a wider ring. Some piston

Uckinq Device for follower

I f?inq Boris.

Live
I

Steam

hausi, steam pressure. Some piston valves are provided with
narrow rings and, as far as the balancing is concerned, this is

approaching the best theoretical condition, but other condi-
tions have seemed to dictate the use of wider rings. If it is

necessary for the rings to travel over the ports, as at present
seems to be the case, then because of the necessary
springing action of the rings, provided to keep them
in contact with the casing, it is essential that bridges
should be placed across the ports to carry the rings over; these
bridges may be made as broad as convenient, but the same
amount of wearing surface cannot be provided, in them that
is given in the other parts o£ the casing over which the rings
travel; the result, therefore, is that the bridges wear faster

than the continuous face of the casing, and in the course of
time shoulders are formed over which the rings must travel.

This condition prevailing, the ultimate result is that the rings
will be broken, with more or less serious consequences, or the

valves at present in use are provided with narrow rings, the

outer ones of which are set in from the ends of the valve, and
these are reported by those interested in them to be working
satisfactorily; but it is believed that practice, as far as the

proper distribution of the steam and the providing of the nec-

essary wearing surface are concerned, has shown the desira-

bility of wide rings, whereas the question of properly balanc-

ing the valve will require narrow rings, the limiting point of

the latter being the discarding of the rings entirely.

Having shown the causes which lead to the use of wide rings,

it will be interesting to follow the effects of their use on the

balancing of the valve. There is shown in Fig. 3 the section

of a piston valve which has been used in a number of locomo-

tives for both freight and passenger service, and which proba-

bly illustrates the extreme practice in the use of wide rings.

When these valves first went into service it was reported that

they were giving entire satisfaction and that the valves were

^ lOe- *|

casing must be rebored. Efforts to overcome this difficulty

have taken the direction of wider rings, and in some designs
the rings are made wider than the ports over which they pass
in order to insure that the rings cannot drop into the ports.
Another reason for using wide rings is as follows: When the
very narrow rings were first used it was considered that the
ends of the valves were the controling edges, but it was soon
found that the edges of the rings were the controling edges.
It is necessary to have a shoulder at each end of the valve to

Fig. 5.

easily operated by the reverse lever, but changes made
in the design to provide narrower rings, and reports that it re-

quired both engineer and fireman to reverse the engine under

steam would indicate otherwise, and the table given below,

showing the "load" on the valve, will explain the reason and

also substantiate the position taken in this discussion.

Fig. 4 shows the development of moderately wide rings from

the narrow rings; originally this valve had narrow rings set in

from the ends of the valve, but when it was found that the
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edges of the rings were the controltng edges the ends of the

valve were beveled 3/lC in., as shown, and the rings made L
shape, so that the leg would extend to the ends of the valve.

The result of this was an improvement in the admission of

steam at the expense of the balancing of the valve, but that

the latter effect was not serious is shown in the table below.

The number of piston valves is not limited to those shown
In these engravings, but as It Is the intention merely to call at-

tention to llie fact that because a valve is of the piston type does

not insure tliat it is balanced thoroughly and that some pis-

ton valves are not as well balanced as the ordinary D valve

can be. In l<'ig. 5 is shown the latter type of valve and the

table gives data from which a better appreciation of the value

of the balancing of the different types of valves may be ob-

tained.

Location of valve. Total pressure forcing rings of
valve against seat in pounds. ;

Valves shown In
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Central (no steam in cylinder).. 32.504 6,460 16.160
Beginning of admission 22,S94 2,356 9,960
14 Port opening 26,097 1,330 9,714

H Port opening 29,301 1,330 9,478

% Port opening 29.678 2,356 8,132
Full port opening 19.690 3.895 7,382
At cut oft 32,504 2,356 16.106

The above figures allow for the steam pressure in the steam
chest and the steam pressure in the cylinder after the first

exhaust, except in first location, marked "Central."

That the use of packing rings on piston valves may seriously

affect the balancing is more generally appreciated than it was

5/iqhf C/earancff

Fig. 6.

Cast Iron 5o//d
^ ffing,an easy fir

in the Cyfine^r.

^3
TfK Sp//t ffmgs (of fiara Sroniej
tt/mea larger than r/ie Cy/mder

and then cut.

a year ago, and efforts have gone so far even as recent attempts

to balance the packing rings on the main pistons, and some of

the railroads have been approached by inventors who claim

to have accomplished such a result; it is extremely doubtful,

however, whether the rings can be balanced and fulfill their

function regardless of some alleged tests to the contrary and

patents issued covering the designs.

[We have taken the liberty to add Fig. 6 to the illustrations

presented by IVIr. Whyte in order to show a method of mak-
ing piston packing rings devised by Sir John Durston, recently

described in "Engineering." This ring is split and is restricted

so that it can open only to a certain extent. The carrier is of

cast-iron with two hard bronze rings having lips. A small

clearance is allowed between the carrier and the rings, so that

the latter may expand up to the clearance allowed. In work-

ing, this acts as an ordinary loose ring, but it soon begins to

wear the cylinder, and this continues until a perfect fit is ob-

tained. This arrangement is now fitted to all the auxiliary

machines in the British navy. Piston valves are necessarily

used in all auxiliaries owing to the high steam pressures, and

this enhances the importance of a satisfactory piston ring.

—

Editor.]

AMERICAN SOCIETY OP MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

The 39th semi-annual meeting of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, held May 9 to 12, in Washington, D. C,
was a very successful one. The list of subjects was given last

month, and of these the most important will be mentioned.

The report of the Committee on the Revision of the Society

Code of 1885 for a standard method of conducting boiler trials

was presented In final form and is a very Important document.

The paper on construction and material for pipe flanges

brought out a lively discussion, which made it evident that

lliis is a very important subject. Admiral Melville stated that

in the war with Spain, steam pipe joints gave more trouble

tlian any other factor about the ships. Mr. Henderson's ex-

cellent paper on the manufacture of car wheels was not dis-

cussed, because of the lack of members who were sufficiently

informed. It was carried over for the next meeting, and it is

hoped that it may then receive the attention it deserves. Mr.
Henderson showed that this branch of manufacturing was
now conducted upon a scientific basis of physical and chemi-
cal specification and test, and the desirable composition of

wheels was given. The equipment of tall office buildings was
an important subject, and the paper by Mr. Bolton gave satis-

factory data to show the character and extent of the problems
involved. Mr. John Fritz presented a paper describing suc-

cessful fly wheel designs for rolling mill engines, which in-

(luded fly wheels which have been running for 25 years with-

out failure. The practice is a valuable precedent for future

designers. Prof. Bull's paper on the central heating plant of

the University of Wisconsin introduced the subject of cen-

tral power stations, and the most significant fact brought out

in the discussion was that concentration of power was not al-

ways advisable, especially when it involved the use of anxiliary

elements scattered over a large area, such as pumps for the

return of water of condensation. The use of coal handling

machinery for comparatively small plants was considered un-

wise, because unnecessary. The extensive and admirable

power plant of Columbia University was described in consid-

erable detail by Mr. E. A. Darling, and the paper is a valuable

document bcause of its completeness. Among the remaining

papers the most interesting to our readers was that by Mr.

Quereau on the Allen valve for locomotives. The paper states

the merits of this valve and it also answers the few objections

which have been raised to it. The value of the Allen port in

securing good steam distribution was shown by indicator cards. .

The discussion offered by Mr. Charles T. Porter was chiefly

historical. The valve was introduced in England in 1862, and

later in this country. The credit for its adoption in general

practice in this country was given to Mr. M. N. Forney. The
Allen port and the Richardson balancing feature together had

made this valve a success.

The desirability of inviting the management of the Interna-

tional Railway Congress to hold the meeting, next after the

Paris meeting of 1900, in the United States, was suggested by

Col. H. S. Haines before the New York Railroad Club at its

May meeting. The idea is an excellent one and it will have the

earnest support of all who are interested in bringing about a

more perfect understanding among foreign railroad men of

American transportation methods.

Gasoline engines have been selected as the most satisfactory

source of power for removing the water of drainage from the

depressed track work at 16th and Clark Streets in Chicago. The

height of the Chicago River varies in such a way as to neces-

sitate pumping the writer when at the high levels and yet most

of the time natural drainage may be relied upon. The drainage

is all directed toward a sump, immediately over which two 8

horse-power Fairbanks-Morse gasoline engine are placed and

coupled to centrifugal pumps, which are immersed in the sump.

These pumps have a capacity of 2,250 gallons per minute and

they are coupled direct to the engines by clutches, which may
be thrown into gear after the engines are started. The appli-

cation of gasoline engines to this service is admirable, because

the demand is intermittent. The river is often low enough

for several weeks at a time to permit of gravity drainage, and

yet the pumping machinery must be ready for instant use when
required. This requirement, as well as low cost of operation

and small initial outlay required, seemed to be best fulfilled

by the gasoline engine.
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LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN.—THE WORKING STRENGTH OF
MATERIALS.

By F. J. Cole, Mechanical Engineer, Rogers Locomotive Works.

BOILERS.

It is generally conceded at the present time that the normal
stress for the plates composing the cylindrical portion, the

shell top, dome, etc., in new steel locomotive boilers should be

about one-fifth of the ultimate static strength, calculated at

the longitudinal riveted joints, which are usually the wealtest

points. With a properly constructed butt joint, sextuple riv-

eted with double cover strips, holes puuched and reamed to

size, 85 per cent, of the strength of the solid plate can be read-

ily obtained. A working stress of one-fifth of the ultimate

strength may safely be taken as representing good practice,

better, no doubt, than the average, with some allowance for

possible deterioration in time, caused by corrosion, pitting,

grooving and other sources of weakness. It would also permit

the pressure to be maintained at its maximum for a greater

number of years than is usually p^ ssible. This Is a point which
should be carefully considered in building locomotive boilers,

and a sufficient margin of strength allowed over and above
the actual amount required when new, so that the maximum
efficiency of the engine can be maintained by keeping the boiler

pressure at the original figure for which the engine was de-

signed, until the machinery is worn out or other reasons ren-

der its retirement from service desirable. An occasional re-

newal of the firebox flue sheets every few years, and the entire

firebox at longer intervals, would be required, as the life of

the sheets directly exposed to the fire is necessarily much
shorter than that of the outside shell. Too much emphasis

cannot be laid upon the fact that because a boiler is entirely

safe when new, where the stress is considerably below one-

fifth of its ultimate strength, yet in time, owing to corrosion,

expansion and contraction, produced by variations in tempera-
ture and other weakening causes, the strength may be so re-

duced that what was originally a safe pressure soon may be-

come a dangerous one. Another side of the case which de-

serves consideration is the question whether large and small

boilers should be designed with the same working stress and
the same factor of safety. Inasmuch as corrosion, taking the

forms of grooving, pitting, or simply thinning the plate over

large areas, is as active in a small boiler as a large one, it

would seem a rational policy to design all boilers with a work-
ing stress of say one-fourth the ultimate bursting pressure,

and then add a uniform amount, say, j', or % inch extra

thickness to the plates, to cover the injury caused by improper
caulking, which may take place in building or afterward in

repairs, the action of corrosive water, rust and other causes.

Under these conditions, assuming that the elastic limit is not
less than 55 per cent, of the ultimate strength of the plates,

with longitudinal joints having an efficiency of 85 per cent.,

the factor of safety at the elastic limit would be 2.2 at the

joint, exclusive of the extra thickness, and 2.6 at the solid

plate, where it would be more likely to be attacked by corro-

sion, as the longitudinal joints are generally above the center
of the boiler.

Under the rules of the United States Board of Supervising
Inspectors of Steam Vessels, as amended January, 1899, the

working stress for boilers built since 1872 is about 26.6 per cent.

of the ultimate strength for double-riveted seams, and 27.7 per
cent, for single-riveted seams, assuming that the longitudinal

joints have an efficiency of 75 per cent, for the first and 60 per
cent, in the second case. The rules are:

"Multiply one-sixth of the lowest tensile strength found
stamped on any plate in the cylindrical shell by the thickness
—expressed in inches or parts of an inch—of the thinnest plate
in the same cylindrical shell, and divide by the radius or half
diameter—also expressed in inches—and the sum will be the
pressure allowable per square inch of surface for single riv-

eting, to which add 20 per cent, for double riveting, when all

the rivet holes in the shell of such boilers have been 'fairly

drilled' and no part of such hole has been punched.

"Where butt straps are used in the construction of marine
boilers the straps for single butt strapping shall in no case

be less than the thickness of the shell plates; and when double
butt straps are used the thickness of each shall in no case be

less than five-eighths of the thickness of the shell plates.

"The hydrostatic pressure applied must be in the propor-

tion of 150 pounds to the square inch to 100 pounds to the

square inch of the steam pressure allowed."

The working pressures obtained by means of the foregoing

rules do not va,Ty according to the strength or style of the

joints, except as single or double riveted, nor do the rules pro-

vide what is considered at the present time a sufficient factor

„ ^^^
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n X a
B = X 70 with iron rivets in steel plates.

P X T
"(In case of rivets being in double shear, 1.75 a is to be used

Insteail of a) where 1' = pitcli of rivets; (I — diameter of riv-

ets; a =: sectional area of rivets; n = number of rows of riv-

ets.

Coefficient "C" for Steel Boilers.
<a li «© oogj (flv.f

UcBcriptioii of luiiBltudimil.joint. '£•5= ^"^ &£«=2 ao.J

,0^0 °-'-a o«a oe"

I.np Joints 2iil) 21;") 2X1) 2in

Doiibl.' butt slruiJ Joints 215 230 25U 2(.U

This is based broadly upon a factor of safety of five with cer-

tain limitations and additions. The worliing stress per square

inch of section is as follows:

Iron Boilers.

5 a . w^ » . to'T2«B ffl-t-c Sir
^ SlrH *^•*^^^^ •"It
CL,-- ee a ^--N On o

:« £" g
Lap Joint, punched holes 7.750 8,250 S.50U

Lap Joint, diillid holes 8.500 9,UO0 !i,500

Double bull stiaij Joint, punched holes... 8.500 9,0(JO H.SoO

Double butt Ktriii) Joint, drilled holes 9,01X1 9,i;00 lO.iXW

Steel Boilers.

is 4b •?'£
I

ojS so "(ST S~
«o si SS *

Lap joints 10,000 10,450 11,500 12,000
Double butt str.ap Joints 10,450 11,500 12,500 13,000

The following extract from a useful little table printed un-

der the caption, "Safe Working Pressures for New Boilers,"

in "The Locomotive," a paper published under the auspices of

The Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection Co., is worthy of record:

"The following short table, which we use in our own prac-

tice in fixing the working pressure of new boilers, may be of

use to our readers. The pressures given by the table are not
as high as are allowed by the rules of the United States Board
of Supervising Inspectors, but those, in our opinion, are some-
what greater than can be safely carried after a boiler has been
in use for some time."

Steel of 00,000 rounds per Snuare Inch of Section.

m n ii Safe working pressure in pounds per square inch

2 g S 'or shells with longitudinal seams double
o« > -S* riveted.
g'o, 'C 5 > .. ^

© "o o'u ......
s .'saasaaa
3 a -g S?.2 S.2 S£ 3.S S5 g.2 si
3 .s.jiaa«aaoa

'A % 3 135 115 100 85

ft n 3% 160 135 120 105 95

% %. 314 190 160 140 125 115 100 95
7, U 3% 220 1S5 160 145 130 120 110
% % 3% 250 205 180 165 150 135 125

[For thicker plates the pressures can be obtained approxi-

mately by simple proportion.—F. J. Cole.]

The Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection Co. says: "We con-

sider 5 to be the best factor of safety when all things are con-

sidered, though we sometimes allow 4% when the workman-

ship is known to be first class, and the materials of which the

boiler is made have been carefully selected and tested."

Nominal Factors of Safety.

Lloyds. (British), about 4.5 to 5.5.

Board of Trade (British), 4.5 for best construction and work-

manship.

German Lloyds, 5 to 4.65, according to thickness of plates.

Laws of City of Philadelphia, 5.

The strength, thickness of plates and working pressure for

circular boiler shells may be determined by the following

formulae:

Let t = thickness of plates.

P := pressure per square inch.

F = factor of safety.

b := inside diameter.

J = percentage of strength of joint to solid plate.

S = lowest tensile strength of plates per square Inch.

M = stress per square inch.

D P F DP
Then t

2 S J

S t2 J
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TABLE NO. 2.

Boiler Steel.
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SOME PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE PROPER DISTRIBU-
TION OF LOCOMOTIVES IN ECONOMICAL

RAILWAY OPERATION.

By E. M. Herr.

Like almost all important matters In railroad operation, the

distribution of power requires the collaboration and close co-

operation of several officers. The heads of both the me-

chanical and operatinK departments must frequently consult

and supplement each other's knowledge before the distribution

of power can be intelligently handled. When this is done,

lowever, it is believed the proper officer to make the dist ibu-

Uon Is the head of the mechanical department, as it is ca aer

for him to obtain exact information relative to the operating

comlitions than to give information as to mechanical questions,

owing to their necessarily technical character.

The distribution as well as maintenance of locomotives be-

ing under the head of the mechanical department tends toward

better maintenance and more satisfactory performance through

less engine failures with their attendant expense and inter-

ference with successful and economical operation. In order

to make the head "of the mechanical department responsible

for economical operation, as well as maintenance of locomo-

tives, the cost of locomotive repairs should not be judged, as

is usual, on the basis of the engine miles run only, but also and

principally by the cost per ton-mile hauled. These statistics.

if used to judge the economy with which locomotives are main-

tained, give the responsible mechanical officer an especial in-

terest, as they should, in the real problem of economic rail-

road operation, the reduction of the cost per ton mile. The
weight and horse-power capacity of locomotices used in main
line service, provided the density of the traffic is the same,

should be such as to enable it possible the same weight of train

to be moved over the entire length of the line, thus avoiding

the necessity of breaking up through trains at division points.

When the through trains are a large proportion of the total

business on any division, the above distribution of power is

undoubtedly the most economical. When, however, a consid-

erable portion of the business originates and leaves a division

at some point on it or at its terminii, thus making such busi-

ness local thereto, heavier power than the above plan would
call for can be advantageously assigned, owing to the possi-

bility of increasing the average train load on such divisions

with little or no increase in switching expense.

The number of locomotives to be assigned to any division is

largely governed by the uniformity of the traffic movement.
When this is about constant in. volume in both directions,

whether of eqiial volume or not, less power need be assigned

than when the volume averages the same in each direction but

varies considerably from day to day. In the latter case the

surplus power is necessary to avoid running power light in one
direction one day and perhaps in the opposite direction the

next. When this condition prevails, however, a careful study

of the situation must be made, as it may easily prove more
economical to run power light occasionally than to decrease

too much the average mileage made per locomotive by largely

increasing the assignment of power. The character of the

water supply may, it very bad, require a larger assignment of

power due to an increase in boiler repairs and consequent lay-

ing up of power otherwise available.

The importance of a careful study of the actual conditions

of traffic movement in order to intelligently distribute power
cannot be too strongly emphasized. This pertains not only to

a study of the local conditions of movement on each division.

but what is still more important, an accurate knowledge of the

periodic fluctuations of business on different parts of the sys-

tem and a careful preparation for the prompt reassignment of

power adapted to handle the increased traffic in one locality

by moving such power from the place where business is de-

creasing. Such fluctuations occur on large railways in almost
all parts of the country, and are generally due to the opening
and close of navigation on lakes and rivers, the movement of

a new harvest of grain, or fruit, etc.

On some roads a certain assignment of power is made to

each division, which is supplemented in a haphazard way when

the traffic is heaviest and is partly laid up when the movement

is least. On many of our larger roads the heaviest traffic does

not come on more than one part of the line at a time. It may
be, for example, heavy on the northern or eastern divisions in

the Spring and on the southern or western in the Fall. Such

a condition gives an opportunity for economical operation by

the prompt redistribution of power now not often fully utilized.

It is, of course, common to send power from points where it

is not needed to points where it is in demand, but generally

without due regard to the type of locomotives best adapted to

the service, on account of the reassignment having to be made

hurriedly or without previous preparation.

The greatest economy of operation not only requires that

sufficient locomotive power shall be available to meet the re-

quirements of traffic on any division, but this power should

also be the most efficient obtainable. Heavy locomotives, if

available, should be moved from some distance, making them

work their way in transit, if they can be used to advantage

where power is needed, rather than transfer lighter power sim-

ply because it is perhaps on the adjoining division and con-

venient.

In assigning power, care must be used to discriminate be-

tween the power requirements of different divisions having

perhaps the same ruling grades but different kind of grades or

with the same degree and kind of grades with different condi-

tions of operation.

On division A the grades may be short and constantly chang-

ing, giving the profile a sawtooth appearance. On division B

the same steepness of grade may be practically continuous for

long distances. Both these divisions having the same steep-

ness of grade might at first thought be regarded as requiring

the same kind of locomotives. The requirements are, in fact.

quite different. As far as tractive power is concerned, the

grades being equally steep the requirements are the same, call-

ing for locomotives of equal weight and cylinder power. The

difference comes in the requirement for boiler power or, what

practically amounts to the same thing, the horse-power capac-

ity of the locomotive. Locomotives were formerly built with

more consideration for the mere weight and cylinder capacity

or tractive power, and less for the boiler or steam generating

capacity, than at present. Such locomotives are much better

adapted to division A. and locomotives with larger boilers and

better steam generating or horse-power capacity to division B.

In order to distribute power properly, it must be available

when required. During seasons of light business, owing to an

effort to keep the net earnings as uniform as possible, the shop

and round-house forces are reduced or shorter hours worked,

thus making it impossible to do work of repairs when locomo-

tives can best be spared for shopping. This is generally short-

sighted policy and poor economy. It also makes the intelli-

gent and efficient distribution of power more difficult and often

impossible, as the heavy first-class locomotives, instead of be-

ing shopped when least needed for work, are often kept out of

the shops during the dull seasons on account of the decreased

force being unable to turn as many of them out as of lighter

engines and the immediate need being for more locomotives of

any kind rather than more efficient locomotives.

For best economy the prevailing practice of reducing shop

forces and expenses during periods of dull business should un-

doubtedly be reversed. The shops should be run full when

business is light and locomotives available for shopping, and

shop forces and expenses reduced when business is heavy and

the power is needed in service.

Many mechanical officers will object to transferring power

periodically, on account of the tendency to increase the cost of

repairs, as locomotives are brought from the control of on»

master mechanic to that of another. This is largely, if not

entirely, similar to the old argument that each engineer must

run his own engine or repairs would be increased, and will

soon be solved in the same way.

Good distribution of power will not alone accomplish the best
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results; it must be accompanied and supplemented by good

operation, both at the hands of the train-master, chief dis-

patcher and master mechanic also; but no amount of skill on

the part of these officials will enable the most economical re-

sults to be obtained if the proper power Is not available. For

the proper distribution of power we therefore have the follow-

ing:

Study carefully both grades and traffic conditions on each

division.

Assign power so that traffic from one division to the next can

be handled with the least switching.

Transfer power to meet periodic fluctuations in trafiic by a

well-developed plan, having due regard to doing the heavy re-

pairs, as far as possible, during the dull season.

Assign locomotives of small boiler capacity to divisions hav-

ing short grades or on which speed is slowest, other things

being equal, and largest boiler and horse-power capacity loco-

motives on long, continuous grade divisions or where mainte-

nance of speed is more important.

Co-operate heartily and confer frequently with officers of

the operating department as to the requirements of the ser-

vice and the conditions of traffic.

ECONOMICS OF FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE OPERATION.

By G. R. Henderson.

Assistant Mechanical Engineer, Schenectady Locomotive
Works.

In these days of railroad competition, no subject interests

the operating departments as much as the economical hand-

ling of the freight traffic, especially upon roads where freight

forms the larger part of the business. As the fuel bills of any

large railroad are a very considerable proportion of its operat-

ing expenses, the relative consumption of coal per ton mile

is considered of great importance, but there are often other

factors of operation which quite overcome and sometimes re-

verse the final figures, when fully considered.

With the present tendency to load locomotives up to the

maximum limit, managers are loath to believe that such a re-

sult is accompanied by an increased fuel consumption per ton-

mile hauled back of the tender, and it will, perhaps, surprise

some to know that under certain conditions the increase is

very great.

In order to determine what this variation would amount to

in actual practice, calculations

were made on a locomotive of

the consolidation type, with 20

by 24-inch cylinders, 150 lbs.

boiler pressure, 50.-inch drivers,

and having a total weight of

engine and tender of 105 tons.

The heating surface was 1,774

square feet, and the grate area

31 square feet. The maximum
cut-oif permitted by the valve

gear was 90 per cent, of the

stroke, and as the most eco-

nomical cut-off for a single ex-

pansion engine is at 25 or 30

per cent., deductions were maue
at 30, 60 and 90 per cent, cut-

offs, at speeds of 5 and 10 miles

per hour. As the boiler was not

large enough to supply steam at

the 90 per cent, cut-off at a

higher speed than 10 miles per

hour, the computations for 15

miles an hour were made for

30, 45 and 60 per cent, cut-offs.

For each of the three speeds

we have, therefore, determined

the consumption of fuel at the

point of greatest fuel economy, the point of greatest power

which the engine can exert at the given speed, and at a point

intermediate between the two. The coal consumption for each

point was calculated from the cylinder volume at point of cut-

off, the cut-off pressure, mean effective pressure and weight of

steam, allowing 25 per cent, for cylinder condensation at 30 per

cent, cut-off, and 10 per cent, at 90 per cent, cut-off. The rate

of combustion and corresponding rate of evaporation were also

figured, and also the tractive power of the engine and the load

which it would haul (back of tender) on a level, on a one per

cent, grade and on a two per cent, grade. From these data

the pounds of coal per 100-ton-miles were readily computed.

The following table explains the method followed, giving the

values at 10 miles per hour:

Data figured at
Cylinder volume
Cut-off pressure
Mean effective pressure
Mean available pressure ...

Weight per cu. ft. steam..
Allowance for condensa-
tion 25

Steam used per hour 9,009

30
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work. This chart shows at a

glance how unsatisfactory any

comparisons of fuel consump-

tion of locomotives are likely

to be even on a ton-mile

basis, except when the grade

of the division and tlip work-

ing conditions arc known and

are sul)jpct to comparison. Bui.

as above suggested, if the

heavy train loads mean a loss

in economy as far as fuel is

concerned, it does not neces-

sarily follow that the total cost

of operation will be greater. In

order to arrive at the total cost

of train operation, as far as

it is affected by the expenses

directly chargeable to the in-

dividual trains, hut not in-

cluding maintenance of track,

stations, signals, etc., which
are approximately constant, re-

gardless of the weight of trains,

we will proceed further witli

our calculations, based upon
the following items of ex-

pense:

Coal consumed at $1.00 per ton
T^ocomotivt' repairs at
Locomotive lubrication at
Siinrt. tools ami sui>plies at
HostleriiiK. etc at
lOuti Mcman at
I^'irom.iu at
Co I 111 actor at
Br.'ikem.'in at
FroiKht car repairs at
F'rciplit o.nr lubrication at
Assumed welg:ht of each cir loaded.

For interest and depreciation on the locomotive we allow as

follows:

Depreclatlcm at 10% on $10,000 $1,1100 per year
Interest at 5% on $10,000 500 per year

Total $1,500 per year

If we allow 300 working days in a year, we have 1,500 -^ 300

= J5.00 per day of 24 hours, or, figuring on ten-hour runs,

and two hours' lay over we have per trip J2.50.

We can now figure the charges which are constant for a

trip of 100 miles, or 10 hours, at 10 miles per hour, regardless

of the train load, as shown below:
liocomotlve rep.Tirs at $.05 per mile $5.00
Locomotive lubrication at .25 per 100 miles 25
l.oi'omotive sand, tools and supplies at .13 per 100 miles 13

ll.pstleritiff. etc., at .90 per 100 miles 90
Interest and depreciation tor ^A day 2.50

W.ages of crew for 10 hours:
Enslneman $4.00
Fireman 2.00

Conductor 3.00

Two brakemen 3.00
12.00

Total constant charge $2n.7S

We may estimate freight car lubrication and repairs as fol-

lows:

Itepalrs per 1.000 car miles $2.60

Lubrication per 1,000 car miles 05

Total per 1,000 car miles $2.65
Cost per car mile $0.00265

At assumed weisht of loaded car, 35 tons, we have
Cost per ton-mile $0.000075

We are now prepared to figure out the three points on each

of the three curves for a speed of 10 miles per hour.

Train cost, at 10 miles per hour for a 10-hour run, or 100-

nille trip, on a level:
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2 per cent, grade, at a cost of 13.84 cents per 100 ton-miles.

By reducing the load to 400 tons the speed can he increased

to 10 miles per hour, and the cost of hauling will be only 12.52

cents per 100 ton-miles, or by decreasing the load about 4 per

cent, we are not only able to double the speed, but also re-

duce the cost per 100 ton-miles about 15 per cent. The same

facts hold good on a 1 per cent, grade in about the same pro-

portion.

This is often overlooked in practical operation, but it has

been exemplified in actual work, and goes to demonstrate that

overloading to such an extent as to reduce the speed of the

engine is not always an economical method of operation. A
case known to the writer was that in reducing the load on a

locomotive from 650 to 610 tons, the speed was increased from

5 to 10 miles per hour, reducing considerably the cost of opera-

tion. This must be understood, of course, as applying only to

the maximum load at each speed, as a reduction of load with-

out an increase in speed would cause additional expense, as

illustrated by Diagram No. 2.

On a level section of track we find that there is practically

no difference in the cost, no matter whether the speed be 5 or

15 miles per hour, or whether the engines be heavily or lightly

loaded, as in this case the difference in coal consumption bal-

ances the other charges.

It would seem from the above that for the conditions as-

sumed, 10 miles is the most economical speed at which to op-

erate on parts of roads which are not level, but contain grades

more or less heavy, but that on level stretches the speed can

be varied without much effect on economy.

EXHAUST AND DRAFT APPLIANCES.

The subject of exhaust and draft appliances of locomotives,

to be presented to the International Railway Congress at its

Paris session next year, has been intrusted to Mr. C. H.

Quereau, Master Mechanic of Denver & Rio Grande Railroad,

as reporter. A circular of Inquiry embracing an admirable

series of questions for the purpose of bringing out information

as to present practice has been received, and in view of the

fact that this subject is of great importance and very little

understood, it is to be hoped that the answers will be thought-

fully and carefully given. Notwithstanding the importance of

correct design in the front end arrangements of locomotives,

current practice shows widely different ideas, and It is evi-

dent that much may be learned by such a thorough dicussion of

the principles involved as is sure to be held at the meeting

of the congress. It Is learned from Mr. Quereau that 125 cir-

culars have brought out but 20 replies, and when the advan-

tages to be had from a thorough exposition of the reasons for

the present diversity of opinion are appreciated the opportunity

will be taken to assist the reporter to the utmost in represent-

ing American practice.

THE ATLANTIC TYPE AND THE WIDE FIREBOX.

By J. Snowden Bell.

It will no doubt be admitted, both by the designers and the

builders of the two Atlantic type engines recently placed on
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, and illustrated

in the May issue of this .lournal, that even it they shall, and
it would seem probable that they will, fully and satisfactorily

meet the conditions of exceptionally fast passenger service for

which they have been constructed, it is within the possibili-

ties that a still more effective performance might be attained

by a modification of design which is not only fully applicable

with the Atlantic type of engines, but it is also one with which
that type would appear to have its most natural and logical

application. The modification referred to is the employment

of a wide, Instead of a narrow, firebox, and the purpose of the

writer is not in anywise to disparage the design as executed,

but to invite attention to the special capabilities and advan-

tages of this type of engine, in connection with a firebox of

the former class.

The evolution of the "Atlantic" type has not been by any

means a gradual one, it being a direct development of the es-

sential features of two classes of engines which preceded it,

neither of which has gone into use to any considerable extent.

The first of these classes, which afterward came to be known
as the "Columbia" type, originated, some time prior to 1875, in

the practice of the Grant Locomotive Works of Paterson, N. J.,

and is illustrated in Plate XVIII. of the first edition of Forney's

Catechism of the Locomotive. The engine there shown

weighed 52,000 pounds, with 42,000 pounds on two pairs of 56-

inch driving wheels, a pair of leading wheels and a pair of

trailing wheels, each 28 inches in diameter, and 14x22-inch cyl-

inders. This class was revived, with the enlarged dimensions

and improved detail of the then existing practice, shortly be-

fore the Chicago Exposition, in which two examples, one. No.

694. P. & R. R. with a wide firebox, and the other, the "Colum-

bia," with a narrow firebox, were shown. The first of these

was styled by the builders, "Double Ender" type", and the sec-

ond, "Special High Speed" type, although each of these desig-

nations would seem as fully and appropriately applicable to

one engine as to the other.

The second antecedent class in the general line of the At-

lantic type, comprised, it is believed, only three engines, each

having a four-wheeled leading truck, a single pair of driving

wheels, and a pair of trailing wheels. All three engines had

wide fireboxes, and they were understood to have been de-

signed with the special purpose of admitting of the use of a

firebox of this class with driving wheels whose diameter was

too great to allow such a firebox to be placed above them.

The first of these engines, which was built in 1880, by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, was an admitted failure and went

«arlv into the scran pile; the other two. which were much
later in date, are in service with satisfactory results on com-
narativelv light trains. These engines accord in general de-

sign with the Atlantic tvpe. differing in detail only in having

one pair of driving wheels instead of two. and the Grant en-

gines and their successors differ in having a two-wheeled In-

stead of a four-wheeled leading truck. The support of an

overhanging firebox upon trailing wheels is a salient feature

which is common to all three of the classes referred to, and It

is obvious that it is entirely independent of the number of

driving and leadinsr truck wheels.

The first Atlantic tyne engine that was built has a narrow

firebox and this feature of design has been frequently renro-

dnced. amone others in the C. B. & 0. engines, which are nrob-

ablv the latest. It may therefore be assumed to be presented

bv the builders as representative and good practice. There
has been more or less discussion of the relative merits of the

Atlantic and of the ordinary ten-wheel type, that is to say, that

having six driving wheels and a four-wheeled leading truck,

irresnectivp of the form of firebox applied in either case, but

if the wide firebox he not employed, the object or reason of

existence of the Atlantic tvpe does not clearly appear and it

has not been made plain In anv published statement within

the knowledge of the writer. It will scarcely be contended,

as a eeneral principle, that the presence of trailing wheels is

a desirable feature, particularly in an engine which is not in-

tended to be run backward at speed, or that weight which is

nvailnhle for adhesion, fwhich. in the enarines under consid"'-''-

tinn ic: the substantial amount of SS.OOO lbs.') should be trar^-

nnrted as dead weisrht. Both these conditions are necessarily

nresented in the Atlantic tyne engine, and if a narrow firebox

is used, are seeminglv without any compensating advantage,

pithpr theoretical or practical. If. however, a wide firebox be

emnloved. the Atlantic type I.s not only the ideal one for high

sneed service but is also apparently the only one in which prac-

tically any speed may be made and maintained which is per-
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inissiblf with present track, signal and brake facilities. With

I lie application of tlie wide fireljox, in connection witli S4-inch,

or larger driving wheels, the utility and necessity of the trail-

ing wheels which characterize this type, are immediately and

plainly apparent; the grate area and depth of tirebox may be

made as great as desired without interference with the driving

wlieels, and driving wheels of any desired diameter may be

used without interference with the width and depth of the flre-

l)ox. The saiMitlce of the utilization of weight which is availa-

ble for aiihesion has its compensation, whether or not it be a

sufHcient one being, of course, a matter of opinion, in increased

steam generating capacity and ability to employ lower grade

and cheaper fuel. With the narrow firebox, the same sacrifice

is made, in this type of engine, with no apparent compensa-

tion, and It is difficult to see why it should not be avoided by

the substitution of a pair of driving wheels for the trailing

wheels, which latter, though not desirable, may be tolerated

when plainly advantageous, but sliould have no place in good

practice unless their advantage is beyond reasonable doubt or

question.

A number of Atlantic typr engines have l)een constructed by

the originators of the type, witli wide fireboxes, and tlieir per-

formance in high speed service has been uniformly excellent

and in some cases exceptionally so. Among these may be

noted the Lehigh Valley engines running the Black Diamond
Express, the C. R. R. of New Jersey on fast Royal Blue Line

trains, and the Philadelphia & Reading engines on 50-minute

trains from Camden to Atlantic City. It is, moreover, a matter

of current report that wide firebox engines of this type are In

preparation or under construction by the Pennsylvania R. R.,

and the adoption of this form of firebox by a system so con-

servative, and heretofore so prono\ineed in opposition to it, is

strongly persuasive of its desirability in high speed service.

All the wide firebox engines oC this type which have been thus

far built, as well as the majority of engines of other classes

having this form of firebox, burn anthracite coal, for the suc-

cessful use of which it has been recognized that a large grate

area is i)ractically indispensable, and we accordingly find 63.9

square feet of grate in the Lehigh Valley engines, and 7G square

feet in the Jersey Central and Philadelphia & Reading.

It Is unnecessary for present purposes, even if space permit-

ted, to discuss the question of the relative merits and advanta-

ges of a large and a small grate, upon which much has been

said and much remains to be said, more particularly in view of

the results which may be reasonably expected in the perform-

ance of the new Pennsylvania engines referred to. It is, how-
ever, important to note that, doubtless by reason of the origin

and general use of the wide firebox on roads employing anthra-

cite coal as fuel, the impression seems to have been generally

entertained that a wide firebox necessarily involves a material

enlargement of grate area, and it is probable that this wholly

unfounded assumption has contributed largely to the delay in

the general introduction of the wide firebox into service with

bituminous coal. It is obvious that a much smaller grate will

be sulliiii^nt and proper with this class of fuel than with an-

thracite, and It is possible that, as has been contended by mo-
tive power officers whose opinions are entitled to respect, the

area now employed in narrow fireboxes cannot be exceeded
with economy or advantage. Be this as it may, the fact re-

mains that a relatively long and narrow grate is, both in theory

and in practice, inferior to one which approximates a square

plan; the combustion in the latter can be effected more per-

fectly, and all parts can be reached by the fireman without
the great and needless exertion which is involved in throwing
coal to the forward portion of the long and narrow grates of

present practice. While locomotive grates 10 to 12 feet long
are fired every day and the engines taken over the road on
time, it is manifest that the work required to do so is very
much harder and more exhausting than would be the case if

the same grate area was provided in shorter length and greater
width. In the opinion of the writer, the special merit of the
wide firebox lies not so much in the ability of obtaining an in-

creased grate area, as in that of disposing any desired and de-
termined area of grate in a more advantageous and desirable
form, that is to say, approximately square.

The fireboxes of the C. B. & Q. engines are stated to be 10

feet long by 40% inches wide, and the grate area as 33.6 square
feet. The fireboxes of the Lehigh Valley engines are 9 feet 6%
inches long by 6 feet 8% inches wide an<l the grate area is

«3.9 square feet, and the fireboxes of the C. R. R. of N. J. and
P. & R. engines are 9 feet 5% inches long by 96 inches wide,
and the grate area is 76 square feet. Assuming the grate area
of the C. B. & Q. engines (in round numbers 34 square feet)

to be the proper one under the conditions of fuel and service,

it would seem that it could be provided with greater operative
efficiency, in an engine of the same type, and otherwise identi-

cal in construction, by the employment of a firebox, say, 6 feet

long by 5 feet 8 inches wide, the width proposed being a very
moderate one, and the length such that it could be much more
easily fired than that with which the engine.^ are now running.
Any desired increase of grate area within the present limit

of length could, of course, be obtained by increase of width or
length, or both, to which, as before indicated, the Atlantic
type is perfectly and specially adapted. If, on the other hand,
the embodiment of the present grate area in a long and nar-
row firebox is believed to be the better practice, the substitu-
tion of a pair of driving wheels for the present trailing wheels,
and the consequent utilization of 33,000 pounds of weight for
adhesion, naturally suggests itself. The objection may be
raised to the wide firebox that its employment woulil involve
an undesirable increase of tube length, the tubes being now
16 feet long. To this it may be replied, first, that the increase
of length required would not be sufficiently great to be objec-
tionable, and, second, that it could be avoided by the use of a
firebox of the form which has been proposed by Mr. M. N.
Forney, in which the portion next to the tube sheet is narrow
enough to stand between the driving wheels and the remain-
der is widened beyond them as in the ordinary wide firebox
construction. This form would present the further advan-
tage of permitting the forward portion of the firebox to be
used as a combustion chamber, a plan which has been prac-
ticed with satisfactory results in anthracite coal burning en-
gines and which should operate equally well with bituminous
coal. It is, moreover, exempt from the objections which are
thought to exist to a combustion chamber located within the
waist of the boiler, and which have limited its application to
a comparatively small number of engines.

The addition of the C. B. & Q. Atlantic type engines to the
number of new and interesting constructions which the in-
creasing demands of high speed passenger service have re-
cently brought into use, naturally suggests criticism and dis-

cussion of their special features of design. The views which
are here expressed are rather in the nature of indicating that
they might be better than they are. than that they are not
as good as they ought to be. and except as to the view of the
writer regarding the form of firebox, there does not appear, so
far as can be ascertained from the published data, any particu-
lar in which their design and proportions seem susceptible of
improvement. With their liberal heating surface of 2,510
square feet, ample cylinder power, perfected piston valve steam
distribution and large driving wheels, it is reasonable to be-
lieve that the results of their performance will fully equal,
and even exceed, the requirements for which they were de-
signed, and these results will be awaited with interest by the
railroad community.

The draught appliances have not been illustrated, but are
presumably of approved type, and the handsome and symmet-
rical appearance of the engines will be admitted by every in-
telligent observer. The comparatively short front and taper
stack are not inconsiderable factors in this regard, and form
a pleasing contrast with the huge extended smoke-boxes of the
C. M. & St P. engines of the same type, the unsightliness of
which is made more impressive by the growing conviction that
they are correspondingly useless.
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NOTES ON THE EFFECT OF PORTS AND VALVE GEARS
ON THE PERFORMANCE OF HIGH SPEED

LOCOMOTIVES.

By R. A. Smart.

In recent numbers of the "American Engineer" and other of

the railway journals, a number of editorials and communca-

tions have appeared on the general subject of high speed loco-

motives, in which emphasis has been laid upon the importance

of having well balanced valves, heavy valve gears and large

ports, in order that there may be no serious diminution of

power when running at high speeds of rotation.

In order that a locomotive shall be able to maintain high

speed with th« modern passenger train, it should have such a

perfected valve gear that the distribution of steam in the cylin-

der will be such as to develop the maximum power from every

pound of steam used. The boiler has a very definite limit to

its capacity and that limit is likely to be reached often with the

majority of high speed locomotives. To secure the maximum
effort, therefore, the valve gear should allow every pound of

steam generated to count for as much as possible.

The difficulty usually encountered in securing a good distri-

bution of steam at high speeds is two fold, (1) on account of

insufficient port areas, which cause wire drawing, and (2) from

badly balanced and heavy valves and light valve gears, caus-

ing serious distortion of the valve motion, both of which result

in an uneconomical distribution of steam.

There is a tendency in some quarters to treat the subject of

steam distribution as of small importance, the position being

shortly after. Both cylinders were similarly affected and at

the same time. The mean effective pressure of the smaller

card is 59.4 pounds, a loss of 15.4 per cent. Similar action was

noted at other times with the same engine under other cut-offs

and for steam pressures above 200 pounds.

The engine from which the cards were taken has a flat, well-

balanced valve, but somewhat larger and heavier in proportion

than is often used. It is, however, fitted with an exceptionally

strong and well made valve gear. No undue springing of the

parts of the gear was observable while the small cards were

being taken. The lubrication was steady and of greater quan-

tity than would ordinarily be considered good practice. On
taking off the steam chest cover immediately after shutting

down, the parts were found to be in good condition and well

lubricated. The lubricant was evenly distributed and there

was no evidence that the oil had collected in the pipe and

dropped down when the throttle was closed.

The distorted valve motion was without doubt largely due to

the use of a flat valve with high steam pressure. While a

heavier valve gear and more lubricant would probably have re-

duced the distortion materially, no blame should be atttached

to those features, since they were designed to amply meet the

conditions of ordinary service. This case is perhaps an excep-

tional one, but it shows what may happen under conditions

which would ordinarily be considered favorable to good results,

and serves to call attention to the importance of having light

and properly balanced valves and strong, well made vajve gears

in order to secure a proper steam distribution.

Mention has been made of the importance of using large

ports in order to avoid excessive wire drawing. The following

Fig. I.-Left Head End.

Mean Effectiiv Pressure, 70.16. Scale, 150.

Fig. 2.-Left Head End.

Mean Effective Pressure, 59.44. Scale, 150.

taken that so long as a locomotive pulls its train over the road,

the question of steam economy is of comparatively small mo-
ment, and that if the cylinder power is insufficient, the remedy
is to run with longer cut-off. That tnis position is not correct

would seem to be the case when it is considered that given a
locomotive running at high speed with a poor valve motion and
consequently decreased power, and at the limit of its boiler ca-

pacity, the lengthening of the cut-off would not only increase
the power of the locomotive as a wuole, but might actually
diminish it, whereas it might be possible to change the valve
gear and ports so as to materially improve the steam distribu-

tion and thus increase its power by doing more work with the
same amount of steam.

In order to show to what extent the locomotive valve mo-
tion may become distorted under ordinary conditions of run-
ning, two cards are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 which were taken
from the same cylinder end under the same conditions,
namely:

^Peed 25 miles per hour
Throttle ..... Pully open
Pressure in steam chest 210 pounds

The full card (Fig. Ij was taken at tne beginning of the run
and shows the normal distribution of steam. The mean effec-

tive pressure of this card is 70.2 pounds. The smaller card
(Fig. 2) was taken after about thirty minutes continuous run-
ning. Cards taken a short time previous to the one shown in-

dicated the beginning of the distorted motion and the action
represented in Fig. 2 continued until the run was stopped

tabular statement shows what may be accomplished by this

means in the way of increasing the mean effective pressure

while retaining the same percentage of cut-off, release and

compression.
Cut-oft. R. P. M. Initial Pres. M. E. P.

Engine No. 1.

Engine No. 2.

43.

S

42.3
184
194

116
111

49.7
59.3

P. C.
Increase

19.3

Engine No. 1...
Engine No. 2...

25.1
25.

S

1S7
193

115
119

30.S
47.4 53.8

The cards taken from the two engines under the conditions

shown in the table were similar in every respect except as to

the relative pressures. The increase in mean effective pressure

given by engine No. 2 was wholly due to the use of an Allen

valve and larger ports in proportion to the cylinder volume.

What has gone before serves to show the Importance of care-

ful attention to the design and construction of valve gears and

ports, and to emphasize the relative importance of these details

in their effect on capacity of the locomotive at high speeds.

There is, however, one important consideration which should

not be overlooked when an attempt is made to secure large

ports. An increase in port area means generally an increase in

the percentage of clearance which, it is usually conceded,

should be kept as low as possible. An increase of but a few

per cent, in the clearance above that which is ordinarily con-

sidered to represent good practice may result in a very marked

decrease in the economy of the engine, thus losing all of the

benefit which would be expected from the increased size of the

ports.
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PLAYER'S TANDEM COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE. THE CONSTRUCTION OF A MODERN LOCOMOTIVE.

'I'lic accompanying diagram illustrates the chief features of

a new airaiiKcmpiil of conipiniiiil cylinders I'ecently patented

tiy Mr. .Joliii Player, Supcrintciulcnt of Motive Power of the

Ati'liison, Topt'ka & Santa Ke Railway. Several engines have

been built from drawings embodying this construction, and we
are informed that the results on the road are satisfactory.

The cylinders are in two sets combined with half saddles

and attached to a long smoke-box ring with sufficient space

between the cylinders to admit of taking out the rear or low
pressure piston without removing the high pressure cylinder,

the piston rods being spliced for this purpose. Piston valves

are used and an interesting feature of their construction is

the aijsoiice of packing rings. The valves as first arranged

had packing lings of the ns\ial form and these were afterward

rei)lace(l with narrower ones, until finally, on account of wear

and friction, they were discarded altogether and the valves

were made of cast iron in the form of plugs absolutely without

packing.

'I"he drawing does not accurately represent the construction

of tlic locomotives, but it illustrates the principles. The real

novelty in the plan is in the arrangement of the valve rods

whoreljy the cut-off on the high pressure cylinder may be

I hanged by a simple adjustment without interfering with that

of the low pressure cyliniler. The valve stem for the low

pressure cylinder is hollow, and that of the high pressure

cylinder passes through it. The valve rods have separate

attachments to the upper rocker arm and by changing the

Player's Tandem Compound.

point of connection of that for the high pressure valve its

travel is altered and the cut-off may be made suitable for the

special conditions under which the engine is to work. It is

clear that this arrangement of tandem cylinders avoids the

extremely large steam clearances of some former designs of

tandem compounds and this valve gear is not at all compli-

cated. It is an ingenious and interesting plan, and if it demon-
strates the possibility of using piston valves of the plug type

and shows that the cut-off of the high pressure cylinder may
be made adjustable as in marine practice it will attract a great

deal of attention. It seems likely to accomplish these results.

Fearless discussion of suggested departures from current
|)ractice, such as is held before the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association, is thought by our English contempo-
rary. "The Mechanical World," to explain American leadership
in locomotive matters.

The claim made by Mr. Tripler that he makes ten gallons of

liquid air'by the use of three gallons has been answered by
President Henry Morton by showing that Tripler produces a

gallon of liquid air by the use of 10 horse-power hours, where-
as, even in an ideally perfect engine, only three-quarters of
one hors"-nower hour may be obtained from this quantity of

liquid air when used as a source of power.

By T. R. Urowne, Master Mechanic Juniata Shops, P. R. R.

The Arrangement and Division of Labor.

VIII.

Probably no other element in the construction of the modern
locomotive or in general manufacturing has a more direct

bearing upon the fluctuations of cost as connected with the

management of a plant than the character, division and man-
agement of the labor employed. Even the best and most mod-
ern machinery and general equipment will utterly fail of Its

purpose with indifferent and unskillful handling and we con-

sider the labor, in which we include the men actually employed
on production, therefore, a very special part of the equipment
of the plant, and their selection and management, considered

from the standpoint of equipment, must receive the same gen-

eral order of consideration as that used in selecting the appli-

ances which they are to operate.

It is obviously unprofitable to employ a high grade of me-
chanical labor in the operation of machines when those ma-
chines may be equally well operated by a lower grade of labor

and at much less cost. The great improvements that are being

made in facilities for general manufacturing render the em-
ployment of a high grade of labor for their operation unneces-

sary, although many times, we think, this point is overlooked,

and a skilled mechanic is employed to operate a machine when
a much lower grade of lal)or would answer equally well. It is

upon the amount of labor charged against a given amount of

output that the profits or earnings to cover expenses of opera-

tion and other expenses of the plant are charged, and the char-

acter of this labor must be such as to produce the largest

amount of output at the minimum cost.

Taken generally, the plant may be divided into two parts:

The producing portion and the non-producing portion. As a

result of the operation of the first, the profits and income must
be such as to pay the expenses of the second. In the producing

portion of the plant each machine must, by reason of its earn-

ings, contribute a proportion of the expense of its operation,

repairs, etc., as well as a proportionate amount of the cost of

maintaining the balance of the plant and its operating ex-

penses. It will be obvious that, in proportion as the original

cost of a machine is greater, the proportion of the expenses of

the plant which it shall bear will be increased and the neces-

sity for its economical and profitable operation become more
emphatic. The value of the output from this machine, inde-

pendent of expenses, is represented by the value of of the raw

material, plus the labor of completing it: and this labor alone,

in most cases, must earn the proportion of the expenses of

operating and maintaining the plant which are charged against

this machine.

The general arrangement and ranking division of all labor

throughout the plant should be such as to encourage a regular

system of promotion from the lowest grade to the highest, and

in accordance with the ability of the man. It has been found

that the larger part of the labor employed can be considered as

specialists, or a class of men who do not have a trade, but have

ii:tn from the ranks of lowest labor by reason of peculiar fit-

ness for some special line in which they have become more or

less perfect: and the policy of selecting from the most ordinary

laborers employed men who are trained as specialists has been

found most successful in providing not only efficient and care-

ful employees on the line of work which they are specially

trained for, but a force which is contented and reliable. In

their rank as specialists they start at a rate of pay which is

slightly more than that paid the ordinary laborer, and from
time to time are increased in their rating as they become more
proficient; length of service also has something to do with the

question of rate. They do not. however, ever reach the regu-

lar rate paid the skilled mechanic. In referring to skilled

labor, that class of labor or mechanics are meant who are capa-

ble of performing any kind of work in their line of trade.
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There is a class just below this who are not quite as high up in

their trade and who can very properly be ranked as the high-

est order of specialists, and for the sake of illustration, we

have assumed this latter class as included in the so-called spe-

cialist. Another source of supply for renewal of this class of

labor is from the ranks of young men who are too old to learn

a trade, and yet below age and not entitled to employment as

full-grown men. This class of young men are placed on ma-

chines or various work throughout the plant, and a careful rec-

ord kept of their performance and skill, and at least every six

months tried on a new class of work, not only for their en-

couragement, but for the purpose of determining their best effi-

ciency. These young men eventually become specialists in

similar manner to the class of men above referred to, and this

system frequently develops what proves to be a very valuable

man.
Where piece-work is generally adopted, both of these classes

of labor work on a piece-work basis, in which case their earn-

ings are considerably more than their regular rate by the day.

It is pretty well recognized that in neither a railroad or loco-

motive shop, where the construction of locomotives constitutes

the main industry, can any one of the trades be thoroughly

learned, at least in that sense that a man who has learned his

trade under those circumstances is thoroughly fitted to com-

pete with the highest grade of mechanic, who can take up prac-

tically any kind of work, or who has learned his trade in a shop

where the character of the work is much finer and closer than

that required in the construction of the locomotive. It is, how-

ever, true that the experience which the apprentice will gain

in a locomotive shop is a most valuable introduction to the

trade which he has adopted and to further experience in the

same trade at other shops.

In connection with the construction of the locomotive there

are practically eight trades represented, this division of trades

representing approximately an equal number of departments

in which the work in this line is carried on. The advantage of

having a trained force in each one of these departments will be

appreciated, and the arrangement of apprentices, from which

the supply of skilled labor to a very larg« extent is drawn, is

such as to give them a training in such of these trades as they

may select, and while the complete trade, as above intimated,

cannot be taught them, at least so much of it as may be useful

at the plant and make them valuable as employees may be ac-

quired; and it is from the best of these apprentices in each

one of these trades that the skilled labor is generally drawn to

fill that particular rank. The men employed throughout the

plant should be assured that from the lowest position they can

be promoted and rise to the highest directly in proportion to

their skill and faithfulness, and, independent of the fact that

they do not possess a regular trade, can occupy a position, by

reason of their skill in one direction, and which will pay them

almost, if not quite, the rate of the mechanic. This has the

effect of continued encouragement to advance themselves by

every effort in their power.

Independent of the operation of the various facilities

throughout the plant, or that type of work on which the spe-

cialist can be employed to best advantage, there is the repair

work, special work, and even work in connection with actual

production, which requires the services of the most skilled me-

chanics, the obiect being to use this class of labor for main-

vaining the eqnipirient w hich specialists are used to operate and

such general equipment throughout the plant as may be inci-

dental to its operation. In a general sense, the division of

labor throughout the plant consists of the ordinary or lower

grade of labor used in connection with the handling of ma-

terial and general work requiring snch labor; the specialists

or shop hands, who are employed directly in production; the

apprentices, from whom are drawn the supplies of skilled labor

or mechanics, and the skilled mechanics, who are used on that

character of work requiring their peculiar skill, and which

cannot be performed with the same economy bv specialists.

Grouping the ordinary laborer, specialist and the apprentices

together, they constitute fully S2 per cent, of the labor em-

ployed, the remaining 18 per cent, being represented by the

skilled mechanics. It is obvious that the percentage of skilled

labor required for this class of work will vary somewhat with
the nature of the work, and is therefore different in different

departments. Considering only the four principal shops, ow-
ing to the fact that the largest amount of labor is employed in

these departments, the proportion of specialists or unskilled

labor as compared to skilled labor in each one of these depart-

ments, these proportions being intended to represent numbers
of men and not amounts of money, would be about as follows:

In the blacksmith shop it will amount to 70 per cent., as com-
pared with 30 per cent, of skilled labor; in the boiler shop, 80

per cent., as compared with 20 per cent.; in the machine shop,

8S per cent, and 12 per cent.; and in the erecting shop, 91 per

cent, and 9 per cent.

The writer is convinced that the question of distribution of

labor and its character, in proportion to the character of work
to be accomplished and the demands of each particular case,

will amply repay the closest study, and that the amount of

economy to be derived by a proper arrangement of labor

will entirely offset the additional amount of salary which the

character of skill and ability on the part of the foremen to look

after a matter of ihis kind would command.
The division of labor by operations to be performed must, to

a very large extent, be dependent on the methods to be followed

in construction, and will also be controlled by the character of

facilities and the arrangement of shop. The ideal condition

would, of course, be one in which a division of the whole loco-

motive could be so made as to bring along every one of its parts

at or about the same time and without interefering with any
part of the general work.

The arrangement of the division of the force by operation

will also to a very large extent depend upon the personal abil-

ity of the foreman in charge of the department; and the best

man in this respect, at possibly the highest rate of pay, is not

too good, in our estimation, to accomplish the results which
can be brought about by a careful consideration of this whole
subject.

PERSONALS.

Mr. James Thompson has been appointed Superintendent of

Motive Power of the Pennsylvania Division of the New York
Central to succeed Mr. W. A. Foster.

Mr. C. F. Winn has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Chesapeake Beach Railway, with headquarters at Washing-

ton, D. C.

Mr. G. R. Brown has retired from the position of General Su-

perintendent of the Fall Brook Railway, owing to the absorp-

tion of the road by the New York Central.

Mr. A. C. Deverall, Superintendent of the St. Cloud shops of

the Great Northern, has been promoted to the position of Su-

perintendent of the car and machine shops at St. Paul, to suc-

ceed Mr. S. F. Forbes, promoted.

Mr. G. L. Warren, for the past fifteen years Chief Draftsman

for the Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis & Or.iaha. has been ap-

pointed Mechanical Engineer.

The Baltimore & Ohio has appointed Mr. W. C. Hayes loco-

motive superintendent. He will have charge of all enginemen
and engines while on the road and will instruct the men in the

handling of the engines, but will refer questions of discipline

to the Master Mechanics. He will have charge of the travel-

ing engineers. The traveling engineers will examine and em-
ploy firemen under the customary physical and educational re-

quirements. This plan places the operation of the locomo-

tives in the hands of one man and much may be expected from

this in the way of uniformity of instruction and service.
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Mr. Schuyler Hazard has resigned as Principal Assistant En-

Kineer of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Loui.s Rail-

way, to engage In partnersliip with Mr. Thomas Lee of Cincin-

nati in the sale of Lnmen bronze and anti-friction metals, as

nolcd elsewhere. These bearing metals are the invention of Prof.

R. C. Carpenter of Cornell University. Mr. Hazard is a mem-
ber of the American Society of Civil Engineers and is a young

man to have held the important position in the "Big Four"

that he now leaves. He graduated in civil engineering from

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1890, and almost

immediately entered the service of the P. C. C. & St. L. Railway

at Pittsburgh. He soon after went to the "Big Four" as first

a.ssistant engineer of the Peoria division. His nex.t advance

was to take the position of assistant engineer of the Cincinnati

and Cleveland divisions. Then he was made engineer of main-

tenance of way of tlie Cleveland division, after which he was
put in charge of construction. His appointment to the position

he has just resigned followed quickly after the others men-
tioned. Mr. Hazard has a wide acquaintance and the ability

he has shown in railroad work promises success in his new
undertaking.

Charles M. Higgin.5on, assistant to the President of the Atch-

ison, Topeka & Santo Fo Railway, died at his home in River-

side, 111., May R, after a brief illness. He was a valuable offi-

cer and contributed in a very important way to the success of

the present administration of the Atchison properties. An-
other assistant to the President may be appointed, but it will

be extremely difficult to fill his position because he was fitted

by rare perception, searching insight, patient perseverance,

wide experience and unusual foresight in the administration of

the details of railroad operation. His was a modest, retiring

disposition and he was sometimes misunderstood, but those

who knew his work and his chief idea in the consideration of

a business question—"What is there in it for the Atchison
road?"—were bound to admire him and his devotion. His
work was so well outlined and so thoroughly organized all over
the system that the properties will continue to reap the bene-

fits, and this is a good test of its character and quality. Mr.
Higginson began railroad work in 1865 in the engineer's depart-

ment of the Burlington & Missouri River R. R. He was ap-

pointed Purchasing Agent of the Toledo, Peoria & Western
in 1873, the following year he became Purchasing Agent of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and in 1879 was made Assistant

Auditor with special charge of statistics. In 1890 he became
Assistant to the Vice-President, and Mr. E. P. Ripley appointed
him as his assistant upon taking the presidency of the Atchi-
son. Mr. Higginson was born in Chicago in 1846 and received

his education at the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard
University. He was interested In scientific studies ,>Jid was
a recognized geologist. He was a member and for several

years President of the Chicago Academy of Sciences, he was
one of the Board of Managers of the Young Men's Christian
Association in Chicago and a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Great Britain. He will be missed by many and not least by
the young men whom he had selected for positions in the vari-

ous departments of the road.

Captain Alfred E. Hunt, one of the founders of the Pitts-

burgh Testing Laboratory and President of the Pittsburgh Re-
duction Company, died suddenly at the Hotel Lafayette, Phila-
delphia, April 26, from illness contracted during his service in

Porto Rico in the recent war. Captain Hunt was very promi-
nent in metallurgical matters. He was born at East Douglass,
Mass., in 1855. and was educated in the schools of Boston, grad-
uating in mining and metallurgical engineering from the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology in 1876. His first profes-
sional work was with the United States Geographical Survey,
after which he was connected with the Bay State Iron Works
at South Boston, where the second open hearth steel furnace in

this country was erected. From there he was sent to Michigan

to explore for Iron ore, and his report led to the opening of the
Michigamme mines and the development of the Wisconsin and
Michigan iron regions. Next he went to Nashua, N. H., as
manager and chemist of the open hearth steel works there and
later became chemist and superintendent for Park Brothers,
Ltd. In 1882, with Mr. George H. Clapp, he formed the firm of

Hunt & Clapp for the purpose of testing and reporting upon
materials and the inspection of iron and steel structures. The
business grew rapidly and after ten years a stock company was
formed, which is now so widely Known as the Pittsburgh Test-
ing Laboratory, Limited, and is recognized as the leading es-

tablishment of its kind in the country. In 1888 Captain Hunt
began the production of aluminum and organized the Pitts-

burgh Reduction Company to manufacture it on a large scale.

The wide introduction of this metal, which was due to the re-

duction of the cost of production, is attributed chiefly to him.
His standing as an engineering, chemical and metallurgical ex-
pert was high and the courts frequently required his testimony
in difficult cases. He wrote a number of valuable scientific

papers, which have been published in the proceedings of the
national technical .societies. He was a member of the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American Society of
Civil Engineers, a fellow of the American Society for the Ad-
vancement of Science, a member of the Iron and Steel Insti-

tute of Great Britain and of other prominent technical organi-
zations. He was prominent In military matters and was Cap-
tain of Battery B of the National Guard of Pennsylvania, and
during the recent war he led his command on the expedition to

Porto Rico. Captain Hunt was successful in his business un-
dertakings and he will be missed by business and professional
associates and by a very large number of friends.

EaUIPMENT AND MANTJFACTXJBIIIG NOTES.

The AJax Metal Co., of Philadelphia, have not entered the
combination of firms of manufacturers of bearing metals, and
do not propose to do so. This concern will continue to produce
superior bearing metals, as in the past, at the lowest pos-
sible prices and entirely independent of the trust.

J. A. Fay & Egan Co., the largest manufacturers of wood-
working machinery, whose plant is located at Cincinnati, Ohio.
have demonstrated that prosperity has returned in their line
of business by building a large addition to their plant, which is

now being equipped with the most modern tools. May 1st the
wages of employees were raised 10 per cent, without solicitation
from the men, which is the best possible indication of a satis-
factory condition of business and a return of "good times."

Mr. Daniel M. Brady, for the last eleven years President of
the Brady Metal Company, has severed his connection with that
firm and has organized the Brady Bra.ss Company, with general
office and works at 202 Tenth St., Jersey City. The new com-
pany manufactures high grade castings and metals for bear-
ings and other details of steam and street railroad work. Mr.
A. Onslow, formerly for seventeen years Superintendent of the
D. A. Hopkins Self Fitting Lead Lined Journal Hearing f'om-
pany, and for eleven years Superintendent of the Brady Metal
Company, has associated himself with the Brady Brass Com-
pany as General Superintendent.

The Graham Equipment Company, of Boston, have received
an order for 135 auto-trucks from the National Transportation
Company, of that city, for use in the construction of equip-
ment for various bus lines which are being established in the
suburbs. They will have steel frames and will be equipped
with Graham's spring suspension and equalized brakes and
rubber tires will not be used. Another order has been received
for 12 combination smoker and baggage cars, five 10 ton steel

coal cars and five flat cars of the same capacity for an electric

road in Massachusetts. They will have Graham's steel under-
frames, made of merchant shapes, secured by bolts, and his

spring suspension and equalized brakes. This company is build-

ing two sample trucks for the Goodwin Car Co. for exhibition

at the June conventions.
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The Magnolia Metal Company have opened an office in Mon-
treal, Room 524 Board of Trade Building, for the convenience of

their Canadian business.

C. L. Berger & Sons, successors to Buff & Berger, instrument

makers of Boston, have just purchased the famous Wardeman
automatic circle-dividing engine, which graduates a circle to 5

seconds of arc within a limit of error of one second. There

are only two in this country to-day which can do such fine

work. On account of their increasing business they have been

obliged to enlarge their works, increase their force, and add
materially to their machinery. April 29 they celebrated by ap-

propriate ceremonies the completion of their three thousandth

instrument. Their catalogue, just issued, is a hand-book and
treatise on the construction and care of instruments of pre-

cision, full of valuable hints and information.

In the earlier days of the use of Russia sheet iron in this

country its cost per pound ranged as high as 25 cents. In fact,

up to the time that Wood's patent planished sheet iron was in-

vented and put upon the American market, and for a short

time afterward, the market price varied from 15 to 25 cents.

Not long after its advent the American product was demon-
strated to be superior to Russia iron in quality, uniformity of

color, gauge, and finish. Moreover, it was placed upon the

market in dimensions to suit requirements. And not only did

it possess superiority of quality, but its price was fixed at a

figure much lower than that of Russia iron. Wood's patent

planished sheet iron has driven Russia iron out of the mar-

ket, and it costs the consumer rather less than one-half the

price formerly charged for Russia iron.

Mr. Thomas Lee, of Cincinnati, and Mr. Schuyler Hazard,

formerly Principal Assistant Engineer of the Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry., have formed a partnership,

with offices at 209 Race Street, Cincinnati, for the sale of the

Lumen metals in the States of the middle west, the south and
the southwest. "Lumen" was discovered and perfected by Prof.

R. C. Carpenter, of Cornell University, and upon subjecting it

to thorough laboratory tests it was put on the market and has

been adopted and is used by a number of prominent engineer-

ing firms. It melts at 680 deg., has a specific gravity of 6.9;

tensile strength, 31,000 lbs.; compressive strength, 70,000 lbs.; Its

coefficient of friction is 0.00625, and it may be poured like babbit.

The Chicago Pjieumatic Tool Co. has purchased the patents

formerly owned by the Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co., now
defunct. These patents include all the Keller and Wolstencroft

types of tool construction and in addition several new applica-

tions which have not yet been taken out. These patents origi-

nally cost the Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co. about $40,000.

Mr. Sidney H. Wheelhouse, formerly with the M. M. Buck
Manufacturing Co., St. Louis, has become connected with the

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. as southwestern agent, with office

and salesroom at 409 North Fourth Street, St. Louis. The satis-

factory condition of the business of this firm is shown by the

large number of orders received. We are informed that May
8, at the Chicago office, the mail orders called for 81 pneumatic

hammers and riveters, 57 drills of different sizes, and 17 miscel-

laneous tools, a total of 155 tools ordered in a single day. Among
recent orders is one for eight penumatic riveters, for Shanghai,

China. The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company and Joseph

Boyer have begun suit in the United States Court at Philadel-

phia against the National Pneumatic Tool Company for in-

fringement of patents covering the Boyer pneumatic hammer.

The Pressed-Steel Car Company has arranged to have a com-
prehensive exhibit of its various styles of cars at the Old Point

Comfort Conventions. Not only will their types be shown in

new cars, but a complete series of cars manufactured early in

the history of the company and since then in use by prominent

roads, will be exhibited. The cars will be sent to Old Point

Comfort in exactly the condition in which they are received

from the roads, in order that there may be, for the benefit of

railroad men, an ocular demonstration as to how the cars wear
in service. Of the old cars to be on view the Pennsylvania

Company will contribute one; the Baltimore & Ohio, one; the

Pittsburgh, Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad, one self-clearing

hopper, and the Lake Superior & Ishpeming Railroad, an ore

car. The exhibit will be not only interesting, but instructive.

The firm of Manning, Maxwell & Moore, and its kindred in-

terests, the Ashcroft Manufacturing Co., The Shaw Electric

Crane Co., The Consolidated Safety Valve Co., The Pedrick &
Ayer Co., and the Hayden & Derby Manufacturing Co., whose
New York offices and salesrooms have been located a great

many years' at Nos. Ill and 113 Liberty street, have removed
to the new Singer Building, 85, 87 and 89 Liberty street, corner

of Broadway. The change has been found necessary owing to

the steady increase of business done by the firm. The new
quarters are large and convenient, and arranged to meet the

situation fully. The ground floor will be devoted to show rooms
and has facilities for carrying a complete stock of everything

pertaining to the business. The first floor will be occupied en-

tirely by the business offices, which ai'e complete in every de-

tail, being fitted throughout with the most modern appliances

to enable the large volume of business transacted to be han-
dled conveniently, economically and expeditiously.

"Axle Light" equipment, furnished by the National Electric

Car Lighting Co., 71 Broadway, New York, has been ordered

by President Truesdale of the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-
ern, for 15 new passenger coaches now building at Dayton,

Ohio. They are to run in suburban service. The Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe have also contracted for 34 cars in addition

to the 88 already equipped with electric lighting, the new cars

to run between Galveston and Houston, Texas. Among other

recent installations are the Illinois Central officers' Car No. 2,

now on a trip to Mexico, and the private car "Emmalita," of

Mr. George Crocker, Vice-President of the Southern Pacific

Company. This car recently carried Mr. Crocker and a party
of friends from New York to San Francisco. It was in the

charge of the colored porter, who gave all necessary attention

to the lighting equipment and, we are informed, abundance of

light was furnished with power to spare for running electric

fans.

The Third New York Electrical Exhibition opened at the
Madison Square Garden May 8 with the usual simple cere-

monies, including an address by Senator Chauncey M. Depew.
The exhibition will be open until June 3, and during its progress
the New York Electrical Society will hold several technical
meetings. The exhibition is held under the auspices of the
National Electric Light Association and the annual convention
will be held during the exhibition. The chief feature of the
exhibition is to show progress in automobile carriages, of

which a large number of admirable examples are Included. A
collection of electric lamps arranged chronologically is exceed-
ingly interesting, and among the novelties are wireless tele-

graphy and the use of a searchlight to transmit speech. The
exhibit of direct connected motors for machine tool driving and
that of the signal corps of the United States Army are specially

Interesting. There are fewer exhibits than last year and the

selection has been made with care.

The Pneumatic Supply & Equipment Co. has been organized
under the laws of the State of New York and has opened an
office at 120 Liberty street. New York. It is the purpose of this

company, as its name implies, to deal generally in compressed
air equipment and it will make a specialty of the installation

of complete plants, eliminating the division of responsibility

which has heretofore existed. The company is bringing out
several specialties in the compressed air line, such as pneu-
matic oil rivet forges, quick acting hose couplings, and has in

addition arranged agencies for several standard types of com-
pressors. Mr. J. W. Duntley, the President of the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Co., is the President of the new company. Mr.
E. B. Gallaher, formerly with Messrs. Patterson, Gottfried &
Hunter, is Vice-President and Engineer, and Mr. W. P. Pres-

singer, formerly Manager of the Clayton Air Compressor
Works, is Secretary and Treasurer. The rapidly widening
scope of compressed aii application opens a large field of use-

fulness for the new company, and the character of its incor-

porators is an assurance of its ability to meet the require-

ments.
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THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL CONVENTION.

MASTER CAR BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION.

The convention was called to order at 10 A. M., June 14, at

Hotel Chamberlain, Old Point Comfort, Va., by the President,

Mr. C. A. Schroyer. The session was opened with prayer by

the Rev. J. J. Gavit, o£ Richmond, Va., after which Mr. Chas.

T. O'P'arrell, e.\-governor of the State of Virginia, delivered an

cloqiiont address which was full of patriotic enthusiasm and

felicitation concerning the result of the recent war, the entire

time covered by which was but 103 days. This, and the won-

derful progress of this country was largely due to the influence

of mechanical men and the important position of the country

politically and commercially was chiefly brought about by the

men whom the speaker addressed.

The courtesies of the army post at Fortress Monroe were

then extended to the association by Col. Gunther, Command-

ant, which was followed by the address of Piesident Schroyer,

who began with the statement that the value of the cars rep-

resented by the association now amounted to over $500,000,000,

which fact conveyed an idea of the responsibilities involved.

The improvement in the harmony in the interchange of cars

was indicated by the fact that but 35 cases had been brought

before the arbitration committee for ruling. The speaker

briefly reviewed the reports of the various committees and ex-

pressed his satisfaction with the good condition of the associa-

tion generally.

The report of the Secretary contained the usual statistics

and showed the membership to be as follows: Acting mem-
bers 260, representative members 191. and associate members
7; a total of 458. The cash balance of funds handed over to

the treasurer was $458. The treasurer reported funds on hand
amounting to 18.893.12, all bills having been paid. It was voted

to allow the membership dues to remain as last year. $4.00 per

vote. After the appointment of a committee on nominations

and an auditing committee Mr. J. O. Goben, Master Car Pain-

ter of the "Big Four" Railroad, addressed the meeting on be-

half of the Master Car Painters' Association, urging closer co-

operation between the two associations and enlisting assistance

and encouragement for the M. C. B. Association. The matter
was ordered referred to the committee on subjects for the con-

vention of 1900.

Mr. McConnell presented a report of the conference between
the executive committees of the M. C. B. and M. M. associations

consisting of a recommendation which was in effect as fol-

lows:

That the time of holding both conventions should be changed
to the second Tuesday in June.
That a joint opening session of both associations should be

held at 10 o'clock A. M. of that day to hear the addresses, in-

cluding the addresses of the presidents of both associations and
the annual reports of the treasurer and secretary of the two as-

sociations. After this is over

—

The Master Mechanics' Association to have the time up to 1

I*. M. Tuesday.
The Master Car Builders' Association to have Tuesday af-

ternoon.
The Master Car Builders' Association to have all of Wednes-

day.
The Master Mechanics' Association to have Thursday A. M.
The Master Car Builders' Association to have Thursday

V. M.
The Master Car Builders' Association to have Friday A. M.
The Master Mechanics' Association to have Friday P. M.
If any further time is required by either association it can

be available on Saturday, but it is not thought that this will

be necessary.
The order of business of the joint meeting on Tuesday morn-

ing is to be arranged jointly by the presidents of the two asso-

ciations, and to be published in the programme for both con-
ventions.

After a brief discussion the subject was deferred for decis-

ion until the closing session.

Topical Discussions.

No. 1. "Is a lock set and knuckle opening device In M. C. B.

automatic couplers essential to completely fulfill all the re-

quirements of an automatic coupler?"

Opened by Mr. W. S. Morris. The law did not include the

knuckle opener and lock set (a lock to the lock, to prevent

accidental unlocking on the road) but stopped at the auto-

matic coupling of the couplers. The speaker, however, con-

sidered these attachments important and necessary. Mr. Bush

supported Mr. Morris in the opinion that couplers should be

so equipped as to avoid the necessity for men to pass between

the cars in coupling or uncoupling them.

No. 2. "In the interchange of passenger eqtiipment cars,

what is and should be the practice in regard to charging for

Pintsch gas in cars lighted by this system?"

Mr. G. W. Rhodes presented the subject and suggested the

use of the M. C. B. defect card for the amount of gas meas-

ured in atmospheres, for the pressure registered by the gage

on the car and recommended that this should be included in

the rules for the interchange of passenger cars.

No. 4. (Third subject deferred.) "Has the splicing of aii

brake hose been found to be good and economical practice, and

should cars so equipped be passed in interchange?"

Mr. J. N. Barr answered this in the afiirmative. Mr. J. W.
Luttrell supported this opinion. Spliced ho.se on the Illinois

Central, at the rate of about 1,200 pieces per year, was thus

repaired at about 14 cents each, and when tested at 200 lbs.

pressure the practice was perfectly safe. Mr. Garstang re-

paired enough hose in this way to save between $300 and $400

per month and confirmed the opinion as to its safety. Mr. W.
S. Morris dissented. He had found difficulty due to poor judg-

ment in selecting hose to be spliced and did not approve of

the practice, but the general opinion was favorable.

No. 5. "Fastening of ladders, hand holds, brake wheels and

brake shaft brackets on freight cars and the inspection of the

same, from the standpoint of greater safety to trainmen."

Mr. E. D. Bronner recommended improvements in these de-

tails which were important to the safety of trainmen and

should be provided for in the rules. Lag screws were danger-

ous from the liability of rusting and pulling out. Bolts were

preferred. Mr. Ball (Lake Shore) recommended securing all

ladders with one-half inch bolts. Mr. John Hodge (A. T. & S.

F.) had abandoned lag screws in favor of bolts, considering the

latter much safer than the former.

COMMITTEE REPORTS.

Supervision of Standards and Recommended Practice of the

Association.

This report was read by ab.stract by the secretary.

On motion recommendation No. 1 was adopted; recommen-
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dation No. 2 was submitted to letter ballot; recommendations

Nos. 3 and 5 were adopted by the association; recommendation

No. 4 was submitted to letter ballot; recommendation No. 6

was adopted by the association. The five subjects mentioned

at the close of the report were referred to the committee on

subjects.
Triple Valves.

This report was presented verbally by the chairman, Mr.

Rhodes, who stated that the test rack had been transferred

from Altoona, Pa., to the laboratory of Purdue University and

that no triple valves had been submitted for testing during the

year. In response to questions by Mr. Barr as to why tests

had not been made on the triple valve of the New York Air

Brake Co., Mr. Rhodes offered the following explanation and

suggestions:

At the last annual convention the following motion was
offered by Mr. Mitchell: "I therefore make a motion that the
standing committee on triple valve tests this year obtain triple

valves from the manufacturers and make tests of them and
report the results of its tests to this convention next year,
giving specific names and referring to catalogue numbers."
The motion was adopted, and the committee put itself in com-
munication with the manufacturers of the New York air brake
and endeavored to obtain triple valves from them for test.

The president of the New York Air Brake Company wrote back
to the chairman of the triple valve committee, saying that they
would not furnish any triples for test. The reasons given were
two, the principal reason being that owing to an opinion given
by the late Mr. Massey, in 1S98, following a conversation with
the chairman of the committee, they objected to one of the re-

quirements in test No. 2. The requirement reads as follows:
"The final maximum pressure in this test must not be less than
15 per cent, nor more than 20 per cent, above the pressure given
by the same brake in full service application." Mr. Massey,
in a communication to me, told me that the New York air

brake would not meet that requirement, and he wished the
committee to consider a modification of these rules. He ac-
knowledged that it was a good feature in a triple valve, but
did not consider it was a vital or essential feature, and wished
the committee to change it.

On that score the New York Air Brake Company objected to
submitting their triples for test. They make the further argu-
ment that they have a large number of triples in use, but that
the present composition of the committee on triple valve tests
is such that no member of the committee has had experience
in the use of their triples, and that they did not think their
triples would get the attention or the care that they would
if some of the members knew more about the advantages of
this triple valve. I thought that both these points were legiti-

mate objections, and are points that this association should
give some attention to. The recommendations for the tests
were made in 1893, when we were pretty fresh from a large
number of practical road tests, both at Burlington and subse-
quently on the New York Central Road, and it would look to
me to be quite reasonable that if there is any number of inter-
ests involved which would like to have these rules gone over
and reinvestigated, this association should consent to that and
perhaps recommend it.

It is true that at the time this matter was brought up that
the committee then had no experience with the present New
York triple, and I see no objection at all (I think it is rather
a desirable thing) that there should be one or two members on
the committee who have had experience with and know the
service given by the New York triple. There are an abund-
ance of them in service now.
Mr. Barr then said: "In accordance with the suggestion of

Mr. Rhodes, I would move that there be added to this present
committee two members who are familiar with the practical
working of the New York air brake in actual service and in
considerable quantities."
This motion was voted down.

SECOND SESSION.

Triple Valves.

In concluding the action on the report of the committee on
tests of triple valves Mr. Barr moved: "That the committee
on tests of triple valves be instructed to carefully consider the
present recommended practice, with a view of determining
whether any modification of the same is allowable: that they
obtain sets of triple valves and make such tests of them, both
on the rack and on trains, as may be necessary to give this

association full information as to the construction, and that
they be authorized by and with the consent of the executive
committee to make the necessary expenditures from the funds

of the association, the same not to exceed five thousand dol-

lars."

The motion was passed after considerable discussion with

regard to authorizing the committee to invite the air brake

companies interested in the tests to assist. It was the opinion

of the convention that the committee needed no instruction in

this regard but that every available source of information

would be utilized in order to render the reports perfectly fair

to all concerned.
Interchange Rules.

The report of the arbitration committee was approved by

the association.

It was then remarked that on account of recent changes in

the rules the number of cases brought before the arbitration

committee was greatly reduced, which was considered as an

indication that the rules were now working well and that few

changes were necessary. Three of the railway clubs had indi-

cated their desire that the rules should not be changed at all.

The rules were considered separately and owing to some
lengthy discussions over details, the time given to the rules

was three hours. The suggestions of the arbitration commit-

tee were adopted in nearly every case and there were no im-

portant changes made that were not brought forward by that

committee. The question of whether the use of spliced hose

should be provided for in the rules brought out considerable

discussion, in which it was shown that it was not in accord-

ance with the principles of the association for one road to dic-

tate to another as to the safety of certain practices under dis-

similar conditions. Mr. Barr thought that the roads with com-
paratively level profiles might use spliced hose without bad
results, while perhaps that could not be said of mountainous
roads, and he thought that it was not necessary to take any offi-

cial action. This opinion prevailed and roads are free to re-

fuse spliced hose if they do not consider it safe. The question

was laid on the table. The prices allowed for M. C. B. coup-

lers and parts thereof were referred liack to the committee for

further investigation. The entire action on the rules was prac-

tically the acceptance of the recommendations of the com-
mittee.

Passenger Rules.

A special committee on the revision of these rules reported

a recommendation to permit the use of the M. C. B. defect

card as an authority to make a bill for the Pintsch gas in the

reservoirs of cars offered in interchange. This was referred

to a committee for report next year and a recommendation
providing for a committee to revise these rules for report next

year was adopted. The present passenger rules were then
adopted for the year as they stand.

Additional Compensation for Car Repairs West of the 105th

Meridian.

This subject caused a spirited discussion last year, and the

arguments in the case were summed up on page 373 of our
November, 1898, issue. The committee this year did not favor

an allowance forthe benefit of the western roads and Mr. Mc-
Connell did not sign the report. He explained his reasons in

the convention, repeating substantially the arguments of last

year. He was supported by Mr. Hickey, the remarks of both

gentlemen being a protest against the recommendation of the

committee, but when put to vote the report was accepted, or-

dered printed and the committee discharged. This disposed of

the question and no allowance will be made unless the subject

comes up again.
Wheel and Track Gages.

Mr. Barr presented a verbal report, stating that he had con-

ferred with the American Railway Association and that the

matter was considered as a "dead letter" and would not re-

quire any important change in practice. The association re-

ferred to intended to make tests with a 50-car train on the

Muskingham Valley Railroad, which were expected to develop

interesting information.

Brake Shoe Tests.

The report of the committee was read and the committee
continued, after which the session adjourned.
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THIRD SESSION.

Square Bolt Heads and Nuts.

Till' report of this committee was presented in abstract by

Mr. Haskell, who explained the co-operation between the eoni-

initlee and several nianufaiturers of bolts. There was no

slandard among the makers and the claim that heads made

lo dimensions other than the present Association standard had

an advantage in strength over those thus made was sustained

by tests conducted by the committee. The continuance of the

work was suggested by the committee and further co-operation

with the American Society of Mechanical I2ngineers, the Mas-

ter Mechanics' Association and the manufacturers, looking to

the selection of a joint standard. The report concluded with

recommendations in regard to changes in the standard which

would make the heads in accordance with the Sellers standard.

These heads, while smaller, were stronger and were cheaper

to make than the larger M. C. B. heads, as well as stronger.

Mr. Delano moved that the American Society of Civil Engineers

and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers be asked

to co-operate in the adoption of this standard. This motion

was passed, whereupon Mr. Barr moved that the Sellers stand-

ard should be adopted as recommended practice. This would

make the width of the head of square bolts H4 times the diam-

eter of the bolt, while the thickness of the head is one-half the

width of one side of the head. This motion prevailed and the

same subject is before the Master Mechanics' Association.

Interchange Rules.

The prices for couplers and parts of couplers was taken up

again, the committee recommendation being that the prices

of malleable parts other than the shank should be ZVz cent.s per

pound and similar parts of cast steel should be 4% cents, while

the other prices on couplers should remain as recommended by

the committee on prices, $4.50 for coupler shanks and $7. .SO for

complete couplers. This was voted upon and passed, after

which the interchange rules, as recommended, were adopted
as a whole.

Joint Meeting of M. C. B. and M. M. Associations.

This subject was brought up for decision on the recommen-
dation offered in the first session. After discussion the plan
was approved by the association, as already printed, except
that it was changed so that the M. C. B. Association would
meet on the first three days of the convention week, with the

hope that the M. M. Association would use the other three days.

Mr. Waitt moved to authorize the executive committee to ar-

range the next convention on this basis.

Mr. McConnell presented complimentary resolutions con-
cerning Mr. Cloud's excellent work as secretary, expressing the
regret of the association that he could not be a candidate for

re-election because of business reasons. They were carried
unanimously, and Mr. Cloud made a brief reply expressing his

appreciation.

COMMITTEE REPORTS.
M. C. B. Couplers.

This was the most important of the reports and an admirable
piece of work. Its objects were to define the contours more
fully when new, to define them more fully when worn and to

propose specifications for couplers. Mr. Barr moved a vote
of appreciation of the excellent work of the committee. The
recommendations were taken up separately.

(A) That concerning the increase of the length of the guard
arm was amended to complete the curve at the end of the
guard arm beyond the point defined by the committee and was
passed. The change will be submitted to letter ballot.

(B) The vertical dimension of the knuckle was recom-
mended for increase to 9 inches. Mr. Rhodes directed atten-
tion to the desirability of reducing the width of the opening
in the knuckle for the use of links of link and pin couplers,
for the purpose of increasing the strength of the knuckle. Mr.
Atterbury stated for the committee that the present width of
opening was considered necessary. This recommendation was
submitted to letter ballot.

(C) The vertical dimension of the end of the guard arm to

be placed at 7'/^ inches as a minimum was also submitted to

letter ballot.

(D) The same action prevailed as to the use of the twist

gage for new couplers except that this was presented for rec-

ommended practice instead of as a standard, as in the previous

cases.

(E) It was recommended that the horizontal plane contain-

ing the axis of the shank of the coupler be made to bisect the

vertical dimension of the knuckle and the end of the guard
aim. This was referred for adoption as a standard.

(Fj The association endorsed the recommendation to the

effect that "the gage for new knuckles be used on all knuckles

I)iirchased separately for renewals."

(G) It was recommended that the vertical height of the

stop shoulder or horn of couplers be not less than three and one-

half inches, and that the horn be arranged to touch the strik-

ing plate before the back of the head of the coupler strikes the

ends of the draft timbers. This was referred to letter ballot

as a standard.

The second general division of the report was directed to-

ward more complete definition of the contour lines when worn.

Gages were submitted for this purpose and they were referred

to letter ballot as recommended practice. The secretary was
authorized to have gages made by a reputable manufacturer

and submitted for approval to the association.

The third general division contained specifications for coup-

lers which will be found in abstract in this issue. These were
adopted entire as recommended practice. It was thought ad-

visable to test them in service before being adopted as stand-

ard.

The question of establishing the dimensions of the shank of

the coupler was referred back to the present committee for

further report. The consideration of the dimensions of the

shank was referred to the committee for report, with recom-
mendations, next year, and the suggestion that the back cor-

ners of the yoke in the pocket attachment be changed from a

radius of Vi inch to % inch, was adopted, while the remaining

recommendation to provide play at the shank of the coupler

in the carry iron of not less than V^ inch on each side was sub-

mitted to letter ballot as a standard.

Committee to Test Couplers.

Mr. Waitt then moved "that the association appoint a com-
mittee on coupler tests, to consist of not less than five mem-
bers, to whom shall be submitted from time to time the test-

ing of couplers, the committee to certify to the association

those couplers that had satisfactorily passed the requirements
of the standards of the association and the recommended tests.

Furthermore, that this committee be authorized to arrange for

construction of standard machinery for testing couplers, the

same to be paid for by the association."

This important motion was thoroughly discussed and Mr.

Waitt made the following remarks: "I think this subject of

couplers, as well as that of brake shoes and triple valves, is of

enough importance to warrant a standing committee, and hav-

ing such a standing committee we should furnish them with
the necessary authority and facilities for carrying out their

work so that we may have a permanent benefit from it. The
railroads of the country want to know on the subject of coup-

lers what can be safely used. The tendency Is to introduce de-

vices which are cheap, and we are likely to establish quite a

number of additional requirements in connection with the

standard coupler, and we are likely to introduce this recom-

mended practice for tests and specifications. It is not for many
of the railroad companies represented in the association to

carry on and make investigations and tests in the same way
that the larger companies can, and we want to distribute the

benefit of this association to all roads represented. By ap-

pointing this committee and having them make tests of coup-

lers submitted to them, we can ask the manufacturers of coup-

lers if they have had their coupler tested and passed. We shall

be informed of those which have passed and of those which
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have not passed, and we would be justified in refusing to use

couplers that have not passed the tests. In that way the num-

ber of different couplers will be reduced."

The effect of this action will be to permit of weeding out

poor couplers by depriving them of the sanction of the associ-

ation. The discussion was closed by ordering that the stand-

ing committee on couplers should suggest a method of mark-

ing couplers to show the length of service in a way similar to

that employed on air brake hose.

Air Brake Appliances.

Mr. Rhodes considered the recommendations of the commit-

tee important and suggested taking them up for letter ballot

as recommended practice. The first six were ordered submit-

ted. Mr. Rhodes then moved the appointment of a committee

to confer with the air brake companies with regard to a further

recommendation for the adoption of the recommended prac-

tice. The present committee was continued for this pur-

pose.

Wheels and Axles.—Specifications for 60,000, 80,000 and 100,000-

Pound Cars.

The committee submitted specifications for 33-inch cast-iron

wheels, which were ordered submitted to letter ballot for rec-

ommended practice.

The axle for 38,000-pound cars recommended by the com-

mittee was criticised by Mr. Sanderson because, when the jour-

nals are worn, their length being 1 inch greater than the jour-

nals of the 80,000-pound axles, they could not be utilized in

cars of lighter capacity. Mr. Higgins did not believe it wise

to take chances in regard to strength and to sacrifice safety

and satisfactory operation for the purpose of saving money in

repairs, and this view prevailed. The design was ordered re-

ferred to letter ballot for recommended practice. The specifi-

cations for steel and iron axles were disposed of in the same
way and the association voted to use numbers to designate

the different standard axles instead of the dimensions of the

journals, as is now generally the case.

Uniform Sections for Car Sills.

The purpose of the report was to show that by standardizing

the sizes of sills better lumber and more prompt delivery could

be secured from mills and car building companies. Mr. Barr

suggested that the work should be extended to include siding

and roofing, and it was stated that the committee on subjects

for the next convention had provided for this. The recom-

mendations of the committee were ordered submitted to letter

ballot as a standard.

Height of Couplers.

This report was received and the committee discharged, as

no other action was necessary.

Committee on Subjects.

The report of this committee was as follows: Standard cen-

ter plates; Draft gear, Standard spread for side bearings; Air

brake hose specifications; Uniform sections of car siding and

car flooring; Design of journal box, box lid, bearing and wedge
for cars of 100,000 pounds' capacity; Dead blocks; Safety

chains.

The election of officers resulted as follows: President, C. A.

Schroyer; 1st Vice-President, J. T. Chamberlain; 2nd Vice-

President, W. J. Robertson; 3rd Vice-President, J. J. Hennes-

sey; Treasurer, G. W. Demorest; Executive Committee, S. P.

Bush, A. E. Mitchell, Wm. Garstang; Secretary, J. W. Taylor.

For places for holding the next convention, Detroit, Sara-

toga, Cleveland and Alexandria Bay were suggested and the

matter was left with the executive committee.

The convention adjourned at 12.30 P. M., June 16.

Brief and active topical discussions, with a short time allow-

ance for each subject, are exceedingly valuable in the delibera-

tions of a technical association. The list of subjects is not

always completed and the action of the M. C. B. Association

this year in ordering the introductory remarks for those which

were omitted in the meetings to be printed in the proceedings

is to be commended in order tJiat the preparations for their

presentation shall not be lost.

THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION.

AMERICAN RAILWAY MASTER MECHANICS'
ASSOCIATION.

The convention opened with prayer by Chaplain Charles S.

Walkley, of the United States military post at Fortress Mon-
roe. The opening address was delivered by the Hon. Joseph

Bryan, President of the Richmond Locomotive Works. After

referring to the historical interest of Old Point Comfort, the

vital influence of transportation in improving the commercial

and social condition of the country was commented upon, par-

ticularly in unifying the people of the United States. The
speaker gave an account of the purpose and plan of the Inter-

national Railway Congress. The importance of railroad trans-

portation rendered the deliberations of this organization of

exceedingly great value, and it was hoped that this country

would be represented by a larger number of motive power men

in the congress in Paris next year than was the case in London

in 1895. The early history of the locomotive was presented

in an interesting way, which led up to the recent recognition

of the superiority of American designs, as indicated by orders

received from foreign governments. An English view of the

effect of this was a tendency toward the revision of practice

there on a common sense basis, which would permit builders

to have the advantage of uniformity. The address was inter-

esting and well delivered.

Mr. W. S. Morris, Superintendent of Motive Power of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, replied briefly with comments upon the

remarkable advances of the past few years in the develop-

ment of powerful locomotives which made the use of stand-

ards very difficult. Something should be done to eliminate un-

necessary novelties in designs^ and closer relations between the

master mechanics and the locomotive builders with this ob-

ject in view were desirable.

Mr. Quayle then read his presidential address. The condi-

tion of the association as to membership and flnances was
very satisfactory. The address was thoughtful, dignified and

suggestive. It contained allusions to the war and the part

played by the motive power men. The fact that they contrib-

uted in getting Admiral Dewey's ammunition across the conti-

nent and to Hong Kong three days before his departure for

the historical victory at Manilla should be a source of encour-

agement in days of drudgery. The marked advances during

the year in increasing the power of locomotives received

thoughtful consideration with regard to the savings thus made
possible. By increasing train loads from 1.500 to 2,100 tons

on grades of 6-10 to 7-10 per cent, not less than one-half the

cost of the heavier engines required to do this work ought to

be saved each year. The saving was to be had in the better

use of fuel and in the reduction in wages. The compound loco-

motive had gained many friends during the year and was now
no longer "in the balance." Shop arrangement needed more
attention, particularly with reference to the possibilities of ex-

tension to meet increased demands. The address was admira-

ble and we shall refer to it again.

The report of the secretary showed the association to be in

a very satisfactory condition, the membership now being 653,

the greatest in its history. There were no funds in the hands
of the secretary, the expenditures being equal to the receipts

for the year. The treasurer reported the receipts and expendi-

tures and stated that the balance on hand was $3,116.96.

The time for holding the next convention was discussed on
the lines of the action taken by the Master Car Builders' Asso-
ciation. The matter was referred to the executive committee
with power to act in conjunction with the executive committee
of the other association. It is therefore assured that the two
conventions will be held in one week next year.

Messrs. R. A. Smart, S. L. Kneass and Clement F. Street

were elected to associate membership.
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The association passed a resolution expressing the apprecia-

tion of the work of thn Master Blacksmith.s' Assotiation and

plcdKiiig co-oporation in their efforts toward improvement.

The same action was taken with reference to the Master Car
Painters' Association.

Topical Discussions.

Siil)ject No. 9.
—"The comparative efficiency and economy of

metal flexible joints vs. rubber hose for steam connections,"

was introduced by Mr. A. W. Glbbs, who stated that the oil

thrown by driving wheels had seriously affected the usefulness

and life of hose connections between engines and tenders. Me-
tallic tubing with flexible joints were successful in overcom-
ing this difficulty. The cost was greater but the benefits in

avoiding failures were sufficiently important to warrant it.

Mr. Franli Slater supported Mr. Gibl)s' opinion and the only

trouble he had experienced from wear had been overcome by

locating the conduits nearly in line with the center of the draw
connection. Mr. Manchester had used these connections with

good results in carrying high-pressure steam from locomotives

to l)aggage cars for electric lighting engines. About eight hose

connections were required per year, while the pipe conduits

were guaranteed for three years' service. Mr. Johnson re-

ported adversely. Wear and condensation were found to be

a .serious disadvantage of the pipe connection. The general

opinion was decidedly favorable to metallic connections simi-

lar in principle to the form shown on page 376 of our issue of

November, 1898.

No. 1.
—"To what extent and with what success have the rec-

ommendations of the committee on exhaust nozzles and steam

passages been adopted?" Mr. A. L. Humphrey had asked 30

members of the association for their opinion on the subject.

The practice was becoming almost universal. The draft appli-

ances were generally considered very important in influencing

the economy of operation of locomotives in its effect of reduc-

ing back pressure and improving the draft. Mr. Quereau, in

examining this question, had found differences of opinion. His

own experience was favorable, no great gain in economy had
been attained, but the use of larger nozzles was possible. Mr.

Robert Miller spoke warmly in support of the Master Mechan-
ics' arrangement of front ends.

No. 2.
—"Has not the time arrived when air brake instructors

can accomplish more by instructing those who maintain brakes
how to maintain them, than to instruct those who use them
how to use them?" Mr. R. W. Bailey presented the subject.

Both those who use and those who maintain the brakes should

be instructed. Mr. Deems believed it dangerous to "let up"
on the care now given to the instruction of trainmen and
enginemen. A member believed it necessary to improve in

the character of men who maintain the air brakes or to take

their work into the shops. Mr. Huntley (C. & 0. Ry.). as an
air brake inspector, had found it necessary to devote more
attention to the maintenance men, who were always ready to

receive information. Mr. Conger had found trains in which
60 per cent, of the brakes were defective, which pointed to

the absolute necessity of better maintenance and the inspectors

shovild.be instructed more carefully. They were worthy of it

and capable of improvement. Mr. Small (Southern Pacific)

desired to see definite action on this question. He would have
traveling engineers take a larger part of the instruction of the

enginemen, which would allow the air brake inspectors time
to devote to the repair men.
No. 4.

—"When double headers are used on passenger or

freight trains, is it good practice to cut out the brakes on the

head engine, and does this comply with the requirements of

the law?" Mr. T. R. Brow^ne believed that it was advisable to

give both engineers the power to handle the brakes. Mr. Que-
reau would cut out the driving wheel brakes of the forward
engine and that engine should control the brakes. This dis-

cussion developed the fact that what was safe In one part of

the country was not necessarily so in other parts, and it was
considered to be ill advised that the association should put
itself on record in such a matter.

COMMITTEE REPORTS.
A Research Laboratory Under the Control of the Associa-

tion.

Mr. Henderson presented the report in abstract. Mr. San-
derson did not agree with the report as to the policy of plac-
ing the large number of special subjects requiring the work
of specialists in the hands of a general laboratory. The mem-
bers themselves should do this work because of the advantage
to be derived from the conduct of investigations. They should
themselves be specialists. Mr. Delano agreed with Mr. Sander-
son and doubted the advisability of centralization of research
work.

Mr. Barr thought that a research laboratory would be es-
tablished in the future. It was perhaps too soon to establish
it now and it was too large a subject to discuss at this
time.

Mr. Henderson desired to have the subject kept before the
association by the adoption of the resolutions reported by the
committee.

These resolutions were passed and the subject is placed in
the hands of the executive committee. Nothing was settled by
the discussion and whether or not such a laboratory was need-
ed was not decided. The prevailing opinion in the brief discus-
sion seemed to be adverse to the whole plan.

SECOND SESSION.
At the reassembling of the association Captain Robley D.

Evans, U. S. N., gave a characteristic address which stirred
the audience to demonstration and gave each auditor addi-
tional reasons for pride in our navy, its officers and equipment.

COMMITTEE REPORTS.
Best Methods of Preventing Trouble in Boilers from Water

Impurities.

Mr. A. E. Manchester presented the report, which was an
exhaustive treatment of the subject. Mr. Small related his ex-

perience with the method of treating water in tenders by the

use of soda ash, which, owing to the character of the water,

was not successful. Excessive blowing down was necessary

and foaming occurred. For his conditions the pumping station

method was better; the cost of a station did not exceed $1,.500

and was found economical. The process was efficient and in

every way desirable. Mr. Delano referred to the heating of

feed water by exhaust steam to precipitate the lime salts. He
did not, of course, approve of evaporation plants, where live

steam was used, but thought that waste steam now thrown

away at shops might be utilized for this purpose. Prof. Hib-

bard explained the importance of preventing oil from passing

into boilers when feed water is heated by exhaust steam. Mr.

Barr directed attention to the importance of closely watching

the work of the men in charge of the boiler washing, without

which success could not be secured. Mr. McKenzie spoke of

the use of the blow-off cock with waters that were not treated.

The blowing off should be done immediately after the com-

pletion of a run. The cocks should be opened long enough to

blow down about 1% gages of water. The feeding of oil into

the boiler was meeting with success. Mr. Mcintosh believed

that the blow-off cocks should be used while the engine was
running, because of the assistance derived from the rapid cir-

culation of the water at such times the sediment could be re-

moved in greater quantities. Perforated pipes had not given

success in his experience. Mr. McKenzie expla;ined that the

best effect of perforated pipes was had when the number of

holes was not quite large enough to give a perfectly free exit

to the blow-off cock. The effect of this was to distribute the

action of the pipe over a large space.

Relative Merits of Cast-iron and Steel-Tired Wheels.

This report was introduced by Mr. Barr. who deplored the

small number of replies to the questions of the committee, es-

pecially in view of the fact that many roads now possessed the

necessary information to permit of comparing the service and

security of wheels of both classes. The question was raised
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as to whether the necessity for using steel-tired wheels for

engine trucks did not constitute a charge that cast-iron wheels

were less safe than those with steel tires. Mr. Barr replied, in

effect, that cast-iron wheels were strong enough for all service

except that of guiding the front ends of present heavy locomo-

tives. Mr. Small raised the question of the effects of increased

capacities of cars and the continuous action of brakes on moun-

tain grades.

Mr. Hickey moved that the committee should be continued to

report upon wheels under engine trucks and tenders and to

consider the different weights of wheels to he used for these

purposes. It was arranged to select five members for this

committee, two being selected from roads having heavy

grades.

TOPICAL DISCUSSIONS.

No. 10.—"Can the ordinary Marine Salinometer be used to

advantage in Districts where Alkali Water has to be used, in

order to avoid excessive Concentration and Damage to the

Fire Box?"
Mr. Morris explained the use of this device for ascertaining

the specific gravity of boiler water. It would not give informa-

tion other than the specific gravity and in many cases the

amounts of the destructive solids in boilers were too small to

be measured in this way.

No. 5.—"Is the use of Fusible or Soft Plugs in the Crown

Sheets of Engines advisable?"

Mr. Mcintosh was of the opinion that these plugs were so

dilatory in action and had so little effect on the fire as to be

ineflScient for the purpose intended. They were considered

very unreliable. It; was moved that it was the sense of the

association that the use of fusible plugs in crown sheets was

not conducive to the prevention of overheating of crown

sheets. Carried.

No. 6.
—"What Advantages are gained by the use of Piston

Rods extended through the front Cylinder Heads?"

Mr. Soule referred to this practice as a result of the use of

larger cylinders. There was no unanimity of opinion among
railroad men or locomotive builders on this practice and the

limiting size when it became necessary was not' determined.

Many believe that the extended piston rod would be necessary

in the future, but the details needed to be studied. Mr. Que-

reau believed that the extended piston rod was advantageous

and that with good packing and good lubrication the practice

should be made entirely successful. Messrs. Slater and Gaines

did not see the necessity for these rods because their experi-

-nee had shown that cylinders did not wear on the bottom

but on the top, and it was not clear why the piston should be

held up. Mr. Sague expressed the opinion that extended pis-

ton rods should be used on cylinders of 19 inches and more in

diameter, with a view of providing an easily renewable bearing

for the weight of the piston in order to avoid the expense of

frequently boring out cylinders. Mr. Delano referred to the

increase of the bearing surface of the piston in the Class H 5

and H 6 engines of the Pennsylvania, illustrated in the Ameri-

can Engineer, June, 1899, page 182, as a good method for pro-

viding additional bearing surface without the use of extended

rods.

Resolutions were passed expressing the regret of the associ-

ation that Mr. Cloud was obliged to decline re-election as sec-

retary on account of going abroad, and voicing the sentiment
that he had the good wishes of the association in his absence
from this country. Mr. Cloud replied briefly and grace-
fully.

COMMITTEE REPORTS.

Advantages of the Ton-Mile Basis for Motive Power Statistics.

Mr. Quereau offered a resolution as follows: "Resolved,
That It is the opinion of the association that the ton-mile
basis for motive power statistics is the most practical method
of comparison of results a id that it encourages economical
methods of operation and that it is desirable that the heads of

motive power departments should urge its adoption by their

managements." The committee was continued for further in-

vestigation during the year.

The discussion did not bring out more information than

was given by the committee, but it was clearly the opinion

that great care should be given to the methods of comparing

the service of men in order to secure fair conditions. The im-

portance of the subject appeared to be thoroughly appreciated,

as also was the fact that the motive power department was

merely a part of the road and not an organization with inter-

ests of its own, as it was too often considered formerly.

CLOSING SESSION.

This session opened with resolutions providing for a com-

mittee to report each year upon how generally the standards

of the association are used by the members and one to report

next year upon "How the association can improve its useful-

ness." The latter committee was appointed in response to a

uggestion contained in the address of the President.

COMMITTEE REPORTS.

Best Methods of Applying Stay Bolts to Locomotive Boilers.

Mr. Higgins offered an additional reason for drilling instead

of punching tell-tale holes in stay bolts. Experiments on a

vibration machine had shown drilling to be far superior to

punching in its influence on the strength of the stay bolts.

Mr. Soule stated that the practice of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works had been changed from punching tell-tale holes to drill-

ing them, but the holes were drilled before putting the stay

bolts in place. Mr. Slater approved of drilling stay bolts in

the shop, because of the difficulty in getting the holes central

with the bolts when the work was done after the bolts were

placed in the boiler and riveted up. Mr. McConnell had drilled

stay bolts in the shop for several years. Mr. Gillis spoke fa-

vorably of the use of dies instead of lead screws for threading

stay bolts. Mr. Soule differed with Mr. Gillis as to the ac-

curacy of dies for thread cutting. He preferred positively the

lead screw because the correctness of thread depended largely

upon the accuracy of the size of the rough stock. Mr. Gillis

replied by quoting experience supporting his previous state-

ment. Mr. T. R. Brown had carefully investigated the whole
question and found it advisable to use an accurate lead screw
for making the hobs and did not use the lead screw directly.

By daily comparisons with a gage the threads were kept in

correct condition. He had investigated the steels for taps and
by ascertaining the amount of change in hardening this effect

could be provided for. He made his own taps and could make
more accurate ones than he could buy. Mr. Atkinson placed

himself on record as disapproving the use of tell-tale holes be-

cause of their weakening effect at the failure point of the stay
bolts. Mr. Gaines believed that the holes actually strength-
ened the bolts.

Flanged Tires on Driving Wheels.

Mr. McConnell reported the use of all flanged tires on a
number of important roads. On the Union Pacific no plain

tires have been put on consolidation, ten-wheel or switch en-
gines for several years. On consolidation engines the tires of

the two middle pairs of drivers were set 3-16 inches closer to-

gether than the others. With this practice the wear of the
flanges of the other wheels was less than before. The Baldwin
and Brooks Works used flanged tires on all engines of these
types when not otherwise ordered, but the other builders had
not adopted the practice to that extent. It was important to

save the expense of carrying two kinds of tires in stock. The
general opinion was decidedly favorable to the use of flanges

on all tires, with plenty of allowance for lateral motion of the
axles between the boxes, but there was not by any means an
undivided opinion on the subject. Mr. Quereau moved the con-
tinuance of the committee with instructions to secure infor-

mation with regard to the effects of this proposition on the
track because of the danger of getting into trouble with exces-

sive play on account of frog points.
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Best Form of Fire Box to Prevent Leaking.

'riu'ie was no report from this Lommittee and the committee

was continued to report next year.

Use of Nickel Steel in Locomotive Construction.

The report was presented by Mr. L. R. Pomeroy by request

of the association.

Mr. H. F. .J. Porter was invited to speak on the subject. He
was interested to see that nickel steel should not receive a

"black eye," such as steel in general had experienced in the

early days because the metal was not understood. The heat

treatment was most important and this was not generally un-

derstood. The report was ordered printed and the discussion

postponed.

Square Head Bolts and Nuts and Standard Pipe Fittings.

Mr. Quereau presented the report and showed that it was

probably not to be difficult to secure uniformity in pipe fittings.

The report also interested the Master Car Buildei-s' Association

as has already been stated. Mr. W. H. I.,ewis moved the en-

dorsement of the recommendation of the committee, which

was to the effect that the association should adopt the Briggs

standard as determined by the Pratt & Whitney Company's

gages, as the standard of the association for wrought-iron pipe

and couplings. This was carried. The report was really a

joint one with the M. C. B. committee, but the work was di-

vided, the M. C. B. Association considering the part concern-

ing bolt heads, while the M. M. Association treated the pipe

subject, but both committees joined in signing both reports.

Topical Discussions.

Subject No. 8.
—"What can be done to thoroughly relieve the

Vacuum in a Low-Pressure Cylinder of a Compound I^ocomo-

tive when Drifting?" Opened by Mr. Sinclair.

Relief valves had been thoroughly tried and found unsatis-

factory, chiefly owing to leakage. By-pass arrangements were

efficient for the purpose and would probably be used quite gen-

erally in the future. Mr. Mellin reported favorable results

with by-pass valves. Mr. Sanderson recommended the use of

the throttle to pass a little steam into the cylinders when not

working. Mr. W. S. Morris supported the favorable opinion of

by-pass valves.

No. 11.
—

"Is it advisable or not to use Bars in Exhaust Noz-

zles?"

The association passed a vote that its opinion did not favor

the use of bridges or bars in exhaust nozzles.

Subject No. 12.
—

"Is there sufficient Prospective Economy to

be derived from heating the Feed Water for Locomotives, and
how can it be most reliably fed to Boilers?"

Mr. Garstang appreciated the value of heating feed water, but

he did not see how it could be accomplished in any other way
than to use the exhaust of air pumps and the waste steam from
blowing off. The prevailing opinion was that feed water heat-

ing was not worth the trouble involved, but no one spoke on
the subject in the light of recent experience, and the discussion

can not be considered as conclusive or satisfactory.

Closing Business.

No recommendations as to the place of holding the next
meeting were made.

The election of officers resulted as follows: President, J. H.

McConnell; First Vice-President. W. S. Morris; Second Vice-

President. A. M. Waitt; Third Vice-President, J. N. Barr;

Treasurer, G. W. West; Secretary. .1. W. Taylor.

The convention adjourned at 12.45 P. M., June 21.

THE PRATT & WHITNEY COMPANY.

By M. N. Forney.

The heating surfaces of boilers tested under the revised code

for boiler trials, recently reported to the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, will be measured by the side of the

tubes next to the fire. This will cause additional calculation,

but it is the correct my to measure heating surface.

The striking object in approaching Hartford is the State

Capitol building, which stands on an elevation in a park along-

side the railroad. Not having seen all the other State capitol

buildings in the country, a sweeping comparison with them

would be unwise, but it is safe to say that this one is the most

beautiful of the dozen which the visitor has seen. A remark-

able fact about it is that it was built at a cost within the origi-

nal estimates, and was completed within a reasonable time

after its construction was commenced.

To reach the Pratt-Whitney works from this railroad sta-

tion involves a walk through the grounds in which the capitol

stands. It is well worth visiting and a traveler in New Eng-

land would be repaid to stop over from one train to another to

look at it.

Like many other similar establishments, that of the Pratt &
Whitney Company has grown very much within the recollec-

tion of the writer. Their product is confined to the lighter

class of machine tools and embraces a great variety. This ar-

ticle would assume the character of a catalogue if the different

kinds which are made here were merely enumerated, so the

specifications must be very general. Besides the ordinary tools

and machines, such as lathes, drill presses, boring machines,

gear-cutters, they make a great variety of screw machines. Of

these it may be said, in the language of Herbert Spencer, that

their evolution has been from the homogeneous to the hetero-

geneous, and instead of the comparatively simple appliances

for making bolts which were employed forty or fifty years

ago, in which all the operations were either performed or di-

rected "by hand," we now have a complicated mechanism

which acts automatically and performs the greatest variety of

operations without any other attention than that of supplying

the material required, and then start and stop the machine.

We old fellows, who were apprentices half a century ago, can

remember that one of the first "jobs" on which we were put

at work was the centering of bolts, which were forged by

hand. This was done with a center-punch, and the bolt was

then revolved on two centers, and a piece of chalk was held

so as just to touch the most prominent part of the bolt as it

revolved. If this chalk marked all round, it indicated that the

bolt was centered true, but if it was not, the chalk would mark

on one side only, and would show which way the center should

be moved. When the position of the centers was then es-

tablished, the next process was to drill into each end of the

bolt and then countersink the drill holes. The bolts were

then put into a lathe and the ends cut oft to the proper length

and the heads faced on the tops and bottoms. The shanks of

the bolts were afterwards turned, and they were sent to a

"chasing lathe" to have the screws cut on them. The heads

being forged by hand, were often sadly awry, and these were

planed off true in a small crank planer, one side at a time, the

bolt being held in centers and turned a quarter or a sixth of

a revolution after each side was planed. The heads were then

filed smooth and polished on a buffing wheel.

In a modern screw machine a long, horizontal or square bar

of iron, according to the shape of the head, is fed into the

machine through the spindle. Sufficient metal is cut away to

form the shanks of the bolts, the screw is cut, the heads trued

up and the bolt cut oft the right length by a series of tools in a

turret, which are successively brought into operation auto-

matically. The Pratt & Whitney Co. make a great variety of

such machines for the manufacture of all kinds of bolts, studs,

pins and other parts used in machine construction. These are

produced with the utmost precision, and their size is so ac-

curate that they are absolutely interchangeable. It would

take an elaborate treatise to describe these machines and their

work, and much mental effort would be needed to understand

the treatise, the writing of which will be indefinitely post-

poned.

But still another step has recently been taken in screw and
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bolt machinery- When bolts are made out of a solid bar, there Is,

of course, much waste of material, as the original bar is the

size of the head of the bolt or screw, and the bar must be cut

away to form the shank. The improvements made in forging

bolts have been so great that the heads are now formed of

such accurate sizes that no finish is reauired and the shanks

are made with an equal degree of precision. It is evident

that if such bolts can be forged at a low cost, and if they can

be finished in an automatic machine, that considerable econ-

omy will result. To meet this reQuirement what are called

"magazine" machines have been produced. In these the

forged bolts are placed in a receiver, which consists of a

groove of the shape of a letter t> , which receives the heads

of the bolts. These are placed in the upper end of the groove

and are taken out successively by the machine at the lower

end. All the other operations are automatic, the tools being

attached to a turret and are brought into operation succes-

sively at the proper time without any co-opei'ation of the per-

son who superintendents the working of the machine. As long

as the supply of forged bolts is maintained, the machine con-

tinues to produce the finished articles. An operator will su-

perintendent the working of a number of machines, and all he

must do is to keep them supplied with the raw material in the

form of forged bolts. These machines are, of course, very

complex, but they do their work with wonderful accuracy and

certainty, and at a cost which makes handwork an impossi-

bility.

The Pratt & Whitney Company have made a great deal of

machinery and tools for the manufacture of bicycles, but at

present there is less activity in this line, owing to the failure

of many establishments which were engaged in this new busi-

ness, and whose appliances have been thrown upon the market.

It may seem remarkable to many of the younger generation

of engineers and machinists that there could have been a time

when each shop had its own system of screw-threads, and that

it was rarely that a nut of any nominal size, made in one shop,

would fit a bolt of the corresponding size in another. Never-

theless such a condition of things existed not. so many years

ago, and those of us who engaged in the propaganda of intro-

ducing the Sellers standard for screw threads often recall the

struggle now with some satisfaction, knowing that the victory

has been won. When action was first taken by the Master
Mechanics and Master Car Builders' Associations, to adopt the

Sellers standard, the Pratt & Whitney Company engaged in

the manufacture of taps and dies, gauges and other tools of

precision for the making of screws which would be inter-

changeable. Before that time there were no screws made in

this country that were certain to interchange with any others.

The standard gauges of the so-called U. S. screws did not agree
with each other. In fact the Pratt & Whitney Company in the

outset of their new enterprise found that there was no abso-

lutely reliable standard of measurement in this country, so

they started at the foundation, and procured several verified

standard yards compared with the one in the Tower of Lon-
don!^ Being sure of their ground in this respect, they next
found it essential to make a dividing machine by which the

yard could be divided into any number of parts, inches and
fractions of an inch—with sufl5cient precision. Afterward they
had to devise many kinds of tools and processes for the manu-
facture of taps and dies, so as to secure interchangeability of

the screws made with them. A large amount of money was
invested in the plant for this work, and it now forms an im-
portant branch of their business. At first one of the diflScul-

ties encountered was that the screws of nominal sizes in gen-
eral use were in reality over size. That Is a '/g-inch screw was
often 29/32 in diameter, and a great many taps and dies were
ordered oversize. Of course, as long as this practice prevailed
interchangeability of screws was impossible. Gradually the
public has been educated in this respect, and now the Pratt &
Whitney Company say that only about 10 per cent, of the taps
and dies, which they supply, are over-size, and the number of

them which are furnished is steadily diminishing. Being a re-

former is not often a very happy existence, but it is a satis-

faction to some of us who engaged in the crusade for standard

screw-threads years ago to know that we won the battle.

Gauges of various kinds and measuring machines also form

an important part of the product of this company. Another

treatise might be written to describe what is done in this de-

partment, but that, too, is indefinitely postponed.

An interesting place is a large storehouse for the finished

products of this establishment. In order to produce lathes,

drill presses and many other tools and machines, at the lowest

possible cost, it is essential that a large number should be

made at one time. If this is done, unless ordered ahead of

their production, some or all of them must be stored until they

are wanted. Consequently this company has constructed a

large storehouse near the shops, which now contains a large

stock of the machines which they make—the stock on hand and

that in progress amounting in value to over $1,000,000.

There is much more of interest in this establishment—sufli-

cient to make a considerable number of articles of this kind,

but the length of this one compels me to end it abruptly.

TRANSPORTATION EXHIBITS AT PARIS IN 1900.

Mr. Willard A. Smith, Director of Transportation and Civil

Engineering to the United States Commission, Paris Exposi-

tion, sends us the following information with regard to the

arrangements which he has made for the department:

The exhibit of Civil Engineering and Transportation in the

American section at the Paris Exposition promises to be very
large and thoroughly representative. Owing to the nature of

the exhibits and the character of the buildings, this depart-

ment will be represented in several different locations. The
exhibit of the Merchant Marine will be made in the Merchant
Marine Building on the banks of the Seine. The principal fea-

tures will consist of a large exhibit by the American lines and
models illustrative of American yachting. Permission has also

been secured to install in this building models of American
naval vessels, and it is intended to show all of the most im-
portant battleships, which have become famous in the recent

war. In the Palace of Transportation and Civil Engineering
on the Champs de Mars will be located the carriage and
vehicle exhibit. In the same location, on the ground floor and
partly on the gallery, there will be an exhibit of Civil Engineer
ing which will consist of models, maps and photographs, illus-

trating the engineering features of our great cities, transpor-

tation lines, etc. One of the most important of these exhibits

will be a model some 20 feet in length, of the Chicago Drainage
Canal. In connection with this will be shown models of all

the great variety of excavating and conveying machinery used
in this most important of recent works of this kind. These
models will be shown in operation, and it is believed that this

will be the best exhibit of an engineering character ever made
at any exposition. The railroad exhibit, consisting of cars, loco-

motives, railway machinery and appliances of every kind will

be made in the buildings provided for this purpose at the Bois

de Vicennes, where all railway exhibits made by all countries

will be located. There will be at least 16 American locomotives
which, on account of their magnitude, will be very attractive

to foreigners. The fact that our locomotive builders are now se-

curing business in all parts o fthe world, including even France
and England, gives this exhibit peculiar importance and sig-

nificance at this time. Steel cars and other recent develop-

ments in American railroading will also be properly repre-

sented. At the Bois de Vicennes will also be located the bicycle

and automobile exhibits. A space of 8,600 square feet has been
secured for the American Bicycle Building. A track some two
miles in length running around the Lake Daumesnll in the

Bois de Vincennes has been provided for showing automobiles
and motor vehicles of all kinds in operation. A space of 4,300

square feet in the automobile building has been secured for

American exhibitors. At Lake Daumesnll will also be shown
our steam, electric and gasoline launches in operation, as well

as a live exhibit of life saving service and everything of that

nature.

Actual allotments of space have not yet been made in the

Transportation Department, owing to the fact that it has
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been impoHsibIc to get a deflnile location and Information re-

garding the same from Paris. Commissioner-General Peck, who
la now In Paris, has been extremely successful and has secured

a much larger amount of space than was heretofore deemed
possible. All manufacturers of any material Included under
the general title of Transportation and Civil lOngineerlng shuuld

at onc^e make their application for space If they have not al-

ready done so.

WATER TUBES IN LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOXES.

London & Southwestern Railway.

The accompanyinK engravings were made from photographs

of what is known as the "No. 702 Class" of express locomotives

on the London & Southwestern Railway which were received

after our March issue containing the description of Mr. D.

Drummoud's practice with regard to firebox water tubes was

STEEL CARS AT THE CONVENTrO>'S.

The Pressed Steel Car Company exhibit at the Old Point

Comfort conventions consisted of six cars embracing the prac-

tice of two years ago and the latest improvements. The present

state of the art was shown ny a new and very large hopper car

for the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. With a capacity of

110.000 potinds of coal or coke, the weight of the empty car is but

3(i.(iflO pounds, which is about one ton lighter than the Penn-

sylvania cars of the same type, and of slightly greater capac-

ity. The I^ake Shore cars have an improved door operating

device which is entirely protected by being under the car, the

only portion projecting from the side being the squared end

of the shaft and the pawls for locking it. This device is much
simpler than any previous arrangement and it is powerful

because of the use of a large toggle joint. This and several

-^a.
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SIDE LUG FOR MILLER HOOK COUPLER.

Northern Pacific Railway.

An improved passenger draw-bar lug, as in use on the North-

ern Pacific, is herewith illustrated. The lug is of malleable

iron, designed to replace the old cast iron lug, and have an in-

creased strength in itself, as well as a more secure fastening to

the draft timbers. The bearing surface on the draft timbers

was lengthened so as to use two more vertical bolts. The part

of the casting on which the followers rest was made separate

in the new pattern, in order to allow lue renewal of a broken

Side Lug for Passenger Couplers.

Northern Pacific Railway.

part without removal of the entire draft lug. This piece is held

in position by a 1%-inch bolt, which passes through it, and the

two ends of the draft lug, holding it longitiidinally, and fur-

nishing an excellent measure of safety in the event of breakage

of the lug itself. A %-inch bolt secures the two lugs trans-

versely. The strain of the latter bolts is taken on a gas pipe

spreading thimble 10 inches long. These lugs when once ap-

plied stay in place, tor it is impossible to lose any part of them

by breakage with this system of bolting.

POWERFUL 8-WHEEL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Chicago & Northwestern Ry.

The selection of the type for new passenger locomotives is

an interesting subject upon which there are wide differences of

opinion among railroad officers and locomotive builders. The
Atlantic type has strong support in the design of the new Bald-

win compound for the Burlington (American Engineer, May,

1899, page 141), which will take its place among the most pow-

erful passenger locomotives ever built.

The eight-wheel type, the simplest and cheapest to build, and

probably also to maintain, is the distinctive American type.

and the two recent designs of the Chicago & North Western,

built by the Schenectady Locomotive Works, are specially

commended, because these are to be classed with the Burling-

ton engines in regard to power, and yet they are of the eight-

wheel type. The object was to secure the maximum power

carried upon the smallest possible number of wheels. This is

an attempt to exhaust the possibilities of present common
practice before resorting to a more complicated type. The re-

sult is to secure bight-wheel locomotives which are more pow-

erful than many recent 10-wheel and Mogul designs, and such

a sensible idea should command the attention of others who
find it necessary to increase the capacity of their passenger lo-

comotives.

In respect to steam producing capacity, the fast mail loco-

motives (American Engineer, June, 1898, page 188) and the

heavy passenger locomotives under discussion ai'e the most

noteworthy used in their service and that there are no novel-

ties about them is one of their chief attractions. A table of

the most important dimensions of the heavier engines is ap-

pended and comparison with the fast mail design and other

recent high speed engines will be instructive and suggestive.

The foregoing does not detract in the least from the credit due

to designs employing a larger number of wheels. The point

we desire to make is that the possible limits of the Atlantic

and 10-wheel types have not yet been approached when it is

seen that the capacity of the eight-wheel type may be made

as great as in these cases.

Heavy Passenger Locomotives.

C. & N. W. Ry.

General Dimensions.
Fuel Bituminous Coal
Weigii't in worlting order 137.0U0 pounds
Weight on drivers W.OOD pounds
Wheel base, driving 8 feet 6 inches
Wheel base, rigid 8 feet 6 inches
Wheel base, total 24 feet ii incnes

Cylinders.

Diam. of cylinders ISVa inches
Stroke of piston 26 Indies
Horizontal thickness of piston 5i4 inches
Diam. of piston rod 3% inches
Kind of piston packing Dunbar
Size of steam ports 18 inches by 1% inches
Size of exhaust ports 18 inches by 3 inches
Size of bridges 1% inches

Valves.

Greatest travel of slide valves 6 inches
Outside lap of slide valves IVi inches
Inside lap of slide valves Clearance Vs inch
Lead of valves in full gear %, inch lead at 6-inch cut-off

Wheels, Etc.

Diam. of driving wheels outside of tire 75 inches
Mat'l of. driving wheel centers Cast steel
Driving box material Cast steel
Diam. and length of driving journals 9 inches dia. by 11^4 inches
Diam. and length of main crank pin journals,

6 inches dia. by 6 inches
Diam. and length of side rod crank pin journals,

i'^ inches dia. by 4 inches
Engine truck journals 6 inches dia. by 12 inches
Diam. of engine truck wheels 36 inches
Kind of engine truck wheels Krupp steel

Boiler.

Style Extended wagon top
Outside diameter of first ring 64 inches
Working pressure 190 pounds
Material of barrel and outside of Are box Carbon steel
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire box,

11/16 inch, % inch, 7/16 inch, % Jncl,
Fire box, length 108 i/ iii inch
Fire box, width 40% inches
Fire box, depth Front 79% inches, back 66V4 inches
Fire box, material Carbon steel
Fire box plates, thickness,

Sides 5/16 inch, back 5/16 inch, crown % inch, tube sheet Vz inch
Fire box, water space.. Front V/z inches, sides 4 inches, back 4 inches
Fire box, crown staying Radial stays 1 inch diameter
Fire box, stay bolts % and 1 inch diameter
Tubes, material Charcoal iron No. 11

Tubes, number of 342
Tubes, diameter 2 inches
Tubes, length over tube sheets 13 feet inches
Fire brick supported on 2-3 inches Allison special Iron tubes,

18 in. thick
Heating surface, tubes 2513 square feet
Heating surface, water tubes 15.75 square feet
Heating surface, fire box 179 square feet
Heating surface, total 2507.75 square feet
Grate surface 30.33 square feet
Exhaust pipes Single
Exhaust nozzles 4% inches, 5 inches, 5% inches diameter
Smoke stack, inside diameter

614 inches at top, 14 inches near bottom
Smoke stack, top above rail 15 feet 1% inches

Ancient American sleeping cars were commented upon by
L. Xavire Eyma. a Frenchman, who came to this country in

1847, in an article in L'Ulustration of Paris, published July
22nd, 1848, giving his experiences on the railroads of the
United States. He said that at that time the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad had a length of seventy leagues and that the
cost of the road was 4,116,744 francs, the receipts 3,983,456
francs and expenses 1,964,741 francs. He also gave considera-
ble space to the interior arrangements of the sleeping cars
used at that time and says that "they are actually houses where
nothing is lacking for the necessity of life and are divided into
compartments and sleeping rooms, some for men and some
for women." Each room held six beds or rather little couches
in three tiers along the sides. He winds up his account by
saying that valuables were not particularly well taken care of,

as in America there "were no such things as sneak thieves."
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NEW WORKS OK THE BULLOCK ELEC-
TRIC MFG. CO.

As an e.\aniple of the advance which Is

l)ping made in the large manufacturing es-

tablishments of to-day. att<'ntion is called

to the new manufacturing plant of the Bul-

lock Electric Manufacturing Company of

Cincinnati. Ohio. There is no better exam-
ple of a complpto and modern plant in this

country.

The new ostal)lishmont was completed

last summer, and was occupied the first of

the present year. The buildings are locat-

ed at East Norwood. Ohio, one of the sub-

urbs of Cincinnati, which is less than five

miles from the heart of the city. The B. &
O. S. W. Railroad crosses the Pennsylvania

lines at this point, and both roads have
tracks entering the works, giving the Bul-

lock Comi)any excellent shipping facilities.

Perhaps the first impression received by

the visitor to the works is the simple yet

exceedingly attractive architecture of the

several buildings; second, the great amount
of light and general cleanliness within. The
buildings are constructed of light buff

pressed brick with appropriate trimmings
of stone, and separated from each other by

grass plots. Mowers and shrubs.

It is difficult to think of anything which
would facilitate and render more comfort-

able the pursuit of duty by officer, clerk or

workman in the new plant than these light,

airy and pleasant surroundings; and a vast

amount of thought and care, not to men-
tion expense, has been necessary in secur-

ing these results.

'I'lie plant comprises the administration

building, machine shops, foundry and pow-
er house.

In the first of these are the general offi-

ces, drafting and pattern rooms, lunch

room for officers and heads of departments,

with a complete equipped kitchen and pan-

try, general lavatory and locker rooms for

workmen.
The dressing room section set apart for

mechanics and shop employees is not only

provided with the usual toilet arrange-

ments for the men, which are thoroughly

modern in every detail, but there is also a

complete system of lockers and baths. Each

man has a locker under key placed at his disposal, and in the

lavatory are set bowl, shower and needle baths.

The machine shops of the Bullock Works are interesting as

Illustrating the great economic progress made in manufactur-

ing methods. There are no long lines of shafting and counter-

shafting; no belts; each machine in the Bullock Works is driv-

en by an independent Bullock electric motor, which absorbs

power from the transmission lines only when it is required.

Among the machines equipped may be mentioned cranes,

power presses, lathes, planers, drills, milling machines, pro-

filers, emery grinders, hydraulic presses, boring mills, etc. The

motors used for driving these various tools are designed and

adapted for the tools mentioned, and are built into the head-

stocks of lathes, while in other tools they take the place of the

driving pulley and require no additional room. The motors

are of the Bullock slow-speed type with the variable speed con-

trol governed by the Bullock multiple voltage system. The
tools may be operated in six varying speeds in either direction,

without the ttse of back gearing or any resistance in the elec-

trical circuits.

Machine Shop.

Machine Department.

Bullock Belted Motor.
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The power house is provided with vertical water tube boilers,

equipped with automatic stokers. A cross compound engine

direct connected to two of the Bullock Electric Manufacturing

Company's engine type generators, supply current not only for

the lighting system, but for the Bullock multiple voltage power

transmission system used throughout the entire plant. An ela-

borate switchboard has been erected with the necessary elec-

trical instruments and switches, including recording watt-

meters registering the amount of power being used on the vari-

ous circuits. A section of this building, occupying the whole

southerly end, is set apart and fitted out for the employees'

lunch room. Apparatus for heating the general machine shops

is located in the basement of the power house, and hot air is

conveyed hence underground to its destination.

Altogether the plant is a notable one, and one which Is

worthy of a visit froni any manufacturer contemplating a

change of power or material reconstruction of shops of any

kind. There are many large plants in the country, but the Bul-

lock Company may safely assert that there are none more near-

ly up-to-date in equipment, from a manufacturer's point of

view.

The officers of the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company
are: George Bullock, president and treasurer; J. S. Neave,

vice-president, and James Wilson Bullock, secretary.

FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES, MIDLAND RAILWAY, ENG-
LAND.

The lack of uniformity in the details of M. C. B. couplers of

various makes has given rise to a great many suggestions for

improvement, of which those summarized as follows are the

most sensible we have seen: The so-called "vertical plane"

idea does very well, the difficulties, which have now become
rather serious, being due to the fact that there are over one

hundred makes of couplers in use, in which there are slight

but important differences, both as to contour and construc-

tion. Much as it is to be desired there is no hope of securing

a single standard coupler, and the best that is to be done is to

require sufficient uniformity so that couplers will work to-

gether, and then to make specifications as to strength and
operation rigid enough to weed out imsatisfactory designs.

This may be done by purchasing on specifications calling for

the desired strength of material and including proper drop
tests. Accurate agreement with the established contour lines

is absolutely necessary. It is not sufficient that the limit

gauge should be introduced, but the lines should coincide with
the M. C. B. lines when referred to the center line through
the coupler shank. The guard arm needs attention, and its

outline should be continued at least three-quarters of an inch

beyond the present limits. Nothing is more important in con-

nection with couplers than service records showing where
and why failures occur, and from which comparative wear
may be obtained. The pivot pin hole should be located posi-

tively and greater accuracy of fitting should be urged. The
lock should be positive and so made that it will not jump or

crawl open in service, and the most thorough tests of this part

should be made before putting the devices in service, in order

to avoid flooding the country with unsatisfactory ones. The
contour lines appear to be satisfactory, but there is need of de-

fining the guard arm at the point and also for locating the

entire contour with reference to the center line of the shank.
These suggestions were reported by a committee of the West-
ern Railway Club at a recent meeting. To this we would add
that railroads should be prepared to pay a proper price for good
couplers. The recent action of the M. C. B. Association covers
this ground almost completely.

Large freight cars, 38 feet 4 inches long, are being built by
the Caledonian Railway (England). The first lot have been
completed and have entered service in carrying coal for the
locomotives of the road. The cars carry 50 tons and the plan
is an experiment from which the advisability of building larger

cars will be judged. The possibilities may be seen by the fact

that one of these large cars will accommodate the loads of

seven of those in general use on the road in the same service.

Built by Schenectady Locomotive Works.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works have sent us photo-

graphs and information concerning the much talked about mo-
gul freight locomotives which have just been completed for

the Midland Railway, England. The design is essentially in

accordance with American practice and but for the six-wheel

tender, the copper flues, staybolts, firebox and a few minor de-

tails, the engines would look "at home" on one of our roads.

The long taper sheet in the boiler attracts attention and also

the cab. The latter feature will probably be appreciated by

the locomotive crews for the protection it affords. The limi-

tations imposed upon the width of English locomotives by

the narrow clearances are clearly seen in the flattened cylinder

casings. It is customary to flatten the castings of the low-

pressure cylinders of American two-cylinder compounds when
the diameters approach three feet, but a good idea of the dif-

ficulties on English roads is given by the necessity for doing

this with 18-inch cylinders. The reports of service records of

these locomotives, if they are made public, will offer subjects

for advantageous study on both sides of the water owing to

the possibility of comparing methods of construction. We
hope the results will be available. The chief dimensions of

the locomotives are given in the following table:

General Dimensions.
Gauge 4 ft. S% in.

Fuel bituminou.s coal
W^eigiit in working order 107,000 lbs.

Weight c]n drivers Sli.OOO lbs.

Wheel base, driving 15 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, rigid 15 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, total 23 ft. in.

Cylinders.

Diam. of cylinders 18 in.

Stroke of piston 24 in.

Horizontal thickness of piston 5Vi in.

Diam. of piston rod 2% in.

Kind of piston packing cast iron
Kind of piston rod packing United Kingdom
Size of steam ports 16 in. x iy2 in.

Size of exhaust ports 16 in. x 3 in.

Size of bridges 1% In.

Valves.

Kind of slide valves Allen, American
Greatest travel of slide valves Sin.
Outside lap of slide valves 1 in.

Inside lap of slide valves line and line
Lead of valves in full gear 1-16 in.

Kind of valve steam packing United Kingdom
Wheels. Etc.

Diam. of driving wheels outside of tire 60 in.

Material of driving wheel centers cast steel
Tire held by lip and %-in. screws between spokes
Driving box material cast steel
Diam. and length of driving journals 7i^ in. dia. x 8 in.

Diam. and length of main crank pin journals 5 in. dia. x 5 in.

Diam. and length of -side rod crank pin journals.
front i'/2 in. dia. x 3 in. ; back 4'/^ in. dia. x 4 in.

Engine truck, kind 2-wheel swing bolster
Etigine truck journals S^,^ in dia. x 9 in,

Diam. of engine truck wheels 36 in.

Kind of engine truck wheels cast steel spoke
Boiler.

Style extended wagon top
Outside diam. of first ring 54^^ in.

^\'orking pressure 160 lbs.

Material of barrel and outside of fire box Worth "Basic" steel
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire box

% in., n-16 in., y, in., % in.

Fire box. length 72 in.

Fire box, width .31% in.

Fire box. depth 74^^ in.
Fire box. material copper
Fire box plates, thickness

sides. Yz in.: back, V2 in.: crown. ^ in.: tube sheet, ^A and % in.

Fire box, water space ...7 4 in. front, 3 in. sides., 3 in. back
Fire box, crown staying crown bars 5 in. x % in. welded at ends
Fire box, stay bolts copper, 1 in. dia. 11 thd's
Tubes, material copper
Tubes, number of 244
Tubes, diam 1% in.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 5 ft. in.

Fire brick, supported on studs
Heating surface, tubes 112S.S7 sq. ft.

Heating surface, fire box 126.46 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 1255.33 sq. ft.

Grate surface 15.87 sq. ft.

Exhaust pipes single high
Exhaust nozzles 4',4 in.. 4t4 in., 4% in. diam.
Smoke stack, inside diameter 16 in. at top, 14 in. near bottom
Smoke stack, top above rail 12 ft. W2 in.
Boiler supplied by 2 injectors. Gresham & Cravens

Tender.
Weight, empty 43.800 lbs.
Wheels, number of 6
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Mogul Freight Locomotive—Midland Railway, England.

Built by Schenectady Loconnotive Works.

Interior View of Cab.

WlHils. .Ham 50% In.

Juurnals, diam. and length 5V4 in. dla. x 9 in.

Wlui-I base 12 ft. 3 in.

Tender frame steel plate
TendiT trucks wheels on axles in pedestal boxes
Water capacity 3,250 imperial gallons
Coal capacity 6 (2240 lb.) tons
Total wheel base of engine and lender 43 ft.

PROGRESS IN PINTSCH GAS LIGHTING.

A report recently prepared by the Julius Pintsch Co. of Ber-
lin, shows in detail the number of cars and locomotives which
have been eciuipped with Pintsch gas lighting on the railroads

of a large number of countries, and including statements with
regard to gas buoys and Pintsch gas manufacturing plants.

The report shows that there are 90,890 cars. 3.650 locomotives
and S92 gas buoys and beacois using this system, with 303 gas
plants for making the gas required for them. It also states

that the Midland Railway (England) has 2,454 cars fitted with

this .system, and operates 9 gas plants; also that the London.

Brighton & South Coast has 1.647 cars so e<iuipped, requiring

5 Pintsch gas works. It is stated that these are specially men-
tioned because these two roads were the first in England to

experiment with electric lighting from the axle in 1890, each

road had from 400 to 500 cars thus equipped, and the system

was abandoned after several years' experience because it was
found to be too expensive to maintain and too uncertain In

operation. In this statement the conclusion is drawn that

neither of these roads would have given up the electric system

after so much expense in its development and adopted the

Pintsch system, involving additional investment in equipment

and gas making |)lants, unless it has been conclusively proved

to be to their interest to do so.

A condensed statement drawn off from the complete report

is presented in the following table:
Buoys and

Cars. Locomotives Gas Works. Beacons.
Germany 34,325 3,566 Tl 9s

Denmark 45 — 3 21

England 17,800 .... 87 193

France 5.210 .... 22 188

Holland 3,012 5 9 58

Italy 1,522 .... 4

Switzerland 371 2 1 12

Austria 3,111 .... 10 1

Russia 1,943 50 13 13

Sweden 379 .... 4 1

Servia 154
Bulgaria 33 .... 1
Turkey 103

Egypt 2 ? ^5Canada 20 .... 2 14

Brazil 967 31 1 31

Argentine 984 .... 10
Chili 46 .... 1

India 6.45S .... 10

Australia 1.000 .... 3 29

United States 13.405 .... 48 121

Total 90.890 3.654 303 892

AN ATTACK ON MERCANTILE AGENCIES.

A bitter complaint against the old established mercantile

agencies was made at the recent Buffalo meeting of the Na-

tional Association of Credit Men. The committee on the Im-

provement of the Mercantile Agency included the following In

a set of resolutions forming a part of its report:

Resolved, That the National Association of Credit Men in

convention assembled records its dissatisfaction at the disre-

gard which has been paid by the old agencies to the sugges-

tions for the improvement of their service offered by the dele-

gated committees of this organization, and further records its

belief that if a continuance of this same spirit of independency

and inattention as to reasonable requests is continued the time

will then be ripe for the development of a new agency, the

policy of which shall be accuracy in reports and a constant en-

deavor to comply with the suggestions of practical credit men
as to what is important and desirable in agency reports and

service.
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BURDICT NUT BURRING MACHINE.

This is a new machine which Is much needed in the manu-
facture of nuts. It is designed to burr hexagon and square

nuts from one inch in size down through the smaller sizes.

The photograph shows the construction and the positions of

the nut cylinders and the cutters. The machine is intended

to be operated by two boys, who place the nuts in the nut hold-

ers. The cylinders carry them under the knives and rise auto-

matically to the knives. When the burrs are taken off the

discredit on some features of design that cannot by any stretch
of imagination be classified as correct. The relation of stroke
to cylinder diameter is not as well defined as many other loco-
motion proportions, and on that ground diversity in those de-
tails may be expected, but the query, why there should be such
a difference in practice on matters now clearly understood In
their effect on locomotive economy, is one that will strike most
mechanical men as a pertinent one. RONALD HATDN.

BURNISHED FINISH FOR JOURNALS.

Editor American Engineer:
Tour paragraph at the bottom of page 157 of your May Is-

sue, relative to the matter of invention of burnished journals,
is correct. So far as I know, this roller was designed by my-
self at this shop. Formerly we had a great deal of trouble in

attempting to get our journals smooth. We had tried all the
schemes imaginable or known to the art to get a smooth sur-
face. It occurred to me one day as I was standing near the
lathe where we finish the journals, that probably a burnisher
would put the requii-ed surface upon the journal. I lold the

man who was running the lathe to the brass lathe to get a
burnisher, had him put the rest in the lathe and attempted to

burnish the journal. I found that it was possible to do it, and
then suggested that he make a roller and try it; and from that
idea the plan of rolling car journals in order to get them
smooth has been adopted very nearly over the world.

Missouri Pacific Ry., L. BARTLETT,
St. Louis, May 5, lS9y. Master Mechanic.

THE PEARSON KING BOLT CLAMP.

The Burdict Nut Burring Machine.

This is a simple device designed for use in wrecking opera-

tions when it is desired to clamp the trucks to a car in order to

lift them together. The clamp has a U-shaped frame with two
grips or cams pivoted at the proper distance apart to seize the

king bolt and permit of lifting the truck by it. The king bolt

is lifted out of the bolster and the clamp inserted under the

bolster and lengthwise of the car, the space for the bolt being

under the bolt. Then when the bolt is dropped into place the

nut is dropped, carried around and discharged from the cylin-
der. The knives are flat and are easily ground, and the form
is such that they are also easily made for replacement. It is
obvious that the operators' fingers are not in danger of con-
tact with the cutters because the nuts are inserted in the
sockets before they are brought near the cutters. It is stated
that the repairs to these machines do not amount to ?5.00 per
year. Further information may be obtained from Mr. O. C.
Burdict, White Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

COnnUNICATIONS.

VARIETY IN LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN.
Editor "American Engineer":
In making a comparison of locomotives of a similar type the

most striking thing to attract attention is the numerous' and
various methods resorted to in order to get locomotives of prac-
tically the same power, constructed so widely different in im-
portant details. For example, a certain combination of cylin-
ders, pressure and wheels, with heating and grate surface
known to fill the requirements, will be given an engine, and to
all appearances the experiment is a successful one. Some other
designer will create a machine for exactly the same service and
there will be nothing in common between the two engines.
One may have its power based on a high boiler pressure, a small
cylinder with long stroke and comparatively large wheel, the
other may have a larger cylinder with shorter stroke, the same
boiler pressure and larger wheels. These factors may be so
manipulated as to give identical results as to power, but there
may be, and often is, a strong dissimilarity in the economy of
their performance. This point is open to comment as reflecting

Pearson Kmg Bolt Clamp.

cams close upon it on account of the weight of the overhanging
ends, and the truck may be lifted with the bar. This is a better
and quicker way than chaining the trucks to the car body. In
chaining freight car trucks it is often necessary to cut holes
through the floor, and in such a case this clamp will save time
and trouble. It is easily applied and it offers the additional ad-
vantage of holding the truck springs in place. The device is
made by the Pearson Jack Co., 64 Federal St., Boston.
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SUPPRESSION OF SMOKE.

Under the ahovo title Dr. U. H. Thunston contributes an

arti(;lB to • Science " |)iiit"il recently, in which he re-

viewed the status of smoke prevention both here and abroad,

citing St. Louis as haviuK been as successful as any other

city In this country in reducing the smoke nuisance, and at-

tributing the gooil results attained to the co-operation of the

city government, the Hoard of Trade and the scientific men and
leading engineers of that city. The recent discussions a*

Philadelphia under the auspices of the Franklin Institute

(.Journal Franklin Institute, .lune, 1897) were also referred to

as having thrown much light upon the subject, and affording

many vahuible facts and data.

The author also said: "We have now the published results

of anotlier and formal investigation by a commission organized

at Paris, composed of IVIM. Hurt, BruU, Hirsch, Humboldt, La-

mouroux, Michel-Levy and De Tavernier, all holding important

positions in the municipal administrations, or in the great

schools of mines and engineering, or as leading members of the

Society of Civil Engineers. The commission was in session

at intervals from .lune, 1S94, to October, 1897. It made a

study of reports upon the subject, conducted important experi-

ments, reduced them to order and studied out definite con-

clusions, and also investigated the origin, state and progress

of the art, completing its report at the last named date. This

document of over 150 pages is now in process of distribution.

The commission was to select acceptable forms of furnace

and report to the city government for their license and use.

The schemes of the 110 competitors include the following:

1. Mechanical feed and nietlujdical combustion 16
2. Supplementary injection of air, hot or cold 20
3. Injection of steam, with or without air 5
4. Stirring of the gases 7
5. (las producers and heating tlic gases 7
6. C'onilinstion of dust fuel 2
7. Washing tlie smoke 16
8. \'arions utlier systems 37

The tests included rapid and slow combustion, and intensity

of the smoke was observed and noted on a scale of five points;

the usual methods of determining the efficiency of the ap-

paratus being employed.

The history of legislation, as given, traced the progress of

the subject in England from the time of Charles II., who, two
hundred years ago, inaugurated repressive measures. In

France, this form of legislation began with an imperial decree

in 1810. Both countries now having well considered laws for

suppression of smoke in cities. The technical history of the

subject, curiously enough, begins with plans by Denis Papin.

The next inventor to follow this illustrious man of science

was .James Watt, with his inverted draught, and later arrange-

ment of dead plate. The automatic stokers, are referred to

and their incidental but none the less effective, smoke reduc-

tions are described. J.,egislation now exists in all civilized

countries, and many more or less effective devices and methods
are in use for suppression of smoke.

Germany has also done some work in the line of investiga-

tion, a commission of distinguished engineers having been ap-

pointed by the Government in 1892, who, after prolonged ex-

periments, concluded that success had not been attained, but
that the way to success was clearly indicated.

The outcome of the French commission was the refusal to

assign a first prize, awarding of two second prizes, of two first

mentions and one second mention. The conclusions formulated

indicate that the commission is not satisfied that a real suc-

cess has been ar'hieved, but nevertheless the researches were
not without value. Like the German commission of 1892, it is

concluded that the work of the commission should be con-

sidered only as a contribution to the study of smoke suppres-

sion, and it is to be hoped that these researches may continue.

There remains much to be done, and a part of this collection

of exhibits has very nearly attained the object proposed.

Among the specific conclusions are these:

Smoke cannot be suppressed without considerable excess of

cost.

Special fuels, as anthracite, coke, fuel-gas and mineral oils,

may be resorted to, and with success, where cost is not objec-

tionable.

The chimney-top should be visible to the man at the furnace.

Prolonged trials should supplement such investigations as

those prosecuted by this commission, to ascertain the dura-

bility of the apparatus and of its eflituency.

Existing legislation, well enforced, is advised, rather than

any specific new legislation.

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN RAILROAD CARS IN ENG-
LAND.

A recent communcation to the "Times," London, illustrates

the imiKjrtance of the establishment of a proper method of

communication l>etween the passengers and the "guards" on
Engli.^h trains, or what is better the provision of train valves

for the application of the air brakes after the manner of the

Westinghouse conductor's valves. All of the present troubles

arising from the use of compartments without methods of com-
munication seem to us entirely unnecessary and this danger
of being roasted alive certainly should not be lightly passed

over. The letter is as follows:

I yesterday had an ugly experience of the unrc-liability of

I he Dtesent system of communication l)y cord between rail-

way passengers and the guard.

I came to London by the Scotch express, timed to reach

Grantham at 4.23.

At about 3.45 a gentleman in the next compartment opened
the communicating door, and called our attention to the alarm-
ing fact that the ceiling of the lavatory common to the two
ciimpartments wa.s in flames. I immediately pulled the outside

signal cord, which first stretched considerably, and then broke.

I thin pulled in the other direction, when the cord again gave
way. I then went to the cord on the opposite side of the car-

riage, with the .same result.

The cords were broken in four places, and there was no pos-

sible means of communication with either guard or engine-

driver. In the meantime the other occupants of the carriage,

five in number, devoted themselves to soaking towels and rail-

way rugs' in water, of which, happily, there was a suppl.v in

the cistern of the lavatory, and, by applying these to the flames,

the spreading of the fire was arrested.

At last the supply of water came to an end, and soon after

this the flames burst out in the cornice of the carriage ad-

joining the lavatory. This was a few minutes before we ar-

rived at Grantham. The ceiling appears to have been of a

material not very inflammal)le, and this, and the fortunate sup-

ply of water were the only factors in the case which prevented

a mo.st serious accident.

I may add that every effort was made to attract the attention

of those at the stations we passed on the road, but without

effect.

As the means of communication between passengers and guard

are notoriously inadequate in this country, I do not afxilogize

for asking space in your valuable paper, in the hope that

it may cause some change to be made.

THOMAS WRIGHTSON.

Artificial draft produced by blowers not only permits of sav-

ing a large proportion of the cost of construction of chimneys,

but al.so permits of burning cheap grades of fuel. Three Bab-

cock & Wilcox boilers, rated at 355 horse-power each, at Cen-

tral Falls. R. I., furnish power for a 1.500 horse-power Harris-

Corliss compound engine. Cumberland semi-bituminous coal

was used, because the draft was not strong enough for cheaper

fuel. A mechanical draft plant was put in at a cost of about

$600. which made it possible to use a mixture of coal that cost

$2.29 per ton. which means a saving of $6,500 per year in coal.

This mixture included anthracite dust and buckwheat, with

only 7 per cent, of Cumberland.
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The use of oil as fuel for forging furnaces was such »
marked improvement upon solid fuels that oil furnaces have
been introduced very generally and quite rapidly with satis-
factory results. The immediate advantages gained were so
great as to throw the matter of oil consumption somewhat in
the background, because of the fact the most wasteful use
of oil effected a marked saving over the most careful use of
solid fuel. The time has now come, however, for the saving
which may be effected by the best of oil burners, which con-
sists in perfecting the methods for atomizing or "pulveriz-
ing" the oil. On page 195 of our Juup issue we printed a discus-
sion of this subject, and in connection therewith it is inter-
esting to note that the experience mentioned is corroborated
in a paper by Sir Marcus Samuel, read before the Society of
Arts (England) recently. The system described in the paper
is based upon very perfect combustion of oil by air, which is

supplied at a pressure of 50 pounds per square inch and heated
to a temperature of 500 degrees F., by passing it over cast-
iron plates In the furnace. For complete combustion it is

found necessary that the oil be very finely sprayed on enter-
ing the furnace, and this, as we understand it. Is the secret of
the success of oil burning under marine boilers abroad.

The necessity for an occasional inspection of the sheets in

the barrel portions of locomotive boilers was emphasized in

one of the discussions at the recent meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. Prof. Forrest R. Jones told

of a locomotive boiler, made in 1867, which exploded recently

on account of grooving more than two-thirds through the

sheets, which were of iron. Tests showed that the metal had
an elastic limit of 24,000 lbs., an ultimate tensile strength of

45,600 lbs. and an elongation of only 2^^ per cent. The plate

could not be bent to an angle of 90 degi-ees without breaking,

and It was evident that the preparation for destruction had
been going on a long time. One of the inspectors of the Hart-
ford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co. was quoted as

saying that an inspection of the sheet ten years before the ex-

plosion would probably have shown a dangerous condition at

that time. Another stated that it would Have have shown it

five years before. These parts receive less attention than those

which give more trouble, but they should be inspected.

Vacation work in railroad and locomotive building shops for

students in railroad mechanical engineering at Cornell Uni-

versity is urged by Prof. H. Wade Hibbard in a pamphlet re-

cently received from the author. We heartily commend the

idea of urging practical experience for students, not only be-

cause of the educational advantages which it offers, but be-

cause of the value of coming into contact with hard-headed
men and the opportunities which this plan affords for boys to

gain the confidence of those who have succeeded in difficult

work. A caution seems necessary, however, lest this vacation

idea should lead young men away from the fact that a thor-

ough knowledge of shop work is necessary to a proper founda-

tion for successful practice.

The selection of wood in preference to steel for the construc-

tion of 50-ton capacity cars is surpiising at this stage in rail-

road progress, yet one of the best of the railroad journals has
just expressed the following opinion in regard to wooden box
cars of this capacity:

"The choice of wood as a material of construction will strike

some engineers as remarkable and calls for a word of explan-

ation. After careful analysis it was found that a light steel

car for lUO.OOO-pound loads was practically out of the ques-

tion. In tensile or bending strength, weight for weight, wood
is the strongest material known in the arts."

If this is true the steel car is all wrong and a mistake has

been made in building the pressed steel cars exhibited at sev-

eral recent M. C. B. conventions, when new and after the se-

verest kind of service, and which, but for the abrasion of

paint, were as good as new. This position is astonishing and
is a step backward, which has no support in recent experience

with lightweight steel cars of large capacities. We have long

been on record on the steel car question and it is not necessary

to reopen a discussion that is considered definitely settled un-

less the words quoted prove to have more effect in favor of the

wooden car than is expected. As to the relative strength for

a given weight of wood and steel in tension or bending, no
comment is necessary.

Among the improvements which are necessary with ordinary

car equipment and more imperative with increasing loads and
severity of service are those which will reduce the number of

hot boxes and decrease the expense for bearings. The bear-

ing now provided on car journals is limited in extent and it is

most important that the load should be uniformly distributed

and not transmitted to a point or a small portion of the bear-

ing only. The load should be brought to the journal by some
automatically adjustable connection which will insure a imi-

form pressure of the brass to counteract the effect of the tilt-

ing of the truck frames as in passing over low joints or around
curves. To accomplish the uniform loading the brass must be

suiliciently stiff to act as a girder and transmit the load with-

out deflecting. The tendency is to increase the amount of

metal in the brass to accomplish this result and this is a seri-
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ous matter with the present high price of copper. The brass

shoiihl be made stiff without unduly increasing the amount of

bearing metal that is not cssontial to tlie bearing surface It-

self and Its immediate supijort. The whole arrangement

should be perfectly intcri-liaiigeable with the M. C. B. stand-

ard In order to be satisfactory. If the.se conditions can be ful-

filled In a bearing it ought to be successful. The concentration

of loading by tilting the brass is undoubtedly the most frequent

cause of hot boxes.

success of the first convention under the new plan. Saratoga

Is most generally favored by those who attended the recent

conventions.

Tllli MASTER MECHANICS' CONVENTION.

THE M. C. B. CONVENTION.

Ill an examination of the work of the recent convention of

the Master Car Builders' Association several decisions stand

out with special prominence. First, the provisions for im-

proving the coupler situation; second, the adojition of a stand-

ard axle for 100,00n-poiind cars; third, the standardization of

car sills; fouith, the settlement of the question of an allowance

tor the repairs west of the lO.'ith meridian and, fifth, the re-

arrangement of the time of holding the conventions whereby

it will be possible to hold the Master Car Builders' and the

Master Mechanics' Association in one week.

The coupler question is the most important now before the

association and the action taken was based upon a report in

which recommendations were made after a thorough study of

the present conditions. They were conservative and practical,

so much so in fact that the work of the committee was en-

dorsed almost exactly as it was presented. The plan was to

Improve the coupler on the present lines and to provide for

the weeding out of inferior and dangerous ones by the adop-

tion of exacting specifications. To in.sure that couplers shall

be correct in form when new and to provide against unsafe

wear, excellent gages were adopted. The lines were unchanged

except to extend the guard arm. This is all that can be done

now and the conduct of the whole matter will undoubtedly give

general satisfaction. The standing committee on couplers has

Important work to do and its appointment, as reported else-

where in this issue, was a fitting conclusion to the transac-

tion.

A standard "100,000-pound axle" was greatly needed because

of the large number of cars of this capacity which are being

built. The new design comes none too soon and if it had been
attended to a year earlier nearly all of the large capacity cars

might have been provided with journals of the same size. No
time should now be lost in getting the standard into use,

A standard car of any capacity is a dream which, however
desirable, we do not expect to realize completely, although a

near approach to uniformity may be secured. An important
step has been taken in confining the sizes of sills within limits,

and as this work is to be extended next year, to the car sides

and roofs, it is evident that there is a general awakening to

the possibility of accomplishing that which might and should

have been done years ago.

The allowance for the difference in cost of car repairs east

and west of the 105th meridian was settled very quickly. It

is a difficult question and one that must not be considered as

a department question only. The revenues of the western
roads have a great deal to do with it and the discussions of this

year and last indicate the necessity for considering such ques-

tions from the standpoint of the railroad as a whole rather than
as a matter concerning the department upon which the bur-

den appears to fall.

Consolidation of the two associations appears to be as far

away as ever, but the most important argument in favor of
such action loses its strength when the two conventions may
be held in the same week and the opening exercises are com-
bined in one general session. The new order compels most
careful selection of a place of meeting because it will mean that

more people will be in attendance than in either week under
the old arrangement. This clearly points to Saratoga as a de-

sirable location, because there is no doubt of its capacity and
comfort, and every precaution should be taken to Insure the

It is evident that the Master Mechanics' Association is not

ready to endorse the plan of organizing a research laboratory

such as was outlined In the report presented this year, and

with further consideration it is probable that opinion will not

grow to be more favorable In spite of the arguments that were

brought forth by the able committee at the recent convention.

The subject was too large to be grasped on short notice, and it

Is the opinion of many that It grows larger and more difficult

all the time.

The treatment of boiler waters for the prevention of the for-

nialion of scale was very ably handled by a painstaking com-

mittee, and a great deal of Information was presented in the

report, but one of the most promising methods of improvement,

the use of feed water heaters, was not given the place that it

appears to have' earned by its success in other branches of

steam engineering. These devices claim attention not only

because they heat the water, but also because they serve to

prevent a great deal of the trouble with scale. They have

been successful in this direction in France, as we shall soon

be able to show our readers.

The cast-iron wheel had strong support from several speak-

ers, and the opinion was expressed that for every service ex-

cept that of guiding the front ends of the trucks of heavy en-

gines the cast-iron wheel was equal in safety to the steel tired

wheel. This, however, may be taken as a confession of weak-

ness in the cast-iron wheel, although that was probably not

intended. It may be asked why the specification of steel tired

wheels for locomotive trucks is not at once an admission that

this type is the safer of the two and why this does not consti-

tute an unanswerable argument in favor of the use of steel

tired wheels in locomotive and passenger service. It is evident

from this discussion that the steel tired type is considered the

stronger, because it is selected for the severest service.

The advantages of the ton-mile basis for locomotive statis-

tics were generally admitted and it is probable that this idea

will extend and that it will soon come into general use.

The form of stay bolts did not receive attention this year,

the time being occupied In considering methods for preparing

and applying them. This is the first time that so much atten-

tion has been given to methods for cutting threads on stay

bolts, and it is now apparent that its importance is appre-

ciated. The best opinion seemed to be that lead screws should

be used as a final reference in making the dies and taps and

that daily comparisons with correct gages should be insisted

upon.

The practice of using flanges on all driving wheel tires of

mogul, consolidation and ten-wheel locomotives apparently

does not increase the resistance of the engines in passing

around ordinary curves, and the advantage of saving the ex-

pense of carrying two kinds of tires of each size in stock is

quite important. There seems to be a difference of opinion as

to the possibility of doing away with blind tires altogether,

but the opinion that this is possible seems to be growing. It

is noticeable that none who have used flanges on all driving

wheels of these engines have found trouble to result from so

doing.

Nickel steel, while one of the important subjects, was dis-

appointing in the discussion, for very little was said about it

in the convention, and beyond knowing where to look for the

literature of the subject, the association is not much wiser for

having considered it. The one fact that was brought out in the

convention was that it is most important that the heat treat-

ment of nickel steel shall be better understood before it is

used more generally. The proper ways to handle nickel steel

in the shop should be considered by the association in time to

prevent it from being charged with failures for which the ma-

terial itself is not responsible.

Comments on other points brought out in the discussions are

made elsewhere in this issue.
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PERSONALS.

FRANK THOMPSON.

The death of Frank Thompson, President of the Pennsylva-

nia Railroad, removes one of the best of American railroad

men. There are few men of his ability and high, strong char-

acter, and his death is a national loss. His life was a brilliant

example. It was one unuroken effort to conscientiously serve

the Pennsylvania Railroad, the only employer he ever had.

Mr. Thompson was born in Chambersburg, Pa., in 1841. His

father was a lawyer and judge. He was educated at the Cham-
bersburg Academy and went directly into the Altoona shops,

where he worked four years until called to the government
service under Thomas A. Scott, then Assistant Secretary, of

War, in special charge of transportation during the Civil War.
At the age of 20 years his work was to put the Orange & Alex-

andria and the Loudon & Hampshire roads into serviceable

condition after the destruction by the Confederate army. This

restoration extended to the city of Washington and gave the

necessary rail communication to the capital. His next work
was near Nashville, where he was equally successful.

Returning to the Pennsylvania in 1864 he was appointed Di-

vision Superintendent and in 1873 was made Superintendent of

Motive Power at Altoona. About a year later he was ap-

pointed General Manager of the lines east of Pittsburgh and
Erie; in 18S2 he became Second Vice President, and in 1897 he

succeeded Mr. Roberts as President.

One of his chief characteristics was a thorough knowledge,

gained through experience, of the details of railroad manage-
ment. He was a good executive and a shrewd and careful or-

ganizer. While a master of detail he fully understood the re-

lations between small and large questions. He was intelli-

gent, energetic and sympathetic. He possessed the ability to

succeed in a position of great responsibility and few men leave

more and warmer friends.

Mr. A. J. Cassatt has been elected to succeed the late Prank
Thompson in the Presidency of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Mr. Cassatt was born in Pittsburgh in 1839 and completed his

education at the Rensselaer Polytechnic College, Troy, N. Y.,

where he graduated in 1859 as a civil engineer. His first rail-

road experience was in the location and construction of a rail-

road in Georgia. In 1861 he became a rodman on the Philadel-

phia division of the Pennsylvania Railroad and two years later

was made Assistant Engineer. In 1864 he was made resident

engineer of the middle division. A little later he served as

Superintendent of the Warren & Franklin Railroad, and in

1866 was appointed Superintendent of Motive Power of the

Philadelphia & Erie at Williamsport. In 1867 he went to Al-

toona as Superintendent of Motive Power of the Pennsylva-
nia. In 1870 he became General Superintendent and the fol-

lowing year was made General Manager of the road east of

Pittsburgh and Erie. He was appointed Third Vice President
in 1874, where he remained until 1880. Upon the election of

Mr. Roberts to the Presidency in that year Mr. Cassatt became
First Vice President and in 1882 he retired to private life. He
was elected Director to succeed Mr. Samuel M. Felton in 1883

and two years later became President of the New York, Phila-

delphia & Norfolk, which position he now retains. He was
appointed by President Harrison to the Presidency of the

United States Commissioners to the Intercontinental Rail-

way.

Mr. Waldo H. Marshall has resigned as Assistant Superin-
tendent Motive Power and Machinery of the Chicago & North
Western to succeed Mr. G. W. Stevens as Superintendent Mo-
tive Power of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with head-
(luarters at Cleveland. All of Mr. Marshall's work has been in

connection with railroads and his success as a motive power
officer is largely due to his experience, unusual insight into

mechanical and business matters, combined with good Judg-

ment. He served his apprenticeship in the Rhode Island Lo-

comotive Works and with the help of an education, which he

secured by his own efforts, he made such progress on entering

the drawing room that he was put in charge of that depart-

ment upon the resignation of the late David L. Barnes. After

leaving these works Mr. Marshall was engaged In mechanical

engineering work in New York, and soon after went to Chicago

to take up editorial work on the Railway Review, after which

for several years he was editor of the Railway Master Me-

chanic. In 1896 he was associated with Mr. M. N. Forney in

editing the "American Engineer." In June, 1897, he received

the appointment of Assistant Superintendent Motive Power and

Machinery of the Chicago & North Western and in the two

years of his service on that road he showed such ability as to

place him among the ablest mechanical railroad officers of the

country. Our readers know him so well that it is unnecessary

to say more except to congratulate the officers ot the road upon

the selection of so valuable a man, and Mr. Marshall upon the

appointment to this Important position.

Mr. E. B. Davis has just been appointed Assistant Superin-

tendent Motive Power of the New York Central in charge of

locomotive work under Mr. A. M. Waitt. Mr. Davis has had a

wide experience In which he has shown himself to possess un-

usual ability in the management of shops and men, the chief

characteristic of his work being systematic organization on

an economical commercial basis. He has been very successful

in securing good work at relatively small cost and is a thor-

ough student of methods of arranging shops and machinery to

save unnecessary handling of material. Mr. Davis Is 44 years

of age. He was born In Durham, N. H., and after working a

year in a blacksmith shop he learned the machinist's trade

and took up tool making. Later he spent several years in the

employ of the Newmarket Manufacturing Co. at Newmarket,

N. H. His railroad work began in the shops of the Boston &
Maine at Boston in 1881, where he soon became foreman, and

in 1885 was made general foreman. He also performed the

duties of draftsman at this time. In 1886 he left the road to

enter manufacturing and returned the next year as Master

Mechanic at Boston. From 1891 to 1895 he was Superintendent

of the Boies Steel Wheel Co., and from there, at the request of

Mr. Theodore Voorhees, he went to Reading as Assistant Su-

perintendent of Motive Power of the Philadelphia & Reading,

the position which he has just resigned to go to the New York

Central.

Mr. F. W. Brazier has resigned as Assistant Superintendent

of Machinery of the Illinois Central to become Assistant Su-

perintendent of Motive Power and Rolling Stock of the New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad, with headquarters In

New York. Mr. Brazier, while a comparatively young man,

has had a very wide experience of 21 years In railroad work.

He began on the Fitchburg Railroad In 1878, after serving an

apprenticeship In house building In Charlestown, Mass. He
remained on the Fitchburg for 15 years, for eight of which he

held the position of general foreman of the car shops at Fitch-

burg, Mass. In 1893 he resigned to become Superintendent of

the C, N. Y. & B. Refrigerator Company at Elsdon, 111., and in

1896 he was appointed general foreman of the car department

of the Illinois Central at Burnslde, 111. In seven months he

made himself so valuable to the company as to receive the pro-

motion to the position of Assistant Superintendent of Ma-
chinery, which he now leaves. Mr. Brazier is admirably equip-

ped for his new position and we are reliably informed that all

his promotions have come to him unsought, his advancement

having been due to recognition of merit. It is understood that

he will have direct charge of the car department of the New
York Central system under Mr. Waitt,

Mr. George W. Stevens, who has Just resigned as Superintend-

ent Motive Power of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, was

born at Concord, N. H., in 1847. He entered railroad service
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at; ail apprentice in the shops of the Lake Shore In 1861 and

passed through the grades of fireman, locomotive engineer and
machinist. In 1872 he Wiw foreman in charge of locomotives

and from 1873 to 188.'? he was Master Mechanic. In 1884 he was
api)ointcd Superintendent Motive Power, which position he
licid until now. He is one of the best known motive power
men in the country.

Mr. G. R. Henderson of the Schenectady Locomotive Works
and formerly Mechanical lOnRlneer of the Norfolk & Western
Ry. haw been a))pi)iiited to succeed Mr. W. H. Marshall as As-
sistant Superintendent of Motive Power of the Chicago &
Northwestern Railway. The appointment is pleasing to those

who know how well Mr. Henderson has filled his previous po-

sitions, and Mr. Quayle is receiving many congratulations

upon his selection.

Mr. D. C. Courtney has been appointed Superintendent of

Motive Power of the West Virginia Central & Pittsburg Rail-

way, to succeed Mr. B. O. Cumback, resigned.

has been fought to a concluBlon in this country and the ex-

perience should not be lost. Mr. Cole has arranged the sub-

jects logically and has Included a discussion of the English

railways, rates and necessities of the farmers. The descriptions

of foreign practice cover all of the railroad countries and a

chapter treats of road transport as an alternative. An entire

chapter Is given to the gage question, another to construction

and working and one to locomotives and rolling stock. Com-
parlsons of the cost figures given with those of this country

would have been much easier If English money terms were used

In place of Indian. The book contains a large amount of In-

formation which Is useful and suggestive In regard to con-

structing Inexpensive spurs. Railroad managers will find It In-

teresting to compare the problems, In this respect, of foreign

countries with our own. The author very sensibly suggests

the advantage of building light railroads with second-hand

material discarded from heavy roads. He discusses tracks,

yards, switches, sidings, stations and operation. The book Is

well printed and well Illustrated.

Mr. R. F. Kilpatrick has been appointed Master Mechanic
of the Morris and Essex division of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, at Kingsland, N. .1., to succeed Mr. William H.
Lewis, resigned.

Mr. .7. Horrigan, Master Mechanic of the Elgin, Jollet & East-

ern, has been appointed Superintendent of Motive Power of

that road and the Chicago, Lake Shore & Eastern.

Mr. H. M. Wissimir, formerly with the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, has been appointed Master Mechanic of the Ohio South-

ern, with headquarters at Springfield, 0., to succeed Mr. H. M.
Sehrt, resigned.

Mr. Lester I. Knapp, general foreman of the Lehigh Valley

shops at Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed Master Mechanic
of the Buffalo division, succeeding Mr. J. S. Chambers, re-

signed.

Mr. Edwin T. James has been appointed Master Mechanic
of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at Wilkesbarre, Pa., to

succeed Mr. H. D. Taylor, resigned.

President Van Home of the Canadian Pacific has resigned

and is succeeded by Mr. T. G. Shaughnessy.

Mr. S. A. Crone has resigned as Assistant Superintendent of

Motive Power and Rolling Stock of the New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad to take a position with the Gold Car
Heating Co.

Mr. Thos. Fildes has resigned as Master Car Builder of the

Chicago Division of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and
has been appointed Assistant Superintendent Motive Power of

the Long Island R. R.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Light Railways at Home and Abroad. By William Henry Cole.
M. Inst. C. E., late Deputy Manager, North-Western Railway,
India; 334 pages, with plates and illustrations. London:
Charles Grlffln & Co. Philadelphia: J. B. Llpplncott Co. 1899.

The author of this book is evidently an engineer and he has
been also a manager of a railroad. He discusses the history

and theory of light railroads and compares the practice of

different countries. The book Is the most comprehensive and
complete that we have seen on the subject and It Is valuable
to those who are Interested In providing feeders for existing

roads and to the projectors of cheap extensions. The author does

not appear to favor any particular gage of track, but he con-

siders the standard gage of a country as possessing the strong

claims for consideration that Americans have demonstrated It

to have. Our early railroads were all "light" ones and they

became what they are because of natural growth. Why not

VTge the standard gage at the outset? This battle of the gages

American Railway Association Proceedings. From its Organi-
zation as "The General Time Convention" in 1886 to October,
1893 Inclusive. Edited by W. F. Allen, Secretary, 24 Park
Place, New York. Price $5.

This volume contains a valuable record of the proceedings

of the American Railway Association and its predecessors. The
record begins with the organization of the General Time Con-

vention In 18S6 and is brought down to 1893. The volume Is

large, containing 755 pages, 8 by 11 inches In size, which Is uni-

form with the regularly Issued semi-annual numbers. To
show the value of this book It Is only necessary to say that It

contains the discussions and proceedings which led up to the

adoption of the present time system, the standard code of

train rules and important deliberations on such subjects as

couplers, signals, car mileage and car service. The entire vol-

ume, Including the appendices. Is carefully Indexed and this

exhibits the care taken In the work by Mr. W. F. Allen, Secre-

tary, of the Association. Mr. Allen's thoroughness and con-

scientiousness is seen throughout the reports which contain

valuable tables and data which he complied. To many the an-

nual presidential addresses by Col. Haines will be a specially

interesting feature. The book Is inscribed with the title Vol-

ume I., which would indicate that the proceedings subsequent

to 1893 are to appaer in the same form, the advantages of

which require no comment. Members doubtless have these re-

ports, but their value Is greatly increased by combining and
indexing them because of the possibility of securing the history

of any subject conveniently. The letter press and binding are

excellent, the work throughout being very creditable.

International Universal Exposition, Paris, 1900. General Infor-

mation for citizens of the United States of America who de-
sire to become exhibitors. Regulations, classifications. Com-
piled under the direction of the Commissioner-General for the
United States. Chicago, III. January, 1899.

This pamphlet contains the law establishing the commission

for the United States, the decrees of the President of the French

Republic, the staff of the exposition, a description of the build-

ings and grounds, classification of exhibits, railroad agree-

ments, arrangements for transporting and handling exhibits

and decrees with regard to awards. The American Commission

has offices in the Equitable Building, New York, the Auditorium

Building, Chicago, and at No. 20 Avenue Rapp, Paris.

ABC Telegraph Code Specially Adapted for the Use of Finan-
ciers, Merchants, Shipowners, Brokers, Agents, etc. By W.
Clauson-Thue. Fourth edition. New York. American Code
Publishing Co.. S3 Nassau St. 1899. Price, $5.

This code is the most widely used and this edition, which Is

the fourth, is the best that has appeared. The price is reduced

from $7.50 to $5 without a corresponding change in the make-up

of the book. The code Itself Is too well known to require com-

ment. The only criticism we offer Is that it should have the

title on the back of the book, where it may be seen when stand-

ing on a shelf.

Professional Papers of the Corps of Royal Engineers, edited

by Captain R. F. Edwards, R. E. Vol. XXIV. 1898.

History of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, with Plan of

Organization, Portraits of Officials, and Biographical
Sketches. By William Bender Wilson. Two volumes (6% by
9 inches). Illustrated. Bound in cloth. Philadelphia, 1899:

Henry T. Coates & Co. Price per set, $5.00.

Those who have wished for a written history of the Pennsyl
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vanla Railroad from its inception to its present development
will be glad to know of the appearance of this book. It is the

result of the labor of years and, aside from the fact that it is

a record of the Pennsylvania Railroad, it has a value in rela-

tion to the wonderful development of this country, to which the

railroad systems have contributed. The book gives a history

of the construction of the lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie,

leased, owned and operated by the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany, together with the plan of organization, biographies of the

executive ajid chief operating officials, an account of the

jubilee celebration and memorials of the men who during their

lifetime contributed to the present condition of the road. The
type is large, the binding good, and the illustrations include

many of structures that have long since been replaced in the

growth of the property. It is a record that many will be glad

to have, and not the least of Its features are the biographies of

the men who have made the road.

Liijuid Air and the Li<iuefaction of Gases. By T. O'Conor
Sloane, Ph. D. Published by Norman W. Henley & Co., New
York. Price $2.50.

It is too early to print an entirely satisfactory treatise on
liquid air and the liquefaction of gases, but the author of this

work has brought together the history of the subject and has

made a very interesting collection which will be sought for by
many who desire to know what has beem accomplished with
descriptions of the methods and appliances used. There are 17

chapters, seven of which give biographies of the experimenters

In this field. The first chapter is on physics and contains the

I'eniarkable statement that the theory of conservation of energy
has long since been discarded. The second chapter is on heat

and its measurement, the third on heat and gases, heat of

vaporization and the spheroidal state. In this chapter the re-

lation between temperature and pressure and the subject of

"critical temperature" are discussed. Recent apparatus and
experiments are described in the remaining chapters. The
book is interesting and well worth reading. It is not too deep
for readers who have not the advantage of technical educa-

tions.

Air Brake Diseases; Their Symptoms and Cure. By Paul Syn-
nestvedt. A revi.sion of "Diseases of the Air Brake System,"
by the same author. Chicago, The W. F. Hall Printing Co.
1899.

The success of Mr. Synnestvedt's first woik on this subject,

published four years ago, and the improvement of air brake
apparatus since that time have made a new edition necessary.

.In addition to revising the earlier work, the author has Includei!
new matter and has rewritten portions, such as the chapter on
pumps. A new chapter on the diseases of the air signal is

included and the entire work is much improved. The author's
well-known reputation as an authority on all air brake sub-
jects and the increasing importance of useful maintenance
i-ender the work a valuable one and it should have an extended
distribution.

The Shearer-Peters Paint Co., Cincinnati, have issued a ten-
page pamphlet containing recently written testimonials in re-

gard to the service of their paints in several kinds of extremely
severe exposure. One who attempts to preserve the literature
of protective coatings of iron and steel finds a large accumu-
lation in a short time, but good opinions formed after severe
tests are not common. After making an experimental applica-
tion of paint furnished by this company the Pittsburgh, Besse-
mer & Lake Erie Railroad recently ordered a large quantity
with the statement that it was wanted specially for painting
the front ends of locomotives. We have already noted the
satisfactory experience of Mr. W. 'H. Lewis, Superintendent of
Motive Power of the Norfolk & Western Railway, with this

paint for locomotive smokeboxes. This pamphlet also gives
records of fire-proof paint and paint used under water and
subjected to the action of steam and of powerful acids. Pyro
paint is a coal tar product secured by a process which is stated
to eliminate the destructive elements of the tar and at the
same time renders it non-combustible. For this reason the
manufacturers give a guarantee in strong terms for Pyro paint
as a coating for locomotive smokeboxes. They also give a
strong guarantee for the paint used on roofs.

The Clayton Air Compressors. Catalogue No. 10. The Clayton
Air Compressor Works. 70 pages (6 by 9 inches; illustrated.

This catalogue presents the complete line of air compressing

machinery and accessories as manufactured by these builders. It

contains illustrations, descriptions and lists of sizes of star.dard

patterns, and illustrates descriptions of the Clayton type of

compressors. It also includes tables and other data concerning

compressed air transmission and losses by compressors operat-

ing at various altitudes. Air receivers, vacuum pumps, carbonic

acid gas and high pressure compressors are also presented.

Westinghouse Ellectric & Manufacturing Co., Catalogues No.
222, direct-connected railway generators; No. 223, lightning ar-
resters; No. 225, alternating current fan motors; No. 226, direct
current fan motors; No, 228, polyphase motors. These cata-
logues are in pamphlet form and contain clear, concise de-

scriptions with good engravings and plain directions for order-
ing. No. 228, which is devoted to Tesla polyphase induction
motors, is specially worthy of attention because of the inter-

est in and advantages of this type of motor. It has no brushes
and r.o circuit connection with the armature which renders it

specially well adapted for use in shops and exposed situations.

This form is used at the Concord shops of the Boston & Maine
Railroad, illustrated in our issue of April, 1898, page 114. We
cannot imagine any power producing unit simpler than this

form of motor. The reasons for its success are made clear by
the description in this catalogue. This motor is particularly

well adapted for railroad shops where expert attendance is not

always available.

Car Heating Apparatus Catalogue for 1899 by the Safety Car
Heating & Lighting Co., 160 Broadway, New York. This is a
54-page, standard size (8'/4 by 10%), illustrated pamphlet with
large folded plates and sectional and detail drawings of the

car heating equipment manufactured by this company. The
standard and direct steam heating systems are fully described,

including the car and locomotive equipment and the detail

parts. The illustrations are from drawings and indicate an
unusual amount of care to secure clearness, especially those

illustrating the small details such as valves, jackets, couplers

and fittings. A valuable feature is an appendix giving a record

of forms of apparatus that have been superseded by improved
devices. The catalogue gives evidence of a desire to enable

the system to be thoroughly understood. It is successful in

this and is also convenient. The parts are numbered for order-

ing and an index of the contents is provided. The paper and
prirting are excellent. Every officer who has to do with car

heating should procure a copy.

Russell Snow-Plows and Flangers.—The 1899 catalogue of the

Russell Snow-Plow Company contains illustrated descriptions

of this well-known line of plows and flangers together with
several half-tone reproductions of photographs showing the

disastrous consequences of neglecting the provision of efficient

snow removers. During the past year the company has had
more orders than could be filled. The catalogue closes with

the following paragraph; "We guarantee the Russell snow-
plows to be better than any other plows or machines to clear

railroad tracks of ordinary, hard or deep snow and to be much
the best devices, if not the only ones, with which serious delays

or blockades may be prevented durijig severe snow storms."

The records made by these plows and printed in the pamphlet
should be read by those who were responsible for the serious

delays by snow blockades during the past winter.

Catalogue No. 6. Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. This is a 6 by
9 inch illustrated pamphlet of 100 pages and is the most com-
plete issued by this company. The engravings are half-tones

from retouched photographs, . showing the various pneumatic
tools and appliances at work and the variety of uses to which
they are put. The pamphlet also includes engravings showing
the parts of each of the principal tools with numbers, for con-

venience in ordering.

Premium Plan of Paying for Labor. The "American Machin-
ist" has found sufficient interest in the subject of the premium
plan for paying for labor to necessitate reprinting in pamphlet
form a recent article by Mr. P. A. Halsey, giving results of

experience and a discussion of the principles involved. The
"American Machinist" will send copies of the pamphlet free t"

Dixon's No. 635 graphite, for lubricating gas engine cylinders,

is strongly endorsed by quotations from letters written by en-

gineers and others which are printed in a leaflet recently re-

ceived from the Dixon people. The graphite is considered in-

dispensable for gas engine cylinder lubrication, and its use,

mixed with oil, is recommended for general lubrication.
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EaUIFUENT AND MANUFACTUBING NOTES.

A strong endorsemei.t of the new semaphore glasses perfected

jind miinufiiclured by Mr. John C. Baird, 83 Franklin St., Bos-

ton, has been received In the form of a letter I'loni Mr. J. P.

I'oleniaii, Assistant Knglneer of the t'nlon Switch & Signal Co.,

to Mr. Ilaird, from which the following Is quoted: "Your solid

Nels signal red glass is an innovation in this field, as I have
always understood that the veneeiing process of applying the

red to one side of a clear glass was thi- imly way of producing

gla.sses serviceable for rid signal lights. My attention was some
time ago called to a lens thus coloied from which the veneering

had cracked off and a white light displayed when a red one

was intended. Your method should preve t such conditions,

which are vital, when white constitutes a safety light. I be-

lieve It is to you the cri'iiit of having lirst introduced a yellow

glass of .serviceable quality for distant signals is due, and its

introducticm on the N. Y., N. H. & H. ItH., and here at the

Boston Southern Station, has given ample opportunity for

demonstrating its practicability. The excellence of your Nels

signal green is beyond any question. I am especially interested

in the development, inaugurated on the New Haven System by

Mr. C. I'eter t'lark, of using red for danger, g.ee.i for safety

and yellow for caution, and I see no reaso for (luestioiiing the

color produced by your yellow disk at 2,(100 ft. under the worst

atmospheric conditions, and this to my mind is an ample dis-

tance through which any distant signal light i eed be visible at

any time. 1 hope for the early arrival of the day when white

lights will have been abolished ei.tirely from the field of . ight

signals."

A substitute for red anil white lead a d similai prepaiationt

for steam, gas and other pipe joints, was brought prominently

before the recent convcnticin because of its use in connection
with the steam and air piping of the exhibits. This material

is known as "Gumbo I'ement," and is manufactured by the

Gumbo Cement Co., 161 Lake St., Chicago, Ills. It is a mineral

product in the form of a powder and Is prepared for use by

mixing with boiled linseed oil. Strong claims are made for its

effectiveness in making tight and durable joints, which, how-
ever, may be easily taken apart at any time because of the
freedom from corrosion. It is said to preserve rubber and
other gaskets. A few sharp taps from a hammer are said to

loosen the joint so that it may be unscrewed. It appears to be
adaptable to many Joints about locomotive boilers, boiler fit-

tings, piping, front ends and tenders. For air pipe joints the
cement is mixed with varnish or with boiled linseed oil and
Japan dryer. When u.sed for stopping leaks it is mixed in the
.same manner as for air pijies and it will harden in from 30 to

45 minutes. This cement has been used for nearly four years.
The manufacturers report that it is now regularly ordered by
the Standard Oil Co., the Pullman Palace Car Co. and over
100 railroads.

A significant fact concerning the demand for the W. Dewees
Wood Company's patent planished jacket iron for locomotive

use is that it has been practically coincident with the growth

of the transportation interests of this country. Years

ago, before the late Mr. Wood invented his planished

iron, the American locomotive builders used Russia iron

Jackets, recognizing their economy and general desirability

above painted jackets used by European roads. Rut the ad-

vent of Wood's Jacket iron gave America a jacket superior to

Russia iron at a much lower cost; and, of course, its adoption

was only logical. Some American railroad systems use painted

iron jackets, but the majority of these use jackets of Wood's
planished iron for all passenger engines. It would appear that

no two roads using painted jackets agree on the question of

their economy. The European painted locomotive jacket is

heavier and much more expensively fini.shcd than is any simi-

lar American one; but yet, as between Europe.-in painted

jackets and those made of Wood's planished iron there is no

question as to the handsomer appearance, lower first cost and
general economy of the .\merican product.

The Norwood Bide bearing for freight and passenger cars
which was exhibited at the Old Point Comfort convention, at-
tracted a great deal of attention on account of the model where-
by the relative frictional resistance of It and an ordinary side

bearing were comparable. The Norwood bearing uses four

l'/4-lnch very hard tool steel balls with a pair of castings so

arranged as to form seats for the balls. The upper seat is in

two i>arts, the lower of which is slotted to a length sufflclc-nl

for the maximum travel, and cut out to such a width as to allou
the balls to project through the slot and bear against the lower
Iilate on the truck bolster, when the side bearings are closed
together. This slot Is sufficiently narrow, however, to lift the
balls from the lower seat when the bearings are separated. The
slot is made widest at the center in order to insure the return
of the balls to the center of the travel by gravity when the side

bearings are separated. The suspension of the balls, free side
movement and keeping them central by gravity are claims that
are strongly urged by the Baltimore Ball Bearing Co., the man-
ufacturers. It is claimed that the balls will not wear Hat. Bet-
ter side bearings are needed, as has freriuently been stated in

these columns, and this one should have a good trial because
it promises well.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturirg Co., of Cincinnati, O.,
are experiencing the practical results of prosperous times
coupled with a record for high grade electrical machinery.
Their new factory, with treble the capacity of their formei-
works, and with new tools being added almost daily. Is severely
taxed to suiiply promjitly the machines called for by its .sales

department. This dilficulty, however, will soon be obviated by
increased facilities. Numerous special machine tools, which
have been delayed by the crowded condition of the maker's
factories, are soon to arrive, and with these in operatio.-, it will
be possible to deliver more promptly. The type "N" Bullock
slow speed motor, so admirably adapted to the driving of ma-
chine tools and other machinery by direct connection, is receiv-
ii.g much deserved attention from consulting and contracting
rnglr eers both at home and abroad.

Diamond Steel Emery.—A pamphlet has been received from
the Pittsburgh Crushed Steel (Vi., of Pittsburgh, Pa., present-
ing the advantages of crushed steel abrasive as compared with
emery and other abrasives. This crushed steel abrasive Is

exceedingly hard and sharp. It cuts but does not break in
use, which renders it durable and very effective as will be seen
by the testimcmy of mechanical ofTicers of railrfiads who are
using it. Samples of six sizes, sufficient for a convincing test,

will be furnished upon application. A representative of the
American Engineer has witnessed experiments with this
abrasive upon which we endorse it heartily.

The Pneumatic Sui)ply & Eiiuipment Co., of New York, re-

cently organized to install complete compres.sed air plants, have
received an order for three duplex Corliss air compressors for
the Tubular Despatch Co., the owners and operators of the
pneumatic mail transmission tubes in New York City. These
three compressors are to be located in the sub-basement of the
Metropolitan IJfe Insurance Building. New York. The capac-
ity of each compressor is in excess of 1.300 cubic feet of free
air per minute, and the entire cost of the installation is stated
to be over $12,000.

Rubber Mats, Matting and Treads as manufactured ex-
pressly for railroads are described in a small folder by the
Boston Belting Co. These mats are low in price, attractive in

appearance and durable. The style used by the Chicago &
North Western Ry. for cars have the initials of the road in

the center panel. The car step treads are made to conform
to the shape of the steps and initials are j)Iaced in panels of
these also when desired. The pami)hlet illustrates the cor-
rugated matting used by the Illinois Central for the floors of
car vestibules, the initials of the road being in white letters.

The durability of the matting is said to be equal to its attrac-
tiveness.

During an inspection of brasses at the works of the AJax
Metal Company, recently, out of 3.200 brasses only one-half of

one per cent, showed discoloration from heating. This is a re-

markable record.

Keasbey & Mattison's magnesia lagging was specified for
use on the boilers and cylinders of the freight locomotives
built by the Schenectady Locomotive Works for the Midland
Railway (England) and illustrated elsewhere in this issue.
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The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. has arranged with the

National Pneumatic Tool Company to sell the entire output of

their factory, in connection with the pneumatic tools now
handled by the Chicago company. This gives the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Company control of the sales of the Phoenix
rotary drills, the new Haeseler piston drills and the appliances

manufactured by the National Pneumatic Tool Company, as

well as the Boyer riveters, hammers and piston air drills.

MASTER CAR BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION.
THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL CONVENTION.

The International Correspondence Schools of Scranton, Pa.,

evidently intend to maintain their rights in their copyrighted

instruction papers and pamphlets, clear evidence of this being
seen in a circular just received from The Colliery Engineer Co.,

containing an account of recent litigation against the United
I'orrespondence Schools and others for infringement. This cir-

cular contains the decision of Judge Lacombe and constitutes

a caution to those who may be tempted to make improper use
of the copyrighted papers of the International Correspondence
Schools.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. has sent two expert oper-

ators of pneumatic riveters from the works of the Chicago
Ship Building Co. to England and Scotland for the purpose of

exhibiting the possibilities of pneumatic riveting in the ship

yards there. The results which will be shown will probably be

astonishing when compared with the methods in use in those

yards and the export business, which is already large, is ex-

pected to greatly increase In consequence.

Edward Robinson, proprietor of the Wells Light, 44 and 46

Washington St., New York, recently returned from England
after a very pleasant trip, taken partly in the interest of the
Wells Light business and partly for pleasure. During his

absence abroad 1,500 of the now famous Wells lights were sold

to the Russian Government for use upon railroads in that
country.

The International Correspondence Schools of Scranton, Pa.,

have secured the conviction of James F. Miller, representative
of the "American Correspondence Schools," of Boston, in the
Supreme Court of Erie County, New York, for slander in state-

ments made by him reflecting on the integrity of the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools. The jury awarded $350 dam-
ages and placed the costs on the defendant.

Mr. E. P. Bigelow has been appointed General Eastern
Agent of the American Steel Fountry Co., with offices in

the Havemeyer Building, New York.

The Siberian Railway has an appropriation of ?8,497,500 for

expenditure during the current year for improvements in the

form of new rails and facilities for Increasing the speed of

trains. According to the London "Times," the increase of

the traffic on the eastern and still more on the western section

of the Siberian Railway has surpassed all expectation. Its

construction was originally planned on economical lines, but
the pessimist forecast of little or no movement for some years

to come are being falsified by the facts. Consequently, the

light rails, which are only 54 pounds, instead of 72 pounds, to

the yard, will have to be be changed. Everything was calcu-

lated for not more than three pairs of trains per 24 hours,

whereas there are already eight pairs, besides the bi-weekly
express from Moscow to Krasnovodsk. The last year's trafiSc

returns of the western Siberian section show 350,000 passen-
gers, nearly 490,000 tons of goods, and 400,000 peasant emi-
grants. Last winter, although 600 new trucks were added and
1,600 old ones borrowed, there was an accumulation of 7,000

truck loads of goods for which no means of transport
could be found. Of the 490,000 tons carried over the railway
in 1898, more than 320,000 tons consisted of cereals. In the
course of the next five years, it is expected that the carriage

of wheat here will reach over 800,000 tons per annum. In the
Altai mining district alone at the present moment there Is a
surplus of 355.000 tons of wheat, while in Central Russia
whole populations are suffering from actual famine.

ABSTRACTS OF REPORTS.

Trains Parting.

Committee—G. N. Dow, John Hodge, D. Hawksworth, J.

M. Holt.

Our circular of inquiry was sent out to 189 roads, representing
1,252,219 cars. Replies were received from 8 roads, representing
130,074 cars, or 4.23 per cent, of the roads and 10.38 per cent, of
the cars represented in the Master Car Builders' Association.
The roads whom we have to thank for furnishing the commit-
tee with information for a report are as follows: Chicago &
West Michigan, Northern Pacific, Burlington & Missouri River,
Michigan Central, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, New York,
Ontario & Western, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and Atchi-
son, Topeka & Santa Fe.
Seven roads rej^orted 2,606 cases of trains parting between

December 1, 1S98, and April 1, 1899. [These reports are then
analyzed in detail by the committee.—Ed.]
Cause for trains parting that were equipped with M. C. B.

couplers in detail for 1,506 cases, as follows:

1. Defective locks 263 cases, or 17.46 per cent.
2. Worn knuckles 197 cases, or 13.08 per cent.
3. Defective uncoupler attachment 84 cases, or 5.58 per cent.
i. Broken coupler body 120 cases, or 7.97 per cent.
5. Defective draft rigging 147 cases, or 9.76 per cent.
6. Broken knuckles 208 cases, or 13.81 per cent.
7. Miscellaneous causes 487 cases, or 32.34 per cent.

In view of the information obtained in the report, your com-
mittee would respectfully submit the following recommenda-
tions:
Maintaining spindles not less than 2 inches diameter, and keys

not less than i/4 by 2 inches. Also more care to be used in mak-
ing pockets, avoiding sharp corners on rear end of pocket.
In the inspection of cars a close inspection to be made of

knuckles and locks, with view of reducing unnecessary play in
knuckles and locks.
The committee believes that it is necessary to make a syste-

matic inspection of couplers in service, with a view of limiting
the variation from the M. C. B. contour line, using a special
gauge for the purpose. So far the committee has had but one
gauge presented to it for consideration, sketch of which ac-
companies this report.
Committee would recommend M. C. B. buffer blocks on all

ears to relieve the shock to draft rigging in slacking up, thereby
reducing to a minimum break-in-twos induced from such
causes. (Mr. Hodge excepted.)

Compensation for Car Repairs Done West of the 105th Meridian.

Committee—J. N. Barr, S. P. Bush, J. H. McConnell, L. C.
Haynes, T. B. Kirby.

Note.—Mr. McConnell did not sign the report.
Considerable information as to the actual cost of the different

materials used in the repairs of cars in interchange has been
obtained, which shows, in addition to the cost of the different
items, the recommendations of the different roads as to what
percentage should be added to the present M. C. B. prices for
repairs west of the 105th meridian, also the mileage made by
cars on foreign roads and the mileage of foreign cars on each
road reporting. The amount collected and paid for mileage
and the amount collected and paid for repairs of cars under the
Rules of Interchange. The roads reporting are arranged on
the statement in four groups. The first group includes lines
entirely or largely west of the 105th meridian. The second
group includes lines both east and west of the 105th meridian.
The third group includes lines which lie between Buffalo and
Omaha. The fourth group includes roads entirely or largely
east of the meridian of Buffalo.
Your committee also attaches statement (No. 2) copied from

the Interstate Commerce Commission's Ninth Annual Report
for the year ending June 30, 1896, showing the freight earnings
per ton per mile for lines over 250 miles long wholly or nearly
west of the 105th meridian, and for fifty representative roads
east of the 105th meridian. It is the opinion of your committee
that this information should be taken into consideration in dis-
cussing this question.
In taking up the question as to differentials in compensation

for car repairs made under the Rules of Interchange west of
the 105th meridian, the most important consideration, next to
the individual prices for the different items, is, as shown on
the statement, the amount paid annually to foreign lines in
interchange and the amount collected annually from foreign
lines for repairs to cars. In case the two amounts should be
equal, there would be no occasion for any further consideration
of the question. For example: If the roads west of the 105th
meridian should pay foreign roads $20,000 for the repairs of their
cars, and should collect from other roads $20,000 for repairs of
foreign cars, the difference in the cost of doing the work as
compared with M. C. B. prices would not be any advantage or
disadvantage to the parties concerned. The statement, how-
ever, shows that the western lines collect more for repairs than
they pay, and on account of this difference there is a loss to
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these lines as compared with the other lines In the United
States.

It Is the loss on this portion of the amount of repairs for

which undoubtedly the western lines ask relief. In order to

secure such relief, they ask that they be allowed to charge other
roadH a certain percentage above the established M. C. B. prices,

in other words, they ask for a differential in cost of repairs
made west of the 105th meridian. In taking a broad view of
the subject, the third group of roads should ask for a corre-
sponding differential In their favor, as against the fourth group
of roa<ls as shown in statement No. 1. The same applies to the
various othi'r groups shown on the statement, and In order to
be strictly e(|Uitable in arranging prices, there should be a
differential between a number of different roads in the same
group. For example, the ('. & O. U. R. pays If) cents per hour
for rei)alrs to cars, the Fltchburg R. R. pays 111 cents. The
f. & (). R. R., In making repairs, has the advantage of 4 cents
per hour on Labor as compared with the Fltchburg R. R. The
same remarks apply to many of the Items of material used in

repairs. The statement certainly shows that this discrepancy
Is greater when we compare the roads in group No. 1 with any
of the other roads shown In the statement, but this is a differ-
ence in degree. Your committee does not see Its way clear
to make a special recommendation In the case of the western
roads without doing an injustice to many other sections of the
country. The scarcily of labor iiid cost of transportation,
together with other considerations. Increases the cost of doing
the repairs on cais on the western lines, but this variation
exists to a greater or less degree as shown above. In view of
the above mentioned scarcity of labor and cost of material, as
well as other circumstances, the freight earnings per ton per

of the opinion that In the consideration of any change In cost,
necessarily the mileage compensation should also be taken Into
consideration. If in our section of the country 6/10 of a cent
Ijer mile is sufficient remuneration for the use of a freight car
and the present M. C. B. prices for repairs are based on such
a figure, then any radical change In the cost of repairs, in Jus-
tice necessitates a consideration of the cost of the mileage, as
one seems to your committee to be Inseparable from the other.

In conclusion. In view of the complexity of the differential
question, of the variation in remuneration and cost of repairs,
which varies in all sections of the country, your committee feels
that it cannot recommend any change in the established policy
of uniform prices for all parts of the country.

M. C. B. Couplers.

Committee—W. W. Atterbury, W. P. Appleyard, W. S. Morris.

The subject as assigned to your committee was as follows:
"M. ('. n. Couplers: To define contour lines more fully when
new and when worn, and pi-opose specifications for couplers."
The topic may be divided into three parts: 1, to define the

contour lines more fully when new; 2, to define the contour
lines more fully when worn; 3, to propose specifications for
couplers.

1. To define the contour lines more fully when new. This
part of the subject can again be divided into four parts, none
of which are covered by present M. C. B. standards: (A) To
fix the length of the guard arm; (B) The vertical dimension of

Fig. l.-Proposed Modification of Contour Lines of M. C. B. Couplers.

mile on the ten roads west of the 105th meridian is shown to be
a little more than 1 cent greater or more than 100 per cent above
the average freight earnings per ton per mile for the entire
United States. On the fifty roads east of the 105th meridian
shown on the statement it is only 1/100 of a cent, or 1 2/10 per
cent, above the average for the United States. By referring to
the figures showing the amounts collected and paid for re-
pairs to cars in interchange. It will be apparent to any one
that this item is an excessively small amount as compared with
the total cost of freight repairs on any road, and at the same
time the advantage of 100 per cent, increase over the general
average of the freight earnings of the United States runs into
immense figures. Under these circumstances, it would be
scarcely right for the roads west of the 105th meridian to ask
the eastern lines to share a portion of the extremely small bur-
den of cost of repairs on interchange cars.
As a question of more specific character, and bearing more

intimately on the subject under discussion, it may be mentioned
that the eastern roads furnish their cars to run over western
lines and furnish them in some cases at a mileage cost to the
western roads of less than it actually costs them to maintain
their own cars. It is very possible, in view of this state of
affairs, that roads west of the 105th meridian have three cars
per mile of track, while roads east of the 105th meridian aver-age over seven cars per mile. Of course, the mileage of for-
eign cars over western lines could be reduced by their increas-
ing their eciulpment, but according to the figures this could
only be done at a much greater loss than what is occasioned bvpaying mileage on foreign cars and doing the repairs at a lower
llgure than the actual cost. This same argument also appHes
to all roads in various sections of the country and is undoubt-edly the reason why they are willing to submit to discrepancies
in the cost of repairs, which might otherwise be a serioussource of contention. Even if the above circumstances did not
exist. It Is a question as to whether it would be proper for thewestern roads to ask the other lines to share a portion of theburden which is forced upon them by reason of their locationand your committee is inclined to the opinion that the M C b'Association cannot take into consideration and endeavor' t(jalleviate those unfortunate circumstances. Your committee is

the knuckle; (C) The vertical dimension of the end of the
guard arm, and, (D) To refer the axes upon which the contour
lines are constructed to the axis of the shank of the coupler.
(A) In regard to the length of the guard arm. It is recom-

mended that the contoui- lines be extended about one inch
beyond the point where they at present terminate, and that
the M. C. B. Standard Limit Gauges for new couplers have
the guard arm screw moved from its present position to a new
one at the end of the proposed new contour lines. (B) It Is
recommended that the vertical dimension of knuckles be fixed
at nine inches as a minimum. (C) It is recommended that the
vertical dimension of the end of the guard arm be fixed at seven
and one-half inches as a minimum. (D) It is recommended
that the twist gauge for new couplers, .shown in Fig. 11, be
used so as to insure that the heads are neither twisted nor
displaced sidewise with relation to the shank.
In addition to these matters relating strictly to the contour

line, there are others that require attention: (E) It is recom-
mended that the horizontal plane containing the axis of the
shank of the coupler bisect the vertical dimensions of the
knuckle and end of guard arm. (F) It is recommended that
the gauge for new knuckles be used on all knuckles purchased
separately for renewals. (G) It is recommended that the
vertical height of the stop shoulder or horn of coupler be not
less than three and one-half inches, and that the horn be ar-
ranged to touch the striking plate before the back of the head
of the coupler strikes the ends of the draft timbers.

2. To define the contour lines more fully when worn. This
takes in the subject of gauges for worn couplers, and it Is
recommended that the gauge shown in Fig. 41 be used. These
gauges are cheaply made of sheet metal stampings, and It is
earnestly recommended that they be immediately put into use
at all interchange points, and that the same care be given to
the examination of couplers as is given to any other portion of
the car. We have no doubt the use of this gauge will put a
stop to a large percentage of the instances of trains parting
on the road without couplers unlocking.

3. To propose specifications for couplers. This part of the
subject has received very careful consideration. It has been
diflScult to reconcile the diametrically opposite opinions wblcb
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have been expressed by various railroad men and manufac-
turers.

It is believed, however, that rigid specifications and tests will

do much to weed out the poorer makes of couplers at present
being furnished, and it is recommended that in the future all

couplers be purchased subject to the provisions of the follow-

ing standard specifications and tests.

SPECIFICATIONS.
After September 1, 1899, all M. C. B. automatic car couplers

purchased by or used in the construction of cars for the above-
named company must meet the requirements of the following
apeciflcations. [The important items are included.—Editor.]

Couplers must conform to M. C. B. contour lines, dimensions
and gauges. They must couple and uncouple with each other
(with either or both knuckles open) and with the master or
sample coupler. They should unlock easily, and should lock

with freedom when the knuckle is pushed in by hand. They
must have complete locking fixtures.

They must have steel pivot pins l^^ or 1% inches in diameter,
and of a uniform length of ISVa inches from the under side of

head to the center of pin hole for %-inch cotter. Pivot pins,

after being heated and having the head struck up, must be
carefully and properly annealed.
Knuckles must conform closely to dimensions and fit neatly

in coupler head, so that the contour will conform strictly to

M. C. B. gauges. The coupling pin hole must not be less than
] 9/16 inch nor more than 1% inch in diameter, and must be
parallel with the face of knuckle and at right angles with the
axis of the knuckle. The weight of the coupler complete to be
not less than lbs., and of bar without any of the attach-
ments not less than lbs. The minimum weight of each
knuckle to be lbs. As many drawbars and knuckles as
possible must be cast from each heat of steel or melt of iron

used. All parts to be well annealed throughout. Couplers and
parts will be submitted to the following five distinct tests:

1. Striking test on closed knuckles of complete coupler.
Coupler to be held in machine so that the axis of the coupler
is in the center line of drop, and the axis of the coupling pin
hole passes through the center lines of the legs of the machine
and the shank of the coupler rests solidly on the anvil. Blows
to strike directly on knuckle.
Three blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 5 feet.

GE Fon NEW cOuPl-t.'^^* ^
;.MU5T PASS THIS GAUGE WHt»* ^S^
POINTS ARE DflAWM BACK AHW qO^

IT WITH AWY 0HEM0VA6EE PO^ '

Fig. 3.-New Cage for New Couplers.

Three blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 10 feet.

A coupler will be considered as having failed to stand this

test when It is broken before it has received three blows at
5 feet and three blows at 10 feet, or when any cracks appear
more than 1 inch long or open more than 1/16 inch, or when the
center line of the shank is distorted more than 1 inch from its

original position, or when the knuckle is found to have closed
more than % inch from its original position when pulled out
against the lock after having received the three blows at 5

feet.
2. Jerk test of complete couplers. Two couplers to be sup-

ported in the machine by the yoke forgings and draft springs
provided. Blows to strike directly on the equalizer bar con-
necting the two couplers and resting on their closed knuckles.
Three blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 5 feet.

Three blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 10 feet.

A coupler will be considered as having failed to stand this

test when it is broken before it has received three blows at 5

feet and three blows at 10 feet, or when any cracks appear more
than 1 inch long or open more than 1/16 inch, or when the
knuckle has opened more than % inch from its original posi-
tion or so that the equalizer bar will not stay In place when
struck.

3. Pulling test for complete couplers. Two couplers to be
supported in the pulling machine by yoke forgings, to be locked
together as in the lunning position, with their axles in the same
straight line. Couplers to- stand a steady pull of 120,000 pounds
if fitted with steel knuckle and 85.000 pounds if fitted with
wrought-iron knuckle. A coupler will be considered as having
failed to stand this test when it is broken before it has been
pulled the prescribed number of pounds, or when any cracks
appear more than 1 inch long or open more than 1/16 inch, or
when the knuckle is found to have opened moi-e than % inch
from its original position when pulled out against the lock, or
when the couplers Blip apart in the pulling machine.

In case of the failure of any part of the complete coupler
under tests 1, 2 and 3, those parts which may not have failed
may be submitted for a future test, providing such parts shall
not be condemned by the individual tests hereinafter specified.

4. Guard arm test of drawbar. Drawbar to be held verti-
cally in machine so that the edge of guard arm is in the line
connecting the centers of the legs of the machine, and so that
the shank rests solidly on the anvil. Blows to strike directly
on the edge of the guard arm.

For Malleable Iron Couplers.
Three blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 3 feet.
Two blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 5 feet.

For Steel Couplers.
Three blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 3 feet.
Four blows of 1.640 pounds weight falling 5 feet.

A drawbar will be considered as having failed to stand this
test when it is broken before it has received the prescribed
number of blows, or when any cracks appear more than 1 inch
long or open more than 1/16 inch, or when the center line of
shank is distorted more than 1 inch from its original position,
or when the head is distorted sufficiently to allow the hammer
to hit on the face of the bar, or the lugs of the bar to strike
against the hammer.

5. Separate knuckle test.
Knuckle to be laid horizontally on one of its lugs, upon a

solid anvil, and given the following blows upon the top of one
lug:
Knuckles pivoted 2 inches or less from center of pivot pin

hole to face of knuckle to stand

—

Three blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 3 feet.

One blow of 1,640 pounds weight falling 4 feet.
Knuckle pivoted 3 inches or less from center of pivot pin hole

to face of knuckle to stand

—

Three blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 3 feet.
Two blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 4 feet.
Knuckles pivoted over 3 inches from center of pivot pin hole

to face of knuckle to stand

—

Three blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 3 feet.

Three blows of 1,640 pounds weight falling 4 feet.

A knuckle will be considered as having failed to stand this
lest when it is broken before receiving the proper number of
blows, or when any cracks appear more than 1 inch long or
open more than 1/16 inch.
At the end of all the above tests, except No. 5, couplers will

be tried for disablement. Knuckles must open and locking de-

Fig. Il.-Twist Cage.

vices be operative after the coupler has received the specified

test.

Before testing, couplers must have a row of center-punch
marks put upon the center line of top of shank, so distortion
can be detected.

General Considerations.
In addition to these matters pertaining strictly to its subject,

the attention of the committee has been called to the fact that
in some cases couplers with shanks of dimensions differing from
the standards of the Association are being made and intro-

duced in service. As this change will affect the standards of
the Association and work possible hardship to other railroads
in the way of interchange of cars, we call the attention of the
Association to this, with a view that the subject of increased
dimensions of the shank be referred to a committee for further
investigation, and report what changes, if any, should in their
judgment be made in present standards of the Association. It

is also suggested that the back corners of the yoke in the
pocket attachment be changed from H inch radius to % inch
ladius. It is further suggested that the play of the shank of
the coupler in the carry iron be not less than % inch on each
side.
Another matter which has claimed considerable attention Is

a standing committee on couplers. It is recommended that
such a committee be appointed, whose duty it shall be to test
couplers submitted to them. A standing committee on coupler
tests has been suggested from time to time, somewhat after
the manner of the Standing Committee on Triple Valve Tests,
and Brake Shoe Tests. There ought to be some way of certi-
fying to the proper design and quality of so important an ap-
pliance as a coupler, and this committee would prove a very
valuable addition to the otliers.

In conclusion, the situation in regard to the multiplicity of
couplers and parts is brought to the serious attention of the
Association. There should be some way of reducing the pres-
ent uselessly extravagant manner in which repair parts for the
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seventy-sevpn diffeiunt kinds of couplers with their ninety-
three different knuckles have to be carried at the hundreds of
InterchanRi' ami repair points throUKliout the country. For
this reason it is recoinniiiKliil tliat pivot jilns should be of one
uniform length and of only two sizes. A i)lvot pin IVi Inches
In diameter Is small enough for use in a coupler, and by mak-
ing one length sudlcient for the coupler having the greatest
distance over the lugs. It can easily be put Into any coupliT In
which this distance is less. A commentary on the coupler situ-
ation is presented in Fig. ~:i, tlie Sargent Company's knuckle
sheet. [Not reproduced.—lOditor.] This multiplicity of repair
parts should be done away with, and by a process of evolution.
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Fig. 43.—Gage for Worn Couplers.

a few standard couplers should be retained, and these gradually
Introduced throughout the country as breakages make replace-
ments necessary.

Extracts from Appendices.
The proposed contour line is shown in Fig. 1, and the old one

in Fig. 2. It will be noted that the only change proposed is in
the length of guard arm. The reverse curve of 8 inches radius
has been straightened out and continued as a tangent to the
arc drawn with the 2 3/16-inch radius. It is also rdeuced in
flare so as to hold the couplers together better.
There is a limit to which the length of the guard arm may

be extended, as after a certain point has been reached, any
added length Is not only useless but renders the part more
liable to damage.
The axes on which the M. C. B. contour lines are laid down

are not referred to the axis of the barrel or shank of the
coupler. As a result, it may happen that the head of the
coupler may be twisted with relation to the shank, so that
the transverse axis or the vertical axis of the contour lines is

0. H. I. J. K. L. M. N.

Fig. 64.—Guard Arm Tests-Averages of Blows.

A Chirapo,
B Munfon.
C S. //. * //.

I) Jan7ict/-
K Ilien. Mai. 1
F Tower.
O Hun. Steel.

II Gouhl.
I Mo. Pac.
J Buckeye.
K American.
L Trojan.M .Standard.
y Lone star.

not normal to the longitudinal axis of the coupler as a whole.
It may also happen that the whole head of the coupler is
displaced bodily to the right or left of the center line.
To provide for these contingencies, the gauge shown in Fig. 11

is submitted. The body of the gauge is a duplicate of the
M. C. B. gauge for new couplers, provided with the long guard
arm, and the contour is the same as the M. C. B. gauge with
all movable points drawn back. It is, therefore, sure to enter
every coupler that has been properly inspected by the other
gauge. The arm extending back over the shank is provided

with hardened steel pins, one pair of which must drop down
over the square part of the shank immediately l>ehind the
head, and the other i)air over the block upon which the yoke
la riveted. There Is sutHcient play between these pairs of
points to allow manufacturers proper variations, but badly dis-
torted castings are discovered when the pins Interfere with
the proper seating of the gauge.

It must be remembered that there are many points where
wear may take place. They are as follows: 1 Heel of knuckle,
where the coupler comes In contact with the guard arm of the
opposing coupler. 2. Inside of guard arm. 3. Inside face of
knuckle where pulling stress Is greatest. 4. Rear side of pivot
pin hole In knuckle. 5. Front side of pivot pin hole in lugs of
drawbar. 6. Pivot pin. 7. Locking surface of tail of knuckle.

' ftrtiol 5ccftx> ThRl Spf<^ Half Mrtton TWCcntr.

Fig. 68,—Proposed M. G. B. Drop Test Machine.

S. Surface of lock in contact with knuckle. 9. Surface of lock
in contact with drawbar. 10. Drawbar where lock comes in

contact with it.

The common and final result of all this wear is to so dimin-
ish the effective width of the knuckle and to so increase the
space between the guard arm and the point of the knuckle of
the opposing coupler that the couplers can slip past each other.
This the gauge is designed to prevent by the action of the cam-
shaped lever A, Fig. 41. When this is pushed over to the end
of Its curved slot it throw-s all the slides part way out. Experi-
ence seems to indicate that the distance from guard arm to

point of knuckle should not be greater than 5% inches and this
Is the dimension used in the gauge.
In Fig. 63 are plotted the result of the behavior of a large

number of couplers under the guard arm drop test. A large
majority of these—69 per cent., in fact—broke before they had
received three blows at 3 feet, and two blows at 5 feet. These
couplers were taken out of regular shipments to fill orders, and
in regular course would have gone out on the road. In re-

gard to the policy of putting on cars couplers whose heads
break off on the first blow at three feet, there is nothing to be
said. The statement of the fact is a commentary.

Fig. 64 shows graphically the result of some of these tests.

Each vertical scale division shows a fall of drop of one foot.
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so that the average of the total blows the coupler received can
be ascertained by an inspection of this figure. Three blows at

3 feet were given first, and then the 5-foot blows. The total

fall of the drop in feet is shown by the length of the line.

The construction of a standard drop testing machine has
long been urged and the accompanying drawings are submitted
as embodying a satisfactory design. In the first place, the

machine must be reproducible. A machine built on rock foun-
dation should give just the same results as one built on soft

soil. To this end it has seemed indispensable that the anvil

should be spring supported. As strong and rigid a foundation
as can be built must be put down, and the capstone covered
with a cast-steel bed plate, having recesses cored in it to re-

ceive the steel housings for the legs of the machine. The 15-

foot blows will be abandoned, as all the testing necessary can
be done with the 10-foot blows, and the 15-foot blows have been
found to be too destructive to the auxiliary apparatus in jerk
tests, yoke forgings and equalizer bars breaking when sub-
mitted to these severe shocks. Besides that, it seems to be
difficult to get couplers to stand even 10-foot blows, so that 15-

foot blows may be left out of the question entirely. The anvil

is made heavy enough to absorb in itself all blows and is sup-
ported on springs which are wound on definite sizes of man-
drels, and from steel to fulfill definite specifications. The up-
rights to support the brackets carrying the yoke attachment
for jerk test are bolted down to the anvil, and leave plenty of

room for the latter to rise and fall easily. The machine is

accessible in the highest degree, and couplers can be easily

and quickly put in and taken out in all tests. By the use of
steel blocking and wedges, all couplers are held firmly in drop
tests, and all are put on the same basis. It is believed that
this machine can be built anywhere, and couplers tested on it

are sure of receiving the same treatment as others tested in

a. different place.

Air Brake Appliances.

Committee—A. L.. Humphrey, A. M. Parent, H. C. McCarty.

Replies to the circular received would indicate that the pre-
vailing opinion among a large majority of the members was
that the location of cylinder and triple valves should be so
arranged as to make them easy of access for the repair men;
however, from the plans submitted and the design generally
adopted throughout the country, it would indicate that their
desire was not to make this question the paramount considera-
tion, thereby sacrificing the efficiency of the brake, but to take
both into consideration. Your Committee has, therefore, en-
deavored to locate a line of consistency between the two ex-
treme ideas, one side appearing to favor the idea that the
cylinders should be located entirely with a view of making it

more convenient a'^d less hazardous for the repair men; while
the others think the location of the cylinders should be deter-
mined entirely by the design of truck and body leverage used,
so as to. get as straight a pull on the rods as possible, regard-
less of the repairs necessary to be made from time to -time. We
would therefore respectfully recommend:
The adoption for clear bottom cars, for the location of the

not having clear bottoms, more difficulty will be experienced
than with the clear-bottom car.

The committee has been especially impressed with the inse-

cure manner in vogue of fastening the air cylinders, reservoirs,

retaining valves, pipes, etc., to the framework, and would there-

fore recommend that the bolts fastening the cylinders and
leservoirs be either double nutted or cottered, so as to pre-

vent same from working loose, and that the air pipes be se-

curely fastened to the framework of the cars with a liberal

number of clamps. The application and care of retaining

valves has, in the opinion of your committee, been badly
neglected.
Your committee desiring an expression regarding the use of

what is known as the dummy coupler, asked in its circular

whether or not it had been discarded, to which those repre-

senting about half the number of cars replied that they had
discarded same and believed that its use was a detriment
rather than a benefit. This leaves a small majority in favor of

the use of the dummy coupler, and it is the opinion of your
committee that if a coupler could be devised which would work
automatically so that it would not be necessary for an operator
to use it, that such a device would be of undoubted advantage.
In the circular of inquiry the committee asked the following

question: "As we believe exact conformity to the Westing-
house recommended air brake practice, as shown by their

charts, is an unusual thing rather than a common practice,

please express your views as to the advisability of adopting
the Westinghouse recommended practice, with such modifica-
tions as a committee of this Association, working in co-opera-
tion with the Westinghouse Company's representatives, might
agree upon."
Replies to this question were practically unanimous, and indi-

cated that the representatives replying considered the Westi g-

house recommended practice was the proper thing, with such
modifications as a committee appointed by this Association in

co-operation with representatives of the air brake company
might agree upon. Your committee would, therefore, recom-
mend that another committee be appointed to confer with the
representatives of the air brake company, with a view of mak-
ing a further report of their conclusions and what they would
recommend.

Wheels and Axles: Specifications for Wheels and Axles for

60,000, 80,000 and 100,000 Pound Cars.

Committee—E. D. Nelson, Wm. Garstang, J. J. Hennessey.

A report was made to this Association and read at the Con-
vention of 1S97, on "Specifications for Cast-iron Wheels." Thi.s

report brought forth some discussion, but its recommendations
were not submitted to letter ballot, and therefore not adopted
by the Association.
Your committee has gone over the report of 1897, and has

concluded that it cannot do better than to present the same re-

port with some minor changes. These changes are as follows;
First.—To include only 33-inch wheels, because this diameter

^ ml ^
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Specifications for Steel Axles.

All axlfs inu.sl be made- of steel, and the material desired

have the followlns conipoaitlon:

farbon 0-4» PC <«"»•

MaiiKunese, not above 0.50 per cent.

Silicon 0-^ per cent.

I'hii.«iitinriia, not above 0.05 per cent.

Siilplmr, not above 0.04 per cent.

All axles will be tested physically by drop test. The testing

niaclilnc must conform In Its essential parts to drawinKS which
will be furnished by the 11. K. Co. These essential

parts are: the points of supports on which the axle rests during
tests must be three feet apart from center to center; the tup
must weigh 1,G40 pounds; the anvil, which is supported on
springs, must weigh IT.rjOO pounds; it must be free to move in

a vertUal direction; the springs upon which it rests must be
twelve In number, of the kind described on drawing; and the

radius of supports and of the striking face on the tup In the

direction of the axis of the axle must be five (5) inches. When
nn axle Is tested it must be so placed in the machine that the

tup will strike it midway between the ends, and It must be
turned over after the first and third blows, and when required,

after the fifth blow. After the first blow, the defiectlon of the

axle under test will be measured In the manner specified below.

It is desired that the axles, when tested under the drop test

as specified above, shall stand the number of blows at the
height specified in the following table without rupture and
without exceeding as the result of the first blow the deflections

given:
Axle No. Blows. Height of Drop. Deflection.

M. C. B. iVi by S Inch Jour- „ , ^
nals for 60.000-lb. cars.... 5 34 feet. 7 Inches.

M. C. B. 5 by 9 Inch jour- , . . ^
nals for 80,000-lb. cars.... 5 43 feet. 8 Inches.

M. <'.. li. 5'/. bv 10 inch Jour-
nals for 100,0O0-lb. cars... 7 43 feet. 4'.^ Inches.

Axles will be considered as having failed on physical test and
will be rejected If they rupture or fracture in any way, or If

the deflection resulting from the first blow exceeds the follow-

ing:

M. C. B. axle, 4U bv S Inch Journals 8 Inches.

M. C. B. axle. ^ bv !l inch jeurnals 7 Inches.

M. C. B. axle. 5'/4 by 10 inch journals 5% Inches.

Axles will be considered to have failed on chemical test and
will be rejected if the analysis of the borings taken as above
described gives figures for the vai'ious constituents below, out-
side the following limits, namely:
Carbon below 0.35 per cent., or above 0.50 per cent
Manganese above 0.60 per cent.
Phosphorus above 0.07 per cent.

. In order to measure the deflection, prepare a straightedge as
long as the axle by reinforcing it on one side, equally at each
end. so that when it is laid on the axle the reinforced parts
will rest on the collars of the axle, and the balance of the
straightedge not touch the axle in any place. Next place the
axle In position tor test, lay the straightedge on it, and measure
the distance from the straightedge to the axle at the middle
point of the latter. Then, after the first blow, place the
straightedge on the now bent axle in the same manner as be-
fore, and measure the distance from it to that side of the
axle next to the straightedge at the point farthest away from
the latter. The difference of the two measurements is the de-
flection.

As the Master Car Builders' A.ssociatlon now has adopted, as
standard, three axles, it is recommended for the purpose of
Identifying these more readily that they be designated by num-
bers, as follows:

M, C. B. No. 1 Axle with Journals 3% by 7 Inches.
M. C. B. No. 2 .^xle with journals 4% by S inches.
M. C. B. No. 3 Axle with journals 5 by 9 Inches.
M. C. B. No. 4 Axle with journals 5>-. by 10 Inches.

Uniformity of Section for Car Sills.

Committee—R. P. C. Sanderson, J. S. Lentz, N. Frey.

The two principal purposes which your committee aimed to
accomplish were:

First, to recommend such sizes of sills as would be suitable
for general u.se in the design and construction of all new flat-

bottomed <ars having timber sills, trusting that, if adopted,
the loyalty of the members would induce them to prefer these
sizes to any others In all new work hereafter.
Second, to choose such sizes that would be most generally

suitable for the repairs of the great majority of the cars now
In service.
In preparing the circular of Inquiry your committee did not

think it advisable to consider any cars below 50,000 pounds
capacity, less than 32 feet in length, or of special construction.
It is gratifying to note the very general interest taken in the
subject by the members, as Is shown by the large number of
responses received, and your committee feels that the field has
been well covered. The railroads that have replied to your
committee's circular reiircsent a total of 8.53,014 cars of 50,000
pounds capacity and over, out of a total of 1,252,219 cars.
The information has been condensed and tabulated in the

tables which follow, one for box, stock, flat and gondola cars
over 32 feet and under 40 feet In length, and of 50,000 pounds
capacity or over; the other table covers only cars of 40 feet or
over in length, mostly furnitiire cars or long gondolas.
The thickness and depth of sills given in the tables are fin-

ished sizes, and the figures in the table represent the aggre-
gate number of cars reported as having sills of the given sizes.

For Instance, by referring to the table for cars over 32 feet and
under 40 feet, it will be seen that for sills having a thickness of

.5 Inches and a depth of 8 Inches there are 105.259 cars in service.

As the result of the study of these tables your committee feels

Justified In recommending the following finished sizes for sec-

tions of longitudinal car sills:

For cars such as box, stock, llat, long gondolas, refrigerators,

etc., 32 ft. and over In length, but under 40 ft.:

4 by 8 Inches. 4 by 9 Inches. 4 by 10 Inches. 4'/4 by 12 Inches.

4>A by 8 Inches. 4'/4 by 9 Inches. 4% by 10 lni:hes. 5 by 12 Inches.

5 by 8 Inches. 5 by 9 Inches. 6 by 10 Inches. 5 by 14 Inches.

For cars 40 feet long and over, such as furniture and special

long gondolas:
4'/4 by 8 Inches. iV, by 9 Inches. 6 by 9 Inches. 6 by 12 Inches.

5 by 8 Inches. B by 9 Inches. 6 by 10 Inches. 6 by 14 Inches.

5 by 10 Inches.

It is believed that the above recommendations afford a suffi-

cient range of sizes to cover all requirements of design; they

are good merchantable sizes, and if adopted and used as sug-

gested, we may expect that car repairs will be greatly expe-

dited, as there will be less delay in getting special sizes of lum-
ber, and we will be able to get our requisitions for regular

sizes filled more promptly, as the lumbermen can saw In ad-

vance of orders with a reasonable certainty of selling their

stock.
To further expedite the general Introduction of standard sizes

for car sills to facilitate car repairs, and reduce stocks of lum-
ber, your committee further recommends that the following

paragraph be Introduced into the Master Car Builders' Rules
of Interchange, to follow Section 3 of Rule 4:

"When renewing long sills in foreign cars requiring odd sizes

of lumber, the next larger suitable M. C. B. standard size of

sill may be used and considered as proper repairs."

Height of Couplers.

Committee—S. Higgins, J. H. McConnell, C. M. Mendenhall.

The Committee on Height of Couplers, appointed at a meeting
of the Executive Committee held in Saratoga last June, has de-

cided not to confer with the American Railway Association and
the Interstate Commerce Commission, to get the limits of height

of couplers changed to 31 Inches minimum, and 35 inches maxi-
mum. The Investigation made by the committee has satisfied

the members of the committee that any increase in the present
limits is not advisable at this time.
W^ith knuckles divided in the center by the slot for coupling

link, any increase in the limits for height of couplers will result.

In many cases, of only one knuckle lug of each coupler being in

contact. Any increase In the limits of height of couplers will

tend toward a greater number of trains parting, due to one
coupler passing over the other. The committee's decision Is

based on these two facts.

For some time to come there will be a number of link-and-
pin couplers in service, and for this reason it Is not advisable
to make any recommendations toward closing the slot in the
knuckle.
The committee thinks that after January 1. 1900, will be time

enough for the Master Car Builders' Association to take up the
matter with the view to closing the slot in the knuckle, and at
that time any increase in the limits for height of couplers
should be considered.

Supervision of Standards and Recommended Practice of the
Association.

Committee—A. M. Waitt, G. L. Potter, Wm. Apps.

The committee summarizes its recommendations, and would
suggest that the following recommendations be submitted to

the Association for adoption by letter ballot:

1. That drawing for standard Journal boxes, S% by 7 inches,
show size of bolt-hole 1 1 16 inch instead of 1 Inch, to provide
for the 1-inch bolt ordinarily used.

2. That Sheet 15, showing journal box in details, for Journals
5 by 9 Inches, give the general dimensions only for Journal
bearing, eliminating the general construction of bearing, with
lead lining.

3. That the word "coupler" be substituted for "drawbars" In

the title and description of the standard height of drawbars.
4. To eliminate guarantee for cast-iron wheels from the list

of recommended practice.
5. Substitute the word "couplers" for "drawbars" in the title

and text in connection with the recommended practice "Adjust-
ing height of drawbars."

6. Eliminate the drawing and description of the Fletcher jour-

nal box lid for SO.OOO-pound capacity cars from the recommended
practices.
The committee suggests that the following subjects be re-

ferred to committee to investigate and report at our next con-
vention:

1. Design for wheel circumference measure.
2. Revision of specifications for car wheels.
3. Design for the Journal bearing and wedge gauges for 80,000

and lOO.OOO-pound capacity Journals.
4. Revision of rules for loading poles. logs and bark on cars.

5. Revision of recommended practice on springs for freight
cars. Including the consideration of designs for springs for

lOO.OOO-pound capacity cars.

[The remaining reports will be printed in abstract next month —
Editor.]
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AMERICAN RAILWAY MASTER MECHANICS'
ASSOCIATION.

THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION.

ABSTRACTS OF REPORTS.

A Research Laboratory Under the Control of the Association.

Committee—G. K. Henderson, W. F. M. Goss, John Player.

1. The Need.—Each succeeding step in the development of a
science broadens the outlook. When the facts which bind one
condition to another have been fully ascertained, they imme-
diately become stepping stones to new facts, suggesting new
conditions, and giving rise to new questionings. Each achieve-
ment is a demand for new effort. The process is one of perfect-

ing and has no end. Moreover, the problems arising in this

process become more and more difflctjjt as the work proceeds.
Not only, therefore, is each achievement a demand for increased
activity, but for more perfect methods as well.

The preceding general statements, applicable to the develop-
ment of any science or art, are especially true of those branches
of engineering which are represented by this Association. The
past has. had its problems; they have been met with masterful
energy and many of them have been solved. Facts thus dis-

covered give direction to present practice and constitute the
promise of better things to come.
The most significant results which thus far have been pre-

sented to this Association are those which have been derived
from carefully conducted experiments and study, a process
which, for the purpose of this report, will hereafter be referred
to as research. These, while they have benefited all roads
alike, have been obtained as the result of personal sacrifice on
the part of comparatively few members, and at the expense of
a few roads.
The establishment of a research laboratory by this Associ-

ation would be proof of its readiness to adapt itself to the de-
mands of more exacting conditions, and would show in a fitting
manner its sense of fairness in requiring contributions from all

who receive benefit.
2. A Measure of the Problem.—At the present time there are

in the United States, in round numbers, 36,000 locomotives,
33,000 passenger equipment cars, and 1,230,000 freight cars. These
are probably worth nearly $900,000,000. In keeping this rolling
stock in repair, there is spent in the neighborhood of $60,000,000
per annum, not including lubrication and such maintenance.
It is thus seen that the value of the equipment and the annual
charges for repairing it call for a great outlay of money, and
yet there are thousands of points and questions in regard to
the design of railroad cars and locomotives which should be
cleared up, and upon which valuable (having a cash value)
information could be obtained by the proper investigation, con-
ducted in a thorough and reliable manner. One-tenth of one
per cent, of the amount paid out yearly for keeping up the
condition of the equipment would provide a handsome sum for
the purpose of conducting such investigations as have been out-
lined above. The combustion of one-half billion tons of coal
each year is no small undertaking, but the payment for the
same is a still greater one. Even one per cent, (a value so
small in a comparative test that it is disregarded) of the quan-
tity would be five million tons! And there are hosts of in-
ventors who claim that their productions will save many per
cents. These suggestions are merely intended to emphasize the
desirability of scientific examination into their merits. There
are, of course, many directions along which the spirit of im-
provement may manifest itself; the present purpose is to urge
the adoption of more extensive and equitable methods of de-
veloping such scientific facts as are needed to stimulate the
deliberations of this Association, which, officially, is charged
with the responsibility of maintaining the equipment of 200,000
miles of American railway, and to guide the practice of its
members.

3. The Plan.—The committee makes no plea for the details
of any plan of organization, but to give definiteness to its argu-
ment presents, in the form of an appendix, an outline prepared
by one of its members, of the more important features of a
plan which appears to be fundamental and safe. Reference to
the appendix will show that a large initial investment is not
thought necessary, the use of existing laboratories being pro-
posed rather than the immediate establishment of a new plant.
Such a plan appears to your committee not only wise, but it is
one to which the Association, by its past practice, is already
committed. By selecting one laboratory for one line of in-
vestigation and another for a second line, the co-operation of
men and materials best suited to the needs of the Association
would be secured.

4. The Cost.—The cost of organizing and maintaining such
a movement, even on the limited scale proposed, would be con-
siderable. Within limits, the results are likely to prove bene-
ficial in proportion to the money which is put into the work.
Great returns are not ordinarily expected from small invest-
ments. To insure a degree of success which will comport with
the dignity of the society, the proposed organization should be
assured of existence for at least three years, and money for
maintenance during this period should be in sight. The mini-
mum amount which your committee deems necessary for a
period of three years is $40,000, of which $12,000 should be avail-

able during the first year, and $14,000 during each of the two
succeeding years. If more could be provided, the returns would
be still greater. During the period of assured existence the
research laboratory may be relied upon to justify its existence

to an extent which will thereafter be the means of supplying
whatever may be necessary for its proper conduct. If it were
to fail in this it would be time to stop expenditure.

5. Routine Work.—It is likely that the existence of an or-

ganization for research would lead to work of a routine char-
acter, such as examination of water, chemical and physical

tests of materials, etc., for .individual roads, especially for

smaller lines which do not now maintain laboratories nor have
engineers of tests. If undertaken at all, the cost of such work
should be paid for by parties receiving benefit, and could, there-

fore, be self-supporting. Routine work, however, should not
be undertaken at all along lines in which private laboratories

are prepared to give satisfactory service at reasonable cost,

for such work is distinctly less significant than that of re-

search. The one may serve to keep practice up to known stand-
ards, but the other is the basis which serves to advance prac-
tice. A research laboratory, therefore, should not be drawn
away from its high calling by the allurements of minor inter-

ests.
6. In conclusion, that the matter herein presented may re-

ceive proper consideration, your committee would recommend
the passage of the following resolution, to wit:
Resolved, That in the opinion of this Association there is need

of more concerted action in the development of such practical

and scientific facts as are needed to direct practice in the design
and maintenance of railway equipment: and,
Resolved, That the Executive Committee be and hereby is

directed to carefully consider the plan for a research laboratory
under the direction of the Association; and is authorized to

formulate a plan of organization; to ascertain by what methods
the necessary money can be assured; and, so far as may be
practicable and expedient, to proceed with the actual work of

organization: also.

Resolved, That in case the Master Mechanics' Association
should become merged into, or consolidated with, the Car
Builders' Association before action is taken under these reso-

lutions, the persons who at the close of the present convention
represent this body in an executive capacity, be and hereby are
authorized and directed by this body to present the whole
question covered by these resolutions to such Directors or
Executive Committee as may hereafter represent the interests

which are now intrusted to the care of this Association or of
the two associations named; and be it further
Resolved, That it is the desire of this body to have presented

a report of progress at the next annual convention of this Asso-
ciation, or at the next convention of such Association as may
one year from date represent the interests of this Association.

Best Methods of Preventing Trouble in Boilers from Water
Impurities.

Committee—A. E. Manchester, J. H. Manning, S. P. Bush, H.
Bartlett, R. M. Galbraith.

[This report is voluminous and exhaustive. It covers a large

field and owing to the impossibility of presenting it in abstract
the conclusions of the committee only are reproduced.—Editor.J

Recommendations of the Committee.
The first effort in preventing trouble in boilers from water

impurities should be in searching out sources of supply fur-

nishing the best obtainable feed waters.
1. In building a water station where, by a larger first outlay,

water of a better quality (that is, costing less for purification)

may be obtained, the question should be carefully considered
before accepting the poorer water in order to save first cost of

plant. The treatment of water is expensive, and the cost will

pay the interest on a large investment. For example, in a sta-

tion furnishing 100.000 gallons of water in twenty-four hours,
which costs 4% cents per 1,000 gallons for purification, were it

possible to substitute a supply costing but 2% cents per 1,000

gallons for treatment, an outlay of $16,425 would be warranted
in order to bring about the change. The annual cost for purify-
ing the 4y2-cent water would be $1,642.50; for the 2>4-cent, $821.25;

the difference in the cost for the two treatments being $821.25,

which equals 5 per cent, on an investment of $16,425.

2. Where necessity compels the use of troublesome water there
are few cases where by treatment, either mechanically or
chemically, fairly good waters for boilers may not be obtained,
the important consideration being the method employed. There
are in the market numerous so-called water purifiers, purges,
oils and boiler-cleaners, many of them absolutely worthless,
others dangerous. It should be a rule never to allow the use
of any compound for this purpose until its effects and dangers
are fully understood.

3. The cost of purifying waters will always be cheap when
compared with the use of waters which cause trouble in the
boiler. The best methods to be employed can only be deter-
mined when the conditions are fully understood. The cost for
water purification depends on the character of the water and
the methods and reagents employed. Lime and soda ash are
the cheapest of the effective and harmless reagents for this

purpose, and direct treatment in the tender is the least costly
method.
Waters carrying twenty-five grains of incrusting matter per

gallon, five of which are sulphates, may be successfully treated
with soda ash at a cost of about 40 cents per 1,000 miles of

engine mileage, or about 6.12 mills per 1,000 gallons of water.
With engines equipped with blow-off cocks of sufficient num-
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ber and conuotly located, and with four per cent, of water
taken blown out, In keeping boiler free from sludge, the engine
may be safely and satisfactorily run from 2,000 to 3,000 miles
between washouts.
Assuming thr cost for untreated wafer to be 10 cents per

l.(HH) Kalliiii.>i. till- 1 pi'r ii-nt. wiistcd In blouiiig out would rep-
resent !i viilue of 4 mills [ler 1.000 gallons, or a total for treat-
ment and waste of 10.12 mills. In this calculation no account
Is taken of the heat losses In the water blown out. and If the
blowing out be done at the end of the trip, when the engine
goes Into the roundhouse for a layover, It should not be. But
If on the road, a further cost equal to the value of the heat In
the water wasted should be added to the other expenses for
water purification.
In waters of the character and treated by the methods Just

referred to, the results that may be expected from engines In
freight service Is that 100,000 to 200,000 miles may be made be-
tween changes of flues, and that the life of fire boxes will be
from eight to fifteen years.
Water with forty grains of Incrusting matter, seven or eight

of which are sulphates, may be treated in the same manner
with fairly good results, but with an additional cost for
reagents and blowing out in proportion to the increase In In-
crusting mailer and sul]ihate.
Treatment of water In the station tank, as represented by

the several cases already alludeil to, costs for reagents from

Power, where the size of the system will warrant, and holier
feed waters are troublesome, two specialists; one a boiler wash-
ing Inspector, who has charge of the boiler washing. In the
performance of his duties, he should as often as possible visit
the different roundhouses and shops to see that they are
equipped with and using the tools intended for this iiurpose:
that the boiler washers understand how, and are doing good
boiler washing; where soda ash put in the tender Is the reagent
and method employed for purification, to see that the correct
amount is properly put In, observe the manner In which the
blowing off Is done, and to stay at each point until a personal
Inspection has been made of all boilers cared for by them.
The other specialist should be an assistant to the chemist,

and should have a knowledge of the chemistry of water, and a
good understanding of geology; the water supply of the system,
•o far as relates to quality, to be directed by him. Among his
duties to be the .searching for, and locating, the best sources
of water, looking after the condition of water in existing sta-
tions, and where any falling off in quality develops, to deter-
mine cause. The analysis records and reports In relation to
water purification and supply, and its performance in the boil-
ers, to be under his charge. He should si)end a part of his time
on the road personally Inspecting pumping and purifying plants
ami methods, and should keep in close touch with the boiler
washing inspector, roun'dhouses and shops.
A man of this character, with a correct understanding and
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Arrangement of Surface and Blow-Off Cocks on Locomotives of N. Y., C. & St. L. R. R.

214 to 4V4 cents per 1,000 gallons, and we estimate the loss of
water in cleaning the settling tank, and in blowing out to keep
the concntration of alkali to a safe limit, to be as great as by
the direct method. The first cost for the water station Is
greater and will be further Increased by the Introduction of
automatic devices for delivering the reagents. On the other
hand, the special advantages are that the treatment may be
varied to suit each particular condition of water; also that the
water freed from sludge will carry a greater concentration of
alkali without trouble from foaming.
The cost for treatment of water by mechanical purifiers or

cleaners is for the water and heat lost in blowing out. The
blow-off cock is the active agent for purification in all mechani-
cal cleaners; the part performed by the remainder of the de-
vices Is to assist In bringing mud within its reach.
An engine fitted with blow-off cocks, as shown in Fig. 5 which

is the standard on the N. T. C. & St. L. R'y, is, we believe, fully
equipped with a good purifier.
When waters contain little or no sulphates, or where alkali

IS troublesome or earthy matter Is In suspension, they may be
successfully handled by mechanical devices.
We do not consider It safe practice, where sulphates are tobe dealt with, to depend upon mechanical devices, except theybe reinforced by chemical reagents for neutralizing the In-irustmg matter.
The cost for clarification of water by filtering or settling Is for

first cost of plant, the interest and maintenance of same. Bythe unaided method, the only other expense should be for at-tendant and water used in cleaning.
With the mechanical filter, the water used for this purposeshould not exceed 5 per cent, of the amount pumped and thetime consumed in cleaning should be about fifteen to twentyimnutes every five to ten hours. Where coagulants are usedthere will be an additional cost for chemicals of 1 to 2 cent4per 1.000 gallons of water clarified.
The cost of water purification by evaporation, as already ex-plained, represents the most effective practice of the day Thepractice given will be varied In proportion as the cost of labor

ci'ted
K'catPi- "' less than the figures used in the case

4. There should be on the staff of the Superintendent of Motive

well directed efforts, would make himself useful In the depart-
ment, and be the means of materially lessening trouble in
boilers from water impurities.

Relative Merits of Cast-Iron and Steel-Tired Wheels for Loco-
motive and Passenger Car Equipment.

Committee—J. N. Barr, H. S. Hayward, A. M. Waltt.

To the committee circular ten replies were received, two of
which gave mileage information. These two reports were fur-
nished by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and Chicago.
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railways.
The Norfolk & Western Railway reports that cast-iron wheels

are used exclusively except In the case of engine trucks. Here
steel-tired wheels are used as a matter of safety. The price of
a 600-pound cast-iron wheel is $4.85 as made by this company.
This price does not Include cost of superintendence or repairs
of buildings.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway, through Mr. G.

W. Rhodes, says: "It has always been our practice to advocate
cast-iron wheels made to Master Car Builders' specifications
and tests when they do not exceed 33 inches In diameter, as
being the cheapest wheel to use, and as safe a wheel as any
steel-tired wheel." One exception is made to this: For engine
trucks steel-tired wheels are used, as they are considered less
liable to have brokn flanges. For wheels larger than 30 inches
diameter, it is thought steel-tired wheels should be used, but
have a number of 37-inch cast-iron wheels In service with no
indications of breakage. In the last few months this road had
two steel-tired wheels broken, one of which derailed a car. Tire
was fastened by a Gibson retaining ring. A similar case has
occurred with a cast-Iron wheel recently.
The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, through Mr.

Stevens, in addition to the Information given on the statements,
reports as follows: Average number of turnings for steel-tired
wheels is two, and cost $1.25; steel-tired wheels are safer than
cast-Iron wheels; otherwise the relative merits are about the
same.
The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, through the

General Master Car Builder, report In addition to data given
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in statements: Cost of turning steel-tired wheels, $1.62 per
pair; average number of turnings, 4.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway report as fol-

lows: Cost of turning steel-tired wheels, $1.85 per pair; aver-
age number of turnings, 4. Steel-tired wheels are safer than
cast-iron wheels for engine trucks, on account of tendency of
these wheels to breakage of flanges. For all other service, their
experience has been that cast-iron wheels are safer than steel-

tired wheels. The actual number of breakages of such a char-
acter as would derail a car is greater for steel-tired wheels than
for cast-iron, although about ten times as many cast-iron
wheels as steel-tired wheels are in service. Steel-tired wheels
are more expensive in both passenger car and locomotive ser-

vice. The cost per 1,000 miles for steel-tired wheels is more
than three times as great as for cast-iron wheels.
Your committee regrets that more information based on actual

recoi'ds was not furnished, as conclusions on this subject should
be based on facts and not on unsubstantiated opinions. It

should be remembered that the item of wheel service is the most
expensive single item with which we have to contend. The
mileage obtained from the best cast-iron wheels is fully three
times as great as the poorest. The factor of safety in favor of
the best cast-iron wheels as compared with the poorest bears
at least an equal proportion. The same relation as to break-
age exists as to steel-tired wheels. While the mileage relations
of the various steel-tired wheels approaches much nearer to
uniformity, it is not believed that this would be the case if the
manufacture of steel-tired wheels were exposed to the same
unbridled competition as is the case, with cast-iron wheels.
Again, the safety of trains from disaster, and even the life of
human beings, is so dependent upon the quality of the wheels
used that it would seem that railroads would not ignore the
necessity of keeping a close watch and a full record of cases of
breakages, with a view of eliminating from service wheels of
doXibtful quality. If it has been demonstrated that steel-tired
wheels are safer than cast-iron wheels, railroads cannot afford
to ignore this fact, and are without excuse for accidents aris-
ing from breakages, at least under passenger cars and locomo-
tives, if the same are caused by breakages of cast-iron wheels,
no matter what the difference in cost may be. If, however,
there is no difference in the matter of safety, then the cost
should decide the question. In the case of wheels, first cost is

very far from deciding what is the most economical. Relative
durability must always be taken into consideration. This can
be done most definitely by keeping an individual record of
wheels used and removed, and the actual mileage of the cars
under which the wheels made their service. This method is

cumbersome and many roads hesitate in going to the expense
of maintaining such a record. The same results, however, can
be approximated much more simply and with little labor by
the following method: Make record, for example, of all ten-
ders running with 33-inch cast-iron wheels; also of all wheels
removed from these tenders during the year; obtain the mile-
age of these tenders for the same period and multiply by eight
to obtain the total wheel mileage; divide this sum by the num-
ber of wheels removed, and the result will approximate closely
with the actual wheel mileage obtained. While this method
omits many details of importance, it gives actual results as a
whole, and is much better than no information whatever.
Turning now to the statements presented with this report.

[Not reproduced.—Editor.] There is considerable discrepancy
in these reports; the L. S. & M. S. Railway report shows very
much in favor of steel-tired wheels; the C. M. & St. P. Railway
report shows in favor of the cast-iron wheels.
With the information as presented, your committee is unable

to draw any definite conclusion, and would say that further
information is required.
As to the comparative cost there is a decided discrepancy in

the cost per 1,000 miles in passenger car service, partly due to
difference in average mileage and partly to difference In rela-
tive value of new wheels and scrap. For locomotives the two
reports agree much more closely, and if the discrepancies due
to difference between cost of new and scrap wheels were re-
moved the cost of service both for cast-iron and steel-tired
wheels would be very close indeed, showing in both cases much
in favor of cast-iron wheels.
In conclusion, your committee would say:
First—It is not able to decide from the facts presented

whether steel-tired wheels are safer than cast-iron wheels, ex-
cept In case of engine trucks.
Second—For engine trucks it would recommend steel-tired

wheels from considerations of safety.
Third—Cast-iron wheel service is cheaper than that obtained

from steel-tired wheels.
Fourth—It would recommend that at least the method de-

tailed above be used for determining wheel mileage.
Fifth—That a careful record of breakages be inaugurated and

maintained.

Advantages of the Ton-Mile Basis for Motive Power Statistics.

Committee—H. J. Small, C. H. Quereau, W. H. Marshall.

The following argument on the advantages of the ton-mile
basis, made by Mr. Quereau, of this committee, clearly illus-
trates the desirability of using the ton-mile unit:
There are so many varying conditions, as the quality of coal,

scale of wages, types of engines, water, grades, average speeds
and the business to be done, that we believe it is unwise to at-
tempt to compare the motive-power statistics of even different
divisions of the same system, much less the different systems,
except in the most general way. This conclusion is based on

the assumption that the statistics will be compared with a view
to bettering the records. We are fully persuaded that it is not
only more just, but a better policy, and will secure much bet-
ter results to compare the records of each division, or system,
with those made by the same division, or system, .during the
same period of previous years.
So long as we rely on a comparison of records made by other

divisions or systems, just so long will innumerable excuses be
made concerning poor coal, bad water, light or heavy engines,
grades, time, and a host of other unfavorable conditions which,
whether reasonable or unreasonable, will be used by both offi-

cials and employees as good excuses for poor records and fail-

ure to improve. If the standard of comparison for each divi-
sion is the previous record made by that division, the excuses
which might be valid when comparison is made with some
other division have little or no weight, because ihe conditions
on each division are practically the same one year and another;
or if there are noticeable changes, a proper allowance can be
much more easily made, as they are well known to the men
and officers on that division. For these reasons we believe it

unwise to attempt to secure a uniform basis for motive power
statistics with a view of making the records of all railroads
comparable. We believe, however, that these reasons do not
hold good in trying to secure the best basis for motive-power
statistics.

It seems to us evident that the basis for engine-service sta-
tistics should be the work performed by our locomotives. This
work Includes the elements of time, distance and weight moved,
and a perfect basis for motive-power statistics should Include
all three of these; under service conditions, however, it is prac-
tically impossible to include all three elements, except at a
prohibitive expense.

If our statistics are kept under the heads of passenger, freight
and switchmg, and the various runs classified under these
heads, the variation due to the Influence of time or speed will
be very greatly reduced, as with this subdivision of the statis-
tics, passenger records will be naturally compared with other
passenger records, and freight with freight, and switching with
switching. We believe that If this Is done we can afford to
neglect the element of time in the basis for our statistics, as
such a classification of statistics will reduce to a compara-
tively small amount the influence of this element.
The loaded-car-mile basis, which Is sometimes used, roughly

approximates accuracy as far as distance and the weight
moved are concerned, and, we believe. Is much more accurate
than the mile basis, but is far from ideal because of a great
difference in the weights and capacities of cars; gives the same
value to a load of straw hats and one of pig lead, and arbitrari-
ly fixes the ratio between the weight of empties and loads.
We believe that these objections do not appiy to the ton-mile

as a basis for motive-power statistics. It Is true that the ton-
mileage, as obtained under the usual conditions, is not abso-
lutely accurate; that it does not take into account the differ-
ence in the power required to haul a ton of grain In empty
and loaded cars; that it Is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain
accurate ton-mileage records of local and stock trains. In
short, the ton-mileage records as they are obtained under ser-
vice conditions are far from perfect, but we believe this basis
to be considerably more accurate than the mileage basis, and
what Is much more Important, tends to encourage more eco-
nomical methods of operating, while the reverse is true with
statistics based on the engine-mile.

It has been objected that the ton-mile basis does not take
into account the comparative resistance due to grades and
speed, to the difference in the power required to haul a given
weight of empty cars and loaded. We believe these objections
apply with equal force to any other basis which may be used.

It has been stated that the ton-mile Is a more accurate ba-
sis for engine statistics than the engine-mile because it is a
more correct measure for the work done. An illustration will
make this clear.

March March Increase
1896. 1897. per cent.

Average miles per engine 2,282 2,289 t!j

Average ton-miles per engine 782,213 972,486 24

On the engine-mile basis the above statistics show that the
engines did practically the same work in both 1896 and 1897,
while those obtained from the ton-mile figures show an average
increase of 24 per cent. There can be no doubt that the ton-
mileage is a much more accurate approximation of the work
done than the figures giving the average mileage.
Railroad men quite generally rely on the number of miles

made to the ton of coal in determining their economy In the
use of fuel. This basis Is of comparatively little value, and
may easily and naturally lead to wrong conclusions, because
the fuel used is not compared with the work done.
The matter was aptly summed up by a master mechanic, who

!>ald: "When we were operating under the engine-mile system
I was glad to see light engines going over my division, because
they made my showing better; but now, under the ton-mile
system, I dislike very much to see anything of the kind, be-
cause it hurts my record."

It would seem that the same line of reasoning which has
been applied in comparing the merits of the engine-mile and
ton-mile in the case of fuel, should have equal force when con-
sidering the proper basis with which to determine the cost of
locomotive repairs, and lead to the same conclusion. If an en-
gine goes over the road light, it is credited with as many miles
as though it handled a maximum load, but there can be little
chance for argument that in the former case the wear on the
engine and the chances of a breakdown are a mimimum, while
when worked to Its capacity they are the greatest.

It seems self-evident that the cost of engine repairs per
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mile will be least when the engines do the least work, and It

can be readily shown that the cost per ton-nille will be least

when the enKlne.s are worked to their full economical capacity.

Therefore, the ton-nille basis, when used in determining the

rust iif ri-i'iilis ;is will as fuel, places a premium on heavy
li alius, thereby fustcrinK ccoii.jmical operating methods.
At first sight it would appear that there is no good reason

for determining the cost of wages on the ton-miie basis, but
we believe further consideration will show the contrary. As
tile cost of wages Is now shown, so much iier mile, there is no
inducement to reduce the cost of this Item per ton-mile of

freight, because the Item of wages, on the mile basis, will be
the same on a division which may average five cars per train

as on one where the average is five times this. On the other

hand, if the wages are compared on the ton-mile basis. It Is

evident there is a strong Inducement to reduce the cost of

wages per ton by Increasing the tonnage hauled.
If the arguments presented are considered sound, it would

seem to be wise to use ton-mile as the unit of comparison for

fuel, repairs and wages, or over 95 per cent, of the total cost

of locomotive service. With this large percentage on the ton-

mile basis, it would seem proper to use It as the basis for the
total cost, and all the items. The fact that a railroad has ton-
miles to sell, and not engine-miles, seems to me sufficient rea-
S071 for keeping the cost of locomotive service on the same
basis, so that a direct comparison of the selling and cost prices

of their commodity can easily be made. It should not be In-

ferred from this that we would advocate doing away with a
statement on the engine-mile basis, showing the oil records
made by Individual engineers, for we believe this important.
Your committee is of the opinion that the present form of

locomotive performance sheet, based wholly on the locomotlve-
mlle unit and .sent out generally over the country for purposes
of general comparison between railroads, is misleading and
unsatisfactory; and while it is almost unanimously conceded
that the ton-mile unit for freight locomotive statistics Is pre-
ferable, even this is unsatisfactory, as the expense of a ton
hauled one mile over a mountainous road cannot be compared
with that of a ton hauled one mile on a level road. Again, a
load with few grades, good water and cheap fuel can make a
much better showing in operating locomotives than another
road with heavy grades, high-priced fuel and bad water.
The theoretical Ideal system, peihaps, was that Introduced

by Mr. F. W. Johnstone, Superintendent Motive Power of the
Mexican Central Railway, and in use on that road from 1884
to 1896. His system reduced all work done by locomotives to
the unit of 100-gross tons hauled one mile over a straight and
level track, the road being reduced to the equivalent of a
straight and level track.
Your committee, after a study of the various methods of

compiling and iiresentlng locomotive statistics, are of the opin-
ion that greater uniformity of practice Is necessary, without
which no satisfactory results can be obtained, also that the
use of both the ton-mile and the locomotive-mile unit are
necessary to properly exhibit all locomotive performance, the
former for freight service and the latter for passenger, switch,
and work service, and we have endeavored to present In the
accompanying form [This is an admirable blank form which,
on account of its large size, Is not reproduced here.—Editor.]
those features which seem to present in the most precise form
the information required by all. This form provides for a
summary of performances and expense for comparison be-
tween divisions of a system, or one system with another, as
it seems clear that the reqiilrements of the different roads in

making up Irdlvidual performance of locomotives are of more
importance locally than they could be as a matter of com-
parison with other roads.

The Use of Nickel Steel in Locomotive Construction.

Committee—Tracy Lyon, P. Leeds, A. E. Mitchell.

This material was first brought into practical prominence at
the time of the armor plate tests of the Government at Annapo-
lis in 1890. It also came to be used by the Government for deck
jilates and stay bolls, but it was not until about 1896 that its
use in this country began for locomotive construction; first in
piston rods, crank pins, axles, and later In fire-box plates, side
rods and stay bolts. Up to this time, however, nickel steel has
only been u.sed In locomotive construction in an experimental
way.
Nickel steel is stated to be not a difficult alloy to manufac-

ture, requiring no special furnaces, tools or thermal conditions.
The cost of the nickel Itself was, until 1875, $6 to $7 a pound,
so high as to make its use for such a purpose impossible, but
the opening in Canada of the most extensive picket mines yet
discovered has reduced the price to from 30 to 40 cents a pound.
Although nickel has been alloyed with steel in almost every

proportion, what may now be called commercial nickel steel
contains from 2 to ."> per cent, of nickel. Such a material pos-
sesses great uniformity, the nickel being uniformly distributed
throughout the ingot and not subject to segregation like other
ingredients of steel, although some of the earlier experiments
seemed to indicate a tendency, with more than 2% per cent, of
nickel present, toward the formation in the heart of the ingot
of long needle-shape crystals, which forging, hardening or an-
nealing would not cause to disappear.
The addition of the nickel to steel adds particularly the

qualities of toughness, durability and resistance to corrosion.
Commercial nickel steel may possess the same elongation as

ordinary steel with a tensile strength 30 per cent, higher and an
elastic limit at least 75 per cent, higher. This greater strength,
and particularly the higher elastic limit, would appear to make
Us use for slriicluial material, boilers and machinery, far more
advantageous than ordinary steel, especially where a saving In
weight is desired and the parts are subjected to alternating
stres.ses.
With Increased steam pressures, boiler plates two Inches and

more in thickness are demanded, bringing with them serious
dllllculties in handling and construction which It may be pos-
dble to obviate by using nickel steel plates 25 or 30 per cent,
thinner.
Most of the nickel steel made In this country contains ifbout

'i per cent, of nickel, and it Is stated that such material can be
worked without difficulty; ndled, forged, iiressed in dies with-
out cracking, flanged, punched, welded and machined. There
seems to be no doubt, however, but that nickel steel cannot be
machined as easily as low carbon steel. It takes the edge off
tools very rapidly and the finishing cut is ai>t to sliver. The
best of machinery and tools are re(|uired to cut a clean thread
on stay bolts. One authority says that an alloy containing 1

per cent, of nickel can be easily welded, but that with more
nickel the difficulty of this operation increases. With more
than 5 per cent, of nickel all of these operations become con-
.siderably more difficult. A French authority states that it re-
quires ten times more time to corrode a 5 per <^ent. nickel steel
when dipped In dilute muriatic acid than an ordinary soft steel
containing 0.18 carbon. Other experiments, made by leaving
planed plates exposed to the action of sea water for a year,
showed a loss by corrosion of nickel steel plates of 1.36 per
cent.; of mild steel 1.72 per cent.; wrought iron 1.89 per cent.
A nickel steel has been offered for use for locomotive tanks on
account of Its non-corrosive qualities.
The Government specifications for the nickel steel propeller

shafts of the U. S. S. Brooklyn required a tensile strength of
85,000 pounds and 50.000 pounds elastic limit. The Navy ap-
pears to be using nickel steel very extensively now and pro-
vides general specifications covering Its present use.
An ultimate resistance of 90,000 pounds can be obtained from

3 per cent, nickel steel with very low carbon, say 0.175, when to
obtain this strength in ordinary steel would rei|ulre at least
0.50 carbon, sufficient to make the material so brittle as to be
unreliable. It is claimed that with the right treatment an ulti-
mate resistance of as much as 135,000 pounds can be obtained
with steel containing about 3 per cent, of nickel. In general
the elastic limit of nickel steel may be dejtended upon to be
above .50 per cent, of the ultimate resistance.
A prominent American manufacturer gives the following

specifications as proper for nickel steel parts of locomotives:

Specifications.

Minimum Maximum
3 per cent. Tensile Tensile Minimum

Nickel Stool. Strength. Strensth. Klonualion
Orankpins 78.00'! 84,01)0 25< in i! in.
Piston rods 78,000 84,00) 25^ In 2 in.
I>rivin,;a'cles .... 74,0J0 80,000 30!< in 2 in.
-Side rjd< 60,000 68,000 25« in 2 in.
Firebox plates .,. 60,000 68,000 20<in8in.
Stay bolts 58,000 66,000 2M in 8 in.

Maximum P. 0.03, S. 0.03, Mn. 0.40, C. 0.25, SI. 0.03.
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The suitability of nickel steel for tires Is particularly men-
tioned. "The usual test of a tire is that it should stand com-
pressing one-sixth of Its diameter without cracking, but one
cf nickel steel stood compression from a diameter of 39Vz to 19
Inches without signs of fracture. A crack appearing in the
metal does not develop as In carbon steel, and this renders it
peculiarly applicable for shafts and axles."
The experience of one of this committee with two piston rods

of commercial nickel steel would confirm in a way this latter
statement. After having been in service for two years, trans-
verse cracks appeared extending over about one-third of the
circumference of the rods and of a maximum depth of A Inches.
When removed, however, the rods could not be broken with
the heaviest sledges, one being finally fractured In a hydraulic
press, while the other had to be drilled in two. These rods ap-
I)eared to be soft, and the wearing surface did not glaze over,
although no unusual wear of metallic packing was observable.
A user of nickel steel locomotive crank pins states that there

seemed to be quite a variation in the hardness of different pins
In the same lot, as evidenced by the behavior of the metal
under the tool, and that the reduction in diameter of the
softer pins under the pressure of the burnishing roll was par-
ticularly noticeable. Another reports the trial of nickel steel
bolts In place of iron (where the latter were failing and could
not be made larger), but with no benefit.
A few members reported the recent use by them of nickel steel

crank pins for locomotives, piston rods and fire boxes. Among
the few comments made was one which referred to the rough
appearance of nickel steel fire-box sheets, and another that It
appeared, from a limited number of nickel steel piston rods in
service, that they were more apt to break than those of ordi-
nary steel. (No particulars given.)

It has not been attempted to touch on the use of nickel steel
as a material for castings, but much may be looked for in that
direction.

[The other reports presented at this convention will be
printed next month.—Editor.]
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EXHIBITS AT THE CONVENTION.

The following is the list of the companies exhibiting at the

recent conventions at Old Point Comfort. Va.

Acme Pipe Clamp Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Acme Railway Equipment Co., Easton. Pa. Freight, passen-

ger and locomotive couplers. Buffer platform vestibule; steel

under framing for car platforms; McKeen carry irons and turn

.spring draft atachment. Represented by T. L. McKeen, man-
ager.
Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago.
American Brake Co., St. Louis, Mo. Locomotive truck brakes

and automatic slack adjuster.
American Brake Shoe Co. Diamond "S" brake shoes.

American Grain & Car Door Co., Philadelphia, Pa. American
grain door, royal flush side door.
American Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. Oliver wood

trimmers.
American Manufacturing Co., New York, N. Y. Peerless

coupler.
American Steel Foundry Co., St. Louis, Mo. Models of trucks

and couplers.
Atlantic Brass Co., New York, N. Y. A. B. C. journal bear-

ing.
Automatic Air & Steam Coupler Co., St. Louis, Mo. Model of

the device.
Baltimore Ball Bearing Co., Baltimore, Md. Anti-friction ball

side bearings.
Bird & Son, F. W., East Walpole, Mass. Torsion proof car

roof.
Bethlehem Iron Co., Bethlehem, Pa. Nickel steel crank pms,

piston rods and axles.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Samples of air-brake, steam and

car heating hose, mats, matting.
Butler Drawbar Attachment Co., Cleveland, O. Tandem at-

tachiTient.
Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y. Carborundum wheels

and specialties, cloth and paper.
Chicago Grain Door Co., Chicago. Chicago grain door and

Security lock brackets.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111. Pneumatic ham-

mers, riveters, drills, wood borers, flue expanders, staybolt tap-

pers, staybolt biters, staybolt riveters, speed recorders, hoists,

heating forge, motors, self-closing hose couplers.
Chicago Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, 111. National hol-

low brake beams, automatic frictionless side bearings.
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., Cleveland, O. Turnbuckle.
Cloud Steel Truck Co., Chicago, 111. Cloud pedestal truck.

Cloud pressed steel arch bar truck, Bettendorf I-beam body and
truck bolster.
Corning Brake Shoe Co., Corning, N. Y. Brake shoes.
Crane Co., Chicago, 111. High steam pressure valves and new

air-brake union.
Crosby Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston, Mass. Waterback

locomotive gauges, muffler and plain pop valves, chime whistles,

spring seat globe and angle valves. Johnstone blow-off cock.

Dayton Malleable Iron Co., Dayton, O. Dayton draft rigging
and the Dayton car door fastener.
Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich. Detroit lubricators

with the Tippett attachment, back pressure valves for steam
chests.
Detrick & Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore, Md. Working

model of Adam's bolt threading machine.
Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O. Full line of rubber goods

for railways.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, 111. Combined gasoline air

compressor and combined gasoline geared water pump, motor
velocipede cars, track velocipedes.
Gardner Safety Window Sash Holder and Combination Lock

and Lift, Newburgh, N. Y.
Goodwin Car Co., New York, N. Y. Five 80.000-lb. capacity

steel cars, steel model of car, full size sectional drawings and
photographs.
Gould Car Coupler Co., New York, N. Y.
Gumbo Cement Co., Chicago. Gumbo cement.
Greenlee Bros. & Co.. Chicago. 111. Special wood working ma-

chinery, tools and square hole borers.
Jones Car Door Co.. Chicago, 111. Car doors.
Johns Manufacturing Co., H. W., New York. Full assortment

of asbestos goods.
Joyce Cridland Co., Dayton, O.
Keasbey & Mattison Co., Ambler, Pa. Magnesia and asbes-

tos, samples of boiler and pipe covering.
Knitted Mattress Co., Canton Junction, Mass. Padding for

car seats.
Lackawanna Lubricating Co., Scranton, Pa. Lubricators.
Leach, Henry L., North Cambridge, Mass. Locomotive

Sander.
McConway & Torley Co.. Pittsburgh. The Buhoup three-stem

freight coupler on two 80-000-lb. capacity cars.
McCord & Co.. Chicago and New York. McCord journal box,

McCord coil spring damper. Johnson hopper door.
Manning. Maxwell c& Moore, New York City. Metropolitan

injector, air compressors and pneumatic hoists, and Ashcroft
steam gauges and consolidated safety valve.
Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass. Air-brake pump gov-

ernor, balanced valves, pump pressure regulator, steam pump
and other regulator appliances.
Michigan Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich. Michigan improved

triple lubricator No. 3 and automatic steam chest plugs; also
air pump cups.

Monarch Brake Beam Co., Detroit. "Monarch" and "Solid"

brake beams.
Moran Flexible Steam Joint Co., Louisville, Ky.
Missouri Railway Equipment Co., St. Louis, Mo.
National Coupler Co., Chicago, 111. Couplers, draft rigging

and platform buffers.
National Malleable Castings Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Tower

couplers.
New York Belting cfe Packing Co., Limited, New York, N. Y.

Oval Brake Beam Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Brake beams.
Pantasote Leather Co., New York.
Peerless Rubber Manufacturing Co., New York. Air-brake

hose, steam hose, engine and tender hose, gas hose, packings,
rubber matting, etc.
Pearson Jack Co., Boston, Mass. Pearson jacks, Pearson

kingbolt clamp, Pearson journal jack.
Pressed Steel Car Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. Pressed steel cars on

government tracks east of the Hygeia.
Q. & C. Co., Chicago, 111. Chipping, beading and riveting ma-

chines, Priest snow flangers, wood car seal.

Railway Appliance Co., Chicago. Emergency knuckles, car
brasses, etc.

Rand Drill Co., New York, N. Y. Rand compressor.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.
Sellers, Wm. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. No. 6V2 automatic in-

jector, model No. 87 improved Injector, water strainer; model
of 87 automatic machine showing a sectional view, also a full-

size No. 87 injector in operation on grounds.
Simplex Railway Appliance Co., Chicago, 111. Simplex bolsters

for SO,000-lb. capacity cars, also same for 60,000-lb. capacity and
short truck bolster for 60,000-lb. capacity cars.
Star Brass Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass. Air and steam

gauges, chime whistle and pop valves.
Sterlingworth Railway Supply Co., Easton, Pa. Trucks and

brake beams.
Standard Coupler Co., New York. Standard steel platform,

standard coupler—freight and passenger.
Thornburgh Coupler Attachments Co., Detroit. Draft rigging

and coupler.
Tilden Co., B. E., Chicago, 111. Railway replacing frogs.
United States Railway Supply Co., New York. Pettier & Sty-

mus Company car seats and Pegamoid leather.
Universal Car Bearing Co. Chicago car door and universal

brasses.
Walworth Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass.
Washburn Coupler Co., Minneapolis, Minn. Couplers.
Waterbury Tool Co., Waterbury, Conn. Patent ratchet drill.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. Air brakes.

CLEANING PASSENGER COACHES.

The appearance of clean and attractive cars is one of the
best advertisements available for the passenger departments of
railroads. The Modoc Liquid Car Cleaner is highly spoken of
by many who are using it and a few suggestions will be valu-
able to those who are making efforts in this direction.
Cars having run through the shops to be revarnished during

the winter will show three or four months' wear and should
have immediate attention, as well as those coming out of the
shops for general repairs. The great economy is in taking
these cars in hand at once, not allowing them to run five or
six months before cleaning, for then it will cost as much as
though cleaned with soap and water which, often repeated,
takes off the paint and varnish and costs an average of $5 a
car, while if cars are cleaned regularly every 30 days after leav-
ing the shops, they can be cleaned for $1.25 each. Fifty coaches
running into any one terminal when treated in this way will
always be clean and bright at a cost of $62.50 per month. Some
roads clean their coaches semi-monthly, averaging 8 men to
a coach, cleaning 3 coaches every 2 hours, this being done
owing to the condition of the road or color of the cars.

It is useless to expect a cleaner to clean dirty coaches as
well the first time as with soap and water, because if it was
an article containing component parts so strong it would take
but very few cleanings to eat all the paint and varnish off
and would necessarily contain an acid, alkali or ammonia.
The material referred to cleans rapidly enough, as the figures
show, after the coaches have had their first cleaning, but if

given a fairly clean coach to start with, it is possible to keep
it up at the figures above given.
Cars that have been on the road without cleaning from 5

to 6 months get very dirty and should be first cleaned with
Modoc powdered soap and then dressed with the liquid, after-
wards using nothing but the liquid every 30 days, avoiding the
use of water at all times, as it is injurious to varnish and does
not clean; in the interim cars should be wiped down with dry
or old moistened waste. One can readily figure out the econ-
omy in thus systematizing cleaning and not allowing cars to
run so long as to necessitate the double expense of cleaning
with powdered soap, then dressing with the liquid. Cars
treated properly by cleaning regularly, as suggested above,
taking them in hand right from the shops, or soon thereafter,
will be kept at least 8 months longer on the road, and will
always present an attractive appearance.
On cars with the dirt absolutely ground in and the varnish

gone, it would be a waste of time and money to clean them
with either powdered soap or Modoc liquid car cleaner, as they
should go to the paint shop. A large number of cars that are
sent to the shops for slight repair work should be given a
thorough cleaning with the liquid before being turned out, thus
insuring their being in a clean condition at once and they will
look like new coaches and can be kept so. The regular and
systematic method of cleaning coaches with the liquid should
also be adopted for locomotives.
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WIDE FIREBOX CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVES.

Delaware & Hudson Co.

Fifteen consolidation locomotives with wide fireboxes for

burning fine antliracite coal have been built by the Schenec-
tady Locomotive Works for the Delaware & Hudson Company,
the appearance of which is shown by the accompanying en-

graving. Ten of these are now in service and are reported to

be giving very satisfactory results. The firebox is 10 feet long

page 75. The recent paper by Mr. S. M. 'Vauclaln before the

New York Railroad Club and other equally well founded opin-

ions seem to indicate a tendency toward more favorable con-

sideration of wide fireboxes, especially where culm may be

used.

The heating surface is 2,564 square feet, 201 square feet be-

ing in the firebox. The cylinders are 21 by 26 inches and the

weight on driving wheels is 133,000 pounds. The driving

wheels are 56 Inches In diameter. The boiler is 66 inches In

diameter and cylindrical in front of the firebox, which is stayed

with vertical stays. The smoke box Is short, with just enough
room for the cinder pocket in front of the saddle castings.

An unusual arrangement has been adopted for the injector

piping, the injectors being both on the right hand side of the

engine and the piping is entirely outside of the cab. The air

pump and injector steam connections enter the dome by means

of angle valves. Instead of the usual way of connecting them to

a steam box inside of the cab. It is worthy of passing notice

that the eccentric rods of this design are very short and that

the rocker shaft is placed in front of the main driving wheels.

The following table presents the chief dimensions:

General Dimensions.
Gauge 4 ft. 8^4 In.

Fuel Fine anthracite coal
Weight in working order 153,(K)0 lbs.

Weight on drivers 133,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 16 ft. In^
Wheel base, rigid 16 ft. In.

Wheel base, total 24 ft. 2 in.

Cylinders.
Diameter of cylinders 21 In.

Stroke of piston 26 In.
Horizontal thickness of piston 5 In.

Diameter of piston rod 3^/^ In.

Kind of piston packing Cast Iron.
Size of steam ports 18 In. x IVi In,

Size of exhaust ports 18 in. x 2% In.

Size of bridges 1% In,

Valves.
Kind of slide valves Richardson
Greatest travel of slide valves 5% In
Outside lap of slide valves % In.-

Inside lap of slide valves Line and line.
Dead of valves In full gear Line and line

Wheels, Etc.
Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 56 In.
Material of driving wheel centers Cast steel
Driving box material Cast steel
Diameter and length of driving journals 814 In. dia. x 10 In.
Diameter and length of main crank pin journals 6V4 In. dIa. x 6 In.

Consolidation Locomotive with Wide Firebox -Delaware & Hudson Co.

and 8 ft 6 in. wide, giving a grate area of 90 square feet. This
Is another example of the tendency toward the use of very
large grates for the purpose of burning fine anthracite coal,
which may be bought at low prices. The practice of the New
York, Ontario & Western in this regard, whereby Mr. West has
reduced the cost of locomotive fuel to one-half of the corre-
sponding cost in 1888, is interesting and suggestive of the pos-
sibilities for savings where the low grades of fuel are available.
Mr. West's practice was described in our issue of Ma'ch, 1899,

Diameter and length of side rod crank pin journals—Main side, 7 In.

X 5Vi In.; F. & B.. 5 In. x 3% in.; Int., 5',2 in. dia. x 5 In.

Kngine truck, kind 2-wheeI swing bolster
Engine truck, journals 6 in. dia. x 10 In.
Diameter of engine truck wheels 30 In.

Kind of engine truck wheels Steel tired spoke.
Boiler.

Style Stralgl.' with wide firebox
Outside diameter of first ring 661-4 in.

Working pressure 180 lbs.
Material of barrel and outside of firebox Carbon steel
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of firebox,

% In., 11/16 In., '/^ In., 7/16 la
Firebox, length 120 in.
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Firebox, width ...V/ •
• •

V,'
'

' Vo '^ S'
Firebox, depth 531/2 m. B., 63 m. F;

Firebox, material Carbon steel

Firebox plates, thickness, sides, % in.; back, % in-J crown, % in.;

tube sheet, 9/16 in. ..,„,,.,_,
Firebox watre space 3^4 in. front, 3 in. sides, 3% in. back
Firebox crown staying Radial stays, 1% in. diameter
Firebox stay bolts Vs in. x 1 in. diameter
Tubes, number o£ A-
Tubes, diameter 'VV"7. '"'

Tubes, length over tube sheets 14 it. in.

Heating surface, tubes 2.257.9S sq. in.

Heating surface, water tubes 104.72 sq. ftj

Heating surface, firebox 201.67 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,564.37 sq. ft.

Grate surface 90.05 sq. ft.

Grate, style Water lubes, dead bars and drop bars
Ash pan, style Hopper dampers, front and back
Exhaust pipes Double high
Exhaust nozzles SVi in., 3% in., 31/2 in. dia
Smokestack, inside diameter 16 in
Smokestack, top above rail 14 ft. IIVS in.

Boiler supplied by 2 injectors, Nathan & Co. monitor No. 10
Tender.

Wheels, number of S

Wheels, diameter 33 in.

Journals, diameter and length 5 in. dia. x 9 in.

Wheel base 15 ft. 8 in,

Tender frame 10 in. steel channel;
Water capacity 5,000 U. S. gallons
Coal capacity 7 tons
Total Wheel base of engine and tender 50 ft. 10% in.

CONDENSERS AND COOLING TOWERS.

Exhaust steam under ordinary conditions contains about 90

per cent, of the heat units originally put into the steam in

the boiler, and this alone constitutes an excellent reason for

utilizing it instead of allowing it to escape into the atmos-

phere. Besides this the steam is easily made to do further

work in the engine by passing it into a condenser, making

a saving in the use of steam possible and affording a means

of saving from 15 to 20 per cent, in the coal burned. The
vacuum on the exhaust side of the piston adds from 10 to 12

pounds to the mean effective pressure, and more work is done

with the same amount of fuel, or the same work is done with

less fuel. In a paper before the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers the late Dr. Chas. E. Emery presented a table

from which the following is taken to show the advantages

of condensing for different types of engines; this embodies

the results of long study and experimenting:
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at a higher temperature than is possible with the jet type,

but where the feed water Is good it will probably pay to al-

low the condensed stearti to make up for the loss in the tool-

ing devices, and as the additions are always more than the

evaporation losses the overflow in the jet system may be de-

pended upon to carry away the oil. If the jet condenser is

placed 34 feet above the hot well no air pump Is required, and

it is understood that none is used in connection with the plant

of the Hyde Park Electric Company, near Chicago. The jet

condenser advocates do not consider the danger of flooding

tlio cylinder as worthy of attention, as the construction is

goncraHy made to insure the destruction of the vacuum in case

the air puiiii) fails to take away the injection water fast

enough.

In considering the arrangements for cooling It may be said

that the temperature of the water should not be above about

100 degrees F. in order to get a good vacuum, and the cooling

water may easily be brought down to that temperature by a

good arrangement of any of the plans mentioned.

The pool system has been used to a considerable extent lu

electric plants. A modification of it as applied on the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway was illustrated in the "Ameri-

can Engineer" of March, 1898, page 87. From successful prac-

tice it seems to be advisable to allow about 45 square feet of

radiating surface per indicated horse power of the engine if

the engine us«s about 20 pounds of steam per indicated horse

power per hour, and it is necessary to provide a circulation

of the water in the pool so that the maximum radiating effect

may be obtained. The pool system has been used at Hollister

and Oakland, Cal.

The spray system is a convenient one and is one of the

cheapest to construct. At a planing mill a*. West Berkeley, in

California, the water for an SO horsp-i)o\ver engine is raised by

the air pump and passed through a spraying pipe falling 12

feet to a trough below, where it is collected and runs into the

condenser at the end by gravity.

Towers are made in various forms, and they may be had

ready made from the builders of condensers and steam pumps,
an excellent one being described in a paper by Mr. Louis R.

Alberger, read before the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers in 1S9G. Towers with wooden spreading surfaces, oc-

cupying a space of 14 by 21 feet, have been found capable of

cooling about 4,.500 gallons of water per hour, which may be

considered sufficient for an ordinary engine of 200 horse-power

(there seems to be no definite rule as to the amount of cooling

water required). In another case the water for a 250-horse-

power engine has been cooled in a tower 15 by 22 feet in size

and about 25 feet high, which will handle approximately fi.OOO

gallons per hour. The large tower for the "Alley L" Railway,

in Chicago, with a suflicient capacity for 7,200 indicated horse-

power, occupies a space 1GV4 by G4 feet and 34 feet high. These
towers require fans for air circulation, and they consume about

1% or 2 per cent, of the power of the main engine. In an-

other case a tower 6 by 7 by 20 feet and a 50-inch ventilating

fan was found capable of cooling 10,500 gallons of water per

hour from 104 to 66 degrees, and it will be seen from these

figures that a great deal depends upon the efficiency of the

cooling surfaces in the tower; also climatic and other condi-

tions are import.ant.

The roofs of buildings seem to offer a favorable cooling sur-

face and are used in England. It is clear that when a large

cooling surface is necessary the water may be distributed near

or at the top of the roof, and other pipes nearer the bottom
may be used to distribute it in cold weather when less surface

is needed. There need be no danger of freezing in these pipes,

because while in use the water is warm, and the piping system

may be drained when not in use.

The pan system has been successful when from 15 to 23

square feet of surface per indicated horse-power is provided.

Reservoirs may be considered as out of the question for most
cases, but when used ii. may be considered sufficient In provide

about 26 square feet of surface area of the water per Indicated

horse-power per hour when the engine is using 13 pounds of

steam. This figure is given by Mr. H. W. Barker, in a paper

before the Institution of Civil Engineers. He also states that

a compound engine using 16 pounds of steam requires 31 square

feet, and a single cylinder engine, using 20 pounds, requires 39

square feet per indicated horse-power.

The evaporative condenser at first sight seems to have much
to recommend It, but it has not made very much progress In

this country. By its use the cooling water may be reduced to

an amount below that of the boiler feed, and yet a good vacuum

may be had; in this way it is possible to actually reduce the

total amount of water used and yet secure the advantage of

condensation. We think that the difficulty of keeping the con-
j

denser tight will prove a serious obstacle. The space required
|

for one of large capacity and the great weight of the apparatui

are other serious objections.
,

PROPOSED RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION IN FORMOSA.

Consul James W. Davidson writes from Tamsui, June 6, as

follows:

I have been unable as yet to obtain any detailed information

regarding the new railway line to be constructed in the island,

as Chief Engineer Hasegawa, the officer in charge, is at present

in the south. Only $1,000,000 has been appropriated for the

year's work, and I am infuimod by the chief of the communi-

cation department, it will be expended as follows: Work will

be at once commenced at Takow on the Takow-Tainan branch,

a line 2S miles in length. The land is quite level, and the work

presents no difficulties save the bridging of two small rivers.

Trains will be running over the Takow branch in two years.

The present northern line runs from the Tamsui River In a

.southerly direction 40 miles to Hsinchiku (Teckcham). It was

built by the Chinese and completed In 1S33. From the Tamsui

River opposite to Twatutia, the foreign settlement, the line

runs over nearly level ground for some 7 miles. It then ascends

a table-land, on a maximum gradient of 1 in .30, and for the rest

of the distance, with the exception of a few miles outside of

Hsinchiku, it zigzags through the hills on the right side of a

picturesque valley, up and down grade as though built on the

model of a corkscrew. It has always been unsatisfactory, and

portions of the line have been frequently destroyed by storms

and freshets. Formerly, a bridge across the Tamsui River per-

mitted the trains to run into Twaitutia; but this, as well as

several bridges a few miles from Hsinchiku, were destroyed

during last year's great typhoon, one large iron bridge being

carried 87 yards by the force of the wind and current. At pres-

ent, therefore, the line does not touch either of the original ter-

minals.

The Japanese find that this line must be almost entirely re-

built. A new bridge nearly 2,000 feet in length and costing some

800,000 yen ($400,000) will be constructed across the Tamsui

Hiver at Twatutia, and the route will follow in a general way
the original road, though while passing through the hills it will

be on the left side of the valley and by the aid of two tunnels

and many cuttings will be much straighter than the old line.

The bridge will be commenced this year, and the line probobly

finished in two years. From Hsinchiku (Teckcham) to Tainan

is 145 miles, and it is the intention to build the railway be-

tween these two points as soon as the work mentioned above

is completed. This line will require numerous and expensive

bridges and some thirteen tunnels. When completed it will give

a railway service from Kelung to Takow, a distance of 20.t

miles.

I am pleased to be able to state that the chief of the com-

munication department informs me that in all probability the

locomotives, rails and bridge material will be obtained from the

United States, and that the order will, he believes, go to the

Carnegie Company, of Pittsburg. I am unable at present writ-

ing to give information as to the extent of this order, but will

write on the subject later. The gauge of the present line is 3

feet 6 inches, the rails 36 pounds, and the ten locomotives used

are of English and German manufacture. The new locomotives

will be heavier than the ones at present employed, and the rails

CO pou -.ds.
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Baldwin Compound Consolidation Locomotive-Lehigh Valley R. R.

Baldwin Compound Consolidation Locomotive—Lehigh Valley R. R>

VAUCLAIN COMPOUND VS. SIMPLE LOCOMOTIVE WITH
PISTON VALVES.

Lehigh Valley.

Many comparative tests have been made between compound
and single expansion locomotives, and usually efforts are made
to render the comparisons fair to both types, especially in re-

gard to boiler power and steam pressure; but Mr. Higgins, Su-

perintendent of Motive Power of the Lehigh Valley, has gone
further than anyone else in this direction by giving both types

exactly the same boilers and boiler pressure and piston valves.

It is well known that an experiment on the Norfolk & Western
Railway proved that an engine, originally a compound, when
given single expansion cylinders and piston valves, beat its

own previous record as a compound. Mr. Higgins' experiment
is noteworthy because every possible advantage was given to

the single expansion engine, and thoroughly well balanced
valves exert an important influence on power and the economy.
Four tests were run with engines Nos. 801 and 802 between

Buffalo and Sayre. The engines are alike in every respect ex-

cept the cylinders and weights. The cylinders of the simple
engine are 21 by 30 inches. No. 802, the compound, weighs
171,000 lbs. on driving wheels and 24,000 lbs. on the truck
wheels, while No. 801 weighs 167,000 lbs. on the drivers and 20.-

000 lbs. on the truck. The tenders weighed 100,000 lbs. in work-
ing order. We described and illustrated the compound in our
issue of April of the current volume, but for convenience and
because of the interest in the test, the diagram of the design
Is reproduced.

During the tests stops were made at points on the division

where it was known to be most difficult to start trains, and it

was found that the compound always started without taking

up the slack between the cars. Engine No. 801 started the

trains from these points, but it was necessary to take up the

slack several times, which showed the advantage possessed by

the compound in starting. There was a decided difference in

the steaming qualities of the engines in favor of the compound.
The boiler pressure was 200 pounds in each case. In comput-

ing the results the net tonnage does not include the weight of

the engines and tenders. Both engines were designed by the

railroad company, under the direction of Mr. Higgins, and

they were built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
This design was prepared specially for the Buffalo division,

where there are long grades, one of which is 21 feet per mile

and 37 miles long; and another 18 feet per mile and 30 miles

long. The engines were built to pull 2,000 tons, not including

the engine and tender, and each was to do the work which
formerly required two of the locomotives previously used on

that district.

The tests were carried out with exceptional care and the re-

sults leave no doubt as to the advantage of the compound both

in fuel economy and in convenience in operating. The fuel

used was a mixture of 80 per cent, buckwheat and 20 per cent,

bituminous. The speeds when the pairs of runs are compared
are very nearly the same and there were no differences in the

rail or weather conditions. The cars were all loaded and when
the runs are paired the trains are seen to be very nearly alike

in weight. It would be difficult to secure more comparable

conditions in road tests. Taking the average results the com-
pound showed an advantage of 13.4 per cent, in fuel per ton
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mile and as a result of the tests the Lehigh Valley Railroad
has ordered 23 Vauclaln compound locomotives like No. 802.

A summary of the results and a brief table of dimensions of

the locomotives are given below:

VAUCLAIN COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE COMPARKI) WITH SINGLE
K.Xl'ANKION LOCOMOTIVE HAVING I'LSTON VALVES.

LEBIQIl VALLICY K. H.

TomI n\iiiibor
Kiiifinc iniinber.
Onto
DiBtanoo in iiiiloH

('(Jlltrollinj; k'radti

Atmospheric pressure
'I ounajfu, net
Number of cars
Loiided cars
Cars less tban CO.OOfl lbs. ca-
pacity

Cats of Gd.liOn lbs. capacity...
Average load per car. tons
iJejiarture from K. lIuiTalo
Arrival at Sayre
Huunini; time
Averajfe speed, niilos per hr.
Fuel used, in tons
Kuel used per ton mile, lbs..
Water used, nals
Water evaporated per lb.
fuel, lbs

X02
May 2:!

172
2I.fi2 ft.

65 dec.
2,1!«
61
CI

20
411

.15.35

7:04 A. M.
9:03 P. M.
10h.,2;ini.

IB 56
IG.2U
0.0804
24,783

6.33

2
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TITLE INSCRIPTIONS ON DRAWINGS.

In the routine of the drawing ofiBce the work of placing

titles on tracings is a matter of considerable importance and

causes a great sacrifice of time when done by hand, no mat-

ter how expert the artist may be at either freehand or in-

strument work. This fact, taken in connection with the lack

of uniformity in hand work, has led to devising schemes by

which a title may be quickly printed on a drawing, and at the

same time give a creditable appearance and also preserve a

distinctly uniform style. All this is accomplished by means

of moveable type easily set in a frame, and while the results

are not of the ornate order so dear to some draughtsmen, they

are less costly and serve the purpose perfectly. In reply to

our inquiry of Mr. F. M. Whyte, Mechanical Engineer of the

Chicago & Northwestern Railway, for his practice in this line,

Mr. Whyte writes as follows:

"In regard to the use of a printing press tor printing titles

on tracings, we are using a small handpress for this purpose,

the frame of which measures 4 by 6 inches. When it was first

proposed to purchase a printing press the one we have was
considered sufiiciently large; but it has been remarked sev-

eral times since that it would have been better had we pur-

chased a larger one. The length of the frame given above

limits the length of the title, but we find it large enough for

the purpose, as we try to make the title as short and expres-

sive as possible. We have three fonts of type, and you can

judge of their size by the attached print. We find these sizes

of type convenient and quite satisfactory. I might tell you

Y. X. & Z. RY.

CYLINDER, 18"X24
PATTERN DRAWING

CHICAGO, ILL.

APPROVED

SUPT. Wl P.

JAN. 5, 1899.

CORRECT

MECH. ENCR. 4567
of lettering may be noted from the example furnished in our

illustration, which is reproduced from the sample sent us.

It is not a work of art, but it is fitting- for the purpose, and

the practice indicates an intention to get the greatest possible

value out of he drawing office force.

LOCOMOTIVE PILOT COUPLER.

Northern Pacific Railway.

The standard pilot of the Northern Pacific Railway is shown
herewith, together with the steel coupler as now used, which

has replaced the cast iron drawhead, for a long time a standard

Locomotive Pilot Coupler— Northern Pacific Ry.

our experience which practically drove us to the adoption ot

a hand press. First, of course, it costs considerable to put

titles on drawings whether the work is done with the usual

drawing instruments or by freehand. To reduce this cost, we
tried first to use a rubber stamp, but the ink which we found

would work satisfactorily with the rubber stamp would not

give a print, so that, after putting the title on with the

stamp, we would have to turn the tracing over and ink it on

the back with black drawing ink. This, of course, was no

great improvement on putting the titles on by hand. We
found we could not use black ink on the rubber stamp, be-

cause the gasoline used for removal of the ink from the stamp
after using it would destroy the rubber type. It was also diffi-

cult to get a perfect impression with the rubber stamp. The
first difficulty experienced with the hand press was that the ink

would not dry fast enough after the title had been put on the

tracing, but this trouble was overcome by using a light, fine

powder to absorb the ink, so that we now take a print from the

tracing immeditely after titling it. Fine powder should be used,

because, otherwise, the large flakes of coarse powder will over-

hang the edge of the letter and produce ragged edges. We use

the ordinary quick-drying printers' ink for our press. The
first cost for us was $22.50 for the complete outfit, and it is

believed that the first month or two's saving would cover

The style of letter and general appearance of this method

of that road. The casting seen under the coupler is a guard to

prevent stock from being wedged between the pilot and coup-

ler. This guard or shield was cast solid with the pattern of

drawhead, but is bolted under the new coupler and swings lat-

erally with it, just clearing the pilot slats. The coupler does

not uncouple, having simply the M. C. B. contour lines, but no
knuckle. It has a limited lateral movement and is held in the

central position by springs.

The steamship "Deutschland," now building for the Ham-
burg-American Line at the Vulcan yards near Stettin, Ger-

many, will be faster and larger than the North German Lloyd
liner "Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse." The new vessel will have
an average speed of 23 knots, her length over all will be 686'^

feet, length on water line 662 feet, beam 67 feet4inches, draft 29

feet, and displacement 22,000 tons. Her engines are to maintain
35,000 horse-power. The boiler pressure will be 225 pounds
per square inch and the twelve double and four single boilers

will have a total of 112 furnaces. The specifications call for

23.12 knots on the trial and 23 knots sustained speed. The ship

is expected to be ready for service early next summer. While
not as large as the new White Star liner "Oceanic," the speed
will be much greater. The German ship will accommodate 736

first class, 300 second class and 282 steerage passengers, a
total of 1,320.
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SIMONS DRAKT RIGGING FOR STEEL CARS.

Mr. J. K. Simons, Assistant Master Car Builder of the Pitts-

Ijuigli & I>akc Erie, has given a great deal of attention to the

improvement of draft attachments in order to keep these parts

lip to the requirements imposed by the increasing severity of

the demands upon them. Draft gear for large cars needs at-

tention in tliree directions: 1. Increased spring resistance

to receive and cushion all the draft stresses without closing

up. 2. Stronger attachments to receive the thrusts of the

followers, and 3, more direct transmission of the stresses from
the coupler to the underframe of the car.

In the draft gear, designed and patented by Mr. Simons,

which is illustrated here, these features have all received at-

LOCOMOTIVES IN GERMANY.

Germany has eighteen shops turning out locomotives both
for home and foreign use, according to a recent letter from
Consul J. C. Monaghan, from Chemnitz, Hfteen of these build

both large and small engines, and three build nothing but
small ones for light work. These can furnish annually, under
normal conditions, 1,400 engines. They employ from 1.5,000 to

20,000 workmen—the number depending upon the orders. Ger-
many e.xport.s locomotives to Russia, Sweden, Norway, Den-
maik, Turkey, South America, South Africa and Asia. A
house here sent nineteen a year or two ago to the Dutch East
Indies.

Up to date, as far as can be found out, no United States en-

K -m-
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Follower Plates.
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Simons' Draft Gear for Steel Cars.

tcntion, but particularly the last two. The center sills are I

beams, through the webs of which slots are cut to receive the

follower plates and the draft springs, the springs being cen-

tered to bring the stresses directly upon the webs of the sills,

indicated in the drawing. The webs are too narrow to give

suflicient bearing area for the followers, and angles are riveted

to Ihem to increase the bearings, and short angles are riveted

to the bottom flanges of the center sills in order to compensate
for the amount of material cut away from the webs.

Mr. Simons uses double draft springs and from his remarks
before the M. C. B. Association at Saratoga in 1898 it is evident

that he appreciates the necessity for increasing the spring re-

sistance of draft gear. He directed attention at that time to

the fact that the draft of long trains of heavily loaded cars of

laige capacity caused the draft gear to close up solid instead of

carrying the stress with the elasticity of the springs. He has

succeeded in getting the stresses into direct line with the re-

sistance of the sills. He avoids the use of eccentrically loaded

draft lugs altogether, and the few rivets used are well disposed

and are not in tension.

"When taking his first step from college it is most impor-
tant to shun influential friends who have it in their power to

place you in positions beyond your experien"^; remember it is

just as important to progress step b.v step in the prac*"cal work
in your profession as it is to follow your regular course in the

university."— [Mr. John Stirling Deans' address before the

students of Lehigh University.]

giue, says Mr. Monaghan, has entered this Empire, although

England has ordered a number. A writer, whom I quote freely,

says that work can be more effectively done in the United

States, because only a few well tried forms of engines are

made. "In consequence of this," he continues, "the parts are

put up and kept in supplies by all parties acting as agents of

such engine builders. This enables those buying American

engines to replace broken or injured parts almost instantly."

German writers say the firms in Europe could do the same in

the time put down for delivery, etc., were it not for the fact

that every railroad company, every engineer, wants a particu-

lar type. They go so far as to express preferences for differ-

ent kinds of different parts, and every change of officials or

engineers having charge of the purchase of locomotives or their

parts brings change in the articles used. Consequently, Ger-

many has found it impossible to keep a supply of parts.

•This,' says the writer referred to, 'may keep Germans from

overproduction, etc., but it has the disadvantage of delaying

deliveries. An understanding among the builders of locomo-

tives might lead to a system not only advantageous to the

Empire, but useful to the exporters of locomotives. It would

help to keep territory already captured in far-off lands and

fit Germany to meet America's rapidly rising influence.'

"It is hardly necessary to say that American locomotive

builders will do well to look these lines over. They have never
had such a chance as now. All Asia, Africa. Australia. North
and South America, many states or Europe, particularly Rus-
sia, offer markets which we are the only people fully equipped

to supply."
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AIR BRAKE DECISION.

Westlnghouse vs. New York.

The United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit

handed down a decision July 18 in the suit of the Westing-

house Air Brake Company against the New York Air Brake

Company for the infringement of certain claims of patents No.

538,001, granted to George Westlnghouse, and 382,032, granted

to Theron S. E. Dixon. The suit was first tried before the

circuit court and won by the defendants. The appeal resulted

in sustaining the decision of the lower court. The opinion

was written by Judge Shipman and concurred in by Judge

Thomas, while Judge Lacomb dissented as to the infringement

of patent No. 538,001 and agreed with the others as to the Dixon

patent. The opinion is too long to be reproduced in full, but a

brief abstract will be interesting as a matter of record.

It is recognized that the success of the air brake is based

upon the promptness of the reduction of the train pipe pres-

sure and the equalization of the pressure in the brake cylinder

and the auxiliary reservoir. Formerly the venting was all

done at the engineer's valve, and the quick action feature was

added by Westlnghouse by venting at each triple valve in

emergency applications, in addition to the venting at the en-

gine, which resulted in greatly hastening the action. Westing-

house also saved air and augmented the brake power by vent-

ing the train pipe into the brake cylinder at each triple valve,

thus utilizing the vented air for obtaining the initial charge of

the brake cylinder. This emergency action was inaugurated

by a large reduction of train pipe pressure at the engineer's

valve, which effected the venting at the triples by means of a

"further traverse" of the triple valve piston beyond the trav-

erse employed in ordinary service applications in the first form
devised. On account of the comparatively small air ports

which were thus opened by the "further traverse" the brake

was improved by the use of a supplementary piston to operate

the valve controlling the emergency passage, and in both cases

the venting from the train pipe to the cylinder was controlled

by the "further traverse" of the piston of the triple valve.

In 1892 a further improvement was made and a compound
piston was employed, which was connected with the brake cyl-

inder piston, which took the place of the "further traverse"

of the triple valve piston to uncover the emergency port. The
speed of the operative piston rather than its length of move-
ment being the means by which the vent valve was opened.

This patent was applied for in 1892 and it remained in the pat-

ent oflSce for three years on account of changes in claims. The
court says that no claim was made for a broader scope of this

patent than that of covering a method of venting air to the

brake cylinder until March, 1895, when the defendants called

the complainants' attention to a method proposed by them
for venting the train pipe to the atmosphere. This led to the
addition of six new claims to the patent application of 1892,

which were allowed, and by which the scope was enlarged to
make them apply to venting to the atmosphere.
The complainants contended that the Invention was of a

broad and primary character, covering the arrangement for

operating a vent valve whereby the opening depended on the
rate or manner of movement of the primary part of a com-
pound piston. The defendants held that the mode by which
the train pipe is vented to the brake cylinder constituted the
scope of the invention, while the complainants claimed that the
operation to locally exhaust the air independent of the subse-
quent disposition was covered by their patent.

The court said that Westlnghouse did not contemplate vent-
ing to the atmosphere or to a separate chamber and did not
show how this could be accomplished; furthermore, the pro-
gressive history of the Invention had shown that such delivery
was not considered as the most beneficial for quick action
brakes while the desired object was to obtain increased brake
cylinder pressure because of the venting of the train pipe into

it and giving greater speed and force to the application of the

brakes.

The opinion of the court was that while venting to the at-

mosphere was suggested in the complainants' patent, yet the

means where atmospheric venting could be accomplished in the

quick acting air brake would require invention and was not

covered by the claims. Furthermore, Westlnghouse confined

himself to the use of the vented air in the cylinder. If the

question depended on the restriction of the Westlnghouse

claims to the mechanism shown there was no infringement.

On this point the opinion says: "We are therefore of opinion

that the claims inserted by amendment of 1895 must be limited

to a piston attached to or moved by the brake cylinder piston

for venting the train pipe into the brake cylinder."

The defendants' valve designated as "Valve C" vents into

the atmosphere, using a compound piston, which is a part of

the triple valve piston, the action of which is not a part of that

of the brake cylinder piston, the service and emergency opera-

tions being obtained by varying speed, using methods similar

to those of the Westlnghouse patent of 1895.

This patent was judged not to have been infringed.

The Dixon patent employed a single piston, which in its pre-

liminary traverse moved only far enough to open a valve to

admit air from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder,

while its further traverse, caused by an emergency application,

opened a vent valve from the train pipe to the atmosphere. A
valve was added to close that vent opening by means of an-

other piston, which was actuated by air pressure from the

brake cylinder when the cylinder pressure became sufficiently

great for the purpose. The Dixon patent was, in general, simi-

lar to the first Westlnghouse quick acting patent. No. 360,070,

except that Dixon vented into the atmosphere. The New York
triple has a compound instead of a simple piston and does not

use the preliminary traverse.

In the opinion of the court It was held that the invention of

the Dixon patent is a subordinate one, which consists in using

the venting mechanism similar to the Westlnghouse quick ac-

tion patent. No. 360,070, but n'hich provides that the air vented

from the train pipe shall pass direct to the atmosphere instead

of to the brake cylinder and necessarily includes additional

mechanism for closing the train pipe vent valve at the proper

time. The court holds that the mechanism by which the train

pipe vent valve of the defendant's triple valve is opened is of

a different character from that employed in the Dixon patent

in that a compound piston of a single range of movement is

used where Dixon employed a simple piston of two ranges of

movement. In a subordinate patent no such broad range of

equivalents could be granted as would include the defendant's

compound piston within the scope of Dixon's piston arrange-

ment.

Westlnghouse contended that the character of the Dixon pat-

ent was sufficiently broad to include the use of the defendant's

compound piston as an equivalent of Dixon's. The court seemed
to regard this as the turning point of the case as far as the

Dixon patent was concerned and decided that the invention

was not one of sufficiently primary importance to warrant such

a construction. The court held that the Dixon patent had not

been infringed.

Thus in both cases the decision of the lower court was sus-

tained.

If you were told of a steam plant with a boiler capacity of

4,000 horse-power, with electric generators capable of develop-

ing 1,500 kilowatts, with 25,000 electric lights, with a refriger-

ating plant having a cooling capacity equal to the melting of

150 tons of ice per day, with pumps sufficient to handle the

water supply for a city of 400,000 inhabitants, a plant which has

152 steam and 102 water cylinders and 56 electric motors, and
a force of 116 men in the engineers' department, would it oc-

cur to you that It was simply the mechanical plant of a hotel?

All this and more is true of the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria in New
York City.

—"Power."
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HEAVY TEN-WHEEL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

New York Central.

The New York Central has received several locomotives of

the ten-wheel type of a lot of ton from the Schenectady Loco-

motive Works, which, with the exception of the Hrooks simple

10-wheel enKincs l)uilt in 1898 for the Great Northern, and the

Schenectady compounds of the same type for the Northern

Pacific, are the heaviest passenger locomotives of which we
have record. The comparison of weights is as follows:

N. Y. C. Gt. N. N. P.
VVelRht tfJtal 164,000 166,0(10 172,i")00

Weight on drivers 126,000 12!l,fi00 126.000

The New York Central engines have cylinders 20 by 28 inches,

driving wheels 70 inches, and the driving journals are 9 by 12

inches. The heating surface is 2,886 square feet, which is with-

in 9 square feet of that of the Northern Pacific compound al-

ready referred to. These compounds have 2,895 square feet of

heating surface, which is the largest in passenger service.

Other dimensions are included in the table given below. These
engines will be used on the fast trains between New York and
Huffalo, and it is understood that they were ordered before the

recent changes in the heads of departments on the road.

Thickness of plates In barrel and outside of firebox,
21/32 In., a, In., % In. and 11/16 In.

Firebox, length 10SV4 In.

Firebox, width 40% In.

Firebox, depth F. 83Mi B. 71>4 In.

Firebox, material Carbon steel
Firebox plates, thickness sides, 5/16 In., back, % In.,

crown, % In., tube sheet, V4 In.

Firebox, water space 4V4 In. front. 3i/. In. sides, 3'/.: to 4'/4 In. back.
Firebox, crown staying Hadlal stays 1% In. diam.
Firebox, stay bolts 1 In. In diam.
Tubes, material Charcoal Iron No. 11

Tubes, number of 360
Tubes, diameter 2 In.

Tubes. length over tube sheets 14 ft. 4 In.

Heating surface, tubes 2,as5.!K) sq. ft.

Heating surface, water tubes 12.64 sti. ft.

Heating surface, firebox lH7.i>3 fiq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,886.16 sq. ft.

Grate surface 30.32 sq. ft.

Exhaust pipes Double high
Exhaust nozzles 3V1 In., 3% In., 3Vi In. dla.
Smoke stack. Inside /llameter IG'A In.
Smoke stack, top above rail 14 ft. 914 In.
Boiler supplied by 2 Monitor Injectors

Tender.

Weight, empty 45,500 lbs.
AVliiels. number of 8
U h.-.ls. diameter 33 In.
Journals, diam. and length 4';4 in. dla. x 8 In
Wheel base 15 ft. 10 In.
Tender frame 10 In. channil iron
Water capacity 4,500 U. S. gallons
Total whel base of engine and tender 52 ft. 8% In.
Tender fitted with water scoop.
Ci.al i-aijacitv )0 tons

10-Wheel Passenger Locomotives—New York Central & Hudson River R. R.

General Dimensions.
Gauge 4 ft. SV> In.
Fuel Bituminous coal
Weight in working order 164. 000 Ib.s.

Weight on drivers 126,000 ib.s.

Wheel base, driving 14 ft. S In.
Wheel base, rigid 14 ft. S in.
Wheel base, total 26 ft.

Cylinders.

Diam. of cylinders 20 in.
Stroke of pistrm 2.S in.
Horizontal thickness of piston 4Vi in. and 5 In.
Diam. of piston rod 3% in.
Kind of piston packing 3 cast iron rings
Size of steam ports 18 In. x I'A in.
Size of exhaust ports IS in. x 2% In.
Size of bridges 1^4 In.

Valves
Greatest travel of slide valves 5U in.
Outside lap of slide valves 1 In,
Inside lap of slide valves !.!! in.
Lead of valves in full gear !.!!!!! !!!!!!o in!

Wheels, Etc.

Diam. of drivfng wheels outside of tire 70 in
Material of driving whiH'l centers Cast steel
Driving box material Cast steel
Diam. and length of driving journals 9 in. dla. x 12 in
Diam. and length of main crank pin journals 6 in dla x6 inDiam. and length of side rod crank pin journals.
^ . . , , .

Ma'n side e^i in. x 5\k in. F. & B. 5 in. dia. x 3^ in.Enguie truck, kind . 4-wheel swing bolster
iMieine truck journals. .

.

6y^ in. jia. x 10 in.
r>iam. of engine truck wheels 33 inKind r>f engine truck wheels .Krupp steel tired spoke witli 2% iii. tire

Boiler.

f}- }''.,'
J'- V '.; • v; Extended wagon topOutside diam. of first ring 66 :;/i(; iV,

Working pressure ;. ?00 ib"'
Material of barrel and outside of firebox .'.'.'.'.'.'.Carbon steel

ELECTRIC VS. STEAM TRACTION.

At the recent annual meeting of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, at Cape May, N. J., the following topic was
presented for discussion:

"What are the economic conditioi^s under which electricity

inay be profitably substituted for steam in the operation of

branch railroad lines, and what are the engineering require-

ments to be considered in such substitution?"

Col. H. G. Prout, Editor of the Railroad Gazette, stated the

case clearly and forcibly by showing that the question was
purely one of traffic conditions. Except for frequent, short

trains doing a suburban business or street railway business,

there was no advantage in electricity so far as the cost of

power was concerned. A 1,000-horse power locomotive costs

$10,000, while a stationary power house plant of equal capacity

costs about $80,000. and any gain in the fuel economy through

the use of the electric motor would be more than offset by

the greater first cost of the plant. The fuel cost was a small

item in the total expense of operating, and the advantage of

the electric motor over the locomotive, if any existed, must be

sought in other directions than in fuel economy.

This is a clear statement of fact and it ought to cause advo-

cates of electric traction to trunk line service to subside until

such service becomes suitable for electric subdivision of power,

or, in other words, until "the train service becomes so fre-

quent and steady as to resemble the movements of buckets

upon a grain elevator."
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FAVORABLE ENGLISH OPINIONS OF AMERICAN LOCO-

MOTIVES.

The following extracts from an editorial in "The Engineer,"

of London, July 7, 1899, are interesting to those who have fol-

lowed the recent march of events in locomotive practice, with

particular reference to the use of American designs in foreign

service:

If a railway was absolutely smooth, level, straight and un-

yielding, springs would be wholly unnecessary. The worse

the road the greater is the need for flexibility and elasticity.

It is an open secret now that in certain trials which took place a

good many years ago in France, between French and English

locomotives, the French engines always beat the English in

speed; and we have no doubt that the reason given at the time

was the true reason. The English engines, regarded as ve-

hicles, were too stiff for the French roads. Now, the American

engine, built for bad railway tracks, with its spring rigging,

compensating beams, bar frames, and loosely-fitting axle-

boxes, works like a basket on the road, and runs with a free-

dom of which an accurately-made and fitted machine like a

first-class English locomotive is quite incapable. It is the want

of perception of this truth which has caused English engineers

to draw up specifications which are thoroughly mischievous,

and inspectors to condemn, in their ignorance, work that is es-

sential to success. We can only repeat here what we have said

over and over again, namely, that to construct colonial en-

gines, or engines for such countries as South America, with

the same rigidity of boxes and springs, the same paucity of

provision for lateral and vertical motion, as distinguish Eng-

lish engines running on the best track in the world, is to court

failure, and to entail on the unfortunate engineer who has to

work with these locomotives an immense amount of worry, re-

sulting at last in the alteration of details, and what is almost

tantamount in some cases to a rebuilding of the engine.

We have never said that English locomotive builders cannot

build engines quite as easy on a road as anything that Ameri-

can shops can turn out. Nay, more, if the builders were left to

themselves, they could turn out better engines. But it is a

matter quite notorious that the builders have to work to speci-

fications, and that there are not drawn up with an intelligent

perception of what is really wanted. These are facts that

ought not to be forgotten. In this country, from a very early

period great attention was paid to track. Brunei proposed that a

car with two huge grindstones, caused to revolve by an engine,

should be run over the road to remove every asperity and re-

duce the rails to a dead level surface. In the United States the

early railways had a track of longitudinal timbers, on which
were spiked flat bars of iron 2^^ in. wide and V^ in. thick—the

well-known "strap rail," in fact. The locomotives which ran

over this permanent way were of necessity extremely flexible;

and flexibility was obtained by the use of bogies, balance
beams, and enormous side-play—things wholly unknown in

this country. Such an engine as Gooch's North Star could not
have run ten miles on a strap rail track. But Amei'ican en-

gines managed to do their 25 miles an hour on it without diffi-

culty. The lessons thus learned by American locomotive de-

signers have never since been forgotten. They have modified
'

American practice ever since; and the result is that to this day
the American engineer loves to impart a flexibility to his en-

gines, which is regarded as an absolute defect by not a few in-

fluential engineers in this country. In a few words, experience

is the foundation of all knowledge; and Americans have had
for more experience—half a century of it at least—of bad roads

than we in this country have had. It is not surprising that

they should be able to teach us something in this connection,

and, however unpleasant it may be to some persons to admit
it, it is none the less certain that the English-built locomotive
intended for service on a bad road will or will not be success-

ful just in so far as it does or does not embody those prin-

ciples of construction which our American rivals have deduced
from a very extended and varied experience.

From various parts of the world statements reach us to the

effect that the comparatively roughly-made American engine

is a more satisfactory machine than its beautifully finished

English or Scotch made brother. We see no reason why such

statements should be made if they are not true. We have read

specifications for engines, and we have made ourselves ac-

quainted with the practice of inspectors, and bringing our own
knowledge of the facts to bear, we are certain that the engines

which result from the specifications and inspection are not the

best adapted to the intended work. We do not wish to criti-

cise individuals, and we find it hard to state cases by way of

illustration, which will not seem to press hardily on this man
or that; but we may say that we can call to mind one instance

in which six-wheeled engines with rigid plate frames, and a

comparatively long wheel base, were set to work against Amer-
ican engines of much rougher make with four wheels coupled

and a bogie. The English engines burst the road, ran off it,

and did such mischief that they were thrown on one side and
the American engines did all the york. We can call to mind
another case, in which two beautifully made engines, build to

special design for the 5 ft. 3 inch gauge, played such havoc with

a very bad road that they had to be practically rebuilt, the

wheel base shortened, and the axle-boxes cut away to give side

play, before they could be used. We have seen engines with the

cylinders thrown so far forward to get a short wheel base that

the engines literally jumped themselves off a bad road, and
could not be used till they were fitted with pony trucks, which
the designer would not have at any price. The highest excel-

lence of material and the utmost beauty of workmanship will

not compensate for such defects of design.

We need scarcely say that it affords us no particular pleas-

ure to write thus. But, on the other hand, we have the best in-

terest of the locomotive builders of this country at heart, and
we should wholly fail in our duty if we said pleasant things,

and maintained that the typical English locomotive must be

best for Australia or South America, or China, or Africa, just

because it is the best for the railways of the United Kingdom.
We repeat that Americans more fully understand what is

wanted for railway service in a new and cheap country than
we do, and that we ought not to be too proud to learn from
them. The locomotive-building firms in this country are by
no means numerous; and we venture to say that they have
nothing to learn from Americans or anyone else. But this is

not true of other people in this country, and it is the other

people who settle what the locomotive for distant lands shall

be.

The cost of a modern office building in New York City is

stated by Mr. R. P. Bolton, In a paper before the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, to be from 36 to 40 cents

per cubic foot of its gross volume, outside measurement. The
excessively high and very highly ornamented buildings cost

more. The total cost of mechanical appliances in a 16-story

building, with basement and sub-basement, having about 6,000

square feet of renting area per floor, was $82,000.

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKES IN RUSSIA.

It was announced in our columns some time ago that the
Westinghouse Air Brake Company had made arrangements to

manufacture brake apparatus in Russia. The works are now
completed and running, and with the receipt of this news comes
an announcement that the company has just closed a contract
with the Russian Imperial Railway Commission to equip all

of its cars during the next four years with Westinghouse
brakes. The contract was awarded as a result of tests made
by the commission, and it covers the equipment of both freight

and passenger stock. Statistics whereby the exact mileage and
amount of rolling stock to which this contract applies are not
available, but it is safe to say that it includes about 24,000 miles
of government roads aside from about 8,000 miles of private

roads which are likely to be equipped with this apparatus.
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HOII.ER STEEL WORKED AT TOO LOW TEMPERATURES.

'I'lie danger of working boiler steel at "blue heat." or at tem-

peratures of from 700 down to G.'JO degrees F., is well known,

hut in spite of this the practice is often seen and it will proba-

l)ly continue to be common until the general introduction of

llaiiM;ing presses is accomplished. Prof. H. Wade Hibbard

iirought the subject before the New York Railroad Club in a

paper recently read, and in the discussion it became clear that

I he use of llie Hanging |)ress is one of the greatest of recent im-

provements in locomotive boiler making.

Blue working without annealing is forbidden on work for the

United States Navy, as was stated by Mr. L. R. Pomeroy, who
also pre.sented records of the Board of Trade tests at the Steel

Works of Scotland, where 48 plates were tested by coupons cut

from each, half of which were bent cold to an angle of 180 de-

grees around a l)ar of a diameter of twice the thickness of the

strips. Corresponding strips were heated in boiling tallow

an(i bent at this tempcralure, whereupon every one cracked

l)efore reaching ISO degrees. A plate heated and cooled was

stated to be no worse for the operation, but if, while cooling,

the steel is worked at the blue heat, it will be found to be

seriously injured in quality.

Mr. Pomeroy said that Mr. Stromeyer. in 1S9G. was among the

first to call attention to the injurious effects of working steel

at blue heat. The most interesting results were obtained by

bending tests. The test strips were bent alternately in oppo-

site directions till they broke. The strips were each clamped
lietween a steam hammer and its anvil, and the projecting

end was bent down by hammering (over a mold with round

angle) through an angle of 45 degrees. The test strip was
then turned over and bent in the opposite direction. Briefly,

it was found that while a test strip bent cold would stand

twenty to twenty-six bendings before cracking, if it was once
lient while at the blue heat and allowed to cool, it broke after-

wards with very few bendings.

SUMMARY OF TESTS BY C. E. STROMEYER.
Average No. of Bendings

Before Cracking.
Medium- Very
hard Mild Mild

Conditions to which the Strip had Steel. Steel. Steel,
been Brought. % inch. % inch. % inch.

(Inproiiareil or :iiini'ale(l 21 12'^ 26
FJcndings while at blue heat 2'^ liA 2'/^

Bent ut blui' heat once and cooled 3 2J 11
Bent at blue heat twice and cooled % ii %
Bent once cold 20 9^4
Bent twice cold WA 8v| io
Bent four times cold .... 13
Bent eight times cold 15

Tests by Mr. F. W. Webb of the London & North Western
Railway were also quoted in support of the same princi-
ple.

A common test used by boilermakers abroad is to cease work
as soon as a plate which has been red hot becomes so cool that
the mark produced by rubbing a hammer handle or other
piece of wood over it will not glow. A plate which is not hot
enough to produce this effect, yet too hot to be touched by
hand, is probably blue hot. and should, under no circumstances,
he hammered or bent.

Mr. H. D. Gordon, formerly Master Mechanic of the Penn-
sylvania at ,Tuanita, gave his opinion very clearly on the danger
of working at blue heat, and strongly favored the use of forg-
ing presses. What he says about the press is particularly im-
portant.

"Notwithstanding all that has been said and written on this
subject, I believe it is one that is not generally well enough
understood by boiler shop foremen and those having to do
with the flanging of sheets. Hand flanging at best is a slow
and laborious operation, especially when the heats are taken
in the usual method and with an open fire. A small portion
only of the sheet can be heated at one time, and the tendency
IS with the man managing the work to try to get as much of
the sheet flanged at each heat as possible. Consequently it is
often hammered at a much lower heat than it should be and
with undoubtedly injurious effects to the sheet. Many of our
mysterious cracks that are found in the flanges of boilers are

no doubt due to this cause. The Ideal way, undoubtedly, for

flanging a sheet Is by the use of hydraulic flanging presses. It

is now about ten years since the Pennsylvania Railroad erected

their new shops at Altoona for building locomotives, and at

that lime they put in a hydraulic press and complete plant for

the flanging of boiler sheets by power at one operation, or, at

most, two for each sheet, and as I bad charge of the installa-

tion and operation of that plant, I had a chance to learn con-

siderable about this method of flanging, and am convinced

that it is the only proper way and should be more generally

introduced. At the time the machinery was purchased there

had not been a great deal of that kind of work done in this

country, especially in locomotive boiler shops, and it was a dif-

ficult matter to get information as to what was required. We
were obliged to depend largely upon the manufacturers of the

press, which, by the way, was made in England. A very fine

furnace was designed, which proved to be a complete success,

and that is a very necessary auxiliary to a good flanging ma-
chine. That particular press did good work, and is still doing
it, and I am sure that any master mechanic or those having to

do with a boiler shop who once handled sheets flanged by that

method would never want to go back to the old way of flanging

by hand. Of course it is not possible for small roads with a

limited number of engines to consider the installing of such a

complete plant, but it is a question whether the large systems
with a great number of engines and boilers could not profitably

take up this matter with a view of installing at least one com-
plete plant. There are machines made called sectional flangers

which do not require such a large outlay for dies and which
are a very great improvement on the method of flanging by
hand. A combination of both will sotnetimes enable a very
difficult sheet to be flanged in a very satisfactory manner. I

think that every shop of any importance should at least have a
large furnace in which the sheets can be thoroughly heated all

over and annealed, and which would no doubt remove some of

the bad effects due to improper working at low heats by the

hand method. It was not long after the installation of that

plant before the largest locomotive works in the country fol-

lowed by introducing flanging presses, and they were generally

much heavier and larger, and I think that It is quite common
practice with them now to flange at least all of the plain sheets

of their boilers."

Mr. T. R. Browne, Master Mechanic, Pennsylvania, who is

now in charge of the Juniata shops, contributed the following

to the same discussion:

The high grade and peculiar character of flrebox steel neces-

sitates more or less peculiar handling to produce the best re-

sults, and it is a pretty well recognized fact that to attempt to

work this steel for the purpose of scarfing at a heat too low
is to encourage cracks and a change of its structure, which will

make it entirely too brittle either for safety or for long ser-

vice. A low, red heat, and the work of scarfing completed
while this heat lasts, or at least before it reaches a blue point,

is generally the safest. I have known of cases where the lo-

cation of the anvil at a point where a severe draft, incidental

to adjoining doors or openings in the shop, had been the direct

cause of cracking of sheets which were being scarfed over this

anvil; and that, with pieces cut from the same sheet which had
been spoiled, due to the cause stated, a test made at other
points in the shop where there was an absence of these drafts,

there was no difficulty whatever in securing the very best re-

sults.

As to the question of flanging by machine, as compared with
the hand process, the advantages are almost too obvious to

need comment. The question of great reduction in cost and
absolute interchangeability of the parts, the even and thor-

oughly distributed stress on the material, as compared with
the very best re.'jults of hand flanging, place this method far

in advance of any other known at this time. All of the sheets,

however, should be thoroughly annealed, and it is generally

sufficient to allow them to cool with the last bent of flanging

to secure an amount of annealing which will thoroughly re-

move all serious internal stress.
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FRICTION LOSSES OF LOCOMOTIVES.

The friction losses of locomotives have been investigated by

Prof. Goss by aid of the laboratory locomotive at Purdue Uni-

versity, and the records are to be found in an article by him

in the Purdue University "Exponent." The friction losses

were found to be variable on account of changes in cut-off and

speed. The highest value of the loss by friction in proportion

to the Indicated horse-power of the engine was 23.3 per cent,

corresponding to a speed of 55 miles per hour at 6-inch cut-off.

The lowest value was 5.5 per cent, and was obtained at a speed

of 25 miles per hour and at 10-inch cut-off. The friction loss

decreases with an increase in cut-off. That is, for the devel-

opment of a given amount of power, the more uniform the ef-

fort on the cranks the smaller the friction. This- fact was con-

firmed by a test at 15 miles per hour, cut-off 20 inches, initial

pressure in the cylinder 81 pounds, in which the loss in draw-

bar pull was only 142 pounds. Within the limits of the ex-

periments the loss does not change with the boiler pressure.

For any cut-off the horse-power absorbed by engine friction

is directly proportional to the speed. For any cut-off the high-

er the speed the greater the proportion of power absorbed by

engine friction. This is due to the fact that the horse-power

absorbed by friction is, and the indicated horse-power is not di-

rectly proportional to the speed. Prof. Goss says: "In the

light of the data it would seem that under usual working con-

ditions there is a loss in draw-bar pull, due to engine friction,

of about 500 pounds. With the locomotive running at 50 miles

per hour this corresponds to 67 horse-power."

SUGGESTIONS FOR RUNNING VAUCLAIN COMPOUND
LOCOMOTIVES.

While the proper use of the starting value of a Vauclain com-

pound locomotive is simple and easily understood, we have

noticed, on several roads, a tendency to neglect this important

part of their management. In our December, 1898, issue, page

403. we illustrated a device designed and constructed by the

mechanical department of the Philadelphia & Reading Ry. for

the purpose of preventing the practice of leaving the starting

valve open, except when it was necessary in starting or in pull-

ing over a summit. The following is taken from a little book

entitled "Locomotive Data," recently Issued by the Baldwin

Locomotive Works, and in addition to outlining the proper

method of starting a train, the suggestion as to the use of the

starting valve in drifting should have attention from all who
are using these engines:

In starting the locomotive with a train, place the reverse-

lever in full forward position, throw the cylinder-cock lever

forward, which operation opens the starting valve, and allows

live steam to pass to the low pressure cylinder. The throttle

Is then opened, and as soon as possible when the cylinders are

free of water and the train is under good headway, the cylin-

der-cocks and starting valve should be closed. As the economy
of a compound locomotive depends largely on Its greater range

of expansion, the engineer should bear in mind that in order

to get the best results he must use his reverse-lever. After the

starting valve is closed and as the speed of the train increases,

the reverse lever should be hooked back a few notches at a

time until the full power of the locomotive is developed. If af-

ter moving the reverse lever to the last notch, which cuts off

the steam at about half-stroke In the high-pressure cylinder. It

is found that the locomotive develops more power than is re-

quired, the throttle must be partially closed and the flow of

steam to the cylinder reduced. In slightly descending grades

the steam may be throttled very close, allowing just enough in

the cylinders to keep the air valves closed.

If the descent is such as to prevent the use of steam, close

the throttle and move the reverse lever gradually to the for-

ward notch and move the starting valve lever to its full back-

ward position. This allows the air to circulate either way
through the starting valve from one side of the piston to the

other, relieves the vacuum and prevents the oil from being

blown out of the cylinder. On ascending grades with heavy

loads, as the speed decreases the reverse lever should be moved

forward sufficiently to keep up the required speed. If, after the

reverse lever is placed in the full forward notch, the speed still

decreases and there is danger of stalling, the starting valve

may be used, admitting steam to the low-pressure cylinders.

This should be done only in case of emergency, and the valve

closed as soon as the difficulty is overcome.

DEVICE FOR LAYING OFF ECCENTRIC KEY-WAYS ON
AXLES.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

The simple and convenient device illustrated by the accom-

panying engraving is used on the Baltimore & Ohio for laying

out the key-ways on driving axles, whereby the eccentrics are

secured in position before the wheels are placed in position un-

der the engine. The drawing makes the method of operation

Device for Laying Off Key Ways.

clear with very little description. The spindle which carries

the two conical plugs is self centering in the crank pin hole in

the driving wheel, and on the end of this spindle is an arm
which partially encircles the axle. From this the key-ways
are laid off with the proper angular advance. This device has

been used for several years witn very satisfactory results.

THE BUHOUP THREE STEM COUPLER.

The Buhoup Three Stem Coupler, manufactured by the Mc-
Conway & Torley Co., was put through a series of severe tests

at the recent convention at Old Point Comfort, in order to try

its operation in taking severe curves. The results are given in

the "Railway Age." The couplers were fitted to a Union Pa-

cific pressed steel car of 90,000 pounds capacity and a P., C, C.

& St. L. coal car of 80,000 pounds. They were tried on two
curves, one said to be 58 and the other 76 degrees, and the cars

were coupled and uncoupled easily on them. The strong claims

made for this coupler and method of attachment are based upon
the flexibility of the whole arrangement, whereby the natural

movements of the couplers in taking curves may be accom-
modated without placing the cars or the couplers under unnec-

essary stress. The coupler head being attached to the coupler

by a swivel joint, is able to yield to lateral movements, and in

addition to this, the three stem arrangement with the three

coupler springs permits of increasing the spring resistance of

the coupler to prevent the springs from being closed up solid

in hauling heavy loads. The three stems are not at all likely

to break at once, no matter what the stress, and herein is a

safeguard against the form of accident due to the falling of

broken couplers on the tra(?k. These couplers have been in use

for four years and the experience gained has shown the de-

sirability of urging their use on freight equipment also.

Twenty consolidation locomotives, with Wootten boilers and

21 by 28-inch cylinders, have been ordered by the Erie from

the Brooks Locomotive Works.
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EXTENDED PISTON RODS.

"What advantages are gained by the use of piston rods ex-

tended through the front cyliniior head?" was one of the topi-

cal discussions at the Master Mechanics' Convention, and the

following is (altcn from the discussion:

Mr. K. li. Soule of the Baldwin Locomotive Works opened

the discussion as follows:

"This question of the benefits, if any, following the introduc-

tion of extended piston rods or tail rods, is one of those ques-

tions which is now coming to the front as one of the natural

sequences of the great increase in the size of our locomotives.

There is little fixed opinion on the subject, among the railroad

men, and no unanimity of opinion among the locomotive build-

ers. I know of one road, the New York Central, which makes
It a rule that all cylinders, 19 inches and upwards in diameter,

shall have the piston rods carried through the front ends. I

heard from a locomotive builder who does not consider it nec-

essary to supply the piston rod extension unless the cylinder

is 28 inches in diameter or upwards; there is a wide difference

of opinion on this subject. As regards the mechanism by

which the piston rod extension shall be supported in cases

where it passes through the front end, there is no settled prac-

tice. It seems to be difficult to get a bushing or support more
than 5 inches in length if you insist on having the piston rod

extension in the bushing at all times. If you are willing to

have the piston rod extension draw nearly out of the bushing

on the back stroke, you can increase the bushing to 9 inches.

When these extensions were first introduced into service they

did not carry a good service record, because in the early cases

they were not lubricated. The question of lubrication comes

up, and one locomotive builder states it to be the practice where

the extension is applied to always apply a triple sight-feed lu-

bricator. One sight-feed lubricator being devoted to the usual

purposes and the two branches of the third going to the bush-

ing or front end cylinders for the lubrication of the piston rod

extension. Another locomotive builder states this to be unnec-

essary, and that the successful lubrication of this piston rod

extension only requires some nice work in the arrangement of

lubricating grooves in the bushing, so that the steam which

is supposed to be supplied with its own lubricant can reach the

bearings in question. Among the TcRiomotive builders it is felt

that the piston rod extension in sotoe approved form, when
the practice has reached a final stage, where it commends it-

self to the railroads, will be a necessary feature in all future

powerful locomotives; but there are a number of details to be

worked out, and I do not think it ran be said yet that any de-

vice which has been put out is an absolute success. One of the

legitimate questions in connection with this problem of ex-

tended piston rods is whether the increased clearance which

necessarily follows its use is not detrimental to the economy of

the engine. We will take it for granted that extension piston

rods are operated in closed tubes or pockets attached to the

cylinder head, although it is entirely possible to make an ar-

rangement by which the extension rod shall pass through a

stuffing box; but under the present conditions the usual prac-

tice is to use the pockets for the rod to work in, and that neces-

sarily increases the clearance at the front end of the cylinder.

I have no information on that point, but it is a legitimate ques-

tion whether that increased clearance would not impair the

efficiency of the locomotive."

Mr. T. R. Browne. Master Mechanic, Pennsylvania Railroad,

stated that he did not think it necessary to have the extended
rod on an ordinary cylinder. Continuing, he said:

"We had an engine with 24-inch cylinders, solid heads, with
a lining of block tin around the heart. After a while they wore
away and the crosshead began to show trouble. The crosshead
also had block tin on top and bottom of the wearing surfaces,

between the guides and the front end of the crosshead. and it

would wear on the bottom of the back and on the top of the

front end; and whenever you went by the engine, after she
was unninB a little while, it looked as if the guides were out

of line. The piston wore at the bottom and the crosshead

went down with it. We took the crosshead out occasionally

and relined it and put it in again in good condition, and we
turned the pitston around to let it wear on the other side, but

the same trouble would take place. Finally, we decided to put

an extension rod on, and after we did so there was no further

trouble. We demonstrated on the 24-inch piston that the ex-

tended rod was a benefit."

Mr. A. L. Humphrey (Colorado Midland)—"So far as the

question of extended piston rods on engines that drift a great

deal is concerned, I think that is beyond experiment. As it

applies to our road I know that with large engines with 20 and
21 -inch cylinders, where they drift at times 100 miles at a

stretch, it is necessary to have the extended rods in order to

keep the cylinders from wearing. I am inclined to think that

the stuffing box principle is a good one. We are not troubled

with the question of lubrication. Our engines have 180 pounds

pressure and we simply use the lubrication from the cylinder,

nothing else, and we have experienced no trouble, except, of

course, to turn the bushings often enough to keep them as

nearly central as possible. We turn the bushings every 60

days."

Mr. C. H. Quereau. Master Mechanic of the Denver & Rio

Grande, said:

"The road with which I am connected has a number of loco-

motives with the extended piston rods, but it is true that our

engines are drifting half the time. We now have in service a

design in which the bearing is 8Vi inches, and adjusted perpen-

dicularly, so that as the piston rod wears, we can raise the

piston to the center of the cylinder. I think that the best de-

vice along this line is in use on the Atchison. Topeka & Santa

Fe road, in which they have a long bearing similar to the one

I have just mentioned, and just ahead of that they have a pack-

ing gland. One difficulty with ours, which is simply a brass

bearing, and a sleeve over the extension piston rod, is in the

matter of lubrication. We have on most of the engines a

lubricating cup, a cup in which the oil is placed the same as

on the lubricator itself, except that there is no sight feed. It

will hold possibly a quarter of a pint; and we find the first time

the locomotive throttle is closed the oil is drained out of this

lubricator cup. With the device used by the Santa Fe road

they have a perfect means of lubrication as much as you have

on the piston rods at the back ends of the piston."

M.r J. E. Sague, Mechanical Engineer of the Schenectady

Locomotive Works, contributed the following:

"Our first effort was with a brass bushing 5 inches in length.

That did not seem to be enough, and the wear of the bushing

was excessive. We now extend the length of the bushing to 9

or 10 inches. We put an auxiliary sight feed in the cup where

the extended piston rod is used. We do not feel by any means

that it is an absolute necessity, from the fact that we build

more engines with extended piston rods in which the auxili-

ary lubricator is not used than in which it is used. It may be

of advantage where the engines do a great deal of drifting.

We apply the extended piston rods to all compound locomo-

tives, and I am now applying the auxiliary lubricator to such

engines as do a great deal of drifting. Our experience has

been most satisfactory with extended piston rods."

The elements of safe operation of fast trains on a single

track road were admirably summed up before the St. Louis

Railway Club recently by Mr. W. A. Garrett, Division Super-

intendent of the Wabash Railroad, in the following terse lan-

guage, which applies equally well to roads with more than a

single track: "Requirements—Good road bed and bridges; re-

liable motive power and equipment; officials with loyal sup-

port; sober, capable, intelligent, quick-thinking and emer-

gency-acting employees in all departments, thoroughly organ-

ized, interested in performance of duty and disciplined from the

following recipe, which I can recommend fully: 'One-half

kindness, the other half firmness.'
"
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COLOR-WEAKNESS AND COLOR-BLINDNESS.

It is important that tests for color-blindness for railroad

men should establish beyond question the ability to distinguish

colors, not only when atmospheric conditions are favorable, but

when they are unfavorable. It is also important that the tests

should be fair to the candidates. These considerations entitle

the investigations of Prof. E. W. Scripture of Yale Univer-

sity, on this subject, to the careful attention of railroad offi-

cers. He presents his views in a contribution to "Science" as

follows:

It Is generally accepted as a well established fact that the

traveling public is fully protected by the present tests tor color-

blindness to which railway employees and pilots are subjected.

Yet several of the mysterious accidents that have occurred dur-

ing the last two years might be explained on the supposition

of color-blindness on the part of responsible lookouts. In fact,

I believe myself in position to prove that persons of dangerously

defective color-vision actually do pass the regular tests and ob-

tain positions where their detects are continual dangers to pub-
lic welfare. In the first place, I have at the present time among
my students one who is absolutely perfect at the wool-test. He
can match wools with incredible precision at any distance

away; he is, nevertheless, color-blind. This case is typical of a
class of persons with eyes abnormally acute for differences in

color, but yet with only two fundamental sensations instead

of three.

In the second place, I have had among my students those
who possessed perfect color-vision for near objects or bright

objects, but who were practically color-blind for weakly illumi-

nated or distant objects. These persons possess the typical

three fundamental color sensations, but have one of them
weaker than the normal. A person of this kind may pass the
wool-test with the utmost perfection if the test is performed
close by, but will fail if the wools are removed to a distance
of 20 or 30 feet. This peculiar defect I take the liberty of term-
ing "color-weakness." The first student of this kind that I

examined passed the wool-test close at hand and yet was un-
able to distinguish red and green lanterns a few hundred yards
away. Cases similar to this have been reported by the British

Marine Examiner, Eldridge-Green. Among other cases he
quotes a letter from an engineer containing the following state-

ment: "I have been on the railway for thirty years and I can
tell you the card-tests and wool-tests are not a bit of good.
Why, sir, I had a mate that passed them all, but we had to

pitch into another train over it. He couldn't tell a red from a
green light at night in a bit of a fog."

To eliminate both these classes of persons we must have a
method of testing on quite different principles from the usual
ones. In the first place, the sorting of delicate shades of colors,
according to likeness, must be replaced by naming certain fun-
damental and familiar colors. The sorting of wools is a quite
unusual task and perplexing task to a man brought up in a
railway yard and on shipboard. It puts a nervous man at quite
a disadvantage; it furnishes the unsuccessful candidate with
the excuse that the judgment required was so unlike any he
had made before that he failed from nervousness; and, finally,
it is not a guarantee that all who pass are not color-blind. The
naming of colors should—as Donders proposed—be rigidly re-
quired. The engineer or the pilot in his daily routine is not
called upon to match colors, but to decide whether a light is
red, green or white; he should be tested on just this point. The
color-blind student referred to above who can pass the wool-
test to perfection, fails at once when called upon to name the
wools. The naming of delicate and perhaps unusual shades
should, however, not be required; the colors to be named should
be the three familiar ones: red, green and white, so manipu-
lated that every possible chance for confusion is presented.
The second necessity tor eliminating danger is that of an ab-

solutely certain test which shall detect both the color-blind and
the color-weak. Acting on the basis of suggestions from the
work of Donders and of Eldridge-Green, I have devised a test
that meets this requirement as well as the first one.
The instrument may be termed the "color-sight tester," or the

"color-sense tester." In general appearance it resembles an
ophthalmoscope. On the side toward the person tested. Fig. 1.

there are three windows of glass, numbered 1, 2 and 3, respect-

ively. The opposite side of the tester, Fig. 2, consists of a mov-
able disk carrying twelve glasses of different colors. As this

disk is turned by the finger of the operator the various colors

appear behind the three windows. At each movement of the

disk the subject calls oft the colors seen at the windows. The
windows, 1, 2 and 3, are, however, fitted with gray glasses. No.

1 carries a very dark smoked glass; all colors seen through it

will be dark. No. 2 carries a piece of ground glass, showing all

colors in full brightness. No. 3 carries a light smoked glass.

There are thus thirty-six possible combinations of the colors.

The twelve glasses are, however, mainly reds, greens and grays.

A suitable arrangement of the colors gives direct simultane-

ous comparisons of reds, greens and grays of different shades.

The well-known confusion by color-blind persons of dark greens

with reds, greens with gray, etc., are exactly Imitated, and the

instrument gives a decisive test for color-blindness. Its peculiar

advantage, however, lies in the fact that it presents reds, greens

and grays simultaneously in a large number of different shades
of intensity. The light of a green lantern, at different distances

or in a fog, is simulated by the green behind the different grays;

at the same time a white light is also changed. The color-weak

Fig. 1.

person to whom weak green is the same as gray (white at a
distance) is utterly confused and thinks that the weakened
green is gray (white) and the dark gray is green.
The actual test is performed in the following manner: The

tester is held toward a window, at about 2% feet from the per-
son tested. The operator begins with any chance position of
the glasses, and asks the person tested to tell the colors seen
through the three glasses, Nos. 1, 2 and 3. He answers, for
example: "No. 1 is dark red; No. 2 is gray; No. 3 is green."
The operator records from the back of the tester the letters in-

dicating what glasses were actually used. If he finds that A,
D and G were opposite the glasses Nos. 1, 2 and 3 he records;
A 1, dark red; D 2, gray; G 3, green. The disk is then turned to

some other position; the colors are again named, and the oper-
ator records the names used. For example, the result might
be: "No. 1 is dark green; No. 2 is white; No. 3 is red;" and the
record would read: G 1, dark green; J 2, white; A 3, red. Still

another record might give: J 1, dark gray; A 2, red; D 3,

medium gray. Similar records are made for all combinations.
Of course, the person tested knows nothing concerning the rec-
ords made. A comparison with a list of the true colors for
each position determines whether the test has been passed
or not.

The three records just cited were all obtained from the red
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glasa, A; the gray glass, D; the grreen grlass, G, and the ground
glass, J, In combination with dark gray, No. 1; the ground glass.

No. 2, and the medium gray. No. 3. Those familiar with color-

blindness win notice that these combinations place side by side

the colors most confused.

The records can be taken by .-inyone, and, on the supposition
that the record lias been honestly obtained and that the Instru-

ment has not been tampered with after leaving the central

offlce, the comparison is mechanical. There is none of the skill-

ful manipulation reiiuired in the wool-test and none of the un-
certainly attaching to its results. The only instruction given to

the subject is: "Name the colors;" the results render the deci-

sion with mechanical certainty.

One of the testers is in use on one of the I'^nglish railwaj w.

another on the central division of the New York Central Rail-

road. From the former 1 have not yet heard, but the examiner
on the latter reports that since using the tester he has found
men who get through the wool-test, but are caught by the

tester. On the other hand, he states that "the men examined
say that this test is more like the signals they are used to see-

ing every day on the road, and is, therefore, fairer than to ask
them to pick out a lot of delicately tinted pieces of yarn."

An experience of several years seems to justify the following

claims for the color-sense tester:

1. It detects with unerring precision both the color-blind and
the color-weak.

2. It is a perfectly fair test for the men concerned and injures

no man by re(iulring an unfamiliar judgment.
3. It re(|uires but a very small fraction of the time used on

the wool-test.

4. Its decisions are self-evident and unquestionable.

THE AUTOIVIATIC ELECTRIC PEED WATER PURIFIER.

This is an interesting and apparently very successful type

of feed water purifier, which adds no complication to the work-

ing parts of a steam plant and simply forms a part of the feed

pipe between the pump or the injector and the boiler. Mr.

Samuel M. Green, Mechanical Engineer of the American Thread

Company, in discu.ssing the iiaper by Mr. Howard Stillman,

Engineer of Tests of the Southern Pacific Railway, on "A Wa-
ter Purifying Plant," before the American Society of Mechani-

cal Engineers (Proc. A, S, M, B., Vol. XIX, page 437), spoke as

follows:

"In a battery of Manning boilers of about 600 horse-power

at the mills of the Merrick Thread Company, Holyoke, Mass.,

we have had a great deal of trouble from scale forming upon

the tubes, and then dropping down upon the crown sheet.

Many kinds of scale resolvent have been tried, including soda

ash, kerosine and crude oil, but it has been found almost im-

possible to keep the tubes from leaking. About three years

ago (this was said in December, 1897) an electro purifier was
brought to my attention. It consisted of a series of copper

and zinc plates placed in an upright pipe. The feed water is

passed up through this pipe and comes in contact with the zinc

and copper plates. It was found necessary to keep the tem-

perat\ire at above 170 degrees. When putting in this purifier

1 did so with a great deal of misgiving, but it has since proved

itself reliable. I do not think that its action upon the scale

forming properties in the water has been explained, but the

fact remains that our boilers have been tree from scale since

its installation. The scale, instead of forming hard upon the

l)oiler surfaces, is deposited in the shape of mud, which is

blown out every day. The zinc plates are renewed once a year,

at a cost of about 10 cents per horse-power. I have put this

purifier upon several plants, in one case particularly where the

water was from an artesian well. In this plant as soon as the

purifier ceases to act the boiler immediately becomes coated

with scale. As long as the zinc plates are active the boiler is

kept clean."

Prof. R. H. Thurston, in the same discussion, offered the fol-

lowing in explanation of the operation of these devices:

"It seems, for some reason which I do not quite understand,

to prevent the sulphate of lime coming down in the form of

hard scale. It is still sulphate of lime, but it does not cover

the heating surface with incrustation; It is not hard as marble,
or harder, as is often the ordinary scale, and it is easily

washed out."

The probable explanation of its operation is that the presence

of the electric current generated by this device in the presence

of the warm feed water prevents the crystallization of the scale

and thus robs it of its power to become firmly attached to the

heating surfaces. It does not prevent the precipitation, but

changes the character of the precipitate so that it does not

adhere to the tubes and sheets. It does not appear to act in

the same way with all feed waters, but with the waters to

which it is adaptable it works well. In a recent letter to us Mr.

Green says that in most cases he has had very satisfactory

results.

This purifier is manufactured by the Curtis-Hull Manufactur-
ing Company, 42 Union Place, Hartford, Conn. It seems to be
particularly well adapted to use on locomotives, and as its

api)lication involves no undesirable complication, it is hoped
that trials will be made with it in that service.

LONG LOCOMOTIVE RUNS.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

The experiment of almost doubling the runs of the passen-

ger engines of the Baltimore & Ohio has proved more success-

ful than its warmest advocate had any idea that it would. For
a great many years the average run on the Baltimore & Ohio
was 125 and 150 miles, and it was supposed that on account of

the heavy grades one locomotive could not be used for a con-

tinuous rim of 200 or 225 miles. However, General Manager
Underwood and Mr. Harvey Middleton, Mechanical Superinten-

dent, determined to make the experiment, and during the past

three months have demonstrated that these continuous runs are

not only successful but economical, even on the Baltimore &
Ohio, where 1, 2 and 2V^ per cent, grades are found. Passen-

ger engines are now run continuously from Cumberland to

Parkersburg, a distance of 207 miles, and from Cumberland to

Wheeling, 201 miles. From Cumberland to Parkersburg the

engines go out on trftins 1, 3 and 55, returning on trains 2, 4

and 12. From Cumberland to Benwood the run is 200 miles,

and the engines go out on train 7, returning on train 46. This

change has enabled the road to reduce the number of engines

in that service from 24 to 12, and has doubled the mileage of

each engine when run from Philadelphia to Washington, Wash-
ington to Cumberland and from Cumberland to the Ohio River.

Each locomotive will average very nearly 7,500 miles per

month.

West of the Ohio River three engines are tised to haul trains

7, S, 46 and 47 between Benwood and Chicago Junction, a dis-

tance of 190 miles, and they will average about 7,680 miles a

month. These engines are double crewed. Four engines at

present are running trains 103, 104. 105 and 106 between Ben-

wood and Cincinnati, a distance of 254 miles, running through

westbound and are relieved at Newark eastbound. These en-

gines are also double crewed and they will average a monthly

mileage of 7,650 miles. Trains 3 and 4, between Newark and San-

dusky, and local passenger trains between Newark and Shaw-

nee are run by two engines and three enginemen. the distance

being 159 miles. These engines will make an average mileage

of about 5,742 miles per month. Trains 16, 17, 114 and 115,

running between Columbus and Sandusky, a distance of about

149 miles, are run by one engine, double crewed, with a month-

ly mileage of about 8,012 miles. Trains 101. 102, 107, 108, 111

and 112. between Cambridge and Cincinnati, a distance of 201

miles, are handled by three engines and five enginemen, with
a monthly average mileage per engine of 6,443 miles. It is

estimated that under the new method the enginemen make
about the same wages with less work. They average about
3,800 miles per month each, and under the system west of the

Ohio River the saving is equally as great as has been east of

the river, as it now takes 13 locomotives to handle the trains,

while formerly 25 were required, it being a net decrease of 12

locomotives.
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and the danger of working at the blue heat is greater. A sat-

isfactory rule for Judging of the temperature below which the

vrork should not be done is to rub a piece of wood over the

Hurface of the plate, and if it does not leave a red glowing path

the sheet is too cold and the work should stop, The necessity

for increased care In this connection is more apparent with the

Increase in steam pressures, and by insisting upon this simple

rule In the boiler shop a great deal of anxiety may be avoided.

The "blue heat" occurs between temperatures of 550 and 700

degrees and is below the temperature at which iron will show
a red glow in the dark. Its most prominent effect seems to be

to reduce the ability of steel to resist repeated bendings and
the life of modern locomotive boilers depends very largely

upon this quality. A sheet which has undergone this treat-

ment win withstand only about ono-third as many bendings

as before.

The remarkable progress which gas and gasoline engines are

making Is a natural result of education in regard to their ad-

vantages. The best of steam engines used for ordinary work
consume about 2 pounds of coal per horse-power hour and
from 6 to 12 pounds more nearly represents common practice

with small steam engines. The cost of attendance for a steam
plant is very high and proportionately higher per horse-power

as the size of the engine decreases. A steam boiler requires

constant nursing, frequent cleaning, scaling and overhauling,

and also these expenses are constant, even if the engine is

used but a few hours each day. The internal combustion en-

gine presents an agreeable contrast to all this. It starts easily

and quickly, and when once started it needs only to be oiled

and properly loaded to work along unattended all day long.

The fuel consumption is proportional to the load, and when the

engine stops all expense stops also. As to the relative cost of

operation, it may be confidently accepted that a gasoline en-

gine will cost not more than half as much to run as a steam
engine of equal power. The time has come for the gas engine

to receive careful consideration by all who contemplate enlarg-

ing or remodeling old shops, and especially by those who are

planning new ones. The new Westinghouse works for the

manufacture of air brakes in Russia are to be driven entirely

by gas engines. Why should they not be used for driving the

machinery of railroad shops? They offer a most satisfactory

method of distributing power and there are many designs that

are quite ready for important responsibilities.

Piston valves are regarded by many as the coming valves

for locomotives. The advantages they offer are the possi-

bility of perfect balancing and shorter as well as more direct

steam ports with reduction of clearance. The port openings

of piston valves may also be much larger than those of flat

valves for the same valve travel. Some of the best arguments

in favor of this type of valves were offered in connection with

the records of the performance of the Atlantic City locomotive

of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway by Mr. Vauclain, and
this Is regarded as the strongest support that the piston valve

has had. That valves of the piston type are not necessarily

perfectly balanced merely because they belong to that type is

conclusively shown by Mr. F. M. Whyte, on page 199 of our

June Issue. Mr. Whyte's table of the pressures of the

packing rings against the casings is evidence enough that

the form and size of the rings are exceedingly im-

portant. We know of one case in which the width of

the rings in locomotive valves of this type were at first

about %-lnch and having been gradually reduced to about %-
inch and then, owing to the rapid wear of the rings, they were
discarded altogether and the valves were made in the form of

plain cast-Iron plugs without rings. In this a leaf has been

taken from steam pump practice and it is said that the results

are quite satisfactory. In using plug valves it will be neces-

sary to provide for equal expansion of the valve and the cas-

ing and it will also be necessary to guard against the possi-

bility of drawing smoke and cinders into the steam chests

from the smoke box. Of this we shall have more to say at an-

other time.

Professor Scripture's tests for color-blindness and what he
terms "color-weakness," as described on another page of this

issue, appear to be logical and altogether sensible. They are

based upon the principle of reproducing as far as possible the

conditions of the colors as they are actually seen through the

various kinds of atmospheres found along railroads and .sur-

rounding terminals. Professor Scripture writes us remarking
the interesting fact that numbers of men are rejected by the

wool test who are merely nervous or unaccustomed to pay at-

tention to colors. Considerable discussion has been going on
in England as to the fairness of the skein test, and questions

have frequently been raised in this country on the same point.

We quote from a letter from Professor Scripture: "The exam-
ination with the tester (the one we illustrate) is absolutely

fair; a friend of the person to be examined may stand by his

side, see the test and pass or condemn the man with as abso-

lute and indisputable certainty as the examiner. This Is an

important safeguard for both examiner and examined; the test

is self-evident and unquestionable. The Holmgren test Is so

uncertain that any one arnied with the color sense tester might

undertake to examine side by side with one using the wool test

and show that the latter passes men who are defective and re-

jects men who are of sound color vision." This statement is

so strong and the subject is charged with such great interests

as to command immediate attention.

AIR BRAKE DECISION, WESTINGHOUSE VS. NEW YORK.

Another decision in the litigation between the Westinghouse

and the New York air brake companies was handed down by

the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Cir-

cuit, July 18. at New York, the decision being in favor of the

New York Air Brake Co., as noted elsewhere in this issue.

The Westinghouse Co. some time ago brought suit against

the New York Co. for infringement of two patents on triple

valves, claiming that the triple valve brought out by the New
York people in 1895, whereby the train pipe was vented to the

atmosphere in emergency applications, was an infringement

of Westinghouse patents. The question at issue was the right

of the defendants to use this triple valve which vented to the

atmosphere, and the decision was in favor of the defendants.

The suit just closed was on an appeal from the previous deci-

sion and was handed down by Judges Shipman, Thomas and

Lacomb, Judge Lacomb dissenting with reference to the in-

fringement of one of the patents.

The decision may, at first, appear to be a decisive victory for

the New York and a serious defeat for the Westinghouse com-

pany. Technically it is this, but really it is a success of the

defendants in a plea to be allowed to make and sell brake ap-

paratus, the inferiority of which, in comparison with the highly

perfected brake of the complainants, was urged as a strong de-

fense of non-infringement.

The standpoint from which to view this case is that of the

railroad man who appreciates the Importance of the air brake

in the safe operation of trains and knows that the safety of

fast trains depends very largely upon the ability to stop them

quickly; our readers are not so much interested in the owner-

ship of the patent rights of the appliances by which this result

Is attained. The question of whether the railroads will get

better brakes as a result of this decision is answered in the

negative, and this should be the most important question to

the railroad man. The defendants have certainly not been sus-

tained in the right to manufacture and sell an improvement in

air brakes.

The defendants some time ago attempted to use the best

features of the Westinghouse brake and were restrained by the

courts, and their plea in this case was for the privilege of using

an inferior make-shift because of commercial reasons. Their

position was plainly stated in the argument of their attorney

before the lower court in the following language:

"We ask Your Honor to bear in mind that these defendants,
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having been badly advised formerly and having been held by
this court not to be able to build a valve vs^hich has the func-
tion and mode of operation of the valve and brake system that
constituted Mr. Westinghouse's great inventions of 1S86 and
1S87. to-day have departed entirely from that valve and are
building one which does not have the supreme feature of those
inventions and one which is distinctly based on the prior art;

but it is a valve which they are able to sell; it is a valve that
some people in the community want, and they are entitled to

the full and careful consideration of the court as to whether
they are or are not violating anything that these complainants
are entitled to monopolize."
"The Westinghouse system to-day has twenty per cent, more

power in the brake cylinder for setting the brakes than does
the defendant's system; or, as some of the witnesses have said,
there is fifty pounds pressure to the square inch in the defend-
ant's system and sixty pounds to the square inch in the com-
plainant's system; and, may it please Your Honor, the addition
of that 'giant force' was made without the slightest sacrifice
that was material, in the matter of accelerating the action of
each individual car, or brought about by venting at the next
preceeding car. This is conceded."

"I ought to say perhaps that it appears in the record that by
reason of the defendant's venting to the atmosphere we are
able to set our brakes in a fifty-car train a quarter of a second
earlier than the Westinghouse can; but what is the result? We
get ten pounds less pressure in the brake cylinder; and West-
inghouse sets his brakes fast enough, and we do not get all the
pressure that we would like to have. The fact is . . . that
these defendants have endeavored to infringe the Westinghouse
patents and have been checked, properly checked and restrained
by this court. They do not infringe these patents at the pres-
ent time, because they have left out the substantial and im-
portant and most valuable feature of the Westinghouse air-
brake system."

The effect of the decision on the air brake situation is the
next question. There are several things to be considered in

this connection. Air brake apparatus forms part of the per-
manent equipment of rolling stock and its deterioration is not
like that of many other parts of the equipment that gives out
all at once; it wears in such a way as to be restored by renew-
ing comparatively small parts and the apparatus as a whole
wears a long time, even perhaps outliving the structures on
which it is carried. This is the reason why the most care-
ful selection should be made in the first place. With most
other apparatus about cars and locomotives mistakes may be
easily remedied. Not so with brakes.

Interchange is the most vital question in car matters and it

has occupied the attention of an association of bright men for
thirty-three years; everybody knows the importance of inter-
changeability of air brakes and every one admits the vital
character of this factor in train operation, Interchangeability
has two sides, that of unison in operation and simplicity in the
matter of repairs. The necessity for yard inspection and re-
pairs is only just beginning to be appreciated, and unless there
is good reason for making it necessary to carry several kinds
of repair parts in stock, this trouble should be avoided. There
is also the matter of instruction of the train and enginemen
in the use of brakes. Even with the large number of instruc-
tion cars belonging to the railroads and to the air brake manu-
facturers it is difflcult to attend to the necessary work of teach-
ing the use and maintenance of brakes. These difficulties are
multiplied by the introduction of different systems.

If a new brake is admitted to use in interchange there should
be no question of its being at least equal to, if not better, than
that which in point of numbers is entitled to be considered the
standard. This distinction may be regarded as established
when 860,000 sets of one kind are in use, or about 90 per cent,
of the total number of brakes applied to the rolling stock of
this country. This fact, on account of our practice in inter-
changing equipment, might be expected to make it difflcult to
introduce another system, even it were distinctly superior to
the one so generally adopted. We have, however, never heard
that any one has claimed that the triple valve of the defend-
ants in this suit is superior to that of the complainants. Rail-
roads have insisted upon the highest efficiency before all other
considerations, and it is probable that they will continue to
do so.

NOTES.

An immense steel rail order has been awarded to the Carne-

gie Steel Company for Prussian railroads. The total amount is

stated to be 180,000 tons, which is the largest contract ever

placed. It is to be completed in 26 months.

A good record for punctuality is reported for the fast mail
on the Chicago & North Western. In 100 days the train was
more than 10 minutes late only 11 times, these delays all being
due to severe storms.

The importance of the Bteel car in the economy of railroad

operation of this country is shown In an impressive way by the

fact that in the month of June of this year the aggregate sale*

of these cars by the manufacturers amounted to one and one-
quarter million dollars.

The North German Lloyd steamship "Kaiser Friederich"

has been sent back to the builder, P. Schichaw, because of the

failure to make her guaranteed speed of one-quarter knot per

hour faster than the "Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse." The Kaiser

Priedrich" is the smaller ship of the two, but has more power-
ful engines than the record breaker.

At the Article Club Industrial Exhibition at the Crystal Pal-

ace, Muntz's Metal Company show a collection of almost every

variety of copper and brass tubes, and included in this interest-

ing exhibit is a tube which has been taken out of a set of hard-

ened copper tubes with tempered ends, which have been in an
express engine on one of the chief British railways for 18 years,

during which period it has run 480,000 miles. It is stated that

the copper is as good now as when the tube was first made,
and that the loss from wear and tear is only 15%.

The record of automatic block signals on the Philadelphia &
Reading, published recently by the "Railroad Gazette," is re-

markable evidence of the reliability of this system. We quote

the following from that journal: "Their number of failures

from all causes, as compared with the total number of move-
ments of each signal, does not exceed one in 30,000. This class

of failures only causes a stoppage of the train till the cause

can be ascertained. The failures which are entirely erroneous
[which make a signal show safety when it ought to show dan-
ger] are less than one in a million movements, a far better re-

sult than can be obtained from any system of block signals

dependent on human agencies."

The new Schenectady locomotives for the Vandalia have been
making some phenomenal runs. The following record, hav-

ing been received from one of the higher officers of the road, is

authentic: The run was made with the Vandalia train No. 20.

The train passed Clayton 8 minutes late; passed Transfer Sta-

tion 1 minute late, the distance being 18 miles and the time

14 minutes, which gives 46 seconds to the mile for 18 miles, or

78 miles per hour. Part of the distance was made at some-

what higher speed. For instance, Cartersburg was passed 7

minutes late, and as stated Transfer Station 1 minute late.

The distance, 14.93 miles, was made at 44 seconds per mile, or

82 miles per hour. The train consisted of 8 cars. There were
two postal cars, one combination coach and baggage car, two
day coaches, two sleepers and one dining car. The locomotive

was recently built by the Schenectady Locomotive Works, and
is No. 16. It is of the 8-wheel type with cylinders 20 by 26

inches, driving wheel 78 inches in diameter, weight on drivers

85,800 pounds, total heating surface 2,241 square feet and grate

surface 30.07 square feet.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
SCRANTON, PA.

OF

Correspondence Instruction.

The correspondence plan of education Is one of the most Im-

portant and far reaching methods of Instruction to-day. It takes

n hifjli place because it fills a widespread, urgent need. It pro-

vides Micaiis for improving the minds and the condition of

those vi'ho witliout it could have no educational advantages. It

educates those whose need is greatest and whose appreciation

is keenest. Correspondence instruction cannot take the place

of class room and lecture course, but to those who can not go

to technical schools it presents the possibility of securing

knowledge by aid of a logical arrangement of subjects and a

definite plan of work with all of the assistance that is to be

had in such courses by corre.spondence. The two methods
should not be compared, because they are Intended for entirely

different classes of students

One class devotes several years

to the school exclusively, while

the other studies during the

hours not occupied in the shop

at the bench, running or firing

locomotives, or in other forms

of labor. The correspondence

school is necessarily less thor-

ough, but it has a decided ad-

vantage in the fact that its stu-

dents know exactly what they

want to study, and also because

their purpose is fixed and firm.

It has a philanthropic side in

that the workers in low grades

are assisted to raise themselves

to higher ones. Its success de-

pends chiefly upon the earnest-

ness of the student, and one

who is willing to work hard

during the hours allotted to

rest and recreation is likely to

profit to the utmost from the

advantages offered. The plan

proves itself to be good by its

success, and it should be sup-

ported by all railway officials

who have charge of the work
of young men by encourag-

ing them to improve them-
selves In this way. Those
who are struggling along

and studying single handed
are wasting time that may be saved by taking up a corre-

spondence course, written by a specialist who devotes his en-

tire attention to the preparation of the papers.

A representative of the American Engineer and Railroad

Journal visited the International Correspondence Schools with

a preconceived idea that the correspondence plan of education

could not accomplish all that has been claimed for it, but a

thorough examination of the aims and methods changed this

opinion to the point of enthusiastic endorsement, and the same
result must be reached by practical railroad men or manufac-
turers upon looking over the system carefully as it is carried

out at these schools, which are largest and most successful ex-

ample of schools of the correspondence plan.

The Scranton Schools.

We illustrate the main building of these schools because of
its architectural beauty and its admirable appointments. The
provisions for light and ventilation are specially noteworthy.
The institution had its origin in the correspondence columns

of the "Colliery Engineer and Metal Miner," now published at

the schools as "Mines and Minerals," by the Colliery Engineer

Co., of which Mr. T. J. Foster is Manager.

The schools were started in 1891 as a result of the demand

among miners for educational privileges necessary to enable

them to pass the examination required by the mine laws. Min-

ing was the first subject taught and by a single instructor,

who made a study of the requirements of the applicants and

adapted the instruction accordingly. Other subjects were

ailded and the number of enrollments February 20, 1899, was

'i(i,(;C7; at present the number is over 90,000.

Courses of Instruction.

The courses are

papers are pre-

The student must be able to read and write,

planned with great care and the instruction

sented" in small installments in order to avoid discouraging

the students. All students starting at the bottom are required

to take elementary arithmetic,

each of which is prepared in

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.
General Offices.

There are 57 separate courses,

the form of pamphlets accom-

panied by sets of questions and

answers. The pamphlets are

prepared with special reference

to the qualification of the stu-

dents, their chief characteristic

being clearness and simplicity

of statement and illustration.

The student answers the ques-

tions in instalments and the

papers are examined, corrected

and returned. The instruction

papers are also furnished in

bound volumes early in the

courses, for permanent text

books, which are indexed and

may be used for reference. The
student may copy the answers

to all the questions, but this is

not often done by those who
are earnest enough eo engage

in work of this kind. The me-

chanical drawing lessons can-

not be copied, because the work

is required to be done to a dif-

ferent scale from that used in

the originals. Mechanical draw-

ing is one of the most popular

subjects, and the instruction

book seems to be admirably

adapted to its purpose. The pa-

pers are marked with evident

care and the students ask what-

ever questions they desire. It

is assumed by the writers of the

courses that the student at first knows nothing about the sub-

jects, and for this reason the instruction is not "over the

heads" of the students.

Those who mark the papers in any course have taken that

course themselves, and diiBcult and unusual questions are re-

ferred to the specialists, who write and revise the instruction

papers. Those who desire may go as deeply into any of the

subjects covered by his course as the correspondence plan will

permit. No time is set for the completion of a course, but

students are encouraged to progress constantly, even if slowly.

A special department is provided for the benefit of the totally

uneducated, as, for example, a miner who never had a chance to

go to school and cannot add or subtract. There are such

now enrolled and this part of the work touches philan-

throphy. !

The courses are not all above criticism, but the fact that

they are unique in literature must be taken into consideration

by the critic. The plan provides for frequent revision and im-

provement. The air brake instruction books are admirably

written and the engravings are remarkable. The locomotive
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and car courses are being revised and they will be greatly im-

proved.

Diplomas are given at the completion of courses.

The Plant.

The organization and plant are extensive and Interesting.

There are departments for everything from the solicitation of

students to the employment bureau and local office. There are

about 1.000 employees, and in addition to the unique equipment

at Scranton, representatives are traveling all over the country

In three cars built especially for the purpose of exhibiting the

work and explaining the advantages of the schools. The

building and equipment at Scranton cost $250,000, and recently

an entire city block, near by, has been purchased for the pur-

pose of building a printing establishment sufficiently large to

do all the printing for the schools. The home equipment is im-

pressive, but there are as many employees "on the road" and

connected with local offices as are employed at Scranton.

Students.

The average age of students at present is 25 years. They

are in many cases ambitious young men, and many of them

obtain free tuition by securing the enrollment of others. The

expense is not great and a system of instalment payments is

arranged. Every student's record is kept, in order to permit of

reporting advancement to employers and to be used In recom-

mending students for positions. Many employees in drafting

rooms are enrolled, also apprentices in shops, firemen on loco-

motives, and even technical school graduates who desire to take

up subjects not covered by them when at school or to brush

up on subjects which they have studied. It would be a good

plan to require all shop apprentices to take a correspondence

course as a part of the requirements for admission to the shop,

and the employer will be rewarded if he pays the tuition.

Publications.

In connection with the schools four periodicals are published,

viz.: "Mechanic Arts Magazine," "Steam and Electric Maga-
nine," "Building Trades Magazine," and "Mines and Minerals."

The editors are in touch with the work of the schools and are

available in consultation concerning the instructive work.

Officers.

The officers of the institution are: Mr. R. J. Foster, Presi-

dent; Mr. T. J. Poster, Manager and Treasurer, and Mr. E. H.
Lawall, Vice-President. The schools are controlled by the Col-

liery Engineer Company, incorporated under the laws of

Pennsylvania, with a paid up capital of $1,250,000. The man-
ager, Mr. T. J. Poster, is the originator of the schools. To his

management the success of the institution is due. He is also the
pioneer in correspondence instruction, and while the schools
are carried on because they "make money," the management
is entitled to credit for building up a most useful and neces-

sary institution.

It is bad practice to empty boilers under steam pressure,
when they have to be cleaned, to remove the deposit adhering
to the boiler plates. This is the usual method with stokers,
but there are two great inconveniences connected with it. The
internal surfaces of the boiler plates are exposed to radiation
from the hot surrounding brickwork, and the deposit during
the process of emptying adheres to them and cannot be re-
moved except by hammering. In the second place the riveted
joints, affected by the radiation, and no longer covered with
water, soon have a tendency to leak. Boilers should never be
emptied until the steam pressure has fallen to about 1 atmo-
sphere, or even less, and should be allowed if possible to be-
come quite cold. The process of cleaning them thus, by means
of a hose and water-jets, after carefully drawing off the water,
is due to Mr. Savreuse of Amiens. Since 1S86 it has been used
for many boilers in France, and they have always been found
very clean inside afterward, the deposit comes away easily,
and there is no necessity for chipping. To cool a boiler com-
pletely, when surrounded by brickwork, takes about 8 days al-
together. After 3 days the flues can be cleared of the cinders
and soot, and this helps to cool the water. A small steel scraper
will be found useful to remove the harder deposit.—Inst. C. E.
Foreign Abstracts.

PERSONALS.

Mr. T. E. Harwell has been appointed Master Mechanic of

the Southern Railway at Mobile, Ala.

Mr. D. A. Williams has been appointed General Storekeeper

of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters in Baltimore.

Mr. R. W. Morgan has been appointed Purchasing Agent of

the Wagner Patece Car Company, to succeed the late D. O.

Talbot.

Mr. William C. Pennock, formerly Master Mechanic of the

Southwest system of the Pennsylvania at Logansport, Ind., was

drowned July 17.

Mr. David Van Alstine has been appointed Master Mechanic

of the Chicago Great Western to succeed Mr. Tracy Lyon, who

has been promoted.

Mr. A. Hendee has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Panama Railroad, with headquarters at Colon, Colombia, suc-

ceeding Mr. Percy Webb, resigned.

Mr. F. W. Main has been appointed Purchasing Agent of the

New Orleans and Northwestern, with headquarters at Natchez,

Miss., succeeding Mr. C. G. Vaughn.

Mr. Thomas Fielden has been appointed Assistant Master

Mechanic of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at Cypress,

Kan., to succeed Mr. W. T. New, resigned.

Mr. Steven A. Gardner, general Superintendent of the Ma-

rine Division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road, died suddenly, of apoplexy, on July 9.

Mr. W. H. Reilly has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Port Worth & Rio Grande, with headquarters at Port Worth,

Tex., to succeed Mr. T. J. Shellhorn, resigned.

Mr. G. T. Sanderson has been appointed Master Mechanic

of the Montana division of the Great Northern, to succeed Mr.

J. McGie. His headquarters are at Havre, Mont.

Mr. H. F. Ball has been appointed Mechanical Engineer of

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. He was formerly Gen-

eral Car Inspector and the position has been abolished.

Mr. J. McGie, Master Mechanic of the Montana Division of

the Great Northern, has been made Master Mechanic of the

Montana Central, a tributary line to the Great Northern.

Mr. J. W. Stokes has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Omaha, Kansas City & Eastern and Omaha & St. Louis, with

headquarters at Stanberry, Mo., to succeed Mr. C. A. DeHaven.

Mr. M. J. Spaulding has been appointed Master Mechanic of

the Washington County Railroad at Calais, Me. He was for-

merly Road Foreman of engines on the Atlantic Division of the

Canadian Pacific.

Mr. George W. Taylor, formerly Master Mechanic of the

Wisconsin & Michigan Railway, has been appointed Master
Mechanic of the Copper Range Railroad, with headquarters at

Houghton, Mich.

Mr. P. L. Cochrane, formerly Master Mechanic of the Central

of Georgia at Columbus, Ga., and later Master Mechanic of the

Seaboard Air Line, died at Atlanta, Ga., on July 4, at the age

of seventy-one years.

Mr. Tracy Lyon, Master Mechanic of the Chicago, Great

Western, has been appointed General Superintendent of that

road, with headquarters at Saint Paul, Minn., in place of Mr.

Raymond Du Puy, resigned.
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Mr. I. Knapp, general foreman of the Buffalo shops of the

Lehigh Valley, has been promoted to succeed Mr. J. S. Cham-
bers as master mechanic.

Mr. H. K. Bates. Master Mechanic of the Fort Scott and

SprliiKfleld divisions of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Mem-
phis, has rcsigiu'd tliat position on account of 111 health, after

a service of 29 years with this road.

Mr. Charles H. Quereau, Master Mechanic of the First Divi-

sion of the Denver & Rio Crande, has been appointed Assist-

ant Superintendent of Machinery and Acting Master Mechanic

of that division, with headquarters at Denver, Col.

Mr. J. T. Stafford has been appointed Acting Division Mas-

ter Mechanic of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, a

tributary line of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at

Baring (;ross. Ark., succeeding Mr. Mord Roberts, resigned.

Mr. W. .1. Miller has resigned as Master Mechanic of the

Southern Division of the Kansas City, Pittsburg & Gulf at

Shreveport, La., and Mr. C. A. DeHaven, formerly of the Oma-
ha. Kansas City & Kastern, has been appointed to succeed

him.

Mr. George H. Campbell, Terminal Agent at Baltimore of

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, has been appointed Assist-

ant General Superintendent, with headquarters at Baltimore.

Mr. Campbell came to the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad three

years ago from the Big Four.

Mr. William A. Patton, Assistant to the President of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, and Vice-President of the New Yorl£,

Philadelphia & Norfolk, has been elected President of the latter

road, succeeding Mr. A. J. Cassatt, who has resigned upon elec-

tion to the Presidency of the Pennsylvania.

Upon the resignation of Mr. W. V. Clark, Superintendent of

the Southern Division of the Central Railroad of New Jersey,

his associates and the employees of the division tendered him
handsome testimonials, the presentation address being made
by Mr. William M. Montgomery, Master Mechanic at Lake-
hurst.

William H. Stearns, one of the veteran motive power officers

of New England, Master Mechanic of the Connecticut River

Road, died in Springfield, Mass., .July 14. at the age of 77. He
was Master Mechanic of this road from 1872 until its absorp-

tion by the Boston & Maine in 1S95. His railroad service be-

gan under Wilson Eddy on the Boston & Albany in 1842.

Mr. E. E. Davis, who recently resigned as Assistant Super in-

tendentof Motive Power of the Philadelphia & Reading to ac-

cept a similar position on the New York Central, was met by

his former subordinates on leaving his office in Reading and
presented with a testimonial in the form of a handsome watch

as a token of esteem. Mr. Davis responded with words of com-
mendation and appreciation of the efforts of his assistants.

Mr. Samuel F. Prince, Jr., has tendered his resignation as

Superintendent of Motive Power of the Long Island, to succeed

Mr. L. B. Paxson as Superintendent of Motive Power and Roll-

ing Equipment of the Philadelphia & Reading. Mr. Prince
was formerly Mechanical Engineer of the Philadelphia &
Reading, and has been with the Long Island for nearly eight

years. He is a graduate of the University of Pennsylva-
nia.

Mr. L. B. Paxson, Superintendent of Motive Power and Roll-

ing Equipment of the Philadelphia & Reading, has been ap-
pointed Consulting Mechanical Engineer of that road, a posi-

tion which was made for him in order to relieve him from the
arduous duties which he has performed for many years. Mr.

Paxson is one of the veteran motive jjower officers and has

been connected with the Reading since 1847, when he began

as a freight brakeman. He has been in charge of the motive

power department for the past 11 years.

George W. Morris, who for many years represented the in-

terests of the A. French Spring Company, died after a very

brief illness at his home in Virginia, July 8. He had not been

in active business for some time, and at the recent convention

at Old Point Comfort he appeared to he enjoying very good

health. Mr. Morris had an unusually wide acquaintance from

his long service in the railroad supply business, and there are

few men who will be missed as he will. He was a regular at-

tendant at the conventions and had missed but one convention

since the two associations were started.

Mr. W. F. Hallstead, Second Vice-President and General

Manager of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, has re-

signed after nearly fifty years of railroad service. He was
born in Pennsylvania in 1837 and began railroad work as a

water boy at the age of 15. He passed through the different

grades of train service until he became General Manager, and
in 1897 the title of Second Vice-President was given him. He
is strong in the grasp of the minor details of operation and
knew his subordinates thoroughly. His application to his work
is remarkable. He was usually in his office at 6 o'clock in the

morning and remained until 5 in the afternoon, with but a

brief interval at noon for lunch. He also was accustomed to

work from 7 until 9 in the evening at his desk.

New York Central motive power changes are as follows:

James Buchanan of West Albany, N. Y., and G. H. Haselton of

Depew, N. Y., heretofore Assistant Superintendents of Motive
Power, have been appointed Division Superintendents of Mo-
tive Power. P. T. Lonergan, heretofore Master Mechanic, has
been appointed Division Superintendent of Motive Power on
the Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg Division. The jurisdic-

tion of James Macbeth, Master Car Builder at East Buffalo, N.

Y.. has been extended over the entire Western Division. The
office of Master Car Builder at Rochester, N. Y.. has been abol-

ished. The jurisdiction of F. W. Chaffee, Master Car Builder

at West Albany, N. Y., has been extended over the Middle Di-

vision, and the jurisdiction of S. T. Case has been extended
over the Hudson Division. The headquarters of George
Thompson. Division Superintendent of Motive Power, has been
transferred from Jersey Shore, Pa., to Corning, N. Y.

Mr. John A. F. Aspinall. who has ably filled the position of

Chief Mechanical Enugineer of the Lancashire & Yorkshire
Railway, England, has been appointed General Manager of

that road, and is succeeded by Mr. H. A. Hoy. Mr. Asplnall's

appointment is the first instance of the selection of a general

manager of an English road from the mechanical department.
This is an important and pleasing precedent which is worthy of
attention in this country. The mechanical officers have most
exacting administrative responsibilities, which appear to fit

them admirably for the charge of general management, and
the encouragement which a prospect of further advance-
ment would offer could not fail to further improve their ad-

ministration of their departments. At present there seems to

be nothing for the mechanical officials to look forward to in

the way of advancement, and yet it is from this part of railroad

operation that most is expected in the line of economics.

Mr. John R. Slack has resigned as Mechanical Engineer of

the Central Railroad of New Jersey to accept the appointment

of Assistant Superintendent of Motive Power of the Delaware

& Hudson, with headquarters at Albany. After graduating

from Columbia College in 1884. he entered Stevens Institute of

Technology and graduated with the degree of M. E. in 1886.

He then entered the shops of the New York Central as an ap-
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prentice and afterward went to the Frankfort shops of the

West Shore as draftsman, under Mr. James M. Boon. In 1890

he became inspector of locomotives for the New York Central

and was soon made chief draftsman and later Mechanical En-

gineer under Mr. William Buchanan. In 1898 he was appointed

Mechanical Engineer of the Central Railroad of New Jersey.

Mr. Slack was sent abroad by the New York Central in 1896

and made a study of Austrian, French, German and English

railroad methods, giving especial attention to the railroads of

Austria.

CLOUD PRESSED STEEL ARCH BAR TRUCK.

Mr. James M. Barr has tendered his resignation as Vice-

President and General Manager of the Norfolk & Western Rail-

way to take charge of the operation of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway System, as Third Vice-President. He began

railroad work as a messenger in the office of one of the Super-

intendents of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and after service in

various departments of several roads he was made Superintend-

ent of the Chicago, Burlington & Northern Railway in 1885,

since which time he has been employed as Superintendent by

the Union Pacific, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and Great

Northern roads, and by the latter road as General Superin-

tendent. He was made Vice-President and General Manager

of the Norfolk & Western Railway in February, 1897, and has

held this position since. Mr. Barr is a successful operating offi-

cer, and while he is a comparatively young man. he has few

superiors in the application of business principles to the man-
agement of transportation. His success is chiefly due to an ex-

act knowledge of the present costs, from which to base future

improvements, combined with a system of management where-

by his subordinates are kept constantly informed as to the re-

sults of their work. While this is the basis of administration

of successful business enterprises in other fields, it is not often

seen in railroad work. Mr. Barr has now reached a high place

as a railroad officer, but he will go still higher as a result of his

clear-headedness, his tireless energy and exclusive devotion to

his profession.

THE INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY CONGRESS.

The sixth session of the International Railway Congress will

probably open on or about Saturday, September 15, 1900, al-

though the exact date has not yet been fixed. It will be held

in the "Palace of Congresses" of the Exposition, Paris.

There have been admitted to temporary membership in the

International Commission of the Congress twenty-three French
railway officials having special reference to the arrangements
for the sixth session. Mr. Paul Brame is Secretary to the Local
Committee.
The American members of the International Commission are

Chas. P. Clark, New York, New Haven & Hartford; Chauncey
M. Depew, New York Central & Hudson River; Theo. N. Ely,

Pennsylvania; and Frank Thomson, Pennsylvania.
The American "Reporters" on the questions to be discussed

are as follows:

Nature of the Metals for Rails.—P. H. Dudley, Inspecting
Engineer, New York Central & Hudson River.

Locomotives for Trains Run at Very High Speed.—Axel S.

A'ogt, Mechanical Engineer, Pennsylvania.
Use of Steel and Ingot Iron in the Construction of Locomo-

tives and Rolling Stock.—Chas. B. Dudley, Chemist, Pennsyl-
vania.

Brakes and Couplings of Carriages and Wagons.—Geo. W.
West, Superintendent Motive Power, New York, Ontario &
Western.
Economical Size of Goods Trucks or Capacity of Freight

Cars.—L. F. Loree, General Manager Pennsylvania Lines West
of Pittsburgh.
Electric Traction.—N. H. Heft, Chief of Electrical Depart-

ment, New York, New Haven & Hartford.
Handling and Conveyance of Broken Loads.—J. H. Olhausen,

General Superintendent Central of New Jersey.
Automatic Block System.—E. C. Carter, Principal Assistant

Engineer Chicago & Northwestern.
Railway Clearing Houses.—G. R. Blanchard.
Technical Education of Railway Servants, Appointment and

Promotion.—Geo. B. Leighton, President Los Angeles Terminal.
Conveyance of Farm Produce to Stations on the Main Rail-

ways.—J. T. Harahan, Second Vice-President Illinois Central.—[Reprinted from the Official Guide.]

A new steel truck designed and patented by Mr. John W.
Cloud, built and exhibited at the recent conventions by the

Cloud Steel Truck Company attracted considerable attention.

While the plate side frame has many advocates among railroad

men, there are others who prefer the diamond side frame, and

the purpose of this design was to supply this form, using a

stronger and lighter structure than is to be had with rectangu-

lar arch bars.

The common form for bending the arch bars has been re-

tained and also the rectangular tire rod. The upper and lower

arch bars are made of channels rolled with a section which
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Strain Diagram.

Comparative Test of Cloud Pressed Steel Arched Bar Truck and
M. C. B. Arched Bar Truck.

is specially adapted to bending into the desired form. This, it

is stated, could not be so well done with any of the present

commercial shapes, because of the stiffening effect of the large

fillets. The ends of the arch bars are united by means of

malleable castings formed to fit the channels. These castings

terminate in a flange at the outer ends, forming bearings for

the ends of the channels and at the inner ends they give sup-

Half Elevation of Side Frame.

port to the arch bars at and slightly beyond the points of curv-

ature. The column guides are also in the form of a malleable

casting, to which the arch bars are riveted. These castings

also extend beyond the points of curvature of the arch bars.

With this feature and the riveting which is reinforced by the

column bolts and journal box bolts, the structure may be ex-

pected to give a good account of itself. The column bolts are
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bide Elevation of Column Casting.

IVs inches in diametpr, the reduction being possible on account

of the riveting.

In a recent test at the laboratory of the Armour Institute of

Technology, Chicago, one of these diamond frames intended for

a car of 80,000 pounds capacity held a load of 90,000 pounds be-

fore reaching the elastic limit. An ordinary diamond side frame

tested at the same time reached its elastic limit at 45,000

pounds, when it failed by the shearing of the box bolts and the

end rivets.

It is easy to see the advantage of the channel over the rec-

tangular form for compression members, and those subjected to

bending, but the riveting, the support given to the bends in

the arch bars and the reinforcement at the ends are equally

important factors in this truck. We are not told the weight

of this side frame, but it is probably much less than that of the

ordinary diamond frame.

AJAX METAL COMPANY'S NEW BEARING METAL.

Some five years ago the Ajax Metal Company added to its

large list of special alloys for railroad and other purposes an
alloy which is especially intended for the heavy coaches of fast

trains. This alloy was the result of many careful experiments
and many observations in the practical usage of compositions
intended for similar purposes.

After many trials and many failures a composition was
reached which fully met the requirements of such service. So
sure were the manufacturers of the merits of their new ma-
terial before placing it on the market, that they declared their
willingness to contract with railroads for brasses made of
this composition, guaranteeing to replace free of cost all

brasses which should run hot. Several such contracts are now
held with the largest users of journal brasses in the country,
and we are glad to say that these brasses are supporting the
claims which the manufacturers are making for them in a won-
derful manner.

Section through Filling Block Over Journal Box.

We can readily see how such a liberal contract can be en-

tered into when 3,200 scrap brasses, which were recently re-

turned to the foundry, were inspected by the consumers' in-

spectors, and only 20 brasses required replacement, showing a

percentage of hot brasses equal to less than one per cent.

The Ajax Metal Co. is willing to enter into contracts with

all consumers of bearing metals on this basis, and is able to

quote a price which is by no means the highest which is being

paid, but is considerably below this, although in actual value

it may be double what roads are paying for inferior material.

This metal is in regular use by a railroad whose ser-

vice is the hardest in the country, not only in the weight

of cars, but also for its long distance runs, its varied roadbed

and varied conditions of soil through which the lines pass. This

company requires the Ajax Metal Company to replace less than

one per cent, of the brasses furnished them.

The excellent service given by this alloy, it is claimed by the

manufacturers is due to its homogeneity of structure, and to the

plasticity of its particles. Although a hard metal, and well

able to withstand the weight of the heaviest coaches, its par-

ticles or constituents show great plasticity. Figuratively

speaking, the journal made of this material is like a stiff rub-

ber cushion, which supports its load without squashing, but at

the same time is plastic enough to adapt itself to the irregu-

larities of the journal, and to prevent the rapid wearing away
of its particles.

The great P'rench philosopher, Voltaire, once asked this rid-

dle: "What is the longest and yet the shortest thing in the

world; the swiftest and the most slow; the most divisible and

the most extended; the least valued and the most regretted;

without which nothing can be done; which devours everything,

however small, and yet gives life and spirit to everything, how-
evei- great?"

The American Engineer and Railroad Journal will be sent

free for one year to the person from whom the first correct

answer is received, by mail at the publication office.
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A COURT HOUSE GOING TO COURT"
TON.

VIA THE BURLING-

House moving by rail is always Interesting, but when a rail-

road loads up a "county seat" and carries it on a train without

laying out regular traffic, the achievement is worthy of record.

This is an instance of responsible work done by the local di-

vision authorities of the Burlington & Missouri River Rail-

road, and the following is quoted from a letter to this journal,

from an officer of that road, which accompanied photographs

from one of which our engraving was made:

"The feat was that of transporting by rail the county seat

at Hemingford, Box Butte County, Neb., to Alliance, Box Butte

County, Neb., a distance of 19 and a fraction miles. By popu-

lar vote the county seat was changed some months ago from

Hemingford to Alliance. How it was accomplished hardly

being about six miles per hour. Several of the cuts had to be

widened in order to let the corners of the building past. It

was through loose earth and not much of a job.

"The Hon. J. Sterling Morton happened to be in that vicin-

ity when this transfer was made and dryly remarked that it

was the first time he ever saw a court house going to court."

The building weighed about 70 tons and its dimensions were

34 by 48 feet and 45 feet high.

A record of 1,310 tons of steel in a single run has been made

at the south mills of the Illinois Steel Co. in Chicago. The

men who did this work were those of the regular night shift

and were not selected for the occasion.

Moving a Building by Raili

Burlington & Missouri River R. R.

needs explanation, as the photographs explain for themselves.

The building was placed on four 60,000 pound capacity trucks.

You will observe from the pictures that two loaded coal cars

are in front and the same number back of the house. These

coal cars served the purpose of anchors to which the building

was guyed by ropes. Heavy bridge timbers were secured to

the lower part of the court house and supported on the trucks.

One difficulty that had to be provided for was that of passing

trains. To avoid any inconvenience the first part of the jour-

ney was made from Hemingford to Berea, the outfit being al-

lowed to remain for the night on the main track, and the

through trains east and west ran around it on yard tracks at

that point. The following morning, after the trains had all

passed, the court house continued its journey to Alliancer,

reaching there about noon, June 30. In noting the speed it

was observed that country wagons, in order to keep up with

the speed of the building, had to move along at a trot, the speed

The presidents and executive officers of the Pennsylvania

and its Western connections at a meeting held in New York,

June 28, adopted a resolution concerning the late President

Frank Thomson, of which the following is a part: "Death

has again visited our association and removed from our midst

one of its choicest spirits. The name of Frank Thomson has

for many years stood for everything that Is good. A man of

simple and lovable character, he rose to the very zenith of his

profession, and, having attained the highest rung of the ladder,

he extended to all the climbers below naught but words and

deeds of encouragement and cheer. From out of all the

wranglings and strife of our modern competitive life no mem-
ory remains of this gentle, loving man but that which is sweet

and precious to those of us who remain. His death removes

from among us a wise counselor and friend, and those of us

who were associated with him in life will long cherish his

memory as a sacred and loving heritage."
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THE STANDARD STEEL CABOOSE PLATFORM. ROLLING STOCK STATISTICS.

Mr. H. H. Sessions, Vice-President of the Standard Coupler

Ci)iiip!uiy, lias designed a new steel caboose platform, which Is

manufactured by that company. This is a result of the suc-

cess of the Standard steel platform as applied to passenger

cars, the Introduction of which has been quite general on many
important railroads. Its object Is to prevent the sagging of the

platforms of cabooses on account of the rough treatment these

cars receive. The usual wooden, longitudinal timbers are re-

placed by steel I beams extending from the platform end sill

through the body bolsters. The attachment to the body bol-

sters and their extension beyond these members relieves the

car end sills from a large part of the stresses formerly carried by

them. The platform beams are secured at the end sills by bolts

passing through the flanges of the I beams and through mal-
leable iron castings riveted to the webs of the beams. No
truss rods are used and the form of construction selected gives

lateral and vertical strength far sujierior to that obtained with

The advance sheets of the report of the Interstate Commerce
fommlsslon, dated July 5, 1899, contain the following Informa-

tion with regard to rolling stock:

On June 30, 1898, there were 36,234 locomotives in the service of

the railways. This number Is larger by 248 than the previous

year. Of the total number of locomotives reported, 9,956 are

classed as passenger locomotives, 20,627 as freight locomotives,

and 5,234 as switching locomotives, a small number being un-

classified. The total number of cars of all classes reported as in

the service of railways on the date named was 1,326,174, being

an increase of 28,694 as compared with June 30, 1897. Of the

total number, 33,593 were assigned to the pa.ssenger service and
1,248,826 to the freight service, 43,753 being assigned to the ser-

vice of the railways themselves. The number of cars owned
by private companies and individuals that are used by railways

in transportation is not covered by reports died with the Com-
mission.

An inspection of the summaries which are designed to show
the density of equipment and the efficiency of Its employment.

New Steel Caboose Platform-The Standard Coupler Company, New York.

timber construction. This platform is now in use on the Illi-

nois Central, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Oregon

Short Line, the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis, the Minneapolis &
St. Louis and the Chicago Great Western.

POSITIVE EXPANSION BOLT.

An expansion bolt for the use of railroads, architects, engi-

neers and others who require a "hidden resistance," has been

successfully introduced and is manufactured by Daniel C. Sea-

man & Co., 1638 Hutchinson Street, Philadelphia, Pa. The
bolt is threaded on both ends and the end to be fixed in the

wall or similar location carries a circular nut recessed, on its

inner face, to receive the outer ends of two wings which are

nearly semi-circular in cross section. The wings are held in

such a way as to insure the bolt from pulling out. They
tighten their hold by spreading when the load is applied, and
yet the bolt and fastening may readily be removed from the
hole by applying a wrench to the outer end of the bolt. The
chief claims made for the device are its tightness, easy appli-

cation and easy removal. It has been successfully applied to

stone and brick work, for smoke stack guys, fastenings for fire

escapes, engine bed bolts when secured to solid rock or ma-
sonry; also for bridge work, window and door frames and ele-

vator guide tracks in buildings. It is stated that the bolts be-
come firmer as the strain Is increased.

shows that during the year ending June 30, 1S'J8, the railways
in the United States used 20 locomotives and 718 cars per 100

miles of line. Referring to the country at large, it appears that

50,328 passengers were carried, and 1,343,906 passenger-miles
were accomplished per passenger locomotive, and 42,614 tons of

freight were carried, and 5,530,498 ton-miles accomplished per
freight locomotive. All of these items show an increase as com-
pared with those of the previous year ending June 30, 1897.

Including under the term equipment both locomotives and
cars, it is noted that the total equipment of railways on June 30,

1898, was 1,362,408. Of this number 641,262 were fitted with train

brakes, the increase being 115,976, and 909,574 were fitted with
automatic couplers, the increase in this case being 230,849. The
summaries indicate that practically all of the locomotives and
cars assigned to the passenger service are fitted with train

brakes, and that out of a total of 9,9.56 locomotives assigned
to this service 5,105 are fitted with automatic couplers, and
32,697 cars out of a total of 33,.')95 cars in the same service are
also so fitted. A corresponding statement for freight equipment
is as follows: Out of a total of 20,627 locomotives assigned to

the freight service 19,414 are fitted with train brakes and 6,229

with automatic couplers, but out of a total of 1,248,826 cars as-

signed to the freight service only 567,409 are fitted with train

brakes and 851,533 with automatic couplers. The number of

switching locomotives fitted with train brakes was 3,877, and the

number fitted with automatic couplers was 1,199. Of the total

number of cars of all classes in service on June 30, 1898, 607,786

were fitted with train brakes, the increase during the year being

115,227, and 896,813 were fitted with automatic couplers, the In-

crease in this case being 227,876.
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NEW SIX-ROLL DOUBLE CYLINDER PLANING AND
MATCHING MACHINE.

J. A. Fay & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

This new machine is specially designed for use in car shops

and for general planing mill purposes. It has a wide range

of work, planing four sides up to 30 inches wide and 8 inches

thick, and it will work three sides of two pieces simultane-

ously, even when they are of uneven thickness, up to 12 inches

wide and 8 inches thick.

The frame is very massive and that portion supporting the

working parts is braced by a long sole-plate or girt. All parts

are accurately planed and joined by heavy bolts. A system

of interchangeable parts and standard sizes is adhered to

throughout by the builders.

The cylinders are two in number, made from solid steel forg-

ings, and have four faces slotted to receive two or four knives,

and chip-breaking lips for working cross-grained lumber. The

upper cylinder is mounted in a heavy yoked frame, has jour-

ment very easy, as the pressure weights do not have to be

lifted. The upper feed rolls in front of the upper cylinder are

divided in the center for the purpose of feeding simultaneously

two pieces of material of uneven thickness through the ma-

chine. These divided rolls are heavily weighted ,and may
be aligned at any time by the new lift, or adjusted out of line

with the platen to lead the lumber to the center guide. All

roll boxes are long and large in diameter. The feed-out roll

is provided with scrapers. The weight levers are inside the

frame, and move with perfect freedom. It has three speeds

of feed, viz., 30, 45 and 60 feet per minute. The feed is under

instant and positive control of the operator by means of a

lever engaging a ring friction.

The pressure bar in front of the upper cylinder is divided

and adjustable to and from the cut, and has chilled toes, re-

ducing wear to a minimum. The bar behind the cut is ad-

justable for difference in thickness of material worked. The

bars in front of and behind the lower cylinder are adjustable

to and from the cut, and are vertically adjustable for varying

depths of cut. The bar over the lower cylinder is adjustable

Six-Roll Double Cylinder Planing and Matching Machine,

J. A. Fay & Co.

nals 2>4 inches in diameter, and runs in self-oiling bearings

10% inches long. The cylinder-raising screws are outside of

the frame and are fitted with ball bearings and a device for

quickly taking up all lost motion in the screw caused by the

wear of the threads. The lower cylinder is mounted in a heavy

yoked frame, has 2i/i-inch journals that run in self-oiling bear-

ings lOV^ inches long, and is vertically adjustable at each

end.

The matching works are heavy. The arbors are of steel 1%
Inches in diameter where the cutter-heads are applied, and re-

volve in long bearings, both of which are adjustable vertically

and horizontally, and are i-igidly locked in any desired posi-

tion by a lever conveniently located outside the frame. The

top plate of each matcher hanger is detached from the main

casting for convenience and economy. The machine will match
stock from 2 to 30 inches wide.

The feed works consist of six large feed rolls 8 Inches in di-

ameter, driven by a train of powerful gearing, each gear on a

shaft extending through the machine and running in babbitted

bearings. The expansion gears on the feed rolls are Inside

the frame, and run in bearings. The screws for raising the

rolls do not revolve, the rolls being mounted in sleeve hous-

ings that travel on the screws. This makes the roll adjust-

on heavy stands, and is securely locked in position. It can be

swung over from either side by simply loosening one nut. Con-

tinuous pressure bars extend over the matching works with

independent adjustment, and they may be quickly thrown out

of the way to give access to the heads.

This machine is equipped with a new and improved belt-

tightening apparatus for both cylinder and side-head belts,

quickly adjustable while the machine is running, and permit-

ting the use of endless belts, that run more smoothly and do

not require to be cut for the stretch to be taken up. By the

use of this apparatus 2-inch stock may be matched, and the

belts stand at least 10 inches apart on the countershaft.

The address of Messrs. J. A. Fay & Co. is 516 to 536 West

Front Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

THE GILMAN-BROWN EMERGENCY KNUCKLE.

This device is intended for use in cases of failure of the

knuckles or locking devices of M. C. B. couplers. It is a steel

casting weighing 52 pounds, and the long tail if the knuckle

passes into the cavity of the draw bar, to prevent rotation,
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while the pivot pin talces the stress from pulling and buffing.

The shape of the emergency knuckle is such that it will fit

about 90 per cent, of the 80 or more kinds of M. C. B. couplers

that are now in service, and it is intended to be carried in ca-

booses in order to replace broken parts and to avoid the pres-

E^GINES AND FANS FOR THE BRITISH ADMIRALTY.

The Gllman-Brown Emergency Knuckle.

ent difficulty of carrying a large number of different makes of

knuckles for running repairs. This knuckle is rigid and is for

use in taking the train to a repair point, where the right

knuckle for permanent repairs may be obtained. It appears

to have an important field.

It is manufactured and sold by the Railway Appliances Co..

680 Old Colony Building, Chicago, of which Mr. Geo. H. Sar-

gent is Manager.

DART'S UNION COUPLING.

The \inion coupling patented and manufactured by E. M. Dart

Manufacturing Company, Providence, R. I., is brought to our

attention because of the good results given in the extremely

severe service of steam and other piping about locomotives and
cars. The casing of the union is fitted to receive seats of

bronze which form a ball joint with which pipes may be con-

nected and made tight, even when considerably out of line, and
the metal used prevents corrosion, which insures durability.

The joints of locomotive and car piping are subjected to a con-

1P-1V

Dart's Union Coupling.

slant jar and vibration which tends to loosen ordinary unions
and cause them to leak, but the reports from uses of this form
indicate that it is very successful. They have now been in

use for tour years and we are informed that the Brooks Loco-
motive Works recently placed an order for 5,500 of them, in

sizes varying from V4 inch to 2 inches. They are also used by
shipbuilders, smelters and miners, and a number have been
sent out to the Chinese Eastern Railway, the device being
adaptable wherever union couplings are used. Further infor-

mation may be had from the manufacturers.

Locomotives on the Boston & Maine hauling passenger trains

between Boston and Rockport, Mass., are using coke for

fuel experimentally.

The accompanying illustration, taken from "The Engineer,"

shows one of the latest types of forced-draught steam fans,

made for the British Admiralty by Messrs. Gwynne & Co., of

London. The fans, which are open, of the double-breasted

type, are built of steel, and are designed to combine the great-

est strength with lowest possible weight. The engines, which

are very compact, are of strong construction, being suitable for

running when desired with a steam pressure of 300 lbs. per

square Inch, and also capable of performing full duty at 200

lbs. pressure. Their normal speed is 500 revolutions per min-

Engine and Fan, British Admiralty.

ute. The crank shafts are of best steel, cut out of the solid,

the connecting-rods and eccentric-rods of the Highest grade

of manganese bronze, and all the bearings and working sur-

faces are of exceptionally large proportions, to minimize wear
under the trying tests of high speeds and pressures to which
these engines are subjected in work. The ends of the fan

spindles opposite to the engines are carried in bearings of spe-

cial construction, having a universal adjustable provision to

prevent strain of the spindles should the true alignment be

disturbed from any cause. Every precaution has been taken to

Insure continuous lubrication of all the moving parts while

the engines are running.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Steam Boiler Practice in Its Relation to Fuels and Their Com-
bustion. By Walter B. Snow. 297 pages; illustrated. New
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1S99. Price $3.

This book will be in demand among engineers, users of steam
boilers and students. It has a field of its own, which is high

praise for a book on boilers in these days. Its mission is to

show the results of different methods of using boilers, rather

than to treat the causes, and the appliances used. The work
throughout testifies to the wide range of the author's Investi-

gation and research, and this Is specially evident in the por-

tions devoted to fuel and combustion. The author presents his

subjects in a simple and clear style and refers the reader to a

large number of authorities for more exhaustive investigation.

The effect of the book is to stimulate study on the part of the

reader, whether he is responsible for the working of steam
plants or not, and it is made perfectly evident that careful at-

tention to methods of operation are quite as Important In steam
boiler practice as the employment of expert advisors in the

planning and construction. It is equally clear that the instal-

lation expense of a plant may be increased slightly with great

advantage In the direction of draft appliances.

The book Is divided Into chapters, as follows: Steam BolUr
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Practice; Water and Steam; Combustion; Fuels; Efficiency of
Fuels; Efficiency of Steam Boilers; Rate of Combustion; Draft;
Chimney Draft and Mechanical Draft.
The work abounds in valuable and carefully selected tables,

and the author presents his own conclusions, drawn from the
experience and published records of the best experimenters.
The author has made a special study of draft and its effects

upon combustion, and the book leads up to and includes an ad-
mirable presentation of the advantages of mechanical over
chimney draft, Mr. Snow being a recognized authority
on this subject. The study of the use of fuel, as cov-
ered by this book, is exceedingly important for every
engineer and user of steam power, especially in view
of the possibilities of making use of the cheaper grades
of coal. Mr. Snow shows how to save a great deal of

money by moderate expenditures for plant and the use of

methods which are necessary for the burning of difficult fuels.

One cannot read the book without becoming impressed with
the importance of the subject, which is not generally appre-

ciated. In connection with mechanical draft, a good discussion

of the theory of fans is given, much of this part of the book
having been prepared by the author last year and published

in book form by the B. F. Sturtevant Co., under the title, "Me-
chanical Draft."

The present work should be consulted in connection with the

design of new steam plants, and also in rearranging and en-

larging old ones. The mechanical officers of railroads will find

It particularly profitable.

University of Georgia. The Engineering Society Annual 1893
Volume IV. Chas. Morton Strahan, Editor in Chief, Athens,
Ga.

Among the articles in this pamphlet are the following: Some
Points on Lightning Protection, A. H. Patterson; Street Clean-
ing in Our Large Cities, J. H. Mcintosh; On the Rotary Field,

C. R. Andrews; Sewage Disposal, E. P. Shannon; Tall Build-

ings, K. Lindsey; Liquid Air, J. M. Brockman; Suggested Im-
provement in the Athens Filtering System, E. Lyndon and C.

M. Strahan; Electricity on War Vessels, D. J. D. Myers; Draw-
in the University Curricula, B. L. Griggs; The Electrical De-
partment and Its New Equipment, U. H. Davenport; Tests of

Vitrified Brick, J. W. Barnett, C. E.

The Standard Steel Works, Harrison Building, Philadelphia,

Pa., have issued a catalogue of steel tires and steel tired wheels,

a copy of which we are glad to receive. It contains- engrav-
ings of the works, the machinery employed and the processes
of wheel and tire making. In addition to these features the
book contains chemical and physical requirements of tires for

American, English, Russian, Japanese and Finland railroads.

The tires furnished without special specifications are made to

the following proportions, which are considered after service
experience to be adaptable to railroads in all parts of the world:
Carbon, 0.65 to 0.75 per cent.; phosphorus, below 0.05; silicon,

below 0.25; manganese, 0.50, 0.70; sulphur, below 0.05;

tensile strength, 110,000 to 125,000 lbs.; elastic limit, 55,000

to 65,000 lbs., and elongation in two inches 15 to 25 per cent.
This company manufactures tires for driving wheels and
car wheels, steel tired wheels with forged wrought-iron cen-
ters, also with cast-iron and forged cast-steel centers;
steel castings for locomotives, including locomotive frames,
and steel or iron forgings for railroad purposes. The an-
nual capacity for locomotive tires is 20,000, and for wheels
15,000. An impressive story is told in half-tone engravings
showing the large amount of material scrapped from the top
ends of ingots and the effect of this practice on the finished
product is exhibited in prints from etched sections of driving
wheel tires, showing the porous condition of a tire in which
some of the spongy top of an ingot was used Instead of being
returned to the furnace for remelting. The practice of these
works is to cast long ingots, which are cut in four pieces, the
top one being discarded. The catalogue also includes illustra-
tions of tire fastenings and information which should accom-
pany orders for wheels.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati, O., Gen-
eral Catalogue No. 24.- By aid of excellent half-tone engravings
this catalogue describes the electrical equipment manufac-
tured by this firm. After detailed descriptions of the genera-
tors and motors, a number of direct connected generating sets
are illustrated, after which the application of electric motors
to printing presses and to the direct driving of machine tools

are shown. This company has been in business for 10 years,

being formerly known as the Card Electric Motor & Dynamo
Company. An excellent and instructive example of electric

driving is seen at their works in Cincinnati, as illustrated on
page 225 of our July issue. In general design the Bullock ma-
chines are gi-aceful in appearance, compact and strong. Circu-

lar field frames are used and the laminated pole pieces are cast

into them. The field coils are machine formed, the shunt and
series coils being wound separately and made independent of

each other to permit of proper ventilation. The testing at the

factory includes successful running of every motor for a con-

siderable period. The brush holders are of the radial reaction,

carbon type, one of the features of the operation being noise-

less and sparkless running. The armatures are built up of thin

charcoal-iron discs with radial air ducts at intervals throughout
the body, through which the air is forced by the rotation of the

armature. Maple wedges, placed in recesses, protect the arma-
ture coils from external injury. The commutators are built up
of drop forged Lake Superior copper. The motors are in gen-
eral identical with the generators except that the fields are

shunt wound instead of compound. They are said to be spark-
less under any change of load within their capacity. Motors of

Type E are shunt or series wound of the multipolar design and
are made specially for direct connection to machine tools, print-

ing presses and other machinery. They may be placed on the

floor, bolted to the ceiling, or secured direct to the base plates

of machines to be driven. Slow speed motors of this type, when
attached direct to a machine tool, permit of doing away with
belts and make it possible to save the constant friction load of

long lines of shafting. These motors may be directly connected
to the line shafts, as in the case of the shops of the Mergen-
thaler Lynotype Co., Brooklyn, where they are run at 180 revo-
lutions per minute, the subdivision being into motors of 10 horse
power. The operating devices are simple. They give a "slow
motion" and 21 speed adjustments. For machine tool driving
Type E multipolar slow speed motors, running at 360 revolutions

per minute, are used. One of these is shown in the catalogue,

driving a 72-inch planer. Other illustrations show a motor
driven lathe in operation at the plant of Joseph Adamson &
Co., Hyde, England. In other illustrations motors are connected
directly, without belts, to a shaper, a punch, a railroad shop
wheel pi-ess using hydraulic pressure up to 100,000 pounds per
square inch, and to an upright drill press.

The Janney Coupler.—The McConway & Torley Co., manu-
facturers of the Janney coupler have Issued one of the finest

and most satisfactory catalogues that we have ever received.

It contains illustrations and lists of parts of the various forms

of Janney equipments for passenger cars, freight cars and loco-

motives, not only the most recently Improved developments in

the automatic appliances of these manufacturers, but also the

earlier combinations, and is therefore a guide for ordering re-

pair parts of equipments which have been In service for a num-
ber of years, as well as those having the most recent improve-

ments. The text and tabular matter is all given on the left

hand pages of the book and each right hand page is a plate con-

taining the engravings shown in great detail. The engravings

throughout are wood cuts of the clearest description, and those

of the combinations, such as the passenger and freight equip-

ment assembled in position, are remarkable examples of clear

engraving, the like of which is very seldom seen anywhere.

The specialties of the McConway & Torley Company are all

shown, including the Buhoup improvements, and it is unnec-

essary to mention them in detail. Every individual part of the

equipment is numbered In the catalogue and these are all

grouped in an index of details. The book concludes with a gen-

eral index giving the index number of all the parts and the

page number in the catalogue on which they may be found.

The book is standard size, 9 by 12, bound in hoards and is

printed on wood-cut paper.

Brazing by Immersion.—The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co. have
issued a pamphlet with the above title, reprinted from "The
Cycle Age." It is the most complete article on modern methods
of brazing and the apparatus used that has come to our at-

tention. It describes the brazing crucible manufactured by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., for liquid brazing, which was illus-

trated in the "American Engineer," January, 1898, page 25.
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The Westlnghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa., has addnd five numbers to its series of catalogues In pam-

phlet form. The subjects are: Transformer fuse blocks, Shal-

lonberger integrating watt-meters. No. 38-H railway motors,

generators and rotary converters for electrolytic work, and

belt driven railway generators. The pamphlets are admirably

gotten up. The descriptions are brief and to the point and the

engravings show the views of the apparatus, which purchasers

will want to see. They also contain dimensioned drawings

and directions for ordering. These pamphlets are numbered

and dated. The separate pamphlet plan is well adajiated to the

purpo.se of keei)ing information up to date in a line of work

that is undergoing constant change and improvement.

A TESTIIWONIAT., TO MR. JOHN W. CLOUD.

The friendly feeling of the Master Car Builders' and tjie

Master Mechanics' Associations to the retiring secretary, Mr.

.John W. Cloud, found expression at the recent conventions in

complimentary resolutions passed by both organizations. These
resolutions have been supplemented by a handsome testimonial

In the form of a Jurgesen watch, valued at $400, bearing the

following engraved inscription: "Presented to John W. Cloud

by his friends of the Master Car Builders' Association and the

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association, June 21,

1899." The idea was suggested by Mr. C. A. Schroyer, Presi-

dent of the Master Car Builders' Association, and Mr. J. H. Mc-
Connell, President of the Master Mechanics' Association. Mr.

Cloud responded in a letter expressing his thorough apprecia-

tion of the feeling toward him which prompted such a gener-

ous and cordial remembrance.

EaTTIPMENT AND MANTTFACTUBINO NOTES.

Orders for seven Baldwin-Westinghouse electric locomotives

have been placed by the Imperial Government Railways of

Japan for use in the Government and other mines in Japan.

The Atlantic Brass Co. of New York has opened an office in

Room 1200, Fisher Building, Chicago, in charge of Mr. A. R.

Perry as Western agent.

Laughlln & Company have ordered twenty-five 100,000-lb. ca-

pacity steel hopper cars of the Pressed Steel Car Co. The cars

will be of practically the same type as the new cars for the

Lake Shore.

Chicago Rabbeted Gi-ain Doors will be used on 500 box cars

for the Illinois Central, the contract for building having been
made with the American Car & Foundry Company, St. Loui.«i,

Mo.

The Pressed Steel Car Company is reported to have closed a
contract with the Carnegie Steel Co., Ltd., for $6,000,000 worth
of steel plates per year for ten years. It is said to be one of

the largest contracts ever made in this country.

The Pennsylvania has just completed three Class PK passen-
ger coaches at the Altoona shops. They have the Linstrom
brake arrangement, automatic window hoists, Wheeler & Wil-
son seats and are to be used in fast train service.

The Chicago & Northwestern Railway has ordered 32 freight

locomotives of the ten-wheel type, known as Class R, with 20 by
26 inch cylinders, from the Schenectady Locomotive Works.
There are about 40 engines of this class now in service on this

road.

The Modoc Soap Company, manufacturers of the Modoc
Liquid Car Cleaner and Modoc Powdered Soap, are rapidly ex-
tending their trade and during the past few weeks have re-

ceived orders from Africa, China, England and Nova Scotia in

addition to the orders from railroads in the United States.

Terminal Railroad, operated by the Lorain Steel Company, and
119 on a large order received from the Oregon Short Line.

Fast Mail train No. 8 on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Itailroad left Mendota, 111., on June 28, forty minutes late, and
ran to Riverside, a distance of 72 miles, in 62 minutes, or at
the rate of 69.67 miles per hour. The train was hauled by one
of the class "P" Baldwin locomotives. No. 1,591, which was illus-

trated in our issue of May, 1899, page 141.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have received orders for 13

consolidation locomotives from the State Railways of Finland
for delivery before the close of this year. Forty locomotives
have been shipped to the Chinese Eastern, and before the end
of the year 31 more are to built. The second installment of
10 engines for the Midland Hallway of England has been shipped
and we are informed that 10 locomotives for the State Railway
of France are to leave for Bordeaux within a few days.

The Philadelphia & Reading have prepared plans frjr new
shops at Reading. It is stated that the improvements will cost
$500,000, although the details of the undertaking have not yet
been concluded. Despatches from Reading state that the main
building of the new plant will be 300 by 700 feet. It is probable
that the present shops will be leased to a manufacturing con-
cern.

The Peerless Rubber Manufacturine Co.. 16 Wanren St., New
york, have issued a folder in colors designed to attract atten-

tion to the merits of rainbow packiner and other soecialties of

their manufacture for use in steam pipe, hydraulic and am-
monia apparatus joints. The folder contains a caution against

substitutes of rainbow packing fraudulently offered by some
dealers, and offers a reward for information concerning such
transactions. Mr. C. H. Dale, president of the company, evi-

dently intends to protect patrons against imposition.

The business done by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
during the month of June has been the largest In its history,

over five hundred orders for pneumatic tools of various kinds

being booked. Their shipments included a larce number of

tools for Europe, one large order to the South African Repub-
lic and one to Australia. The factory of the National Pneu-
matic Tool Company of Philadelphia, the control of which has
recently been acquired by this company, is running to its fullest

capacity both day and night, as is also the case with the St.

Louis factory, it being necessary to do this to keep pace with
the orders.

The New York Blower Company, of which Mr. DeWitt T.

Lyons is General Manager and Mr. Walter G. Holmes General
Superintendent, have offices at 39-41 Cortlandt St., New York.

The Boston Blower Company recently changed hands and these

gentlemen, formerly connected with that firm, have associated

themselves with the New York concern, whose works are in

Louisville. Ohio. New machinery and skilled men have been

assembled there under the supervision of Mr. Holmes, who was
formerly superintendent of the Boston concern. The president

of the New York Blower Company is Mr. R. C. Penfield. In-

formation and prices for blowers, exhausters, heaters and en-

gines may be obtained from the New York oflBce.

Since July 4 the Pressed Steel Car Company has delivered

168 cars to the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad, 40 to the Lake

The Electric Axle Light & Power Co. was incorporated at

Trenton, N. J., on July 8, with an authorized capital of $25,000,-

000, for the purpose of "lighting, heating, ventilating and re-

frigerating" railroad cars by means of electric currents gener-
ated from the revolutions of the car axle. The company has
absorbed the National Electric Car Lighting Co. of New York,
Mr. Max E. Schmidt, President, which controls the Moskowitz
axle light in use on 100 cars on the Atchison and on a number of

cars on other roads. The National Company was incorporated in

1S04 and has had outstanding $2,000,000 of common stock and in

January last proposed to issue $500,000 preferred. The new en-

terprise is backed by Isaac L. Rice and others identified with
the Electric Storage Battery Co. The entire stock is to be paid
for, and will be issued without bonus or commission of any
kind.
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The Curtain Supply Company has purchased the entire busi-

ness, patents and machhiery of the curtain and curtain fixture

departments of the Adams & Westlake Company, of Chicago;

the E. T. Burrowes Company, of Portland, Maine; and Forsyth

Brothers Company, of Chicago, and the curtain and curtain fix-

ture situation is now entirely cleared of the annoyance due to

patent litigation. The plant of the new company is well

equipped with modern machinery, and prompt filling of orders

is promised. The factory and general offices occupy a large

area at 85 to 93 Ohio Street, Chicago, and the disposition of the

business appears to be a very satisfactory one. Mr. A. L. Whip-

ple is the traveling representative of the company, and his wide

acquaintance and his dignified, business like methods will be

very valuable to the concern. The officers are Mr. B. T. Bur-

rowes, President; Mr. W. W. Willits, Vice-President, and Mr.

W. H. Forsyth, Secretary and General Manager.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co. have a growing list

of patrons, which is gratifying from a business point of view,

and it is also an indication of the appreciation of the advanta-

ges of electric distribution of power in manufacturing and

printing establishments. During the month of June just passed

orders were received for 27 generators with an aggregate of

950 kilowatts capacity and 79 motors aggregating 1,050 horse

power, many of the orders being for extensions of existing

equipments, while others are for new outfits complete. Elec-

tric distribution is now indispensable in a large printing estab-

lishment and there are five prominent publishing concerns in

this list, such as the "Hartford Times" of Hartford, Conn.;

The Butterick Publishing Co., New York; R. Hoe & Co., New
York; "The Nottingham Guardian," Nottingham, England; The

Lawrence Publishing Co., Cleveland, Ohio., and the "Birming-

ham Daily Post," Birmingham, England. All of these orders

were for complete printing press equipments. Among the other

orders, several were from electric railways, one from the

"United States Government for the Mint at New Orleans, one

trom the Forbes Lithograph Co., Chelsea, Mass., and E. R.

Durkee & Co., of New York. The last mentioned firm already

has 26 Bullock motors in operation. The exhibit gives the best

of evidence that manufacturers and others are awakening to

the necessity for improved methods of shop operation. In se-

lecting the Bullock machinery they have the advantage of deal-

ing with a concern which has a reputation for reliability and

skill. This company is far advanced in the application of mo-

tors direct connected to machine tools. Their catalogue No. 24

is worth sending for.

The Union Boiler Tube Cleaner Company of 253 Penn Ave.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., was organized in 1895 for the purpose of in-

troducing an entirely new industry, that of removing scale from

the interiors of the tubes of water tube boilers. It is to-day the

only concern of the kind in the world having machinery espe-

cially designed for their specific business, patented abroad as

well as in this country, by which they are enabled to contract

for thoroughly cleaning boilers under a time limit with bond
for heavy penalty for non-fulfillment or to sell or lease tools

for cleaning all makes of water tube boilers having straight

horizontally inclined or vertical tubes and those having curved

tubes, such as the Climax and Stirling boilers; also the Hazel-

ton, having closed end tubes; the latter three types being here-

tofore considered, and without these devices are yet, impossi-

ble to clean. They commenced business as a firm May 1,

1895, a time of the greatest depression in industries in the his-

tory of the country, notwithstanding which the great merits of

their devices caused their immediate adoption by some of the

largest concerns in the United States and England. Their

value as a fuel saving device as well as one that increases the
efficiency of boilers even when practically new, if not en-
tirely so, was such as to call forth high praise from users
and such is the continued demand that notwithstanding the
fact that the manufacturers started with a well equipped fac-
tory, they are constantly enlarging their works, putting in ad-
ditional machinery, and have more than doubled their force of
workmen since the first of the year in endeavoring to keep up
with orders. The device makes use of a flexible shaft which is

unique in its way, having been compelled to design one to en-
able them to clean boilers having curved or other tubes inac-
cessible for a stiff rod, owing to the fact that other shafts
would not stand the wear and tear under great stress.

In the last week in June, 1899, the Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany delivered 205 100,000-lb. capacity steel hopper cars to the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad Company, and 17 on an order

for 1,000, to the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. In addition

100 carloads of trucks, bolsters, center-plates, etc., were shipped

to various railroad companies. The total valuation of ship-

ments for the week exceeded $368,000. The sales for the month
of June, 1899, aggregated $1,250,000. Exclusive of the steel cars,

the total weight of the manufactured material delivered, June
24th to 30th, inclusive, was 4,397,405 lbs. Since December 13th,

last year, 12,598 steel cars have been ordered of the Pressed

Steel Car Company for delivery this year, of which nearly one-

half has been delivered. The Pennsylvania Railroad, B. & O.,

B. & O. S. W., Lehigh Valley, Philadelphia & Reading, P. B. &
L. E., Oregon Short Line, Union Pacific, L. S. & N. S., P. & L.

E., L. S. & I., Great Northern and Egyptian State Railways are

roads which have ordered heavily. Cars were ordered the first

six months of the year at the rate of $25,000,000 per year.

MASTER CAR BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION REPORTS.-
CONCLUDED.

Brake Shoe Tests.

Committee—S. P. Bush, R. P. C. Sanderson, Geo. Gibbs.

At the last convention of the Association it will be i-emem-
bered that this committee reported that arrangements had been
made for the transfer of the brake shoe testing apparatus to
Purdue University, where it was to be properly cared for by the
University and protected from loss by insurance, under a writ-
ten agreement ijresented for file with the Secretary of the As-
sociation. Your committee this year would state that the
transfer of the testing apparatus had been effected, and that it

is now in operation at Purdue University. Purdue University is

using it for instructive jjurposes, and they will also be glad to
make tests for any manufacturers that may wish to have tests
made, upon the payment of a nominal fee which will cover the
expense that the University may be put to.

Since the original tests made by the committee there has been
considerable activity in the way of developing brake shoes to
produce greater efficiency, with the view particularly of ob-
taining greater durability of brake shoes in service. This effort
has been in the direction of composite, or composition shoes,
and while greater durability is very much desired, it is also
Important to the railways in general that durability should not
be obtained at the sacrifice of proper braking power. There are
perhaps three or four shoes being produced to-day which it

might be well for the Association to have tested under the di-
rection of Its committee, with the view of determining their
frictional values, comparing them with the original tests of hard
and soft cast iron, and your committee would recommend that
It be instructed to test such brake shoes as may be presented
to it for that purpose and which may seem to have made suffi-
cient departure from those previously tested to have effected
their efficiency or durability.

MASTER MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION REPORTS.—CON-
CLUDED.

Flanged Tires.

Committee.—S. Higgins, W. Garsta'-g, W. H. Thomas.

The desirability of using flanged tires on all the driving
wheels of mogul, ten-wheel and consolidation engines depends
on certain conditions which have to be taken into consideratio-\
and these conditions are as follows: 1. Length of rigid wheel
base; 2. Length of total wheel base; 3. Are rigid or swing-mo-
tion engine trucks used?; 4. Lateral motion between driving box
andhub when engine leaves shop?; 5 Lateral motion between en-
gine truck box and hub, when engines leave shop: 6. Degree of
curvature on line where engines are to be operated; 7. Practice
of roadway department as to the gauge used on curves.
A summary of the information (from roads owning a total of

12,265 locomotives) received in reply to the circular is as fol-
lows:

All lands 2 and 3 1 and 4 1. 3 and 4
Flanged. Flanged. Flanged. Flanged. Flanged. Total.

Mogul 440 743 .... .... .... 1,183

Ten-wheel 534 1,048 702 .... .... 2,2S4

Consolidation .. 348 .... .... 1,313 405 2,066

Total 1,322 1,791 702 1,313 405 5,533

^Longest rigid wheel base~^ ^Longest total wheel base-^
Partly Partly

All Flanged. Flanged. All Flanged. Flanged.
Mogul 16ft. l!4in. 16 ft. 93 ft. 23 ft. l"!^ in.

Ten-wheel.... 14 ft. 4 in. 16 ft. 24 ft. in in. 26 ft. 6 in.

Consolidation. 16 ft. 3 in. 16 ft. 3 in. 24 ft. 2 in. 24 ft. 6 in.

A swing motion engine truck is used with the three types of
engines having all tires flanged, the motion being 1% inches
each side of center. The same practice prevails with mo-
gul, consolidation and many ten-wheel engines having tires
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partly flanged, but about 50 per cent, of the ten-wheel engines
with Urea partly Hanged havi> rigid truclt.s. No matter whether
engines o£ the types referred to have flanged tlre.s on all driv-
ing wheels or not, the prevailing practice when such engines
leave the shop Is to have the lateral motion In each driving box
'ii-inch. Mild the same with each engine truck box. With tires

partly liauged, the distance l)itween backs of flanges for each
type of engine covered by this report appears to be 4 feet 5%
Inches.
In the case of engines having flanged tires on all driving

wheels, the same practice prevails for mogul and ten-wheel en-
gines. The prevailing practiie with consolidation engines hav-
ing flanged tires on all driving wheels Is to have the distance
between flanges on first and ruurth pair of wheels 4 feet 5V4
inches, and on the second and third pair of driving wheels 4 feet
OW Inches.
The sharpest curvature reported from roads using ail-flanged

tires Is 18 degrees. The sharpest curvature reported from roads
that use engines with driving wheels partly flanged is 16 de-
grees.
On a majority of roads that have replied to the circular, the

traik is laid wide of gauge on curves, but there does not ap-

Dynamometer Used in Tests.

pear to be an exact ratio between the degree of curvature and
the amount that the gauge is widened.
The roads using flanged tires on all driving wheels, also the

roads using flanged tires on a part of the driving wheels, re-
port that their practice has not caused any trouble, and the
benefits resulting from each practice are claimed to be as fol-
lows:

1. With flanged tires on all driving wheels: Less flange wear,
as the pressure between the flange and the rail is distributed
more; more uniform wear of flanges and driving wheel hubs;
as the tires wear down, the flange gives them greater strength,
and there Is less liability of thin tires slipping on center; it is
necessary to carry but one kind of tire and brake shoe in stock;
engines ride better on curves and there are less derailments.

2. With flanged tires on a part of the driving wheels, it is
claimed th.at there is less flange wear, engines curve easier, less
liability of climbing the rail, less wear of rail heads; less trouble
with sh.arp flanges.

It will be seen from the above that the advantages claimed
from each point of view are about the same, with the exception
that the roads using flanged tires on all driving wheels have
the advantage as to the variety of tire and brake shoes to be
carried in stock, and as to the strength of the tire when reduced
in thickness by wear.
In order to obtain information as to the resistance offered by

a locomotive when passing through a sharp curve, the commit-
tee decided upon making some tests with a consolidation loco-
motive, assuming that that type of engine would represent the
worst conditions. The tests were made on the tracks of the
Lehigh Valley Railroad near Coxton, Pennsylvania, on a curve
of 15 degrees and 10 minutes with a grade of 56 feet per mile.
The engine with which the tests were made was of the con-

solidation type. The spacing of the wheels, weight on each
pair of wheels, etc., are ."shown on drawing below:
The engine was just out of the shop. Lateral motion in each

driving box i^-inch. Lateral motion in each truck box A inch.
Swing motion engine truck; motion either side of center 1%
inch. Main rods and valve rods disconnected. Boiler full of

water. The tests were made by hauling engine 688 through the
curve at Coxton, entering the curve at the lower end, so as to
have the grade to contend with, viz: 56 feet per mile.
The coupling between engine 688 and the engine that was

used for moving engine 6S8 was made by means of a dynamo-
meter furnished by Mr. Garstang, Superintendent Motive
Power of the Big Four Railroad, and a drawing of the dynamo-
meter will be found at the end of the report.
Three series of tests were made, the flrst test being made

with flanged tires on first and fourth pair of wheels, plain tires
on second and third pair of wheels. The second test was made
with flanged tires on first, third and fourth pair of wheels,
plain tires on second pair of wheels. The third test was made
with flanged tires on all driving wheels. The tires used were
new, Master Mechanics' Standard Section; width of flanged
tires, 5% Inches; width of ijlain tires, OVi inches. In tests 1 and
2 the flanged tires were located so th.at the distance between
backs of flanges was 5.3Vi inches, while the distance between
the Inside of plain tires was 52'/i Inches. In the third test the
distance between flanged tires on flrst and fourth pair of
wheels was 4 feet 5% Inches; on the second and third pair of
wheels 4 feet 5'A Inches.
The plain tires were located on driving wheel centers, so that

the center of the tread of the tire coincided with the center
of the rail head on straight track.
In connecting the dynamometer between the two engines no

springs were used, as the draw castings on each engine were
bolted solid.

Several trips were made with each arrangement of flanged

Wheel Base of Engine No. 688.

tires and plain tires, and readings were taken on each trip,
while the engine was being pulled through the curve. A uni-
form speed of twenty-eight miles per hour was maintained
during each trip, except the last trip of each test, when the
speed was reduced to five miles per hour. (A summary of the
readings taken on the different trips is given in the report.)

It will be noted from the readings that the power required to
pull the engine through the curve with the different arrange-
ment of tires is practically the same. The members of the com-
mittee are not prepared at this time to make any recommenda-
tion as to the desirability of using flanged tires on all driving
wheels of mogul, ten-wheel and consolidation engines, but have
presented all the information on the subject that they have
been able to gather, and the committee now suggests the ad-
visability of the investigation being continued, so that a final
report can be made to the convention to be held in 1900.

It this is thought advisable by the Association, the commit-
tee would recommend the use of a self-registering dynamo-
meter, and that tests should be made on straight track, as
well as on a curve, an attachment to be used so as to indicate
the lateral motion of the engine on straight track, at maxi-
mum speed, with the different tire arrangements.

Square Head Bolts and Nuts: Standards for Pipe Fittings.

Committee—C. H. Quereau, W. H. Marshall, H. Monkhouse.

At a meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, held in Boston in November, 1885. a committee was ap-
pointed by its President to co-operate with the manufacturer*
of pipe, pipe dies and fittings, with the object of securing uni-
formity in the sizes and threads, and of maintaining these by
the use of standard gauges. Previous to this action of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the pipe manufac-
turers of the United States had nominally adopted the Briggs
standard, but a comparison of their products had shown varia-
tions which prevented a perfect interchange. A joint meeting
of the committee appointed by the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers and one appointed by the Manufacturers of
Wrought Iron Pipe and Boiler Tubes in the United States was
held in New York City, June 17, 18S6. At this meeting a motion
was carried unanimously "that each manufacturer send to The
Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn., sample pieces of their
pipe from six inches diameter down, threaded on one e-d, to be
tested by the Pratt & Whitney Co. with the Briggs standard,
and a report to be made by them to each manufacturer of the
state of his gauges only, as compared with the Briggs stand-
ard."
As a result, samples were received by The Pratt & Whitney

Co. from 14 manufacturing firms.
The gauges used by The Pratt & WTiitney Co. were made by

them from an autograph copy of a table made by Mr. Robert
Briggs personally, who originally established and published
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what is known as the Briggs standard wrought iron pipe
threads, a copy of which is included in the report.

As a result of the examination of the samples submitted, It

was found that the variations from the original standard were
such as to warrant the conclusion that the Briggs standard
lihould be maintained. With the exception of the %-inch and
1-inch sizes, comparatively little change would be required in

any of the dies to accomplish this.

At a meeting of the Manufacturers of Wrought Iron Pipe and
Boiler Tubes in the United States, held in Pittsburgh, Novem-
ber 4, 18S6, the Briggs standard was endorsed, and also by the
Manufacturers' Association of Brass and Iron, Steam, Gas and
Water Work, December 15, 1S86.

In view of what has preceded. It seems to be well established
that it was the intention to adopt the Briggs standard of
threads for wrought iron pipes and fittings.

Notwithstanding the action taken, as outlined above, recent
investigations made by your committee disclose the fact that
so far as the %-inch and 1-inch sizes of pipes are concerned,
certain manufacturers are still adhering to the standards they
had in use in 18S6. The variation from the Briggs standard in
these sizes of pipes is due to the fact that some makers use a
thicker wall by using a larger outside diameter than called for
by the Briggs tables, this difference averaging about .03 of an
inch. As a consequence the couplings of these thicker pipes are
somewhat large for pipes made in accordance with The Pratt
& Whitney Briggs standard, and the pipes themselves some-
what large for the couplings made to the Briggs standard.
From the answers received to the circular letter we draw the

conclusion that very little trouble is experienced because of
lack of uniformity in the threads of wrought iron pipes and
couplings; that there is a general understanding that the Briggs
table of threads and dimensions is the adopted standard. Out
of about sixty replies to this circular we find but eight roads
which specify by what templates the Briggs standard shall be
tested, and of these eight, six specify The Pratt & Whitney Co.
templates. In view of the foregoing facts we recommend the
adoption of the Briggs standard, as determined by The Pratt
& Whitney Co. gauges, as the standard threads for wrought
iron pipe and couplings.
So far as we have been able to determine, there is no uni-

versal standard for the threads of wrought iron pipe union nuts,
though the sleeves of the unions are quite generally threaded
in accordance with the -Briggs standard. Because of the great
number of standards used by the dilferent manufacturers, the
numbers of changes made in the chairmen of the committees,
the lack of promptness in receiving promised samples, and sev-
eral other causes producing unavoidable delays, we are unable
to make any recommendation concerning standard threads for
wrought iron pipe unions at present. We believe it would be
wise if such a general standard could be adopted and would
recommend that this portion of the work be continued.

Best Method of Applying Stay Bolts to Locomotive Boilers.

Committee.—T. A. Lawes, G. F. Wilson, S. M. Vauclain.

The general prafctice is to cut stay bolts off to the required
lenght by a concave cutter in a shearing machine. The Penn-
sylvania Company cuts them off in a turret lathe. The C. C.
C. & St. L. Ry. uses a device in which the bolt is held more
firmly, while being sheared, than in the ordinary concave
shears, and it cuts the ends off squarely. When the concave
cutter is used there is more or less tendency for the stay bolt
to raise while the shear is cutting, and the result is the end
is not cut off squarely.
The usual method of making square heads is by the use of

a bolt header. The Buffalo & Susquehanna RR. makes them
with dies under a steam hammer; the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy RR. mills off square at end of stay bolt; the Chicago &
Northwe.stern Ry. makes the square with a punch under
shears; the C. C. C. & St. L. Ry. does the same, with a special
device. Heads can be put on with this device by one man at
the rate of 300 per hour. An ordinary bolt header can do this
work at the rate of 300 per hour, requiring, however, one man
and a helper to operate it. Several members report that they
do not square ends. The Chicago & Eastern Illinois RR. has
tried headless bolts, but has abandoned their use, for the rea-
son that after screwing them in with an air motor an adjust-
ment must be made by the use of an alligator wrench in order
to move the bolt just far enough to properly rivet it. The time
used in adjusting and removing the alligator wrench more than
balances the cost of forging the square ends.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. report the use of

a six-spindle cutting machine—running the bolts through
twice; the first time roughing them down very nearly to size
and the second time with dies that are in perfect condition

—

only requiring to straighten up, and cutting but little addi-
tional thread. The Delaware & Hudson Canal Company also
take two cuts on stay bolts—the second cut being a very light
one to finish. A better thread can be obtained by this method,
though the usual practice is to take but one cut over a stay
bolt. A number of roads report the use of a lead screw at-
tachment an esential to produce stay bolts with threads of ac-
curate pitch.
A large number of roads report the use of ordinary stay bolt

taps. A number, however, claim advantages in the use of the
"Echols" patent stay bolt tap made by Pratt & Whitney. The
principle of this tap is the omission of each alternate tooth;
each cutting tooth is followed by a space which gives a freedom

of action to the cutting teeth, impossible in the old style, thus
decreasing the resistance from 30 to 50 per cent.
In making and applying stay bolts to locomotive boilers, two

important factors must be carefully considered: The stay bolt
tap and the hob tap which cuts the dies in bolt-cutting ma-
chine must be true to pitch, and then the machine must have
some special device for making the threads true to pitch. Cut-
ting stay bolts true to pitch is a subject that deserves more in-
vestigation, we think, than any other detail connected with
making and applying them properly. The weak point in a
great many shops is in cutting stay bolts untrue to pitch. It

has been found that accurately pitched dies will not produce
true-pitched bolts.
Pratt & Whitney write the committee that "the problem of

making a tap with long thread and keeping that thread to ap-
proximately correct lead has been a very annoying one to us,
and doubtless to others, and is still annoying, for the very
reason that we cannot rely upon the extent to which steel will
change and the manner in which the change will take place.
We overcome this very largely, however, by having carefully
annealed steel to begin with; having the annealing as uniform
as possible, and threading the tap with a screw which is made
expressly for the work, and which has an error approximately
the error which takes place in the tap in the hardening opera-
tion; i. e., long experience teaches us that steel will change in
a certain direction. In the great majority of cases this di-
rection is toward the shortening rather than the lengthening.
We accordingly make the lead screw of our lathe long, as stated
above, to compensate for the shrinkage or shortening that will
take place in the steel when hardening. We very often have
to give the tool a double shrinkage in very special cases. What
we mean by double shrinkage is hardening the tool and rean-
nealing before the final finish, threading on all important taps
that have any special length of thread. We confine the error
to .0015 per inch or .18 inch per foot."
Correctly cut dies alone will not cut true-pitch stay bolts; to

insure stay bolts being cut true to pitch, two methods have
been employed: A lead screw attached to the carriage of a bolt-
cutter is one way to accomplish this, and the lead-controlling
feature employed by the Jones & Lamson Machine Company in
the dies used in flat-turret lathe made by them the other.
The Acme Machinery Company writes the committee as fol-

lows: "All dies that we have any knowledge of gain threads
and lose pitch when cutting threads. Some of our expert die-
makers can grind a set of dies so that they can be made to do
'most anything,' but that does not help the 'rank and file,' Into
whose hands such a machine falls. All kinds of schemes and
contrivances have been made and used in trying to correct the
disposition of a set of dies to cut out of pitch. Supposing, for
instance, the rear teeth of a set of dies would act as a nut; they
would certainly begin with an error, because the leading teeth
are apt to begin with more or less error, as they 'nibble' at the
end of a bolt."
At the New York meeting of the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers, in December, 1897, Mr. James Hartness, of
Jones & Lamson Co., read a paper on a stay-bolt threading de-
vice which has some valuable features, especially for radial
stays, where there are threads on both ends of stay bolts and
long blank spaces between. (See American Engineer, April,
1898, page 122.) The committee has samples of screw-cutting
done by the use of a lead screw on a bolt cutter, and also by
the use of a Hartness die. Both methods give equally good re-
sults, so far as can be judged by the samples.
The investigations of the committee lead it to believe that the

best method of making and applying stay bolts is as follows:
Cut the stay bolts from the bars by means of a shearing ma-

chine; make square ends by the use of a bolt-heading machine,
or punching the metal from the bar to form a head; cut threads
in a bolt cutter, having a lead screw, or on a turret machine
having special dies that will cut true to pitch. For a cutting
lubricant, lard oil is the best, with yellow cotonseed oil a close
second. In preparing the stay-bolt holes, we recommend that:
In the flre box, they should be drilled; in the shell of boiler,
punched %-inch smaller than required size and the remainder
reamed out with a reamer on end of stay-bolt tap. Holes
should be tapped with some form of air or electric motor, and
stay bolts screwed in with same device. We also recommend
that stay-bolt taps, and hob taps for cutting stay-bolt dies, be
purchased from some reputable maker in preference to making
them at a railroad shop. Stay-bolt and hob tap making re-
quires special skill and most accurate tools, which are not al-
ways available at railroad shops. For cutting off stay bolts, no
device appears to answer for all bolts. The best practice seems
to be as follows: Where bolts are of uniform length, and are at
right angles with sheets, as in vertical water space surround-
ing flre box. It is best to "nick" the bolts In a lathe to the right
length; after being screwed into place a slight tap on the end
Is sufficient to break them off. For bolts that require to be cut
oiT at an angle, an electric saw can be used to advantage; as In
cutting or radial stay bolts, outside of boiler. A pneumatic
cutting machine can be used to advantage for cutting off bolts
of variable lengths after they have been screwed Into place,
where it would not pay to handle them singly in a lathe or
cutting machine. The committee knows of no better way of
riveting stay bolts than the well-known method with the com-
mon hammer, and a holding-on hammer at the other end of the
stay bolt. It is the committee's opinion that some form of air
motor for drilling the "detector" holes in stay bolts is prefer-
able to punching them. The objections to punching detector
holes is that while stay bolts are being riveted the holes close
up and require to be opened with a drift. When the bolt Is
drilled after it has been riveted there is no further work to be
done.
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CORRUGATED FIREBOX BOILER.

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

A corriigatpd firebox of the marine type, made by the Conti-

nental Iron Works of Brooklyn and well known as the Mori-

son Suspension Furnace, has been applied to a ten-wheel

freight locomotive of the New York Central & Hudson River R.

R.. according to drawings made by Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt,

Jr. Several attempts have been made to use this type of fur-

nace in locomotive practice, and while the idea is not new, this

application is interesting, because of the opportunity for test-

ing the merits of stayless fireboxes on a locomotive in such a

way as will permit of making comparison with modern exam-
ples of the usual type. This boiler is somewhat like that of

Lentz, which was described in the "Railroad and Engineering

.Journal," April, 1890, page 159. Pohlmeyer also designed one

of this kind, which was described in that journal, June, 1889,

page 272. T'his new furnace is much larger than Lentz used

and is very much larger than those used by Strong in his dou-

ble firebox boiler, which is so well known and has proved to

be very powerful.

The locomotive is the same in general dimensions as the one

illustrated on page 255 of our August issue. The cylinders are

the same and also the running gear, except the driving wheels,

which are CI inches in diameter in the one with the corrugated

firebox. The weight on driving wheels is 113,000 lbs., and the

weight on the truck is 44,700 lbs., making the total weight 160,-

000 lbs. The grate area is 34 .square feet and the heating sur-

face is 2,356 square feet, of which the tubes furnish 2,164 square

feet. This grate area is due to the fact that this furnace is the

largest that the manufacturers have ever rolled. The locomo-

tive was built at the West Albany shops of the road. It was
begun under the superivision of Mr. Wm. Buchanan, formerly

Superintendent of Motive Power, and has just been finished.

The firebox diameter inside is 59 inches and its length is 11

feet 2% inches, its thickness being % inch. It was tested at the

works of the manufacturers with hydraulic pressure of 500

lbs. per square inch, applied externally, which caused a distor-

tion of less than one sixth hundredth of an inch. The method
of securing the firebox in place and the arrangements of the tube

sheet and the back head are shown in Fig. 1. This view also

shows the two flanged thimbles through the furnace. The
front one is 8 inches in diameter, placed 14 inches from the

front end, and the other, which is for the removal of ashes, is

18 inches in diameter and is located about 4 feet from the back
head. The front thimble is covered by a hood somewhat re-
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Experimental Corrugated Firebox Boiler Designed by Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

' Ig. 1.— Lo gitudinal and Transverse Sections.
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sembling a cinder pocket, while the larger one opens into the

ash pan. The length of the Ijoiler from the back end to the

center of the cylinders is 25 ft. 5V^ in. The diameter of the

first course of the boiler is 64 inches. The tubes, 332 in num-
ber, are 2 inches in diameter, 12 ft. 6 in. long and are set with

a slope of 5 7/16 inches in their length.

There are two fire doors, which are of pressed steel, the

present standard of the road. The grate bearers are wide and

the location of the grates is seen in Fig. 2. The ash pan is

25 inches wide and extends between the driving axles, as shown
in Fig. 3. A perforated damper closes the lower part of the

furnace front, these holes being about 24 in number and 1(^

inches in diameter. The furnace has a bridge wall, not shown
in the engravings, which divides the space and permits of using

the front end of the furnace as a combustion chamber.

This locomotive has been running about two weeks and is re-

ported to have satisfactory steaming qualities. It is in use on

the MohaVk Division in freight service and appears to be do-

ing its work well, as compared with other engines of about the

same weight having the usual form of firebox. It will require

quite a long period of service to develop the relative advan-
tages. The experiment seems likely to be successful, at least

there seems to be no reason why it should not succeed, and
every encouragement should be given to any attempt to get

around the present stay-bolt difllculties. This type of furnace

is so eminently successful in marine practice as to give good
grounds for hope that it may be used on locomotives. No one

can say what the locomotive boiler of the future is to be and
no one will say that it will not be an improvement upon pres-

ent practice.

STEEL VS. WOOD FOR WATER TANKS.

The relative advantages of steel and wood for the construc-

tion of water tanks for locomotive water stations were dis-

cussed by Mr. T. W. Snow In a paper recently read before the

Western Society of Engineers. Mr. Snow, from a wide expe-

rience, has found the life of wooden tanks to be from 20 to

over 30 years, and he believed that unless unusual precautions

were used, steel tanks would not last as long as wooden ones

CO
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Fig. 3.-Corrugated Firebox Boiler.

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

niaae of properly selected lumber. Size has m\ich to do with

the cost, however, and for capacities of more than lUO.OOO gal-

lons wood could not be used. Mr. Snow expects to see tanks

made of large diameter and less height than are now custo-

mary. The increased cost of pumping into high-sided tanks

is worthy of consideration, and the danger of freezing is less

in tanks of larger diameter. Steel tanks appear to have

gained popularity recently, but the present high price of steel

is likely to increase the favorable opinion of wooden ones.

In discussing Mr. Snow's paper, Mr. Onward Bates. Superin-

tendent of Bridges and Buildings of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway, expressed his interest in the subject and

stated that he had recently figured on installing some steel

tanks, but was deterred by their high cost compared to wooden
ones. His remarks were in part as follows:

"It is true that a wooden tank ought to last 20 years. I

know of some wooden tanks which are at least 30 years old.

and also of some which fell down as the result of trying to

carry them too long.

"Failures which I have noticed were due to failure of the

hoops, weakened by rusting, in some instances, and in other

instances tanks fell down in consequence of rotten supports.

1 think Mr. Snow is right that a good wooden tank will last

as long as two sets of hoops, and it is my practice to put addi-

tional hoops on all tanks that are getting old. My trouble has
been with hoops rusting on the side next to the tank, and it is

difficult to inspect such hoops, as the outside, when kept

painted, may be reasonably free from corrosion, while they are

nearly rusted through from the inside.

"The staves and bottom of a wooden tank will last indefi-

nitely if the tank is kept full of water, but conditions are not

so favorable in this respect as formerly. At many water sta-

tions the increased train service causes such a demand on
the water supply that it is not possible to keep the tank full

of water, and when this is the case, the upper ends of the staves

soon show decay. I think a wooden tank should last twice as

long as the wooden frame which carries it.

"The chief trouble in building wooden tanks is in getting

good timber. We still use white pine, but this, if in any de-

gree clear and free from sap and knots, is expensive. The kind
of white pine we would like to use. that is. clear white pine,

may run up in cost to ?40 a thousand. We do not spend, per-

haps, more than $16 per thousand for tank lumber.

"While wooden tanks are subject to decay, steel tanks are

not free from corrosion. Railroads must of necessity use all

kinds of water that is not at all usable, for in many localities

good water is not to be obtained, and the kind of water which
penetrates 3-inch pine staves and eats up the hoops of a wooden

tank must be severe on a steel tank. With such water I ques-

tion if a steel tank will outlast a wooden one. The quantity

of water to be supplied will determine the economical solu-

tion of the question of 'Wood vs. Steel Tanks,' and with grow-

ing demand for larger supplies more steel tanks will be used.

These are already growing in favor on some of our railroads,

and it will not be long before we have practical knowledge of

their suitability tor such service. We may also hope that the

price of steel will again fall to where it will admit of competi-

tion with wood."

The train staff was the subject of a paper read by Mr. W. J.

Murphy, superintendent of the C. N. 0. & T. P. Railway, before

the Central Association of Railroad Officers at the recent St.

Louis meeting. He described the divided train staff as it is

used on that road near Cincinnati. One-half of the staff is

given to the engineer and the other half to the conductor.

There are 31 staffs in the two instruments and one of these

forms the key for unlocking the tablet box containing six

permissive tablets; this feature, however, is not used for pas-

senger trains and its use is always under the control and di-

rection of the superintendent. A semaphore is used in con-

nection with the staff to govern admission into the staff sta-

tion, and the signaling circuits are controlled by the semaphore

in such a way as to cut out the signal communication except

when the signal is in the horizontal or stop position. A special

form of dispatcher's order is used in case of failure of the staff

apparatus. This Is an absolute block order and gives rights

over all other trains.

MASTER CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE PAINTERS' ASSOCIA-
TION.

The thirtieth annual convtna.;ii of the Master Car and Loco-

motive Painters' Association will be held at Philadelphia, Pa.,

on the 12th, 13th, 14th and 15th of September, 1899, convening

at 10 o'clock A. M., on Tuesday, the 12th, at the Continental

Hotel (located at Ninth and Chestnut streets, opposite the U.

S. Government Building and Post Office), which has been chosen

as the official headquarters of the Association.

The Association extends a general invitation to all Foremen
Car and Locomotive Painters in the States and Canada to meet
with them in convention and participate in the discussions

which will come forward during the session on many Important

questions in connection with Car and Locomotive Painting.
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Ten-Wheel Freight locomotive— Union Pacific Ry.

Mr. J. H. MoCo.NNELL, Superintendent Motive Power. Brooks Locomotive Works, Builders.

86'
.-SSI'— firsJ-RncflOosers..
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TEN-WHEEL FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES.

Union Pacific Railway.

Brooks Locomotive Worlis, Builders.

Through the courtesy of Mr. J. H. McConnell, Superintendent

Motive Power of the Union Pacific Railway and the Brooks
Locomotive Works, we illustrate and describe one of forty ten-

wheel freight locomotives which have just gone into service on

that road.

The total weight of the engine is 170,000 pounds,

with 134,000 pounds on the driving wheels. The
cylinders are 20 by 28 inches; the driving wheels

57 inches diameter, of cast steel; the driving journals

are 9 by 12 inches; the boiler is of the crown bar type, the

diameter of the barrel being 68 inches, and that of the back

head 76% inches. The heating surface is 2,574 square feet,

which, by the way, is only 67 square feet more than that of

the 8-wheel passenger locomotive for the Chicago & North
Western Railway (American Engineer, July, 1899, page 224).

The firebox is 114 inches long by 41 inches wide, giving 31.3

square feet of grate area.

These locomotives have the diamond stack arranged on the
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pl,an shown in Fig. 16 of our May issue, page 161, this form

being the standard practice of the Union Pacific. All of the

driving wheels have flanged tires, this practice having been

followed by Mr. McConnell for some time, with satisfactory re-

sults. The crosshead is of the two-bar type. The spring rig-

ging uses a 44-inch spring across the engine for the forward

drivers, with a strong brace between the frames to support

the fulcrum. The main and rear drivers are equalized by

means of 48-inch springs placed below the frames, attached to

curved levers passing over the driving boxes by means of

links 17 inches long, and the frame connections are made
through short elliptic springs. The cross section shows the

arrangement of the valve gear, which is somewhat like that

used by these builders for locomotives with piston valves, the

rocker arms being upon the opposite ends of the rocker shafts,

which are hollow. The main crank pins are enlarged where
they enter the wheels, but those of the other driving wheels

are reduced, as are also the wheel fits of the driving axles.

The driver brakes are the American and the New York Air

Brake Company's apparatus, including the air pump, are used

for the engine, tender and train. These engines have Fox
pressed steel tender trucks. The leading characteristics of the

design are given in the following table:

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.
Description.

Gauge 4 ft. SiA in.
Kind of fuel to be used Bituminous cnal
WelKht on drivers 1.14,nnn lbs.
Weight on trucks 36.000 lb.s.

Weight, total 170,000 lbs.
Weight tender, loaded 110,000 lbs.

General Dimensions.
Wheel base, total, of engine 24 ft. 9 in.
Wheel base, driving 14 ft. 6 in.
Wheel base, total, engine and tender 52 ft. 4»4 in.
Length over all, engine 38 ft. «% In.
lycngth over all, total, engine and tender 62 ft. 9% in.
Height, center of boiler above rails 9 ft. 2 in.
Height of stack above rails 15 ft. 7% in.
Heating surface, firebox and arch flues 231 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2,343 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,ii74 sq. ft.

Grate area 31.3 sq. ft.

Wheels and Journals.
Drivers, number 6
Drivers, dia meter 57 in.
Drivers, material of centers Cast steel
Truck wheel, diameter 30 in.
Journals, driving axle 9 in. x 12 in.
Journals, truck 5'4 in. x 10 in.
Main crank pin, size 6V4 in. x 6 in.

Cylinders.

Cylinders 20 bv 28 in.
Piston, stroke "..28 in.
Piston rod. diameter 4 in.
Main rod. length, center to center 9 ft. g ,n
Steam port, length Igi^ jn.
Steam jiorts, width 1^4 In.
Exhaust ports, length I814 in
Exhaust ports, width 2% in
Bridge, width 1% In.

Valves.

Valves, kind of Allen-Rlchardson
Valves, greatest travel 6V4 In.

Valves, outside lap 1% In.

Valves, inside lap None
Lead in full gear 1/16 in. negative

Boiler.

Boiler, type of Crown bar wagon top
Boiler, working steam pressure 200 lbs.

Boiler, thickness of material in barrel % In.

Boiler, thickness of tube sheet % In.

Boiler, diameter of barrel 68 In.

Dome, diameter 30 in.

Firebox.

Firebox, type Over frames
Firebox, length l;f }"•

Firebox, width ,0 1
'

Firebox, depth, front it 1'
Firebox, depth, back 79 in.

Firebox, thickness of sheets.... Tube, % In.; sides, % in.;

top, % In.; back, % In.

Firebox, brick arch On water tuljes

Firebox, mud ring, width .-
• ; , .

•

Firebox, water space at top Back, 5 in.; sides, 6^4 in.: front. 4 in

Grates, kind of Cast iron rocking
Tubes, number of •• ....34/

Tubes, material Charcoal iron

Tubes. nutPitle diameter ;ii;-iif .
'

Tubes, length over tube sheets U tt. i% m.

Smokebox.

Smokebox, diameter, outside 71 in.

Smokebox, length from flue sheet 5.5 in.

Other Parts.

Exhaust nozzle, single or double
V?/?R^}f

Exhaust nozzle, diameter v;-:,' %!?,,
Exhaust nozzle, distance of tip below center o^ boiler ........27% in.

Netting, wire or plate Wire, in top of stack

Netting, size of mesh or perforation Wio'mnnd
Stack, straight or taper icv in
Stack, diameter ^Y*

"•

Stack, height above smokebox ^^ '"

Tender.

,p^. 8-wheel. Wood frame

Tank, capacity' for water 5.<"» Sal.

Tank, capacity for coat ^^ J°"s

Diameter of wheels .; Vn
'

v n n
Diameter and length of journals.... 5 in. x J n.

Distance between centers of journals » rt..^ n.

Diameter of wheel fit on axle ^^
"

Diameter of center of axle iVft n
Length of tender over bumper beams 2^ n. u n.

Length of tank 9 ft 10 In
Width of tank ••. Mfi n
Height of tank, not including collar i"" m.

A radical change is being made in the appearance of the

baggage, mail and express cars on the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road. The platforms and hoods are being removed to increase

the element of safety and save weight. The favorite riding

place of tramps is also eliminated when the platforms are re-

moved. General Manager Underwood has also issued an order

to remove the numbers from locomotive tenders, so that in

cases of emergency, those of the same style will be inter-

changeable.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

SPEEDS OF FEEIGHT TRAINS.

Editor "American Engineer":
I have read with great interest the article on page 206 in your

June issue by Mr. Henderson, on Freight Traffic Economics, and
consider it most valuable and timely, not only for the results

arrived at but from the attention it draws to the danger of

following too far the reasoning that demonstrates a continual

decrease of expense with increase of tonnage and indicating a

point at which increased tonnage leads to additional expense
per ton mile. This question is, of course, independent of the

principle of rating by tonnage as opposed to rating by cars,

which has been certainly proven by far the more accurate

measure of the hauling power required, and in consequence
enabled higher average loads to be pulled at any desired speed.

There is, however' very great probability that with the intro-

duction of tonnage rating, train loads have on some roads been
increased beyond the most economical point, especially so when
business is heavy and the capacity of the power is taxed to

handle it. These very heavy trains, dragging over the division,

have been a source of far greater loss than saving, although
the latter was expected.

Referring to Mr. Henderson's article, it anopars to me that he
has made his calculations in a manner that is rather less

favorable to the higher speed than is actually the case, for the

reason that he has omitted to make any allowance for the

extra time that the cars are engaged in hauling one ton one
mile at the lower speeds. This is certainly as important as the
interest and depreciation allowed in the case of the engine and
is at least necessary to represent the difference in the earning
capacity per car if hauled at 5 or 15 miles per hour. As in the

case of the locomotive, this is, in busy times, scarcely ac-

counted for by 5 per cent, on the capital invested, but ideal

cases must, of course, be assumed for purposes of argument,
and, if all cars were considered loaded, the capital involved
would approximate $10 per gross ton, an amount comparable
with the value of the engine and which would cheapen the rela-

tive cost of the higher speeds. The speeds above 10 miles per
hour have been given an advantage in the case of many road.s
by the fact that the wages have been put on an hourly basis.
If paid by miles when in excess of hours, these would not de-
crease per mile as the speed increased, and if paid by the trip
the same thing would hold true.
On the whole the article appears to be a strong endorsement

of the practice of not allowing tonnage to be hauled that ne-
cessitates an increase of time over ten miles per hour, and it

is most valuable as elucidating the reasons which render such
practice successful. GENERAL, SUPERINTENDENT.
Chicago, August 10, 1899.

within the Russian Empire, must be equipped with air brake

apparatus prior to January 1st, 1903;

(2) The Westinghouse air brake has been adopted and must
be purchased for this purpose by all roads, private and state;

(3) The use of any other kind or make of air brake than the

Westinghouse is prohibited, with the provision, however, that a

trial of any other brake system may be made, in connection

with the Westinghouse, upon local trains. Each such trial

must be conducted, under the direction of the Imperial Brake
Commission, for a period of at least three years, after which

the suitability of the brake so tried must be considered by a

congress of rolling stock representatives of all the railways,

and the conclusians of this congress must thereafter be sub-

mitted to Imperial ratification before any such brake can be
used in general service.

In view of the facts above stated, it will be perfectly clear

that any statement to the effect that we have not secured the

Russian air brake business, or that the New York Air Brake
Company has secured or can secure any portion of the enormous
air brake business during the next three and one half years in

the Russian Empire, is and must be entirely without founda-
tion. The use of the New York Air Brake Company's appara-
tus is not only not contemplated upon any railroad in Russia,

but is expressly prohibited for at least three years to come,

except for experimental purposes upon local trains, under the

permission and direction of the Imperial Brake Commission.
We have in our possession a translated copy of the Imperial

decree of June 5th, which we shall be pleased to submit to

your perusal in verification of the above statements.

It gives us pleasure to add that the demands for the output

of our Russian plant,- to comply with the requirements of the

Imperial decree, necessitates its immediate enlargement to

double its present capacity, and we have taken steps in that

direction. It is estimated that we shall be required to supply

air brake fixtures for about 350 locomotives and tenders and
1,750 freight cars, per month, during the next three and a half

years.

THE WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE CO.,

H. H. Westinghouse, General Manager.
Pittsburgh, July 2S, 1899.

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKES IN RUSSIA.

Editor "American Engineer":
Statements have been published to the effect that the New

York Air Brake Company has secured portions of the large
orders for air brake equipment for the railroads of Russia, to
be filled during the next three and a half years. In reply to
your inquiry as to what we can say in reference to this matter
we are glad to make the following statement:

It was not until negotiation with the Russian Government
had proceeded so far that the business of supplying the brake
apparatus for the Imperial State Railways was practically as-
sured to us, that the Russian Company was established and
the construction of a manufacturing plant was begun.
About the end of last year, we secured -from the Russian

Government an order for about $2,000,000 worth of air brake ma-
terial for the State Railways. During January of the present
year a congress of representatives of the rolling stock depart-
ments of all the private as well as the Government railways
was called, and, after extended deliberation, the Westinghouse
quick-action air brake system was adopted as the standard for
all railways, private and state.

On the 5th of June, an imperial decree was issued which an-
nounced and ordered that:

(1) All freight locomotives and tenders, and a sufficient num-
ber of freight cars to secure brake control of all freight trains

The relatively large average train load of 425 tons is reported

by President Ingalls of the Chesapeake &. Ohio for the year

ending June 30, 1899. The average train load for this road

in 1897 was 259 tons, and it has risen steadily until it has

reached the high figure given. It is stated that for the year

ending in 1898 the New York Central reported an average train

load of 299 tons, the Erie 300, the Lake Shore 352, the Great

Northern 316, the Baltimore & Ohio 314 and the Norfolk &
Western 355 tons.

The change from steam to electric traction on the Manhattan
Railway of New York City has been started by the beginning

of work on the new power house between 74th and 75th Streets

on the Bast River. This power house will provide for the

largest collection of steam and electrical machinery ever

united in a single plant, and is particularly interesting because

of the large power units which are to be used. The aggregate

power of the plant when pushed to its limit of capacity

will be nearly 100,000 horse power, and the units will be of

8,009 horse power each at their rated capacity, but each is to

be capable of carrying a 50 per cent, overload for continuous

service. The selection of these large units has caused com-
ment among steam engineers merely on account of their size,

because a breakdown or temporary disability of one of the

engines will deprive the plant of the use of such a large amount
of power. In this case, however, the units are no larger in pro-

portion to the total size of the plant than are ordinarily found
in smaller power houses. This fact does not detract from the

interest in this installation, which is a remarlcable one in every

way. The boiler plant is also the largest ever assembled in

one place and the order for the boilers, which is mentioned
elsewhere as having been given to the Babcock & Wilcox Com-
pany, is the largest single order for boilers which has ever

been placed.
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Consolidation Locomotives—Santa Fe Pacific Railway.

Dickson Locomotive Works, Bwtders.

CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVES.

Santa Fe Pacific Railway.

Dickson Manufacturing Company. Buildrrs.

The Dickson Manufacturing Company have completed 10 con-

solidation locomotives for the Santa Fe Pacific in accordance

with specifications furnished by Mr. John Player, Superinten-

dent of Motive Power of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway.

Cast steel has been used extensively in these engines, the

principal parts made of this material being the frames, driv-

ing boxes, steam chests and covers, driving wheels, equalizers,

guide yokes and quide yoke brackets, brake hangers, cross

heads, rocker arms, tumbling shafts, reverse levers, pedestals,

radius bars and other smaller parts.

The engines have extended piston rods. Mr. G. A. Hancock's
design of pilot coupler, which is adjustable in height to suit

varying heights of pilots, the Rushforth feed water heater,

and the Sweeney air brake attachment. Four pneumatic
blow-off cocks are provided, three in the water legs and one
under the barrel of the boiler. The crown staying is Mr. Play-

er's combination of crown bars and sling stays.

The light weight of the tender is stated to be 39,000 pounds,
which corresponds to the 5,000 gallon tank formerly used. The
tanks on these tenders carry 6.000 gallons, the frames being
lengthened two feet to accommodate them. The tank projects

over the frame for the purpose of carrying condensation and
other water free of the frames.

The chief dimensions of the engines are presented in the

following table:

Type Consolidation
Gage 4 ft. S'i In.
Kind of fuel Gallup liignite
WeiRht on drivers 140,625 lbs.
Wfiftlit on truck wheels 15,375 lbs.
WolRht. total of engine In working order 156.000 lbs
Weight of tender light, 39,000 lbs.; loaded, 110,000 lbs.
I'ylinrterK 21 by 2S In.
Wheel base, total of engine 2.'! ft. 3 In.
Wheel base, driving wheels 15 ft. 2 in.
Height, center of boiler above rail S ft. 214 In.
Height, stack above rail 15 ft. ^4 in.
Heating surface firebox 15.16 sq. ft
Heating surface tubes 1687.2 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 1840.8 sq. ft.

Grate area 29.25 sq. ft.
Drivers, diameter 57 In.
Truck wheels, diameter 30 In.
Truck wheels, centers wrought-Iron centers
Journals, driving axles 8 x 9 In.
Journals, truck axles 5^4 In. x 10 in.
Main crank pins 6 x 6?4 In.
Cylinders 21 x 28 in.
Piston rod diameter 4 In. extension 3 In. diameter
Main rod length 123% in.
Steam ports 18 x 1% in.
Exhaust ports 18 x 3 in.

Bridge length 1% in.

Valves, greatest travel 5% In.

Valves, outside laji % In.

Valves, inside lap or clearance line and line

Valves, lead In full gear 1% in. blind
Boiler, types of straight
Boiler working pressure ISO lbs.

Boiler, thickness barrel sheets % In., throat 1 1/16 In.

Boiler, diameter barrel sheets 66% in., first course
Boiler tube sheets front 9/16 In. thick, back 11/16 In. thick
Firebox crown sheets 9/16 In. thick
Firebox crown sheets stayed with crown bars and sling stay
Firebox length 8 ft. 7 In.

Firebox width 42 n.

Firebox depth, front and back 61% in.

Firebox brick arch
, ,

^

Firebox water spaces, front, back and sides 4 In.

Tubes Number 233 outside diameter 2 In.

Tubes, length over sheets 13 ft. 10 In.

Dome, diameter •— •— ^.Jfl !"•

Smnkebox, diameter inside 68 In.. length 43Vi in.

Exhaust nozzle Single, short, with petticoat pipe

Exhaust nozzle, diameter .••.••.; d% . '

Exhaust nozzle tip, distance below center of boiler .....ipk In.

Stack, diamond S. F. P. pattern, cast-iron barrel

Stack, least diameter 16 jn.

Stack, height above smokebox 4' m.

Tender.

Type A. T. & O. F., sloping top sheets In coal space

Trucks Play-

er cas't'-steei 'swivel arch bar trucks with cast steel rigid bolster

TTiika canacitv Water 6,ono gallons, coal 10 tons

Tnnk material Steel 5/16 In. thick top and bottom
Tank material • Steel Vt, in. thick sides

Tank, under frame A. T. & S. F. standard steel construction

Truck wheels, diameter...........-: '"k'i^J'J n In
Truck axles, diameter and length journals.. 5 in. x J in.

Truck axles, distance between centers of journals .ib in-

.bi in.Truck wheel base
Truck bi'^^^-r:::::::::::::::::::::::::. Ri^a piayer cast-stee.

Type of body transom iii?^ri2^n
Length of tender frame nftmu. n

\zf^ 0I t\^;ik"
"""'"'

"^":.^."r."^•.•.•22•ft.• 3 in::widfh."/t"i 1":

He"ght of tank -•.......-.•-•.--..Under collar 59% In., over collar 63% in.

The Sweeney Air Compressor is illustrated on page 287 of

this issue.

THE TRAVELING ENGINEERS' ASSOCIATION.

The seventh annual convention of the Traveling Engineers'

Association will be held at the Grand Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio,

September 12. and will continue several days. Secretary

Thompson states that the reports this year are unusually val-

uable and that a very profitable convention is assured. The

motto of the association is "To Improve the Locomotive Ser-

vice of American Railroads," and the past history of the or-

ganization entitles it to support and encouragement from the

higher officers.

The acetylene gas plant of the Logansport and Wabash Val-

ley Gas Co., at -Wabash. Ind., exploded August 7, with destruc-

tive effect. This is the first plant installed in this country on

so large a scale and has been in use about a year in lighting

the city This accident, which does not appear to have been

satisfactorily explained, will tend to cause a renewal of dis-

trust of this gas.
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SODA ASH IN LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS.

The chemical features of water purification in general and

the action of soda ash in particular as applied to locomotive

practice was so neatly summed up by Mr. H. E. Smith, Chem-
ist of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry., before the Mas-

ter Mechanics' Association recently, that we desire to record

it in our columns, as follows:

The solids present in boiler waters may be divided into two
classes, the incrusting and non-incrusting solids. In the major-
ity of boiler waters of the United States the incrusting solids

consist largely of calcium and magnesium carbonates, and cal-

cium sulphates. Under the action of heat alone, the carbonates
are precipitated at 212 degrees Fahrenheit and the sulphate at

about 260 degrees Fahrenheit. The sulphate is much more inju-

rious than the carbonate, because it forms a much harder and
denser incrustation. Occasionally magnesium sulphate or chlo-

ride is present. These two substances are soluble in water, but
when heated under pressure, especially if in the presence of

iron, are decomposed, magnesium hydroxide being precipitated

as incrustation, while the acid is set free, as a corrosive ele-

ment. Silica, alumina ahd oxide of iron are generally present

in small amounts and enter the incrustation.

The non-incrustlng solids are the compounds of the alkalies,

and are usually made up of sodium and potassium sulphates,

and sodium chloride. Sodium carbonate and potassium chloride

are sometimes present. None of these compounds form incrus-

tations, but, on the other hand, cause foaming if present in

large amounts. Our experiments indicate that other things be-
ing equal, the various alkali compounds are about equally effi-

cient in producing foaming.
In actual practice, however, the carbonates produce a floccu-

lent sludge with waters containing calcium and magnesium
compounds, and on this account are indirectly more efficient

than sulphates or chlorides in producing foaming.
Occasionally free mineral acid, generally sulphuric acid, is

found in natural waters, and produces corrosion. Sewage, and
some kinds of factory waste produce both foaming and corro-
sion. Suspended solids obviously produce incrustation, and
sometimes foaming. When waters are treated in the boiler

with soda ash, the incrusting solids are changed to carbonates
and precipitated as a soft sludge, which is readily blown out.

Instead of coming down in crystalline condition and adhering
to the surface of the boiler. Extended experience has shown
that it is not necessary to use as large an amount of soda ash as
the full chemical equivalent of the incrusting solids. This is of
very decided advantage in boiler operation. There appear to

be several reasons for this fact, as follows:

1. If no precipitant is used, all of the nominally incrusting
solids do not immediately adhere to the boiler, but may be easi-
ly removed by blowing or washing.

2. When soda ash acts upon calcium and magnesium sul-
phates it is changed to sodium sulphate, which has no further
action as a precipitant. But calcium and magnesium carbo-
nates require for their precipitation only the absorption of the
free carbonic acid gas of the water. This action leaves the soda
ash in the form of bicarbonate, which, by the heat of the boiler,

is gradually changed back to the normal carbonate (soda ash),
which can then act upon a'fresh portion of incrusting solids.

3. The flocculent sludge produced by the direct action of the
soda ash doubtless incloses particles of crystalline solids which
are thrown down by heat alone, thereby preventing them from
adhering to the boiler.

In calculating the amount of soda ash to be used, we employ
the following table of ratios, which represents present average
practice:

Requires per 1,000 gallons of
One grain of the following salts feed water, the following

per gallon of feed water. amounts of 580° soda a=!h
Calcium or magnesium carbonate 0.02 pound.
Calcium sulphate 0.10
Magnesium sulphate 0.13 "
Magnesium chloride o!l6

The proper ratios to be employed vary somewhat according to
the amount and character of the incrusting solids and the
amounts of alkalis in the waters. They also vary according to
the service of boilers and the care used in blowing and washing
out. The ratios given are suitable for the average waters of
the Mississippi Valley, for boilers which receive reasonably
good care. The proportion of the soda ash specified for carbo-
nates Is only about one-seventh of the chemical equivalent.

That for calcium sulphate is nearly the full equivalent, while

for magnesium sulphate and chloride the theoretical amount is

used on account of the corrosive nature of the salts. Some wa-
ters contain originally some sodium carbonate, in which case

less soda ash is needed, or it may be entirely dispensed with.

On account of foaming, it is not desirable to use more than

10 pounds of soda ash per 100 miles, even if the calculation calls

for more.

THE NEW YORK: STATE CANALS.

Their Greatest Usefulness Gone.

Canals have exerted a powerful influence on the transporta-

tion interests of this country. They have tended to improve

railroad methods until the cost of rail transportation is now
so much below that of the canal as to place the latter in the

background as an institution which has lost its influence. In

considering the question of what is to be done with the canals

of New York State, Governor Roosevelt invited the expres-

sion of opinion of leading men, having knowledge of the sub-

ject, for guidance in future legislation. The whole correspond-

ence, which is very voluminous, is interesting. It develops the

fact, now admitted by the men who were formerly strong ad-

vocates of the canals, that while these waterways have in

the past served to keep railroad rates in check, they are now
outclassed by the railroads, which, by the introduction of im-

proved methods, have reduced the cost of transportation to

as low a point as three mills per ton per mile. Thus the

canal has lost its greatest usefulness, and it is not likely that

large sums of money will be invested in their improvement and
further development. It is probable that the canals will be

maintained, but which of the first four of the following five

propositions will be carried out it is impossible to pre-

dict:

First.—To complete the present project of enlarging the Erie,

Oswego and Champlain Canals at a further cost of $15,000,000
(or $24,000,000 in all).

Second.—To enlarge the present locks of the Erie Canal at
once to a length of 260 feet, a width of 26 feet and depth of 11
feet, making them suitable for boats 25 feet wide, 125 feet long
and 10 feet draught. This project would cost about $6,000,-

000.

Third.—To construct a barge canal continuously descending
all the way to the Hudson River from Lake Erie, with a depth
of 12 feet, and suitable for barges of 1,200 to 1,500 tons, which
can be towed on the lakes, if desired. The cost of this is ap-
proximately estimated at $50,000,000.

Fourth.—To construct a ship canal with a depth of 20 to 30
feet, suitable for lake and ocean vessels of 5,000 to 10,000 tons
capacity. The cost of such a ship canal, depending upon its

size and route adopted, is estimated at from $200,000,000 to
$500,000,000.

Fifth.—To abandon the canals entirely, as has been done in
some other states, and dispose of the property interests therein
to private individuals or corporations on the best terms that
can be secured, or to make some other use of the property for
the benefit of the state.

Two large, self-propelling steel dredges are to be built by the

Maryland Steel Co. for the work of dredging the new channel

to New York harbor. They are to be similar to those used in

England on the Mersey and will cost about $450,000 each. They
are to be of the suction type and will deposit the material in

immense hoppers on the dredges holding 3,500 tons and will

steam out to sea at a speed of 12 miles per hour to dump it.

The dredges will be 320 feet long, 48 feet beam and 26 feet

deep. The propelling machinery will consist of two triple ex-

pansion engines with four cylinders each, driving twin screws

and the hydraulic pumping suction machinery will be driven

by independent tandem compound engines. Accommodations

for officers and crew will be provided, so that the dredges will

work night and day. The speed of working while dredging

will be three miles per hour. It is expected that the first one

will be ready for service next May and the second a little

later.
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THE SWEENEY AIR COMPRESSOR.

This device, which Is applied to the Santa Fe Pacific loco-

motives, illustrated elsewhere in this issue, is very well known
and highly prized on some of the western roads having heavy

grades, but is not used elsewhere. It is not an air compressor,

l)ut is an attachment applied to one or both main steam cylin-

ders of the locomotive, whereby they are made to compress air

into the main reservoir for temporary relief of the air bral<o

pump. The originator, Thomas Sweeney, is a locomotive en-

gineer on the Southern Pacific, and his purpose was to pro-

vide means for maintaining air pressure in the train pipe in

case of failure of the air pump and in recharging when de-

scending long mountain grades.

The device consists of a pipe connecting the top or side of

the steam chest with the main air reservoir, the passage be-

tween the two being controlled by a stop coclt at the steam

chest and a check valve near the reservoir. A pop valve set

to open at a pressure of 90 pounds, is mounted in the pipe and
the apparatus is completed by a connection from the stop cock

and the cab, whereby the engineer may open or close it.

When it is necessary to use the device, steam being shut off.

the reverse lever is placed slightly back of center notch and

|! ^li'.lVdracliet
li'Pipe

i'ffBnPi,

?lFbp fa/rr

4

CutOutCoch.

The Sweeney Air Compressor.

the cylinder cocks left open for three or four revolutions of

the engine to allow water that may be in the cylinders to es-

cape; then the stop cock is opened and the brake valve placed

in charging position. The reverse lever must be left back of

the center notch at least fifteen seconds after full pressure

has been indicated on the air gauge. Before the reverse lever

is moved forward the brake valve is placed on lap; and, in case

the air pump is not working, the stop cock should be closed,

as the pistons will draw air from the main reservoir before

the check valve closes. By placing the brake valve on the lar

and closing the stop cock before moving the reverse lever

forward, sufficient pressure will be retained in the main reser-

voir ot release the brake. After the cylinders have ceased to

work as air compressors the brake valve should be left on the

lap at least five seconds, so that the air will have time to equal-

ize in the train. If the air is used immediately after moving
the lever ahead, there being a higher pressure in the train

j)ipe than in the auxiliary reservoirs, air will be wasted, a.^-

the air in the train pipe must be reduced to a lower prepsurf

than in the auxiliary reservoirs to set the brakes: but, if time

be allowed to let the air equalize, all the air that has been
forced back may be used to advantage. The device is used
only in emergencies, and the rules provide for testing it at

the beginning of every trip, in order to insure its use if needed.

It is confidently depended upon by the men and is fitted to

many locomotives that are used on long, heavy grades on thf

Santa Fe, the Southern Pacific and mountain roads in the far

Northwest

Mr. H. J. Small, Superintendent of Motive Power ot the

Southern Pacific, writes us that this device originated with
one of the oldest engineers on that road. Some years ago,
when the question of the advisability o'f equipping mountain
locomotives with two air pumps was considered, the Sweeney
device was introduced and it proved satisfactory, so that the
idea of using a second air pump was abandoned. Mr. Small
reports that he is now using this device not only on the moun-
tain grades, but also on valley divisions. It is used as an
emergency or auxiliary to the air pump. In case anything
happens to the air pump, this device is ready for Instant use.

A number of cases of failure of air pumps have occurred on
that road, not only on mountain grades, but on level divisions,

and the trains were brought in safely, using the air brakes for
which the supply of air was furnished solely by the Sweeney
auxiliary.

Mr. Small has very kindly sent us a report written by the

Pacific Coast expert of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,
after witnessing the use of the Sweeney attachment on three

different trains. In one of these cases one of the air valves o(

the locomotive air pump broke and a train ot 560 tons was
handled down a 3 per cent, grade, 25 miles long, with this de-

vice. There can be no doubt that with such grades, and even
with shorter ones, and not as steep, this emergency apparatus
will contribute to the safety of operation and also to the peace
of mind ot the engine and train crews.

BRAKE CONTROL OF DOUBLE-HEADED PASSENGER
TRAINS.

There is an opportunity for an accident whenever two loco-

motives are attached to the same train from the possibility of

conflict of the enginemen in applying the brakes. Some pro-
tection against this contingency is necessary and specially so

on mountain grades, where double-heading of passenger trains

is the rule. In discussing the practice of cutting out the
brakes on the leading engine before the Master Mechanics*
Association, Mr. T. R. Browne and Mr. A. W. Gibbs, of the
Pennsylvania, stated that on this road the engineer of the
leading engine did the braking, the arrangement of the engi-

neer's valve permitted the engineman of the rear engine only
to apply the brakes. It was expressly arranged that he would
not be able to release the brakes, for the reason that should
the forward engineman discover the necessity of applying the

brakes, while the engineman of the second engine had left his

brake in a released position, the result would be a brake fail-

ure. Therefore the brakes are so arranged with double-headed
passenger trains that the forward engineman has control not
only of his own brakes and the train brakes, but also those of
the rear engine; the rear man not having the power to release,

Mr. Browne said:

This condition is somewhat altered on the mountain division,

where double-headers are used for short distance only, and
under these circumstances the engine next to the train con-
trols and applies the brakes. It would appear to me that the
head engine being in the lead should have the ability to apply
the brakes, as the crew is in a position to see all the signals.

as well as the second engine. It seems to me that to cut out
the head engine entirely removes to a certain extent the pos-
f^ibility of throwing a part of the responsibility on that crew
and throws it all upon the engine behind. From the stand-
point of my experience and judgment in that matter I would
naturally feel inclined to say that both crews should have it

within their power to apply brakes on double-headers, which
usually means a heavy train.

German engineers are pursuing improvement in steam en-
gine efficiency by the use of superheated steam, and one direc-

tion which their progress is taking is the use of poppet valves
to avoid the earlier difficulties of cutting and tearing valves,
valve stems and seats. There is so much to be gained by su-
perheating that it is well worth while experimenting, even at
considerable expense, in order to overcome the dlfiSculties.
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60-FOOT FURNITURE CARS.

Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern.

Box cars 50 ft. 10 in. long over end sills and 9 ft. 5 in. wide

over side sills, having a clear height Inside of 9 ft. 4 in. under

the car-lines, are always interesting, even if they do not pre-

sent novelties in the framing. I'^iriiiture cars with these di-

mensions are to bo built for tlie Haltimure & Ohio Southwest-

ern, several drawings of which are presented here.

These cars have eight longitudinal sills, all of which are 5

by 9 inches in section, supported by six I'/^-inch truss rods

upset to 1% inches at the ends. The needle beams are 5 by 10

inches in section and the queen posts are deep enough to

bring the tops of the truss rods 22 inches below the lower faces

of the sills. The truss rods are arranged as shown in the sec-

tion of the under-frame at the body bolster. Two of them lie

between the side sills and the first intermediate sill on each

side, while the others lie at a distance of llVz inches at each

side of the center of the car. This distribution brings the

greater part of the truss rod load near the ends of the body

bolsters and may be criticised in the light of Mr. F. M. Whyte's
paper before the Western Railway Club last year (See our

January, 1899, issue, page 17). especially because of the great

length of this car on account of which the duty imposed upon
the truss rods is greater than is the case in shorter cars.

The end sills are 8 by 10% inches, the longitudinal sills are

tenoned into them with double tenons IV^ by 1% inches with

a 3-inch space between them. The other principal timbers are

of the following sections: Side plates, 4 by 7 Inches; end
plates, 4 by 14 inches at the center, tapered to SVi inches at

the ends; carlines, 2 by 10 inches; purlines, 1% by 3 inches;

ridge pole, 3% by 5% inches; door posts, 4 by 6 inches; end
posts, 4 by 5 inches, and needle beams, 5 by 10 inches. The
girths are double and 4 by 5 inches in section. The wheat line

is 37 inches above the floor, and the corn line 40 inches, the

capacity being 60,000 lbs.

The body bolster is of the plate type, the upper plate being

1 by 8 inches and the lower IVi by 8 inches, with a depth of 9

inches between the plates at the center. The connections be-

tween the ends of the plates are made over by 1 by S-inch

plate stirrups carrying the side sills. The center plates are

malleable iron. By referring to the section at the body bols-

ter and also the plan view it will be seen that the outside in-

termediate sills are reinforced by % by 9-inch plates, 6 ft. long,

where they are cut out for the bolsters. As shown in the

drawings, the draft gear is located between the center sills,

the front draft lugs being supported against the end sills,

while the rear lugs bear against blocks bolted to the center

sills and extending back to the bolsters. The central bolts

through these blocks take the ends of tension rods passing

through the end sills and dead blocks. The trucks of these

cars have bolsters made of three pieces of oak, two of which
are 3% by 7^^ inches, and the other 4 by 7 inches, with sand-

wich plates between them. This is a type of truck bolster of

which the future will produce very few examples. These cars

are a little longer than the 50-foot carriage cars built last year
by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and illustrated on page
8 of our issue of January, 1899.

VACUUM STEAM HEATING.

The relative advantages of pressure and vacuum in the pipes

of steam heating systems have been investigated by Prof. J. H.
Kinealy of St. Louis and reported by him in a paper before the
American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers. The
experiments were conducted in a small room on the street floor

of a large office building in St. Louis, the outer walls being sub-
jected to the temperature of the air out of doors. A radiator

was used for heating and a connection was made to it for the

air valves of the Paul system. Temperatures were taken at
points about 5 feet from the floor.

The conclusions drawn from the tests are that it is more
economical to heat with steam at a temperature less than 212
degrees than with steam at higher temperatures, and that
the less the difference between the temperature of the steam in

the radiator and the temperature of the air in the room meas-
ured at about five feet from the floor, the greater is the econ-
omy in the use of steam in heating, and this does not take into
consideration the fact that steam for a vacuum system may be
taken from an exhaust pipe without costing anything, but it

is due to the low temperatures used. The author quoted ex-
periments by Meidinger to show that radiators at high tem-
peratures probably keep the air at the top of the room at a
much higher temperature, for a temperature of 70 degrees at a
point 5 feet above the floor, than a radiator at lower tempera-
ture would keep it and yet maintain the same temperature, 70
ilegrees, at the height of 5 feet. This meant a greater loss of
heat with the high radiator temperatures, because they gave
higher average temperatures in the room which resulted in a
greater difference between the outside and inside tempera-
tures, and this, in turn, caused greater loss of heat from the
room and a corresponding consumption of fuel. The occu-
pants of a room use the portion up to about 5 feet from the
floor, and therefore that system was best which would main-
tain the lower .5 feet at the desired temperature and keep the
lowest ceiling temperature. The author believed that this ob-
ject was best attained by radiators having low temperatures.
The author then discussed the question of increasing the

area of radiating surface to corre.spond with the reduction in

the temperature of the radiator. The higher the radiator tem-
perature the more steam would be condensed per square foot

of surface per hour, but it did not necessarily follow that low
temperatures required more surface because of the fact that
in a vacuum system the air in the radiators is always with-
drawn from the coils by the vacuum attachment, which made
it possible to keep the radiators entirely full of steam. This
gave the vacuum system the advantage because it Insured
against the short circuiting of the radiators on account of be-
coming "air bound." The radiator of the vacuum system em-
ployed their surfaces more efficiently, and the radiating sur-

faces of this system are therefore always larger than those
having more or less air in them, which can never be completely
removed in a system using pressures above the atmosphere.
A more complete statement of Prof. Kinealy's work and his

conclusions may be found in "The Engineering Record." .July

89, 1899, page 202.

The length of boiler tubes is important, and it has been

questioned whether increased heating surface may not be

better obtained in s me other way. There is probably a best

ratio between the length and diameter of tubes, but this does

not seem to have been clearly established for locomotive

practice. The experiments of Mr. Henry of the Paris-Lyons-

Mediterranean Railway show that while increasing the length

of tubes increases the boiler efficiency, an Increase of 130 per

cent, in length adds but about 30 per cent, to the amount of

water evaporated per pound of coal. These results are sum-
marized as follows:

Experiments on Heating Surface, Parls-Lyons-Medlter-
ranean Ry.

Length of tubes in feet 9.84 13.1 16.i 19.7 23.0
Total heating surface, sq. ft.... 972.2 1260. 154S. 1835. 2122.
Ratio heating to grate surface.. 36.13 46.82 57.52 68.21 78.81

Draft of One Inch of Water.
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Combustion per square foot of
grate 38.21 36.8 33.1 30.3 28.

S

Water per pound of coal 7.87 9.01 9.65 9.94 lO.L'O

deg. deg. deg. deg. deg.

Temperature of smoke box 739. 608. 518. 460. 432.

% % % % %
Loss of heat by chimney 17.4 13.7 U.4 10.2 9.77
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TWO IMPROVEMENTS IN COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.

Richmond Locomotive and Machine Works.

Mr. C. J. Mellin, Chief Engineer of the Richmond Locomo-
tive and Machine Works, has sent us drawings and informa-

tion concerning two apparently important improvements in

compound locomotives, both of which concern the losses of

power, one in the disposition of the exhaust through the valve,

and the other in a reduction of the resistance to the motion of

the piston when drifting, and this effect is accompanied by the

elimination of the draft action of the large cylinder when run-

ning with steam shut off. Mr. Mellin states that both improve-

ments give good results as to increasing the speed, power and

ginning of the return stroke is of very little value. The pres-

sure at the end of the stroke should therefore be decreased

in order to secure a minimum back pressure throughout the

stroke. The valve under consideration was designed to secure

a more rapid exhaust opening, and is termed "double ported,"

to distinguish it from the Allen valve. The valve port is used

as an exhaust as well as an admission passage. The use of this

device on compound locomotives gives low back pressure at

high speeds without necessitating the use of large valves. The
advantage of small valves and short valve travel on freight

engines is fully appreciated. While this plan is working very

satisfactorily on high-speed locomotives on the St. Louis

Southwestern, we have no record of the speed except the re-

port that it is satisfactory.

Fig, 1.—Mr. Mellin's Arrangement of the Allen Valve to Secure Double Port Effect.

economy of compounds, and their effects are particularly no-

ticeable at high speeds.

Double Ported Valve Controlling Exhaust as Well as Admis-
sion.

The Allen valve has proved a success in locomotive practice

and it appears to be constantly gaining friends because of its

effective aid in improving the admission of steam. This port

does not affect the action of the exhaust side of the valve and
Mr. Mellin's new valve was designed to accomplish what the
Allen valve does and also improve the disposition of the ex-

haust. This is an adaptation of the Allen p rt combined with
a large amount of inside clearance of the main esh lUst passage
of the valve. The following description was prepared ficm
ir formation received from Mr. Mellin:

The time when the opening for the exhaust needs to be
most efficient is at the beginning of the exhaust period. It is

evident that when the exhaust opening becomes equal to the
area of the exhaust nozzle a further increase in the area of
the exhaust port opening will not assist the steam out of the
cylinder. With the increase in piston speed a certain velocity

is reached, after which the back pressure during the return
stroke of the piston does not decrease, and for this reason
an increase of the area of the exhaust opening after the be-

The drawing. Fig. 1, illustrating various positions of the

valve, shows that the auxiliary port acts as an exhaust port

only during the first portion of the exhaust period. When
the main exhaust passage becomes sufficiently open the sup-

plemental passage closes and it afterward becomes temporari-

ly an admission passage. The valve is shown in three posi-

tions, the arrows indicating the directions of the steam cur-

rents. Indicator cards and the valve diagram drawn above the

ideal cards, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 3 illustrates the

difference between the plain valve, the Allen ported valve and

Mr. Mellin's device. These valves are shown when cutting

off at half stroke. The full line. No. 1, represents the action

of the double ported valve, the dotted line, No. 2, is that of

the plain valve, and the broken line, No. 3, represents the

Allen valve, all of the conditions being the same except as to

the supplemental ports, and the diagram is drawn on the as-

sumption that the velocity of the steam is the same at corre-

sponding points on the three cards. The admission and ex-

pansion lines of No. 1 and No. 3 coincide, but the exhaust and

back pressure lines of No. 1 show a decided advantage. From
the release point, C, to E, the effect of the auxiliary exhaust

passage is plain, and yet the area of the exhaust nozzle is still

considerably larger than that of the port opening. The re-

Card No. 10.

Speed, miles per hour 28
Boiler pressure 174 11)3.

Initial pressure 171 lbs.
M.E.P., H.P Sl.Slbs.

L. P 28 Bibs.
Distribution of work, H. P 53.2 per cent.

L. P 46.8 per cent.

Card No. 15.

Speed, miles per hour 35
Boiler pressure 180 lbs.

Initial pressure 175 lbs.

M. E. P, H. P 61.5 lbs.

L. P 21.61bs.
Distribution of work, H. P 53. 2 per cent.

L. P 46.8percent.

Card No. 23.

Speed, miles per hour
Boiler pressure
Initial pressure
M. K. P., HP

L. P

Diameter of H. P. cylinder 20Uin.
L.P. " 32Hin.

l-eneth of stroke 24 in.
Ratio of cylinder areas 2.51
Indicator spring, H. P 100 lbs.

L.P 401bs.

. . 41
1(^0 lbs.

165 lbs.

34.1 Ihs.

U 8 lbs.
Distribution of work, H. P 47 H per cent.

L.P 52.1percent.

L. P.H P.
Inside clearance, front -^in." " back ijlin.
Valve travel 5.78 in.
Lead in in.
Outside lap 1!^ in.
Width of auxiliary port

ii in.

kin.
5.78 in.

A in.

Eiin.
%in.

Fig. 2.-Low Pressure Cvlinder with Double Ported Valve.
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Fig, 3,-Cimparisons of Valves.

suiting final pressure causes a lower back pressure during

the entire return stroke.

The admission and expansion lines of the plain valve fall

below those of the other valves, and the release pressure is cor-

respondingly lower. As the area of the exhaust opening is the

same for the plain and the Allen valves, the exhaust line of

the plain valve is below the Allen, through the return stroke

and the exhaust line of the Mellin valve crosses that of the

plain valve at a point near the end of the stroke. Another
advantage of the new valve is shown in Fig. 4, illustrating dia-

grams, the conditions which occur when drifting. The con-

fined air is compressed to the pressure shown at A, when the

auxiliary port opens to relieve the pressure by allowing the air

to pass over to the suction side of the piston before the piston

parallel lines crossing the steam circle is the lead. The open-

ing of the auxiliary port as an exhaust port and the negative

lap are represented by the curves intersecting each other at

the center of the figure. They are measured across the center

of the figure on the reverse curves until the inclined center

line is reached, after which it follows the small circle and the

exhaust circle from the point of intersection of the latter cir-

cle. At the closing of the valve the opposite reverse curves go

into effect in the same manner. The other points are con-

nected with the diagrams below the valve diagram by pro-

jecting downward.
"By-Pass" Valves for Low-Pressure Cylinders of Compound

Locomotives.

The pumping action of the low-pressure cylinder is rendered

ineffective by a by-pass or "over-pass," which is an open pas-

sage from one end of the cylinder to the other. This passage

is in a projection cast upon the outside of the cylinder just

below the steam chest, which has become a feature of Rich-

mond compounds. This valve was designed by Mr. Mellin.

It is shown in relation to the steam passages and in both the

open and closed position. The cylinders at the ends of the

valve communicate with the valve chamber, and when the

throttle is closed the vacuum in the chamber causes the valves,

A A, Fig. 5, to separate and open the passage between the

ends of the cylinder. I'pon the opening of the throttle the

steam pressure from the valve chamber comes upon the valves,

A A, Fig. G, forcing them toward each other and closing com-
munication through the by-pass. A small vent at the center

of the by-pass opens to the atmosphere. It is found advisable

to admit some external air in order to prevent the cylinder

from becoming too highly heated through friction of the air,

and also to insure against drawing smokebox gases into the

cylinder. The double piston shown in the engravings is used

to cushion the movements of the by-pass valves. These valves

are made as large as 5 inches in diameter, and their move-
ments are very rapid.

The two-cylinder compound has not been considered as a

favorable type for use where much drifting is to be done be-

cause of the pumping action of the large cylinder, which has

an important fanning effect on the fire when the engine is

running with the throttle closed. There has also been some
trouble with the lubrication of the large cylinders, and in spite

of large relief valves which have been applied to steam chests

the trouble has not yet been satisfactorily overcome by taking

in exterior air in this way. Admitting fresh air also has the

disadvantage of cooling off the cylinder, which causes a large

amount of condensation when steam is again admitted. Mr.

Mellin's device avoids this trouble and affords relief that could

not be obtained without using excessively large relief valves.

^
Plain Valve. Double Ported Valve. Combination Card.

Fig. 4.—Illustrations Shovi^ing Effects of Double Ported Valves, Plain Valves and Combinafon of Double Ported Valve

and By Pass Valve.

reaches the end of its stroke, and the final compression is

much lower than it would be with a plain valve. This en-
graving. Fig. 4. brings out the combined effect of the double
ported valve and the "over-pass" valve in reducing the air re-

sistance of the piston when drifting.

In the valve diagram. Fig. 3, the dotted outer circle repre-
sents the crank path, the next one gives the travel of the valve.
the circle at the left is the steam, and that at the right the
exhaust, the circle at the center of the figure being the negative
exhaust lap circle. The inner crescent formed by the steam
lap as a radius is the ordinary steam opening, and the outer
crescent partly enclosing the former, represents the auxiliary
port opening for steam. The distance between the straight

The cards taken from engines with and without these valves

show the reason for the criticism often heard, to the effect

that the gain secured by compounds running up hill and on

level stretches of roads, where they must do a great deal of

drifting, is lost again by the fanning of the fire by the action

of the cylinders.

The drifting cards shown in Fig. 7 illustrate the effect of

the over-pass valve in reducing the resistance to the motion

of the piston. Diagrams A and B show cards from a Chesa-

peake & Ohio locomotive with 20 and 32-inch cylinders, be-

fore and after the over-pass device was applied. In card A
the stroke was 24 inches. This was increased 2 inches when

the change was made. Both cards were taken with the throt-
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- To ft7//v Chamber To /&//-(? c/7ameer

"^///////////./'•^

Fig. 5.— Position of By Pass Valve when Running with Steam Shut Off.

Fig. 6.— Position of By Pass Valve with Throttle Open.

airpreisufz in iront of piston
CONVENIENT TABLE FOR TUBE HEATING SURFACES.

Diagrams A and C without over-pass valve.
" B " D with

Fig. 7.—Indicator Cards from Low Pressure Cylinder of

Richmond Compound when Drifting.

tie closed and the reverse lever in the first notch. The piston

speed for both cards was 986 feet per minute. It is stated

that the cards from the high-pressure cylinder at this speed

were approximately straight lines. Some irregularities in the

pressure are shown in diagram A, which is attributed to yield-

ing or springing in the indicator motion.

Cards C and D were taken from two locomotives with the

same sized cylinders, 20 and 32 by 24-inch diameter, and at

approximately 920 feet per minute piston speed. Card D shows

the advantage of the over-pass. As previously stated, Fig. 4

shows the combined action of the double ported valve and the

"over-pass."

The twin screw steamer "Chester W. Chapin" for the New
York & New Haven Line, recently launched at the yards of

the Maryland Steel Company, at Sparrow's Point, Md., is to

cost $500,000 and will have a speed of 21% statute miles per

hour. She is 324 feet long on deck, 310 feet on the water line,

64 feet wide over the guards and 17 feet 2% inches deep. The
engines are surface condensing, triple expansion, with cylin-

ders 24, 38 and 60 inches diameter by 30 inches stroke. They
are to develop 4,200 indicated horse power. The boilers, six in

number, are of the Scotch type, 13 feet in diameter and 11 feet

6 Inches long, working at a pressure of 160 pounds. The ves-

sel will be heated by steam and lighted by electricity and is

expected to be ready for service early in September.

It is customary to compute the heating surface of tubes by

considering the outside diameter and for convenience in get-

ting at the figure for total tube heating surface quickly when
the length, number and diameter of the tubes are known, Mr.

Francis J. Cole arranged the accompanying table, for which

HEATING SURFACE OF FLUES IN SQUARE FEET.

OOTSiDE Diameter.

« O CO
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Ten-Wheel Passenger Locomotive—0. & R, Q. Ry.—With Piston Valves.

Built by The Brooks Locomotive Works.

TEN-WHEEL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Denver & Rio Grande.

Brooks Locomotive Works, Builders.

The accompanying engraving is from a photograph of one
of 10 heavy 10-wheel passenger locomotives recently built by
the Brooks Locomotive Works for the Denver & Rio Grande.

These engines have 21 by 26 in. cylinders, with 10-in. piston

valves, and the boilers will carry a pressure of 210 pounds per

square inch, which we believe is the highest pressure carried

on single expansion engines in American practice. The weight
ill working order is 160,000 pounds, 124,000 pounds being on
the driving wheels. The boiler is of the extended wagon top,

radial stayed type, with a total heating surface of 2,422 square

feet. The grate area is 33.5 square feet, the firebox being

109 by 41 inches. The engines have Westinghouse air pumps
and tender brakes and New York driver brakes. The follow-

ing table gives the chief dimensions:
I'"iKl Bituminous coal
Wright on drivers 124,000 lbs.
WfiBln on truck wheels SH.ooo lbs.
Weight , total 160,otio lbs.
Weight tender loaded 112,000 lbs.
Wheel base, total, of engine 23 ft. 7 in.
Wheel base, driving 13 ft. in.
Wheel base, total, engine and tender 53 ft. 10% in.
Length over all, engine 39 ft. 11% in.
Length over all, total, engine and tender 65 ft. 10% in.
Height, center of boiler above rails S ft. 6 in.

H,-iKht of stack 14 ft. 11% in.
Heating surface, firebox 165 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2,257 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,422 sq. ft.

Grate area 33.5 sq. ft.

Drivers, diameter 63 in.
Drivers, material of centers Cast steel
Truck wheels, diameter 33 in.
Journals, driving axle, size 9 x 12 In.

Joarnals. truck axle, size 5',4 x 12 In.

Main crank pin, size 6V4 x 6'2 in.

Cylinders, diameter 21 In.

Piston stroke 26 in.

TMston rod. diameter 3i^ In.

Kind of piston rod packing Metallic
Main rod. length center to center 9 ft. 7 in.

Steam ports, length 21 in.

Steam ports, width 2 In.

Kxhaust ports, least area 50 sq. in.

Bridge, width 3^4 In.

Valves, kind of Piston
Valves, greatest travel 614 in.

Valves, steam lap (inside) \% in.

Valves, exhaust lap or clearance (outside) in.

Valves, lead in full gear, negative 1/16 in.

Boiler, type of Extended wagon top
Biiilor. working steam pressure 210 lbs.

Boiler, material In barrel Steel
Boiler, thickness of material In barrel % in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel 68 in.

Seams, kind of horizontal Sextuple riveted
Seams, kind of circumferential Double riveted
Thickness of tube sheets front, % In.; back, 14 in.

Thickness of crown sheet % in.

Crown sheet, stayed with Radial stays
Dome, diameter 32 In.

Firebox, length 10 ft. 1 in.

Firebox, width 3 ft. 5 in.

Firebox, depth, front 79 in.

Firebox, depth, back 6S in.

Firebox, material Steel
Firebox, thickness of sheets % in.

Firebox, brick arch None
P'irebox, water space, width front 4V4 In., sides 4 In., back 4 in.

Grate, kind of Cast-Iron rocking
Tubes, number of 326

Tubes, material Charcoal Iron
Tubes, outside diameter 2 In.

Tubes, length over sheets 13 ft. 3 13/16 In.

Smokrbox, diameter 69 In.

Smokebox. length 61 In.

Kxhaust nozzle Single
Exhaust nozzle, diameter 5Vi In.

Exhaust nozzle, distance of tip below center of boiler 6i4 in.

Netting Wire
Netting, size of mesh 2V4 x 2'/4 in.

Stack ;?;?•;**
Stack, least diameter "Vs jn.

Stack, greatest diameter "Is in.

Stack, height above smokebox 3 ft. 7 In.

Tender.

Type Eight wheel, steel frame
Tank capacity for water 5,500 gals.

Coal capacity >> '""^
Kind of material In tank ;;--''j';;rl i*^

Thickness of tank sheets 'i,^^^? V^° '";

Tvpe of under frame Steel channel
Diameter of truck wheels •*7, '"•

Diameter and length of axle journals .5 x 9 in.

Distance between centers of journals a ft. in.

Diameter of wheel fit on axle " "
Diameter of center of axle iiiV c/ ill'

Length of tender frame over bumpers "„, ;. 's ,
'

I,ength of tank 2\ U » "
Width of tank Vf/SsP I!'

Height of tank, not including collar 4 rt »% m.

THE PRESENT DEMAND FOR STEEL.

Owing to the great difficulty in obtaining steel for current

needs, about l,.50O men are reported to have been laid off at

Cramp's shipyard, and the result is likely to be a delay in the

completion of work now in hand. In a published interview

Mr. Edwin S. Cramp recently compared the consumption of

steel in the building of cars and ships, and stated that the

Pressed Steel Car Company uses more material at the present

rate of consumption than is required by all of the shipyardt

in the country combined. About 3 per cent, of the country*!,

steel output goes into ships, and the present difficulty is to se-

cure that much. The Pressed Steel Car Company has a cop-

tract with Carnegie requiring 1,000 tons a day, and we are

informed that only about 60 per cent, of that amount is now

supplied.

When IS-inch I-beams, weighing 2,000 pounds each, are in

such demand as to warrant their shipment by express, the con-

dition of the steel business may be considered phenomenal. A

Pittsburgh dispatch describes the situation in regard to the

supply of steel shapes in that city by stating that this was

actually required on a recent order, and it is safe to say that

such a state of affairs in the steel business never was known

before. It is not supposed that many beams of this size and

weight were delivered in this way. but even one is enough to

indicate the necessity of the case. The great difficulty at pres-

ent is to get steel material, and particularly rolled shapes and

steel castings. Immediate shipments on new orders are now

practically impossible, though we have heard of cases in which

offers of bonus have been made. The demand for structural

steel has been increased by the fear of higher prices in tlv

fall.
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COUPLER SPECIFICATIONS AND GUARANTEES.

The recent adoption of standard specifications for couplers
which are exacting enough to require goo'd material and cor-
rect design is a step which was greatly needed and which, con-
sidering the fact that an able committee is to examine couplers
on this basis with the aid of adequate apparatus, is likely to
reduce the number of inferior and dangerous couplers. If the
present specifications (see "American Engineer, July, 1899, page
238) are not exactly what are wanted, they may be made so as
a result of experience, and it may be accepted that all that is

to be accomplished by specifications may be accomplished as a
result of the recent action of the M. C. B. Association. Specifi-
cations, however, will not bring about all of the results that
are desired. They outline what Is wanted and they furnish a
measure by which to examine new and old couplers, but they
alone will not encourage manufactureres to produce the best
work of which they are capable.

The testing of wheels, axles and couplers is becoming a se-
rious question because of the difficulties introduced by the ne-
cessity for destructive tests in order to show the quality of the
material. Boiler steel may be safely accepted upon the success-

ful tests of coupons sheared from the edges of the sheets, but
this method does not apply so well to driving and other axles,

and not at all to wheels and couplers. One out of each lot of

perhaps 100 is selected at random and destroyed in order to ex-

amine the quality of the others in the same consignment. This

is obviously an unsatisfactory method, although it is undoubt-

edly the best that has been devised. It gives perhaps a fair

idea of the quality of the entire order and perhaps it does not.

Furthermore, unless running numbers are stamped on the in-

dividual pieces of a shipment, there is no guarantee that a con-

demned lot will not appear for test on a subsequent order,

whereupon if the piece tested meets the specifications the

whole lot would pass the second time.

It is .clear that there is nothing that will take the place of

Inducements for manufacturers to take every precaution to

turn out the best of work and service guarantees, coupled with

specifications and a disposition to pay fair prices, will bring

better results than are to be had in any other way. The ten-

dency to run after low prices lies at the bottom of the coupler

troubles to-day, and until the danger of this idea is realized,

not even the best of specifications will avail.

The best manufacturers watch their product very closely,

keeping their chemists busy with daily examinations of the

metal used, and the most reliable concerns go as far as to run

test bars on couplers and to test every heat of metal of which
couplers are made, in order to permit of using the tensile ma-
chine as well as the chemical laboratory to keep the material

up to the highest standard.

People who take this trouble and who are also willing to

guarantee their couplers against wear and breakage are among
the best friends that the railroads have, and for the best of

business reasons they should be encouraged. Such concerns

have no dread of fair specifications, but we would emphasize
the fact that there are many elements which go to make good
couplers which specifications will not reach. These depend on
the integrity of the manufacturer, and they are very important.

DOES WINTER WEATHER AFFECT LOCOMOTIVE COAL
CONSUMPTION?

"Does the temperature of the atmosphere have any apprecia-

ble effect on the amount of coal consumed by locomotives? If

it does, what is the approximate per cent, of increase in coal

required in the same service In zero weather over the amount
necessary when the thermometer stands at 70 degrees above
zero?"

This question, propounded as a subject for topical discus-

sion before the St. Louis Railway Club, is an important one,

which may or may not bring out definite figures. It will be

surprising if any conclusive information is presented in the

expected discussion because of the great difiiculty in securing

anything definite in regard to the losses of heat in locomotives

while running on the road.

That there are great losses of power of locomotives in cold

weather is proven by the material reduction of train loads.

Most recent methods for the rating of locomotives are pro-

vided with special reductions to be used in making up trains

in cold weather, and these vary from 10 to 20 per cent. The
recent tests of boiler coverings made on the Chicago & North-
western directed attention to the desirability of extending
the ordinary coverings of boilers to the exposed surfaces of

the fireboxes, and that road now covers its fireboxes with lag-

ging so arranged as to protect the surfaces from a large part

of the radiation and at the same time the stay bolts are not

rendered inaccessible for inspection and repairs.

The firebox surfaces undoubtedly need to be covered, but

the heat insulation should not end there, because there is

probably a much more serious source of loss than that from the

water legs of the boiler when the locomotive is rushing
through an atmosphere of low temperature.

It was noticed that the application of heat insulating lag-

ging to cylinders on the Chicago & Northwestern, several
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years ago, made an appreciable effect upon the power of loco-

motives in their winter ratings, and this practice points at

once to the very important losses of heat through the cylin-

der walls. We have talien the position that not only should

the cylinders be jirotected, but also the saddle castings through
which the steam must pass on its way to the cylinders, and
which are in the most exposed part of the engine. It is well

l<nown that water coming into the cylinders during the ad-

mission of steam not only affects the economy of the engine
adversely, but it also reduces the power of the engine to a

considerable extent, and one way to reduce this condensation

is to guard as far as possible against the loss of heat of the

steam on its way through the saddle castings. It would
be easy to improve in this direction, and It is strange that it

has not already become common practice.

It is to be hoped that this question will receive attention in

the discussion expected from the introduction of this topi(^

It is important to know the proportion of loss of power in

winter, but it seems to be more important to discuss possible

ways for reducing the losses, which are known to be large, es-

pecially when it must be admitted that the proportion is al-

most impossible to ascertain.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD PENSION SYSTEM.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has decided to establish a

system of pensions and will provide a superanuation fund

for the benefit of employees. This example is worthy of being

followed, and we hope that one result of the present excellent

condition of business will be an increased attention to the

duties of the companies to their men. The manner of Ameri-

can railroad development was such as to crowd such questions

as this into the background, for the reason that many of the

roads have had a continuous struggle to keep out of the hands

of the courts, but it is beginning to be recognized that rail-

road service may be greatly improved by giving the men rea-

sons for desiring to retain their situations. The schemes of

urging employees to purchase their homes and to secure shares

of stock of the road tend in this direction. Men with respon-

sibilities must be steadier and more valuable to their em-
ployers and also more successful from their own point of view
than those who feel little hesitation in changing about. There
can hardly be a better check against this floating tendency

than the pension or superanuation fund, which insures a

faithful and competent employee a living after he is too old

to work. The prospect which such a plan holds out to a man
must necessarily prove a strong influence, which will in the

majority of cases result in a net gain to the company, even

when viewed only on its commercial side. The pension sys-

tem may be expected to insure a steady, contented lot of men,
who respect their "company," but it need not deaden ambition

or retard progress—if the requirements are high. This idea

and the system of discipline without suspension have many
points in common, and the latter may prove to be an entering

wedge for the former.

Many roads have now begun to find their men growing old

and the problem is: What to with them. They cannot earn
enough to warrant continued employment, and yet they have
served their employers faithfully for perhaps thirty and more
years. During all these years they should have been saving

against the future, but whether they have done so or not,

there is a clear obligation on the part of the employer to pro-

vide for them in a way which shall not resemble charity, but
shall partake of the idea of reward for long and faithful ser-

vice in work which is usually both responsible and exacting.

The Pennsylvania is providing for about 75.000 men and will

require about $325,000 as an annual outlay. Employees be-

tween the ages of 65 and 70 years who have served the com-
pany 30 years will be allowed to retire from active service, or
they may be retired by the management of the fund. The age
when retirement is compulsory is 70 years, and the pension
paid will be proportional to the average wages paid each em-

ployee during a certain number of years, which does not nec-

essarily cover the entire time of service, and an additional al-

lowance will be paid out of the interest on the surplus of the

Relief Fund, the amount being based upon the payments which

they have made while members of that organization.

It is understood that the pension plan will go into effect at

the beginning of next year, the number of pensioners being

775, 672 of these will be over 70 years of age at that time.

There are now 3,000 men in the service who are over 60 years

old; there are 50 who are over 80 years, and 99 men employed

on the Delaware & Raritan Canal have been in the service

over 45 years; one has worked for the company 63 years and

another 61 years. An accompaniment to the pension plan is

a new rule to the effect that no one over 35 years will be taken

as a permanent employee, and those taken will be required to

pass a physical examination. The pension fund is in the

hands of a committee of officers of the company, and its privi-

leges will be offered to employees without regard to the mem-
liership in the Relief Fund.

This scheme has lieen very carefully considered, with a view

of the best interests of the company, as well as those of the

men. It Is to be hoped that the future will find many railroads

in position to follow this example. They will undoubtedly take

the question into consideration when it is possible, and there

seems to be no doubt of the appreciation of the employees.

One result which may be expected is a diminution of anxi-

ety in regard to labor difficulties.

A smoke consuming or smoke prevention system has been

developed in Berlin. Germany, very satisfactory results being

reported by Consul General Mason. The system employs or-

dinary grate bars alternated with hollow ones perforated to

distribute air to the fire from a fan blower. The air is heated

in a manifold before passing into the hollow bars and it is-

sues into the fire in the form of highly heated jets. It has

been demonstrated that low grades of fuel may be burned by

this form of grate without smoke. It is patented in the

United States by Paul Cornelius of Berlin. Patent No. 613,-

359.

The successful replacement of the Passaic River drawbridge

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, near the Market Street Station,

Newark, N. J., in a remarkably short time is worthy of rec-

ord. The old bridge had been in use 30 years and was too light

for present day requirements. The new span, 213 feet long,

was built by the Edgemoor Iron Company and erected near

the old span. The old draw span was raised by jacks and

drawn out of the way and replaced by the new one in 18% min-

utes, although the bridge was out of service for a longer time.

The work was entirely successful, credit for the plans and exe-

cution being due to Messrs. G. B. Beale and L. H. Barker, en-

gineers of the Pennsylvania. The work was done Sunday,

July 23. The new span weighs about 600 tons and the old one

400 tons. As they were coupled together when moved, the load

was about 1,000 tons.

The remarkable fast time on the Vandalia, made by one of

the new Schenectady 8-wheel passenger locomotives, was

briefly noted last month. We have just received particulars

of several other runs which, in view of the weight of the trains,

are specially noteworthy. Mr. H. I. Miller, Superintendent of

the Vandalia. writes that engine No. 16 hauled train No. 20,

July 14th, from Clayton to Transfer Station, 18 miles, in 18

minutes. The train consisted of two postal cars, one combined

coach and baggage car, eight coaches, one dining car and two

sleepers, 14 cars, weighing 548.2 tons and carrying 460 passen-

gers. The same locomotive hauled train No. 20 the next day

between these stations in 16 minutes, the train of 13 cars con-

sisting of two postal cars, one combined coach and baggage

car, seven coaches, one dining car and two sleepers, weighing

500.8 tons. These weights do not include the locomotive, which

weighs 139,000 pounds. The train on the 20th ran from Coates-

ville to Transfer Station. 26 miles in 26 minutes.
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PERSONALS.

Mr. Frank Cain, Master Mechanic of the Texarliana & Fort

Smith, has resigned.

Mr. N. W. Best has been appointed Superintendent of Motive
Power and Machinery of the Los Angeles Terminal Rail-

way.

Mr. W. Richmond has been appointed Master Mechanic of

the Lake Shore & Ishpeming, with headquarters at Marquette,
Mich.

Mr. R. E. McCuen, General Foreman Lexington & Eastern,
has been appointed Master Mechanic, with office at Lexing-
ton, Ky.

John Torrance, Superintendent of Motive Power and Rolling
Stock of the Evansville & Terre Haute, died at Evansville, Ind.,

on August 2.

Mr. Isaac Seddon has been appointed Purchasing Agent of
the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, to succeed Mr.
W. H. S. Wright.

Mr. J. E. Capps, Foreman Car Repairs Georgia Southern &
Florida, has been given the title of Master Car Builder, with
headquarters at Macon, Ga.

Mr. F. W. Williams has been appointed Division Master Me-
chanic of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western at Syracuse, to
succeed Mr. L. Kistler, resigned.

Mr. Joseph Buker, Superintendent of the Consolidated Cattle
Car Company, has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of
Machinery of the Illinois Central.

Mr. L, B. Rhodes, Foreman of the machine shops of the
Georgia Southern & Florida, has been appointed Master Me-
chanic, with headquarters at Macon, Ga.

Mr. H. A. Webster has been appointed Master Mechanic of
the Manhattan Railway, in charge of the mechanical and car
repair departments, which have been consolidated.

Mr. P. G. Cauton has been appointed Purchasing Agent for
the Yucatan Southeastern Railroad, a new road to be built in
Yucatan. His office is at 29 Broadway, New York.

Mr. Philip Wallis, Master Mechanic of the Lehigh Valley at
Easton, has been appointed to succeed Mr. Samuel F. Prince as
Superintendent of Motive Power of the Long Island Railroad.

Mr. A. C. Loucks, formerly Traveling Engineer, has been ap-
pointed Acting Master Mechanic of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, at Denison, Tex., to succeed Mr. T. C. McElvaney, re-
signed.

Mr. Joseph W. Taylor, Secretary of the American Railway
Master Mechanics' Association and the Master Car Builders'
Association, has changed his address to Room 667 The Rookery
Building, Chicago.

Mr. J. A. Edson has been appointed General Manager of the
Kansas City, Pittsburgh & Gulf, the Texarkana & Fort Smith
and the Kansas City, Shreveport & Gulf Railways, to succeed
the late Robert Gillham.

Mr. Howard James has been appointed Purchasing Agent of
the Great Northern Railway to succeed Mr. S. F. Forbes, re-

signed. Mr. James was formerly Purchasing Agent of the

Northern Steamship Co.

Mr. W. E. Chester, general foreman of the Central of Geor-

gia, at Columbus, Ga., has been promoted to the position of

Master Mechanic, to succeed Mr. J. L. Whitsitt, who has been

transferred to Savannah.

Mr. Amos Turner has been appointed Division Master Me-
chanic of the Lehigh Valley at South Easton, Pa., to succeed

Mr. Phillip Wallis, resigned. Mr. Turner was formerly Gen-

eral Foreman of the shops at Easton.

Mr. C. Graham, Jr., has been appointed Division Master Me-
chanic of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, in charge of

the Buffalo and Cayuga Divisions, with headquarters at East

Buffalo, to succeed Mr. F. B. Griffith, resigned.

Mr. Robert O'Brien has been appointed Master Mechanic of

the Atlantic Coast Line, with headquarters at Richmond, Va.,

to succeed his father, Mr. John O'Brien, who has been ap-

pointed General Fuel Clerk at Manchester, Va.

J. G. Tomlinson, Superintendent of Motive Power of the New
Orleans & Northeastern, was run over by a locomotive and

killed at Meridian, Miss., July 25. He was connected with the

Queen & Crescent system for more than 15 years.

Mr. T. W. Demarest, Roundhouse Foreman of the Pennsyl-

vania Lines at Indianapolis, Ind., has been appointed Master

Mechanic of the Logansport division, with headquarters at

Logansport, Ind., to succeed the late W. C. Peunock.

Mr. H. C. McCarthy, for a number of years connected with

the Pennsylvania as Chief Inspector of the Northern Central

at Williamsport, Pa., has resigned and accepted an appoint-

ment as Mechanical Expert of the Galena Oil Company.

Mr. W. G. Noxin, Chief Clerk of the Purchasing Department
of the Missouri Pacific, has been appointed Purchasing Agent,

with office at Saint Louis, to succeed Abram Gould, deceased.

Mr. George Snodgrass has been appointed Assistant Purchasing

Agent.

Mr. James K. Brassill has resigned as Assistant Master Me-
chanic of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, at Sioux

City, to accept the position of Master Mechanic of the Cali-

fornia Northwestern at San Francisco. He will have entire

charge of the motive power department, including floating

equipment.

Mr. E. B. Thompson has returned to the Chicago & North-

western Ry. to succeed Mr. F. M. Whyte as Mechanical Engi-

neer of that road. Mr. Thompson held this position for a num-
ber of years until his appointment to a similar position on the

Northern Pacific about two years ago under Mr. E. M. Herr,

then Superintendent of Motive Power.

Mr. L. L. Smith, Foreman in the Motive Power Department

of the Burlington at Streator, 111., has been appointed Master

Mechanic of the Northwestern Division of the Chicago Great

Western, with office in St. Paul. He succeeds Mr. David Van
Alstine, who was recently promoted to the position of General

Master Mechanic. Mr. Smith has the advantage of a techni-

cal education added to excellent experience in the mechanical

department of the Burlington. He has made a specialty of

the application of piece work to locomotive shops, and for

several years was in charge of the interesting brass foundry

at Aurora. At that time he prepared for us the paper on the

manufacture of phosphor bronze printed on page 147 of our

May issue.
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Mr. Theo. H. Curtis, Mt'chanical Engineer of the New York,

Chicago & St. Louis, haw resigned to become Mechanical Engi-

neer of the Erie, with headquarters at Susquehanna, Pa. Mr.

Curtis entered railroad service at Terre Haute in the office

of the Superintendent of Motive Power of the Terre Haute &
Indianapolis. He took pains during the next few years to

k'urn mechanical railroad work in all of its branches, including

the shop, the drafting room and the office of Superintendent

of Motive Power. He has also been connected with the

IJrooks Locomotive Works and the Pittsburgh Locomotive
Works. In 1S90 he was made Chief Draughtsman of the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis, and several years ago was pro-

moted to the position of Mechanical Engineer. He has de-

signed and patented several locomotive improvements.

Mr. Guy E. Mitchell, for a number of years Chief Draftsman

in the Motive Power Department of the Boston & Maine, has

been appointed Mechanical Engineer and Superintendent of

the Locomotive Smoke Preventer Co. of New York, of which
Mr. Albert Freeman, 203 Uroadway, is General Manager. Mr.

Mitchell is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. He began in the shops of the Boston & Maine after

graduation and soon after was placed in charge of the draw-
ing room. He worked out the details of the Concord shops of

that road, which we illustrated fully last year, and has had
charge of other important mechanical engineering work. He
is well qualified to improve the combustion of coal in loco-

motive firebo.\es and is a valuable acquisition to the new com-
pany whose services he now enters. His successor on the

Boston & Maine is Mr. Carl Smith.

Mr. F. M. Whyte has resigned as Mechanical Engineer of the

Chicago & Northwestern to accept a position with the same
title on the New Y^ork Central. He will have charge of the

mechanical engineering of the motive power department, in-

cluding the drafting and experimental work and the testing of

materials, both mechanical and chemical. Mr. Whyte is well

qualified for the position and the appointment is heartily com-
mended. His experience has been gained in the mechanical

department of the Baltimore & Ohio and the Chicago & North-
western. He was associated with the late David L. Barnes in

consulting mechanical engineering work in Chicago, and after

the death of Mr. Barnes he opened an office as consulting en-

gineer in that city. Mr. Whyte is widely known from his ex-

cellent work as Secretary of the Western Railway Club during
the past two years. He appreciates the importance of motive
power and car questions and is one of the young motive power
officers from whom a great deal may be confidently expected.

MCLAUGHLIN'S FLEXIBLE METALLIC STEAM CONDUIT.

This steam pipe connection was developed on the Boston &
Maine R. R. by Mr. M. P. McLaughlin for the purpose of avoid-

ing the difficulties of the use of rubber hose in steam connec-
tions between locomotives and cars. Rubber hose was very
expensive to maintain on account of its short life, and the me-
tallic connection has proved entirely satisfactory after having
been in service for two years. An illustrated description of

the construction of this conduit was printed on page 376 of our
issue of November, 1898. At that time it was in use on the
Boston & Maine, but as it has since been put into service on
the Chicago & Northwestern, the "Rock Island," the Union Pa-
cific, the New York, Chicago & St. Louis and the Chicago, Mil-
waukee & St. Paul, it appears to be worthy of further notice.

The joints in the pipe, which is made of steam metal, are
made by swiveling elbows, which are packed with vulcanized
rubber washers large enough to keep the joints tight and also to
provide for taking up wear. There are no springs or loose
parts and no ball joint surfaces to maintain. While adapted
to a number of purposes requiring flexible connections, such as
the hydraulic locomotive hoist at the Boston & Maine shops at
Boston (see "American Engineer," May, 1899, page 166), the

most severe test has been made in connecting locomotives and
tenders for steam heating. It shows itself to wear well with-

out leaking and any form of couplings may be attached to it.

It has been found necessary to attach some forms of metallic

conduits very nearly in line with the draw bar connection, but

we are informed that this is not necessary with the conduit un-

der notice. Interesting and valuable exi)erience was reported

concerning a certain form of metallic steam conduit at the re-

cent convention of the Master Mechanics' Association, a por-

tion of which, applying to all forms of flexible metallic con-

duits, we reproduce as follows :

The Comparative Efficiency and Economy of Metal Flexi-

ble Joints Versus Rubber Hose for Steam-heating Connections.

Mr. A. W. Gibbs (Pennsylvaffia R. R.).— I have availed my-
self of some records of flexible joints, which we began to use

about 1892. At that time the maintenance of connections be-

tween our engines and tenders became troublesome, on account

of the oil which was thrown from the driving wheels, and it

gave us a great deal of trouble by destroying various kinds of

flexible hose which were not adapted to resist the action of oil

and heat. We flnally adopted flexible metal joints, which we
now use wherever we have to convey steam between engines

and tenders. I find that since 1893 we have bought about 2,900

McLaughlin's Conduit South Union Station, Boston.

joints, for 750 engines altogether, being equipped on all of the

lines. There appear to have been about 25 failures from vari-

ous causes. These joints are now used entirely for the purpose

mentioned, partly because they resist the action of oil, which

destroys other material, partly because there is no possibility

of bursting, which is very awkward on a through train, where

you cannot afford to stop, and partly because in our steam

heating system we have to carry very heavy pressures between

the engine and tender, in order to operate a vacuum pump.

Oridnarily you do not have to carry much more than 40 lbs.,

unless you are running a dynamo in the baggage car; but we

are practically runuing a separate engine all the time on our

passenger trains, because we have a vacuum pump in our ten-

der. While the first cost is greater, there are places where you

cannot afford to have a failure even at the expense of greater

first cost; that is. you can afford to pay a considerable amount

to avoid failures in certain important places.

Mr. Frank Slater (Chicago & Northwestern).—My experi-

ence has been somewhat limited as to the number of these

joints in use. The experience we have had has been very fa-

vorable. We have had no expenses connected with the joints

when properly applied in the first place. In the first engine on

which the joints were applied they were placed considerably

to the side of the engine, making a great deal of motion when
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rounding curves, and they wore out in about six monttis. Since

tlien they have been placed directly in line with the drawbar,

and they show no wear to speak of, and I have every reason to

believe they will last a long time.

Mr. A. E. Manchester (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul).—We
commenced last fall applying the joint to a number of

our passenger engines that haul dynamo trains. We had had a

great deal of trouble with hose connections due to the high

pressure steam and the excessive motion, with our overhead
system between the engine and tender. The experience thus

far has been entirely satisfactory with the joint. We
have had no failures whatever, and there have been no cases

of leakage. We are putting on,more of the joints. The ques-

tion of cost is considerable when compared with the hose con-
nection, but after looking over our record of cost to maintain
the hose connection, we came to the conclusion it would be a
very good investment. We found that with dynamo trains we
were using about 7 or S hose a year, to maintain the service

between the engine and tender, with occasional delays occur-
ring on the road by the failure of the steam. We believe the

joints are very satisfactory. The joints come recom-
mended in such a way that we get a three years' guarantee on
them, which of itself is something of an object.

AIR SPRING PRESSURE REGULATOR.

The accompanying engraving was made from a photograph
illustrating the application of the flexible metallic conduit to
each of the 50 bumper posts in the new South Union Station in

Boston. We are informed that this conduit was selected for
this purpose as a result of a thorough test of all similar de-
vices now available. It has been applied to each of the 50
tracks which are equipped for heating cars, while standing in
the station, and will be used for warming up the cars before
the locomotives are attached. The photograph shows the form
of the post and the location of the conduit. For the details of
the construction of the conduit and its joints the reader is

referred to the previous description. Its selection for use at
the Boston station is a substantial endorsement.

COST OF HANDLING FREIGHT.

In a recent discussion of the possibility of reducing the cost
of handling tonnage, says the "Railway World," General Man-
ager Ramsey, of the Wabash, who is one the most conspicuous
advocates of better car loading, remarked that "to increase the
tiainload you must either increase the weight and power of
.your engines or decrease your grades. The best way probably
is to do both." Both in theory and in practice, however, Mr.
Ramsey is striving zealously to realize a third alternative—
that of adding very materially to the average amount of freight
in each loaded car. The average number of tons freight in
each loaded car in each of the last two years on fifteen lines
was as follows:

g,^j- Haven ^fl^ 'fj^

Southern";::;.':;:;::::::::::::::; ule ifti
Louisville and Nashville is' 89 iqifi
Illinois Central :.:.:.::::]i^ llilWaba.'5h lo qq ^nii
Lake Shore ; J^? iHj
Rock Island jgqi JHr
Northwestern :;;;:;;;;;;;;S wil
Omaha ,"•"* "•''*

Great Northern:::::;::::: I4'7c |5?§
Northern Pacific :;;; i2'21 lOOT
Missouri Pacific 1250 lasnKansas and Te.xas ;::;:;:::;:;; 11:94 S:?!

These averages, of course, are determined by two or three
principal factors, such as the prevailing character of the trafiic,
the physical features and the equipment of the line and the
quality of the management. The fact of chief interest is that
those representative companies, with a single exception in the
last year, helped out their train loads and saved train and car
mileage by increasing their carloads. The most striking gains
were those of the Northern Pacific and the Chicago & North-
western.

This device is a pressure regulator or reducing valve which,
instead of employing a spring to regulate the pressure, makes
use of an air cushion confined in a casing attached to the lower
part of the valve. The engraving makes the construction of

the device clear. The movement of the valve and consequently
the regulation is effected by the pressure of air in the bulb at

the bottom of the valve, the pressure being obtained by means
of an ordinary bicycle pump. The valve is supported on a

flexible metallic diaphragm connected to the valve by a verti-

cal spindle. The air pressure open^ the valve and holds it

open until the low pressure on the other side of the diaphragm
becomes great enough to force it to its seat again. In this way
any desired pressure may be secured uniformly by pumping
the desired amount of air into the air spring chamber. The
valve is double-seated and the device has the advantage of

pressure upon both sides of the diaphragm. It is obvious that
the fitting for the reception of the pump attachment may be
placed at a distance from the air chamber and piped to it if

this is desirable on account of the valve being placed In an in-

rJI«t_

Air Spring Pressure Regulator—D'Este & Seeley Co.

accessible position. The valve is fitted with mufflers and it is

stated that its operation is noiseless. This device is manu-
factured by D'Este & Seely Co., 29 Haverhill Street, Boston,

who state that they have tested it for two years with marked
success.

USING THE TECHNICAL PAPERS.

In his presidential address before the Master Mechanics' As-

sociation, Mr. Robert Quayle, Superintendent of Motive Power
of the Chicago & North Western Ry., directed attention to the

use of the technical papers. His Idea is an excellent one. "We
should use the technical papers intelligently. It is a good plan

for the head of the motive power department to mark articles

and send them to their master mechanics and such other em-
ployees as they would deem wise, asking for comments and
suggestions. Will not a little work In this direction pay well?"

Sensible advice in the same direction is given to young engi-
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neers by Mr. Daniel Royse In a recent contribution to "The
Purdue Kxponenl." frmii which the following paragraphs are

takeu:

"If a youiiK ciirineer is so situated that he can contribute to

the technical picss as a wiiter in either of what are here called

the first two classes, It will be of distinct advantage to him to

do so. He acquires the ability to express himself well; he

learns to think straight (or he is quickly found out); he will

become known to his future clients. The discussion which may
arise on the subject will l)e at comparatively short range; be-

cause publication is not doUiyod for weeks or months; an in-

experienced writer is given a lietter chance to consider any re-

ply to questions and criticism than Is offered in oral debate at

a society meeting; moreover, the men who take part in such

discussions do -so because they are interested in the subject.

Lastly, the pecuniary reward is not to be despised.

"As a preparation for his future work a young engineer can-

not do better than to become a cloise reader of the current

periodicals which have for their field his chosen profession.

Let him follow the discussions and if possible take part in

them; in order to do this with credit to himself, he must be-

come familiar with the subject, and having once mastered it

will easily recognize it when after a period of eight or ten years

that same subject appears again thinly disguised and heralded

as something that is really new. Many questions have a way
of reappearing at more or less regular intervals, so that the

elders of the profession have met most of them more than
once."

SHAFTS, HOLLOW AND SOLID.

TEST OF AN OTTO GASOLINE ENGINE.

Prof. L. P. Breckenridge recently made a test of a 10-horse

power Otto gasoline engine at the University of Illinois, the

results of which are given in the accompanying table and text,

for which we are indebted to the "Railroad Gazette." Four
tests were made with the engine belted to a Curtis tank pump,
being the arrangement commonly used at railroad water sta-

tions; in fact, the test was made especially to determine the

performance of the Otto engine under conditions similar to

those at water stations. One test was also made in which the

work of the engine was absorbed by a brake. The results

as shown by the following table are unusually consistent:

Date. May 30, K'M. June 1, IHW.
With pump or brake. Pump. Pump. Pump. Brake. Pump.

Duration of tc.-^t. hours 2 11/3 I'A Hi l'.'.

Indicated horse-power 3.G3 3.74 4. 65 12.15 4.4a
Theoretical horse-power re-
quired to pump water 0.742 0.S96 1.24 •10.52 0.il6

Theoretical horse-power re-
quired to pump water In
per cent, of I, h. p 20.47 23.96 26.67 •86.56 21. .57

Temperature of
| Before 6.S 69 6S.8 63.6 69

jacket water. Deg. F.
I
Af.. 117.3 US.

6

317.3 118.5 120
Temperature of /Room S4.5 S6.1 8S 86.4 86.5

air. DcK. F. I External... 79.3 80.9 81 SO.

6

82
Temperature of exhaust,
Deg. F 405 416 466 796 461

Jacket water, lbs., used per
hour 270 342.6 307.2 836 306

Engine, rev. per min 309 308.4 309 307 .309

No. explosions per mln.,
average 50.9 49.5 57.1 14S.3 58

Pump. rev. per min 57.0 54 53 54
; Head pumped against, ft.... 22.7 28.1 41.1 .... 30
\Vater pumped per hr.. gals. 7.760.4 7,546.4 7,151.6 7.5SS.2
<;asc.line used per hr.. gals.. 0.534 0.54 0.57 1.1S3 0.508
Water pumped per gallon of
gasoline, gals 14,533 13.875 12,547 .... 14.9.'!5

Gasoline per i. h. p. hr., gals. 0.147 0.144 0.122 0.097 0.114
Gasoline per b.h.p. hr., gals 0.112
Brake horse-power.
••Mechanical efBclency = brake horse-power -^ indicated horse-

power,
tincludes suction lift.

It may be noticed that in the pump tests the mechanical effi-

ciency given is that of the whole plant, taking account of the

resistance of the engine, pump and ram. and the pipe friction.

The consumption of gasoline per hour in the several tests is

seen to vary nearly as the power developed, indicating that the
efficiency of the engine is not seriously impaired when working
under light loads. The speed in the several tests was main-
tained fairly constant. Since the tests, this engine has been
used by the University to drive a generator which furnishes

current for electric lights, and we are informed that the engine

is found well adapted to such work.

The appended table of constants, which is reprinted from ai
Issue of "The Engineer" of London, of several years ago, will

be found worthy of preservation by those who have to deal

with questions relating to the strength and dimensions of

shafts. The figures permit the ready determination of equr'-

alent solid and hollow shafts of any dimension, and thus sim-

plifying calculations for strength, deflection, etc., as the or-

ilinary and more general formulaj for solid shafts can be used

and the equivalent hollow shaft determined from the required

soli* one by use of the constants: thus, suppose we are de-

signing a shaft for a given case, which we estimate requires to

be 13 inches diameter if solid, and it is desired to reduce
weight by making it hollow, then, for a reduction of about 26

per cent, lue ratio

Inside diameter

Outside diau.eter
<°'" "" *° ^^^ *^'''«^* ^•'" '*^1""'« ^° ^^ ^.S.

Estimating on the solid shaft which will be found suflflcient-

ly accurate for reductions of weight up to about 30 per cent.
thus our 13-in. shaft has a cross sectional area of 132.7 square
inches, 25 per cent., of which = :i;i2, the area of a 6i^-ln. di-

ameter hole, so that for a reduction of about 25 per cent,

d 6.5

f)
— "13"— 0.5. the error due to this method being in tie

present example imder 1 per cent. Then from the table, op

U D) >4 k- D >i

Hollow and Solid Shafts.

posite X = 0.5 in the first column read oft the corresponding
value of = 1.0218 in the second column, and 13-in. x 1.021S

= 13.2834, say 13 5-16-in will Ije the requiie<l outside diametei
of the hollow shaft with a ho'e say, 6 11-16-in. diameter.
Again, suppose the given shaft to be hollow, say 12%-in. ex-
ternal diameter, bored 5%, then x :- 0.45 the value of K cor-

responding to which is found in the third column of the table

to be 0.986, therefore the diameter of an equivalent solid shaft
would bel3..5 X .986 = 12.225-in.

Let D' = the diameter of a given solid shaft, D the out-
side, and d the inside diameters respectively of an equivaleni
hollow shaft; also let D X x = d.

Then D = D' x C and D' = D x K, the values of C and K
being given in the following table for known values of x.

(Calculated by Geo. R. Bale).

X or
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FIREBOX LAGGING FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

The results of the elaborate tests of the efficiency of different

locomotive boiler coverings made last winter on the Chicago &
renewal of brolcen bolts. The jacket is put on in three pieces,

Northwestern Railway ("American Engineer," March, 1899,

page 76), made such a favorable showing for the general prac-

tice of covering about 61 per cent, of the exposed surface with

lagging, as to lead to an extension of the covering to the sides

and throats of boilers having narrow fireboxes. The advan-

tages of this were obvious, but the difficulty was to provide

for the necessary inspection of the stay bolts.

All of the staybolts are drilled with tell-tale holes and wire

nails of suitable length are inserted in these holes, after which

the sides and throat of the firebox, below the running board,

are covered with a plastic covering about V2 or % inch thick,

taking care to have it fit the sheets closely. When this has

dried sufficiently the ends of the staybolts are exposed by cut-

ting out the lagging opposite each bolt by means of a circular

punch about % inch in diameter. The nails inserted in the

holes serve to locate the bolts.

The jacket is of sheet steel about 1/16 inch thick, and It Is

perforated with holes opposite the staybolts, as shown in the

ticable in order to cover as much surface as possible, and

those in the jacket are made larger in order to facilitate the

sketch. The holes in the lagging are made as small as prac-

one on each side and one at the throat. The throat and side

sheets are lapped over each other at the front corners of the

firebox. The jacket is held in position by a number of %-lnch

Firebox Lagging—C. N. W. Ry.

bolts placed about 16 inches apart. Care is taken to make the

jacket fit the lagging as closely as possible.

In this way probably about 80 per cent, of the entire surface

of the boiler is protected against radiation, and, according to

the tests referred to, this should effect a respectable saving in

coal. It was found that when the lagging was extended to the

back heads of the boilers the men found the cabs too cold in

severe weather, and parts of it were removed. It should be

possible to cover the back heads for warm weather and re-

move enough of the lagging to properly heat the cabs in

winter.

We would like to record a plan for lagging the cylinder sad-

dles, and hope this will be the next advance step in this line.

FLANGED VS. "BALD" DRIVING WHEEL TIRES.

One of the many features of locomotive practice on which

the opinions of well-informed men is divided is the necessity

for omitting the flanges of the middle pair of wheels of a ten-

wheel locomotive, and of the second and third pairs of drivers

of the consolidation type. The present tendency is toward

the use of flanges on all driving wheels, and making an allow-

ance for a little more end play on the journals. A number of

roads have discarded plain or "bald" tires altogether and ap-

parently without any sacrifice. The reason is a desire to

avoid the expense and trouble incident to carrying plain tires

of several sizes in stock. It was regularly practiced in 1860, or

thereabouts, by the Rogers Locomotive Works, and the con-

ditions of that time were such that we may raise the question

as to why flangeless tires were ever used, even when the 10-

wheel and consolidation types came into use. The Master

Mechanics' Association has considered this subject several

times, and at is most recent appearance at the June conven-

tions of this year the light of present practice was thrown on

it by Mr. Henderson and Mr. McConnell.

The former stated that several years ago there were some

10-wheel passenger engines on the Norfolk & Western with

bald tires in front and two or three arrangements of trucks for

swinging or stationary centres. "We found," said Mr. Hender-

son, "that rigid trucks seemed to meet with a good deal of a

blow when the engines struck a curve. We then changed to

swinging centres, and they went around the curves nicely, but

there was a good deal of side motion. The restricte'd swing

seemed to be the best arrangement of all. We found the en-

gines would curve more readily and yet the swaying motion

would be almost absent, so that a truck with a spring to hold

a swing or free centre hanger, to return it very quickly, seemed

to be the best arrangement. These arrangements were made
with engines having bald tires in front, but later there was

some change and flanged tires put in front. American type of

engines, 8-wheelers, have been run on a good many roads

with swinging centre trucks and flanges on the main wheels;

and the 10-wheel engine is not very much different. If we ex-

pect to do the guiding by the truck. It is furthest ahead and

has the longest lever, and it would seem to be the best place

to do the guiding. The truck, so much further ahead, has a

longer lever arm, and will receive less resistance than if we
put flanges on the front pair of drivers."

The Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg, the Lehigh Valley,

Southern Pacific, Oregon Railway & Navigation Co., Chicago

& Western Indiana, Union Pacific, Kansas City, St. Joseph &
Council Bluffs and the St. Joseph & Grand Island have, accord-

ing to Mr. McConnell, all given up the plain tire on 10-wheel,

consolidation, and 6-wheel switching types. Mr. McConnell

said:

"On the Union Pacific road for the past three years it has

been the practice to apply nothing but flanged tires on our

consolidation, 10-wheelers and switching engines. The consoli-

dation engines are running on grades of 90 feet to the mile,

with a maximum curve of 10 degrees. Our switching engines

in the yard are working over 22-degree curves. It is our prac-

tice on the consolidation engines to set the two middle tires

a total of 3-16 of an inch closer than we do to the front and

the back tires. We follow the same practice on the 10-wheelers

and on the 6-wheel switching engines. Our experience has

been that we have less wear on the front and back tire than

we did when the two middle wheels on the consolidation and
the middle wheel on the 10-wheeler were bald. The Burling-

ton & Missouri road purchased some consolidation engines last

year for service on the Black Hills line. I believe they have

grades of 3 per cent, and curves of over 16 degrees. They
found that the flanged tires on these engines were a little un-

satisfactory and they were obliged to change them, but on the

other portions of the road they give very satisfactory service.

The advantages, aside from the wear of the tire is that it re-

quires to carry only one class of tire, and that is a fianged

tire. On all our engines, as they come to the shop, where they

have a blind tire, we turn them up so as to apply a flanged

tire."

The use of graphite as a lubricant of engine cylinders is be-

coming common enough to attract attention to this method of

reducing the friction of engines and economizing in the use of

oil. The finely ground graphite may be introduced by means
of the regular sight feed oil lubricator, or it may be introduced

by a small hand pump. We have received records showing a
reduction of 12 per cent, in the internal friction of a refriger-

ating machine obtained by using a hand pump to inject a mixt-
ure of oil and graphite into the steam pipe and using a small

amount of the same lubricant on the bearings. A saving of

75 per cent, in oil is reported for this plant as a result of the

use of graphite. Lubricators are now made which will feed

graphite automatically and continuously with the desired uni-

formity and pass the lubricant through a, sight feed glass.
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THE "A. B. C." JOURNAL BEARING.

The purpose of this new bearing, wliich is manufactured by

tiie Atlantic Brass Co.. 192 Broadway, New Yorlc, is to provide

means for transmittinB tlie load to the journals uniformly

throughout the length of the journal in order to prolong the

life of the brass and prevent heating. To accomplish this the

load is transmitted from the box to the brass through a

"wedge," which has an adjustable contact with the brass, the

surfaces of contact being such as to permit the brass to load

the journal uniformly in spite of the tilting and transverse

movements of the box.

In the M. C. B. box no provision for self-adjustment is made
and the lives of brasses are often very short, because of a con-
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Fig. 1.

centration of the load at or near one point. This is sure to

occur when the truck frame tilts even slightly, and its effect

is seen in examining M. C. B. brasses, which very seldom

wear uniformly throughout their length.

The engravings show the self-adjusting surfaces which are

ingeniously arranged. The brass has a cavity in the center of

its upper face, into which a segment of a sphere on the under

side of the wedge fits. The cavity in the brass is slightly

elongated for the purpose of giving an easy adjustment of the

wedge and the brass. Other spherical surfaces outside of those

at the center help to carry the load, and as shown in Fig. 1,

they cause the wedge to rise on the top of the brass when sub-

jected to side thrusts, and even under these thrusts the load is

Fig. 2.

carried uniformly to the journal. A projection at the center of

the brass passes into an elongated hole in the wedge and pre-

vents excessive side motion due to emergency thrusts. The
spherical surfaces bear such a relation to each other as to

cause the weight of the car to be raised by side thrusts, causing

a tendency to restore the bearings to their normal condition

again afterward. Such thrusts are resisted and cushioned by
the action of the wedge and the box.

A section through the brass is shown in Fig. 3. It is also

ingenious and is made in three parts; 3 is the anti-friction

bearing metal lining: 2 is the bronze backing for the soft

metal, and 1 is a cast steel back, which is strong and stiff ana
is fused or welded to the bronze part. In earlier forms the
bronze part was riveted to the cast steel back, but even mod-
erate heating of a bearing made the rivets brittle and the fusing

was devised to overcome that difficulty. The union of the metals

when seen in a section of a brass is close and apparently very

strong. The cast steel back not only strengthens the structure,

making it stiffer than if of solid brass, and therefore less likely

to break transversely, but it also reduces the cost.

The brass and wedge when used together will fit the M. C. B.

l)ox and the wedge of this adjustable bearing may be used with

an M. C. B. brass in the M. C. B. box, so that this bearing will

give no trouble on the road whenever a new brass may be re-

quired, if an M. C. B. brass is at hand. Experience with these

bearings appears to support the claims made for them, and the

first cost ought to be much less than that of the ordinary brass.

The lubrication of journalsoughtto be improved by distributing

the load uniformly, and it Is fair to expect a reduction of train

resistance from the smaller amount of friction. It is most Im-

portant that no change in the boxes is required for these bear-

ings, and also that there is no increase in the number of parts.

It is seldom that such a simple device receives the careful

study given to this bearing. Some of these bearings have been
in constant use in passenger service since November of last

Fig. 3.

year and are reported to be in excellent condition. Other bear-

ings made on this plan, but with riveted cast steel backs, have
been in constant service since July, 1897.

PIECEWORK ON THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY IN
CANADA.

Establishing piecework and assigning prices is a delicate

matter, because of very well understood reasons, and it is par-

ticularly difficult to introduce such a system In an establish-

ment which has a large proportion of old employees. Such a

situation is seen at the Moncton shops of the Intercolonial Ry.

of Canada, and the exceedingly fair method adopted by Mr.
G. R. Joughins, Mechanical Superintendent, to place piece-

work before the foremen is commendable. His circular was
printed in the "Railway and Shipping World," as follows:

"The management of the Intercolonial wish you to assure all

those who will adopt the piecework system, that their desire

is to have the work so done and prices so made as to be of

mutual advantage, that it be more of a profit sharing than a
piecework system, believing that the men have an interest in

the prosperity of the road and of the town in which they live.

With this end in view each man on piece work will have the

full benefit for six months of all improved methods he may
use to turn out work, no matter how much wages he may earn

within reason.

"On January 1 and July 1 each year prices will be revised to

a usual fair and just basis between the men and the railwa.v

by mutual agreement. The expectation and object of the man-
agement is to see every able-bodied man in its employ busy,

prosperous and contented, doing a fair day's work for a fair

day's pay or wages. This is not piece work on the ordinary

plan, but on a co-operative mutual benefit plan. There will be

no unfair crowding to get a lot of work done at cheapest pos-

sible rate. No one will be compelled to accept piece work, and
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any one may drop it whenever he sees fit to do so, while those

who are old and feeble will not be expected to undertake it.

There may. of course, be exceptions to the above where there

appears to be any glaring mistake. The prices will then be

raised on behalf of the workmen, or lowered on behalf of the

railway, or cancelled, as may be necessary; the idea being to

share the profits of any improved method which may be intro-

duced by the foremen or the men, so as to make it really an

industrial partnership."

RAMSDELL'S AIR BRAKE PISTON PACKING.

This packing, designed and patented by Mr. F. H. Ramsdell,

has been given a thorough test on the Boston & Maine Rail-

road with satisfactory results. The construction is clearly

shown in the drawing. It consists of a split packing ring hav-

ing a concave conical or spherical surface, fitting a correspond-

ing surface on the piston head, and the joint in the ring is

made tight by a brass connecting piece. The follower plate

rests on the upper flat surface of the ring, but does not touch

Detail 5howinc[ Position

of Pdchinq Ring with \ yTtS*
air Pressure removed. rlf/^ • . ™

«> Section A-B.

Ramsdell's Air Brake Piston Packing.

the piston head. The follower plate is in the form of a ring

fitting loosely over the hub of the piston head, the opening in

the ring being larger than the hub, so that these two parts

do not touch.

This arrangement permits the packing ring to be forced out

against the walls of the cylinder by the air pressure, the

spherical surface acting to open the ring and make an air tight

joint with the cylinder. When the pressure is released the

ring springs back, as indicated by its position in the engrav-

ing, and for this reason there is no friction between the pack-

ing and the cylinder during the return stroke. This reduces

the wear and eliminates the resistance of the packing in re-

storing the apparatus to its normal released position. The

packing is adapted to all air brake cylinders without necessi-

tating changes in construction, and the old pistons may be

used. The function of the ball or spherical joint is to provide

automatic adjustment of the packing to take care of wobbling

of the piston rod. It is stated that in one case a movement

of the rod of % inch each way from the center, or a total move-

ment of % inch, gave no trouble in the packing and caused

no leaking.

The annoyance occasioned by the wear of leather packing

is well understood, and a comparison of the durability of this

and leather packing is very favorable to the metallic. Rams-
dell's packing has been in constant use in both horizontal and

vertical cylinders since October, 1897, and the cylinders and

the packing are reported to be in better condition than when
first applied, the cylinders are polished and the packing is

tight.

In one of these cases the packing was applied to a passen-

ger locomotive in local service and had made 11,584 miles at

the time of the test. In two cases the engineer made two
reductions of 10 pounds each, the speed being 60 miles per

hour. The first was made at a considerable distance from

the station and the second near the station. The equalizing

pressure was 50 pounds, which is exactly what it should be

under these conditions, showing that there was no appreciable

leakage. July 1, 1899, the packings were examined again and
no wear of the rings was found. As this was a case of local

service, with frequent stops, the results are sufficient to dem-
onstrate the practicability of the packing. From the experi-

ence on the Boston & Maine this packing is considered as

specially valuable when applied to driver brake cylinders

which are located near the firebox on account of the heat,

which injures the ordinary leather packing in such a location.

The road will, however, give it a longer trial before adopting

it as a standard for all locomotives. Six locomotives are now
equipped with it.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC STEEL BRAKE BEAM.

A steel brake beam made from scrap steel rail has been in

use on the Southern Pacific for some time, and we illustrate It

by courtesy of Mr. H. J. Small, who kindly furnished a draw-

ing, together with some facts bearing on its manufacture, as

follows:

"The old rails are cut to length, heated in a furnace, and the

head of the rail is then hammered down to the form as shown
in the engraving. A force of five men, consisting of a heater,

I—
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Brake Beam Made of Old Steel Rails,

Southern Pacific Ry.

one fireman at the furnace, one hammer man and two men
handling the beam under the hammer, produce seven beams
per hour. The beams are then taken to the shears and cut to

shape, our shear knife being sufficiently long to make the taper

cut at each end at one revolution of the shears. We have
found this a cheaper process of manufacture than rolling them,

from the fact that they require considerable manipulation after

leaving the rolls, in the way of straightening out kinks, etc."

A little calculation will show these beams to be made at a

very low labor cost, and, since the material is scrap, it is seen

that a good, serviceable brake beam is obtained very cheaply.

Aluminum feeders will be used for the Northwestern Ele-

vated Railroad in Chicago. The order recently placed with the

Pittsburgh Reduction Co. calls for 150,000 pounds of that metal,

which will be delivered in cables of three sizes, of which the

largest will be about 1% inches in diameter and 10 miles in

length. The second size will be 10 miles long and the remain-

der is smaller in diameter. The cost of the aluminum is about

36 cents per pound, and as about 47 pounds of aluminum is

equivalent in conductivity to 100 pounds of copper, which costs

20 cents per pound, the use of aluminum is advantageous.
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AN IMPROVEMENT IN PISTON VALVES.

liupoiUmt advantages have been claimed for piston valves,

especially for locomotives with necessarily indirect valve con-

nections. It is desirable to balance the steam pressures to ii

degree beyond that which is possible with ordinary valves on

account of the springing of the valve connections, which tends

to reduce the width of the valvo opening and prevents the de-

sired amount of steam from entering the cylinders. In some
forms of ])iston valves the packing rings have been made very

wide, and, as Mr. F. M. Whyte pointed out in his article on

These bull rings are, In fact, fitted up in the same way as bull

ring pistons. The snap rings are made to fit tight at their

lower surfaces in the grooves, but they are not made tight

enough to prevent steam from getting under them, because if

this were done they would be likely to become bound in the

grooves, which would cause trouble. The simple methods of

holding the bull ring and the snap rings from turning and al.so

the form of the valve casing are shown in the detail drawings.

This style of packing is being fitted to all locomotives built

by the Brooks Works with piston valves. The arrangement of

the cylinder and valve chamber Is similar to that shown on

n Inside steim
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New Plstm Valve Packing.

Brooks Locomotive Works.

piston valves on page 199 of our .June issue, the pressure of

steam, which was allowed to get under these rings, set the

packing out against the walls of the casing and caused an ex-

cessive frictional resistance to the movements of the valves.

Mr. Whyte, in the table printed on page 201 of our June issue,

shows that the piston valve with wide rings, to which he refers,

was not as well balanced as the ordinary D valve of the Chi-

cago & North Western R. R.

As an appendix to Mr. Whyte's article, we presented an en-

graving showing the packing rings of the piston valves used in
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Bushing for Piston Valve.

the auxiliary engines in the British naval vessels, and now, by
courtesy of the Brooks Locomotive Works, the new piston

valves used in locomotives recently built by them are illus-

trated.

This arrangement is really the application of the junk ring
piston packing to the construction of piston valves, and the
Brooks Locomotive Works plan is quite similar to the British

Admiralty practice. The joints between the bull rings and the
followers are made steam tight, yet they are loose enough to

prevent the packing from becoming bound by the follower.

page 190 of our issue of June, 1898. The reports concerning

the operation of the valves in service are favorable, and this

form of packing may be expected to give good results.

Graphic methods of recording statistics have made much
prcgiess during the past few years, and there is much to rec-

ommend them. The manager of an important enterprise must

be informed at all times as to the condition of the work under

him, and if to do so he must study long lists of figures the

task becomes so great that his information is imperfect. Fig-

ures of the output of a shop, the cost of work done and of the

various items going to make up the total, may usually be ar-

ranged in curves on co-ordinate paper and these curves by

their direction show the tendency of present practice and by

unusual changes in direction they show the effects of changes

that are made intentionally, or they indicate that some factor

hitherto unnoticecf is having a marked influence on the re-

EuUs. The men who do not feel helpless when called upon to

digest a mass of figures in order to ascertain whether the work

of this year is better done than that of the previous year are

rare, and graphic records not only afford relief from laborious

ccr.-.pa;!?ons, but they also present the comparisons in a way

which exhibits relations not otherwise observable. Mr. Tracy

Lyon read an instructive paper on this subject before the

North West Railway Club some time aso. He has u.=ed graphic

lecords for several years, and is enthusiastic about them. In

speaking of the ease with which the curves of expenditures for

pay rolls may be studied, he said: "The alternative of a pile of

dusty o!d pay rolls, anywhere up to a foot high, is not pleas-

ant to contemplate, and is somewhat hopeless. The diagrams,

on the contrary, show at a glance just how many hostlers or

car cleaners for instance, there have been at a given station at

any time for :">ars back and just what wages they received.

Your attentloi - immediately and forcibly called to any in-

crease in exp :
;". ture by an unmistakable 'hump,' which
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shows itself much more prominently than any difference In

mere wages. Any change in the distribution or rate of wages
is also cleverly shown, this being something which is too

easily overlooked with ordinary methods, when there is no
change in the total of a certain pay roll." Mr. Lyon uses

charts for nearly all locomotive and car records, and finds It

worth while to go to the expense of a little extra clerical force

in order to put the records in such easily understood form.
The inference to be drawn is that he can keep so much better

informed of the conduct of his department as to pay for the
additional clerical work necessary to draw off the records in

this way. It would appear that he needs no argument to prove
this to be true.

RICHMOND LOCOMOTIVES FOR SWEDEN.

Six-Coupled, Side Tank Locomotives.

The Richmond Locomotive Works have delivered 10 six-

wheel connected, side tank locomotives to the Swedish State
Railways, a photograph and the dimensions of which have
been received from the builders. The locomotives are inter-
esting chiefly because they are to be used north of the Arctic

American locomotives. The cab arrangements, like those of

the six-wheel connected tank locomotives, are made for the

runner to sit on the left hand side of the cab. These engines

are to be used in fast passenger service in the southern part of

Sweden.

These locomotives, which are much larger than those al-

ready described, are also built for standard gauge and for burn-

ing coal. The total weight is 122,000 pounds, 87,000 pounds
being on the driving wheels. The driving wheels are 62 inches

in diameter and the driving wheel base is 12 feet 8 inches.

The Richmond system of compounding is used, with cylinders

20 and 31 by 24 inches. The valves are of the Richardson bal-

anced type, with an auxiliary port in the low-pressure valve,

after the design described elsewhere in this issue. The driving

axle journals are 7% by 9% inches. The front end of the en-

gine is carried by a four-wheel swiveling truck, with McKee-
Fuller steel tired wheels. The truck axles are of steel, with

5Vz hy 10-inch journals. The boiler has an extended wagon
top with radial stays and the working pressure is 180 pounds.

The outside diameter of the first course is 57 inches. The
grate area is 19 square feet, the grate being 80 by 34 inches,

and the firebox is 65 inches deep in front and 54 inches at the

Six-Coupled Side Tank Locomotive—Swedish State Railw^ays,
Built by The Richmond Locomotive Works.

Circle. They are built to standard gauge and weigh 75,000

pounds on a wheel base of 12 feet. The cylinders are 15 by 22

inches, and are fitted with Richardson balanced valves. The
driving wheels are 48 inches in diameter. The diameter of

the boiler is 47 inches and the working pressure is 165 pounds.
The firebox is 55 inches long by 34 inches wide, and its depth
Is 59 inches in front and 50 inches at the back. The grate
area is 13 square feet and the total heating surface 868 square
feet. The tubes are 2 inches in diameter, 10 feet 6 inches long,

and the number is 146. The water tank capacity is 1,000 gal-

lons, and the coal capacity 1% tons. The boiler is fed by two
No. 7 "Monitor" injectors. The firebox and water space stay
bolts are copper, the other stays being of "Brown" iron. The
engines have screw couplings, snow plows, hand brakes and
Keasbey & Mattison magnesia sectional boiler covering. With
few exceptions the details of these engines are in accordance
with American practice, but they are much smaller than mod-
ern American locomotives. In these engines the runner sits

on the left hand side.

Compound Ten-Wheel Locomotives.
The same builders have also delivered 10 ten-wheel com-

pounds to the Swedish State Railways, which, with the ex-
ception of the absence of bells and pilots, and the use of six
wheels instead of eight under the tender, strongly resemble

back; the firebox material is copper and the water space stays

are also copper, while the other stays are of Iron. The tubes,

229 in number, are of iron, 2 inches in diameter and 12 feet

long. The heating surface is 1,650 square feet. The weight
of the tender empty is 34,000 pounds. It will carry 3,300 gallons

of water and 7 tons of coal. We are indebted to the Rich-
mond Locomotive Works for the photograph and information.
These compound locomotives are so nearly like those in use
here as to constitute an acceptance of American practice in

Sweden.

"The Laboratory; Its Relations to a Railroad," was the sub-
ject of a brief paper recently read by Mr. J. A. Carney, of the
"Burlington," before the St. Louis Railway Club. The author
commented upon the peculiar moral influence of a railroad lab-

oratory upon the manufacturer, saying that no implication is

made that the manufacturer is dishonest, but he is a little more
particular about his product if he knows that it is to be sub-
mitted to a careful laboratory inspection. Some years ago it

was reported that the laboratory of a certain railroad had been
closed. The report was without foundation, but, nevertheless,
the manufacturers were under the impression that it was true,
and they were not so particular about their products as they
had previously been, and as a result more material of all sorts
was condemned in a few months than in any two years since
the laboratory had been In existence.
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PRESSED STEEL FIRE DOOR FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

New York Central.

In describing the new locomotive built by the Schenectady

Locomotive Works for the Chicago & Northwestern Ry., on

page 188 of our July issue, the fact was noted that the fire doors

were made of pressed steel, and that by the use of this ma-
terial a saving of about 200 pounds in weight was effected.

On looking up the design it was found to have been originated

by Mr. William Buchanan, formerly Superintendent of Motive

Power of the New York Central, from whom we received the

drawing before his retirement. The design Is in use on that

road and an examination of the engraving shows it to be very

neat and worthy of attention.

The door itself is 18% by 14% inches in outside dimensions,

the form being that of two semi-circles connected with

straight lines. The door is pressed into shape from %-inch
boiler plate, with a flange 1'/^ inches deep and is carried by a

n
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Pressed Steel Fire Door.

New York Central Railroad.

broad hinge also made of plate of the same thickness and riv-

eted to the door by four i/4-inch rivets. The stationary part

of the hinge is a casting. At the center of the door a circular

hole 10 inches in diameter is cut for a circular damper, the

edges of the hole being beveled to fit the damper with an air-

tight joint. The damper is hung on horizontal trunnions and a

latch at the top permits ot fastening it open at the required

point for the desired amount of air admission. An internal

deflector tends to protect the door from the fire and to direct

the incoming air downward toward the fire. The latch bar is of

steel and extends across the door. Aside from the saving in

weight from the use of pressed steel, the door is noteworthy

on account of the very satisfactory regulation of the air ad-

mission. The saving in weight may be considered too small to

be important, but the fast mail engines referred to embody a

number of features in each of which a little weight was saved

and the aggregate saving was by no means insignficant. The
fact that the heating surface was 2,514 square feet and the

weight on driving wheels only 85,700 pounds, shows the extent

to which the weight saving was carried. The importance of

this, when it makes it possible to put the weight into the boil-
er, is obvious.

THE STEREOPTICON IN THE EDUCATION OF EM-
PLOYEES.

The stereopticon as a necessity in the better education and
more intelligent training of railroad employees was the subject
of a paper read recently before the Central Association of Rail-
road Officers by Mr. W. J. Murphy, Superintendent of the C, N.
O. & T. P. Ry. Mr. Murphy has been very successful in the use

of the stereopticon In instructing men and examining them as

to their knowledge of their duties, especially in regard to sig-

nals. He was led to seek this method because of the difficul-

ties which he had experienced in putting a certain interlock-

ing plant into operation. The situation was complicated by
combining the entrance to a busy freight yard; a single track

bridge, with interlocking signals; the train staff governing the

use of the bridge, and to make matters worse, the usual and
correct locations for some of the signals could not be used

owing to obstructions, which would prevent them from being

seen from a sufficient distance. The rules were carefully illus-

trated by engravings and were as carefully explained to the

men two weeks prior to the date of putting the plant into ser-

vice. After taking these precautions much damage was done
through misunderstanding the indications of the signals, and
it was found necessary to assemble the men on the ground and
go over the entire plant with them, after which there was no
trouble.

Mr. Murphy finds his system advantageous in that the lan-

tern slides virtually bring the men before the actual condi-

tions at such points without going out on the road, and it is

possible, by questioning them, to ascertain that they not only

understand the signals, but that they see the relation between
the signals and the conditions which they govern. The rules

in regard to signals may to a certain extent be explained by
aid ot models, but it is obvious that the particular conditions

surrounding signals as they are applied at complicated inter-

locking plants can not be shown or explained by the general
instruction which may be given by means of models. Mr.
Murphy explains the advantages of his method in these words:

By the aid of the stereopticon any existing conditions can

be brought into the examining room, not only the signals, but

the tracks, the signal towers, the bridge, the bridge signals,

the ground itself, so that the employees can see the situation

in the examining room as it actually is on the ground, and the

examiner is soon able to determine whether the candidates

who are being examined fully comprehend the situation.

In the education of trainmen the object desired is not only

that they should have a thorough knowledge and uniform un-

derstanding of the signals in their various positions, but they

should also be taught the relations which a particular signal or

appliance has to something else; in other words, they must
know definitely the relations existing between a signal and its

intimate surroundings. For instance, in the case of a home
signal with several arms, one or two of which may indicate

proceed: It is not only necessary to know the position indicat-

ing proceed, but it is also necessary, in order to proceed as

indicated by the signal, to know absolutely the particular track

governed by the vertical arm.
The use of the stereopticon develops the knowledge or the

lack of knowledge of the employees, not only as to signals, but
also as to their proficiency in the train rules generally.

It is, perhaps, well to explain that when an employee is be-

ing examined by this method he, and not the examiner, does
the necessary explaining. It is his duty to explain what the

signals are, where they are, what they govern, what the differ-

ent positions indicate and what the rules require under the dif-

ferent conditions in the different positions, etc. In this way
there can be no question as to the thoroughness of the exami-
nation, nor as to the knowledge and understanding of the party
undergoing the examination.
Railroad operation is one of the most progressive sciences of

the day. The successful operation of a railroad, however, is

entirely dependent upon a thorough education of the employees
in all the necessary requirements of the rules laid down for

their guidance, thereby enabling them to intelligently and suc-

cessfully apply them in practice.

The Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern is pushing forward its

improvements between Parkersburg and East St. Louis; 17,000

tons of S.5-Ib. rail have already been laid and 25,000 tons remain
to be put down, delivery now being slow from the mills. Gravel

ballast has been put in on 125 miles, and 200 miles more are to

be done this season. The improvements include many grade
reductions, and the line is being straightened in several places

between Cincinnati and St. Louis. The plan is to reduce the

grades between these two points to one-half of one per cent.

The work on curves will shorten the line one and one-halt

miles, 360 degrees of curvature being eliminated. Seven bridges

are to be abandoned by filling with earth.
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A LARGE SELF-FEEDING RIPPING SAW TABLE.

The machine illustrated by the accompanying engraving is

a large, strong and durable ripping saw table with automatic

feed, designed with sijecial reference to the requirements of

car builders and others who need strong and rapid working

machines of this character.

The feed consists of a combination of gearing chain and belts

operating a toothed feeding disk, acting on the top surface of

the lumber in the same line in which the saw cuts, and a pow-
er-driven, fluted delivery roll for carrying the product clear of

the saw. It is under perfect control by the hand lever, and can

be quickly started or stopped instantly.

The feeding disk and delivery roll may be retained at any
desired height from the table by means of hand wheels and
screws, and the entire feeding mechanism may be elevated and
thrown back out of the way or sustained by a supporting rod,

if it is desired to do ordinary ripping. Three speeds of feed

—

viz.: 47, 84 and 130 feet per minute—are furnished.

The mandrel is of steel, 1% in. in diameter where the saw is

applied, and is arranged so that several saws may be used at a

time, and by using several feeding disks on the feed shaft, the

Large Ripping Saw Table.

J. A. Fay & Co.

machines will be brought to their full capacity. A long out-

side bearing supports the driving pulley. Each machine is

provided with an improved adjustable fence, which may be

instantly fixed at any point.

The table is 78x46 in., made of iron, and has a hand wheel
and a raising screw at the front end for raising it in parallel

planes. Friction rolls are placed in the table, just below the

feeding disk, and a roll to relieve the material from friction. A
saw 36 in. in diameter may be used, which will rip material

up to 14 in. thick and 21 in. wide.

This machine is the latest product of J. A. Fay & Co., Nos.

516 to 536 W. Front St., Cincinnati, Ohio, and is known as

their No. 3, large, self-feeding, ripping sawtable.

REAMED HOLES FOR LOCOMOTIVE BOILER RIVETS.

It is impossible to take too great care in the details of loco-

motive boiler construction, in view of the high steam pressures

that are now used. The best practice is to ream or drill rivet

holes throughout the boiler, and while this is not new, it is

well to be reminded of the reasons. Mr. T. R. Browne di-

rected attention to the necessity for smooth rivet holes in his

recent remarks before the New York Railroad Club in dis-

cussing the subject of locomotive boiler construction. He said:

"It is a mistake to depend on the rough condition of the

average punched hole as a finished product for the inserting of

rivets. Every hole in the boiler should be reamed, allowing

at least % inch on a side for reaming out; or, in other

words, the rivet holes should be punched ^ inch smaller than

their finished size when the rivet is inserted. Bolts should

be inserted in every other hole, thoroughly clamping the

sheets together and the intermediate holes reamed, and the

bolts inserted in the other holes. They should then be

taken out and placed in these, the reaming completed,

and the last set of bolts left in until the rivets have been
driven in the last holes reamed. In connection with the

objection to punched holes, we would call attention to just

one point which we think will be sufficient, if no other points

are brought out to condemn the punched hole. It is a well

recognized fact that these holes not only are tapered, but are

more or less ragged and irregular on their inside edges. The
shanks of iron rivets driven into holes of this kind, will be

found to follow the exact contour of the holes, and the fiber

of the iron will be found to have a direction which is anything

but a straight line. Any tendency to strain the rivet in the

direction of its length must, of necessity, first straighten out

these fibers before the rivet is in position to resist its maxi-
mum stress; in other words, as long as the fiber of this rivet

does not follow a straight line, it has not reached its point of

maximum resistance before breaking. This is not the case in

a straight or reamed hole, for obvious reasons."

A NEW REVERSIBLE PNEUMATIC BORING MACHINE.

An improved light weight and easy running reversible boring

machine has just been brought out by the Chicago Pneumatic

Tool Co., the appearance of which is shown in the accompany-

ing engraving. This machine will be known as the Whitelaw

No. 5 Reversible Wood Boring Machine. It is very compact,

convenient for handling and much lighter than the other

No. 5 Whitelaw Boring Machine.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Whitelaw tools. It weighs less than ten pounds and yet has

sufficient power for boring holes up to three inches in diameter

in wood. The machine is provided with ball-bearing through-

out, including the crank and piston connections. These bear-

ings are used to reduce the friction of the machine and also to

reduce the frequency of lubrication. The machine is reversed
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by giving the handle a quarter turn, and It may be reversed

while running at full speed. We are informed that it operates

equally well whon running backward or forward. It is consid-

ered a niarl<eil improvement over previous tools of this type,

and it is understood that those using pneumatic tools, who de-

sire to put this one to a test will be provided with one of them

for the purpose upon application to the manufacturers.

Three regular trains running 194 miles without a stop are

now scheduled on the Great Western Railway, England, be-

tween I'addinglon Station, London, and Exeter. The fastest

of these, according to Mr. Chas. Rous-Marten, in "The Engi-

neer," is timed at .'j(j miles per hour. The same road runs two

express trains from London to Uirmingham, 129Vi miles, with-

out a ttop, and one of them runs at 53 Vi miles per hour for the

trip. Also a train to South Wales is very fast, running from
I'addington to Bath, lOfi miles, without a stop, at the rate of

54.3 miles per hour.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Marine Hollers: Their t'oiistruction and Working; Dealing More
Especially with Tubulous Boilers. By L. E. Burtin. Chief
(,'onstructor of the French Navy. Translated and Edited by
Leslie S. Itobertson. With a preface by Sir William Wiiite,
Director of Naval Construction to the Britisti Admiralty ar.d
Assistant Controller of the Navy. 437 pages, 250 illustrations.
New York: D. Van Nostrand Co., 23 Murray Street, 1898.
Price $7.50.

This is a book which every engineer having to do with steam
boilers should own.
The author is in responsible cliarge of the design of the

latest French naval vessels and is the best authority on French
naval practice, both in naval architecture and maiine engineer-

ing. Responsibility for these two branches of marine construc-
tion is not divided in France, and this book is therefore written
with the benefit of the knowledge possessed by both marine
engineers and architects. The latter will find important discus-

sions of value in the preparation of designs with regard to

properly providing tor the steam plant. In the French Navy
the water tube boiler has had more attention than it has re-

ceived anywhere else, and the author treats of the experience
very frankly, fairly and exhaustively. The types of boilers are
treated individually and the merits and faults of each are
plainly stated. The history of each type, its experience and the
proljable line of future improvement are traced. Sir William
White, in his introduction, says tliat this book presents the

best summary yet available, from a French source, of the ex-

perience witii water tube boilers.

The book had its origin in lectures on Boiler Construction by
the author to the future engineers of the French Navy at the
"Ecole du G6nie Maritime." It was prepaied for a special

audience and was written because of the lack of a book on the
evolution that was going on in boiler construction. The author
is not an inventor and is therefore better able to form im-
l)artial judgments on the various systems described. The trans-

lator has admirably done his part of the work, and the author
says that the translation, editing and elaboration of the Eng-
lish edition occupied more time than the original French com-
position. The editor in his preface comments upon the great
amount of attention given to the important question of coal
consumption by the French and commends the results of trials

recorded in the book to officers of other navies. The translator

is to be credited with the index, which is unusually complete
and convenient and adds greatly to the value of the book as
a reference work. The general divisions of the book are as fol-

lows:
The Principal Laws Underlying Steam Navigation; Notation

Employed; Short Description of Various Types of Boileis; Brief
Description of Marine Engines; Production of Heat from Coal;
Liquid Fuel for Marine Boilers; Production of Heat; Tubular
Boilers; Locomotive Boilers: General Remarks; Tubulous Boil-

ers; Boilers with Limited Circulation or Coil Boilers; Boilers

with Free Circulation; Boilers with Accelerated Circulation;

Advantages and Disadvantages of Tubulous Boilers; Compari-
son of the Different Types; Weight and Space Occupied by the
Tubulous Boilers; Boiler Mountings and Other Fittings; Boiler

Steam Fittings; Feed Accessories; Accessories Relating to the
Disposal of Ashes.

Mr. Burtin has given a large amount of Information thai has
never before been published and has not been available to more
than a very few who have enjoyed exceptlo al 'pportunltles.
There is very little of the text book about it, allhough con-
siderable attention is given to certain of the details of con-
strui^ion. The author's object evidently was to cover princi-
ples, but he has not neglected necessary references to the de-
tails of construction. The strength of the book lies In the
records of the experience of the French Navy in the use of
nearly all of the modern types of boilers. These records are
freely and frankly expressed In such a way as to Inspire con-
fidence that they are the unbiased Judgment of one who knows
what he is talkirg about. Some of this Information is of the
kind that has heretofore been religiously supj.ressed and held
by the manufacturers of the boilers. Vaiious bolleis are com-
pared with reference to their ability to make steam, the trouble
(ft maintaining them and their life of service. They are con-
sidered under the conditions of long voyages made under the
exigencies of naval service.

Water tube boilers are divided into three classes: Those with
limited circulation, those with free circulation, and what tlu'
author terms accelerated circulation. The Belleville boiler i.-i

typical of the first class because of the slight incline of Hi,..

tubes. The second type is represented by the Babcock & Wil-
cox, the D'Allest, the Penelle and the Joessel boileis. The
Oriolle boiler Is mentioned as having been quite successful with
coke and other short flaming fuels because of the short dis-
tance between the grates and the heating surfaces. The thiid
type is represented by the Yarrow, the Thornycroft and the
Mosher boilers. In these the circulation is more rapid than thi:

motion of the steam bubbles through the water. The author
has gone into great detail in discussing the advantages and the
disadvantages of the different types and he gives a large
amount of information the usefulness of which is not by any
means confined to maiine practice. M. Burtin seems to in-
cline to the opinion that the importance of rapid circulation
has been overestimated. He states one of the advantages of
the Belleville boiler to be due to the character of its circulation,
and this is contrary to the generally accepted opinion.

It must not be thought that the water tube type only is con-
sidered. This type is given an amount of attention commen-
surate with Its importance in French practice, and as the
French Navy has expeiimented very extensively in this direc-
tion the book owes its chief value to its treatment of this type.
The closing chapters are chiefly devoted to the accessories and
to the weights and space occupied by the various boilers. The
prices paid by the French Government tor boilers are stated,
and this may be taken as an example of the frankness of the
author throughout the work. He does not fail to call atten-
tion to the fact that the %vater tube boiler has serious disad-
vantages in the relatively small water space and the necessity
for the use of pure feed water. The small amount of water
that they will hold renders it necessary to watch the feed ar-
rangements with great care. Quite a little space is given to M.
Henry's tests on locomotive boiler tubes on the Paris, Lyons &
Mediterranean Ry., and such subjects as the advantages to be
derived from feed water heaters are discussed. Distillers and
ash ejectors are described.

The book is well printed except as to the engravings. These
are not good, and they mar a book which is in every other way
admirable. M. Burtin has given us an important historical
record combined with a very valuable series of comparisons
based on a wide experience, and he incidentally offers many
suggestions that are worthy of study by those who have to do
with entirely different kinds of boilers from those which ho
treats.

Engine Room Practice. A Handbook for Young Marine Engi-
neers. Treating of the Management of the Main and Auxil-
iary Engines on Board Ship. By John G. Liversidge, Chief
Engineer R. N., London, Charles Griffin & Co., Philadelphia.
J. B. Lippincott Co. Cloth, 8 vo. pp. 292. Illustrated. Price,
$2.50.

This work is a thoroughly up to date handbook on the pre-
vailing type of v.-;rtical marine engine and its accessories in

naval and mercantile service. The first impression obtained
from it is the great importance of auxiliary machinery in a
modern steamship of whatever type, a large portion of the at-

tention of the author having been given to this part of the
engineer's duties. The author treats of the discipline, duties

and organization of the engineer's force in both naval and
merchant service. He goes carefully into the details of tha
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work in the engine-room in preparing for the voyage, in pre-

paring to get up steam and starting the engines, running them
and the boilers and in conducting the voyage. The worlcing of

tlie complex steam plant of a steamship is seen to be extremely

complicated and the insight given to the uninitiated into the

every-day difficulties of the engine room is a convincing argu-

ment for those who have urged the proper recognition of the

engineer's force in our navy. A very important part of the

work is that which treats of emergency and port repairs to the

engines, boilers and auxiliaries. Good use is made of sketches

in presenting this subject. The difficulties of keeping steam

pipes in order seem to be very great. The chapters on pumps,

electric and hydraulic machinery, feed water heaters, evap-

orators and refrigerating machines present a great deal of in-

formation. There are also other parts of the equipment of

ships, such as bulkhead doors, valves, piping systems and var#
ous fittings which are used by others and maintained by the

engine room force. The author also treats the subjects of

placing ships in dry docks and duties in harbors, and gives

a chapter to Bellville water tube boilers such as are in use by

the British Navy. The book is written in clear, concise lan-

guage. It is well printed with the exception of most of the en-

gravings, and marine engineers and those engaged in building

and installing marine machinery will find it valuable and sug-

gestive. It is the only good modern book on this subject that

we have seen.

A Primer of the Calculus. By E. Sherman Gould, Member
Am. Soc. C. E. Second Edition. D. Van Nostrand Co., 23

Murray St., New York. 1899. Price, 50 cents.

The rapid sale of the first edition of this little book in the

Van Nostrand Science Series compelled the revision of the work

and it appears on the same lines of the earlier edition, but con-

siderably enlarged. The book gives a development of the infin-

itesimal calculus as far as the first differentials of algebraic

functions of one independent variable and their corresponding

integrals. In other words it is confined to the rudiments of

the science. The treatment is complete as far as it goes, and

no pretension is made for covering the subject completely,

the student being left with a clear view of the broadness of the

subject. The author states in the preface his opinion that it

is better to communicate a working knowledge of the science

by teaching a few elementary rules and after this- put them

into immediate use as far as they will go, rather than to at-

tempt the presentation in any other way. This plan is followed

and the remarks concerning the logical basis of the science are

reserved for the final chapter. The process is taught first and

the reasons why come afterward. This is done to avoid con-

fusing the student with the parts of the theory which are

often somewhat perplexing. The student is expected "to pick

up a good deal of the doctrine as he goes along." For ex-

haustive treatment other works are recommended. The chap-

ters are: Differential Calculus, Integral Calculus, Applications

of Differential Calculus, Maximum and Minimum Application

of Integral Calculus, Applications of Both Combined, Miscel-

laneous Applications, Limitations, and Additional Examples.

A student having a clear idea of the lower mathematics may

obtain a working use of the calculus by aid of this carefully

written little book, which is specially commended because of

the attention which is paid to the practical applications of

the science. The presentation is not obscured by the use of

the methods of limits. We recommend the work to those who

desire an elementary treatise on the subject.

"Snow on the Headlight." A Story of the Great Burlington

Strike. By Cy Warman. 12 mo., cloth. D. Appleton & Co.,

New Tork. Price, $1.25.

This book is intended to give an interior view of a strike, the

locomotive engineers' strike on the "Burlington" in 1S88, which

was one of the most notable industrial struggles involving a

railroad and a labor union. It lasted a year and this book gives

a fair and unprejudiced account of much that made it mem-

orable. Every railroad officer and every employee of whatever

grade would be less likely to contribute to bringing about a

strike if he would read and ponder these chapters. The author

shows the real cause of the trouble and presents a view of

both sides. In the narrative the sufferings and the terrors of

strikes in the homes of the strikers are unmasked and an occa-

sional hot shot is fired at the methods of "The Company."

The chief moral is the uselessness of the strike as an institu-

tion, and if men preparing to "go out" could be induced to

read it they will stop to think before committing themselves.

We approve the author's purpose, but those who knew and
understood the officers who conducted it, and particularly the
one who was in responsible charge, cannot help feeling that
the author is taking liberties in that he does not give a his-

tory but merely a story founded on a few of the items of the
history. It would take several volumes to present a complete
account, and that was not the author's intention. The book
presents a side of that interesting character, the railroad man,
which it is not given to the general public to see, and it will

be read with interest by many who have nothing to do witli

the operation of railroads. The preface is unique and note-

worthy. It is as follows: "Here is a decoy duck stuffed with

oysters. The duck is mere fiction. The oysters are facts. If

you find the duck wholesome, and the oysters hurt you, it is

probably because you had a hand in making this bit of his-

tory, and in the creation of these facts."

Patents and How to Make Money Out of Them. By W. B.
Hutchinson and J. A. E. Criswell, members of the New York
Bar. Small octavo, 232 pages, with index. New York: D. Van
Nostrand Co., 1899. Price $1.25.

The objects of the authors of this book were to assist those

seeking patent protection in using their energies in profitable

directions and to enable them to avoid falling into the hands of

unscrupulous and incompetent attorneys; in other words, to

tell you how to make money out of inventions.

It is elementary in character and treats of the nature and
history of patents, as well as the points of patent law which it

Is necessary for patentees and the purchasers of patents to

know. Trade-marks, caveats, copyrights and labels are also

included.

In telling the reader what should be patented, this book will

be valuable, and the reviewer might have saved the cost of

several patents some years ago, if lie had the advantage of the

sensible suggestions of the authors on "What to Invent." The
sale of patents and the function of the promoter are treated.

It is specially urged that the first step in taking out, a patent
should be a thorough investigation in regard to the "state of

the art." Many patents are applied for without the least at-

tempt to discover whether the subject is patentable or not.

The next step is to consider the probable demand. The book
Is strongly recommended to coupler inventors and the class who
rush blindly into expenses for patents without stopping to think
of the most important questions involved. The methods for

procedure after deciding these questions are given briefiy and
clearly.

Western Railway Club. Official Proceedings for the Club Year
of 1898-9. Published by the Western Railway Club, Chicago.
Pages, 416; standard size (6 by 9 inches). 1899.

Next to the proceedings of the Master Car Builders and the

Master Mechanics' Associations, those of the Western Railway
Club are the most valuable of the records of the deliberations of

motive power organizations, and the appearance of the annual
volumes bound in permanent forin, which is uniform with those

of the other associations mentioned, is heartily commended.
The record of the past year's work is worth preservation, and
the work is well done and beyond reasonable criticism, with the

exception of a mild suggestion in connection with the index at

the end of the volume. It is the intention of the club to pre-

sent members with these volumes at the close of each club

year, and people will generally agree with us that this is better

than to put the money into banquets. The other clubs will

find this idea worthy of consideration. In future volumes it is

to be hoped that the subjects discussed will be arranged more
conveniently in the index. For example, the paper by Mr. G. W.
Scott entitled "Heating Large Railroad Stations and Shops,"

is indexed under Scott and under Heating, but not under Shops.

Handling Sand for Locomotives does not appear under Sand.

More thorough cross indexing would improve it. The indexing

of the names of speakers is exceedingly complete. The work
throughout is creditable to the club and to Secretary Whyte.

Roper's Engineers' Handy Book for Steam Engineers and
Machinists. Revised and enlarged by E. R. Keller and C. W.
Pike. Fifteenth edition. Published by David McKay, 1022
Market St., Philadelphia. 1899. Price, $3.50.

This edition of "Roper" is revised so thoroughly that it might
as well have a new name. It contains a vast amount of infor-

mation which will be valuable especially for those in charge

of steam plants and other machinery, including electric gen-

erators and motors. The editors have included material which

in most cases may be found elsewhere, but in this collection it

is well adapted for the men who will consult it most frequently.
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The consideration of materials and their streneth and the

transmlssliin of power Is iiulte elaborate for a work of this

kind and the portion devoted to electricity covers 120 pages.

It Is a compact and sensible treatment of the principles of the

use of electricity, the measurements of current, electric gen-
erators, motors, accumulators and the telephone. This portion

of the book was written by Mr. Clayton W. Pike, ex-Presldent
of the Klectrlcal Section of the Franklin Institute. In addition

to the electrical section the book contains a new chapter on
gas and gasoline engines. We desire to commend the use of

large type and also the appearance of the book generally.

Proceedings of the Railway Signaling Club; 1897-1S98. Published
by the Club. Edited by the Secretary, C. O. Tllton, C, M.
& St. P. Ry., West Milwaukee, Wis. Paper; 8 vo.; 130 pages.

The proceedings and papers with their discussions for the

past two years have been published in pamphlet form. The
earlier proceedings which have been published in the railroad

papers are not included. The volume before us includes the

constitution, list of members and rules recommended by the

club for the operation and maintenance of interlocking plants.

This is probably the most important work of the club, as it

embodies the opinions of the men who are in position to know
the requirements of oi)eration and maintenance. Among the

papers the following are the most Important: "The Derail as

a Moral and Physical Agent in Safe Railway Travel," by
Chas. Hansel; "Successful .Xutomatic Signals," by V. K. Spicer;

"The Signal Department," by W. H. Elliott: "The Opera-
tion of Block Signals on a Single Track Railway," by W. A. D.

Short; "Some Interlocking Devices," by A. H. Rudd; "Should
One or Two Wires Be Used for Wire Connected Signals?" by
Henry M. Sperry.

The Short Line Wai-, by Merwin Webster; 12mo., cloth, pp. .3.34;

illustrated. The Macmillan Co., 66 Fifth Avenue, New York.
Price, $1.50.

The author has succeeded in making a very readable novel

out of a railroad fight in which a trunk line unsuccessfully at-

tempts to seize a short line. The various characters are well

drawn and there is no lack of incident. Indeed, the plot is high-

ly exciting and interest is well sustained.

There is too much that is of the technical, however, to be
pleasing to many superficial readers, and hardly sufficient ac-

curacy and exactness in detail to satisfy the professional.

Probably it will find readers chiefly among those who wish for

entertainment along somewhat unusual lines.

Light and Power Installations for Private Residences and
Hotels.—A most artistically prepared book has been issued by
Messrs. Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company, New Tork,
entitled "Light and Power Installations for Private Residences
and Hotels." It is an advertising pamphlet well worth examina-
tion. The finest tinted paper, profuse and original illustrations,

and a choice blending of colors, combine to present a business
Iiublication in a luxurious setting, coupled with the most refined

taste. The pages are illustrated with artistic views of private
residences and hotels where electric lighting is provided by
Westinghouse gas engines and generators. We note that well-

known people have substituted electric lighting for gas and
lamps: Mr. Louis Marx, Alexandria Bay, N. T. ; Mr. W. Lutt-
gen, Linden, N. J.; Mr. A. S. Apgar, Ridgefield, Conn.; Mr. Geo.

J. Gould, Lakewood, N. J.; The Kirkwood Inn, Scarborough
Ueach, Maine; Mr. D. Le Roy Dresser, Oyster Bay, N. Y., and
many others. We glean from the pages of this interesting book
that electric lighting can be supplied in any remote point.. The
Westinghouse gas engine is a novel invention, specially adapted
for electric lighting. Gasoline may be used as fuel when gas
Is not available. With an electric plant, light is supplied for

the house, stables and grounds; and also power for operating
pumps, elevator service, ventilating fans, lathes, saw^s, pre-
paring fodder, ice freezers, dairy, laundry, and other work con-
nected with private residences and hotels.

Record of Recent Construction, Baldwin Locomotive Works,
No. 13.—This pamplet in the valuable series issued by the Bald-
win Locomotive Works was prepared to facilitate the various
mathematical calculations necessarily involved in locomotive
practice, the data being arranged in the form of graphic curves
from which the desired results may be quickly obtained. The
plates present curves tor obtaining the number of revolutions
of various sized driving wheels per mile run; piston speed in

feet per minute at a speed of 10 miles per hour; the nominal

horse-power required for various speeds and grades; tractive

power per pound of mean effective pressure, tractive power at

140, ICO, 180 and 200 pounds boiler pressure; resistance in

pounds per ton of train on various grades and various curves,

and hauling capacity of locomotives.

The new Illustrated catalogue of The Egan Co.. Cincinnati,
Ohio, Is the most elaborate In Its line that we have seen. It

IS 12'^ by S'/i In size, and contains .340 pages. It is printed
on fine enameled book paper, suitably bound In cloth, and
lettered In gold. The Introduction la not only In English,
but is also printed In Itussian, French, German and Spanish.
This company have been endeavoring for several years to per-
fect and improve their line, so as to make It far superior and
in advance of any other machinery, and they have brought out
<iuite a number of new and advanced types of machines. This
new catalogue shows all of these new machines and many more,
so that no superintendent who wishes to keep in touch with the
latest devices for turning out work can afford to be without one.
The firm sends out these new catalogues, free of charge, ex-
press prepaid, and our readers are invited to write for them to

J. A. Fay & Co., 516 to .''.36 West Front St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Pneumatic Tools.—The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., 635 Mon-
adnock Block, Chicago, have Issued a special catalogue Illus-

trating their exhibit at the recent conventions of the Master
Mechanics and Master Car Builders' Associations at Old Point
Comfort. This exhibit included all of the well known tools
manufactured by this company and several new ones; the cata-
logue therefore presents the most recent practice. Among the
the new devices are the Henrikson flue cutter, long stroke riv-
eters for rivets as large as 1% inches in diameter, long stroke
hammers for heavy clipping on steel plate, the No. 5 Whltelaw
reversible boring machine which weighs but 10 pounds and will

bore holes as large as 3 inches in diameter in wood, and the
Cramp pneumatic rammer, which is used In the foundry of the
Cramp yards in Philadelphia.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co. .send us a copy of
their Bulletin No. 2,534, describing their engine type generators.
This pamphlet of 10 pages, 8 by lOVi inches in size, bears the
date of August, 1899, and illustrates the construction of gener-
ators designed to meet the requirements of engineers for direct
driving from either steam or gas engines or water wheels.
These generators are compact and tasteful in outline. The
pamphlet presents a detailed description of the features of the
machines, the arrangement, the method of winding and the
details of construction throughout. The pamphlet also contains
line drawings of the generators, with tables of dimensions,
speeds of revolution, capacity and weight.

Air Compressors.—The catalogues of the Ingersoll-Sergeant
Co. have always contained the information which purchasers
desire. A copy of the latest edition, known as the Air Com-
pressor Catalogue No. 33, has just been received. A number of

illustrations of important installations have been added, and
the new edition includes an exhaustive series of formulas and
tables on the flov/ of air through pipes. This information ap-
pears to be very valuable. It is evident that its preparation in-

volved considerable expense, and many users of compressed air

will appreciate it. The catalogue is indexed.

The Boston Belting Co. has issued a novel advertising device

in the form of a series of pictures printed on a circular card
fi inches in diameter, which may be examined in succession

through holes in covering discs arranged to be revolved about
a central pivot. The pictures impress the desirability of buying
only the best goods that are available, and they point to the

losses which will be sustained by using cheap and inferior

goods. The "cheap and nasty" plan is always a foolish one

and particularly when applied to rubber goods.

Electric Mine Haulage.—A catalogue upon underground elec-

tric haulage has been issued Jointly by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works and the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany. Electric mine locomotives produced by such manufac-
turers cannot fail to interest all mine proprietors who study

economy in operating expenses. The catalogue illustrates and

describes the locomotives, and contains tables of dimensions,

and of the hauling capacity upon various grades.
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EaUIPMENT AND MANUFACTTJBING NOTES.

The Pressed Steel Car Co.'s pressed steel bolsters have been
specified for 500 Illinois Central coal cars, and 200 Swift & Co.'s

refrigerator cars, recently ordered.

The Chicago Grain Door Co. has received an order from the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. for grain doors for 1,000

box cars which are to be built at the West Milwaukee shops.

Mr. G. E. Macklin, until recently Special Agent for the

Pressed Steel Car Company, has been made Assistant General

Sales Agent, with headquarters in the Empire Building, No. 71

Broadway, New York City.

The Illinois Central is soon to receive from the Brooks Loco-

motive Works a very large 12-wheel locomotive. The cylinders

are 23 by 30 inches, the driving wheels 57 inches in diameter,

the total weight, without tender. 218,000 lbs.

Mr. D. L. Markle has been appointed Assistant Manager of

the Illinois Car and Equipment Co. He has charge of pur-

chasing supplies and assists in the executive operation of the

\orks. Mr. J. M. Maris is Manager and Mr. S. M. Dix, Treas-

urer.

The Niles Tool Works Co., of Hamilton, O.; the Pond Machine
Tool Co., of Plainfield. N. J.; Bement, Miles & Co., of Philadel-

phia and the Philadelphia Engineering Works, of Philadelphia,

have consolidated under the name of the Niles-Bemont-Pond
Co., with an authorized capital stock of $8,000,000.

Mr. R. L. Gordon, for a long time with the Fox Pressed Steel

Equipment Company, and more I'ecently in the Chicago office oC

the Pressed Steel Car Co., has been transferred to the Wood's
Run (Allegheny) plant of the Pressed Steel Car Company,
where he will confine himself chiefly to engineering work.

The Reagan Grate Bar Co., 237 Norcii Front Street, Philadel-

phia, have recently fitted seven of their Reagan grates to boil-

ers of the Griswold Worsted Co. of that city, who write as fol-

lows: "We are burning bituminous coal with practically no

smoke, and we do not have to clean fires with your grates.

Since they were installed we have cut off one boiler. We con-

sider this wonderfully good work and we are well pleased with
our investment." This grate has been adapted by Mr. Reagan
to locomotives and it is reported to be giving excellent service

on the New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R.

The Babcock & Wilcox Company has sold to the Manhattan
Elevated Railway Company, of New York City, the boilers re-

quired for its new electric generating plant, which will furnish

electric current for operating its entire elevated railway system

in New York City. The boiler equipment will consist of 64

520 H. P. Babcock & Wilcox all wrought steel boilers, capable

of carrying a working pressure of 200 lbs. per square inch. The
boilers will be fitted with Roney Automatic Stokers, manu-
factured by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. . This is the

largest single order ever placed for stationary boilers.

Postal cars are wanted in France. Consul Skinner, writing
from Marseilles, July 6, 1899, said:

"I am advised that a project of law has been voted in this

country upon the suggestion of the Under Secretary of State

for the Department of Posts and Telegraphs, providing for the

building of sixty-seven modern postal cars, each 13 meters (42

leet 7 inches) in length. The cars now in use follow a model
adopted in 1S57, and leave a great deal to be desired. The Gov-
ernment will naturally prefer to have the new cars constructed

in this country, but, as the American postal cars have advan-
tages greatly superior to anything known upon the Continent,

it may be worth the while of American manufacturers to sub-

mit propositions."

The J. G. Brill Co. recently furnished an electric locomotive

for use in the works of the Sandusky Portland Cement Co. The
weight of the locomotive is 14,000 lbs. It is carried on two
Brill trucks especially designed for such service. The locomo-

tive is 19 ft. long and about 4 ft. wide, while the track over
which it is to run has a gauge of 2 ft. A small cab is provided
lor the motorman. The design is very simple. The two trucks
and the frame connecting them and carrying the cab is practi-

cally all there is to the locomotive. The trucks have cast steel

side frames and the truck bolster is supported upon helical

springs in such a way as to give considerable side motion.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry. has or-

dered four large consolidation locomotives from the Interna-
tional Power Co. of Providence, R. I. They will have the fol-

lowing dimensions: Cylinders, 22 by 30 inches: 72 inch radial

stay boilers; fireboxes 9 feet 11 inches by 3 feet 5 inches; tubes,

376 in number, 13 feet 8 inches long and 2 inches diameter; cast

steel driving wheels, 56 inches diameter; tanks, 6,000 gallons ca-

pacity; Pox pressed steel tender trucks, and the engines will

weigh in working order 190,000 pounds. This firm is also build-

ing 5 extended wagon top boilers and 16 Wooten firebox boilers

for the Erie. The 22 locomotives for the Wabash are now be-

ing delivered and the entire order is expected to be completed
early in September.

Mr. Adolph Janssens, of Paris and Brussels, has just re-

turned from a trip to this country, where he purchased nearly

$200,000 worth of machine tools for export to France and Bel-

gium. These orders were nearly all placed with Messrs. Man-
ning, Maxwell & Moore of New York. In an interview pub-
lished in the New York "Commercial," Mr. Ja:.ssen said: "Until
recently I have confined my Individual attention to the im-
portation of English tools, but now I find that the tools made in

this country are so vastly superior in every respect that I have
decided to deal in American tools exclusively the moment my
contracts run out. I shall soon return to this country to extend

my trade in American machine tools. I am also anxious to re-

turn, so that I may extend my knowledge of American,, modes
of manufacturing and operating various machinery."

The importance and volume of the business of the Pressed-
Steel Car Company, entirely apart from the manufacture of

pressed-steel cars, is not generally understood. The pressed-

steel car is of comparatively recent development, that is, such
cars have only been in use about three years. But the manu-
facture of pressed-steel bolsters, truck frames and centre plates,

by the old Fox Pressed-Steel Equipment Co. and the Schoen
Pressed-Steel Co., which two, combined, make the Pressed-
Steel Car Company, has a history of more than ten years. Fig-
ures at hand for the past five weeks show a volume of business
during that period above $582,000, apart from car deliveries.

The profits on this business are not given out, but its volume
would seem to indicate the truth of the company's assertion

that it is not far from forty per cent, of the total business

done, and sufficient to alone pay much more than the seven
per cent, required for the annual dividends on its preferred

stock, of $12,500,000.

The rapidity of the introduction of electric distribution of

power and the wide field into which It is spreading is indi-

cated by the following partial list of sales by the Bullock
Electric Mfg. Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, during July: Union De-
pot, Dayton, Ohio, 2 50-K. W. Engine Type Generators; Fuller

Construction Co., New York City, 4 50-K. W. engine type gen-
erators; Wilson Aluminum Co., Holcomb Rock, Va., 1 60-K. W.
belted generator; Warren K. Blodgett, Boston, Mass., 1 50-K.

W. belted generator; American Type Foundry Co., Cincinnati,

Ohio, 25 slow-speed motors for direct connection to type
machines; D. E. Whitton Machine Co., New Lor don, Ct., 1 30-

K. W. belted generator; U. S. Government, San Francisco,

Cal., 1 30-K. W. belted generator; Pullman Palace Car Co., St.

Louis, Mo.; 1 12%-K. W. belted generator, 1 25-K. W. engine
type generator; Daily Mail, London, England, 2 50-H. P. print-

ing press equipments, Bullock "teaser control" system; Al-

drich- Mining Co., Brilliant, Ala. 1 30-K. W. belted generator;

Missouri Lead & Zinc Co., Joplin, Mo., 1 20-H. P. motor; Bos-
ton News Bureau, Boston, Mass., 1 9-H. P. belted motor to

run at a speed of 900 revolutions per minute: Hanover Mfg. Co.,

Bethlehem, Pa., 1 10-H. P. belted motor; Southern Electric

Co., St. Louis, Mo., 1 18MK. W. belted generator; Vulcan Metal

Refinery Co., Sewaren, N. J., 1 HVa-K. W. belted generator.
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HICAT TRANSMISSION IN LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS.

Material for Heating Surfaces.

Most .\<]vantageous Lengths of Tubes.

By William Forsyth.

In the construrtion of the English loromotive.s recently built

in thi.s country, considerable freedom was allowed in tlie use

of American details, and except in their external appearance

the engines are in essential points not very different from our

own. It is remarl<able, therefore, that the English practice of

using copper fireboxes and brass tubes has been strictly ad-

hered to, resulting in a material increase in cost with no appa-

rent advantage in efficiency over steel or iron plates and tubes.

Long continued practice and conservatism may be responsi-

ble for this, for English locomotive superintendents must be

too intelligent to think they are getting a greater evaporative

efficiency by the use of copper fire surfaces instead of steel.

Without making a special investigation of the subject it is

probable that many railroad men would give this as the most
obvious explanation.

It may be useful, therefore, to give here some of the funda-

mental facts relating to heat transmission as applied to loco-

motive heating surfaces. It is necessary to distinguish be-

tween internal conduction and external transmission. The
former is the transfer of heat between the particles of one con-

tinuous body. It varies with the heat conductivity, which de-

pends upon the nature of the substance and is directly propor-
tional to the difference between the temperatures of the two
surfaces of the plate.

If silver be taken as the standard at 1,000, then rolled copper
has a heat conductivity value of 845, steel 397 and wrought-
iron 43G. The internal conductivity of copper is therefore more
than twice that of steel, but it must not be assumed, as is often
the case, that a copper plate with hot gas on one side and
water on the other will transmit twice as much heat to the
water in a given time as a steel plate of equal thickness and
temperature. For such conditions we have to deal with the
external transmission of heat, and the laws governing it have
not been exactly determined by experiment.

It is surprising that such important data relating to the phys-
ics of heat and that which has such frequent practical appli-
cation has been the subject of only a few crude experiments.
The results of those made on the evaporative action of different

portions of the heating surface of steam boilers indicate the

general law that the quantity of heat transmitted per degree

of temperature is practically uniform for various differences of

temperatures. The transmission is accelerated by the me-

chanical Impingement of gaseous products upon the plate.

When the surfaces are perfectly clean, the rale of transmission

of heat through plates of copper from hot gas to water Is some-

what greater than for steel, but when the surfaces are dimmed
or coated, as they always are In practice, the rate Is the same
for the different metals.

Within the limits u.sed for fire surfaces In locomotive boilers

the activity of transmission is not affected by the thickness of

the plates. The rei:ord of tests i-ecently made with two large

stationary boilers, exactly alike, except that one had iron tubes

and the other copper tubes, showed the evaporative efficiency

to be practically the same. An excellent opportunity for a

more interesting experiment was presented in these new Eng-
lish locomotives. If one of them had been built with a steel box

and iron tubes, and careful measurements made of the evapora-

tive efficiency as compared with a similar boiler with copper

firebox and brass tubes, little, if any, difference would have

been found, and it would set at rest the false ideas about the

superior efficiency of copper. It would have also served a good

purpose in determining the relative life and cost of repairs oi

fireboxes and tubes of such different materials.

The fact that the value of heating surface is independent of

the material, and its thickness, is recognized In the revised

code for boiler trials, recently reported to the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers, where it is required that heating

surface be measured on the side next the fire. The Serve tube

is a familiar illustration of the fact that the fire side of heat-

ing surface is the valuable part which should be increased, and

not the water side. If much improvement would have result-

ed from Increased surface on the water side, tubes with ribs

on the outside could have been much easier made and kept

clean. But such an arrangement has not been seriously pro-

posed.

The relative value of heating surface exposed to radiant fuel,

as in a firebox, and that of the tubes which are only exposed

to hot gases, has not been determined very accurately and the

data relating to it are scanty. In the case of tubes the path of

the gases is parallel to the walls of the tube, but in the sides

of the firebox they strike the sheets at an angle and the amount

of heat transmitted increases with the angle.

Laboratory tests of the efficiency of locomotive tubes under

different conditions have already been made at the University

of Illinois, as thesis work by a recent graduate. Some of the

results obtained are as follows: A loss of 13.8 per cent, was

found due to scale having a thickness of 3/32 inch. For heat

transmission alone the Serve tube, 2% inches outside diameter,

was found to he 51 per cent, more efficient than a plain tube of

the same outside diameter. The experiments with Serve tubes

made on the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Railway demon-

strates the fact that the same results are obtained with them

as with plain tubes of equal diameter but twice the length.

This suggested the use of shorter Serve tubes and that rail-

way has found short Serve tubes and the short boilers re-

quired for them so advantageous that they now use Serve

tubes only 9 or 10 feet long. It is likely, however, that when
Serve tubes are introduced in this country it will be for the

purpose of getting all the additional efficiency possible, and we
do not believe that shorter boilers will be built, but that their

size will continue to grow in all directions as it has in the

past.

In regard to the ratio of length of tube to outside diameter,

the present practice varies from 60 to 80, being as low as 60 on

Continental compound express engines; on American express

engines It is about 70, on British express engines 75, and on

some six-wheel coupled Continental express engines as high as

80. In an extreme case, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Atlantic type engines with tubes 16 feet long and 2'^ inches

diameter, the ratio is 85. Under similar conditions tubes
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of different diameters will have the same efficiency if the ratio

of length to diameter is maintained. The reason for this is

that the number of molecules of hot gas in contact with the

walls of the tube (that is, those which are transferring heat)

increases as the circumference of the tube; but the number of

molecules passing through the tube increases as the area of

the cross-section of the tube. Consequently, in order to give

up an equal amount of heat to the water, the length of tube

must be increased in proportion to Its diameter.

The experiments of Mr. Henry, Chief Engineer of the Paris,

Lyons & Mediterranean Railway on the efficiency of tubes of

various lengths were made with brass tubes 1% inches outside

diameter, with lengths varying from about 10 to 23 feet. The

ratio of diameter to length in the case of the 23-foot tube was

122. The experiments were carried on from 1885 to 1890, and

the complete report, giving the results obtained, was published

in the "Annales des Mines," 1894. A brief extract from this

report, giving some of the principal figures bearing on our

subject, was published in this paper September, 1899, page 289.

They show that with the 10-foot tube the water evaporated per

pound of coal was 7.87 pounds, and the smoke box temperature

was 739° F. With the 23-foot tube the rate of evaporation

was 10.20 pounds and the smoke box temperature 432° F. An
increase of 130 per cent, in length of tube increased the evapo-

ration 30 per cent. Within the limits of general practice the

figures showing the effect of increasing a tube from 13 feet to

16 feet are more interesting. This increase of 23 per cent in

length resulted in an increase in the rate of evaporation of 7

per cent. It should be understood that these data are only ap-

plicable to the conditions under which the experiments were

made and which were really those of stationary boiler prac-

tice and not those under which locomotives are worked. The

combustion of coal per square foot of grate per hour with the

10-foot tube was 38.2 pounds, and with the 23-foot tube only

28.9 pounds, which is only about one-fifth the amount burned

on American express locomotives. As the quantity of coal

burned per hour is increased, so also is the velocity of the gas

passing through the tubes increased. With a velocity five

times as great as that under which Mr. Henry's experiments

were made, results would be obtained far different from those

he has reported. While his experiments are considered classic

in their way, we do not believe they have any general applica-
tion in determining the efficiency of long tubes in locomotive
boilers.

In the English edition of the "Bulletin of the International
Railway Congress" there is a valuable paper on the "Efficiency
of Tubes of Locomotive Boilers," by A. Wohler, in which the
author attempts to deduce by mathematics the effect of the
velocity of the gas passing through a tube on the efficiency of
the tube. For necessary data he has reference to Mr. Henry's
experiments. In his discussion Mr. Wohler explains that the
effect of the molecules of gas in contact with the walls of a
tube depends on the velocity of the gas current as well as its

temperature, the period of contact of the molecules varying
inversely as the velocity of the gas current. This velocity
was calculated from the coal consumption and the mean air
consumption given in Mr. Henry's reports, the product of the
two giving the total amount of air which would pass through
the tubes. The total amount of hot gas may be represented
by this, as the difference is small. This divided by the product
of the number of seconds and the total cross-section of the tube
gives the velocity of the gas current. The interesting theoreti-
cal deductions which Wohler makes from his mathematical
treatment of the problem are given in a table which shows the
proper ratio of length to diameter of tubes required to obtain
different degrees of efficiency when the velocity of the gas
currents vary from about 5 feet to 20 feet per second. While
the maximum velocities given are much too low for applica-
tion to modern locomotive practice, they call for tubes having
a ratio of length to diameter of 100 where ordinary efficiency
is expected, and 130 as a maximum where the velocity of the

gas Is 20 feet per second. For 10 feet per second and ordinary

efficiency, a ratio of 75 is required. The greater the velocity

of the gas current the larger should be the ratio of length to

diameter, and for the high velocities of gas in tubes of fast

express locomotives it appears that it would not be practicable

to use a plain tube long enough to obtain the maximum the-

oretical efficiency. The fact that high speed locomotives

should have tubes as long as possible does not seem to be gen-

erally recognized, and we have endeavored to show why they

are especially necessary for economy, where the velocity of

the gas passing through them Is so high.

It it is found to be a practicable thing to use tubes 18 to 20

feet long in a locomotive, it will be important to show by care-

ful tests the economic value of each additional foot in length

beyond 16 feet. The experiments of Mr. Henry, as we have

shown, deal with rates of combustion entirely too low for our

present purpose. The theoretical treatment of the subject by

Mr. Wohler points to the necessity of long tubes for high gas

velocities. It now remains to show by careful measurements

on a locomotive testing plant the value of long tubes when
used with high rates of combustion.

The whole subject of heat transmission under conditions

found in locomotive boilers is one which would form an inter-

esting series of experiments for an engineering laboratory to

undertake, and it is suggested to the enterprising professors

who are extending the field of original research in connection

with their regular courses of instruction.

The breakage of rails in track appears to be very infre-

quent, and it is reassuring to read the, statements of well-

known authorities in England in a recent discussion of the

subject before the Institution of Civil Engineers. One said

that on the Northeastern Railway, during a period of 25 years,

the number of rails broken in the track averaged one in 3,500.

Another gave the experience of the London & Northwestern

for 12 years, during which time but 388 rails had broken, and

yet without causing a single accident. Taking the average

life of a rail on this road at 20 years he had found the average

rate of breakage to be 1 in 2,000. From particulars given by

Mr. Footner, the speaker last referred to, it was seen that

"neither the age nor the weight of the rail, nor the amount
of traffic, nor the influence of the seasons, nor the position

in curves and tangents, nor the action of brakes or trains

starting, took any such leading part as to justify the assump-

tion that any of them determined the fractures." The dis-

cussion tended to show that the speakers did not see any rea-

son to believe that a worn rail was any more likely to break,

except from weakness due to the section having worn down,

than a new one. "In this respect," says "Engineering News,"
in commenting upon the discussion, "we believe that English

experience coincides with the American. The increase in

weight of rolling stock in this country has been kept pace with

by the increase in the weight of rail sections, and so far as our

knowledge extends, rail breakages are, if anything, less fre-

quent now than they were 20 years ago."

Superheated steam offers a number of advantages which are

summed up by Mr. R. S. Hale in "The Engineering Magazine"
as follows: 1st. A slight gain at the boiler, although a les;

gain than can be obtained by increasing the boiler heating sur-

face, or by the use of an economizer. 2d. A large gain in econ-

omy at the engine, while as a disadvantage there is: 3d. An
increased loss in the steam pipes, due to increased radiation,

fall of pressure and increased leaks. With from 500 to 700 de-

grees temperature of the steam, Mr. Hale places the results to

be obtained as follows:

Gain at boiler 2 per cent.
Gain at engine 10 to 20 per cent.
Extra loss in pipes 4^4 per cent.
Net gain 7% to 17% per cent.
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AN AMERICAN OBSERVER ABROAD.

England.

Professor W. F. M. Go.ss.

Editor American Engineer and Railroad Journal:

Your suggestion that I write a few letters to home friends

for delivery through the columns of the American Engineer

has, as you see, proved over-alluring. A reader may so easily

dispose of a printed letter—may read it, scan it hastily, pass

it over altogether, certainly need never answer it—as to make
It clear that I shall lay a burden on no one by writing; at least

on no one except the editor, and editors have effectual methods

of relief.

To properly understand his English experiences, an Ameri-

can should occasionally pass In review the great procession

of his fellow countrymen who have preceded him. By so doing

he will the more readily see how it Is that he is everywhere

recognized as an American, why porters prefer carrying his

luggage to that of his English fellow passengers, and why shop

keepers in response to his inquiry for wares voluntarily reduce

their shilling prices to a dollar basis.

An Englishman whom I met by chance one day in Scotland

assured me that "Americans in England can have anything

they want," a statement which I, with my capacity for want-

ing things, was somewhat inclined to doubt. He insisted upon

his view, however, and illustrated it by an incident of his own
journey. In Edinburgh, a few days before, he had attempted

to see Holyrood Palace, but had been met with the statement

that the building was closed for repairs. To this he replied

that he had travelled a considerable distance for the purpose

of seeing the place; that he could not remain In Edinburgh

until the repairs were completed, and that he had made his

present visit in conformity with the advertised statement con-

cerning the admission of visitors. He urged, therefore, as a

spe<ial favor, to be shown through the building. To this rath-

er stirring appeal the attendant is reported to have said:

"I am very sorry. If you were an American it could proba-

bly be arranged. But it will be quite impossible for an Eng-
lishman to be admitted to-day," a statement which he, an Eng-
lish taxpayer, considered interesting and suggestive, but, on
the whole, rather discriminating.

Besides what was gained from the fact of being an Ameri-
can, and therefore privileged, I enjoyed many opportunities for

which I am indebted to engineering friends at home. Some
ha<l given letters of introduction, which, when presented,

brought forth a most cordial response. Others had in past

years been admirable and well-remembered hosts to English

travelers in America, and I had the good fortune to be accepted

as a representative of some of these entertainers, and to re-

ceive courtesies which I enjoyed as thoroughly as though I had
earned them all.

I was impressed by the many complimentary expressions
concerning Americans and things American. The manager
of a large manufacturing company whom I first met in London,
assured me that when I should visit him I should find a shop
which probably was more nearly American "than any other
in England." Later, when I had seen his works and observed
the excellence of their equipment and the completeness of their
system of manufacture, I realized with what praise he had
spoken.

I did not visit any large establishment that had not some
machines of American manufacture. They were always point-
ed out and their satisfactory performance was generally the
subject of comment. In an extensive railway shop where only
one American tool was exhibited, the information was volun-
teered that others were ordered and many more were In pros-
pect.

The American locomotive in England was often discussed.
I never introduced the subject, but there were few engineers
with whom I had any considerable conversation who did not

refer to it. Men associated with railways in mentioning the
matter sometimes exhibited circulars of information from
agents of American builders and laughingly remarked that it

was easy enough to buy locomotives if one chanced to be in

need, while outside engineers often talked In a strain which
indicated that they looked upon the advent of our locomotives
as an epoch marking incident; as the Initial step in a process

which in some way Is to make for the increased convenience
and comfort oi" the English traveling public. To what extent

this vision is warranted I am not prepared to say, but it is

clear that Its existence is a tribute to the energy and skill with
which American engineers have wrought. The business slg-

niflcance of the situation is admitted by all. Some say, a few
locomotives more or less in England is not a matter of im-
portance, "but how about the control of our colonial and other

foreign markets?"

None of the American engines had been put in opera-

tion at the time I left England, though I understood that the

first shipment was nearly ready for service. I have since

heard nothing as to their performance, but I am sure that

whatever the official judgment may be, the public acclamation
will approve the engines.

Englishmen, however, are not inclined to so exalt American
industry as to think lightly of their own, but it is as pleasura-

ble as it is just to emphasize the readiness with which they
give expression to their feelings of appreciation. A well-in-

formed gentleman, in speaking of the matter, summarized the

situation by saying: "The fact is that the present generation
of Englishmen has always been kindly disposed toward Ameri-
cans, but until your Spanish war gave us a chance to serve you,
Americans haven't believed it."

The history of England is well told in the monuments to her
great men. Her victories on land and sea, the development of
her literature, and her progress in civil liberty are written in

bronze and stone memorials all over the land. In remember-
ing her great warriors and statesmen she has not forgotten
her engineers. As one travels about he frequently conies upon
tributes to Watt and the two Stephensons—men who, though
pioneers, have left an impress so clear that a century of prog-
ress has left it unobscured.

One sees here many traces of an earlier engineering prac-
tice. It is wonderful how by repeated repairing, or by occa-

sional modification in form to meet the requirements of a
changed external condition, an old machine or an old design
may be made to render service. A locomotive built forty

years ago was pointed out with evident pride as "still working
regularly in fast express passenger service." The usual form
of freight car brake now in use is substantially the same with
that operated by George Stephenson when, as a boy, he rode
colliery cars down an incline. The present gear, however, is

of iron and acts upon all four wheels of the car, while the

brake of Stephenson's day was of wood and acted upon a sin-

gle wheel only. The present arrangement consists of a rocker
shaft located underneath the center of the car and extending
across its full breadth. This carries four short arms, each of

which connects with a brake-head acting upon one of the
wheels of the car; and attached to one end is a long arm or
handle extending along the length of the car nearly to the end,

by means of which power is applied. In release the handle is

hooked in a position nearly horizontal; for service application

it is unhooked and allowed to drop, its weight being sufficient

to produce the desired brake shoe pressure; and for emergency
the attendant follows up a service application by standing on
the handle. The brake is serviceable for yard work only, the

attendant running beside the car except during an emergency
application, and except when the cars are switched too fast for

him. in which case the braking is entirely omitted. The light

weight of the cars and the excellent character of the buffers

with which they are fitted make the braking of cars of much
less consequence than in American service.

W. P. M. GOSS.
Dresden, August 30, 1899.
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CORNELIUS VANDERBILT.

Cornelius Vanderbilt died at his home in New York, Tues-

day, Sept. 12th, from a stroke of paralysis. He was the head

of the Vanderbilt family and until about three years ago was

in active charge of the enormous Vanderbilt railroad interests.

At that time he suffered from a paralytic shock. The daily

papers have given such complete details of Mr. Vanderbilfs

career as to render it unnecessary to repeat them here. It is

sufficient to say that he inherited a vast estate, which he

doubled in value, and that in the height of his activity he held

important offices in about 45 different railroads. Mr. Vander-

bilt was born at New Dorp, Staten Island, in 1843. He was

the eldest son of Wm. H. Vanderbilt and grandson of Cor-

nelius Vanderbilt, who laid the foundation for these famous

properties. In spite of the exacting nature of his self-imposed

work in increasing the value of the fortunes left him, Mr. Van-

derbilt found time from the business hours of every day to

give to the welfare of others. The New York Central and

other Vanderbilt lines have profited, and will continue to

profit for years to come, by his generous support and active

interest in establishing wholesome surroundings for the men

when off duty in connection with the railroad branch of the

Young Men's Christian Association. The very fine building

near' the Grand Central Station. New York, which he built

and equipped for the use of the employees of the New York

Central Railroad, will be an enduring memorial of his gener-

osity. He was a thorough believer in the idea of surrounding

the employees with good influences inspired by Christian mo-

tives. The religious side of Mr. Vanderbilfs life was an im-

portant one and there is no doubt that a great many worthy

objects received financial support from him in a quiet way.

Rails 60 feet long have several theoretical advantages over

shorter ones, among which is the saving in the number of joints

necessary to instal and maintain. At the recent convention of

the Roadmasters' Association the discussion seemed to indi-

cate that the practical objections to their use are serious, and it

is certain that the use of long rails is not increasing. Roads

having put in experimental sections of 60-foot rails are not

placing further orders for long ones. The chief difficulties are:

1st, the long rails are hard to handle; 2d, they are not prop-

erly straightened at the mills; 3d, they require large openings

between their ends to allow for expansion in the track; and,

4th, they require much "more labor to keep the track in good

condition as to surface. Rails 33 feet long were more favorably

considered. They afford a reduction of 10 per cent, in the num-
ber of joints and are not much more difficult to handle than

those of the usual length of 30 feet. The committee reporting

on the subject recommended a length of 33 feet.

The punching of rivet holes in boiler sheets is usually con-

demned as unsafe unless the distressed material immediately

around the hole is removed by reaming. Mr. T. R. Browne,

Master Mechanic of the Pennsylvania Railroad at the Juniata

shops in Altoona, in discussing the construction of boilers be-

fore the New York Railroad Club, recently, directed attention

to an important matter concerning the use of punched sheets,

which is not probably well understood. Mr. Browne said:

"Where the practice of punching sheets flat is followed, the hole

should be punched from that side of the sheet which will be
on the outside of the curve when the sheet is rolled; in other

words, that portion of the sheet which is on the inside of the
curve when it is rolled should be next to the female die. We
have known side sheets to be very seriously cracked through the

rivet holes owing to the fact that the holes were punched in

such a way that the fin side of the hole came on the outside ol

the curve and the strain on the fin, or thin edge of the hole, was
sufficient to start the crack. Where it is not possible to punch
the holes in this way without extra handling, these fins shouh
be removed before the sheet is punched."
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12-WHEEL FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE.

I
Illinois Central Railroad.

Built Ijy the Brooks Locomotive Works.
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-90'om- Throat Sheef-

Twelve-Wheel Freight Locomotive— Illinois Central R. R.—Transverse Sectlonsi

Leading Characteristics of the Heaviest Modern Freight Locomotives.

Railroad

Builder
Simple or compound . .,

Type
Total weight
Weight on drivers
Size of dri%'er8
Size of cylinders
Heating surface
Firehox size
Grate area
Steam pressure ....

Size of boiler
Tubes, number and size
Tubes, length
Description in Araeri- '^

can Engineer and >

Railroad Journal. .J

Union.

Pittsburgh.
Simple.

Consolidation.
230,0«0 lbs.
208.000 lbs.

o4 in
23 X 32 in.

3,,^22 sq.ft.
120xi0i^in.
33.5 sq. ft.

200 lbs.

80 in.
355-2!4 in.

15 ft.

November. 1898.

Page 365.

Lehigh Valley.

Baldwin.
Vauclain Coinp'd.
Consolidation.
225 082 lbs.
202,232 lbs.

55 in.

18 and 20 by 30 in.

4,103.6 sq. ft.

120 X 108 in.

90 so. ft.

200 lbs.
80 in.

511—2 in.

14 ft. IVi in.

December. 1898.
Page 395.

Illinois Central.

Brooks.
Simple.

12- Wheel.
232.200 lbs.
193,200 lbs.

57 in.
23 X 30 in.

3,500 sq. ft.

132 X 42 in.

:i7 5sq. ft.

210 lbs.

82 in.
424-2 in.

14 ft. 85^ in.

This issue.

/ Pennsylvania \
\ Class Ho. /

P. R R.
Simple.

Consolidation.
198.0 lbs
176,000 lbs

56 in.

'IV^ X 28 in.
2,721 sq. ft.

120 X 4Uin.
33.3 sq. ft.

185 lbs.

7! in.

306-2'-(iin.
14 ft.

June. 1899.
Page 177.

So. Pacific.

Schenectady.
Compound.

Consolidation.
19i,000 lbs.
173,000 lbs.

57 in.

23 and 35 by 34 in.

3,027.8 sq. ft.

126 X 40?^ in.
35.3 sq. ft.

220 lbs.
72 in.

332-2!4 in.

14 ft. 6 in.

May, 1899.
Page 150.

Gt. Northern.

Brooks.
.Simple.

12-Wheel.
2(2,750 lbs,

172,'iOO lbs.

bb in.
21 X 34 in.

3,280 sq. ft.

124 X 40H in.

34 sq. ft.

210 lbs.

78 in.
376—2Min.
13 ft. lu% in.

January, 1898.

Page 1.

B, & M. R.

Pittsburgh.
Simple.

Consoliuation

.

181,200 lbs.
166,(100 lbs.

52 in.
22 X 28 in.

2.675 sq. ft.

114 X lu in.

31 6 sq. ft.

180 lbs.
74 in.

292-2M in.

14 ft. 6>4 in.

September. 1898.
Page 296.

valves are of the piston type, 12 inches in diameter, with 7

inches stroke and the arrangement of the packing rings is new
in locomotive practice in connection with valves of this type,

although it has been in general use in marine practice. The
packing rings are about 3 inches wide and made in a single

piece, which is split, forming a joint for the reception of a
shim, the thickness of which may be increased to compensate
for the wear of the valve bushing. The ring is closed against
the shim by a bolt passing through lugs cast on the inside of

the ring. . When thus secured, the ring can not be enlarged by
internal pressure of steam, and this arrangement appears likely

to overcome the difficulties which have been experienced with
piston valve packing rings, because it avoids the necessity for

securing tight fits of the rings where they are held by the fol-
'

lowers, and it does not matter whether steam gets under the

rings or not. Of course the rings must make close fits with the

bushings in order to prevent leakage, and the adjustment made
by means of the shims must be accurately done. It will, pos-

sibly, be necessary to ream the valve bushings after they have
been placed in position in the valve casing. Piston valves seem
to be specially desirable, if not absolutely necessary, with such
large cylinders and such high pressures. To guess the weight
of piston valves of this size it would be put at aDout 200 pounds,
and a slide valve would be much heavier for steam ports 28

inches long.

The arrangement of the valves, the frames and equalizers may
be seen in the engravings. The front sections of the frames
are in the form of single bars 4 by 9 inches in section, with an
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would be Imposed by brake hangers that would pull down, as

"lis the case when the shoes are placed in front of the drivers.

The tender has a capacity of 7,000 gallons of water and \2

itons of coal, yet it does not look large when coupled to such an

'enormous locomotive. It Is carried on Kox pressed steel trucks

with double elliptic springs and 5 by 9 Inch axles. The

weight of the tender loaded Is 132,700 lbs. The follow-

ing lable gives a summary of the Important dimensions:

General Dimensions.

Gauge 4 ft. m In.

Kind of fuel to be used Bituminous coal
Wi-lKht on drivers 193,200 lbs.

Wflffht on trucks 30,000 lbs.

Weight, total 232,200 lbs.

Weight, tender, loaded 132,700 lbs.

General Dimensions.

Wheel base, total, of engine 26 ft. 6 In.

Wheel base, driving vP.. nS ,

Wheel base, total, engine and tender „ , ^ .

Length over all, engine ^ -? !"'

Length over all, total, engine and tender 65 ft. 7% In.

Height, center of boiler above rails 9 ft. 8 In.

Height of stack above rails 1» ft. 5 In.

Heating surface, firebox ..263 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 3,237 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,500 sq. ft.

Grate area 37.5 sq. ft.

Rear Elevation and Section. Section and Elevation at Cylinders.

upward bend toward the bumpers. Lateral bracing is provided

between the frames at the forward drivers, at the front of the

firebox and at the back ends. The depth of the upper bar of

the double bar frame varies; it is 5 inches between the first and

second pairs of drivers, 4^^ inches between the second and

fourth and 4% at the rear of the fourth pair up to the rear ex-

pansion pad, where it takes the slab form, which continues to

the back end. The frames are 5 inches wide. The boiler is

supported at four points betwen the cylinders and the firebox

by braces of %-inch plate, three of which also support the

running boards, which are flush with the cab floor.

The main driving axles and crank pins have enlarged wheel

fits, as will be seen in the transverse sectional views of the

engine. This practice is to be commended and it is hoped that

in future designs the other driving axles will receive the same

treatment, especially in view of the fact that there appear to

be no objections to such an enlargement. The driving journals

are 9 by 12 inches, except the main pair, which are 9Vi by 12

inches. The section through the guides shows them to be large,

the upper bar Is 8 to 3 inches, and the lower one 1^^ by 2%
inches. This view also clearly shows the directness of the

valve connections between the links and the valve stems. The

rocker arms are both inside the frames. The brake cylinder is

placed back of the saddle, and the brake shoes are placed back

of the driving wheels, which causes the hangers to push up-

ward against the frames when the brakes are applied; this pre-

vents the serious addition to the load on the springs, which

Wheels and Journals.

Dri vers, diameter >; • V^^. '"i
Drivers, material of centers Cast steel

Truck wheels, diameter •••• ;•;" '"•

Journals, driving axle, main 9V4 In. by 12 In.

Journals, driving axle, others ••9 m- by 12 in.

Journals, truck ;,^?)^.'"»?*>,}; '"•

Wheel fit, main 'O^Jn- b.v S',4 in.

Main crank pin, size 7% In. by ( ni.

Main coupling pin. size 8^ in. by a n.

Main pin, diameter wheel tit »'A •"•

Cylinders.

Cvlinders, diameter 23 In.

Cvlinders, stroke jix in
Piston rod. diameter i •'w '"•

Kind of piston rod packing '^^'P^
Main rod, length renter to center 98 '"
Sliam ports, lenglli

-f*
'"

Sleam ports, width V,n „ 1„
Kxhaust ports, least area '!« sQ- '"•

Bridge, width SVi m.

Valves.

Valves, kind of Improved piston

Valves, greatest travel •' }•'

Valves, steam lap (Inside) ; ^j*,.'"-

Valves, exhaust lap or clearance (outside) vv„ I"''
^"°

I,

Lead in full gear 1/16 1"- "^Sftlve
Lead, constant or variable vananit

Boiler,
Boiler,
Boiler,
Boiler,
Boiler,
Boiler.
Boiler.
Seams.
Seams.
Crown
Dome,

Holler.

type of Player belpairc wagon top

working steam pressure ^"L'''^-
material in barrel V-V.;'; V ,

thickness of material in barrel 15/16 In. and 1 in.

thickness of tube sheet S i

di'imeter of barrel, front •»/ }"•

diameter of barrel at throat .vyA m.
kind of horizontal Sextup e, ap
kind of circumferential i^."'"'Pj*''. '^^

sheet, stayed with Direct stays

diameter ^o in.
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Firebox.

Firebox, type iliong, over frames
Firebox, length 132 in.
Firebox, width 42 in.
Firebox, depth, front 90 in.
Firebox, depth, baclc 81'/4 in.
Firebox, material Steel
Firebox, thickness of sheets Crown, 7/16 in.; tube, % in.;

side and baclc, % in.
Firebox, brick arch On studs
Firebox, mud ring, width Back, 4 in.; sides. 3% in.; front, 4 in.
Firebox, water space at top Back, 5 in.; sides, T/z in.; front, 4 in.
Grates, kind of Cast iron rocking
Tubes, number of 424
Tubes, material Charcoal iron
Tubes, outside diameter 2 in.
Tubes, thickness No. 12 B. W. G.
Tubes, length over tube sheets 14 ft. 8% in.

Smokebox.
Smokebox, diameter outside 85 in.
Smokebox, length from flue sheet 75 in.

Other Parts.
Exhaust nozzle, single or double Single
Exhaust nozzle, variable or permanent Permanent
E.xhaust nozzle, diameter 5% in.; 6'^ in.
Exhaust nozzle, distance or tip below center of boiler 7 in.
Netting, wire or plate Wire
Netting, size of mesh or perforation 2V4 in. by 2y, in.

„ , ,
and 2yo inT by Hi in.

Stack, straight or taper Steel, taper
Stack, least diameter 15^ in.
Stack, greatest diameter 17% in.
Stack, height above smokebox 26% in.

Tender.
Type S-wheeled
Tank, capacity for water 7,000 gal.
Tank, capacity for coal 12 tons
Tank, material Steel
Tank, thickness of sheets ''..Vi in
Type of under frame Oal<
Type of springs Double elliptic
Diameter of wheels 33 in.
Diameter and length of journals 5 in. by 9 in!
Distance between centers of Journals 5 ft 3 in
Diameter of wheel fit on axle 6% in
Diameter of center of axle 5% in!
Length of tender over bumper beams 24 ft in
Length of tank 22 ft' in'Width of tank 10 ft. in
Height of tank, not including collar 72 in
Type of draw gear M. C. B. Thurmond

THE PRINCIPLES OF CAR TRUSSING.

THE PHILADELPHIA EXPORT EXPOSITION.

This enterprising exposition, which has already been re-

ferred to in these columns, was opened September 14, with ap-
propriate ceremonies.

This is the first exhibition of the kind to be held in this
country. Its purpose is to spread knowledge of our mechani-
cal and agricultural industries and products throughout the
markets of the world with a view of extending and increasing
our exports. During the last few years these have been in-

creasing enormously and a much greater development is ex-
pected from a better understanding on the part of the outside
world of our facilities and resources. In short, the exposition
is intended to create a demand for American products, and one
of the notable features will be an industrial congress, to which
representatives of foreign trade organizations have been in-
vited. We are informed that more than a thousand of these
delegates have already accepted and a great deal is expected
from the information and impressions they will receive.
The exposition is arranged on a large scale with three cen-

tral buildings, the chief of which covers more than 12 acres of
space, while the others are not as large, fhls enterprise prom-
ises to be very important and useful. It is well located and we
believe that the exposition opens with no debt on the buildings.
While the primary object is to give foreigners a proper con-

ception of the advantages of buying goods in this country, an-
other important part of the project is that which serves to in-
struct our manufacturers in what they very much need to know
of the foreigners' requirements, not the least important of
these being in methods of packing and shipping goods for the
satisfaction of the consignees and the customs authorities.

Steel ties have not been satisfactory on the New York Cen-
tral. "Engineering News" states that the experimental sec-
tion at Garrisons, N. Y., laid with Hartford's steel ties ten
years ago, has given a great deal of trouble in getting out of
line and also out of surface. The ties have proved durable, but
they are expensive in maintenance of track. They also in-
crease the noise of trains in passing over them on account of
the rattling of the stone ballast and the bolts.

By O. H. Reynolds.

With all of the timely suggestions made with a view to

improvement in the details of car construction, there appears

to have been no attempt to establish definite practice in the

location of cross-tie timbers or depth of trusses for similar

conditions—at least, there is nothing bearing on this ques-

tion in car literature that has happened to come to our at-

tention. Possibly the reason for this is that the matter is

considered of too little importance to merit much attention;

in fact, the absence of systematic treatment warrants that

conclusion, for there is quite enough diversity in practice

(that should follow well defined lines) to indicate either a

want of interest or Information^ or both.

The degree of importance attached to the points of design

named is best explained by the statement that sills, even

though trussed, are in the best condition to carry their load

when supported so as to give three equal panels or spaces be

tween the body bolsters. The reason for this is obvious, since

sills are simply beams, and they are frequently made to carry

loads that cannot pi-operly be called distributed, and in such

cases the car framing is weak at the part having the longest

distance between supports. With three equally spaced divi-

sions between the body bolsters, it is necessary to proportion

the sills to carry, unaided, the distributed load between cross-

ties, and also between cross-ties and bolsters; when sills are

so designed they are strong enough to withstand all other

stresses brought to bear on them.

In the proposed division of the sills into three panels it is

seen that the cross-ties have a definitely assigned location and
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The Principles of Car Trussing,

distance apart that is always proportioned to the distance be

tween bolsters. With this distance for a base it is an easy

problem to give the truss rods such a drop as to keep the

fiber stress within the requirements, and it is this matter of

depth of truss that is vital after the location of cross-ties has
been decided on. This is illustrated by the accompanying
stress diagram of a 60,000 pound car—which is shown without

the superstructure, as that has no bearing on the subject in

hand.

This car is 36 feet long, and has six sills, and four 1% inch

truss rods. The weight of the body is 18,000 pounds, and with

the 'ated capacity, the load to be carried by the bolsters is

78,000 pounds, or 2,166 pounds per foot. The load supported at

the several points is shown above the sills, together with the

amounts coming directly on the bolsters, and also those trans-

mitted to the bolsters by truss rods. In this arrangement we
find a fiber stress of 13,000 pounds per square inch on each

truss rod; there is a pull of 19,000 pounds to produce this

stress, and there is also a horizontal component due to this

pull equal to 18,785 pounds on each rod, which must be pro

vided for at the end sill.

The effect of an unsymmetrical disposition of the cross-tie3

by making them 6 feet 8 inches between centers, with all other

conditions remaining the same, is to put a fiber stress of 14,417

pounds per square inch on each rod, and increase the pull to

21,414 pounds, with a resulting compression of 20,938 pounds

on the end sill under each rod. The fiber stress is thus in-

creased nearly 1,500 pounds, due to the movement of the truss

rod support one foot nearer the center of the car. There ara

two remedies to choose from to reduce this fiber stress—one

is to make a deeper truss, and the other is to increase the

diameter of the rods; if the latter is done, it will require Wz
inch rods, which will reduce the stress to 12,160 pounds per
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square inch, with a corresponcling reduction of the stress at

the end sill. This is a procedure often followed, but it is falla-

cious, as will be shown.

Returning to the diagram, and leaving all dimensions ai

they stand, except the depth of truss, and malcing that 30

inches instead of 24 inches, it can be shown that 114-incU rod^

may be used, which will give a fiber stress of 12,800 poundi

per square inch and a horizontal component of only 15,000

pounds. It is evident that increasing the truss is a more ad-

vantageous method of reducing the fiber stress than to in-

crease the size of the rod, but there are still other advantages

in the increased truss, one of which is the weight of the IVi-

inch rods of C16 pounds per car against 724 pounds for th'i

1% rods, which is an item worth considering, and the

other advantage is the price, which will be, roughly, fl8 for

the set of ll^-inch rods and ?29 per set for the 1%-inch rods.

The deep truss also opens the way to a deep section for the

cross-tie timbers, which is an important advantage in holding

a frame in line transversely to offset weak sills or bad loading,

and mure particularly the latter.

CENTER OF GR.WITY OF LOCOMOTIVES.—SIMPLE
METHOD OF DETERMINING.

By G. R. Henderson,

Assistant Superintendent of Motive Power C. & N. W. Ry.

The determination of the center of gravity of locomotives is a

laboriou.s task when computed mathematically, because in or-

der to be accurate the weight and location of the center of

gravity of each and every piece should be ascertained and their

moments above the rail figured out, but the labor being so

great, assumptions are made which affect more or less the

final figures. It occurred to the writer that a practical method

could be applied and the following was therefore evolved:

Suppose that we have a body of symmetrical cross section,

the weight of which is known. If this body be tipped slightly

so that one of the edges ujion which it stands is lower than

the other, the center of gravity will be displaced laterally. If

this body rests upon supports at the two lower edges only, then

the lower support will sustain more weight than the higher

one. due to the lateral displacement of the center of gravity.

Fig. 1.

and if the angle is such that the center of gravity be vertically
over the lower edge, the total weight will come on this edge,
and the body will be in unstable equilibrium. Thus, in Fig.
1. the whole weight will come upon the support B, but in Fig.
2 a portion will rest upon A and another portion upon B, but
the sum of these two will be equal to the total weight.

'

Let
the weight of a symmetrical body be represented by W, the load
on each support by Pa and Pb, respecUvely; then Pa plus Pb

equals W. Let also the horizontal distance between the sup-

ports be represented by h and the vertical difference by v; also

the distance measured horizontally between the support, B, and
a vertical dropped through the center of gravity be represented

by X. Now, by equal moments Pa X h equals W X, and X
equals Pa b

W.
As the body is symmetrical, the center of gravity must be in

the central axis c-d and at the Intersection with the vertical

through y, at a distance X from B, or at O. This may be laid

off graphically or it may be calculated by similar triangles.

The reproduced photograph. Fig. 3, illustrates the application

of this principle to locomotives. The engine was first care-

fully weighed on the track scales, with a certain height of wa-

ter, etc., and was backed off the scales. The rail was then re-

moved from the narrow side of the scale platform, and blocks

laid close together, like ties from the outer frame to the fixed

or dead rail support, care being taken to see that the portion

of the scale under these blocks was entirely free. A rail was
laid to gauge on these blocks, and a slope prepared at one end.

All was now ready, and the beam being balanced, the water

was brought to the same level as before in the boiler, and the

engine run upon the new track, and the load upon the lower

Fig. 3.-Easy Way to Locate the Height of the Center of Cravlty

of a Locomotive.

rail weighed. While the engine is upon the scales, a level

should be run from rail to rail to determine the exact differ-

ence of level for use in making the calculations; in the case
illustrated this was about 7% Inches. Of course, there Is a
slight error, due to shifting of the water sidewise in the boiler,

which tends to exaggerate the result. The frames should be
blocked over the boxes, so that the boiler will stand relatively
to the wheels the same as on level track.

If care be taken, accurate results may be obtained, as with
the small elevation mentioned, an Increase In weight of 25,00f

pounds on the lower side of the engine was shown by the scales,

the total weight of the locomotive being about 140,000 pounds.
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112,000-Pound Steel Ore Car-Caledonian Railway.

Mr. John F McIntosh, Locomotive Superintendent.

Longitudinal Sections.

/Pj-^.v, j fix?^^ComerFt

Plan and Section.

112,000-POUND STEEL ORE CARS IN SCOTLAND.

Caledonian Railway.

End View and Transverse Section.

A departure in car constructiun ni English practice is marked
by the introduction of 50-ton (English tons of 2,240 lbs.) gon-
dola cars of the American type upon the Caledonian Railway.
Through the courtesy of Mr. John F. Mcintosh, Locomotive Su-
perintendent of the road, we have received a photograph of one
of these cars, together with particulars and drawings.
These cars have steel underframes and wooden sides built on

framing of steel and they are mounted on two four-wheel
trucks, of the American type, with arch bar side frames. The
design is by Mr. Mcintosh, and the cars were built at the St.

Rollox Works of the road.

The cars have four sills, which are 10 in. channels with plate
end sills and frequent transverse stiffening plates, which, to-
gether with the corner braces, are clearly shown in the engrav-
ings. There are eight truss rods of 1% in. iron terminating at
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the l)olKters and placed close together at each side of the longi-

tudinal sills. The body Ijolsters are 10 in. channels and the

truck bolsters are of the same section, 9 in. high and trussed

with two 1% in. rods.

The jo\irnals are concave an<i (i and 7'/j by 12 inches in size.

We are not told the weight boyond the fact that they have only

half the tare of ordinary lOnglish "wagons." although accom-

modating teven times the load of iron ore which the small

ones will carry. Twenty of these cars take the cargo of a ves-

sel carrying 1,000 tons of ore, and English traffic men are

greatly interested in the experiment which promises great ac-

celeration in the despatch and economy of handling such car-

goes. The principal dimensions are as follows:

r.ii>acily SO tons iron ore
Total whfi'l baso 29 feet 3 inches
Whcrl liase of truck 5 feet 9 Inches
I,cn),'tti over hcailstocks 3.5 feet
l-iiiK'tli >v<'r ImfTcrs 38 feet 4 inches
Lcimlh iMslclc body 34 feet 7 Inches
Wiiltli Inside body 7 feet 7 Inches
nipth of l)oil.v 4 fpct
.loiinials ((.-oncave) 12 inches by 6 and IV2 inches

Mr. Mcintosh says that were it not for the narrow limits of

clearance he would build the cars from 18 inches to two feet

wider, ,Tnd he would also make them higher. He also writes

Wheel base, engine 16 ft. 9 In.

Wheel base, total engine and tender 38 ft. T/j In.

Tractive force 17,800 lbs.
Tank capacity 3,0s0 Bal.
Weight of engine 102,370 lbs.
Weight of tender 84,900 lbs.
Total weight of engine and tender 187,290 lbs.
Fuel space for m tons of coal.

It is evident that Mr. Mcintosh deserves a great deal of

credit for the boldne.ss with which he has treated the car de-

sign, and it is the more merited because he builds large cars

without the advantage of the transition which characterized

the movement in this country.

TEN-WHEEL FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES.

Chicago Great Western Railway.

This road has ten locomotives like the one shown in the ac-

companying engraving, built by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, five of which are simple and the other five are Vau-

clain compounds. These engines have been running since last

spring, and, while they are all giving good results, the com-
pounds appear to show an advantage in fuel economy, but the

Ten-Wheel Freight Locomo'ive- Chicago Great Western Railway.

Built hit the Baldwin Locomotive M'orka.

that this design is not confined to the ore traffic, but is also

carrying grain, cement and steel billets. It is likely to be used

in hauling coal for the locomotives of the road. The couplings

are of the ordinary British type, and judging from experience

with heavy cars in this country, it may be expected that they

will need to be modified perhaps on the lines of our practice.

The cars have Westinghouse brakes. They are also fitted with

a simple device for applying the hand brakes from either side

of the car, which was recently brought out by Mr. Mcintosh.

It is stated that the use of these cars in general service will

necessitate many alterations along the line in the sidings and
turntables, and that these changes will be made if the experi-

ment proves to be successful. To us there is no doubt of the

success of the car itself, the only question being as to the pos-

sibility of getting them over English roads with their restricted

clearances. If successful in this regard, this experiment will

probably lead to the introduction of large freight cars, carried

on trucks, with automatic couplers and continuous brakes to re-

place the 8 and 10-ton cars of the present equipment. The
innovation is interesting in view of the success of the large car

in the United States.

A new design of 6-coupled freight locomotives has been
brought out simultaneously with these cars, and specially in-

tended to haul them. These locomotives, also built by the
road at St. Rollox. are considered in Great Britain as specially

powerful, particularly in boiler capacity. Their chief dimen-
sions are as follows:

Cylinders 1814 in. dia. x 20 in. stroke
^Vheels 5 ft. in. dia.
Heating surface \,u<S sc|. ft.
Working pressure IGO lbs. per sq. in.

length of service has not been sufficient to permit of determin-

ing exactly what the saving will be. We have received the

photograph and information from Mr. David Van Alstine,

Master Mechanic of the road. The engines have driving axles

of "Coffin Toughened Steel," Mcintosh blow-off cocks, West-

inghouse air brakes. Tower couplers and Leach sanders. The

principal dimensions are given in the following table:

Total weight of engine IGO.OOO lbs.

Weight on drivers 120.000 lbs.

Driving wheel base 15 ft.

Total wheel base of engine 27 ft. 2 in.

Diameter of cylinders, simples 20 in.

Diameter of c\-linflers. compounds 15^ in. and 26 in.

Stroke of piston 28 In.

Diameter of driving wheels 63 in.

Material of driving wheel centers Cast steel
Flange tires on all driving wheels.
Driving box material Cast steel
Diameter and length of driving axle journals 9 in. by 12 in.

Di;imeter and length of main crank pin journals G% in. by 6 in.

Engine truck, swing bolster.
Engine truck journals 6 in. by 12 m.
Engine truck wheels .30 in.

Boiler, style Wagon top
Diameter at first ring 64 in.

\\'orking pressure 200 lbs.

Fireliox 112 in. by 42 in.

Numlier of tubes 275

Diameter of tubes 2<4 in.

Length of tubes 15 ft.

Heating surface, firebox 190 sq. ft.

F-lues 2,410 sq. ft.

Total 2.600 sq. ft.

Grate area 32.6 sq. ft.

Hrick arch, supported on 3 in. tubes.

Tender.

Tender wheels 33 in. cast iron
Journals 4% in. by 8 In.

Wheel base 15 ft. 4 in.

Tender frame 10 in. steel channel
Water capacity 6.000 gal.
Coal capacity 10 tons
Trucks furnished by Standard Car Truck Company.
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COKE AS LOCOMOTIVE FUEL.

Boston & Maine Railroad.

The Boston & Maine has taken up the subject of coke as a

fuel for locomotives in a systematic, practical way, and now
has 100 locomotives fitted up for burning it exclusively. The
favorable qualities of coke for this service have been known
for a long time and its use is not by any means new, but we
believe that it has never been adopted so extensively and so

successfully before. Not the least interesting feature of the

practice is the fact that the coke is obtained at a point far re-

moved from the coal regions.

The introduction of the practice on the Boston & Maine

was due to the interest which the president, Mr. Lucius Tut-

tle, takes in the subject of fuel, and its complete success is

due to careful application and experiment on the part of the

officers of the motive power department. Mr. Tuttle states

positively to us that coke burning is an unqualified success and

is no longer in any essential feature an experiment. He regards

the coke which he is using as an ideal locomotive fuel and

engines are being equipped to burn it as fast as possible. The
present supply is at the rate of 100,000 tons per year, which is

equal to about one-fifth of the amount which would be re-

quired for all the locomotives now in service. They would all

burn coke if the supply was suflicient. On this subject more
will be said later. Mr. Tuttle regards the use of coke as the

best solution of the smoke, cinder, dirt and spark problems, and

in fire claims alone he expects to save $100,000 a year. He was
led into its use by his "experience on the New York, New Ha-
ven & Hartford because of the rigid smoke nuisance laws of

the City of New York. When he was vice-president of that

road he experimented with coke and used the Connellsville

product for firing a number of locomotives out of New York, the

experience being entirely successful as regards the fuel, but the

cost was prohibitive for regular road service. Three years ago

it was decided that the Boston & Maine was ready to use coke

extensively as soon as the question of cost could be satisfacto-

rily disposed of, and this has been done by the co-operation

of Mr. Henry M. Whitney and the New England Gas & Coke
Co. This company's plant at Everett, Mass., was designed to

make gas from Dominion coal and the coke is one of the by-

products. If the coke was obtained from coal without regard

to other products the cost would be prohibitive, but the plan

of these works is such that it is furnished at a cost which Is

more favorable to the road than that of coal, and while no

elaborate comparative tests have yet been made between the

two fuels, there is good reason to believe that in evaporative

efiiciency coke has an advantage. The exact cost is not di-

vulged, but it may be stated positively that it is no more ex-

pensive than coal.

About 12 locomotives in suburban service were fitted up for

coke burning in April of this year, and at present it is used

in this service out of Boston, in switching service on nearly

all of the important divisions and in some of the heaviest pas-

senger service of the road between Boston and Portland. In

every case it has been entirely successful, whether in short or

long runs, and while used chiefly on passenger locomotives

there is every reason to expect equally good results in freight

work. Sixty of the engines on the Eastern and Western

Divisions use it exclusively and the other 40 coke-

burning engines are distributed over the other divisions. Its

chief advantages are cleanliness and freedom from smoke and

from spark throwing. In operation on the road there is a

noticeable pale blue haze to be seen from the stack when the

engine is working hard with the lever "in the corner," but

after shortening the cut-off it is not to be seen except in tun-

nels or under bridges. The front ends are almost entirely clear

but the nettings are not removed because of the possibility

of drawing small pieces of fuel through the tubes when work-

ing hard. Some clinker forms, but not as much as is found with

Dominion coal burned without coking, and most of the coke

clinker must be combustible, because it is very seldom neces-

sary to remove it from the fireboxes even after a run of over

100 miles. It is easier to handle than coal, but its bulk is to

that of coal as 5 to 3, and large racks are placed on the ten-

ders of engines making long runs. It is the cleanest of solid

locomotive fuels. A representative of this journal enjoyed a

clean and comfortable ride of about 60 miles on one of these

engines. There was no dust or dirt in the cab and none from
the stack except a very fine whitish metallic dust which did

not adhere to clothing and was not sufficient to be in the least

disagreeable. It is evident that the running gear, valve motion

and driving boxes will be greatly benefited by the absence of

flying dust and grit from the coal. Mr. Tuttle has good rea-

sons for considering it an ideal locomotive fuel.

At first it was considered necessary to use water grates be-

cause of the extremely high temperature of the fire which re-

sulted in burning out ordinary cast-iron grates. The grates

used in the earlier experiments had water bars like those for

burning anthracite, and while these did not prove trouble-

some in any way it was considered desirable to avoid the

troubles which time would be likely to develop by the burning

out of the tubes. It was considered desirable to save the ex-

pense of fitting up the water grates and also to provide means
for using exactly the same grates for coke as for coal. Experi-

ment developed the fact that coke may be burned on ordinary

cast-iron grates by introducing steam into the ash pans. This

cools the grates and prevents them from melting by the in-

tense heat; it also tends to reduce the amount of clinker. The
present practice is to place a T in the exhaust pipe from the

Westinghouse air brake pump and conduct a portion of the

exhaust into a %-inch pipe which extends down and across

the front end of the ash pan. The end of the pipe is plugged

and the steam issues from five i/4-inch holes in this pipe and

passes back under the grates. This steam does not appear to

have any noticeable effect on the fire, but it is possible tuat it

aids combustion as well as saves the grates. The engines are

now converted into coke burners by the addition of this very

simple piping and the use of a portion of this steam that would

otherwise be thrown away. For the return to coal burning

this pipe may be plugged or it may be provided with a cock.

A part of the air pump exhaust is sufficient for the coke and
only that portion is required that will naturally pass out of a

pipe fitted up in this way, while the remainder goes up the

stack. The water grates, steam jet piping and the cast-iron

grates used in connection with coke are illustrated by these

engravings. The cast-iron grate is not new, but is shown be-

cause it is successful in burning coke.

The evaporative performance Is not yet known, but the regu-

lar performance sheets show a uniformly better record for

coke than for coal, ton for ton. The advantage in severe pas-

senger service is about one mile per ton. The records of this

road are not given in ton-mile units. A part of the saving

is in the reduction of back pressure which is due to the pos-

sibility of opening out the nozzles. Mr. Henry Bartlett, Su-

perintendent of Motive Power, says that the nozzles of nearly

all of the coke burning engines are made about Vi inch larger

than when using coal. This is a very important item because

it affects the power of the engine as well as the fuel perform-

ance, and if the records were made on a tonnage basis this

ought to make a still more favorable showing for coke. When
working hard there is some movement of light stuff in the

fire but it does not get to the tubes and the tubes are not se-

riously coated. The coating is easily scraped off at the end
of a run and the tubes do not require cleaning out as often

as with coal.

In steaming qualities very little if anything is left to be de-

sired. Coke gives a remarkably hot fire and, thus far,

there has been no indication of trouble with tube sheets or

tubes. The fact that the fire door is not required to be wide
open about half the time should favor these parts and herein

is another advantage of coke. The practice is to fill up the

firebox to within 3 inches of the door opening, working the
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COKE BURNING ON LOCOVIOTIVES-BOSTON & MAINE R. R.

Water Grates and Cast Iron Crates Now Successfully Used.

Are somewhat thinner toward the front end. This is done

when possible, while at a station or when the engine is shut

off. because coke, like anthracite, requires a little time to kin-

dle, and when started it will hold the steam for a hard run of

from 6 to 10 miles without touching the fire. The writer saw

the run from Lynn to Boston, 11 miles, made with 10 cars in

about 1.5 minutes without the fire being disturbed in any way.

The firebox is filled up about 5 minutes before leaving a ter-

minal and the fire is good for about 10 miles. One engineer

goes so far as to say that he can fire with coke exactly the

same as with coal. The fire door may be kept closed, but It

is generally left slightly open. This seems to improve the

combustion. It also prevents the coating of the flues and ap-

pears to aid in burning up the clinker, although the introduc-

tion of the steam jet under the grates has practically over-

come the difficulties with clinker. The flame is long and the mo-
tive power officers believe that in spite of the high temperature
there will be less destructive effect on the firebox sheets and

tubes than is experienced with coal. From some engines a

large amount of gas escapes into the cab while standing unless

the blower is put on, but in other cases the blower is seldom

used. The gas is very much like that from charcoal. In run-

ning it appears to be necessary to work the grates a little

about every six or eight miles. When this is done and steam

is admitted under the grates no clinkers are formed except

such as may be disposed of without giving trouble.

In looking for some disadvantages about this fuel only one

was found. Coke burns so freely that it cannot be banked,

and it is necessary to rake the forward portion of the grates

bare while standing in the round house. The watchmen give

idle engines a little more attention when using coke, but this

is not a serious matter. It is, of course, possible that further

difiiculties may appear with longer experiences. This brief

acquaintance seems to be almost too favorable.

The manufacture of the coke is as interesting as its behavior

in the firebox, it is made in Otto-HotCman by-product coke
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ovens, of which the New England Gas & Coke Co. has 150 in

operation. The immense 288-acre plant of this concern in Ev-

erett, Mass., near Boston, will ultimately include 1,200 ovens

and 400 are now ready for heating when the necessary provi-

sions for using the gas are completed. This process reduces

the cost of gas to such a point as to make it profitable for the

gas companies of Boston to discontinue manufacturing, and

mains are now under construction connecting the Everett

works with the gas holders of the Boston gas concerns, who
will become retail dealers of this by-product gas. The usual

method of making coke is in "bee-hive" ovens, from which the

gas is allowed to escape into the atmosphere. The Otto-Hoff-

man oven permits of saving not only the gas, but also tar and

ammonia, and the coke is stated by the manufacturers to be

in some respects superior to that from the bee-hive ovens.

It is stated to be chemically equivalent to Connells-

ville coke and at the same time is denser and physically

stronger and also is superior in available heat units by about

4 to 8 per cent. It contains very little iron and sulphur. The
slack (V^-inch size) of the Dominion coal is used for coking,

the lump coal being otherwise disposed of. All these items

and particularly the labor-saving appliances which have been

WorJied out minutely at these works, also the great size of the

plant, contribute toward reducing the cost of the coke.
The demand for coke in industrial establishments is likely

to increase and the New England railroads may not for some
time be able to secure as much as they desire. One road has
already contracted to take 400,000 tons per year, when that
amount is available, and other roads are experimenting with
it for their own information, with a view of taking it up after
the manner of the Boston & Maine. Inquiries are now being
made as to the result, and we shall probably have further in-
formation on this subject.

Coke requires care in storage to protect it from the weather,
because of its spongy character, and its tendency to absorb wa-
ter. It should be stored in sheds. Much more information
might be included in this description, but further space will
be taken only to give the composition of this coke, which is

as follows: Volatile matter, 1.27%; fixed carbon and sulphur,
69.82%; ash, 8.91%; moisture, 3.67%. These proportions, of
course, vary with the coal.

A REMARKABLE PASSENGER RUN ON THE NEW YORK
CENTRAL.

One of the new Schenectady ten-wheel passenger locomo-
tives on the New York Central, illustrated and described in
our issue of August, 1899, page 255, hauled an exceedingly
heavy train over this road from New York to Albany on Au-
gust 19th, which is believed to eclipse the records of previous
heavy passenger trains. The train consisted of 16 cars, and.
excluding the engine, passengers and baggage, weighed 707
tons. Its total length was 1,202 feet. The total weight of
the 16 cars, .empty, was 1,415,895 pounds. The weight of the
mail (estimated) was 30,000 pounds, the baggage 15,000 pounds,
the express matter 16.000 pounds, and the estimated weight
of 600 passengers is 90,000 pounds, giving a total of 1,837.795
pounds, or 918 tons of 2,000 pounds, including the engine.
The individual weight of the cars are as follows: First mail
car, 82,775 pounds; second mail car, 87,250 pounds; coach, 86,-
160 pounds; coach, 93,100 pounds; smoking car, 46,700 pounds';
coach, 64,360 pounds; coach, 64,850 pounds; cafe car, 100,000
pounds; dining car, 102,000 pounds; sleeper, 98,600 pounds;
sleeper, 102,000 pounds; parlor car, 100,800 pounds; sleeper,
104,500 pounds; sleeper, 103,800 pounds; parlor car, 79,000
pounds; parlor car, 100,000 pounds.
The train made better than schedule time from New York

to Albany, 143 miles. The schedule is three hours and fifteen
minutes, including two stops, the required speed being 44
miles per hour. The running time of this train was three
hours and thirteen minutes, including the two stops, which

made a speed for the trip of a little less than 44% miles an

hour. The total weight of the engine and tender is 270,900

pounds. The weight on drivers is 128,900 pounds and on the

truck 40,000 pounds.

COMBINED PNEUMATIC BLOW-OFF COCK AND BOILER
CHECK.

Wm. Mcintosh,

Superintendent of Motive Power, Central R. R. of New Jersey.

A new combination of boiler check valve and a blow-off

cock, which really assembles four functions in one device, has

been designed and patented by Mr. Wm. Mcintosh, Super-

intendent of Motive Power of the Central Railroad of New
Jersey, the device and its attachment to the boiler of a loco-

motive being illustrated by the accompanying engraving. This

arrangement embodies two check valves and a blow-off cock

in one fitting, which is also used in connection with con-

duits inside the boiler, whereby water blown off may be

drawn from the surface or from the bottom of the boiler, as

desired.

The device combining the check valve and the blow-off cock

is attached to the boiler in the usual way by means of a

flange secured to the shell of the boiler by rivets. Into this

flange the casing containing the valves is screwed and the

check valve nearest the boiler is almost entirely within the

flange itself, the only projection beyond the face of the flange

being the end of the spindle where it passes through its guide,

The attachment of the valve casing to the flange is rein-

forced by an annular extension of the flange into which the

cylindrical portion of the casing fits, forming a substantial

reinforcement to guard against the breakage of the casing at

this point. The casing also contains an outer check valve, a

blow-off cock and an air cylinder for the operation of the

blow-off cock. The neck of the casing immediately below

the blow-off cock is thinned down to make this point weaker
than any other part, for the purpose of inviting fracture, due

to any outside injury, at a point away from the main check

valve, as a measure of safety.

The construction of the device is very clearly indicated in

the engraving. The valves are guided and are not dependent
upon wings to keep them in position. The check valves have
wings arranged with spiral inclinations for the purpose of

twirling the valves while in use, which tends to keep them
free from obstruction. These wings are located at a sufli-

cient distance from the face of the valve to give a full open-

ing for the entrance of the water.

The blow-off cock requires little explanation, except to state

that it is operated from the cab by air pressure, which is ap-

plied agair:::t the piston in the cylinder, the valve being
brought to its seat by the spiral spring when there is no pres-

sure upon the boiler. The purpose of the handle at the top of

the valve is to provide means for opening and closing the

blow-off cock by hand and its operation is made clear by the

drawing. The air piston opens the blow-off valve and by pres-

sing against the spindle of the inner check valve the boiler

water is allowed to pass out.

The second engraving shows the method of attachment to

the boiler. The two combination valves are applied to their

flanges, and they open into flattened 4-inch tubes bent to con-
form to the shape of the boiler shell. The tube at the left is

short and closed at the top. It deposits the feed at the bottom
of the boiler and when blowing off takes the water from the
same place. The other tube opens above the check into a pair

of skimmers and the bottom end is fitted with a hinged valve.

This tube deposits feed water at the bottom of the boiler and
takes surface water when used in blowing off.

This little device offers several advantages over present prac-

tice, and in its service on a number of engines on the worst
water district of the Chicago & Northwestern it has more than
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Combined Blow-off Cock and Boile- Check.

Vesigned and Patent dbyMr. William Mel-to h.

"The advantages of the use of gas engines can be best ap-

preciated," says Mr. George Westinghouse in a recent pam-

phlet entitled "Westinghouse Gas Engines," "when it is un-

derstood that if a gas company were to supplant the present

gas illumination by an equal amount of electric light, ob-

tained from gas engines and dynamos driven by its gas, it

would have left for sale, for other purposes, over GO per cent,

of its present gas output."

R)«ht and U(t])lichiii7« Q

Arrangement of Checks and Blow-off Pipes in the Boiler.

fulfilled expectations. The boiler check is protected from ex-

ternal injury. The supplemental check in the casing takes the

place of the usual swinging or globe check in the feed pipe

and also takes the place of the check placed near the injector.

The combination of the blow-off cock and check valve saves

boiler fittings and it has the important advantage of carrying

the boiler water in both directions through the main check

valve, which keeps it free from scale. The piping leading from

the check valves inside the boiler deposits the feed water most
favorably for promoting circulation and for preventing the

adherance of scale to the heating surfaces, as well as avoiding

the sfaining of the boiler, which is often caused by introduc-

ing ILc feed water against the heating surfaces.

The White Star Liner "Oceanic," which has recently come

to New York on her maiden trip, marks an epoch in ship-

building. This vessel is gigantic and yet so well proportioned

that no impression of clumsiness is given. This ship is more

than 50 per cent, larger in tonnage than the "Kaiser Wilhelm

der Grosse," and we are now told that the "Cymric," now be-

ing built at Belfast, is even larger than the "Oceanic." The

latter vessel was described in our issue of July, 1897. Her ton-

nage is stated to be 31.590, as against 20,000 for the "Kaiser

Wilhelm der Grosse."

The leakage of steam from the steam pipes of various Kinds

of plants using ordinary amounts of piping is probably much

greater than is generally believed. Mr. R. S. Hale, in "Tht

Engineering Magazine," states that he has found the followin;

proportions of steam to be lost in this way when exposed by

tests:

Mills 5 to 'f* P'-'" cent.

EUctric plants 2^ to 7 per cent.

Steamships 1% to 10 per cent.

Waterworks 2i^ Per cent.

The proportion of loss depends upon whether the plant is

worked up to its full capacity. If the electric plant with a loss

of 7 per cent, is working at one-third of its capacity the loss is

21 per cent, of the steam actually used.
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Train resistance formulae have formed one of the most elu-

sive subjects of investigation connected with the operation of

railroads, and a great deal of excellent scientific work has

been done in this direction, some of which dates back to 1829.

Clark's formula has been proven over and over again to give

incorrect results when applied to present conditions, and as

the investigations go on the resistance of trains seems to di-

minish, as every new formula seems to indicate that previous

ones were too high. Some of the formulae are as follows:

D. K. Clarke R = 8 +

1

Special Notice.— 4s the American Engineer and Railroad
Journal is printed, and ready tor mailing on the last day of
the month, correspondence, advertisements, etc., intended for
insertion must be received not later than the 20th day of each
month.

Cotitribntions.—Articles relating to railway rolling stock con-
struction and management and kindred topics, by those who
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new equipment for the road or the shop, by purchase or construc-
tion.

To Subscribers.—2'Ae American Engineer and Railroad
Journal is mailed regularly to every subscriber each
month. Any subscriber who fails to receive his paper ought
at 07ice to notify the postmaster at the office of delivery, and in
case the paper is not then obtained this office should be notiffd,
so that the missing paper may be supplied. When a snb-
scriber changes his address he ought to notify this office at
once, so that the paper may be sent to the proper destination.

The paper may be obtained and subscriptions for it sent to the
following agencies: Chicago, Post Office Neics Co.. 217 Dearborn
Street. London, Eng., Sampson Low, Marston & Co.. Limited
St. Uunstan's House. Fetter Lane. £. C.

The facts in the case of the introduction of Westinghouse
brakes into Russia on a large scale have been published in this

journal, and we now have a copy of the order issued by the
Minister of Ways and Communication which was transmitted
by Consul-General HoUoway of St. Petersburg. The order
states explicitly that this brake is to be applied to the locomo-
tives and freight cars of the system of 5-foot gauge railroads of
Russia, including both the government and private lines, the
Transcaucassian Railroad and the roads in European Russia.
The private lines may order the brakes directly from the manu-
facturers or they may secure them through the ofHcial chan-
nels; contracts made by the roads, however, must come before
the Minister of Ways and Communication. It is made plain
enough that the whole question of brakes is being handled of-
ficially. Provisions are made for careful instruction of train
and engine men by the use of air brake instruction cars, and
the order throughout gives the impression that the Russian
railroad authorities do not intend to leave anything undone to
insure satisfactory braking appliances.

171

Engineering News R =-7; + 2

Baldwin Locomotive Works R : =T+3
p. H. Dudley R = 1 + V H- 8

The last mentioned formula is printed in a recent issue of

the "Railroad Gazette," and was obtained from a large number
of indicator cards taken at different speeds on a heavy freight

engine hauling a heavy train on the New York Central be-

tween West Albany and De Witt. Each investigator gets up a

new formula, and Mr. Dudley believes it necessary to use differ-

ent constants for varying conditions of tracks and train

weights. It may and probably will be necessary to use a great

many constants, because those who know most about this sub-

ject believe that train resistance varies with every journal

box. The more this subject is pursued the clearer becomes

the fact that one exceedingly important factor is usually neg-

lected. This is the acceleration or retardation of trains. There

is no way to secure reliable data on train resistance which

does not include these items, and it seems probable that one

reason for the diversity of opinions arises from the variation

of speed, which is the most difiicult factor of all to provide for

in the calculations.

The relative merits of the locomotive testing plant and road

tests for securing reliable information in testing locomotives

form an interesting and fruitful topic for discussion. It was

introduced at the September meeting of the New York Rail-

road Club by Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson in a paper describing an

elaborate series of road tests involving compound locomotives

and valves of the piston and ordinary balanced types. There

are advantages in both methods of testing and a careful esti-

mate of the possibilities of both must lead to the conclusion

that each has advantages not possessed by the other. Some
will not see any good in road tests, because the uncontrollable

conditions make it impossible to know what the results mean.

Others will not have testing plant tests because the locomotive

when run on rollers does not act as it does on the road. As

road tests are usually conducted, under a species of excitement

and with the interests, either professional or pecuniary, of cer-

tain individuals at stake and a view of securing data in the

shortest possible time, the conditions are generally such as to

render the results of very little value, because of the very great

influence of the "personal equation." The fireman may, and

usually does, influence the results of road tests more than any

ordinary change the value of which is sought for in the tests.

We have enough data at hand at this time to establish this

statement. The conditions are likely to vary to such an extent

with hurried road tests that there is no telling what the flgures

really indicate, and conclusions based upon them may generally

be suspected. This is rather hard on road tests, but it does not

mean that the idea of road tests is all wrong. It means that

they should be extended over a length of time suflicient to

overcome the influence of variables, and the effects of the preju-

dices of the men handling the engines, whether these are favor-

able or unfavorable. Variables may be controlled to a great

extent in laboratory tests and the testing plant should unques-

tionably be used for work requiring the separation of factors,

for example, in the comparison of different forms of arrange-
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raents of exhaust nozzles and draft appliances. In such work

the boiler conditions must be uniform and the speed must be

controllable. It was possible to accomplish this in the tests of

the Master Mechanics' Association committee on exhaust ap-

pliances In 1896 by the use of oil fuel on the testing plant

whereby the conditions of boiler operation were kept constant

and tJie speed was controlled by a centrifugal governor. It is

obvious that road tests on such subjects would be valueless.

The final settlement of many important questions must be had

on the road, but those in which a slight change in one of sev-

eral conditions which are constantly changing on the road will

effect the results, should be submitted to the testing plant.

Both the stationary testing plant and the dynamometer car

are necessary, and each fulfills conditions that the other does

not. Generally both will be needed in solving a problem in lo-

comotive operation.

HIGH PRESSURE AND DRY STEAM.

The most favorable steam pressures for locomotives seem

by many to be considered as settled at about present limits,

and in recent discussions involving this subject it is made ap-

parent that considerable comfort is being taken from this sup-

posed fact.

It is generally believed that simple locomotives should not

carry pressure higher than 190 lbs., and that 200 lbs. is most

favorable for compounds. It has never been clearly demon-

strated that either of these limits are correct, and the problem

of pressures is unquestionably important enough to warrant

specially careful investigation, in view of the great advances

in economy which have been made in this direction in marine

practice.

It is generally understood that higher pressures permit of

improvement in economy at the engines and that this is the

cause of the greatest improvement of modern steam engineer-

ing. It is not so well understood, however, that a great ad-

vantage may be gained by increasing the boiler pressure with-

out increasing the pressure of the engines, and yet this is prob-

ably one of the most effective of recent improvements in ma-
rine work which has accompanied the rise of pressures in the

engines.

By this is meant that there is a great deal to be gained by
carrying a very liigh boiler pressure, which is reduced to a

proper working pressure at the engines. The worst enemy of

fuel economy is wet steam, and this reduction of pressure,

which is accomplished without doing work, is an effective and
inexpensive method of drying the steam before it goes to the

cylinders. If the steam is dry when it leaves the boiler, It will

be superheated by this process, and every one knows the de-

sirability of superheating. The explanation for the superheat-

ing effect is simply that when steam passes through a throttled

passage in a pipe and reduces its pressure, its pressure changes
without a corresponding change in temperature, and it is there-

fore hotter after throttling than the pressure of the steam calls

for in the tables of the properties of saturated steam. This ex-

cess temperature may disappear by evaporating moisture in the

steam, drying the steam, or it may remain and the steam pass
on into the engines in a superheated condition. This is ad-

vantageous because the cylinder is a powerful refrigerator and
the entering steam needs all the heat it can carry, in order to

remain dry as long as possible.

The British Admiralty believe that pressure.s in marine work
will go higher yet. Pressures of 250 pounds and more are suc-
cessfully used in marine engines, and when steam is furnished
by Belleville boilers it is at a pressure of 300 pounds, this re-

duction at the engines being for the purpose of securing dry
steam, as explained.

Dry steam will do more work than wet steam, and the loco-
motive is noted for using wet steam. The question raised here
is whether there is not enough advantage to be had from dry
steam at the cylinders to more than offset the additional

weight that would be required In the boiler in order to carry

the higher pressures. This is one way to attain an increase in

boiler capacity which is generally desirable, and tlie effect on

the economy of working may be very easily ascertained. All

that is necessary Is the building of one locomotive boiler for a

working pressure of say 250 pounds and a reducing value in the

steam pipe, to throttle the pressure to a proper working point

at the cylinders. It would cost so little to Investigate the

nii^rits of this question as to cause surprise that some enter-

prising motive power officer does not take it under considera-

tion. We would like to emphasize what has in effect been al-

ready said: That this idea may possibly prove to be a good

method for increasing boiler capacities.

COKE BURNING ON LOCOMOTIVES.

Coke as locomotive fuel is given considerable space in an-

other column in this issue because of the important and new

conditions which have arisen in New England whereby this

fuel has already taken an important place in the operation of

the railroads of that section. The new development of the

manufacture of gas and coke from Dominion coal and the

introduction of the byproduct coke oven render a good quality

of coke available in considerable quantities, and the intro-

duction of cheaper gas is likely to still further extend the

employment of both coke and gas. In the new plant of the

New England Gas & Coke Company the by-product and labor

saving ideas are so well carried out as to raise the question

whether coke or gas is the real by-product. This is chiefiy a

matter of price, but there seems to be good reason to believe

that coke enough will be produced to supply the passenger

and probably many of the freight locomotives of the New Eng-

land roads when the facilities at present in sight are fully

developed. It has so far been demonstrated that this coke

may be burned successfully on locomotives without expensive

preparations of the grates or fireboxes and that this fuel has

several important advantages over coal. It is also, speaking

conservatively, no more expensive than coal at the present

prices, and, weight for weight, it seems to be fully equivalent

to the coals most favorable for use in that section of the

country.

If suflicient boiler capacity Is provided there seems to be no

difllculty in burning coke in either stationary or locomotive

practice, but there appear to be some peculiarities in the burn-

ing of this fuel which render it advisable that the proportions

of fireboxes and the provision of air openings should be most

favorable to the fuel. Probably about two-thirds as much coke

as coal may be burned per square foot of grate area per hour

and the openings through the grates for the admission of air

need to be somewhat larger for coke. This view seems to be

supported by the fact that on the Boston & Maine it is found

desirable to run with the fire door open on the latches. Coke
consists chiefly of carbon and it is stated that while coal re-

quires from 18 to 20 pounds of air, coke requires about 28

pounds per pound of fuel. The most favorable part of the

heating surface for coke appears to be that of the fire-box, and

if the promised large development of the coke producing In-

dustry is attained it will be important to ascertain the rela-

tive values of the different parts of the heating surfaces, such

as the tubes and the firebox because of the effect of this

knowledge on the design of locomotive boilers in which this

fuel is used.

In looking up the subject of coke burning on locomotives

all available information has been secured and it all points

in one direction. It Is a good fuel and Its use depends upon

the price and the supply. It has been used for some years

on the Baltimore & Ohio and is now in use on the Fitch-

burg and the Boston & Albany, the reports all being favora-

ble. It is not to be expected that coke will be generally used

throughout the United States because it will be impossible to

secure enough of it. It is probable, however, that what has

been done in Boston will be done elsewhere.
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PERSONALS.

Mr. E. B. Ashley has been appointed Chief Engineer of the

Lehigh Valley.

Mr. J. B. Laurie has been appointed Purchasing Agent of the

Central Vermont, to succeed Mr. W. B. Hatch.

Mr. Samuel Potts has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Los Angeles & Redondo, to succeed Mr. W. N. Best.

Mr. P. H. Irwin has been appointed Assistant Chief Engineer

of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Baltimore.

Mr. J. M. Ward has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

Galveston, Houston & Northern, with headquarters at Houston,

Tex.

Mr. J. E. Capps, foreman of Car Repairs of the Georgia

Southern & Florida, has been given the title of Master Car

Builder.

Mr. L. B. Rhodes, Foreman of Machine Shops of the Georgia

Southern & Florida, has been given the title of Master Me-
chanic.

Mr. C. M. St. Clair has been appointed Master Mechanic of

the Chattanooga Southern, to succeed Mr. H. T. Ellison, re-

signed.

Mr. R. L. Stewart has been appointed Master Mechanic of

the El Paso & Northeastern, with headquarters at Alamogordo,

New Mexico.

Mr. A. Sherwood has been appointed Master Mechanic at

Wellington on the Santa Fe. He has been Round House Pore-

man at that point.

Mr. S. M. Felton has been elected President of the Chicago

& Alton, to succeed Mr. E. H. Harriman, who becomes Chair-

man of the Executive Committee.

Mr. A. G. Leonard has been appointed Purchasing Agent of

the Chicago Junction Railway, with office in Chicago, to suc-

ceed Mr. F. T. Croxon.

Mr. J. A. Banks has been appointed Master Mecfianic of the

St. Louis, Kennett & Southern, with office at Kennett, Mo., to

succeed Mr. F. Glover.

Mr. John H. Kiesling has been appointed Master Mechanic
of the Gulf, Beaumont & Kansas City, with headquarters at

Beaumont, Tex., to succeed Mr. F. G. Papineau.

Mr. John Medway has resigned as Master Car Builder of the

Swift Refrigerator Car Line. He was formerly Superintendent
of Motive Power of the Pitchburg Railroad.

Mr. W. P. Dittoe has been appointed Purchasing Agent of the

New York, Chicago & St. Louis, with office at Cleveland, to

succeed Mr. M. M. Rodgers. who has resigned.

Mr. J. A. P. Aspinall, General Manager of the Lancashire &
Yorkshire Railway, of England, is now in the United States
studying the application of electricity to American railroads.

Mr. Lewis Greaven has been appointed Locomotive and Car
Superintendent of the Interoceanic Railway of Mexico, with
headquarters at Puebla, Mexico, to succeed Mr. H. B. Walker,
resigned.

Mr. W. H. Rellly has resigned as Master Mechanic of the

Port Worth & Rio Grande, and Mr. C. H. Burk has been ap-

pointed Acting Master Mechanic, with headquarters at Fort

Worth, Tex.

Mr. A. C. Hone has been appointed Superintendent of Mo-

tive Power and Rolling Stock of the Evansville & Terre Haute,

to succeed the late John Torrence. Mr. Hone was Assistant

to the Chief Engineer.

Mr. L. B. Heers has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

new Pittsburg, Shawmut &. Northern Railroad Company, with

office at Angelica, N. Y. He has hitherto been Master Me-

chanic of the Central New York & Western.

Mr. Thomas Burns, Foreman of Locomotive Repairs of the

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, at East Saint Paul.

Minn., has been appointed Assistant Master Mechanic of that

road at Sioux City, la., to succeed Mr. J. K. Brassill, re-

signed.

Mr. W. J. Miller has resigned as Master Mechanic of the

Kansas City, Pittsburg & Gulf, at Shreveport, La., to accept

the position of Foreman of the shops of the St. Louis South-

western, at Pine Bluff, Ark., to succeed Mr. Oliver Galbraith,

resigned.

Mr. John Hair, Master Mechanic of the Ohio Division of the

Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, at Chillicothe, O., has been

appointed Master Mechanic of the Mississippi Division of the

same road, with headquarters at Washington, Ind., to succeed

Mr. C. E. Walker, resigned.

Mr. W. H. Harrison, formerly Superintendent of Motive

Power of the Baltimore & Ohio Lines west of the Ohio River,

died of heart failure September 9. He was 68 years old and

had served the Baltimore & Ohio 45 years, ending last March,

and was one of the best known and most highly respected

motive power men in this country.

Mr. John T. Carroll has been appointed Mechanical Engineer

of the New York. Chicago & St. Louis R. R., with office at

Cleveland, to succeed Mr. Theo. H. Curtis, who recently re-

signed to take a similar position with the Erie. Mr. Carroll

has been connected with the Brooks Locomotive Works for

seven years, also with several railroads, among which are the

"Rock Island" and the Chicago & Northwestern.

Mr. S. W. Simonds has been appointed general engine-house

foreman of the New York Central, with headquarters at Mott

Haven. He was formerly a locomotive engineer on the Boston

& Maine, afterward general road foreman of engines on the

Pitchburg, master mechanic of the last named road, and sub-

sequently held a similar position on the Philadelphia & Read-

ing. His appointment to his present position marks a new
departure on the New York Central, of which we shall probably

have more to say later.

Mr. Isaac H. Congdon, well known as the inventor of the

Congdon brake shoe, and formerly Superintendent of Motive

Power of the Union Pacific, died at his home In Omaha, Au-

gust 21. at the age of 66 years. He was born in Massachusetts

in 1833 and began railroad work in 1851 as a machinist on the

Cleveland, Columbus & Cincinnati. Afterward he worked as

a machinist on the Springfield, Hartford & New Haven, and

in 1853 returned to the Cleveland, Columbus & Cincinnati as

machine shop foreman. In 1860 he was made Master Me-

chanic of the Great Western Railway at Springfield, 111., and

in 1866 he went to the Union Pacific as General Master Me-

chanic. He served in that capacity for 16 years, when he re-

ceived the title of Superintendent of Motive Power in charge

of both the locomotive and car departments. He resigned this

position in 1885.
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CAR IvIOHTING WITH PINTSCH GAS, CITY GAS AND
ACKTYLICNIO MIXTURE.'

'I'lie idea of using cheap gas for car lighting or of mixing

iuctylcne with I'intsch gas to increase its richness, has long

Ijecn an attractive one to railroad officers, and in response to

a request from a well-known superintendent of motive power

for information as to the possibilities of reducing the cost of

car illimiination, we have looked into the subject with a view

of i)rcscnting the reasons wh.v city gas and mixtures of Pintsch

gas and acetylene are not used in this country.

Tliii-ty-nine years ago the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad

began to equip railroad passenger cars for lighting by gas.

They built compressors and used city gas drawn from the

mains in Philadelphia. Afterward a coal gas plant equipped

with compressing, storage and delivery apparatus was estab-

lished at Reading. The latter plant was changed into an oil

gas plant, and the advantages of the richer gas, both in the

economy of producing the required amount of light per hour,

and the multiplied hours' supply, carried in the tanks of the

cars, was so apparent that the use of city gas at Philadelphia

was discontinued and a Pintsch plant established. The opera-

tion of the plant at Reading was then modified to conform with

Pintsch practice as regards quality of gas and degree of com-

pression.

The gas now used averages six times the value of compressed

city gas. The latter is not manufactured for compressing, and

suffers a considerable loss in illuminating power when com-

pressed. Various tests show this to be from 40 per cent, to GO

per cent., the kind of gas, system of manufacture and method

of operation all affecting the net result.

One hundred and sixty-seven cu. ft. of Pintsch gas, the uni-

versal selling price of which is 8.5 cents throughout the United

States, gives at least as much light as is given by 1,000 cu. ft. of

city gas, and to the first cost of the hitter must be added the ex-

penses incidental to its compression and delivery to cars. This

additional cost averages about $1.25 per thousand cu. ft., mak-

ing the net cost of 1,000 cu. ft. of city gas in cars about $2.50.

For a given amount of light, the less rich In illuminants the

gas is, the more the cost of compressing enters into the cost

of the light. Six times the cost of compressing must be in-

cluded in the case of city gas, where the cost enters but once

when Pintsch gas is used. Therefore the question arises, how
rich a gas can be used and still further reduce this consider-

able element of cost?

The conditions of gas lighting on railroad cars are different

from those generally met with in gas lighting, in this impor-

tant respect: The entire apparatus is continually subject to

jars and chatterings. which detach dust, scale, etc.. from the

inner surfaces of pipes, tanks and fixtures. The detached par-

ticles are carried along by the flow of gas, and if any passage

too small for them is encountered, a stoppage occurs. The
smallest passage is usually the orifice of the burner, and in

the early days of Pintsch practice in the United States, it was
necessary to use a tip of the union jet type, having two holes

each 0.023 inch diameter. Afterward a change was made to a

larger size with holes 0.029 inch and a great improvement was
effected. To reduce the size of these orifices below what are

now used would therefore he a step in the wrong direction, but
this would be necessary if a licher gas were supplied than is

now furnished from the Pintsch plants. The question therefore

of using a richer gas is disposed of by this practical limitation,

and the question of the method of making the richest gas that

can be used is one of dollars and cents.

The Pintsch gas supplied in the United States gives from 10

to 12 candles per cu. ft., varying according to the degree of

compression and the temperature, either an increase of the
former or a decrease of the latter tends to cause a reduction
in candle-power.

Acetylene mixed with Pintsch gas is used in Europe, and a

great deal has been written on the subject. The practice there

Is to form a mixture 20 per cent, of which is acetylene and 80

per cent. Pintsch gas. By the addition of this proportion of

acetylene the illuminating power of the gas is increased over

100 per cent., but even when so enriched it gives but 8'/4 candles

I)er foot, the Pintsch gas in Europe being inferior in quality to

the product of the American Pintsch gas. Experiments have

shown that a mixture of :> per cent, of acetylene with Pintsch

gas made from American oils will combine to make a gas which

has a tendency to smoke, even when used in the small-sized

Pintsch tips.

CASE HARDENING.*

The process of case hardening has not changed materially

for the past few years. The principal materials used remain

the same: Granulated rawbone. hydro-carbonated bone black,

black oxide of magnesia, sal soda, charcoal and salt. These

materials are commonly used in railroad shops and give much
satisfaction if they are carefully and properly handled.

For pins and bushings, and such light work as is required

for immediate use, we use the "New York Specialty case-hard-

ening powder;" this we found to be greatly superior to pot-

ash.

The work which is to be hardened can be packed in cast

or wrought iron boxes, sealing with fire clay or mud, so as

to prevent the gases from escaping as much as possible. The

pieces to be hardened should be placed about two inches apart

in the box. The vacant spaces are well filled and packed with

the material you are using for case-hardening purposes. Should

your box be supplied with heavy work, as crank pins, guides,

etc., 15 to 20 hours of steady heat is necessary in order to se-i

cure best results. If, on the other hand, you have light pieces,

as links, link blocks and pins. 8 to 10 hours will be sufficient

to subject them to a good heat.

This class of work we place in the furnace about 8 o'clock

in the morning and heat it all day. At night we close up the

furnace, letting the box remain over night, and remove next

morning. Reheat this work and cool in cold water. We have

secured good results using granulated rawbone. If using hy-

dro-carbonated bone black, pack the pieces in a box and seal

as before.

Furnaces for case-hardening should be so constructed that

the boxes will not have to be raised or lowered while being put

into or taken from the furnace. The heating space is near the

ground. The firebox and ashpan are below the surface. This

refers to a furnace heated with soft coal. If the furnace is

outside of a building, a stack or chimney, about 16 feet high,

will furnish draft enough to heat the boxes without aid of a

blast. Case-hardening furnaces which are heated with fuel oil

are of a very different construction, the boxes being generally

heated from the top; with coal, in most cases, it is from the

bottom. The cooling tub is arranged so as to admit cold water

from the end near the bottom, the cold stream thus running

lengthwise along the bottom of the tub. This cold stream

forces the hot water to flow over the top of the tub.

When cooling guides or long pieces, strips or bars of iron

should be laid in the bottom of the tub, in order to keep the

work about two or three inches from the bottom of the tub;

in this way the cold stream flows under the work which is

being cooled.

Soda ash as a preventive of troubles from bad boiler waters

received strong praise before the Travelling Engineers' Asso-

ciation from an officer of the mechanical department of the

Chica.go & Northwestern Railway, who spoke particularly of

the effect on the flues in preventing trouble which formerly

caused them to leak. The number of flues welded in one shop

had decreased from 22.376. in the year 1893. just before the

use of soda ash was commenced, to 9,902 in 1S98. During this

time the mileage per engine had greatly increased.

Pap<T re.id at the Convention nf the Nationa! Railroad Master
Blacksmiths' AS5-;iallon by Mr, John Buckley.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

PORT OPENINGS OF LOCOMOTIVE VALVES.

Editor American Engineer:
In the June issue of the American Engineer, Mr. R. A. Smart

contributed an article on the subject of this letter, and attrib-

uted the reduced area of one of the diagrams published therein

to loss of port opening, due to distortion of the valve motion
by the friction of the valve.

We must, of course, understand from this that he believes

that the friction was greater when the smaller diagram was
taken, although he offers no reason why this should be so, but
says that the valve was properly and thoroughly lubricated,

during the entire test, and also admits that no undue springing
of the valve gear was noticeable.

Why should the size, or weight, or friction of the valve, if

uniform, produce distortion of the valve motion at one time
and not at another, and why should the greater size of the
valve in the case mentioned, aside from its increased weight
(an inadequate cause for such a result, anyway), add to the
friction, if a relatively large area was balanced? If the speed
had been higher, when the smaller diagram was taken, we
should look for about the same initial pressure, as the in-

. creased inertia of the valve, due both to its weight and in-

creased speed, would undoubtedly maintain the full port open-
ing, but for a falling steam line due to the higher piston speed.
Variations in the extent of initial condensation, due to accu-

mulation of water in the cylinders, or to fluctuating fires, fall-

ing evaporation, and consequent saturation of the steam, which
experience shows, can take place, to some extent, without re-
duction of boiler pressure, are much more probable causes of
such losses than those that Mr. Smart has assigned. A bad
steaming engine will not maintain the highest effective press-
ures in the cylinders, even if the fireman does succeed in hold-
ing the full boiler pressure. W. F. CLEVELAND.
Philadelphia, Pa.

FEED WATER HEATERS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

Editor American Engineer:
In regard to the question of heating and purifying the feed

water for locomotive boilers, discussed in the April issue of
your paper, page 116, and in the January issue, it may be of
interest to learu how the foreign engineers have handled this
problem. Sev( /al attempts have been made on the continent
during the last three or four decades to heat and purify the
feed water by either live steam or that of the exhaust.
The first apparatus designed to accomplish this object was

that of Kirchweger, then appeared the injector by Mazza and
the pump by Chiazzari, which were fixed on the boiler of an
Italian locomotive exhibited in 1878 during the exposition in
Paris. This pump heated the feed water to a temperature of
176° to 192° Fahr. by the aid of the steam from the exhaust.
After this followed the injectors by Koerting, Manlove, etc.,
the first of which was combined with a water heating ap-
paratus, and which forced the feed water into the boiler at a
temperature of about 190° Fahr.
These different injectors and pumps have been tried by sev-

eral railroads on the Continent, but chiefly by the Paris-Orleans
Railway; while they effected a considerable economy in the
total steam consumption, their complicated mechanism, which
necessarily required much attention, and the cost of keeping
them In repair more than compensated their virtues. Another
important drawback to their extensive application was that
the exhaust steam, employed to raise the feed water to a cer-
tain higher temperature, allowed the oils with which It was
impregnated to pass into the boiler.

To overcome this difficulty in using the exhaust steam for
heating the feed water Mr. Lencauchez, engineer of the Paris-
Orleans Railway, has designed a heater combined with an oil
separator so that before the exhaust steam comes into con-
tact with the cold water from the tender it has already been
separated from its greasy elements. This form of heater is In
actual service on twenty freight locomotives of the above-
named road, and which Is shown In Figs. 1 and 2.

The exhaust steam, taken from each cylinder by two sep-
arated pipe branches, arrives through the pipe, J, Into the
nil separator, i, passes the toothed end of pipe, J, as seen In

Fig. 2, and strikes the bottom, B B, of the oil separator, i;

from here, in orjjer to penetrate into the upper portion of the
cylinder, I, it has to pass through a very fine grating, K K,
composed of a number of scooped-out plates and assembled in

such a manner that the steam has to make several up and
down courses during which it leaves the oil it contains on the

hollowed-out portions of the grating, K K. The steam thus
purified passes through, u, into the annular space, Z Z, and
thence through the openings, t t t, into the heater proper, where
it comes in contact with the cold water.
This cold water is forced into the heater by a pump through

the pipe, a, passes through the jet, b, and falls, fountain-like, on
the upper vase, d. From here the water tumbles in cascades on
the lower discs or vases, d', d", d", and passing over its finely

toothed edges, it is divided into very small streamlets which
facilitates, makes more thorough and rapid the mixture of the

cold water with the steam, which, as above stated, arrives

through the orifices, t t t. The heated water then fills the bot-

tom reservoir, f, from which by the aid of a hot water pump it

is forced into the boiler at a temperature of 192° to 203° Fahr.

It will be seen from Fig. 2 that the orifice, N, is provided
with a check valve, O, which the steam opens when it passes
into the heater; should the hot water pump fail to work, the

excessive supply of cold water in the heater will immediately
shut off the communication with the cylinders and thus pre-

vent any water from passing therein; at the same time it will

also raise the safety valve, c, as shown in Pigs. 1 and 2, and
which is loaded to a pressure of 7 lbs. to the square inch, and
empty its over-supply through it. The greasy residue, accu-
mulated in the bottom portion, B B, of the oil separator, i, is

discharged into the ash pan by opening cock, 1, by piping lead-

ing thereto; the end of the pipe in the pan is so bent as to pre-

vent any air from passing into the cylinder, i. The heater Is

also provided with a water gage, as shown in Fig. 1.

The boilers fed by this kind of heater are also provided with
injectors which serve when any one of the pumps fails to work.
Another form of heater and water purifier has been lately

designed by Mr. Chapsal, engineer of the Western Railway, ot

France, and adopted on some locomotives on that road. The
heater, which is shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5, is in the form of a
dome with internal cones and is located on the boiler. In de-

signing this form of heater and water purifier, Mr. Chapsal
desired to realize the following conditions:

1st. The cold water from the tender, on its arrival into the

heater, should be subjected to a great reduction of its velocity

in order to facilitate the formation of scale to be deposited on
the cones.

2d. If the feed water be intermittent, the volume of the
heater should be large enough to hold all the water forced in

by each single feed in order to utilize the interval of time of

two successive feeds in heating the quantity of water of the

previous feed.

If, however, the feed be a continuous one, the capacity of

the heater should be such that the duration of the passage of

the cold feed water over the several cones should be long

enough to permit the precipitation of the limestone contained

in the water; it will be seen, therefore, that the heating surface

of these cones has to be large enough to raise the water rapidly

to a temperature at which limestone deposits are formed.

3d. The decomposition, by the heat, of the bicarbonates

which form very thin layers of carbonate of lime, should be
deposited on very thin plates in order that by their contraction

at each feed of cold water the layers of scale just formed may
be broken and slid down in the annular space of the heater.

In referring to Pig. 3 it will be seen that the cold feed water

from the tender is brought into the heater by two tubes, T,

passes over a series of cones, in which steam circulates, and is

being heated by virtue of the contact with them. As the arrow
lines indicate, the water passes through the holes of the single

cones of large diameter and then over the contour of the

double cones of a smaller diameter; thus heated to a certain

degree, it forms deposits on the thin surfaces of the cones,

which, when broken by the contraction of the latter, is accu-

mulated around the bottom edges of the large cones, whose
generatrices are made much more inclined than those of the

small double cones. The water then passes through a coke

filter (which on later designs of the heater has been dispensed

with) in the upper portion of the dome and through the tube,

T', into the boiler.

This heater was applied to an express locomotive of the
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Fig. 2

Feed Water Heater for Locomotives.

Paris-Orleans Railway, France.

Havre line iii May, 18!K), and it was found
that the deposits of laminated tartar,

when weighed in a dry state, varied from
22 to 44 lbs. for a ruQuiug distance of
1,I?7.T to 3,7.50 miles.

In conclusion I will mention one of the
attempts to use electricity as a preventive
from boiler incrustation ; this Is the
"electrogene" of d'Hannly which was
frequently tried by different railroad
companies on the Continent, but with dis-

couraging results (though the Kngljsh
Admiralty speaks well of it). It is com-
posed simply of a ball of zinc weighing
about 40 1I)H. suspended in the water space
of the boiler by a copper wire from the
flues or rivets from firebox. According
to the inventor, the zinc and boiler form
a galvanic battery, hydrogen deposes on
the surface of the plates and prevents the
adhesion of the water sediments thereon
the deposits are, therefore, easily removed
from the boiler by washing out.

If the above will offer some suggestions
to those engaged in the solution of the
feed water heating problem, I .shall be
very satisfied in gathering the above in-

formation. CH \S. M. MUCHNICK.
Fives-Lille, France, August 30, 189fi.

Fig. 5

Feed Water Heater for Locomotives,

Western Railway of France.
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Malleable Iron Draft Gear—Southern Pacific Hallway.

MALLEABLE IRON DRAFT GEAR,

Southern Pacific Railway.

Mr. J. R. Cade, Master Car Builder of the Southern Pacific,

at Houston, Texas, has prepared statistics showing that on that

road in 1892 more than one-fifth of the total number of draft

timbers were removed from its cars for renewal, and the pro-

portion renewed in the years 1895 and 1896 was 30 per cent, of

the number In service. From these figure.'; he considers it safe

to conclude that the average life of wooden draft timbers is not

more than about 3% years, and that the average term of ser-

vice is shortening on account of the Increasing severity of the

punishment they receive on account of increasing the weight

and the loading of cars. From 20,000 to 40,000 pounds have

been added to the capacities of cars without a corresponding

change in the strength of the draft rigging, and in many cases

without any change in this Important item. The improvements

which have been made have generally taken the direction of

increasing the sizes- of the timbers, and as there is a limit to

the extent to which this may be carried, many car builders are

looking to the use of metallic draft beams for the necessary im-

provement. Mr. Cade directs attention to the fact that if heavy
and light cars are to be run in the same trains, fully loaded, it

will be necessary to provide the light cars, or those of rela-

tively small capacity, with draft attachments as strong as those

for the large ones.

Mr. Cade has sent us a drawing of malleable iron draft beams
devised by him, which were put into experimental service in

1893. This rigging has been in use for six years without any
repairs, and it has been applied in sufficient numbers to con-

stitute a thorough test of from 2 to 6 years, no repairs on any
of the cars having been required in this time. The construc-

tion of the beams and their arrangement in the cars is clearly

shown in the engravings. Mr. Cade's draft gear uses about 50

less paits than are employed in ordinary draft rigging wicn

wooden timbers, and those who have experience with metal

beams believe that they should give longer service than the cars

themselves. It has been demonstrated that draft gear needs

attention and all improvements in this direction should be

encouraged.

ASSOCIATION FOR IMPROVING OUR PATENT SYSTEM.

The need for improvement of the system of protection by
patents In the United States has long been appreciated and
many efforts have been made in this direction. One of the

most promising is a movement started seven years ago in the

organization of the American Association of Inventors and
Manufacturers, the objects of which are clearly stated in tht

following quotation from the constitution:

Object.
—"The object of this association is to maintain, foster

and protect the patent system of the United States, to increase

the efficiency of its operation and the stability of patent prop-

erty.

"To accomplish these results the association aims: To
strengthen public opinion favorable to the patent system, by
demonstrating the enormous advantages which have been de-

rived by the people of the United States therefrom, in the in-

crease of manufactures and material wealth which has re-

sulted from new machines and methods produced under the

stimulus of the legal protection afforded to Inventions by tht

patent system of the United States.

"To procure from Congress legislation authorizing the Pat-

ent Office, the only department of the Government which pays
all of its expenses out of its income, to spend so much of that

income as may be necessary for the scientific, thorough and
efficient examination of applications for patents, to the end
that patents may be granted only for Inventions undoubtedly
new, and

—
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"To strengthen the legal remedies for the protection of such

patents as may be issued after a thorough examination."

These woithy oljjects are in the hands of offleers some of

whom are well known. The President Is Mr. Kraneis H. Rich-

aius of New York. Mr. T. N. Ely of the Pennsylvania Railroad

is one of the Vice-Presidents. Among the members of the ex-

ecutive council are Messrs. C. E. Billings, of Hartford; Dr.

11. J. Catling, of New York, and A. A. Pope, of Boston. A meet-

ing of the association is proposed for October of this year. The
ollivc of Mr. K. II. Richards. President, is 9 Murray St., New
York.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS IN 1898.

LO'OMOTIVl'; PILOT AND TENDER COUPLER.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

An arrangement of locomotive couplers for pilots and ten-

ders has been devised on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway for the purpose of providing a swing motion to the

coupler itself and permitting of vertical adjustment of the

coupler without necessitating changes in the attachments

which are permanently secured to the pilots and to the rear of

According to the advance report of the Interstate Commerce
t'unimission, the total number of casualties to persons on ac-

coii'it of railway accidents during the year ending June 30, 1898,

was 47,741. The aggregate number of per.sons killed as a result

',t railway accidents during the year was 6,859, and the number
injured was 40,8S2. Of railway employees, 1,958 weie killed and
.11,761 were injured during the year covered by this report. With
lespect to the thiee ge eral classes of employees, these casual-

lies were divided as follows: Trainmen, 1,141 killed, 15,645 In-

jured; switchmen, flagmen and watchmen, 242 killed, 2,677 In-

jured; other employees, 575 killed, LI,439 injured. The casualties

to employees resulting from coupling and uncoupling cars were
[lersons killed, 279; Injured, 6,988. The corresponding figures for

the preceding year were, killed, 214; Injured, 6,283.

The casualties from coupling and uncoupling cars are as-

signed as follows: Trai men, killed, 182, injured, 5,290; switch-

men, flagmen and watchmen, killed, 90, injured, 1,486; other em-
Iiloyees, killed, 7, injured, 212. The casualties resulting from
falling from trains and engines are assigned as follows: Train-
men, killed, 356, injured, 2,979; switchmen, flagmen and watch-
men, killed, 50, injured, 359; other employees, killed, 67, injured,

521. The casualties to the same three groups of employees
caused by collisions and derailments were as follows: Trainmen,
killed, 262, injured, 1,367; switchmen, flagmen ad watchmen,
killed, 13, injured, 69; other employees, killed, 38, injured, 367.

Locomotive Pilot Coupler. Locomotive Tender Coupler.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway,

the tenders. The plan ilhistr.ited employs the same coupler

head for both ends of the engine, the head being pivoted so

that it will swing through a limited arc either way from the

center line on curves, and this pivot is carried in a steel cast-

ing, the inner end of which is shaped to fit in a vertical socket,

which forms part of the casting attached to the pilot or to the

tender. In the case of the pilot socket this casting is made in

the form of a bracket, as indicated in the drawing. The bottom

of the socket in the supporting casting is closed and the coup-

ler may be varied in height by placing a wooden block of the

proper thickness in the socket, the lowest position of the coup-

ler being attained by omitting the block altogether. This ar-

rangement renders It very easy to adjust the height of the

coupler, which is done without the use of any tools. The at-

tachment is also easy to replace in case repairs are needed.

The parts are all made of cast steel, and froai the drawing it

is apparent that an adjustment of about six inches in heigh

is provided. This arrangement is being applied to all new en
gines on the Santa Fe lines and it is also substituted in re-

pairs of old engines. Referring to the drawing, it will be seen

that the pilot is arranged to clear brake beams, the pilot be-

ing 4S inches long.

The number of passengers killed during the year was 221 and
the number injured was 2,945. Corresponding figures for the
previous year were 222 killed and 2,795 injured. In consequence
of collisions a:id derailments 72 passengers were killed and 1,134

passengers were injured during the year embraced by this re-

port. The total number of persons, other than employees and
passengers, killed was 4,680; injured, 6,176. These figures include
casualties to persons classed as trespassers, of whom 4.063 were
liilled and 4,749 were injured. The summaries containing the
ratio of casualties show that 1 out of every 447 employees was
killed and 1 out of every 28 employees was injured. With refer-

e ce to trainmen—including the term enginemen, firemen, con-
ductors and other trainmen—it is shown that 1 was killed for

every 150 employed and 1 was injured for every 11 employed.
One passenger was killed for every 2,267,270 carried .and 1 injured
for every 170,141 carried. Ratios based upon the number of miles
I raveled, however, show that 60,542.670 passenger-miles were
accomplished for each passenger killed and 4.543,270 passenger-
miles accomplished for each passenger injured.

For protective coatings for iron and steel the Master Car
and Locomotive Painters' Association, in their recent conven-
tion, expressed preferences for oxide of iron, graphite and car-
bon pigment. Pure graphite was considered excellent, but this
paint was liable to be adulterated -vith silica, which, while be-
ing a good filler, did not give good wearing qualities.
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Fig. 1.—Longitudinal Ssction of Blacksmitlis' Shop.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.

Figi 2.—Cross-Section of Blacksmiths' Shop. Fig. 4.—Westinghouse Direct-Current Dust Proof IVlotor.

ELECTRIC POWER IN BLACKSMITHS' SHOPS.

itst^^

Fig. 3.—Westinghouse Type " C" Induction IVlotor.

In response to a request for a description of a modern black-

smith shop with improved methods of transmitting power, the

following article has been prepared with a view of Illustrating

good methods for application to railroad shops.

The blacksmiths' shop attached to the works of the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company Is operated elec-

trically. It has been so ever since it was erected in 1894. The
first consideration In a large smithy Is the disposition of the

smoke from the forges, and a supply of forced draught for the

fires. In the Westinghouse shops these two operations are

provided for in a very simple manner. There are two rows of

forges on each side of the shops. To provide ilorced draught a

blower driven by a small electric motor Is erected to take care

of the forges on each side. The blowers and motors are placed

in a gallery 24 feet above the floor. These blowers force air

through pipes carried horizontally above each line of forges.

Connected with this horizontal pipe, vertical pipes 3V^ Inches

in diameter carry the forced draught under the fires of the

forges. The amount of draught is regulated by a hand lever

at each forge. In order to remove the smoke a hood about

four feet square Is erected over each forge, three feet above

the fire. This hood narrows upward into a six-inch pipe. Four

of these pipes are led Into a larger vertical pipe, which joins a
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horizontal flue leading to the smokestacks. A smokestack Is

provided for each side ot Uie smithy, in which operate fans,

driven l)y electric motors. Hy this means there is a continual

updraft from each forge, wliich draws in and carries off the

smoke from the fires. Tlie effectiveness of this method is

shown by the bright color of the paint upon the roof, which is

to-day clean and bright, in spite of the fact that It has not been

repainted since the shop was erected In 1894. A longitudinal

section of the blacksmiths' shop is shown in Fig. 1, and a cross-

section in Fig. 2.

Electricity is also utilized to drive various special tools. An
electric motor is placed in the gallery, 24 feet above the floor,

which is belted to a line of shafting, to which in turn the tools

to be operated are belted. The bulldozer, for bending plates

and bars, is one of the special tools operated by electric power.

Shears of different sizes are also worked electrically.

In the blacksmiths' shops of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co. the hammers are operated by steam, as that

power was available, l)ut compressed air may be used. Nearly

every railway repair shop, and other large shops, are equipped

with air compressors, which serve to operate hammers as suc-

cessfully as if steam were used. In many works air compressors

are driven by electric motors. Electric driving is recognized

as standard practice in operating modern blacksmiths' and ma-
chine shops. It offers greater flexibility and facilities than can

be obtained by any other system. Several railroad companies

have put in electrical equipments.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad have equipped

their Ft. Madison shops, Iowa, with apparatus of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Company, and have installed

generators and motors wliich operate machines and tools,

either by direct connection or by belting to a continuous line

of shafting, driven by motors. The electrical current is also

used for the railway yards, operating turn-tables for locomo-

tives. The Pennsylvania Company have equipped their Fort

Wayne. Indiana, repair shops with electricity. The Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company have installed two
100-kilowatt generators and a number of Westinghouse type

"C" motors for operating planing, cutting, punching and other

tools. In some cases a type "C" motor is mounted upon a

truck on wheels, which can be shifted from one machine to an-

other as required.

The electrical engineer of the Washington Navy Yard has
recently fitted up an entire machine shop with shafting worked
with Westinghouse electric motors. The building is 2.50 feet

long, the shafting runs the whole length of each side of the

building raised 20 feet above the floor. Upon each side the

shafting is divided into two sections, an electric motor being
bolted to one end of each section, and a fly wheel fixed to the

other end to secure better regulation. The two sections may
be coupled together in case of need and driven by one motor.

The machine tools are belted to pulleys upon the line ot shaft-

ing. This is a very simple and convenient arrangement for

providing power, and occupies no fioor space. The Continental
Iron Works, Brooklyn. N. Y., have an extensive electrical

equipment, and use Westinghouse motors largely in their

shops. This firm has a world-wide reputation as the builders

of the "Monitor." The Westinghouse type "C" motor is prac-

tically automatic, and requires a minimum of attention. See
Fig. 3. The revolving parts are enclosed and there is no spark-
ing, which makes it suitable for use in powder factories and
wherever explosives and inflammable material is present. The
Westinghouse direct current motor, shown in Fig. 4. is made in

all sizes, and is adapted to all purposes where wheels have to
l)e revolved or power is required. Both classes of Westing-
house motors are made in all sizes, from '/6 horse-power to 500
horse-power.

In our issues of February, March and April. 1898, the elec-

trical distribution of power at the Concord shops ot the Boston
& Maine R. R. was Illustrated. The operation ot this plant
has been entirely satisfactory and electric power is now being
installed at other shops of this road.

THE NEW YORK CENTRAL ANNUAL REPORT, SHOWING
THE ADVANTAGE OF INCREASING TRAIN LOADS.

The first report ot the New York Central covering a year un-

der the direction of President Callaway, has just been received

and it fulfllls the expectations of those who have anticipateil

material improvements in the economy of operation. The en-

lire record is interesting, but we have space for only a few of

the operating items. The gross earnings tor the year for th'

.system east of Buffalo were |410,417 more than last year, or not

quite 9/10 of one per cent, increase, but the net earnings in-

creased 5 per cent. The freight tonnage increased 8V4 per cent,

and the tonnage carried one mile was 3V4 per cent, greater tha-

the previous year. While the rate per ton per mile decreasec

from G.l to .5.9 mills, the freight earnings per train mile weri

$1.90, as compared with $1.83 for the previous year, a gain of

3.8 per cent. The good showing is due to improvements ir.

operation. The following paragraphs are reprinted from tli<

report:

The decrease ot $382,032.63 in the year's expenses does not

fully represent the extent of the economy in operation and

maintenance. Notwithstanding the increase in the volume of

busine.ss handled, the expense of conducting transportation de

creased $448,155.0.5.

The introduction of 28 new mogtil locomotives ("America

Engineer and Railroad .lournal," November, 1898, page 362)

each capable of hauling 80 loaded 30-ton grain cars (making a

gross weight of 3,600 tons for the train and its load), has re

suited in a saving of 505,114 train miles, or SVz per cent, de

crease, although the volume of freight trafflc was 8V4 per cent

greater. Twenty additional locomotives of the same type wer<

ordered toward the close of the year.

The average train load for the entire system, including com

pany freight, was 346 tons, as against 320 tons in 1897-8. The

average is. of course, much reduced by the large proportion of

the mileage of branch and leased lines on which the train loa

is necessarily small. On the New York Central main line the

average train load of through freight, east and west, was 750

tons.

The increase in engine mileage was 372,303 miles, being less

than 1 per cent, and little more than one-tenth of the increase

of 1898 over 1897.

In handling the freight traffic for the year, 6,025,855 cars were

engaged, a decrease of 28,905. The average number of freight

cars in main line trains, through and local, east and west, was

49.

The cost ot engine repairs per locomotive mile run was 3.47

cents. The cost ot freight-car repairs, including $908,550.35 of

extraordinary items, was 14.15 cents per train mile. The cost of

passenger car repairs per train mile run was 5.01 cents.

The cleaning of passenger cars received an unusual amount
of attention at the recent convention of the Master Car and

Locomotive Painters' Association in Philadelphia. Frequent

cleaning under the direction of a practical painter was advo-

cated because of the saving of paint and varnish and also be-

cause of the superiority of the work when done under intelli-

gent and competent direction. Mr. T. J. Rodabaugh of the

Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Chicago, spoke very highly of Modoc

Liquid Soap for cleaning the inside and outside of cars, stat-

ing that cars should not be cleaned with anything that would

"kill" or mar the varnish. He did not believe In washing cars

every day with water and a coarse brush, especially in warm
weather, because it the weather is hot the lustre of the varnisli

will soon be killed and the car will look flat. He recommended
cleaning cars, recently out of the shop, with liquid soap every

30 days, and they should be wiped off after every trip with

carefully picked waste.

Mr. Frank J. Smith. Foreman ot the shops of the Baltimore

& Ohio Southwestern at Seymour. Ind., has been appointed

Master Mechanic of the Ohio Division ot that road, with head-

quarters at Chillicothe. 0., to succeed Mr. John Hair, trans-

ferred.
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AXLE LIGHTING.

Improvements in Generator Connection and Lubrication.

The system of ligliting railroad cars by electric current gen-

erated from the axle, which has been developed by the Na-

tional Electric Car Lighting Company of New York, has made
use of a belt connecting the axle to the generator, and while

it has proved to be possible to make this work satisfactorily

when camel's-hair belts were used, the elimination of the un-

certainty of the life of the belt was seen to be desirable, and

this company has recently improved and simplified its appa-

ratus by substituting direct frictional contact between a fibre

roller on the end of the generator shaft and a pulley mounted

In the detail drawing of the driven pulley or roller the method

of substituting a new fibre filler for one which may have be-

come worn is seen to be easy. It is stated that this improve-

ment is giving excellent results on the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, where it has been for some time in service. This

road has this lighting system in use on about a hundred cars

and it is understood that it is to be extended.

In addition to a material reduction in the number of parts

the new arrangement renders the generator more accessible and

the lubricating problem is greatly simplified. In connection

with lubrication another improvement has been made, whereby
the oil is carried in a tank containing about 2i^ gallons, which
is connected to the lubricating devices by a sight feed, and
the valve regulating the supply of oil is controlled by a sole-

Truck with Generatorfor Axle Lighting—Atchison, Topel<a & Santa Fe Ry.

on the axle. The belted connection required a countershaft

between the pulley and the generator, the triangular connec-

tion of which, together with spring mountings in the counter-

shaft bearings, provided for the vertical motion between the

generator and the axle. The slack was adjusted by tightening

the springs of the countershaft bearings. The average life of

a belt with this arrangement was not above 15,000 miles, and
the arrangement shown by the accompanying engravings in-

sures a life of at least 35,000 miles for the transmitting pulley,

which, we are told, is a statement based on experience.

The engravings illustrate the new method of mounting the

generator and the construction of the fibre roller or pulley.

Plan of Truck Showing Generating Apparatus.

The generator is carried under the frame of the truck, to which
it is hung in slings and carried on a hinged support at the

bottom, as shown in the elevation. A tension rod urged to-

ward the left by a spring draws the roller to the driving pulley

with a pressure which is adjustable. It will be seen at a

glance that the vertical motions of the generator with refer-

ence to the axle are fully provided for In a very simple manner.

noid, which is operated by the electric current in such a way
as to cut off the supply of lubricant when the generator stops.

By the use of these devices cars make trips of 3,000 miles

without requiring any attention to the lubricating apparatus.

Experiments are now being made to insure a uniform viscosity

of oil in summer and winter. The improved method of driving

the generatoi's was designed by Mr. Morris Moskowitz, Chief

Electrician of the company, and the improvements in lubrica-

tion were devised by Mr. George K. Wheeler, Superintendent of

the company.

The Electric Axle Light & Power Company has recently as-

sumed control of the National Electric Car Lighting Company,
the new company being incorporated under the laws of New
Jersey with an authorized capital of $25,000,000. The introduc-

Driven Pulley-Showing Method of Holding the Fibre Filler.

tion of the axle light is to be pushed, and it is understood that

the company is also experimenting with a system of car re-

frigeration, in which the power will be taken from the a.xles

in the same way as it is now taken for electric lighting.

The use of the old Pi'ovidence station in Boston for trains

was discontinued on the morning of September 10, the trains

having been transferred to the new South Union Station at

that time. There are now but two passenger terminal stations

in Boston, and the consolidation of the passenger traffic plan-

ned some time ago is now completed. All trains now leave

from one of these stations, and tbe next improvement ought ti

be a satisfactory way for passing quickly from one of these ter-

minals to the other.
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CASKBY PORTABLE HYDRO-PNEUMATIC RIVETER.

The accompjinying engraving shows a sectional view of :

now form of portable riveter manufactured by I'edrick & Ayer,

I'lillailclphia, I'a., especially intended for ship-yards and struc-

tural iron works, and the use of boilermakers and bridge-

builders.

The Caskey Portable Hydro-Pneumatic Riveter is designed

for using compressed air as a prime mover, with a hydro-car-

bon fluid used in the oil chambers and oil cylinders. This plan

admits of the machine being operated in very cold weather and
in open places with no liability of freezing and causing trouble

as is sometimes the case with riveters of hydraulic operation,

and this is urged as an imi)()rtant feature.

The engraving is largely self-explanatory. The main franii

68, is a steel casting, and may be made in any desired shapi

adapted to the conditions and positions in which the riveter is

to work. The oil chamber and pressure cylinder, 41, is a nickel

steel forging accurately machined. The dolly bar or hydraulic

tor may control all movements of the riveter whether standing
at the side, back or front of the machine.
No adjustment of the length of the dolly bar, or the rivet

dies, 17, is required when riveting on various thicknesses of

metal. The dolly bar has a movement of V/2 inches. The first

2'4 inches is known as the rapid movement, which is set down
direct by the pressure of 80 pounds from the receiver tank.

The last 2Vi inches is the effective movement and develops the
maximum pressure, giving a uniform squeeze throughout the
entire stroke of the last 2% inches, which causes the hot rivet

in the hole to be upset, filling the hole.

The pressure is exerted on the dolly bar through the hydro-
carbon fluid, which is non-freezing, and so long as the opera-
tion valve is open, admitting compressed air to the main piston,

the maximum squeeze Is maintained on the rivet.

After a rivet is headed, the dolly bar and the die are posi-

tively moved back from it by a quick movement of the operat-
ing lever. Every detail entering into the construction of the
riveter has been studied to make it satisfactory. It is made of

the finest quality of materials, with specially designed machine

Casl<ey Hydro-Pneumatic Riveter,

piston, 1.3, is of the best tool steel, accurately machined, hard-
ened and ground. The inside cylinder head, 42, is of cast steel.

This machine is built for very hard usage, and is intended to

avoid liability of breakage. There are but four moving parts,

and the operating lever, 15, is the only moving part exposed.
.Ml packings are easy of examination. The construction of the
machine was designed to secure the maximum pressure on a
rivet with a minimum weight in the machine. It works rap-
idly, without shock or Jar, is easy to handle and gives a uni-
form pressure on every rivet. No blow is given when using
this nuichine. and therefore no injury is imposed upon the rivet
when being driven.

The riveter is suspended by a bale which allows it to be
moved and operated in either a vertical or horizontal position;
by changing the bale it can be used sideways with equal facil-

ity. Suitable handles are provided on the front and back for the
convenience of the operator in placing it over the work. The
operating lever is so constructed and connected that the opera-

tools and thoroughly tested before leaving the shops of the

manufacturer. It is built in twenty-one different styles and

sizes, for driving rivets from % inch to IVi inches. All ma-

chines are proportioned for using compressed air at 80 pounds

per square inch, and to exert whatever pressure on rivets is re-

quired. Messrs. Manning, Maxwell & Moore, 8.5, 87, 89 Liberty

Street, New York City, are the sole agents and will be pleased

to send further Information on application.

Wireless telegraphy operated under the personal direction of

Signor Marconi will be used by the "New York Herald" for re-

porting the yacht races for the America's cup off Sandy Hook
next month. Signor Marconi is on his way from Liverpool with

four assistants. The instruments will be installed on board the

Plant Line steamer "Grande Duchesse," and communication

will be held between that vessel and a cable ship which will be

anchored near the Scotland lightship, from which cables will

be carried to the land lines.
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WATER FOR HOT LOCOMOTIVE BEARINGS.

It has been generally believed that the practice of running

cold water upon heated journals and crank pins of locomo-

tives was injurious to the metal and a practice not to be per-

mitted. A change of opinion is now indicated by the practice

of some of the most important roads in providing means for

cooling the journals of engines that are used in specially

important service, and the opinions expressed before the Trav-

elling Engineers' Association at the recent convention tended

to show that less damage resulted by the use of water than
would inevitably be caused by the failure to use it. It is, of

course, not intended that water should be used except In cases
of emergency, but when a heavy train is run on a fast schedule
and hauled by a heavy locomotive it is exceedingly important
to possess means for getting the train over the division in

spite of hot journals. This is specially the case in fast mail
service, which involves fines for delayed trains. It may be
thought by some that hot journals indicate carelessness, de-
fective judgment or neglect, but while any of these will cause
them, there are other causes which it appears to be impossi-
ble to understand and prevent. It is for these that the piping

. of water from the tender should be provided.
In some cases the warm water from the injector is piped

to the engine truck boxes, the driving boxes and crank pins,

while in others provision is made to use cold water from the
tender tank. It does not seem probable that there is any ad-
vantage in using warm water, whereas there is an important
advantage in the use of cold water because of its greater ab-
sorption of heat. The important question is the temperature
of the parts when the water is applied. The hotter the bear-
ing the greater the danger of injury from sudden cooling, and
this applies particularly to the brass. If the water is applied
in time there seems to tie no reason why it should not be
used. The piping should be arranged In such a way as to
permit of cooling a bearing or pin without stopping, and this
applies to tender truck journals as well as the engine bear-
ings.

It is important that the water should be applied at the
right place. This, in a driving box, seems to be at the side
of the bearing at the beginning of the arc of contact with the
brass. The bearing creates a suction at this point, as was
explained on page 91 of our issue of March, 1898, and the
water is carried over the top of the journal, where it is most
effective in absorbing the heat and conducting it away. The
method of introducing the oil to the driving box illustrated in
the article referred to, and also the one shown on page 183 o£
our issue of June, 1899, as employed on the Class H5 and H6
locomotives of the Pennsylvania Railroad, is believed to be a
good one to reduce the liability of heating, and if it is advisa-
ble to introduce oil at the sides of journals it seems probable
that this is equally true of water when the object is to flood
the journal. On some roads the piping is arranged to take
the water to the oil cellars. Good results have been obtained
in this way.

In the report of the committee on this subject before the
Travelling Engineers' Association, Prof. Goss is quoted as
follows: "The use of water on bearings will not injure the
bearings unless they are very hot before the water is applied;
even then the damage should be attributed to the heating
rather than to the use of water in cooling. If the water is

applied when the bearing first begins to heat, and if used in
suiijcient quantities to prevent the melting of the babbitt, it

is my opinion that no damage whatever results from its use.
Whether the water is used hot or cold it is probably more a
question of convenience than otherwise. I do not think that
cold water is more severe in its effect upon the bearing than
hot, and, other things being equal, a similar quantity of cold
water would serve the purpose."

It was pointed out in the report that in marine service heavy
bearings are often run for 30 days without lubricant of any
kind except water, and no bad results were experienced. It is

safe enough to consult and follow marine practice In this

matter and the best authority on the operation of marine

engines says: "There is no great risk to be apprehended from

the supply of water to a bearing which is only beginning to

warm up, and the engineer should apply the water service

and hose promptly to prevent the brasses heating. On the

other hand, an overheated bearing must be treated with far

more consideration; the sudden application of water in such

a case may cause cracks due to unequal contraction."

One of the chief reasons for Mr. Andrew Carnegie's success

is the ability to see that in order to be in the front rank of

manufacturing it is necessary to make use of every labor-sav-

ing improvement. This involves discarding old machinery and

replacing it with new, and often comparatively new machinery

is superseded while practically as good as new. The "Ameri-

can Machinist" speaks of him as the "champion scrapper"

because he retained no machine or method for what it had

done, but considered only present or potential energy. Con-

trasted with this principle is the one of using a machine until

absolutely worn out. A representative of this journal recently

visited a railroad shop in company with the newly appointed

superintendent of motive power of a road, who had become re-

sponsible for the shop where he had learned his trade thirty

years before. The old lathe upon which he worked at that

time was pointed out. It was still in service and taking up
space that was greatly needed for a machine adequate for the

demands of modern practice. Mr. Carnegie never hesitated to

throw away a machine, as scrap, when he could fill its place

with one that would pay for doing so by its increased efficiency.

The use of the Wells light for obtaining intense local heat-

ing for flanging the door holes of locomotive boilers was noted

by Professor Hibbard in his paper on locomotive boilers, re-

cently read before the New York Railroad Club. The flame is

exceedingly hot and with portable apparatus the heating may
be directed very conveniently. A somewhat similar use of this

light is mentioned in the report of the City Engineer of Provi-

dence, R. I., for last year, in melting out the lead from the

joints of old v/ater mains in order to remove them from the

trenches. With an air pressure of 25 pounds per square inch

and the consumption of two gallons of oil, a joint in a 24-inch

cast-iron main was melted out in about one hour.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

A Manual of Locomotive Kngineering'. With an Historical In-
troduction. By William Frank Pettigrew. London: Charles
Griffin & Co., Limited. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany; 430 pp., 5Vix8% inches.

In taking up a new book a reader is apt first to refer to its

preface, where he may expect to find a statement of the au-
thor's objects in writing it. In the preface of Mr. Pettigrew's
book he says that "in it the locomotive engine is looked at
chiefly from the point of view of the designer or locomotive
draughtsman, and the scope and treatment have been mainly
detennined with reference to his needs; * * * and the cal-

culations which it has been necessary to employ are accordingly
suited, as far as possible, for every day use in the engineer's

drawing office." He says further, "the work is largely based
upon experience gained in the drawing office and workshops,
under some of the leading locomotive engineei'S in this coun-
try, supplemented by information kindly furnished by the lo-

comotive departments of the various railway companies."
This "scope and treatment" is obvious all through the book,

and to describe it in a phrase it might be said that it is more
descriptive than explanatory. What is meant by this obser-
vation will appear by quoting a definition of "description" and
the word "explain." A "description," it is said in the dictionary,

is "an enumeration of the essential qualities of a thing or spe-
cies." To "explain" is "to make plain, manifest or intelligi-

ble; to clear of obscurity; to expound." All through the book
the enumeration of the essential qualities of things described,
predominate over what might be called their exposition, so

that most of the chapters read more like specifications than dis-

sertation in the philosophy of locomotive engines.
The general scope of the book will appear from the main
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hi'iuiliiKS of the chapters. These are: Historical Introduction,

17G:t-188;!; Modern Locomotives. Simple; Modern Locomotives,

Compound; Primary Consldenilions In Locomotive Design; Cyl-

iiidi'rs. Steam Chests and StulIlnK lioxes; Pistons, Piston Kods.

I'lussheads and Slldeburs; ConnectlnB and Coupling Kods;

Wheels and Axles, Axle Hoxes. Horn Hloclts and Bearing

Springs; Halanclng Valve (Jear, Slide Valves and Valve Gear
Ditalls; Framing. Hogles and Axle Trucks, Radial Axle Boxes;

lioiiers; Smol<e Hoxes, Hiast I'ipi'S, Firebox Fittings; Boiler

Mountings; Tenders; Hallway Brakes; Lubrication; Consump-
liun of Fuel, Evaporation and lOnglne Efflclency; American
Locomotives; Continental Locomotives; Repairs, Running. In-

spiMllon and Remwals; Specillcalions; I'riniiiiai Dimensions
if Locomotives; Table of MudiTii British and Foreign Loco-

motives; Index.

The heart of a reviewer nearly always warms towards an
:nUhor who gives his readers a good Index. In this instance

iliis leciuirement of critical form has been complied with. The
index is copious and occupies 12 pages.

'I'he book is elaborately illustrated and contains nine folded

lilates and 2S5 smaller engravings. These are geneially good,

although there are some "process" illustrations which are very
shaky. Figs. 9 and 202 may be referred to as instances. The re-

duction In these and other cases has been too great, so that

there Is not body enough left to the lines. It may be won-
dered, too, that an author who has "gained his experience in

a drawing office" would consent to allow an engraving like

Fig. 14:! to go Into his book without having the sections hatched
iir cross-lined, which would have added so much to its clear-

ness. The.se are, however, minor blemishes.

The book contains an immense amount of descriptive matter
of the various subjects to which the chapters are devoted. It

will be very useful, too, in that many leading dimensions are

given which can so readily be referied to. The details described

an. lit course, nearly all English, as might be expected, but

the American student will be very dull who will not avail him-
self of all the light which English practice will shed on the

marvelous art of locomotive construction.

As an illustration of a foreign idea, which, so far as this

critic is informed, is unknown, or at least unpracticed here,

reference may be made to the rolling rubber packing ring used

in vacuum brake cylinders, and described on page 267. The
.American reader will find all through the book descriptions of

the way they do things in England which may not be as good,

or may be better than what we do here, but which it will profit

any one who is not a conceited mcnhanical ass to acquaint him-
self with.

In one respect, though, we should dissent from the author's

.arrangement of his book. Reference Is made to the historical

introduction which forms the first chapter. The history of an
art is always studied last by a student of it. When a young
man or young woman begins to learn to ride a bicycle they
never preface their learning by a study of the history and de-

veloiiment of that interesting vehicle, but they get, if they can,

the latest pattern "wheel" and devote their study to that alone,

and have little concern about its history. A boy when he first

l)ecomes interested in steam engines gets all the information
he can about the latest and best example within his reach,

and it is difficult to arouse any interest in him for the histori-

cal development of that wimderful mechanism. It has been
said that interest in antiquity betokens the departure of youth;
and in a measure it .seems to mark a decline in the acquisitive

faculties. To give a history of an art first, in a treatise on it,

seems to be a reversal of the natural order in which w'e acquire
knowledge, and for that reason the historical past ought always
be relegated to the end of the book and not given in the be-
ginning.

The book here reviewed is commended to the readers of the
.American Engineer and others, and every student of locomotive
engineering should acquaint himself with its contents.

Universal Directory of Railway Officials, 1899. Compiled from
Ofiicial Sources by S. Richardson Blundstone, Editor "The
Railway Engineer." Subscription price five shillings. After
publication, to non-subscribers, ten shillings. London, 1899:
The Directory Publishing Co., S Catherine Street, Strand.
Representative for the United States, E. A. Simmons, 697
Chauncey St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

This is the fifth annual volume of the valuable list of rail-

road officials, including roads in all parts of the world. It has
been enlarged and now contains ^6 pages more than last year.

The additions consist chiefly In light railways, and these are

distributed over a number of countries. The directory section

Is enlarged by 3.! pages and the personal index by a correspond-

ing amount. The Information Is complied from official sources

and is probably as accurate as possible In the nature of the

work. With the opening of further possibilities in the exiian-

slon of foreign trade in railroad supplies, the list, giving, as it

does, the chief officers of the most important railroads of the

world, with their addresses, will be very valuable to many
manufacturers In this country as well as to the officers of rail-

roads. In the list the li-ngth of each road and the amount of

equipment are included. The finding list of officials and the

information for each road are printed In type that Is easily

read. The advertisements, of which there are many, are placed

by them.selves at the end of the book, except a few which are

placed at national divisions of the work. We find the directory

of great value in our editorial office, and commend It to others.

Proceedings of the American Railway Master Mechanics' As-
sociation. Thirl v-secimd Annual Convention, Held at Old
Point Comfort. Va.. June 19 to 21. 1899. Edited by the Secre-
tary, Mr. J. W. Taylor.

This volume is uniform in size and binding with those of the

Iiast three years, and as these are in the possession of many
of our readers, comment is unnecessary except to remark upon

the surprising promptness of the appearance of the complete

record of the convention, which was received only eleven weeks
after the conclusion of the convention. We know of no other

organization of this importance that is able to, or at least does,

bring out its official record in such a short time. The delibera-

tions of the association are recorded in condensed form by the

technical press during the sessions, but this does not answer

the purposes of those who desire to examine the unabridged

record for the treatment of important subjects. The Secretary.

Mr. J. W. Taylor, is entitled to a great deal of credit for this

difficult performance and for the careful editing of the pro-

ceedings.

Bullock Electric Power System.—The Bullock Electric Manu-
facturing Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, have Issued a pam-
phlet, Bulletin No, 2,428, illustrating and describing their method
of operating newspaper pre.s.ses, a large number of which in

New York City and el.sewhere are driven by their system with

the "teaser" method of control. Newspaper press driving re-

quires a most satisfactory power system, and the list of promi-

nent daily papers and other well-known publications printed

by aid of this system, as given in this pamphlet, constitutes a

most valuable endorsement. In this work the speed must be

under positive and accurate control and the power must be

absolutely reliable. This bulletin illustrates the attachments
of the motors to the presses and by aid of engravings the con-

struction and operatiim of the motors and contrf)llers are

explained. Diagrams show the saving in current which is ef-

fected by the "teaser" method of control.

Pratt Institute, Department of Science and Technology.—We
have received from Professor A. L. Williston, Director of the

Department of Science and Technology at Pratt Institute,

Brooklyn, a copy of the annual circular of the department,

which describes more fully than previous circulars what the in-

stitute is doing in the field of technical education as well as in

its evening science and trade classes. The courses offered at

Pratt Institute are intended to prepare young men for indus-

trial or business pursuits, and they also tend to develop and

cultivate those qualities of mind and character that are of

greatest value in any walk of life. The class-room, laboratory

and shop training is planned throughout with a view of mak-
ing the student think and act for himself. The object is to

give him "the power to conceive; to plan in detail; and to exe-

cute with accuracy"; for these powers are the foundation of all

true ability. The primary aim of the courses in steam and

machine design and in applied electricity is to furnish as sound

and complete a technical and mechanical training as is possible

in the limits of two years, and it is intended for those who can

not devote the time required to complete a four-year course.

It is intended to fit young men for positions as designers of

machinery or supervisors of its construction or operation. Pratt

Institute does not give as thorough training in two years as

may be had from the technical schools with four-year courses,

but its plan when carefully studied will be found suggestive

for all technical courses wherein there is usually too strong a

tendency to teach facts rather than methods of thought.
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Dixon's Graphite Productions.—The Joseph Dixon Cruciblo

Co. have recently issued a new general catalogue of the pro

ductions of their works. It is standard size, 6 by 9 inches, anc

has 62 pages with illustrated descriptions of their specialties.

The list is too long to give completely here, but our readers

are probably most interested in the following subjects: Ameri-
can Graphite Pencils, Axle Grease, Belt Dressing, Brazin.

Crucibles, Bricks for Furnace Linings, Car Grease, Crucible

Clay and Graphite Mixtures, Graphite for Gas Engine Cylin-

ders, Graphite Paint, Gear Grease, Hot-Box Grease, Lubricat-
ing Graphite, Lubricating Oil, Pipe Joint Compound an(

Smoke-Stack Paint. There are so many of these products
which are used by our readers that a copy of the pamphlet will

be sure to be found convenient and worth sending for.

THE HENRIKSON FLUE CUTTER.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.

The flue cutter illustrated here is newly patented and is

known as the Henrikson. The size shown by the engraving is

for 4%-inch flues, but the device is also made in smaller sizes,

particularly for use in cutting off locomotive flues. It has

been adopted generally for flue cutting in the shops of the

Chicago & Northwestern Railroad. It is made in any size

to meet the requirements of purchasers. Reference to the

engraving will show that the flue is cut by a sharpened wheel

fed against the flue by means of a cylinder and piston seen at

the center of the machine. The air motor revolves the cutter

The Henrikson Flue Cutter—The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Electric Railway Number of Cassier's Magazine.—This is a

remarkably fine issue. It contains eighteen articles on different

phases of the subject of electric railways, each having been
prepared by a recognized authority, and it is an excellent, ex-

ceedingly valuable record. It contains 292 pages of reading

matter and over 200 engravings.

The Watson-Stillman Co. have issued a new catalogue in

accordance with their plan of publishing sectional catalogues

subsidary to their illustrated index or catalogue of catalogues.

The one before us is an assortment of illustrated sheets grouped
under the title "Catalogue No. 54," and covers the subject of

hydraulic jacks. It has an introduction or preface and an
alphabetical index, and includes additions to former lists of

jacks arranged to be uniform with previous lists. Entirely

new matter is presented on pages IS to 26. New tools are

shown on pages 34, 35 and 36. On page 51 is an announcement
to the effect that the firm will rent jacks for temporary use to

those who need them only occasionally, and the prices given

are reasonable. The catalogue is indexed and it is also pro-

vided with an alphabetical list of the large variety of jacks

and presses made by this concern, each device being illustrated

upon a separate sheet which may be obtained upon request by
giving the number of the one desired. These sheets are used
in the sectional catalogues, which are issued as occasion re-

quires. The sectional plan is an admirable one for a firm

manufacturing such a large variety of product which is used

in nearly all branches of manufacturing. The engravings are

uniformly excellent wood cuts which are noteworthy for their

clearness.

and at the same time the air pressure feeds it to its work.

This machine will cut the flues either on the inside or the

outside of the flue sheet and it has been found very efficient

when used on 4%-inch flues, which are cut off in about 20

seconds. Smaller locomotive flues are cut off in much less

time, but we are not told exactly what time is required. Mo-
tive power officers will appreciate this device because of its

very great advantages over hand work, and it possesses a

strong advantage in saving expense in repairing flues because

of its ability to cut them off close to the sheet, which effects

an important economy of material.

The Ajax Metal Company has not joined the "Brass Trust"

and has no intention of doing so. Reports have been circu-

lated to the effect that they had done so, but we are able to

state positively that they are not true. The company is not

in any way, shape or manner connected with any brass trust

and will not countenance a proposition to join one.

Service stripes are to be worn by the uniformed employees of

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. A gold stripe will indicate five

years of service, and a silver stripe two years. We are informed

that some of the conductors are entitled to wear from seven to

nine stripes. The company will furnish conductors, brakemen
and baggagemen with badges, so that they may be readily dis-

tinguished by patrons.
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A NEW STREET UAILWAV GENERATOR. EaUIPMENT AND MANUFACTUBING NOTES.

Till' liiilliick Electric Manufacturing Company.

Encoiiiagcd Ijy tlioir .sii<coss of the past ten years in other

lines of electrical eciuipmciit, this company has now deter-

mined to enter the railway field. To this end a complete line

of engine type railway generators has been designed up to

and including the 800-K. W. unit.

liullock's -.ailway generators will possess all of the features

(hat have made its present standard machines so popular,

and also some new features that laiinot be found in other ma-
chines.

Among the more importiinl may be mentioned a scheme
for oscillating the brush holder mechanism in a direction par-

allel with the shaft. Tho movement is very slow and results

in constantly chanKiuK the lino of travel over the commutator

A New Street Railway Generator.

The Bullocl< Electric Mfg. Co.

face and thus removes all tendency to cut or groove the latter.

The action is the same as secured by the end play of an arma-
ture in a belted generator or that produced by the electro-

magnetic device used at the end of the shaft on rotary trans-

formers, and which is recognized by engineers as a means of

greatly prolonging the life of the commutator..

The pole pieces and coils may be removed without disturb-

ing the yoke or armature, and with two of them removed It

Is possible to remove one or more armature coils should

repairs be necessary.

The armature coils are made of continuous bars of copper
without joints between the commutator connections, which
materially adds to the life of the machine. These coils are

all thoroughly insulated, pressed and baked before being

placed on the core, no additional core insulation being neces-

sary.

All armatures are thoroughly ventilated by slots perpen-

dicular to the shaft through which the air rushes when the

machine is in operation.

A liberal rating permits of constant operation at full load

with low temperature rise.

One of the 800-K. W. machines has been sold to the Oakland
Rapid Transit Company, of Oakland, Cal., and is shown in the

engraving. This machine operates at a speed of 80 R. P. M.
and at this speed develops 550 volts at no load.

It is over-compounded for a rise of 50 volts at full load, mak-
ing the full-load voltage fiOO.

The New York office of the National Electric Car I..iKhting

Co. has been removed to the offices of the Electric Axle I.,ight

and Power Co., 100 Broadway.

The shops and yards of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie at Mc-
Kees liocks are to be rebuilt, and a ri-tiigeratlnB plant is to

be installed, the cost of the entire Improvements being placed
at J.iOO.OOO.

Mr. R. F. Pilsun, of Richmond. Va., who has for a numbi-r
of years rcprfsenled the AJax Metal Co. in the South, has
been appointed General Contracting Agent of that company.
He has been very successful, and this appointment shows the
appreciation of his valuable services.

Till' St. I.iiuis Hallway Club has had placed at Its disposal

.a free schnlarship in Blees Military Academy, which covers
all necessary expenses for a student sent by the club. This
is available for the son of a nienibi-r of the club who shall re-

ceive the appointment through the executive commit-
tee and pass the necessary examination.

The Ajax Metal Co. have installed an exhibit in

"Section M—13, Main Building," of the National Ex-
port Exposition, now being held in Philadelphia, to

which railroad managers and motive power officers

are invited. A representative of the company is in

attendance and at the service of visitors. Facilities

for correspondence are provided and every attention
will be given those who avail themselves of this in-

vitation.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.—"Making Records"
is the title of a little pamphlet of 32 pages issued by
this concern to exhibit the written opinions of a
large number of locomotive engineers who have used
graphite for the lubrication of locomotives. The
names of the writers are not given, but they are not
needed to give force to the reports. Every motive
power officer not using graphite should procure and
examine this pamphlet. The address of the Joseph
Dixon Crucible Co. is Jersey City, N. J.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has recently placed
several orders for new freight equipment to meet the
excessive demand for cars. The South Baltimore Car
Works are building 1,200 Baltimore & Ohio standard
box cars. The American Car and Foundry Com-
pany has an order for 150 refrigerator cars and 10

improved horse cars have also been ordered. The road has
received only 1,000 of the 6,000 Schoen steel cars ordered some
time ago. and when the remaining 5,000 are delivered, will have
6.360 cars to add to the 45,000 now in use.

William H. Wood, Hydraulic Engineer, Media. Pa., has re-
ceived orders to place one of his hydraulic riveting plants in
the Coatesville Boiler Works, Coatesville, Pa., and he is put-
ting in two hydraulic riveting plants for the Aultman & Taylor
Machinery Co., of Mansfield, O., and one for the Edw. Keeler
Co., of Wllliamsport, Pa. He has also recently started one of
his hydraulic riveting plants for Thos. C. Basshor & Co., of
Baltimore, Md., one for the Boston Navy Yard, U. S. Govern-
ment, and a plant for Orr & Sembower, of Reading, Pa.

The new Boyer long stroke hammer, made by the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Co., has made an excellent record at the works
of the Pressed Steel Car Co. at Pittsburgh, showing that it may
be used by men who are not expert riveters and that the ma-
chines may be used for long, continuous work, without failure.

One of them was put into use at these works at noon August
21 and was not out of service at all for seven days and nights.
It may have run much longer than that, but of this we are not
informed. The rivets were %-inch in diameter and, as we un-
derstand it, the machine was not stoiiped and did not break
down in this time.

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co. reports sales for August
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amounting to 52 machines, ranging in capacity from 2% to

800 kilowatts. The orders came from points in widely separated

parts of the United States, and two were from Great Britain.

The British orders were for "teaser" equipments for driving

large printing presses, one 50-H.P. equipment for the "Free

Press" of Aberdeen, Scotland, and four 50-H.P. equipments for

the "Scotsman" of Edinburgh. The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.

has just issued Bulletin No. 2432, which may be had on request

of the general office in Cincinnati, Ohio.

The firm of Dietz, Schumacher & Boye, manufacturers of

machine tools at Queen City Ave. and Buck St., Cincinnati,

has been dissolved and a new partnership formed under the

name of Schumacher & Boye, Mr. Jacob Dietz having retired

from the concern. The new firm assumes all indebtedness of

the old one and obligations due are payable to the new firm.

The phenomenal rapidity of the introduction of pneumatic

tools has been remarked in these columns. The statement is

now made by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. that their sales

for August last were greater than for the entire year 1897. This

is probably due to the increasing number of these tools re-

quired by those who have used a few and found the possibili-

ties of reducing costs to demand increasing the pneumatic

equipment. The sales of this company have increased every

month since the introduction of the pneumatic devices, and

they are now considered indispensable as labor savers.

The New York office of Valentine & Company, the well-known

varnLsh and color manufacturers, recently reported the pur-

.chase of additional property adjoining their Brooklyn works,

and the filing of plans with the Building Department for a

large two-story building thereon. We now learn that even this

extension will not suffice for the needs of their business, and
that they have just filed plans for the erection at their Chicago

works of a large three-story building; the ground floor to be

devoted to tanks and the storage of varnish, the other two

lioors to contain machinery and other facilities for the grind-

ing and packing of colors and paints.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. has installed a comprehen-

sive exhibit of pneumatic tools at the National Export Exposi-

tion at Philadelphia, including the new Boyer long stroke ham-
mer for driving rivets of diameters from % to 1% inches, the

new reversible wood boring machine, the Henrickson flue cut-

ter driven by a reversible motor, the well-known Boyer drills

and hammers for clipping and caulking, the Haeseler piston

drills. Phoenix rotary drills and other pneumatic appliances.

The air supply will be furnished by an electrically driven air

compressor. The exhibit is under the charge of a competent

attendant, and is intended to furnish practical demonstrations

of the value and convenience of these devices to foreigners and
others interested in the subject.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has ordered thirty four-

cylinder compound consolidation freight locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, for December and January de-

livery. The cylinders are to be 15 inches and 25 inches in

diameter by 30 inches stroke. The total weight of the engine,

exclusive of tender, is to be 176,000 pounds. The drivers are 54

inches in diameter with a driving wheel base of 15 feet 4 inches,

and total wheel base of 23 feet 8 inches. The tenders will have

5,000 gallons water capacity, 8 tons coal capacity, and weigh

95,000 pounds. The boilers are to be of the extended wagon top

type, 64 inches in diameter at the front end. The firebox is to

be 41 inches wide and 118 inches long. When these locomotives

are completed the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad will have 137

freight engines, each exceeding 175,000 pounds in weight.

The H. K. Porter Co., builders of light locomotives, are now
engaged upon an order for three steel works locomotives for

the Newburgh, Ohio, woiks of the American Steel & Wire Co.;

also on an order of five contractors' locomotives for Messrs.

Nawn & Brock, of Boston, for use on a large water-works con-

tract in Brighton. They are also building a little engine for

18 inch gauge, having cylinders 6 by 10 inches, for the French
Rand Gold Mining Co. of Johannesburg, South Africa, and they

have just shipped a 7 by 12 inch locomotive for 30 inch gauge

to Japan. A 7 by 12 inch compressed air locomotive for 21 inch

gauge has just been shipped to the Commonwealth Iron Co. for

work at their mines at Norway, Michigan. This firm is also

reaching foreign trade. A 11 by 14 inch consolidation locomo-

tive has recently been shipped to Russia to run on track with

a gauge of 29% inches.

The Russell Snow Plow Co., Room 751 Tremont Building, Bos-

ton, has received a large number of orders, of which the follow-

ing is a list: Long Island Railroad, one Russell standard double

track plow, size No. 2; New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad, one Russell standard single track plow, size No. 2, to

be equipped with Russell air flanger (double) and Westing-

house air brakes; Rutland Railroad, one Russell wing-elevator

snow plow, size No. 2; Fitchburg Railroad, two Russell standard

double track plows, size No. 2, to be equipped with Russell air

flangers, Westinghouse brakes and Westinghouse train air

signal apparatus; Boston & Albany Railroad, one Russell stand-

ard double track plow, size No. 3, to be equipped with Russell

air flanger and Westinghouse air brakes; Copper Range Rail-

road, one Russell wing-elevator plow, size No. 1, Special, to be

equipped with Russell air flanger, Westinghouse air brakes and
Westinghouse train air signal apparatus; Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern Railroad, one Russell standard double track

plow, size No. 4, to be equipped with Russell air flanger, West-
inghouse air brakes, Westinghouse train air signal apparatus

and Gould automatic couplers; Philadelphia & Reading, two
Russell standard double track plows, size No. 2, to be equipped

with Westinghouse air brakes, Westinghouse train air signal

apparatus and Gould automatic couplers; and Delaware. Lack-
awanna & Western Railroad, three Russell standard double

track plows, size No. 2, to be equipped with Westinghouse train

air signal apparatus.

The Rhode Island Locomotive Works, now operated by the

International Power Co., have just leceived an order for

ten 10-wheel freight compounds for the Chicago Great Western,

to be built in accordance with the Rhode Island system of

compounding, which has been modified and improved without,

however, changing the essentials. These engines will have two
cylinders, 22 and 35 by 28, and were designed to be equivalent

in cylinder power to a 20 by 28 inch simple engine, the boiler

pressure being 200 pounds. The driving wheels have cast steel

centers and are 63 inches in diameter over the tires. The total

weight will be about WO.OOO pounds, of which about 120.000 will

be on the drivers and about 40,000 on the trucks. The boilers

will be of the extended wagon top, radial stayed type, 64 inches

in diameter at the smallest ring and having a total heating

surface of 2,600 square feet. The grate is 112 by 42 inches, hav-
ing an area of 32.6 square feet. The driving axle journals are

9 by 12 inches, and these axles and the crank pins are to be of

the Coffin process steel. The tenders will have frames of steel

channels, and the tanks will carry 6,000 gallons. These works
are completing an order for 22 locomotives for the Wabash, 4

of which are compounds. The recent order for 4 heavy freight

engines for the "Big Four" has been increased to 10, and in

addition to these orders the shops are busy with an order for

21 boilers for the Erie, 16 of which are of the Wootten type and
5 are extended wagon tops. The equipment of the Rhode
Island Works has been improved by the addition of a number
of new tools, including rod and wheel borers, a large hydraulic

wheel press and a set of 16 foot bending rolls. The 12 foot

hydraulic riveter formerly in use at the Grant Locomotive
Works, has been purchased complete and is now being set up.

The flanging work on boilers is all done on the large flanging

press that was used before the change in management. The
new management of the Rhode Island Locomotive Works in-

cludes Mr. Joseph Lithgoe as Superintendent, and a large num-
ber of the old foremen and many of the former shop hands
have returned. The shops appear to be exceedingly busy and
prosperous.

WANTED.
A situation by a foreman boiler maker, acquainted with all

modern appliances for economical construction of boilers. Ex-
tended experience in locomotive building and railroad shops

with both day work and piece work systems. Good references.

Address "Energy," care "American Engineer and Railroad

Journal," 140 Nassau Street, New York.
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TEN-WHEEL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry.

niiilt by the Brooks Locomotive Works.

Mr. W. II. Marshall, Superintendent of Motive Power.

Through the courtesy of Mr. W. H. Marshall, Superintendent

of Motive Power of the Lake Shore, and the Brooks Locomo-
tive Works, the accompanying engravings of one of eleven new
10-wheel passenger locomotives for that road are published.

These are very powerful locomotives, and are the heaviest

In this class of service, with the exception of the Schenectady
10-wheel compounds built in 1897 for the Northern Pacific.

They have more heating surface than any other passenger
engines of which we have record. With 20 by 28 inch cylinders,

210 pounds steam pressure and 80-inch driving wheels, they

ought to be able to do the work expected of them with ease.

These engines are about 25 per cent, stronger in tractive power
(about 25,000 lbs. tractive power) than any passenger engines
now on the road, and they have about 60 per cent, more boiler

power based on the heating surface, as well as a greater power
based on grate area. They are not designed to make phenom-
enal speeds, but simply to haul the heaviest trains at their

present schedules, and have enough reserve power to make up
time when there is any occasion to do so. The present passen-
ger engines will handle about 12 cars as a maximum on sched-
ules of slightly more than 40 miles per hour, the new ones
are expected to be able to haul 14 cars at 60 miles per hour
when occasion requires, and the same number at the schedule
speeds with a margin of power to spare. An eight-wheel en-
gine cannot be expected to do this. The trains sometimes have
more than 12 cars, and it has been necessary to run them in
two sections.

The 10-wheel type was selected because it permits of putting
more weight Into the boiler than is permissible with the eight-
wheel type or a mogul, on the assumption that the uppei limit
of total weight is not specified.

The boiler is large. It is of the extended wagon top, radial
stay type, with the firebox over the frames. The diameter
of the front end of the shell is 6G inches, and at the throat
74 inches. There is ample room at the back ends of the tubes
for water space and circulation, the boiler being unusually
wide at the throat The height of the center of the boiler

above the rails Is 9 ft. 2 in. The large heating surface, 2917

sq. ft., has already received comment. Fifteen feet as the

length of tubes is rather unusual, but this was exceeded by

the Baldwin Atlantic type passenger engines for the Burling-

ton (American Engineer, May, 1899), which have tubes 16 ft.

long. It is believed that increasing lengths of tubes will prob-

ably be a feature of future designs. Butt joints are used on
all the horizontal boiler seams. Mr. Marshall believes in fol-

lowing theoretically correct practice in this regard, as a result

of experience which shows that trouble usually results when
theory is departed from in boiler construction.

Among the details several good features are noticed, such as

enlarged cross-head fits for the piston rods, extended piston

rods, enlarged wheel fits for the crank pins and axles, large

(9 by 12-inch) driving journals, and 6 by 12-inch engine truck

journals. Cast steel is used to an unusual extent to save
weight. The equalizers and fulcrums in connection with the

under-hung spring rigging are of this material. The saving
of unnecessary weight has been studied with great care. The
valves have Allen ports, and are provided with the Richardson
balance. The link radius is short. The brake shoes are placed

back of the driving wheels, giving an upward thrust to the

hangers when the brakes are applied.

The large driving wheels necessitated a long wheel base,

the driving wheel base being 16 ft. 6 in., the engine as a whole
being 41 ft. 4>^ in. long. The cab has a full deck, making a
comfortable arrangement for the men. The tender journals

are larger than usual for a 5,000 gallon tank, being 5i/4 by 10

inches. The reason for using this heavy axle is that the largest

size previously used on this road was 414 by 8 inches, and it

was necessary to increase this for these tenders. In making
them larger, provision was made for trucks which should be
strong enough for the heaviest tender that will be required,

which was wise. This road has already planned tenders for

6.000 gallons and 12 tons of coal for freight engines, and these
trucks are to be interchangeable in every respect between pas-
senger and freight service.

This design is characteristic of Mr. Marshall's work. It in-

cludes no novelties or radical departures, but embodies careful

balancing of the factors which go to make up a powerful loco-

motive with a minimum of unproductive weight. The engines
are exceedingly well proportioned and very handsome.

Description.
Gauge 4 ft. gi^ In.
Kind of fuel to be used Bituminous coal
Weight on drivers 133,0fK) lbs.
Weight on trucks 3S 600 lbs
Weight, total 171. aiO lbs.
Weight, tender loaded 112,000 lbs.

General Dimensions.
Wheel base, total of engine 27 ft 4 in
Wheel base, driving 1$ ft. 6 In!
Wheel base, total, engine and tender 55 ft. 214 in
Length over all. engine 41 ft. 41^ jj,.
Length over all. total, engine and tender 64 ft. 4% in!
Height, center of boiler above rails 9 ft. 2 in
Height of stack above rails 14 ft 11 in
Heating surface, firebox and arch flues 223 sq. ft!
Heating surface, tubes 2,694 sq ft
Heating surface, total 2 917 sq ft
Grate area '.'..'33.6 sq'. ft!

Wheels and Journals.
Drivers, diameter go jn.
Drivers, material of centres !!!ca's't' steel
Truck wheels, diameter 36 In
Journals, driving axle 9 In by 12 In
Journals, truck axle

\ s in by 12 inMain crank pin. size evi In. by 6 In'
Main coupling pin. size 714 {n. by 41,4 inMain pin, diameter wheel fit 7^ jn.

Cylinders.
Cylinders, diameter 20 In
Piston, stroke / '25 ]„'
Piston rod, diameter ..' 3% jj,'

Main rod, length, centre to center 13S In
Steam ports, length '.*.'.*.'.'.".'

19 in'
Steam ports, width !!!!!!!!!!! i% in'
Exhaust ports, length !!!!!!!! 19 inExhaust ports, width W _'
Bridge, width .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.1%

In.

Valves.
Valves, kind of Allen-RIchardson balanced
Valves, greatest travel 6 2 In
Valves, outside lap VA, In
Valves, inside clearance 1? in'
Lead In full gear .'l/16"in."ne'gltlve
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BolliT.
Hollor,
HolllT.
ticiMiT,

Hollpr,
Holler.
Buller,
Crown
Dome,

I*"lr«'box
Firebox
Firebox
Firebox
Firebox,
Firebox,
Flrel)ox.
Firebox,

Boiler.

t.vpe of ICxtended wagon top
working st<am pressure 210 lbs.
niiiterliil In barriM Steel
thickness or' muterlul In barrel % In.. 11/16 In.. ?iln.
thh'kiiess of tube sheet \ In.
liliimeter of barrel, front 66 In.
diameter of barrel at throat 74% In.
sheet, stayed with Radial stays
diameter 30 In.

Firebox.
type Over frames
leriKt h 121 In.
width 41 In.
depi h. front 78 In.
de|)l h. baek 63>/. In.
mat erla I Steel
thickness of sheet. ..Tube. Hln.; sides, back and top, % In.
briek arch nn water tubes

Firebox, mud ring, width Back, 3M In.; front and sides, 4 In.

Grates, kind of Cast Iron rocking
Tubes, number of 345
Tubes, material Charcoal Iron
Tubes, outside diameter 2 In.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 15 ft. % In.

Smokebox.
Smokebox, diameter, outside 69 In.

Smokebox, length from flue sheet 69 In.

Other Parts,
Exhaust nozzle, single or double Single
Exhaust nozzle, variable or permanent Permanent
Exhaust nozzle, diameter 5Mi In.

Exhaust nozzle, distance of tip below center of boiler 7 In.

Netting, wire or plate Wire
Netting, size of mesh or perforation 2JA by 2V4 In.

Stack, straight or taper Steel, taper
Stack, least diameter 15 In.
Stack, greatest diameter 16% In.

Stack, height above smokebox 34>;4 In.

o
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PRESIDENT FISH ON PROFIT-SHARING FOR RAIL-

ROADS.

.10-Wheel Passenger Locomotive— L. S. & M. S. Ry.

Tender.
Type 8-wheel, steel frame
Tank, type "U" shape
Tank, capacity foi- water 5,000 gal.
Tank, capacity tor coal 9V4 tons
Tank, material Steel
Tank, thickness of sheets 3/16 in. and % in.
Type of under frame Steel channel
Type of springs Triple elliptic
Diameter of wheels 36 in.
Diameter and length of journals 5^ in. by 10 in.
Distance between centers of journals 5 ft. 6 in.
Diameter of wheel fit on axle 6% in.
Diameter of center of axle 5% in.
Length of tender over bumper beams 21 ft. 2 in.
Length of tank .^ 19 ft. 6 in.
Width of tank 9 ft. 10 in.
Height of tank, not Including collar 54 in.
Type of draw gear Gould

Mr. Albert J. Earling, who has been elected to the presidency

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, to succeed Mr. Roswell
Miller, has had an interesting and unique career. He began
railroad service with this road as a telegraph operator in 1866

at the age of 18 and never has had any other employer. His
advancement is well earned and the selection is an admirable
example of what ought to be the rule on all railroads, the ad-
vancement of men within the ranks, even to the very highest
positions. Mr. Earling is not only a good railroad man and
eminently fitted to preside over the Interests of one of the
best railroads in the country, but he knows more about this

road than anyone else because of having filled all grades of

positions from the lowest to the highest in its operation. His
success is due to ability and carefulness, combined with thor-
ough knowledge of the details of operation. He was a tele-

graph operator for six years, a train despatcher for five years,

and assistant superintendent for four years. In 1882 he was
made superintendent of a division; in 1884 he became assistant
general superintendent:; in 1888, general superintendent; in

1890, general manager, and in 1895, second vice-president.

"Is profit-sharing on railroads practical? If so how can it

best be adapted?" was one of the topical questions recently

propounded by the St. Louis Railway Club. Mr. Stuyvesant

Fish, president of the Illinois Central Railroad, answered it

as follows:

"In my opinion it is not practical because of the difference

in the length of service, character of service, method and the

times of employing men engaged in the work. For instance,

our out-of-door work on the track is practically suspended in

the Northern States for some months together, track forces be-

ing disbanded or reduced very materially every autumn.

Hence, through no fault of their own, large numbers of men,

while working year after year for the company, are not in con-

tinuous employment in the service and cannot get the benefits

which ought to accrue for continuous employment. On the

other hand, it would not be fair to those who are continuously

employed, day in and day out, year after year, to put them on a

par with these track laborers whose employment is, after

all, only occasional. Instances might be multiplied and run

through all branches of the service.

"More than twenty years ago we endeavored to work out

something of this sort on the old Chicago, St. Louis & New
Orleans Railroad, then running from Cairo to New Orleans,

but had to give up the attempt.

"The Illinois Central has nothing in its service approaching

to profit sharing, but has, for several years past, encouraged

and aided those in its employ in purchasing shares of the

company's stock."

Notwithstanding the great importance of statistics in the

form of concise figures of performance and cost of doing work

the records of a department of a large organization which per-

mit of instant comparisons are seldom obtainable. A great

deal of thought is put into systems of records, but there are

probably few systems in use which may not be improved. The
following quotation, offered by J. F. Deems at the recent

Master Mechanics' convention, may be somewhat overdrawn,

but it points forcibly to the state of the statistician's art.

"What practical railroad manager has not been deviled by

the statistician, annoyed, bedeviled, disgusted? Yet the weary

course goes on. Away up in the loft of some oflice at the

cross-roads country station, in the grime and smoke of the

store clerk's shop, overhead in the division superintendent's

oflBce, at the shipping clerks' desks, in the maintenance of way
departments—everybody, everywhere in some way or other,

is making statistics. We have spent one dollar and we spend

two dollars more of the stockholders' money just to explain to

them where the first dollar went to."

At the completion of tests recently made on Babcock & Wil-

cox water-tube boilers, in the British twin-screw gun-boat

Sheldrake, some interesting experiments were made. One was
to ascertain in What time steam could be raised to a pressure

of 140 lbs., from water at 70 deg. P. This was found to take

just 23 minutes. A stopping and starting test was then tried,

in which the engines were suddenly stopped from full speed.

The tube, front, and uptake doors were simultaneously opened
and the ash-pit door closed. The increased pressure on the

gauge did not exceed five pounds; neither did the safety valve

lift. A test was then made to see how soon the operation of

drawing a tube could be commenced, and how quickly a tube

could be drawn from the boiler after the fires were suddenly
drawn and water blown out. Several caps were removed ready
for tube drawing in 24 minutes, and three tubes were afterward
drawn in 11, 10 and 9 minutes, respectively.
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WIDER FIREBOXES.

By William Forsyth.

In the United State.s for many years the width of locomotive

fireboxes was restricted by the distance between frames, the

box extending down below the lower frame bars and the inside

width of the firebox with this construction was about 33

inches. The grate area with a box 6 ft. long was 16V^ sq. ft.

and with one 7 ft. long it was 19% sq. ft. With larger engines

it was found necessary to increase the grate area, and the

firebox was placed on top of the frames and flush with their

outside faces, thus securing an inside width of firebox of 42

inches, and it being clear of the axles any convenient length

could be used. The box was made 8 or 9 ft. long, and the

grate area so obtained was from 28 to 31 sq. ft. This practice

was coming into general use in 1885, when 19x24 in. cylinders

were considered largo, and IGO lbs. boiler pressure a high one.

Notwithstanding the continued enlargement of cylinders and

boilers since that time it is a remarkable fact that for bitumi-

nous coal, locomotive builders still retain the .same width of

firebox as used 14 or 15 years ago. The width of firebox now
seems to be limited to the distance between the outside faces

of frames. The difficulties in construction met with in extend-

ing the firebox beyond the frames have been easily

overcome in the extreme widths used on the numerous Wootten
fireboxes, 8 ft. wide, which have already been built. These
large fireboxes have been generally adopted by all the roads

in the anthracite coal region, and the practice in the United

States may now be said to be the use of fireboxes 8 ft. wide

for anthracite coal, and boxes 3 ft. 6 in. wide for bituminous

coal. This arbitrary limitation of the width of the firebox

to 3 ft. 6 in. regardless of the size of the engine is believed

to be a mistake which must soon be recognized by those who
are endeavoring to obtain the maximum economy in coal

burning. The large engines which have been built in recent

years, when compared with smaller engines, have shown such

improved economy in cost of coal per ton-mile that the effort

to obtain the best possible evaporation has to some extent been

neglected. The large boilers have had the advantages of greatly

increased heating surface in the tubes, and for this reason

the coal economy has been maintained as before, notwith-

standing the fact that the rate of combustion must have been
increased. The time will soon come when small engines will

be obsolete and large engines will only be compared with other

engines of equal size, and the best coal economy will then be

found where the grate area has been properly proportioned

to the steam consumption of the cylinders.

The two principal objections to very high rates of combus-

tion on locomotives are. first, the heavy draft required; it

pulls large quantities of sparks into the smokebox, taxing the

spark-arresting device so that it must be modified in some way,

which will invariably interfere with economical coal burning;

besides the spark loss in fuel is considerable, and probably

equal to all other losses due to small grates. The second im-

portant source of loss accompanying high rates of combustion

is due to the high velocity of the gases in passing over the

heating surface, not allowing the heat from them to be as fully

absorbed as it should be.

Carefully measured tests show that spark losses under high

rates of combustion are equal to 10 to 15 per cent, of the coal

fired. Numerous experiments on the shop-testing plants and
in road tests show how rapidly the amount of coal used per

pound of water evaporated increases with high rates of com-
bustion. In his paper on the Effect of High Rates of Com-
bustion, Prof. Goss gives the results of his experiments with

different areas of grates on the locomotive in the laboratory

as follows: When coal is burned at the rate of 50 lbs. per

square foot of grate per hour, 8 lbs. of water were evaporated

per pound of coal; at 100 lbs. the rate was 7 lbs. of water,

and at 180 Ibi. only 5 lbs. of water. In the tests of compound

locomotives on the C. M. & St. P. Ry., reported to the Master

Mechanics' Association in 1892, we find that with Braceville

coal, when the rate of combustion was 109 lbs., the rate of

evaporation was 6 lbs., but when the former was increased to

156 lbs. the rate of evaporation fell to 5 lbs. Also, with Pitts-

burgh coal, with same series of experiments, when the rate of

combustion was 80 lbs. the rate of evaporation was 7.7 lbs. of

water, but when the former was raised to 100 lbs. the water

rate was decreased to 6.7 lbs., a difference of one pound in

the water rate in each case, due to a change in the coal rate.

Tests on the C, B. & Q. R. R., with Streator coal, when the

coal and water were carefully measured, showed with a coal

rate of 90 lbs. per square foot of grate per hour a water rate

of 7 lbs., but when the coal rate was 125 lbs. the water rate

fell to 6 lbs., a difference of one pound less water evaporation,

caused by a difference in the rate of combustion of 35 lbs. per

square foot of grate.

It has been claimed that, even with rates of combustion as

high as 200 or 225 lbs. coal per square foot of grate per hour,

the combustion is complete and almost perfect, and in fact the

anaylsis of the smokebox gases in the Purdue experiments

showed this to be true, as there was hardly a trace of carbonic

oxide and free oxygen was present. For this reason it is argued

that the loss of economy due to high rates of combustion is not

the result of a small grate, but is due to imperfect absorption

of heat by insufficient healing surface, as is evident from the

increase in temperature of the smokebox under such conditions.

In Prof. Goss's experiment the heating surface was constant

and the total amount of coal burned per hour was also con-

stant, the only change being the area of the grate. The loss

in economy must therefore be attributed to the reduction of

grate area, even if it resulted in a failure of the heating sur-

face to absorb a proper amount of heat due to the high velocity

of the hot gases through the tubes. In the above experiments

the vacuum in the smokebox when burning 61 lbs. of coal per

square foot of grate was 2.2 inches of water, and when burning

240 lbs. coal per square foot it was 5.6 inches, the draft in the

latter case being two and a half times as great as in the former,

and the velocity of the gases through the tubes must have been

correspondingly increased. If the small grate requires such

a strong draft that the gases are in contact with the heating

surface too short a period, it must result in a loss in economy.

The heating surface in a locomotive can never be too great for

it is not possible to obtain the amount necessary for maximum

economy on account of the large size and weight of the boiler.

In stationary boilers good practice requires 1/5 sq. ft. grate

and 10 sq. ft. heating surface for 1 horse power, and for the

1,000 horse power developed by modern locomotives, ihere

would be required on the same basis 200 sq. ft. of grate sur-

face and 10.000 sq. ft. of heating surface. The problem then is

with all the available heating surface possible in a locomotive,

what is the proper grate area for a given steam or coal con-

sumption? Cannot the proportion of grates for locomotives

be placed on a rational basis, having reference to the cylinder

volume and the speed per mile? At present the general practice

is to make the firebox for a bituminous coal burning locomotive

40 or 42 in. wide, and 9 or 10 ft. long, regardless of the size

of the cylinders, the diameter of the wheels, or the speed. In

miles per hour.

In making the grate area proportional to the cylinder vol-

ume, the dimension in the direction of length is limited to about

10 ft., on account of the difficulty of firing on a longer grate.

In order to obtain larger grate areas it is therefore necessary

to increase the width, and there seems to be no good reason

why the width of fireboxes should be either 42 in. or 96 in.,

which is now the prevailing practice, but it certainly should

be as much greater than 42 in. as is necessary to secure a mod-

erate rate of combustion, corresponding to 80 or 90 lbs. of coal

per square foot of grate per hour.

The locomotives with 19x26 inch cylinders, built 15 years ago,

had grates 42 In. wide and 9 ft long, and the amount of coal
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required to supply these cylinders with steam was sufficient

to require a strong blast, drawing sparks through the tubes

and out of the stack. The grate proportions in this case cannot

therefore be said to be too large. The total volume of the

two cylinders is 7.87 and the grate area 31.5 sq. ft. and the

ratio of cylinder volume to grate area is as 1 to 4. We regard

this as a good proportion, and believe that when it is made
less that the rate of evaporation is reduced. In the Master

Mechanics' Committee report on Ratios of Grate Area to

Cylinder Volume, read at the convention in June, 1897, the

committee recommend that this ratio should not be less than

3 for simple passenger or freight locomotives. It will be found,

however, that in all recent freight locomotives the ratio is

less than 3, and it is evidently due to the indisposition of loco-

tive builders to give up an old and irrational practice of mak-
ing fireboxes as wide as the frames, and no wider.

In the report referred to, the proper method of calculating

grate area for locomotives, based upon the cylinder volume, is

clearly explained, and we will give briefly a sufficient portion

to show its application. It is assumed that the

average work in the cylinder is done at one-fourth

cut-off and the average speed is one-half the diam-
eter of drivers for passenger engines, or 168 revolutions per

minute, and for freight engines one-third cut-off and 120 revo-

lutions is assumed. Then if V= volume of both cylinders in

cubic feet, the water per hour, from and at 212° F., will be ap-

proximately 2150 X V for either passenger or freight engines,

The coal consumption will depend on its quality, and for west-
ern bituminous coal, 6 lbs. water per pound of coal may be
taken as a fair average, and if the rate of combustion is not
to exceed 90 lbs. per square foot of grate per hour, then
the proper grate area will be, in terms of cylinder volume,
2150

X V = 4 V. That is, the ratio of grate area to cylinder
6 X 90

volume under the above conditions should be 4. Let us see
how this compares with the ratios found for some of the large
freight locomotives recently built:

The 12-wheel engine for the Illinois Central, illustrated in
the October number of this paper, has cylinders 23x30' inches,
and a grate 42 in. wide and 11 ft. long, having an area of 37.5
sq. ft. The cubic contents of both cylinders is 14.4 cu ft and
37.5

:= 2.6. If the grate was made as large as would be required
14.4

by a factor of 4 times the cylinder volume it would be
14.4 X 4= 57.6 sq. ft., and if made 11 ft. long, the width should
be about 62 in. The P. R. R. Class H6 freight engines, illus-
trated in the June, 1899, number, have cylinders 22x28 inches,
and grates 40 inches wide and 10 ft. long, giving an area of

33.3
33.3 sq. ft. The cylinder volume is 12.32 and = 2.7. If

12.32
the grate for these engines was made 4 times tht cylinder vol-
ume, its area would be 49 sq. ft., and if 10 ft. long, its width
would be 58.8 inches. As an example of a recent large passen-
ger engine we will take the 10-wheel engine for the Denver &
Rio Grande, illustrated in September, 1899, number. This en-
gine has cylinders 21x26 inches, and grate area 33.5 sq. ft. The

33 5
total cylinder volume is 10.4 and— = 3.22, and according to

10.4

the proportion we suggest the width should be 50 in., instead
of 41 in.

Freight engines having driving wheels of small diameter pre-
sent no difficulties in extending the firebox over the wheels.
Wide fireboxes extending over the large drivers of passenger
engines raise the center of the boiler rather high but the
Atlantic type is admirably adapted to the use of large wheels
and wide fireboxes which do not extend over the drivers but
over the trailing wheels. In either freight or passenger loco-
motives It Is easily possible to use wider fireboxes without re-
sorting to radical changes in the wheel arrangement or to
material modifications of existing general plans

AN AMERICAN OBSERVER ABROAD.*

II.

A Day at Horwich.

By Professor W. F. M. Goss.

The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway centers in the city

of Manchester, from which point it reaches out to the north,

east and west, covering the adjacent country with a compli-

cated network of track and embracing such cities as Liverpool,

Preston, Leeds and Bradford. The trip by local train from

Manchester to Horwich gives one an hour's ride among green

hills, bushless and treeless, but of magnificent proportions,

marked here and there by the derricks of busy coal mines. In

the very midst of such hills is Horwich. Twelve years ago, or

thereabouts, the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway selected

this place as the location of its general shops, and to-day em-
ployment is given to 4,000 men—a result accomplished under

the immediate direction of Mr. J. A. F. Aspinall, until recently

Chief Mechanical Engineer of the road.

Mr. Aspinall needs no introduction to readers of the "Ameri-

can Engineer." for some have gained personal acquaintance

with him in the course of his repeated visits to America, and

others have come to know him through his most valuable con-

tributions to technical literature. At the time of my visit Mr.

Aspinall was still Chief Mechanical Engineer, but the an-

nouncement of his promotion to be General Manager was made
a few weeks later.

The shops at Horwich make all heavy repairs on 1,400 loco-

'

motives, build new ones and supply heavy forgings, all castings

and all machine work needed by other departments of the road.

The works include a steel mill in which steel wheel-centers are

cast, tires are rolled, and lighter work in great variety is

turned out. Dynamos for station lighting, electric signaling

apparatus, telegraph instruments and many other articles

which American railways obtain from outside sources are in

the case of this road made at Horwich. The variety of proc-

eEses undertaken requires space and organization, and both

of these are had. The shops consist of three long parallel build-

ings, having tracks between them, and in some cases within

them. (See Mr. William Forsyth's description of these shops,

June, 1898, page 194.—Editor.) The locomotive repair shop oc-

cupies one portion of one of these buildings, and new locomo-

tive work another portion, the two portions, while separated

only by a transfer table running across the shop, being quite

distinct. The steel mill is a complete establishment by itself,

and the electrical department is a factory seemingly as inde-

pendent of other things in its vicinity as though it were in

another city.

Mr. Aspinall has succeedea in securing a high degree of uni-

formity in his motive power. With 1,400 locomotives he has
but three different types, though the first installment of a
fourth type is just now being put into service. The three types

which at the time of my visit were doing the business of the

road are:

(1) A freight engine having six coupled wheels 61 inches in

diameter;

(2) A tank engine having four coupled wheels 68 inches in

diameter, and two 2-wheel trucks, one leading and the other
following the drivers; and

(3) An express passenger engine having four coupled wheels
87 inches in diameter, and a 4-wheeled truck leading the

coupled wheels.

The engines weigh 68, 59 and 68 tons respectively. All have
cylinders of the same size (18x26 inches) and the tank engine
and the passenger engine have boilers which are Identical.

Moreover, the boilers of all the engines have 50-inch shells, 200

tubes 1% inches in diameter, and a firebox of standard dimen-
sions.

All engines have plate frames and are Inside connected. Joy

• For previous article see October Issue, page 313,
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valve gear is oxcluslvely used ami Us details are so well de-

signed as to give a very stiff iurangement.

It was at Horwich that I first saw the parts of an English

engine, both before and during the process of erection. Very

little machine worl< goes into the frame. Plates for the sides,

an inch in thicl<noss. two or tinoe feet in widtli. and thirty feet,

or so, in length, are piled and milled to bring the edges to

*'''- Lancashire & Yorkshire Standard Locomotives.

Six-Coupled, Freight.

proper oiitline. When thus reduced to the desired form, two

plates are set up to form tlie sides, the cross-bracing is riveted

in, castings to give bearing for the axle-box wedges are added,

and the frame Is practically done.

The front of the boiler is supported from the frame and not

by the cylinders, as in American practice. The latter are

slipped up between the frames and are bolted to the side-plates;

while easily removable, they have a vei'y secure place pro-

vided for them, and they certainly have the appearance of be-

ing well protected and quite warm as they nestle close to-

gether. The exhau.st passages are so direct that by looking

into the exhaust tip one may see the slide valve. I was told

that an engine coming in with broken cylinders could have

the old pair removed and a new pair applied, ready for the

road again, in four hours from the tiaie of its arrival in the

shop.

Willi the inside connection, the coupling-rod pin on the out-

side of the main driver is put opposite the inside- crank, the

wheel crank pin and coupling rod thus serving in part to bal-

ance the axle crank and the main rod. A light counterweight

in the rim of the main driver is, however, necessary, and

while entirely correct, it looks odd at first sight to see the wheel

going with the crank and counterbalance on the same side of

ihe center.

But I imagine that the inside-coupled engine, though it has

many good points, will not always live even in England, for

here, as in America, on > manifestation of progress in railroad-

Lancashire i Yorkshire Standard Locomotives.

Local Passenger and Freight.

ing is a desire for more powerful locomotives. A response

must involve larger cylinder volumes, and as no considerable

increase over present maximum dimensions is possible under

existing practice, the cylinders will in the end come outside of

the frames.

Mr. Aspinall forge? his crank axle? in a very ingenious

manner. The forging, properly speaking, begins with a blank

of uniform section, which for an 8-lnch axle carrying cranks

for 26-inch stroke, would, I Judge, be about 8'/4 inches thick,

20 inches wide and 5 feet or more long. The forging consists

in cutting the required axle out of the solid material of such

a blank, the cranks are cut, lying in the same plane and to-

gether. The process begins with eight cuts by the hot saw par-

tially across the blank—four being made from one edge and

four from tlie other. These outline the webs of the cranks,

l-'rom the saw the blank goes to the steam hammer, where

the blocks between the several webs and between the outside

webs and the ends of the axle, are chiseled out, and I presume

that this operation is followed by some hammering to round up

the wrist pins and the body of the axle, but I did not see this

done. Finally the middle portion of the axle is twisted to bring

the two cranks at right angles. This finishes the forging. The

blank from which the axle is cut weighs three times as much
as the finished piece, but no consideAble loss results, since the

material cut away is in the form of large blocks and serves as

stock from which smaller forgings are made.

The axle blanks are shaped up preparatory to the forging,

by means of a hammer of the battering-ram type. It consists of

two immense masses of iron carrying suitable dies, and mount-

ed on a horizontal bed-plate, upon which they are made to

travel by suitable steam-driven mechanism. In preparation for

a blow the masses separate, and returning they impinge simul-

taneously on opposite sides of the work interposed between

them. The machine is from an old design, a similar hammer
having been installed at Crewe very many years ago, where it

is now referred to as a "Ramsbottom horizontal duplex ham-

i
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to be seen in the diameter and extent of heating surface of the

boiler.

The new engine weighs, with its tender, about 90 tons, and

its four coupled wheels are 87 inches in diameter. A four-

wheeled truck leads the coupled wheels and a two-wheeled

truck follows them. The cylinders are 19 by 26 inches, and are

steam-jacketed in barrel and heads. The valve motion, like

that of all other engines of the road, is the Joy, in connection

with which is a steam reversing gear. The boiler, while only

58 inches in diameter of shell, presents a trifle more than

2,000 feet of heating surface, an increase of about 50 per cent,

as compared with the boilers previously used by the road.

In speaking of the considerations which had led to the adop-

tion of the steam jacket for the new type of engine, Mr. Aspin-

all explained that the service of his engines involved frequent

GAS ENGINES AND PRODUCER GAS.

Jersey City Terminal.

Erie Railroad.

Results Attained.

That 100 indicated horse-power may be obtained in the vi-

cinity of New York for 10 hours at a cost for fuel of but 60

cents may seem to be an extraordinary statement, but a care-

ful examination of the results attained at the new power plant

at the Jersey City terminal station of the Erie Railroad will

prove convincing that this is a fact. The actual cost is less

than this, but a statement of the exact cost of the coal used

is not permissible. This result is obtained by the use of Otto

gas engines driven by gas made from iine anthracite, rice size,

Lancashire & Yorkshire Standard Loconnotives.
FAST PASSENGER SERVICE—NEW TYPE.

Designed by Mr. J. A. T, ASPINALL.

stopping, and the hilly character of the road permitted con-

siderable drifting without steam, both of these conditions re-

sulting in the cylinders being more or less cooled at frequent

intervals. He held that such conditions are not favorable to

the compound engine, and ax'gued that jackets, by keeping the

cylinders always hot, must operate to diminish the loss arising

from the cooling which otherwise occurs when steam is shut

off. In response to my suggestion that jackets had been often

found inefficient because of imperfect drainage, he replied that

he had anticipated that difficulty and had found its perfect so-

lution in carrying the steam supply for the large injector

through the jackets, experience having shown that the injector

thus supplied gave no trouble whatever.

Another detail of the new engine which was noVel to me is

the steam reversing gear, though I afterwards found such a
mechanism to be not uncommon in English practice. Those
who have used it agree that it serves its purpose excellently

and is not troublesome in the matter of repairs. In principle

it is in every way similar to the starting gear generally em-
ployed on various engines. A steam cylinder does the work
and a water cylinder prevents shocks and a too rapid motion.
As applied by Mr. Aspinall, the two cylinders are placed hori-

zontally one above the other, but the most of those which I saw
were in general appearance like a half-sized Westinghouse air
pump. The apparatus is placed in a position corresponding to
that of the reverse lever quadrant of the American engine.
I did not see the apparatus work at Horwich, but an engineer
of the Glasgow and Southwestern, whose train was awaiting at
a station had evident pleasure in making me acquainted with
its operation. By manipulating two small handles he moved
the link by a succession of very short steps, from the full-travel
position to the center, and back again to full travel. Then
he repeated the operation, using longer steps, and a third time
by still longer steps, and ended the exhibition by entirely re-
versing in a single movement, throwing the link first one way,
then the other, in rapid succession, all in much less time than
it takes to tell it. He explained, however, that it would not
work quite as quickly when steam was on, but was emphatic
in his opinion that the gear was vastly superior to the screw
which is the more common arrangement in England.

in J'aylor gas producers built by R. D. Wood & Co. The pos-

sibilities for economizing in the cost of power by such instal-

lations are so important and so great that careful attention to

the following description is assured.

Reason for the Installation and Factors Employed.

A battery of six old locomotive boilers had been in use at this

terminal for a number of years for heating the buildings,

furnishing steam to drive the compressors of the Pintsch gas

plant and for heating passenger cars standing in the yards.

Some power was also required for electric lighting. It became

necessary to increase the capacity of the boiler plant and to

Improve the economy of its operation. After considering the

inip} fur /raftr Circu/a/ibn

Drip.

Fig. 3.—Producers—End Elevation.
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use of modern high class boilers and steam engines, with a

view of burning fine anthracite instead of the very expensive

lump coal formerly used, it was decided to put up an entirely

new power plant, using gas engines driven by producer gas

made from the very cheap grades of fine anthracite available

along the line of the road, and to install two steam boilers to

be used exclusively for heating purposes in the winter and to

be shut down entirely during warm weather. The estimated

saving was large and the total cost of such a plant was less

than that of an equivalent steam plant. The plan decided

upon included two 400-horse-power vertical boilers of the

Morrin, Climax type, Taylor gas producers of sufficient ca-

pacity for 400 indicated horse-power in gas engines, two 90-

horse-power and two 45-horse-power Otto gas engines, an In-

gersoll-Sergeant duplex air compressor, belt driven, a 130-2,000-

candle-power arc light machine, a 450 light incandescent

machine and the necessary accessories. The whole plant

is arranged in duplicate, and in addition to the power used at

the terminal station the producer gas is piped about 1,200 feet

to the locomotive coal chutes and ash handling plant, also

operated by Otto gas engines. The connecting main is not yet

completed and the coal and ash handling plant is now oper-

Sajance tT/xeJ Jddfam.

Xisoidi

Cajrjfen/vf/ 4Ji(/iTm.
'21'S'lling, 4SSflcr^/

per m/a

Figi 4.—Plan of Large Engine Foundations.

ated by city gas, the cost of which is about three times that of

the producer gas.

The decision to adopt gas engines was influenced by the very

favorable guarantees offered by the builders of the gas pro-

ducers and the gas engines. The guarantee of the producers by
Messrs. R. D. Wood & Co. of Philadelphia called for 80 cubic

feet of gas having 125 B. T. U. per cubic foot from each pound
of anthracite buckwheat coal of fair quality, this being equiva-

lent to 10,000 B. T. U. per pound of coal, which is equivalent to

an efficiency of production of SO per cent. The Otto engines

were to produce an indicated horse-power hour with a con-

sumption of not more than 1% pounds of good anthracite

buckwheat at full load. The producers were afterward given

the advantage of an Important improvement which enabled

them to surpass the guarantee. The coal used is rice size,

which is almost refuse. The gas engines produce an indicated

horse-power per hour with the consumption of about 12,000

heat units, which gives about 22 per cent, thermal efficiency.

We understand that the Otto Gas Engine Works were respon-
sible for the engines and the general details. The general ar-

rangement of the plant, the location of the producers, boilers,

gas engines and compressors for air and Pintsch gas may be
seen in the engravings. The Pintsch gas plant was built several
years ago and the power plant was provided for in a new
building adjoining. The entire plant is on "made land," which
required piling foundations throughout, including the building.

The arrangement and plan of the gas plant, producers, scrub-

bers and purifiers were in the hands of R. D. Wood & Co. of

Philadelphia.

The plan of the entire installation is shown in Fig. 1, in

which the relative location of the producers, gas holder, boil-

ers, gas engines, air compressor and gas compressors are given.

The producers are shown in plan and side elevation in Fig. 2,

and in end elevation in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 illustrates the belting

connections of the two large engines, and the general drawing,

Fig. 1, gives the corresponding information as to the small

engines.

The Gas Engines. '

The engines are of two sizes, known as Nos. 12 and No. li,

guaranteed to give 90 and 45 actual horse-power each with

producer gas having 125 heat units per cubic foot. The ex-

haust is led to vessels on the ground outside of the build-

ing, from which pipes run to the roof. Clutches are provided

for all the engines so that one or both of each size may be

used. The gas compressors, which are of the Pintsch type,

were changed from direct steam to belt driving. This work

was done in a novel way. The compressors run almost con-

tinuously, one running 20 and the other 24 hours per day,

which necessitated quick work in making the change of power.

The pedestal holding the pinion shaft, carrying the belt pul-

ley, was secured to the main frame of the compressor in the

exact location where the steam cylinders were bolted.

The large No. 12 twin cylinder gas engines are illustrated

in Fig. 5, the smaller ones. No. 11, are shown in Fig. 6, and

a still smaller size. No. 8, one of which is used at the locomo-

tive coaling station, is shown in Fig. 7. The large engines,

which are known as the "Columbian" type, each develop 106

actual horse-power and 139 indicated horse-power. These

engines are belted to the line shaft, from which two genera-

tors are driven, one for arc and the other for incandescent

lights. There are two cylinders, one above the other, working

on the same crank pin, and giving an impulse at every revolu-

tion. This type of engine gives a very steady motion, as may
be seen by watching the lights. The amount of gas is in direct

proportion to the power and is regulated by the governor.

These builders make a specialty of horizontal engines run-

ning at slow speeds to avoid excessive wear. The parts are

easily accessible without dismounting the whole engine. The
lubrication is by automatic sight feed lubricators on all bear-

ings and on the cylinders. The gas, air and exhaust valves

are all placed in separate castings easily removable and pro-

vided with water channels for cooling.

The No. 11 engines, Fig. 6, develop 50 actual and 60 indicated

horse-power each. They are belted directly to the long line

shaft driving the Pintsch gas compressor, the coal elevator

for the producers and, as shown in Fig. 1, the air compressor.

This compressor, made by the Ingersoll-Sergeant Co., is placed

near the engines. It has a capacity of 380 cubic feet of free

air per minute against a pressure of 100 pounds per square

inch. The air is used for brake testing and cleaning cars in

the yards. The No. 8 engine, Fig. 7, develops 38 actual and 42

indicated horse-power. One of this size and one of No. 6,

which will develop 19 actual and 21 Indicated horse-power, are

used at the coal and ash hoist. A No. 6 engine is also used at

one of the repair shops of this road. Fig. 7 shows the appear-

ance of several of the smaller sizes of engines built by this

concern.

The Otto gas engine is too well known to require a descrip-

tion. It is sufficient to say that the valves are of the poppet

type. The ignition is electric, in this case storage cells being

used, which are charged by the dynamo circuits, making a

reliable and thoroughly satisfactory arrangement. The gov-

ernor not only regulates the speed and gas consumption but it

cuts off the gas supply in case the engine stops for any un-

forseen reason, preventing the escape of gas from the engines.

It also permits of changing the speed without stopping the

engine. It is interesting to watch the No. 11 engines running

tho air and gas compressors. The load is very variable be-
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cause the air compressor, which takes about 50 horse-power,

is thrown on or oft suddenly by the automatic regulator, and

yet the speed Is bo uniform as to appear to be perfectly steady.

Salt water Is pumped from the river to cool the cylinders of

the gas engines and the air compressor In warm weather, and

in the winter, while the steam heating boilers are needed,

fresh water will be used and the heated water will be fed

into the boilers by the feed pumps. This method avoids the

use of city water In summer.

The Taylor Gas Producer.

The gas producers are of the Taylor automatic type, with

economizers, furnishod and installed by Messrs. R. D. Wood
& Co. of Philadelphia. The essentials of a gas producer are

complete combvistion of its carbon, uniformity in quality of gas,

ease and continuity of operation. The operation consists of

combustion of the coal within an atmosphere containing In-

sufllcient oxygen to completely burn It. For a successful pro-

ducer the conditions may be summarized as follows:

1. A deep fuel bed carried on a deep bed of ashes; the first

to make good gas and the second to prevent waste of fuel.

2. Blast carried by a conduit through the ashes to the In-

candescent fuel.

it may be said that the settling Is more from the walls to tha

center. There Is nothing to burn out, for the top of the Iron

work Is six Inches below the fire, and the lower part of lue

producer Is nearly cold. There Is nothing to wear out, for all

the parts are heavy castings, and in ordinary working the

table revolves only three or four times in a day.

Details of the Producer Plant.

The producers as well as the engines are in duplicate. They
are 7 feet In diameter by 15 feet high, and are fitted with

a bucket fuel elevator and Bildt automatic feeders. The
gas passes from the producers into the vertical econo-

mizers, where it Is cooled by giving most of its heat

to warm the blast of air used In making more gas.

The air draft is produced by a Korting steam blower,

the steam being supplied by the small upright boiler

In the corner of the house. In summer this Is the only steam

required about the plant. The gas enters at the top of the

economizer and passes out through a wash box below. The
air is drawn up from the bottom of the economizer, passing out

near the top, where the hot gas enters. The wash box removes
a large part of the tar and acts as a seal to prevent the gas In

the holder from passing back into the producer. From the

Fig. 5.—One of the Large Otto Gas Engines No. 12.

The Otto G.is Engine Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

3. Visibility of the ashes, and accessibility of the apertures

for their removal, arranged so that operator can see what he

Is doing.

4. Level, grateless support for the burden. Insuring uniform

depth of fuel at all points and consequent uniformity in the

production of gas.

In this producer, shown in Fig. 9, there is no grate to waste

coal through, and there is practically no waste in cleaning.

The deep ash bed permits the coal to burn up clean, and In

practice the carbon is frequently gasified so that less than
one-half of one per cent, of the original carbon remains in the

coal. Any clinkers that will pass through a six-inch space will

be discharged from the producer in regular grinding without
any manipulation or waste of fuel, and this distance may be
Increased if desired. Cleaning is done without stopping the

producer for a moment and the quality of the gas is only
slightly injured for a short time, hence the producer is practi-

cally continuous, and at the same time it is just as perfect an
apparatus when used intermittently. By the use of the test or
sight holes in the walls, the attendant always knows when to

grind down his ashes and when to stop. In grinding down
the ashes the settling of the fuel is active next to the walls or

wash box the gas passes to the base of the large vertical scrub-

ber, which is of the character usually found in gas works. Its

compartments are filled with coke wet by sprays of water.

The purpose of the scrubber is to remove ammonia, and most

of the tar and sulphur from the gas. The remainder of the

tar is removed in the purifier, a rectangular box filled with

specially prepared material; this also removes more of the

sulphur. The purification is not complete, but the gas Is clean

enough for use in the engines when it leaves the purifier and

passes into the gas holder for storage until It Is drawn through

the main to the engines. The gas holder is 18 feet in diame-

ter by 12 feet deep, floating in a steel tank 19 feet 6 inches In

diameter by 12 feet deep. It stores a supply of gas sufliclent

for about ten minutes running and serves to balance irregulari-

ties in the consumption and mixture of the gas. A drip pot

receives all the tar drained from the producer plant and dis-

charges the surplus automatically into the sewer. Water Is

carried from the tops of the producers into the gas holder tank

in winter to prevent freezing. The coal Is elevated from the

ground, where it is delivered by hopper cars on a trestle, and

Is stored in a bin elevated about 30 feet, from which It runs

by gravity Into the automatic feed attachment, which dls-
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Fig;. 6. -No. II Otto Gas Engine. Fig. 7.—NOi 8 Otto Cas Engine.

Fig. 8.—One of the Indicator Cards Taken in the Test.

Fig. 9.—Taylor Gas Producers, w.th Economizers, Purifiers and Scrubbers.

R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

tributes it continuously and uniformly over the gas producing

surface.
Tests.

In a test made last June by the mechanical department of

the road the following figures were taken from one of the

large engines:

Cylinder 14^ by 25 Inches.
Kevoluiions per minute.
Duration of test
Cubic feet of gaa total
Pressure of sras
Average liorse-power during tests (one cylinder).
Average horae-power of engine
Cubic feet gas per horse-powi-r hour

176
30 minutes.

2,417.5

2H inches.
62.2

104.4

92.6

One of the indicator cards Is reproduced In Fig. 8. This was

taken at 170 revolutions per minute, giving 54.5 pounds mean

effective pressure and 49.16 horse-power. The gas, when ana-

lyzed by the builders of the producers, gave the following re-

sults:

Carbonicacid 8.6

oxypn ,. O.l

Carbonic oxide !'•*

Hydrogen 18.3

Marsli gas — 2.4

Nitrogen (by diCferencei ,oM „ m
Calonflcpower per cubic toot 136.3 B. T. U.

In another analysis the gas was found to have 142.9 B. T. U.

per cubic foot, and as the engine used 92.6 cubic feet per horse-

powers hour the engine developed one horse-power hour on
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13,235 B. T. U. and one borse-power hour on a consumption ot

1.03 pounds ot coal. The analysis of the coal Is as follows:

Moisture 1.62 per cent-
VoIatilL' iiiuttor.... 7.50

Fixcdcarbon 78.32

Asti 12.50

About 93 per cent, of the coal is used to generate the gas,

the remaining 7 per cent, being required for raising the steam.

The tests showed that S4.7 cubic feet of gas were made per

pound of coal, having 142.9 B. T. U. per cubic foot or 12,102

B. T. U. per pound of coal, while the guarantee called for 80

cubic feet at 125 B. T. U., or 10.000 B. T. U. per pound. The
engines were guaranteed to give a horse-power hour on 1.25

pounds of coal. They actually gave this on 1.03 pounds. The

figures show that both the eng'ines and the producers more
than fulfilled the promises. The producers proved to have

a capacity for 471.4 horse-power instead of 400.

Operation.

One man looks after the producers. Another with a helper

tends the engines and the electric machinery. There is no

difficulty in starting the engines; hand pumps are provided, but

compressed air, being available, will be used for this purpose.

If anyone is doubtful about the reliability of gas engines used

under these conditions he should visit the plant and note the

regularity and smoothness of its operation, which appears to

justify the same amount of confidence imposed in the best pos-

sible steam engine installation.

The Future of the Gas Producer.

This plant is important because it gives an insight into the

possibilities of cheap power when the lower grades of anthra-

cite coal are available. Producers have made little progress

in this country, though they are used more generally abroad.

It seems clear that power may be produced in this way for

less than half the cost of steam and with no greater outlay

for plant. Power, however, is not the only use to be made
of producer gas. Furnaces may be fired with it and it may be

burned under steam boilers. Even where steam is required

for heating, this system offers advantages in that the produc-

ers require verj' little attention and the same gas may be used

for engines and tor boilers. The coal may all be handled at

one place and the gas sent to any reasonable distance for dis-

tribution to engines scattered over a large plant. With proper

gas storage facilities the producer plant need not be large

enough to keep up with the demand in the day time and the

distribution of power in such a case as the one described seems
to have important advantages not possessed by any other sys-

tem. The progressiveness of the officers of the Erie Railroad

is to be commended in this connection and there seems to be
no reason to expect anything but a continuance of the good
results which are now being obtained.

We acknowledge indebtedness to Messrs. H. F. Baldwin,

Engineer of Maintenance of Way, and A. E. Mitchell, Super-

intendent of Motive Power of the Erie Railroad, and to the

officers of the Otto Gas Engine Works and R. D. Wood & Co.

for information and facilities used in the preparation of this

description.

The Chicago elevated roads carried a very large number of

people "Chicago Day." October 9, and probably exceeded all of

their previous records. The totals on the various roads were
as follows: Metropolitan, 1S6.390; South Side (Alley L), 169.-

987: Lake Street, 85,438, a total of 441,815. From 9 to 11 p. m.,

were the rush hours, during which time the crowds went home
after the evening parade. From 9 to 10 more than one train

per minute averaging 5 cars per train was handled over the
the downtown loop which is used jointly by all of the elevated

roads. In 17 hours, from 7 a. m. to midnight, 1,002 trains with
a total of 4,702 cars, were handled over the loop, which means
one train nearly every minute during this time. This enor-
mous traffic was handled with no delays and no accidents and
the test speaks well for the "loop" principle in elevated rail-

roads.

INTERESTING PACTS CONCERNING THE WESTING-

HOUSE GAS ENGINE.

A few years ago there were thought to be difficulties in the

way of using gas engines of more than about 100 horse-power

and it was generally predicted that this type could not be con-

sidered a competitor of steam for this reason. The Westing-

house engine has proved that this opinion was entirely wrong
and there is now a good prospect of building very large gas

engines. The Westinghouse engine was at first confined to

small powers and the idea of building one of 225 horse-power

was considered at least a doubtful experiment. This size has

now become popular and a 650-horse-power, three-cylinder gas

engine of this type has been running in the works of the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company for over a year

with perfectly satisfactory results. This, however, is not the

limit of size, for a 1,500-horse-power engine, with three cylin-

ders 34 by 60 inches, for direct connection to an electric gen-

erator, Is now under way. The patterns are all finished and the

castings are being made. This engine will be 44 feet long over

the generator, 12 feet 4 inches wide over the bed plate and 27

feet high. It will have a 19-toot fly wheel, will run at a speed

of 100 revolutions per minute and will develop 1,500 brake

horse-power. This is much larger than a steam engine of

equal power because it is single acting and has only half as

many impulses as a single-acting steam engine, although the

initial pressure is about 400 pounds per square inch. The West-

inghouse gas engines are rated in terms of brake horse-power

because these builders do not consider the indicator a satisfact-

ory device for measuring power when the pressures are so sud-

denly applied, and for the further reason that a conservative

rating is specially desired in order to insure a surplus of power

to meet requirements in emergencies.

With natural gas having 1,000 British thermal units per cubic

foot these engines give a horse-power hour on a consumption of

about 12 cubic feet, and often less, down to about 9 cubic feet.

Varying the load of course affects the efficiency because of the

relatively high internal friction of this type of engine. The
friction does not change materially with the load and the loss

becomes a larger proportion of the power as the load decreases.

At half load of some of the engines tested the consumption of

gas was increased about one-third. The compression in these

engines is to about five atmospheres. The temperature of the

exhaust is probably about 600 degrees F. It is not high enough

to heat the exhaust to the point of redness visible in the dark,

but it must be near that point. The water in the cooling jack-

ets is generally kept down to a temperature below 212 degrees.

It may be hot enough to evaporate, but this is not considered

advisable because of the deposit of scale which would be

formed. About four gallons of water per horse-power hour is

generally used through the jackets when there is no evapora-

tion. Noise of the exhaust, which has been troublesome with

gas engines, has been "killed" by turning a little water into

the exhaust pipe and by using exhaust pots, or mufflers, in

series.

The question of lubrication of the cylinders and connecting

rods in these engines has been disposed of very easily. The oil

in the bottom of the crank case furnishes all the lubrication

required inside the engine. The oil splashed up by the crank

end of the connecting rod works up even to the top of the cyl-

inder and past the piston in spite of the high pressures used.

The oil is of high fire test, distilled down to the correct den-

sity, and is not made by mixing oils of different densities to

secure the desired result. Experiments are now being made

looking to the use of this engine with producer gas made from

bituminous coal, but the results are not yet given out.

These facts were brought out in a discussion of a paper on

the Westinghouse gas engine read by Mr. H. E. Longwell at a

recent meeting of the junior members of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers.
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BOX CAR ROOFS. NEW BALDWIN-WESTINGHOUSE MOTOR TRUCKS.

It may be possible to build box cars, and even large ones,

so that they will not twist and vibrate under the stresses of

service, but it is impracticable to build them so, because of

the increase of weight which such construction would involve.

Cars are well braced against vertical and fairly well braced

against lateral stresses, but the nature of the roof framing is

generally not such as toAjffer much resistance to bending and

twisting. Greater strength may be given by means of diagonal

rods placed in the roof, and by double boarding, but there

seems to be nothing short of too heavy construction that will

make the car really rigid. The roof certainly is not the place

to stiffen the frame, and it may be accepted that cars must

have a large amount of flexibility to which the roof must ac-

commodate itself without leaking. This is clearly expressed

in the following statement made before the Southern & South

Western Railway Club two years ago:

"A car roof must be flexible, not in parts but as a whole; it

must be covered with material as nearly indestructible as pos-

sible; nails must be dispensed with where possible; it must be

secured in such a manner as to make it water tight, yet each

and every part must be left free to adjust itself to the twist-

ing, swinging, cambering or swaying of the car body."

The ideal car roof is one that will remain tight throughout

the life of the car, and it should give equally good results in

the low temperatures of northern winters, and the heat of

the South in summer. It should be durable under the feet of

the trainmen and should be protected from injury from the

inside. • These features were appreciated eleven years ago, as

the following quotation from the proceedings of the M. C. B.

Association shows:

"Your committee also expressed their opinion on what is

needed to make a durable and substantial roof, that would not
only last the lifetime of a car without continual repair, but
would actually increase the lifetime by giving such protection

as would prevent leakage and decay in all latitudes—a roof

protected on the under side as well as on the top, and doing
.service as part of the car frame to stiffen and strengthen it.

It is quite evident that the plastic type of roof (that is, the
asphalt roof and other compositions) is fast coming into favor,

and doubtless is the equal of the present types of metal roofs

in use. Both systems, plastic and metal, have about equal
footing, and neither can be ignored, even were your committee
disposed so to act. Your committee would therefore recom-
mend that boards (say seven-eighths inch thick and matched)
be laid longitudinally, on the carlines, for the protection of
the waterproof material on the under side, as well as adding
stiffness and strength to the car frame; on this bottom lay the
waterproof material—iron, asphalt or other composition."
A committee of the Central Railway Club last March con-

firmed the importance of inside protection. "We would recom-
mend the laying of a course of sheathing on the under side
of ceiling, lengthwise of car, as a protection against frequent
punctures of the metal sheets when loading and unloading
freight. The cost of such sheathing would amount to not
over $8 per car, and would save many times that amount
in repairs and claims for damages to freight."

It seems possible to use metallic water-proofing material in
such forms as to admit of the necessary flexibility, but a dur-
able and flexible material that will not harden or crack and
which may be secured without puncturing with nails seems
to be the most promising practice yet taken up. A favorable
argument for this form of roof is that an under sheathing is

necessary. This does not add much expense or increase the
weight to a serious extent and it does add to the strength
of the car. Flexibility is necessary, and the best roof
is that which provides this attribute in the most satisfactory
way. The integrity of the roof becomes more important as
the capacities of cars increase, and damage claims with leaky
roofs will not be less than in the past with small cars. Present
indications point to the plastic or torsion proof types as best
meeting the necessities of the case.

The accompanying engravings illustrate new motor trucks

for elevated and suburban railroad equipment built by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works and designed by Mr. George

Gibbs, Consulting Engineer for these works and the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. This design was
made to meet the i-equirements of heavy train service, involv-

ing rapid acceleration and powerful application of the brakes,

the design being in accordance with experience in the con-

struction of car and locomotive trucks. The essential featui'es

of standard passenger car trucks have been combined

with those of locomotives, in which tractive power stresses are

provided for.

The motor suspension differs from the usual practice of

hanging the motor frame to the truck transom, which involves

the subjection of half of the weight of the motor and a large

component of its torque upon the spring rigging. This method,

by adding to the duty of the springs and requiring heavy, stiff

springs, produces hard riding and has a tendency to tip the

truck frame and cause the journal boxes to bind in the pedes-

tals. The new design carries the weight of the motors on
the axles and independently of the truck frame. The motors

are carried in frames of their own, the end members of which
act as equalizers and are supported by means of hangers and
springs, which rest on cast steel seats formed upon the frames

of the motors. The flexible jointing of the motor frame and
its independence of the truck permit of easy riding of each

motor upon its springs. The engravings show how the truck

frame proper, to which the brake rigging is attached, may
be lifted off entire, leaving the wheels and motors upon the

track. To do this it is merely necessary to take out the pedes-

tal cap bolts. The brake rigging is hung between the wheels

and is of the fewest possible number of parts, without rods or

levers over the motors. With this arrangement the tendency

for the truck frames to tilt upon the application to the brakes

is reduced, this being particularly desirable in the service for

which these trucks are intended.

With a wheel base of six feet there is room enough to apply

two 100-horse-power single reduction motors to these trucks.

Wherever possible the weight of the parts has been kept

down without sacrificing strength and wearing qualities. Re-
newable wearing surfaces are provided between the bolster

and transom and the pedestals and transoms are lipped over

the frames in order to cut down the shearing stresses on the

bolts. The arrangement of springs is that which is in com-
mon use in passenger equipment. The equalizer springs are

single coils, the bolster springs are double elliptic and the

motor suspension springs have single coils. The transom is

in the form of a light iron forging, similar to a locomotive

truck, and made in one piece. It is lipped over the side

frames and has chafing plates to receive the wear of the bol-

ster. Cast iron driving boxes are used, with bronze bearings,

similar to those used in engine trucks. The weight of the

truck, not including motors but complete in other respects,

is about 10,000 pounds.

These trucks are fitted with brake slack adjusters and they

appear to be specially well adapted to the intended service.

We consider the motor suspension, the accessibility, the

strength and the way in which the truck frame may be re-

moved from the other gear the most important features.

There is every reason to expect that they will ride well, and
it is evident that the_ designer has made very effective use
of his experience in locomotive and car design.

In order to be able to meet the unprecedented demand for
freight cars, the Pennsylvania Railroad has decided to order
2,000 more box cars, the contract to be placed with a West-
ern concern. The statement is made by an ofl^cial of the rail-

road company that within the past six months, 11,800 new cars
have been ordered and put into service, and still the company
is unable to take care of its patrons. The tonnage of the
Pennsylvania already shows a 20 per cent, increase over that
of the corresponding period of 1898.
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Extended piston rods appear to be regarded with increasing
favor, particularly on roads with mountain grades, which ne-
cessitate a large amount of drifting with the throttle closed.
In this issue Mr. J. G. Beaumont, Superintendent of Motive
Power of the Southern Railway of Peru, expresses his
opinion positively in their favor. In the United States many
follow this practice on large cylinders, but Mr. Beaumont goes
so far as to use extended rods on very small cylinders. His
experience seems to justify the opinion that the practice is a
good one for all locomotives.

The value and advantage of using silica in connection with
graphite in making a strong and durable paint for the pro-
tection of steel and iron are outlined in a communication from
the Jos. Dixon Crucible Company, printed on another page of
this issue. This letter was called forth by a paragraph on page
333 of our October Issue, being a brief report of opinions ex-
pressed at the recent convention of the Master Car and Loco-

motive Painters' Association, to the effect that silica was con-

sidered an adulterant of graphite paint. The manufacturers

wish it to be understood that silica is used purposely and for

the improvement of the paint. "It is to the graphite what al-

loy is to gold." It improves the wearing qualities. The letter

suggests that the speakers meant silicate of alumina (clay) in-

stead of silica. This was probably the case.

At present we are enjoying "good times." Every line of

industry is fully employed and the difficulty is to secure

enough skilled men to carry out the orders which are pouring
in from every direction. With the flush of success there comes
a danger. Good times alternate with panics and they will

probably always continue to do so. A question which should

have earnest attention just now is how to postpone the end
of the present activity. This is admirably answered in a
thoughtful, sensible editorial in "Engineering News" of Sep-

tember 28, which emphasizes the necessity for caution against

engaging in large schemes which contribute to the further

rise of prices and contribute directly toward hastening the

time of trouble. We quote from the article: "It is the best

possible time to pay debts and not to incur them. . . . Is it

not a fact that our seasons of financial prosperity and adversity

are really due to fluctuations in the tide of demand? Do we
not need as much to check it in times of prosperity as to stim-

ulate it in times of adversity? Must we not, in fact, do the

one in order to do the other?" These are good suggestions to

ponder over. This writer goes on to say: "It is a better time
to pay debts than to buy steel rails, or bridges or rolling-stock,

except in so far as these may be absolutely necessary for the

profitable operation of the road. Every company which pur-

sues this policy is not only saving money for its stockholders

but is helping to prolong good times and diminish the shock

of financial disaster when it comes. Its orders which would now
be booked at high prices and with long delays, will be eagerly

sought for at some future day, and will serve to keep some

mill going that would otherwise stand idle. . . . The way
to make the good times stay, then, is simply to hold in reserve

a part of the forces which are now pushing the tide of pros-

perity on toward its flood, that they may be expended later

to check the ebb, and leave at least enough water in the

harbor that not so many good ships may become stranded."

This is the day of large enterprises and the temptations are

great, but the dangers are also great and the day of reckoning

certain. Those who are wise will heed such a common sense

warning so admirably expressed.

GAS ENGINES FOR SHOP DRIVING.

The rapid and substantial advancement of the gas engine as

a power producer for machine and generator driving will sur-

prise those who examine its present status with a view of using

It to replace steam. By many who are not informed as to its

progress it is regarded as too experimental and too uncertain

for consideration as a source of power for running machines

which must work every day and must not be stopped for break-

downs. The gas engine is very far from perfect, but it has now
reached a stage which warrants its consideration as a reliable

motor which is cheaper than the steam engine In fuel cost and
attendance, and in addition to these advantages it offers a

means for subdivision of power that is equal in efficiency, if not

superior to that of electricity.

The reliability of the internal combustion engine is proven

by those that are running all day long without stopping and
many are running in buildings which are closed and locked ex-

cept when the attendant comes to oil them. A 65 horse-power

Westinghouse gas engine has made a wonderful record for long

continuous running, which has probably not been approached

in severity by any steam engine running in regular service.

The one referred to is in New York City, and from Oct. 15,

1S98, to Feb. 28, 1899, it averaged 22.3 hours running per day
for 137 days. During this time it was Idle but 230 hours and
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only 49 of these were required In repairs to the engine. We
are told that 20 hours were spent in replacing the igniters with

new ones, and 12 hours were given to the bearings and adjust-

ment of other parts. A continuous run of C38 hours, ending

Feb. 19, is recorded. It is not necessary to say more with re-

gard to reliability, because that engine was working under con-

ditions more exacting than are usually confronted by steam

engines.

The gas producer furnishes means for operating gas engines

independently of city mains and oil or distillate may be used

where it is difficult to secure appropriations for the gas plant.

The attendance required for a gas producer is less than for a

boiler, because the operations are almost entirely automatic.

Mr. A. R. Bellamy* gives valuable records from the daily oper-

ation of a plant in England, including two 40 horse-power gas

engines driven by producer gas. Two-thirds of a cent per in-

dicated horse-power hour cover all charges for operation,

where anthracite coal costs ?G.25 per ton. The producer makes

1,000 cubic feet of gas from 14 pounds of coal, including all

losses, and the two engines, the producer and a steam boiler

(for operating steam hammers), were attended by one laborer.

The same expense for attendance would be ample for double

this amount of power. The engines in this case are looked af-

ter by an uneducated man, who gives them less than two hours

per day. The cost of the gas may be placed at 6% cents per

1,000 cubic feet. The consumption of fuel is 0.939 pound per

indicated horse-power per hour, including all losses, and

against this may be placed the wasteful single expansion steam

engine with disgracefully long steam pipes. It is well known
that many such engines have been struggling for years at an

expense of from five to eight pounds of coal per indicated

horse-power hour. Mr. Bellamy records valuable figures for

electric lighting. The power used in the case cited is 18 brake

horse-power. At 83 cubic feet of fuel gas per brake horse-

power hour and an average of 20 hours per week, the cost was
less than 10 cents per hour for 38,000 candle power in arc lamps

and 496 candle power in incandescents. The efficiency attained

by the Westinghouse gas engine, as reported by Mr. Edwin
Ruudt, for engines of 20 horse-power and upward with natural

gas is from 10.5 to 12 cubic feet per brake horse-power hour

and a special 125 horse-power engine has given the phenome-
nal economy of one brake horse-power for 9 cubic feet. This

gas gives 1,000 British thermal units per cubic foot and the

best record is an efficiency of 28.7 per cent, while 33 1/3 per

cent, is promised for every day performance.

The figures for the operation of oil engines, including all

charges, are not available for comparison, but we have Professor

Denton's authority, based on a test of a 20 horse-power Diesel

motor, expressed in his report as follows: "As the motor shows
itself to be able to use oil obtainable at about two cents per

gallon, the cost of a brake horse-power may be two-tenths of

a cent per hour, which is slightly less than the cost of the same
power from the average triple-expansion steam engine, with

coal at $3 per gross ton."

The proposition before a shop manager who is planning im-

provements or entirely new shopi, is this: Will it be a good
investment to install a gas engine equipment for the entire

power plant, put in a gas producer and also provide a steam
plant for heating in the winter? The man who does this may
be considered bold, but he has excellent precedents and will un-
doubtedly save money by it. The gas producer may be run
when needed, and by providing sufficient storage no gas need
be made when only a part of the engine equipment is running.
This simplifies night work. The subdivision of power by gas
engines is easy and economical and gas fuel may be distributed

much more easily than power. Quoting Mr. Bellamy again:
"One horse-power at the gas plant is sufficient to force through
mains one mile long, sufficient to supply 3,000 horse-power. It

is probable that in certain cases it will be cheaper to run small

• Paper read before the Manchester Association o;" Engineers
t In a paper read before the Technical Society of Pittsburgh.

outlying shops of a large plant by gas engines than to drive by

electric motors from a steam driven generator."

A little study of existing records reveals a most promising

prospect for the internal combustion engine, whether the fuel

is oil or producer gas, and the outlook for producer gas made

from the cheapest forms of anthracite, down to the size known

as buckwheat, is exceedingly bright. The illustrated descrip-

tion of the producer and gas engine plant at the Jer.sey City

Terminal of the Erie R. R. in this issue is worthy of thought-

ful attention in this connection.

I.OCOMOTIVE FRONT ENDS.

The wide differences of opinion of motive power officers with

regard to the arrangement of details of devices which are

intended to carry out the same purpose is nowhere better

illustrated than in the construction of locomotive smokeboxes.

While there are several types of front end arrangements, there

is practically no uniformity and no agreement as to which of

a large number of designs is the best. Almost every individual

road has its own design, and sometimes there are great differ-

ences in the practice of different parts of the same road in this

particular.

The most satisfactory work on the front end problem was

that of the committee on smokestacks and exhaust nozzles

reporting to the Master Mechanics' Association in 1896, but

even since that effort to improve the design of these parts we

find that there are still as wide differences of opinion as before,

and while the committee recommendations have often been

very successful it is found that some roads have made utter

failures in attempts to use them. The chaotic condition of

practice in this respect is noteworthy because of the important

effects of a satisfactory front end upon the economy of fuel.

It does not seem sufficient to say that this variety is due to

different qualities of fuel, and it is difficult to believe that each

of the different designers has secured the best arrangement.

The history of this subject and its present state of develop-

ment in this country are admirably presented in an exceedingly

able paper by Mr. J. Snowden Bell recently read before the

Western Railway Club. This paper and one presented by Mr.

Willis C. Squire, before the same organization in November,

1893, contain a very satisfactory record of what has been done

in this direction. Mr. Bell has made an elaborate study of the

draft requirements and spark-arresting features of locomotives

and sums up his opinions in the following conclusions:

1. That a smokebox of greater length than is necessary to

permit the use of a sufficient area of netting to provide for free

steaming, is not only useless Ijut also positively prejudicial, as

to the steaming of the engine and economy of fuel.

2. That, particularly with boilers of the present average
diameter, the length from center of exhaust pot to front should
not exceed, say. thirty-five inches, and that all necessary net-

ting and draft appliances can be properly applied in a smoke-
box of such length.

3. That the front end should be of what is known as the

"self-cleaning" type, and that the cinder pot or cinder hopper
is wholly useless and a needless addition to the cost of the
engine.

4. That where an open stack is employed, the taper or

"choke" pattern will, if properly designed and proportioned, be
more usefully and economically effective than a "straight" or

cylindrical stack.
5. That the construction recommended by the American Mas-

ter Mechanics' Association at its 1894 and 1S96 conventions, em-
bodies, as a whole, the most desirable and effective plan or
design, under the general principles and conditions applicable

to and controlling in locomotive front ends.

6. That, under certain condHions. the design of front end
embodying a short smokebox. a diamond stack, low exhaust
pot, and lift pipe, is as usefully and effectively applicable as
that of the Master Mechanics' Association.

7. That the useful and economical effect of a locomotive
front end is wholly and solely dependent upon the draft ap-
pliances and spark arresting devices employed, and that such
effect will be reduced proportionately to any increase of smoke-
box length beyond that necessary for the application of said
appliances and devices.

8. That experimental research can be advantageously made
in the directions of: (a) ascertaining what reduction of smoke-
box length is practicable: and (h) whether or not an appliance
can be produced whereby cinders may be returned to the fire-

box in a practically useful manner.

The ideal front end arrangement is one which will give the
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desired draft upon the fire and prevent sparks and fine dirt or

(lust from being blown out of the stack. There are differences

of opinion in regard to the best disposition of the matter which

is drawn through the tubes by the draft, Mr. Bell holding that

the front ends should be made self-cleaning in such a way that

dirt and cinders will not collect there, but that they shall

be ground up and passed out of the stack in such a finely

divided form as to avoid setting fires. Many agree with him

in this, and a number of plans have been devised and are in

successful use accomplishing this purpose. Others believe that

the sparks should be retained in the front end and be removed

at the end of the run in order to throw the least possible

amount of dirt over the train. This opinion had able support

in the discussion of Mr. Bell's paper from such men as Messrs.

A. E. Manchester, J. F. Deems, F. A. Delano and G. R. Hen-

derson.

In commenting upon some of the details of this problem in

the December, 1898, issue of this paper, page 394, the following

opinion was expressed.

"The front end problem is based upon the shortcomings of

other parts of the locomotive, and the best way to solve it,

and the only way to completely settle it, is to keep the sparks
In- the firebox and burn them there. In order to accomplish
this, the firebox, grates and heating surface must be consid-
ered, as well as the front end. The fuel losses from sparks
are not to be neglected, and it is not sufficient to merely pro-
vide for getting rid of them after they leave the firebox. Pro-
fessor Goss has shown (American Engineer, October, 1896,
page 255) that popular judgment in considering spark losses to
be small is entirely wrong. Under ordinary working condi-
tions in common practice they may amount to more than 10
per cent of the fuel value of the coal."

It is undoubtedly worth while to carefully study the causes
which result in the production of sparks, the chief of which
is the strong draft which is so commonly required. The most
important conclusion reached in this discussion, and one which
will probably become fruitful Is such an increase of grate
area as will enable the fuel to be kept in the firebox instead of

being pulled through the tubes unconsumed by the powerful
draft, which is necessitated by a small grate area. It is clear

that the question is much deeper than has generally been
considered, and that the fire needs as much, if not more, atten-
tion than the spark-arresting features.

. Mr. William Forsyth's arguments for large grates, which
appear elsewhere in this issue, are heartily commended in this
connection, and it is believed that if his suggestion as to
adapting the width of the firebox to the special conditions in
each design of locomotive the front end difficulties will be
greatly simplified.

Another phase of this question which did not receive atten-
tion in the discussion referred to is the effect of the reduction
in height of the smokestacks of large locomotives. That this
Is an important feature of front-end design is now thoroughly
appreciated by those who are increasing the size of locomo-
tives and the infiuence of this fact seems likely to result in a
reversion of opinion in regard to the use of draft pipes. A
description of the front end arrangement of a large passenger
locomotive, given in this issue, is interesting in this connec-
tion. Several well-informed men believe that this is the com-
ing plan.

CORRESPONDENCE.

SILICA IN GRAPHITE PAINT.

The Directors of the Wagner Palace Car Company have
made an agreement with those of the Pullman Car Company,
subject to ratification by the shareholders of both companies,
for the sale of all the assets and property to the Pullman Com-
pany. The price per share of the Wagner stock is $180 in cash,
or It will be exchanged share for share of the Pullman stock,
and the latter stock is to be increased by 200,000 shares. The
action of the Wagner Directors was unanimous and they have
elected to take stock in exchange for their holdings. If the
action of the Directors is ratified the Wagner Company will
be dissolved at the end of this year. This means the end of
competition in the operation of sleeping cars on the railroads
of this country, because it is not at all a promising field for
a new company to attempt to enter against the strength of the
two sleeping car companies eombined In one concern.

Editor "American Engineer and Railroad Journal:"

We find the following paragraph on page 333 of the October

number of the "American Engineer and Railroad Journal":

"For protective coatings for iron and steel, the Master Car

and Locomotive Painters' Associations, in their recent con-

vention, expressed preferences for oxide of iron, graphite and

carbon pigment. Pure graphite was considered excellent, but

this paint was liable to be adulterated with silica, which, while

being a good filler, did not give good wearing qualities."

Kindly permit us to have something to say on this subject.

There was, at that convention, undoubtedly considerable mis-

understanding as to the nature of graphite; and in fact the

nature of graphite, or rather, the varying nature of graphite,

is not fully understood. The Dixon company make a silica-

graphite paint, and advertise it as such; therefore the graphite

cannot be said to be adulterated with silica, as the silica is put

in with intent and for a purpose.

We note in the paragraph quoted, that "silica, while being a

good filler, does not give good wearing qualities." We regret

that no mention was made as to why the silica is not possessed

of good wearing qualities. The man or men who gave voice

to this statement most certainly did not understand the nature

of graphite and the nature of silica. Silica is almost as re-

fractory as graphite; it is attacked only by strong alkalies.

We think, therefore, that very likely the speaker had in mind
silicate of alumina or, in other and plain words, clay.

As mentioned above, the Dixon company are manufacturers
of a silica-graphite paint. The' graphite is the Ticonderoga

graphite, cho«en because of its flake formation, and because of

its hardness and toughness. Ticonderoga graphite will out-

wear Ceylon graphite or any other forrh of graphite with which
we are familiar, and we buy and sell all kinds.

The silica is added not only because it is a most excellent

filler, but because it strengthens and hardens the coating, so

that the. coating of paint will better resist the wear and tear

of Btorms of all kinds, and friction generally. It is to the

graphite what the alloy is to the gold in a watch chain. With-
out it the wear is rapid.

A silica paint is made and sold quite extensively in England,
but it is known to be a brittle paint. Graphite, especially flake

graphite, forms an exceedingly elastic coating. Graphite paii.t

with silica makes, all things considered, just as near an ideal

protective coating as science and practice have been able to

find. JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.
Jersey City, October 9, 1899.

FAVORABLE OPINION OF EXTENDED PISTON RODS.

Editor The "American Engineer and Railroad Journal."

In the August number of your important paper I have read an
article on extended piston rods, in which an account is given

of the discussion on this topic at the Master Mechanics' con-
vention. Having had an experience of nearly ten years in this

matter, I should like to make known my views on this subject.

We have found the use of tail rods so satisfactory that we
have fitted almost all our engines with them, using them with

all sizes of cylinders, from 7% inches to 20 inches.

As this is' a mountain railway, our engines do almost 50 per

cent of their mileage, drifting, and formerly we experienced
continual trouble on account of cylinders wearing badly in the

front on the lower side, which compelled us to re-bore them fre-

quently; but since we adopted the extended piston rods, we
scarcely ever have to re-bore a cylinder. I believe that any-
body who gives extended piston rods a trial, will use them
ever afterwards. Our practice is to pass the extended rod
through the front cylinder head by a stuffing-box and gland.

In this arrangement there is of course no difficulty to lubricate

the rod. On the gland we generally bolt a piece of thin piping
with a flange to act as a sleeve and protect the tail rod from
the cold air, when it is outside of the cylinder.

I have never had any experience with the working of tail

rods forming a part of the volume of the cylinder, but I be-
lieve that the resulting increased clearance will certainly cause
waste of steam. An incidental advantage of the extended rods,

of which we avail ourselves, is that they facilitate the lining
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of the guide bars. We make the front and back glands with

a nice fit, which keeps the piston rod perfectly In line with

the cylinder; we key the crosBhead to the piston rod, and then

adjust the guides by the crosshead. If the guides are rightly

set, the back gland will move easily In the stufflng-box at any

point of the stroke. I believe that it will be difficult to surpass

the simplicity of this method.

We have lately rebuilt In our shojis at this city eight engines

of the ten-wheel type which are fitted with extended piston

rods. One of these was fully described and Illustrated in Lon-

don "Engineering," of May 26th last.

J. G. BEAUMONT,
Superintendent Motive Power and Machinery.

Southern Railway of Peru,

Member American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.

Arequipa, Peru,

September 1, 1899.

SECTION OF SIDE RODS.

Editor The '•American Engineer and Railroad Journal."

I have read with much interest the valuable contributions on

locomotive design by Mr. F. J. Cole of the Rogers Locomo-

tive Works In several numbers of your journal, and have fre-

quently had opportunity to compare them with our own prac-

tice, with satisfactory results. The other day, however, a

broken side rod came to my notice, the proportions of which

were a little different from the customary, and with your per-

mission I would like to call Mr. Cole's attention to the same
through the columns of your paper.

In 1887 we prepared designs for a lot of consolidation engines

of the then prevailing size, 20x24 inch cylinders, 50-ineh driving

wheels and 140 lbs. boiler pressure. In calculating the dimen-

sions for the side rods I was guided principally by the method

described by Prof. Reuleaux in the third edition of "Der Kon-
structeur," except that I made the parallel rods of a constant
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section instead of tapering toward the ends. The dimensions

thus obtained seemed sufficient to prevent excessive fibre stress

due to centrifugal force, and the resistance to buckling ap-
peared to correspond to that of the piston rod in proportion to

the length.

The first set of rods made according to this design was put

on a locomotive in May, ISSS. When this engine, the 328, was
ready to leave the shop, the general opinion among the shop,

people was that the rods would break before the engine got

to the round house. In point of fact these rods were so strongly

criticised by everybody who saw them, that I received orders

the same day to change the design to dimensions corresponding
to side rods of other engines of similar type in use elsewhere at

that time. I attach herewith a sketch giving the principal

dimensions of the back parallel rod on the first engine. The
cross section measures 3 square inches. The rods were made
of iron. The new cross section of the corresponding rod on
the other engines of the lot was l'/4x3% inches, equal to 4i/i

square inches of iron.

The incident passed out of my mind until a few days ago,
when we received report of a broken side rod on engine 328.

On investigation we found that It was the back rod, and that
it had broken by accident while the engine was being put
back on the track after a derailment. This was the first fail-
ure of any of the rods on this engine during a hard service of
11% years. For this reason I felt tempted to believe that the
fibre stress usually permitted in locomotive side rods might be
increased without risk. Still I consider Mr. Cole's figures more
in accordance with modern practice, and not at all unreason-
able. EDWARD GRAFSTROM.

Office of Superintendent of Motive Power,
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh.
October 3, 1899.

LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN.*

Dy F. J. Cole, Mechanical Engineer, Rogers Locomotive Works.

Riveted Seams.

Riveted seams must necessarily be weaker than the solid

plate, and due allowance should be made for the loss of strength

caused by cutting away the plate for the rivet holes.

The strength of boiler seams compared to the solid plates

may be taken, approximately, at 55 to GO per cent, for single

riveted lap seams, 70 to 75 per cent, for double riveted lap

seams, and 82 to 87 per cent, for butt seams, with quadruple

or sextuple riveted double cover strips. The rivets should be

spaced as far apart as the thickness of the sheets and a tightly

calked joint will permit. In single riveted seams, Fig. 1, fail-

ures may occur in three ways: (a) tearing the plate between

the rivet holes, (b) shearing the rivets, (c) tearing out the

plate in front of the rivet holes.

In double riveted lap seams, Fig. 2, failures may occur in

three ways: (a) tearing the plate between the rivet holes,

(b) shearing all the rivets, (c) tearing out the plate in front of

one row of rivet holes and shearing the other row of rivets.

In butt seams with double cover strips of unequal width.

Fig. 3, failures may occur in four ways: (a) tearing the plate

through the outer rivet holes along the line A B, (b) tearing

the plate through the rivet holes on the line C D, and shearing

off the outer row of rivets on the line A B, (c) tearing out the

outside cover plate in front of the rivets and shearing the

rivets in the outer row A B, (d) shearing all the rivets.

The resistance of rivet iron to single shearing is usually as-

sumed to be about 38,000 pounds per square inch of section,

and from 1.7 to twice that amount in double shear. Numerous

tests made at the Watertown Arsenal and by other reliable in-

vestigators, could be cited to confirm the accuracy of the

generally accepted strength of rivet iron in single shear at the

above mentioned figure.

In a well proportioned lap joint the net strength of the plates

between the holes or the crushing strength in front of the

rivets should equal the shearing strength of the rivets. As the

plate is subject to greater deteriorating influences, such as pit-

ting, grooving, and other forms of corrosion, cracking, bend-

ing, etc., the strength should be in favor of the plate, rather

than of the rivets.

Let t ^ thickness of plate.

d = diameter of driven rivet (i. e., rivet hole).

n ^ number of rivets in section.

P ^ pitch of -rivets.

S = tensile strength of plate per square inch.

R = shearing strength of iron rivets= 38,000 lbs.

O O O

Fig. 1.

)o o
o o

Fig. 2. Fg. 3. Fig. 4.

Then:

P-d
P
(P—d) St

^ percentage of solid plate,

strength of plate per inch of width.

n R (d' .7854) __ g^^.^j^gj^ ^^ ^j^gts per inch of width.

The simplest way to determine the strength of butt seams

with cover strips of unequal width, is to take a section equal

to the pitch of the outside rivets and estimate the strength

• For previous article see page 202.
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of the rivets and plate in that section. Afterwards if desired

the figures may be divided by the maximum pitch for the

strength per inch of width.

Example:

Steel plate % inch thick, sextuple riveted butt seam, 1%
inches diameter iron rivets, hole 1 3/16 inches, pitch 4 inches

inner row, S inches outer row. Fig. 3,

Plate ,'5,000 lbs. ultimate strength per square inch.
" 34,375 lbs. per square inch wide. % inch thick.

1 rivet If^G inches diameter line A B = 42.085 lbs.

Plate, line A B = (8 — h\) 34,375 = 234,179 lbs.

Plate, line C D = 2 X (4 — li',) 34.375 = 193,350 lbs.

Solid plate, 8 X 34,375 = 275,000 lbs.

Combined stre gth to shear rivet on line A Band to tear platoon line C
D = 42,085 + 193,350 = 235,433 lbs.

234,179
Percentage of solid plate,

2(0,000
85.2.

The friction between the plates should not be considered in

calculations of riveted seams. Holes may be punched without

material injury to the plates, provided they are afterwards

reamed out, preferably after the plates are assembled together.

The rivet holes should be slightly countersunk on the outside.

This not only makes the rivet head stronger, but reduces the

number which require calking, as the fillet forms a steam

tight joint around the holes. The margin from the center of

the rivet to the outside of the plate is usually taken at 1%
times the diameter of the rivet, 1.5d.

A riveted joint is well proportioned when the shearing

strength of the rivets is equal to the tearing or tensile strength

of the plate between the rivet holes, provided the rivets are

of suitable diameter and pitch to suit the thickness of the

plates. If a section of the joint in question be pulled apart

in a testing machine, it should fail at about the same stress

by the tearing apart of one of the plates between the holes or

by the shearing of the rivets. Butt joints with inside cover

strips wider than the outside may, however, fail by a combi-
nation of tearing and shearing.

It is evident that to obtain the highest percentage of strength

in a riveted joint, the least amount of metal should -be cut

away for the rivet holes on any given line. It therefore follows
that as the area of a solid circular body, such as a rivet, in-

creases according to the square of its diameter, while the holes
in the plate weaken it only in proportion to their diameter,
or that the strength of the plate depends entirely upon the
amount that is cut away by the holes in any given direction, the
best results are obtained when the pitch of the rivets is limited
only by the stiffness of the plate to withstand the tendency to

force them apart in calking. The tightness and stanchness
of the joint is therefore the limiting factor, in the pitch and
diameter of the rivets used for joining together plates of mod-
erate thickness, with the ordinary forms of single and double
lap joints.

The sizes of rivets used in locomotive boilers range from
% inch to 1% inches in diameter, and the holes or the size of
the rivet after it is driven from 11/16 inch to 1 5/16 inches. The
diameters before driving vary by eighths of an inch, as follows:

%. %. %, 1, 1% and 1%—the intermediate sizes in sixteenths
being seldom used. Although much greater theoretical uni-
formity in joints may be made when the shearing of the rivets
and the tearing of the plates nearly equal each other, yet in
practice it is more convenient not to use the intermediate
diameters, but allow a greater variation of strength between
the plate and the rivets. It is rarely that the 1% inch diameter
rivet is exceeded. The great pressures required to make the
metal flow properly and fill the holes, render it better practice
with ordinary facilities to use triple riveted lap joints for the
circumferential seams and sextuple butt joints for the longi-
tudinal seams of unusually large boilers. In view of these
limitations the proportions of riveted joints are usually mod-
ified to suit the actual rather than the theoretical conditions,
the diameters of rivets used being determined largely by the
practical considerations involved in their driving.

The proportions of riveted joints are usually taken from

tables which have been worked out and carefully prepared to

suit the facilities and requirements of different establishments

or railroads. A much greater uniformity may thus be obtained

than by calculating the joints as required. The pitch, number

and diameter of the rivets are thus determined once for all to

suit the various thicknesses of plates and style of joints to

give uniformity between the strength of the rivets, and to ob-

tain the highest percentage compared to the solid or unperfor-

ated plate.

Lap joints should never be used for the longitudinal seams of

the cylindrical portion of the boilers, especially where the

plates exceed % inch in thickness. Any style of lap joint,

whether reinforced with welts, strips, or other forms of

strengthening plates, necessarily pulls obliquely and requires

a departure from a circular shape, giving rise to unequal

strains. Any movement, vibration, or bending caused by the

pressure not being equal at all parts of the circumference is

liable to be concentrated at a lap joint, and owing to the pull

not being in line with the sheets may in time cause a crack

to start. Several explosions due to this cause came under the

writer's personal observation. The cracks. A, Fig. 4, always

started from the inside, extending in one case 30 inches long,

and at the time of failure Va inch only was left of the solid

metal. Butt joints do not require the sheets to be distorted,

but enable the plates to be joined together without altering

the circular form at any point, or having any tendency to pull

obliquely at the joint.

No precise rule can be laid down for the diameter of the

rivets to suit the different forms of joints. In a general way,

for punched holes, the diameter of rivets should not be much
less than 1% times the thickness of the plates. Unwin gives

the rule:

d = 1.2 yT
where d = diameter of rivet before driving,

t = thickness of plate.

The following table is taken from the same source, based

upon the above formula:

DIAMETERS OF RIVETS FOR DIFFERENT THICKNESSES OF PLATES.

Thickness Diameter
of plate, t. of rivets, d.

H

}4

ft

H
Vi

%
1

SHEARING STRENGTH OF

0.60

67

0.73

79

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.04

1.12

1.20

n
%
%
I r.

Iti

lA

Diameter
of rivets
after riv-
eting. 1.04
d.

0.59

0.72

78

0.85

0.91

0.91

0.97

1.10

1.17

1.24

RIVET IRON ASSUMED TO
SQUARE INCH.

BE 38,000 POUNDS PER

Driven
Size.
Inch.

Area. 1 Rivet. 2 Rivets. 3 Rivets. 4 Rivets. 5 Rivets.

1

lA

U\
m
m

2485

.3068

.3712

.4418

.5185

.6 13

.6903

.7854

.t865

9910

1.1075

1.2272

1 3530

1.4849

1 6230

1.7671

9.443

11,658

14.106

16.788

19,70:i

22.849

26,231

29.845

33,691

37,772

42,085

46 631

51,414

56,426

61,674

57.150

18,886

23,316

28,212

33,576

39.406

45,698

52.462

59.69(1

67,332

75,544

84,170

93,268

102,.'-23

112,832

123,348

134,300

28.329

34,974

42,318

50,364

59,109

68,547

78,693

89,535

101,073

113,316

126,255

139,902

154,242

169,278

185,022

201,450

37,772

46,532

56.424

67,152

78,812

91.396

104,924

119,380

134,764

151,088

168,340

186,536

205,656

225,704

246,' 96

268,600

47,215

58,290

70,530

83,940

98.515

114,245

131.155

149,225

168,455

188,860

210.425

233,170

257,070

282,130

308,370

335,750

This table is taken in part from the Report of the Committee

on Riveted Joints, American Railway Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation, Proceedings of 1895, page 217.
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Twelve-Wheel Freight Locomotive with Wide FIrebox-D., L. & W. Ry.

J. W. FiTzGiBBON. Superintendent of Motive Power, Brooks Locomotive Works, Builders.

TWELVE-WHEEL FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES. the boiler by a %-inch plate brace and from the smokebox by

2% -inch rod braces.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad. The boiler is large, with 3,168 square feet of heating surface

and 82.4 square feet of grate area. The grates are of the water-

Built by the Brooks Locomotive Works. tube type and the firebox is 123 by 97 inches in size. The heat-
" ing surface of the firebox is very large, even larger than that

Drawings and a photograph of the new 12-wheel freight loco- of the Lehigh Valley pushing engines. The latter engines have
motives recently built by the Brooks Locomotive Works for 215 square feet of heating surface in the firebox and the D. L.

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, have been received from & w. engines have 218 feet. The firebox heating surface of the

the builders and we show an engraving of the photograph and Brooks engines for the Great Northern (American Engineer,
cross sections of the engine because of the use of the wide fire- January, 1898, page 1) is the largest of which we have record,

box. Fifteen of these engines have been built and we believe being 235 square feet. The shape of the firebox is a noteworthy
that with the exception of the very heavy Baldwin mountain example of the present tendency to maintain a uniform curve
pushing locomotives on the Lehigh Valley (American Engineer, jn the side sheets and to avoid the flat portions of these sheets

December, 1898, page 395) these are the largest to be fitted that were formerly the rule in fireboxes of this type. The ac-

with wide fireboxes. They are believed to be the largest wide companying small engraving illustrates two examples from for-

flrebox road engines in use. This fact, however, is interesting mer practice in this respect on another road and the improve-
chiefly because of the example showing the tendency toward ment will be seen at a glance. This change in the form of the

the more general use of fireboxes of this type. These engines firebox is believed to be a very important way to reduce the

also have 12-inch piston valves, which we understand are of breakage of stay bolts, and this may become a strong argument
the form illustrated on page 366 in this issue, with the new ar- jn favor of this type of firebox even if the dimensions are not
rangement of packing rings, which are so made as to prevent carried as far as in this case, where fine anthracite is used,

the steam pressure from setting out the rings. The height of the boiler above the rails is 9 feet 21/2 inches,

The total weight is 205,000 pounds, the weight on the drivers -which is rather unusual, although It is not as great as that of

is 166,000 pounds, the cylinders are 21 by 32 inches and the the Illinois Central engines, in which this dimension is 9 feet

driving wheels are 54 inches in diameter. With 200 pounds g inches. The height of the center of the boiler of the large
boiler pressure the tractive power will be about 47,000 pounds. locomotive on the Union Railway above the rails is 9 feet 3%
Many of the details are similar to those of the heavy engines inches.

by the same builders for the Illinois Central, illustrated last The following table gives a summary of the chief dimensions
month, and for this reason we show only the photograph and of the D. L. & W. locomotives:

sections of the firebox. It is interesting to note that the main „ .„
1 ype 12-wheeI freight

crank pins are enlarged in the wheel fits to 7% inches, while Gauge 4 ft. S'/. in.

the side rod fits are 7% inches. We hope to see this practice wTght onV^evl"^^^^/////://^^^^^^^^^^^

become general, and for all crank pins, the enlargement is also 5^®isht on trucks 39.000 lbs.',.,,..'. , , , ,
Weight, total 205.000 lbs.

applied to the third pair of drivers in this case but not to the Weight, tender, loaded 106,000 lbs.

forward and rear wheels. The main driving journals are 9 by General Dimensions.

11 inches. The piston rods are extended. The frames have a 5S*^^! J?^^^' !i°?*!'
°^ engine 25 ft. 9 |n.

Wheel base, driving 15 ft. in.

single bar at the front ends and these and the equalization Wheel base, total, engine and tender 50 ft. 414 in.

are like those of the Illinois Central engines referred to. The ^IJ^fJJj "^Hl |1',; totlirengineandiender:;:.::::.;::.::;:;:60 ft! 2H in!

Bell patent front end is used with an extension 67% inches Height, center of boiler above rails .9 ft. 2% in.
' Height of stack above rails 15 ft. l'/4 in.

long from the tube sheet and 81 inches outside diameter. The Heating surface, firebox 21s sq. ft.
xxao t"iTi £r surfR-OPtutiPS ^ Q^O ^ri f f"

air brake cylinders are placed with the rods vertical, under the Heating surface', total .'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'s.'ies sq. ft
boiler and immediately back of the first pair of drivers; the Grate area 82.4 sq. ft.

brake shoes are back of the driving wheels, giving an upward
jj^ivers. number

.""
'

Eight
thrust to the frames. This is a rather important detail to Drivers, diameter 54 in.
... -J ,1 ii i- • • • I, 1 Drivers, material of centers Cast steel

which considerable attention is now given in very heavy loco- Truck wheels, diameter 30 in.

motives. The bracing of the guide yoke is worthy of notice.
^"JJJlnlls' truck^ ^'^I^..".' 5% in' ^t 12 iS'

It is supported from the rear bv brackets formed by turning up Main crank pin, size 6% in. by ev- in,,..,., . .. . , . ,. ,. . Main coupling pin, size 7% in. bv 5 in.
the ends of the top bars of the main frames at the splice, from Main pin, diameter wheel fit .7% in.
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Twelve-Wheel Freight Locomotive, D., L. & W. Ry.—Sections Showing Form of the Wide Firebox.

Cylinders.

Cylinders, diameter 21 in.
Cylinders, stroke 32 In.

Piston rod diameter 4Vi in.

Main rod, length center to center 98 in.
Steam ports, length 25 in.
Steam ports, width 2'A in.
Exhaust ports, least area 110 sq. in.

Bridge, width 3Vi in.

Valves.

Valves, kind of Improved Piston
Valves, greatest travel 6>4 In.
Valves, steam lap (inside) 1 in.
Valves, exhaust lap or clearance (outside) Line and Line
Lead In full gear 1/16 in. negative

Sections of Older Forms of Wide Fireboxes.

Boiler.

Boiler, type of conical connection wagon top
Boiler, working steam pressure 200 lbs.

Boiler, material In barrel Steel
Boiler, thickness of material in barrel % in. and 15/16 In.

Boiler, thickness of tube sheet % In.

Boiler, diameter of barrel, front % In.

Boiler, diameter of barrel, at throat 83T4 in.

Seams, kind of horizontal Sextuple lap
Seams, kind of circumferential Triple lap
Crown sheet, stayed with Radial stays
Dome, diameter 30 In.

Firebox.

Firebox, type Wide, over wheels
Firebox, length 123 in.

Firebox, width 97 in.
Firebox, depth, front 74 In.

Firebox, depth, back 64'^ in.

Firebox, material Steel
Firebox, thickness of sheets, crown % in.; tube % in.; side
and back % in.

Firebox, mud ring, width back and sides 3'.^ in.; front 4 in.

Firebox, water space at top back 4!™ In.; front 4 in.

Grates, kind of Water tube
Tubes, number of 410
Tubes, material .• Charcoal iron
Tubes, outside diameter 2 In.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 13 ft. 10^4 In.

Smokebox.
Smokebox, diameter (outside) 81 in.

Smokebox, length from flue sheet 67^4 In.

Other Parts.

Exhaust nozzle Single
Exhaust nozzle, diameter 5'/2 in.

Exhaust nozzle, distance of tip below center of boiler ^ in.

Netting, wire or plate Wlr«
Netting, size of mesh or perforation 2^4 x 2% and 2',4 x V/t

Stack Steel, taper
Stack least diameter 15^4 in.

Stack, greatest diameter 17% in.

Stack, height above smokebox - 30'/4; in.

Tender.
Type 8-W heeled
Tank, type B. L. W. sloping top
Tank, capacity for water 5,000 gal.
Tank, capacity for coal 10 ton»
Tank, material Steel
Tank, thickness of sheets Vt in.

Type of under frame Steel channel
Type of springs Double Elliptic
Diameter of wheels 33 in.

Diameter and length of journals 5 in. x 9 in.

Distance between centers of journals 5 ft. 5 in.

Diameter of wheel lit on axle 6% in.

Diameter of center of axle 5% in.

Length of tender over bumper beams 21 ft. SV> in.

Length of tank 19 ft. 6 in.

Width of tank 10 ft. in.

Height of tank not including collar GO in.

Type of draw gear M. C. B. Gould
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A NEW PACKING RING FOR PISTON VALVES.

The Brooks Locomotive Works.

STORED ENERGY REQUIRED IN TRAINS AT DIFFERENT
VELOCITIES.

The development of piston valves for locomotives has been

interesting, and by courtesy of the Brooks Locomotive Works

a newly perfected improvement is shown in the accompanying

engraving, which illustrates the design used in the very large

12-wheel freight locomotive for the Illinois Central, which we

illustrated last month.

In our issue of June of the current volume Mr. F. M. Whyte,

pow Mechanical Engineer of the New York Central, directed

attention to the fact that in endeavoring to secure the proper

bearing area of packing rings for piston valves the tendency

toward increased friction, on account of the action of the stem

in setting out the packing against the bushing was not always

considered. He also showed the importance of keeping the

edge of the packing rings which control the admission of steam

at or very near the extreme ends of the valve, in order to avoid

wire-drawing of the steam in passing through the tortuous

passages caused by the projecting ends of the valves past the

edge of the packing. Both of these matters have received at-

tention in the design now illustrated. The steam pressure can

have no effect in changing the diameter of the packing ring

and the edge of the packing is at the extreme end of the valve.

This packing is entirely different in principle from that illus-

trated on page 303 of our October issue. It does not depend

upon close fitting to keep the steam from getting under the

ring, but the ring is solid and arranged so that it does not mat-

ter whether the steam gets under it or not. The packing is

made in one solid piece in the form of a bull ring, provided

with lugs on the inside to permit of adjusting its size by the in-

troduction of a shim of the proper thickness into a saw cut,

By P. H. Dudley.

With the present heavy and long high-speed trains the

stored energy required to overcome the inertia often is the

limiting factor of the speed which can be attained.

The locomotive must develop this amount as well as that

required to overcome all other resistances, as the wind, gra-

dients, curves, journal and rolling friction on rails.

No. 11, one of the through trains leaving Grand Central Sta-

tion with ten cars, is 809 feet long from tip of pilot to rear

of buffer, the average weight being 650 tons. With eleven cars

the length is 880 feet, one-sixth of a mile, quite as long and

much heavier than the slow freight trains twenty years ago.

The stored energy in foot-pounds required for a 650-ton pas-

senger train at various speeds, including 10 per cent, of rota-

tion of wheels, is as follows:

Speed In Foot-pounds Stored
Miles per Hour. Energy Required. Difference.

10 4,776,200 4,776,200

20 19,162,000 13,385.800

30 43,043,000 23,881,000

40 76,505,000 33,462,000

45 96,811,000 20,306,000

50 119.548,000 22,737,000

65 144,573,000 25,025,000

60 172,172,000 27,599,000

The locomotives, so far as ordinary train resistance is con-

cerned, would have no difficulty in maintaining the speed when
once attained at 50, 55 or 60 miles per hour. To raise the train

An Improved Form of Piston Valve Packing.

through the ring, the lugs serving to provide means for bolting

the joint so as to make the ring continuous as far as the steam
is concerned. This packing ring is first turned up of larger

diameter than the bore of the bushing. The required amount
is then cut out on a bevel across the ring and a shim of the

required thickness is inserted in the slot. The ring is then
clamped together by a bolt, with the shim, and accurately

turned up to the proper size so that the outside is a true cir-

cle. The use of the shim permits of adjustment to the proper
fit in the bushing and also makes it possible to provide for

wear by putting in a thicker shim.

This construction requires careful fitting of the bushing and
it may be necessary to ream the bushing to accurately fit the

valve after the bushing is in place. Once accurately fitted the

packing ought to remain tight for a long time. This design

seems to have the advantages of a plain plug valve and an
additional one in that the valve may at any time be made tight

after wearing, and with comparatively little expense.

The engraving shows the construction of the valve itself, the

form of the follower and the method of holding the packing
from turning by means of lugs cast on the follower, which em-
brace the joint in the packing ring. The valves of this form
for the large Illinois Central engine are 12 inches in diameter.
We are informed that the rings are to have several parallel
grooves similar to those in the pistons of gas engines, which
will probably prolong the period of tightness.

from a speed of 50 to 55 miles per hour requires over 25.000,-

000 foot-pounds of energy stored in the train for the higher

speed. With an increase of 500 pounds additional draw-bar

tension, this would require a run of ten miles to store the

needed energy. A signal or slow-down may reduce the speed,

and all the energy from the higher to the lower speed destroyed

by the brakes. The energy must be restored to the train be-

fore it can regain its running speed, but whether the lost time

can be made depends upon the distance to be run and the

ability of the locomotive to store up energy in the train much
above the average running speed. The stored energy is also

large in slower and heavier freight trains.

The recent 80-car freight trains' gross load, about 3,500 tons,

at 20 miles per hour, requires over 100,000,000 foot-pounds of

energy; and when the speed is increased to 30 miles per hour

on a descending gradient, 277,556,000 foot-pounds. This stored

energy is practically equal to that which is computed for the

projectile of the new 16-inch gun when fired. The projectile

will weigh 2,370 pounds, and at 2,000 feet velocity per second

the stored energy will be 234,400,000 foot-pounds. A 12-inch

projectile of 1,038 pounds, at 2,000 feet velocity has 52,000,000

pounds of stored energy. Our present fast passenger trains

and the heavy freight trains daily develop and harmlessly de-

stroy greater quantities of energy than the heaviest ordnance.—"New York Railroad Men."
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THE SAND BLAST IN RAILROAD WORK.

The sand blast has been In use for many years and its devel-

opment has been steady, but it will be more rapid now that

compressed air power is so generally available. When the ro-

tary blower was used for the air supply, the worlt was very

satisfactory, but with higher pressures from compressors it is

much more rapid and effective and the number of uses for the

sand blast has vastly increased. The possibilities need only

to be appreciated to compel much greater extension.

The remarkably satisfactory results with the sand blast in

cleaning the old i)aint from the 155th St. Viaduct, New York,

preparatory to painting the girders for the tests described in

our August. 1898, issue, page 259, have done a great deal to

show its value. The surfaces were required to be perfectly

clean, which could not be accomplished by wire brushes or

scrapers. At that time the engineer in charge, Mr. E. P. North,

consulted 20 prominent engineers as to the advisability of using

the sand blast for this purpose and the replies all stated that

no better method of removing scale, rust and old paint from

all parts of an iron or steel structure was known. This cor-

respondence clearly brought out the importance of absolutely

clean metallic surfaces for the reception of paint. The sand

blast will reach all parts of a structure which are inaccessible

to a brush and scraper, and it will do the work cheaper than

any other method. This was proven some time ago by Mr. L.

Fig. 1.— King Sand Blast Mactiine.

K. Smith, assistant engineer in charge of bridges of the City

of Baltimore, in the case of the bridge over the Pennsylvania

Railroad at Argyle Ave. The bridge had not been painted

for 20 years, and the rust and scale were over % inch thick,

the pitting was 1/16 inch deep. Hand cleaning, which was
not effective or satisfactory, cost 5 cents per square foot, and

on trying the sand blast the work was done both better and

cheaper.

Bridge work is a large field for this process, and in fact

any work requiring the removal of paint or scale from metallic

surfaces, for subsequent painting, plating or enameling. It is

specially successful in cleaning castings as they come from

the molds. It will remove sand that is burned in, and at one

operation it will prepare a rough sandy casting for nickel

plating. I^ocomotive tenders are cleaned from old paint, car

wheels are cleaned at the foundry, old files smoothed off for

recutting; painted woodwork may be sanded and many other

fields of usefulness have been found, such as the cleaning of

the bottoms of ships.

The sand blast for the removal of paint from tenders is

gaining in favor among railroads. At the Dennison shops

of the P.. C, C. & St. L. Ry.. it has been used for this purpose

for over three years, and the average cost of cleaning a tender

ready for painting has been f2.oO. this method being preferred

to all others. This cost has probably been greatly reduced

since our information was received, about 18 months ago. On

the Erie quartz sand or quartz and deposit sand mixed in

equal proportions are used with an air pressure of about 100

lbs. On the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe hand scrapers and

gas burners were formerly used on tenders, chemical softening

of the paint had also been tried, but these have now given

place to the sand blast. A 4.000-gallon tank is completely

cleaned in 4 hours and everything is cleaned off right down to

the metal. If there is any pitting and progressive rusting the

sand reaches it and cuts it out. On this road about 10 cubic

feet of sand will clean a 4,000-gallon tank at a labor cost of

50 cents, while the entire cost does not exceed 85 cents per

tender. These are figures which we have from officers of the

road. Car journal brasses which have been used were formerly

cleaned in a bath of lye, the sand blast is now used, and it

is more rapid and also leaves the surfaces looking like new.

It is used to clean driving wheels, dome casings, remove the

scale from dry pipes and for many other purposes.

Mr. B. Haskell. Superintendent of Motive Power of the Chi-

cago & West Michigan Ry., described his experience with the

sand blast in a paper before the Western Railway Club (Amer-

ican Engineer. April. 1899, page 129), in which he said: "In

Fig. 2.-Sand Blast Machine at Work.

the preparation of a new locomotive for a priming coat of paint

the surface is brought to condition by the air and sand blast,

instead of by hand abrading, the latter process requiring about

35 man-hours at a cost of J3.50, while the sand blast requires

two man-hours at 14 cents per hour, and two man-hours at

10 cents per hour, or 48 cents, a saving of $3.02 by the sand

blast. The sand blast is also used in frosting deck glass for

passenger cars, the cost for labor and material being 12 cents,

a saving of 60 cents.

A very simple and satisfactory sand blast machine manu-
factured by the King Improved Sand Blast Co., is illustrated

in the accompanying engraving. Fig. 1 shows the second of

three sizes. This machine is hung from a convenient crane,

and is easy to handle. A smaller one. No. 1. using air from

a rotary blower at eight ounces pressure, is used for cleaning

the light castings used in stoves. In this work one man with

a sand blast apparatus does the work of five men with brushes.

The No. 2 machine, which is shown here, is used with com-

pressed air, and is much more powerful. It is adapted to nearly

all the heavier work that may be done by the sand blast.
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Three hundred car wheels can be thoroughly cleaned per day

with a machine of this size.

It is desirable to have a room about 10x10x10 feet set apart

for the cleaning. A small exhaust fan may be arranged to

keep the air free from dust. A sharp or quartz sand is re-

quired; it should be perfectly dry and free from all foreign

substances which would tend to clog the sand valve or hose.

The sand may be used over and over until too fine to cut

effectually. The bucket may be hung by a small block and
fall, the rope passing down and around the trolley, thus en-

abling it to "be raised and lowered at will, or it may be hung
on a swinging arm. The flow of sand is governed by the valve

placed immediately below the bucket.

A tank of about 60 gallons capacity, provided with a pres-

sure gauge, should be located in the cleaning room. The main
air pipe is tapped and a 1-inch pipe led from it to the tank.
Immediately before entering the tank a globe valve is placed,
within easy reach of the operator, and by this valve the amount
of air entering the tank is governed, only enough being allowed
to enter to maintain the volume and pressure required for the
sand blast machine. The outlet from the tank should be 2-inch,
the air hose on the machine being connected thereto. At a
convenient point in the room a %-inch hole is tapped in the air
pipe and the hose on the operator's helmet connected. A chilled
mouthpiece is provided to take the wear of the sand at the
nozzle.

The address of the King Improved Sand Blast Co, is Station
C, Detroit, Michigan.

"DOUBLE END" CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE.

Dominion Coal Co., Cape Breton,

Built by the Schenectady Locomotive Works.

There is nothing new in the idea of double end locomotives
for such service as that of the Sidney & Louisberg Railway for
the Dominion Coal Co., but the one which we illustrate is be-

General Dimensions.
Gauge 4 ft. Sy2 In.
Fuel Bituminous coal
Weight in working order 239,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers 170,000 lbs.
\A'heel base, driving 15 ft. — in.
Wheel base, rigid 15 ft. — in.
Wheel base, total 36 ft. 3 in.

Cylinders.

Diameter of cylinders 22 in.
St ri ike of piston 28 in.
Horizontal thickness of piston 5^ in.
Diameter of piston rod 3% in.
Kind of piston packing Cast iron
Size of steam ports IS in, by 1^4 in.
Size of exhaust ports 18 in. by 2% in.
Size of bridges li^ in.

Valves.
Greatest travel of slide valves 5Vz in.
Outside lap of slide valves % in.
Inside lap of slide valves 1/32 in.
Lead of valves in full gear 1/16 in.

Wheels, Etc.

Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 55 in.
Material of driving wheel centers Main, cast steel: in-

termediate, forward and back, steeled cast iron
Driving box material Main, cast steel; intermediate.

forward and back, steeled cast iron
Diameter and length of driving Journals Main only '•' In-

dia. 81/2 in. dia. by 10 in.
Diameter and length of main crank pin journals (Main

side TVi in. by 5 in.) 7 in. dia. by 6Vz in.
Diameter and length of side rod crank pin journals

(F. & B. 5 in. by 3y, in.J inter. 6 in. dia. by iVz in.
Engine truck, kind Two-wheel swing bolster
Engine truck journals 6 in. dia. by 10 in.
Diameter of engine truck wheels 30 in.

Boiler.

Style Straight
Outside diameter of first ring 72 in,
Wui king pressure 200 lbs.
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of firebox, ,23/32 in.

9/16 in. Vz in. and 11/16 in.
Firebox, length 114 in.
Firebox, width 41% in.
Firebox, depth F. lOy, in. B. 671/2 in.
Firebox plates, thickness Sides 5/16, In. back 5/16, in.

crown % in, tube sheet V. in.
Firebox water space— Front 4 in., sides 31/. in., back 31/2 in. and 4 in.
Firebox, crown staying Radial stays, IVs in. dia.
Firebox stay bolts 1 in. dia.
Tubes, number of 348

''Double End" Consolidation Locomotive.

Donninion Coal Company, Cape Breton.

Built bv The Schenectady fiOCOMOTivE Works.

lieved to be among the largest of this type ever constructed.
These engines were designed to conform to the particular con-
ditions of this service and they are powerful and heavy. Pho-
tographs of mogul and consolidation types have been received,
but we show only the consolidation, as it is much heavier and
larger than the other.
The cylinders are 22x28 inches, the boiler is 72 inches in

diameter, with 2689 square feet of heating surface and 33 square
feet of grate area. The total v/eight is 239,000 lbs., and the
weight on drivers is 170,000 lbs. The engine is large and
powerful, but large coal and water-carrying capacity is not
needed, as the runs are probably comparatively short. The
engines have gone into service and the reports of their per-
formances are very satisfactory. They are equipped with
American brakes. Leach sanders and Star chime whistles. The
leading dimensions are given in the following table;

Tubes, diameter 2 in.
Tubes, length over tube sheets 13 ft! io in!
Fire brick, supported on Studs
Heating surface, tubes 2,512.55 sq ft.
Heating surface, firebox 176.92 sq. ft
Heating surface, total 2,689.47 sq. ft
Grate surface 3321 sq ft
Grate, style Rocking
Ash pan, style Sectional, damper front and back
Exhaust pipes Single, high
Exhaust nozzles 514 in., 5y<. in., 5% in. dia
Smoke stack, inside diameter ]$ inSmoke stack, top above rail 14 ft. si'ii'ie in!

Tender.
Wheels, number of 4
\^' heels, diameter '>?.'\n
Journals, diameter and length 5 iii! dia. byO in
Trucks Pour-wheel, center-bearing, swing-spring bol-

'

ster carrying back end nf engine
Water capacity 4,roo U, S. trallons
Coal capacity '4 {ons
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PEkSOiNALS.

Mr. Lucius Tuttle, President of the Boston & Maine, has

boen elected President of the Maine Central also, to succeed

Mr. V. A. Wilson.

William H. Smith, for several years Purchasing Agent of the

Schenectady Locomotive Worlts, died at his home in Schenec-

tady, N. Y., Oct. 14.

Mr. Rollin H. Wilbur, General Superintendent of the Lehigh

Valley, has removed his headiiuarters from South Bethlehem,

Pa., to 26 Cortlandt street, New York.

Mr. W. C. Alderson, Purchasing Agent of the Lehigh Valley,

has been promoted to the position of Treasurer of the com-

pany, to succeed Mr. J. A. Harris, resigned.

Mr. James A. Gaston has resigned as Master Car Builder

of the Louisville. Evansville & St. Louis, to lake the manage-

ment o£ the Bryant Paint Co. at Cincinnati.

Mr. George F. Evans has severed his connection with the

Westinghouse interests, having resigned as manager of the

Westinghouse Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Canada.

Elbridge G. Allen, who was General Superintendent of the

Old Colony Railroad from 1893 to May 1, 1898, shot and killed

himself at the Grand Union Hotel, New York City, recently.

Mr. S. F. Forbes, Purchasing Agent of the Great Northern,

has resigned, to accept the position of Assistant Superintendent

of Motive Power of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, with

office in Jersey City.

Mr. Charles P. Coleman has been appointed Purchasing

Agent of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, with headquarters at

Philadelphia, Pa. He was formerly purchasing agent of the

Bethlehem Iron Company.

Mr. A. C. Henry, Purchasing Agent of the Canadian Pacific

at Montreal, has been appointed General Purchasing Agent of

the entire system, and Mr. E. N. Bender has been appointed

Assistant Purchasing Agent.

Mr. George W. Smith, Superintendent of Machinery of the

Santa Fe Pacific, has had his jurisdiction extended to include

the San Francisco & San Joaquin Valley. His office will re-

main at Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Mr. G. F. Jones, who has for 14 years held the position of

Secretary of the Richmond Locomotive Machine Works, has

resigned and accepted the position of Southern Representative

of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, with headquarters in Rich-

mond, Va.

Mr. Alfred Lovell, who has been connected with the motive
power department of the Northern Pacific for a number of

years, and was recently made Assistant Superintendent of

Motive Power, has Just been appointed to succeed Mr. William
Forsyth as Superintendent of Motive Power.

Mr. J. W. Taylor was appointed secretary of the Western
Railway Club at the September meeting, to succeed Mr. F.

M. Whyte, who resigned upon his removal from Chicago to

become mechanical engineer of the New Y^ork Central. Mr.
Taylor is now also secretary of the Master Car Builders' and
Master Mechanics' Associations.

Mr. Harvey Middleton. Mechanical Superintendent of the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, has tendered his resignation.

Mr. Middleton began railroading in 187fi. with the Philadelphia
& Erie, and has since held the positions of Master Mechanic
pn the Louisville & Nashville, Superintendent of Machinery

on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Superintendent of Motive

Power of the Union Pacinc, and Superintendent of Construction

of Pullmans Palace Car Co. He was appointed several years

ago to succeed Mr. Geo. B. Hazlehurst, on the Baltimore &

Ohio, and has done very important work in introducing heavy

motive power and improving the arrangements of the shops

of the road.

Mr. Robert C. Blackall, according to an official circular just

received, has retired from active service as Superintendent of

Motive Power of the Delaware & Hudson Co., and is appointed

Consulting Mechanical Superintendent. Tlie duties of Super-

intendent of Motive Power will be performed by Mr. J. R. Slack,

Assistant Superintendent of Motive Power, with headquarters

at Albany, N. Y.

Mr. W. I. Allen, who has for nine years held the position

of Assistant General Manager of the Chicago, Rock Island &

Pacific, has resigned in order to devote his entire attention to

his private interests. The jurisdiction of Mr. A. J. Hitt. Gen-

eral Superintendent of the lines east of the Missouri River,

has been extended over the entire system and the position of

Assistant General Manager has been abolished.

Mr. Roswell Miller, the retiring President of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, was at a recent meeting of the stock-

holders made Chairman of the Board. Mr. Miller began his

railroad career with the Cairo & Vincennes, of which he was

Secretary and General Superintendent. In 1882 he was Second

Vice-President and Treasurer of the Chicago & Western Indi-

ana. From there Mr. Miller went to the C, M. & St. P. as

Assistant to the General Manager, and later was made General

Manager and finally President.

Mr. Charles P. Clark, President of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, has tendered his resignation on account of

continued ill health. When the matter came before the Board

of Directors no definite action was taken and it is uncertain

V hen the resignation will go into effect. Mr. Clark has had a

lung and very successful career. Much of the burden of the

consolidations which have produced the present large system

operated as the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad,

was carried by him, and he also conducted a number of large

enterprises, such as the track elevation in Boston and the con-

summation of the improvements at the Boston terminal. He

has earned a rest from his arduous labors.

Mr. J. N. Barr has resigned as Superintendent of Motive

Power of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul to become Me-

chanical Superintendent of the Baltimore & Ohio, to succeed

Mr. Harvey Middleton, who has resigned. Mr. Barr is a grad-

uate of Lehigh University. He entered railroad service with

the Pennsylvania at Altoona and after working up to an impor-

tant position in the shops there he was appointed Mechanical

Engineer of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul in 1885. In

1886 he was appointed Superintendent of the Car Department

of that road and in 1888 he became Superintendent of Motive

Power, which position he has held until the present. Mr. Barr

is one of the strong men in motive power matters, to which

the excellent condition of the motive power of the St. Paul road

testifies. His most important work, aside from the generally

good administration of the department, has been in the de-

velopment and improvement of the chilled cast-iron wheel.

As the inventor of the Barr contracting chill he has exerted a

wide influence in the safety of railroad operation, which began

before he left Altoona. He has invented a number of minor

parts in car and locomotive construction and is recognized as

a leader in the application of engineering, combined with com-

mon sense, to the management of the motive power depart-

ment. He takes a wide, successful and well-seasoned experi-

ence to his new position and i.s a valuable acquisition <o tb©

staff of the Baltimore &pbio,
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THE CLIMAX FLEXIBLE METALLIC JOINT.

The accompanying engravings illustrate a simple, strong
and inexpensive metallic joint for use in steam-heat equip-

ment for trains, and also in stations and yards for making
steam connections with cars for the purpose of heating them
up before the attachment of the locomotive. The engravings
show the exterior appearance of a joint for connecting a loco-

motive and tender, and it will be seen that no bolts are used.

attention was given to the manner of screwing the bolts into

the sheets. The report illustrates several methods, those in

which the ends of the bolts are squared to receive a wrench and
others in which the end of the bolt is entered into a clutch

which grips the bolt tightly enough to turn it into place with-

out specially preparing the end for the purpose. In the discus-

A Climax Double Joint,

It Is stated that the joint becomes tighter with the increase

of pressure, and that it will work without leakage when com-
paratively loose. In a locomotive conduit two double and one
single joint are used. They are made entirely of steam metal
and appear to be strong and durable. There does not appear
to be any possibility for oil, hot ashes or dirt to affect the life

of these joints. The two portions of the swinging joint are
held together by a sleeve coupling with flanges bearing
against packing washers of durable material. One of these
flanges is a part of the sleeve and the other is threaded and

Application of Joint Between Engine and Tender,

secured after the proper adjustment is made. A similar joint
has been in use for several years in service severe enough to
give confidence in its wearing qualities. One of the strong
features is the relatively low cost at which this joint is sold.
It is offered for sale by Mr. F. G. Street. 535 Temple Court
Building, Chicago, 111.

THE GABRIEL STAY-BOLT CHUCK.

In the report of the committee on "Best Method of Applying
Stay-Bolts to Locomotive Boilers," presented to the Master
Mechanics' Association at the recent convention, considerable

Gabriel Stav-bolt Chuck,

slon, a device of this kind used on the Pennsylvania Railroad

was described.

The accompanying engraving illustrates a newly patented

device of this kind, known as the "Gabriel Stay-Bolt Chuck,"
which is manufactured and sold by the Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Company, 634 Monadnock Building, Chicago. This chuck
is shown in use in connection with the Boyer piston air drill.

The chuck is arranged to grasp stay-bolts of any of the usual

sizes, and it will turn them into the sheets without squaring

up the ends. When driven by the air motor this work is done
very rapidly, with a great saving of labor over the usual method
of turning them in by hand.

Progress in the use of paint spraying machines was one of

the subjects discussed by the Master Car and Locomotive Paint-

ers' Association at its recent convention. The prevailing opin-

ion was that little progress had been made during the year.

One member stated that difliculty had been experienced be-

cause at times the air is damp and the pressure from yard pip-

ing was not uniform on account of the variation in the de-

mands for air. Another member stated that from a test on
573 cars, comparing the spray with brush work, he had found

that the brush increased the cost of labor by $186.22 over that

of spraying, whereas the increase in the cost of paint due to

the sprayer was $489.91.
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REED RECORDING ATTACHMENT MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OP TECHNOLOGY.

For Railroad Track Scales.

This is a simple appliance for the purpose of obtaining a per-

manent and positive record of the reading of a scale of the

railroad track type. With it the weight may be taken with or

without reading the beam. The accompanying engraving il-

lustrates a track scale bearing this attachment. The main

' 38 i <2 44 4C 48 i 52 5V^
40000 .11, 'viiiSOOOO
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On Wednesday, September 27, the exercises of the Massachu-

setts Institute of TechnoloBy began. Since the end of the last

term some changes have been made in the faculty. Adolph

Hambeau, Ph. D., has been made Professor of Modern Lan-

guages, and has charge of that department. Arthur A. Noyes,

Ph. D., formerly Associate Professor of Organic Chemistry,

has been made Professor of Theoretical and Organic Chemistry.

Jerome Sonderlcker, C. E., formerly Assistant Professor of

Applied Mechanics, has been made Associate Pro-

fessor of Applied Mechanics; Allyne L. Merrill, S.

B., formerly Assistant Professor of Mechanism,

has been made Associate Professor of Mechanism;

Edward F. Miller, S. B., who was Assistant Profes-

sor of Steam Engineering, has been made Associ-

ate Professor of Steam Engineering; Carleton A.

Read, S. B., who was an Instructor in Mechanical

Engineering, has left to take charge of the Me-

chanical Engineering Department In the New
Hampshire College at Durham; George V. Wen-
dell, Ph. D., has returned from three years' study

in Germany and resumes his duties as Instructor

in Physics; Frederic H. Keyes, S. B., and Alexan-

der W. Moseley, S. B., have left to take up pro-

fessional work; Frederick A. Hannah, S. B., has

accepted a position in the Mechanical Depart-

ment of the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute.

Reed Recording Attachment for Railroad Track Scales.

beam is graduated by 1.000-pound marks and the small beam

by 10-pound marks up to 1,000 pounds, the sliding poises being

as free to move as without the attachment. The beam is notched

in the usual way and in the beam puncturing pins are placed at

intervals on an incline to correspond with lines of figures print-

ed on a card which has headings to record the car number,

marked weight, contents and the date of weighing. The large

poise carries a card holder and the small poise has a brass cast-

ing and a puncturing pin which extends back of the card hold-

er. After the beam is balanced the holder is pressed toward the

beam and the recording pins puncture the card and supply

the permanent record of the locations of the poises. One move-

ment records the total weight of the load, and the card holder

is the only additional movable part which this device adds to

a scale. The correct weight may be had in less time than is

required to read the beam. The device is in use by about 25

PIPE UNIONS MADE DIRECTLY ON THE END OF THE
PIPE.

The accompanying engraving illustrates a new pipe union

devised by Mr. T. R. Browne, Master Mechanic of the Juniata

shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona. The first

glance at the sketch shows the clear opening through the joint,

which is entirely free from obstruction. This is not true of the

ordinary commercial unions. These new unions are made by a

very simple process on a bolt header by use of a pair of dies.

In each case the external die is formed to the shape of the

finished piece. The internal die consists merely of a plunger

ir,/.i .<
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THE "MONARCH" PNEUMATIC HAMMER.

The accompanying engraving shows the appearance of the

"Monarch" pneumatic hammer recently placed on the market

by the Standard Railway Equipment Company, 210 Vine Street,

St. Louis. The company is interested in other pneumatic tools,

but particular attention is now being given to two sizes of

pneumatic hammers. These are designated as style "A" and

The Mona ch Pneumatic Hammer.

style "B." The former is for light work, such as caulking,

flue beading and light chipping, while the latter is for heavier

work about the construction of boilers, where a heavier ham-

mer is required. The ferrules of these hammers are either

round or hexagonal. It is claimed by the manufacturers that

these hammers are very economical in the use of air and that

while they strike hard blows the plungers are cushioned in

such a way as to reduce the vibration to a minimum. The

ports in the cylinder are so arranged as to prevent the ham-

mer from operating when the chisel Is removed from the shank.

The valve is very simple and is made of hardened steel. A

strong claim is made for their satisfactory operation without

derangement. The Standard Railway Supply Company states

that these hammers will be furnished on 10 days trial to those

desiring to test their qualities.

FRICTION SENSITIVE DRILL.

Knecht Brothers Company, Cincinnati, 0.

It is evident that an unusual amount of thought and expe

rience has been applied to the development of this machine.

Our attention was called to it by a letter from Mr. David

Hawksworth, the well-known Superintendent of Motive Power

of the Burlington & Missouri River Railroad. In which he said:

"The drill is giving entire satisfaction and you may refer any

prospective purchaser to me."

The driving mechanism consists of two cones with a friction

roller bearing between them, the roller being adjustable in

position for the purpose of changing the speed of the spindle.

This may be done while the machine is running and without

changing or shifting belts. The range of adjustment is 4V^

inches, which is sufficient to provide for drills from the smallest

up to a diameter of 9/16 inch. The power varies as the speed

is changed and it, and also the speed, Is adjusted for each size

of drill by means of a graduated bar upon which the journals

of the friction roller are supported. This bar is marked for

the different sizes of drills. A screw clamps the roller in the

desired position and the speed may be adjusted accurately by

the marks on this bar. The necessity for varying the power of

a machine of this kind is obvious. The presence of hard spots

in the work causes trouble with drill presses which are not
sufficiently sensitive. In this machine the pressure of the fric-

tion roller between the two cones may be adjusted very finely

by turning the hand adjusting nut under the lower driving

cone enough to give the power required to tui-n the drill that is

to be used. In case the drill should bind or be strained by im-
perfections in the material the driving mechanism will slip

and afford relief by stopping the drill. This adjustment is

within easy reach of the operator. The depth to be drilled is

indicated by graduations on the sleeve passing through the

spindle head and a stop collar is placed on the spindle sleeve

which may be set for any desired depth of hole, or it may be

removed entirely by turning out the binding screw. This col-

lar may be set so as to drill any desired number of holes to a

fixed and uniform depth without reference to the graduation

on the sleeve. The attachments and adjustments are all within

easy reach of the operator from the front of the machine.

The spindle is relieved from lateral pressure by the mount-

ing. The cone driving the spindle is mounted on a sleeve or

bushing which extends through both bearings in the frame, and

the spindle may be run continuously without danger of heat-

The Knecht Sensitive Drill.

ing. This spindle sleeve has ball thrust bearings. The ma-

chine is driven by a belt, the slack or stretch of which may be

taken up by moving the countershaft bearing down on the col-

umn and securing it by means of a small adjusting screw in the

slot in the column. The drill press has a square and a round
table swinging on the column so as to be easily turned out of

the way when the drill is to be applied to work held in the
knee below. This knee is fitted with a number of attachments
for receiving woik of various shapes. It has a cup center for
drilling the ends of shafts and mandrels, a center point, and a
V-shaped block with a stem for drilling shafts at right angles
with their axes.
The distance from the column to the center of the spindle

is 6% inches; the maximum distance from the end of the spin-
dle to the table is 28 inches; the vertical adjustment of the
spindle head 13 inches; the throw of the spindle is 3 15/16
inches. The floor space required is 20 by 34 inches, and the
speed of the countershaft is 460 revolutions per minute. The
manufacturers, the Knecht Brothers Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio, may be addressed for further information.
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BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Pdoi's Manual of llie Uullioads of the UiiiU'd Slati-s, 32d An-
nual Volumo. vvllh an Appendix conlalnint; a full Analysis of

the Debts of the United Slates, the several Slates, Muniel-
palitles, et<'.; al.so .Statements of Street Kallinail and Traction
Conijianles, Industrial t'oriioratlons, ete. Ni-w York: H. V.
& H. W. Poor, 44 Broad St. 1899. Price, $7..iO.

We have just received the 32d annual number of Poor's

Manual, in which is given, in great detail, statistics of the

llnancial condition and results of operation of all railroads

In the United .States. Our readeis do not need to be told what
this indispensable work conlali s. It is sufficient to say that it

is brought up to date in the present volume with the addition

of Important information which was not given in former edi-

tions. The object of this publication for a number of years

was to give the jiublic a faithful abstract of the reports of the

railroads and to supply the lack of such government summa-
ries of the operation of American lailroads as are given in the

Board of Trade Reports on British Railroads. This informa-

tion is now collected by the Interstate Commerce Commission,

but the reports are not published until at least a year later

than l*oor's Manual. Every one who has occasion to use rail-

road statistics fully understands the value of promptness in

their publication. The volume before us includes a new feature, a

chapter in the introduction entitled "A Study in Railway Sta-

tistics," which is a review of the statistics of the development,

finances, etc., of the railroads of this country, with special ref-

erence to the period from ISSO to 1.S89. In this chapter will be

found an account of the beginnings of the railroads a d a state-

ment showing, by states and groups of states, the terminal

points and mileage of all railroads which were completed and
in operation in the United States in 1840. Me believe this in-

formation to be very valuable a- d it has not before been avail-

able. Its compilation must have been exceedingly difficult. In

this chapter a table gives the mileage in operation in 1851, with

the passenger, freight and total earnings. Another gives the

annual progress in railroad construction in the whole count y
between the years 1849 and 1860. Another table, of historic

value, gives the termini of the first section of each road op-

ened, the length of the section and date of opening. These new-

features will undoubtedly be appreciated. There appear to

be no other new departures, although the entire work must
necessarily improve in completeness each year as a result of

the careful methods of the publishers.

TJ. Baird Machinery Company.—A comprehensive and well ar-

ranged catalogue has been received from the U. Baird Machin-
ery Company. Pittsburgh. Pa. It has 232 pages, standard size

(9 by 12 inches), and is well printed, the descriptions being sup-

plemented by u iformly good engiavings. The paper, type and
printing are also excellent. The descriptions are in four lan-

guages, English. German. French and Spanish, and dimensions
are given in English and metric systems. Code words (Lieber

Code) are given in connection with all of the specialties de-

scribed. A large amount of space, 33 pages, is devoted to en-

gine lathes; this subject is followed by planers, turret lathes,

punches and shears, boring and turning mills, upi'ight drills,

universal hand milling machine, cranes (25 pages), air hoists

and trolleys, portable motor, belt and steam-driven air compres-
sors for light and heavy work, high altitude air compressors,
mine compressors, compound steam compressors, pneumatic
riveters, sprue cutters, magnetic chucks (for planers, shapers
and grinders), rotary chucks, dynamos, twist drills, reamers,
lathe dogs, tool grinders and pneumatic drilling and tapping
machines. The catalogue closes with a series of tables compar-
ing the metric and English units, which is followed by an index
in the four languages used in all the descriptive matter. The
catalogue is a convenient one for purchasei-s in this country
and it is specially adapted to the requirements of foreigners.

It is evident that this company appreciates a very important
item in securing foreign trade, that of presenting informatio:i
in the language and system of measurement used in other
countries. The catalogue is from the Chasmer-Winchell Press.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co. have distributed a new pamph-
let of 20 pages (not standard size) concerning the use of Dixon's
Ticonderoga Flake Graphite for cylinders and valves. Some
of the information it contains has been issued in previous
pamphlets: the one before us. however, combines the informa-
tion concerning the lubrication of valves and cylinders with
graphite. Graphite is strongly recommended in cases of high

temperature and superheating, where oil is more or less trouble-

some on account of the effects of the high temperatures.
Graphite is recommended for use in giving "body" to mineral
oils, and it la not affected by the highest temperatures used.

Its satisfactory action appears to be due to the filling up of

minute inequalities In the bearing surfaces, making an Ideally

smooth surface. The pamphlet contains Information concern-
ing graphite and includes a large number of letters received
from engineers who have used It successfully.

The Boston Belting Company have issued a handsome little

pamphl.-t of 24 pages from the Barta Press, Boston, entitled
"Suggestions." It contains interesting information about the
history and origin of rubber manufacture with these works in

1828. the development of the large field filled by manufactured
rubber goods and the Impression given is that anyone desiring
India rubber goods of any description will do well to consult
these manufacturers. An excellent Idea of the method of col-
lecting the raw^ material is presented by a series of attractive
illustrations with explanatory captions. A printed list of 75
items gives a good idea of the large number of different rubber
specialties made by this concern. Copies of this attractive
pamphlet may be had by addressing the Boston Belting Com-
pany. 2.56 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

EaXTIPJISN'T AND MANtTFACruaiira ITOrES.

The Q and C Co. announce that they have arranged for the
exclusive control of the sale of "Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal"
to the steam and electric railroads of the United States, Canada
and Mexico.

The McConway & Torley Co. have an exhibit in the railroad
annex at the Philadelphia Export Exposition consisting of the
Janney stai.dard coupler and a Buhoup three-stem freight
coupler.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co. have an exhibit of their
graphite productions at the National Export Exposition, Phila-
delphia. It is located in the southern end of the main exhibi-
tion hall. Section M-7. Our readers are invited to visit it.

The National Electric Car Lighting Co. of 100 Broadway, New
York, who have developed the "Axle Light" system for rail-

road cars, have sold and tra sferred their entire assets and
patent rights to the Electric Axle-Light and Power Co. The
new company will continue the business and develop it. All

communicatio: s should be addressed to the Electric Axle-Light
and Power Co., 100 Broadway, New York. Mr. Max E. Schmidt
continues in the management of the enterprise.

The Schoen Pressed Steel Car Co. is exhibiting three steel

care at the Export Exposition in Philadelphia. The first is a
double hopper gondola of the Pennsylvania Railroad of 100,000

lbs. capacity, weighing 39.400 lbs. There is also an 80,000 lbs.

flat floor gondola from the Union Pacific, weighing 31,500 lbs.,

and a 100,000 lbs. flat car of the North Shore Terminal R. R.

weighing 25,800 lbs. This car has a steel deck. The cars are
well located and will attract the attention of foreigners at-

tending the Exposition. They constitute one of the most repre-
sentative exhibits of new American industry.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company has secured the ser-

vices of Mr. C. E. Walker, who has been for the past five years
Master Mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern Rail-
way, at Washington, Indiana, as their representative in Cin-
cinnati. Mr. Walker served as apprentice in the machinist's
trade at the National Locomotive Works. Connellsville, Pa. In
1879 he entered the service of the C. B. & Q. R. R., and has been
promoted steadily. He will attend to the interests of the Chi-
cago Pneumatic Tool Company in Cincinnati and the contigu-
ous territory. His familiarity with railroad shop practice ren-
ders him a valuable addition to the staff he now enters.

The Magnolia Metal Co. announce that the Q & C Co., of

Chicago and New York, have become the exclusive agents for

the sale of Magnolia metal to the railroads of the United States,

Canada and Mexico, and that the Metal Sales Co., 15 South
Water street. Cleveland, Ohio, have been appointed sole agents
for Ohio. Indiana and Michiga".
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The Union Boiler Tube Cleaner Company of 253 Penn Ave-
nue, Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently finished the largest contract

ever awarded for cleaning boilers, being for twenty-two water-

tube boilers, containing an aggregate of ten miles of four-inch

tubes, a task which we believe no other concern in the world

has the equipment to accomplish. They have just shipped

their eighth machine to Great Britain. The initial machine for

export had been shipped just one year previously. One of the

latter was a repetition of the first order.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company writes that the ten

new Boyer pneumatic riveting hammers with long stroke, which

have been in use for some time at the works of the Pressed

Steel Car Company at Allegheny, have proven so satisfactory

as to lead to an order for 60 more. These hammers are used

for riveting in the construction of steel cars, and they have
shown themselves to be durable and rapid, effecting a marked
saving of labor and contributing to increasing the productive

capacity of the works. They were selected as a result of re-

vere service tests and this substantial order indicates the suc-

cess which they have made. We are Informed that orders for

these hammers are already taxing the facilities of the manu-
facturers to turn them out.

We are informed that a bale of Zelnicker's "Dynamo" waste

will be sent on trial to those who desire to try it practically.

We have before directed attention to the fact that Mr. Zelnicker

is a manufacturer and agent for mill and shop supplies, includ-

ing engines, boilers and machinery. He is prepared to furnish

everything used in the construction, operation and maintenance
of railroad shops, and among his specialties is the "Zelnicker

Prepared Roofing," which is strongly recommended for round-

houses and warehouses. He makes a specialty of second growth

hickory maul and hammer handles. He is agent for the "Posi-

tive" nut lock washers, the Cyrus Roberts hand and push cars,

the Johnston wrench, and for the product of the Trenton Iron

Works. His address is 202 North Third St., St. Louis, Mo.

Two new blast furnaces having a capacity of 1,400 tons of

iron per day will be added to the plant of the Carnegie Steel

Company, Limited, on the site of the Carnegie-Carrie furnace
property, directly across the river from the Homestead plant,

and a double-track steel railroad bridge will be built across

the river at this point. The melted iron will be run across the

river in ladle cars, for use in open-hearth steel making, or in

Bessemer converters. The Duquesne plant is also to be en-

larged by the addition of an open-hearth steel plant and a re-

versible blooming mill. The estimated cost of the improve-
ments is between $7,500,000 and $8,000,000. This is a satisfactory

indication of the opinion of the Carnegie people that the present
activity in the iron and steel business is to continue.

The Ajax Metal Co. of Philadelphia are adding to their

testing department one of the very latest improved testing

machines, and in future they will not only be able to make
analytical and microscopic tests, but also physical tests, such
as to bring out friction, wearing and compressive qualities.

In other words, they propose to make practical tests of all

material entering into the journal boxes used in railroad ser-

vice, which will consist of bearing metals, oil and waste.
These demonstrations will be published in the trade papers
as they progress, using standards of all material in comparison,
taking those that are largely used in the service, and those
that are not but should be used. Mr. J. G. Hendrickson, presi-

dent of the company, is thoroughly familiar with the lubricat-

ing qualities of oils, having been connected with the Standard
Oil Co. prior to taking up the metal business. The Ajax Metal
Co. will be pleased to correspond with all who are interested.

The exhibit of the Standard Wheel Works at the Export Ex-
position now open in Philadelphia includes an interesting va-
riety of wheels and steel tires of their manufacture. A 78-inch
locomotive tire attracts attention, and while not the largest in

use in this country it is an example of good workmanship and
material in a very large wheel. The wheels shown include a
24-inch wrought spoke center, a 34%-inch wrought spoke center

with bolted tire connection, a 36V2-inch cast iron plate center
wheel with steel tire, a 30-inch cast iron center wheel for the

"Big Four," a 72-inch cast steel driving wheel center, a 42-inch

spoke center steel tired wheel for the Moscow, Kieff & Veronesm

Ry., and a 42-inch cast center wheel for the Chicago & North-
western Ry. The steel castings are, admirable examples of

sound and smooth work which should add to the confidence in

cast steel as it is now made by the best manufacturers.

Cling-Surfaee is a name becoming very well known in the

manufacturing world, if inquiries and business success are

an indication. The Cling-Surface Mfg. Co., of 123-129 Virginia

St., Buffalo, N. T., report that they have just established a

branch in Johannesburg, South Africa, to meet the increased

demand for Cling-Surface in that section from those who have

been compelled to run their belts as tight as possible to prevent

slipping. A recent letter from a prominent mechanical en-

gineer says; "Being somewhat skeptical as to the virtue of any
belt dressing, it was some time before I concluded to try Cling-

Surface, and only after being driven to it, as our belts were

badly overloaded and showed signs of rapid depreciation. Your
Cling-Surface was a complete revelation to me, and belts that

formerly had to be run so tight as to cause a great deal of

noise are now running slack and quiet, with not the least evi-

dence of slipping. I heartily recommend it for leather belting,

for in addition to its increasing the pulling capacity of a belt, I

find the belts are soft and show a fine, glossy, yet very clinging

surface."

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company of Cincinnati re-

ports sales for the month of September involving sixty-one ma-
chines ranging in size from three to one hundred and fifty

kilowatts. Among the more important were fifteen engine-

type generators for United States Army transports and ten 50-

horse-power motors to operate at 200 R. P. M., for Messrs. Dick,

Kerr & Co. of London, England. Several repeat orders were
received, among them being the following: Maryland Steel

Company, Baltimore, Md., third order; Consumers' Park Brew-
ery, Brooklyn, N. T., third order; Atlas Cement Company,
Northampton, Pa., fifth order; Missouri Lead and Zinc Com-
pany, Joplin, Mo., third order. When representative concerns

such as those named find it to their advantage to continually

add to their equipment of Bullock apparatus it indicates that

the machines have given perfect satisfaction. A new Bulletin,

No. 2,345, just issued by the company, describes Type "N" mo-
tors. This is the first bulletin of the standard 6 by 9-inch size

which has been issued. We believe those interested in electri-

cal literature will appreciate this reduction in size, as it is

more readily filed than the larger pamphlets. It may be had
by addressing the company.

The J. G. Brill Co. have an exhibit of cars and trucks at the

Export Exposition in Philadelphia. It is in the railroad annex
and consists of one of the new convertible street cars, four

trucks. Including the "Perfect" truck, and a street sprinkling

car. The convertible car is interesting and it appears to be a

solution of the problem of combining the open summer car

and the closed car for winter use in the same structure.

The car has lateral seats and a center aisle. The frame
posts are grooved to the floor and the car is closed at the

sides by first drawing down the lower panels from their

places under the headlining and then the sashes from the

same place. The panels are of sheet copper on the out-

side and wood veneer on the inside with slats between, giv-

ing a flexible sheet which is easily slid down the grooves

into place. The sash are in two parts, also carried in grooves,

and when drawn down the car is closed. The fitting of

the panels and sash is accurate and the appearance of the

car is all that can be desired. Long curtains running in grooves

separate from the siding and coming down to the floor com-
plete the arrangement.

About $20,000,000 represents the contracts for freight cars

placed with the American Car & Foundry Co. since the middle

of October. Among the largest orders received and accepted

by the company this month were one from the New York Cen-
tral system for 9,500 freight cars; from the Pennsylvania sys-
tem, 3,500 freight cars; from the Lehigh Valley, 3,500 freight
cars; the Missouri Pacific, 1,300 freight cars; the Norfolk &
Western Railroad, 700 cars of various dimensions; the New
York & New Haven, 500 cars, and the Delaware & Hudson Co.,
300 freight cars. These contracts represent a total of about
17,000 cars, valued at more than $14,000,000. Aside from these,
several smaller contracts have been accepted. The above or-
ders are only for the Eastern district. In the 'West within the
last few days the company has received scattering orders for
between $2,000,000 and $3,000,000 worth of business in addition.
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AN AMERICAN OBSERVER ABROAD.*

HI.—English Track.

By Prof. W. F. M. Goss.

I had heard much of English railway track. Its rigidity, the

high degree of perfection attained in its maintenance, and the

attention bestowed on its embanltnients have been so frequently

referred to by Americans who have traveled in England that

1 had concluded that in these, and doubtless in many other

respects, I should find English track to be far superior to that

with which I had been familiar. This conclusion, moreover,

had from time to time been re-enforced, by direct statements

which I have heard, concerning the inferiority of American
track.

There probably was a time when the average English track
was better than that of America, but I deem it no disparage-
ment of English track to say that this condition belongs not to

the present, but to the past. The fact is, that American roads
have made such wonderful progress in track design and main-
tenance that the result has quite outstripped the popular
estimate.

English track is of the chair-type. The rail is double-headed,
and having no flange or base upon which to stand, it is held in

position by cast-iron chairs which in turn are bolted, or
secured by spiking to wooden cross-ties. Years ago, rails

which had become worn on one head were reversed in the chairs,

and thus made to give service on both heads, but the practice
has been abandoned since the adoption of steel rails; and as
the weight of rail has increased, there has been an unequal
development of heads, the lower one retaining dimensions
which I imagine are but little changed from those of the iron
rail, while the upper one has become larger.

The chairs in which the rails are held consist of a base from
which two lugs rise to a height nearly equal to that of the
rail. The bottom of the chair between the lugs gives support
to the lower head of the rail, and the face of the inside lug
bears upon the web of the rail, an oak key or "track-wedge"
driven between the outside lug and the rail serving to main-
tain the latter in contact with the inside lug. The "wedges"
are straight, but the outside lug is set at an angle with the rail

so that the wedge tightens as it is driven. Joints in the rail

•For previous article see November Issue, page 34S.

fall between two chairs, and are usually made with four-bolt

splice-bars, the outside bar extending to the top of the rail.

The claim to greater rigidity appears to rest upon the use

of the cast-iron chair. I make this statement because I was

told in England that the chair was considered an element of

rigidity and because I can find no other element to which

superiority in this respect could possibly be ascribed. In the

matter of ballasting, for example, I did not see in England

anything which could approach in outward appearance the

ballasting of hundreds of miles of road over which I have rid-

den in the United States. Where broken stone is employed
it is often intermixed with other material, and is always laid

with less uniformity than in the tracks of our better American
roads. The ties, a most important element in giving rigidity

to track, are more widely spaced than in American track, and
the English rail cannot, I think, lay claim to superior stiffness.

Since, therefore, the claim for superior rigidity appears to

rest in the use of the chair, some account of the manner In

which this detail performs its function may be of interest.

As a means for securing a good bearing on the tie, the chair
is as good, but doubtless not better, than the tie plate common
to American practice; as a fastening between rail and tie it has
obvious defects. The movement of the rail under influence of

temperature changes, and of passing trains, loosens the wedges
which, on important curves, I am told, must be redriven every
morning. The fact that in yards and about stations, one not
infrequently sees wedges which have dropped completely out
of the chair also justifies the belief that when apparently In

place they are sometimes loose and hence of little effect.

Moreover, the wedges are on the outside of the rail and even
when they are well driven, it would seem that on curves, under
the influence of heavy trains at speed, they must yield enough
to allow some vibration in the rail. If this condition exists

it would account in part for the bad riding of English car-

riages on curves.

These points, while briefly and incompletely stated, will be
sufficient to show that the English rail-chair is an element
permitting flexibility rather than tending toward rigidity.

The truth is that the chair of to-day is an heritage from a
period when conditions were quite different from those
now existing, a fact which no one appreciates more
fully than English railway men themselves, many of whom
I am told look for the early introduction of "rails of the Amer-
ican section." The proposition, therefore, that the English
track is more rigid than our own cannot, I think, be main-
tained. The reverse is true.

Whether the line and surface of rails are better preserved
on English roads than on those of American roads, which are

comparable with them, I cannot say, for an estimate based
on experience in riding over the track is, in this case, unre-
liable on account of differences in 'the character of the equip-
ment. Judging the result by the means at hand for securing
it, it appears quite unlikely that the English standard of ex-
cellence is as high as that prescribed for first class track in

America, for the American track has the advantage of better

ballasting, more closely spaced ties, and an equally stiff and
better supported rail.

Special work at crossings is in England generally far inferior

to similar work at home, though in England such crossings
are comparatively rare. The practice is to carry crossing-

frogs and the rails in their vicinity on longitudinal stringers,

the advantage of running long lies obliquely under such work
either not being appreciated, or made diflicult to obtain because
of the use of the chair.

The English embankments are indeed more beautiful than
the average embankment of America. First of all, the former
have easier slopes and these better maintain their regularity
of form. This is man's contribution to their beauty, all the
rest is nature's work, for in England everything is green!
Seeds thrown into the air seem to find there all the conditions
"necessary for their germination, and the embryo plants take
hold wherever they chance to alight. The railway emnank-
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ments have to be green; they cannot escape it. I saw them

when all the landscape was not only fresh and green, but

possessed a depth of color, the full beauty of which can only

be appreciated by those who have seen an English landscape

in early summer. It is enough to say of the embankments

that they constitute no blemish in such a landscape. As a

rule, no attempt is made to adorn them in au artistic way,

either by the use of flowers or by the application of the lawn-

mower, as is frequently done in America; but still, the advan-

tage is with the English embankments. Their green sides

harmonize so perfectly with the hedge-rows and the willow-

fringed streams, that the presence of the iron way is only a

slightly marked intrusion on a peaceful rural scene.

The structures along the right-of-way have often been spoken

of in terms of highest admiration, because of their permanent

character. Most of them were made years ago whe^ no one

could foresee the requirements of to-day's traffic. The plat-

forms, tunnels and overhead bridges prescribe a clearance

gauge which requires the cross-section of English trains to be

smaller than that of any other country using standard gauge

road. American roads with clearances which used to be con-

sidered very liberal are now working close to their limits, and

beginning to wish for more room; and it must be that the Eng-

lish, working within very much narrower limits have long ago

realized something of the handicap which is upon them. It

would, in fact, appear, that the very element of permanency

which characterizes these structures is a serious obstacle to

the progress of the roads. Viewed in the light of American

experience, it amounts in many cases to a species of over-

designing.

It should be noted that whatever defects may exist in English

track are due chiefly to the presence of details which have

descended through a long series of years, which in their day

have served a good purpose well, and which must now be

given time to disappear. Moreover, English track is, generally

speaking, good, and hence not deserving criticism. The sole

purport of this letter is to deny the commonly alleged inferi-

ority of American track.

To evidence already presented I would add that since this

letter was outlined, I have seen enough of the tracks of Con-

tinental Europe to convince me that Americans will do their

country but justice and will take to themselves nothing, but

deserved credit, if they refrain from awarding the palm in

the matter of track to any country save their own. I doubt

whether the track exists which is better in its road-beds, or in

the details of its structure, or in the degree of perfection at-

tained in keeping the rails to line and grade, than that which

reaches out over thousands of miles in the United States.

LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN.*

The application of power brakes and automatic couplers in

this country, according to the latest report of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, stands as follows: Out of a total of

9,956 passenger locomotives, 9,84.5, or practically all, are fitted

with train brake apparatus, and out of a total of 33.595 pas-

senger cars 33,149 were so equipped at the end of June, 1898.

Of the passenger locomotives 5,105 had automatic couplers

and 32,697 passenger cars were thus equipped. In freight ser-

vice 19,414 out of a total of 20,627 locomotives had train brakes

and 6,229 had automatic couplers. Out of 1,248,826 freight cars,

567,409 had train brakes and 851,533 had automatic couplers.

The number of railroads in the hands of receivers has de-

creased by 34 during the year ending June 30, 1898, which is

covered by the latest report of the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission. During that year 11 roads went into the hands of re-

ceivers and 45 were removed from their management. There

was a decrease of 6,116.73 in the operated mileage of this class

of roads.

By F. J. Cole, Mechanical Engineer, Rogers Locomotive Works.

Strength of Flat Surfaces in Boilers.

It is often desirable to know the theoretical as well as the

actual elastic strength of flat plates to resist steam or water

pressure, under conditions similar to those of their use in

steam boilers, in order to calculate, or ascertain, with a rea-

sonable degree of accuracy, the pressure per square inch

which will permanently set or bulge a flat plate for a given

thickness, material, distance apart of stays, etc.

The demand for heavy engines of great tractive power has

necessitated the use of high steam pressures, so that few new
locomotive boilers are built to carry less than 180 pounds per

square inch, and pressures of 200, 210 and 220 pounds are

the rule rather than the exception.

In considering the strength of flat plates in boilers carrying

the latter pressures, it seems more desirable to estimate their

elastic strength to resist bulging, and from this to select a

suitable factor of safety, than to trust entirely to empirical

considerations and merely add a little to the strength of

previous work, built for lower pressures, which appears to

be safe for those known conditions.

Probably the most exhaustive investigations into the

strength of flat stayed surfaces and the holding power of screw

stays in iron, steel and copper plates, was made by Messrs.

Steel Plate—Iron StayboUs..

8taybolt heads shaped, with a huttonhead set, to spherical segments.

'I'hickness of plate % inch
Distance from center to center of staybolts 4 inches
Diameter of .staybolts outside of threads 1 inch
Diameter of staybolts inside of threads nr inch
Diameter of staybolt heads at base 1)4 inches
Height of stay boit heads {c inch
No. of threads on staybolts per inch 12
No. of threads left projectinji' to form head 5
Tensile strength of each staybolt 32,476 pounds

Greatest bulge and permanent set of plate at different pressures, meas-
ured at points between staybolts.

Pressure.
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TABLE No. 1.

V. S. Bureau of Steam En«rlnccrinK, pressure In pounds per square Inch to
permanently sol, fiat plates supportea by staybolts.

Plates.
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Rules prescribed by the U. S. Board of Supervising Inspect-

ors of Vessels.

Bumped Heads of Boilers.

"Pressure Allowed on Bumped Heads.—Multiply the thick-

ness of the plate by one-sixth of the tensile strength, and di-

vide by one-half of the radius to which head is bumped, which

will give the pressure per square inch of steam allowed.

"Example.—On a bumped head .54 inches in diameter, T. S.

45,000 pounds, % inch thick, bumped to a radius of 54 inches,

pressure would be allowed as follows: T. S. 45,000 pounds,

one sixth equals 75,000 pounds, which, multiplied by .75, the

thickness, equals 5,625, which, divided by 27 inches, one-half

the radius, equals 208.33 pounds pressure allowed. Where
the circumferential seam in such head is double riveted to

shell, which is entitled to an additional pressure there will be

allowed 20 per cent, additional pressure on said head."
Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6

Fig. 13
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Fig. 14

"The pressure on unstayed flat heads, when made of

stamped material, on steam drums or shells of boilers, when
flanged and made of wrought iron or steel or of cast steel,

shall be determined by the following rule:

"The thickness of plate in inches multiplied by one-sixth

of its tensile strength in pounds, which product divided by the

area of the head in square inches, multiplied by 0.09 will give

pressure per square inch allowed. The material used in the

construction of flat heads when tensile strength has not been

officially determined shall be deemed to have a tensile strength

of 45,000 pounds."

Example: What pressure would be allowed on a flat, un-

stayed circular head 20 inches diameter, % inch thick, tensile

strength of steel plate, 55,000 pounds?

Then

1/6 55,000

314 X .09

:163 lbs.

"Pressure Allowable for Concaved Heads of Boilers.—Mul-
tiply the pressure per square inch allowable for bumped heads

attached to boilers or drums convexly by the constant .6, and
the product will give the pressure per square inch allowable in

concaved heads."

According to Prof. Gashof the strength ot flat plates is:

Let t := the thickness in inches.

r= radius of circular support,

p= uniform load in pounds per square inch,

f= greatest stress per square inch.

For plates supported, but not fixed on a circular support. Fig.

2, the maximum stress is:

f=^P.t = r/^^=0.9lr\/?
5r

61='
6f f

Example: Required, the safe distributed pressure per square

inch for a steel plate % Inch thick supported but not fixed on
a circular support 20 inches diameter, ultimate tensile strength

of plat«, 55,000 pounds, assuming a factor of safety of 5.5,

stress not to exceed 10,000 pounds per square inch, the work-

ing pressure will be:

6 .75=

P = 10,000 — X = 46 pounds.
5 10=

For a circular plate fixed at the edges and uniformly loaded

(Fig. 3) the maximum stress is:

For the strength of flat stayed surfaces Prof. Unwin finds

for Fig. 4,

2 a! a"
f — p _ 023 P.

9 f- " ' t-

When a = distance of stays center to center.

These rules are only suitable for thin flat plates strained

within the elastic limit. When the plate is archejJ or dished,

so as to form a concave or convex surface, the strength is

greatly increased. Suppose t= .3125, a =: 4 inches and P= 175

2 i^

pounds, then X 175-= 6405 pounds, greatest stress per
• 9 .3125=

square inch.

Details of different forms of braces and attachments for stay-

ing flat surfaces, are shown in Figs. 5 to 14. Where two or

more braces on any one line can be used, a heavy steel T forms

the best and most convenient attachment and is used in con-

nection with braces terminating in a jaw shown in Fig. 5.

Suitable ends to fasten to the boiler shell are shown in Figs.

11 and 14. Fig. 12 shows an attachment where two angle irons,

back to back are used, the brace being in the center. Two
styles of throat braces are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the former
being attached to the plate with two rivets and provided with

thimbles to allow free circulation of water between the plate

and the brace; the latter is a round brace with enlarged end

riveted hot into a deeply countersunk hole, which should be at

least % inch larger in diameter than the body of the. brace.

Convenient forms of "crow feet" are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
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These are iiaed for the attachment of single braces in places

where tees cannot be used. Another and larger form using

ilireo rivets Is shown in Fig. 10. Where long straight braces

;iip used with nuts at each end, Fig. 13 shows the usual form of

a|)|)llcati()n with copper washers on the outside. The outer nut

is liuncd cylindrical a .suni<i<Mit distance to admit of u.sing a

callting tool lo upset tiic copper washers in case it is not per-

fectly steam-tight when screwed up. A cap nut is sometimes

used on the outside to prevent leaking around the threads, and

to do away with riveting over the ends of the braces in the

ntits.

CORRESPONDENCE.

BOX CAR ROOFS.

Kdilor American Engineer and R. R. .Journal;

Noticing your article on "Box Car Roofs" In your November
iiumbor, page 356, I am constrained to take Issue with some of

your slalcmcnts, because I believe the facts developed in ser-

vice do nol warrant them.
It is, as you say, Impracticiible to build cars that will not be

subject to twist and vibration under severe stresses. It is also

true that "the nature of the root framing is generally not such

as to offer much resistance to bending and twisting." This is

notably true of most of the modern cars. You suggest gieater

strength by diagonal rods in the roof or double boarding, thus

admitting the desirability of increasing the rigidity of the car

through the roof, and then in the next paragraph you say,

"The roof certainly is not the place to stiffen the frame." This

is rather a startling contradiction. Take a car well braced in

sides and ends, as most modern box cars are, and it Is then

found desirable and necessary to stiffen the frame, where will

you do it. If not in the roof? You surely can't do it by con-

tributing "flexibility" instead of rigidity.

Now, as to a "large amount of flexibility" which you say

"cars must have, and to which the roof must accommodate
Itself without leaking." Here, surely, is another remarkable
statement. Your assertion followed to its logical conclusion

would produce results in the cost of maintenance of rolling

stock which would bankrupt all the Vanderbilts in the world.

How would a "large amount" of flexibility do, for Instance,

on the "Lake Shore" or "Pennsylvania Limited," especially if

that "large amount" of flexibility extended to the engines?
Now, the truth is the stiffest box car, day coach, sleeping car

or engine that can be built has flexibility forced into it. so to

speak, by the "service stresses" as indicated in your article,

and which enforced flexibility is constantly being fortified

against In old and new work.
Again, the first half of your article clearly contradicts the

latter half. You quote approvingly a statement made before
a Railway Club as to flexibility, and then quote approvingly
from the proceedings of the M. C. B. Association as lo stiff-

ness. Which horse shall one ride?

No, if any truth relating to car construction and founded on
service experience has been clearly demonstrated, it Is that a
roof must contribute its full share of stiffening to the frame.
This fact is borne out by the most approving testimony of

the most thoughtful men who have formally expressed them-
selves in reports of Committees or M. C. B. Associations. They
have clearly and unequivocally stated that the four long sides
of the box of a car should be boarded In solidly "to stiffen

and strengthen it."

Now. flexibility is highly undesirable, because it contributes
very largely to the cost of maintenance. Take a car with an
outside metal roof, and that affords the flexibility you ap-
provi—under load—and its strain producing movements are
simply astonishing to anyone who will take the time to watch
it from the top of a train. There is not only a swaying, twist-
ing motion, but It is serpentine, as well, the effect of which is

manifested in the nails working out of roof boards, as well as
sides of the car. Not only that, but the whole structure is

loosened in tenons and braces and tie rods and Inside ceilings.
Now, It must be readily evident that when the top of the box
•)t a car is also boarded over before the roof is put on, the

effect of twisting and serpentine movement la reduced to the

minimum—the least obtainable on a box car at a usable cost.

Once having the body of the car as rigid as possible, I. e.,

solidly enclosed on four sides, but subject to enforced flexi-

bility, It then becomes highly desirable to have a flexible roof.

Perhaps that is what you really mean In your advocacy of

liexibility.

There are flexible and Inflexible car roofs. The flexible root

has strain adjustability—is torsion proof—because It is not

fastened to the body of the car In such manner as necessarily

to adjust itself to strain. Such a roof—fabric or metal—can
never be unfavorably affected by torsional strain.

An Inflexible car roof is one nailed at all points to the struc-

ture of the car and hence must be subject to all strains and
twists affecting the car. Such roofs soon become leaky, no
matter what the material. If of fabric, they tear; If metal,

they crystallize, and there Is only "vexation of spirit."

There are one or two additional points In your article to

which I would like to refer In a deferred communication.
November 18, 1899. B. C. ROOF.
fVVe do not see that we differ with our corresDondent In the

essentials of this question.—Editor.l

LOCOMOTIVK INSTRUCTION IN TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Editor American Engineer and Railroad Journal:

At present some of the technical schools are revising their

courses of instruction in locomotive engineering, while others

are preparing to offer such courses for the first time; hence

a few words of adver.se criticism of past methods, and of

suggestion for futuic improvement, may be productive of

good results.

Locomotives operate under more variable and exacting con-

ditions than any other class of engines, and the formulae and

data derived from stationary and marine practice have little

application to locomotives?. As an instance of this may be

mentioned the fact that, while in ordinary structures sub-

jected to tension a factor of safety of about five is usually

considered sufficient, in the design of such parts as locomotive

driving spring hangers, actual practice (deduced from failures)

has demonstrated that, partly owing to the greatly increased

load due to impact caused by the vertical motion of the driving

box and the jolting or uneven movement of the engine, and

partly as the result of other causes not clearly understood,

it is unsafe to allow the working stress to exceed three-thirty-

seconds of the tensile strength of even exceptionally good

wrought iron.

For students desiring to fit themselves for the duties of motive

power officers and locomotive designers, the ordinary course

in meclianical engineering, however admirable it may be. is

not of itself a sufficient preparation, but should be followed by

a special course of at least one year's duration, devoted ex-

clusively to the study of locomotives. Cars, railway shops and

machinery, air-brakes, signals, etc.. should be Included, and

the course should be designed to give a thorough insight into

general principles, rather than a knowledge of special methods

and the design of details, which information can only be satis-

factorily obtained in actual practice, much of it being the

carefully guarded private property of railway companies and

locomotive building firms.

As an example of the character of problems which a super-

intendent of motive power or locomotive designer is called

upon to solve, and the confidence with which such work is

undertaken, the following incident may be mentioned.

In 1895, the Baldwin Locomotive Works suggested to the

Japan Railway Company that if a specimen of the coal found

on their road and considered unfit for locomotive use—it being

Impossible to burn it in the fireboxes then in service—were

sent to them, they would build engines to burn It and guarantee

their successful operation. The sample of coal was sent from

Japan; forty-four locomotives w^ere shipped in one lot to a

distant foreign country, where, in the event of litigation, the

builders would have no redress, and guaranteed to bum a fuel

hitherto considered worthless. The locomotives gave perfect

satisfaction, proving to be remarkably free steamers, even

with exhaust nozzles so large that the engines are almost

noiseless in their operation.

Now, how was this satisfactory result attained? Briefly,

by adopting a special, though well-known, type of firebox—
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the modified Wootten—and so proportioning the grate area that

a sufficient quantity of coal (whose peculiarities and calorific

value had been ascertained) could he burned per hour to gen-

erate steam enough for the tractive power desired, or the

traction due to the boiler pressure, and the size of the cylinder

and driving wheels. This being accomplished, the design of

the different parts or organs of the locomotive, so that they

would function properly, not break down or require frequent

repairs, did not differ from ordinary cases and presented no

unusual difficulties. The broad fundamental problem being

the design of an engine which would make sufficient steam
to haul trains of known weight over a given road with fuel

considered unfit for use.

Another and very different case was recently worked out on

one of the well-known American roads. The Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railway has passenger locomotives which
will handle maximum loads of about twelve cars on schedules

slightly exceeding forty miles per hour. The traflic conditions

have lately become such that the Superintendent of Motive
Power was called upon to design locomotives which, without

exceeding the limitations of weight and space imposed by the

permanent way and clearances of the road, would haul fourteen

cars at sixty miles per hour, with a margin of reserve power
for emergencies; to meet which requirements a single expan-
sion, 10-wheel express engine was produced, having 80-inch

drivers, 20 x 28 inch cylinders, and a total heating surface of

2,917 square feet, equal to that of the largest consolidation

freight locomotive (Class H-6) of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Here, as in all cases of locomotive design, the questions were,
first. What is wanted? and second. How can it be obtained?
A satisfactory course of instruction in locomotive engineering

should be such as to place its graduates, after proper practical

experience, in the most favorable position for satisfactorily

answering such questions, to accomplish which purpose special

prominence should be given to the elucidation of the funda-
mental pi-inciples underlying the design of efficient locomotives;
to the explanation of the requirements of modern engines, and
how they are met under existing limitations; the tendencies of

recent practice, and the probable characteristics of the locomo-
tive of the future.

These are the most important subjects for the technical
schools to teach, for, unless so taught, they can only be ac-
quired by years of practical experience and observation, and
it is precisely in neglecting to give proper instruction in these
underlying principles, and by making the design of details
the essential feature, that many of the college courses in loco-
motive engineering have hitherto been radically detective.
On the other hand, while the consideration of the design

of details should not be given undue prominence, it must be
remembered that the managements of the leading railroad
companies now accept no excuse for engine failures, and con-
sequently the study of successful practice as exemplified in

designs which do not break is extremely important, and this
involves questions of the resistance of materials under specially
difficult and frequently misunderstood conditions.
One of the most admirable features of medical education is

the systematic instruction given by eminent physicians and
surgeons in regular practice, and. while it is probably im-
practicable to follow a similar course in engineering education,
it is evident that, unless the technical schools are willing to
offer such salaries as will induce able motive power officers
and locomotive designers to vacate their positions and become
teachers, the best results, for the students, at least, cannot
06 obtained; the tendency being for the course to become
either an extravagant exercise in applied mathematics, or to
degenerate into a mere catalogue of obsolete locomotive details.

EDWARD L,. COSTER,
New York, Nov. 20, 1899. Assoc. M. Am. Soc. M. E.
[Comments upon this subject will be found on page 391, this

issue.—Editor.]

RAIL WASHER TESTS.

Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy R. R.

A tie growing experiment is reported to be under considera-
tion by the "Big Pour," between Brightwood and Ingalls, in
Indiana, on land owned by the road. It is estimated that
catalpa trees, imported from Kansas, planted now, will attain
a height of 60 feet and a diameter of 20 inches in about 16
years.

Train Resistance Due to Rail Sanding.

Dynamometer Tests.

The effect of sand placed upon the rail to increase the adhe-

sion of locomotive driving wheels has been known to be im-

portant in increasing the resistance of trains and the subject

has, we believe, been submitted to a careful test for the first

time by the C, B. & Q. Railroad, and the American Engineer

and Railroad Journal has been favored with the results of

careful dynamometer experiments conducted by the motive

power department of the road under the direct supervision of

Mr. J. A. Carney, Master Mechanic of the St. Louis Division,

and Mr. M. H. Wickhorst, Engineer of Tests.

This work resulted from discussions with train and engine

men with regard to the use of the rail washer, the men claim-

ing that it would make a decided difference in the ease with

which heavy trains may be pulled over grades, and especially

those involving curvature. Preliminary experiments were

made in the Galesburg yard to determine the effect of the

rail washer, and it was found that its advantage was so slight

upon a heavily sanded rail and a straight, approximately level

track that it did not at that time appear to warrant the intro-

duction of the device on main line engines. The claim was

Curves on Arenzville Hill

made by men on the St. Louis Division that by wetting the rail

lubrication is provided to a certain extent, reducing the flange

friction on curves. The almost unanimous opinion resulted in

dynamometer tests to settle the question.

The object of the tests was to determine the difference in

train resistance when sand was left on the rails after the pass-

age of the engine, and where the sand was washed off behind
the drivers with a rail washer, which consists of a pipe tapped
into the boiler below the water level, with a branch extending
to each rail so that the sand may be washed off by a stream
of hot water and steam under the control of suitable valves.

The dynamometer car, which is a part of the equipment of this

road, was used and the trials were made on October 31 on
Arenzville Hill, on the St. Louis Division, where the desired

track conditions were found. The hill was staked out in 14

sections, each 500 feet long. One of the engravings is repro-

duced from a map showing the line of road and the curves

on this hill. The grade throughout the space covered is 1.3

per cent, and uniform; the location of the stakes is shown in

the engraving.

The weather was fine, and there was very little wind. The
full train consisted of 12 loaded cars, with a dynamometer and

caboose; other tests were made with three-fourths of a full

train, consisting of nine loaded cars, the dynamometer and

caboose. The following record shows the order of the tests

and indicates that in three cases, with a full train of 3,967

tons, and where sand was used without the washer, the train
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Full Train Record.

sitallt'd before reaching the top of the hill, at sections 10. U
and 12. In all the other case.s the train was pulled up ovpr

the course without .stopping.

Record of 'I'ests.

The complete report includes the average drawbar pull for

each section of 500 feet for each individual test, together with

the number of seconds required to pass over each section. It

also shows the average drawbar pull for the 14 sections when
the engine succeeded in getting up the hill. It gives the

average drawbar pull for the tests over the first nine sections

with a full train. Tlje summary of the results is given in the

following table:

Summary of Results.

Summary—Full Train.

No. of Av. D.-B.
Condition of Rail. Section. Pull. Rating. Rating.

Sanil aloni' 9 13.«fi toil % 107.5%
Sand and washer II 12.SiVS !IS.7% 102.9%
Drv rail il 12.511 94.8% 100 %
Washer alone 9 ll.S:!0 88 % 94.7%

. Summary—Three-Fourths Train.
Sand alone 14 10.585 100 %
Washer alone 14 10,275 97 %

It will be noticed from this summary as to the full train

tests, taking the dry rail as normal and rating it at 100 per

cent., that when sand was left on the track the resistance was

increased by 7.5 per cent.: when sand was applied and then

washed off with a washer the increase of resistance was 2.9

per cent, and when the sand was not applied, but the rail was

wet by the washer the resistance was decreased to 94.7 per

cent. In the tests with the three-quarters load the difference is

decidedly less. In this case, calling the resistance where sand

was applied 100 per cent., the resistance where no sand was

applied but the rail wet with the washer decreased to 97 per

cent., a difference of only 3 per cent, in this case.

These results are shown graphically for ease of comparison,

the averages having been i)lotted in the two diagrams which

we reproduce. No tests were made with application of sand

and afterward the washer to wash oft the sand in the case

of the lighter train, because it was assumed that the results

would be the same as in the application of the washer to the

dry rail. The diagram of the full train shows that the resist-

ance is materially greater when sand is applied and then

washed off than when the washer alone is applied. It should be

stated that the drawbar pulls are reported as they were taken-

Light Train Record.

in the tests without correcting for the differences in internal

train friction resistance due to differences in speed and for

<lifrerences in train inertia resistance due to differences in the

speed retardation, because the amounts of correction would not

be very different in the different cases. If these corrections

were applied the draw-bar pulls would be increased slightly,

and a little more when sand alone was applied in the case of

the full train tests, since the speed retardation was greater

in these cases. In the case of the light trains no corrections

were necessary, since the variations in speed were very slight

for the different tests and for the different sections in each

test. If these excellent results were obtained at an excessive

cost, due to the amount of water used by the rail washer, the

practical value of the device would be very small, but tests

conducted by Mr. Carney showed that the amount of water

consumed with the throttle valve to the washer pipes fully

open was ?.f; pounds of water per minute as a maximum. His

opinion is that the average amount of water used per minute

is about 20 pounds, which would be equivalent to a little over 1

pound of coal per minute. If the rail washer is applied for

6 minutes in getting up the hill it would mean the consuni])-

tion of about 7 pounds of coal and 140 pounds of water, which

is very little cost when considered from the standpoint of the

advantage in the possibility of hauling additional loads and

insuring against the stalling of trains.

Summing up, it may be stated that these tests show a ma-

terial reduction in train resistance due to washing the sand

off the track under the conditions of grade combined with

difficult curvature, such as exist on this hill. In a train of

20 loaded cars this is equivalent to the hauling of one extra

car. The results also indicate that where the rail is good

and no sand is needed, that it is an advantage to apply the

washer alone. When a train passes a curve, one wheel of each

pair must slip; that is. half the wheels in the train must slip

upon the rails. This probably accounts for the good effect of

having the sand washed off the rail, and of wetting the rail.

In such work as this a railroad may secure information by

the use of a dynamometer car, which will render such an addi-

tion to its equipment a most satisfactory investment. The

whole idea of the tests and the practical value of the results

obtained on this occasion and in many other similar investiga-

tions on this road should bring the dynamometer car before

progressive railroad men as a very important factor in reducing

operating expenses. In this series of tests, which were con-

cluded in a single day. information was obtained which will

mean one more car per train over the St. Louis Division for

future vears. This result alone will pay, over and over again,

the total expense of this car ever since the Burlington Brake

Tests and including its first cost and replacements. The won-

der is that everv strong road does not see the real value of the

dynamometer car and of the kind of men who can use it to

such effect. -

A tvne of compound locoml)tive in use on the Chemins de

Fer du Nord. of France, described in -The Engineer has

high-pressure cylinders 13% inches, and low-pressure cylinders

20% inches in diameter by 25 3,10 inches stroke. The initial

steam pressure is 213.3 pounds per square inch the diameter

of driving wheels is 84 inches, the grate area is 24% square

feet, and the heating surface 1,890 square feet.
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STAYBOLT PROGRESS.

The test of time is the most reliable and altogether satisfac-

tory one for the study of the staybolt problem in locomotive

practice, and the vibration tests which now attract the atten-

tion of the leaders in the pursuit of this subject have developed

several facts of great importance because they are really time

tests. It is not the tensile strength but that property of the

metal which enables it to bear repeated bendings which deter-

mines the life of a staybolt. If a perfectly llexible material

of sufficient strength was available the solution of the diffi-

culty of the breakage of staybolts would be had, but in the

absence of such material it is necessary to use the best to be

found and then to surround it with the most favorable condi-

covered by a box on the outside. The iron seemed to be very

highly refined before being rolled into the small bars of square

section. This is shown very clearly in the fractures. The
structure of the iron appeared to be like that of a rope with

square and untwisted strands. Little if any iron is to be

found at the present time with tensile strength and elongation

as high as this, although the best special staybolt irons often

run up to 53,000 pounds tensile strength and 30 per cent,

elongation in 8 inches. Of course the boiler pressure has a

tions. Progress has been made toward improvement since the

summary of staybolt practice was printed in our issue of

September 8, 1897, page 319, but it is believed that the increase

of steam pressures is moving faster than that of the improve-

ment In staybolts. This is why it is important to review the

subject.

Remarkable Staybolt Material.

The recent cutting up of an old locomotive boiler after it

had been in active service for nearly 20 years presented some
interesting questions. This boiler was equipped with staybolts

% inch in diameter, which were turned down to a diameter of

% Inch in the center, with a long fillet at each end. The
original firebox sheets and a large part of the original stay-

bolts were still in use, although of course a number had been
renewed. The p.oints of interest in this case are: First, That
so many of the staybolts should have lasted for nearly 20

~ Fig. 4.

years; second, that the firebox should have lasted so long a
time and yet be fit for further service, and, third, that some
of the staybolts should have broken near the firebox side,

instead of near the outside shell. A case of a staybolt
breaking at or near the firebox side is almost unheard of and
it would seem that if the form and method of attachment are
found which will cause the bolts to break at either sheet all

has been done that is possible with that size of staybolt.
Examination of this staybolt iron by etching and by tests
showed It to be remarkable material. Its tensile strength was
from 55,000 to 58,000 pounds, and the elongation was 40 per
cent. In 2 Inches. This was not steel, as might be supposed
from the high tensile strength. It was box piled, faggotted
iron made up, as shown by the etching, of very small squares

Fig. 5.

great deal to do with the life of staybolts. In this particular

boiler it was 125 pounds during the more recent years and
possibly 140 pounds during its earlier days.

Form of the Firebox.

If staybolts could be made of sufficient length to permit of

the maximum movements of the firebox due to expansion and
contraction without bending them beyond the elastic limit of

the material and without reaching the point of permanent set

the dangers of breakage would be greatly reduced. It is out of

the question to materially increase the length of the bolts

which give the most trouble in narrow fireboxes, but with wide
fireboxes there seems to be no reason why moderately long

bolts may not be used without any important disadvantage.

With fireboxes of the narrow type (between the driving

wheels) the shape may be much more favorable than is often

the case. On page 179 of the June, 1899, issue of this journal

F'g. 6.

a boiler is illustrated in which the water spaces, while 4 inches

wide at the bottom, increase both at the sides and back end in

order to give as great length as possible.

The shape of the firebox sides may be varied quite a little

with a marked effect on the staybolt breakages and probably

much more influence than is generally appreciated. Of the

three forms of fireboxes shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, the first rep-

resents 10, the second 18 and the third 24 locomotives, which

were compared for staybolt breakages during a period of six

months and gave the following results:

Fig. 1.—226 broken.

Fig. 2.—124 broken. '-'>.'

Fig. 3.-32 broken. '.,'..
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fully to carry out tests in which the bolts were riveted into

sheets, but the results were so variable as to be valueless. The
heads loosened first, and the bolts finally broke near the edge

of the plate. It has been stated that bolts driven according to

the method suggested by the United States Government gave

materially improved results. The amount left to be headed

over on a one-inch bolt was 7/16 inch; after upsetting the end

by a few sharp blows the bolt was driven by a bottom set and

when driven by this method it withstood more bendings than

those with low conical heads and also bolts remained tight

longer. The explanation is that this method of driving made
the bolt stiffer at the sheet and threw a part of the flexure

into the portion between the sheets. An experimenter whose
opinion is held in high esteem, says: "There is no question

but that the heading over the plate has more influence on the

strength of the staybolt than any other one factor. It has

been found that the United States Government specifications

for heading staybolts gave a much more uniform test, as well

as showing much longer life. The Government requires the

heads to be made with a set and use no hand work on them."

There are two ways in which to look at this question of

driving. Loose bolts do not break, and it seems highly prob-

able that very tight bolts with provisions for bending willr

have increased life; it is better to have them tight.

Detector Holes in Staybolts.

When the detector holes were first used they were drilled

after the completion of the boiler and many still keep up this

practice. For the sake of economy it afterward became cus-

tomary to punch the holes in the bolts in the shop. Methods

of punching and etching prints of punched bolts were shown

in the American Engineer, April, 1S98, page 121. It has de-

veloped that in spite of opinions to the contrary, drilling is

better than punching and in a number of shops the holes are

now drilled before the bolts are threaded. It has been shown

by vibration tests that the holes, whether punched or drilled,

increase the life of the bolts, but that drilling is the more

effective. The punching seems to cause the breakage to occur

in a ragged, irregular way, which would indicate that the

deformation of the material was not advantageous. In one

series of tests the number of vibrations with the holes drilled

was nearly 2% times as great as in the case of the same form

with punched holes.

Thin Sheets.

Tnere is a tendency toward the use of thinner firebox sheets

in spite of the increase of boiler pressures, the purpose being

to reduce the rigidity of the firebox structure and to relieve

the staybolts by inducing some flexure in the sheets them-

selves. Examples are seen in the new Lake Shore passenger

engines with inside firebox sheets % inch thick; the large

12-wheel freight locomotive for the Illinois Central with inside

sheets 7/16 inch thick and the Class H 6 consolidation engines

of the Pennsylvania, in which the inside sheets are only 5/16

inch, and the outside sheets but % inch thick.

The Pennsylvania practice is believed to be a satisfactory

indication that much thinner sheets are to be used than were

formerly considered necessary. Outside firebox sheets less

than V2 inch thick appear radical, but because of the support

given by the staybolts more than this is probably not neces-

sary. It is reasonable to expect the stays to be more reliable

in supporting the sheets if the latter are thin and flexible.

Staybolt Material.

The influence of the quality of the material is important, as

was shown by Mr. F. J. Cole before the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers last year. The material should not

only be good, but should be uniformly able to withstand the

stresses and the test of quality is in the vibration machine.

As already mentioned, some of the irons available about 20

years ago are worthy of attention in this respect and more will

be said in this connection. The very best iron should be ob-

tained regardless of cost.

Nickel steel seems to be able to withstand alternating

stresses very well, and better than any other material, yet it

appears to be barred out from practical consideration because

of the difficulties of working. It is necessary to thread the

bolts in a lathe or to anneal them before cutting the threads

in a bolt machine. Good iron is undoubtedly the best ma-
terial.

Piling Structure of Staybolt Iron.

The most intelligently prepared specification for locomo-

tive staybolt material in this country contains the following

clause: "The material desired is fagotted iron, free from ad-

mixture of steel and preferably box-piled, the filling being of

rods."

Fig. 9 indicates two methods of piling iron for staybolts;

the first is intended to represent what is referred to as "box
piling," and the other is slab piling. It is clear that in the

first the structure is such as to enable one portion to support

the others in whatever direction the bending occurs, whereas
in the second there is a marked difference in the support in

the different planes of bending. The numbers of vibrations

representing the first and second structures are recorded as

Fig. 10.

from 5 to 1 and 2 to 1 in favor of the first in tests made by
two careful experts working independently and on different

irons. If the slab piled iron is bent with the piling in the

vibration machine it gives good results, but when bent against

the piling it is less satisfactory, even if the material is

equally good. No satisfactory etching print of a box piled

piece showing the rods is available, but Fig. 10 shows the struc-

ture, within the box, although this specimen is not a staybolt.

It is an axle of a kind not seen nowadays and is made of 81

distinct pieces welded together in working.

Pig. 11 shows etched ends of five different well-known brands

of staybolt iron, Nos. 1 and 3 of which exhibit the slab struc-
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ture, while the others are more Irregular. The Irregular piling

seems to a certain extent to act like the box piling In furnish-

ing the Internal support which Is so desirable in resisting re-

peated bandings. An excellent example of the slab piling is

seen in Figure 12. There is good reason to believe that irons

represented by Fig. 12 should be tested In a lathe with a

weight upon the unsupported end, In order to insure against

misleading conditions. (This is a section of an axle.)

An excellent example of carefully worked Iron which shows

the irregular structure, apparently so desirable, is presented In

Fig. 11.

Fig. 13. This engraving is from an etching of a piece cut from

a bar taken at random from storehouse stock. It is superior

iron and the etching in this case confirms its good reputation.

The internal structure of another special staybolt iron is

shown in Fig. 14; this, Uke Fig. 13, is engraved in wood from

the original etching prepared from a commercial sample of

Fig. 12.

the material obtained from railroad storehouse stock. Fig. 14

shows a very different structure from Fig. 13. The material

has some hard spots, but aside from these its iron is so homo-
geneous as to render it difficult to secure a good etching for

engraving. This iron appears to be piled finally in slabs, each
slab being comprised of rods. Its structure differs from Fig.

10 in the way it is made, but it also differs from Fig. 12, and
from Sections 1 and 3 of Fig. 11. The structure of Fig. 14 re-

sembles, In general principles, the box piled Iron but it Is not
strictly an example of that structure.

Uttlng.

The application of staybolts so as to insure uniform duty on
each and freedom from initial stresses Is difficult and the

subject is sufficiently important for more thorough treatment
than can be given here. The accuracy of the threads is now
being carefully measured, and this cannot fail to produce Im-

provements. Mr. H. A. Glllls, of the Richmond Locomotive
Works, stated before the Master Mechanics' Association last

summer that he had ordered staybolt taps In the open market
from every known maker of any reputation whatever, and
"found only two taps out of the number that were anything
like right." This situation Is bound to Improve when the

necessities are appreciated. The Ideal to be sought for Is a uni-

form condition of Initial stress among the staybolts. This
cannot be secured under prevalent practices In which the Inside

sheet Is deflected as much as % Inch by the pressure of the

reamer on the end of the staybolt tap which Is fed into the

hole with a 1/12 inch feed per revolution. This is true of the

usual method of reaming the inner hole by a reamer on the

end of the tap while the hole In the outer sheet Is being tapped

by another portion of the same tool, and unless precautions are

taken to bolt or clamp the sheets together while the reaming

is going on, the inner sheet is sure to be pushed away. The
shape of the thread Is also Important. There is no reason why
a staybolt thread should fit the sheet at the bottom. There
should be a small space between the top of the thread In

the sheet and the bottom of the thread on the bolt. The
United States standard thread is better than a sharp V thread

for the bolts because the sharpness of the threads at the hot-

Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

tom is equivalent to nicking the bolt and is an invitation to

fracture.

Vibration Tests.

These tests seem to have thrown a great deal of light on
the staybolt problem, chiefly, no doubt, because they indicate

in a large measure what may be expected from long time
service tests, and they may be made to very nearly reproduce
practical conditions. These tests are now required In the

examination of staybolt material in the specifications which
are mentioned below and they are considered as giving impor-
tant information in regard to the material. The effect of the

internal structure of the material, however, is such as to raise

the question whether these tests should not be made in a re-

volving instead of a reciprocating machine. The revolving

method, with a weight hung on the free end of the specimen,

bends the bolt in all directions, whereas in a vibrating machine
the motion may happen to be in the most favorable or the

most unfavorable directions. It has been very clearly shown
that rigid clamping of the fixed end of the specimen (in the

vibrating machine) is necessary to uniformity of results and
for this reason the riveting of the specimens into pieces of

plate for testing purposes has been discarded. Specifications

which have been found to secure satisfactory results, in-

clude the following: Tensile strength, not less than 48,000

pounds per square inch; elongation, not less than 25 per cent,

in 8 inches. Specimens when threaded with sharp "V" threads

shall be firmly screwed through two holders % Inch thick and
with a clear space of 5 Inches between them. One of these
holders shall be rigidly secured to the bed of a suitable ma-
chine, and the holder at the other end shall be vibrated alter-
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nately % inch on each side of the center line. When thus

tested, acceptable iron should show not less than 2,200 double

vibrations before breakage. If either of two bars stands less

than 1,700 double vibrations or the two give an average of less

than 1,900 double vibrations before breakage, the material is

rejected.

Conclusions.

The most promising improvements in staybolt practice are:

Favorable outlines in the firebox sides, giving smooth curves

and allowing the maximum length for the staybolts; such

forms of the bolts as will cause the flexure to be distributed

over the portion between the sheets; the drilling of tell-tale

holes; thin and yielding firebox sheets; the best quality of

material; such a structure of the staybolt material as will

permit one portion to support its neighboring portions, no

matter what the direction of bending; accurate fitting of the

threads and accurate pitch of the bolt and tap threads and a

correspondence of the pitch in both sheets. It is too early to

state positively the effect of the recent experiment on corru-

gated fireboxes on the New York Central, but success in this

direction looks very promising. It may be said that the Van-

derbilt boiler on this road has been satisfactory thus far. No
serious difficulties have arisen and there seems to be good

reason to believe that the experiment will prove it to be pos-

sible to do without staybolts altogether in locomotives on

American railroads. The fact that five engines now building

for this road are to have these fireboxes is interesting .

PISTON VALVES.

With Two Bar Front Frames.

Norfolk & Western Railway.

The Norfolk & Western Ry. has given a great deal of atten-

tion to piston valves for locomotives. On page 38 of Qur issue

of February, 1898, an account of an application of valves of

this type was given describing their arrangement in a locomo-

tive that was formerly a compound. The latest development

is shown in the accompanying engravings, illustrating their

use in an engine with two bar front frames combined with

a location which places the valves in the direct path of steam

in entering and leaving the cylinders. These valves take steam

at the center and exhaust it at the ends. The advantages

claimed for this are, first, the protection of the entering steam

from radiation on account of the jacketing by the exhaust, and,

second, the absence of high steam pressure upon the valve

stem. In the plan followed in this case the valve motion is

connected with the valve in a very direct way without using

bent eccentric rods or crooked connections.

Before adopting this arrangement of the valve motion an-

other, which was much more complicated, was tried. This

made use of a system of horizontal levers, connecting the

link block with the valve stem, but while giving a good

valve motion the use of the plan was not extended because

of the large number of joints. The form illustrated has been

applied to four locomotives recently rebuilt and is giving good

results. The valves are made in two parts in order to get

them in between the bent portions of the front frame sections.

The valves have three narrow packing wings, like those pre-

viously illustrated. These valves are provided with peep

holes through the castings to permit of watching their edges

while they are being set.

The arrangement of the valve motion is illustrated in plan

and elevation. A short substantial bar connects the link to the

end of the valve rod. It is hung on two links of equal length,

giving a parallel motion which does not introduce any irregu-

larities into the action of the valve. The valve stem is guided

at the back end and moves in a straight line, the valve rod

being connected to it by a pin joint. A valve motion could

hardly be more direct than this unless the valve stem and link

block could be placed on a level which would avoid the neces-

sity for the parallel motion. Such a location, however, would

not give a favorable arrangement of the steam passages in

the saddle casting, even if it could be accomplished.

Piston valves need special protection from water of con-

densation, from the resistance of the pistons and from the

cutting action caused by drawing cinders and dirt from the

smokebox while drifting, and for these purposes a novel relief

valve has been used, designed, and, we believe, patented by

Mr. G. R. Henderson, formerly Mechanical Engineer of this

road, and now Assistant Superintendent of Motive Power of the

Chicago & Northwestern. This valve is shown in the cylinder

drawing. It opens a passage connecting the steam port from

the cylinder with the steam passage in the saddle so that when
drifting with steam shut off a by-pass from one end of the

cylinder to the other is provided to prevent sucking air into

Showing End of Valve Casing Between the Frames,

the cylinder through the exhaust pipe. Unlike the usual relief

valve, this opens by gravity and does not require a vacuum to

be formed in order to bring it into action. Upon opening the

throttle the steam pressure under the valve closes it against its

seat and it remains closed unless by reason of the presence

of water in the cylinder the pressure above the valve exceeds

that of the steam pressure from the boiler. In that case the

valve relieves the cylinder. Another advantage of this valve

lies in the fact that it opens when the engine stops, and there

is no danger of the engine being moved unintentionally in

Cylinders and Saddlesi

case the throttle leaks. The drawing shows the construction of

the valve and seat and the manner of getting at it through
the plug hole in the bottom of the cylinder casting. These
relief valves are provided for both cylinders.

We are indebted to Mr. W. H. Lewis, Superintendent of

Motive Power, for the drawings and photographs.

The coal "jimmies." of which the Central Railroad of New
Jersey has about 16,000, are long out of date as a business prop-
osition. Mr. Wm. Mcintosh, Superintendent of Motive Power
of the road, has designed a new coal car of 80,000 pounds ca-

pacity, of which 2,500 will be built to give the same coal carry-
ing capacity as was formerly had with the 16,000 small cars.
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Section Tiirough Cvlinder.
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Section Through Relief Valve.

APPLICATION OF PISTON VALVES BETWEEN FRAMES WITH TWO BAR FRONT SECTIONS.
NOKJ-OLK & WliSTEKN RAItWAY.
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INSURANCE FOR EMPLOYEES OF THE ALTON RAIL-

ROAD.
TEN-WHEEL COMPOUND FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES.

Owing to the prohibitory premiums required of railroad em-
ployees by Insurance companies, the Chicago & Alton has in-

augurated a new plan whereby life and accident insurance may
be obtained at favorable rates, the idea being clearly stated in

the circular, which is as follows:

"The company has entered into a contract with the Aetna
Life Insurance Company of Hartford, Conn., the largest com-
pany in the United States issuing both life and accident poli-

cies, whereby all employees may obtain insurance upon most
favorable terms. To aid its employees to secure the best
accident insurance at the lowest rates, the company will bear
one-half of the premium of the insurance company for all con-
ductors, baggagemen, brakemen, engineers, firemen, bridge
carpenters and yard foremen and switchmen; and for all other
employees, on account of the lower rates of premium to them,
it will bear 30 per cent, of the premium. In connection with
this accident insurance the management has also provided
for the issuance to those of its employees who may desire it,

a term life policy, insuring for a term of not exceeding five

years, the employee against death from natural causes; and in

aid of the employee desiring the term life policy the company
will bear one-half of the premium for the first year, the em-
ployee paying the premium for all subsequent years during
the term. This term life policy, however, will be issued only
to such as hold an accident policy in the Aetna Life Insurance
Company, as provided for by this company, and for the same
amount. The management offers this opportunity (it is in no
respect compulsory), believing the faithful service of its em-
ployees, in all departments, warrants it In rendering them sub-
stantial aid in the protection of their families and of them-
selves."

Northern Pacific Railway.

RAILROAD SAFETY APPLIANCES.

It has been practically certain for some time past that an
extension of time fixed for the equipment of air brakes and
couplers would be desired by a number of roads. The rea-
sons are good in this case, one of them being the impossi-
bility of getting cars into the shops for the time necessary
for putting on the attachments, this being due to the unpre-
cedented amount of business on hand. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has been very considerate in already ex-
tending the time, and the following circular indicates a rea-
sonable attitude toward the present emergency:

Interstate Commerce Commission.
Notice is hereby given that numerous railroad companies

have applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for
further extension of time (for the period of a year, or until
January 1, 1901), within which to equip their cars and loco-
motives with automatic couplers and power brakes as provided
by Sections 1 and 2 of an act approved March 2, 1893, relating
to the equipment of cars and locomotives with safety appli-
ances, and that a hearing upon such applications will be had
at the office of the Commission, in the City of Washington,
D. C, on Wednesday, December 6th, at 10 o'clock A. M., at
which time and place all persons interested will have oppor-
tunity to be heard in person or by counsel, whether for or
against such extension, and may forward by mail any affi-

davit, statement or argument bearing upon the question.
By order of the Commission:

EDW. A. MOSELEY,
Secretary.

The annual operating cost of one signal lamp for semaphore
or other signals. Including oil, care and maintenance, is placed
at fl2 by Mr. Frank Rhea, of the Signal Department of the
Pennsylvania, in a recent paper read before the Railway Sig-
naling Club.

With Piston Valves on High-Pressure Cylinders.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works have completed 14 ten-

wheel, two-cylinder compound locomotives for freight service

on the Northern Pacific Railway. They are similar in many of

their essentials to previous ones on this road by the same build-

ers. The total weight is 175,500 pounds and that on the driv-

ing wheels 134,200 pounds; the heating surface is 3,012.7 square
feet, and the grate area 34.22 square feet. This is a very large

heating surface for the 10-wheel type, and the largest of

which we have record. The boiler is the extended wagon-top
type, the first ring being 70 inches in diameter. The driving

wheels are 63 inches in diameter and the cylinders 22 and 34

by 30 inches.

The advantages of the piston valve on the high-pressure

cylinder were desired and the location of the valve was made
such as to admit of using the same design of frames as was
applied to earlier engines of this type, of which this road has
a number, the descriptions of which were printed in this

journal in 1897, page 113, and in 1898, page 65. The piston

valve was placed upon the top of the cylinder, with the usual

arrangement of the valve motion, because the front sections

of the frames are of the two-bar type. It is interesting to com-
pare this arrangement with that of the Norfolk & Western,
with two-bar frames, as illustrated on page 386 in this issue.

In the case of the Norfolk & Western engine the piston valves

were placed between the cylinders, without changing the

frames, and in addition to the favorable location of the valves

in regard to condensation, this places them in the direct course

of the steam in its passage to the cylinders, and permits of

using a very direct valve motion. Allen-American valves are

fitted to the low pressure cylinders.

There is apparently a marked advantage in piston valves on
these engines, aside from the theoretical ones, in the ease of

handling the reverse lever, which, of course, has an important

effect upon the work of the enginemen. These valves render

the adjustment of the cut-off so easy relatively to less per-

fectly balanced valves that the men pay more attention to

the use of the lever, and furthermore the decreased strain on
the valve gear may be expected to add to this advantage by
giving better port openings. In commenting upon piston

valves (the form already referred to on the Norfolk & West-
ern), in his paper before the New York Railroad Club, in Sep-

tember, R. P. C. Sanderson explained some unusually good
results from road tests favoring piston valves by saying:

"From the time they had handled the engine the first eight

miles on the first trip, both men fell in love with the engine,

and unquestionably a strong prejudice in favor of this par-

ticular engine led them to, perhaps unintentionally, handle it

more and more successfully."

These engines have not been running long enough to permit

of considering this design as completely beyond the experi-

mental stage, but they have given absolutely no trouble, and
the results, so far, are very favorable. The packing is in the

form of L rings, with a separate bull ring, such as has been
used before. In the photograph a small pipe is seen coming
from under the boiler jacket and leading to the top of the casing

of the extended piston rod. This is to lubricate the extended

rod, and oil is fed to the pipe from an independent sight-feed

lubricator in the cab. The two small brass plugs in the side

of the piston valve casing cover holes through which the edges

of the valves and ports may be seen while setting the valves

and without taking the heads down. They are also useful

in cleaning the cores at this particular part of the casting, but

in the shops it is so easy to take the heads down that they

are not necessary in the original setting of the valves or in

putting them in order when the facilities for doing so are at

hand. The piston valve casing has two relief valves, also
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Ten-Wheel Compound Freight Locomotive, Northern Pacific Railway.

A. liOVKLL, Super intendent 0/ Motive Power. ScnESECTADT Locomotive 'Workb, Builders.

shown in the photograph. These afford relief to the piston

valve in case water should be forced into the valve, and they

perform the relief that is had by the lifting of the ordinary

slide valve. This result has been obtained in England by pro-

viding relief through segmental packing rings, which will

compress and allow the water to pass through into the ex-

haust, but on the Northern Pacific engines no working parts

are added to the valves themselves to rid them of water.

The driving-wheel brakes are applied to the rear sides of

the driving wheels, a practice which should become general

because of the relief to the spring rigging, through the change

of the brake shoe thrusts from a downward to an upward di-

rection. When placed back of the wheels the application of

the braker tends to reduce the load on the springs when the

engine is moving ahead. The springs are underhung, after the

method employed by these builders. The firebox is above the

frames and is depressed at the front end to give as great a

depth as possible under the tubes.

The important dimensions and particulars of the engines are

given in the following table:

General Dimensions.
Gauge 4 ft. SM In.

Fuel Bituminous Coal.
Weight in working order 175.500 lbs.

WeiRht on drivers 134,200 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 14 ft. 10 In
Wheel base, rigid 14 ft. 10 in.

Wheel base, total 26 ft. S in.

Cylinders.
Diameter of cylinders 22 and 34 in.

Stroke of piston 30 In.

Horizontal thickness of piston 5% and 4% In.

Diameter of piston rod 3% in.

Kind of piston rod packing Ring 1 in. deep L. P.
Size of steam ports 23 In. by 2% In.

Size of exhaust ports 23 in. by 6 in.

Size of bridges 1% in.

Valves.

Kind of slide valves H. P. piston valve, D. P. Allen-American.
Greatest travel of slide valves 6^4 In.

Outside lap of slide valves H. P. IM in.

Inside lap of slide valves Clearance Vt in.

Wheels, Etc.

Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 63 In.

Material of driving wheel centers Cast steel.
Tire held by Shrinkage.
Driving box material Cast steel.
Diameter and length of driving Journals 9 In. dlam. by 11 in.

Diameter and length of main crank pin journals,
(Main side, 7 in. by B'i In.)—6^ in. diam. by 6 In.

Diameter and length of side rod crank pin journals.
F. & B. 5'^ in. diam. by 4% In.

Engine truck, kind 4-wheel swing bolster.
Engine truck, journals 6 in. diam. by 11 In.

Diameter of engine truck wheels 30 In.

Kind of engine truck wheels Steel tired.

Boiler.
Stvle Extended wagon top.
Outside diameter of first ring 70 in.
Worlcing pressure 200 lbs.
Material of barrel and outside of firebox Steel.
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of firebox. 5/16, % and H In.

Firebox, length 120 3/16 In.

Firebox, width 41 }•>

Firebox, depth F. 84 B. 7114 In.

Firebox, plates, thickness.
Sides, 5/16 in. ; back, 5/16 in. ; crown, % in. ; tube sheet. % In.

Firebox, water space.
Front, 4% in. ; sides, 3% to 4 in. ; back 3i/4 to t'A In.

Firebox, crown staying Radial, 1% In. diam.
Firebox, staybolts 1 In diam.
Tubes, number of w '

i

Tubes, diameter V" o i

Tubes, length over tube sheets 14 ft. 2 in.

Fire brick, supported on Water tubes, 3 in.

Heating surface, tubes '''',, ^''- ir
Heating surface, water tubes 32.1 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox
i- „S ^1- ,r

Heating surface, total ^'"rj ®''- ir
Grate surface ^^i .,^Si .

Grate, style Rocking; openings, % in. and 11/16 in.

Ash pan, stvle Hopper, dampers front and back.
Exhaust nozzles 5Vi in., 5'4 in., 5^1 in. dlam.
Smokestack, inside diameter 18% in. at top, 16 in. near liottora.

Smokestack, top above rail 14 ft. lOij in.

Tender.
Weight, empty 37,800 lbs.

Wheels, number of
ii'i

Wheels, diameter ;•;••• v, ^' • „ .

Journals, diameter and length 4% In. diam. by 8 in.

Wheel base vx;-'° w' >"

Tender frame 10 in. channel.

Tender trucks 2 trucks, 4-wheel side bearings on both trucks.

Water capacity ^•?*',Hiv?;uS?'i°"''-
Coal capacity 9 (^•'^,-'f^'„V'?^-
Total wheel base of engine and tender m it. b'/s m.

INTERNATIONAL RAJLWAY CONGRESS.

Subjects to Be Discussed.

The next meeting of the International Railway Congress will

be held In Paris, beginning September 15, 1900, at which the

following subjects will be discussed:

Ways and Works.—Nature of metal for rails: rail joints:

points and crossings: maintenance of way on lines with heavy

traffic; methods of dealing with snow; construction and tests

of metallic bridges: transition from a rising to a falling grad-

ient; preservation of timber; ballast; creeping of rails.

Locomotives and Rolling Stock.—Exhaust and draught in

locomotives; locomotives for trains run at very high speed;

stability of locomotive axles; banking, piloting, or double head-

ing: purification of feed water of locomotives and use of disln-

crustants- use of steel and ingot iron in construction of loco-

motives and rolling stock; brakes and couplings of carriages

and wagons; economical size of goods trucks or capacity of

freight cars: electric traction: automotor vehicle.

Traffic —Train lighting; handling and conveyance of broken

loads- long-distance goods trains; economical interlocking ap-

paratus; automatic block system; signals for repeating visible

signals- use of the telephone; safety appliances for preventing

collisions arising from runaway wagons; sorting by gravita-

tion: distribution of rolling stock.
.

General.—Accounts: railway clearing houses; grouping of

goods; technical education of railway servants—appointment

and promotion; co-operative societies and stores under railway

management; facilities for customs inspection.

Light Railways.-Influence of light railways on national

wealth- means of developing: main lines crossed by light rail-

ways- conveyance of farm produce to stations; carriages and

wagons for light railways; warming of carriages.
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We are not responsible for the poor character of some of
the engravings in this issue. This is due to a strike among
the engravers.

It has been a common error that a wide firebox necessarily
meant an inordinately large grate. On this point Mr. Forsyth
is very clear, on page 347, in our November issue. The advan-
tage of greater width is that the necessary area may be ob-
tained without excessive length. Whether the grate is large
or small, the dispositicn of its surface is much better if It is

not rigidly limited in width to the customary distance. There
is no objection to, but rather a decided advantage in, a long
firebox, because of its value as a combustion chamber, but It

is not necessary to insist upon making the grates as long as
the firebox.

It is interesting to compare the effects of Mr. J. Snowden
Bell's paper on Wide Fireboxes before the Western Railway
Club in 1S95, with that of September last on Short Front Ends,
before tb« same organization. Wider fireboxes are looked upon

with greater favor, and for several reasons, which Mr. Bell has
urged for a long time. The spark losses due to the draft which
is necessary to us^ with an over-worked grate are beginning
to be appreciated. The possibilities of reducing the proportions
of the smoke nuisance, and possibly also the reduction of the
number of staybolt breakages will all have their influence and
a radical change of opinion as to the best shape for fireboxes
is very probable. This must be gratifying to Mr. Bell, who
has been ahead of his time on this subject.

In summing up the relative advantages of cast steel and
wrought iron for locomotive parts where- it is possible to use
castings it has been said that the cost of machining the cast-

ings is so high as to increase the expense of castings above that
of forgings. This criticism has been applied particularly to
locomotive frames, hut the reason for this is not clear. In fact,

if frames are properly designed the cost of finishing may be
the same in both materials or it may be even cheaper In steel.

The amount of material to be removed in finishing may be
reduced to a minimum by arranging the portions that are to
be machined so that they will project above the other surfaces
and the high ones only will be dressed. It is not necessary to

finish the entire surface of a cast steel frame on this account,
whereas a forged frame cannot be made with the finished por-
tions projecting above the others without greatly increasing
the cost of the forge shop labor. Well designed steel castings
of good material do not break and there seems to be no reason
for delaying to accept this material for frames. There is In
fact good reason for using it.

It has been said in rather a blood-curdling way that a large
number of first class and some second class funerals among
traffic officials are necessary to a solution of the problem of
a standard freight car in this country. It is probable, as Mr.
Rhodes said last month before the Western Railway Club,
that the .solution will not be more difficult than those which
have been the means of attaining the present standard air
brake and freight car coupler and the financial benefits to be
had from the really standard car are great enough to entirely
overshadow these acquisitions, important as they are. Much
hope may be had from the fact that motive power, operating
and finally traffic officers agree in the desirability of this step
and the result does not seem to be in quite the remote dis-
tance that it occupied a few years ago. The question interests
all departments and the sincerity and perseverance of Mr.
Rhodes which has done so much to develop the present stand-
ard air brake may be counted a powerful influence in this
question. The Master Car Builders and the American Railway
Associations have brought the problem forward and if traffic
officials do their part the only remaining question will be to
determine the dimensions. Difficult as this may be, it Is to say
the least, not worse than the question of couplers. The cross
section of the car should be determined by the clearances
of interchange roads and if the clearances on a few roads are
found to limit the dimensions to an important extent for the
whole country it is probable that the financial advantages to
be gained will induce them to increase where it can be done
without extraordinary expense.

"Shall we adopt yellow lights for the caution indication of
distant signals?" is a question which is seriously troubling a
number of operating officers who are seeking to improve their
systems of signaling. The new color has been adopted by
the New York, New Haven & Hartford and by the Canadian
Pacific. Other roads have changed their semaphone castings
and are ready to change from white to green, as an "all clear"
signal. They are watching the results of the use of yellow
for the distant signal, hoping to find it satisfactory. Opinion
is not unanimous in favor of yellow, where it is in use. and
several objections have been raised, among which is that
it is not sufficiently distinctive and may be mistaken for a
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smoky white light. We do not believe there is .serious danger

of red being mistaken for yellow, and if yellow is mistaken

for red, no danger is involved. It has been said of the loco-

motive runners on the New Haven road and their favorable

opinion of yellow signals, that they are so glad to have the

green "all clear" signal that they are quite ready to put up

with the disadvantages of the new color. This is probably

the best way to look at the whole question of the change, viz..

It permits of using the only safe color for "all dear," the dis-

advantages are not serious, and the men who use the signals

are satisfied. In view of the glaring and often positively dan-

gerous inconsistencies so often seen in railroad signaling, it

seems strange that absolute perfection in the system of colors

for night signaling should be considered a necessity. The yel-

low light is consistent and is a part of a logical system, the men
who use it like it, there appears to be no trouble in using it,

and it seems to be a plan which may be adopted with confi-

dence.

CYLINDER POWER OF COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.

LOCOMOTIVE STUDY IN TE3CHNICAL SCHOOLS.

There certainly is a revival of interest in technical school

instruction in regard to the locomotive, and we are glad to

print the communication by Mr. E. L. Coster, in another col-

umn, in which a suggestive criticism is offered. Our corre-

spondent is connected with an engineering college, and after

giving considerable thought to the subject, presents a view
which will find ready endorsement. The locomotive requires

special treatment. It is progressing, perhaps, more at the

present time than at any period in its history, and by all

means the technical school is the best place for future motive

power oflicers to obtain their ideas as to the necessities and
possibilities of the locomotive problem. This branch of en-

gineering offers a wide field for good work, and the question

is how to give students the best idea of it. We believe that

the best educational preparation in this connection is a good

course in mechanical engineering, with the addition of a gen-

erous amount of time to this special subject. This should in-

clude the application of engineering to the locomotive as a

steam motor and the use of information obtained in other

courses in regard to the strength of materials, applied to

the peculiar conditions, but the subjects which appear to be

most often overlooked are the possibilities and limitations

which this rigorous service offers. The business questions

of train operation should be brought in, and when this is

done it is clear that the subject becomes one worthy of the

best thought of those who are directing technical education.

It is easy to run too far toward testing and too deep into

past history, and it is difficult, in the time available, to go

too far into principles and into correct practice in details.

We speak of correct practice in details with feeling, because

this is a phase of the subject which can be given at school bet-

ter than anywhere else, and yet it is known that in some

cases really bad practice is presented to students as Illustrat-

ing how locomotives are built. The need. is for instructors

who thoroughly understand what is wanted in locomotives,

who can show what ought to be done and what is done in

the Qiost successful examples. It is difficult to obtain such

instructors, but we do not believe it to be impossible for the

necessary knowledge to be obtained by men who have se-

lected teaching as their vocation. Examples of such men
who are very successful might be mentioned. It is necessary

for the schools to first appreciate the importance of the sub-

ject and then to provide for the course with the broadness

which its character demands. The remaining question is to

arrange the course to give the best that school instruction

can give In the time allowed. Several technical schools are

now considering the problem in a promising way. We de-

sire to heartily commend and encourage the movement.

By G. R. Henderson.

Assistant Superintendent Motive Power, Chicago & Northwest-

ern Railway.

There Is one point in connection with compound locomotives

that is seldom referred to, the ratio of tractive power to weight

as compared with simple locomotives. Examination of a num-

ber of heavy two-cylinder compounds reveals the following

Pd'^S

values for the ratio when
DW

P = steam pressure,

d = diameter of cylinder,

S= stroke of piston,

D = diameter of driving wheels,

W = adhesive weight,

all being expressed in pounds and inches:

Working Compound.
.180
.186
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has decidedly the advantage. Of course our compound engine

may be worked simple, but even if it is not too slippery for

satisfactory performance the extra cost and mechanism of the

compound feature is at least unremunerative. It is true that

this simple engine will burn more coal than a compound, but

if the case is as above represented it will be using steam but

one-fourth or one-fifth of the time and the extra hauling ca-

pacity will probably be considered ol more value than the sav-

ing in fuel. If compounds are insisted upon for such work if

seems advisable to call attention to the fact that the cylinders

should be proportioned to obtain the full advantage of the

adhesion, when compounded, and some reducing valve or other

arrangement provided, so that when working simple little or

no increase in power will be experienced, but merely the proper

steam admission obtained at both sides in order to enable

the engine to start in any position of the cranks.

LOCOMOTIVE ROAD TESTS.

Norfolk & Western Railway.

Mr. W. H. Lewis, Superintendent of Motive Power.

We are indebted to Mr. W. H. Lewis, Superintendent of Mo-
tive Power, for the drawings of the piston valves shown on
another page, and also for records of an interesting series of

road tests for fuel consumption in several locomotives on the

Blue Ridge Mountain grade, the chief object of which was to

ascertain the relation between the fuel consumption and the

work performed. The question was whether an increase in ton-

nage hauled would result in a decrease in the consumption of

fuel burned per 100 ton miles. It would seem plain that any in-

crease in tonnage beyond the economical rating of the locomo-

tive must be at the expense of economy of fuel, and that a

decrease of tonnage below the economical rating would be

correspondingly wasteful, the point to be determined being

the economical rating of the engine. It is evident that this

depends upon local conditions to such an extent as to make it

possible to ascertain this rating only on a given portion of

the road. The actual economy of operation due to hauling the

maximum possible loads was not considered in this work.

When the subject was first presented a theoretical solution

was attempted by computing the tractive force and theoretical

tonnage rating of a locomotive of given dimensions for certain

grades and known rates of combustion per square foot of grate

and heating surface and evaporation value per pound of coal.

The steam used per hour was then calculated at various speeds

with cut-offs at 30, 60 and 90 per cent. The results seemed to

indicate that the coal consumption increased very rapidly

with the increase of tonnage and was greatly in excess of

the average number of pounds per 100 ton miles for the lesser

lading. For example, a (Class G) engine, with 400 tons, on

a 1 per cent, gi'ade, at a speed of 10 miles per hour, consumed

27 pounds of coal per 100 ton miles, while with 600 tons the

consumption was 39 pounds, and for 800 tons 56 pounds per

100 ton miles. In other words, doubling the tonnage more
than doubled the consumption of fuel per 100 ton miles.

The report states that in order to test the correctness of

this theoretical calculation it was decided to make a service

test, selecting, first, a Class W engine, with 21 by 30-inch cyl-

inders; weight of engine, 150,000 on driving wheels; drivers,

56 inches in diameter. Second, a Class T simple engine (with

slide valves), cylinders 21 by 24; weight, 125,000 pounds; driv-

ers, 56 inches in diameter. Third, Class T simple (with piston

valves), cylinders, 21 by 24; weight, 125,000 pounds; drivers,

56 inches in diameter; and fourth. Class T compound, with cyl-

inders 22% and 35 by 24; weight, 125,000 pounds; drivers, 56

inches, with steam pressure of 200 pounds for all the engines.

That portion of the road between Roanoke and Lynchburg
(over the Blue Ridge Mountains), with a maximum grade of

66 feet to the mile, was selected. The engines were provided

with indicators and vacuum gauges to record the amount of
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vacuum developed In the smokebox and water meters to record

the water consumption. The loose coal in the coal space was

accurately weighed and the surplus was sacked, each sack

containing 100 pounds. As the water meters proved unreliable,

the tank was callljrated and the readings were sufficiently

accurate to insure reasonably correct results. Five prelimi-

nary trips were made wilh different tonnage to determine ap-

pro.\imately the proper tonuage and to get everything In good

working order. The plan outlined for the test was to first

load the engine below the normal tonnage rating and gradu-

ally increase the rating each trip, keeping the conditions the

same as nearly as practicable. The following Is quoted from

the report:

"Engine No. 809 (Class W), in good condition, was given a

train of al)out 150 tons below the normal rating and tonnage

increased on subsequent trips to about 100 tons above the

normal rating. Duplicate trips were made with each tonnage

to insure average results. A similar series of tests was made
with each of the engines above mentioned, with the same
engineman, fireman, conductor and brakeman, the train leav-

ing at the same time each day, and train dispatchers gave
the train as uniform movement as possible. The same tender

was used on the different engines during the entire series

of tests. Indicator diagrams were taken at eight points on
the run, representing the ruling grades, to ascertain the tract-

ive power and horse-power developed by the engine. In addi-

tion to indicator diagrams, readings were taken from the

draught gauge in the front end at frequent intervals during the

trip, noting the variations In the draught as the work of the

engine ran from extreme conditions to that of drifting with the

throttle closed. The changes in the draught gauge were noted

according to time intervals, and the time also noted at the

passing of each mile post. A graphical chart showing the

amount of draught during the entire trip was compiled from
these data, the chart showing the stops in minutes, and the

lines enclosing the amount of draught carried on from min-
ute to minute may be called the total draught effect, which, on

the chart, Is distributed to each pull. For instance, these

charts show the amount of draught effect for a pull on Blue

Ridge Hill to be in one case 44.9 per cent, of the entire draught

effect for the entire trip, and we reasonably assume that very

nearly that proportion of the entire coal burned from start

to finish was consumed on that portion of the run, thus show-

ing whore the coal had been burned. This is taken on the

proposition that the amount of coal burned must be in close

relation to the amount of draught. It was proved by observa-

tion that this was approximately correct, as the amount of coal

burned, by accurate measurement, corresponded very closely

to the chart. The chart shows the tractive power and horse-

power at the points where indicator cards were taken. The
chart also shows a line produced by extending the mile posts

to a scale height corresponding to their elevation on the road

profile, thus producing a time interval profile which agrees

with each draught effect. In other words, when the train

is raised a known number of feet, in a given number of min-

utes, as shown on the profile, under this rise will be found

the proportionate amount of draught necessary to overcome

the resistance.

"It was found that a lading of i,120 tons, exclusive of the

weight of the engine and caboose, could be considered a full

maximum load for Class W, 890 tons for Class T simple and

Class T compound (two cylinder) up Blue Ridge grade; and

it was found that with this lading, with the engine working

at full stroke, the pneumatic sanding device was insufficient

to hold the engine to the rail, and it became necessary to use

the hand sanding device on the hardest pull. The engines

were working at their maximum power, the tractive power

exerted in some cases was as high as 27.6 per cent, of the

adhesive weight of the engine, and as the highest usually

considered available is about 22 per cent., it is plain that the

engines were doing all that could be expected. ^

"The pounds of coal per 100 ton miles for two trips were

.098 and .101, and for two others the pounds of coal were

.121 and .117 respectively, an increase of about 20.2 per cent.
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coal burned per ton mile for an approximate increase of 10 per

cent, in tons hauled.

"Referring to the draught effect diagrams, as stated above,

it appears that 44.9 per cent, of the entire coal burned on this

trip of 54 miles was consumed in a distance of 12 miles from

Roanoke to the top of the Blue Ridge. It is plain that if the

grade was uniform for the entire distance the consumption

of fuel would have been more than four times the amount actu-

ally consumed. Realizing that the speed of the train was a

very important factor, special effort was made to keep each

trip as nearly a uniform speed as possible.

"Inasmuch as certain ruling grades between Roanoke and

Lynchburg restricted the tonnage rating between these points

so that it was impossible to increase the rating materially

above the maximum rating without doubling, we decided to

continue this test on the Norfolk Division, between Crewe
and Lambert's Point (133 miles), where the low grade would
permit of a greater over load in tannage and would enable

us to better observe the effect so far as fuel consumption was
concerned. We selected Class T engine No. 326, the normal
rating of which was 2,000 tons, over this portion of the road.

Ten trips were made with this engine, starting with a tonnage

of 2,016 and increasing gradually each trip until we reached

a tonnage of 2,434 tons. This test developed the fact that

while the total pounds of coal burned per trip increased slightly

with the increase of tonnage, the pounds of coal per 100 ton

miles was approximately unchanged, due to the fact that the

profile of this division is a gradually descending grade in the

direction of traffic, with a succession of short momentum
grades, with very little level track, which permitted an ac-

celeration through the depression sufficient to carry the train

over the heavy pulls. This was made possible by the assist-

ance given by the train dispatcher in making favorable meet-
ing points and not stopping at stations where the grade was
unfavorable.

"The conclusions derived from this test would seem to

bear out the assumption that an increase in tonnage hauled
beyond the normal or economical rating results in an increase

in fuel burned per 100 ton miles, where the grades require

that engines should be worked at from 30 to 90 per cent, cut-

off, and that the amount of fuel burned is in direct pro-

portion to the draught effect, and that carefully conducted
service tests are the only reliable means for securing data for

establishing the proper tonnage rating for locomotives."

The graphical diagrams of the draught effects are novel and
were worked out by Mr. C. A. Seley, Mechanical Engineer of

the road. The report includes a number of these, two of

which are reproduced, one taken from the record of Class T
engine No. 331, which is a simple engine with piston valves,

and the other from engine No. 344, a Richmond compound.
Comparing the charts taken from the two simple engines the
differences appear to be chiefly due to the lading. The engine
with piston valves seemed to do its work much easier than
the other under all conditions, which is attributed to the re-

duced load on the valve gear, which resulted in better port
openings. The chart of the compound illustrates a noteworthy
feature in the relatively high degree of vacuum while drifting.

It is evident that this compound was not fitted with the recent
improvements instituted by the Richmond people and illus-

trated in our September issue. The draught while drifting is

high when compared with that of the simple engine, running
up to 2 and 3 inches, as compared with %, % and 1 inch for
the simple engine. This results in unnecessarily active com-
bustion and steam making when it is not desired, and in conse-
quent loss. The compound was worked as a simple engine
in several places, which are indicated on the chart.

These draught charts afford a very interesting method of
analyzing the consumption of the fuel and we commend them
for their novelty. From them the distribution of the fuel con-
sumption may be studied, including the proportion of effect

due to standing idle, working lightly and working hard. These
curves show the relative amounts of work done on the hills

and in descending grades. They also include the horse-power

for each indicator card and the speed over even portions of

the road.

These tests should not be misunderstood. They show an

increase in the amount of fuel burned per ton mile unit when
the engine is run at a point beyond the most economical cut-

off, but this work treats of the fuel alone and does not take

into consideration the operating questions. Certain charges

are constant for a trip of 100 miles at 10 miles per hour, re-

gardless of the train load. When these charges are considered,

the greatest economy of operation is found when the engine

is loaded to its full capacity, unless possibly the price of fuel

should be abnormally high and train crew wages abnormally
low. The operating question is the final one in such a case,

and the increase of the fuel consumption, due to hauling heavy
trains, may not be bad business policy, but it may be exactly

the reverse.

RAILROAD SIGNALING.

Progress in railroad signaling is indicated to a certain extent

by the relative amounts of attention given to the various topics

of discussion at the recent annual meeting of the Railway
Signaling Club, held in Boston. The subjects introduced by
the papers presented were: Normal Safety vs. Normal Clear

Systems of Automatic Signals, by A. J. Wilson; Progress in

Signaling, by H. M. Sperry, and the Possibilities of Three-
Position Semaphore Signals, by Frank Rhea.

Mr. Sperry's paper on progress in signaling was an admirable
review of the state of the art. and was suggestive in regard fo

recent improvements in constructive details which should find

general use in the future. It was the best paper presented and
worthy of a thorough discussion which It did not receive, but
it developed the fact that the most important subject in signal

practice is that of the proper color for use at night on distant

signals. The recent adoption of yellow for this purpose on the

New York. New Haven & Hartford R. R., and the fact that

the meeting was held in Boston offered an opportunity for

the members to inspect the color under practical conditions

which was taken advantage of.

The result was a favorable impression upon most of the

members. The best opinions seemed to favor the new plan.

Objection was made that yellow was not sufficiently distinctive;

this, however, was not a source of danger, because It was
possible that the new color would be mistaken for red under
certain combinations of atmosphere and distance, but It was
not likely that a red light could ever be mistaken for yellow.

At short and even moderately long range, however, the dis-

tinction was sufficient, even if in doubt at a distance. The
mistakes would therefore be likely to occur upon the safe

side. This is the ground that we have taken in regard to the

yellow distant signal light, and it was confirmed by the dis-

cussion.

It may therefore be said that the cause of the yellow light

has gained ground. It is highly important that the color should

be exactly right and that the glass should be made with
extreme care. In connection with the shade of color It should
be stated that Mr. C. Peter Clark. General Superintendent of

the N. Y.. N. H. & H. R. R., has found that the englnemen
prefer a decided tinge of red in order that there may be no
question of the doubt being on the right side In case of thick

weather. The new color has not yet gone through a winter,

and it is possible that valuable experience may be had by view-

ing it through snow.

The first of the papers introduced the question whether block
signals should stand at "(langer" positions or at "safety" under
normal conditions with the track governed by the signals un-
occupied and ready for a train to proceed To the enginemen
there is practically no choice, because with both systems prop-

erly installed and in working order, they cannot see any differ-
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ence. It was argued that the normal danger had two decided

advantages. First, the signals were liable to freezing up in

sleet storms and it was safer to have them held in the danger

position, and if they stood normally at "all clear" they might

freeze and give misleading information of a dangerous char-

acter. Second, the signals are held at "all clear" by the battery

currents, and there was an important economy in battery

material and supplies in the normal danger system in which

the batteries were only used while the signals were held at

"all clear" for the passage of trains.

The discussion showed no lacli of positive opinion, but it

was clear that those who had but one system favored it, and

considered it the safer and better, while those who had both

favored the normal danger plan because it was consistent with

the principle followed as far as possible in mechanical inter-

locking. One seeking information as to which system is best

would get no help but would feel free to use either in the

confidence that he had the support of well-formed opinion.

Other subjects were discussed, but these are not only the

most important, but the most interesting to motive power men.

COMPRESSED AIR LOCOMOTIVE.

H. K. Porter & Co.

The accompanying engraving is from a photograph of a com-

pressed air locomotive, built for the Aragon Mine. Norway,

Mich., by H. K. Porter & Co., of Pittsburg.

The new plant, as installed for the Aragon mine, to replace

haulage by mules, consists of a three-stage air compressor

having a steam cylinder 14 by 16 inches. The air cylinders

of 1,000 tons in ten hours. The following table gives the dimen-
sions of the locomotive:

Gauge ot track 23 in.
Drivers 24 in.
Cylinders 7 by 12 in.
Main rod 47 in. long.
Weight on drivers 14,000 lbs.
Wheel base 48 in.
Length over all .13 ft.
Height over all e2 in.
Width over all bO in.
The motor to woi k on curves of 20 to 25 ft. radius.
Air tanks, one 3CV4 in. outside diani.
Steel tihell, '% in.; heads, I'/s in.
.Joints, longitudinal liutt, doub.e weit, octuple riveted.
Joints, transverse Lap, double liveted,
.Auxiliary reservoir, capacity l.ii cu. ti.

Auxiliary reservoir, working pressuie HO lbs.
Main reservoir, woiking piessuie 700 lbs.
Alain reservc>ir, capacity 65 cu. It.

The torpedo boat destroyers, with Parsons steam turbines,

which are now being built for the English navy, will be 210

feet long between perpendiculars. Their extreme beam will

be 21 feet and moulded depth 12 feet 9 inches. The displace-

ment at a draught of 5 feet 4 inches wiU. be 320 tons. The pro-

peller shafts will be four in number, each having two screws,

and operated by two separate sets of turbines. The outer

shafts will be driven by high-pressure and the inner ones by
low-pressure turbines. The inner shafts will also have small
reversing turbines, to drive the boats astern. The total power
will be 10,000 indicated horse-power, which is expected to give
a speed of 3.5 knots while going ahead and 16 knots while
going astern. The auxiliaries for the air pumps will be tur-
bines and the circulating pumps will be driven by reciprocating
engines. The weight of the boilers will be 100 tons, 15 cwt.,
that of the machinery in the engine room 52 tons, 6 cwt., and
that of the propellers and shafting 7 tons, 14 cwt. This will
give a weight of machinery and boilers of about 30 pounds per

Compressed Air Locomotive.

Built by H. K. Pouter & Co.

are 10%, 7% and 2% inches in diameter. The compressor, at

normal speed, will compress 125 cubic feet of free air per min-

ute to SCO pounds pressure, and is connected to two storage

tanks, 3 by 17 feet, from which the compressed air is carried

down a shaft 750 feet, through a 3-inch pipe, thence to charging

stations placed at convenient points in the mine, making the

longest haul for round trip about 4,000 feet, and the shortest

about 1,200 feet.

The weight on drivers of the locomotive is 14,000 pounds; it

has four driving wheels 24 inches in diameter, and cylinders

7 by 12 inches. The air pressure from the locomotive tank

is reduced from 700 pounds to 140 pounds, the required working

pressure. The locomotive is capable of pulling on a level with

one charge of air, a train of 30 tons for a distance of 4,500 feet,

and it will return with 10 tons, the weight empty. The max-

imum power of the motor, on level mine track, is 100 tons.

Four trains of 20 cars each can be run every ten hours from

the ten different points of the mine, making a hauling capacity

indicated horse-power. The corresponding weight per indicated

horse-power in recent boats of this class, with reciprocating

engines, is about 54 pounds.

When scrap steel rails are worth more than new rails just

from the rolls the condition of the rail market may be con-

sidered peculiar. Of course new rails are always worth more

than old ones, but it is a curious fact that one large rail con-

cern in Pennsylvania is now furnishing rails to a railroad on

an old contract, entered into before the advance in prices, at

$19.00 per ton, and the same road is furnishing old steel rails

to the steel works at f21.00 per ton.

,lust as we go to press a despatch is received stating that one

of the new 10-wheel passenger locomotives of the Lake Shore

& Michigan Southern (see November issue, page 343), made a

run, November 24, of 186 miles from Buffalo to Cleveland, in

3 hours, 23 minutes, with 8 cars, making 5 stops between the

terminals.
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FRONT END ARRANGEMENTS WITH SHORT STACKS.

In spite of the favorable reports of the operation of the
Master Mechanics' Association recommendations with regard
to the arrangement of the front ends of locomotives, includ-
ing the stack, exhaust nozzles and diaphragm, it is becoming
clear that other and very different arrangements are giving
good results, and in some cases where the Master Mechanics'

plan has been tried and failed. This plan, as far as we know,
has always resulted in sufficient vacuum, but notwithstanding
that a high vacuum was obtained in the case we are to de-

scribe, the engine would not steam. It is not easy to find a
reason why good steaming does not always accompany a good
vacuum, but there is no doubt that this is sometimes the case.

The front end arrangement described by aid of the accom-
panying engravings is specially interesting because it is in

«—ei-~>
A Successful Front End Arrangennent Used with Short Stacks.

Details of Smoke Stack and Its Extension.

perfectly successful use on a
large number of fast and heavy
passenger locomotives on a
leading road and because it is

entirely different from the Mas-
ter Mechanics' recommenda-
tion. Further than this, it was
found that the recommended
plan was an absolute failure on
these engines, although it gave
a vacuum of 10 inches of water
when running at high speed.
The drawings show an extend-
ed smokebox and a 17-lnch
stack and it will be noted that
the stack is comparatively low,
as it must be necessarily in the
case of large engines. These
are of the 8-wheel type, and are
large engines.

This front end was the result
of a large number of trials

which were made to overcome
indifferent steaming. It was
found to be successful in the
summer of 1895 and is now in
general use on the road referred
to on various different types
of engines. As originally ar-

ranged the engine was equipped
with a petticoat pipe extending
from a point near the base
of the stack for some distance
into the smokebox. During
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the trial of the petticoat pipe It was found that the exhaust

was very jerky and inteniiitlent, and on comparing the re-

sults with those of older engines, which did steam well, the

only factor which seemed to have much bearing on the ques-

tion was that in llie older engines, which were low, the stack

was materially longer and apparently the exhaust went through

and beyond tlie short slack without completely filling it. When
the petticoat pipe was removed and the length of the stack

increased, an improvement in the action was immediately no-

ticeable, so great an improvement having been secured as to

lead to the decision not to return to the use of the petticoat,

no matter what the service or type of the engines.

The simple facts in the case are stated here without attempt-

ing an explanation or suggesting a criticism of the excellent

work of the Master Mechanics' Association Committee. It

seems proper to draw the conclusion, however, that the petti-

coat pipe does not make up for the detrimental effect of a
short stack. Support for this conclusion is given by recent

experience with some large compound locomotives with which
a great deal of difficulty was experienced when running slowly,

owing to the intermittent effect of the exhaust. These com-
pounds were fitted with petticoat pipes when they gave this

trouble and when changed in accordance with this idea they
were entirely satisfactory.

The drawing shows an extension of the stack downward into

the smokebox, with a fiaring mouth, or a union of a petticoat

pipe and stack, with no open space between them. The draw-
ings do not require explanation as they show the front end
and also the stack, giving its form, diameters and height.
This arrangement is found to be almost perfect in its self-

cleaning qualities, hardly a quart of cinders being found In

the smokebox after a long run. The area of the netting is

large and the draft is found to be uniformly distributed over
the fine sheet. The stack extension is not by any means a
new idea, but it probably never before had such an opportu-
nity to show its importance as at present, with large boilers
and short stacks.

In a letter received after this description was written, Mr.
J. Snowden Bell said: "I quite agree with those who hold that
the inward extension of the stack is the coming plan, and
indeed it seems indispensable with the present large and high
boilers. The fact, however. Is that the difficulties due to the
shortening of stacks were appreciated long prior to 1895." Mr.
Bell puts the date at 1860 in his recent paper before the West-
ern Railway Club.

PERSONALS.
F. E. Clark, President of the Boston & Lowell, died very

suddenly at his home in Lawrence, Nov. 7, aged 69 years.

Mr. A. B. Pirie has been appointed Master Mechanic at the

Havelock Shops of the Burlington & Missouri River Railroad.

Mr. W. H. Harrison, Master Mechanic of the Baltimore &
Ohio, stationed at Newark, O., has resigned and will go to

Chicago.

Mr. C. R. Tunks has been appointed Master Car Builder of

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with headquarters at
Adrian, Mich.

Mr. Robert S. Bradley has been elected President of the
Central Massachusetts, in place of Mr. Samuel H. Aldrich, who
declined a re-election.

Mr. Le Grand Parish has been appointed Master Car Builder
of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, at Englewood, vice Mr.
A. L. Kendall, resigned.

F. J. Kraemer has been appointed Master Mechanic of the
Southern Division of the Burlington & Missouri River, with
headquarters at Wymore, Neb.

Mr. Lawrence K. Frederick has been elected Vice-President

and General Manager of the Erie and Central New York Rail-

road Company, with headquarters in Cortland, N. Y.

Mr. O. H. Jackson, Superintendent of Motive Power of the

Phenix, Santa Fe & Prescott, has resigned on account of ill

health and has returned to New York City to reside.

Northwest system, to succeed Mr. G. L. Potter, promoted. Mr.

Crawford has heretofore been Mr. Potter's assistant.

Mr. J. J. Hill, President of the Great Northern Steamship

Company, has resigned his position with this company and

Mr. Uarius Miller, Second Vice-President of the Great North-

ern, will succeed Mr. Hill as President of the steamship com-

pany.

William F. Durfee died in the State Hospital at Middletown,

N. Y., Nov. 14th. Mr. Durfee was one of the pioneei-s in the

development of the iron and steel industry in the United States.

He was a member o£ the American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers, of which he had been a Manager from 18ii3 to 1886 and

Vice-President from 1895 to 1898.

Vice-President Hall, of the New York, New Haven and Hart-

ford, has been elected President of that company, to success

Mr. C. P. Clark, resigned. President Hall is fifty-eight years

old; he graduated at Yale College in the class of 1866, after

taking very high literary honors. He graduated at Columbia

Law School in 1868, and was admitted to the New York bar in

the same year. He was appointed a Judge of the Supreme
Court in 1889, and would probably have been promoted to the

Supreme Bench but for his resignation of his Judgeship in 1893

to take the first Vice-Presidency of the New Haven Railroad,

which he has held up to this time.

Mr. G. L. Potter, heretofore Superintendent of Motive Power,

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburg, Northwest system, has

been promoted to the newly created office of General Superin-

tendent of Motive Power, Pennsylvania Lines, with headquar-

ters at Pittsburg. Mr. Potter reports to the General Manager,
and has the direct supervision and control of the motive power
department in so far as is necessary to insure the efficiency

of the equipment. He has charge of all tests and experiments,

and directs the various shops and makes such recommenda-
tions to the General Manager or direct to the Superintendents

of Motive Power, as he deems necessary for the efficiency and
economy of the service. This outline of his new duties is taken

from the official announcement of his appointment.

Mr. L. R. Pomeroy, who is well known as the representative,

in the East, of the Cambria and the Latrobe steel companies,

has resigned this position, which he has filled for the past

seven years, to become Assistant to the General Manager of

the Schenectady Locomotive Works. Mr. Pomeroy spent about

twelve years in accounting work and in 1886 became Secretary

and Treasurer of the Suburban Rapid Transit Railway of New
York City, which afterward became a part of the Manhattan
system. He spent two years in the sales department of the

Carnegie Steel Co., after 1890, and then took up the representa-

tion of the two companies, which he now leaves. He has been

very successful in his work, and has had an important influence

in securing improved practice in locomotive details, with par-

ticular reference to axles, piston rods and crank pins. His ac-

counting experience, wide acquaintance and knowledge of loco-

motive practice will make him a valuable officer to the Schenec-

tady Locomotive Works, and it will be difficult to fill his posi-

tion with the firms whose employ he leaves.

Mr. D. F. Crawford has been appointed Superintendent of

Motive Power of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburg,

Mr. O. H. Reynolds, who is well-known to the readers of this

journal, has been appointed Mechanical Engineer of the Dick-

son Locomotive Works at Scranton, Pa. His ability and experi-

ence in the motive power departments of important railroads,

coupled with clear ideas of locomotive design and thorough

knowledge of shop methods and operation of locomotives on

the road, render the selection a wise one. He is a safe and

intelligent designer and will be a valuable addition to the staff

which he joins. That railroads need men of his experience and

qualifications is the greater reason for congratulating the

Dickson people. Mr. Reynolds began railroad work as an ap-

prentice in the shops of the Michigan Central, where he re-

mained for several years after completing the apprenticeship.

His most important railroad work was on the Northern Pacific

as Mechanical Engineer, a position which he filled for several

years. He came to New York about three years ago to join

the editorial staff of "Locomotive Engineering." After severing

his connection with that journal he assisted in editing the

"American Engineer and Railroad Journal" until he was called

to the motive power department of the Central Railroad of

New Jersey, which he leaves for his present position at

Scranton.
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Schenectady, Consolidation Pushing Locomotivei Delaware & Hudson Co.

CONSOLIDATION PUSHING LOCOMOTIVE.

For Pine Anthracite Coal.

Delaware & Hudson Company.

Exceptionally Powerful Boiler for the Weight.

This locomotive is one of six built by the Schenectady Loco-
motive Works for the Delaware & Hudson Company, and used
in pushing service. The design resembles in appearance the

one illustrated in our August issue, page 247, but the new ones

are very much heavier and more powerful. They are to burn
fine anthracite coal and have very large grates, with 90.19

square feet of grate area. The cylinders are 22 by 28 inches,

and the driving wheels, which are of cast steel, are 50 inches

in diameter. The driving wheels are not of the same weight,

the main wheels being made heavier and stronger than the

others. The rods are of light and fluted section, the driving

axles have enlarged wheel fits, and the frames are of cast

steel. The details are not novel, but the real feature of the

design is in the very large heating surface in view of the

limit of the total weight of the engine. The total weight

was limited to 176,000 pounds, and efforts were made to se-

cure as much heating surface and grate area as possible with-

out exceeding the limit. The total heating surface is 3,348

square feet, which, with the exception of the Baldwin com-
pounds for the Lehigh Valley (American Engineer, December,

1898, page 395), and the mastodon for the Illinois Central

(October, 1899, page 315), is the largest total heating surface

in locomotive practice of which we have record. The very

large consolidation locomotive for the Union Railway has a

total heating surface of 3,322 square feet, with an SO-inch

boiler, and a total weight of 230,000 pounds: the new mastodon
for the Illinois Central has 3,500 square feet, with an 82-inch

boiler, and a total weight of 232,200 pounds, while the Lehigh
Valley compounds have 4,105 square feet, with an 80-inch

boiler, and a total weight of 225,000 pounds. These figures are

assembled, for convenience, in the following table;

COMPARISONS OF WEIGHTS AND HEATING SURFACES.

L. V. R. R.
Consolida-

lion.
225,000
^02,232

I. C.
R. R.

Mastodou
232,200
193, aCOj

Union Ry
Uonsolida-

tiou.
230,000 lbs.

208,000 lbs.

D. & H. Co.
Consolida-

tion.
Total Weight.... „.... 176,00 lbs.

Weight on Drivers... . 157,600
Heating Surface
Tubes 3,036.26 sq.ft.

Heating Surface Fire-
box 312.28 sq. ft.

Heating Surface Total.3,348.51 sq. ft.

Tubes. Number 417

Tubes, Diameter 12 inch
Tubes.Length Uft. Oin.

The firebox heating surface of the D. & H. engines is very

large, and, we believe, larger than ever before used on a lo-

3,890 sq.ft. 3,237 sq.ft. 3,116.5 sq. (t.

215 &q. ft. 263 sq. ft. 205, sq. ft.

4,105 sq. ft. 3,500 sq. ft. 3,322 sq. ft.

511 424 365
2 inch 2 inch 2^ in.

U ft. 7% in. 14 ft. 8% in. 15 ft. in.

comotive. This will be advantageous with fine anthracite coaL

The statement of these facts shows this design to be a nota-

ble one. The very large boiler capacity ought to give good
account of itself in producing abundant steam and with very

satisfactory economy. The table of dimensions follows:

General Dimensions.
Gage 4 ft. 8% in.

Fuel Fine antliracite coal
Weight in working order 176,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 157,500 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 16 ft.

Wheel base, rigid 16 ft.

Wheel base, total 24 ft. 2 in.

Cylinders.

Diameter of cylinders 22 in.

Stroke of piston 28 in.

Horizontal thickness of piston 5% in.

Diameter of piston rod 3% in.

Kind of piston packing Cast iron
Size of steam ports 18 in. by IVi in.

Size of exhaust ports 18 in. by 2%, In.

Size of bridges V/s in.

Valves.
Kind of slide valves Richardson balanced
Greatest travel of slide valves 5% in.

Outside lap of slide valves % in.

Inside lap of slide valves 1 line and line
Lead of valves in full gear Line and line F. & B.

Wheels, etc.

Diam. of driving wheels outside of tire 50 in.

Material of driving wheel centers Cast steel
Tire held by Shrinkage
Driving box material Cast steel
Diam. and length of driving journals 9 in. diam. by 10 in.

Diam. and length of main crank pin journals (main side, 7 in. by
bVi in.) 6V4 in. diam. by 6 in.

Diam. and length o£ side rod crank pin journals (inter., S'/z in.

by 4% In.) F. & B 5 in. diam. by 3% in.

Engine truck, kind 2-wheel swing bolster
Engine truck journals 6 in. diam. by 10 in.

Diam. of engine truck wheels 30 in.

Kind of engine truck wheels Steel tired spoke center

Boiler.

Style Straight, with wide firebox
Outside diam. of first ring 74 in.

Working pressure ISO lbs.
Material of barrel and outside of firebox Carbon steel
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of firebox. .% in. by 9/16 in.

Firebox, length 120 in.

Firebox, width 108 in.

Firebox, depth Front at center, 71 in.; back, 61% in.

Firebox, material Carbon steel
Firebox plates, thickness Sides, % in.; back, % in.; crown, % in.;

tube sheet, 9/16 in.

Firebox, water space Front, 3% in.; sides, 3 in.; back, 3% in.

Firebox, crown staying Radial 1 in. diam.
Firebox stay bolts % in. by 1 in. diam.
Tubes, material Charcoal iron No. 11
Tubes, number of 417
Tubes, diameter 2 in.
Tubes, length over tube sheets 14 ft.

Heating surface, tubes 3,036.26 sq. ft.

Heating surlace, water tubes 86.75 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 225.53 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,348.54 sq. ft.

Grate surface 90.19 sq. ft.

Grate style Water tubes, dead bars and drop bars
Ash pan, style Hopper dampers front and back
Exhaust pipes Double high
Exhaust nozzles 3% in, 3^4 In. and 3% in. diam.
Smoke stack, inside diameter 16 in.
Smoke stack top above rail 14 ft. 1114 in.

Boiler supplied by 2 Injectors, Nathan & Co. monitor
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PROMISING ATTACK ON THE LOCOMOTIVE SMOKE
PROBLEM.

It may be possible to entirely overcome the production of

Kinoko by locomotives using smoky fuel. It is practicable to

greatly reduce this evil and because information is necessary to

the application of any improvement the recent action of the

Western Railway Club in appointing an able committee on

this question Is promising and also commendable. Soft coal

must be used to a large extent and often poor coal at that.

There are many devices tor which great advantages are urged

and It may be possible to obtain marked Improvements by

their use. Greater care In firing will do its part and the

probable e.vtension of the use of large grates will also help.

Careful consideration of the subject and a study of the con-

ditions which result in the present difficulty cannot fail to

lead railroads to do all that Is in their power to obviate It,

but It Is a most difficult problem.

It has been demonstrated that soft coal may bo burned in

proved firing. The activity of municipal smoke Inspectors,

and the natural desire to make travel more comfortable and to

abate a nuisance, will lead to greater efforts to build new

engines so that they will smoke as little as possible, and the

evident tendency toward wider fireboxes with perhaps also the

use of two fire-doors, where they may be put in, may be ex-

l)ected to help In this direction.

The committee is to investigate a very old subject, but this

is believed to be the first Important systematic, concerted attack

on the question as concerns the locomotive. It Is hoped that

everyone having information or facts from experience will

offer them to this committee, Messrs. G. R. Henderson, R. A.

Smart, J. C. McMynn, R. D. Smith and J. W. Luttrell.

A LARGE SIX-COUPLED SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have recently completed a

very large switching locomotive for the Cambria Steel Co.,

and by the courtesy of the builders we show a photograph.

Powerful Switching Locomotiv

Biiill hj/ Thk li.4i.invix

stationary practice with practically uo smoke and with a gain

rather than loss in efficiency. High furnace temperatures are

necessary and there must be plenty of space for combustion, so

that the gases shall not be brought into contact with the heat-

ing surfaces to be chilled before the combustion of the hydro-

carbons is complete. The volatlles must be evolved slowly, and

for this large grate areas are necessary and the coal must be

flred In small quantities. It is also important that the air sup-

ply should be sufficient to combine with the volatlles as they

form. It has been found very advantageous to divide the fur-

nace Into two parts so that one may be flred at a time and while

one side Is cooled by fresh coal the other side Is at its highest

temperature and is in condition to send hot gases to the

bridge wall to mix with and consume the volatlles as they

are given oft most rapidly by the other side. Grates should

have ample air spaces and means for keeping the bottom of

the fire clean.

These are believed to be the conditions which are most likely

to bring about the desired result in steam boiler practice of

any kind, and as many as possible should be applied to the

locomotive, but the limitations are rigid. It is possible to

apply special furnaces to stationary plants and to obtain plenty

of fire-box room, and the use of automatic stokers is easy, but

when with all of these factors used to their best advantage

the smoke is not altogether prevented, too much must not be

expected from the locomotive with its extraordinary rates of

combustion and the sudden and extremely great variations In

the demands for steam.

Every road has a lot of old engines which present necessi-

ties have outgrown and yet representing a large Investment.

These present a special feature of the problem, which will

not be reached by improvements In construction. This is

probably the field for combustion devices, and also one tor im-

e for the Cambria Steel Co.

LOCO.MOTIVE WOKKS.

This is the largest of its type that these works have produced,

and we do not know of any other exceeding It. The general

dimensions are as follows:

Cylinders.
21 In.

Diameter 26 In.
Stroke ;

• Balanced
\ :ilve

^, ,

^°"^''-
6Sln.

Diameter 11/16 in
Thickness of sheets

1 so lbs
Working pressure g'fj po^i
Fuel

Firebox.
g^^^,

i^i'if*^''!"' ::::::::::::m'/k in.
;;™^;h 42 In.
width MI/ in
Depth, front S% n
Depth, back '"'2 l"'

Thickness of sheets, sides ™ j'

•

Thickness or sheets, back
J* in

Thickness of sheets, crown ^ !"

Thickness of sheets, tube '^ '"

Tubes.
J23Number 2 In

ES':'.;.\;.-.;:;.;.;;;;;;:;:-.v.\v.v:v.\\\;.v.;.v;.v.-.v:::::::;::i6-«:-5in:

^-^^^r^s Suvf^c.
,69.7 sq.ft.

i;''.e]'°'=
1,738.3 sq. ft.

^"^i-f ..•............. l,9ns.0sq. ft.
lotal qi 17 so ft
Grate area •*''" ^1-

Driving Wheels.
Diameter outside ^ .'
Diameter of centre

h' in. "by 12 In!
Journals •"

^'"^'^ ^»'^'--
II.O ft

Drivmpr • n ft
Total engine • A^il' , j^"

Total engine and tender >' '^'- '"•

„ ^ ,

^'^'^'''-
137,080 lbs.

On drivers 137,080 lbs.
Total engme oisnooih'*
Total engine and tender -ix.ooo ids.

Tender. .

Diameter of wheels
ivi in.'by"'8 Im

.Journals ** 4 nm „•]«
Tank capacity qiono lbs'
Weight empty ^-^ ''*^-
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COLUMBIAN ELECTRIC CAR LIGHTING SYSTEM.

A system of railroad car lighting by electricity, deriving the
power from the axle, has been developed and improved by the
Coliimbiau Electric Car Lighting and Brake Company, 11
Broadway, New York. The features of the system are illus-

trated in the accompanying engravings.
The essentials of the system are the generator, a storage

battery for furnishing current while the car is standing at
stations, and the automatic devices for providing for the re-
versal of the direction of the motion of the generator and the
regulating device for cutting out the generator at low speeds
and for maintaining a constant voltage under varying speeds.
The system is arranged so that the lamps take current from
the generator at speeds above 20 miles per hour, and the sur-
plus not needed for the lamps goes into the storage battery,

which, in usual working, is always charged nearly or fully up
to its capacity and is called on to furnish current only when
the generator is cut out by the automatic switch. The system

differs from those which employ one battery for the lamps
while a second battery is being charged by the generator, and
in the Columbian system the battery is very seldom, If ever,

fully discharged. In one case a battery was found ready to

supply full voltage to the lamps after the car had been lying

idle on a yard track for six months. In using but one set of

accumulators in this way their capacity need not be large,

which is an important item.

The generators are of the bipolar type, with shunt winding
and steel magnetic circuits. They are enclosed in dust proof
cases and are mounted on the trucks, as shown in Figs. 1 and
2, with a nose piece carried in a stirrup under the truck frame,
while the chief portion of the weight comes upon the axle.

The axle is fitted with a split sleeve, the ends of which are

gripped to the axle by means of a form of chuck which permits

of securing perfect centering of the sleeve and rigid connec-

tion to the axle whether it is rough or turned. Bearing rings

running in grooves in the sleeve carry the generator. The
end of one of the chucks appears at the left in Fig. 3. The

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Fi''. 5.

COLUMBIAN ELECTRICXAR LIGHTING SYSTEM.
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generator support at tbe sleeve Is made by means of spring

buffers, appearing on top of the axle In Figs. 3 and 1.

The Ingenious pole changing device appears in Kig. 4. The
end of the dynamo shaft carries a worm which drives a short

horizontal shaft upon which a reverse, screw thread, cylindrical

cam is mounted. The pole changing switch has six points

and the direction of the current is changed upon the reversal

of the direction of motion of the car by means of a pin

which engages the cam thread below the switch. This pin Is

pressed Into tlie slot in the cam by a spring, and the slot

changes in depth in such a way as to throw the pin to the

opposite end of the threaded slot upon the reversal of the

direction of motion of the cam. This feature Is shown in the

photograph, but Is obscured by the necessary reduction in

the engraving. It is sufficient to say that the pole changing is

accomplished mechanically without requiring any attention.

The regulating devices are assembled on a stand which is

secured to a partition in a convenient part of the car. They
accomplish two things. First, the cutting in of the generator

when the required speed Is reached, and second, the automatic

regulation of the voltage, which is done by controlling the

strength of the field. The cut out is controlled by the V-shaped

switch shown in the upper right hand corner of Fig. 5. The
switch Is operated by double magnets, the lower pair of which
are connected across the terminals of the armature and are

shunt wound. The others are series wound and form a part

of the circuit between the dynamo and the accumulators when
the switch is closed. The voltage of the generator rises as

the speed increases, when the train is started, and when it

reaches the limit determined upon, the switch is closed. The
voltage of the generator is then the same as that of the bat-

tery and the switch is held closed by the current from the

generator to the battery. Upon the reduction of speed to the

point at which the machine current can not balance that

from the battery, the current reverses and the battery current

permits the switch to open.

The regulation of the voltage in the lamp and battery cir-

cuits is obtained by aid of a small motor mounted at the lower
right hand corner of the board (Fig. 5). This motor is always

running and by means of worms and worm wheels it furnishes

the power for moving the arm of the regulating rheostat. This

arm is thrown into action with one or the other of two ratch-

ets driven in opposite directions, the connection with the ratch-

ets being controlled by a solenoid which is placed in the cir-

cuit between the generator and the battery. The rheostat con-
trols the strength of the generator field. When the speed of
the generator rises, tending to increase the voltage, the sole-

noid acts at once upon the rheostat, and it acts in a reverse

direction upon a reduction of the voltage. The six-point rheo-

stat at the lower left hand corner of Fig. 5 controls the resist-

ance of the lamp circuit.

The following is a summary of the operation of the sys-

tem. The train starts from a station with the main switch
open and with no connection to the battery and no current
through the solenoid. When tbe speed reaches 20 miles per
hour, the limit generally used, the increased voltage closes the

main switch and calls the solenoid into action. The armature
of the solenoid then takes such a position as to cause the small
motor to bring the arm of the rheostat into the proper posi-

tion to bring the field resistance to the point required to se-

cure the desired voltage, and it also place? " 5 necessary re-

sistance in the lamp ciroiit to accommodate the increased
voltage of the battery.

The car equipment of lamps and accumulators, and the ad-
.lustment of the machines, depends upon the requirements for

lighting. The number of cells varies from 16 to 32, according
to number of lights.

This system is now in use on a great many of the larger
railroads of this country and Canada. The Columbia Co. have
also put on the market, the Lindstrom Lever Brake, which is

used successfully on several styles of passenger cars, and is
now being introduced for use on. freight cars, on account of its
safety feature.

THE WERNER PORTABLE HAND POWER PUNCH.

A number of convenient and powerful hand punches and cut-

ters for punching and shearing plates and structural shapes

have been designed and are manufactured by Henry Pels & Co.,

at the "Berlin-Erfurt Machine Works," Berlin, Germany. This

firm Is represented In the fnited States by Arthur Koppel, 68

Broad street. New York.

All the machines are similar in construction and operation

to the punch which Is Illustrated by the accompanying engrav-

ing. The frame of the punch is made of plates riveted together

and mounted on wheels for easy removal about the work. The
opening In the frame admits the piece to be punched and

serves to secure the backing for holding the work from below.

A saddle, shown In the engraving. Is placed under the work

for supporting a i)late or I-beam when the web is to be

punched. For punching the flange this saddle Is removed and

the upper flange Is supported upon the shoes seen lying on

the ground in front of the machine. These are slotted at their

outer ends to receive bolts by which they are secured to the

frame. The punch is held on a bar with a vertical motion In

guides placed between the frame plates. The curved lever

serves to raise and lower it quickly to and from the work.

The punch is driven by an eccentric placed over the head of

the punch bar, and this is turned by means of the heavy twin

levers seen In the engraving. A wedge is placed between the

The Werner Portable Hand Power Punch and Shear.

eccentric and the punch bar when the punch is ready and the

twin levers are brought down by degrees by means of the

long lever at the right and one of the ratchet rods which

engage pawls on the ends of the twin levers. The second

ratchet rod Is secured to the frame and serves to hold the twin

levers while the hand lever is raised in preparation for a

return stroke. The working of the hand lever drives the punch

or the shear through its work, slowly, but effectually. The

machine illustrated has an opening of 36 inches to receive the

work. It weighs 2,200 pounds and exerts a punching pressure

of 320,000 pounds. This is suflScient to drive a 2-inch punch

through a plate % Inch thick. These machines have been Ir

use In Europe for about two years, with very satisfactory re-

sults. They are particularly well adapted for railroad work.

A $300 endowment of a room and bed In the Brooks Memorial

Hospital at Dunkirk. N. Y., has been provided for in an ap-

propriation by the Central Railway Club. This is a precedent

which will be sure to find hearty approval.
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A MOTOR-DRIVEN LATHE. THE SARGENT COMPANY'S NEW WORKS.

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.

The accompanying engraving illustrates a 28-inch swing,
screw-cutting engine lathe, made by Messrs. Schumacher
& Boye of Cincinnati, Ohio, driven by a Bullock "Type N" mo-
tor. The motor is placed directly on the spindle in the head
stock, in the place usually occupied by the cone pulleys and the
armature spider is built directly upon the hollow spindle of
the lathe. The arrangement is attractively compact. It does
away with the countershaft and belting, leaving clear head-
room for cranes and permits of running a single machine or
a group of them for overtime work without running long lines
of idle shafting and belts.

The control of the speed of the lathe is a strong recommenda-
tion of this plan. By means of a new system of variable speed
control, the motor is given a greater range of speed, without
loss of power, than is ordinarily obtained by the cone pulley.
It has sixteen speeds, in either direction, including the back
gear. The controller is placed upon the leg of the lathe,
directly under the head stock, and is operated by a splined
shaft running along the bed of the lathe, and a handle which

Bullock Type"N" Open Motor Direct Connected to 28-Inch
Schumacher & Boye Lathe.

travels with the carriage. The slowest speed is 60 and the
highest is about 250 revolutions per minute.
These motors are the result of a great deal of experience

which has been applied to the design with special reference to
the production of machines which shall not require the atten-
tion of experts. They run cool without sparking, although the
variation of load may be the full capacity of the machine. The
brush holder mechanism which has been a constant source
of trouble and anxiety has in this case been developed into a
simple and highly efficient form, which is stated by those who
use them to give no trouble or anxiety. This brush holder Is
of the reaction type, which does not necessitate adjustment of
the brushes, and when once set, the motor will operate in
either direction without sparking and under all variations of
load.

This type of motor lends itself particularly well to the condi-
tions of direct driving of machines. The machines are com-
pact and they are made with either open or closed ends, the
latter arrangement rendering the motor moisture and dust
proof, and adapting it to service wherein an open motor would
not be practicable. The "Type N" motor is arranged to be
placed upon the ceiling, on the side wall or floor, and it may
be either belted, direct-connected or geared to the work.
The motor is fully described in Bulletin No. 2435, which may

be obtained by addressing the Bullock Electric Mfg. Co., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Press dispatches state that the labor troubles at the Cramps'
shipyards In Philadelphia have led to the decision to make
very extensive use of pneumatic tools throughout the yards
and shops. It is stated that contracts aggregating $50,000 have
been awarded to the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., for riveters,
hammers, drills and other compressed air tools, and that much
more will be expended in this way.

The model steel and iron foundry which is being built by
the Sargent Company at Chicago Heights, In order to in-

crease their facilities, will be occupied about the first of Janu-
ary. The iron foundry department will be moved from the

present works at 59th Street to the new plant, where it will

have nearly three times the capacity, and will be devoted
exclusively to the manufacture of brake shoes, while the old

works will be entirely devoted to the manufacture of open-
hearth steel castings. The new plant consists of two separate

buildings, with floor space 80 by 200 feet each, and connected
at one end by a building used as the finishing department.

One building contains the iron foundry, while the other is

devoted to small steel castings. These steel castings were
formerly made in crucible steel, but will be made by the Trope-
nas process, which is now being used In several plants in

each of the steel manufacturing countries of Europe. The
present output of the Sargent Company is 600 tons of brake

shoes and 600 tons of steel castings per month.

Mr. Edward Sweeley, Foreman of the car shop of the Penn-

sylvania Lines at Columbus, O., is to go to Logansport as

Foreman of the machine shops.

Mr. George J. Hutz has been appointed Division Master

Mechanic of the Illinois Central at East St. Louis, 111., to suc-

ceed Mr. A. C. Beckwith, resigned.

Mr. M. M. Richey has resigned as General Superintendent

of the Chicago, Lake Shore and Eastern to accept a position

with the Central of New Jersey, with headquarters a* Mauch
Chunk, Pa.

M. F. Eagan, Jr., formerly Superintendent of Motive Power

of the Union Pacific, Denver & Gulf Railroad, died Nov.

5, at his home in Chicago. Mr. Egan was in the service of

the Union Pacific system for over 25 years.

Mr. L. H. Shepard has resigned his position as Mechanical

Engineer of the Philadelphia & Reading, to enter the service

of the Sterlingworth Railway Supply Company, as their rep-

resentative, with headquarters at Easton, Pa.

The stationery department of the Burlington has been

removed from St. Joseph to Hannibal and consolidated with

the general supply department of the system at this point,

under Mr. C. A. How, General Agent of the road.

Mr. George H. Colket of Philadelphia has been elected Presi-

dent of the Huntington & Broad Top Railroad Company, to

fill the vacancy caused by the death of Spencer M. Jenney. Mr.

Colket has been a director of this company since 1890 and is

well qualified to assume the duties of President.

Horace S. Smith, formerly Vice-President of the Illinois

Steel Company, died at his home in Chicago, Oct. 17, aged 73

years. He joined the Joliet Steel Company in 1875, and through

his efforts the Illinois Steel Company was organized. Mr.

Smith was elected to the position of Vice-President, which he

held until ill health caused him to retire.

Mr. John P. Neff has been promoted to the position of Fore-

man of the Chicago and Northwestern, at Waseca, Minn., suc-

ceeding Mr. H. Montgomery, who has been assigned to other

duties. Mr. Neff graduated from Purdue University in 1895,

since which time he has been with the above company and

engaged in important work in connection with the shops in

Chicago and at other points. Mr. Neff was one of the ob-

servers in the tests on stacks and nozzles reported to the

Master Mechanics' Association in 1896.
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GILBERTS GAGE GLASS PRESERVER.

The Gilbert self-packing gage glass preserver is niailo of

rubber, in the form shown in the engraving, and is designed

to permit of parking gage glasses so that they will be perfectly

tight and prevent the t)reakage while in service. This pack-

ing is applied without the use of a wrencdi, and the gasket

itself allows for suflUieiit expansion and contraction. The
glass does not come into contact with metal, but bears against

the rubber. The gaskets are made in six sizes, from Vi to VA
inch. They are offered in confidence that they will greatly

Gilbert's Cage QIass Preserver!

reduce the breakage of glasses, which is a source of danger

to enginemen and firemen. Another advantage of this device

is the ability to pack gage glasses in fittings which are not

perfectly in line, and make them tight without danger of

breaking the glass. We have seen a number of statements by

those who have used the gaskets expressing entire satisfac-

tion with them, and prominent mention is made of the fact

that the glasses are made tight by screwing the packing nuts

down with the fingers. This is a recommendation which will

l)e nppreciated by every steam user. These gaskets are made

and sold by R. F. Morse, 33 Eddy Street, Providence, R. I.

PNEUMATIC TOOL PATENT LITIGATION.

It is not strange that the rapidly increasing business in

pneumatic tools should be accompanied by conflicts as to the

rights covered by the important patents. Such a result has

been foreseen, and we are not surprised to receive the fol-

lowing statement from the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
of Chicago relating to past and impending litigation:

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, manufacturers of the

well-known Boyer pneumatic tools, scored an imoortant victory

last month in its patent litigation with the American Pneumatic
Tool Company of New York. Between three and four years

ago the American company brought suit at New Haven, Conn.,

against a concern which was using one of the Boyer tools, and
succeeded in obtaining a preliminary inlunction on the strength

of an old decision it had obtained sustainine its patent in a
prior suit which had not been strongly defended. Upon obtain-

ing this preliminary injunction the American company sent

every concern using Boyer tools a notice of infringement, in

which it claimed some two millions of dollars damages against

the users of Boyer tools. The Boyer people promptly took an
appeal from the preliminary injunction order, and the order

was reversed by the Court of Appeals at New York City. This
was about three years ago, since which time the suit has been
progressing toward a final hearing on its merits. It was argued
at great length before Judge Townsend, in the United States

court at New Haven. last June, and has been held under ad-
visement by the court until last week, when Judge Townsend
handed down an exhaustive opinion, holding with the Boyer
people on every point and declaring that the Boyer tools did

not infringe the American company's patent. The court also

took occasion, in its opinion, to condemn the conduct of the
complainant company in sending out the circulars above re-

ferred to for the purpose of soaring and intimidating purchasers
of the Boyer tools.

During the years this litigation has been pending numerous
competitors of the Boyer tools have sprung up. many of which
are closely copied after the Boyer tools and are claimed by
the Boyer people to be infringements of the Boyer patents.

Having successfully defended themselves a.gainst the attacks
upon their tools, the Boyer people now propose to turn their

attention to infringements of their own patents, and on Satur-
day last began suit in the United States court at Chicago

against the Standard Pneumatic Tool Company, manufacturers
iif the "Little Giant" pneumatic tools. The Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Company having been the pioneer in introducing pneu-
matic tools into railroad shops and metal working fields gen-
erally, and its Boyer tools having been the lirst successful tools

fur this work. Is determined to protect the large business it

has built up, and announces its Intention of vigorously prose-

cuting all imitations of Its Boyer tools and infringements of

Its patents.

An unusually large fill has been made on the Burlington.

On the Deadwood, S. D., branch Is a gulch 700 feet wide, known
as Sheeps Canyon. This was crossed, until recently, by a

wooden bridge, 126 feet high, which took over 240,000 feet of

lumber in the building. Recently this trestle was filled in.

It took twenty weeks to accomplish the task. It was necessary

to haul 2,880,000 cubic feet of earth one and one-half miles

up a two per cent, grade and unload off the high bridge. This

required 1,486 trains of fifteen cars each; 22,000 carloads in all.

The costly maintenance of the high trestle is saved and the

serious danger of its destruction by fire avoided, thus war-
ranting the expensive work.

Paper has found a new use In England in tlie manufacture
of ropes for power transmission, and, contrary to what would
naturally be expected, it seems to be very successful. "The
Engineer" prints a description of paper ropes, and states that

they are remarkably flexible and soft, seem to wear well

and are satisfactory for purposes where specially high tensile

strength is not necessary. They may be spliced and are com-
posed of three main strands instead of four, as is customary in

.
making cotton driving ropes. A case is cited in which a paper

rope had been in continuous service for IS months without

perceptible wear, the surface being hard and shiny.

The pneumatic switch and signal system for the new south-

ern union terminal station in Boston is supplied with com-

pressed air by two stationary air compressors, and recently

the adaptability of Westinghouse air-brake pumps for possi-

ble use in emergencies were determined by a test. Three loco-

motives were used and the air-brake pumps had no difliculty in

.supplying the pressure necessary to operate the plant.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

"Stories of the Railroad." By John A. Hill. Published by
Doubledav & MoClure Company, 141 East Twenty-fifth street,

New York, 1S99. Price, $1.50.

Nine stories, some of which were written ten years ago, and
all having appeared in the pages of "Locomotive Engineering"

or the popular monthly magazines, have been brought together

in this book, which has been so successful as to go at once

into a second edition. The stories are of the railroad and rail-

road men. They take the reader into the work of the locomo-

tive engineer and into his home and recreations and his love

affairs. The author's knowledge of the life he describes was
obtained in it as a fireman and engine runner in the West.
There is always a fascination about railroad experiences when
told in an entertaining way, and the popularity of this work
is easily understood.

Heat and Heat-Engines. A Study of the Principles which un-
derlie the Mechanical Engineering of a Power Plant. By P.

R. Hutton, E. M., Ph. D.. Professor of Mechanical Engineer-
ing of Columbia University. 553 pp., illustrated; cloth. New
York: John Wiley & Sons. Price, $5.

This book supplements an earlier one entitled "The Me-
chanical Engineering of Power Plants," by the same author,

the object of which was to treat the steam engine and boiler

with their accessories in such a way as to direct students to

make use of them intelligently to meet the conditions of prac-

tical problems. That work did not consider the subject of de-

sign, this being left to the present one, the preface of which
contains the following statement concerning its scope:

It discusses the energy resident in fuels, and the methods of
Us liberation as heat for power purposes; the transfer of such
heat to convenient media whereby it can be used in heat-
engines: the laws and properties of such media, and the de-
sign of cylinders of the necessary volume to give a desired me-
chanical effect or horse-power. Then, this point having been
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reached, and relations being established for the mutual varia-
tions of temperature with pressure and volume in such media
when operated in a cylinder with a piston, it becomes easy and
natural to go further and discuss the air-compressor and its

complement, the air-engine; and to extend this discussion to

Include the problem of mechanical refrigeration. The hot-air
engine using a permanent gas as a medium naturally leads to
the gas-engine and the oil-engine; and the engine using steam
as a medium leads naturally to those using other media, such
as naphtha, alcohol, and ammonia. The chapter on the Injector
as a heat-absorbing and energy-transforming device closes the
book.

The author undoubtedly desired to cover as much ground as

possible in this work, which is commendable. The injector and
mechanical refrigeration are interesting and important sub-

jects, but they appear, however, to be a little out of place here,

if we understand the author's purpose. The amount of space
given to the various subjects attracts attention, and in future

editions this may possibly be changed somewhat. For instance,

20 pages and 13 engravings are devoted to hot-air engines, and
only four pages and three engravings to the steam turbine,

which has every appearance of being one of the most important
of recent improvements in steam engineering.

In these days of rapid progress in mechanical matters most
text books are out of date almost immediately after coming
from the press, and it is almost impossible to write a book that

Is up to date in which much attention is given to specific de-

Tices, because book-writing and publishing are slow processes.

The author's excellent presentation of the theory of heat in

heat engines is commended. One needs the calculus to follow

the text closely, but those, like the reviewer, who have become
very rusty in its use, may read with comfort and understand
the discussion. It has been recently said that "Thermodynamics
Is a subject to be approached only after a preparation of fast-

ing and prayer, and then only in the hallowed seclusion of one's

own closet," (We are not sure of the accuracy of this) but
Professor Hutton has made it possible to get a better and
clearer view of the subject than we have seen before, and he
has robbed the dreaded "Thermo" of some of its terrors. The
book contains much practical information concerning fuels,

combustion and steam and gas engine accessories; and a
fair proportion of space is given to such subjects as the draft
of steam boilers, stability and structure of chimneys, gas mak-
ing and fuels.

The book has many good points and will be exceedingly
helpful to students of engineering. It has an admirable index.

Proceedings of the Master Car Builders' Association. Thirty-
third Annual Convention, Held at Old Point Comfort, Va.,
June, 1S99. Edited by the Secretary, Joseph W. Taylor, 667
The Rookery, Chicago. 511 pages, standai-d size (6 by 9 in.).

This volume contains the lists of conventions, of .officers, sub-
jects and committees for the next convention, list of members
with their addresses, the constitution and by-laws and a com-
plete official -report of the proceedings of the 1899 convention,

including the reports ot committees, the discussions, the result

of the letter ballot on important questions, and a set of draw-
ings of the revised standards and recommended practices of

the association. These reports come in so regularly and so

soon after the conventions that they are now taken as a mat-
ter of course and receive little if any comment. They com-
prise the most valuable literature on car subjects and are

unique in containing the beginning, the discussion and the

definite conclusion of subjects of the greatest importance in

the development of the transportation of the country. The re-

port at hand emphasizes the clean character of the work of

this organization, which met last June and now, through the

activity of the Secretary, has completed the adoption of every
suggestion of importance that was submitted for discussion,

and those suggestions are now placed before the railroads as

standards or recommended practices of the association for use

on roads representing a car valuation of $500,000,000. The asso-

ciation is not above criticism, but the impression of work
carried out for a purpose and carried to completion which this

report gives should not be lost. No new features are discov-

ered in this volume except the changes made in accoi'dance

with the adopted recommendations with regard to revision of

the former standards and the addition of new standards and
recommended practices, which are very important this year.

The volume appears somewhat later than the report of the

Master Mechanics' Association, which is due to the letter bal-

lots. In spite of this, the report comes more promptly than
that of any technical association except the Master Mechanics'.

Jim Skeevers' Object Lessons on Railroading for Railroaders.
By John A. Hill, President The American Machinist Press,
and formerly one of the Editors of Locomotive Engineering.
Published by The American Machinist Press, New York, 1S99.

Price $1.00.

This is a book of twenty chapters, each of which is devoted
to a question in the operation or maintenance of locomotives.

The author writes from the standpoint of one who has de-

voted some years of his life to living and working with the

men who operate and maintain the American locomotive, and
he has chosen a unique method of bringing necessary improve-
ments before those whom he desired to reach. These chapters

appeared in the columns of Locomotive Engineering and in

them the interesting character, Jim Skeevers, rises from loco-

motive runner to Superintendent of Motive Power. The object

lessons are those which he teaches, some times to his fireman

and at other times to the other officials, going as high as the

Vice-President. The book is full of sensible discussions which
may be read with profit by many railroad officers other than
those having direct charge of locomotives. The same amount
of information might have been given in other ways, but the

author's idea was to attach the story to the argument in order

to impress the lessons which he desired to teach. Nothing like

this book has ever been printed before and the information is

presented in a very entertaining way, not the least value of

which is to show the utter absurdity of manv features of the

usual method of running a railroad. The book is full of slang

and is probably true to life in this respect, but perhaps the

author's object could not be secured in any other way. It

contains many things that are worth remembering and we
heartily commend it to our readers. Every motive power and
operating officer ought to read it.

Notes on Mechanical Drawing. By Lucien E. Picolet, In-
structor at the University of Pennsylvania.

In this little pamphlet the author has very carefully out-

lined the principles of mechanical drawings for the use of

students in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Penn-
sylvania. He does not enter into detail, but rather sets forth

the object, scope and methods to be carried out, in this course,

which is as extensive and thorough as will be found in any of

our technical institutions.

Cooking on Trains.—The Safety Car Heating and Lighting
Co. have issued a handsome little booklet directing attention
to recent improvements in Pintsch gas broilers used on parlor

and buffet cars on the finest trains in the country. These de-
vices have made it possible to obtain well cooked meats with-
out the elaborate kitchen equipinents of dining cars, and have
been the means of greatly improving the meal service on buffet

cars. These broilers are used on all of these cars on the New
YTirk, New Haven & Hartford, on such trains as the Empire
State express of the New York Central, and the best trains of

the Chicago & Northwestern and other equally important lines.

Westinghouse Railway Motors.—A pamphlet of 34 pages (6 by
9 in.) has been issued by the Westinghouse Electric & Manur
facturing Co., Pittsburgh, devoted to the illustration and de-

scription of the railway motors manufactured by them and
supplemented by several illustrations of typical Westinghouse
railway power stations. The motors shown have all been sub-
jected to the test of service operation. Attention is directed to

the tendency of the past toward the use of motors having in-

sufficient power and also to the importance of providing for the
lise of temperature in the fields of motors of this type. Both
of these points are provided for in the product of these works,
and the ventilated armature has reached a high state of de-
velopment. The use of laminated poles is continued. Their
standard motors range in capacity from 20 to 150 horse-power,
embodying the experience of the past 10 years. The engravr
ings in this pamphlet are worthy of special note for their uni-
form, excellence.

Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers
Vol. XXVIII., February, 1S9S, to October, 1S98, Inclusive.

This volume contains a list of officers and honorary members,
a list of meetings, the rules and the proceedings, including

papers and discussions of the annual meeting of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers, held at Atlantic City in Febru-

ary, 1S9S, and the Buffalo meeting in October, 1898.
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Wayside Notes AloiiK I hi- Siiiis.! UouH'. - Tne Southern Pa-
rltlc fompany has issuiul a number of excei'<lln(fly attractive

pamphlets picpared by Mr. E. O. McCormlr. PasseiiBer TrafHc

ManaRer, and Mr. y. H. Goodman. General Passenger Agent,

the hest i>f which bears the title given above. The purpose

of this pamphlet Is to anticipate iiuestions which the traveler

desires to ask w-hile h<- Journeys. It Is a guide book to the

country iiassed through on the line of the Southern Pacific

Company's "Sunset Itoute." and names the rivers and moun-
tains and gives information concerning specially Interesting

scenes, giving facts su<h as altitudes and population, and
pointing out many interesting places which would otherwise

be passed by in ignorance of their existence. The traveler

wants to be recommended to hotels and a part of the purpose

of the pamphlet is to meet this requirement. The right hand
half of every alternate page bears four well executed half-

tone engravings. They are small but well photographed and
well selected. The effect of an examination of It is to create

a strong desire to see the places described, which is the test

of a publication of this character. This is the best work of

this kind that ever came into this ofTice. and readers are recom-
mended to secure copies.

"The Standard Scales." A copy of the lifth edition of the

illustrated catalogue of scales, Lssued by the Standard Scale

and Supply Company, 211 Wood street, Pittsburg, has been

received. All w-ho have occasion to use scales of any kind

will do well to procure a copy. The variety of scales now
regularly manufactured is surprising. We are told that the

appearance of this catalogue is due to the large number of

modifications of scales which increasing business has caused

this company to manufacture. A specialty seems to have been
made in weighing apparatus for railroads, for weighing coal,

locomotives, cars and storehou.se stock of v.arious kinds.

Among the special devices we notice on page SO an illustrated

description of the "Reed Recording Attachment," w'hich seems
to be a very convenient, simple and satisfactory device for

obtaining a permanent record of the scale reading without

stopping to note the position of the poise weight. A description

of the attachment was printed in our November issue. Among
the railroads using this device are the following: Chicago, Lake
Shore & Eastern; Cape Pear & Yadkin Valley; New York,

New Haven & Hartford; Southern; Louisville & Nashville;

Great Northern; Long Island; Bellefonte Central; Pittsburg

Junction, and the Alberta Railway & Coal Co. The ap-
preciation of iron and steel manufacturers is shown by the fact

that such concerns as the Midvale Steel Co., the Bethlehem
Iron Co., the Lukens Iron & Steel Co., the Illinois Steel Co. and
many others are using the device.

Ajax Products.—The Ajax Metal Co. of Philadeljihia has is-

sued a 32-page pamphlet describing Ajax productions and their

uses. This firm manufactures six classes of sjiecialties: I.

Copper products for bearings, and including Ajax metal, red

brass, yellow brass and acid metal. II. White metals; babbitts,

solder, spelter, U. S. tin, Ajax tins and phosphor tin. III. Fin-

ished specialties, such as trolley wheels, trolley axles, contact
pieces, controller fingers, Ajax Perfect rail bonds, armature
motor and axle bearings. IV. Jewelers' specialties. V. Piat
furnaces. VI. Ajax lead coated iron. The Ajax metal with
which our readers are familiar is a composition of 77 parts of

copper, 11% parts of lead and llii parts of tin. It is an alloy

prepared by a process developed by long study and experience
which produces homogeneous distribution of the lead in such
a way as to give support to the particles of this metal so that
each will act as babbitt metal with a copper and tin shell. The
important effect of this process was very clearly shown in the
admirable paper by Mr. Guilliam H. Clamer, read before the
Franklin Institute and reproduced in our issue of Sei)tember,
1S98, page 313. This paper is printed in tlte pamphlet before us
and is accompanied by information concerning bearing metals
under the titles: "Phosphor Bronze Compared with Ajax
Metal." "Ajax as Compared with Similar Compositions," and
descriptions of the various bearing compositions known by the
name "Ajax." The engravings of the pamphlet are excellent.
They include half-tones of several high speed locomotives and
one of the American liner "S. S. St. Louis," which is equipped
throuehout with Ajax metal bearings.

"Drawing Instriim-nis. A catalogue and price list of draw-
ing instruments has been received from Theo. Alteneder &
Sons, 945 Uidge avenue, Philadelphia. This is the eighteenth

edition of the catalogue of this well-known firm and it contains
engravings, descriptions and prices of all of their instruments
which are the results of fifty years of efforts to perfect their

design and construction. An introductory chapter contains

a history of drawing instruments of the American pattern,

which began in 1849, when Mr. Theodore Alteneder Introduced
the improvements which have made the name of this firm

a guarantee of excellence. The pamphlet has 114 pages, with
an index.

"Pneumatic Tools." A catalogue of the "Monarch" pneu-
matic tools has been received from the Standard Railway
]'"i|uipment Company of 210 Vine street, St. Louis, and 706 Great
Northern Building, Chicago. The pamphlet illustrates the

pneumatic hammers and portable drills manufactured and sold

by this firm and their application to various kinds of locomotive
and car building and repair work. The engravings are excel-

lent half-tones, giving a clear Idea of the construction and
operation of the tools. The tools described are the "Monarch"
pneumatic hammer and "Monarch" drills, for metal and wood.
The piston air drill No. 1 will drill holes up to a diameter of

2'4 inches in metals. No. 2 is for wood boring and will bore
holes up to 2Vi inches diameter in oak. No. 3 will bore holes

up to 1% inches in oak, anfl the piston air drill No. 4 will

drill holes up to 1% inches In metals. The machines are light

in weight and convenient In size.

"Improved Machine Tools." Messrs. William Sellers & Co. of

Philadelphia have issued a new catalogue and general descrip-

tion of improved machine tools for metal working as designed
and manufactured by them. The product of these works is

so well known that It is not necessary to enumerate the vari-

ous lines of machines. It is sufHcient to say that the entire

field of machine tool construction is represented and that any-
one desiring machinery for metal working will find his needs
provided for, and the engineering department in which the

designs have been produced is constantly engaged upon the

work of improvement in the regular product as w-ell as upon
the details of special construction which are required to meet
individual conditions. The works are continually developing

new machines and tlie present catalogue could not be com-
plete for this reason. It includes as many as possible of the
machines which have been added to the list since the appear-
ance of the previous catalogue and those shown have in many
cases been revised and improved upon former standards. This
volume is intended to indicate the general line of work of these
builders and it accomplishes this object admirably. If, how-
ever, intending purchasers do not find their requirements pro-

vided for in the machines which are illustrated, they may find

that the concern has exactly what is wanted in the large num-
ber of machines which are not included. The needs of railroad

and locomotive building shops have been studied with great

care in many special tools. The lines of tools indicate that
the designers have in mind the principles of low cost of
manufacture by use of their machines because a large num-
ber arranged for multiple working are included. Testing ma-
chines of the Emery type, large cranes and locomotive turn-
tables indicate some of the specialties which the company is

prepared to supply. We do not attempt to give the w hole list,

but it may justly be said that this is a most excellent treatise
on up-to-date machine tool construction, in which the engrav-
ings are uniformly excellent and the text gives a generous
amount of information of the sort required by a prospective
purchaser. The book represents the best construction of ma-
chines from small bolt and nut screwing machines up to eight-
foot turning and boring lathes for 16-inch cannon and rotary
planers for armor plate. The catalogue is every way creditable

to the leading machine tool builders of this country.

Architect's Hand Book On Cements. By William W. Clarke &
Son.

This little book of 96 pages contains a collection in convenient
form of information conceining the proper use of cements, and
gives a number of specifications and formulas for mixing and
u.sing cements as recommended by leading authorities. It in-
cludes the history of cements in brief, discussions of mixing,
testing, the selection of sand, notes on cement concrete, side-
walks and floors, and a short list of books on cements and con-
crete. The latter half of the pamphlet is devoted to advertis-
ing. The address of Wm. W. Clarke & Son is 115 Gay Street, S.,

Baltimore, Md.
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Mr. G. J. Fisljer has resigned as Purchasing Agent of the

Fitchburg Railroad.

C. F. Hettler, Purchasing Agent of the Pennsylvania Lines,

at Fort Wayne, Ind., died in that city November 6.

Mr. Robert T. Lincoln, heretofore Chairman of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Pullman Palace Car Company, has been

elected President, and Mr. T. H. Wickes was re-elected Vice-

President.

Mr. J. B. Laurie has been appointed Purchasing Agent and

General Storekeeper of the Central Vermont, with headquar-

ters at Saint Albans, Vt., to take the place of Mr. W. B.

Hatch, whose title was General Purchasing Agent.

Spencer M. Jenny, President of the Huntington & Broad

Top Mountain Railroad, died very unexpectedly, Oct. 21, at

his home in Philadelphia, of heart failure. Mr. Jenney was

61 years old, had been President of the above road since

April, 1890, and was also a director of the Choctaw, Oklahoma

& Gulf Railroad and of various financial concerns.

Mr. George R. Brown, for many years General Superin-

tendent of the Fall Brook Railw.^.y prior to the transfer of the

company to the New York Central, has been elected Second

Vice-President and General Manager of the New York &
Pennsylvania, a road running south from Canisteo, N. Y., into

Pennsylvania. Mr. Brown was the originator of the "Brown's

Discipline" and author of the article "Discipline and Educa-

tion of Railway Employees," "American Engineer," Febru-

ary, 1899.

EaUIPMENT AND MANUFACTURING NOTES.

Electric headlights have been adopted on the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy for the fast mail and the Denver limited

trains.

The Q & C Co. inform us that Mr. E. W. Hodgkins has sailed

for an extended trip through Europe in their interests. Mr.

J. K. Lencke, who has been abroad for this firm since Jan-
uary 1, has been recalled and is no longer in their employ.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad will have 62 new compound
consolidated freight locomotives by the last of January. Fifty

were ordered in September from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works and the order has just been increased by 12 more.

The International Correspondence Schools of Scranton are

making use of stereopticons in two of their instruction cars
for the assistance of students in the railroad courses. The
lectures are given by Mr. A. C. Beckwith, who was formerly
Master Mechanic of the Illinois Central at St. Louis and who
has taken charge of this branch of the work of the schools.

The Union Boiler Tube Cleaner Co., 253 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh,
have just completed a contract for cleaning two Hazelton, or

porcupine, boilers having 2,000 tubes, one end of each tube being
welded tight. These tubes were badly scaled and the cleaning
of the closed end required a special tool of unique design. The
work also required the use of the special flexible shaft designed
by this firm, which is the only concern in this country properly
equipped with apparatus and expert operators for doing such
work quickly, effectively and cheaply.

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co. report 55 orders for the month
of October, the machines ranging in size from the smallest to
300 kw. capacity. A repeated order was received from the
Maryland Steel Co. of Sparrows Point, Md., this making the
fifth order and being for a 300 kw. generator and several mo-
tors. Orders were received from the London (England) "Star"
and St. Petersburg (Russia) "Novia Wremia," two of the most
important papers of the respective cities, for the Bullock

"Teeser" equipment for operating newspaper presses. Two 300

kw. alternating current generators were shipped to the Wilson
Aluminum Co. of Holcombe Rock, W. Va., to be used in the

manufacture of ferro-chrome, an electro-chemical product used
in the manufacture of chrome steel.

The Cling-Surface Manufacturing Co., of Buffalo, N. T., re-

port steadily advancing demand from belt users for "Cling-

Surface," including several large shipments to Mexico and
England. Unsolicited testimonial letters are being received

every day from customers of this concern, one of which from
Adams & AVestlake Co., of Chicago, says: "We have been using
Cling-Surface for some time and it gives perfect satisfaction."

The Erie R. R. Co., Union Dry Dock, of Buffalo, said on March
2, 1896: "Our power has been increased very considerably, the

belts are soft, pliable and in simply perfect condition; it has
earned many times its cost." On Oct. 20, 1899, they again say:

"We have not a tight belt in the shop, and ai'e better satisfied

than ever with Cling-Surface."

Announcement is made of the organization of the New York
Air Compressor Company under the laws of the State of New
Jersey. The capital stock of the company is $100,000, and a
complete foundry and machine shop plant has been pur-
chased on the line of the New York & Greenwood Lake Rail-

road at Arlington, N. J. Contracts have already been let for

a complete modern equipment of tools. It is intended to manu-
facture a complete line of air compressing machinery at the

new plant. The officers of the company are: J. W. Duntley,
President; Alexander MacKay, Vice-President; W. P. Pres-
singer. Secretary and Treasurer. The directors are: J. W.
Duntley, Alexander MacKay, W. P. Pressinger, William B.

Albright, W. O. Duntley, Thomas Aldcorn and Austin E. Pres-
singer. The New York offices of the company are at 120

Liberty Street.

An interesting statement in regard to the use of Pearson
jacks comes from Mr. F. E. Paradis, Chief Engineer Chicago
Terminal Transfer R. R.. as follows: "We used eight of these

jacks in connection with other jacks, in moving our 600 ton

drawbridge. We used Pearson Jacks exclusively to start the

bridge on the ways, and used them at various points on the

structure in raising and lowering it. While the bridge was
being lowered, on account of the carelessness on the part of

the man who was operating one of the Pearson jacks, the

thread ran in, thereby closing the two ends tightly against
the center. It was not noticed until the jacks around It had
been lowered considerable, and bound the Pearson jack fast.

We then placed four 35 ton hydraulic jacks at four points

around the Pearson jack and attempted to release the load
upon it, but were unable to do so. If each of the hydraulic
jacks were lifting their full capacity, and I have every reason
to believe that they were lifting more than their stated ca-

pacity, there was at least 15() tons on this jack. It seemed im-
possible to release it, and I gave instructions that the jack be
broken with sledges. After hammering on it for some time it

was found impossible to break it. It was necessary to cut
the blocking out from underneath by a small piece at a time
to release it." These jacks were furnished by the Pearson
Jack Co., 64 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered 80 new locomotives
to be built at the Juniata shops. Of these, 43 are Class G 4-A
and 27 Class G 4. These classes are freight moguls, the former
having 68-inch and the latter 62-inch driving wheels; other-
wise the designs are alike. They will have Belpaire boilers

with 356 flues, 2,814 square feet of heating surface and 30.8

square feet of grate area, and will carry a steam pressure
of 225 pounds per square inch. The cylinders are 20 by 28

inches and arranged like those of the H 5 and H 6 engines
illustrated in our June issue of the current volume, the cylin-

ders being separate from the saddles. This practice appears
to be likely to become standard on this road for the reasons
stated in the description mentioned. The front frames are of

cast steel and made in the form of slabs. The engines will

have single steam pipes, like the Class E 1 passenger engine.
These types are new and these are the first to be constructed.
Since the above was written, information has been received

to the effect that the order had been increased to 113 locomo-
tives, of which 35 will be Class G-4; 55. Class G 4-A; 13, Class
L, and 10, Class H-6.
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